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"
IN DER FREMDEA

FROM THE GERMAN OF SCII I.EGEI..

Oir uncouth and rough I've called thee,
Lear and homely Mother-Tongue !

Sweeter seemed the siren accents,

'Neath the Southern olive sung.

Far from home and kindred, joyless
Wander I from place to place.

Oh ! once more to hear a German

Word, or see a German face !

Many feelings stir my bosom ;

Never can I give them breath :

All the dreams and hopes of childhood,
In me slumber as in death.

Lonely in the fields I wander,

For a voice of Nature seek ;

But the woods, the winds, the waters,

Seem a foreign tongue to speak.

All unloved, unheard, unheeded,

Dies away my German song;

While with sad and yearning bosom,

For a- voice of old, I long.

D. S. J., '72.

C O A C ER A IA G BRAIN S.

BY PROFESSOR P.. G. WILDER.

We speak not here ofthe brains which shall, we trust, make our University

paper even more interesting and instructive than heretofore, nor indeed of any

human brains whatever, but rather of the corresponding organs in some creat

ures which, to judge from their usage, are nut always credited with the faculties

of either sensation or thought.

Vet our horses and cows, and sheep and pigs, and dogs and cats, yes, and

even our pet chickens and canary bird.,, do have brains by means of which they

are enabled to feel and to think in a manner quite similar to ourselves, so far as

concerns the lower planes of the mind, although there is no evidence of the

existence in'animals of any power to
think abstractly, to freely choose between

right and wrong, to worship a Supreme Being or look forward to immortality.

Their brains alone, however, would never enable us to prove against them

the lack of what constitutes
essential humanity, for the brains of animals differ

among themselves in all respects far more than many of them differ from the

human brain, in which the ancient anatomists vainly sought to locate the soul.

It is true that the brain ofman is absolutely larger than that of our common

quadrupeds; but the whale ami the elephant excel man in this respect. It is

true also that, in proportion to the iceight of the tody, lhe human brain is heavi

er than tho-e ofthe great beasts above named, as well as more common ani

mals
• but it is lighter, in proportion to the weight ofthe body, than that of

the field mouse, some little monkeys and birds. Mere size antl weight, then,

whether absolute or relative, can hardly be regarded as proofs of man's intel

lectual superiority; but there remains the comparison in respect to the num

ber and depth of the cerebral convolutions ; for as it is certain that the layer

of gray or cellular matter which covers these convolutions is the active or dy

namic part of the nervous tissue,
the mental powers of an animal may, other

things being equal, be estimated according to the thickness of this layer and

its extent, this latter depending upon the degree to which the surface is

thrown into folds or convolutions. Now, taking this as our standard of com

parison, we may probably claim for the human brain a greater depth and ex

tent of this gray matter than exists in any other brain of equal size, in propor

tion to the size of the body ; yet even here, there should be taken into ac-

connt the fact that brains differ in quality zs, well as quantity, since we often

see men wilh small heads greatly superior in intellect to others with larger
heads and hi .tins.

So niuch for an admission of the doubts and difficulties that embarrass all

our inquiries
"

concerning brain.-."

Fully realizing all this, more fully no doubt than many a
"

phrenologist
"

who may never have seen a real brain, but will base a confident prediction as

to your future career on an inspection of "

bumps," Professor Agassiz has in

stituted an enquiry into the brains of animals, and has placed at my disposal
such resources ofthe Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge as shall

enable nit to collect and preserve in alcohol a large number of specimens.

But, while desiring thc brains of representative species from all groups of ver

tebrates, he is especially anxious to obtain full series of those of our domesti

cated animals; of each species antl breed, there should be brains of male and

female, of old antl young, of different ages before and after birth, in order to

make the conclusions more sound than is possible with a limited number of

specimens.

Already, daring the past vacation, I have obtained and prepared about sixty

brains, from that of a kitten to lhat of a large dog, from that of a calf three

inches long to lhat of a full grown ox ; and even this number, small as it is in

comparison to what is needed, has been useful already both as confirming pre

vious conclusions and as suggesting new lines of investigation.

For instance, it is well known that the brain of a child at and before birth

differs greatly from that of the adult; the comparison of the kitten's brain with

that of a cat shows that lhe same is true with them; the surface of the cerebrum

is almost smooth in lhe former, and a series of different ages indicates the

formation of the various convolutions. But no such striking difference ap

pears in comparing the brain of a calf with that of a cow; the convolutions

are quite similar in the two, and we are reminded that kittens are born blind, and

helpless, while calves are able at once to run about ; in view of this it will be

interesting to compare the brains of young and of old in other species in order

to see if any general law can be discovered.

Again, the brains of different breeds of dogs are very unlike, as to relative

size and lhe number ofconvolutions ; a terrier had a very large and deeply convo

luted brain, while a shepherd dog anel setter had brains narrower, flatter, less

convoluted and more like that of a fox. It remains to be seen how far such dif

ferences exist between the breeds of other domesticated animals and in view of

this Professor Agassi/ has ordered some brains of the buffalo to be forward

ed to me.

Finally, it is well known lhat the heads and brains of children and young

animals are larger in propo. tion to the body than at a later age ; but the rate

at which this ratio alters during growth has not been extensively observed.

These are but few ofthe many general and special problems which remain

to be investigated by means of the collection now making for Prof. Agassiz:

from the farmers and butchers of this vicinity, I Lave received many valuable

specimens which would otherwise have been destroyed ; in asking the aid of

the students ofthe Cornell University toward the increase of this collection, I

would remind them, that although it will eventually be deposited in the Mu

seum of Comparative Zoology, yet so long as it remains here,
it is available for

their instruction ; by the time it leaves us, we may perhaps be in a position to

form for ourselves, what is, in fact, the most expensive kind of natural history

collection, and we shall do it the better then, by reason ofthe experience gained

in making this. Furthermore, whatever scientific results may be reached,

will be accredited to myself; but that Prof. Agassiz has proposed such an ex

tended investigation to be made here at Ithaca, and has given general direc

tions as to it.- method, when he himself is forced, for the sake of health, to be

out of the country for a year, only increases the obligation we are under to

him, for his advice, support and encouragement ever since the day, three years

ago, when he joined the ranks of our professors, and gave the first course of

lectures upon general zoology in the Cornell University.

COMMENCEMENT WEEK.

WOODFORD MEDAL.

The regular exersises ofthe Third Annual Commencement Week began

Monday evening, Tune 16th, with the first oratorical contest for the Woodford

medal. In this exhibition the students and many,of the citizens were deeply

interested. The merits of each of the seven competitors had been freely dis

cussed, and his chances of success carefully weighed. Monday evening found

assembled in Library Mall a critical yet appreciative audience composed large

ly of students.
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The competitors occupied seats immediately in front of the stage, the award

ing committee, a little in the rear.

At the conclusion of an opening piece by the University Band, Professor

Russel introduced the first speaker, Mr. F. II. Remington, who had chosen for

his subject,'"Theories of History." His article was well written and distinct

ly pronounced. He confined himself mainly to the theories of Buckle and

Carlyle. His speech is easy and flowing, but his voice lacks strength.

The next speaker was Mr. L. II. Barnum, subject, "French and English

Strugglesf or Liberty in the Seventeenth Century." This speaker possesses a

full, strong voice, into which he at times threw much feeling. His subject was

ably handled, his delivery was earnest and forcible. Had his gestures been

free from a certain stiffness he might have been first instead of second among

the competitors.
The audience was now treated to a eulogy on Alexander Hamilton, by Mr.

McNair, who at the outset favorably impressed them by his easy salutation.

His language was well chosen, his style pleasing. His voice lacked volume,

his manner was slightly deficient in spirit.
Mr. R. O. Kellogg now proceeded to enlighten the audience on

" French and

English Struggles for Liberty in the Seventeenth Century."

He commenced with great earnestness and decision, at first slightly un

steady. His oration showed much thought and close reasoning. lie assumed

too much previous knowledge of the subject on the part of the audience, many

of whom followed him with difficulty or not at all.

Mr. J. E. More now modestly presented to the audience himself and his

views on "Theories of History." He showed the difficulty if establishing an

acceptable theory of history, and refuted the arguments upon which the theo

ries of Buckle and others are based. His manner was perfectly cool and de

liberate, though he lacked something of the grace of gesture and variation of

voice bywhich some of the other speakers were characterized.

After a laudable effort by the University band, Hamilton received another

tribute from Mr. W. S. McGregor.
He differed from McNair in giving much more of our early history in which

Hamilton figured. The oration was well constructed, the ideas neatly ex

pressed. The voice of the speaker, penetrating, though not strong, was easi

ly and distinctly heard in distant parts ofthe hall. His delivery possessed
the great excellence ofunstudied ease.

The last orator of the evening, Mr. R. W. Ingham, handled the subject
"Theories of History," with much energy, though his conclusions were not

approached by that course of close reasoning by which they might have been

reached. On the whole, his gestures were good, though perhaps sometimes

too lofty for the sentiment. He received the high compliment of close atten

tion from a fatigued audience.

The members of the awarding committee were now observed to confer

among themselves, and shortly Vice-President Russel stepped forward upon

the stage. All listened, anxious to catch the name of the first fortunate win

ner of the Woodford Medal ; but much to our disappointment, we were

blandly informed that the decision would be announced on the following eve

ning.
This closed the first competition for the Woodford medal. This year, on

ly members of the Senior Class were allowed to compete. Whether the lists

will hereafter be opened to all the students, vve know not, but at all events

the Woodford prize, of all the prizes of the University, is destined to be most

coveted.

CLASS DAY.

The first Class Day celebration at Cornell occurred on Tuesday, June 20th.

In the efforts to make this first attempt a success, the class of '71 hael spared
neither trouble nor expense.

At half past two p. M., the Senior Class, in all the glory of new "

plugs ",
Formed in front of the Clinton House, and, headed by Stubblebine's Band, of

Binghamton, marched to Library Hall, which was already occupied by an ex

pectant audience.

After the confusion had been quieted by a finely executed overture, the

President of the Clao Mr. G. A. Benton, after briefly remarking upon the

character and significance of the exercises, introduced the orator of the day,
Mr. L. H. Barnum, subject, "The Brotherhood of Scholars." Mr. Barnum

delivered his well written production with his usual force, expressing many
noble sentiments, and manifesting much feeling. The applause of the hear

ers was the best testimony to the merit of the oration.

The Class poet, Mr. A. N. Fitch, was then introduced, subject, "Dreams."
His reading possessed a quiet charm, felt and appreciated by all. He touched

Aery elegantly upon great events, both ancient and recent.

At the close of a piece of music, the Class historian, Mr. R. O. Kellogg,

was announced. After the somewhat pathetic poem, and the plaintive music,

this history was very appropriate. After a sober introduction, the historian

ran into a humorous style, which elicited frequent and hearty outbursts of

laughter and applause. His reflections on Chemistry aud Logic were very

amusing. In the metre ofthe celebrated
" Heathen Chinee," he said :

"This is why I would rise to remark,

And would wish to explain,

That for ways that are dark

And tricks that are vain,

That Craft-y professor's peculiar.
"

The statistics of the class were well gotten up.

The audience was again regaled with music, after which the closing address

was delivered by the President of the class, Mr. G. A. Benton, subject, "Man

hood."

Mr. Benton delivered his able production in his usual clear, easy and forci

ble manner, securing at the beginning the close attention of his hearers, and

retaining it throughout.
"

Planting the Ivy
"

being next in order, the crowd left the Hall, and

accompanied by the Band proceeded toward the campus. An "Ivy" had been

procured from Oxford, England, which was to be planted at the foot of the

McGraw building, the planting to be followed by an oration in the open air.

Scarcely had the crowd reached the University grounds, when a lively

shower drove them into the chapel ofthe South building, where the exercises

were continued. After a lively piece by the Band, the "Ivy" Oration was

delivered by Mr. J. E. More.

This was a refreshingly original production, delivered in an easy off-hand

manner. He gave the Freshmen an abundance ofgood advice concerning
" Gun

Shops," watchful professors, etc., and soon approaching the Sophomore class

remarked,
"
The class of '72 is a noble class," whereupon the numerous repre

sentatives of that renowned class broke forth into boisterous applause. The

speaker calmly awaited the restoration of quiet, then remarked, "Their ability
is exceeded only by their unanimity.'''' This unexpected "change of base"

completely demoralized the irrepresible '73's. Some of them applauded, a

few hissed, the majority, however, joined in the general laugh at their being
so cheaply sold.

The oration was followed by music, after which each Senior inserted a cal

umet stem between his eloquent lips, and sent heavenward a cloud of smoke a3

a pledge of everlasting friendship and brotherly love.

The exercises were now closed with a Class song.

To the class of '71 belongs the honor of inaugurating Class Day at Cornell

Henceforth it will claim a high place in the festivities of Commencement

week. The efforts of '71 will probably not be eclipsed until the Commencement

of 1873.

Tuesday evening the members of '71 indulged in a Class Supper at the

Clinton House. Unfortunately, this was a private affair ; but knowing their

capacity in that direction, we are free to assume that they acquitted themselves

nobly.
Prizes were awarded as follows :

A cane to J. E. More, as the most popular man of the class.

A mirror to J. M. McNair, as the homeliest man.

A pair of slippers to Orrin Gillett, as possessing the largest feet.

v gold ring to Eugene Hadley, as the handsomest of the handsoma
Mr. Morse gave the Class statistic-, F. L. Parker the prophecy.
During Commencement wee1-., two years hence, a reunion of '71 is to oociw.

'! h:k , ucises.

On Tuesday evening, ar
'

ih.-ary Hall, a lecture was delivered by Hod.

Rossiler Raymond, subject, '-'lhe Progress of Science, and the Science of

Progress.
"

The lecture was much too scientific for a promiscuous audience.

The speaker thought that everything should be done scientifically, and he

strongly condemned the praetice of hastening over a college course. He

ihonght that a course of four yeais was not .sufficient to enable the graduate to

go lortli and become a "power among men."

The "

Dedication ofthe Sibley Building" had been announced for Wednes

day al nine \. m. Accordingly, ai that hour, quite a crowd had assembled on

the campus, in front of said building. The seats which had been arranged up
on the ground were quickly filled, and many were obliged to remain standing,
ur occupy the vehicles which had brought ihem from the village. Upon the

plaifoi-m, in front of the entrance, were seated Gov. Hoffman, Hon. Hiram

Sibley, ol Rochester, President White and other dignitaries. Aftera brief state-
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ment concerning the'origin and object of the building, President White intro

duced Mr. rSibley, who vvas greeted with applause. I lis remarks were brief.

He said that being himself a mechanic, it wis natural for him to take great in

terest in the mechanic arts. He wished alw.iv- '
••_ considered as a friend

to education, and especially as a friend to cYinc!! I aivcrsity.

Professor Gilman was then introduced. His article was of considerable

length and carefully written. He traced the progress of education up to its

present state. Thinks we are now at the beginning of the univeisiiv period.
He would not have our universities devote themselves exclusively either to

the classics or to science, hut give due -mention to both.

Professor Gilman is a clear and efleeiiv' speaker, though not an orator.

President White then introduced Governor Hoffman, who began by ex

pressing his regrets that circumstances had compelled him to make an im

promptu effort, but his duties had been such that he could not possibly pre

pare an address for the occasion. Upon receiving the invitation, the Governor

had asked President White what he would be expected to say, and the Pres

ident kindly informed him that he would be expected to say "something

appropriate to the occasion." The Governor's remarks were brief and to the

point. He said that our self-made men are the pride of our State, and he re

gretted that so few of them have been willing to help others make them

selves. He severely censured that miserly spirit which induced some of our

wealthy men to refuse their children a liberal education, rather than expend

money necessary to secure it.

He deplored the growing tendency on the part of our young men to crowd

Into the cites. Thought that this evil might be checked by giving the courses

on agriculture and mechanic arts, more prominence in our universities and col

lege-. As the representative of the people he congratulated the University

apon its success already achieved, and its prospects for the future. The Gov

ernor possesses a powerful voice. His manner of speaking is very dignified.

Mr. George Andrews, of New Vork, spoke highly of the energy and rapidi

ty with which thus far the University buildings have been erected, and ad

dressed Mr. Sibley in terms of respectful praise.

Mr. Andrews is a fluent and agreeable speaker.
Mr. White then remarked that he had but lately become acquainted with

the fact that a University existed at Newfield, Tompkins County. He was

happy to learn that such was thc case, would alway.- be glad to hear from it,

and took great pleasure in introducing to the audience Mr. William Orion,

President of Newfield University and also of the Western Union Telegraph

Company. Mr. Orton's remarks were brief and practical. He hid once

taught a common school in the town of New field. He was now giving em

ployment to many people. He advi-ed young men to learn to do one thing

well, rather than perform many things indifferently. He received many ap

plications for work from young men of excellent general education, whom he

could not employ because they were unable to elo the special work which he

required.
The next speaker was Professor Atkinson, ofthe Boston School of Tech

nology. Mr. Atkinson said that as a nation we are becoming more liberally

educated. He thought we needed educated mechanics and farmers as well as

educated doctors, lawyers, and divines. He preferred physical science to meta

physics. There is everywhere great demand for practical scientific education.

Mr. Atkinson's remarks were made with the ea-e of a practiced speaker.

His listeners paid hiin marked attention. He wa- traveling, and happened to

be in Ithaca on the elay of the dedication.

Hon. Erastus Brooks, of New Vork, then addressed the audience. :fc

paid a high compliment to the printing department of lhe Universiiy. He

agreed with the Governor in deprecating the rush of young men to our cities

and their aversion to labor on the lain, or in the work-shop. The speech of

Mr. Brooks, both in matter and manner, was very effective.

Hon. Ezra Cornell was then introduced, who began by declaring thai he

could not make a speech. He referred to the meagre educational advantages

ofhis youth, as a reason for his present deficiency in speech making. He was

gratified at the progress of the University and thanked the public for ihe in

terest manifested in its welfare.

The next speaker was Mr. Henry Wells, of Aurora, founder of Wells' Sem

inary for young ladies. Mr. Wells thought it very wrong, that most ofthe in

stitutions founded by persons of wealth were designed exclusively for young

men. More schools should be founded for young women. The importance of

educating the ladies was very evident. The wealthy but unlettered men who

had just addressed the audience would willingly testify to the worth of an edu

cated wife.

Mr. Wells spoke in a low voice and with a slight impedimenl of speech, so
that part ofhis remarks were not understood by many ofhis heaters.

Mr. Wells was the last speaker of lhe day. The benediction pronounced

by Dr. Wilson closed the exercises.

On Thursday, thc 23 1, the commencement proper took'place in Library
Hall. At 9 a.m., the appointed hour, the hall was crowded with the elite of

Iihaca. In contrast with a similar occasion of the preceding year, the tem.

peralure was comfortably low.

On the stage were seated Hon. John T. Hoflman, Hon. Ezra Cornell,
Hon. Erastus Prooks, Hon. A. B. Weaver, President White, and others.

In his preliminary remarks the President stated that Mr. Barnum, in vir

tue of standing second among the competitors for the Woodford mecial, was

entitled to the first place on the commencement programme. Mr. Barnum

had been excused at his own request.

The President then introduced Mr. Geo. A. Benton, subject — "French and

English struggles for liberty in the Seventeenth Century." I'he speaker be

gan in a low voice anel quiet manner, which hushed lhe buzz of visiting voices

and produce 1 silence throughout the hall. He searched out and compared the

origin oflhe struggles, dwelt upon the difference in the condition of the French

anel the English people and traced the different causes and conditions to their

necessarily diverse results, so different in the two countries. Mr. Benton's

fellow students would have been glad to have seen him among the competit
ors for the Woodford medal, to which place in their opinion his oratorical

powers entitled him.

The next speaker was Mr. A. H. Edgren, of Stockholm, Sweden, sub.

ject,
—

" Gustavus Adolphus."
The speaker did not wish to be thought presurnptous in eulogizinga Swede,

before an American audience. He thought the noble deeds of the Swedish

hero challenged the aelmiration not only of Sweden but ofthe civilized world.

He dwelt upon prominent events in which Gustavus had played an import
ant part, particularly the battle of Lutzen. His oration was interspersed with

many fine and touching figures. His delivery is deliberate and winning, his

accent is slightly foreign.
After music, Mr. Whitfield Farnham read an essay on

"
The Control of

Freshets in Chemung River." He thought that a large dam should be built

at Big Flats, for the purpose of keeping back the surplus water, and allowing
it to e-cape by degrees, after the waters had subsided. He detailed his plan
with great clearness. He had not concerned himself a-. to how the great ex

pense of such a work was to be met. He left that to "

our talented financiers

and legislators."
Mr. J. E. More, winner ofthe Woodford medal, then redelivered his ora

tion on "Theories of History." A decided improvement in his delivery was

perceptible.
An oration by Mr. E. L. Parker, on

"
International Arbitration

"

was next

in order. Mr. Parker advocated the adjustment of all national difficulties by
means of arbitration. He claimed that war was inhuman. The oration was

well delivered, and possessed, among other good points, the merit of brevity.
The audience now re>.-e and remained standing during the execution of a

piece of music. Mr. Reeves then read an essay on
"

Miracle Plays." He

was an admirer and defender of the drama, considering it one of the finest of

the arts. ft had been degraded and dragged down from its legitimate posi

tion. Tl should rank with the pulpit as a power tor gv>u. .Miracle plays
•.\--i-.- .lies; prominent dm me die tenth and ele\ eiuh centra :e.-, when li.ey ivete

very efficient agent-. 111 di -pensing bibiieal truth among tiie people. The essay

w.is well written, 01 a . ty le clear and concise.

Mi. Reeves wa- followed by Mr. A. J. Rodgers, 111 an orat. ou on
•'

Is the

Tendency of Science Atheistic?
"

He is a iriend to science, and thinks that

religion and science may yet be perleclly reconciled. 'Phe oration showed

deep thought and careful preparation. The language was nicely selected,

plain and strong. The speaker's voice lacks power. His delivery is earnest,

but not very energetic.

Next came an oration by Mr. WE P. Ryman ; subject, "Looking On and

hooking In." Mr. Ryman took the ground that we are a
"

Nation of Shams,"

and deliberately proceeded to prove it. As a good example of an American

" sham
"

he mentioned the dome ofthe Capitol at Washington. American

colleges, with their short courses, turn out sham scholars. Many of our

theologians are "shams," denouncing geology before they understand it.

Many of our geologists are "shams," waging war upon theology I efore they
have examined its principles. Only ignorant theologians denounce geology,
and only ignorant geologists denounce theology. Mr. Ryman made several
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good hits, which "brought down the house." He possesses a voice of a pitch

and quality which makes it easily heard.

This oration was followed by music, and then Mr. R. G. IL Speed was in

troduced; subject,
"

Principle and Policy." Mr. Speed spoke with much en

ergy and decision. He took up questions of to-day. He deplored the extent

to which political corruption is spreading. He strongly censured that class of

politicians who, governed by no principle, adopt any means which will aid

them in gaining their ends. We need more Fes.-endens and fewer WEnanses.

Mr. Speed's voice is of medium strength, his manner spirited.

The last orator ofthe day was Mr. R. Taft. His subject was "The Last

Decade." The speaker reviewed the great achievements of science, and

prominent political and religious movements during the last len years. Mr.

Taft possesses a good voice, of moderate power, and speaks in a cool and de

liberate manner.

The last two or three speakers labored under the disadvantage of address

ing an audience weary and uneasy from long sitting, and under these circum

stances were very successful in holding their attention.

In matter and delivery, the orations were superior to those of last year.

The exercises passed off in a pleasant manner, apparently fully meeting the

expectations of the crowd of people in attendance.

At the close of Mr. Taft's oration, prizes were awarded, diplomas conferred,

and with a benediction by Dr. Wilson, the assembled people were dismissed.

PLAIN LANGUAGE FROM RRACTICAL MEN.

General Eaton, Commissioner of Education, informs the public that

there are in the United States 409 colleges and collegiate institutions, of which

306 are colleges, 66 Roman Catholic schools, 68 female colleges, and 29 insti

tutes, or high schools, for males.

These statistics possess more than passing interest, as indicating the extent to

which the money devoted to. the purposes of higher education is dissipite 1 and

wasted. It will be seen that the average number of colleges and other higher

institutions is about thirteen to each state, while there are seventeen so called

colleges to every two states, or more than six colleges to every five congres

sional districts.

The uselessness and wastefulness of taxing every 124,000 of population

with the establishment and support of a college becomes still more strikingly

apparent in the light of certain facts supplied by the census. According to the

United States census of 1S60, the whole number of those who are supposed to

require a collegiate education for the successful practice of their professions,—

including lawyers, physicians, clergymen, astronomers, authors, chemists, civil

and mechanical engineers, editors, judges and professors,
—

was about 162,000.

It is true that there are many liberally educated bankers, druggists, public of

ficers, common school teachers,
and others; but these are probably offset in great

part, if not wholly, by the uneducated members ofthe first-named profession-.

To be within bounds, however, let us assume that there were 200,000 college-

bred men in the country in 1S60. The annual loss by death, reckoned at one

and a half percent., would be 3,000. To make good this loss there were 50,-

OOO students pursuing their studies that year, of whom it is safe to assume that

ten per cent., or 5,000, graduated, or at least left the college with the benefit

of two or three years of the curriculum.
These figure-, as well as the com

plaints that the ranks of the professions, especially ofthe legal profession, are

overcrowded, indicate that the supply of college tledgelings was considerably

in excess of the demand.

But suppose it was not. Suppose that none too many were launched upon

the waters of professional life from the commencement stages of iSbo, and sup

pose that the demand for college bred men has increased thirty per cent.,

while the population has increased only twenty-three [.er cent., the number of

undergraduates should now be about 65,000, or an average of 212 to each col

lege. Probably no one will be di-po-ed to deny lhat it would be far better for

these young men if they were collected into sixty or seventy well-endowed and

and well-officered colleges, than it is for them to be scattered about among

more than three hundred establishments, nine-tenths of which are below the

standard of a second rate academy.

This multiplication of "college-" is something worse than bad economy. It

is the means of filling the land with pedants and illiterate wearers of cheap
honors, antl of bringing true culture into unmerited contempt. The congres

sional district college is your most brazen beggar. It is forever toi nicnLiii"

the patient public with appeals, and yet il never has a respectable librarv, in

tolerable apparatus,or a corps of pro fe-sors capable of |, is sing the final examina

tion at a German gymnasium. In order to make a decent appearance in point

of numbers, it flatters fond parents and conceited boys, and bestows some

half a dozen diplomas a year upon young sapheads who ought to have been

pursuing their studies at the mechanic's bench or behind the plow.

The aim should be to draw our brightest young men into professional and

public life, and to give them the best facilities for obtaining the culture and

knowledge they need in order to adorn their callings. To that end we should

have comparatively few of the higher institutions, where
the student can have

the benefit of good libraries and scientific apparatus, and be brought under the

immediate influence of the most highly cultured a;.d richly endowed minds.

The chief cause of the dispersion and squandering of educational energies

in this country is denominationalism. Romanists, Baptists, Congregational-

ists, Presbyterians, Methodists, and wdiat not, feel called upon to occupy the

waste places with all dispatch, lest they be anticipated by their rivals. And

so in every state we have starveling denominational colleges, founded and

maintained more for the purpose of proselyting than of educating, and gene

rally of no value for any purpose, save as asylums for ministers who have

been retired from active service in the pulpit on account of hopeless poverty

of intellect, and as nurseries for the rearing of other preachers, as dull and

pithless as their preceptors.

How to get rid of these miserable eelucational parasites, concentrate the

means of higher education, and elevate the standard of scholarship, is a ques

tion not easily answered. Probably the best way is to rally to the support of

the state institutions, enlarge their endowments, improve their tone, and make

their superiority manifest to all men. The press will do its part by letting
some rays of daylight into those honest souls upon whom the zealots depend
for the means of planting their cheap nurseries of pedantry and bigotry.

—

Chicago Times, July 27, 1S71.

TO A VASE OF FLOWERS.

Be.vutifil flowers, you carry me back

To days when I was as happy as you,

When, a child, I wandered in field or by brook,

Doing just what God had made me to do.

I vaguely longed, as I lay in your arms,

And breathed your fragrance into my soul,

For manhood to come, when I should be great,
And wished that the years might faster roll.

Ah! little I thought that manhood would come,

And greatness be never so far awav,

That the sight of those flowers would thrill in my heart

A sad remorse at the thought of that day.

eVnd now I long for childhood again,
Not the less that I'm swept toward another goal,

For my days are filled with a ceaseless pain,
.\nd the scent of the roses has left my soul.

A., '74.

BASE BALL.

As the old students return to Ithaca they will see with pleasure the flour

ishing condition of the University ; but though appreciating fully the work

that has been done and the obstacles that have been overcome, they will also
admit that there is still room for improvement. In like manner they cannot

fail to notice the success attained by the University nine during the past year,
and also lament that the want of funds alone prevented the directors sending
on a tour the best nine ever organized at Cornell, and one which, if not always
triumphant, would at least neNC,- have been disgracefully defeated. The
scores of the only two games played this year show how vast has been the

improvement over the nines ol [acceding years. The defeat of the Normals
of Cortland by 30 to lo, and the Amateurs of Owego bv 20 to 0. were games

| which would be creditable to any amateur nine in the count, v. The nine
! will probably be as follows fo,- this year: Conklin, catcher ; McKcchnie and
A. A. Smith, pitchers; Jillelt, shoit stop; Sprague, second base; Headlev,
fir.U base; Kinney, thiol base; Websler and C. Smith, fielders; Gill, Calla
han and T. E. Williams not , elm ning this n, m. This nine, strengthened
sums as can most conveniently be spared. To old members ofthe club we

would say Uo ihe semi-annual assessment of fifty cents falls due next week,
and that by having on hand thai amount ol" fractional cunency they will ere

long have a chance to pass il over lo the treasurer. Finally, let every Fresh-
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most likely by some new additions from the entering class, will be able to up

hold the reputation already gained. But while the club has always plenty of

muscle at its disposal, its supply of money is much more limited, and the club

has heretofore commenced every season with a large collection of debts be

queathed to it as some
"

rich legacy
"

by the preceding directors, and which

are generally paid by almost superhuman exertions on the part of the mana

gers. But this year the directors have taken a new departure. Under the

successful management of Mr. J. W. Hill, treasurer, the club is enabled to

start upon the new season with a small stock ot bats and balls, a balance of

$3.70 in the treasury, and no debts. But let not the penurious rejoice at this

statement, in the hope thai they will not be called upon to contribute their pit
tance to the support of the nine. The treasurer is making [.reparations, anel

all who know his wonderful pertinacity in collecting money for such a laudable

purpose will doubtless anticipate his call by ['aving him immediately such

man who glories in that time-honored name, prove that he is truly a member

ofthe University by handing the sum of $1.00 to Mr. J. WE Hill, and there

upon become a member of lhe Cornell University Base Ball Club. Where is

the Freshman who would grudge us such a small sum as one dollar, when in

return we inscribe his name on the scroll of fame as a member of the C. U. B.

B. C. ? Where is the Freshman who does not wish to enjoy the pleasure of

a delightful ride over to Cortland, the pleasure of witnessing a glorious victo

ry for "the bovs," a visit to the Normal School, and a tin-horn serenade? We

hope that room 163, Cascadilla, will be thronged with P'reshmen hurrying to

pay their dollar to the treasurer. And nol Freshmen alone, but any one else

who has a dollar to spare can perfoim a good deed by paying il over to the

club, which has need of a large amount of money to buy the long needed new

uniform and other necessary articles. Having thus presented this earnest ap

peal for money with the hope that it will be met in the spirit in which it is

made, we append a list ofthe officers ofthe club: President, M. T. Conklin;

Vice-President, C. Smith; Treasurer, J. WE Hill; Recording Secretary, J. B.

Edgerly; Corresponding Secretary, C. A. Spofford; Directors, M. T. Conk

lin, C. Smith, WE 1. Scott, J. B. Edgerly. J. B. E.

THE CORAELL NAVY.

The boatingenterprise of the University, so earnestly begun last term, and

carried forward with so much enthusiasm and success, is being at once revived

with a spirit which defies failure and promises the speedy accomplishment of

the undertaking. Those who have control of the interests are already in the

field and earnestly engaged in their work, completing the buildings, repairing the

boats, purchasing new oars, reorganizing crews, negotiating the concentration of

the entire boating interests of the University, and perfecting that system of gov

ernment ofthe organization which is to in-ure its success. We hope, ere the

present season closes, to see this boating interest of our University developed

in such a manner as to place the Cornell Navy among the first college navies

of our countrv, and meriting the admiration of all Cornelians. This may be a

good deal to anticipate in so short a time, but the spirit and wisdom with

which we see the undertaking carried forward certainly does promise it.

Wre hope to be able to publish in our next issue a complete and detailed

account ofthe condition and management of the above enterprise.

TIIE TOM HUGHES BOAT CLUB.

Boating at Cornell has atlastbecome a reality
—not by the wild schemes of

a few enthusiasts who dream only ofthe prize cup, won in the hard contested

race with Harvard and Vale, but by the earnest labor of a few who look upon

it as the best means for the cultivation of goo 1 nature and a vigorous consti

tution. The aid which it has received from professors and citizens, either in

good wishes or good currency, combined with the unsurpassed advantages of

fered by one ofthe most beautiful sheets of water in the country, has given to

it not only a reality but a permanency which Time himself shall nol be able to

blot out. Boats have been bought and crews organized. Everything has

been done which the short time since the beginning of the movement would

permit. And here permit me to state that, in my opinion, much ot the success

in boating affairs is due to the rivalry between the two existing organizations ;

and although many have deplored its existence and have prophesied lhe de

struction of all boating interests by it, yet I sincerely believe lhat much of the

future success of both clubs depends upon its continuation, not with the bit

terness of the past, but with friendliness and goodwill.

Early in the past year a few students conceived the project of forming a

Universiiy Boat Club, but as they lacked both time and money, their plans

they unfolded slowly. During the last few weeks ofthe winter trimester suc

ceeded in effecting a temporary organization and made all necessary arrange-
ments for raising funds. The beginning of the spring trimester found them

with money enough subscribed lo warrant them in forming a permanent

organization. This they immediately did. A constitution was adopted, a

regular set of officers was elected, and under the name of "The Cornell Uni

versity Boat (Tub
"

everything went on smoothly. Messrs. Burling and

Leonard were commOioned to build them a first-class six-oared boat, and an

order was immediately sent for the necessary equipments, but owing to unex

pected delays the boat was not launched until after the middle of the spring
trimester.

Previous to this another club had organized, and took the name of "The

Cornell University Boating Association." As neither club could claim to be

the University Boat Club, the first, at the suggestion of Professor Goldwin

Smith, took the title of
"

The Tom Hughes Boat Club," while the second

took that of "The Cornell Navy." Under these names both clubs exist at

present.

Membership in the Tom Hughes Boat Club is elective, for the reason that

the best and most earnest men alone are wanted. As an inducement it offers

to every member a share in its government and an equal chance with others in

the use of its property. In this way it is hoped that the greatest benefit and

pleasure may be secured to every member. It has more than funds enough to

meet all neee--ary expenses, and the balance on hand, together with its mem

ber-hip fees, will be invested in boats as soon as practicable. Thus far the

greatest harmony and most perfect understanding have existed between its

members, and, while it wishes success to every other similar organization, it

asks in return the privilege only of living and growing in any manner it chooses.

Its record thus far is always open for the inspection of any one interested. X.

J A CA TION IN TOWN.

Those of us who have been compelled by duty or necessity to spend the

summer months in Ithaca, have had ample opportunity for tasting the joys of

solitude. Stillness more profound than that of "the forest primeval" has

reigned in our streets, antl has been the more marked by contrast with their

previous activity. After Commencement there was a grand exeunt of all such

as were able to leave for summer excursions and rural retreats. Business

men, in sending off their wives and daughters to watering places, seemed to

part with their public spirit at the same time, and begrudged the few barrels

of water which would have kept down the volumes of dust that hung over the

town. Dust enveloped everything; like a mockery of snow it covered the

leaves of the shade trees, and made walking on the streets insufferable to all

but natural dirt-eaters. No
" fair women, richly gay in gems and wanton

dress," promenaded on moonlit evenings as was their wont, and
"
the sound

of lhe grinding (of the piano) was low
"

in the mansions accustomed to the

ring of music and the sparkle of beauty. On looking down one of the ave

nues of dusty trees, no sign of life would meet the eye, except perhaps a

beelraggled dog, or an ancient beldame who might serve as the witch whose

incantation had caused the desolation, and provoked the demon of dust to

hover over us like an avenging angel. Of course there was no activity
in business. Every one bemoaned the absence of the students, and

the town presented a fair type of what it would be should the

University be removed elsewhere. The great event of the vacation was the

arrival in town ofthe first train on the Ithaca and Athens Railroad, celebrated

by the occasional thud of a small cannon and any amount of the tooting of

engines.
The fire woke the inhabitants for one night at least, and during a few ago

nizing hours bade fair to make Ithaca a deserted village indeed. Like all ca

lamities of the kind it will, doubtless, be ultimately beneficial. It will stimu

late municipal reform, and fairer edifices will rise oir the site of the old. On

the hill some improvements have been going on. The McGraw building,
with its lower, has been finished externally, and its rooms plaslered. The

Sibley building has been finely fitted up, and the priming office moved thereto.

Mr. Benham, with a corps of students, has been grading the eminence back of

the McGraw building. Professor Fiske's neat cottage is nearly completed.
The settlement in the somewhat mythical "grove," east of the campus, will

soon be ornamented by the presidential mansion, which President White is

building. It is expected that it will be under cover this Fall, and ready for

occupancy next Spring. A., '74.

C J. Cochrane has gone to Cirencester Agricultural School, in England.
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RESIGNA TION

To the Class of '73 :

Circumstances have compelled me to withdraw from the University, and I

therefore resign my position on the editorial corps of The Cornell Era. I

wish to express my thanks for the honor conferred and my regrets that I can

not remain in the University to discharge the ditties ofthe position.

Respectfully, yours, Hiram T. Gilbert.

Ithaca, N. Y., June 24, 1871.

SALUTATORY.

We take charge of The Era with the same stoical and resigned

spirit with which we prepare to umpire a match game of base ball,

knowing that following the
" in medio tutissimus ibis

"

rule will dis

please all class partisans ; and though foreseeing many perplexities,

for the present, in baleful ignorance of many others. Some may

imagine that taking charge of the Era, after it has been put upon

such a solid basis by the former business-like and brilliant Editors,

will be like merely running an engine over the steel rails of a well

built and ballasted railway, but the task is more like that of piloting
a steamboat up the yellow Missouri, where the current and sand

bars change the channel every day, and deposit new snags and saw

yers.

To save ourselves the trouble of orally hinting the same fact, we

here gently insinuate that The Era belongs, during the present

year, to no class, no faction, not to the students, not to advertisers,

not to the Faculty, not to the Trustees, but to the present Editors,
who will endeavor most earnestly and carefuily to do justice to

all. While feeling that the burden of sustaining a journal
which we wish to make, as regards both literary and typo

graphical merit, the largest and best college paper in the

world, we trust that as our day is so shall our strength be, and

that the students will assist us, not only by subscriptions, but

by that which will leave them only the richer, sympathy and con

sideration. While The Era will try to obtain for its readers the

soundest scientific and most entertaining literary articles, a great

effort will also be made to make it the trustworthy and quick me

dium of news from other institutions of learning, to keep the stu

dents well posted in regard to passing and future events in the Cor

nell microcosm, and, above all, to help along every enterprise by
which the students may endeavor to supple and strengthen their

bodies or minds.

Moreover, while we congratulate the officers and students- on

the rampant growth of our University, we must remind them that,
as The Era will be the representative abroad of the institution, they
are all directly concerned in furnishing for its columns items and ar

ticles of interest. Our enlarged size will afford facilities hitherto

unenjoyed for detailed accounts of the contests between literary so

cieties, class meetings, exhibitions, readings, excursions,
ball games,

boat races, and other stirring events, which must increase in fre

quency and excellence as the University becomes older, and the va

rious student organizations gain strength and system. The Editors'

best wishes are that, after a year prosperous and beneficial "to the

University and every enterprise connected therewith, they may lay

aside their work with the same harmony and energy among all

branches of the institution that now pervades and inspires all to ac

tivity and conscientiousness in labor.

PARRICIDA L PARAGRAPHS.

Considerable disgust has been caused, among many filial dev

otees to their alma mater at Ithaca, by certain libellous letters

about the University and vicinity, which a discontented member of

'73 has written to an obscure country newspaper, but which may

leak into some paper like the Sim or Herald, that wishing to pro

duce a sensation, or because Greeley is a trustee, would gladly copy

these articles that

" Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer,

Though a student may not enjoy himself at the University as much
as even in the fourth heaven, he must bear in mind that the Chicago
like growth of the institution, placing it, within three years, on a

level with and above colleges whose present condition is the result of

scores of years of work, could not, in the nature of things, be per
fectly symmetrical. To have it so would require omniscient and

omnipotent Faculty and Trustees. Many of the carping criticisms

on Cornell are like those heaped upon Napoleon for winning cam

paigns without going into winter quarters, but all invidious attacks

pass by like the idle wind except the Cenci-like blows hit by stu

dents and others, who, like Italian Condiotteri, or Captain Joab, of
David's gang of bilks, offer the friendly salute, and at the same

time "smite under the fifth rib." The universal use of the term

alma mater is enough to establish the family feeling that should ex

ist among the students towards each other and their college.
If, when '72 were actually Freshmen, during the first year
of the University, when Cascadilla Creek was crossed only by
stringers, and the ravine some rods north had to be scrambled

through, before the fine road from Cascadilla to the University
was graded, and a chain of bogs and other annoyances
was sternly or laughingly endured, then, if some Timon had
found fault, it would not have caused the same displeas
ure that it does now—when such palpable and vast im

provement and growth has been made. Articles, meta

phorically boiling the aforesaid grognard in hydrofluoric acid, have
been handed in for insertion in The Era, but we think our space
can be better employed than in publishing them, especially as our

circulation is largely among students and patrons of the institution,
who are fully acqnainted with the condition of things at the Uni

versity. However, if these country papers wish to advertise us

free of charge we shall not object, but we respectfully decline re

ciprocating the favor.

BOARDING CLUBS.

Wi.; slate, upon the best authority, that measures are now in

contemplation for the erection of club boarding houses near the

University buildings. 13y the plan now under consideration board
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could be procured by students not only nominally but actually
"
at

cost," the management ofthe business connected with the club lo

iug left with the club itself, as in the case of those boarding in this

manner in other parts of the to
'

n.

This, if carried out, will be an important step in the right direc

tion. This is peculiarly the laboring students' University, and how

ever satisfactory the excellent fare at Cascadilla may be for those

who board there, all cannot afford to pay the increased price neces

sitated by living at such a good hotel as Mr. Taylor is now making

of the former University commons. Hence the lack of clubbing
facilities causes some students in the labor coips to take boa id at

inconvenient distances from their work, compelling them to injure

their health by over-exercise and cold dinners, or no dinnco at all.

Plain board, at low rates, on the hill, has always been one of

the needs ofthe institution. Some rooms in the University build

ings have stood empty for this reason, and for the same cause the

Trustees have been charged with making promises which they have

not fulfilled. We therefore consider this idea one of no small im

portance, and hope for its speedy realization.

BRACTICE.

With the new year comes the season for more vigorous practice
in all the sports of College life. The ball club needs practice, per

haps as much as any other organization in the University. The

individual players have always been acknowledged as excellent men

for the nine, but want of practice has lost several games to the

club. The band needs practice, and that only, to vie with any in

the country. The interest the cause of boating has excited insures

the rapid growth of boating as an art, on Cayuga Lake, and we

think no member of either boat club requires admonition on this

score. Foot ball will soon be brought out as a criterion of class

mind and muscle. Each class will feel pride in its success in the

game. Cricket and chess clubs have been little more than nomi

nal facts in Cornell ; let us have them in their perfection, if at all,

for we have enough men in the University to sustain any and every

organization that is started, if its aims and example be good.

WELCOME.

Every train and boat brings back to us the well-known and

cheerful faces of our classmates. We welcome them all to a more

successful and pleasant year than the last, if that is possible. With

the old faces come many new ones—none the less welcome—yet

not bearing looks that indicate the owners are at peace with the world;

looks that tell their dread of an ordeal which in their mind is not

inferior to the Inquisition in augustness or power. We say to the

aspirant for Freshman honors, keep a cool head, a definite idea oi

what you propose to do, don't lose your courage, and don't J ear the

Faculty, for they will give justice with a full measure of mercy.

The Sophomores take a brotherly interest in your trials, for they

were only last year just where you are now ; no doubt they will be

ready to advise and assist you in any matter about which you need

advice and assistance.

THE BAAD.

The notes which are heard in various pacts of the town give in

dications of serenades in store for Ithaca from the University band.

We hope the gentlemen who compose this valuable acquisition to

the town and the University will acquit themselves as creditably

this year as they did last and make this branch of music an assured

success.

FIRE.

In our distant homes wc had heard of Eic oeat lire in Ithaca

nd had expected to find amass of ruins and heaps of asheswhere

the hre-fiend walked; but we v, en nardl) prepared for the desolate

appearance wf line binned district. Wc are noc .elfish in wishing
that the town were supplied widi sb-amors or waterworks to guard

against such a calastophc in future, tor the student muscle always
has been, and we hope always wJI be, ready Ionian die brakes in

cases <d' need.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

— The ple..i.-nt .md Otdlotis fices of In O, . ',.nn infest the lecture room.

— lhe
'

tin. Ti ' ; ■ ack oi the lol!-'> t and ...a.i me pi >toi again 'enliven

the campus.
—

■'

.'la.s'olo
'

.?> -x 1 1 •--."/ tern:, ippao!
'

.■ . boa."'1 115 iiouse Ey the next

'-lass Prophet of '7j.
— Member f K A. enioyc a pi'

"

>ant party a 'he evidence ■>!' a promi
nent [thai an last we<. I:.

—Some members of '74 OU erect 1 heir ears when lhe : Tie tally-ho of

■■Fresh !" ia luudly uttered.
— "I. O.X.," sail a Freshman, as he saw on a Cascadilla door the Greek

initial- X. I'. "1 think I'll join 'cm before long."
—Weary professor to puzzled Sab-Freshman.— "How old are you?"

"Twenty-nine, Sir." "Very well, you have age in your favor."

—Notwithstanding the pr ahibition, by the Faculty, "rushing" is aa

prevalent as ever, this term. However, it is principally done by Society men.

—Two students climbing the hill. "It rain..," one says; "I must put my

essay under my coat, or it will get soaked." "it is too dry," replied the other.

— IJasebalhsts are elated over the probable addition to the nine, ofa player
from a Western club, who as a pitcher ranks among lhe swift, furious and

(ran tic.

—Mahomet aud the mountain modernized. eYs tile University did not

approach Fdgcmoii!, that young ladies' school has been planted on the hill,

close by Cascadilla.

—Scene, History examination. Cueelioie, "Give the several names of the

leaders of the various crusade-..
"

Answer, "Can't think of but two, MaJionut

and titer the Great."

—Some of thc Cornell students who have been 5uu.mtri.1g among the

White Mountains report collegia '.es to be a numerous class of visitors among

those American Alps.
— Scene— A parlor in the home of one <>f Ithaca's belles. Musical Sen-

or (at the piano), "Miss how does the "Dream of Love' commence ?"

Exeunt both in great contusion.

—The limbs and dismembered bodies of several O-ii-h Freshmen were

found in the Cemetery ravine, this morning. The Coroner decided that con

tending society drummers were the causes of death.

—The Univeisity nose turns one degree further heavenward, when the fact

becomes patent that .mother encroachment
h; - been made on the old ball-

grounds. This last is tiie most unEindest eul of all.

— I'v the middle of the uaekanew .aid .xhaifti-e '.vork by Dr. Wilson,

on Psychology, will be published by Andm.-., McChain cc Co. A review of

the w .uk is deferred until it appears to the expecaru juniors.
— "Ho.e you got any copies of 'Prometheus Unbound/'

"

inquired a Stu

dent at an Ithaca book store. "No,
'

replied the p.opiietor, "but we will,

order you a copy of Prometheus, and have it bound as cheaply as possible."
—The members of the ball-club will welcome Mr. Conable, a! former player

in the Cortland nine. The members of the nine will ind oai-oEation in the

fact that no longer will he fondly clasp their long-field balls when playing
the Cortland club.

—It is said that a paity ut Freshmen, lately, 011 their way to Ithaca, having

heard that since die lire neither board nor lodging was obtainable here, sought

entertainment among tiie fanners in the vicinity ol Freeville, where they await

the rebuilding ot the village.
—Several student i, who, on Monday, arnvc-i1, :■/,; the Ithaca & Cortland

railroad, telegraphed Ur pecial tiains, wh.ch v.ei e ki idly al'owed by the road

autheint.es. 1 k -e 'in 1 ns" con-ts:.ed , >( hard ca \Oich i elics of "Greek'

'■ civilization tne su.oeiu . ^ ere clevc: .y al; ew.o . :o .V'sk

— Theie are many students, and some prufto.-rs, who are rcoi.ireu to pass

frequently to and from the Sibley building «nd the North University. They
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think there should be some sort of path made over the heaps of stones which

macadamize (?) the way between the two structures.

— Perhaps it may not be known among the Fieshmen that the place to look

for announcements of rooms to let, of articles lost and found, of books for sale,

of lessons, examinations, and, in fact of everything that they want to find in

regard to such Univeisity mattes, is on the bulletin boards in the South Uni

versity and Cascadilla.

—Hear an oracle on the charms of Ithaca scenery, and spread the truth.

"Minnehaha is the luckiest waterfall in the world; it has achieved more re

nown on a smaller capital ol performance than any other I ever saw. Norway

has a thousand nameless falls of greater hight and beauty; Ithaca, New

York, has two score, only locally known."—Bayard Taylor in his Letters from

Minnesota.

— Had it not been for the wise interposition of Business-Manager Wil

liams, that wretched "special policeman," Norton, who, Wednesday evening,

maliciously undertook to trouble orderly students for merely singing on the

the street, would have been genteelly hurt. The present regular policemen

are apparently gentlemanly and efficient officers, but some of the so-called spe

cials resemble the old New York Bowery Leatherheads.

—On Monday last an observing Junior noticed a couple of Freshmen joy

fully wending their way towards the University, each abundantly supplied

with pens, ink and paper. Learning that they expected to use their writing

materials at examination, the benevolent Junior informed them that sludents

were always furnished with these articles at the expense of the University ;

whereupon they relieved themselves of part of their burden, and went their

way greatly surprised and delighted at the unexpected liberality of this very

liberal institution.

PERSONAL.

Mr. Albko, of '73, is studying law.

Ogden, of '72, is also reading law at Penn Yan.

Jukes, of '73, is in business in Amsterdam, N. Y.

Mr. A. H. Sewell, of '71, is rusticating at Sidney.
Mr. Monfort, of '73, has entered Columbia Law School.

Mr. Scott W. Names, of '72, is in business in Minnesota.

W. H. Lyons, of '72, is studying la v in Buffalo, New York.

Mr. J. J. Williams, of '73, has entered Lafayette College, Pa.

Leyden, of '73, has rejoined his class, and his friends are happy.
T. E. Williams, of '73, wields the birch in a Wisconsin school room.

Fitch, of the Era corps of '71, now smiles upon his many Ithaca friends.

Harry Drake, of '72, is engaged as newspaper reporter in New York

City.
Mr. L. F. Baker, of '73, is not expected to return to the University this

year.

O. A. Derby, of '73, is assisting Professor Hartt in his researches in

Brazil.

Mr. G. A. Benton, of '71, is assistant professor in Peekskill Military
Academy.

Mr. C. Cari'F.nter, of '72, is engaged in engineering the route for a new

railroad in Illinois.

Kent, of '73, will return from Europe, and probably to the University, by
the first of October.

Mr. R. G. H. Steed, of '71, is now in town attending the exercises of

the Teachers' Institute.

Mr. OeoRge W. Symonds, of '73, "committed matrimony" a few days
since. He still survives.

Mr. C. D. Bakek, of '73, will not return to the University until the be

ginning of the winter term.

Professor Coks. Os favor is being bought by many epicurean .students
who love grapes and things.

Mr. pLATT.of '72, formerly first baseman ofthe University nine, is study
ing medicine at Philadelphia.

Wilson, of '72, is taking an active part in the exercises of the Teacher's

Institute, now in session here.

G. Wright, of '72, erst a prominent player on the University nine, is
now on the staff of the Chicago Tribune.

MR. G. CE .Mmrkhoisk, of '73, who left us last winter on account of ill

health, has returned this fall in good condition.

Mr. CE D'AuTKEMOiNT,of'72, has gone to Europe to recuperate his health
nicrig lhe mountains of Switzerland and the Tyrol.

a J

Professor George \V. Curtis has paid his subscription to The Era in

advance. What a worthy example to undergraduates.

Frank D. Woodford, of '72, has lately entered into a partnership for

life. May his many responsibilities sit lightly upon him.

Hill, Vice President of '73, complains that the meetings are too turbu

lent for his voice, and wishes class election to hurry along.

Mr. D. IE Koiiler, of '72, who for the past year has been teaching in the

Adelphi Academy, Brooklyn, has
returned to the University.

Whitfield Farnham, of '71, in spite of the saying that "A prophet is

without honor," tkc, is partner ofthe city engineer of Elmira.

Callahan, of '73, the famous runner, champion jumper and general ath

lete, is astonishing the people of Bayfield, Wis., where he is running a land-

office.

Sill, of '72, is busy surveying for the proposed extension ofGreen St. Ith

aca is beginning to discover the value ofthe skilled University engineers and

workmen.

Thomas Castle, a former member of the class of '72, is in business in

Buffalo, 331 Main street. Any ofhis former friends will find him glad to see

them when they call.

Smith, the new foreman in the printing office, enters upon his duties in a

style that indicates not only thorough acquaintance with his business, but also

thorough good nature and tact.

W. L. Klein, of '73, who has been spending his summer vacation in

traveling, was taken sick at Watkins, some weeks ago, and being brought to

Ithaca, is yet unable to attend his classes.

Mr. T. J. McConnon, of '72, has been busy during vacation filling his

contractfor getting up stone work for President White's new villa. Mac. is

one of the most energetic and skillful of the labor corps.

We see that Mr. Warner, of the former corps, has been engaged as a

teacher of the Ithaca Academy. We wish him as much success in this capac

ity as he had in that of editor, and hope he will long remain with us.

Mr. L. H. Barnum, of '71, is engaged in teaching at Wilmington, Dela

ware. Happy in knowing that our esteemed friend occupies a position in

which he may use his talents for the general good, we wish him the most un

limited success.

A little child of Mr. J. B. Taylor during vacation, kindly furnished Pro

fessor Wilder with an example of bone elasticity by falling out from a third

story window in Cascadilla, and alighting comparatively unhurt by his fall of

over forty feet.

Mr. E. G. Donaldson, of '73, has been appointed teacher of mathemat

ics in the Ithaca Academy. The authorities are fortunate in securing the

services of so thorough a student as Mr. Donaldson. We hope that he will

soon rejoin his class in the University.

Mr. Hitchcock, of '72, who has been pursuing the course of Chemistry
in the University, is now in town, bidding good bye to his friends, previous
to entering the same course in Columbia College. He will carry with him the

respect and regard of his associates, and there will be a link gone from the

musical element of the University.

Uniil now we have omitted to mention that Mr. Thomas W. Spence has

opened a law office over the P. O. Mr. Spence is thoroughly educated—a

graduate of Cornell University, a young man of excellent talents, possesses

rare good sense, is a close siudent and a gentleman, If these elements won't

make a good lawyer, they will make a good man in almost any other profes

sion; may success attend him.—Fond du Lac (IVis.) Commonwealth.

COLLEGE ITEMS.

— Cornell College, Iowa, is often confounded with Cornell University.
— Some magician in '74 seems to understand the

"

egg trick
"

thoroughly.
— Exercises commence at lhe Chicago Medical College on the first Mon

day in October.

— '1 'he Harvard Hasty Pudding Club are to have a theater and hall com-

bincd, costing $4,000.
— The slowly gangrening Genesee College, at Lima, is united to the Syr

acuse Methodist University.
— Measures have been taken lo improve the ventilation of the suffocating

I lolworthy Hall, at Harvard.

— An instil iitinn bearing lhe euphonious title of "University of Deseret,'

has been established iu Utah.

- Dartmouth o\ ens wilh one hundred new students. The Freshman class

numbers 22 less than last year.
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— Efforts are making at Strasbourg for the establishment of a new Univer

sity Library in place of the one destroyed by the siege.
— From the top of the McGraw campanile students vainly strain their

eyes to get a glimpse of the girl seminaries adown the lake.

— The alumni of Yale are busy in the righteous effort to raise half a mil

lion dollars, to be unconditionally donated to their alma mater.

— The first young ladywho has entered Colby Univeisiiv, at Walervillc, is

Miss Mary C. Lowe, a graduate ofthe Walervillc Classical lnsiitute.

— At the Universiiy of St. Petersburg, studenls taking lhe Oriental langua

ges are required to take in connection wilh them the old Armenian languages.
— The usual interest taken by students in educational matters has been

largely increased since the advent of the schoolma'ams who attend the Insti

tute.

— President Caswell, of Brown University, has resigned. The Advisory
and Executive Committee are to report next June on the question of admitting
women to that institution.

— Seven out of the nine $1,000 scholarships recently given to Dartmouth

were bestowed by women,
—

possibly as a cunning bribe for the admission of

women to that venerable institution.

— Professor Evans, whose studies in philology have been nearly as pro

found as in mathematics, read a very valuable paper on
" The Grammatica

Celtica of Tenses," at the Philological Convention, held at New Haven, dur

ing July.
— A down town student, whose window is fronted by a room only a few feet

distant, occupied by an Aurora-like young lady, has commenced to build a

bridge of sighs from his room to her. It is desirable that the size be sufficient

to bear his weight.
— As was expected, Professor Noah Porter, one of the ablest metaphysi

cians in the world, and a renowned theologian, succeeds to the presidential
chair of Yale, vacant by the resignation of the venerable Woolsey. Professor

Porter's abilities are equaled only by his friendliness to students.

— The game of ball in Owego between the Amateurs of that city and the

Forest Citys of Rockford, Illinois, resulted in the defeat of the former by a

score of 68 to 6. But one member of the Univeisity club played with the Am

ateurs. The Rockford boys play a lively game and the man who gets around

their well guarded quadrangle must have a keen eye and ready muscles.

— G. B. Comfort, the author of the German text books whose nature

agrees so well with their name, read at the Philological Convention a powerful

essay concerning
"
The Precedence in Education, as between the Modern

Languages and the Ancient," in which he unanswerably urged that the study
■ of living languages should begin at an early age and the classics not be taken

up before sophomore or junior year in college. The Era will say something
more on this subject ere long.

— The great rival of Cornell (?) that was to grow up
"
like an exhalation

"

at Syracuse, in the shape of a denominational university, has started on what

we trust will be
"
a slow and healthy growth." We understand that it opened

with between forty and fifty students, and that its recitations and lectures are

held in the Myers' Block. Two large signs compel the people of Syracuse to

realize that they actually have a University in their city. Rumor says that

Professor Brown hungers for the hearty laughter and applause with which '73

did greet his jokes and lectures in the well-known
"'

Physical Lecture Room."

CLASS MEETING OF '75.

On Wednesday evening, at Clinton Hall, '75 began to bring order out of

their chaotic elements, in doing which they were kindly assisted by benevolent

Sophs, who ingeniously got themselves nominated for Freshman offices. The

reactions of so many active elements resulted in high confusion. A Junior

tried to get in a word as to the proposed game of football between '73 and '75,

but his remarks relative to last year's play so displeased the Sophs that an up

roar homologous to that in the Ephesian theater was raised. Some wid,e-

awake '74 shut off the gas, and the Fresh hurrriedly adjourned—perhaps to

avoid dissection, as the chant of
"

Saw the Freshman's leg off" rose loud and

long. '75 now resolved itself into a prudential committee of the whole, pluck-

ily resolved to yet have their meeting that same evening, and, at the sugges

tion of a Junior, sent for police. Then a committee of twenty Freshmen stood

sentry at the door, and let in only those that they imagined to be of their own

class. Some Sophs rallied, and, despite the Faculty ukase, a lively little

"

rush
"

took place in the passage leading to the Hall, but the brawny '75's

held the Thermopylae of the stairway against the fewer but determined Sophs.
But the police came, the disorder quieted, and '75, with a fortunate choice ior

Chairman,—CE E. Washburn, of Homer,—rapidly chose temporary officers, to

serve for one term.

Challenges from '73 for match games of football and base ball were accept

ed, and the class of '75 deserve credit for promptly organizing. Much sport
was afforded the Seniors, Juniors and a few Sophomores, by some of the last

being identified and gently towed out by the metaphorical car. One of these

cheeky Sophs was actually in nomination for Vice-President of '75.
The novel style, of class election—by division, like scripture sheep and

goats,
—and the distrust with which each Freshman regarded his unknown

neighbor, was highly amusing to the spying '74 men that had escaped detec

tion. As the class adjourned some one spread a report that the Sophomores
were preparing for a grand rush in the street below ; so '75, like the Saint Bar-

tholemew murderers, bound white handkerchiefs on their arms and sallied out.

Apparently no Sophs were near, but some Freshmen, who started to escort

their President home, weie induced to call upon Yice-President Russel, who,

however, did not respond to lhe cries for a speech, so an upper classman ac

commodated them with various remarks, which were followed by the disper
sion of the crowd.

TEACHERS' MEETINGS IN LIBRARY HALL.

The Annual Convention of the teachers of Tompkins County i.s now in ses

sion in Library Hall, and will continue its meetings, morning, afternoon, and

evening, for two weeks. We notice that our University is largely represented
in the audiences, and respectably represented in the exercises which make it

an interesting place for an hour's stay. Select reading, questions calling for

impromptu answers, music, discussions and lectures is the order of exercises.

No one can doubt the great benefit to be derived both from this relaxation

from the teacher's school work and from the interchange of ideas on the many

disputed points of education.

Some have doubted the advantage and propriety ofthe manner of applause
which shakes a house and offends the nerves of the sensitive, though it may

be fun for those who indulge in it. Demonstrations of this kind only add to

the confusion of a young speaker and to the disgust of an older one : there

fore let public opinion banish il from our audiences in Ithaca, as it is has from

the University halls and lecture rooms.

BASE BALL.

A meeting of the Cornell University Base Ball Club was held in the

Laboratory buildingon Monday, September iSth, and was quite fully attend

ed. President Conklin presided. The Treasurer, J. W. Hill, made his re

port, showing a balance of $3.76 in the Treasury, the expenditures during the

past year being about $75.00. A new board of officers was elected to serve

during the coming year, as follows : /'resident, M. T. Conklin; Vice-Piesi-

dent, C. Smith; Tieasurer, J. W. Hill; Recording Secretary, G. W. Mc-

Kechnie; Corresponding Secretary, C. A. Spofford; Directors, M. T. Conklin,

C. Smith, D. S. Jordan, E. L. Moses and J. B. Edgerly.

After amending the consti'ution so that any student can become a member

by signing his name and paying one dollar to the Treasurer, the meeting was

adjourned.

Y. M. C. A.

The Young Men's Christian Association held the first meeting at their

hall on Sabbath afternoon last. The services were of a very interesting na

ture, the room being filled. Some of the prominent members of the churches

in the town were present, and assisted by their prayers and counsels. Pro

fessor Potter spoke divinely-accented words, the spirit ofthe Lord was pres

ent, and strong men were melted to tears as they arose and testified to the

goodness ofGod and their desire to become followers of Christ. This is the

year that Christians have
looked forward to and prayed Ior, for a special outpour

ingof God's spirit. It certainly has begun with the Christian Association, and

it is their determination to make the meetings not only more interesting but

more beneficial during the coining term by putting forth new and united ef

forts. The singing may be improved, and especially do we pray for that in

ward growth of the spirit and that earnestness to do the Master's will, char

acteristic of a Christian.

The meetings will be held twice a week, on Sabbath afternoons, at 4:30, at

their hall, Xorth University building, and on Thursday evenings at 7:3°> m

lhe basement ofthe Refonne 1 Chinch, corner Geneva and Seneca streets, to

each of which all are cordially invited to attend.

The weather is much cooler than at the opening of former terms.
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DEA TH OF MR. GREENLEAF.

Just as we go to press we
receive the sad news of the death of our class

mate Rulif P. Greenleaf, at his home at Canoga, Seneca Falls, N. Y., but as

yet we have been unable to learn full particulars.

He returned to lhe University at the opening of the term, but was sud

denly and unexpectedly compelled to return to his home by a paralytic shock,

and the first intelligence most of his friends here receive of his sickness i.,

that which tells ofhis death. Mr. Greenleaf was a.close student, and will be

much missed by many friends he had made here. Wc will publish a fuller

obituary notice next week.

BOOK NOTICES.

We have received a pamphlet of forty-six pages giving an account of the

college races and controversies in America for the last twelve years. To those

who have followed the tips and downs of boating matters, this cannot fail ol

being a most interesting work. What seems the most universally admirable

feature of the book is the concluding division which gives the prospects of

boating in the future, the rules and code in vogue among rival crews, the cost

of boating in colleges as deduced from facts, and the general management of

races. Price, 50c. Published b\ Tuttle, Morehouse rec Taylor, Xew Haven,

Conn.

Munn rec Co. have issued a neat and convenient book, containing the pat

ent laws ofthe United States, and all the information any one can need on the

subject of patents; it also contains several cuts of engines, engravings repre

senting mechanical movements, receipts, and the last census returns for every

county in the country. Munn oc Co., Publishers, 37 Park Row, New York.

According to announcement, President While met the members of the

Freshman class in the Chapel and, as is his custom, made some pertinent re

marks in regard to the progress and prospects of the U niversity, its aims and

success. He gave them some sound advice in regard to their relations with

the Faculty, and in regard to connecting themselves with societies or

clubs of any kind; he recommended a greater friendliness among classmates

and all who entered the University, greater sociability, plenty of exercise,

stability of purpose when once a course of study had been commenced, and a

full appreciation of the fact that a young man when he enters Cornell Univer

sity is put upon his honor. He gave an enviable character to the first gradu

ating class of lhe University, for their faithfulness, their uncomplaining spirit,
and their ready assistance in the time of her crude and inconvenient state ; he

regretted lhat any member of a succeeding class should depart from this worthy

example and make an attack which is neither valiant nor creditable. The

Freshman class departed with a more clearly defined idea of what they would

find to contend with, and what different features a University presented when

compared with the academy or high sehool that had been theirs heretofore.

Natural History Society.—The first meeting of the Natural History
Society for the present trimester will be held in the Faculty Room at Casca

dilla, on Saturday evening, September 23d, at 8 v. m. All interested in Natu

ral History are invited to attend. D. S. Jordan, President.

Chambers's Encycloivedia.— Seven volumes of the revised edition ol

Chambers's Encyclopedia are completed, upon u Inch over 1,600,000 ems ol

type have been set, and nearly 10,000 hums eAfinisher's work have been con

sumed. The cost thus far exceeds $15,000, and the publishers estimate lhat

the total cost of the revision will amount to $20,000 or upwards. J. B. Lip-

pincot & Co., Philadelphia, are the publishers.

The University Prc->s, after being so ably managed by Whitfield Farnham,
of '71, during the past two years, now passes in charge of Mr. B. H. Smith, ol

Syracuse, whose future work, including The Era, will attest his fitness for

the arduous position. The increasing business ofthe University printing office

and the needed continuous attention, make it desirable that the head ofthe es

tablishment be some one not attending the University—since no youth could

hope to do justice both to severe study and the severer care of a printing-house.
Students will still perform most ofthe work, by which it is intended to make

the reputation of the office like the fame of the work by the tasteful El/.evir or

careful Aldus.

Announcement.— Private lessons in French and Spanish, by Mrs. Hen

derson, at Mis. Gardner's, next door to Farmer's and Merchant's Bank, side

entrance.

THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE.

At the last meeting of the State Teachers' Association, prominent among
the papers presented were several on the subject of language. The title of

one paper was a question :
"

What shall ,1 study ?
" The answer given by

the paper itself was: "Study language." The author cited to sustain his

views a statement of Dr. Davies, that, having had a lad to prepare for the

West Point military-school, he caused him first to study Latin and Greek for

three years, and afterward mathematics, and that in the fourth year he acquired

as good a knowledge of mathematics as he would have done had he spent the

whole four years in studying them.

The answer to the question was a good one. The example cited has all the

power of an argument. The observation and experience of all advanced stu-

dents and teachers can not but be that much more can be accomplished by one

who has a knowledge of words and the uses of words, than by one who has

not acquired such knowledge. A difference is soon perceivable in the progress

of two pupils, one of whom has power to express clearly his ideas, while the

other has not.

It must be confessed that the mere help which the study of language gives

to the acquirement of other knowledge is hardly sufficient to make it of first

importance. But there are other and superior benefits arising from it. A

man's power of thought must depend in a considerable degree upon his power

of expressing thought. If we are incapable of expressing ideas so that other

minds can understand them, the probabilities are that we have not so clothed

them in unspoken words that they are perfectly clear to our own minds.

Our reasoning must be in proportion to our comprehension of the ideas belong

ing to words.

It is fashionable now to decry the study oi the ancient classics. It is not

enough in reply to say that their study is an unequaled discipline for the

mind. It is not necessary to an understanding of language that they should

be studied. The study of Greek and Latin is a help, as is the study of any

language. When there is inclination let them be studied, and both pleasure
and profit will result therefrom. But by all means let our own language be

studied. Not, as is too often the case, without any definite aim, and without

any influence on the language of the student; but with a definite design to

cultivate the powers of expression. Patient, continued and well-directed ef

forts at composition are required. And these should be not only that pupils

might have power of expression, but that they might also have power of

thought. How great a machinist will that man become, no matter how in

ventive, who never puts in a working model the machine which is perfected in

his mind ? How great a thinker will that man beeome who never, in any way,

gives expression to his thoughts ?

In the study of other languages there is all the attraction that there is

in the study of history. 'Phe philologist pores over manuscripts whose word3

are meaningless to living men, until they are no longer meaningless to him,

and then history reaps a rich harvest from his labors. If the changes which

have taken place in the physical world are a laudable object for study, much

more so are the modifications that have taken place in the instruments of

thought. If it be true that thc proper study of mankind is man, it it not true

that that which will give us the closest possible insight into the thoughts and

leelings of men is nvst worthy of study ? And what can give us so close an

insight into the rist and modification of ideas as the derivation and changes on

wends which express those ideas ?

The wah! is not so strictly economical as that it can rightfully demand of

a student 1h.1t he shall limit himself to so-called practical studies. He may

honestly pursue whithersoever his love directs, trusting that, in some way, his

enjoyment will harmonize with the world's improvement. K.

Last Sunday several natural history students, who are always on the look

out tor rare animals, al tended the meeting at Library Hall,,where Mrs. S. E.

Warner, "lhe inspirationO," a woman with powerful maxillary muscles,
"
shot oil her month like a mitreilleuse," as one of the students remarked.

She advocated the admission at once of women to the Universitv; but her

words lacked the force they might have had if she had not indulged in blas

phemous attacks on the broad principles of the Christian religion—a religion
whose toleration smiled at the abuse that other faiths would have quietly re

plied to by the ax or stake.

Students and other patrons of the University Press will be glad to note

another improvement in its facilities for doing fine work. Mr. Smith, the new

manager, on Thursday received and set up a solid and elegant half-medium

Globe job puss, purchased through Messrs. J. & F. B. Garrett, printers' fur

nishers, Syracuse, N. Y.
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

SCHEDULE OF

Subjects, Hours, and Rooms of Exercises,

FOR THE FALL TERM, 1871.

Chapel Service, daily, at 8 o'clock, a.m., in the South University Building.

FRESHMAN CLASS,

SUBJECT. SECTIONS. Hoc:R. Roow. DAYS

Ai.fc: :. •-.. 1. suti-div. t. 8 ., 34 Daily.

1. a. 8 15 33

1.
"

1 8 >^ 35

3.
"

1. 9 «5 34

2.
"

a. 9 '5 33

a.
"

3. 9 J5 35

3.
"

fc 10 15 34

3.
"

8. 10 15 33

3-
"

9 10 15 35

FkKKCM, 1. cub-di*. t. 10 15 0

p

Daily.

».
"

e. 10 15

B.
"

J. 8 15 0

fc
**

a. 8 IS p

3-
"

»• 9 IS
1 1

3.
"

3. 9 »5 p

Rhetoric, 1. 9 »5 ChapeL
Chapel.

T. Th.

10 15

3- 8 15 Chapel .

Physiology, Class. 11 15 Chapel. M W. V

Latin, Class, and Philo. u 15 4
T Th

Greek, Classical. 13 15 ■2 Daily.

JUNIOR CLASS.

SUBJECT. SECTIONS. Hou r<. Room. DAYS.

History (Medieval), Class. 3 is T M. T Th. K

Psychology, Class.
,

11 15 T M. W. F.

French, 1. sub-diw I.

1.
"

■ a-

a.
"

I-

9 IS

9 iS

10 15

T

I

T

T. Th.

a. a. 10 15 53

German, 1. sub-dlv. 1.

1.
*'

».

9 15

9 iS

*9
I

\V. V.

a. i. 10 15
? ,,

a.
"

». 10 13

Greer, Classical. 10 15
» Daily.

Latin, Class. 9 1? 4
M. W. F.

Rhetoric, &c, 1.

3.

9 'J

10 15

Chapel.
Chapel.

M..u.]..y.

OPTIONAL CLASSES.

SUBJECT. SECTIONS. Hour. Room

Anl. Geometry, Class. 9 is
F

Calculus, X-

e.

10 15

11 13

F

F

Higher Geometry, Class. 11 15 F

German,

(Nathan der Weisc.)

ClaSd. 10 15 19

German Literature, Class-. 10 13 I

Spanish,
Class.

Italia*,
Class.

Persian,
Class. 7 P.M. 152 Cascadilla.

DAYS.

M. T. Th. F.

WcJuOay.

T. Th.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.

SUBJECT.

German,

Te.gomometrv,

Fsrnch,
(Scientific Stu<Unts.\

Chemistry, (Lectures.}
Chemistry,
(Laboratory Practice.)

Phys.cs,

Rhetosjc.

Latin,
Greek,

SECTIONS

sub-div.

sub-dlv.

Hour.

3- «•

1-
"

B-

1. sub-dlv. 1.

Cl-iss.

{and)

C1a«., Phil., Mech

Arts, Eng.

Classtcafand Phil.

Classical.

\rj 15

10 15

8 15

8 15

9 iS

9 i5

8 15

8 .5

9 is

y 15
1,, 15

lo 15

9 15

<> 15

8 t5

y '?

10 15

11 15

Chem. R.

Chem Lab.

Ch.rel.

DAYS.

Daily.

I'i.ii!>, but Tues

day 11 15.

M. T Th. F.

M. W. F.

T. Th.

M. W

T. Th.

Tuesday-
Friday.

M. W. F.

\v. Oy,

Daily.
Daily.

SENR'A CLASS.

SUBJECT. SECTIONS Hnl-E.

12 15English History, Class

Modesn History, Class. ia 15

Psychology, Class " IS

Hist. Philosophy, Class. 11 15

American Histoby, Class. 10 15

P.hetoe:c,
Class. 10 15

DAYS,

M. l'h. F.

T . W.

\I. W. P.

T Th.

M. W. ¥.

SUBJECT.

SPECIAL CLASSES.

SECTIONS.

Agki euLT. Chem.

Ye (.Surgery and Med.

Linexr Dka!-<;htim-.,

MEeiiAN.es, (Weisbach.)

Des. Geometry,

CiBuM. DRAUGHTING ETC.

Ilu.'ANY,

Agriculture,

Chemistry,

Ah- ittecture,

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

M. V,\ F

51

Dai'y.
Daily.

Sibley build.
"

Daily.
Daily.
Daily.

F.ng. R. Daily.

len-. R. Daily.

Draught. R. D...!y.

s.Ucy Build. M VV. F
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TVTISS C. ACKLKY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Iihaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Yiews of the University ami iihaca Scen

ery. 1 heERA, dtily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

G
0 TO ROSENBERG'S

ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE,

No. 20 East State Street, one door west of Hawkins,
Finch & Co.,

WHERE ALL GOODS ARF

-*/A RKE D 1N PLAIN F1GU R ES

AND "NO DEVIATION."

D
R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

DENTAL SURGEON,
No. 3 Clinton Hall Block, up stairs, two doors South of the

Clinton House.

ITHA CA, N. V.

ALL ARTIFICIAL WORK

Executed in the most beautiful and artistic style, and the most

thorough attention given to

PRESERVE THE NATURAL TEETH.

T
OBACCO AND CIGARS.

NO. 48 EAST STATE STREET.

The store of M. WICK. & CO , has just been undergoing
additions and repairs, making it the popular

RENDEZVOUS FOR SLUDENTS.

NEW STOCKS,

NEW BRANDS,

OLD AND NEW CUSTOMERS.

"TVRS. MORGAN, BISHOP cSi DAY-

FOOT,

Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons,

Office 22 East State Street.

Office Hours—Afternoons from 2 to 4 ; Evenings from 6 to
8. Dr. Dayfoot may be found at the office nights.

E. J. MORGAN, M. D. A. BISHOP, M. D.

H. M. DAYFOOT, M. D.

DALDWIN & HYMES,

CITY EXPRESS,

„l>SSo?!?^rsand BaeSaSe conveyed to and from the UNI
VERSIIY and CASCADILLA PLACE and all parts of the
City.

Offices: Clinton House, and Cronk & Jackson's Store.

B
OWLING ALLEY AND BILLIARD
ROOM.

In basement, first door south of Clinton House.

HEi\iRV STEVENS, Piop.

CTUDENTS WILL FIND AT

GRAY & WILLETS

A general assortment of

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
CROCKERY and GLASSWARE. FRUITS and VEGE

TABLES in their season.

vKffff* x^ttention S'ven to StudcnLs' orders, especially to
BOARDING CLUBS. All students arcnviied to cal u d
see us.

ALLEN GRAY. HENRY WILIOO

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, His-
tory.

WILLIAM CHANNING RUSSEL, M. A., Vice-

President, History and South European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Natural History.
GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Agri

cultural Chemistry.

WILLIAM CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,
Civil Engineering.

JAMES M. CRAFTS, S. B., General Chemistry.
GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS, M. A., Recent

Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Constitu-
tional Law.

EVAN IV. EVANS, M. A., Mathematics.

WILLARD FISKE, AI. A., Ph. D., North Euro-

pean Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Greek.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Mechanics applied
to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREEN, American

History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, AI. A., General
Economic and Agricultural Geology.

JAMES LA IV, F. R. V. C, Veterinary Medicine
and Surgery.

; LOOMIS, Physics and Industrial Me
chanics.

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, M. A., General
Literature.

MCCANDLESS, Agriculture.

JOHN L. MORRIS, C. E., Practical Mechanics.

PECK, Latin Language
and Literatute.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, M. S., Botany, Hor-
ticulture and Arboriculture.

c?. S. SHACKFORD. Rhetoric.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, M. A., Ph. D.,
Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SMITH, M. A., Oxon., English His-
tory.

BA YARD TA YLOR, AI. A., German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., M. D., Comparative
Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAM D. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., Moral
and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES H. WING, B. S., Chemistry applied
to Manufactures.

-Architecture.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAM E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics
and Military Tactics.

A. B. BENHAAI, Agriculture.
T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A., French and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, B. A., Ph. B., Mathematics.

JAMES AIORGAN HART, AI. A., J. U. £>.,
Herman, French and Italian.

WA TERAIAN T. HEWETT, B. A., German.
BELA P. MACKOON, Ad. yL, German.

ZIBA HAZARD ROTTER, AI. A., AI. D.
Mathematics.

Chevalier FREDERICK L. 0. RCEHRIG, AI. A.,
I'rench, Chinese and Japanese.

ALFRED STEBBINS, AI.A., French.
LUCIEN A. WAIT, B. A., Mathematics.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AI. CHASE, Chemistry.
0. II. P. CORNELL, Mathematics.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three
01 four years.

IN THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over
three or four years.

IN SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading lo the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod-
ern Languages and leading to the degree of Bachelor of

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student.

SPECIAL—

including any particular branch of

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to the financial department of the Univer-
-e to be addressed to E.

~

ibrary Building, Ithaca.
sity are to be addressed to E. G. Putnam, Superintendent, Cor
nell Li'

A
RBOUR.

MILLSPAUGH &■> THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

/COLLEGE SOCIETY BADGES

OF EVERY DESIGN,

IN SOLID GOLD &> ENGRA VED,
IN SOLID GOLD &■ ENAMELLED,

IN SOLID GOLD &> PRECIOUS STONES

From the best materials and by the best workers in

Jewelry.

The manufacture of BADGES A SPECIALTY

Twenty years have been devoted to it. All Badges WAR

RANTED. Price List furnished on call.

L. G. BURGESS & SON
,

10 PLAIN STREET, ALBANY, N. Y,

DATES, WORTMAN & CO.,

Nos. 10, 12 & 16 Aurora Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

FRESH AND SALT MEATS,

SAUSAGES, SMOKED HAMS, SHOULDFR^ B\C0N
and BEEF, FRESH MEATS of all kinds, PORK bv the
barrel, LARD, TALLOW, &c, O.

J. BATES. J. R. WORTMAN. R. BATES.

npO THE WORKING CLASS.

i
W e are now prepared to furnish all classes with constant em

ployment at home, the whole of the time or for the spare mo
ments. Business new, li^lu and profitable. Persons of either
sex easily earn from 50c. to |s per evening, and a proportional
sum by devoting their whole time to the business. B .\-s and
girls earn nearly as much as men. lhat all who see this'notice
may send their address and lest the business, we make this un-
pa allcled offer: lo such as are not well satisfied, we will send

ft
to pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, a valua

ble sample wh.ch w.ll do ... commence work on, and a copy of
Ihe 1,-optc s Literary L-,,,,/..,,,,: .,,-one of the lar^si and best
family newspapers published—all sent free bv mail. Reader if
you want permanent, profitable work, addresE

v- C Ai.i.pn & Co., Augusta, Maine.

w
ILLSON.

THE STUDENTS' HATTER,
No. 75 East State Street.

Particular attention paid to getting

NOBBY STYLES OF HATS AND CAPS
Eor the Students.

^A LARGE STOCK OF CADET CAPS.^^
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S O N G OF THE L A NSQUENET,

FROM TMK C.KRMAN .>!•' I'AI.I.KRSI.KKKN.

Something has each one

He dearest doth hold :

One man his maiden,

Another his gold.

Gold to the Devil !

Give to me love !

Are the keys golden

Ol' Heaven above ?

Were I a beggar,

You of high birth,

Love makes us ever

IEquai on earth.

Equal at last are

Peasant and king,

Under the cold earth

Slumbering.

Why, then, so sad, love ?

Is it amiss

That I have taken

One little kiss ?

Dearest, I would not

For worlds give you pain ;

So then, that kiss, love,

Take back again !

D. S. J., '72.

FROM YEAR TO YEAR.

The green leaves grow and grow,

And the birds build in the trees:

Ah, sweethearts, could I linger, linger,

With soul at ease !

O long, cool vineyard rows !

The path is blind with heat ;

With you rest is, and sound of waters,

And shadow sweet.

The dry leaves fall and fall ;

The days grow less in the sun ;

I falter, fail, and my soul is weary
—

The quest unwon !

It may come with the morn !

It may come with the night !

O near, far hope, I follow, follow,

From dark to light.

—The Overland Monthly, for October.

"RUPES TRESA

BY IJ. S. JORDAN.

Hk;h up among the wild cliffs of the Alps, on some jutting

crag which has caught the debris of ages of dropping lichens, grows

a little, pearl-white flower, which the Swiss call Efchveisse—Noble

Purity,
—a species 01 Giuiplialium, not unlike our own Field Immor

telles, or Everlasting Flowers. Among the Swiss peasants the cus

tom has been handed down that each lover must present to his cho

sen fair one a sprig of the Edelweisse, and the belief is, that so long

as she keeps its pure white petals free from stain, so long will his

love be true and steadfast. So the Swiss youths vie with each other

in climbing high for the fairest and whitest flowers, and many a

bold boy has been found at the foot ofthe crags, his climbing over

forever, still grasping the prize Edelweisse.

On our Xew York cliffs and crags we have not the snowy Im

mortelle, but we have flowers quite as fair; not so pure in hue, per

haps, but tinted with the rich, warm colors of the New World.

Linnaeus, the grand old master, said :
"

I know not what there is

of joyous and smooth {fieta et glabra) in the aspect of American

wild flowers that strikes the European when he first beholds them.'

No legends have clustered around our wild flowers, as they have

around the Edelweisse, Passion Flower, Mandrake, etc., of Europe.

Our great-grandfather Nehemiah, when he went to call on Damsel

Dorothy, of a Sunday night, instead of bearing a sprig of Azalea

in his hands, or wearing a Forget-me-not in his button-hole, walked

along like the Parson of Killingworth,
"

lopping the wayside lilies

with his cane."
" I have no flowers," says Dr. Witherspoon, "eith

er in my garden or in my sermons."

And our poets, many of them,
"

Have talked of daisies, larks and things,

As though we'd nothing here that blows and sings."

"

They have sung of the Vine," says Thoreau,
"
a foreign plant

which most of them never saw, as though our own plants had no

more juice in them than the singers."

We have not the snowy Edelweisse on our rocks, but we have

the rich blue Harebells, like little spots of Heaven in a world of

dirt. Perhaps some such way those few noble souls on earth,

" Who have kept their hearts true to their natural loves,

In a world of back-offices, ledgers and stoves,"

may look to the angels.

From every cliff nod scarlet Columbines, growing in the green of

the rock Ferns
" like flakes of fire," and the Ferns themselves, Atf-

icinatam, Aspidium, Polypodium, Cysioptens, forming their delicate

fringe wherever their little spores can find lodgment. Nature is

wise in making the seeds of rock plants so small and light that they

are blown even-where by the winds, lodging in every little cranny

and crevice ; the merest film of mould being sufficient for their

germination.
Yellow is a despised color ; yet I think that on a sunny August

afternoon, when the air is all alive with light, and quivering with

sunshine, there are few more beautiful objects than a level rock, cov

ered with Giant St. Johnswort, mingled with early Sun Flowers and

Golden Rods, as is
" Table Rock," at Portage ; or, covered with

Golden Loose Strife, as
" Table Rock," at Niagara, used to be.

Lobelia Kalimi, slender Blue Cardinal Flowers, ever playing hide

and seek among the green leaves.

Lobelia Kalmii ! It was worth something to be a botanist in

those days. The names of Matthias, Lobel, Gardner, and Peter

Kalm, bishop, are forever linked together, and will outlive Caesar's.
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And in early May, even the dry, harsh bank, where the Wayside

Rush, Jtaicus tenuis, most plebeian of plants, will not deign to

grow, becomes a turf too fair for Fairyland, a carpet too rich for a

Queen, when the crimson stars ofthe Moss Phlox spangle it over.

Nature does not despair of covering even the barest overhanging

cliffs. For above them she plants the Adtumia and Atian-ctie, the

Mountain Fringe, with its tenderest green leaves and sweet droop

ing panicles, and the Virgin's Bower, with its great purple bells,

and lets them down into the top of some Hemlock or Red Cedar

coming up to meet them from below.

We have no Ivy, in America, covering the crimson stains on dark

castles ; but we have the Virginia Creeper, the Mock Grape, with

its shining dark green leaves, which ripen with the first frosts into a

scarlet unknown among the Quaker-like plants of the Old World.

"I turn again to tiie woodland,

And I shudder as I see

The Mock Grape's blood-red banner,

Hung out on the Cedar tree.

I think of the days of slaughter,

And the night-sky, red with flames,

On the Chattahoochee's meadows,

And the wasted banks ofthe James."

" I don't see what the Puritans did in October," says Thoreau,

" when the Maples and Virginia Creepers blaze scarlet. They cer

tainly could not have worshiped in groves then. Perhaps that is

why they built meeting-houses and fenced them around with horse-

sheds."

Last and sweetest of our rock flowers comes the Fringed Gen

tian, the latest darling of Mother Nature,

"

Whose sweet and quiet eye
Looks through its fringes to the sky ;

Blue,—blue,—as if that sky let fall

One flower from its cerulean wall,"

the embodiment of the
" Lrta et glabra

"

the joyous and smooth,

avhich so delighted the old master, Linnaeus.

NEWDEPARTURE OF COLLEGES.

As a proof that change and progress are appearing in those time-honored

institutions, American colleges, we may mention the fact, that a member of

the graduating class at Cornell University, at its late commencement, read an

essay on the Prevention of Freshets in the Chemung river. Ten years ago,

the reading of a paper on such a common-place subject, would have been re

garded as an outrage on the sanctity of commencement day. At that time,

young collegians were presumed to be unacquainted with the names of any

rivers except the Po and Tiber. If they had any other knowledge of geogra

phy, it was incidentally learned while reading the works of Livy, Caesar, He

rodotus and Xenophon. The names of graduates appeared on the order of

exercises, printed in Latin, and the degrees were conferred in the same lan

guage. The exercises of commencement day commenced with a Latin saluta

tory and closed with a Greek valedictory. The intermediate orations were on

the literature of the days of .Augustus and the philosophy of the school of Pla

to. At that time lillie thai was [.radical, little that pertained to the wanis

of life and progress, was to be found in the curriculum of instruction. Greek,

Latin and [aire mathematics were the essential studies in the college course.

The trustees of those venerable deposits of thc knowledge of the ancients,

were mostly antiquated clergymen, who kept vigilant watch that nothing pro

fane or common should creep into the course of instruction. In an extensive-

faculty, there was olten but one professor of sciences and one of modern lan

guages; and to the last mentioned was ordinarily given the duties of teaching
rhetoric and English literature. One lesson a day during a single term em

braced all the instruction given in chemistry, while the other sciences received

even less attention. Young men were sent to college to be disciplined, and

the means by which this was to be eflected was the study of the classics. That

acquisition of useful knowledge would serve a useful purpose in producing
mental discipline, was not thought of.

Fortunately, a better day has
come. Practical men like Cornell, Lawrence

and Bussey, by their endowments in the aid of practical and scientific depart-

ments of colleges, have afforded
the means for young men to obtain an educa

tion that will help them in the great struggle of
life. Until very recently, the

colleges of the United States seemed designed only to prepare young
men to

enter schools for teaching the studies needed in the so-called learned profes

sions. In the West, the University of Michigan was the first to inaugurate

courses of instruction for the complete teaching of the practical sciences. Its

success has been almost without a parallel. By degrees changes have been
in

troduced into other colleges. At present Harvard University, the oldest col

lege in America, maintains nine distinct schools
of instruction aside from the

regular college course, which may be regarded as a very irregular course, inas

much as students are permitted, at the end of the Freshman year, to choose the

studies they are to pursue.

In truth, almost all the great colleges in the country are now introducing

changes in their course of instruction. Yale, Columbia, Brown have elective

courses, while in many Other colleges the students are at liberty to substitute

the modern languages and the sciences for Greek, Latin, and pure mathematics

during a portion of the time they are in college. The present year is witness

ing a wide-spread change in the management of colleges. The trustees of most

of them see the necessity of this change, if for no other reason than to enable

them to draw students. The greatly increased number of students of Har

vard, since the change was made, has shown other colleges the advantage of

making similar changes. We are glad, too, to see that the plan of allowing

the graduates of colleges to elect the trustees of their Alma Alater is being re

garded with favor, as it has a tendency to put the management of
these insti

tutions in the hands of young and progressive men.

The credit of organizing a college in this country on the principle of allow

ing the students to select the studies they are to pursue is due to Thomas Jef

ferson, and it was first put in operation in the University of Yirginia. He,

too, it was who proposed to treat college students as men, and not as boys.

In the University he founded, and which was long the pride of the South,

there was no marking for recitations, no fines for absence from chapel exer

cises, no conduct rules, such as are often posted up in juvenile school rooms.

The students are presumed to be gentlemen, and to understand the obligations

they are under to society and to their teachers. This college confers no hon

orary degrees whatever; but it permits any person/after attending lectures

one year, to present himself for examination for any degree which the college

confers, the candidate pledging himseif that he has
" neither given nor re

ceived assistance."—Peoria Farmer.

THE WORK OF FICTION.

L\ tracing the history and development of fiction, from the wild tales and

romances of the Middle Ages, down to the elaborate novel of the present day,

we can but notice how in each stage of advancement the literature has corres

ponded with the limes and customs in which it was produced. We see that

from the beginning each century has had its exponents in fictitious writing.

The flood of legends and romances to which the Crusades gave rise, were as

much suited to that feudal lime as in a later day were the novels of Fielding
and Smollet to the impure age of Knglish morals in which they wrote. The

absurd tales of early Spanish literature, which would now be denominated

silly by any boy, at that time filled the libraries ofthe most learned and noble.

In choosing between the good ami bad fiction of the [.resent dav, which shall

represent us to posterity, the former seems the more justlv representative. But

laying aside both the past and the future, alike, the question has arisen wheth

er fictitious literature, taken together, is not now more injurious than benefi

cial to the world ; and even in the columns of The F.k a we have seen its pro

gress deplored, and its probable and estimated evil effects croaked over. It

is admitted thattheintluei.ee of a printed book, for good or evil, in its passage

through the world, cannot be over-estimated. It has been the theme of the

essayist antl ofthe philosopher. The press, in giving to the world and posterity
the hoarded thoughts and experiences of the noblest intellects, the best pro

ducts ofthe imagination in poetry and fiction, and by giving the means of a

continual interchange of thought and opinion in the periodical and paper, is one

of the mightiest powers in any country ; but the greatest work which it has

been called upon to do is that ol giving to its readers the fictitious writings

which authors have seen lit to invent. In view of this let us look at the part
which fiction bears in moulding the opinions of men ; and first, bv taking a

short retrospect <7f its work, realize that its present and continued effects may
not be totally bad.
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Cervantes, through Don Quixote, scattered to the four winds the silly sto

ries making up the Spanish literature ofhis time, and by their dissipation ben-

efiled Spain, besides leaving a heritage of homely lessons for after times.

England leels, to this clay, the good which Addison and his Spectator wrought
in the loose times of Queen Anne. The appearance of

"
Gulliver's Travels

"

put to fight a horde of spurious travelers and made Swift a pleasant benefact

or. De Foe, in
"
Robinson Crusoe," wrought out, by placing its subject

"
Far away, where all the air a solemn stillness holds,"

an example of purity, which, to-day— two hundred years after its creation— is

a household word. What shall we say of the giants of fiction who have ap-

pearedin our later day ? How compute their work ? How estimatethe new light

shed over humanity, and over human joy and sorrow alike, by that prince of

painters
—who went so quietly to his grave

—Charles Dickens ? He has made

the imposter and hypocrite toquake, and has exposed much ofthe hollowness

and folly of the world. He has pictured the lowest forms of sin and sorrow ;

but above all, he has kept ever in view the bright side and an abounding love

and charity for human weakness. We can see that the good work which fic

tion has done, and will do, through this one representative is inestimable, if we

think of the Pecksnifs, Quilps and Ralph Nicklebys of future generations who

will hide with shame on seeing themselves so faithfully portrayed to the world,

and, of the exemplars of Little Nell, the Brothers Cheeryble, and of all the

good, who will be stimulateei to nobler deeds for the same reason. Thackary,

too, who sees more of the bad and less of the good than his great cotempora-

rv, nas fearlessly painted the vices ofthe monarchs of his own land, and has

ever been the unrelenting enemy of snobbery and sham, and the lover of truth

and honesty. Yictor Hugo has waged a holy war against oppression, and

thereby made himself so hateful to the oppressor that he could not abide his

presence, and now, in exile, he has lived to see the utter downfall of the ty

rant, and, let us hope, the inauguration of a new and brighter era in the his

tory, of fickle France. In our own country, too, fiction has done its work.

"

Uncle Tom's Cabin
"

was a mighty influence in causing that which made our

flag a
"

flaunting lie
"

to die and be forever buried, though in the smoke and

embers of a civil war.

These are a few ofthe examples of the power of fiction for good, but like

every other good thing it has its poor imitators and perverters. They are

represented by the spinners of "blue fire" literature, by the interminable

serial and cheap hovel writers. These afflicting and soul-harrowing tales are

probably the means of the consumption of more midnight oil, and the shed

ding ofmore sympathetic tears than ever the perusal of learned lore has wast

ed. \Yere it not for its effects this class of fiction would be worthy only of

our supremest contempt. Under the circumstances, that so many should

take keenest delight in imbibing stories of
" demoniacal

"

villains, cunning

and snake-like malformations "seraphic" and "angelic
"

women, and other

individuals of an equally abnormal nature, surrounded by all necessary and

appropriate accessories, is indeed, a cause for the deepest commiseration.

Would that a second Cervantes might spring up and annihilate these far more

silly products of a more enlightened age ! We have seert' that fiction, in the

past, has kept pace with all progress and regarding its legitimate work we ..n-

iy add that the highest notion of its writers should be to keep up the standard

to the mark, and, keeping ever in view the origin of fictions — the drama, give

us true scenes from the great, eventful drama of life. H. M. K.

BASE BALL.

The opening game of base ball
was played on the Willow Avenue grounds

on Saturday, between the Juniors and Freshmen. The former have been

champions ever since they entered college, having won six victories, without a

single defeat. Several of the best players having left Cornell,—among them

Kirby, Middleton, Callahan, T. E. Williams and Tatnall,— the nine is by no

means as strong as formerly. The Juniors sent the challenge for a series of

three matches, to decide the college championship, and the Freshmen pluckil)

accepted, and having selected a nine from those who were present on the ball

ground on Friday, met their opponents with the expectation, at least, of not

being badly defeated. They were, however, doomed to disappointment. The

Juniors, though deprived of the services of Gill, Garrigue and Moses, turned

out a strong nine, and began the game with the intention of running up a big

score. The Freshmen had out a nine of mediocre talent, being without Sabin,

Halsey, Martin, Chadwick and other players of note, while Smith, Johnson

and others ofthe nine were suffering from sore hands and similar injuries aris

ing from a too frequent participation in the national game.

Play was called at 3 P. M., Mr. Conklin, of '72, the President of the Uni

versity Base Ball club, being chosen umpire. Seventy-five took the bat, and

were retired for one run. The Juniors next took their turn at the willow, and

after knocking the ball all over the field to the tune of thirty-four runs, finally
let up and gave the Fresh another show at the bat; and, as they had become

accustomed to McKechnie's swifl pitching, they scored live runs, Gray making
a clean home run. The Juniors made the same number of runs ere they were

treated to back seats, and in return put the Fresh out for a single tally, Johnson

making a fine hit for three bases. The third innings for the Juniors now com

menced, and liners, daisy-cutters, grounders and heavy flies followed with as

tonishing rapidity. Smith, Sprague and French all made home runs, and the

complete demoralization of the Freshmen ensued, the men changing their po

sitions every innings. Benedict caught a foul in style, and Johnson made a

brilliant catch at center field, but was compelled, on account of his hands, to

change places with Noyes, the latter showing, by some fine catches, that he

was quite an accomplished ball player. This innings decided the result ofthe

game, but the Freshmen gallantly continued the game till the close of the fifth

innings, when both nines were glad to conclude such an uninteresting game.

Few comments are needed on such a one-sided contest. Potter and Cam-

mell, of the Resolutes of Hamilton, Ohio, played very well. Gray, Ostrom

and Buckland played, also, in good style. Johnson and Noyes, however, were

evidently the best men on the nine. McKechnie, Smith, French, Jillett and

Spofford batted magnificently, and the fielding of the latter was very fine.

Jillett caught excellently, and A. A. Smith and McKechnie seemed to have

lost none of their swiftness. The return game will probably be played Thurs

day afternoon, as the University nine expect to visit Owego on Saturday.

SCORE.

'73- '75-

u R ii'.n TBH BE LD 0 R IBH TI1H HE LU

Sprague, 2b, 2 S 7 12 3 2 Brt.yera, c, 2 3 0 0 3 0

Brown, rf, 2 9 9 9 1 I Buckland, p, 2 2 I 1 1 0

French, ib, 0 10 10 16 1 2 Grav, 2b, 0 4 4 S 0 0

Johnson, 3b, 1 0 8 s 1 0 Potter, 3b, 2 1 2 2 0 I

eV. A. Smith, If, 2 10 9 20 1 0 Smith, If, 3 0 1 1 1 0

Jillett, c, 2 10 7 18 4 0 Benedict, rf, 2 2 2 2 1 0

E. Williams, cf, 4 S 3 3 7 0 Cammell, ss, 2 2 1 1 2 I

McKechnie, P' 0 1 1 8 8 ? 0 Johnson, cf, 1 2 2 s 2 0

Spofford, ss, 0 10 8 12 3 I Ostrom, lb, 1 2 2 2 2 I

15 85 69106 24 6 15 iS 15 22 12 3

'73- 34—5—32—3—"=Ss.

'75- 1—5— !—5— 6=18.

Home runs— eV. A. Smith 1, French 1, Jillett 1, Sprague 1=4. Gray 1.

Called balls—Buckland 16, Potter 9, Cammell 1=26. McKechnie 17,

A. A. Smith 9=26.
Passed balls—Bruyera 17, Potter 3, Benedict 2—22. Jillett 2.

Double play by Spofford and Sprague.

Flies caught
—

Johnson 1, Buckland 1, Noyes 2, Cammell 2=6. Spofford

1, McKechnie 1=2.

Foul-bound catches—Benedict 2, Potter 1=3. Jillett 2.

Catches on strikes—Bruyera 1. Jillett 3.

Run out, by Spofford, 1.

Put out on bases, by Ostrom 4, Buckland 1=^ . French 4, Sprague 3=7;

assisted by Cammell 3, Benedict 1, Smith 1, Gray 1, Spofford 5, Sprague 2,

Smith 2, Jillett 1, French 1.

Umpire
—M. T. Conklin.

Scorer—J. B. Edgerly.

Time, 2 hours and 45 minutes.

Messrs. Editors:
— The action of the Journal with reference to the

resolutions of the Junior class upon Mr. Greenleaf s death, has perhaps been

sufficiently criticized by the town papers, but yet a few words more may find

even a more appropriate place in The Era, inasmuch as that is the regularly

authorized medium for the students to obtain "redress of grievances."

We have no other means of ascertaining the precise circumstances of the

case except the articles already published on that subject in the down-town

papers, which, had we the inclination, we have not the proof to refute. Those

statements seem plausible and perhaps harmonious with the troubled mind of

a more troubled editor. In fact, all things combine to verify the accuracy of

them. But was it not a very strange, if not a heartless action on the part of

the editor, who does, or should, if his circulation list remains undiminished,

float along with the tide of popular opinion ?

He may have had good reasons, but we can not imagine them.
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The case is a plain one and is\eiy limel) in showing us ourt.ue friends,

those whose sympathies, feelings and labors are with us. It seivts also to

point out to us those who appreciate these important antl innumerable benefits

accruing to the town in consequence of the I niversity. Now we know to

whom we may look for assistance, when needed, and let us not fail to appreci

ate the favors of our friends, nor the injustice of our enemies, giving each his

proper regard. '73.

buildings, such as shall be valuable as models to the student of Agriculture.

But for lhe present we must be
content to see in the increasing energy and ef

ficiency ofthe agricultural department
"

the prophesies of better things."

THE FALSE EDUCA TION OF OUR DAUGHTERS.

The English nobleman who sends to Paris for- his slaughter's dresses is rea

sonably certain that he, and his daughter's husband after him, can continue

sending, and that in the training of his child he is fostering no habit which can

not be rightfully indulged in. The American knows, it he knows anything,

that the habits of luxury in which his child is reared unfit her for the duties of

the life to which she will in all likelihood be called— that he cannot hope that

his family wealth can long survive him, any more than that his daughter will

love a man to whom that wealth will be unimportant Experience aud obser

vation alike tell him lhat wealth, in this country, rarely continues in a laniily
three generations, and that at any time he may find himself a poor man again.

Yet he regulates his life and that of his children as if his wealth and theirs

were assured forever, and as though his habits of a litetime were to be broken

like wisps of straw.
His daughters are not tit to marry any but the rich men

thev experience so much difficulty in finding, and a man of moderate means is

careful to avoid asking them to change their habits of life. There are inw sad

der pictures than the one we see when some such woman of braver heart than

most of her sex choses the portion of a poor man's love and vainly seeks to

adapt herself to a life of which she has hitherto known nothing. i'he habits of

her girlhood bind her like strong fetters, her ignorance of domestic duties

weighs her to the earth, the loss of social position or the fevered efforts she

makes to support it wear
out her life 111 bitter repinings, until her health gives

way and she dies, leaving her faults to vex lhe world 111 her children, and her

virtues undiscovered save by her husband, who hide., from himself all else of

her memory.
—From

"

Alarriage," by Herbert Stanley, in Lippincott's Alaga-

zine.

Difficulties of Sr<:< i.ssiul Lyinc.— After all, the devil fights under

great disadvantages, and
has to carry weights in all his races, which are al

most unfair. He lies, as a matter of course believing thoroughly in lies,

thinking that it is by lies chiefly that he must make his running good ; and yet

every lie he tells, after it has been told and used, remains as an additional

weight to be carried. When you have used your lie gr.iceiully and successfully,

it is hard to bury it and get it well out of sight. It crops up here and there

against you, requiring more lies ; and at last, too often, has to be admitted as

a Ue—most usually so admitted in silence, but still admitted, to be forgiven or

not, according to the circumstances ofthe case. The most perfect forgiveness

is that which is extended to him who is known to lie in everything. The man

has to be taken, lies and all, as a man is taken with a squint, or a harelip, or a

bad temper. He has an uphill game to fight, but when once well known he

does not fall into the difficulty of being believed.
—

Tio/lcpe.

BOOK NOTICES.

"

Yita Collegia! A, a production in One Book, by James Ackland," is in

pamphlet form, contains ihirly-eighl pages of poetical fantasy, and is a de

scription of Cornell as it strikes the author's eye. It is
" inscribed to Presi

dent A. D. White, (if he has no objections.)
"

If originality only were necessary to its popularity, we venture to assert

that Mr. Ackland's fame would be surpassed by that of no living writer. In

the title [age he flings the gauntlet to critics by asking Jeffrey's opinion ofhis

commencement. Iu the poem, he judiciously mingles the metres, which re

lieves the monotony ; Iambics, Trochees and Dactyls, all are made to play
their part. Not onlv this, but the (Oman and French which he has acquired
in the Universitv, are made to form verse and to express ideas to the initiated.

It is a question among intelligent readers of the present day whether it is

pedantry, in a writer, to make use of terms and allusions which will be under

stood only by scholars of varied and thorough acquirements. Mr. Ackland

has, at any rate, woven into his poem many expressions which will require
considerable encyclopedia work from those who intend to read it understand

ing!}', or with a full appreciation of the merits ofthe writer's scholarship. It

can be obtained at all the bookstores at the price of fifteen cents.

IAIPROVEAIENTS ON IHE FARM.

We are pleased to notice the many improvements in the appearance of the

farm during the season. Neat and substantial fences a. e gradually succeeding
the old zig-zag, tumble-down looking lines of rails, which were termed fences

only through deference to the agricultural department. Those unsightly rows

of stones, decayed wood and brambles, which marked the sites of still older

fences, have been removed, and the giound .smoothed by the plow and har.ow.

The strip of swampy land which extended nearly across the farm has been

thoroughly underdrained, and the uncertain si ream of water by which Ihis

strip was at times flooded now passes through a covered drain, below lhe reach

of the plow.

Notwithstanding the protracted drought, the grain is excellent, and the

crops generally are good. Quite an amount uf experimental farming is being
done this season. One hundred and forty varieties ol potatoes are being tested

in the garden, and thirty kinds of grass were grown in small plats.
Some needed improvements have been made in the farm buildings, bul the

policy ofthe farm director is, first to increase- the utility ol the lai in, and then

to erect such buildings as its wants den. ami, instead of using the means at his

disposal in constructing showy buildings, not needed by the dcpai t.nelil. 'Phis

is undoubtedly the best policy ; but we hope the day is not far distant when

he 7. a 1 ,i t 1 ii i I i.ve.Mty hum will demand al least a respectable sel of

IR I 'ING LITERAR Y ASSOCIA TION.

Ihe first regular meeting of this society for the present term was held at

Society Hall, on Friday evening, the 22d instant. Areport that President

While was to lecture at Library Hall on that evening, induced some of the

members to absent themselves ; but those who found it convenient and agree

able to attend, were not disappointed in finding an interesting meeting.
Mr. Harkins, the orator of the evening, delivered an address which did

credit to the speaker, and impressed the listeners with its forcible ideas. He

dwelt chiefly upon life and its stern realities, reminding those before him ofthe

duties wdiich after life would exact of each, and which would demand from

them obedience if they would wish to succeed in the life before them. His

oration was followed ley a few remarks from Mr. Salmon, who argued that

the world needed more honest men ; that our halls of Legislation were become

corrupt, and had lost the spirit of disinterested devotion to the national wel

fare, which characterized them in earlier times.

Debate followed next in order. The question for the evening was the fol

lowing; "Resolved; that the amount of land owned by a single individual,
should not exceed five hundred acres.

"

Mr Wilson was found to be sole sup

porter of the resolution ; but though denied any assistance, vet he seemed

spurred by the spirit of opposition which surrounded him. The negative was

embraced by Messrs. Harkins, Halsey, Lazenby and Home, who offered a

comparatively mild opposition to the unassisted supporter of the Affirmative,
seeming to consider the weakness of their opponent. Bv vote, the merits of

lhe question were decided in the negative.
Election of officers then followed, when the following were chosen for the

ensuing term; President, Ii. Y. Wilson ; Yice-President, William Harkins;
Autlitor, D. ie. Salmon; Corresponding Secretary, F. W. Halsey; Recording
Secretary, WE R. Lazenby; Treasure., R. M. Paimely.

It is desired that students entering this term, may understand that all are

cordially invited to attend our meetings and listen to, or participate in, the lit-

erary exercises ofthe evening. It is unnecessary to urge upon any one who is

pursuing a college couise, the importance of extempore speaking, to every per
son, in whatever station he in ty till in practical life; for a little consideration
will make its importance obvious lo lhe earnest and candid thinker.

Corkksi'o.n-dim; Secretary.

THE I'HILA LA I'llEIAN SOCIETY.

Till, membeis of the Society met on Saturday evening, September '-.I
with a large alien. lance, considering it was the first meeting of the year.

Considerable interest in lhe question
"

R, solved— that the Intellect of wo
man is inferior to that of man

"

was manifested by all present, and the discus
sion was evidence of careful preparation on the part ofthe disputants. Con

trary to the general expectation, woman was well defended.

The Socely will hold regular meetings on Saturday evening of each week
in Society hall, North Universiiy. All members oi t|lc University are cordial

ly invited lo attend. \\Em. II. Smith. Secretary
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THE NA RURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The Natural History Society held its first meeting for the present academ

ic year, at the Faculty room, Saturday evening, September 23rd.
D. S. Jordan, the new president of the Society, officiated. As is always

expected at the first meeting of the term, the attendance was somewhat limi

ted.

The next meeting will be held at the same place, Saturday evening, Octo
ber 7th. The subject selected for discussion is The Order Raptores—Birds of

Prey. The leaders in this discussion will be Messrs. Salmon and Jillett.
Appointments for essays, Comstock and Dudley.
The meeting is expected lo be an especially interesting one to all students

of Natural History, as Mr. Comstock has promised to bring the caged rattle

snake with wdiich he has been experimenting for some time past, and exhibit

it, giving some account of what he has observed concerning its habits. A cor

dial invitation is extended to all to at'end the meeting.

W. R. D.

A VERY able and pleasing address was delivered at the Plain Street Meth

odist Episcopal Church, by Mr. E. L. Jayne, of '73, on the evening of Sunday,
the 24th instant. The text chosen was from Job XXII, 21 : "Acquaint now

thyself with Him." The speaker introduced the subject by the beautiful sim

ile of a stranger who, knocking at the door, is refused admittance, likening it

to the appeal of Christ to the heart. He showed how even the red man, while

roaming through the trackless wild, still knelt down and invoked the Great

Spirit; that God not only made Himself acquainted with us in the thunder,

the tornado and the roaring cataract, but also in the gentler music of nature—

in the songs of birds and the falling leaf. The attention ofthe aged .md mid

dle-aged was especially called to the words of the text, and his appeal to the

younger members of the congregation spoke more than mere words could tell.

Better is it to be careful to live well than desirous to live long.
"

The horse that frets is the horse that sweats," is an old saying of horse

men, and it is just as true of men as of horses. The man that allows himself

to get irritated at every little thing that goes amiss in his business, or in the

ordinary affairs of life, is a man that, as a rule, will accomplish little and wear

out early. He is a man for whom bile and dyspepsia have a peculiar fondness,
and for whom children have a particular aversion. He is a man with a per-

perpetual thorn in his flesh, which pricks and wounds at the slightest move

ment ; a man for whom life has little pleasure and the future small hope.

The managers of the Cornell University have decided to establish a new

course of study embracing literature, history, and political science, to be

known as the Course in Letters, to require five years' study, and to lead to the

degree of Bachelor of Letters. This movement, if it be wisely managed,
will do a good deal to supply the want now felt of a thorough education in

every department of journalism. Those who now succeed in this clo so pretty

much by accident or through uncommon natural qualifications, while those

who fail greatly outnumber the successful aspirants. Meanwhile, periodical

writing, whether for newspapers, magazines, or reviews, offers an excellent

field of industry, especially for women ; but those who are successfully to work

in it, for the benefit of their readers as well as for their own, need a thorough

preliminary training just as much as clergymen, lawyers, doctors, teachers do.

A person who betakes himself to editorial work when well advanced in years,

without any special study, and as a last effort to get a livelihood, will probably
fail in finding an engagement, or in keeping a position should he be unlucky

enough to obtain one. The demand for journalists is greater than ever, but it

should be remembered that the standard of qualification is proportionately

higher.
—A'. Y. Tribune.

The present Senior class ofWilliams College is of a very ungallant sort,

to say the least. The eminent Dr. Hopkins gives them lectures on the Cate

chism ; these lectures the ladies desire to attend, and among those who made

the request were Dr. Hopkin's own wife and the wife of President Chadbourne.

But the Senior class said
"

No." Perhaps the young men thought that the

presence ofthe ladies might distract their attention from severe and abstract

studies ; perhaps, having the matter referred to them, they merely indulged in

the common boyish amusement of thwarting their elders.—Ex.

The Catechism, in its severest form, is the very book for them. We sup

pose gallantry is not taught at Williams.

In olden times the English schoolmaster used the motto : Semper hide'em.

CLASS MEETINGS OF '73.

'73 with the energy it has displayed in everything, except a class supper,
held a caucus and meeting at Clinton hall on the evening of Friday, the 15th,
where two candidates were nominated for the vacant editorship and as the class

thought that Junior dignity would suffer less from challenging the freshmen

to a game of foot ball, than by a possible defeat from Ihem, the traditional

gauntlet was ordered to be thrown to '75 for games of both foot and base

ball.

Ladies in the Universiiy. — It is still doubtful whether the Universiiy
will accept the offer of Mr. Sage to supply conditionally funds lo provide
for the education of ladies here.

We do not know all the conditions in the offer. But while the matter

is before a committee, the ladies seem to be acting on the advice given to a wo

man's rights meeting by
"

Sojourner Truth
"

when she said
"

I don't know-

exactly the object of this meet'n. But if you want any more rights than

you've got, why don't you take 'em." This is precisely what the ladies here

are doing. While the committee is gravely discussing the subject of their ad

mission to the University, ihey with note-books and pencils are quietly oc

cupying the seals "presented for the convenience of students
"

are participat
ing in all the rights and benefits pertaining to students, except

"

the equal
right to pay."

Another Donation—Almost.— It was the intention of the late Mr.

Samuel Giles, of this place, to present to our University a valuable portion of

his estate adjoining the Cascadilla grounds, and to sell, on reasonable terms, a

part ofthe remainder. Defects in the deeds, making this conveyance, were

discovered just before his death, but too late for correction. The estate

is now in the hands of his brother, who, it is rumored, does not intend to

carry out the design of the deceased respecting either the donation or the sale.

Although these grounds are valuable both for field crops and fruit growin",
they are probably worth much more to the University than to any private indi

vidual, and on them, it was generally supposed, the buildings to be erected by
the donation ofMr. Sage would be located, should the offer of that gentleman be

accepted.

Says an exchange :
"
At Heidelbttrg there is not a language, ancient or

modern, without its competent professor to teach it to all comers. A Japan
ese student, unable to speak a word of German, found there, on his arrival, a

teacher to converse with him and give lessons through the medium ofhis own

language." Where is the man of race so remote or unkoown that Chevalier

Rcehrig could not converse fluently with him, be he from New Zealand or

Scandinavia, from Mexico or Japan ?

Everybody will rush to the bookstores to procure a copy of James Ack-

land's Yita Collegiata, as it is written for the benefit of the members and

friends ofthe Universiiy, by a member ofthe University, and contains many
neat hits a: our manners and peculiarities. It will commend itself to anyone
who once commences its perusal. The price has been reduced to about cost.

The student who contended at a certain debate the other evening that

woman is not a person according to the laws of the United Slates, was waited

on byadelegationofindigna.it females, at the end of the discussion. He was

heard to remark, quoting from A. Ward, that "it would have been ten dollars

in his pocket if he had never been born."

Reports are borne to us that the pears and grapes on West Hill are deli

cious in flavor and prodigious in quantity, and that the wonderful celeritv with

which they disappear before the hungry man, is only equaled by the affability
and liberality of their owners.

Let these who want an insight into the pleasures of a modem paradise,
walk deliberately up that declevity that hides the sinking sun, and asking for the

master ofthe first eligible orchard or vineyard, propose to him a survey ofhis

possessions ; if the result does not answer their expectations then midnight
depredations might be in a degree pardonable. We think that the report of an

urchin with a gun, stationed to guard a certain hallowed spot, was a canard as

it surely is not compatible with the manly spirit of any proprieter on that hill.

Announcement.—The Forest City Dining Saloon, corner of State and

Aurora streets, is the place to get all the delicacies ofthe season, served up in

the most fashionable styles, at all hours. Lunch every Sunday evening
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CAPUT-CO JERING.

" What is to be our head-piece ?" is the great question which

agitates the student mind at present. Will it be slouchy, uncom

fortable, unpresentable, unbearable and ungovernable, as some we

have seen during our course here ? Shall we freeze our heads in

winter, scorch gptN^ces in summer, and be laughed at the whole

year round ? Are wc to sacrifice our dignity and comfort too ?

Shall the
"

Jacobin bonnet or the iron crown
"

be our portion ?

Will the Faculty, who, fortunately, are not students, see the propri

ety of securing a hat or cap which -can be tipped when occasion

requires, which can be kept on without the aid of rubber or hands,

which will protect from heat and cold, and if necessary from in

quisitive glances, and which will not only not deface natural

beauty, but will enhance and tone down the most rugged face

among us ? The answer to these questions is slowly coming, but

it will come at last, and then ye Seniors, resplendent with cane and

costly plug beaver, ye worthy Juniors, who ambitiously emulate the

style of higher classmen, progressing Sophs and untutored Fresh

men, beware that the mandate, which is the answer, go not long

unheeded !

There are now two styles of chapeau under consideration. We

think one is weighed in the balance and found wanting. The most

acceptable pattern is the old Alpine hat, which, if used, will have a

plainer and much neater monogram in front, and the last letter of

the irrepressible C. U. C. will cease to cause wonder among the

uninitiated. The other is a cap ot the most degraded type ; it has

a plain rotundity, adorned by a vizor protruding several inches to

the front. Anyone wearing it might be mistaken for a policeman
or a car-conductor, or any common individual, were he not labeled

C. U. ; that fixes his identity.
We favor the hat, decidedly, as being more healthy, comforta

ble and presentable ; and since the old cap is discarded, we are

sure no one would wish to resurrect the ghosts of misery that come

trooping forth at the mere mention of the word "

cap." Usually we

don't approve of forgetting the days of
"

auld lang syne," for they
should be full of sweet memories, as far as we can control them, but

"circumstances over which we had no control
"

make the recollections

of the old cap days far from sweet,and so let us drink a powerful

draught from Oblivion's stream, and hope the new hat (if it is to be)
will bring to us associations more pleasant than those which the cap

carries away.

ITHACA'S NEED OF A BALL GROUND.

Yale editors set forth in plain terms the right they have to call

upon thc town of New Haven for a ball-ground. Thev argue that

the renown reflected on the city l.y the college, the assistance ren

dered the fire department, and the encouragement given for the

formation of more seminaries for female instruction, all entitle them

to ask as a right a free gift of a place where the noble national

game may be played. They assert that if this i.s done the de

plorable contests between town and gown would be obviated, and

hearty good feeling prevail between the two traditional opponents.

The same arguments hold good with us. When the time comes

that some public-spirited man determines to send his name down to

posterity, and to make his fame as a benefactor of the University

both far-reaching and great, by the donation of the requisite land

(and there are many beautiful spots not far from the campus), or by

the gift of enough money to buy and fit up the few acres that are

necessary for this purpose, then
will the town be treated to some of

the well-played games of which
our boys are capable, then will the

Cornelian colors float high and bear aloft Ithaca's name, and then

will she wish that hers had been the gift and hers the honor of

helping along the nine.

The present ground is not inclosed, has a creek running too near

it for convenience, and to add to these features, which are in them

selves deformities of no small size, two individuals have actually
had the temeritv to build on one corner of it their houses, with large

window-panes, and to clip from that part of the field a spot valua

ble in its capacity for receiving the third base and home run

hits. True, the owners don't grumble when the ball slides

softly through the blinds, insinuates itself through the glass,

and snugly ensconses itself in the bread-pan or in the fruit-

jar, or enters the open door, and plays its little game

before the astonished party at the tea-table; nor do the bro

ken pickets and trampled gardens cause an amount of indignation
more than is excusable ; but these things are not as they should be.

Either the old ground should not have been encroached upon, or

some one—we don't pretend to say who—should furnish a new

and a better one. We don't mean to cry
"

Give, give !
"

all the

time, but we are free to say that no organization in the University
is entitled to more favor than the ball-club. We believe its members

are of unexceptionable character, and stand high in their studies;

they have always borne patiently the seeming apathy of those who

should contribute most liberally to their support ; thev are acquir

ing, by their systematic practice, constitutions which will enable

them to make a more perfect and practical application of the

knowledge gained here, than ran be made by the scores who annu

ally leave colleges all over our land, who, though persistent and

close students, plod on in the world with no tastes but those of a

bookworm, and no strength for life's more earnest work.

CHAIR OF HISTORY

No one doubts the great value of a thorough historical course,

or the fact that in the great majority of American colleges verv in

adequate provision has as yet been made for such a course.

Plenty of time and labor is given to the classics, to mathemat

ics, and perhaps to science ; but as a general thing verv little atten

tion is paid to historv.

N'eed of reform has long been felt by manv of our first educa

tors, and a few institutions have made the much needed innovation,

among which Michigan, Harvard, and Cornell Universities lead

the van.

Hut il few of our higher institutions have efficient courses in

general history, fewer slill have gi\en proper attention to the histo

ry of this country. Sludents are pointed to C, recce, and studv her
in prosperity and in humiliation. They view the »

Mistress ol the
World

"

in her strength and in her »

decline and fall," tracing the

progress of states formed upon her ruins, to the powerful nations of
to-.Un, admiring the rapidity of their growth, and wondering at

their present greatness.

They listen to flowing culogiums upon soldiers, philosophers,
statesmen, orators, of other countries, and are taught to estimate
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justly their deeds and misdeeds, but receive no such aid to the ap

preciation of prominent Americans of the past or present. They go

forth with that indifferent knowledge of their own country which

they are supposed to have possessed on entering college, and those

of them who would listen to thorough higher instruction must seek

it in the universities of Germany or France.

Is not the tendency of this neglect to lead our students to un

dervalue the men and institutions of this country ? We do not be

lieve in cultivating an overweening national conceit, but we do be-

.lieve that our young men should be correctly and fully informed

upon the history of America, and the character and deeds of her

prominent men.

Cornell has taken the right step at the right time. A chair of

American History has been established.

Professor George H. Greene, grandson of General Nathaniel

Greene, anti late Professor in Brown University, has been appointed
Non-resident Professor of American History. Professor Greene is

well known as a historian in this country and in Europe. Of his

many productions, we mention only his
" Life of General Nathaniel

Greene" and "

History of the Middle Ages." His historical re

searches have been indefatigable and extensive, his discoveries nu

merous and important. We gladly welcome to our halls the Amer

ican historian. We willingly turn from Charlemagne to Washing

ton, from Hannibal to Hamilton, from Marathon to Bunker Hill.

VISITORS.

Never before the present summer, have Ithaca and the Uni

versity had so many visitors. Despite the hot weather, and though

there has been no excessive crowd on one day, people have flitted

into town by the new railroads, or by the cool, dustless lake.

And, if they did not stay long enough to impose on their cilia the

work of sweeping out from their lungs too milch town dust, all

these tourists must have taken away pleasant memories of the ar

cades of shade in the Ithaca streets, the rapidly towering beautiful

business blocks, purling brooks, somber gorges and foam

ing falls ; and, above all, the remembrance of three stately college

buildings that sat, like a triple crown, upon the kingly eastern hill.

Though Ithaca's lovely scenery would suffice, without the Univer

sity, in drawing many visitors, yet the advertising of her summer

charms by hundreds of enamored students obviously starts many

pleasure travelers this way.

The students who have remained on the University premises,

and the clever, voluble
"

Boss
"

have earned from the many sight

seers a reputation as genial guides and instructive cicerones that

will travel to many States.

During the past season we have had the fortune to meet many

"

practical men," who rather disliked colleges in general, but, alter

seeing Cornell, modified their views in its favor. One of them con

cisely stated his reason for
"

eating
"

some of his former remarks :

"That big school at Ithaca is of some insible use to the world."

TOARAIS, IF NECESSARY.

During last week four separate assaults were made upon stu

dents by roughs of the town. No particular damage was done,

but it is beginning a practice very disagreeable to at least one

party, and dangerous to both. The students have never manifested

a quarrelsome spirit, and have therefore earned the right of being
let alone. They have never prided themselves upon their pugilistic

qualifications, and while having a proper respect for the
"

manly

art of self-defense," do not at present feel inclined to dedicate their

rraniums as fist-balls for the development of rowdy muscle.

Fortunately, most of the students have seen several towns nearly
as large as this, and roughs almost as numerous and ferocious, and

are well aware of the fact that when the animal becomes unmana-

gable, roving in bands and attacking inoffensive persons, the most

effective means of teaching him his place is to administer a mode

rate dose of lead.

THE CORPS.

We have often been asked for the census returns of the editorial

corps, and for the benefit of the many anxious inquirers, we ap

pend the following statements: We are five—few but mighty.
One of us is the fighting editor; he will settle all the little difficul

ties that arise with pugnacious subscribers. He is what Artemus

Ward would describe as a dreadful uncomfortable man to meddle

with. He has been a cannibal, in his day ; beware of him, for he

still eats occasionally. The second man is the funnyest of editors.

His duty is to furnish our visitors with fun. He must joke so un

mercifully those who come into our sanctum with no business but

that of lounging, that they will be not only willing but glad to re

treat before the laugh that arises at their expense. All the other

editors are compelled, by the terms of a contract, to laugh at his

jokes on any occasion whatever, and to maintain that the Ultima

TJiule of fun is reached when his jeu de mot is pronounced. Our

base-ball editor is by no means an unimportant part of the corps.

His duty is to attend all match and practice games of ball, to catch

flies in the sanctum, to run to the door and answer calls, and never

to bat his eyes as long as work is visible. In the corps there may

be some whose minor morals are not up to the standard of

strict orthodoxy, but his rank among the rest is that of first base

man. Our corps has not only a fighting editor, but it has a mus

cular individual who is at times as meek as a lamb, but
" much en

forced shows a hasty spark, and straight is cold again." He don't

think that brains alone can run a paper, so he has made a com

pact with the corps that he furnish muscle and they brains. And

considering the large amount of muscle he has and the small

amount of brains they have, he thinks he ought to have half the

profits, if any, from the paper. The only remaining man is the vio

linist. It is he who hurries along the printers when their work

" Like a wounded snake, drags its slow length along." He fur

nishes lively music and drives dull care away. If Orpheus caused

stones to move, he makes men move in more lively measure. He

cheers us when we're sad, and gives us consolation when ponder

ing over the wonderful obtuseness of our subscribers, who fail to

see that The Era is manipulated by no ordinary men, that per

fection must be taken as a matter of course, and that criticisms are

entirely out of order. With such a corps of editors, '73, you may

calmly eye the world and rejoice in your far-sightedness in choos

ing men of such varied and extraordinary ability. In this connec

tion we thank our patrons for their solicitude in regard to the dawn

ing of that new Era, and announce that we are now primed up, and

ready to go off at the pull of the hackneyed trigger,
"

When will

the next Era be out?" We have on hand a large stock of forti

tude, and can supply any orders from the consumers of the article.

Errata.—In last week's issue, in lhe eighth paragraph in the second col

umn ofthe fourth page, read
"

'73 is a noble class," instead of '72. By some

means a misplaced /' slipped into the word
"

Condottieri," on the editorial

page, second
column.
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ITEMS.

today.

— A new pattern for the cadet cap has arrived.

— A Freshman complains that he can not get such long lessons.
—

Joke on a student—flowing and lifting the hat to a blind man.

— Freshmen practiced base-ball yesterday, and exercise in foot ba
— In the full classical course there are: Juniors, 17; Sophomores, 13;

Freshmen, 11.

— We see many individuals this week who complain of a "dab bad cold id

de ed." It needs attention.

— In the N-'o York Evening Post there is a long, able article very com

plimentary to the University.
— Professor Russel has excused the Junior class in Mediaeval History from

handing in their note books at the close of this trimester.
— For the remainder of the term, lectures on American History are to be

•delivered at 10:15, Tuesday and Thursday, in room T, north building.
— "The H—Owls

"

too-whit ; too-whood at a successful meeting, at Cas
cadilla, on Thursday evening. Several little horned owls were initiated.

— Several students, besides the delegates, attended thc funeral of our de-
ceased classmate, Mr. R. Greenleaf, whose parents live down the Lake, oppo
site Union Springs.

—The serfs who are at work upon the McGraw building amuse themselves
during nooning, by hurling the discus with as much skill as if they were

Greek pentathletes.
- A large water-tank has been commenced between the South University

and McGraw budding, the dimensions of which are S feet wide, 20 feet lone
and will be iS feet high.

fe'

-Probably the reason of the University authorities' slackness in not send
ing in the names ofthe new professors, for publication, is that the list is too

long to be made out within a week.
- The lank and lofty Acting-President of '73 asked a Freshman to put a

scripture quotation in his (H.'s) album. The Freshman, who had only a Tim-
othy shade of greenness, at once wrote :

"

Oh Lord, how long
> "

- Two hundred and twenty-five students have, thus far.this year, applied for
adm,s,on at Cornell. Thirteen are from other colloges-representmg'this t
Dartmouth, Hobart, Lafayette, Oberlin, Wesleyan University and Vale

- The steam fining for healing the Sibkey budding, which has just been
put ,n as been OO, all along from ten to fifty pounds, and works ••

,,k
ha™. Two students, ln alternate hours, run the furnace for generatin

— Dr. Wilson leaves town next Monday, to be absent about three we V

Lectures on Psychology and History of Philosophy will be suspended duri
his sojourn abroad. Students who are moderately certain'that they havea •

1

as well as those who are altogether in the dark on the subject, may I
'

'

much comfort from a careful perusal of Dr. Wilson's work on Psycholo
A-hich will be issued Saturday or Monday. Those attending the lectures

'

expected to study the text-book as far as the sixth lecture.

— l-.xecrations and maledictions have been freely bestowed, by stu.le
who have lately had occasion to show friends the fine engravings in Cascadill
Parlor, upon the parties who hung the most spirited and awfully fascinating
picture in the room—" The taking of Jerusalem "—so far up on the wall that
either the orbicular muscles or cervical vertebra- have to be strained ,'n order
to get even a distant view of this elief d'eevre. The gay girls, with their step.
ladder heels, are the only ones who can now enjoy the picture.

-We not.ce that the Adelphi Society has a course of seven lectures hidout for the coming year. The lecturers are individuals who will do red.

^soceiy
that engages them, and who cannot fail to command large and'

-Some peaceable students were assaulted by roughs, on Wednesday even-

hdr f .

"

C1?ZenS'
thal " l0ng '" Kemin«ton and Whitney run

methods'!
' P'eVent themSdVeS being ^^^ ^ lhe ™" "a"

-There are, if not actual wars, rumors of wars between'7. and 'vc n„ 1
anxious glances and suspicious winks are constantly passing tJ\ d fr i
l-esconcerne. Gentlemen, ,f you owe each other no f,clge, ^^_

—

Many Freshmen, and the '74 \s who did not take the Fr a O, ,

been observed staring at President White, and then Ian ^ *t^^Professor Curt, that hangs in COcadil.a Parlor, anefcritic sing ,h ,not having made a better likeness of the former

fA
°

v »A' *°
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PERSOAAL.

Wagoner, of '73, is practicing law in town.

J. D. Leffingweu. is teaching in Brooklyn.
J. I'-. Moke, of '71, is studying law in Grand Rapids.
A. M. IIauiwin, of '71, is in Groton Academy, teaching.
P. Ioxegan, of '73, Hobart college, has enlered f^, Cornell.
Brinki.ev, of '73, will not return to the University this year.
A. J. Rogers, ol '71, is teacher in Port Jefferson Academy, L. I.
P. CE Di Angei.is, of '71. is rcad.ng law in Towanda, Pennsylvania.
S. K IIi-.nti.ly, of "71, i.s principal ofthe academy at Union Springs
OoLimiN Smith is expected to be with us as soon as the first of October
W. Sabi.n, of '72, will ,eturn from jaunting in Europe to the Universitv ere

long.
A. J Rogers, of '71, is principal of the Port Jefferson Public School,

Long Island.
'

A. Pei.echin, the Russian who ornan ented the University during the first
year is now in town.

James I. Youngiove, a former member of '72, is going to winter in
Johnstown, tins .t.Ue.

Goverxor Hoffman will deliver an address at the Seneca County Fair,at Uvid, Aew \ork, October 5th.
Morse of '71, a,„l forme, Jy one ofthe Eka Editors, is principal of a highschool in

Larthage, Jefferson County.
A.TERT H. Osroxe, former editor of The Era, is prolonging his vaea-

tion for the improvement of his health.
F D. Eastman, of '73, is in town viMti his m fri

He does not intend to cume back to the University
ED. IEFF.NGUEIL, who graduated last Commencement, is teaching the

L.ooklyn idea how to shoot. We are sure the < ',. v O , «, . ,

&

scholar and gentleman.
3 of Churches has one more

J. G Saxe is about to commence a course of lectures in Kansas Citv
-n Kilpatrick, Theodore Td.on, B. E. Taylor, George F. Train Z Mr

'

Lanrlor are also on the same course.

G. II. Pancake, of -72. is at present at Champai-m Illinois Heshows his confidence in the ore-sent K.^ ,-> , ,

"nib' He

.<■» -, ., .ennttingtir::;:;:;;::- ;:;:,r::,;:;;rthefedsi"his

^^A
and spoke highly of ou," decease!,n,^^^ W."

Co,n!nenlnen,' VT;Crited $75'"°° '° ^ '""^ «f Chester at its last

,|U,

'

, ',i;t
Wi,S

a,;'Uni11^
—' l— S -Mr. S. at a pub.ic ban-f . nc

y Rochester Un,ve,,„y as o)ur Future Benefactor." Nof M. Nblcy s

generosity could withstand such an appeal.

'i»n Or Cove, nor fM
"""* ^^^ lhc K^»^™ nomina-

N ^■ Mr

^-acluisetts. .M ,, Rice is a graduate of Union college.^
-- Mi- Jewell ,s a graduate ol Dartmouth, Mr. Hutler of Wa.^rvlll. 1

e.'o M-iln,. m, \\ 11 .■■.. .
»»aterville co -

Oc, .Maine, Mi. W ashbum ol \ ale, and M r. Loring of Harvard WI, I 11

f:f
"■" '

■
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TUK Ilnx. G1.:„K.Ms\V. Il,:stl„e, died i,. Durli.,Bi„„, \,., „lis
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He was for twenty-two years professor in the University of | lhat beiaged 76 years, lie was tor twenty-two years prolessor in me university ot J llial belongs to many members of the lire companies, the shorter-eared stu

Vermont, for fifteen years one ofthe editors and proprietors ofthe Daily Ere, | dents had, with pleasing alacrity, seized the engines and started down Seneca

Piess, State Senator in 1S54 and 1855, and vvas widely known throughout | street. Neai the Academy a J uggemaut accident almost happened, as several
New England and New York. He was the elder brother of the lion. le. C

Benedict of New York city, and father of the Hon. Elias IL Benedict, Unite

States District Judge for the Eastern District of New York.—A'. )". dun, Sept

2$th.

6th.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— Illinois Female College has 120 pupils in attendance. It opened Sept.

>f Ethics at Princeton— Rev. Dr. Aikin has been appointed professo

college, N. J.
—Wesleyan University, at Middletown, Connecticut, admits ladies. Even

straws show which way the tide is setting.
—

Cyrus H. McCormick has recently given .$45,000 for the endowm. im of

a Chair ofTheology at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Chica"o.

—One of Illinois' numerous colleges, Monmouth, has secured the services

of a Cincinnati lady, Miss Amelia Watt, as professor-ess in thai institution.

— Dartmouth college receives Freshmen this year to the number of seven

ty-five; Bowdoin has forty-two. How many of our American institutions en

ter a class of two hundred ?

— West Point has a new Chaplain. Between the rigid military discipline
in that place, and the often changed Chaplains, we suppose the West Pointers

will yet be neplus ultra in morals.

— The Junior class of the Theological Seminary of Boston has thirty stu

dents, and is expecting several more. Rev. IE R. Morris, licensed preacher
of the African M. E. Church, is among them.

— Brown is agitating the question of admitting female students. Uuluck-

ily this pride of" Little Rhody
"

has no motto which decides for her the mat

ter as conclusively as does
"

I would found an institution where any person

can find instruction in any study
"

decides for us.

— Albion College, Michigan, after slowly running down hill for several

years, until its name was barely left, has had new blood transfused into its

veins, and bids fair to make itself known in the college list again. .\ new set

of professors has been appointed, and the Annalist rejoices at the prospect.
—

"

Something new under the sun
"

has again come to light in a gift or

Henry Young, New York city, for the purpose of endowing a professorship or

interpretation of the New Testament. The amount donated is $30,000, and

it is placed in the hands of the Treasurer of the Union Theological Seminary
of Virginia.

— Princeton college gives to the best student in the Classical course, and

and in the Seiphomore class, a $50 > scholarship. This will, no doubt, cause

the consumption of midnight oil in wholesale quantities, ami will induce the

"needy student" to court doctors' bills and sickness, in the hope of glory as

a prize-taker.
— The Globe remarks, with considerable truthfulness :

"

President Wrhite,

of Cornell, did a fine thing for the book-stores in his chapel address, a few

mornings since, when the advised the students not to read the latest works of

Charles Reade, for certain moral reasons. It proved to be a
'
Terrible Temp

tation,' and the demand for that work has increased greatly. There is noth

ing like advertising."

youths on the engine ropes tripped up and fell, barely escaping the wheels of

the rapidly-rolling machine. Some of the rowdy element, probably of "Big
Nix," undertook to Olen blame on the student., for the alarm, and at one time

tliere was a prospect of a row, which was happily prevented.

The Overi.anii Mmniui.v.—The October issue of this magazine has

readied us. This is a new and valuable addition to our exchanges, and we feel
nol only pleased but Haltered l.y the willingness of lirst-elass magazines like

this lo exchange with Us. This number gams a peculiar interest by an illus

trated introductory article on "Tropical California," from the pen of Josephine
Cl.lford. The contents are exceedingly varied, and while carefully retaining
its characteristic local features, both ol history and fiction, it finds room to ex

tend into loreigu lands under appetizing lilies. We notice lhat foaquin Mil

ler, lhe "new California poet," who has recently obtained such favorable men-

lion at the hands of Englisli critics high in authority, contributes a prose arti

cle entitled
"

On anel About the Avon ;
"

and Mrs. Cooper is extending her

well-wrillen and insiiuelive papers on "Ideal Womanhood" into wifehood.

Prent.ee Mullorel also puis in an apperance, in a sober vein of thought and a

style peculiar to himsell. Miss Coolbrith's name appears opposite a touchin"

poem entitled
"

From Year to Year." Fifteen ai tides, "lite.," and Current

Literature comprise a most readable number of this popular magazine. John
II. Carmany X: Co., publishers, No. 409 Washington Sireet, San Francisco,
California. $4 per annum.

ADELPHI.

Last Monday evening the Adelphi held their usual election, with the fol

lowing result : President, Clarence Beebe ; Yice-President, C. Ives; Record

ing Secretary, C. A. Ramsey; Corresponding Secretary, P. W. Cullinan;

Treasurer, J. I*.. Yandecarr ; Editor, Theodore Stanton; Executive Commit

tee, J. II. Morrow, C. W. Raymond, DeB. Wilmot.

AIORE FUN.

This evening the " business
"

Freshmen, having stolen a march on the

Juniors, who intended to elect officers in the same place, held a meeting in

Clinton Hall to discuss important business. Numbers of Juniors and Seniors

were present, and a few Sophs, some of whom were cast into outer darkness.

'75 decided to play the Juniors the return game of base ball on the next day,
and also industriously smite the foot ball in practice for their match game with

the Juniors next Tuesday and with the Sophs next Thursday afternoon A

Junior then informed the class of the scheme in regard to presenting a bust of

Dr. Wilson to the University, which plan was taken hold of by the Freshmen

with commendable zeal. At this point quite a tumult was raised by the doubts
as to what class certain alleged Sophs belong, and during the turmoil Scotch

snuff and Cayenne pepper, that happened to lie upon the lloor, was stirred up
till nostrils vibrated in the most sonorous fashion.

But the greatest sport was after adjournment. Shouts of
"

Fresh !
"

and
"

'74!
"

were, by some system of comparative philology, known only to the

obtuse "

towny," corrupted into •'

fire." The vigilant police rang the alarm,
and before the sound had traveled through the long meatus auditonus exteruus

On hearing of the death of our beloved Iriend anel classmate, Rulif P.

Greenleaf of Canoga, New York, a meeting ol the Junior class was called on

Saturelay, September 23rd., '71, and the following resolutions adopted :

Whereas, Death has again entered our midst and suddenly taken from us

one ol our most esteemed associates ; and

Whereas, Wc wish to give expressiem of our regard for him as a friend and

fellow-student, and our sympathy lor his bereaved relatives,

Resolved, That in our association wilh Mr. Greenleaf we have always found

him a genial companion, true friend ami sincere christian.

Resolved, That a badge of mourning be worn thirty days.

Resolved, d'hat these resolutions be printed in The Cornell Era and Ith

aca papers and a copy of them be sent to his relatives.

M. WE VanAuken, )

J. G. Newkirk, > Committee.

F. H. Jackson, >

A committee of six gentlemen was appointed to act as pall-bearers, consist

ing of Boie.s, Wells, Newkirk, Almy, Jackson and Ferris. Accordingly these

gentlemen took the early boat Monday morning, accompanied by Rev. Mr.

Spaulding, pastor ofthe Episcopal church of which Mr. Greenleafwas a mem

ber, ami soon reached Spr.ngport, where the relatives ofthe deceased were in

waiting for them.

They weie soon fei 1 ieel over the lake and reached Canoga at eleven o'clock.

The funeral was at one .'. M., largely attended, ami much sorrow expressed.

The boys were received cordially, kindly provided for, and their coming

seemed to afford much satisfaction. They bid adieu to the afflicted people as

soon as practicable and started for Ithaca, arriving there at twelve P. M. by the

steam tug.

Mr. Greenleaf had come to Ithaca for the purpose of pursuing his studies

at the Universitv, but at the same time complained of not being very well; went

home Thin sdav September 15th, seized by this paralytic shock, was unable

to speak till just belore his death, when he was conscious that he was going to

.lie, and lisped a few words and passed away.

As a student he was ever attentive to his studies, prompt at recitation or lec

ture polite to his instructor, and commanded, the respect of all.

As a man, he was slraighl-torward, honest and upright; though somewhat

odd, his eccentricity was recened in good part; was polite and gentlemanly to

al! a liiu ba-.s singer, singing in the Episcopal choir, and ever lived in rever

ence and subjection to Him who doeth all things well.
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

SCHEDULE OF

Subjects, Hours, and Rooms of Exercises,

FOR THE FALL TERM, 1871.

Chapel Service, daily, at 8 o'clock, a.m., in the South University Building.

SUBJECT.

A. GliliKA,

French,

Rhetoric,

Phy: jolocv,

Latin,

Greek,

FRESHMAN CLASS.

SECTIONS.

sub-div. 1.

3-

Class.

Class, and Philo.

ClassiaaL

10 15

10 15

8 15

8 iS

9 15

9 15

9 15

10 15

8 15

" iS

" IS

12 IS

0

P

.»

P

o

P

Chapel.
Chapel.
Chapel.

Chapel.

JUNIOR CLASS.

OPTIONAL CLASSES.

SUBJECT. SECTIO

An._ Geometry, Class.

Calculus, 1.

a.

Higher Geometry, Class.

German,
{Nathan der ll'eise.)

Class.

German Literature, Class.

Spanish, Class.

Itaixan, Class.

Persian, J Class.

Hour. Room.

9 15 F

10 15 F

11 15 F

" 15 F

10 15 '9

10 15 I

7 P.M. j 152 Cascadilla.

Hour. Room. DAYS.

8 15 34 Daily.
8 is 33

"

8 15 35
"

9 15 34
"

9 JS 33

9 is 35
"

10 15 34
"

10 15 33
"

10 15 35

Daily.

T. Th.

M. W. F.

T TL

Daily.

SUBJECT. SECTIONS. Hour. Room. DAYS.

History (Medieval), Class. 8 15 T M. T. Th. F.

Psychology, Class. 11 is T M. W. F.

French, 1. sub-div 1.

1.
"

2.

2.
"

1.

2.
"

2.

9 iS

9 15

10 15

10 15

T

I

T

52

T. Th.

German, 1. sub-div. 1.

1.
"

2.

2.
"

1.

2.
"

8.

9 IS

9 IS

10 15

10 15

19
1

?

W. F.

Greek, Classical. 10 15 2 Daily.

Latin, Class. 9 iS 4 M. W. F.

Rhetoric, &c, 1. 9 r5

:o 15

Chapel.
Chapel.

Monday.

DAYS.

M. T. Th. F,

Wednesday.

T. Th.

T. Th.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.

SUBJECT.

German,

SECTIONS.

French,
(Scientific Students.)

Chemistry, (Lectures,)
Chemistry,
(Laloratory Practice.)

Phys cs,

Rhi:to:<k

Latin,
Greek,

sub-div.

sub-div.

Class.

(and)
Gas., Phil., Mech.

Arts, Eng.

Classical and Phil.

Classical.

Hour.

10 15

10 15

8 15

8 15

9 15

9 iS

8 15

8 15

9 15

9 15

10 15

10 15

9 iS

9 iS

io 15

10 15

8 15

8 15

12 15

10-12

8-10

11—1

12 is

8 15

9 15

10 15

10 15

II 15

Room.

S

E

S

E

S

E

N

36
N

DAYS.

Chem. R.

Chem. Lab.

Phys. R.

Chapel.

Daily.

? Daily, but Tues-

5 day 11 15

M. T. Th. F.

M. W. F.

T. Th.

M. \V.

T. Th

Tuesday.
Friday.

M. VV. F.

Wednesday.

Daily.
Daily.

SENIOR CLASS.

SUBJECT.

English History,

Modern History,

Psychology,

Hist. Philosophy,

American History,

Rhetoric,

SECTIONS.

Class.

Clas».

Class.

Class,

Class.

Class.

Hour.

12 15

12 iS

11 J5

11 15

10 15

10 15

Room.

SPECIAL CLASSES.

SUBJECT.

Agric.lt. Chem.

Vet.Surgery and Med.

Linear Draughting,

Mechanics, ( II 'eis/'ae/i. )

Des. CijiMii 1 ky,

Geom. DuAinaiTrNc etc.

Botany,

Agriculturb,,

Chemistry,

Arciu 1 lte'l URIC.

SECTIONS.

1.

3-

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Class.

Hour.

12 is

8 iS

9 15

11-1

11 15

12 15

9-1

10 15

Room.

Chem. R,

51

51

Sibley Build.

Eng. R.

Eiig. R.

Draught. R,

Sil.lcy Build,

DAYS.

M. Th. F.

T. W.

M. W. F.

T. Th.

M. W. F.

DAYS.

M. W. F.

Daily.
Daily.

Daily.
Daily.
Daily.

Daily.

Daily.

Daily.

M. W. F.
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M
ONEY

can be made by canvassing for

OUR OWN FIRESIDE

OUR OWN FIRESIDE is a large i6.pagc literary paper,
with fine illustrations, and the best of Stories and Family Read

ing.

PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR.

Every subscriber receives a

FINE FRUIT CHRO.MO

As a Premium, which would retail Ior $5.00.

Send two-cent stamp for sample paper. Anyone doubting
the reliability ofwhat is offered, and will write tu the publisher,
an arrangement can be made so that the Chroino and Paper can
be seen before the money is lorwarded.

The most liberal premiums to canvassers arc given, and with

the Fruit Chromo for every subscriber, it is no trouble to get
subscribers. A prominent druggist of Cardinglon, O., writes

that he got
"

nine subscribers in ten minutes, by merely show

ing the Chromo Premium."

CASH PREAllUAIS ALSO GIVEN.

Address

W. E. GUMP,

Dayton, 0-,

Publisher of Our Own Fireside, and Managing Partner of

firm of O Crook & Co.

/CORNER STATE AND TIOGA STS.

ARCADE BILLIARD HALL.

READING ROOMS and RESTAURANT on the Euro

pean plan attached.

CHOICE ALES AND CIGARS.

LESSEY & MOWRY, Props.

Entrance on both State atier Tioga Streets.

U J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,
12 East State Street, Ithaca, N. )'.

DHOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY &> FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

may be obtained at our Rooms.

*A. j. purdy. wm. frear.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.
First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests of the House.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-73.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. -&., President, His

tory.

WILLIAAI CHANNING RUSSEL, AL A., Vice-

President, H; ,u'ry and South European Languages.

LOUIS .'C7ASSIZ, LL. D., Natural History.
GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Agri-

cultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,
Civil Engineering.

JAMES AI. CRAFTS, S. B., General Chemistry.
GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Recent

Literature.

THEODORE W. DWIGHT, LL. D., Constitu-
tional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, AI. A., Mathematics.

WILLARD FISKE, AI. A., Ph. D., North Euro-

pean Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Greek.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Mechanics applied
to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREEN, American

History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, At. A., General

Economic and Agricultural Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Veterinary Medicine

and Surgery.

LOOAIIS, Physics and Industrial Me

chanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AI. A., General
Literature.

AICCANDIESS, Agriculture.

JOHN L. AIORRIS, C. £., Practical Mechanics.

PECK, Latin Language
and Litcratute.

ALBERTN PRENTISS, AI. S., Botany, Hor

ticulture and Arboriculture.

S. S. SHACKFORD, Rhetoric.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, AI. A., Oxon., English His-

tory.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AI. A., German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., AI. D., Comparative
Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAl *D. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., Moral
and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B. S., Chemistry applied
to Manufactures.

Architecture.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAAl E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics
and Military Tactics.

A. B. BENHAAI, Agriculture.
T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A., French and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, B. A., Ph. B., Mathematics.

JAAIES AIORGAN HART, AI. A., J. U. D.,
German, French and Italian.

WATERMAN T. HEWETT, B. A., German.

BELA P. AIACKOON, AI. /J., German.

ZIPA HAZARD POTTER, AI. .-/., AL D.,
Mathematics.

Chevalier FREDERICK L. 0. RCEHRIG, M. A.,
French, Chinese and Japanese.

ALFRED STEBBINS, ALA., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AI. CHASE, Chemistry.
0. II. P. CORNELL, Mathematics.

D. S. JORDON, Botany.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

IN THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

IN SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod

em Languatrp» ""d leading to the degree of Bachelor of

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student.

SPECIAL—

including any particular branch of

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to the financial department of thc Univer

sity are to be addressed to E. G. Putnam, Superintendent, Cor
nell Library Building, Ithaca.

w
ESTWARD HOI

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West

will do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,

CLINTON, IOWA,

For a Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands of

pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

OTUDENTS

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

OCHUYLER & CURTIS,

No. 74 and 76 East State Street,

DEALERS IN

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES

Paints, Oils and Dye-Stuffs, Kerosene Oil and Lamps, Perfum

ery and Fancy Articles, Pure Wines and Brandies for Medicina

use.

ARBOUR.

AIILLSPAUGH & THOAIPSON,

No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,

Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

G
O TO ROSENBERG'S

ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE,

No. 20 East State Street, one door west of Hawkins,
Finch & Co.,

WHERE ALL GOODS ARE

MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES

AND "NO DEVIATION."

D
R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

DENTAL SURGEON,

No. 3 Clinton Hall Block, up stairs, two doors South of the

Clinton House.

ITIIA CA, N. }'.

ALL ARTIFICIAL WORK

Executed in the most beautiful and artistic style, and the most

thorough attention given to

PRESERVE THE NATURAL TEETH.

BROWN cA KITTRICRf, manufacturers and

dealers in Boots and Shoes of all kinds. No. 46 East State

street, Ithaca.
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a LBANY AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
£<

ALBANY, N. Y.

Hamilton Street, Corner of
Union and Liberty.

President,

EZRA CORNELL,

Ithaca, N. Y.

Superintendent,

HORACE L. EA1ERY,

Albany, N. V.

Secretary and Treasurer,

N. B. WOOD,

iRNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

r ANDS FOR SALE.

FIFE HUNDRED THOUSAND ACRES

OF

LAND FUR SALE.

Albany, N. Y

For further particulars and information see the TWENTY-

THIRD ANNUAL

ILL US TRA TED CA7ALOG UE,

1869-70,

Containing PRICE LISTS. DESCRIPTIONS, a".l "-U'S

TRVTTONS of the principal machines of their manufacture,

furnished gratis on application, on receipt of three-cent stamp to

prepay postage on same.

Address with care,

ALBANY AGRICULTURAL WORKS

T

Post Office Lock Drawer, 193. Albany, N. Y

E.
H. HOLLISTER, successor to Hol

lister and Dangerfield, dealers in Pictures. Pictur

Frames of all styles made to order. Stereoscopic Views, &c

No. 51. East State Street

H
OWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

11. HOWARD. C I'. CLEMEin.

A.
PHILLIPS & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

And Dealers in

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

No. 19 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, N. Y.

A. PHILLIPS. A. H. PHILLIPS.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State
Street.

I ~~F~T\GKEENLEY dr- CO., Grocers Bakers and

I Confectioners, 4. & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & I .lford s

,„ WM KTVNE M. A., Ithaca,
N. Y.

,
brands oilmportedC.r_ F.l.&F.A^nlcy.

~0 B.CURRAN 6- SON, Druggists,78 State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines Chemicals Paints, Oils,

&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the bar, el.

—7f^]fT^TvinT0lPS~BAkEKY, Grocery

and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street M^acturer
of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first dass.

~~7OHNS0N'S TOILETfSa. 81 State Street,

adjoining ihe Ithaca Hotel. Shaving, Hair Cutting and

! shampooing done i„ .he best manner. Geo. A. Johnson, prop.

-j-MVE
TO TEN DOLLARS PER DAY.

Mcn women, boys and girls who engage in our new business

make from Five Dollars to Ten Dollar, per day in their own

localities Full particulars and instructions sent free by mail.—

Thosetn need of permanent, profitable
work should address at

once,
George Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.

he~cor^eliTera !

the cornell era!

the cornell era!

the cornell era!

the cornell era!

the cornell era!

every student

every student

every student

every student

every student

FIVE Hl'NDRED THOUSAND ACRES OF CHOICE
EVERY STUDEN

LANDS, carefullv ^elected, previous to entry, in thc States o

1 Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA, and KANSAS. Four hun ! j^™5 ;nnoyanck of keeping a d.ary, by
died thousand acres of these are ch.. ice white pine timber lands,

.ituated in the vallev of the chippewa river Subscribing for The Era.

and its tributaries in the Stale of Wiscorsin. The remainder

are farming lands in the States above named. EVERY STUDENT

Who values

SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

Will subscribe to The Era, whose contributors in

clude

Professor CHARLES FRED HARTT, Af. A.,
"

JAAIES LA IV, F. R. V

" BELA P. MACKOON, AI. A.

" ZIPA II. ROTTER, AI. A., AL D.

" A. N. PREN 17SS, AL S.

Chevalier F. I. O. RiEl/RIG, I'd D.

Professor P. G. WILDER, S. P., AL. D.

IV. D. WILSON, D. D., LL. D.

"cl lh Who will supply during the year a. tides containing
the results of new and original investigations.

LZEA CORNELL has located for the

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

VERY REASONABLE RATES,

requiring a small payment when the pinch

remainder on easy terms.

N
EW YORK BARBER SHOP.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI,

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTING SALOON

Under Finch's Store. Comer S(. ite .-st I'mgi Streets

SEAALAN'S Hack and Livery Slal.le, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West Slate Street.

For further [•„ '-,?, addiess.

EZRA CORNELL,

Iihaca, N. Y.

DR. J. F. STEWART, Dentist, < >liice over

Christiance i Son's Shoe Store.

F.i'cry person who enjoys literal v excellence will

sulisei ihe for Thk Kiev, in which will be published

articles written Ly lV.lcssoi C. Eokcf. Wii.iiam

Curtis, Kditor of Helper's Wcctdv, Professor IE

I' RED. CKANF, M. A., l'rotcssor CioIltWlN SMITH,

M. A., tUon., Professor IIo.mir B. Spkacit,

C. CHRIST/'ANCe'cA SON,' Ko. 1.0 Kast

'

Hi'»«'klyn. Kim s 1". SiF.nnixs, D. D., and Pro-

Mate Stu, 1. manufa. tmos and d.-alcis iu Loots, Shoes and I fessur tOAKl.KS Si 1 ACK 1- OK 1 '.

Kubliers. I'.irh. 11I..1 all. ntion paid to iii.iiuil.Kluring Gcnlle-

men's Fine Loot, ami Shoes of thebestni.ileri.il. Repairing I

done wuh n. umss and .Hspatch. | Whoever subscril.es lo The F.ka not only assists
— in sustaining his college paper and making it a credit

//'. />. IRELAND, Dealer in Loots and Shoes, to the institution, hut does a .mod deed ^in helping
I.OesOinc

Oilers^
lOisol the latest styles always on | lo fllrnish work for The Snivel sitv Press, an enter-

i.md No. si Slati Strut. M . ... Repairing done. c
■

,.,*..
'

. .

prise ot immense value 111 advertising lhe lnstitu-

DRS. t-'Oi 'IE A> AIELO'TI'E, Dentists, Wil- tion, and great merit in furnishing employment to
US Jilocl. a score or moie of students.
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"THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS."

Etna, N. Y., April 9th, 1S71.

I stood on that bridge one Sunday,
And the clocks were striking the hour

When the bells chime out for dinner,

In the University tower.

A dream spell fell upon me ;

I heard the blue-birds sing,
And gay Bob O'Lincoln, tipsy
With the new wine of the Spring.

And I thought of the beautiful river

As it steadily flowed toward the sea ;

And of a sweet girl,—and if ever

My darling were thinking of me.

I felt in the spray of the aspen,

Her hand's soft touch on my cheek ;

And I heard her sweet voice in the wavelets,

As they murmuring, murmuring break.

But my thoughts flew home to my dinner,

And the boys of Leavitt's Club ;

And the pork and beans, and potatoes

And oysters,
—

"

Ay, there's the rub !
"

For they've cleared the table already ;

No dinner for me to-day !

And my dream by the hazel-fringed river

Has dismally faded away.

The tassels of aspen and willow

Had charms for me no more ;

And I pelted with stones the blue-birds,

In the alders along the shore.

For Poetry, Love and .-Esthetics

Are very good things in their way ;

But without an occasional beef-steak,

Young Freshmen, they never will pay !

D*. S.J., '7:

THE WILD CRAB APPLE. (Pyrus Cotonaria.)

BY W. R. DI LLEY.

We have a small shrub growing sparingly upon the hill-sides of

Western New York, becoming less rare as we go southward into

Pennsylvania, and appearing quite abundant from thence westward

through to Minnesota, and whose merits and beauties have met

with less attention and appreciation than they seem to deserve.

Botanists call it the Pyrus Coronaria, the popular name being the

Wild Crab Apple, applied to it from its resemblance to the . Euro

pean Crab Apple common in cultivation in our gardens.

The American Crab Apple possesses not only all the beauties

and fragrance of bloom whieh have been acknowledged to it when

ever any one has seen fit to notice it, but it occurred to me nol

long since, while looking at the stout, thrifty stems and thorny

branches of several specimens existing in the Grove, that it might be
made of the same essential and practical utility to the American

farmers and gardeners that the English Hawthorne is to the farm

ers and gardeners of England.
It belongs, as would be inferred from its scientific name, to the

same generic group as cur Pear and Apple, and to the order Ros

acea?, which includes almost all the valuable fruits grown in our

zone and able to Lear the rigors of its winters.

Michaux, in his North American Sylva, says: "It usually grows

to a hight often or fifteen feet, with a diameter of six or ei.-ht inch

es. But I have seen it," he adds,
"

growing to the hight of twenty
or thirty feet, and with a trunk of twelve or fourteen inches through."
Its leaves are ovate and cut serrate, or sometimes lobed, glabrous.
The flowers are borne in corymbs in great profusion. They are of

a beautiful rose color and exhale a delightful perfume.
It blossoms about the middle of May. In the Glades, a sec

tion some eighteen miles wide upon the summit ofthe Alleghanies
in Pennsylvania, and near the road from Philadelphia to Pittsburg,

they so fill the air with their delicate, penetrating fragrance that

their proximity can be detected for miles around.

It must be truly a delightful sensation, in climbing the long, up

ward sweeps ofthe bristling Alleghanies, on such a May morning
as we all have seen, to catch from the breath of a descending
breeze that delicate, delicious odor, akin to, but more intense than

that faint fragrance of the apple orchards, which we often detect

miles away, stealing along on the winds from some unknown, over

flowing spring ; the charm being still more enhanced by the ina

bility of the senses to detect the spot from which so much and so

etherial a sweetness rises.

Michaux further says that "the tree, when growing alone, much

resembles our common apple-tree in form, and produces a fruit from

an inch to an inch and one-half in diameter, greenish in color and

very fragrant, making excellent sweetmeats when preserved in

sugar." He concludes by saying :
"
If under cultivation it does not

yield new and palatable varieties, it will at least be celebrated for

the beauty of its flowers and the sweetness of its perfume."
Thoreau also speaks of it in his "

Excursions," and of the delight
it occasioned him when he first saw it from the cars in passing

through Michigan. He speaks of it as one ofthe prevailing flow

ering shrubs of that State at that 3eason. It seems then that it is

by no means rare, and all indications are in favor of its hardiness.

It could, without doubt, be trimmed to advantage, for even in its

natural state its branches are short, stout, dense and thorny. And

we have often noticed shrubs of the common wild apple scattered

o^ er the pasture hillsides which had been browsed upon and

trimmed year after year by the cattle in their daily wanderings, un

til they had assumed a wonderful denseness and almost perfectly

conical shape'. It is over several clusters of these nature-pruned

shrubs growing upon a dry ridge in Massachusetts that Thoreau, in

this same
"

Excursions," meditates with delight and admiration.

He develops an exceeding fondness for these shrubs shaped in such

an artistic manner, as was his wont for all the freaks and eccentrici

ties he discovered in nature. He says that by the continual crop

ping and browsing of cattle they were rendered so dense as to serve

as a shelter and protection for many small birds and their nests

aieainst the rapacity 01 birds of prey. Reasoning from this, our Py

rus Coronaria might be shaped by the more systematic cropping of

a (Tood gardener into a serviceable and finely-flowering hedge,

which could rival, in many respects, the very best hedge-shrubs
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known. In color and fragrance of flowers it is not a whit inferior

to the Knglish Hawthorne, and is superior to the Osage Orange and

Honey locust. The Osage Orange also, though having a fine fo

liage, is not reckoned hardy in this section, and is unsuited for gen-

eral use, the Arbor Vita; is merely ornamental, the Hawthorne be

fore mentioned is not hardy in America, and the Wild Crab seems

to be one that has the greatest number of requisites for a good

hedge-shrub in this country.

And no one will deny that one is sadly needed to replace the un

sightly rail fences, whitewashed palings, and dropsical stone-walls

of many of the older farms and homesteads. The common wood

fence is in many respects a nuisance. It is easily thrown down ; it

is the most desolate, ugly thing in the landscape in winter, when

the black, crooked lines go straggling up the hillsides through the

snow in a forlorn, aimless way. and disappear as if they were ex

pecting nothing but a bad end in some black, disreputable slough

on the other side ; and it is not until a wood fence or a stone wall

attains a certain respectable old age that wild vines will have gained

root about their borders sufficient to cover up their defects and

make them in any degree ornamental. There are may objections

to stone walls also, and frost and time usually make sad havoc with

them.

A hedge is the most ornamental of all the species ol fences. It

requires time and attention in its care, but upon small farms and

around homesteads it might be made practicable here, as it has

been in England, and in place of an eye-sore we should behold one

of the most charming features of the whole landscape. And, as we

imagine that in the spring-time of each year the boundaries of the

little fields which cover south and west hills might be breaking into

thc lovelv bloom of our P\'r/ts, and the southern and western winds

might bring across the valley, all day long, the very choicest of per

fumes, we feel as though we should like to see the experiment tried

some time of converting this wild truant of our thickets into the use

ful and beautiful guardian of our fields.

GIVE AIE BACK AIY HEART.

BY SIR AUBREY DEVERE.

Give me back my heart, fair child,

To you as yet 'tis worth but little.

Half beguiler, half beguiled,
Be you warned ! your own is brittle.

I know it by your reddening cheeks,
I know it by those two black streaks,

Arching up your pearly brows

In momentary laughter,
Stretched in long and dark repose,

With a sigh, the moment after.

Hid it ? dropped it on the moors ?

Lost it and you cannot find it ?

My own heart I want, not yours \

You have bound and must unbind it.

Set it free then from your net;

We will love, sweet, but not yet.

Fling it from.you ; we are strong.
Love is trouble, love is folly.

Love that makes an old heart young,

Makes a young heart melancholy.

CORNELIAN NOTES.

Eight new Professors and a class of two hundred, and so the fourth year

begins! "Cornell," says the disheartened president of the Monohippic Col

lege,
" blows its own trumpet." So it does, and its blasts are of the loudest.

Three years of existence have gathered together thirty-two resident profes

sors, eight non-resident professors, and thirteen lecturers, — a corps* of in

structors numbering fifty-three persons,
— and nearly seven hundred under

graduates. These be sturdy facts, which do indeed speak trumpet-tongued,
and the head of the Monohippic College may well be dismayed at the sound.

It tells him that the day of the narrow, sectarian Monohippic and other simi

lar colleges has passed; that freedom of opinion and expression is necessary

to an educational institution of the highest grade ; that bigotry has no place
in it; and that the American public is beginning to learn that human knowl

edge is broader than any sect. Cornell, founded upon a generous and liberal

system, has leaped to success before a singie student has completed, in its

halls, his curriculum of four years. It is not yet a university in its truest

sense,
— in the sense that Berlin and Leipsic, and Oxford and Cambridge, are

universities. We all acknowledge that, spite of our trumpet blowing. But

then, if three years have brought us from nothing to our present position, how

long will it take, at our past rate of progress, to put us where we can claim an

even rank with the great and venerable seats of learning abroad? This is a

sum which the professor of mathematics in the Monohippic College may work

out for himself.

—And has our success no lesson for ourselves—for Trustees and Faculty and

students ? It teaches us, first of all, patience, that lesson which we are most

of us slowest to learn. If there seem to any of us imperfections in the Insti

tution—imperfections which tend to discouragement
—we have only to remem

ber the obstacles already overcome and take heart. It teaches us confidence

in each other, for the credit of the success has been shared alike by Trustees,

Faculty and students, those three estates of the American college. It teaches

us perseverance, for the results achieved are only the glowing promise of a

golden future to be accomplished by our combined efforts. But the great les

son of our success is a belief in University freedom, for upon freedom, that

success has been built. The charter, in the first place, freed us from the

chains of sectarianism. Comparative freedom of action has been granted to

the Faculty by the Trustees, and both the governing bodies have, on the

whole, allowed a large measure of freedom to the students. We do not say

that this measure, in either case, has been as liberal as it might have been.

We are among those who have faith in the broadest and highest liberty. We

believe that restrictions in a University are always injurious, and although
they are sometimes necessary, they should be as few as possible. The pow

er, as our higher institutions are constituted, rests with the Trustees, but ex

perience has demonstrated, if it has demonstrated anything, that outside of

pecuniary matters at least, the less of it exercised by that body the better.

The Faculty should be left uncontroled masters of the discipline, the courses,
the organization of the University. Unless this be done, the University is

sure, sooner or later, to suffer. The same is true of the relations of the stu

dents to the Faculty. The former should be restrained by the fewest possible
regulations and restrictions. One odious and unnecessary law inflicts a seri-

ousinjury both upon the governors and the governed. Liberty, even ifit tend

slightly toward lrcense, is always better than the repression effected by force

and fear. Liberty, as we have more than once said in these Notes, is the key
stone of the German University. Liberty of teaching, liberty of study and

liberty of action have made the German University what it is, and the Ger
man Univeisity has made the German nation what is. And what the German
nation is we all know. Let us take to heart, then, the lessons of our success,

looking not only to the causes which have made it so great, but searching for
the improvements which may make it hereafter still Greater.

— We might as well confess, once for all, that the so-called " mock scheme "

business at the last Commencement would have been a disgrace to the Univer

sity of Patagonia. The whole affair was a piece of barbarism-a stroke which
was as wanting in wit as in decency. It is well that the principal concoctors of it
were never very noted for their culture, and that they have put themselves be
yond the pale of further association with their fellow students. It is well that

nnly the pettiest and poorest printing-office in this whole region would under
take the uncleanly job of putting it into type. It is well that the University
authorities have treated the matter as they have, considering it as unworthy of
notice as .1 was worthy of contempt.

»

Mock schemes
»

ought to be sent to
lEat l.mbo to which ««

burials of Euclid,"
»

ringing the rust," and even " wood-
en spoon

"

have been consigned. They all belonged to the American College,
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and are out of place in the American University. No University student

should soil his hands with these dead and dirty relics of the petty student-life

of the petty colleges. Fancy an Oxonian or a Heidelberger concocting and

distributing a "mock scheme !
"

Even the Etonians, who are mostly mere

boys, with some years between them and the University, would kick the men

who did it into the Thames.

— The revived University of Strassburg starts with a gift of two millions of

thalers (more than equivalent to the same number of dollars ) from the Ger

man Reichstag, and a sum of one million additional each year for three years.

The number of volumes presented to the Library thus far is nearly two hund

red thousand, coming from various parts of the world but principally of

course from Germany. It seems to be the design of the German government

and people to make the institution a model University, and it is likely five

years from
now to be ranked among the first in the world. Just now, howev

er, the rising German University is Leipzig. It cannot as yet be regarded an

equal to Berlin, but it is making long strides forward. In the semester

which begins on the 16th of the present month, one hundred and thirty mem

bers ofthe various faculties will deliver lectures, among whom are such men

ofworld-wide reputation as Tischendorf, Curtius, Ritsche, Overbeck, Brock-

haus, Voigt, Kolbe, Zarncke, Delitsch, Wachter and others.

HOAIE AND TRUST.

The general good order whicli has always prevailed among our students,

and which has particularly characterized our University, is attributed to the

fact that here students are treated as men, with all the rights and privileges of

men, and not as children, with their peculiar rights and privileges. This

treatment, no doubt, is very powerful in producing a high sense of honor and

a noble independence of character in those upon whom it is exercised. Trust

usually begets trustworthiness. Every seed produces after its own kind, no

less in the moral than in the physical world. The kind of sowing determines

the quality of the harvest. The action and reaction of influence, if not equal

are, at least, of the same kind. As a general rule, men rise up to meet our

high hopes and expectations, or they sink down to justify our lack of faith in

them. There exists a very strong and a very natural desire to maintain the

confidence of those most deeply interested in our welfare. Among us every

student is considered an honest man with an honest purpose, until he proves

himself a dishonest man with no purpose, or only a base one. Under such

treatment the tendency is to rise up into the ideal manhood with which his

intellectual superiors have invested him. He naturally dislikes to fall below

their estimate and assume a meaner character. He feels his responsibility

and, in a majority of cases, meets it manfully.

Every student becomes his own police, and is expected to exercise proper

control over himself, and to maintain good order in his own
" beat." One of

the great ideas of education is, not to govern men, but to teach them to gov

ern themselves. The world has not yet half recognized the power of trust in

making men better. Especially in the family and in the relation of the sexes

is its influence ignored. When parents shall have learned to trust their chil

dren more, society will feel a sudden and powerful impulse towards a higher

and purer atmosphere. But while we acknowledge the power of trust on the

world in general, and on the students of our University in particular, develop

ing in them a manly character and preserving good order among them, yet we

feel that there are other influences in operation equally potent for good. Stu

dents in large masses, and isolated from general society, are apt to lose their

individuality, and, consequently, their responsibility in regard to many actions

touching morality. They excite each other up to the point ofwhite heat and

then fuse. In such a mass there may reside no general conscience and no

general responsibility, and yet it may be composed of individuals who not only

have consciences, but tolerably tender one.-,. The high moral sense is lost in

numbers, and the fatal mistake often made that there is no character to be

maintained under such conditions. A multitude seems to justify certain ac

tions which would altogether condemn the single individual. Ideas of right and

wrong become confused and present no clearly defined outlines. The mass

ferments and fumes, while the single, isolated individual keeps perfectly sound

and cool. Let several hundred students, full of life and activity, pour
into an

institution ; then dam all their actions with prohibitions and keep them iso

lated from general society, and we shall soon see them breaking out in very

uncertain places and performing very strange and mysterious actions. The

Frenchman thought there was nothing very wonderful about Niagara. He

failed to see how the water could help falling down tliere. We think there is

nothing very unnatural in the mischief which bubbles and gushes out of a

mass of students restrained and confined within too narrow limits. There can

be no doubt but that a large proportion of the evil done at institutions of learn

ing results from the excitement [and stimulus of masses brought into too

constant and too close contact, and not from any real individual desire to do

wrong, or to injure any one. Yet, however natural this outburst of evil may

be, it has a tendency to blunt the sensibilities, and thus injures those who

yield to it.

While we acknowledge that a large part of the evils and disorders of college
life grow directly and naturally out of the police system of keeping the reins

too tightly drawn and of trusting too little, yet we feel that another part is due

to the isolation of students from general society and to their accumulation in

large masses, in which there originates a sort of spontaneous combustion con

suming all their ideas of propriety. But it seems to be the tendency of the

present time, and of our University especially, to scatter the students among

the inhabitants of the town where the institution is located. This not only
does away with the fermentation of the mass and the consequent evils arising
out of it, but it also brings new and better influences to bear upon the students.

Of course the town or city has peculiar temptations of iu own, but to all these

the student might subjeel himself under the former condition of things, while

the new regime, bringing no additional temptations, cuts off the number of old

ones, and has the additional advantage of a new force for good. As the world

grows wiser and better it begins more and more to recognize the power of

home and homelike influences. It feels and acknowledges more and more

the elevating and restraining tendency of such a beautiful institution. Sup

pose a student's home to have been a moderately pleasant one; the more like

that home his present society and surroundings are, the safer he is and the bet-

t<*r he is. With most young men college life brings great changes. It is the

first time they have been uprooted and transplanted, and it is infinitely better

that they should take root in a private family than to grow rampant in public

houses, because in the more retired life they can never lose their individuality
and responsibility. There are new trusts and new expectations corresponding
to the old ones, which they must rise up to meet. If it be objected that all

this is presuming on more weakness than most young men are cursed with, it

may be remarked that perhaps no student who has been for any considerable

length of time isolated from general soeiety, separated from home and home

like influences, and mingled only with men, and who has, during all the time,

carefully watched himself, but has detected a little letting down, a little blunt

ing of the sensibilities, a little lower tone of thought, feelings, words and ac

tions ; it may be ever so little, yet perceptible. Now the student, above all

other men, cannot afford to yield to any circumstances or to surround himself

with any society which will tend to blunt his sensibilities, because the power

to receive, to enjoy and to appropriate truth depends upon the keenness and

fineness ofhis sensibilities. Knowledge purchased at the expense of bluntness

is not only dearly purchased, but it utterly tails to accomplish the higher pur

poses of all
education. Culture is what we want, and not a simple accumulation

of facts which never become incorporated into our life and being, but stand is

olated in our minds like books upon a bookshelf. If there is any society or

surroundings whose tendency is to develop a sense of the beautiful, let the stu

dent place himself under such influences, tor

"

Beauty is truth, truth beauty."

Again, the usefulness of many men and the happiness of most men depends
in a great degree upon their social qualities. If, during the process of educa

tion, there is a symmetrical growth and development, the social element must

assume its proper place and dimension. The full arched and rounded man

cannot be complete without it. There may often be seen among us young men

who as students are unexceptionable, but who as social beings are perfect non

entities. They forget that there are some things better than simple knowledge.
When necessity compels them to go out into society they feel as awkward and

graceless as skeletons, and as useless as Egyptian mummies. They fear no

mysteries in nature except woman, but before her ihey stand perfectly aghast.

This results from isolation ; the cure is society. They who cannot use society

without abusing its privileges and neglecting their duties as students may as

well be let alone in their enjoyments, for they will never be able to receive any

intellectual enjoyment, nor would they ever be very likely to disturb the world

with their mental attainments.

When strict necessity compels young men to live much apart from those

who are the ornaments of society they may in part compensate for the loss by

cherishing the pure and noble ideals found in the choice literature of all times.

When necessity compels them to leave home, with it.-, influences and associa

tions they should, as far as possible, take root among similar scenes and asso

ciations. All proper growth depends upon permanence and home. The more

homelike the surroundings the more at ease
the mind is, and the more at ease
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the mind is, the freer it is to pursue its legitimate object. Thus we think that

home and homelike influences are not only essential to the good order and

manliness of students, but to their proper growth and development. We ac

knowledge trust as a great power, but we place home beside it and expect man

by the resultant of these two forces to be drawn into a higher manhood.

C. M.

ANTIQUITY AND EXTENT OF EGYPTIAN CUTLIZA TION.

I'tlia.ISIIED AT TIIE REQUEST OF A MKMKF.R 01' THE FACULTY.

The ancient Egyptians have been the object of interest to the civilized

world in all ages ; for Egypt was the favorite home of civilization, science, and

religion. It was a little country, the gift of the river Nile; a little strip of

land not more than seven miles wide, but containing innumerable cities and

towns, and in ancient times supporting seven millions of inhabitants. Re

nowned for its discoveries in art and science, it was the world's university ;

where Moses and Pythagoras, Herodotus and Plato, all philosophers and

lawgivers, went to school. The Egyptians knew the length of the year and

the form of the earth, they could calculate eclipses of the sun and moon ; were

partially acquainted with geometry, music, chemistry, the arts of design,
medicine, anatomy, architecture, agriculture, and mining. In architecture, in

the qualities of grandeur and massive proportions, they are yet to be surpass
ed. The largest buildings elsewhere erected by man are smaller than their

pyramids; which are also the oldest human works still remaining, the beautv

of whose masonry, says Wilkinson, has not been surpassed in any subsequent
age. An obelisk of a single stone now standing in Egvpt weighs three hundred

tons, and a colossus of Ramses II, nearly nine hundred. But H-erodotus de

scribes a monolithic temple, which must have weighed five thousand tons, and

which was carried the whole length ofthe Nile, to the Delta. And there is a

roof of a doorway at Karnak, covered with sandstone blocks forty feet long.
Sculpture and bas-reliefs three thousand five hundred years old, where the

granite is cut with exquisite delicacy, are still to be seen throughout Egypt.
Many inventions, hitherto supposed to be modern, such as glass, mosaics,
false gems, glazed tiles, enameling, were well known to the Egyptians. But,
for us, the most fortunate circumstance in their taste was their fondness for

writing. No nation has ever equaled them in their love for recording all hu

man events and transactions. Thev wrote down all the details of private
life with wonderful zeal, method and regularity. Every year, month, and

day had its record, and thus -Egypt is the monumental land of the earth.

Bunsen says that "the genuine Egyptian writing is at least asold as Menes,
the founder of the Empire; perhaps three thousand years before Christ.''
No other human records, whether of India or China, go back so far. Lepsius
saw the hieroglyph ofthe reed and inkstand on the monuments of the fourth

dynasty, and the sign ofthe papyrus roll on that ofthe twelfth dynasty, which
was the last but one of the old Empire.

"

No Egyptian," says Herodotus,
"omits taking accurate note of extraordinary and striking events." Every
thing was written down. Scribes are seen everywhere on the monuments,
taking accounts of the products of the farms, even to every single egg and
chicken. "In spite of the ravages oftime.and though systematic excavation ha~

scarcely yet commenced,
"

says Bun.sen,
"

we possess chronological records
of a date anterior to any period of which manuscripts are preserved, 01 ll.e
art of writing existed in any other quarter." Because they were thus 'fond ol

recording everything, both in pictures and in three different kinds of wrilin- .

because they were also fond of building and excavating temples and tombs '"in
imperishable granite; because, lastly, the dryness of the air has preserved f„r
us these paintings, and the sand which has buried the monuments has pre
vented their destruction,— we have wonderfully preserved, over an interval
of forty-five centuries, the daily habits, the opinions, and the religious faith
of that ancient time

The oldest mural paintings disclose a state of the arts of civilization so ad
vanced as to surprise even those who have made archeology a study, and who

consequently knew how few new things there are under the sun. It'
tonishing to find houses with doors and windows, with
for grain, vineyards, gardens, fruit-trees, etc. We mi

man is a fighting animal, to see, as we do, picture-, of

ed with spears and shields, bows, slings, dan

boomerang; or to notice coats ofmail, standards

un. It is not as-

verandas, with barns

edit also expect, since

ol marching troops, arm-

s, axes, maces, and . he-

chard ; houses furnished with a great variety of chairs, tables, ottomans, car

pets, couches, as elegant and elaborate as any used now. There are comic

and wire pictures of parties, where the gentlemen and ladies are sometimes

represented as being the worse for wine; ofdances where ballet-girls in short

dresses perform very modem-looking pirouettes; of exercises in wrestling,

games of ball, games
of chance, like chess or checkers, of throwing knives at a

mark, ofthe modern thimblerig, wooden dolls for children, curiously carved

wooden boxes, dice, and toy-balls, There are men and women playing on

harps, flutes, pipes, cymbals, trumpets, drums, guitars, and tambourines.

Glass was, till recently, believed to be a modern invention, unknown to the

ancients. But we find it commonly used as early as the age of Osertasen I,

more than three thousand eight hundred years ago ; and we have pictures of

glass-blowing and of glass bottles as far back as the fourth dynasty. The

best Venetian glass-workers are unable to rival some of the old Egyptian

work; for the Egyptians could combine all colors in one cup, introduce gold

between two surfaces of glass, and finish in glass details of feathers, etc.,
which il now requires a microscope to make out. It is evident, therefore,

Lhat they understood the use of the magnifying-glass. The Egyptians also

imitated successfully the colors of precious stones, and could evenmake stat

ues thirteen feet high, closely resembling an emerald. They also made mo

saics in glass, of wonderfully brilliant colors. They could cut glass, at the

most remote periods. Chinese bottles have also been found in previously un

opened tombs ofthe eighteenth dynasty, indicating commercial intercourse

reaching as far back as that epoch. They were able to spin and weave, and

color cloth ; and were acquainted with the use of mordants, the wonder in

modern calico-printing. Pliny describes this process as used in Egypt, but

evidently without understanding its nature. Writing-paper made ofthe papy-

rus is as old as the Pyramids. The Egyptians tanned leather and made shoes ;

and the shoemakers on iheir benches are represented working exactly like

ours. Their carpenters used axes, saws, chisels, drills, planes, rulers, plum
mets, squares, hammers, nails, and hones for sharpening. They also under

stood the use of glue in cabinet-making, and there are paintings of veneering,
in which a piece of thin dark wood is fastened by glue to a coarser piece of

light wood. Their boats were propelled by sails on yards and masts, as well

as by oars. They used the blow-pipe in the manufacture of gold chains and
other ornaments. They had rings of gold and silver for money, and weigh
ed it in scales of a careful cons. ruction. Their hieroglyphics are carved on the
hardest granite with a delicacy and accuracy which indicates the use of some

metallic cutting instrument, probably harder than our best steel. The siphon
was known in the fifteenth century before Christ. The most singular part of

their costume was the wig, worn by all the higher classes, who constantly
shaved their heads, as well as their chins, — which shaving ofthe head is sup

posed by Herodotus to be the reason of the thickness of the Egyptian skulL

They frequently wore false beads. Sandals, shoes, and low boots, some very
elegant, are found in the tombs. Women wore loose robes, ear-rings, finger-
rings, bracelets, armlets, anklets, gold necklaces. In the tombs are found

vases for ointment, mirrors, combs, needles. Doctors and drugs were not

unknown to them; and the passport system is no modern invention, for their
deeds contain careful descriptions of the person, exactly in the style with
which European travelers are familiar. We have only mentioned a small

part of the costumes and arts with which the tombs of the Egyptians show
them to have been familiar. These instances are mostly taken from Wilkin

son, whose works contain numerous engravings from the monuments which
more than verify all we have said.

war-chariots; or to find the
assault of forts by means of scaling-ladders. Put these ancient tombs Oo
exhibit to us scenes of domestic life and manners which would s.-en, to bel'on.,
to the nineteenth century after our era, rather than to the fifteenth century be"'
fore it. Thus we see monkeys trained to gather fi nil from the trees in an or-

DFORMATION OF OREGON INDIANS.

When the first trading ship entered the Columbia river, its shores were
bordered w,th Indian villages, from the Capes to lhe Cascades, and from the
Cascades to the Dales; and so on, to its sources. They were well clad in
s, sanl doth made ok cedar bar,, They had abundance of food, in the
game winch the land and water supplied, besides roots and berries in ample
vane.y. In all respects, they were a

prosperous and contented, though a sav-

age race.
b

me,Uonhl,,r,',L'11trf K\.™ *™^™'™^™™** dated the commence-
n o the deOucion wh.ch has come upon them so

overwhelmingly. Grad-

nd :;r
s-

r: t
acier ihey were p,evious,>- ^^ *»«*»*«•cn, and vues, of which, as savam-s, thev hid li^r,-.tr.f.,^ .

■

i
-^

-
l ,le'etotore been innnrf>nf werp

: n; ::: :;:;i ; rr rmM]r:d cpi,lemics' caused b* *—*"
*th q ^ l'T°lU 1,-Vlhewhit«^ agricultural purposes.'"thoca, 1829, five years subsequent ,o the settlement of Vancover by the
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Hudson Bay Company, thirty thousand natives were estimated lo have died

from malarial fever in the Columbia river and Willamette valleys, west ofthe

Cascade mountains.

The Indians understood nothing of the cause, or the treatment, of the

disease; and, although the gentlemen at the Fort did all they could to save

life, yet with such numbers needing assistance, and wilh the native ignorance

and superstition against them, very little, comparatively, could be effected.

From this period on, the Indians of Oregon have decimated with astonishing

rapidity. Well may they say, that they are like lhe snow that the sun melts

from the hill-side, while the Whites who replace them are like the grass that

follows the melting of tbe snow.

In 1S32, when Nathaniel Wy<-th visited ( l.egon, with the view of estab

lishing a salmon-fishery on the Columbia, he built an establishment, which he

named Fort William, on Wappatoo, or Sauvie's Island, on the side bounded

by the Lower Willamette River. P.oth the island and the opposite shore of

the main-land are fertile and beautiful, made richly productive by the annual

overflow of the Columbia. The Island was especially prized by the Indians,

on account of a root called ivapfatoo, which grows in great abundance on it,

and is higly esteemed by them for food. In 1832, Weyth found some villages

bordering on this portion ofthe Willamette, that still numbered a thousand

warriors. Estimating that there was one warrior to a family of five, it will

be seen how populous must have been this portion of western Oregon.

But populous as it then was, it was desolate compared to what it had been

ten years before. All along those fertile shores were abandoned villages. So

close together were thev, that a rifle-ball might have been shot from one into

the other, and they were built of huts three or more tiers deep. When Wyeth

saw them, only the bones of the victims ofthe pestilence were to be found in

these deserted habitations. There is little hope for the paleontologists who are

looking for the bones qf pre-Adamite man, when a lapse of only forty years

has effectually effaced all traces of the thousands of skeletons that lined the

river banks of Oregon just previous to its colonization by American settlers.

The advent among the Indians of missionaries, in 1835, did not improve

their condition. Ofthe few who could be induced to alter their nomadic hab

its, nearly all died. The children and young persons taken into the mission-

school, although they displayed an aptitude for learning, and even seemed to

comprehend the vital truths of Christianity, perished like wild-wood flower.s set

in the sunny parterres of a garden. The causes are evident : change of diet,

change of dress, and malarial poisons from the upturned sods of the mission-

farm. The missionaries themselves suffered much from intermittent fever and

chills; but the disease proved fatal to the Indians, while the White Men's con

stitutions were able to throw it off. By this time, too, a worse than malarial

poison was working in the veins ofthe natives, resulting from their intercourse

with a vicious class of men—the dregs ofthe white races— floated to these

shores, by chance, in trading-ships, or seeking here adventure more exciting

than civilized countries afforded. From these causes— to which may be added

the deprivation of their old means of abundant subsistence, and natural habits

and recreations—the Oregon Indians have been reduced from many to few.—

From
"

The Oregon Indians," in the Overland Alonthly for October.

GENERAL AND STATISTICAL.

and 9S4 guns, including mitrailleuses. Italy has four corps, with forty brig
ades of infantry, O brigades of cavalry, and ninety batteries of artillery, giv

ing in all 415,200 men, 12,868 horses and 720 guns. Turkey has six corps of

Nizam or regulars, twelve corps of Redifs or reserves, and one hundred and

thirty two batteries of artillery, giving in all 253,289 men, 34,835 horses and

732 guns. Switzerland has 160,000 men, 2,700 horses and 273 guns. Bel

gium, 145,000 men, 7,000 horses, and 152 guns. Spain, 144,938 men, 30,252
horses and 45b guns. Holland, 122,383 men, composed of 35,383 regulars and

87,000 militia, also 5,200 horses, and 10S guns. Servia, 107,000 men, 4,000

horses, and 194 guns. Roumania, 106,000 men, 15.675 horses, and 96 guns.

Portugal, 64,390 men, 6,320 horses, and 96 guns. Sweden and Norway, 61,-

604 men, 8,500 horses, and 222 guns. Greece, 125,000 men, 1,000 horses,

and 48 guns. And Denmark, 31,916 men, 2,120 horses, and o/>guns.
—Phila

delphia Ledger.

The Armies of Europe.
—A series of tables showing the strength of the

various armies of Europe has just been published at Vienna, from which it ap

pears that the total
of the forces available for war purposes in Great Britain,

and on the continent of Europe, amounts to 5,164,300 men, 512,894 horses,

10,224 guns, and about
800 mitrailleuses. The forces of the different nations

making up the above total are given as follows : Russia has forty-seven di

visions of infantry, ten divisions of cavalry, eight brigades of rifles and reserves,

one hundred and forty-nine regiments of Cossacks, two hundred and nineteen

batteries of artillery, fifty batteries of mitrailleuses, making altogether 862,000

men, 181,000 horses, and 2,084 guns. This enumeration includes the troops

in the Caucasus, Siberia and Turkestan. Germany has eighteen corps of sol

diers, including thirty-seven divisions of infantry, ten divisions of cavalry, and

.three hundred and thirty-seven batteries of artillery, making 824,990 men,

95,724 horses, and 2,022 guns. Austria has thirteen corps of soldiers, includ

ing forty divisions of infantry, five divisions of cavalry, and two hundred and

five batteries of guns and mitrailleuses, giving 733,0-6 men, 58,125 horses,

1,600 guns and 90 mitrailleuses. Great Britain, it is estimated, has for its

disposable forces 470,779 men ai.d 336 guns. France has ten corps, composed of

thirty-two divisions of infantry and twelve divisions of cavalry, and one hun

dred and forty batteries of artillery, giving in all 456,740 men, 46,995 horses,

Alexander PI. Stephens' Head.—Some claim that Byron's head was

small, or that he wore a small hat; and as there is no cast of his head, only

models which are either larger or smaller than life, according to the taste or

caprice of the artist, tliere is no positive means of verifying the actual size ol

his head.

His Cautiousness and Conscientiousness were small, giving an upward

tapering ofthe brain, and requiring a small hat when compared with the great

base of the brain, and the strong passions which accompanied that develope-

ment.

We do not believe the brain mass of Byron to have been small. His brain,

with his temperament, was very dense, compact and vigorous.

We suppose anti-phrenologists with small heads, and anti because of that

smnllness, will continue to harp on the size of Byron's head.

We have no doubt the same claim of smallness would have been made re

specting the head of Mr. Stephens.
* *

We wrote to Mr.

Stephens, and received a prompt and courteous reply, containing the following

facts : ,

Hight, five feet ten inches ; circumference of head, twenty-two and one

quarter inches; waist, twenty-four and one half inches; usual weight, pre

vious lo recent illness, eighty-nine pounds; present weight, seventy-five

pounds.
( )f course a man so thin and light must have light bones, a thin skull, and

a very thin scalp; hence the size of the brain, in his ca,e, is really larger than

the twenty-four-and-one-fourth-inch measurement would seem to indicate. We

call twentv-two inches a full size for a man weighing 150 pounds, and for

every quarter of an inch in size of brain we add five or six pounds. Mr.

Stephens, therefore, should weigh 150 pounds, instead of less than half that

amount.

Probably in his best condition of health his head measured twenty-two and

one half inches, which is from full to large size.—Phrenological Journal for

October.

The French Lanoage. — The French poet has before him a more diffi

cult task, perhaps, than any of his brother singers, for not only is the lan

guage in itself essentially unmusical, but its construction is so arbitrary and

its vocabulary so limited that his muse is naturally fettered in her flight.

There is no separate range of choice and exquisite words, too good for or

dinary speech, wherein the poet may adorn his verse, but the language of

every day, arranged in the stiffest possible manner must serve his turn.

There is an intense hardness and dryness about French, a want of juicy -

ness, if one may use the expression, which repels the artistic taste. The ele

ment of tenderness seems altogether lacking in the modern tongue. About

the language of Rabelais, of Ronsard,
of Villon, clings a broader sweetness, a

less definite precision for which we look in vain to-day.
— Charles Pierre Bait-

delainc, translated in Lippincott's Alagazine.

The Texas Indian's. —The Weatherlord Times, of Texas, gives 9,253 as

the number of Indians settled on the reserve lands in Western Texas, distrib

uted as follows : Camanches,4,74i; Kiowas, 1,896 ; Quam.does, 1,000 ; Cad-

does, 484; Apaches, 300; Witchitas, 399; Towacanies, 227; Keachies, 126;

Wacoes, 124; Plawanies, 85; and Delawares, 77.

He always has opportunities enough
to do good who has fulness of sym

pathy enough ; who has the spirit of brotherhood large enough ; who has the

true love of making happiness. —Beecher,
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MUD BATTERIES.

Whatever may be the influence on others, we feel certain that no

considerable number of students here will be at all influenced by
the clamors of partizan papers about President White's action in

the Syracuse Convention.

Coming, as we do, from various and distant states, we are not

supposed to be especially posted on all the mysteries of New York

politics ; and we confess some grave doubts as to the moralizing
influence of a full investigation of that subject.
From the little we know of the "

ropes
"

and the "
inside of the

ring," we feel that we can sometimes tell the difference between an

attack with real, solid shot, and one with only a volley of mud-

balls, though the latter missiles may leave the one against whom

the fire is directed looking much more shabbily than though hit bv

a less plastic projectile ; and we are convinced, from observation,
that when the enemy has any solid shot to use, he seldom wastes

his strength by throwing mud.

The specious generalities on which is based the vituperation
which partisan papers are now heaping on President White, leaves
us with a strong suspicion that the missiles hurled are, in this case

merely mud.

Had we never before heard this kind of political howling, we

might suppose that there is some force in such general charges as

making
"
some strange rulings," as stated in the Ttibune.

And did we not know it to be according to usual practice in

such conventions, we might suppose it to be almost unpardonable
to announce committees as made out by the General State Com

mittee.

But the slime in The World's reports is more easily detected
when it places President White lower than even George William Cur

tis ! How black a name this will give our President here we do

not know ; but we think it fortunate that a man like Curtis, with
whom all here are familiar, has been taken to illustrate the superla
tive degree of degradation. Neither do we know how easy a mat

ter it is to preside in a manner satisfactory to all over a convention
the members of which cannot get into the hall without fighting!
and flourishing pistols. But we doubt, however, if any one could

preside over a body composed of such discordant elements without

incurring the decided displeasure of either one faction or both.
And when we recollect the kind of warfare employed by politicians,
we must, from the very nature of the case, expect the presiding offi
cer to get pretty thoroughly

"

blacked off."

We have seen the same papers which now attack President
White, change from the most vindictive abuse to the highest praise
of other persons, without attempting an explanation of their reasons
for so doing.

And how often is the public surprised to learn that a dec cased

politician had no blot on his character, from the same papers that

during his whole public life had been defaming him. Now we do
not approve the spirit which only does justice to men in obituaries
"Justice is but mockery to the dead." However advantageous it

would be to the University to have President White driven from the

political arena, so that his whole time could be devoted to his du

ties here, it is a hard comment on the state of politics in this coun

try, that honest men cannot engage in it without being branded as

scoundrels. It reminds us too forcibly ofthe fate of " Poor Tray."

HOW ALUCH HAS CORNELL AIADE BY HIS DONATION.

A collection of all the charges ever made against this Univer

sity and its founder would be almost as much a curiosity and, we

trust, in the future would sound quite as absurd, as the unfavorable

predictions of foreign nations, and of our enemies at home, on the

probable results of the late war of the rebellion. But among the

most absurd of these is the charge that the founder has made, indi

rectly by the donation, as much money as he gave. We do not

take up this charge to discuss its truth or falsehood, for those mak

ing it, we think, invariably state that he has made the main portion
ol it ley the rise on real estate in and around Ithaca. We do not

know how much he has made in this way, and, as regards the

moral bearings of the case, we do not care. We should, however,
be much pleased to know that he has made even as much as his

enemies state. If such is really the case, it is not the first instance

on record, where some generous, public-spirited man has set his

narrow-minded, miserly neighbors howling with envy and chagrin
at seeing him succeed better through generosity, than they are able
to do by the most niggardly parsimony.
Throwing up their hands in holy horror at the non-sectarian

principles of our University, these carping bigots stand casting the

rotten rubbish of the dark ages on the track of the car of human

progress ; and in their unbounded self-conceit, losing sight of the
vital principles of the faith they believe themselves defending. We

do not question their motives. The lameness of their logic war

rants us in believing the fault to be one
"
of the head rather than

of the heart." But this belief does not prevent contempt for those

who, while claiming to defend the Bible, ignore its cardinal princi
ples and teachings.
How much of charity is manifested in the mildest of these at

tacks ? Yet St. Paul calls charity the greatest of virtues. Who
would suppose that these long-faced moralists claim te believe in
the book which says

«

Cast thy bread upon the waters, and after

many days shalt thou find it," or that they have faith in a

kind of giving which does not impoverish ?

If Mr. Cornell has by his donation greatly increased the value of
real estate m this vicinity, he only shares the benefit in common

with other real estate owners who have given nothing. Besides it
is an undisputed fact that he made the donation of half a million
dollars before it was decided that the University should be located
at Ithaca, and he only secured its location here by additional gifts,and that other donations have been made bv him since the loca
tion was established.

To those who gain by getting possession of property previously
m the hands of others the world owes nothing, They have only
improved their own temporal condition. But those who gain
by developing resources hitherto not useful are public benefactors,
inasmuch as the world is better for their Inning ]lved therein. He

^<>
makes two blades of grass go, where onlv one „vw before is

< ec ared a benelactior, and is he not quite as much so who renders
loub v useful the blade already growing ? So, if the point be es
tablished that the founder of litis University, bv o-vin, to it half a
million dollars, increased the intrinsic value of his real estate an
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equal amount, it is only proving that he has accomplished a greater

amount of good, since, as has been stated, other estates in town

share equally the benefit of this enhancing intluence, and the world

is richer for the gift. What sense is there, then, in all this clamor

about what
"
Cornell has made," since whatever he has gained he

has, strictly and literally speaking,
" made

"

by his own actions, to

the benefit of the whole community ?

DICTIONAR Y PRODUCTIOA 'S.

A Michigan college paper has the following under the head of

" Celestes Cogitationes
"

:
"

At times when combined external cir

cumstances produce the necessary relation between mind and body,

an undefinable spiritual want will pervade one's immaterial exis

tence causing the angularity of external attributes to become like

the ever-bending circumference of the circle, and all mental irreg
ularities to lose their acerbity." Having some regard for the feel

ings of our readers, we refrain from quoting more ; and as we are

not anxious to deplete our own numbers at Cornell, we don't men

tion the college by name. Our feelings when we first read the

above, were similar to those of a certain professor, who in running
over the essay of a student who was addicted to large words, asked

him at various places
"
what did you mean by that ?

"

Upon an ex

planation by the student in plain Anglo-Saxon that it meant so

and so, he would reply,
"

why didn't you say so then ?
"

Dr. John

son has many an imitator in his penchant for large words, but in

the amount of brain, those imitators seldom equal him.

LL ERA.

class of '71 has done, the balance due on the bust will be quickly

forthcoming.
The present Freshman class has been with us but a few weeks,

but in that short time its members have probably formed a liking
for J Jr. Wilson which will induce them to contribute freely to any

measure for the furtherance ofhis pleasure; and although not here

when the attempt was commenced, they will now probably claim

the prerogative of giving as much as any class in the University.
Mr. Burton is so well known as a sculptor, that to say the work

is of great merit seems almost superfluous. It speaks most elo

quently for itself. It is worthy of the sculptor, ofthe students, and

of the highly-esteemed teacher whom it so truthfully represents.

'■

THOSE STUDENTS."

Two of the editors, returning home late at night from office du

ties saw an enterprising cow making an assault on a gate. The

gate was stubborn and the cow was stubborn. Something had to

give, and the gate gave before the eyes of these champions of right.
The next morning, as one of them happened to be walking past

the scene of disaster, he heard the man of the house lustily and

wordily blessing
"
those students

"

after the good old Scotch man

ner. Did it ever occur to some of these individuals who are wont

to lay to the students' charge the mischief done by other hands, or

perhaps by animals of even less conscience, that the miseries of gate-

night and the terrors of horrible serenades might be less, if a spirit

of leniency in judgment and a more human kindness were exercised

toward the offenders ? AVe would recommend to those whose cur

mudgeon qualities thus predominate, a careful consideration of the

couplet,
—

"O wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see oursels as ithers see us."

In case such a mirror were held before their eyes, we imagine that

their unsightly defects, in a moral point of view, would alarm, and

we hope, refom them.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

Where is the University Band ?

— Professor J. J. Brown's idea of genius
— hard ivork.

— A game of marbles is talked of between Sophs and Fresh.

— The streets are no more filled with the music of schoolma'ams' voices.

— '74 and '75 will make a most interesting game for spectators to-morrow.

— Knots ot students may be seen in many places, discussing the subject

of " rushes."

— Partial arrangements have been made by the Ithaca Lecture Association

for a course of lectures this winter.

— Soph
—Professor, why are there so many genders of German words ?

Professor—Why, in order to propagate the language, of course.

'75 proves daily its public spirit and its claims to preeminence over most

of the classes as they have entered the Freshman year, by subscribing to The

Era.

It was a horrible Freshman joke to spread the report that the editors

sent to Ingersoll, the Tammany furniture man, for an advertisement of his bus

iness.

— At the foot-ball match between '74 and '75 yesterday the Sophs won in

three straight games. A little experience on the part ofthe Fresh may change

things somewhat.

— Scene—Teachers' Institute. Question—Professor, how do you pro

nounce ennui ? Professor— \ pronounce it n-u-i. K. B.—The professor does

not believe in college education.

— It is the l'a.-dn..n f"r all students to carry canes in their evening walks

this winter. Those which have a large and heavy handle are preferable. Some

will doubtless carry other toys.

— The individual who, last Monday sold students and small pears at five

ON THE BUST.

Near the close of last term an enterprise was projected which

has not yet been brought to the wished-for termination. It was

proposed to raise money, by subscription among the students, for

the purpose of purchasing a bust of Dr. Wilson ; said bust to be ex

ecuted in plaster by Mr. Burton, and presented to the Doctor by

the students, as a testimonial of their high regard for him.

The sum of one hundred dollars was to be advanced by the

students, and the balance of one hundred to be paid when the work

was finished.

As the project was started at a time when other important mat

ters, as examinations and evening lectures, absorbed the attention

of the students, it did not receive that encouragement with which

it would have been met at almost any other time during the year.

Last term, before commencing this work, Mr. Burton received

an advance of only thirty dollars from the class of '71, instead of

the stipulated one hundred. Yet, notwithstanding this fact, his con

fidence in the honor and generous liberality of Cornellians is so

great that he completed the bust witnout any further advance, and

at the expense of much time and close labor.

In the case of '71, prompt payment was necessary; with the oth

er classes procrastination was then excusable. Now, the days of

postponing are past and the time to pay has come. The work is

done, and well done, and the sculptor needs the money. Like

most other devotees to art, in this intensely practical and money
-

making nation, his labors have not brought him wealth ; and he

depends for his support mainly upon remuneration for his daily

work, and however willing, he is utterly unable to give long credit.

Subscription papers, in the hands of well known and energetic
members of the Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes, are now

circulating among the students. If these classes give, as they un

doubtedly will, as liberally in proportion to their numbers as the
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cents each on the University grounds will hereafter be charged an admission

fee, and then his property will be confiscated.

— In Dr. Wilson's work on Psychology, just published, a typographical

error mars the back of the cover. Instead of the initials
" VY. I)." we have

" H. D." It is, however, all right on the title page.

— The entering class have a fine chance to perpetuate^their acknowledged

beauty by taking advantage of Mr. BeardsleyEs offer in our columns. We fear

some upper classmen will try to pass as Freshmen in the art gallery.
— Dr. W. now has the nucleus of what he soon hopes to make an exten

sive collection, from which to study the comparative anatomy of Freshmen's

plug hats. We understand that most ofthe Sophomores intend to investigate

this branch of science if it is made optional.
— Captain Ben Miller varied the programme and produced some sport on

the drill-ground last Wednesday, by ordering a disorderly charge on the young

innocents who usually infest that place. The charge was successful, and no

more buckeyes were thrown that afternoon.

— The practice of knocking balls round the drill ground during parade
and of crying, "Lookout for heads" as the Freshmen pass conducted by grave

seniors, is very funny and yet not quite safe, and not at all pleasant lo those

who feel constrained to duck the head whenever the warning comes.

— Mr. Tilton compared his reputation to the football he saw on the ground,
kicked back and forth by forty pairs of feet, never falling lower than the feet,

and frequently rising higher than any of the heads. The comparison was Loth

neat and well-chosen, and was appreciated by at least two classes in the Uni

versity.
— A sentimental Junior quoted from Macaulay's

"

Moratius at the Bridge,'
and asked a would-be bas bleu if she recognized the ([notation, and from whose

pen it came. "O, yes," she answered, unwilling to be found unprepared,
"that is from 'The Skeleton in Armor,' by Browning." The Junior was

satisfied.

— A course of lectures has been arranged under the auspices of the Adel

phi Society for the coming season. The first lecture of the course was deliv

ered by Theodore Tilton to a full house, on "Home, Sweet Home." (The
ticket agent of the Adelphi forgot to send the editors of The Era a compli

mentary.)
— Professor Goldwin Smith's lectures are to be delivered daily, commenc

ing with Monday, October 9. They will be continued this trimester during
only four weeks or thereabouts, as Professor Smith's connection with a forth

coming magazine, to be published at Toronto, will necessitate his return to

Canada early in November.

— In a club of noted grubbists in the town there is one who has made the

study of rhetoric a specialty, and prides himself on his command of language.
On one occasion, when all went merry and he was riding his hobby at a furious

speed, a sedate and modest member asked him to translate. "

The joke ap

plauded and the laugh went 'round."

— A Freshman who, after having entered the University with a condition

in grammar, and, as a matter of necessity, having provided himself with a

ticket for the Adelphi Lecture Course, being suddenly called away to his home,
wrote back to a chum to use his "coarse ticket." Chum thought of coal

tickets and Deschner tickets, but it was some time before he grasped the mean

ing of that " coarse."

— Professor Russel, while lecturing to the class in medieval history
coolyjinformed them, that in the year 1000 A. D. when it was expected that

the world would come to an end, the people were much tossed about, expect
ing to hear Gabriel blow his trumpet and that Satan would be let loose, and
from day to day lived in constant fear of imminent dissolution. In conse

quence of this the value of real estate went clown.
— The University Library is shortly to receive from Mrs. Elizabeth P.

Nichol, of Huntley Lodge, Edinburgh, Scotland, a collection of books and

pamphlets on the history of slavery. This is the third collection of the kind

which has been given to the library within a year. The first was the gift of

the'late Rev. Samuel J. May, of Syracuse, and the second was presented by
Mr. Richard D. Webb, of Dublin, Ireland.

— Professor Loomis has recently issued two important publications. One

is entitled "

Influence of Temperature on the Modulus of .Elasticity of certain

Metals," and was originally communicated to the academy of science at Got-

tingen. The other is styled "On the Direction and Force of the Wind, with
the Fall of Rain and Snow, at Wallingford, Connecticut," and first appeared
in the transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

— We are disposed to exult over the result of an attack on students lately.
After a dastardly assault, one of the assaulters was made to kiss mother earth

more unintentionally than did Junius Brutus after consulting the oracle, and

for a reason perhaps as forcible-the well-directed blow of a loaded cane. The

only thing we regret is the
fact that the cane could'nt stand the hard knock on

the harder head, and so was splintered. '73 should present the owner
another

- We see sidelong glances cast at the fowl specimen in the window of

Professor Wilder's own room in the South University. Whether the owners

of the eyes that glance, are meditating an attack on the aviary, or whether

ihey suspect the Dr. of having been engaged in predatory excursions, and are

collecting reasons for doing something in that line themselves, are matters

about which we are in doubt. If the University can't own an eagle, we will

vote for protecting a chicken under its wings.

— We were grieved to see the disre peel which some excited students

seemed inclined to manifest, yesterday, toward one of the professors. The

boorishnessof the behavior of some ofthe irate rushists, was only equaled by

its stupidity. Such noises as were heard on the campus, yesterday, during the

speech of one of our most honored and honorable professors, we hope and

trust never to hear again from students who have quitted the district school

for the college, unless they intend to astonish the Utica Asylum.

— "Honesty is its own reward," "honesty is the best policy," and all

that, and yet when a case of startling probity comes before our eyes, we are

prone to chronicle it, that it may serve to encourage others to
emulation. The

particular record of honesty which we want to pen is the fact that an umbrella

was left by one of the editors in the printing-office last week, for the space of

two {days, and yet not appropriated by any inky-fingered youth, not even by

the "devil." Such an occurrence is as unusual as it it is startling.

— Monday, after drill, the ground was enlivened by a combat which was

eminently interesting. The disbanded legions and outlookers gathered round

and cheered the combatants, The eye of our reporter, who claims some

knowledge of the "noble art of self-defense," was not well pleased with the

display of unscientific poking and grabbing, but he thinks that with a winter's

training in the gymnasium, and with a continuance of the same pluck they

both manifested in coming gallantly up to the scratch every time, they will

both be better prepared to furnish sport on drill days next spring.
— In the ticket proposed by Mr. Greeley for the coming election we see

the names of two of our Professors—Honorable George William Curtis and

Honorable John Stanton Gould—mentioned as
"

widely known and trusted."

As the professorships of Cornell are a sure thing, and as politics are trouble

some and, like the white man, very uncertain, we are unanimously in favor

of keeping the two apart as far as is consistent with convictions of duty.

Through selfishness, we are compelled to ask them to give us their undivided

attention, though we acknowledge the benefit the outside world would expe

rience in their services.

— At the museum in Library Building there is a strong cane with a heavy

copper head, preserved as an indicator of the state of civilization in the part of

the South whence it came. Small things like this often throw much light on

historical subjects, and if the people of each generation would take a little

more pains in preserving relics of their own times, many disputes on historical

questions would be avoided. Our historical professors feel this more fully
than those who have not made histroy a specialty, and we are pleased to note

that one of them is now making valuable additions to the collections in the

form of Freshmen canes.

-—A Freshman, spunky in behalf of '75, which has been unmercifully
handled by the jokers of all classes, rising to the occasion, tells us that he in

tends to publish a few jokes on the members ofthe other classes in retaliation.

This is what he hands us on '74: A Soph, one night, attended his ladv home,

when he found the door locked, and the family retired; he lowered his dig

nity by making an entry through the window, in order to unlock the door.

Paterfamilias hearing the noise, and suspecting burglars, appeared, armed to

the teeth, and only by a show of submission and a speedy explanation was the

matter arranged to the satisfaction of all concerned.

PERSONAL.

Bauoiiton, the American artist, resides in Kensington.
William A. Marshall has been heard from. He is in Cambridge, NE Y.

The wife and two daughters of " Dr. Greeley
"

are sojourning in London.

Mmic. George Sank is writing a history of France during the revolution

of 1789.

Diefem.orf, of '73, has returned to the University. We are glad to see

him back.

\ i< tor Hugo's "

L'Arm£e Terrible" is expected to be a highly interest

ing work.
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Mr. Dean, a Unitarian minister in England, takes strong ground against

vaccination.

Garabaldi, by unfortunate speculations, is in danger of losing his home

stead at Caprera.
CLARENCE Cook, the art critic and late foreign Tribune correspondent,

has returned to New York.

S. F. FORGEUS, formerly of '73, is president ofthe
"

Society for Inquiry
"

at the University in Lewisburg, Pa.

Miss Francis Power Cobb is said to be the only lady journalist in Lon

don. She contributes to The Echo.

Olive Logan says that Europeans place upon the same footing, "female

suffrage," Oneida-communism and Mormanism.

THE benevolent wife of President Thiers makes a practice of spending one-

half her abundant income in relieving worthy poor.

M. Louis Blaxc has been attacked by the present literary epidemic of

writing up the seige of Paris, and has gone at his work with a will.

SPRAGUE, of '73, is asking anxiously for the individual who spoiled his fine

kick on Tuesday. He thinks the Freshmen are
"

degraded youths."

We have no subscriber to whom we send The Era with so much pleasure

as we do to Boston Vactor, Esq., who attends the Laboratory building.

C H. Blair and P. D. Finnegan, who have entered Cornell from Hobart

College, will find hearty welcome among us, and we trust the step-mother will

prove to them more agreeable and beneficial than the mother.

Will the students please refrain from questioning Van Auken, as his an-

answer to Mr. Hooker's article is already in The Eka office, but is unavoidably

crowded out of this week's issue of the Era. It will, however, appear in

our next.

W. W. Sabin, of '72, is again with us. He brings the latest news from

the Old World, and can describe the wonders and the peculiarities of that af

fliction known as mat de mer. Having been in Paris during the siege he ac

quired a distaste for military service, and thinks of applying for an excuse from

that branch of education.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

Boating is to be at Williams.

— Hamilton has a Freshman class of fifty.
— Dartmouth has a Freshman class of sixty.
— Amherst Agricultural College is furnishing farmers' wives.

— Williams College complains of not having her share of students.

— There are in Berlin over one thousand teachers of the French language.
— Yale has had four rushes between the Sophs and Fresh, both victorious.

— About one hundred and sixty applicauts sought admission as Freshmen

to Yale this fall.

— New Haven people advertise rooms and board in the college paper.

We like the idea.

— Professor Frieze, of Michigan University, is in Europe for the improve
ment of his health.

— In the "rush" at Michigan University the other day a professor was

knocked down by a Freshman.

— Amherst has a Freshman class of fifty. The Japanese government

sends five young men there for education.

— The Madisoniensis says : "In the absence of the President the Seniors

have no '

Evidences of Christianity
'

whatever."

— Miss Ada Shriner, the new professor of painting and fine arts at the Uni

versity of Michigan, is opposed to woman suffrage.
—

Hazing and rushing are on the decline in many of our colleges ; it is

said that petitions and pledges are doing the business.

— One hundred and ninety-five applications for admission to the Fresh

man class at Michigan University have been received.

— The alumni of Yale are making efforts to raise for that institution a fund

of half a million to be known as the " Woolsey Fund."

— In Prussia the attendance of women on lectures has been stopped by the

Minister of Education. We behind, and yet ahead of Prussia ?

— The American Education Society has resolved that hereafter it will not

assist young men studying for the ministry who use tobacco. — Vidette.

— The University Missounan says that five thousand dollars were expend
ed last year upon wine, billiards and cigars by the students of that institution.

— At the University in Lewisburg the Seniors have held the championship
for above a year in base ball. They were recently defeatedjiy the Juniors, by
a score of 40 to 29.

—

Michigan Seniors complain bitterly over the multiplicity of tutors.

Through their whole course they have been deprived of their professor of

ancient languages.
— It is stated that quite a number of young ladies are preparing to avail

themselves of their recently-accorded privilege of entering the University of

Vermont as students.

— Immense excitement has been created since Professor Eaton made the

astounding discovery that this globe will support life only twenty-six millions

of years longer.—Couiier. ■

— Dartmouth calls for a man to give $25,000 to endow a workshop, so

that the students may have a chance to exercise, and at the same time, scrape

together moderate amounts of filthy lucre in the winter.

— All Amherst is thrown into a furore by the fact that she can claim in

her agricultural department a Spaniard and a man from Japan. And more re

markable still, a Turk has condescended to cross the ocean blue and confer

honor by his barbarous presence. Poor Turk, poor Amherst I

— A Vassar Sophomore last vacation, wanted her lover to swear on the

Bible, that she was all the world to him ; on his refusal to do which she

knocked him down with the sacred volume. Brisko justifies the darling, and

avows she was only overcoming evil with good.
— Williams Revieiv.

— A Junior looking for rooms, was slightly astonished at the following re

mark from a gushing landlady to whom he confided his wishes: -'Oh ! you'd

just do to go with my daughter Ellen."
— The Chronicle, University ofMichi

gan. We state, "upon good authority," that the landlady would have no

trouble in renting her rooms were they located at Ithaca.

— The Williams R,-vicw, in quite a lengthy article on
"

Shall Girls ente

College ?
"

ends up with the following :
"

Meanwhile, if girls are determined

to enter college, so far as Williams is concerned the President is not commit

ted against it, Professor Bascom is in favor, and the students, we have no rea

son to doubt, will welcome the fair candidates with open arms."

— Williams students can't go to see the cattle shows and hear the speeches
for half a day, unless they are personal friends of the orators. It is much

nicer here; and yet, it reminds us of a certain university where there is a rule

excusing from drill those whose religious beliefs forbid them to use arms and

military accoutrements. Often one remembers what otherwise, it is feared,

he never would.

— The graduating class of '71 of Phillips Exeter Academy have purchased

finely-executed pictures ofthe Roman Forum and Coliseum, and elegant stat

ues of Homer and Virgil, the latter imported from Europe, as a parting gift to

the Academy.—Globe. The class of '72 in Cornell have, we believe, decided

to do something even more munificent than that. And there is no reason why

they shouldn't inaugurate this custom.

— Mr. Jacob Dox, of Hardscrabble, writes a letter to the trustees of Mt.

Holyoke Female Seminary, asking, urging, demanding, that they open their

doors in order that his son may enter that institution next fall, and be placed
under a "refining and elevating influence." Verv fine for young Dox, but ye

susceptible maidens of Mt. Holyoke, cave canem. The day of new departures
has come, with all its wonderful developements.

— The Williams Vidette complains of the system of untimely visiting be

tween students, and of general carelessness for the accommodation of others.

A friend suggests to us that even in Cascadilla there are instances of this same

thing; and hints that unwelcome callers only escape being led out, at times,

because he himself often is guilty of the same thing. There is 1 time for all

things, as a writer with whom we are all familiar, has remarked.

THE CANE OF HERCULES.

Ominous mutterings are in the morning air. See ! Dotting the campus

are groups of Sophs in earnest consultation, groups of upper class *nen specu

lating on the prospects of the day. Discreet and swift footed messengers pass

from group to group. From lip to lip flies the magic word, which
"

stirs a

fever in the blood of age, and makes a Sophomore's sinews strong as steel."

Louder grow the murmurings, swifter fly dispatches. A rush is on the tapis.
The gods have been defied, humanity outraged, traditional college etiquette

violated, Sophomoric dignity grossly and unpardonably insulted. A Freshman

sporting a cane has been seen upon lie campus. Evidently it is a challenge

to the Sophs. Ordinary insults their magnanimity permits them to pocket,
—

but this, never.
"
Let him discane or by the heads of our forefathers, his own

shall roll before us like a ball," exclaim tiie excited Sophs. But the Fresh

man champion i.s a huge one, a living second edition of the Cardiff giant, tough,

bold, confident, pugnacious, ferocious; but he must not indulge in cane. Si

lently, swiftly, the watch-word passes. The crowd before South Building
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thickens. Valiant Sophs gird up their loins and take position at the front;

hither and thither flit wondering Freshmen, preserving an armed neutrality.

Juniors watch the game; timid Seniors climb the steps, the trees, the fence,

the water tank, out of harm's way. All is ready. Where is Hercules and the

cane. In the lecture room, Professor Wilder unfolds the mysteries of the ali

mentary canal. The champion listens, occasionally casting a furtive glance at

the Edgemont delegation on the right, and anon communing with his own

high thoughts of future glory.

The bell strikes, the awaiting crowd cast anxious glances at the central

doorway through which the champion must pass. One by one emerge the men

of '75. Quick cries greet the ear; "There he is," "That's him," "Here he

comes," "There he blows," "He's going out the back door,"
" Where is he,"

"

Why don't he come ?
" " Where's he hid ?

"

But he comes not. Either he is attending another recitation, or alarmed at

the awful aspect of the Sophs, he has i-amesed.

Some proceed to their recitations ; the greater number retain their posi

tions, well knowing that at the end of this, the last recitation hour of the day,

Hercules must come forth. They bide their time. Meanwhile a
"

plug
"

is

seen doubtfully approaching from the north. Beneath the plug is a Freshman,

who glances backward hurriedly, right and left anxiously, at the crowd suspi

ciously. Lumbering along, he is met and interviewed by a Fresh committee

of two. Their consultation is brief. The plug draws near the crowd, is sur

rounded, there is a yell, a "rush," a scramble, the plug is bruised, crushed,

demolished, annihilated, but the wearer magnanimously spared. A plug lost,

a Freshman gained. As the angry billows of the surging crowd subside, a

professor carefully collects the debris, apparently for the purpose of proving

himself a participant in the glorious struggle.
Now arise loud threats of vengence. Some renegade has peached.

"

Hang
him !

" " Burn him !
" "

Crucify him !
" "

Duck him in the tank !
"

But

hark! the bell ! The moment has arrived. The central door-way receives the

eager glances of a thousand eyes. Forth steps Hercules, his awful form drawn

to its full hight, his delicate features slightly pale, jaunty cap mounting clus

tering curls, broad brow bared to heaven's free breeze, a fierce light flashing
from his eye, a fierce apologetic moustache adorning his compressed lips,

firmly treading, calmly and grandly smiling, affectionately hugging to his breast

his cherished cane, he marches forward. The dreaded moment has arrived,

but the Sophs move not. They gaze and tremble. "

A change comes o'er the

spirit of their dream." In the Sophomoric mind the dimensions of Hercules

are greatly magnified. The desire of taking the cane grows proportionately
less intense. The ghost of their departed pledge looms up before them. Her

cules is huge, the cane of no account, the pledge binding.
"
Let him go, we

don't want the cane to-day !
" "

Who cares for the cane now !
"

"At a more

convenient season we will take it !
"

Meanwhile Hercules steps sternly forward. One bold Soph snatches at

the cane, and is withered by a frown. Another attacks him in the rear; he

roars and the Soph flees in terror. Slowly he moves down the hill, surrounded

by his colleagues and followed by the crowd. Defiantly he shakesthe cane

aloft, but in the Sophomoric mind his dimensions remain the same. Again
and again, with yells of victory, he waves the cane in triumph o'er his head;
but the ghost of that departed pledge again looms up, and they do not want

the cane to-day.
Hercules and his body-guard move slowly down the hill, followed closely

by a few Sophs, at a distance by many people.
Arrived at a point midway between the University and the quarry, the

Sophomoric mind recovers its normal state, sees the giant in his true propor
tions, banishes the ghost and once more desires the cone. There is a rush a

clench, the war cry sounds, reserves come up at double quick. A war cloud

rises; from the dusty depths come cries of, '"74!" '"75!" "Go in!"

"Hang the cane!" "Break it!" "Cut it!" "

Eat it !
"

Note-books, col

lars, cuffs, fly in every direction. With one rude wrench coat-tails,' Inn-
united, are parted forever. Lank Freshmen are rolled up and thrust in the
fence corners. "

Stubby
"

Sophs, projected by Freshman power, trace graceful
parabolas through the air. Pairs of rushers clench, struggle, stumble and fall,
both claiming the victory.

Hercules and the cane form the grand center of attack. They grasp the
cane, pull, jerk, — now Hercules loses it, his retainers restore it. The fierce
Sophs tear off the head ( ofthe cane, not of Hercules.) They wind it round
the hands of the huge Freshman, but both cane and hands are of good mate,! d
I hey secure apiece ofit, but the main part, about three feet in length covered
by the hands oi Hercules, they cannot get.

Now the hero falls, but, upon his back, still clings tightly to the cane.

He is in danger, the great hoofs
of the rushers may stamp out his

brains ; but

what arc brains to him, if the cane is lost ? They drag him, roll him, step

on him, fall upon him, all
in vain. He is soon upon his feet again, seemingly

refreshed by his rolling adventure.

Now a cry of alarm is heard.
" President White is coming !

"
The rush

ers are exhausted, the ghost of that departed pledge again appears,
the wounded

limp away, the strife ceases, the crowd begins to disperse, the champion, cane

in hand, walks down the hill. The President arrives on the field of battle, and

is at once surrounded by the multitude. He carries a cane, yet the Sophs do

not molest him. He becons to Hercules, who turns and approaches him. As

he draws near, the crowd divides, and extending down the hill on each side of

the dividing line, forms along passage with
the President at the head.

"

See, the conquering hero comes." Brandishing the warped and twisted

cane and advancing deliberately along the passage, the man of muscle con

fronts the man of mind. It is a stern ordeal, but Hercules bears himself

proudly. Contentment beams from his countenance.
" His nose the resem

blance of a scratch has on." He calmly surveys the man before him, from

head to foot, from foot to head.
" He bows not the neck, he bends not the

knee," but, holding the cane on high, patiently awaits the result.

The President briefly addressed the assembled students, including Hercu

les and the cane. In substance he says what he said last year on a somewhat

similar occasion. He has no objections to mere sport, such as this seems to

be, but no fighting will be allowed. Any attempt at hazing shall be stopped,
if it costs the presence of every student in the University. These remarks are

received by the students with applause, but Hercules and the cane are not

much affected by them. A salute sounds from a pocket pistol, students go

their several ways, and the first hour oi sport between '74 and '75 is at an end,
and Hercules and the cane move calmly down the hill.

But the end is not yet. With the morrow return both champion and cane,

the one
"

bent, but not broken," the other firm and defiant. The crowd again
stand watching the central door-way. Out through the arched portal firmly
advances Hercules and his attendants. But just as the throng begins swaying
and eddying about him a burly professor,

" with lion mien
"

and every charac

teristic of one "born to rule," moves into the turbulent crowd and bears off

in triumph the contested stick, and displays it from the steps with almost as

much of triumphant defiance in his looks as had Hercules himself when, the

day before, he walked up to the President, proudly bearing aloft this same

cane, amid the shouts of " See, the conquering hero comes."

BASE BALL.

University Grove, vs. Cascadilla. Sept. 30th

score.

university grove.

Johnston, p,

Jordan, lb,

Heroy, cf,
NE R. Morey, ss,

Anderson, If,

Kingsbury, c,

G. E. Morev, lb,
E. Hayes, 2\,,

Lazenby, rf,

cascadilla.

0 R LB
0 B i.n

4 3 I McKechnie, p, ■? S 0

0 4 4 Asper, lb, 3 3

3
7.

0

5 3 0 Taggart, 3b, 2 I

3 5 0 Potter, 2b, 4 0

3 5 0 Levings, cf, 4 2 0

3 5 0 Campbell, ss, 4 2 0

j 5 0 Bet is, If, 3 ?. 0

2 3 2 Gilbert, rf, 2 3 0

4 2 i B. A. Hayes, c, 2 1 I

27 35 8
27 21 2

University Grove, S-3- 2-io-o-S-o-7-i=«
Cascadilla, 0—3—10— 4— 1— -_0—o_o—

,

Fly Catches-Anderson 4, Kingsbury 3. JoTdaHrileroy I, Lazenby I,N K. Morey , = „. McUOnie 5, B. A. Hayes 3, Taggart 2. Campbell I,

I lav

Foul-bound
catches-Kingsbury 3, N.R. Morey 1, Johnston I, B. A.

Umpire—C. R. Dempster, '74.
Scorer—C. II. Hi 71-

f

'

^'"^KV.-The use of carbolic acid as a disinfectant has been

store Til""1" ■ ■ "7'
A C,"'ndl StU,,cnt h;*b,dv ^covered that it will re-

■

.^ "
K '" '-'"' *• <-'»l»r spots on clothing stained or discolored bv other acids.

ti,',''c ll"lS,'|"l"'M'
'1,C r'"'lH,lk' ™<1 xh"uM not be applied too strong, and if some

also beenVou 1

"'^ ^ ^"^ ""^ "^ '* Sh°UK1 W al,»)Iied h0t* II haS

wis known"
"

'"
' L'Sl'"'C "lc c",or '" r-uk'd.woolen clothing. Whether this

in' il». T'" !"L;V1'",l,s
'"

H'isilismvei-y we cannot state, but students working'" the chenucal laboratory can often make practical application of it.
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BASE BALL.

The return game between the Juniors and Freshmen was played on Sat

urday, and resulted, as before, in the success of the former. The Junior nine

was by no means the best they could produce. French, Sprague, A. A.

Smith, and Garrigue being absent, and few ofthe regular substitutes being on

the ground. However, a nine was made up, several of the members of which

were suffering from sore hands. The Freshmen had out a better nine than

before, several changes having been made, and with one or two exceptions

they played very well. Halsey's catching and the first-base play of Ostrom

were very fine, while Campbell fielded excellently and excelled in thrown." to

bases. McKechnie's pitching still seemed to puzzle the Fieshmen, and the

fine fielding of Jillett, Spofford, Williams and McKechnie contributed greatly
to this victory of the Juniors. Gill, in spite ofhis sore hand, played well at

first. In the field, some difficult catches by Spofford and Williams, and a line

double play by Ostrom were noticeable. The batting was rather weak, except

that of Ostrom, who made several fine hits, scoring two home runs. The

game opened favorably for the Juniors, who led by twelve runs on the fourth

innings, but afterwards the Freshmen improved and reduced the lead to three

in the next four innings. A brilliant rally at the bat alone saved '73 from de

feat. The game was quickly played, and was very exciting towards the close.

Mr. Conklin umpired with his usual good judgment and impartiality.

'73- '75-

0 R [BH TBH BE LB 0 R 111! TBH BE li;

Johnston, 2b, 3 4 3 5 2 O Halsey, c, S 2 0 0 2 0

Morris, If, 2 4 2 b .3 I Moriarty, If, 1 4 1 I 3 0

McKechnie, p, 4 1 2 2 1 2 Ostrom, lb, 2 3 IO 0 I

Brown, cf, 4 2 2 2 1 I Grey, 2b, s 0 2 0 0

Spofford, ss, 3 2 1 I 2 I Kingsbury, p, I 2 2 4 2 2

Jillett, c, 2 4 3 6 1 O Campbell, ss, 2 2 1 1 2 I

E. Williams, 3b, 3 3 3 4 1 0 Smith, rf, 4 1 1 1 2 0

S. C. Gill, ib, 1 S 4 0 1 0 Johnson, cf, 4 1 0 0 i 0

Elsbree, rf, 5 1 2 3 0 0 Benedict, 3b, 3 1 0 0 3 1

27 26 22 35 12 5 27 15 IO 19 15 5

Seventy-three, 1—2—8— 1—o—o
— 1—7

—6=26.

Seventy-five, o—o—0
—

4
—2—2—2—2—3— 1 5 ,

Home Runs—Ostrom 2, Morris 1.

Fly Catches—Spofford 3, Williams 2, Jillett 1=6. Halsey 3, Grey 2, Os

trom 2, Campbell I, Kingsbury I, Johnson 1= 10.

Foul Bound Catches—Jillett 6, HaLey 5.

Catches on Strikes—Jillett 1.

Put out on Bases—by Gill 9, Johnston 2, Williams 1, Spofford I, McKech

nie 1= 14; by Ostrom 10, Kingsbury I, Grey 1= 12. Assisted by McKechnie

5, Jillett 4, Gill 1, Johnston I, Williams 1, Brown 1, Spofford 1= 14; Camp
bell 6, Ostrom 2, Grey 2, Halsey 1, Benedict 1= 12.

Passed Balls—Jillett 3, Halsey 3.

Called Balls—Moriarty 15, Kingsbury 12=27. McKechnie 14, Johnston

1=15.

Double Play by Ostrom.

Flies Missed—Seventy-three 4, Seventy-five 6.

Umpire, Mr. M. T. Conklin, President C. U. B. B. C.

Scorer, J. B. Edgerly.

Time, 2 hours 20 minutes. J. B. E.

The following article, which has been going the rounds of the press, de

serves notice, as it pertains very nearly to us. The statements are in the

main true, but we think a misstatement is made in regard lo the number of

Harvard graduates we have among us.

"
Isaac Flagg (not Isaac L. Flagg), lately appointed

'

professor of Greek

language and literature
'

in the Cornell University, is, I believe, the only grad

uate of Harvard in that institution, except Professor Cleveland. Professor

Flagg was prepared for college at Phillips Academy, Andover,
under Dr. Tay

lor, and left in i860, when he delivered the valedictory oration. He entered

Harvard College in the same year, in the seventeenth year ofhis age. In 1S62

he received the first prize for a translation from Shakespeare's
'

Comedy of

Errors
'

into Latin senarian verse. In 1863 he took the first prize for Greek

prose composition. In 1S64 he was graduated and delivered the class poem.

In 1866 he was appointed tutor in Greek in Harvard College, having been of

fered his choice of two vacancies, one in the Greek and the other in the Latin

department. In 1868 he was appointed by President Hill assistant professor

of Greek. In iS'.g he resigned to go to Germany, that he might pursue his

classical studies at the Universities of Berlin and Gottingen. In 1871 he re

ceived the degree of Ph. D. from the University of Gottingen. His graduat
ing essay was a translation of parts of Schiller's

'
Bride of Messina

'

into Greek

verse, and comments."

LETTER FROAI TOAI HUGHES.

As the following letter from "Tom Hughes
"

to the Corresponding Sec

retary ofthe "Tom Hughes Boat Club" contains hints of interest to all boat

ing organizations here, we cheerfully give it publication, as, indeed, we should

do with anything from his pen.

House ok Commons, June 30th, 1871.

Dear Sir : — I have just found your letter, which I had stupidly mislaid.

I hope, however, that Mr. Goldwin Smith has told you that I am very pleased
and proud of the compliment you have paid me in naming the first Cornell

boat-club after me. He will also have told you my views as to starting with

a good style (flat back, open knees, long reach forward and sharp recovery,

and getting the whole weight on the oar by making as much use of legs as

arms), also as to pot-hunting and expensive prizes, which spoil sport. There

is no objection, however, to a challenge cup, to be held by the captain of the

winning boat for the year, and I will try to pick up an old one and send it

you over, if the club will accept it. I^.m afraid it will be a long time before I

have any chance of seeing Cornell again, but shall always retain a most happy

memory of my first visit. Believe me ever most truly yours,
Tho. Hughes.

CORNELL NA VY.

A review ofthe Navy will take place upon the lake on Saturday, October

7, at 3 o'clock, providing the weather be favorable. Boats for the accommo

dation of all who wish to witness the review will leave, the steamboat landing

shortly before 3, returning as soon as the review is over.

A. C. Pike, Commodore C. N.

CHALLENGE.

The first crew of the
" Tom Hughes Boat Club

"

do hereby challenge the

first crew of the
" Navv Boat Club," or the so-called

"

Cornell Navy," to a

three mile, straight course, barge race, vO be rowed in the
"

T. H. B. C.'s"

six-oared barge, forty-five (45) feet long, thirty (30) inches wide, against the

"

Navy Boat Club's
"

six-oared barge, forty-five (45) feet long, thirty (30) in

ches wide, the race to take place on the morning of the 28th of October, 1871.

R. Anhf.rson, Captain T. H. B. C.

A. J. Lameraux, President. P. M. C, Secretary.

CLASS ELECTION.

At a meeting ofthe class of '74, held on the 2d inst., the following officers

were elected: President, C. E. Washburne; Vice-President, B. eV. Hayes;

Corresponding Secretary, Lewis Tier ; Recording Secretary, W. M. Smith ;

Treasurer, C. A. Wheeler ; Orator, H. L. House; Essayist, J. F. Cluck;

Poet, W. G. Goldsmith; Historian, H. M.Kennedy; Prophet, J. C. Andrus ;

Marshal, I. J. Wooden.

TO TIIE CLASS OF '74.

Gentlemen: — Your resolutions came in too late for insertion this week.

Shall we publish them next week, or accord to the offender the oblivion he de

serves ? Eds.

About that Tohn Smith. Johannes Smithus, walking up a streetus, met

two in^entes Ingins et parvulus Ingin. Ingins non capti sunt ab Johannes,

sed Johannes captus est ab ingentibus Inginibus. Parvulus Ingin run ofl

hollerin, et terriffiifffi catus est most to death. Big Ingins removerunt

Johannem ad tentum, ad campum, nd marshy placeni, papoosem, pipe of

peacem, bogibus, squawque. Quun. [oh .-nines examinatus est ab Inginibus,

Ihey condemati sunt euni to be cracke : on capitem ab clubbibus. Et a big

[ivnn was going to strikaturus esse Smithum with a clubbem, quum

Pocahontas came trembling down, et hollerin, "Don't ye duit, don't ye

duit !
"

Sic Johannes non periit, sed grew fat on corn bread and hominy.
—

E.vchaugc.

i^TR. Simpson, of '74, has left the University to engage iu teaching.
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A
TTENTION, CLASS OF '75.

The proprietor of the Cascadilla Art Gallery
will be happy to

present each of you with a fine portrait to send to

"THE GIRL YOU LEFTBEHIND."

if you will call at this gallery,
J. BEARDSLEY,

Cascadilla Art Gallery, Ithaca.

M
ARSH & HALL,

No. 53 East State street, dealers in fancy and staple dry-

goods. A full line of gent's furnishing goods and cloths con

stantly on hand. Suits made to order by competent workmen.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

¥ ITERARY SOCIETIES.

PHILALATHEIAN SOCIETY.

The regular meetings of this Society take place on Saturday

evening of each week, in the Society Hall, North University-

The exercises consist of Chronicles, Orations and Debates.

Regular Meetings open to the public.

WM. H. SMITH, S. F. BELKNAP,

Secretary. f President.

THE LOWELL LITERARY SOCIETY.

The meetings of this Soeiety occur on Friday evening of each

week, in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla Place.

R. B. FOSTER,
Secy.

C. E. WASHBURNE,
Pres.

PURCHASE TICKETS

of M. J. BARKER. General Ticket Agent, No. 3, Clinton

Block, second door south of Clinton House, Ithaca, N. Y.

You save MONEY, TIME and DISTANCE, and have

choice of Routes to peints East, West, North and South.

CIGARS, TOBACCO, and SMOKERS'

SUPPLIES

always on hand.

A NDRUS McCHAIN & LYONS,

DEALERS IN

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PAPER HANGINGS, &c.

Manufacturers of

Wrapping and Printing Pa ers, Blank Books, etc
PRINTERS AND BOOK-BINDERS.

The largest and best selected stock of University, School and
College Text Book is always found here at the lowest rates.
An entire new selection of Standard Works.

Drafting Instruments of the best German make. Our goods
are all new. Call and see them.

ANDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS

JJ J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,
12 East State Street, It/uica, N. V.

(HOLOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY 6- FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY
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BY PROFESSOR ZIltA H. l'OTTER, M. A.

"What visionary tints the year puts on

When falling leaves falter through motionless air,

Or numbly cling and shiver and shiver to be gone."

JAMKS RUSSELL LOWELL.

On a golden night, like a fairy sprite,
With none but the stars to gaze,

In her robes of green with a spangled sheen

Fled the queen of summer days ;

With a twitter of words from the joyous birds

She flitted the wild-woods by,
And a liquid strain from her elfin train

Repeated the soft reply :

We're gone, we're gone to the greenwood ings,
To the deep Floridian tangled glooms ;

Where the sweet Magnolia's perfume floats,

And many a mocking warbler's notes

Are heard in the golden orange blooms.

Through the roseate trees the droning breeze

Is humming his northern strains,

And the merry song ofthe busy throng
Has died on the harvest plains,

The Lark he is mute, and the Robin's flute

Has warbled its swreet farewell,

And the pensive trill of the Whip-poor-will
Is hushed in the sunset dell ;

We're gone, we're gone to the greenwood ings,
To the deep Floridian tangled glooms ;

Where tender, winsome melodies float,

For many a warbler's wooing note

Is heard in the golden orange blooms.

When the queen of spring bids the dingles ring
With notes of her choral band,

And the Eglantine sweet and Crowfoot neat

Come forth from the waking land,

With our elfin throng we'll hie us along

O'er the beauteous world away,

With our tinkling chimes thro' the blooming climes

We'll sing the adieus of May :

We're gone, we're gone to the greenwood ings,
To the deep Floridian tangled glooms ;

Where love's melodious anthems float.

For many a grateful warbler's note

Is heard in the golden orange blooms.

Cornell University, October, 1871.

AIODERN CHIVALRY.

Seven hundred odd years ago, about the walls of Jerusalem were ranged

the flower of Christian chivalry, and within the ramparts of the sacred city

were held the choicest of Moslem's fiery troops. The brave hearts of two

continents were encamped among the beleaguring army or within the beseiged

city. Europe had been drained to furnish the hardy forms and gorgeous dis

play of those mailed, shining squadrons, rolling in their warlike evolutions

like t-ee dark waves of ocean under a, dancing foam of plumes, and the cross

lead her pickerl braves to honor or death. To provide the lithe, active bodies,

and hot, eager blood of the swarming battalions thai charged in mazy whirls,

and whose cimetar blades had carved the crescent upon the walls of many a

concpiered city and the pillars of many a ruined stale, e\sia had poured forth

her treasure and her blood till they were gathered in the Saracen ranks.

About the tomb of the Nnzarene, whose herald had cried
" Peace on earth,"

locked in fierce combat, struggling for its possession, were the nobles of a

hemisphere. Put there wns something besides this glitter and turmoil that

rendered the scene noteworthy. As we look back and catch a gleam from the

burnished armor of the royal leaders and knightly ranks, we see deeper than

did the nations who watched Ihem with eager eyes ; for here, grappling with

the sons of the Prophet, charging with perplexing wheel upon the Christian

ranks, were the world's ideals of manhood. To us they .ire, though dazzling,

crude; but as we peer down the dim galleries of Time, and see the few great,

standing lonely upon the brink of oblivion into which their contemporaries

have fallen, the forms we are to admire are singularly grim, and the softening

effects of distance cannot convince us that standing far behind the stalwart

forms of the crusaders are yet hushed figures, and that all along the past ages

the more than monarchs who have stamped their name and character upon

their times have been gradually growing more truly noble in form, more pure

in character.

The world rolls slowly, but its advance is as certain as deliberate. The

politic but generous Caesar at once cultivated and brave, was truly more wor

thy of the idolatry of Rome, than the successful but perfidious Alexander of

the homage that Greece lavished upon him; bul it took our earth more than

three centuries to teach its inhabitants that much of ethics. A round thousand

of years jogged on, and then it -till needed centuries to complete the figure

which crusading Europe and fanatic Asia hailed alike as the emblem of human

perfection. A brain of wood in a body of iron, generous, rash, terrible and

aimless Richard of England, the hardy Oeur de Lion, was the acme of human

growth, and as through the glimmer of the bygone years we look back upon

the pomp and splendor, the beauty, the grace, the poetry of the glittering pa

geant, the very unreality of the whole gives it a s* n t of fantastic glory and we

long for a sight of the Templar ranks, brilliant and brave, true to their ladies,

their monarch, their order and their God. The firmest and bravest were these

gallants of the lance and spur; as their times were gloomy with the shadows

of ignorance and superstition, so were its people much the more dazzled by

the glitter of buckler and glint of blade, and the more did its very literature

grow giddy with admiration as it contemplated the warlike tinselry, and

break into the extravagant cadences of the Troubadour to celebrate its fame.

The rich realm of poetry was ransacked to delineate the shining qualities of

these earthy ideals. The knight temporal and the supposed vicegerents of

the Almighty divided the applause of the world, and shared its honors, and

the dust they trod was to their infatuated followers honored hy their presence.

But the golden age of poetry has long since passed away. Romance, the

muse of the fair form and flowing robes, has yielded her throne to the sober

o-enius of prose, and the favorites of the once powerful goddess are but the sub

jects of her successor. Not lhat we are less ideal, but that we are more true.

Not that we have less sentiment, but purer. Not that our passions or emo

tions are weaker, but that we are stronger. In short, that in the mills ofthe

gods we are slowly being refined and our standard of knighthood is as far

raised above that ofthe legions of Godfrey as our age is advanced beyond his.

The bones of the wanderers have long whitened the Turkish plains ; the proud

orders of gallant spears have sunk into the dust, some by slow decay and some

crushed by the hate of rival powers. The mailed knight has passed off the

stage with the lady to whom he knelt and the Troubadour who chanted his

praise; but the ideal of humanity is not lost; it is only refined, and the order

of manhood has succeeded to the weakened rolls of the Templars and Hospi

tallers. Cressy throws no shade upon its bright fame, aud eVgincourt left no

stain upon its spotless escutcheon; and to-day the true chevalier is recognized

as he who is most faithful to humanity and his principles. Gallant as ever

must be the leader of men, and greater than ever before his prowess, if he

would hold the high position he has the temerity to assume. Not by fits

must the constant brunts of life's struggles be met; but his unshaken front

must be steadily maintained.

We were never more alive to true heroism than to-day ; but we were never

more critical of the apparent hero.
Never were true knights more abundant,

but never was true knighthood more onerous. For to-day the combatant

must throw down the glove to the grim forms of oppression and deceit. He

must wage unequal war with opponents whose castles of prejudice and in-

vention are founded on precedence and old renown, and have securely with-
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stood the storms and battles of centuries.
No strategem will avail our cham

pion No diplomacy will arrest the storm he provokes, and while the crowds

who rejoice in his victories and glory in his prowess are
numerous ; his compan-

ions-at-arms, though brave and earnest,
are few. He must not be inferior to his

older brethren in daring, but must excel
them in probity ; and while his war

fare is not less fierce, it is more constant. We know not the representative

chevalier of the nineteenth century;
but whoever he may be or whenever he

may appear,
he is as firm and steady, as gallant and strong, as true to princ

ple and equity as his predecessor to his dame and monarch. His order can-

hot be extinguished by edict of king or priest, but will sland
firm as long as

the sure foundations of justice and purity remain unshaken. H.s battle is

with ignorance, meanness
and cowardice. His lists are the world, h.s ward,

humanity ; his victory certain,
and his guerdon, eternal reward.

The scarlet cross

never blazed over manlier hearts than to-day beat in the bosoms of the un-

dubbed thousands of modern chivalry. Never was knight of St. John more

darina or Hospitaller more self-denying
and faithful than are the present p.o-

neers&of mankind. Launcelot sought the Holy Grail, but his later brother

searches the truth. The ancient pilgrims rested
not till they had reached the

tomb of their Saviour ; but the palmers of our time
are on a nobler pilgrimage.

They are following his lead to his kingdom.

AN AUGUSTAN REVERIE.

A few evenings ago, after sitting by my fireside till a very late hour, read-

ing some of Add.son's essays in the Spectator, my imagination became so

filled with what I had read that I fell into a profound reverie, in which I

thought myself carried
back to the days of Queen Anne. By that strange con

fusion of time and place which we often observe in dreams, which may be, af

ter all, not a disorder
of the fancy, but a foretaste of eternity, where time and

space 'are annulled—I still retained a partial knowledge of my own identity.

I fancied myself a stranger
in the dimly-lighted streets of old London, one

evening in the spring of 1711- 1 had heard that the celebrated actor, Powell,

was to appear
that eyening in the play of Hamlet, at Drury Lane, and was on

my way there, much diverted and astonished at what I saw, when 1 came sud

denly upon
Will's Coffee-house. As I had read very much about this celebrat

ed resort of the wits of the time, my curiosity, as well as the inviting aspect

ot the place, moved
me to step in. 1 stood in a retired corner a few moments

to obaerve the throng. At first I was almost blinded and choked by the fumes

of Virginia tobacco, but by degrees my vls.oii became clearer and I found my

self in a very large room, with a great fire blazing on one side, and near it a

door opening into an inner room, from which ever and anon floated the aro

matic fragrance of coffee. Numbers of pale, intellectual-looking men, with

bag-wigs and swords, stood in knots about the room or sat at tables, variously

engaged in earnest discussion, bandying wit over their coffee, idly smoking,

or reading the morning's Spectator. Some, like myself, seemed to have come

there merely as observers ; others to shew their gold lace, ruffles and bright-

colored, velvet waistcoats ; but most were there to hear the news of the day

and enjoy the society of eminent men. Many, by their pinched and thread

bare appearance,
showed plainly that they were patronless tenants of garrets

in Grub Sireet. 1 recognized many authors among these last, whose portraits

1 had often seen, over whose pages 1 had often laughed and wept, and whose
'

tombs in Westminster Abbey 1 hud often visited. Well as I was acquainted

with their works, h< wevei, I had never before fully icalized thai they had once

been the struggling, aspiring, loving
and hating human beings I now saw be

fore me.

I was soon attracted to a rapidly-increasing crowd near the fireplace, where

a person, whom
I afterwards learned to be a noted actor of the time, was read

ing in a fine manner the Spectator of that day. Several inquiring glances were

cast at me as I sauntered toward this part of the room, but everyone was so

absorbed in his own way that, notwithstanding my strange garb, I attracted

little attention. The first sentence which I heard when I came near the read

er was the following, which I l.rd often read with delight: "When 1 have

been upon the 'Change I have often fancied one of our old kings standing in

person where he is represented in effigy, and looking down upon the wealthy

concourse of people with which that place is every day filled. In this case,

how would he be surprised to hear all the languages of Europe spoken in this

little spot of his former dominions,
and to see so many private men, who in his

time would have been the vassals of some powerful baron, negotiating like

princes for greater sums of money
than were formerly to be met with in lhe

royal treasury." Upon this 1 was about to address the assembly, and tell

ihem of what I had seen upon lhat very spot five generations after thai time,

when I suddenly bethought myself
of the way in which my s ory was likely to

be received; for instead of hailing me as a wonder they would probably burn

me as a wizard. I therefore resolved to hold my peace till I should come mto

ompan
of less learning and more superstition. After the reading, which

had been listened to with the most eager attention,
was finished, many in the

company fell to criticizing the paper.
Some of the better dressed and more

pompous-looking seemed disposed to criticize Add.son very harshly while the

shabby authors from Grub Street were equally inclined to praise him. The

former spoke more ofhis personal and political misdeeds than
of the inelegan-

cies of his style; the latter seemed more anxious to v.nd.cate the purity and

benevolence ofhis character than
the depth and finish ofhis thought The one

class seemed to hate him as a successful rival ; the other to honor h.m as an

an obliging friend. One ranting fellow moved my especial disgust by enlarg

ing in a bitter way upon the hypocrisy of the writer, who, being such a parti

san trickster in politics, pretended to be so impartial in his writings.
"

As

far as the elegance of his style
is concerned," said he, "it is only a milk-and-

water style after all. It has neither the strength of Dryden nor the simplicity

of De Foe." He was proceeding in this strain when I interrupted him with a

great deal of vehemence, thus drawing the eyes of the
whole company upon

me. Seeing this, and gathering from the nods and whispers that I was regard

ed as some foreigner, I became very much abashed at having presumed to

speak in such a company.

After I had done, a young man of poor dress but pleasing manners, who

seemed like one who had been bred to
"

plain living and high thinking," en-

tered into conversation with me. He seemed pleased with what I had said,

and expressed astonishment that a foreigner should have acquired such an ac

curate notion of the writings of Englishmen. I had so far forgotten myself in

my remarks as to quote the opinion of Macaulay upon the subject, and my in

genuous friend, making an apology for his ignorance of foreign literature,

begged to be informed to what country, ancient or modern, that writer be

longed.
As I was despairing of being able to evade this question, there was a sud

den hush in the conversation as some person of distinction entered the room.

Turnino- toward him, I did not need the whisper of my friend to thrill me with

the assurance that the approaching figure, which was the noblest I have ever

seen, was that of Addison himself. The beauty ofhis face was marred by the

fashionable flowing wig, which seemed so hideous to me. But no barbarity of

fashion could ever hide the philosophical benevolence of that face, any more

than changes in literary taste can dim the charm of his style. As he drew near

the spot where we stood, the man who had provoked a reply from me slunk

from the room by a back door. I was told then that this man's name was

Dennis. I did not wonder that a person who had abused Addison so much as

he could not stand before that eye, which, mild as it was, pierced to the bot

tom of a man's soul. A little knot of select friends gathered about him, among

whom my acquaintance invited me, and he seemed about to commence speak

ing. I had often wished that Addison might have had some Boswell to record

his conversations, which, clothed in modest language, must have been far more

interesting than the intolerant pomposities of the
"'

great Cham." I therefore

resolved to treasure every sentence that I heard upon this occasion.

As I bent breathlessly forward to catch his first word, the scene began to

fade slowly from my sight, and I found myself in my own room and mv own

country, gazing at the fading embers of my fire, which, in dying out, had

caused the whole illusion, if such it was, to fade with it.

Perhaps it was only a reverie, but it impressed upon me some things which

I had only half realized before. I learned from the passionate discussion, the

smoking and the finery that human nature has much the same passions, fail

ings and vanities in one age as another. The talk of the coffeediouse upon

Addison, so tinged with personal feeling, and the appearance of the poor scrib

blers of Grub Street, who were neglected and starved by their own age to be

honored and exalted by ours, and whose scanty clothing could scarcely cover

their great hearts, showed me how seldom we can form a true estimate of a

great writer in his own time. .Above all, I was left with a still deeper venera

tion for the man who has shown us -what cheerful benevolence and unstained

purity of character, together with an unsurpassed elegance in the expression of

thought, can do to reform an age corrupt both in literature and in morals.

M. lb A.

SuHSCRiiiKRs not receiving The Era regularly are requested to notify the

editors at their office in ihe South Universiiy building.

Coi'lK.s of The Era for sale at the book stores and news-rooms.
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WHERE ARE WE IN SLEEP?

You feel a cold wavelet of fear pass your brow,

When Death, with his retinue, comes with stern strife

And beats down your will, hard-panting for life ;

But your strong cherished faculties leave your control

When Morpheus—not Proserpine—calls for your soul.

At destruction you shudder, why not at sleep ?
«

You're proud of that wonderful working within ;

Your will rides her kingdom death's onslaught to stay,

O'erthrows every obstacle strewn in the way ;

She grasps firm her scepter, she'll conquer or die,
Or with angelic wings to high heaven she'll fly.

In destruction you cease ; where are you in sleep ?

The reason : each organ its office performs ;

Our life is sustained by their active employ,
Our passions are tuned, our sorrow, our joy;

But in death God Almighty, the Maker of all,
^Vould no longer our souls in our bodies enthrall.

Then by death we're in Heaven ; where are we in sleep ?

" Tired nature
"

your feelings, your thoughts doth embrace

In dim misconception. How dare you let fall

In darkness unfathomed your faculties all ?

To law not then subject, nor another world's care,
Tost to your keeping they are nowhere.

You have fear of destruction ; oh ! why not of sleep ?

Heart touches heart by sweet sympathy bound

When grand Immortality's voice cheers the soul,

And points us above to the star-adorned goal ;

But chill dissolution the hopes' fountain dries,

Veils the heart from true inspiration—the skies.

Our souls are dissolved ; why fear we not sleep ?

F. N. H., '73.

HYGIENE.

Look at that man. Tliere is nothing particularly noticeable about him

until his mouth opens, when, instead of a good, wholesome set of teeth, you

see rows of sordid pegs ; not full rows either, for several are rotted off. An

inquiring mind would naturally ask,
" What is the cause of this ? Were his

teeth always so ?
"

Of course they were not. Every person, when young,

has a good, sound set of teeth, and, if he will heed one injunction, perfectly

simple and easy to obey, he may preserve them so till the end of his days, no

matter if he live a hundred years. That one thing needful is, keep them clean.

The next question that naturally arises is,
"
How shall we do this ?

"

For

an answer we would say,
— the free use of a tooth brush on retiring, on rising,

and after each meal is a great help ; but, as Dio Lewis says,
"

One good tooth

pick is worth an armful of tooth brushes."

The reason for this is evident. The smooth, white, outer surface of the

teeth never decays if kept decently clean; but decomposition begins in the in

terstices where particles of food lodge. Now, it stands to reason, that if we

could keep the whole surface of the tooth clean, it would not decay ; for these

particles exert the same influence over it as one decayed apple does over its

neighbor. The temperature of the mouth is one hundred degrees, and meat,

subjected to this heat, begins to decompose in less than twenty-four hours:

therefore, do we see the necessity of using the toothpick to remove the parti
cles which lodge between the teeth.

One evil seems to bring on another. A person with decayed teeth has

bad breath, and no one likes to sit near him. His impure breath exerts a

hurtful influence on his lungs; these, in turn, cease to purify the blood to a

sufficient degree, and, of course, just as the blood is impure, so is the system

deranged, and the whole man is miserable just because he don't keep his

teeth clean. W. I. G.

VAN "STIRS UP THE ANIMALS."

Alessrs. Editors: —While up town last evening, we accidentally heard that

the Journal of this week contained something of some interest to us. Upon

obtaining a copy of said paper we were very much surprised to see that which we

had never before seen,
— an original editorial in the Ithaca Journal. But

from circumstances connected with it, we assume this to be original. After

reading this production (?) over several times, divesting it of the slang terms

and intentionally false and libellous assertions, guessing at the signification
and application of the supposed ideas contained in it and expressed by numer

ous misspelled words, ascertaining by mathematical calculation the exact

amount of effect produced by a frequent repetition of the same meaningless

words, making it as intelligible as possible by correcting the grammatical er

rors and translating, so far as the vileness would allow, the bombastic and

high-flown language, and finally after punctuating and re-writing it with these

corrections, we learn that we are a young man (!) who has a name(! !) which

His Excellency, Mr. Hooker knows (!!!). These three facts occupy nearly a

whole column in that same newspaper whose space was so valuble that it

would not publish a few obituary resolutions "for fifty dollars." This is the

paper which advertised Bailey's mule and monkey show for less than ten

dollars a column in the same issue which ought to have contained these reso

lutions.

But let us consider briefly a few of this fellow's assertions in his editorial

tirade against us.

1. He says that we entered the office as he was about closing it. Does the

Journal office close before half-past four, especially on the day previous to the

publication of their paper ? If so, Wes. does not earn his fifteen dollars a

week, much less his borrowed incidentals from job-work. We can prove by

several witnesses that we were there at or before this time.

2. He told us he had a copy of Saturday's Leader which contained those

resolutions, which now, to suit his purpose, he denies.

3. He says
"
the forms were up," which we positively deny. Nor was

the
"

paper up,
"

or else why was he so busily engaged, when we entered,

preparing
"

copy
"

for the compositors ?

4. He very
"

politely informed us of these facts." Who will be so foolish

as to suppose that he has any ideas of politeness, or even the commonest de

cency, judging from his article. Of what facts did he inform us ? In words,

that other matter of more importance was already being crowded out, and in

emphasis, manners and countenance, that our presence could be dispensed

with just then.

5. "Expressed his regrets that this state of the case would preclude the

publication of the resolutions in question until next (this) week." His re.

grets, if such a man could have any, must have been expressed in an inaudible

whisper, for we knew nothing about them until this article appeared. Fur

thermore, we positively assert that he neither said, nor intimated, by word or

action, that he would publish them in his next issue ; nor do we believe that

he had any idea himself, at that time, of printing them this week. So far to

the contrary did his angry talk tend, that the idea of their publication in the

next issue never entered our head. Nor did he signify to us, either by word,

gesture, nod of his head, or wink of his fiery eyes, which seemed to be looking

both ways, that he would have complied with our request, had we made it

earlier in the day.

6. He charges us (falsely and basely) with attempting
"
to brow-beat him

into acquiescence." After making our simple request, to which Wes. takes no

exceptions, our only word of comment on his boisterous conduct, or argument,

or attempt
"
to instruct him in the management of his business," was the fol

lowing, in the gentlest, meekest and kindest manner :
" Mr. Hooker, does it

not come pretty hard to throw out matter which pertains to the dead, as well

as the living ?
"

to which his brutal reply was :
"
Can't help it ; wouldn't pub

lish them for fifty dollars." If his office door slammed when we retired, as he

asserts, it vvas because the door was
in a condition similar to that of the edi

tor, and not due to any effort on our part. We found a
"
redress of grievances

"

elsewhere, and whatever we have written on this subject has been written

truthfully and accurately. If we have published any
"

unprovoked falsehoods,"

why does not Mr. H. distinctly and separately deny them, for in every article

we have used his precise language. On the contrary, he does not deny a sin

gle thing we have said, but accuses us of falsifying, and, in terms too vile for

the most drunken sot in the gutter, attacks us without mercy. Our noms de

plume have been, respectively,
" One of the Com.,"

" A Student
"

and
"

'73,"

and if these are synonymous with
what he asserts is our

"

cowardly "signature,

then no doubt the committee, every student and each member of '73 feel com-
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plimented by the epithets he applies to them. We adopted these signatures

for two reasons : first, to show it was written by one interested and responsi

ble for what he said; and second, to prevent notoriety, in which we succeeded

until Mr. H. does for us, with much pains, just what he accused us of trying

to do and failing.

A word more in conclusion. From the beginning we have viewed this as a

class affair, in which every one of us was deeply interested ; and when we were

actin^ as one of a committee in behalf of the class, and were insulted, we felt

that the whole class had suffered the same insult. If you would know who

has
"

perpetrated the falsehoods and flown into an impotent rage," read care

fully the articles already published on both sides. We have not said that he

refused to publish them
"

at all," which the edilor asserts, and for proof re

fer him also to our articles. Wilh this, on our side this affair must end. We

have thought fit to make this explanation because of the severity wilh which

he attacked us. Every candid person will ad.nil the justness and right of our

position. As to the calumniating lies, low-lived epithets, dvc, found in the

Journal, they are too characteristic ofthe author and too much in consonance

with his groveling disposition to need comment here. If we have committed

a single wrong act while acting, as we honestly believed we were, in behalf of

our class, we humbly ask its pardon ; and if we have acted rightly, then we

ask that which it has always cheerfully and heartily given us
—its entire sup

port and approvJ.
Yours very truly,

Ithaca, October 4th, 1S71. M. W. V.

A LITERARY CURIOSITY.

The following remarakable little poem is a contribution to the San Fran

cisco Times from the pen of .Mrs. II. A. Deming. The reader will notice that

each line is a quotation from some one of the standard authors of England or

America. This i the result of a year's laborious search among the volumin

ous writings of thirty-eight leading poets of the past and present. 'Phe num

ber of each line refers to its author below.

LIFE.

I. Why all this toil for triumphs of an hour ?

2. Life's a short summer, man a flower.

3. By turns we catch the vital breath and die—

4. The cradle and the tomb, alas ! so nigh.

5. To be is better Lu than not to be,

6. Though all man's life may seem a tragedy ;

7. But light cares speak when mighty griefs are dumb,

8. The bottom is but shallow whence they come.

9. Your fate is but the common fate of all ;

IO. Unmingled joys here to no man befall.

II. Nature to each allots its proper sphere;
12. Fortune makes folly her peculiar care.

13. Custom does not often reason overrule,

14. And th.ow a cruel sunshine on a fool.

15. Liee well; how long or sho'T permit to Heaven
,

16. They who forgive most shall be most forgiven.

17. Sin may be clasped so close we cannot see its face—

18. Vile intercourse, whue viilue h.is no place.

19. Ihen keep each passion down, however dear.

20. Thou pendulum betwixt a smile and tear.

21. Her sensual snares let faithless pleasure lay,
22. With craft and skill to ruin and betray.

23. Soar not too high to fall, but stoop to rise ;

24. We masters giow of all that we despise.

25. Oh, then I renounce lhat impious self-esteem ;

26. Riches have wings, and grandeur is a dream.

27. Think not ambition wise because 'tis brave ;

28. The paths of glory lead but lo lhe grave.

29. What is ambition ? lis a glorious cheat
—

30. Only destructive to the brave and great.

31. What's all the gaudy glitter of a crow 1. ?

32. The way to bliss lies nol on beds of down.

33. How long we live not years, but actions tell ;

34. That man lives twice who lives the first life well.

35. Make, then, while yet we may, your God your friend,

36. Whom Christians wor .hip, yel not comprehend.

37. The trust that's given guard, and to yoursell be just,

38. For, live we how we can, die we must.

1 Younrr ; 2, Dr. Johnson"; 3, Pope; 4, Prior; 5, Sewell ; 6, Spenser;

7, Daniel ; 8, Sir Walter Raleigh ; 9, Longfellow; 10, Southwell; II, Con-

^reve ; 12, Churchill ; 13, Rochester; 14, Armstrong; 15, Milton; 16, Bailey;

17, Trench; 18, Somerville; 19, Thomson; 20, Byron; 21, Smollett;

22, Crabbe; 23, Massinger; 24, Cowlie ; 25, Beattie ; 26, Cowper ; 27, Sir

Walter Devenant ; 28, Gray; 29, Willis; 30, Addison; 31, Dryden; 32,

Francis Quarles ; 33, Watkins; 34, Herrick; 35, William Mason; 36, Hill;

37, Dana; 38, Shakespeare.

THE REVIEW.

Notwithstanding the unfavorableness of the weather, the review ofthe

"

Cornell Navy
"

took place as previously announced ; but greatly to the dis

appointment of all, the high wind made it necessary that it should take place

on the Inlet, where the greater part of the showy paraphernalia of the review

had to be omitted from the programme, leaving only the practical part of it to

be performed, viz., that of showing the working condition of the boats and

crews to the directors of the Navy, instead of exhibiting to spectators a grand

display of flags, music, the oar-manual, practice and panoramic arrangement of

boats, crews, and officers of the Navy, and red tape ceremony, as was antici

pated, and would have been performed had the review taken place on the

roomy lake, as had been announced.

However, notwithstanding the inconvenience, the result of the review was

quite satisfactory to the Directors and all truly interested in ihe progress of

the boating enterprise. In showed that in spite of the many other exercises

which occupy the time and attention of students this term, this healthful exer

cise receives a fair amount of attention, and that the managers are putting
forth much effort to arouse and sustain a proper enthusiasm in this direction.

The review exhibited a respectable number of boats and crews, an eight-
oared barge, a four-oared barge, a six-oared outrigger clinker-boat, a four-

oared shell, a double scull, and several. single sculls.

The various crews in turn, at a signal from the Commodore, who was con

veniently stationed at the boat-house, started from the coalyard, rowed down

in review by the naval directors, who were slationed upon the point of land

opposite the landing, by the spectators at the boat-house and steamboat dock,
to the new coalyard slip, returning to the boat-house, peaking oars to the

Commodore as they approached, going through a portion of the oar-manual prac
tice before him, and disembarking in fine order. The crews generally pre
sented a promising physique for oarsmen.

The various class crews were distinguished by their class colors pinned
upon their left breasts. They in turn honored their respective classes with

a display of their muscle and oarsmanship with true earnestness; some

showing the want of practice, but all generally doing quite well, considering
the short practice previously obtained.

To close the review, the first University shell crew, followed in hot pursuit
by several single sculls, made a brilliant dash down the course, sweeping by so

quickly that little time was given for criticism, other than that they rowed

with a vigorous and well-timed stroke, and executed all movements with uni

formity and precision.
— A remarkable instance of doing two things at once was observed on

Wednesday, in Professor Wilder's lecture room, by a lady knitting a blue

stocking while improving her mind in the mysteries of physiology.
— The "Navy" has accepted, conditionally, the challenge of the "Tom

Hughes Boat Club."

CORRESPONDEA CE.

Cascadilla, Oct. 7, 1S71.
The Editors of the Cornell Era.

Messrs. Editors :— The letter referred to by Mr. Thomas Hughes came
into my hands when the University had dispersed lor the vacation, and I have
not since had an opportunity of communicating it to the students. I now

beg leave to hand it to you for publication.
Let me at the same time explain the non-arrival of the ivy which the gradu

ating class of 1871 did me the honor to request that I would procure for them
from Oxford to be planted at Commencement, as a memorial, under the Uni

versity buildings.
The commission was duly executed by the keeper of the botanical Gardens

at Oxford, to whom I entrusted it. But there was a delay in the Custom

Mouse, 11. consequence of which the ivy did nol arrive till afier the Commence
ment.

When it arrived, some of the plants were dead, liut the rest were, in my
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absence, very kindly preserved and planted in pots by my friend, Mr. Johnson, of

the express office, who reports to me that they will be quite lit for planting

next summer, if the graduating class should then desire to make use of them.

Goldwin Smith.

Dear Smith:— I am much annoyed at having lost a very kind letter from

the Secretary of the new Cornell Boat Club, which they have done me the

honor of having named after me. I have been worrying over my papers again

and again, but without success ; and so, as I can't remember his name, and

can't wait any longer, will beg vou to answer for me. I need not say how glad
I am to hear that they are taking to pulling, or how proud to have my name

associated with Number I Cornell, for I expect there will soon be 1st, 2nd and

3rd Cornells, as there are 1st, 2nd and 3rd Trinitys. As God-father to the

club I will venture to give them t.vo pieces of advice: First, to start in good

form, in row ing. It will make all the difference in the world in the pleasure
and the success of the effort, and in no exercise in the world that I know of do

bad habits and traditions stick more tenaciously. The Harvard men were

beaten by Oxford by their bad form ; for in my opinion they ought to have

been the faster crew, were better weighted for a four-oar, and carried more

strength to their weight, than the Oxford crew. The Secretary of the Harv

ard boat club, who came over with their men to England and managed for

them, kept his eyes open, and went home with every wrinkle on the river. I

saw him coaching at Washington, and I declare I think him as good now as

any man I ever saw before a crew. His name is Blaikie, and I think he is now

a lawyer at Boston ; but they can easily find him out, and I am sure, for the

love of the thing, he would gladly run to Cornell and give them a few

days' coaching. Secondly, don't let them take to rowing for prizes, except per

haps small medals, if they must have anything, or pewters costing a few shil

lings. In our time this was so, and a medal worth five shillings, at the out

side, was all you could evei win. Xow the pot hunting business has become

too prevalent, and, I own, is to my mind demoralizing the sport. What does a

youngster want with a lot of silver cups ? And the value of modern stakes

often draws the wrong sort of men, and makes them wrangle like watermen,

and as ready as they to take any smart advantage. We are in danger of ruin

ing rifle shooting here in the same wiv, by overloading the prize lists. I hope
to find them a first rate club when I next see Cornell.

Ever most truly yours,

Tho. Hughes.

a hint.

To the Editors of The Cornell Eia :

Please allow me space in your columns to express my detestation of the

manner in which some ofthe students conduct themselves, when visiting the

office of The University Press. They seem to hold lo the belief that the fix

tures and machinery ofthe office are public property
— that every wheel is for

them to turn, every page and case of type for them to pi, and, worse than all

else, every piece ofmanuscript for them to read. What would Professor Fiske

say (or do) to me should I go through the Library, taking down books here,

and putting them up there? What might I expect should I go prying

among Assistant-Treasurer Williams' books ? In what opinion would I

be held by these same students, should I go into their rooms and use their

soap and tooth brushes ? And yet, I have as much right, and it would be as

gentlemanly in me, to do all this, as it is for them to do that of which I com

plain. I wish it understood that so long as I am in charge ofthe University

Press, interference with machinery, tools, type, business, or copy, will not be

allowed; and, though visitors in the proper sense of the word, are always

welcome, and will meet with polite attenlion, loungers must keep out. I trust

this hint will be understood and acted upon by those to whom it applies, and

that such persons will bear in remembrance the next thingin order after a hint.

B. Hermon Smith,

Superintendent of The University Press.

COMMUNICATION FROM '74.

To the Editors of The Era :

In reply to your question of last week, we would say that it seems best

that our resolutions of the 5th inst. should not be published ; not that we re

tract in the slightest degree the decision therein expressed, but because we do

not wish to make any unnecessary show of harshness. It was the offense

which we condemned, and which we punished by refusing to recognize the

offender as a member of our class. And now that he has so suddenly left the

University, we know no purpose which could be served by publishing his

name. That is the least important part ofthe affair, and may as well be for

gotten. The only things worth recording are, the act itselfand our action with

regard lo it. Every student in the University knows the facts of thecase, and

all endorse the verdict of '74. Those outside of the University need know no

more than that the students of Cornell, though on the most friendly terms with

the faculty, will not allow any student to inform against any other student not

even in the case of a rush. 'Phis has been the first notable instance of the

kind at this University, and we hope it may lie the last. It is a practice ob

noxious alike to our sense of honor and propriety, and is seldom of any real

advantage to the informers or to the informed. If there is any question about

the matter, we should say that it had been fairly decided in the present in

stance, and we think that the unanimous opinion of so large a body of sludents

should have a force akin to law. We wish it distinctly understood that ours

is a university, and as such requires a system of government different from

the petty monitor system which may, with questionable propriety, be tolerated

and encouraged in a common school. '74.

NUTS EOR THE WOAIANISTS.

When all the women get to be students in Cornell University, and doctors

and lawyers and ministers and brokers, who is to do the child-bearing ? This

may not be an important question just now and for this generation, but it is

certainly one of vital interest to our grandchildren. Or is it expected that the

male portion ofthe race will enter upon the child-bearing business ?

—

Suppose two Cornell students, dissatisfied with the Ithaca institution,

should present thems-elves al Vassar and ask to be admitted to the lectures

and recitations, to be permitted to occupy seats designed for the other sex and

to embarass the ladies of the classes at Vassar by their presence
—what would

be the result ? Will President Raymond kindly inform us ?

— Woman has certain rights upon which man has never infringed. Among
ihese are the right.to bear children; the right to be asked in marriage ; the

right to wear petticoats; the right to be treated with a politeness not deemed

necessary in intercourse between male and male; the right to nurse children,

and so on to the end of the catalogue. There is no longer any hope for the

world unless a Men's Rights movement be organized, and we proceed to claim

our proper share of these exclusively female rights. We ought at once to be

gin the circulation of petitions praying for an amendment to the Constitution

enabling males to bear children. We should insist that hereafter women

should
"

pop the question
"

and run the risk of refusal. We should see to it

that the more
" advanced

"

advocates of Men's Rights don female attire.

When we go into a crowded car or room we should expect that the fair occu

pants of seats should
rise and offer them to us. We should henceforth de

mand the parental privilege of bestowing on our babes the milk of our own

breasts. From time immemorial woman, the oppressor, has debarred the en

slaved sex from the exercise of all these rights. Men and brothers ! Shall

we submit longer to this intolerable tyranny i

— Last year a woman
of twenty-five, or thereabouts, passed in good style

the entrance examination at Cornell University—an examination designed for

boys of sixteen. Thereupon there was great rejoicing among the advocates

of Women's Rights. Of course, it follows that women of twenty-five are just

as good as boys of sixteen, and if women of twenty-five are allowed to vote,

then boys of sixteen should also be admitted to the ballot box. Let us have a

Boys' Rights movement !

Women are born political economists! Last winter, in Ithaca they cir

culated and signed petitions asking for the abolition of licenses to sell liquors.

This attempt at female legislation was successful. The result is that now

every grog-shop in town is selling without a license, and the public treasury is

deprived of the usual fees.

As prudent citizens we
should study the future and be prepared for the

events which it may bring forth. Lei us, therefore, consider one eventuality.

When women have obtained their rights and occupy their due half of the seals

in our state legislature, suppose several
of the female members should, in the

midst of a session, be obliged to retire for some weeks for reasons of a family

nature, leaving the law-making body without a quorum. What consequences

would follow ? Would the legislature adjourn over ? Would new elections

be ordered? .Would the constitution be endangered ?

Suggestion from the French department of the University. Would it

not be proper to style the new foundation of Mr. Sage College des Sages-

fernmes t

It has been estimated that the brain can hold 3,155,760,000 thoughts.
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ABOUT ITHACA.

We are inclined to feel grateful to Ithaca for many things. With

few exceptions, the course of her people has been kind towards the

students, her firemen have always been ready to assist the Univer

sity when actually or seemingly in peril, her officers have been le

nient, and her press has always been as much the champion of Cor

nell and the students as The Era itself. For all these things we

feel grateful ; and, though there is no outward sign of it as yet, the

the result will show that none of these words and acts are falling to

to the ground, but that they go straight home to the student heart,

and make it pulsate more warmly for the benefactors. Why should

n't there be the most amicable relations between the two, and hence

mutual benefit? Ithaca has, according to the census, n,oon inhab

itants ; according to her wishes and belief, many more. For her

population, she has a great number of manufactories, among which

are paper mills, wheel and hub, clock and locomotive factories, ex

tensive tobacco works, a large tannery, foundries, oil-mills, a book-

bindery, three weeklies and a daily paper, besides The Era, several

fire companies—all of them effective now, and to be ten-fold more

effective with the new steamers—and Cornell University. The

scenery around Ithaca, her Gorge, her numerous falls in Cascadilla,

Fall, and Six-Mile Creeks, her views down the Lake,—all these are

unsurpassed in any American city or locality. Within six miles is

Taghanic, within twenty is Watkins, both noted for the grandeur
of their scenery. The advantages of egress and ingress are unex

celled. A railroad is building on each side of Cayuga toward Ith

aca, which will give the traveler going north unlimited choice of

time and route ; a new road goes to Cortland, and connects with

the Central ; the newly completed Ithaca and Athens road makes

regular time ; the old Owego road connects with the Erie railroad ;

and the older Lake is traveled twice a day by boats going to Ca

yuga and returning. Rocks give the geologist and the stone cutter

occupation, the forests furnish the botanist a varied and extensive

choice of plants and trees, the waterfalls, natural and artificial, give
the lover of nature and art pleasing thoughts, the shaded and well

kept streets, the pleasant park and the music it so often furnishes

make the scene more attractive. Among the churches anyone could

find a home ; Presbyterian, Methodist, Episcopal, Dutch Reformed,
Baptist, Unitarian, Catholic, all extend their arms to welcome mem

bers or hearers. The Public School, the Academy, Edgemont and
the Preparatory School of Professor Kinne are worthy of patron
age. The town has numerous entertainments in the form of lectures

by the most famous men and women in the country, theaters, con
certs and even circuses. Sculpture and painting find a cherishing
abode in the Art Gallery, the fame of which has spread to many
distant towns. Learning, or rather education in its broadest sense,
has one of her most powerful auxiliaries in Cornell University'
which gives to the people of Ithaca, as well as to her students, the
advantages of her lectures and influence.

We have enumerated but a few ofthe advantages of life in Itha

ca, and but a few of her strong points. We have done this not for

the benefit of our students, but for
the instruction of readers abroad

whose ideas of Ithaca are often as incorrect and unflattering as are

the reports of the University itself. We wish as much for Ithaca's

prosperity as she does for ours, and for the same reasons. Let us

have none but the friendliest relations with each other,
and let us ex

tend a hearty welcome to all who make Ithaca a temporary home.

A NEEDED IMPROVEMENT.

It is the privilege and duty of an editor to grumble. We

would look down on one who does n't. Of all the reforms that

have ever made the world a happier and better place, there is not

one but that has been brought about by well-timed and persistent

grumbling, whether it be reform in New York legislation or in a

less complex affair. Knowing our duty in this respect, we dare not

shrink from its performance ; and here is what we want remedied

and what must be remedied soon. There are, perhaps, two-thirds

of our students in Cornell who use the walk that winds down from

the campus, past the stone quarry, through the cemetery, over old

steps and hard gravel, sharp stone and breakneck descents. Per

haps four hundred pairs of feet tread this road twice a day, four

hundred grumbling voices chant out their discontent once a day,

and once a week the topic is discussed by parties going up or down,

and the conclusion is reached that something will surely be done

soon. When we first ascended the hill by the Cascadilla road and

travelled over to the University buildings, down below us we saw

the town, as did Paul Revere in his famous ride in Xew England,

not sleeping, but quiet through its distance. Directly to the west

of us was the ball-ground, apparently but a short and easy distance.

We had base-ball tendencies and determined to descend, not dream

ing, in our unsophisticated Freshman wisdom, of the difficulties

that lay before us. The tibia and fibula were set in motion, the

motion increased, the speed became fearful, the momentum fright
ful ; we landed in the quarry, amid the staring and astonished

workmen, who out of compassion placed us on our feet and set us

going again. Too powerless to resist the force of gravitation, we

meandered down past the geological specimens that were strewed

around, intent only on reaching that ball-ground. Soon we came

to a stone fence, which was vaulted, a hedge which we tramped

through, a ditch which we leaped across and then began to go down

at an angle of eighty-nine degrees, and a velocity of one hundred

steps a second till a fence caused a partial halt. The ball-ground
was at last reached, but with what difficulties !

All these things, though they are overlooked in a measure by

students, are observed by visitors, and seem to them to detract

from the beauties of Cornell. The wi iter is coming and slippery
walks will soon be here; must another winter pass without at least

an improvement on the old way of going round by Cascadilla or

of walking on the tops of fences to avoid a burial in snow ? Every

thing has been carried on with commendable zeal and success

around Cascadilla, and the walks from town via that building to

the University are excellent, but the more important and direct

route has been neglected too long. So much confidence have we

in the University authorities, that we are sure, though we have
heard nothing to that effect, that a step so much needed as this
will not remain long untaken.

'I'HE exi.erime.it of using naphtha for fuel in running a locomotive is said
to have been tried in Russia, with a saving of fifty per cent, in both cost and

weight.
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OUR ADVERTISING COLUMNS.

"Why don't the editors of The Era publish it without adver

tisements ?
" '•

Students don't want to pay for printing advertise

ments."
"

A college paper should be a strictly literary journal."
Remarks of this kind are often made by students who know no

better than to suppose they are paying extra for the space covered

by advertisements. The fact is, gentlemen, your subscriptions to

The Era do not pay the cash expense of printing it ; and to omit

the advertisements would require either a material advance in price

or a reduction in size ofthe paper, besides, are the advertisements

really worth nothing to you ? Is it worth nothing to have a good

business directory of the place, and al .0 of branches of business

which you may wish to patronize in other places ? We hope our

subscribers will not neglect to examine our advertising columns

carefully, for while we advertise branches of business which we do

not recommend them to patronize, we can assure them that we have

the utmost confidence in the reliability of our advertisers, and we

hope that students will patronize those who help support the college

paper, in'preference to those who refuse so to do.

And if any of our readers have not made this examination, we

will state that some of our advertisements not only give information

as to wrhere reliable firms are situated, but have much of even liter

ary merit in themselves.

Read, then, the advertisements in The Era and be wise.

CAVITE STULTIl

" There is a point beyond which forbearance ceases to be a vir

tue," is an aphorism as old and respected as it is forcible and true.

In a few weeks we have found that the point spoken of is nearly

reached, and it becomes necessary to put in print a few facts, and

give the public a generous portion of editorial mind. We are meek

in spirit, as a body ; but whose ire would not be roused by the en

trance of a person who has no business in the office, who walks up

to the hook where copy has been carefully arranged for the com

positors, fingers over and reads the matter which is supposed to

be private and not to be seen by any eye except the compositor's,

disarranges the papers in his eagerness to see the whole, wanders

off to the compositors' stands, tries to engage them in conversation,

and succeeds, perhaps, irr causing them to make unpleasant mis

takes ; leans on and "pies
"

type, and makes himself generally ob

noxious and out of place. Yet senseless and careless as such a man

may seem, and uncommon as the occurrence ought to be, it is not

uncommon ; and those whose good sense ought to tell them better

are among the ones to be found trespassing.

Visitors are always welcome, as are those who have business with

either editors or foreman ; but loungers and curious idlers are wel

come to stay away as long as possible.

PERSONAL.

President Caswell, of Brown University, has resigned.

Cuddeback, of '74, is dangerously sick with the pleurisy.

McCullum, of '72, is at his post again, though late in the day.

F. B. Brewer, formerly of '73, is at present in Woodstock, Vermont.

Professor Prentiss accepts the Darwinian theory in the origin of species.

Mrs. Mary E. Dooge is paid $3,000 a year for writing for the Health and

Home.

Professor Hadley, of Vale College, author of Hadley's Greek Gram

mar, is sick.

Professor Law attended the State Fair at Albany last week. They had

a rainy time.

Mr. G. C. IIanford, of '72, is engaged in the nursery business, in Cob-

den, Illinois.

CE T. Dunwell, of '73, is among us again. He greets all with a "hearty

grip" and pleasant accent.

Professor Noah Porter was inaugurated as President of Vale College,
last Wednesday, Oct. II, 1871.

William L. Si'RAGUE, ofthe class of '71, is now in New Brighton, Penn

sylvania, and sends his regards to The Era.

Mr. Hi-man II. Sani-'ori>, Principal <>f Cortland Academy, has been

elected Professor of Latin in the Syracuse University.

We are glad to greet our jovial classmate Ames, of '73, again. He has

just returned from his vacation, looking well and hearty.

It is said that Mr. Spurgeon has printed 1. 600 of his sermons, of which

20,000,000 copies have been circulated in the English language alone.

Miss Harriet W. Tekkv. of Xnv Haven, has accepted the office of Lady

Principal of Vassar College, made vacant by the death of Miss Lyman.

A. II. Oshokn. of '72, shows his genial and welcome face among us this

week. He has been recruiting his health in the Great West this summer.

S. F. Averv, of '73, finds he can't possibly live without The Era this

year, though we are sorry to learn he will not return to Cornell this year.

lie is at present in Hudson, this state.

R. (). Kellogg, of '71, is in Girard, Pennsylvania, engaged in studying

law. lie designs to take a thorough course. He congratulates the Univer

sity on the addition of a chair of American History to the course.

We have heard from Mr. L. F. Baker of '73. He i.s at his home, Pleas

ant Mount, Pennsylvania; has been sick but is now recovered, and does not

intend to return to the University. Abundant success to you, L. F.

J. II. Huru, of the preceding corps, is in Batavia. He sends us a letter

full of encouragement and congratulation, and though desiring that we may

partially eclipse the last editors, hopes the class of '74 will entirely eclipse our

humble efforts.

Mr. L. H. Barnum, of '71, is engaged in teaching in Wilmington, Dela

ware. Happv in learning that our esteemed friend occupies a position which

will enable him to use for the general good his talents, we wish him the most

perfect success.

B. Hermon Smiih, the Manager of the University Press, still continues

his good work of adding to the facilities of the office for doing fine work that

will be a credit to the institution as well as to his art. About fifty different

styles of new type and a fine proof-press are the latest improvements. The

Era is one ofthe tokens of S.'s skill in his profession.

On Saturday last, at 2 P. M., Mr. P. IL Clark, of '73- accompanied by his

chnm, was on his way to Free Hollow, when, a few rods this side the grist

mills ihey heard suddenly a rustling noise through the bushes, and then a dull

heavy thud. On repairing to the place whence the noise proceeded they saw

a man floating in the water fifty feet below them. Mr. Clark ran about a hun

dred yards to where the bank of the stream shelves a little, slid down the

branch of a tree, and, in the excitement of the moment, made a hazardous

jump of twenty feet to a ledge of rocks near the bottom of the gorge. He soon

reached the body, which had floated off from the bank and sunk, plunged in af

ter it, towed it down the stream to an open place, when it was laid on the

bank. On examination life was found extinct. Three deep gashes, received

in the fall on the rocks below, penetrated the skull and killed him. The body

was given over into the hands of the police, and conveyed to the station.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

The University Band is getting into excellent practice.
— The Owls had a fine meeting im Arbor the other night.
— A Senior says,

" I wish I knew everything in the world."

— Wanted. 200 new subscribers for The Era among the students.

— Indefinite.—Senioi {to Junior)
—Thou hast a devil. Junior

—The devil

I have !

— The bridges between Cascadilla Place and the University are to be re-

planked.
—

" How do you like the new hat ?
"

is the prevailing topic for discussion

this week.

— Dr. Wilder greatly astonished the Kes'iman class in Physiology by in

fo, ming them that l heir lungs eat the air.

—
" Can the present Era corps ever be short ?

"

is the question asked by

an impecunious individual when asked for his subscription.

'Phe McGraw building is finished off wilh a white pointing, which makes

it look very fine, and casts the other buildings into the shade.

— The pilgrimage to to the well Zem-Zein or to the Austrian holy spring
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at Mariazell is now equaled by the procession towards the Free Hollow cider-

mill.

The people of the city are very mnch alarmed on account of the late

heayy fires in other cities, and for their own safety. An extra force of police

is put on duly.
— Rushists seem to have subsided of their own accord. It is to be hoped

that they have
" had it out," and that all parties are content to let matters

rest as they are.

The Repoiter, ~ise\v Vork city, contains the following:
" The Cornell

Era, Ithaca, New Vork, has enlarged to sixteen pages, and presents a fine

typographical appearance."
— Professor

—Which race is the best read? Freshman No. 1— The hu

man race. Freshman No. 2 — No, sir, the Indian race is the best red. Pro

fessor
— Gentlemen, where were you prepared for college?

— One of the students shows, in these days of
" thrown

"

and "put up
"

games of base-ball, his
steadfast faith in strong and square playing by backing

quite heavily the Philadelphia Athletics for
the national championship this year.

A youth who knows is at our elbow and says, he never saw so many

public-spirited ladies as Ithaca possesses. There is not one of them that

would not be perfectly willing to have her father's house turned into a court

house.

— Professor Wilder is honored by having, this term, a greater number of

ladies in attendance upon his lectures in Physiology, than ever before. Mem

bers of '75 are more fortunate in this respect than have been the students of

any previous class.

— Minutes ofthe Natural History Society's interesting meeting last Sat

urday evening are received too late for this week. They will appear in the

next issue. Also, we are obliged to leave out an excellent lengthy report of

the Navy review, which came in too late.

— The question was asked last week,
" Where is the University Band ?

"

Answer. It has been heard from. Basiler portions of it were heard in a cer

tain part ofthe city, tooting their parts separately, at eleven o'clock at night

and on Sundays, for the entertainment (?) of that neighborhood.
— At present, Seniors are receiving an abundance of instruction in history.

They listen to Professor Greene twice a week, to Professor Goldwin .Smith

five times a week, and to President White three times a week. Professor

Smith's first lecture of this year was delivered Monday at 12-15. -^s usual, a

number of ladies were present.
— Youngs' tactics were called in play last week on the drill ground. The

company was about ready to plunge into the creek, when the order came,

"

Stop, darn it !
"

It reminds us of the colonel in Minnesota who originated
orders for the company of cavalry he had raised. The first was,

"

Prepare fur

to git onto your creeters," the second,
"

Git."

— A Freshman, passing across the railroad after the rain on Wednesday,
noticed that the ballast on the road bed was perfectly dry. Thinking that he

had discovered some new hygrometric law, he joyfully informed a Senior ot

his discovery, who, after patiently hearing a disquisition by '75 on the
"

mag

netic influences" of parallel rails, calmly suggested that perhaps a freight train

had stood on that section of the track during the night.
— Last Monday, at the hour of the lecture on Rhetoric, Professor Shack

ford caused the Seniors to elect by ballot four debaters, who are to conduct a

debate, to occur next Monday at the regular lecture hour. The debate will

probably be a very brilliant affair. The Englishman Fox, as a debater, has

always held a first position, compared either with men of his own time, or wilh

those of the present; but next Monday his fame will probably be totally and

forever eclipsed.
— When the news arrived of that fire which has cured the renowned wick

edness ofthe Garden City, to which blaze Illium was but a cigar light, Lon

don but a will-of-the-wisp, and Moscow only a "fox lire," a member of the

corps was observed pumping tears out of his handkerchief. On commi sc rat

ing companions inquiring if he had lost any friends in the terrible dies i>,c, he

sobbed out that he had left his "

Cleveland's Milton
"

in one of the burnt ho

tels; said volume cost two dollars, and was not insured for half thc value.

— We are informed by the Leader, and other reliable authorities, that there

is an organization known as "Owls,
"

in the University. Of course we know

nothing of the purposes and practices of these creatures, but here is some

thing whichmay prove of interest to them :
"

I am glad that there are owls. Let

them do the idiotic and demoniacal hooting for men. Il is a sound admirably
suited to swamps and twilight woods which no day illustrates, suggesting a

vast and undeveloped nature which men have not recognized. They represent
the stark twilight and unsatisfied thoughts which all have."— 1 hoieau.

— A lunior received a. paper from a lady who had thrown away a golden

chance, but novv had become repentant; on examining it he found some lines

marked, and the concluding one read :

"

And she hath waited all these years."

The lunior thought waiting
was calculated to develope patience and other

virtues, and therefore changed the line so that it read:

"

And she may wa&five hundred years."

and returned it heartlessly to the sender.

— Those who heard Dr. Stebbins last Sunday morning not only were

treated to some most excellent remarks on the observance ofthe Sabbath, but

doubtless were a little startled at his ideas on the days for recitations in col.

leges. He recommends highly the change of Saturday to Monday as the week

ly holiday. In making this change a Faculty do away with the custom of stu

dying Sunday, which he thinks—or rather seems to have discovered—is quite

prevalent among students, and the same amount of recreation can be had and

work done, with no breaking of the commandments and no injury to the con

stitution. To those among us who act on the maxim
" Never do to-day what

can possibly be crowded into to-morrow," this is a powerful argument. As to

the practical benefit of the change, there is at least one American institution

which has departed from the time-honored custom, made the change, and re

ports favorably of its workings.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

At Amherst, '73 holds the base ball championship.
— New England opens four of her colleges to women.

— Amherst College, Massachusetts, has Seniors, 47; Juniors, 64; Sopho

mores, 73; Freshmen, 62.

— Hobart College is rejoicing over an unusually large Freshman class,

which numbers seventeen.

— The
"

Pilgrim's Progress" has been translated into the Chinese, and

furnished with illustrations by native artists.

— A Nashua girl is trying to get admitted to the Harvard Law School.

If she knocks long and loud enough, the doors will doubtless be opened.
— Brunonians are going to manufacture lightning. They have received

the largest Holtz electrical machine in the world, which can produce a fifteen

inch spark.
— A man in Brown University has received the first prize in Greek and the

second in Latin, who has only studied those languages eighteen months. This

is encouraging to those students who are in favor of the
''

short course."

— A plan has been suggested to us which it is hoped may meet the appro

bation ol the faculty. It is to omit services at the chapel on a few successive

Sundays, and to devote the income of that endowed position to the boat club.

— I 'a le Con ran t.

— While folks in Louisana don't send their children to schools where the

colored people are admitted, and won't do it. .So the fund, Mr. Peabody's

gift, has to be divided, and a separate sehool established at which each race

can procure an education. The Schoolmaster favors compulsory attendance.

— Professor Marsh and the scientific party from Vale College have returned

to Fort Bridger, Wyoming Territory, from the Eastern Uintah Mountains,

where they have spent the last live weeks in geological explorations. The par

ty left on Friday for Salt Lake City, and will go through Idaho to Southern

Oiegon.
— Globe.

— Bowdoin College has made several prodigious leaps toward renown.

She has a department of science and art which makes the olden classical course'

less prominent; modern languages are made more prominent, and a four years'
and a two years' course are prepared. New oflicers and a new president seem
to have worked wonders there.

— The Superintendents of Insane Asylums have decided that the next

meeting of the National Association shall be held in Madison.—Universitv

Press. Isn't this a wise decision, to hold the meeting in a place which has a

University with a library open half an hour tor two days in the week for gen

tlemen, and the same time lor ladies ? And yet tire Press is elated at this

evidence of improvement.
— The Schoolmaster has an interesting lot of statistics, from which we clip

lhe following : "( ieneral I'Eaton, Commissioner of Education, has collected

from all available sources, a list of the names ofthe colleges and collegiate in-

sti'.ulions in the United States. The total number is 466, of which 306 are

colleges, (,6 Roman Catholic schools, l>o colleges for females, and 29 high-
schools or institutes for males.

— The Ladies' Chiistian Union of Chicago, have organized a bureau to help
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young women who desire an education, but are not in circumstances to get it

without aid. It will put itself in communication with schools and seminaries,

secure reduced tuition, find places where young women may have a chance to

work for their board while studying, and raise a fund from which to make

loans in certain cases where they may seem advisable.—Rhode Island School-

Master.

— At the Easter competitive examination of Edinburgh University a young

woman won the scholarship.but the faculty refused to grant it on the ground

that, although women are entitled to tuition, the University prizes belong to

men exclusively. The result was that the professor of Chemistry became dis

gusted, and a general disturbance ensued. When the women were on the

point of calling out victory, Dr. Christison, physician to the queen, informed

the professors that
"

the highest lady in the realm
"

had instructed him to

represent to them that she greatly disapproved of women studying medicine.

This turned the scale, and the motion to
"

put young women on the same

footing as youngmen" was voted down by a majority of one.—Chronicle.

— The following are the rules for the Freshmen in McKendree University,

Lebanon, Illinois :
"
No Freshman shall speak to a Senior with his hat on, or

have it on in a Senior's chamber. All Freshmen shall be obliged to go on any

errand (not judged improper by the Faculty) for any of his Seniors. No

Freshman shall go by his Senior without taking his hat off, if it be on. No

Freshman shall laugh in his Senior's face. No Freshmen shall ask his Senior

an impertinent question. Freshmen are to carry themselves to their Seniors

in all respects so as to be in no wise saucy to them ; and whosoever of the

Freshmen shall break any of these customs shall be severely reprimanded." If

these are all the restrictions observed at McKendree, we fear the discipline be

tween classes is very lax. Cornell Sophomores, even, are more exacting than

this.

CLASS ELECTION OF '72.

At the class election last evening, '72 honored herself by the election of

the following officers for the present term only: President, D. S. Jordan;

Vice-President, Clinton Smith; Corresponding Secretary, M. Kellogg; Re

cording Secretary, S. P. Thomas; Treasurer, H. C. Henderson; Orator, T.

Sanderson; Historian, E. V. Wilson; Poet, A. Osborn ; Essayist, J. WE

Mack; Prophet, A. C. Weeks.

CLASS AIEETING OF '73.

Last night the class of '73 elected officers for the Junior year as follows :

President, G. B. Turner; Vice-President, Richard Bacon; Corresponding

Secretary, E. Jillett ; Recording Secretary, J. R. Stoddard ; Treasurer, W.

T. Morris; Orator, C. Beebe; Poet, W. H. French; Prophet, E. Moses;

Marshal, G. W. McKechnie; Essayist, L. Elsbree ; Historian, H. C. John
son. Before proceeding to election, the class conscience was once more so

awakened to the fact that the
"

supper
"

had not yet taken place, that a reso

lution was passed to have a. fete ehampctre at Taghanic Falls, on Saturday, the

14th. Inauguration of class officers, discussion of dinners, and plans- for a

Junior exhibition will be part of the day's programme, which the committee

will endeavor to make so interesting that every member of '73 will make reci

tations, etc., for the nonce, subordinate to this excursion.

LEET OUT.

We have received, too late in the week, a very ably-written article in ref

erence to the " expulsion
"

of Mr. Simpson from the Sophomore class, by his

classmates, for the despicable act of tattling. The writer, with much earn

estness, denounces the action as
"

college lynching." However, even if the

resolutions were too severe, which many doubt, the class were justifiable, con

sidering their excitement and indignation, in passing them, even as the en

raged Chicago men are blameless for at once choking or perforating the incen

diaries, while Simpson, by not facing the class like a man and making his de

fence, lost his case by default ; yet '74 would have possibly done better, in

such a trivial matter, to merely expel the offender, without wasting time in

resolutions.

BASE BALL.

On Tuesday, Oct. 10th, a match was played between '72 and '74, resulting
rather unexpectedly in favor ofthe former. '72 brought out a full nine, while

'74, besides being without Conable and Asper, had the misfortune to have

Sawyer and Upham temporarily injured. The game commenced in favor of

the Sophs, but the heavy batting ofthe Seniors, aided by the pitching of Smith,

the magnificent catching of Conklin and the first base play ofHeadley, soon

gave the Seniors the lead, which they increased still more every innings, and

but for the darkness would have run up a large score. The batting of Conk

lin, Nash and Miller, of '72, was very fine, especially a home run by the first.

The two Gills, Upham, Wheeler and Sawyer fielded well. The wind rendered

all attempts at good fielding and pitching futile. Jillett, as umpire, gave sat

isfaction to both sides.

sCORE.

'72. '74-

0 K UH Till. l)E LB 0 R 11. ii Till UE LC

Headley, lb, 1 s s s I I J. D. Upham, p, 3 I 0 0 I 0

Henderson, rf, 3 4 4 6 0 O Sawyer, c, 2 2 1 I I 0

Conklin, c, 2 S 4 12 2 0 S. CE Gill, lb, 1 ^ 2 2 1 0

CE Smith, p, 2 4 3 4 2 I J. W. Gill, 2b, 1 3 2 2 I 0

Blair, ss, 3 4 2 2 2 0 L.F. Henderson, 3b, 4 0 1 2 0 0

Miller, If, 1 d 6 7 I 0 Maxwell, ss, 1 2 2 3 I I

Nash, 2b, 2 S 6 10 0 0 Wheeler, cf, 2 0 2 4 0 I

Jordan, cf, 1 0 3 4 4 0 Shear, If, 1 2 1 3 I 0

Clinton, 3b, 3 4 4 7 0 0 E. Hayes, rf, 3 0 0 0 0 0

iS 43 37 57 12 2 l8 13 11 17 6 2

Seventy-two, 2— 1 1--6—8--7--9=43-

Seventy-four, 4-
- 1-—2—0--2--4== '3-

Home runs— Conklin 2, Nash 1, Clinton 1, =4.

Fly catches — Sawyer 1, Upham 1, J. W. < i il 1 1, Hayes 1=4. Conklin

1, Headley 1, Nash 1, Henderson 1=4.

Foul-bound catches—Wheeler 2, Sawyer 1 = 3- Conklin 6.

Catches on strikes — Conklin 3. Upham 1.

Put out on bases— By S. C. Gill 7, Wheeler 1, J. W. Gill 1 =9.

Headley 2, C. Smith I, Conklin 1, Clinton 1=5.

Assisted— By S. C. Gill 5, Maxwell 2, J. WE Gill I, Upham 1 = 9.

Conklin 2, C. Smith 1, Headley 1, Clinton 1 = 5.

Called balls— J. W. Gill 18, S. C. Gill 4, Upham, 17,

C. Smith 27.

Passed balls— Sawyer 12, Wheeler 11, Upham 3 =26.

Double play by Maxwell, S. C. (Jill and Wheeler.

Bases on called balls taken by '72 4, '74 4.

Umpire
— E. Jillett, '73.

Scorer = J. B. Edgerly.
Time— 2:45.

Maxwell 9

Conklin 7.

By

By

58.

DRAAIA FROM REAL LIFE.

Scene—Studio ofthe proprietor of a Cornell student's "prize garden." Stu

dent seated before a large basket of choice pears. Enter, unannounced, a

neighboring fruit-grower.
Fruit-Grower {with sarcastic tone and look of triumph)

—I hope I'm not in

truding on your privacy ?

Student {slightly confused)—O certainly not. I'm happy to see you, sir.

Honorable pursuits bear inspection at all times.—Have a pear ?

Fruit-Gnnver—Thank you.—Very nice fruit. But—but I thought I was

the only man, 'round here, that raised this variety. May I ask where you

found these ?

Student {complacently) Raised them from the seed, on my prize garden.

Exit fruit-grower, reflecting on the revolutions science is making
"

in the

way of doing things."

We insert the following neat parody, hoping that it may call out from

the poets of our class, and the poets of others, some Cornell base-ball songs.

Try the art of weaving sentiments into Iambics, someone.

BASE-KALL SONG.

How dear to the heart is the green-covered ball-field,

Where good rival captains their men rightly place,

The pitcher, the catcher, the right field, and left field,

The good men, the true men, who guard well each base ;

The short stop so lively, the center field handy,

The ball, and the striker who aims it to send high.

But dearer than all to the hearts of good fielders

Is the leather-clad baseball wc catch on the liy—

The jolly old base-ball, the well-covered base-ball,

The leather-clad base-ball we catch on the Hy.
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GONE.

The other day the editors left in their office a supply of pens, ink, paper,

This has been taken. The editors didn't sanction the taking, and don't.

The taker, if the amount had been greater, would probably have found a snug

and sunny repose in some stone building with iron bars before its windows.

A Parson Brownlow, a Brick Pomeroy or a George Francis Train, might

vituperate the offender sufficiently to satisfy us ; but vve are moral, and won't

even hire our hard words said.

If that individual will replace the abstracted articles, he will free himself

from the double sin of invading the editorial sanctum, and of taking his neigh

bors property, —called in Bible times, stealing
— and he will free himself

from our displeasure, which, be it understood, is
no small matter.

Or Beard, author of
"

Hygeine for Students," a
series of papers published

in the'lL Courant, in 1869, and of a work on
"

Stimulants and Narcotics,

atlt^SS"'t:e admirable. They contain more and

better in a small space
on hygeine than

I have ever seen before."

EXCHANGES.

has, in the October number for 1871, a number of arti-

e

lslation of Professor Bayard Tay-cles^lrtk^ "■■■

as found in the original tongue, and
the tran

1 r -„il„. bi.diest terms. Those of us who know the depth of

nr is sooken of in I ne n.gnesi
icii'is.

Prllr Taylor's knowledge of German,
from hearing his able lectures here

Ot winter, will be ready to endorse every word in commendation of Ins ability

been so many times attempted by famous

" PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE."

Scene—Front of Professor Wilder's laboratory, from the window of which

a noble rooster, ignorant of the overhanging dissecting knife, calmly surveys

the outer world.

Fresh—O Tom, see that eagle.

Tom—Freshy, that's a rooster.

Fresh—What's he doing there ? I.s he a wild one ?

Tom—He is tame. Professor Wilder will use him for the promotion of

scientific knowledge.

Fresh—Does this professor raise chickens on his farm ?

Tom—He is no farmer, and raises no chickens. He is a scientist.

Fresh—\Ve\l, perhaps it is all right, but at any rate, if I were a resident

chicken of this scientific vicinity I should be very careful to select the highest

perch as a roosting-p/ace.

The independent company of cadets, formerly commanded by Captain Ben

ton, of '71, have commenced drilling under the leadership of Captain Blake, of

'73. Il would seem to be a necessity for those who would become proficient

in the military art to give to it more attention than is required as a condition

of graduation. The formation of independent companies under competent of

ficers gives ample opportunities to those whose taste leads them in that direc

tion.

eiewer in the Old and New con-
to translate that poem which has

men, but never with so much success. The revi

eludes by saying:
" We have only congratul u.ons to the translator for the

success of the grand project, and to the English reader that the greatest work

„f Goethe is placed in his hands in a shape, if not perfect,-wh.ch
would be

impossible,-at least so near perfection ; while the suggestions and dlustra-

tions contained in the notes will make the work of value to the student most

at home with lhe pages of the original."
We find in the same magazine a long

article on broken bones: how they are procured, set and removed. Freshmen

and Sophomores will find
consolation here. A sketch of Princeton College

and a notice of Antioch College are to be found in its pages.

BOOK NOTICES.

Human Locomotion ; How we Stand, Walk, and Run. Bv Burt G.

Wilder, S. B., M. D., Professor of Comparative Anatomy and

Zoology in Cornell University.

A pamphlet of twenty pages, in which the author gives the results ofhis

investigations.
These researches have been made by aid ofthe gradigraph, an instru

ment of the Doctor's invention.

Though one may suppose so simple a subject would hardly offer matter

for a lecture of this length, still we think a perusal will satisfy him that it

contains much of even practical value notwithstanding the abstractly scientific

sound of the title.

Distorted attitudes seem to be especial abomination in the eyes of the

Doctor. In commenting on the combined effect of the
"
Grecian bend,

"

"chignon," and "high-heeled boots," he says : —

"The total result is an attitude which is as completely that of the orang

outang as the human body is able to assume."

Those who have heard his lecture on the subject will be pleased to find it

in print, and those who take physiology at Cornell this term will be much

aided by an examination of the subject before it is taken up in the lecture

room. Price, twenty cents.

SCIENTIFIC.

Meteoric Sone.—The recent fall of a twelve-pound meteoric stone at

Searsport, Mass., was preceded by an explosion like the report of a heavy

gun, followed by a rushing sound, like the escape of steam from a boiler.

The sound seemed to come from the south and move northwardly. The stone

dropped with such force that it sank two feet into the ground, but was seen to

fall and was quickly dug out. It was quite hot, and broken however, and

could only be removed in pieces. Its color was grey, except the outside,

which was black, and showed plainly the effect of melting heat.—College Cour

ant.
^__

Breathing through the Nostrils.
—We are no believers in

"

fussing"

about our health, yet there are some simple rules which we may, with much

advantage, convert into habits. One of them is this : When breathing air

that is dusty, or ill-smelling, or otherwise impure, draw the breath slowly

through the nostrils. In this way the dust or other impurities are in part ar

rested in the moist and narrow nasal passages, and are prevented from being

thrown upon the lungs. When we breathe through the mouth they are carried

more directly thither. Many would lengthen their lives by resolutely breath

ing through the nostrils.

English astronomers are already making preparations for observing the

total eclipse of the sun, which will take place on the 12th December next. It

will be total in India, Ceylon and eVustralia only. As there are already gov

ernment astronomers at Madras and Melbourne, it will merely be necessary to

provide them with instructions and the latest improved instruments from Eng

land ; but both the Astronomical and Royal Societies will probably send ou'

parties to Ceylon. Inasmuch as American men of science^iave heretofore done

such valuable work in this branch of practical astronomy, it is to be hoped
that an expedition will be made up in the United States to observe this eclipse.
The railway to San Francisco and the communication with Australia and the

East by the Pacific steamship lines render the project peculiarly feasible.

Rules of Health, and List of Lectures, by the same Author. Pi ice, 10

cents.

A pamphlet containing much valuable matter
" boiled down."

In addition to what is generally included under this head, there are con

densed directions as to mode of procedure in many probable cases of accident.

Were we to criticise it, we should say that some of these rules arc rather too

much condensed. Apnoea, for instance, seems to be disposed of in rather a

summary manner, in view of the fact that improper directions for restoration

from it are given in many old works, generally supposed to be standard. His

comments on stimulants are given more at length, but we (some of us) arc

inclined to think that to discourage their use in a little more positive manner,

might be better. Upon the whole, however, we doubt if so much practical

information on Hygeine can be procured elsew here for the same money.

Du. W. B. Carpenter, one of the highest living authorities on deep sea

soundings and their results, is opposed to the theory that the great ocean cur

rents are due to thc action of the trade winds. Mr. James Croll, in the Phil

osophical Alagazine, maintains the other side of the controversy, and includes

the Gulf Stream among the currents produced by the superficial action of the

trades. Professor James D. Dana, of Vale College, sides wilh Dr. Carpenter.

The phosphorescent matter in fishes is asserted to be merely fat, in a paper

lately read before the Association of Naturalists and Physicians at Turin.

The grandest chemical reaction on record is the following:
C< >-,. -f- financial ruin.

Chicago -J- O

To bathe the face in the early morning dew is exceedingly healthful and in

vigorating.
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A LESSOAr IN BOA TING.

The first annual regatta of the National Rowing Association of American

Colleges is over, and the result is probably as little liked as it was expected by
the originators of that short-named

"
Association."

To the disinterested observer the first impression made by the whole per

formance is irresistibly comical. First, we have the careless confidence of the

invincible Harvards and the frantic desperation of the "agricultural charac

ters," then, the graceful, faultless rowing of the Cambridge men and the

furious determined digging without regard to rule or style, of the farmers, the
dumb surprise of the crowd as the crews came in sight of the judge's boat ;

and finally the shout of" M. A. C." (Massachusetts Agricultural College.)
But this is not the only view of the case which strikes the mind of the

above mentioned observer. There are lessons to be learned from the result

which it would be foolish for us to neglect.
But before we proceed to the review of these points let us premise that we

are sincerely sorry that the race resulted as it did. Whatever feeling of joy
came over us on hearing that Harvard was beaten, entirely vanishes when we

come to reflect that college men were beaten by farmers. For after all, we

have a great deal more sympathy with Harvard men than we are willing to

acknowledge. They have for the most part the same aims, the same vexations

and the same enjoyments as we. Their defeat by the M. A. CE was a defeat

ofthe champion of college boating, and we heartily regret it.

The whole business reminds us that style and skill alone amount to very

little in boating when brought into conflict with great muscular strength. The

Harvards had long practice, good training, great skill and the experience of

former years. The Agriculturists, on the other hand, knew nothing of row

ing, had scarcely ever been in a boat together, but by main force they took

the race in their hands and walked away with it.

Another thing of which we are reminded with the most unpleasant distinct

ness, is that in any conflict of muscle, training and skill are almost sure to be

defeated by men accustomed to manual labor. It is a disagreeable fact and

one which we are sometimes very much inclined to disbelieve, but common

sense and experience are always assuring us that it is a fact, in the most un

equivocal language. For be it understood that the Massachusetts Agricultu

ral College has as little, nay, less to do with .Vmherst College proper, than a

New Haven boarding school has with Vale. The pupils are the sons of farm

ers who come to study the theory of agriculture, and then return whence they
came. Yale and Harvard draw their students from nearly the same ranks in

life, give them essentially the same opportunities for muscular improvement,
and a contest between them is always likely to be interesting and the result is

commonly to be attributed to the superior training and skill of one of the

'crews, rather than the mere muscular strength of either. But a race with the

representatives of an institution which draws its pupils from an entirely differ

ent class of the population, depends upon entirely different conditions. We

think that we could have beaten every crew that entered the race. Perhaps
we could. The time, on a course differing so mueh from any of which we have

experience, indicates nothing. However it does not become us to boast until

we have conquered the vanquished.

Finally, the affair warns us against admitting to our college contests all the

institutions that claim a college name. If the
"

M. A. C." or the Atalanta

Club wants to row with a college crew there is no objection, and the race may

bean exciting one, as we know from experience; but one of these organiza

tions is as much out of place as the other in a distinctively college regatta.

Since the race we all feel more strongly than ever that the course pursued by
Yale in reference to the

" National Association
"

was a wise one, while we

regret that matters were in such a state that we were unable to row a race

with Harvard and another with the " Massachusetts Agricultural College." —

Yale Courant.

AAIERICAN WOAIEN ABROAD.

The women travelers from the other side of the Atlantic.

Whence do they come, and why, these innumerable women ? There is not

a table-d'hote in Europe at which they do not sit in rows. There is not a pic

ture-gallery in which they do not herd together in gay, fashionably-dressed

groups ; nor a public promenade or ball at which they are not the prettiest and

most numerous of young people. They travel with or without matrons ; they

have good or bad manners, as the case may be; but they are there, unmistak

able, national, irrepressible. Some are invalids ; some mere pleasure-seekers ;

some intent on art, and others not; some make you ill with horror, others

make you proud to call them fellow-countrywomen. There is no possible

kind of woman which cannot be found among them; and yet they are in a

certain way alike, at least in not resembling the women of any other nation in

such a way as to deceive an intelligent foreigner. In Switzerland, last sum

mer, a very clever Polish lady, who had been asking many questions about

America, finally posed me by saying,
"

There is one thing I cannot under

stand ; perhaps you will have the goodness to explain it to me. It is la demoi

selle ame'riciine. Where are the men of America and the married women ?
"

Not long after, a French lady, almost the most intelligent woman I ever

met, asked me the same thing, and added some not unjust criticism upon the

ways and manners ofthe majority ofthe demoiselles americaines she had seen.

Again, I happened to go for a few moments to the house of a friend in

Italy, on the same evening with three other American girls; and this is what

a grande dame who had seen much of many societies said of us, her German

husband agreeing with her. She said,
" I cannot believe that those were un

married women. It is not possible. You are fooling me. But they come in

to the room with perfect composure, they walk up to you calmly to say good-
evening, they converse fluently on any subject that arises, their manners prove
them to be married women." ■

"
And yet," said my friend,

" I assure you that they are, one and all, un

married."

The countess shrugged her shoulders. "Of course, since you say so, I

must believe," she said ; "but I do not understand your demoiselle ame'ri

ciine."

I could tell a dozen similar stories out of my own experience, all leading to

the same general result ; namely, that the young women of America have

made a certain impression in Europe, that they are regarded as a class apart,
and that even when they are accepted as all right, they are not thoroughly
understood. Even those who behave much like other women, whether their

lives be gay or quiet ones, can be distinguished from both the English and

Continental jeunefille. It is perhaps somewhat in the favor of the Americans,
that the difference is noted, and they are of course received everywhere with

respect and pleasure. No women, it is conceded, are more truly charming
and dignified, and they do much to remove the bad impression caused by an

other class of their countrywomen.
—

By Alice Bartlett, in Old and New, for
October.

We believe they prohibit rushing at Vale, too, for here are the evidences :

The Sophomores and Freshmen have at length met in hostile combat, and

a brilliant victory is to be credited to each of the contestants. From the re

ports which reach us, and from the portion of the conflict which we saw, we

conclude that the result upon Saturday was eminently satisfactory to all con

cerned. The Sophomores may have the advantage in bringing away one hat

more than the number lost, but the Freshmen maintained the balance by re

taining one more shirt than their competitors. Four rushes were indulged in,
and the result was in each case favorable to both parties.

The exercises were introduced, as in previous years, with a
"
scrub

"

game

of ball, arranged with the intention of furnishing an excuse for all to go to the

Park. The Seniors and Juniors gazed complacently upon two rushes, and

then participated, dividing in most cases in the orthodox fashion. A few ir

regularities were noticed, as the Freshmen were not wholly without champions

among the Seniors. The contest did nol terminate at the Park, but was

maintained nearly lo the college yard, to the delight of the residents in that

quarter, as well as to the gratification of the crowd of students who seemed

ready at all times to form a ring for the accommodation of the chosen champions
of the Sophomores and Freshmen.—College Courant.

An Aimless Life.—I committed one fatal error in my life, and dearly
have I abided it. I started in life without an object, even without an ambi

tion. My temperament disposed me to ease, and to the full I indulged the

disposition. Had I created for myself a definite pursuit—literary, scientific

artistic, social, political, no matter what, so there was something to labor for

and to overcome
— I might have been happy. I feel this now— too late ! The

power is gone. Habits have become chains. Through all the profitless years

gone by I seek vainly for something to remember with pride, or even to dwell

on with satisfaction. I have thrown away a life. I feel sometimes as if there

were nothing remaining to me worth living for. I am an unhappy man.—Rob

ert Dale Owen, in Beyond the Breakers.

Announcement.—Students will find a good assortment of boots and shoes

at C. M. Stanley's, on State Street, near Cayuga.

Boating is lively, as may be seen by our present number.
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D
R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

DENTAL SURGEON,

No. 3 Clinton Hall Block, up stairs, two doors South of the

Clinton House.

ITHA CA, N. Y.

ALL ARTIFICIAL WORK

Executed in the most beautiful and artistic style, and the most

thorough attention given to

PRESERVE THE NATURAL TEETH.

A.
PHILLIPS & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

And Dealers in

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

No. 19 east state street,

Ithaca, N. Y.

A. PHILLIPS. A. H. PHILLIPS.

A GREAT OFFER.

48 SHEETS COMMERCIAL NOTE PAPER, and

25 ENVELOPES for 25 cents, at

Brink's Bazaar, No. 65 East State Street.

W
KSTWARD HO!

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West

will do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

For a Desciiptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands of

pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

OTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

E I GHT FIRST CL A SS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

OCHUYLER & CURTIS,

No. 74 and 76 East State Street,

DEALERS IN

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES

Paints, Oils and Dye-Stuffs, Kerosene Oil and Lamps, Perfum

ery and Fancy Articles, Pure Wines and Brandies for Medicina

use.

P
H. HOLLISTER, successor to Hoi-

lister and Dangerfield, dealers in Pictures. Picture

Frames of all styles made to order. Stereoscopic Views, &c.

No. 51. East State Street

H
OWARD & CLEMENT,

GENTLEMEN
OF "CORNELL"

should get their boots, shoes, and slippers of Mr. C. M.

Stanley, 14 East State st Special attention paid to fine
custom work. All stock and work warranted to be as repre
sented. Best blacking in the city at the lowest prices. Over-gait
ers in great variety. Repairing done promptly and stylishly.

GREGG & OSTRAND, dealers in Farm Ma
chinery, Agricultural Implements, Seeds, &c, 10 and 12 West
State Street— Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

BEST FRESH LAGER, at a convenient loca
tion, at D. Rezeau's, third door east from the corner of Aurora
and State street, south side.

BROWN cA KITTRICK, manufacturers and
dealers in Boots and Shoes of all kinds. No. 46 East State
sireet, Ithaca.

SEAAIAN'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of
Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds,
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. C P. CLEMENT.

rpHE CORNELL ERA!

A
THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself the annoyance of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for The Era.

ARBOUR.

MILLSPAUGH &•> THOMPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

/CORNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address IVAL KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y.

1OLLEGE SOCIETY BADGES

OF EVERY DESIGN,

IN SOLID GOLD <^ ENGRA VED,

IN SOLID GOLD &> ENAMELLED,

IN SOLID GOLD &> PRECIOUS STONES

From the best materials and by the best workers in

Jewelry.

I'he manufacture of BADGES A SPECIALTY

Twenty years have
been devoted to it. All Badges WAR

RANTED. Price Lis. furnished on call.

I. G. BURGESS & SON,

.0 PLAIN STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.

atI^load^hoteland'restau-
RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

Passengers from the West, wishing 10 take the morning boat

up Cayuga Lake can be accommodated with good fare and

clean beds at rates much lower than at Rochester or Syracuse,
and by coming here to stop over night, will avoid being called

at 4 o'clock in the morning in order to connect here with the 8

o'clock boat, thus gaining three hours more sleep.

Passengers bound west, leaving Ithaca by the morning boat,
have ample time here for dinner, which costs 25 per cent, less

than on the boat.

Passengers going east from Ithaca by the afternoon boat, can

get supper here cheaper than in Syracuse.
No night trainspassing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, life

students.

JAMES A. BAILKY, Proprietor.

R

D

JOHN PARROTT, Men and Boys' Clothing
cnt, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner of Tioga.
Over (Finch's book-store.)

//'.)/. MAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Pine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T GREENLEY &■ CO., Grocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 4: & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's
brands ol Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Grcenley.

O. />. CURRAN &■ SON, Druggists, 78 State
Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

ESCHNER'S KAFFEE HAUS,

ki Sfteobor <Defd)ner,

No. 95 NORTH GENEVA STREET,

Where can be obtained at all hours the choicest German and

French Coffee, wholesome Pie, Sausage, Pretzels, Cake, and

the purest

ROCHESTER LAGER,

Besides

©lnnfen=5Burft, ©dmwscr-Atai'c, 8tmluirflcr-$afc,

8ckr '©urji. •

Private rooms provided for students, to whom will be given
every facility for acquiring the German Language.

J-
BATES & SON,

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocer
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street, Manufacti
kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first iel:iss.

an

JOHNSON'S TOILET, No. 81 State Street,
adjoining the Ithaca Motel. Shaving, Hair Cutting and

shampooing done in the best manner. Geo. A. Johnson, prop.

successors to

Bates, Wortman & e'o.,

NO. ib NORTH AURORA ST., ITHACA,

wholesale and retail dealers in

FRESH AND SALT MEATS,

SAUSAGES, SMOKED HAMS,

Shoulders, Bacon and Beef, Ficsh Meats of all kinds. Pork by
the Barrel, Lard. Tallow, &c.

n/' //\Jl/,Z'L/'1'USt 15agSage aiul City ExpressOffice in Mc\\ horters
grocery, C%T. S^tate and Cayuga sts.
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BRIGHT AfEMORIES.

If you would pass a pleasant day
In blithesome autumn weather,

Go, stroll along the ocean's strand,

Yourself and she together.

Forsake the busy haunts of life,

And sordid occupations ;

Aside cast all your cares and strifes

And boastful emulations ;

And hie thee to the snowy beach,

The surges rolling ever,

There dream the dream that's old to-day,
Yet shall be new forever.

The rippling waves flow in and ebb;

'Tis ceaseless music ringing
The chorus of the mermaids fair,
The lays of Neptune singing.

The shining sand beneath your feet

May prove too strong temptation ;

So stooping, trace with pearly shell,

Her name, the date and station.

And scarcely yet with ling'ring pen,

Your task of love completed,
Ere ocean, with a ruthless hand,

The lines t' oblivion meted.

You sigh ! yet 'tis the lot of all,

Fit symbol of life's fleeting;
We scarce have finished earthly toil

When we are angels greeting.

You spy the rocks ahead, 'gainst which,

The waves in fury dashing
Are tossing high in air their spray,

And moss and lichens splashing ;

These, hand in hand, you clamber o'er,

No thought of danger biding,
And search for shells and pebbles rare,

That in the nooks are hiding.

Then seated, listen to the sea

Its wond'rous Maker praising,
And join your voices with the waves

In choral anthems raising.

And thus dream on ; 'tis sweet to dream

That o'er life's stormy billows

Together you will safely guide,
Till underneath the willows

Together you will lay you down

To rise again in glory,
And there amid the rapt'rous throng,

Repeat the old, old story.
J. K. K. '72.

THE PROFESSOR.

RE-TOLD FROM THE GERMAN OF LUDWIG TIECK.

PROFESSOR CHARLES C. SHACKFORD.

Chapter I.

There was quite a stir in the house behind the church, for mother

and daughters were getting ready for a drive into the country.

Antoinette, the eldest, a handsome blonde, was scolding about the

servants, because all her finery was not in order for the grand ball

which was to wind up the fete-champetre to which they had been

invited. In trying to arrange matters, the mother only made them

worse, and the storm was at its height when the carriage drove up

to the door. The second daughter Jenny now somewhat angrily

complained that she was always neglected for the eldest daughter,

ending with an invective against a slender and delicate girl who had

been silent all the while and helpful to the others :
" Helen is too

slow ! just to make Antoinette all right, I must be put off."

"You put off?" replied Antoinette; "has not Helen been at

work for you all night, so that last evening my lace-collar had to be

so wretchedly done up ?"

The Councillor came in.
" The carriage is waiting," cried he,

" and here you are not yet ready."
" I don't feel easy," said his wife,

"
to leave the house all alone

for the night ; the professor is away, and the waiting-maid and the

cook will be off, I venture to say, as soon as we have gone."
" That morose simpleton who lives up stairs," said Antoinette,

"

might just as well have remained at home. I don't believe that

he has set foot out of the house for ten years, and just at this mo

ment, all at once, he must be away on a week's journey !"

" He will be sun-struck," added Jenny ; "I think they must have

written for him to go to the capital, because there is a menagerie

on exhibition. This specimen completes the collection."

" Silence !" said the Councillor, laughing;
"
one must never allow

himself to speak so disrespectfully of rich people. If he should ask

you to be his wife !"

"

Humph ! I should like to see him do it," said Jenny, while

Antoinette declared that nothing could induce her to have him.

" Here's Helen devoutly listening to your discourse," said
their

mother,
" instead of arranging your hat. If we had only thought

of asking aunt to come in and look after the house !"

The silent, helpful youngest sister now said in a sweet voice

shall be glad to stay at home, and intended to do so."

" You are a good child," said her mother in a more kindly tone ;

"

you always help us out of our straits."

All was ready at last and they drove off leaving Helen at home.

When the carriage had disappeared, Helen gave permission to the

servants to go out and spend the day, locked the doors, and went

in cheerful mood to her book-case. She was very thankful for the

pure enjoyment which she
derived from this season of quiet commu

nion with her favorite authors. She partook of a simple meal and

then read again. She wondered what made her so happy. It was

no self-denial for her to remain at home; it would have been a trial

for her to be obliged to go to the ball.

She had long desired an opportunity to inspect the professor's

rooms and library, but as he never went
out except to go for a short

time to the High School, this opportunity had never before present

ed itself. He had only one male-servant
and an aged house-keeper,

although he rented the whole upper story of the spacious house.

But he was rich and paid his rent in advance, and the Councillor

and his family were very willing to dispense with the rooms which

"I
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they did not actually need, and to allow the shy professor aU the

retirement he desired. He spoke to no one, and they never saw him

except when they happened to pass him at the door, so that he was

a sort of uncanny personage to the younger members of the family.

In the afternoon, Helen mounted the stairs with a kind of pious
dread and pulled the bell, which echoed strangely in the large,

lonely house. The flies could be heard buzzing in the air, and now

the steps Of the housekeeper pattered along the floor. The door

opened cautiously and slowly, only half-way, and the old woman

said whisperingly to Ellen :
"

Softly ! hist !" as if her master were

within, and might be disturbed. Helen went with the old Gertrude,
with beating heart, into the sanctum, the library. Heavy silk cur

tains darkened the windows, and in the rooms where there were no

book-shelves, the walls were hung with fine paintings of the Dutch

school. The sleeping chamber fronted on the court, in order to be

freer from the noise of the street.

Helen was charmed. The life of a scholar in this silent retirement

like a cloister, in the midst of so many books, himself a writer of

books, and giving them to the press, disturbed by no one, occupied

continually with lofty and noble thoughts,—this seemed to her the

grandest calling to which a mortal could devote himself. "
O how

happy must the professor be here," said she softly to Gertrude;
"

as

if he were in paradise!"
"
Paradise ?" repeated she, laughing ;

"

that was a garden in the

open air."

"

Every one can give that name to his own conception of happi
ness," said Helen.—"

But where are the books, dear Gertrude, that
he has had printed himself?"

"

Here, Nelly," replied she,
"
all this row ; editions of old authors,

or Classics, as he terms them." The girl took down one of the

Latin books and turned over the leaves here and there. "

What a

leamed man he must be to read and write Latin as he does; I have

heard visitors from abroad say that he was an extraordinarv scholar."

"He ought to be," replied Gertrude, "for he does nothing eles

but read and write from morning till night. I believe he pores over

his books too much."

"

Why so ?"

"

Because he is so pale, always thinking, and sometimes sad and

even melancholy. And who can say what sort of stuffhe gets into his

head from all this heathen trash ; for a Classic is nothing but a hea

then. He never goes to church ; he says he cannot bear the or

gan. I often feel sad on his account, for I wish well to my dear

master."

"
Is he not," asked Helen,

"
an excellent, noble man ?

"

"That he is," was the reply ; "he loves the whole world, only he

can't abide coppersmiths and drums, and military music he calls an

invention of Satan. He thinks that any body who would run after
it would just as soon commit murder. He used to have a fine house
of his own, that he sold for less than it was worth because a copper
smith came into the neighborhood. And dancing music he ab
hors."

"What a quantity of books," said Helen, as she went with the
talkative Gertiude 11V.0 all the rooms.

'■

But the prolessor is a kind
man, is he not ?"

"

Ah, so good to the poor ! He wants old Werner and me to tell
him of any who need help, and he gives more generously than we

expect. Several families rece.o from him considerable sums ot

money every month, or quarter, and he spends little on himself, ex
cept tor uooks."

They came now to the study, where the old housekeeper seated

herself and chatted on.
"

They call us Quakers, because we are so

still. But let everything be, just as it is; every paper and every

open book, so that when he comes back, he may find every thing

just as he left it."

"
I will disturb nothing," said Helen. "

This is his hand-writing
then ? How neat and plain, how regular and even ! What is in

that basket ?
"

" Old letters, envelopes, waste papers, and things he doesn't want
after he has copied them off."

Helen groped among this waste paper until she found a sheet in

the professor's hand-writing.
"
I will take this with me," said she

"
as a token of remembrance of this beautiful day," putting the pa

per in her bosom.

When it became dark Helen went back to her room, and again
took her book to read by lamp-light; but instead of themurmuring
brooks and the bright view of rivers and mountains, which her poets

depicted, she saw only the silent, shaded rooms, the massive furni

ture and the thousands of books in the library of the good, lonely
professor. She fell asleep in the midst of this reverie and did not

awake until after midnight, when the arrival home of the family
aroused her from an interesting conversation, which she was just
beginning with the learned professor.
In a few days the professor returned. An old friend of his, the

Doctor, who had accompanied him on his trip, alighted with him
and attended him to his room.

When the old servant had unpacked the trunk and everything
had been put in its place, the professor, who had until now been

pacing the room, threw himself into his study-chair, saying:
"

No, friend Doctor, what you prescribed for my health is the last

thing that could benefit me, for nothing makes me so wretched as

traveling. It seemed to me all the time as if I were turning over

the leaves of some huge folio, and could not find the passage I was

looking for; but now I have come across it, and I am all right."
"
I am sorry," replied his friend,

<•

that what I thought would be
for your health has proved so ineffectual."
"
This study, this quiet and seclusion," continued the professor,

"are healthy forme, and that unlimited open air, and that restless

existence in the wide world, annoy and oppress me. I am lost in
the vast objects which I do not understand ; I feel like a little child
who has lost sight of his attendant in the crowded street, and the
world seems to me like one great Bedlam, in the midst of which I
am comfortless and woe-begone."
"

That you are getting more and more hypochondriac, I have
often told you. But what can be done for a man who will take no

advice ?
"

•'

Well, I >octor, what do you advise ?
"

asked the professor.
"

Exercise, less application," replied he,
"

not to be always here

among your books, to go abroad into that nature vou so' shrink
Irom, to take fresh air—

"

"

Don't let me hear any thing of that childreivs story," cried the

professor, exceedingly vexed. -

Our forefathers never heard any
thing about your fresh air, and all our professional men are dying of
it, with their colds and their catarrhs, going out in all weathers, by
the clock, just as they take the patients to walk in an insane

asylum. The very thought of it is an abomination to me."
"

Then go into society," resumed the Doctor, a little out of hu

mor now, himself,
"

hear music, visit the theatre, take to dancing
again—

"
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The professor rose, placed himself in front ofhis friend in an al

most threatening attitude, and stared at him for along time without

saying a word, for he could find no expression adequate to give ut

terance to his contempt. The Doctor, who was used to his ways,

simply gave him a friendly pressure of the hand. The professor sat

down at once to his writing-table, and began to look for a paper,

which was nowhere to be found. He emptied the basket, but his

search among the waste-paper was fruitless. He violently pulled
the bell.

" Have you taken a sheet of paper, octavo, written on

only one side, and three lines erased at the top ?" inquired he hur

riedly of the frightened housekeeper,
"

No, my good sir," answered the housekeeper, her pale face in

stantly flushing, and her vcice hesitating a little,
"

you know that I

never touch a single paper, for I am aware how important the

smallest one is to you."
"

And has no one else been here while I was away ?
"

The housekeeper took a step backwards as if horrified.
"
What !

"

cried she, almost bursting into tears,
"
do I deserve

"

" No matter !
"

cried he in perplexity ;
"

not in the basket—

nowhere to be found
"

" I have emptied the basket once, and
"

The professor nodded and the housekeeper left the room, glad to

get off so cheaply.
"
Was the paper of so much importance ?

"

began his friend,
" don't you remember its contents ?

"

" It is not that," replied he with a sigh,
"
but I am vexed to have

my things meddled with. It was only an emendation to a passage

of Quintilian, and my observations in justification of the conjectured

reading ; I know what I wrote, word for word, and I have thought
a great deal about it on my journey." He sat down and wrote out

his comment. " All right now," said he, rising in a more cheerful

mood. He walked across the room several times and then sud

denly said,
"
It is hard to lose an old friend, as I have done on

this journey, for I can no longer respect him ; and what is friend

ship without respect ?
"

" Whom do you mean ?
"

cried the doctor anxiously, for the

professor's countenance had regained its expression of melancholy
sadness.

"

Why, the famous philologist at the capital, whom you admire

so much."

"
But you were on such good terms

"

" All past and gone. I should as soon think of being on good
terms with any block-head that didn't know the first letters of the

alphabet. I was at his house the last evening I was at the capital,
with his family as they call it. The children were there and some

godmothers, and there was such an uproar that not a sensible

word could be spoken. At table we had a good time, and he

found an opportunity to tell some things about Martial that were

new to me; but after tea the hurly-burly began again, and the old

professor was not ashamed to play, in the face and eyes of every

body, with his rude children. Such a shrieking, chasing, laughing,

making a horse of himself, romping with the wild girls, so that I

thought I should have a shock. At last his wife came in and put

a stop to the mad nonsense." The doctor was silent, and found it

hard to refrain from laughing. His friend made a couple of steps
towards him, and uncertain what he should infer from the doctor's

expression, sat down, continuing with a heavy sigh ;
" I feel more

and more how every thing falls away from me, and how unfitted I

£m for the world. I often think that I should like to be dead. O,
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my friend, sometimes here among my books, I feel like a king with

these authors for my subjects, and I rejoice in the thought that

some will thank me for my labors, in the present and in the future;

then the feeling of loneliness comes over me and my mind seems

but an atom in the great chaos, which I called my learning, and all

my plans and all my satisfaction melt away like snow in the sun

shine, and everything is dark and desolate."

The doctor seized the professor's hand with a friendly grasp and

then felt his pulse.
" Am I sick ?

"

inquired the latter.

" Not sick," replied the physician, "but far from being well.

You will be sick, if you do not immediately change your mode of

life. Ah, my friend, why not take a wife, as I often advised you ?

Your large property will go into the hands of strangers ; you might

have a son who might be the heir of your knowledge as well as of

your books, whom you could educate, and who would be an honor

to you. You can make a wife happy, and an amiable woman

would cheer and help you."
The professor exhibited such strong emotion that his friend asked :

"
Are you in love ?

"

" God forbid !
"

said he more quietly ;
"

no, I was moved by

your friendship, and you must arrange the matter, for I shall never

have the courage, and I am acquainted with no lady ; but I con

fide in you who have known me from a boy ; you will choose for

me the right one, and look after my true happiness as a dear

friend."

This unexpected acquiescence greatly surprised the doctor.
" Let

us be agreed in the main points," said he joyfully,
" and I will

willingly undertake to do what I am convinced will be for your

happiness. First of all, your future wife must be the opposite of

you in every respect ; she must be cheerful, always in good spirits,

thoughtless, in a good sense, so as to divert you in your leisure

moments, with a happy countenance and pleasing in conversation.

And neither in this city nor anywhere else, do I know anyone who

so well meets all these requisites, and who is at the same time,

handsome, healthy, clever and amiable, as Antoinette here in this

very house, the eldest daughter of the Councillor, your landlord.

Do you know her ?
"

"

No," said the professor,
"
I have never seen her. I know only

from hearsay that the man has three daughters. I place myself

entirely in your hands ; do with me what you please ; only see to

it that I suffer no disgrace, in case the maiden and her father should

decline the proposed marriage."

[to be concluded next week.]

Harvard College Rkdices its Collegiate Course from Four Years

TO One.— The elective system of Harvard University, which, two years ago

did not begin until the Junior year, and allowed the free choice of only ten

studies even to Seniors, now extends to the Sophomore year, and, making every

Senior study optional, offers thirty-three courses to be pursued. Let us hear

no more novv of the slang and denunciation which college men have delighted

to heap upon the Normal School at Lebanon. That institution has offered for

ten years a one-year
and a two-years' course. All the old fogies of the country

have persistently sneered at the idea. Now Harvard comes to the rescue.

The studies of the first year only are required. The pupil is then supposed to

be ready to judge what one of thirty-three special courses to pursue. The Na

tional Normal School will have to admit that Harvard has outstripped her in

the matterof innovation itself. For the latter has only one year of required

studies, while the former, although the scientific course is but one year, has

twcf years of required studies for the classical course. Look to your laurels,

Lebanon Normal.—The National Normal.
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FROM "SONGS OF THE SIERRAS."

JOACQU1N MILLER.

I stand upon a stony rim,

Stone-paved and pattern'd as a street ;

A rock-lipped canon plunging south,
'

As if it were earth's open'd mouth,
Yawns deep and darkling at my feet ;

So deep, so distant, and so dim

Its waters wind, a yellew thread,
And call so faintly and so far,
I turn aside my swooning head.
I feel a fierce impulse to leap
Adown the beetling precipice,
Like some lone, lost, uncertain star;
To plunge into a place unknown,
And win a world all, all my own ;

Or if I might not meet that bliss,
At least escape the curse of this.

I gaze again. A gleaming star

Shines back as from some mossy well

Reflected from blue fields afar.

Brown hawks are wheeling here and there,
And up and down the broken wall

Cling clumps of dark green chaparral,
While from the rent rocks, gray and bare,
Blue junipers hang in the air.

Here, cedars sweep the stream, and here,
Among the boulders moss'd and brown

That time and storms have toppled down

From towers undefiled by man,
Low cabins nestle as in fear,
And look no taller than a span.
From low and shapeless chimneys rise
Some tall straight columns of blue smoke,
And weld them to the bluer skies ;

While sounding down the sombre gorge
I hear the steady pick-axe stroke,
As if upon a flashing forge.

CORNELIAN NOTES.

SOME of the old statutes of the European universities are notably curious.Thus the statutes of the law faculty ofVienna, which are two or three hundred
years old, say-in regard to the students of jurisprudence :-« They are ex

pected to conduct themselves sedately, to keep quiet in the lecture-rooms,and not to shout, howl, hiss, and laugh indecently, nor to bawl at strangerand new-comers. In other places, they are to show themselves, in speech
carnage and dress, to be learners of morals, to avoid evil society, particularlytha of, nfamous persons, brawlers and gamblers; neither to witness nor to
pamctpate m pubhc dances ; not to bear arms, nor to cause them to be borne
after them; and finally not to write pasquinades." There is a sensibility to
ridicule ,n the last phrase, which bears rather hard against the authors of these
ancient statutes.

- The following extract from an excellent address entitled "The German

m7^:l: Phettftrica^College' • .and—^-^ ****** .

dint in ,, Ph^S]laft; w^^ an idea of the degree-examination of a student ,n the law faculty of a German University :-" To give some idea of the
process of obta.mng a degree, we may suppose the case of a

young man jus
entering the university, and accompany him till he acquires the title of do 0
juris utriusque. Let the scene be at Heidelberg. Our

young man, upon n
tenng the

university, mUst be matriculated before rece.ving all theZ2Zof a student. For this operation he pays a small fee. He then w^k h ^

five or six semesters, at the expiration of which time he begins to think serious

ly of taking a Doctor's degree. The more he thinks upon this step, the more apt
he is to scrutinize the different professors to discover, if possible, the particular

hobby of each, upon which he might be the most likely to examine. For instance,
at the time of which I speak, the winter of '67 and '68,Von Vangerow, the most

distinguished civilist then living, was Professor of the Roman Civil Law.

Would not his questions have some reference to the locatio-conductio or the

emotio-venditio, upon which he had pet theories ? And then there was Renaud

one ofthe leading authorities in Germany on Bills and Notes. Which of the

many intricacies of the cambium vvas his favorite theme ? Zoepfl's lectures

being on the Law of Nature and International Law, might convince the candi

date that common sense would be his main reliance in these branches. Blunt-

schli was the Professor of Politics, and had written a new work on Interna-

"national Law. . His favorite assertion, which he used to support with a long
argument, was that the monarchical form of government is superior to the

republican. It was, therefore, more than likely that he would require of the
candidate a few of the reasons why Prussia had a stronger and better govern
ment than the United States. He is at present one of the leaders of the
Prussian cause in South Germany. Last, and probably least, because in his

dotage, came the child-like Rosshirt, in his day an authority on Canonical
Law. His favorite topic was the internal organization of the Catholic Church,
so that he would probably inquire into the duties of the officers from the Pope
down to the advocatus diaboli. Some such considerations as these probably
passed through the mind of our student-friend before presenting himself as a
candidate. After studying the books, and the peculiarities of the professors,
our friend takes courage and addresses to Professor Zoepfl, Dean of the Fac
ulty, a communication in Latin, announcing himself as a candidate for the de
gree of Doctorju?is utriusque. He also sends with it his curriculum vita>-
1. e., a synopsis of his course.of education. In a few days our friend receives
from the Dean two passages, one selected from the Pandects and the other
from the Canonical Law, which he is to construe in two short Latin essays
These essays are to be handed to the Dean within two weeks, when a time is
appointed for the examination. The candidate, in full evening dress (the
Beadle ,s kind enough to inform him that such is the custom), presents him
self punctually at six p. M. at the Dean's apartments. He is ushered into the
parlor by the omnipresent Beadle, who is likewise in full dress. Here the
august Dean receives him kindly, and if he happens to be an American play-
fully inquires whether he has attained the bier standard of the thorough Ger
man student. Some such playful remark as this effects its purpose in placingthe candidate at his ease and giving him self-confidence. In a kw minutes the
professors arrive, and the entire party adjourn to the dining-room. Here is a ta
be set for six persons, the five professors and the Herr Candidal, with a bottle
of wine at each plate. It would be proper here to remark that our friend has
pnor to the examination, deposited with the Treasurer of the Universitv two

I [hatTh
e'S Y §UldenS' °r ab°Ut °ne hUndrCd a"d fift~* hilars. Rumo

says that this money ,s apportioned as follows : The Dean receives thirty J.den for furn.sh.ng the supper, and the professors divide equally the remain
ing two hundred and fifty. What our friend finds on the lie's the":intended to represent thirty guldens, but his experience with German^£nd German wine would induce him to say that ten guldens could have easi vcovered the ent.re entertainment. It is said thit the en.i.,1 ! *

rect thing for the Herr Canduiat to do, i„ such Les
'

>TTn
^

just before the supper, half a dozen Heidsic A h

*

b

"

h °D
'

p.es one end, the Herr Canduiat the other, and on e he W , T'
sors. The first course, consisting of so p, is Ser 1 T T ?

especially chatty. The student wl ;- ♦
professors are

conducting anLnin^t^ to^tZ^V""
a^ °f

to tea. The consciousness, hJL,e„
™

so „ 10 i

" '*^ "^

enjoying the supper with as much pi astue , t 1 -

CO'™g P-vents his

the first course is finished .On
P'ofessors. At last, when

Mat, which ha the effS
'

J< D?n.COmmences^ »
very solemn Herr Can-

fnues his exam n tonff"tofP'?u«n6
* profound silence. The Dean con-

Beadle acting"
"

i The" f T'
"" ^ ^^ COHr!* is *™d, the

When the eL'ZZ,^Z^^
^™ '" *»< «*"

»nto the parlor The fn,„U n

candidate is requested to withdraw

didate succeeds he cl v ", ,"^ "^ "" e™— • If the can-

following grades 1, n 1 "Tl
°fZW>'* »'™1»< in one of the

<><>nlaudf; a„d4-c::Z2"ri t» '"T"
"

™W' ' * r™<°>"

our successful youn, Zn D

'

"^ '"' "" Dean officia"v <^

'ong Latin oath inS u'
'""*

'""77
^

a<,mi™'ering to him a

"ever to take the s^e ^""^
!°
^ ^^ (° his <"»*"« '"-ndthe same degree at any other university." How would Cornel.
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ians like this style of examination ? Imagine the holy horror which would

pervade the whole Ithacan community al such a mingling of Heidsick and

erudition !

UNI IERSITY CONl 'OCA TION.

The University Convocation closed its annual session for 1871, on Thurs

day, at I p. M. It consists of the presidents and professors of the universities

and colleges ofthe State, and the principals of the leading academies. About

one hundred and fifty were in attendance. It was presided over by the Chan

cellor, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, LL. 1'., of Albany. Dr. Wilson, of Cornell

University, being Chairman ofthe Executive Committee.

Among the very important papers read, was one by Dr. Barnard, Presi

dent of Columbia College, on "the importance of uniformity in weights and

measures, and the progress that has Jbeen made towards securing it;
"

one on

"the uses and methods of classical study," by Professor Taylor Lewis, or

Union College; one by Professor F. Dealy, of St. Francis Xavier College,
New York, on "the early Christian schools' means and efforts at secular ed

ucation;
"

one by I'mfessor Martin, ofthe University of New York, on "the

present tendencies of speculations in natural theology ;
"

one by ex-President

Brown, on "the proper construction of our English grammar;
"

one by Prin

cipal Barr, of Penn Yan, on "a new method of treating the conic sections;
"

and last, but not least, a very learned and elaborate report by Warden Fair-

bain, of St. Stephens College, on
" the origin and import of university de

grees," with a suggestion of means to restore them to their original signifi

cance, and to limit the abuse which is everywhere (almost, but not at Cornell)

practised in conferring them.

At the close of the session, Dr. Wilson was reappointed Chairman of the

Executive Committee for the next year, and the honorary degree of Doctor of

Humane Literature, was conferred on the venerable Taylor Lewis, LL. D., of

Union College, a:.d Dr. Wilson, of Cornell University.
The next ses-ion will be held at Albany, on the first Tuesday in August,

1872.
The degree of Doctor of Literature is the highest that colleges have ever

conferred, an 1 has been conferred, we believe, on not more than eight or ten

persons in this country ; Professor Goldwin Smith being one.

In reappointing Dr. Wilson as Chairman of the Executive Committee the

Chancellor remarked that the Convocation deemed his services in that capac

ity
" invaluable and indispensable."
The entertainment given to the Convocation Wednesday evening by Chan

cellor Pruyn, was a superb affair, unsurpassed by anything of the kind in this

country or elsewhere.

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The meeting of the Society on Saturday evening, October 7th, was fully
attended and was one of the most interesting for some time. The meeting

began at eight o'clock, by an essay from Mr. Comstock embodying the report

ofhis experiments and observations upon the rattlesnake which the Zoological

Department secured the past summer. It was captured by Mr J. C. Branner, of

'74, on the Smoky Mountain, in Tennessee, and transferred in safety to Cor

nell ; being more fortunate in this respect than another of the same species,
bound also for the same destination, which got loose upon the cars and was

summarily put off by the enraged conductor as a
"

dead-head."

The interest in Mr. Comstock's remarks was greatly enhanced by his

having the specimen present, secured in a glass case and free to the inspection

of all. The essayist began by giving some details of its condition and habits

during confinement. It measures three feet, six inches, is of medium size

and in a perfectly healthy condition. It has remained most of the time in a

sluggish state, lying for hours coiled up in its cage without changing position.

Yet, in a state of excitement, the quickness of its movements and the rapid,
nervous motion of its rattles, were something almost incredible.

Il has entirely refused fond during the period of its confinement, although

repeatedly tempted with its favorite diet of small birds, frogs and toads. It

killed a small chicken offered it, but would not eat it. Other small animals

put in its cage live in perfect harmony and peace with the reptile. Contrary

to a fact sometimes asserted, animals in proximity to the rattlesnake exhibit

no signs of fear.

The most interesting account of the experiments performed was that of

placing a kitten in the cage ofthe rattlesnake, who made two or three assaults

on the kitten at different intervals, but was unsuccessful in wounding or fright

ening it. The snake continued to rattle violently in the meanwhile, and the

kitten attracted by the sound commenced playing with the rattle. The snake

moved its head towards the kitten at this, whereupon the kitten playfully
boxed the snake on the head. The snake turned and crawled away to a re

mote corner of the cage. In about an hour, as the kitten was approaching the

snake, thc latter sprang at it and inflicted a wound upon the nose. This was

at 2 .'. M. The kitten commenced frothing at the mouth and appeared consid

erably agitated. Not succeeding in its efforts to escape from the cage, it

turned on the snake, and in attempting to strike it, received a second wound

upon its paw. During all this time the kitten appeared as if in great pain.
lhe bitten paw soon became useless; the kitten's breathing vvas hard, the

frothing at its mouth continued, its strength was growing less and less, and at

last it lay stretched out upon the floor of the cage, its nose thrust into the

earth there, its stupor only broken by short, muscular spasms, and at 3 o'clock

v. m. its heart had ceased to beat. The time in which the poison did its work

being just one hour from the time of its introduction into the blood. The case

of the chicken was similar with this exception, that the chicken exhibited no

signs of pain after the bite.

The speaker then briefly described the anatomy of the venom apparatus.
The venom sac lies somewhat back and to one side of the head, and is sur

rounded by a muscle. In the erection of the fang at biting this muscle con

tracts and throws out the poison. The normal shape of the fang is flat, but

its edges are folded together, leaving a small aperture through the middle,

serving as a passage for the venom. The fang being capable of being with

drawn or erected at will, is only erected at the moment of striking. The mech

anism of the striking is a quick blow and a jerk backward, the snake some

times throwing out half its length.
The prevalent notion that the number of rattles indicates the age of the

snake is entirely groundless, a number of rattles having been added in a year,

according to the testimony of various good authorities.

The discussion of the order Raptores
—Birds of Prey—now came up. Mr.

Dudley read an essay upon ornithological classification, also giving a few inci

dents and facts illustrating the habits of the birds of prey. Mr. Salmon fol

lowed with an interesting essay explaining, among other things, the cause of

the extreme acuteness of vision among this class of birds,—it being due to the

muscular control the bird has over the dilation or contraction of the pupil of

the eye.

Mr. Jillett then read an essay upon the same subject—Birds of Prey
—al

luding to the Vulture and its habits. This elicited some remarks from Mr.

Barnard, on the Social Vulture of South America, which is encouraged by the

inhabitants to build among the dwellings of the cities and towns, acting there

as a scavenger and being considered as invaluable.

Mr. E. L. Moses gave some observations made in two different counties

in this State, tending to show the indirect effect of birds of prey upon agricul
tural products. In one of these counties forests were unknown and groves in

frequent, the birds of prey were consequently rare, and small birds were nu

merous. These kept down the insects troublesome to fruit, and the apple

crop was always sure, but the meadows suffered badly from the depredations
of mice. In the other county woods and large tracts of wild land prevailed,
hawks and owls were numerous, and small birds were fewer in number. Mice

were not seen, the grass crops were large, but the fruit crops were often en

tirely destroyed by the great number of insect enemies.

The discussion soon closed. The Society adjourned to to-morrow, the 21st

of October, selecting for discussion at that time the subject of "Autumn

Leaves," their different varieties of color, the colors peculiar to families of

plants, the chemical changes, etc. President Jordan will offer an interesting

paper on the subject. Another good meeting is promised to all who will at

tend. Corresponding Secretary.

ANOTHER VICTIM.

A few mornings since, the covering which has lately decked some
"

proud
Cornelian's classic poll,

"

was picked up part way down the side ofthe gorge,

by the Giant's Stairway on Cascadilla Creek, evidently indicating
"

the place

A man went down, down, down, all but his hat,

Which left some people room to trace

A special Providence in saving that."

Outsiders may think a circumstance like this deserves a different notice, but we

who are accustomed to the road at this point feel no more surprise at little

accidents of this kind than did the Frenchman, looking for the first time at

Niagara-Falls. He saw nothing to hinder the water from falling there,and we

see nothing to hinder a man from falling here.
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THE WOMAN QUESTION.

The question of admitting ladies to our colleges, which is en

grossing so much attention and eliciting so much discussion, which

has been decided affirmatively by some of our first institutions and

negatively by others, is now awaiting decision before the authori

ties of Cornell.

It has been generally expected that this University would at once

open its doors to the ladies, and lead the advance in this innovation,
as it has in many others. How the people have become imbued

with this idea is not quite clear. Perhaps those who know no bet

ter than to believe that a woman is a person may have received the

impression from the saying,
"
I would found an institution where

any person may find instruction in any study
"
—which, printed in

conspicuous position upon University Register and periodical, has

been dispensed and received throughout the land as the great fun

damental idea of the University. The hundreds of teachers of the

Empire State may have received the same impression from the fact

that the gentleman after whom this institution is called, and who is

supposed to have some influence with the "

powers that be," de

clared before the members of the New York State Teachers' Asso

ciation assembled in Library Hall, in July, '69, that ladies who

passed the examinations and demanded admittance to the Univer

sity would be allowed to enter. But whatever the expectation of

the public, or from whatever source derived, the question remains

to be decided.

It is somewhat difficult to discover any sound reason for their re

jection. As to natural intellectual capacity, it is utterly impossible
to prove that woman is man's inferior. But really this question of

the intellectual equality of the sexes is not of so much importance,
since even if it were true that woman as a sex is mentally inferior
to man, that rule would be manifestly unjust which should exclude

competent ladies because the sex as a whole was held to be inferior.
Neither does the alleged difference in the "

spheres
"

of the sexes

much affect the question. Thorough general culture i.s desirable,
no matter what " sphere

"

the person is to fill, or what special prep
aration is necessary to enable the individual to discharge creditably
the duties of that «

sphere." If it were require 1 that none should
enter the University but those who are destined for the same part
in the drama of life we should have about seven students instead of
seven hundred. If we are to exclude persons because our curricu
lum is not stnetly necessary to their success in future vocations let
us reject the large number who intend entering upon a business'life
who can learn elsewhere in six months all that they can put to anv

practical use. Let us exclude those who are to enter the profession
of law, for if they win their cases no one will ,vter ask whether thev
understand Greek, Latin, French or German. J!ut it is unnecssir'v
to multiply illustrations. Will those who would reject ladies on ihe
"

sphere
"

principle please observe that women are at present prac
t.smg m our courts of law, occupying seats in our jury boxes antl
halls of legislation, instructing the people from the pulpit and from
the teacher's desk, practising extensively as regular physicians-in

short, making their way into almost every occupation formerly mo

nopolized by man. The question of the right or expediency of their

entering upon these callings is not one upon which the University

rulers are called to decide. It is enough for them to know that the

ladies have gained admittance to these professions.

It may be true, as some assert, that woman is designed by the

Almighty only for the home circle, but would it not be well for these

self-constituted interpreters of divine will, to consider how impossible

it is for their idea to become realized ? While it is true that about

equal numbers of the two sexes are brought into the world, yet from

various causes the number of adult women considerably exceeds

the number of adult men, and hence it is impossible for every wo

man to play the part of wife and mother, unless we should conclude

to adopt the peculiar institutions established at Salt Lake by
St. Brigham Young. But suppose we admit, for the sake of argu

ment, that every woman should, and that the majority of them will

preside as wife and mother over some household, would that lessen

the necessity of their high and thorough education, or render less

strong the obligation we are under to permit them to acquire it ?

Where and how can a finished education be used to better advan

tage than by the mother in the family circle ? Every great and

good man has testified to the worth and influence of an able moth

er.

If the culture of one generation descends to the next, how much

greater would be the general cultivation of the race if woman, as

well as man, received the benefit of a first-class mental training. If

children ofparents of whom only one is educated exhibit ability su

perior to children neither of whose parents is educated, would it

not greatly advance the intelligence and refinement of each sue

ceeding generation if both parents should possess thoroughly cul

tivated minds ?

But there are some who admit that woman's mental capacitv is

equal to man's, admit that she needs an equally thorough educa

tion, and yet would not permit her to enter our best institutions of

learning, simply because those institutions are attended by young
men ; and their only argument which bears even the merit of plaus
ibility is, that great immorality would be the result. They say that

not all young ladies are angels, nor all young men saints ; hence if

they are brought together in this or any other Universitv, each sex

will neglect books for the society of the other, and universal de

bauchery will result. It is easy to discover the manner in which
these good souls deceive themselves. They assume that each par
ty would neglect study for the society of the other, and from this

assumption reach the conclusion that gross immorality would fol
low. In every college there are a few (and we hope thev are very
few with us), moneyed, conceited and brainless, with barely ability
enough to pony through examinations, with no principle to guide
them and no ambition to impel them; this class may neglect
university duties and attempt to ingratiate themselves' inkT the
favor of lady students, and cultivate a censurable familiarity;
but it is by no means certain that such an attempt would be
tolerated. They would probably be received with contempt, for
ladies who have brains and energy enough to enter and pursue a

college curse will be able to perceive the difference between a

popinjay and a man.

< >f Cornelians, large numbers are devoted to work and develop
ment ; the snobs among us are few and insignificant. Those who
are here for improvement will not neglect their studies or barter
manly principle l.y giving undue attention to classmates of either sex
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But suppose that the parties under consideration should associate

in a friendly, pleasant manner, is it certain, or even probable, that

the cause of morality would suffer? If young ladies and gentle
men cannot associate without these alarming immoral results, then

close your churches, your public schools, your academies, your Nor

mal schools, prohibit evening praver-meetings, singing-schools, Sun

day-schools, parties, rides—everything which brings young people

together, either for amusement or instruction— and, following out

your argument to its inevitable results, drive one sex or the otlor en

tirely out of the world. There are perhaps a very few of tine soft
est of the softer sex, and a still softer few of the " lords of ere. tion,"

whom it would be unsafe to allow to associate, unless the watchful

eve of
"
ma

"

were upon them ; but happily this class is so small

as to be unworthy of consideration in connection with the great

question of admitting ladies to our University. The grot good
to be derived by the many ought not to be deniedthein on ac

count of the possible harm which the few may experience. Nor

is there any doubt that much good would result from the change.
At the present day, in civilized communities it is admitted and

believed that the influence of ladies is purifying and refini lg. The

few who hold the contrary are those who use their own lepravity
as a standard by which to judge others, or who have been pe

culiarly unfortunate in their selection of lady friends.

How is it with those institutions where the sexes are being edu

cated together ? Young people leave their homes to attend our

academies, and yet those dreadful results have nev-r followed.

Our numerous Normal schools are thronged by ladies r.nd gentle
men from al! parts of the country, and we may find at tl ese schools

not only purer morals and better manners, but much sounder and

more thorough scholarship than in any college or boar 'ing-school

designed exclusively for either sex. Michigan Universi ;y has tried

the experiment, and her dignity ar.d morality still survive the shock.

Oberlin has been trying it for many years, and if we m ty believe

her President, without any of the bad effects which croakers pre

dicted, but with many good results which the most sanguine had

not anticipated.
Shall we not build up new colleges designed especially for the

ladies ? No, the country has no need ot more college buildings,
but it has need of a greater number of superior instructors. The

demand for first-class professors already exceeds the supply. Why
then multiply colleges? Rather economize the talent ofthe coun

try, build up a few institutions of the highest grade, and then do

the greatest good to the greatest number by admitting ladies, if

they demand admittance, even to Cornell.

THE BAND.

Cornell, standing as she does at the head of thc liberal institu

tions of learning, possesses one organization of which few colleges
can boast, and in which every student should feel an honest pride—

the Brass Band. That a band should be connected with the Uni

versity, was the original intention of the founders; but the project
was never carried out, partly on account ofthe expense and partly

through lack of performers.

Nearly a year ago, the matter was taken up by a few of the stu

dents. Subscriptions were solicited. Students of every class, pro
fessors and town-people responded freely and cheerfully to the call.

In individual cases the liberality was great. By this means, funds

sufficient to purchase the most necessary instruments and music

were obtained. The members and patrons of the University know
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the rest. At the late destructive fire, at Ithaca, a portion of the

instruments were destroyed. One hundred dollars will replace therm

but the band has no funds, and no resources upon which to draw.

Its services are free to all University and class organizations, hence

nothing can be raised in this way. Therefore, aid it must have, or

it must inevitably disband We cannot believe that an organization
like this will be allowed to fail for want of funds to meet necessary

expenses. Some method must be devised. Will not the Faculty
take the matter in hand, and make provision for its present and

future support ? or will the Freshman class proffer their aid as free

ly as their predecessors have done ? Something must be done

speedily.

In a few weeks we shall commence the publication of a story by

George William Curtis.

PERSONAL.

C. E. Sanford,of '73, is at Pottsdam, studying law.

Darwin, of '72, returned this week from a prolonged vacation.

Samuel Phillips, of '74, is at present a capable and energetic "local"

for the leader.

P. H. Clakk was so unfortunate as to miss the boat for the excursion to

Taghanic, last Saturday.
The Empress Eugdnie, attended by two servants, has been staying with

her mother, in Madrid.

Professor Maury assures the people of New Orleans that they need fear

no tidal wave from the Gulf.

Professor Billroth, the leading surgeon of Vienna, has received the Iron

Cross from the Emperor of Ger nany.
Mark Twain is soon to publish a new book, which will describe a journey

to California in the
"

flush times
"

of '49.

On the 5th inst. Mrs. Celia Burleigh was ordained as pastor of the Uni

tarian church in Brooklyn, Connecticut.

T. E. Webster, of '72, will not return to the University until next term.

He is in an insurance-office at Castile, New York.

The bust ofthe late Mr. Grote, the celebrated historian, is lo be placed in

the Poet's Corner, at Westminster Abbey.
—Churchman.

J. J. Nelligan, of '75, has left the University, and will not return until

next Spring term. He has charge of a school, a few miles from town.

H. S. Wright, of '72, is Assistant-Engineer on the New York & B .ston

Railroad, and will not return to the University until the Spring trimester.

II. J. Hurd, of '72, a member ofThe Era corps of last year, is in town

visiting his numerous friends. He intends graduating with '72, but will not

return to the University this trimester.

Dr. J. C. Aver, of Lowell, in order to extinguish the obligation placed up

on him by the people ofthe town of Ayer, in calling their town by his name,

has concluded to present to said town the snug sum of $10,000 for educational

purposes.

Leroy C. Cooley, professor of Natural Science in the New York State

Normal School, at .Vlbany, is about to give to the public the last volume of

his series of elementary books on Natural Philosophy and Chemistry. The

books of this series already out have been received with great favor.

F. T. Brinki.ev, of '73, heard from. He has opened a store, on his own

account, in Philadelphia. Mr. Brinkley says:
"

Lest I should be so unfortu

nate as to be unable to meet the class again before it is graduated, I will now

extend a cordial invitation to any of '73 who favor Philadelphia with their

presence at the
'

Centennial,' to make my house their home during their stay

here. Should any of them visit me before '76 they will be all the more wel

come." Brinkley may be found at 705, North Eighteenth street, Philadel

phia.
Professor Agassiz is soon to set out from Boston on a deep sea survey of

the oceans bordering America. It is said that the iron screw-steamer Heislcr,

a new United States coast-survey steamer, was built and fitted for the purpose.

She will carry a dredging apparatus capable of working at a depth of 3,000

fathoms, and the professor intends making a zigzig course between the East

ern coast of America and the deepest part of the Atlantic, as far as Cape Horn,

and so up the western coast to San Francisco, dredging all the way. He an

ticipates a new revelation of the condition of animal life from those unknown

depths.
— College Courant.
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Professor Goi.hwin Smith resembles, in figure and general appearance,

President Lincoln, and those who expected to find in him a John Bull, are

greatly surprised to see before them a tall, gaunt Yankee. He follows the

English custom of sitting when delivering his lecture; and with both hands on

the corners ofhis little desk, he sways slowly backwards and forwards, read-

in" in rather a sing-song, monotonous tone of voice, which, with an English

pronunciation, renders the lecture rather unpleasant to a stranger. But the

beautiful language, clear and minute descriptions of historical characters and

incidents, delight the most fastidious listeners, and one is soon accustomed to

his peculiarities.
—College Com ant.

Whitfield Farmiam, of '71, has been in town this week. Upon meet

ing Mr. Farnham, and noticing his meek and subdued expression of counten

ance, we inquired the cause, and were informed that that he had entered the

combined course for life. That splendid little Lady, together with that silver

cake-basket, have done the business. Some time ago, Mr. Farnham was heard

to remark that he knew of a certain lady who had declared she would not wait

much longer for that
"

cake-basket," but at the time it was thought to be in

jest. Mr. Farnham is entitled to the silver cake-basket which the class of '71

purchased for the purpose of presenting to that member of the class who should

be the first to take unto himself a wife. Mr. Farnham has done exceedingly

well. We wish him much joy. May the pleasures of his honeymoon continue

forever.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

Subscriptions to the Chicago Relief Fund are progressing finely.
— The lunior class is very fruitful in good base and foot-ball players.
— A meeting ofthe I. O. G. T. Y. A. C. F. M. Bees, on Saturday night.
— Sixteen lectures on the Yo Semite are to come out this season.—Reporter.
— Grading in front ofthe McGraw building has been commenced in ear

nest.

— The Freshmen are learning the manual of arms with praiseworthy ra

pidity.
— Examination on the lectures of Goldwin Smith will occur the first of

November.

— Professor Kinne's Preparatory School for Cornell University numbers

at present sixteen students.

— President White leaves town next week. He will deliver no more lec

tures until the course on English History by Goldwin Smith is finished.

— No man in '73 who has any regard for his dignity will permit another

class-man to pass him without a salute, on account ofthe affair of Tuesday.
— Professor Evans will take a journey next term for his health. While

away his classes will be under the charge and instruction of Professor Eddy.
— Did the "Classical Nine

"

ever revel in base-ball ? If so, has their mantle

fallen on the ladies at Yassar ? An answer is requested from some Muse ica]

man.

— Mr. B. II. Smith at the Sibley building, right hand, first floor, is the

person to see concerning all kinds of printing. The Editors have nothing to

do with that.

— Another '75, out sailing with some Juniors, was requested to bail the

bilge-water into the centreboard well. He refused, saying that it would run

over into the boat.

— Foreman Smith thinks the University has a large corps of teachers in

the branch of education, patience. He's a constant student, and his examina

tions in it are quite numerous and severe.

— "Sow that cold weather is coming, won't our janitors remember that to

warm up one's self, ascending the hill, and then sit during recitation-hour in a

cold room, is a very sure method of taking severe a cold.
— An excellent quality of moulding sand has been discovered on the Uni

versity farm. As the supply seem.-, to be ample, and the demand lor it large,
this promises to be quite a source of revenue without expense.

— A Freshman, hearing that Professor Wilder was lo discourse about
"heart cells," eut the lecture, alleging that having been jilted by divers co

quettes, he already knew more about heart "sells" than any professor.
-The \. M. C. A. at the Cniversity Press, have just printed some neat

invitations to their meetings, which calls are soon to fall, like the gentle rain,
upon the just Junior and Freshman, and unjust Senior and Sophomore.

—

During the rudi a man oj '74 met a man of '75. The latter flourished
a cane and elicited fioii. '74 the remark,

"

that's too thai." '75 inserted the
cane in the other's mouth, knocking out a molar and observed,

"

that's tooth
out."

- The tower of the McGraw building is 12S feel high, the stone work be

ing .00 feet and the wood work 28 feet, on the top of which there is to be a

railing 4 by 10 feet. The chimes and a large clock will soon be placed in the

tower.

— A Freshman who has been writing upon old English L.terature, with

his n.tes for a basis, astonished his professor by a dissertation upon
"

Jere-

met.-.'.i." Comparative philology disclosed that the worthy Jeremy Taylor

was ihe subject.
- As the remains of Reverend Fitch Read, one of the founders of the Au-

rora treet Methodist Episcopal Church, were being
borne to their last rest

ing pEice, the University chimes, as it happened, just at that time played
' Sv t et Hour of Prayer."

- Scene — Dining-room. Freshman. Mr. Stubblebine, will you have the

happ. -less to pass me the butter
? Stubblebine. Certainly, Freshy, but do you

not now and then make a strange use of a word ? Freshman. Oh, that word

is all right. I only gave it the wrong reflection.
— The Cornell Era has been enlarged in size, and changed somewhat

in appearance. Though a handsome paper before, we think it improved. In

other respects it is as heretofore, one of the very best of our college papers.

It is edited by undergraduates.
— College Courant.

— A Freshman entered a Junior's room in the North University. With

an eye for the beautiful, he began to scan a piece of draughting executed by
the Junior.

"

Do you know what it is meant to represent ?" inquired '73.

"Wh-, yes; that's — a — map
— of— Delaware, isn't it ?

"

replied Freshy.
— The Chronicle compliments us thusly :

" The Cornell Era comes to

us in nn enlarged and improved form. It is now a sixteen-page paper instead

of twt !ve as formerly, and the colored ink which used to give the title-page
such a ,;p:-1,.:c appea.1u.1ce, has given place to a sober black. The change is

for the better."

— Last Monday morning Professor Russel stated to the Junior History
class that they need not expect a syllabus at the end ofthe term. He also said

that he had yielded to a pressure against his own judgment in allowing the class

to omit the taking of notes, and that no other class shall hereafter be excused

from that duty.
— It is the intention of Mr. Burton to place the busts of President White

and Dr. Wilson on exhibition for a few days, at Spencer's book store, where

those who have not seen them can do so. Duplicates can be obtained for

about thirty dollars. Mr. B. commences immediately a life-size bust of Pro

fessor Goldwin Smith.

— A half-interest in the mineral springs west of the village has been pur

chased by Hon. Ezra Cornell, founder of Cornell University. The medicinal

value ofthe springs, the improvements being made, and the influence and rep
utation of the above gentleman will soon render them a plr.ee of resort for the
afflicted. — Annalist, Albion, Alich.

— ProOssor ofHistoiy. Mr.
, you say th .: Charlemagne conquered

the Avars. To what country was he obliged to go in order to conquer 1, at

people? Air. . Well— I— well, it might have been Bavaria. Tic-

fcssoi, sharply. Yes, sir, very true, it might have been Bavaria; but it was

not. Next please answer the question.
— In a recitation-room of the North University. Prof. R. — to a restive

student— What is your name, sir ? Student— My name is . Prof.
R. — O, yes, I remember you Mr. ; you got a condition in French last

term, didn't you ? Student—Yes, sir. Pnf. R. —O, yes, I remember you
very well, Mr. . Your paper had one hundred mistakes.

—

J. Bates and Son, in enlarging their advertisement in The Era, state

that our paper is their best medium for advertising. This shows that they ex

pect the patronage of intelligent men, and intend to do business in a way' that
will keep it. We always suspect either the reliability or the business tact of
firms which cannot afford to bring their names before men like our readers.

— The question, "Should women be admitted to the University on the
same footing as men," was discussed in the Senior class, before Professor

Shackford, on Monday last. Harkins and Wilson supported the affirmative,
M.-Connon and Sanderson the negative. The four chosen disputants occupied
the hour. After the debate, thc class gave its vote in favor of the negative.

— At one of the lectures on English History, the professor, in naming the
different parties of the time of James I., mentioned the "

Independents," upon
which quite a commotion was noticeable in the class. The professor remarked
that he perceived he had struck some sensitive chord, and paused for an expla-
nation. A few words from a member of the class explained the political mean-

mg of " Independent," at Cornell.

_ Scene- Cnd.r a butter-nut tree. Philosophical Senior, who has been
indulging h,s appetite for other people's butter-nuts—Oh, Jim, look at my
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hands! It will take me six weeks to remove this stain. Jim—Good enough

for you. Senior—I say, Jim, can you tell me why these butter-nuts are like

those 'Nuts for the Womanists,' of last week's Era ? Jim—Ko, I give it

up.
Senior—Because they are easy to crack, but veryfilthy.

— A Sophomore was proudly showing a Freshman, whom he was rushing

for his fraternity, a shelf full of books which he claimed as evidences of his

piety. The '75 man quietly took down one, called the Soph's attention to

some characteristic of the binding, and while the latter's eye was straining

within an inch of the sacred volume, the Fresh suddenly blew a cloud of dust

off the edges ofthe leaves into the eyes ofthe hypocritical '74.
— Professor Shackford gave out, on Monday last to the Junior class, the

following subjects for essays, to be handed in in two weeks :
"
Sir Walter

Scott as a man ;
" "

Poverty is not a shame, but being ashamed of it is ;
"

"Extravagance as a tendency in modern life, especially in America;
" "

Per

sonification as a rhetorical figure, with examples of its use and abuse ;
" "

The

influences at work to cement the union of the United States of America."

— An amusing affair occurred on Monday last, at the end of the second

hour in the chapel. A meeting of the Junior class had been called for that

time and place. . The class was excused, but no one went, not even the female

descendants of wicked Eve moved ; when, however, the president, called the

meeting to order, the incongruity of the position, together with its ludicrous-

ness seemed to strike all parties, and the fair ones moved blushingly down the

aisle amid unsubdued smiles from the rest of the class.

— Morning walks and mossy banks and rippling waters and sunny skies are

pleasant things, and "grow for happy lovers ;" but when a thitd party wit

nesses the "happy lovers," as was unfortunately the case the other morning,

the morning walks 'are savorless, the mosses lose their beauty, waters cease to

ripple, the skies are clouded and pleasure is over. Fall Creek is too near the

road, and your perch was too prominent, ye billing, cooing, turtle doves ;

therefore he wise and don't try the role of
"

coming through the rye" in such

a spot again.
— See how bad it looks when any other institution has done anything of the

kind, though in this instance there seems to have been more provocation than

there was in the affair of Hercules :
" Five students at Princeton College were

suspended for hazing and 'smoking out' students ofthe incoming class. At

once the dignified Sophomores rebelled, and, to the disgrace of Princeton, stu

dents of other classes joined them. To add insult to injury, the students, re

turning from a fire, roused Dr. McCosh from quiet sleep, and caused him

much anger by the cries of 'Jimmy!' 'Jimmy!
'

and 'Come out, my fine

Scotch lad!
'

All such students should be expelled from the College at once,

and their names should be sent to the press for publication."
—

Exchange.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

Yale College was founded 175 years ago.

—Oberlin College has one thousand students.

— A new college is to be erected in the city of Dalton.

— In all her departments, Harvard has ninety-two professors.
— At Princeton, eight Sophomores have been expelled for hazing.
—Yale boasts of her grand collection ofhymns used in her College Chapel.
— In Michigan University there are said to be about fifty female Freshmen.

— The Sophomore and Freshman classes of Plarvard each have 200 mem

bers.

— The "good time coming" has reached Williams, in the shape of a new

clock for the Chapel tower.
— Honor is due a Freshman in Cornell College, Iowa, for discovering that

it is not conducive to health to study between meals.

— The Vermont Conference Seminary School (Methodist), at Montpelier,
will have about two hundred students at their fall term.

— The Wesleyan University is increasing its museum by gifts from the stu

dents. This is a very commendable way of increasing it.

— The Peekskill Academy has four students, sent there by the Japanese

government, to be fitted for the naval service of that country.
— Amherst College is to have a fine bust of William Cullen Bryant, made

by Margaret Foley, the American sculptress in Rome.—Couiant.

— The Chronicle is publishing a series of letters which give the history of

Michigan University. This seems to us not a bad, but rather an egotistical,
idea.

— At the inauguration of President Porter, of Yale, the college buildings
were illuminated, and there was a grand torch-light procession, headed by a

brass band.

—

Michigan University students are considered " very bad
"

by outsiders,

but The Chronicle doesn't think the imputations are wholly true. We hope

they are not.

— The students of the Syrian Protestant College consist of Druzes, Mar-

onites, Greek Catholics, Roman Catholics — in short, of all sects in Syria ex

cept Moslem.

— The students of Wesleyan University are obliged to attend one service

each Sunday, in connection with the College. Even this is an improvement
over the rules there last year.

— As long ago as 1837 four women were admitted to Oberlin College, and
in 1841 three of them graduated, being the first ladies who have received a

literary degree from any college in the country.
— A professor at Washington University, designing to inform his class on

Monday that the next day's recitation would be omitted, told them to their

astonishment, "to-morrow you will recite on Wednesday." — The Collegian.
— At the Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, twen

ty-two candidates presented themselves for examination to enter the Freshman

class, of whom nineteen were admitted. The new president has entered upon

his duties.

— eVn exchange hits off somebody in the following manner :
"
At Bowdoin

they have a larger class than was expected and feel quite jubilant. What they
need down there is money not brains. At Amherst there is money enough."
— Exchange.

—The fall term at Andover Theological Seminary opened September Ist,

with a Junior class of twenty-three, nearly double the number last year. There

have also been ten additions to the other classes, making the whole number of

new students thirty-three.
— The College Argus gives a conversation between a Yale Sophomore and

a Wesleyan Senior, in which the latter was mistaken for one who was about to

apply for Freshman honors at Yale. The Sophomore may have been played

upon, but the mistake was probably natural, and not particularly flattering to

the Wesleyans.
— The College was quite excited on Sunday, by the fact that a worthy dea

con, in a class prayer-meeting, read the passage of Scripture beginning, First

Samuel, XIII, 19.
" Now there was no smith found throughout thewhole land

of Israel." It is proposed to have a committee of Smiths investigate the mo

tives prompting the reader.—Courant.

— At Williams the Quarterly, edited by the Senior class, and the Vidette,

by the Juniors, have been consolidated into the Williams Vidette, which is

now the only paper issued at that college. It is gotten up in a neat and tasty

style, printed on tinted paper, replete wilh interesting matter, and contains

much news concerning Williams and other colleges.
— Some one has found out the following: Harvard begins the year with

a Freshman class numbering 173; Cornell has about 200 Freshmen ; Prince

ton, 95; Yale, 131 academic, and 54 scientific; Arhherst, 62; Amherst Agri

cultural College, about 50; the University of Rochester, 44; Hamilton, 50;

Wesleyan University, 51; Dartmouth, 75 academic, and 20 scientific; and

Bowdoin, 72.

— Dartmouth opens with one hundred new students. Over sixty have been

admitted to the Freshman class, nine to the upper classes in the Academical

Department, eighteen to the Scientific School, three lo the Department of

Civil Engineering, and about half a dozen to the Agricultural College. These

do not include the Medical Department, which has thirty-nine students. The

Freshman class stands twenty-two less than last year.

— One hundred and twenty-five students have already applied for admission

to the New York State Normal School, at Albany, this term. These, and the

unusually large percentage of old students back in their seats, fill the institu

tion almost to repletion. The laboratory has lately been refitted at consider

able expense, and
members of the chemistry class are now able, under the di-

rection of the professor, to become practically familiar with the use of appa-

— There is no paper on our exchange list which affords us so much pleas

ure as The Collegian, from Cornell College, Mr. Yernon, Iowa. We feel a

brotherly interest in this institution, and congratulate it on its felicitous and

worthy name. It is open to both sexes, has a faculty of ten, several courses,

and a body of students numbering from three hundred to four hundred. Like

Cornell University it is noted for temperance. We wish our sister college all

success.

— Herr Von Mulder, the Prussian Minister of Education, has put a stop

to the attendance ofwomen upon university lectures. Having been consulted

by the Konigsberg academical authorities with reference to this matter, his de

cision is, that, as the statutes of
the university contain no provisions for female

students, such a thing not having been dreamed of when the statutes were
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framed, it would be necessary to alter the statutes before admitting them, a

course for which he is unable to see sufficient cause.

— University College, London, has recently been enriched by several val

uable donations and legacies. Mr. Grote left ^6,000 for the endowment of a

chair of Mental Philosophy, and Mr. James Yates' legacies are to be similarly

applied for the teaching of Geology and Archaeology. The treasurer of the

College has given an endowment of £200 for five years, for the chair of Ap

plied Mathematics, and the late Professor Graves left a legacy to the college,

without a rival of its kind, in the shape of a Mathematical library, consisting

of more than ten thousand volumes, besides some five hundred pamphlets.—

Nature.

PIES JUCUNDTTA TIS.

'73 has been, has seen, and is satisfied. Now away, ye men of other class

es, who would cast on her the unjust reproach of want of public spirit and class

feeling. Nothing more from the many mouths that complain, then, for the

Rubicon has been passed, and we hope that many another, yet better attend

ed jovial day will be spent by the present Junior class. The indefatigable

committee of arrangements had procured for the use of tin ir class the pleasure

boat owned by Captain ,
and on Saturday, October 14th, the mem

bers began to gather in from various quarters ; soon the whistle sounded, and

'73 was afloat on the
"

raging canawl." A count showed about forty on board,

among whom were a Senior bent on relaxation, two adventurous Sophomores

and one daring Freshman, who proposed to see how such an affair should be

executed. The joyousness of the members of our class broke forth speedily

in the gay, wild and peculiar songs of college youths, and woke the echoes in

the narrow Inlet, till the busy workmen on either side dropped spade and ham

mer and gazed in mute wonder on the careless sailors. During the entire pas

sage the songs were reproduced, with variations in voice and words. Every

man seemed to have thrown care overboard, and to be intent only on making

his neighbor happy by being happy himself. A cloudy sky had threatened the

pleasure of the day, but before the landing of Goodwin's Point was reached

the sun gave a shining assurance ofthe most charming Indian Summer day in

store. As the little tug pulled us past Garrett's, known for its convenience to

pleasure parties, the American banner which waved on the chimney showed

the owner's heart was in sympathy, either honest or mercenary, with the crowd

on board. Goodwin's Point found all ready to land, and the boat was soon

vacated. A man with
"

a lean and hungry look," which is as dangerous now-

a-days as in those of Ctesar, waited to convey the company to the hotel in his

wagon. But his greedy eyes were almost filled with tears as the boys, one by
one, filed past, and drew all his custom away by the proposition of walking and

thereby enjoying the scenery. The Tom Hughes boat crew were down, having
made the distance of six miles. in sixty-three minutes. '73 filed past the apple-
orchards and straggling grape-vines in the best of order, and entered the ravine.

Up to this time shouts of merriment and j e -, t s had been coming from every

throat, but now nature's grandeur triumphed, and her power was visible in

the faces that had nothing but admiration for this spot, which in grandeur is

unsurpassed by any Alph.e valley. One unpoetical individual did break the

charm by attempting to throw a stone to the top ofthe falls, but two hundred

and fifteen feet was beyond his power to reach, and Taghanic still held its

power over the beings who gazed at the encircling and overhanging cliffs as a

family of ants would gaze at a house ready to fall on their heads. Some joker
had placed, down in the ravine, a sign requesting visitors not to throw stones

up, as it might endanger the lives of the guests in the hotel above. The tramp
up the rocks to the hotel was a little dangerous and trying lo the muscles, but
all got safely up and separated, some going to the bowling rlley, some to the

hotel, and some making a second campus by kicking the foot-ball in good style.
Dinner found none but ready and willing patrons. The general impression

among all those present is that the accommodating landlord lost many a dollar

on his most excellent dinner, and yet no one seemed more abstemious on lhat

account. We venture to say that few companies of forty three individuals have
ever done better justice to a better dinner. Among the numerous toasts « ere

"Our Ball-Club," responded to by French; "The Faculty," by Edgerly;
"The Ladies," by Hampson; "The Era Corps," by Belknap, in a loudly-
applauded speech; and "The Class of '72," by Warner, who was present as
an invited guest

—at the regular price.

Nothing was now left but to depart for another scene of jollity, — the hall
where the newly elected officers were installed. The President being absent,
Yice-President Hill, whose courage is never so much tried as when presiding
over a class meeting, called the meeting to order, and introduced to the ex

pectant class as President, Mr. J. B. Turner; a short speech from this recip-

r „„, •« and Vice-President Bacon was put upon
the rostrum.

,ent of honors from 73, ™d ce

Secretaries, J. R. Stoddard
and E.

In tmn the Corresponding and Recording secretaries, j.

.1 t e Treasu er, WT. Morris, and the Poet, W. H. trench were m-

,'oduced by their predecessors.
Moses, in retiring from the

^office^
Essay,s,

read an article on the
"
woman question

"

as tt pertained to the Un.vers.ty

The mantle of Prophet fell from Gilbert's shoulders on those of Moses and

his prophecy on this occasion, if not an inspiration, was at eas far-sighted.

He prophesied victory in store for '73 in the coming game of
ball aga.nst the

combined University ; he saw in the dim future a Junior exh.b.tion, and as

through a glass darkly," way down the vista of coming years, many
i man

happy in the possession of a family, and the consciousness that he had been a

member of the class of '73 i" Cornell University. Mr. Yan Auken, in trans

ferring the annals of the class to other hands, read the history, much to the

entertainment of all present, giving the victories, the honors and the losses of

'73. He then made a (ew remarks, thanking .he class heartily for the.r kind

ness and support in his duties as a class officer. The absence of several of the

retiring and a few of the incoming officers, though in some cases unavoidable,

was much to be regretted.
The whole class adjourned to the grove, where a game of foot-ball was

speedily arranged, and the
"

pigskin
"

was set in motion by the two contend

ing sides. The presence of a considerable number of the fair sex, from the

hotel, in no way detracted from the interest ofthe game, but rather encour

aged brilliant individual plays. The ardor with which some, who are not usu

ally ranked among foot-ball players, joined in the sport, gave evidence that

foot-ball hath charms to stir the languid blood. But the captain now seemed

to be getting impatient; the whistle blew long and frequently, and prudence

suggested a walk to the shore. As the class took the short route, which means

a path nearly perpendicular for some two hundred feet, no pen can describe the

descent. The somersaulting, the lofty and ground tumbling, the break-neck

leaps and the sudden stops have never been equaled in history, sacred or pro

fane, not even in the instance of the Indians who attempted to lasso a locomo

tive. The ride home was yet the greatest pleasure of the day, and not a face

was visible that did not bear the evidences of a day well and profitably spent.

The songs were renewed, followed and accompanied by dances as furious as

they were devoid of time, as full of fun as they were unclassical. On reaching

the landing, the class formed by twos and marched in the hest military order

that the alma mater can teach, up through State street, and down Aurora to

the post-office, where the procession disbanded.

There is a short moral to this day of pleasure. An outside party would be

apt to see very little advantage in a company of forty individuals setting off on

a trip down the lake, revelling in song, committing many absurdities, squand

ering money that might buy Bibles for unknown heathen, and returning with

extravagant demonstrations. Now, we want to say to such persons as these,

that the age of old fogyism is fast passing away, and the beauties of recrea

tion, not to say sport, are universally acknowledged; especially is this true in

regard to universities and colleges ; but, to those forty persons, that trip down

the lake is full of remembrances which will troop forth at odd times, com

forting the perplexed brain, and relieving the toiling mind. Are those absurd

ities not pardonable since they give utterance to the unspoken thoughts that

are a nuisance to every man? Is not the money better spent that makes a man

more fit for the duties of life, less a misanthrope, and less the rusty student?

And are not the extravagancies commendable which knit closer the tie that

binds classmates, the bond that is the most fruitful of good deeds in future?

A second lesson might be gathered from the fact, that of all our class of over

one hundred, only forty were present at the festivities. There is an old stanza

of poetry that comes back to the mind verv forcibly on certain occasions :

"

Breathes there a man with soul jo dead,

Who never io himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land ?
"

And to us this man, ingrate and heartless as he may appear, seems to com

pare favorably with him, who, a member of any class, with no reasonable ex

cuse, refuses to join in the exercises of such a day as the one of which we

write. As we shall surely have more, and, we hope, more pleasant occasions of
a similar kind, we are sure that the public spirit of '7^ will manifest itself in a

way as unmistakeable as il has done in all the other relations of college classes.

Students will please hand in their contributions to The Era as early
in the week as possible, and write only on one side ofthe paper.

Harper's Magazine speaks very favorably of Professor Corson's " Hand-

Rook of Anglo-Saxon and Early English."

The communication on
"

Boating" is put over until next week.
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APPOINTAIENTS.

Headoi'arters Corps of Cadets,
Cornell

ts Corps of Cadets, )

University, >

Oct. 15th, 1871. S
General Order No. 4.

J ' '

I. The military organization of the Corps of Cadets, for the current college
year, will be as a battalion often companies. Companies B, F and H will be

composed of those cadets who may quarter in the University Buildings, Cas
cadilla Place, and at private houses in the immediate vicinity. Companies A,
C, D, E, G, I and K will be composed of cadets quartered in town.

II. The following designation of officers, made by advice of the Faculty, is

hereby announced. The relative rank, in each grade, is determined by the

order in which the names herein appear.

staff.

Gram Curtis, Adjutant-General.
Millard Conklin, Quartermaster.
Frank Wynkoop, Adjutant.

Captains— Benjamin S. Miller, Wm. N. B. Lawton, Austin W. Clin

ton, Russel Headley, Ambrose C. Pike, Myron G. Stolp, Daniel E. Salmon,
Charles H. Blair, Ira E. Clark, Clinton Smith, Alson Rogers, Jr., Charles S.

Price, Wilbur F. McClune, John E. Van De Carr.

First Lieutenants — Patrick \V. Cullinan, Charles L. Crandall, Maurice

Kellogg, Frank DeElwin Nash, DeMerrille Page, Garrett P. Serviss, Seymour
P. Thomas, Edgar V. Wilson, Laren P. Smith, Archibald C. Weeks, William

J. Youngs, Leroy A. Foster, Dan. Colburn, Willie B. Leach, Joel W. Shack

elford, and Charles W. Wasson.

Second Lieutenants—George F. Breed, Isaac N. L. Heroy, John W. Mack,
Thomas C. Gage, Ezra C. Robertson, Frederick W. Frost, Milford C. Bean,
Ebenezer E. McElroy, Louis' F. Judson, Timothy Sanderson, Adolphus L.

Rader, Arthur W. Fuller, Edward L. Brady, William B. Dickinson, and Wm.

E. Holcomb.

III. Further promotions to complete the organization, and assignments to

companies will be made in due time. The rank and" file will be composed of

all the members of the Sophomore and Freshman classes, and the non com

missioned officers will be taken from the Junior class only.
IV. Officers are responsible for the strictest attention of their respective

squads or companies, and to this end they will report to the Faculty through
the Commandant every disorder during drill.

W. E. Arnold,

Commandant qf Cadets.

Approved. And. D. White,

President.

BASE BALL.

Seventy-three, having defeated every other class in the University, de
termined to complete her triumphs by a victory over the combined Univer

sity. Tuesday was selected for the day, and both nines were out in full force,
although S. C. Gill was unable to play on account of an injured hand. The

game began favorably to '73, although green Freshmen and conceited Sopho
mores invested their superfluous on the University nine. In the third innings
the combined nine made a spurt and took the lead, causing much joy to those

who had invested cigars, beer or oysters on that nine. Seventy-three, how

ever, again went in, and this time maintained their lead, which they gradually
increased till the end of the seventh innings, when the game was called on ac

count of darkness. French and Jillett, of '73, and Conklin, of the University,
fielded finely ; French, Smith, Williams, Gill and Johnson leading at the bat,
the former making a clean home run.

score.

SE\eEN' v-- I IK I.E. UNIVERSIIY.

0 i< 1 BH 1 bl KB LI! 0 R ibH rim UK LB

Sprague, 2b, 2 S 4 4 I 0 Headley, 2b, 2 2 I I 0 I

b rench, lb, 0 b 4 7 2 0 Wheeler, If, 4 I I I 2 0

Garrigue, 3b, } } 1 1 2 0 Conklin, c, 4 2 I 2 I 0

Smith, A. A., rf, 0 s 4 ■5 1 I Smith, CE, p, 3 I I I 2 2

Williams, E., If, 2 4 4 7 I 0 Gill, J. WE, 3b 2 s 1 6 I I

Jillett, c, 2 4 2 4 2 0 Nash, ss, 1 4 2 2 T, I

Spofford, ss, 3 3 2 4 I 0 ( )strom, lb, i
1 I 1 2 2

McKechnie, p, 4 2 ^ 0 0 0 Sawver, rf, 2 2 0 0 2 O

Johnston, cf, 5 1 2 3 0 0 Johnson, S. K.
, cf, 0 2 4 5 0 2

21 33 26 4i 10 I 21 iS '5 20 14 9

Seventy-three, 6 2 0 9 9 0 7=33-
University, 1 1 7 3 0 2 4=18.

THE CHICAGO FIRE.

A meeting ofthe professors and students of Cornell University was held

at Library Hall on Tuesday evening. Mr. Colburn was appointed chairman,

and Almy secretary. President White then addressed the audience, and stated

the object of the meeting, which was to collect money from the students, to be

denominated a University fund, and sent to the sufferers ofthe West at Chi

cago or elsewhere, where it was most needed. He stated that Mr. Cornell

would head the list with a subscription of one thousand dollars, and that he

himself would give five hundred dollars; and that in case five hundred dollars

was raised among the students he would give an additional five hundred

Professor Russel was called out, and spoke earnestly in behalf of those

who, a short time ago, were independent, but now dependent on their fellow-

men, houseless and homeless, naked, and wandering over what were once their

homes. Professor Shackford, then being called upon, responded in a few

spirited and pertinent remarks. It was then moved and carried that tliere be

a committee of five from each class appointed by the president of each respect

ive class, he himself acting as chairman, to solicit subscriptions from their

class ; and also that there be a committee of three in the Faculty, appointed by
President White, to circulate a subscription paper among the Faculty. Pro

fessor Russel then made the announcement that the Ladies' Benevolence So

ciety was sending clothing from the Library building, and would be happy to

receive from any one any second-hand garments. The meeting then adjourned.
The following are the several committees appointed :

Senior—Jordan, President, Colburn, Osborn, Pike, Foster.

Junior—Turner, President, Jackson, Diefendorf, Van Auken, Almy.

Sophomore—Washburn, President, Wheeler, Smith, W. M., Andrus, Van

dewater.

Freshman—Farmer, President, Leonard, Millspaugh, Greene, Halsey.

Home runs—French 1, McKechnie 1, Williams 1=3.

Fly Catches—Spofford 2, Johnston 1, Jillett 1=4; Conklin 2, Headley 2,

Nash 1, Ostrom 1, Wheeler 1= 7.

Put out on Rases—by French 8, Sprague 1, Jillett 1= 10; Ostrom 6, Gill

2, C. Smith 1=9. Assisted by Spofford 3, Jillett 3, A. A. Smith 1, McKech

nie 1, French 1, Garrigue 1= 10; Nash 2, Ostrom 2, Gill 2, Conklin 1, C.

Smith I, Sawyer 1=9.
Passed Balls—Conklin 5; Jillett 13.

Called Balls—A. A. Smith 11, McKechnie 7=18; C. Smith 15, Nash 6—

21.

Double Play
—

by Ostrom and C. Smith.

Umpire—Mr. J. C. Smith, F. C. B. B. C.

Scorer—J. B Edgerly.
Time—2:45.

FROAI A AILAIBER OF '73.

Editors of the Era : — I now accept the first opportunity to acknowledge
the receipt of your tidy and inteiesting sheet which reached me a few evenings
since. I was greatly pleased in perusing, and, in fact, read it

"

o'er and o'er"

to satisfy if possible my yearnings after news from old Cornell.

I read everything inside the covers, and, in fact, outside, and what is more

I believed it, for I know '73 to be all right. However, this did not satisfy me

and I determined to read it weekly. For the enclosed $2.50 please remit to

me at Potsdam, N. Y.

The two previous volumes I had bound, and you cannot imagine the pleas
ure I take in perusing them. They bring old college days, scenes and pleas

ures ud anew, and it seems but yesterday we buried the poor old hat.

Really, boys, how is that hallowed spot beneath the old pine ? grassed over

or does the sad dejected sojourner's foot keep down the rising blades ? Please

remember me in your visits there and just drop a tear.

I suppose it is needless for me to remind you that you have a high duty

resting upon you, that of representing in this country not only '73 but the

pre-destined Oxford of America. Circumstances graduated me last June, but

somehow the "Dip." doesn't come along. Hail '73 ! All honor to you.

C. E. S.

A. K. E. CONVENTION AT ITHACA.

On the 25th and 26th of this month, the Xational Convention of the Delta

Kappa Epsilon fraternity, will assemble at Ithaca. On the evening of Thurs

day next week, a public entertainment will be given in Library Hall, under

the management of the Cornell Chapter. Distinguished men will take part

in the exercises, to which ail students and the town people are cordially

invited.
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D
R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

DENTAL SURGEON,

No. 3 Clinton Hall Block, up stairs, two doors South of the

Clinton House.

ITHA CA, N. V.

ALL ARTIFICIAL WORK

Executed in the most beautiful and artistic style, and the most

thorough attention given to

PRESERVE THE NATURAL TEETH

A.
PHILLIPS & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

And Dealers in

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

No. 19 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, N. Y.

A. PHILLIPS. A. H. PHILLIPS.

A
GREAT OFFER.

48 SHEETS COMMERCIAL NOTE PAPER, and

25 ENVELOPES for 25 cents, at

Brink's Bazaar, No. 65 East State Street.

rp H. HOLLISTER, successor to Hoi-

lister and Dangerfield, dealers in Pictures. Picture

Frames of all styles made to order. Stereoscopic Views, &c

No. 51. East State Street

GENTLEMEN
OF "CORNELL"

should get their boots, shoes, and slippers of Mr. C. M.

Stanley, 14 East Stale st Special attention paid to fine
custom work. All stock and work warranted to be as repre
sented. Best blacking in the city at the lowest prices. Over-gait
ers in great variety. Repairing done promptly and stylishly.

GREGG e> OSTRAND, dealers in Farm Ma
chinery, Agricultural Implements, Seeds, &c, 10 and 12 West
State Street— Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

BEST FRESH LAGER, at a convenient loca
tion, at D. Rezeau's, third door east from the corner of Aurora
and State street, south side.

BROWN KITTRICK, manufacturers and
dealers in Boots and Shoes of all kinds. No. 46 East State
street, Ithaca.

SEAMAN'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of
Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street

T

W
ESTWARD HO!

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West

will do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

For a Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands of

pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

OTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

CCHUYLER & CURTIS,

No. 74 and 76 East State Street,

DEALERS IN

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES

Paints, Oils and Dye-Stuffs, Kerosene Oil and Lamps, Perfuni

ery and Fancy Articles, PureWines and Brandies for Medicina

use.

H
OWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds,
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. C. P. CLEMEi.T.

ARBOUR.

AIILLSPA UGH &> THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

HE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself the annoyance of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for The Era.

/CORNELL UNIVERSITY

PRtfPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address WAI. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y.

c
OLLEGE SOCIETY BADGES

OF EVERV DESIGN,

IN SOLID GOLD &r ENGRA VED,

IN SOLID GOLD &r- ENAMELLED,

IN SOLID GOLD &r PRECIOUS STONES

From the best materials and by the best workers in

Jewelry.

The manufacture of BADGES A SPECIALTY

Twenty years have
been devoted to it. All Badges WAR-

RANTED. Price I.1-.1 furnished on call.

L. G. B URGESS tf SON,

, PLAIN STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

Passengers from the West, wishing to take the morning boat

up Cayuga Lake can be accommodated with good fare and

clean beds at rates much lower than at Rochester or Syracuse,
and by coining here to stop over night, will avoid being called

at 4 o'clock in the morning in order to connect here with the 8

o'clock boat, thus gaining three hours more sleep.

Passengers bound west, leaving Ithaca by the morning boat,
have ample time here for dinner, which costs 25 per cent less

than on the boat.

Passengers going east from Ithaca by the afternoon boat, can

get supper here cheaper than in Syracuse.
;Y<> night trainspassing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the

students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

D
ESCHNER'S KAFFEE HAUS,

JOHN PARROTT, Men and Boys' Clothing
cnt, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner ol Tioga.
Over (Finch's book-store.)

WAI. AIAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in
Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten
tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots ot the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

bei Sfteobor Tcfcfyner,

No. 95 NORTH GENEVA STREET,

Where can be obtained at all hours the choicest German and

French Coffee, wholesome Pie, Sausage, Pretzels, Cake, and

the purest

ROCHESTER LAGER,

Besides

Sbinfen^l'iivU, ^dnoctjcv^aic^iintutrflct^dfe,

S?ebcv3!>urU.

Private rooms provided for students, to whom will be given
every facility for acquiring the German Language.

J-
HATES & SON,

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY fr> CO., Grocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 & 43 least Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's
brands ot Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. R. CURRAN &•» SON, Druggists, 7S State

Street, Dealers in Drills, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, nils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating < his by the bariel.

~~JOIIN L. WillTON'S BAKER ) \~Gr> .cefy
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street. Manufacturer of ail
kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first class.
~

JOHNSON'S TOILET No^ Si State~Strcet,~
adjoining the Ithaca Hotel. Shaving, Hair Cutting and

shampooing done in the best manner. Geo. A. Johnson, prop.

successors to

l'.AIKS, WoRTMAN & CO.,

NO. 16 NORTH AURORA ST., ITHACA,

wholesale and retail dealers in

FRESH AND SALT MEATS,

SAl'SACKS, SMOKED HAMS,

Shoulders, Bacon and Beef, lOsh Meats of all kinds. Pork by
the Barrel, Lard, Tallow, &c.

J. DATES. _

nATES.

n/'' -f\ lr/I-IIAMS, Baggage and City Express.
Ofiice in Me\\ hortei's grocery, cor. State and Cayuga sts.
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THE PROFESSOR.

UNRETURNING.

I went to the North, and the sleety wind

Through the groaning fir-trees rushing passed,
As if great Thor, in his thundering wrath,

Bestrode and berode the strident blast ;

But I came ever back to thee.

I went to the South, and the wooing sun

Paid ardent suit to the orange bowers,

Kissing and kissing with kisses*. >f love

The bursting buds and the blooming flowers ;

But J came ever back to thee.

I went to the East, and the domed palms
Gazed out where the stretching desert ran,

Waving their heads with a welcome proud
To beckon the nearing caravan ;

But Ifame ever back to thee.

I went to the West, and the world-old pines,
Like groves of topless cathedral spires,

Looked up to their brothers, the snow-crowned peaks,
And down on the raging prairie fires ;

But I came ever back to thee.

I sigh to the North, I sigh to the South,

And I sigh to the East and the West ;

But the North is cold, and the South is hot,

The East and the West bring me no rest ;

For thou contest not back to me 1

CHI CA GO.

(OCTOBER IO, 1S7I.)

Slackened and bleeding, helpless, panting, prone,

On the charred fragments of her shattered throne

Lies she who stood but yesterday alone.

Queen of the West ! by some enchanter taught

To lift the glory of Aladdin's court,

Then lose the spell that all that wonder wrought.

Like her own prairies by some chance seed sown,

Like her own prairies in one brief day grown,
•

Like her own prairies in one fierce night mown.

She lifts her voice, and in her pleading call

We hear the cry of Macedon to Paul—

The cry for help that makes her kin to all.

But haply with wan fingers may she feel

The silver cup hid in the proffered meal—

The gifts her kinship and our loves reveal.

Bret Harte.

Cause of Earthquakes.—The great earthquake of 1835, in Chili, was

accounted for by Mr. Darwin, who was in that country when it occurred, on

the hypothesis of the existence of a subterranean bed of lava equal in extent to

the Black Sea. Fresh discussion of this view has been inaugurated by the re

cent Chilian earthquake. A German professor named Falb has a theory that

the chief cause of earthquakes is the influence of the moon, but his prophesies
based upon it have not proved true.

RE-TOLD FROM THE GERMAN OF LUDWIG TIECK.

PROFESSOR CHARLES C SHACKFORD.

Chapter If.

The doctor managed matters prudently, hinting at first to the

Councillor, as from his relations to the family he could well do,
how desirable a son-in-law the professor would make. By degrees
he approached the subject more directly, and finding that Antoinette
and her father made no positive opposition, the matter was defi

nitely concluded after much preliminary skirmishing. The profes
sor was duly informed of the happy certainty, and in spite of the

undoubting cr.nfidence of his friend, hardly knew whether he was

glad or sorry. He informed his two attendants of the change that

was soon to take place. They could not believe their ears, and

stared at the professor in dumb amazement ; but seeing that they
could get no farther light upon the wonderful revelation from their

master, who was even more perplexed than they, the pair withdrew

in silence to their sitting-room.
"
Feel my pulse, Gertrude," said the puzzled Werner,

"
and see

if I have any fever. I should have sooner thought that the whole

city would have been swallowed up than such a misfortune as this

would have happened."
"
One doesn't know whether to cry or laugh," said Gertrude.

" One feels like swearing," exclaimed Werner,
"

which I haven't

done for seventeen years, and now I am all out of practice. Thun

der ! what a wretched, miserable affair. Heavens ! murder ! no,

you see I can't do it; the peace and quiet of this house for so

many years have put my tongue all out. That oldest daughter be

low, too ! That showy, coquettish thing ! Sound the trumpets,

beat the drums ! What a grand orchestra there will be here, where

I haven't been suffered to blow the flute, which I could play well,

for these seventeen years. Is the man crazy ?
"

" No, no," cried the housekeeper,
" it is that free-thinking doctor.

When the other physicians are at a loss what to do for their pa

tients, they send them to the baths or to the mad-house ; but this

free-thinker drives our master into marriage, and may he be hanged
himself in the same halter."

"

Strange prescription !
"

cried Werner;
"
and if this is the only

panacea, dear Gertrude, you
will be the next household remedy."

" Don't !
"

said Gertrude bashfully,
"
I am too old to be mar

ried. No, if he wanted to venture on ice, there was that sweet,

silent Lena ; she has a real reverence for his learning, and she

would have fitted him much better than this butterfly."
" It was not to be," grumbled Werner ;

"

nothing reasonable

ever happens in this world. I should like to go up and down the

stairs, screaming ah ! woe ! Yes, dear Gertrude, I shall do some

desperate thing ; I shall make the whole city stare, for my Chris

tian patience is all gone."
" For heavenEs sake," said Gertrude, seizing hold of him,

"

you

will do yourself no harm ? After all, life is life, and it will all turn

out well for us."

"No!" screamed he, "you must stand by me, Gertrude; we

must take our revenge. We must show them that we can do some

thing. Are you agreed, child ?
"

" I will do everything but kill ourselves," sighed she.

" Kill ourselves ! By no means ; we must marry, my dear friend."

The housekeeper took one step backwards, and a blush over

spread her pale, delicate countenance,
"

My good Werner," said
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she modestly,
"
we ought to have thought of that some years

earlier."

" Cortainlv," replied he,
" but it never occurred to me before.

Am 1 too old for you ? too ugly ? too unsuitable ? too immoral ?
"

" Not at all, dear man," replied she in a friendly tone ; but I
"
—

"
No more !

"

cried Werner;
" I have liked you better and bet

ter everv vear. Youth is fleeting, but good sense, kindness, virtue,

grow brighter with years, as I have seen in you. Therefore it

seems to me high time that we should declare our love."

"

Hey ! you kind, dear Werner," replied she,
" if you will con

tinue to think so, I am yours with all my heart, and I promise love

and fidelity to you as long as I live."

The contract was settled, and the professor gave his willing con

sent.

In the Councillor's family, everything was in a state of restless

excitement. Antoinette was full of plans for the future, and noth

ing less would suit her than a removal to the capital, a fine equi

page, a splendid establishment and an entree into the most brilliant

society. Jenny hoped that her sister would persuade the professor

to purchase a spacious villa in some romantic neighborhood. The

father rather leaned to this proposition, but the mother to the for

mer, while they all seemed to agree that the simple-minded old

professor, who knew nothing of the world, could easily be led by

a voung and handsome wife who had given up for him all her bril

liant youthful expectations of love and marriage.

Helen felt sorelv vexed with the scheming doctor, who was so

surely putting in jeopardy the happiness of his noble and confiding
friend. She could have wept as she listened to the heartless plan

ning, wherein the professor's views and comfort formed no part of

the programme. It pained her deeply to hear this man, for whom

she entertained so sincere a reverence, and who had become idealized

in her imagination from the day that she had visited his quiet and

studious retreat, — to hear him thus dragged into all the petty

schemes of a selfish and worldly vanity. She withdrew more and

more into herself, and an attentive observer would have seen evi

dent marks of suffering in her calm and expressive countenance.

She struggled against the feelings of bitterness and contempt that

would come over her, and she began to have a rising indignation

against the neglect and the slights of which she was constantly the

victim.
"
But no," said she to herself one night,

"

no, I will not

feed upon hate and contempt. Though I am not loved, I will

still love. I must not become bitter and heartless. I must not be

sick, for Antoinette and the professor will need my help. I will do

what I can to free him from anxiety and care. The confidence and

friendship of a noble man is something ennobling and worth living
for."

In the morning she rose with a new strength and in a cheerful

mood ; she asked herself how she could contribute to her sister's

and the professor's happiness, as she thought that this was the day
on which their betrothal was to be formally celebrated.

The professor himself was extremely disquieted as the time ap

proached for him to ratify in person the doctor's arrangements.

'I'he goldsmith brought the betrothal ring, and a handsome set of

jewelry for the bride, and the physician said as he embraced his

friend : "Now we are all rea.lv ; I will go home, and at noon I will

join you at the dinner. It has been a custom in the family for years

that the daughters should each week preside in the kitchen, and
this week it is Antoinette's turn, who is to be your bride. You can

see at dinner how you are pleased with the culinary skill of the fu-

ture head of your household. Keep up your courage,
and don't

let that wise head sink down." He went away, leaving the profes

sor in a mood of serious reflection.

Every thing was arranged below in the most tasteful style, the

rooms put in order, and the windows and tables adorned with

flowers. Father, mother and daughters were restless and excited,

except Helen who sat silent and reserved, in spite of all her efforts

at cheerfulness. "As Antoinette," said her mother,
"
is dressed in

her best, and you, Nelly, have on nothing particularly fine, it

would be better for you to look after the kitchen to-day. You can

dress yourself and come in at the dessert."

Helen was glad to escape and absented herself without making

any reply.
Meanwhile the professor, with beating heart and trembling step,

softly and carefully descended the stairs, and stopped at the first

landing to recover his breath. As he stood before the door of the

lower room and was about to knock, he drew back, for he felt as if

he should faint ; some one seemed to be standing behind him and

drawing back his hand. He must first get a fresh breath of air,

and regain his exhausted strength. He went out into the spacious

court-yard, looked up at the pure blue sky, and leaned for a mo

ment against the old walnut-tree. He smiled at his cowardice and

returned to the house with recovered composure and spirits. As he

passed the kitchen door, the savory odors of the coming feast salut

ed him pleasantly, and thinking that she who was to be his bride

was there, he felt impelled to open the door and to see and speak

with her for the first time, without the disturbing presence of her

parents and relatives. Helen sprang back from the fire in affright,
and with glowing cheeks went quickly towards him. The profes

sor smiled, regarding her with a look of benignant pleasure, for in

her simple dress, her neat apron, and her serene, friendly expres

sion, she appeared exceedingly charming.

"Are you a daughter of the Councillor?" inquired he with emo

tion, as he offered his hand. "

Yes," said Helen, making a grace

ful courtesy. "Then take this ring, which is to unite us for time

and for eternity." Without waiting for any reply, he put the ring
on her finger, and she was too much taken by surprise, and too

much moved, to do any thing else but burst into tears.

He drew her almost fainting form towards him, kissed her, and

before any explanation could be given, the maid-sen-ants opened
the door ; without heeding their stare of wondering amazement, he
crossed the hall and opened the parlor door, not even stopping to

knock.

The family were amazed at his unceremonious entrance, and at

his conversation on indifferent subjects without the slightest refer
ence to the all-important subject in hand. The Councillor led him

up to Antoinette, but the professor made no allusion to the expect
ed ceremony. They all sat down, and the perplexed father said at

last, with some embarrassment: "After what the doctor has said to

us, I supposed, respected Sir, whom I shall soon address bv a near

er title, that you would have made some reference to the betrothal

with my daughter."
"
It the excellent girl were present," answered the professor,

" I

would repeat my proposal; but the betrothal itself has taken place,
and I must beg you to call my bride in from the kitchen, so that I

may receive the sanction of her parents' consent."
Alter many expressions of astonishment from all, and many in

quiries, the misunderstanding was explained. Antoinette .tried to

look contemptuous, but succeeded only in looking silly ; the Coun-
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cillor looked puzzled, but not displeased ; the mother thought that

the mistake could yet be rectified ; but the professor declared ener

getically that he saw in this the express leading of Providence, and

that the sacred kiss had been given and could not be taken back.

"

But," continued he, his excited tone becoming milder,
"
these

jewels are far more suited to beauty such as I see now radiant be

fore me, than to the simple, quiet face of a maiden in her plain,

every-day dress, as I saw her." Saying this he presented to Antoi

nette the ear-rings, bracelets, and pearl-necklace; she was a con

noisseur in such matters, and the costly gift put her in the most

cheerful good-humor.
The professor entreated that his betrothed should be sent for to

come from the kitchen just as she was, and she received without

embarrassment the congratulations of the family. The doctor now

came in, and, having recovered from his amazement, laughed hearti

ly ; but he was still more amazed at the bearing of the professor,
who seemed perfectly at home and self-possessed, and familiar with

Helen as if he had known her for years. As the betrothed sat

alone in the arbor together, the professor said, as he pressed Hel

en's hand :
"
How could I ever have supposed that, old as I am, I

should have won so dear a child !
"

Hardly knowing what reply to make, the confused maiden lifted

the kerchief that covered her neck, and a paper fell to the ground.
" What ? Is it possible?

"

cried the professor, as he stooped to

pick it up.
"
How did you come by this ? It's the note on Quin-

tilian that I hunted for everywhere."

Blushing with a bashful joy, the girl made confession of her visit,

the pleasure she had taken in looking at his books, in sitting in his

chair and at his desk, and her desire to take away with her some

thing in his hand-writing as a token of remembrance, and that she

had since carried in her bosom.

"

Nellie," said he, kissing her hand,
"
how blindly I have gone in

and out, my happiness, my bliss so near, and I knew nothing of it !

I walked over your head, and like the natives of Peru knew noth

ing of the mine of gold beneath." He became thoughtful, and then

said, as tears filled his eyes :
"
Heaven has been good to me—far

better than I deserve ; the greatest mystery in the universe is love,

and perhaps it is the key to all mysteries. With all my life and all

my mind I will strive to repay something of this dear love. Heaven

will bless us."

A few days before the wedding, the betrothed were sitting with

the physician in the garden-arbor, and the latter was congratulating

his friend on the improvement in his looks and health.
"

Yes," cried

he,
"
I feel twenty years younger. And to-day I have been made

happy by a wonderful dream."

" A dream ?
"

inquired Helen :
" O tell it to us !

"

"I do not know," replied the professor,
" whether I shall ex

press myself so as to be understood. Pictures and engravings rep

resenting the heroes of the Greek and Roman history and mythol

ogy have always been my aversion. So, too, the poems which are

so admired by many. And yet there was always an indescrib

able longing to live one day, a single hour in the age of Pericles or

Miltiades, and to look upon Athens as it was, or the plains of Mar

athon. Yesterday evening I fell asleep with this thought on my

mind. I seemed to be living in that early age and in Greece, and

yet I remembered who and where I was. Such strange tricks does

a dream play with us, and we are clearly shown what the poets

could do with us if they rightly understood their work. Upon the

landscape lay a mist, which the light scattered. And as the light

spread, the mists sailed over the sea like ships, and white sails

gleamed in the sun's dazzling rays. I was opposite Salamis. The

sea was rippled with dancing waves, and rainbow tints shimmered

on its changing surface : at first a dark blue, then green which grew

lighter, shaded with red and violet and gold and azure, while in the

far-off horizon was a lustre as of pearl. So must it have looked to

the heroes of Marathon, thought I, and so must a rejoicing gladness
have filled their souls when victory was theirs. There I was amidst

woods and mountains, and a gentle breeze making music in the

tree-tops, and the fragrance of the oleander and the primrose blos

soms was wafted in the air. This is Arcadia, whispered to me an

invisible spirit. Nightingales sang in the wood, and a glistening
fall of water sent forth it spray, and its waves leaped like merry

children down the mountain-side.

"
I tried to find out why I used to be so troubled in the midst of

nature. Then came towards me from a rocky recess a female form,

draped in a graceful Dorian robe. We exchanged greetings, and

as I looked at her dress, which delighted my eye, I understood why
the pictures and statues had always displeased me.

'

Why,' asked

I, as we walked together,
'

why was it, that with all my study and all

my toil, this sense has never been opened to me through which

now there streams in upon me such blessed delight ? Why did the

book remain only a book, and the paper never become inspired with

life ?
'

" '
You have been,' replied the gracious maiden,

'
too plodding.

Your thinking and studying have driven away the soft influences of

nature's loveliness. The heart, like the sun in spring, shines down

into the darkness of the forest and sweetly draws forth all of na

ture's germs of beauty and of growth. With quiet happiness will

come to you the enjoyment of the peculiar culture of that ancient

world. What shall confer a permanent blessedness upon you must

be homelike, cherished, held dear like father and mother, like wife

and child. The traveling-cap and sandals of the stranger must be

laid aside. Love will make you comprehend nature, which will

become your book, your eye, your soul ; to enjoy life, friendship,

health, to respond to their call, this is the magic power which opens

every door. Doubt, introspection, anxious thought are children of

death and sisters of wretchedness.' As the maiden thus spoke, my
heart seemed to expand ; I gazed into her clear eyes, and her look

became more and more loving. Then I thought, Helen, that you

yourself were the maiden, that you were to be my wife, and my soul

thrilled with rapture, and I awoke, exclaiming in my joy:
•

Yes, I

too have been in Arcadia !
' "

[the end.]

COAIAIUNICA TIONS.

A RECENT LETTER FROM MR. GILBERT.

Leipzig, Oct. 1, 1S71.

I will pass over the particulars of my journey, which are scarcely worth

relating, and say a few words of Leipzig, and ofthe manner in which people
live.

The city contains 100,000 inhabitants, and is quite beautiful. It is cele

brated for the battle at Leipzig. (For further particulars of the city, I refer

you to Bardeker's Guide for North Germany).

Every year, during six weeks of September and October, there is here

what is called in German, the Alesse. Merchants come from all parts ofthe

world to bring goods. Stalls and booths are erected in all vacant places in the

city, where their goods are sold. There is also a great influx of shows ; show

ing all the wonders ever heard of, and a few others never heard of, in consid

eration of a small sum of money, ranging from five pfennige to five groschens,

paid to the owners of said shows by all persons desiring to see said wonders.
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There are phrenologists who will give you a chart of your character for two

groschens. You can see
" Die schonste Dame der Weld

"

for a groschen.

For five groschen you can have
" Ein Bild gleich mitzunehmen." A rooster

with six legs, and a calf with two heads and six legs is to be seen for a grosch

en. There are shooting galleries where you can shoot at a house, and if you

hit it in the right place the door (lies open and displays a man rocking a bawl

ing child; at a lion, and if you hit him he roars terriffically, and so on ad infin

itum. At another place, for one groschen, you can ride a lion, horse, deer or

sheep round a circle; but to prevent accidents, these animals are constructed of

wood and securely fastened.
In conse-

quenceofallthesethings thecityis very lively,
and bandsof musicians are to be

seen on every street, while the number ofpick-pockets and beggars reminds one

of New York City. Dogs are also more numerous in consequence of the addi

tional amount of transportation. Perhaps you do not understand this. Goods

are rarely carried from one place to another in trucks and drays. They are

carried either, 1. By men, upon their shoulders ; or 2. By women, in bas

kets strapped upon their backs ; or 3. By women, in hand-carts ; or 4. By

hand-carts, with a woman hitched to one side of the tongue and a dog to the

other ; or 5. By hand-carts, with two dogs hitched to the tongue. The effect

produced upon one's ears during the Alcsse. by the rattling of the carts, the

clattering of wooden shoes and the music of those infernal hand-organs, I leave

to your own vivid imagination.

I am living in Konigsstrasse. I have two rooms, which are furnished, my

self waited on and boarded, for the sum of sixteen thalers, or twelve dollars,

per month. Landladies in Leipzig understand their business. One who is a

boarder finds his boo'.s blacked and clothes brushed every morning. If he

wishes to send out for anything someone is always ready and willing to go.

So if one has a visitor and wishes to have two pints of beer, all he has to do is

to pull out the money to pay for it and it is brought to him. To entertain a

friend, that is to get two pints of beer and trvo cigars, costs four and a half

groschens, or eleven cents. Cigars cost two thalers a box or one dollar and a

half. Books are very cheap. Curtius' Griechische Grammatik, of which

Hadley's is a translation, costs twenty groschens, or fifty cents. This is the

usual proportion to American prices. If any one buys second-hand books,

they are from one-half to one-third as dear as this.

The University has one hundred and thirty-two regular professors, togeth
er with a host of

"

privat docenten." One can attend lectures upon anv sub

ject, from agricultural chemistry to Chinese or dogmatic theology. Among the

professors are Curtius and Ritschl, two ofthe most, if not the most, celebrat

ed philologists ofthe world. As the University i.s not yet opened, I will not

say more ol it at present. Curtius lectures four times a week during the next

semester (from October 16 to March 15) on Homer's Iliad. I shall at

tend them and read the Iliad. I shall also attend lectures on the French

Revolution and read French and German works on that subject more for the

purpose of learning French and German than any thing else. For your in

formation I will give below what I expect to accomplish during this year:

1. Learn the German language.

2. Learn the French language.

3. Read Homer's Iliad and Odyssey.

4. Get a thorough knowledge of Greek grammar.

5. Learn to speak Latin fluently. (German students learn this generally
before entering the University.)

6. Read thoroughly Goethe's and Schiller's poems.

7. Acquire the elements of Sanskrit.

8. Acquire a good knowledge of the French Revolution.

9. Read one English poet (Lord Byron).

10. Read one English prose author (Thackeray).
Can you accomplish as much as this at the Cornell University ? I can do

it here easily, and I feel sure that I can do half as much more by making an

effort.

During the year in which I am doing this I can live like a gentleman, for

400 thalers, or $300. By living like a gentleman I mean eating good food,

smoking good cigars, drinking good beer, visiting the theatre or Schiitzenhaus

once a week, buying 125 volumes of standard hooks, and wearing good clothes.

Can you do this at the Cornell University ? I did not live expensively there,
and it cost me $650 a year. In view of these facts, I am constrained to say

that any classical student who remains in an American collegi- after his soph
omore year is guilty of prostituting his brains as well as his money.

The German student is a gentleman, as I have experienced to my great

pleasure. The stories circulated in America about derman student-life are

gross exaggerations, at least as far as Leipzig is concerned. The good-for-

nothing student is in Germany the exception. Extravagance is unthought-of.

I have made the acquaintance
of a German student who has befriended me in

various ways. We often go into a beer-garden to take a glass of beer togeth

er; sometimes one pays for both, but generally each one pays for his own.

In'drinking beer they do not, as we Americans do, go up to the bar (in fact

thereis no such thing as a bar here)
and gulp down a whole pint atone draught,

but they sit down at a table, say
" Hier ist Gesundheit," and drink about a

fourth of a glass. To drink the remainder it requires from ten minutes to half

an hour.

Germans are accustomed to drink beer and eat Limburger Kase from the

day they are born. The former I admire, but I can't as yet say that ofthe

latter ; still, I shut my eyes, hold my nose, hold my breath, and gulp it down,

though one cubic inch of it would clear an American meeting-house of its con

gregation quicker than a cry of fire. H. T. Gilbert.

BOATING.

Editors of The Era :—In consequence of an article, signed "X." that

has appeared in your paper relative
to boating, and to correct some erroneous

opinions and confusion of ideas that seem to exist as to the general operation

of the rowing enterprise of the University, we are led to state through your

columns, if permitted, a few simple, plain and honest facts in reference to the

whole matter.

In May last about sixty students of the University, deeply interested, rep

resenting all classes and parties, assembled together to discuss and act upon a

matter that was constantly becoming more and more of interest and impor-

to them and to the institution to which they belong, viz. : the establishment of

a permanent college boating enterprise. e\n attempt in this direction had been

made each year previous, with no definite results, but now all felt that some

thing effective could and should be done. In the midst of discussions as to the

best form of procedure, information was received to the effect that a club call

ing itself the
"

University Boat Club
"

had been organized a short time before,

by a few students on the hill, and it was suggested that all might turn their

attention to that and make of it what was desired. This suggestion was con

sidered, and inquiry made into the condition and plan of goverment of this club.

It was found to consist of thirteen known as
"

Independents
"

(political and

non-secret society party), organized as a club under a constitution requiring

that any person to become a member of the club must pay ten dollars fee, must

be an Independent, and must receive the unanimous vote of all the members

of the club.

It was clearly and quickly seen that such an order of things could not ac

complish the ends desired. Olher clubs which had been previously formed,

and which wished to participate in a general movement, and one in particular,
which had been organized the year previous, consisting of twentv-five mem

bers and holding a subscription list containing four times as much as this Uni

versity Boat Club had secured, would not consent to join this club and hand

their list into its hands ; but would gladly join with them and all others in es

tablishing a general University boating-association, broad enough to afford free

and harmonious action to all classes and parties, concentrating the various in

fluences under a general management, and throwing together the several sub

scription lists and funds into one general treasury, through which means a

boat house (as the first requisite) could be built and proper boats procured.
This latter idea was accepted and adhered to by all except the representa

tives of this " University Boat Club," or the "Tom Hughes Boat Club" as it

has since been known, who wished the whole matter postponed indefinitely
to give them time to consider the subject and come to some opinion upon the

epiestion. Time was limited and precious ; whatever was to be done must be

done quickly and delay would be deleterious to a general movement, and the

cry came from all quarters, except the one spoken ol, to push ahead ; conse

quently an organization under the name of the '-Cornell Xavy
"

was immedi

ately formed. The invitation to join in with the rest was renewed and re

mained open to the T. If. B. C. ; but instead of accepting it they chose rather
to fuss and quibble over the right of legitimacy, erroneously based upon the

principle of priority of time and establishment (^claiming that they were first,
therefore must remain, and the new order of things be overthrown). This

quibble they seem inclined to keep up to this day, 'refusing to recognize the

true position of the Xavy, and endeavoring to misconstrue its aims and mis
lead minds as to its true merits. The Xavy, meanwhile, went earnestly for-

ward, built a large boat-house, purchased boats and got the different clubs and
crews at work, all in an incredibly short time.

It established itself under a constitution and form of government the most
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liberal and effective, upon a plan which is shown by the history of boating at

other colleges to be the only one than can promise prosperity
and success.

1. The government of the general affairs is entrusted to a Board of Direc

tors, comprised of delegates appointed by each of the clubs and classes of the

association, and a set of general officers such as the Commodore, Vice-Com

modore, Treasurer. Signal-officer and Secretaries of the Xavy, appointed at a

general election ofthe same, in which all have a vote.

2. The business of this board and the general officers is to provide and

keep in repair the boat-house and the boats that are to represent the Univer

sity in races, select the college crews from the various clubs and crews, ar

range regattas and reviews, and make such general regulations for the com-

■ fort and economy of thc different clubs as aie deemed expedient.

Whenever a club is admitted into the Association, it at once takes part in

the government of the same, by appointing a certain number of delegates to

the board of directors. It secures an equal right and interest with all others

in the boat-house, University boats and crews. It retains its individual and

separate rights as a club, having full control of its private club-property, and

is only subject to such general regulations ofthe Xavy as apply to all clubs

alike. Xow this is what is known as the Cornell Xavy. It is not a mere club,

as Mr. X. calls it in his article in The Era, like the one of which he is a

member; and its position as a University Navy, in all respects, cannot be de

nied or misconstrued by a single club that chooses to remain out of the as

sociation and persists in calling il ''a mere boat club," "The Cornell XTavy
Boat Club," or "the so-called Cornell Xavy."

Again, as to "the rivalry between two organizations," as Mr.
"

X." calls

it, and which he speaks of as so healthful and advantageous, d'his very thing
has been and is one ofthe greatest obstacles against the progress ofthe boat

ing interest with which it has to contend. X'ot a rivalry, as Mr. "

X." calls

it, for the X'avv. as such, attempts no rivalry with a separate college-club, but

the mere existence ofthe fact of the division between the Tom Hughes Club

and the X'avv and the confusion of ideas and misunderstanding and misapprehen
sion arising from it in relation to the whole nutter, and the want of know

ledge as to the merits or demerits of the one party or the other, have crippled

the enterprise of boating more than we can estimate. Xeeded aid, which

would otherwise be freely given to the interest, is withheld on account of not

'

knowing to which party it should properly be given to render it useful in tbe

right direction. In one case a first-class University shell, fully equipped, has

been offered, on condition that the Tom Hughes Club become harmoniously

connected with the Xavy. Were the two united, all this difficulty would be

obviated, and everything go on smoothly ,
and what efforts have been made

to effect this union ? Every effort that can be made without sacrificing the

whole boating-interest. And even now a proposition with the following im

port remains open to the Tom Hughes Boat Club, viz. : That the Tom

Hughes Boat Club become a part of the Cornell Xavy, having equal rights

with all other parts as individuals and as a club, appointing delegates to the

board of directors, having voice in the general elections, seeming equal

and common interest in the boat-house and University boats and crews, re

taining all their separate rights and privileges as a club, having full and exclu

sive control of their private club-property, only being subject to such regulations

as pertain to clubs in general belonging to the association, and made for the

common interest of all. All this is to be allowed them without the payment of

fee on their part. Xow can anything more be offered lo the members ofthe Tom

Hughes Club, or desired by them ? Will they accede to the proposition, and

come to apply their muscle and energies in a manner and direction that will

promise some good to the rowing enterprise, or will they continue to work

against its true interests, and delay about one little, insignificant thing and an-

another, to the serious injury of the entire boating-interest of the University.

The statement in the above article that the constitution of the Tom Hughes
Boat Club ever required that a person to become a member must be an Inde

pendent is false, and an examination of the list of members of said club will

show that it is composed of membeis from both the secret society and indepen

dent factions ofthe University.
—Eos.

AN INQUIRY.

To the Editors of The Era :

"

When a man declares that all the world is evil, he displays, not his supe

riority over the rest of mankind, but his acquaintance with their vices, merely,
and his ignorance of their virtues."—Prominent author.

Reasoning from analogy that the hospitality of a people may be estimated

by an individual in the manner of his own reception among them, is it not a

satire upon one's self to allude to a man's being kicked out, or something of

the sort, as an example of British manners ?

Should this displease any one, it is worthy of recollection that the remaik

which drew it out was not entirely agreeable to all who were obliged to listen

to it.
'73.

./ CRUISE.

Di'kiNi; the early part ofthe past week a party of light-hearted young men,
who wished to seek pleasure on the billowy surface of the lake, set out on a

trip to Taghanic. The wind being favorable they bore steadily out ofthe In

let, and, after a short delay at the pier, scudded away over the rippled surface

of the water, amidst the mirth of the company, which was manifested by a

continual roar of laughter. Occasionally the spirit of music would rise among

us, and many are the popular airs that were punished on that day, and with

them the poor heroes who never did anyone any harm. Be it known that we

reached Taghanic, and after appropriating the fruits of three chestnut trees to

our coffers we proceeded to look about us. If you could only have seen us !

Well, there stood the giant of our company, with a chestnut between thumb

and finger that would have been in his mouth—
"

which was open to receive it,

and wide enough, too
"
—if he had not seen the falls as he did ; and beside him

stood the little one, a critical observer, minutely adjusting his glasses. It was

some time before we could startle them from their lethargy and conduct them

back to the boat. And now. as we started for home, our afflictions began to

heap upon us. There we were, with a head wind, day drawing to a close,

hunger and, I might say, starvation staring us in the face. But we resolved

to do or die, and, after passing round the
"

bunah of fives
"

in congratulation

for I know not what, we set sail. Soon night came upon us, and enveloped

all in its sable darkness. We looked upon the vast waste of waters, but found

nothing there to enliven our downcast spirits. Singing was tried with but poor

success, for our songs, distinct enough at first, would grow fainter and fainter,

and finally die away with the plaintive words "O! I'm so hungry" still lin

gering on lhe lips. After making several attempts to land in search of food,

and receiving such cordial greetings as "vinegar and sugar," we reached Gar

rett's where we ate supper. We arrived in Ithaca ahout half an hour before

graveyards yawn and ghosts walk abroad, happy to find ourselves rescued from

the dangers of wind and wave. Navigator.

THE BRITISH ASS.

SUNG AT A DINNER GIVEN TO A SECTION OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR

THE PROMOTION OF SCIENCE, EDINBURGH, AUGUST 7, 187I.

•Some men go in for Science,

And some go in for Shams,

Some roar like hungry Lions,

And others bleat like Lambs ;

But there's a Beast that at this Feast

Demands a special glass,

So let us bray, that long we may

Admire the British Ass !

With a tow, row, row, etc., etc.

* # # *

The child who knows his father

Has aye been reckoned wise,

But some of us would rather

Be saved that sweet surprise,

If it be true that when we view

A comely lad or lass,

Wc find the trace of the monkey's face

In the gaze of the British Ass !

THE sympathy shown for the sufferers by the great fire is nobly grand, and

is practical in its form. The contributions of St. Louis and Cincinnati, for

general relief, approximate
half a million each, and Xew York has subscribed

over $1 000, <xx) already, while every city and town does splendidly. The

sympathy also takes special shape. The Chicago Tribune received from Cin

cinnati a present of an entire
new dress of type, in cases, and from St. Louts

about four tons of paper.
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There are phrenologists who will give you a chart of your character for two

groschens. You can see
"
Die schonste Dame der Weld

"

for a groschen.

For five groschen you can have " Ein Bild gleich mitzunehmen." A rooster

with six legs, and a calf with two heads and six legs is to be seen for a grosch

en. There are shooting galleries where you can shoot at a house, and if you

hit it in the right place the door flies open and displays a man rocking a bawl

ing child; at a lion, and if you hit him he roars terriffically, and so on ad infin

itum. At another place, for one groschen, you can ride a lion, horse, deer or

sheep round a circle; but to prevent accidents, these animals are constructed of

wood and securely fastened.
* * In conse-

quenceof all thesethings thecityis very lively, and bandsof musicians are to be

seen on every street, while the number ofpick-pockets and beggars reminds one

of New York City. Dogs are also more numerous in consequence of the addi

tional amount of transportation. Perhaps you do not understand this. Goods

are rarely carried from one place to another in trucks and drays. They are

carried either, 1. By men, upon their shoulders ; or 2. By women, in bas

kets strapped upon their backs ; or 3. By women, in hand-carts; or 4. Bv

hand-carts, with a woman hitched to one side of the tongue and a dog to thc

other ; or 5. By hand-carts, with two dogs hitched to the tongue. The effect

produced upon one's ears during the Alesse, by the rattling of the carts, the

clattering of wooden shoes and the music of those infernal hand-organs, I leave

to your own vivid imagination.
I am living in Konigsstrasse. I have two rooms, which are furnished, my

self waited on and boarded, for the sum of sixteen thalers, or twelve dollars,

per month. Landladies in Leipzig understand their business. One who is a

boarder finds his boo'.s blacked and clothes brushed every morning. If he

wishes to send out for anything someone is always ready and willing to go.

So if one has a visitor and wishes to have two pints of beer, all he has to do is

to pull out the money to pay for it and it is brought to him. To entertain a

friend, that is to get two pints of beer and t-wo cigars, costs four and a half

groschens, or eleven cents. Cigars cost two thalers a box or one dollar and a

half. Books are very cheap. Curtius' Griechische ( irammatik, of which

Hadley's is a translation, costs twenty groschens, or fifty cents. This is the

usual proportion to American prices. If any one buys second-hand books,
they are from one-half to one-third as dear as this.

The University has one hundred and thirty-two regular professors, too-eth-
er with a host of

"

privat docenten." One can attend lectures upon any sub

ject, from agricultural chemistry to Chinese or dogmatic theology. AmonOhe

professors are Curtius and Ritschl, two ofthe most, if not the most, celebrat

ed philologists ofthe world. As the University is not yet opened, I will not

say more of it at present. Curtius lectures four times a week during the next
semester (from October 16 to March 15) on Homer's Iliad. I shall at

tend them and read the Iliad. I shall also attend lectures on the French

Revolution and read French and German works on that subject more for the

purpose of learning French and German than any thing else. For your in

formation I will give below what I expect to accomplish during this year:
1. Learn the German language.
2. Learn the French language.

3. Read Homer's Iliad and Odyssey.

4. Get a thorough knowledge of Greek grammar.

5. Learn to speak Latin fluently. (German students learn this generally
before entering the University.)

6. Read thoroughly Goethe's and Schiller's poems.

7. Acquire the elements of Sanskrit.

8. Acquire a good knowledge of the French Revolution.

9. Read one English poet (Lord Byron).
10. Read one English prose author (Thackeray).
Can you accomplish as much as this at the Cornell University ? I can do

it here easily, and I feel sure that I can do half as much more by making an

nothing student is in Germany the exception. Extravagance is unthought-of.

I have made the acquaintance of a German student who has befriended me in

various ways. We often go into a beer-garden to take a glass of beer togeth

er; sometimes one pays for both, but generally each one pays for his own.

In drinking beer they do not, as we Americans do, go up to the bar (in fact

thereis no such thingasabar here) and gulp down a whole pint atone draught,

but they sit down at a table, say
" Hier ist Gesundheit," and drink about a

fourth of a glass. To drink the remainder it requires from ten minutes to half

an hour.

Germans are accustomed to drink beer and eat Limburger Kase from the

day they are born. The former I admire, but I can't as yet say that of the

latter; still, I shut my eyes, hold my nose, hold my breath, and gulp it downi

though one cubic inch of it would clear an American meeting-house of its con

gregation quicker than a cry of fire. H. T. Gilbert.

BOATING.

Editors of The Era :
—In consequence of an article, signed "X." that

has appeared in your paper relative to boating, and to correct some erroneous

opinions and confusion of ideas that seem to exist as to the general operation

ofthe rowing enterprise of the University, we are led to state through your

columns, if permitted, a few simple, plain and honest facts in reference to the

whole matter.

In May last about sixty students of the University, deeply interested, rep

resenting all classes and parties, assembled together to discuss and act upon a

matter that was constantly becoming more and more of interest and impor-
to them and to the institution to which they belong, viz. : the establishment of

a permanent college boating enterprise. An attempt in this direction had been

made each year previous, with no definite results, but now all felt that some

thing effective could and should be done. In the mid-t of discussions as to the

best form of procedure, information was received to the effect that a club call

ing itself the
"

University Boat Club
"

had been organized a short time before,

by a few students on the hill, and it was suggested that all might turn their

attention to that and make of it what was desired. This suggestion was con

sidered, and inquiry made into the condition and plan of goverment of this club.

It was found to consist of thirteen known as
"

Independents
"

(political and

non-secret society party), organized as a club under a constitution requiring
that any person to become a member of the club must pay ten dollars fee, must

be an Independent, and must receive the unanimous vote of all the members

of the club.

effort.

During the year in which I am doing this I can live like a gentleman, for
400 thalers, or $300. By living like a gentleman I mean eating good food

smoking good cigars, drinking good beer, visiting the theatre or Schiitzenhaus
once a week, buying 125 volumes of standard books, and wearing good clothes
Can you do this at the Cornell University ? I did not live expensively there
and it cost me $650 a year. In view of these facts, I am con, trained to say
that any claOcal student who remains in an American college after his soph
omorc year is guilty of prostituting his brains as well as his

money
The German student is a gentleman, as I have experienced to my great

pleasure. The stones circulated in America about German student life are
gross exaggerations, at least as far as Leipzig is concerned. The good for

It was clearly and quickly seen that such an order of things could not ac

complish the ends desired. Other clubs which had been previously formed,
and which wished to participate in a general movement, and one in particular,
which had been organized the year previous, consisting of twenty-five mem
bers and holding a subscription list containing four times as much as this Uni

versity Boat Club had secured, would not consent to join this club and hand

their list into its hands ; but would gladly join with them and all others in es

tablishing a general University boating-association, broad enough to afford free

and harmonious action to all classes and parties, concentrating the various in

fluences under a general management, and throwing together the several sub

scription lists and funds into one general treasury, through which means a

boat house (as the first requisite) could be built and proper boats procured.
This latter idea was accepted and adhered to by all except the representa-

lives of this "

University Boat Club," or the "Tom Hughes Boat Club" as it

has since been known, who wished thc whole matter postponed indefinitely
to give them time to consider the subject and come to some opinion upon the

question. Time was limited and precious ; whatever was to be done must be

done quickly and delay would be deleterious to a general movement, and the

cry came from all quarters, except the one spoken of, to push ahead ; conse

quently an organization under the name o( the "Cornell Xavv
"

was immedi

ately formed. The invitation to join in wilh the rest was renewed and re

mained open to the T. H. i;. C; but instead of accepting it thev chose rather
to fuss and quibble over the right of legitimacy, erroneously based upon the

principle of priority of time and establishment ..claiming that thev were first.
therefore must remain, and the new order of things be overthrown). This

quibble they seen, inclined to keep up to this day, 'refusing to recognize the
true position of the Xavy, and endeavoring to misconstrue its aims and mis-
cad minds as to its true merits. The X.ny, meanwhile, went earnestly for

ward, bu.lt a large boat-house, purchased boats and gol the different clubs and
crews at work, a|] jn an i1UTt,(iil,|v ,,„„., (ime

It established itself under a constitution and form of t-overnment the most
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liberal and effective, upon a plan which is shown by the history of boating at

other colleges to be the only one than can promise prosperity and success.

1. The government of the general affairs is entrusted to a Board of Direc

tors, comprised of delegates appointed by each of the clubs and classes of the

association, and a set of general officers such as the Commodore, Yice-Com-

modore, Treasurer, Signal-officer and Secretaries of the Xavy, appointed at a

general election of the same, in which all have a vote.

2. The business of this board and the general officers is to provide and

keep in repair the boat-house and the boats that are to represent the Univer

sity in races, select the college crews from the various clubs and crews, ar

range regattas and reviews, and make such general regulations for the com

fort and economy ol lhe different clubs as are deemed expedient.
Whenever a club is admitted into the Association, it at once takes part in

the government of the same, by appointing a certain number of delegates to

the board of directors. It secures an equal right and interest with all others

in the boat-house. University boats and crews. It retains its individual and

separate rights as a club, having full control of its private club-property, and

is only subject to such general regulations ofthe Navy as apply to all clubs

alike. Xow this is what is known as the Cornell Xavv. It is not a mere club,

as Mr. X. calls it in his article in The Era, like the one of which he is a

member; and its position as a University XEivy, in all respects, cannot be de

nied or misconstrued liy a single club that chooses to remain out of the as

sociation and persists in calling it "a mere boat club,"
" The Cornell Navy

Boat Club," or
••

lhe so-called Cornell Navy."

Again, as to "the rivalry between two organizations," as Mr. "X." calls

it, and which he speaks of as so healthful and advantageous. This very thing
has been and is one of the greatest obstacles against the progress of the boat

ing interest with which it has to contend. X'ot a rivalry, as Mr.
"

X." calls

it, for the Xavy. as such, attempts no rivalry with a separate college-club, but

the mere existence ofthe fact of the division between the Tom Hughes Club

and the X'avy and the confusion of ideas and misunderstanding and misapprehen
sion arising from it in relation to the whole matter, and the want of know

ledge as to the merits or demerits of the one party or the other, have crippled
the enterprise of boating more than we can estimate. Needed aid, which

would otherwise be freely given to the interest, is withheld on account of not

'

knowing to which party it should properly be given to render it useful in the

right direction. In one case a first-class University shell, fully equipped, has

been offered, on condition that the Tom Hughes Club become harmoniously
connected with the Xavy. Were the two united, all this difficulty would be

obviated, and everything go on smoothly ,
and what efforts have been made

to effect this union ? Every effort that can be made without sacrificing the

whole boating-interest. And even now a proposition with the following im

port remains open to the Tom Hughes Boat Club, viz. : That the Tom

Hughes Boat Club become a part of the Cornell Navy, having equal rights

with all other parts as individuals and as a club, appointing delegates to the

board of directors, having voice in the general elections, seeming equal

and common interest in 'he boat-house and University boats and crews, re

taining all their separate rights and privileges as a club, having full and exclu

sive control of their private club-property, only being subject to such regulations

as pertain to clubs in general belonging to the association, and made for the

common interest of all. All this is to be allowed them without the payment of

fee on their part. Now can anything more be offered to the members ofthe Tom

Hughes Club, or desired by them ? Will they accede to the proposition, and

come to apply their muscle and energies in a manner and direction that will

promise some good to the rowing enterprise, or will they continue to work

against its true interests, and delay about one little, insignificant thing and an-

another, to the serious injury of the entire boating-interest of the University.
it

The statement in the above article that the constitution of the Tom Hughes

Boat Club ever required that a person to become a member must be an Inde

pendent is false, and an examination of the list of members of said club will

show that it is composed of membeis from both the secret society and indepen

dent factions ofthe University.
—Eds.

ax I.N'.jUIRY.

To the Editors of The Era :

"

When a man declares that all the world is evil, he displays, not his supe

riority over the'rest of mankind, but his acquaintance with their vices, merely,

and his ignorance of their virtues."—Prominent author.

Reasoning from analogy that the hospitality of a people may be estimated

by an individual in the manner of his own reception among them, is it not a

satire upon one's self to allude to a man's being kicked out, or something of

the sort, as an example of British manners ?

Should this displease any one, it is worthy of recollection that the remark

which drew it out was not entirely agreeable to all who were obliged to listen

to it. '73.

.•/ CRUISE.

Di'RiM; the early part ofthe past week a party of light-hearted young men,

who wished to seek pleasure on the billowy surface of the lake, set out on a

trip to Taghanic. The wind being favorable they bore steadily out ofthe In

let, and, after a short delay at the pier, scudded away over the rippled surface

of the water, amidst the mirth of the company, which was manifested by a

continual roar of laughter. Occasionally the spirit of music would rise among

us, and many are the popular airs that were punished on that day, and with

them the poor heroes who never did anyone any harm. Be it known that we

reached Taghanic, and after appropriating the fruits of three chestnut trees to

our coffers we proceeded to look about us. If you could only have seen us !

Well, there stood the giant of our company, with a chestnut between thumb

and finger that would have been in his mouth—
" which was open to receive it,

and wide enough, too
"
—if he had not seen the falls as he did ; and beside him

stood the little one, a critical observer, minutely adjusting his glasses. It was

some time before we could startle them from their lethargy and conduct them

back to the boat. .Vnd now. as we started for home, our afflictions began to

heap upon us. d'here we were, with a head wind, day drawing to a close,

hunger and, I might say, starvation staring us in the face. But we resolved

to do or die, and, after passing round the
"

bun<jh of fives
"

in congratulation

for I know not what, we set sail. Soon night came upon us, and enveloped

all in its sable darkness. We looked upon the vast waste of waters, but found

nothing there to enliven our downcast spirits. Singing was tried with but poor

success, for our songs, distinct enough at first, would grow fainter and fainter,

and finally die away with the plaintive words
" O ! I'm so hungry

"

still lin

gering on the lips. e\fter making several attempts to land in search of food,

and receiving such cordial greetings as "vinegar and sugar," we reached Gar

rett's where wc ate supper. We arrived in Ithaca ahout half an hour before

graveyards yawn and ghosts walk abroad, happy to find ourselves rescued from

the dangers of wind and wave. Navigator.

THE BRITISH ASS.

sTNG AT A DINNER GIVEN TO A SECTION OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR

THE PROMOTION OF SCIENCE, EDINBURGH, AUGUST 7, 187I.

• Some men go in for Science,

.And some go in for Shams,

Some roar like hungry Lions,

And others bleat like Lambs ;

But there's a Beast that at this Feast

Demands a special glass,

So let us bray, that long we may

Admire the British Ass !

With a tow, row, row, etc., etc.

* * # *

The child who knows his father

Has aye been reckoned wise,

But some ol us would rather

Be saved that sweet surprise,
If it be true that when we view

A comely lad or lass,

We find the trace of the monkey's face

In the gaze of the British Ass !

The sympathy shown for the sufferers by the great fire is nobly grand, and

is practical in its form. The contributions of St. Louis and Cincinnati, for

general relief, approximate
half a million each, and New York has subscribed

over $1,000,000 already, while every city and town does splendidly. The

sympathy also takes special shape. The Chicago Tiibune received from Cin

cinnati a present of an entire
new dress of type, in cases, and from St. Louis

about four tons of paper.
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TIIE TRIBUNE.

The paragraphs in the AT. Y. Tribune which have caused so

much disgust among Cornelians because of their unkindly tone

against our President, created only wonder in our breasts until we

heard that the real author of them was not the great mogul, the

inimitable sage, who reasons so acutely on cabbage-raising, and

whose agricultural intuitions are of such high order; but one of

his stipes, in the absence of Greeley, undertook to run that ponder
ous

'

power behind the throne," and succeeded only in covering
himself with disgrace. The return of the attack after this length of

time, only shows that the severe criticism of other journals has

made its impression, and
"
much as it loves and honors President

White
"

this style of expressing its love and honor have not pro

duced results entirely satisfactory. We had no desire to make an

elaborate defense of President White in the Era, as it would be

unnecessary to defend a character so widely known. Our com

ments on the Tribune's course can hardly be called an attempt at

"defense, and so the adjective
"

puerile
"

loses part of its force. As

to the advice to President White that he stop these articles " pub
lished by his students in their little college paper," it is simply ridic

ulous, owing to the fact that President White has never written an

article for the Era that we are aware of; the President has no

more control over the Era than has any other subscaiber who

walks into our office and pays his two dollars and fifty cents a year.

To the argument that our paper is little, we are obliged to yield;
and yet an inquiring mind would ask, since the Era is one-half the

size of the Tribune, what is the latter. It seems simply a question
of little and twice that. Hoping that the climate of the Tribune

office, which breeds in such quantities conceit and contempt for

men of other opinions than the dwellers therein may improve, we

humbly ask the privilege of making a few remarks on the next at

tack our President may be honored with.

President's lecture on the coveted island, will gladly take this

chance of hearing the former serf of Tuckahoe, who has performed

a task in self-development requiring efforts greater than those of

Demosthenes. That the former carpenter in the Baltimore ship

yard, where he fought his way with fists against his "

plug-ugly
"

companions and with brains against the wall of ignorance with

which his master had compassed him about, should be what he

now is, is a beautiful index of our progress in the last few years.

His difficulties were greater than those of that other eminent ship

wright, Peter the Great, but he triumphed over them with the same

royal will.

Tuesday evening he will speak of the tropical scenery of San to

Domingo,
" The mountains wooded to the peak,

The -.finding glades high up hke ways to Heaven,
The slender coco's drooping crown of plumes—

* # # #

"
the glows

And glories of the broad belt of the world."

and more than that, will give information which he was more qual
ified to gather than any other person in the expedition, as to the

probable capabilities for development of the present natives of our

future island state.

OUR EDITORIAL COLUAINS.

We hope our readers will observe the difference between our ed

itorial columns and the rest ofthe paper. The firstJive pages nev
er contain editorial matter. While we are responsible for the char

acter of what we insert therein, we are in no way responsible for

the views of the writers. On those pages we expect often to pub
lish, with or without comment, many articles expressing views which'
we do not entertain. What we publish in our editorial columns is sup
posed to express the views of at least a majority of the editors, and
a reasonable amount of space will be given to those who wish to

discuss the grounds we take.

ENPLANATION.

Readers of this week's Era will please remember that the ex

cerpts herein given from a Leipzig letter written by Mr. H. T. Gil

bert, of '73, an editor-elect for this year, are from a private letter,
and not one intended for publication. However, we think that his

brief sketches are as much more piquant than the frequent elabo
rate dreariness of foreign correspondents as Konewka's silhouettes
are more interesting than the dull wood-cuts in an old child's primer.
Some who are unacquainted with Mr. Gilbert's power of effectively
studying fourteen hours per day for months at a time will doubt the

possibility cf his accomplishing the task which he lays out for him
self, but those who know G.'s power of converting food, &<:., into
ideas have not the slightest doubt of his performing them without
either sacrificing health or ''skimming" anything.

THE NTNT LECTURE.

Next week Tuesday evening. Frederick Douglas delivers his

grert lecture on Santo Domingo, at Library Hall, for the benefit of
the Adelphi library fund. All students who intended to hear the

Really we must apologize for the Freshman class, or rather ex

plain the hissing in the chapel the other morning. The hissing was
meant, not for the ladies, who have as much right in the lecture-

room as any of the other listeners, but for the unabashed Freshman

who cheekily and snugly ensconced himself between them. This

method of expressing condemnation or disapproval is, however, one
which should be done away with among all students who value the

qualities of a gentleman. No matter what tiie provocation maybe,
there is always a way of making known, in a perfectly gentlemanly
manner, the reasons for not endorsing any action of any individual,
and that is, free speech. Then let us have no more hissing in Cor
nell University.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

Sophomores complain ofthe severity of their physics.
— Shall '73, with fifty men, beat the Universitv at foot-ball?
—

Grading around the .McGraw building is carried forward now in good
earnest.

— Students in the Laboratory complain that their chemicals "leak out
"

somewhere, bottles and all.

— About twenty A. K. E's., from other colleges, attended Professor Gold-
win Smith's lectii'-e, on Wendcsday.

— An inquisitive member of the Universitv I'. ess wishes to know if the
male companion of 11 ped-ant is a peduncle.

—

Inspection drill on Monday showed lhat the Freshmen have made very
commendable progress in the manual of arms.
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— The private secretary of the Commandant, when he spelled it priva-

ledges in a bulletin, abused the privileges of his office.

— Those who were unable to procure a post-office box at the last quarter
will get their Era by asking for it, as papers are not "posted."

— We are glad to learn from one of our exchanges that President White is

an active member of one of our boat clubs, but that he does not row.
— The Y. M. C. A. is largely attended now. The meetings which were

held heretofore on Thursday evening have been changed to Tuesday evening.
— The A. K. E. and X. <K ball nines will play a friendly match -game some

time next week. Both nines are strengthened, and a close contest is

expected.
— Many of the students are joining the Ithaca fire department. It is well,

and we trust that they may have very rare chances to display their energy and

strength.
— The end did not quite justify the means, when that Freshman under

took to send The Era to the old folks at home, with a cancelled two-cent rev

enue stamp.
— The Freshmen who are at work upon the skeletons in the anatomical

laboratory, we are informed, shut their eyes and imagine themselves to be

playing dominoes.

— For the neatest job of printing that has been seen in Ithaca since its

foundation, see the A. K. E. bills of fare, printed by the aforesaid Smith, of

the University Press.

—While Professor Wilder was performing an experiment, the other day,
before his class, a delicately organized Freshman fainted. Bad example for

ladies who attend the lectures.

— He was a laborer in the McGraw building, and trying "to bate Jem

McCarty
"

down a long ladder, fell from the top, luckily without injury and

happy in having got down before Jem.
— The caution against accidental fires which Professor Morris is observ

ing in fixing the arrangements for heating the Sibley building cannot be too

highly commended or thoroughly imitated.

—
"

Are we in heaven ?
"

said a Sophomore to his chum, on waking from

a long sleep in a small room.
"

I have been making a calculation, and find

that we are dead. We died three hours ago of bad air."

— A Junior, who, while in New York two years ago, became enamoured

of Tost£e, still keeps her so much in mind that when he wrote home an ac

count of the Junior excursion to Taghanic, he spelled it
"
tastes and speeches."

— Messrs. Edgerly and Spofford had quite a "scratch
"

to get on the re

turn train from Owego last Saturday. They caught the guard rail while the

cars were going at nearly full speed and hauled themselves on board by sheer

strength.
—

During the week, students have been
"

laving their ivory limbs
"

in the

crystal waters of Fall Creek. A comfortable swim in the latter part of Octo

ber is a luxury from which the fate of one Fritz Barbarossa in the Cydnus,

will not deter plucky youths.
—

City Senior, who
"
is oxing

"

for the examination next week in Pro

fessor Smith's English History
— What does Hume mean when he speaks of

James I. baiting bulls and bears ; does il not mean that he controlled the

stock market by his royal influence ?

— The pine lands belonging to the University lie upon and near the Chip

pewa River, and were not damaged by the fires. Their value will, of course,

be greatly enhanced by the destruction elsewhere.
"
It's an ill wind," <Scc.

and the University can afford to help the losers.

-—The great cloud of smoke which has hovered over us for a few days and

filled the basin of Cayuga Lake probably came from Montezuma Swamp,
which produces tall canes that become dry every fall and take fire from the

passing locomotives, or are intentionally ignited. ,

— A scientific student, expressing his disgust at the ignorance of classical

students, stated that as a test he had asked one of them to recite the table of

avoirdupois weight, and that he had exposed his consummate ignorance by

mixing "drams" with the other denominations of that table.

— Last Wednesday, during Goldwin Smith's lecture, a company of visi

tors entered the room, and after remaining a few minutes, arose and walked

out, causing some interruption in the exercise. Professor Smith good-naturedly
remarked that the retiring party must be composed of "political dissent

ers."

— The Elmira Advertiser has found out an odd fact: "At the first glance
one would hardly think that The Cornell Era is the name of a journal pub
lished at a great University, it has such a singularly agricultural and maizy

sound." Don't be surprised, friend; Cornell has a very extensive course in

agriculture.
— When, a fe.v mornings since, a section of '74, relieved from recitation

by the absence of their professor, rushed down stairs at a rate which endan

gered their necks and severely tried the patience of every professor at that

time engaged in the building, Professor Russel consoled himself with the re

mark that they would soon be Juniors, when all such rudeness would be dis

carded.

— /Mathematical student— Can you explain to me the meaning of the term
"
Latus Rectum ?

"

Soph — Shall be obliged to confess my ignorance on that

subject. Had physiology last year, too, but at present cannot for the life of

me remember in what part of the body the " Latus
"

lies. Do you know any

thing about it ? Alathcmatical student— Why, yes ; it lies' just to the left of

the dialysis. Soph — Certainly, certainly, how forgetful I am.

— The acme of philanthropy has been attained by a Senior here. Being
asked by a seedy-looking individual for some old clothes, he immediately di

vested himself of his fine and well-starched linen and presented in to the men

dicant, regardless ofthe heartless insinuating remark from his chum that "char

ity begins at home." It was afterwards ascertained that the above-mentioned

individual earns his living by imposing on unsuspecting Cornelians, and always
has a tale of woe to unfold.

— The difficulty of heating room II lias forced Professor Wilder and his

advanced students to descend to their former quarters in the basement, so that

the adjoining furnace-room, which he gave up for a reading-room a year ago,

is again occupied by the beginners in anatomy. It i.s hoped, however, that

the coming term will find their new laboratory in the McGraw building com

pleted, in which case the furnace-room may again serve as a retreat during the

cold weather for those who cannoi find room in the library.

— At a regular meeting of the Independent Cadets, held at headquarters,
No. 4, Library Building, on Friday evening, October 20, the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: H. E. Blake, Captain; D. T. Devin,

First Lieutenant ; R. Anderson, Second Lieutenant ; S. Bierce, First Ser

geant ; C. D. Page, Second Sergeant; E. M. Howard, Third Sergeant; N.

R. Foster, Fourth Sergeant ; A. C. Harwick, Fifth Sergeant ; H. J. Bing

ham, First Corporal ; H. S. Tifft, Second Corporal ; E. Bartley, Third Cor

poral ; J. J. Wooden, Fourth Corporal; M. D. Weeks, Fifth Corporal; J.
H. Durkee, Sixth Corporal.

— We love music ; who don't ? One of our most enterprising quartettes

thought certain ladies on Aurora Street did'nt, the other night. After singing
the most bewitching strains for some time, after straining eyes for the expect

ed light and extending the head for some auricular evidences of appreciation,

ajiead was protruded from a window in the next house, and the voice of a '73
man mildly suggested that as the young ladies had -moved to another domicile

the day before, perhaps all this sweetness had been wasted on a worse than

desert air. The execrations of that quartette were drowned in the merriment

ofthe listeners on the other side ofthe street.

PERSONAL.

A. C. Weeks, of '72, is quite sick.

Professor Evans has not yet returned.

Professor Albert S. Wheeler is in Florida, New York.

Oc.DEN, of '72, is now visiting his many student and town friends.

Charles Babcock, Professor of Architecture, has taken rooms at the

Cascadilla Place.

D'Autremont, of '72, is at Lausanne, in Switzerland, where he proposes

lo pass the winter.

Hex. E. H. Roberts, M.C., from the Oneida District, in this State, has

visited the University this week.

Boies, of '73, has the thanks of The Era readers and corps for furnishing

that letter from Gilbert in this issue.

The Rev. Dr. Potter, president-elect of Union College, accompanied by

his lady, visited the University on Wednesday last.

Williams, of the Democrat, beamed in upon the University Press and

Era office yesterday, and congratulated the typos on their improved quarters.

G. W. Inoraham, of '71, is in New Brighton, Pennsylvania, engaged as

assistant in the school of Charles Jacobus. His chum is W. L. Sprague, a for

mer member ofthe University.

IIarrv Drake, of '72, was in town last week, resting amid thc genial

companionship of his old classmates from his laborious duties as a commer

cial reporter in Broad street, New York.
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E. L. J avne, of '73, preached to a crowded house, on Sunday evening last,

at Free Hollow. He made the announcement tliat there would be preaching
in the same place in two weeks from that time.

Dr. J. C. Gallup, A. M., Principal of the excellent Houghton Ladies'

Seminary, at Clinton, Oneida County, New York, was in town last week, vis

iting some friends, and investigating new methods of education.

Thanks are due from the corps to Brayton of '75, who is now prouder
than ever to hail from Chicago, for copies of the Chicago papers issued on the

morning before the fire, and also the first numbers published afterward.

The Aeiohurgh Acorn gets one hundred per cent, of its items wrong con

cerning Cornell students. We inform the Acorn that M. T. Conklin will take

the degree of B. S., and that " Russ
"

Headley is now passing his Senior year.

A. II. Edgren, of '71, is in Poughkeepsie. He has not forgotten that

Cornell turns out military men as well as those educated in other branches,

and is engaged as teacher in the Riverview Military Academy there. Success

to him. May he prove a second Gustavus Adolphus to his countrymen.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

Five young ladies have entered the University of Vermont.

— A student in the University of Leipzig is about to publish a work on

America.

— The Amherst Student comes out with an editorial against admitting wo

men to that institution.

— Columbia College sent $2,000 to the Western sufferers. Rochester Uni

versity sent $150.—Exchange.
— A professor of geology in one of our Western universities has " stuck

"

on the question, "Were there bugs in the carboniferous beds ?
"

— It costs the Swedish government every year two hundred thousand dol

lars to cover the deficit in the administration ofthe University of Upsala.
— The financial success of The Cornell Era is attributed to the fact

"that a fair and talented young lady hands the papers over the counter at the

news-stand."— Tripod.
— An old lady from the South said she never could imagine where all the

Smiths came from, until she saw in a New- England town a large sigh,
"

Smith

Manufacturing Company."—Cap and Gcnvn.

— The Sophomores at Amherst hire darkies to wear the Freshmen's class

Oxfords, and then engage in the pastime of defending the gentlemen of color
from assaults by the insulted Freshmen.— Ttitod.

— The follow ing, from the Advocate, gives about as correct an idea of Pro
fessor Flagg's scholarship as the statement that President White was formerly
a Yale Freshman would give of that gentleman's: Mr. Flagg, formerly tutor

of Greek at Harvard, is now professor of Greek at Cornell University. •

— At Amherst they have appointed a committee to wait upon the Faculty
and learn the sense of that body in regard to inter-collegiate contests in ball
and boat matters. If they disapprove of them, the Student thinks it will save
a loss of time and money ; if they are in favor of them of course they will come
down with the needful.

— The Amherst Student argues strongly against the admission of women

to that college, on the grounds that the expenses will be greatly increased
(and Amherst can't afford that), that there are enough female colleges in the
land now, and that the restraining and refining influence theory is all stuff.
We infer that the editors of the Student are not ladies' men.

— The law, instituted by the Faculty, requiring each student lo furnish
the august board with a written statement of the place of worship and Bible-
class attended, boarding-place, etc., affords unlimited opportunities for the

waggish student to display his peculiar ways. The follow ing specimen was re

cently received by the governing element :
"

Attend Catholic church Have
conscientious scruples in regard to Bible-classes. Refresh the inner man at
Mrs. Jerusha Ann Tompkins', at a pecuniary expense of five dollars per week

-washing extra. Survive on faith, hash and napkins. Hired girl's name

Nancy ; good-looking and robust, of Swedish extraction. We invariably rise
at a. m. and retire at P. M.—Exchange.

Oct. 27, 1871.
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had no fear of being beaten, and therefore took down a very weak nine, Mc

Kechnie. Gill and Sprague being absent. Miller, Clinton and Williams were

selected as substitutes. The nine, accompanied by four or five students, took
the 9:40 train for Owego, reaching that place at noon.

The game was to have been called at one o'clock P. M., but, as the Ama

teurs were late in reaching the ground, it was nearly two when the game be

gan. The Amateurs were very short-handed, Cornell, Matson, Pumpelly
Hollenbeck and Post being the only members of the regular nine present

■

but
rather than give up the game they filled up the vacancies with Junior players.
The game opened in favor of Cornell, and the lead thus obtained was increased
until the eighth inning, when the game was 'called in order to let the students
reach the 4:48 train. The batting of Cornell, the throwing of Hollenbeck
and the fielding of Pumpelly, Matson and Nichols, were worthy of notice. The

University nine batted splendidly, C. Smith and Spofford taking the lead the

former making four clean home runs. During the fifth inning A. A. Smith
was obliged to withdraw on account of .sickness, Brown, who up to that time
had been acting as umpire, taking his place. The fielding was very loose the
Amateurs really earning but four runs. The game was quickly played, and

the batting was the heaviest ever done by the nine.

score.

OK NELL. AMATECI

0 R I.iH T.IH UK 1.1: 0 R IBH TBI. BE I.R

Spofford, ss, 1 9 10 20 0 1 Hollenback 3h, t, I 1 1
I I

Smith, A. A., p, 4 . 2 3 0 1 Pumpelly, 1 b, 4 0 0 0 0 0

Conklin, c, S 4 b 1 1 I I Cornell, p,
->

3 S I

Jillett, 2b, 3 8 3 7 S 0 Matson, 2b 3 I ? n

Williams, E., 3b, 1 8 4 8 b I Nic.iols, c, 2 ?. ? 1 I
t tench, ib, 1 9 b '4 3 0 Post, rf, 2 I I 3

1

0 n

L lin ton, rf, 1 9 S 12 4 0 Barton, cf, 3
2

1 I 1

Smith, C, cf, 1 8 8 23 1 I Hogan, If, I 0 0 3
1

Miller, If, 0 4 4 7 1 0 Uenson, ss, 2 I ? 1

Brown, cf, 1 3 2 3 3 I

24 10 12 20 8 7

BASE BALL.

The University nine played its first match, this season, on Saturday last
their opponents being the Amateurs, of Owego. The directors having chal

lenged every club of any importance in this section of the State, and bavin- had
all their challenges declined, were al last compelled to fall back on the onby re

sort left them and again visit Owego. The nine had already beaten the Ama
teurs twenty-six to six, last spring; and though the latter had played both the
Forest C.tys of Rockford and of Cleveland since then, yet the University nine

24 63 5010S 24 6

Cornell, 5—8—4—8—6—16—10—6=63.
Amateur, o— I— 1—4

— 1— o— I—2= 10.

Home runs—C. Smith 4, French 2, Spofford 1, Gillett 1, Conklin 1, Wil
liams 1, Clinton I, Miller 1= 12. Cornell I.

Fly catches—French 2. Conklin 2, Clinton 2, Spofford 1, Jillett 1=8. Pum

pelly 2, Matson 2, Hogan 2, Nichols 1= 7.
Foul-bound catches—Conklin 2, Jillett 1=3 Nichols 4, Hollenback 1=5^
Catches on strikes—Conklin 3. Nichols 1.

Put out on bases—by French 5, A. A. Smith 2, Jillett 1, Spofford 1, C.
Smith 1= 10. Pumpelly 4, Matson 4, Cornell 1=9.

Assisted-by Jillett 3, A. A. Smith 2, Williams 2, Spufford 1, French I, C.
Smith 1= 10. N.chols 2, Pumpelly 2, Matson 2, Cornell 1, Benson 1, Hollen
back 1=9.

Called balls—C. Smith 18, French 6, A. A. Smith 4=28. Cornell 14,
Nichols 6, Hollenback 5=25.

Flys missed—Cornell 2. Amateur 9.

Double-play-by Spofford, Jillett and A. A. Smith, and bv Matson and

Pumpelly.

Umpire—Mr. Anlhony, of Owego.
Scorer—J. B Edgerly.
Time—2:15.

THE READING ROOAI OF "

THE LOWELL."
We are pleased to see that thc Lowell Literary Society is now mnkin^ ar

rangements to establish a first class reading-room in the Cornell Library
building.

;

The room is lobe supplied with thnly-five of the best periodicals. These
1 omprise fou, ...lies, fifteen weeklies, six monthlies, published in this

cou v, and lour f„e„n newspapers, besides six quarterlies' The expensesot the enterprise are to be delr ived bv thc re^ul t- s„K ,

•

. c ,

rrmti rV.
. . -.

L'"- "-O'ln subscriptions of the patrons. Ihe subscription is now fixed at three doll irs ,„>,- . j ,
••

„,.,. „„i -,, 1 11 ,
-

oon.us
p0, veal-, and subscn ti

ers only w.ll have the beneht of the room. After es. ,1,11 "i,;n f. rtsia[,iisi)in!2 the readin,T-

vZz 7 rrety
wiU ho,d

;,s meeti,,Ks i,,erc- ti- i-°-» » *«

IS s
- .

"

""TV
^ thC

™^ U is
™»nifesting must sooncompel its iccognition as one of thc first i„ ,•.,„!< \

.

,, ,
,

&

without attempting to impede its progress hH,l' , ; ^^San^tions,
stripped by this new corner.

"^^ m UOt °Ut-

A match game between A. Y. and X. *. is lalkcd of for morrow.
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Ithaca, October 23, 1871.
Messrs. Editors :— In perusing the last issue of The Era I came across

a communication signed
"

C. E. S." in which the burial of le chapeau was no

ticed. Having thought somewhat concerning the same lately, I propose re

viving the subject. If I am not mistaken, a committee was appointed at the

time to procure a fit monument to be placed over the grave, and to mark out to

future generations the scene of an unparalleled drama. This committee has

never been heard from, and now I propose that on the coming first ol Novem

ber, immortal to us because of its peculiar remembrances, some definite action
be taken. Let the presidents of the different classes inaugurate such an ac

tion, and they will be readily secondedr The fact of our present abstention in

the wearing of the cap should be no sign for disregarding our novel action a

year ago. >73

THAT FESTIVAL.

Ax account of that Apron Festival, at the Reformed Church, where ele

gant ladies, with pretty ways, bewildering smiles and alluring eatables, coaxed

money which is so sadly needed to keep up University entersrisc-, from the

pockets of too susceptible students, and others, in order to buv tenth-rate

novels for the Sunday School library of one ofthe wealthiest churches in town.

As a good time, and catch-dollar enterprise, the affair was a success, but not as
an apiou festival, since we searched in vain for a useful leather apron and some

that would fit a very young babe to give to '72 and '71 men. Moreover, there
were no samples of the most convenient apron, the one of fig leaves, and while

some of them were very fine, none could compare with the "

blacksmith's

apron," used by the Persians as a standard and decorated with millions of dol

lars' worth of jewels. Though many ofthe aprons were re-sold several times.

as relics, they were not as valuable as the one at Antwerp, formerly belonging
to Cjuentin Matseys, the painter.

Though there were a good many of them, in any ordnance arsenal there

are vastly greater numbers
—intended to put over the touch-h 'les of cannon.

Though some of those aprons were quite large, we have seen many bigger ones
—on reapers and above water-wheels in factories. However, the festival was

very creditable to the ladies of the church, and passed off very pleasantly, ex

cept that one of the girls contumaciously refused to bring a gla-< of wine to a

young man who asked for some. She brought some water, and with the re

mark that he would
"

turn it into" wine, he drank it.

THE RELIEF FUND FOR THE WEST.

The various committees met on Tuesday evening, Professm Shackford in

the chair, and Professor Hewett secretary and treasurer. The reports showed

that the classes, Faculty and some of the Trustees had given wi'h more than

their usual liberal spirit. Each person decided, if he chose, as to where his

gift should be sent, and the money was deposited with President White, to be

forwarded. Including the concert money, the Cornell University relief fund

is more than that raised for this object by any other institution of learning in

the world. Most of the money will be sent to Michigan and Wisconsin, as

Chicago needs it less.

TIIE RELIEF CONCERT.

The concert in Wilgus Hall last Saturday evening drew a large, select and

appreciative audience. From the lively overture to the grand closing hymn,

every piece deserved and received abundant applause. Many pieces received

enthusiastic encores, but Ferriss was the only one who responded. He de

lighted all by supplementing with
'• The Old Sexton

"

his grand bass solo of

"The Tempest." Mrs. Granger and Will Halsey sang their duett so charm

ingly that many wished that a female voice had assisted more at the concert.

Another criticism wiich we have heard urged is that no distinctively college

song was given, when such a rare opportunity was afforded for offering a gay

one to an audience that rarely hears one well sung. To itemize and give mer

ited praise to each ofthe excellent pieces would require too much space, hence

yve can merely commend the enterprise of the students who arranged the en

tertainment and the genersity ofthe town performers. The net proceeds were

nearly three hundred dollars.

In this age the light of learning is fast penetrating into the^darkest places.

During his late visit to the Caucasus the Czar of Russia promised the Cau

casians that a university on a grand scale should be at once established some

where in the provinces between the Black Sea and the Caspian. Its site will

probably be Tiflis. There are said to be several score of dialects spoken in

the Caucasus, so that the philological faculty of the new institution will have

no lack of material for study.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

A meetino of the Natural History Society (postponed last week on ac

count of the Chicago Benefit Concert) will be held in the Faculty-room Satur

day evening, October 28. Papers of general interest will be presented by
Messrs. Barnard and Moffat. Papers on the subject of

"

Autumn Tints
"

will be read by Messrs. Copeland, Dudley, Knight and President Jordan. All

interest' d are invited.

Corresponding Secretary.

LITERA R V NO TICES.

Appleton for this week has an unusually attractive table of contents. Its

tales are, as usual, well worth perusal.
"

My Italian Adventure" is a trans

lation from the German. "The Literature of Fiction" is the most readable

article we have seen for a long time. The representations ofthe Old Virginia

houses owned by the F. F. Y.'s, and the descriptions of them, is quite a striking

feature of this number. The poem entitled "The Legend of Frederic Barba

rossa" is both interesting as a tale and pleasing in the lesson it conveys.

Chicago pride and Chicago enterprise are by no means impaired, for here

comes the Western Rural, in abridged form, vet speaking proudly of the

"Queen City ofthe West," and giving assurance of something good coming

speedily in its pa^es. Though entirely burnt out, with the exception of their

subscription books, they intend to be out again, in the old form and style,

within one month ofthe time ofthe fire.

Church's Alnsical Visitor for October, a new monthly devoted to music and

the fine arts, published by John Church & Co., 56 West Fourth Street, Cin

cinnati, Ohio, has reached our table. A casual examination of this first num

ber is sufficient to convince the reader that the publishers evidently design to

publish a first-class musical and art magazine in everv respect. The initial

number before us is literally crowded with musical, dramatic and art matters

of moment. The news is full and fresh, the editorials creditable, and the se

lections admirable. Three new pieces of music, the first installment of what

promises to be a capital story, written expressly for the J'isitor, appear. The

whole periodical is one of the finest and cheapest musical publications in this

country.

The Atlantic Alonthlv comes to us laden with stores of rich literature.

The November number opens with "Tennyson and Theocritus," written by

lElmund C. Stedman, followed by a piece of poetry entitled "Thanksgiving,"

"TheBedlams of Stamboul," "Kate Beaumont," "The Sphinx," "California

Saved," "Our Whispering Gallery," <yc, &c. This journal is one ofthe best

edited in the land, and is emphatically the journal for the circle of Belles Let-

tres.

A
" COAIEDY OF ERRORS."

Sif.ne, North University Chapel. — Enter Sophomoie, escorting a

clergyman, who thinks the chief fault of Cornell Univeisity is that it gives too

little prominence to classical study.
— Soph {pointing lo photograph on the wall),

That is a photograph ofthe Roman Coliseum.

Clergyman {-with the classically-disciplined air of a Timity graduate), Ah,

yes. One that they have just excavated!

Exit Soph in the direction of The Era. office.

CICERO -JNO CESAR.

Scene— Romantic street of the
" Forest City," along which perambulate

two distinguished Seniors. Cicero— Say, Caesar, do you notice that lighted

parlor, and the curtains so snugly drawn ? Reckon Miss has a beau ;

wonder who he is ?

Cesar— Cannot imagine ; perhaps it is that long chap who lives next door.

Cicero {peering curiously at the wiudoi.ii)
— Well, I would forfeit my posi

tion in the " Cornell Cadets
"

to know who he is.

Cesar {observing, for the fir*t time the young lady in question, who, stand

ing concealed in the yard, has heard the whole conversation)
— Oh ! Oh,

my ! ! ! {Starts off" at a break-neck pace. 1

Cicero— What is the matter with him ? Is he crazy again ?

AIiss {comingforward)
— Good evening, Mr. ! ( Cicero stii ts after

Casar.)

Work on the University Register is begun at the printing-office. The

Register will be about the same size as that issued last year, and will be illus

trated.
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PRESIDENT WHITE AND TIIE SYRACUSE CONVENTION.

Now that the excitement which attended the Syracuse Convention has

somewhat subsided, and our party friends of whatever sympathy are bet

ter able to judge dispassionately, there is one point to which we wish to

draw attention. The President ofthe Convention, Andrew D. White,

of Cornell University, is known in this State and else where as of the

most spotless character, and as a man who would no more condescend to

unworthy political intrigues than to any other kind of dishonor. But

in the heat ofthe conflict, on the very morning after the Convention, the

Tribune declared that, much as it had loved and honored Mr. White,

it was constrained to say that he had allowed himself to be an agent in

committing an outrage of which no respectable presiding officer was

ever before guilty. Such words of such a man as Andrew D. White,

and addressed to the Republicans of the United States, are, however un

just, a serious misfortune. They leave a momentary shade, if not a

sting; and while to those who personally know President White, and

who are also friendly to the Tribune, but who are not familiar with the

facts, they are very painful, to those who do not know him they repre

sent him in the most odious and, as we believe, unjust light. This is

the more to be regretted because of Mr. White's connection with the

Cornell University, to whose interests he has devoted himself with the ut

most devotion, generosity, sagacity, and success. If he really deserves

the judgment of the Tribune, it is impossible that the institution over

which h* presides should not suffer. The blow is, therefore, further

reaching than was meant. But we hope to be able to show to our

readers, and even to the Tribune, which we very well know would not

be unfair to Mr. White, that his conduct has been very seriously misrep
resented.

Mr. White is known to be friendly to the administration of General

Grant, and he is a personal friend of Senator Conkling; but his char

acter and his position have inclined him to peace in the party. To

this result his private efforts have constantly tended; and it was in the

hope of doing his share in promoting harmony that he went to the Con

vention. In the same spirit lie utterly refused to be nominated as tempo

rary chairman until he was assured that both delegations from the city
should be admitted to the Convention and equally represented in the

State Committee—a course which the Convention subsequently adopted.
But when he found that the arrangement proposed was not acceptable to

one of the city delegations, he urged stiongly, privately, and pub
licly that the point ot regularity should be waived— in which view we

certainly heartily agree with him. In the same spirit, and with the

most friendly and sincerely impartial purpose, he made his speech upon

taking the chair. He counseled harmony, because with all his heart

he meant harmony, and was resolved that, so far as lay in his power, har

mony should be secured.

But it is stated that in appointing the committees he perpetrated
an outrage by virtually excluding the minority. Every body who is

practically familiar with the organization of a great political convention

in this State knows that the very first duty ot a temporary chairman is to

appoint certain committees upon which every part of the State must be

represented. There are very few men in the State whose personal knowl

edge of delegates and of varying opinions within the party is such

that they could at once form a proper committee. President White

is not a professional politician, and he has not this kind of knowledge.
He could not know the personal preferences of the delegates, and to

have prepared and submitted a list of proposed members of committees

to both sides was plainly impracticable. He therefore did what every
chairman does under such circumstances ; what the old Whigs and Re

publicans always did; what, undoubtedly, Mr. Potter did at the Roch

ester Democratic Convention : he advised with friends whom he believed

to be thoroughly trustworthy, and appointed committees composed of

delegates whom he believed to be fair men, and not unreasonable partisans
ot either side. Even had he done no more than look for some Sena

torial label upon each member he must, by all good Parliamentary prac

tice, have given the greater number upon the committees to what is

called the majority ; and in that case is it probable that any other report
would have been presented than the one which was adopted? W'e re

gret with the chairman and with the Tribune that the point of regularity
was not waived in the report. But the opinion of the Convention was

plainly expressed after a fair debate ; and if the Convention erred, we
do not think that the chairman is to be bbmed.

So, in the rulings of the chairman, the Convention will bear witness

that he decided almost every point, if not every one, in favor of the re

tiring delegates, including some, perhaps technically correct, which were

raised against their right to be heard. Indeed, Mr. Rufus F. Andrews,
who subsequently vigorously denounced the chairman, thanked him

openly in the Convention for his fairness, declaring that he was the first
one who had given him (Mr. Andrews) a fair chance. And when the

delegation from the city had retired, the chaiiman stretched all his author

ity to delay putting a motion to recognize the other delegation as the

only legitimate representation from the city, until it was withdrawn, and a

motion was made to adjourn in the hope of an adjustment in the morn

ing. On the second day of the Convention the chairman refused to

consider the retiring delegation as permanently withdrawn, and directed
their names to be called upon every question.
We cannot agree with the Tribune that this is a dishonorable record.

Wc are very sure, indeed, that no one who really knows President White

beluves that his conduct was unworthy himself. Happily, spotless char
acter is still an impenetrable armor. There is, indeed, no need for

him personally to break the silence which he has maintained, relying upon

the Tribune's sense of justice, upon the candor of those of every party
and every sect to whom he is no stranger, and upon the scrutiny of

the constituency of his life-long neighbors which he has before served as

a representative. But those who do not doubt may yet have been so

paimd by the sharp censure of jhe Tribune as to be glad of these few

words of explanation.
—Harper's Weekly.

INA UGURA TION A T YALE.

The inauguration of Professor Porter as President of Yale College took

place on Wednesday, October II, 1871, at II o'clock A. M. The inaugura-
tion and resignation of college presidents are events of rare occurrence; hence

manv availed themselves of the opportunity of witnessing these ceremonies.

A procession marched to the Centre Church, the place of the exercises, follow.

ing the band. In the order mentioned were the undergraduates oi Yale, the

Sheriff of the County, President Woolsey and the Mayor of New Haven, Presi

dent Porter and Dr. Bacon, the Yale Corporation, the past and present mem

bers of the Yale Faculty, invited guests from other colleges and the city, and

graduates in the order of their graduation.
On the large platform behind the pulpit, the two Presidents, the Corpora

tion, and lhe Faculty of the University occupied seats, President Woolsey in

his sable robes of office, in the centre, and the President-elect, in similar hab

iliments, at his right hand. The ceremonial exercises began with the chorus,

"Gloria in Excelsis Deo," sung by a choir of Yale students, followed with

solemn prayer by Rev. Dr. Bacon. Then the formal resignation of President

Woolsey, expressed in a brief and beautiful speech, addressed to his succes

sor, upon w'lom he laid the obligation of guiding and governing the great in

stitution, which he in his long administration had done so much to advance

and elevate, and to whose hands he committed the seal and charter of the Uni

versity. Meanwhile President Porter stood up, in full view of all the people

present, and received the treasures committed to his care with a promise of

their preservation. This portion of the ceremonies was in the highest degree
solemn and impressive.

The investiture was followed by congratulatory addresses to the new Pres

ident, one in Latin in behalf of the Corporation and Faculty, by Professor

Thomas A. Thatcher, and another in English, on behalf of the undergraduates,

by Henry Martin Sanders, of the Senior class in the Academic Department
The addresses received marked attention. After the chorus,

"

Don.ine,

salvum fac Praesidum Nostrum," sung by the choir, President Porter delivered

his inaugural address. On rising to his feet he was greeted by demonstra

tions of delight, continued for several seconds, ensued by a sudden stillness

that enabled the most distant listener to hear distinctly the faintest tones of

his voice. Nearly two hours were consumed in the delivery of the address,

which was a most masterly production.
With a doxology by the choir, in which the whole assembly joined, and a

benediction by President Porter, the ceremonies of the inauguration were at

an end. — Courant.

The giving out of the gas at Congress Hall, Saratoga, resulted in the fol

lowing: "There were twelve hundred people at Congress Hall, — two hun

dred candles and three hundred bottles, — five hundred lights in all. Young

gentlemen stood outside of doors, while sweethearts undressed and handed

the candle over thc transom. Married men got into the wron<» rooms, and

only found out their mistake next morning. An old lady bathed her face with

Harrison's Columbian ink, to cure the toothache. She thought it was a bot

tle of pain-killer. She discovered her mistake just before coming to breakfast.

Mr. Saxe borrowed a candle of a beautiful young lady. The next morning
she found under her door these beautiful lines:

"

Vou gave- me a c.uidlc, I give you my thanks,
Anil add as a compliment justly your due

%
There is not a girl in these feminine ranks

Who could, if she would, hold a candle to you."

The Darwinian theory that man has descended from monkeys may be all

very well, but did it ever occur to Darwin that monkeys may have descended
from man ? Think it over.
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A UTUAIN.

Yesterday all was bright, and sunny and warm ; to-day the chill north

wind is sweeping along, howling around the house corners and driving the yel
low leaves before it. The sky is covered with lead-colored clouds, and all the

landscape looks cold and gray. But even as I write the sunlight breaks

through the western clouds and touches all with a glory of brightness. Yet

the leaves still quiver before the wind, or float silently earth-ward. Thick as

they have already strewn the earth, they will soon furnish to it a yet more

abundant covering. And the trees, just beginning to show bare twigs, will

soon be stripped of what, biu a lew months ago, fresh-clothed them in living

green. For the autumn days are upon us, whispering of icy blasts and win

ter's desolation.

And yet there is a glory of autumn wdiich cannot be surpassed. Spring
has its gentle breezes, and bursting verdure, and return of birds; summer its

golden grain and noon-time stillness ; winter its pure white snow, and spark

ling icicles, and bracing air. But autumn can excel all these. It has rich

beauty for the eye. Not even summer's ripening grain can boast the coloring
which autumn gives to tree and shrub,—preeminently among all these, to our

beautiful maples. To what heart of northern clime do these not speak of

home, and childhood, and loved associations ? Who that is familiar with them

does not love and praise them? Who does not feel a touch of soberness as he

sees from day to day the tints of their leaves growing brighter and brighter,
till they reach their full glory of crimson, only to fade again ? How many a

homestead is fronted by these trees, hallowed in the memory. Well may they
be the theme of poets, the inspiration of painters, the joy of lovers. Other

trees, too, have brightening robes,—the beech, the oak, the hickory, the

chestnut,—some approaching the gold and crimson of the maple, others of paler

yellow and russet hue. Even our evergreens assume a soberer tint. Beauty

jn death is true alike of the foliage of trees and the good among men.

Autumn is the season, of all the year, when one wishes to roam alone,

climbing nearer hills to see the sunlight fall on more distant ones, skirting the

edges of forests, watching the farmers as they gather the last of their harvest.

And one would roam not only when sunlight and haze brood over all, but no

less so when the wind sweeps clouds across the sky.
The beauty and sweetness of autumn are one with its sadness. Happiness

is not inseparable from sadness, but this we know : that many of our happiest
moments—moments over which we most linger because we delight to linger
there—are those in which there is a deep undercurrent of sadnes,. Memory,
next to hope the greatest soother of care and perplexity, sweeter than hope be

cause less selfish, is almost inseparable from sadness. What, say most, is more

sad than the bed of death ? And yet, you who long to be pure and good, stand

beside the dying one who lives to love, and, dying, yet loves and smiles upon all,

and then say if these moments have not more of pure joy, despite all the grief of

bereavement, than have moments spent in enjoying the pleasures of sense.

The key to the human heart is sadness, for the sad heart loves to receive and

to give sympathy. The bereavements, the trials of this life, though made

more severe by the thought of dependent ones, are yet made more bearable.

Why? Because selfishness is crowded out, and selfishness is the root of most

misery. Anything that leads a man away from self leads him toward happiness.

This explains to us the love we bear for autumn. It is, preeminently, the

time for musing. Plope rules not, but memory. Old associations come throng

ing back, bringing sadness and joy;
—

joy because all the bitter, the selfish,

is forgotten, and the past seems only bright; sadness partly because of our

absence from those associations, partly
—we know not why. It is too deep,

too tender a feeling to be analyzed. The sunlight may make ourmusings more

real, but it can not drive out the sadness ; gray sky and cold wind may make

them more shadowy, but they can not take away the happiness.

Spring may make us feel refreshed for work, summer may lure us hither

and thither for the pleasures of sight, winter may quicken the intellect, but it

is left to autumn to reach and intensify the emotions. One wants not to do

with present realities; the past is all the reality then. One wants not to roam

far nor to gaze on different scenes ; old, familiar paths are the more attractive.

One reasons not, hopes little ; he muses. And this musing is not unreal ex

istence. Rather is it not our only real existence ? The present is ever chang

ing and uncertain. In this we are moving as in a dream ; wdiat we appear to

day to possess to-morrow we have not, but our wealth of past associations and

past experiences is ours forever. E.

THAT QUADRUPEDAL BIPED.

Not being especially versed in ornithology, we omitted to state that the

rooster in Doctor Wilder's window was a four-legged bird. But as we are

informed that this state of things is not common wilh roosters, we hasten to

apologize for the error we committed in twice speaking of him as a common

fowd. On Wednesday we called in to look him uver and report him in a more

serious manner than heretofore, but only arrived in time to collect a few sta

tistics to insert in his obituary. But in hopes that the doctor or some of his

assistants or special .students will give us an article on the subject, we now

only mention his four-leggedness.

We are informed that the rush at Hamilton this year was magnificent.
The Freshmen journeyed through the Sophomores, and when the row was

over, thirteen shirts hael evaporated, and three students were able to compre

hend the excesses of the French Revolution, as they were then sans culottes.

The appearance of the ground after the fray reminded one of the Homeric

lines :

They fit and fit, and gouged and bit,

And straggled in the mud,

Till all the earth, for rods around,

Was covered with their blood.

And a heap of noses, ears and eyes

Mountain-like did reach the skies.

The College Courier makes the following extract from a letter of Washing
ton Irving, penned to his nephew in 1824:

"If you have entered upon the profession of the law, fit yourself for the

exercise of it by profound and extensive study ; do not rest satisfied with the

mere technicalities of it ; but enter widely into the noble studies connected

with it. Discipline yourself well ; consider wdiat you have learned at college
as merely preparatory to a wider range of inquiry. Make yourself an excel

lent scholar, and store your mind with general, yet accurately acquired and

well digested information. Do not meddle much with works of the imagina
tion. Your imagination needs no feeding; indeed it is a mental quality that

always takes care of itself; and it is too apt to interfere with the others.

Strengthen yourjudgment ; cultivate habits of close thinking; and in all your

reading let KNOWLEDGE be the great object. I feel myself called upon to urge

these matters ; because, from some passages in your letter, it would seem that

some idle writing of mine had caught your fancy, and awakened a desire to

follow my footsteps. If you think my path has been a flowerv one, you are

greatly mistaken ; it has too open lain among thorns and brambles, and has

been darkened by care and despondency. Many and many a time have I re

gretted that at my early outset in life I had not been imperiously bound down

to some regular and useful mode of life and been thoroughly inured to habits

of business ; and I have a thousand times regretted with bitterness that ever I

was led away by my imagination. Believe me, the man who earns his bread

by the sweat of his brow, eats oftener a sweeter morsel, however coarse, than

he who procures it by the labor of his brains."

The editors of Michigan University have an abominable set of rules for

their guidance. Sections third and fourth may be excepted; the rest we con

demn. Here they are :

We, the students ofthe literary department ofthe University of Michigan,
do hereby constitute ourselves an association for the purpose of publishing a

University paper, under the following constitution :

Article I. The paper shall be called "The Chronicle," and shall be

issued on every alternate Saturday, except during vacations.

Article II. Section I. There shall be eight editors, chosen from the Jun

ior class, four on the Saturday preceding class-day, and four on the last Sat

urday ofthe first semester of each college year. Section 2. There shall bean

equal number of editors from the secret societies and independents Section 3.

The board of editors shall elect two of their number as managing editors,

whose duty it shall be to determine what matter shall be published, and who

shall have the general supervision of the paper.

Article III. The editors shall determine the form and price ofthe paper.

Article IV. The legal voters in the election of editors shall be all those

members of the literary department who are actual subscribers.

Article V. If any surplus remains in the treasury, the editors shall hand

it over to their successors from year to year ; and if any deficiency arises, it

shall be shared equally by the several elates.

Article VI. This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of all

the students in attendance upon college duties.

An Austrian publisher will soon issue a daily paper containing nothing

but extracts from standard authors and advertisements. The annual subscrip

tion will be only one dollar,
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ANDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS.

Dealers in all kinds of ROOKS USED IN THE UNI-

VERSITY. Hooks ordered on short notice, and all the late

popular works kept constantly on hand. All kinds of Book

binding done in the best stvlcs.

T-vRS. MORGAN, BISHOP & DAY-

FOOT,

Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons,

Office 22 East State Street.

Office Hours—Afternoons from 2 to 4 ; Evenings from 6 to

8. Dr. Dayfoot may be found at the office nights.

E. J. MORGAN, M. D. A. BISHOP, M. D.

H. M. DAYFOOT, M. D.

B
ALDWIN & HYMES,

CITY E XT RES S.

Passengers and Baggage conveyed to and from the UNI

VERSITY and CASCADILLA PLACE and all parts of the

City.

Offices : Clinton House, and Cronk & Jackson's Store.

w
ILLSON,

THE STUDENTS' HATTER,

No. 75 East State Street.

Particular attention paid to getting

NOBBY STYLES OF HATS AND CAPS

For the Students.

IS^A LARGE STOCK OF CADET CAPS.^gS

EM CIGAR AND ROSE BUD

CHEWING.

NEW BRANDS— TRY THEAt.

FOR sale at

BRINK'S BAZAAR,

No. 65 East State Street.

Choice Confectionery, — Hot Peanuts, night and day.

G

A
TTENTION, CLASS OF '75.

The proprietor ofthe Cascadilla Art Gallery will be happy to

present each of you with a fine portrait to send to

"THE GIRL YOU LEFT BEHIND."

if you will call at this gallery.
I. BEARDSLEY,

Cascadilla \rt Gallery, Ithaca.

T ITERARV SOCIETIES.

PHILALA TIIELA jY SOCIETY.

The regular meetings of this Society tike place on Saturday

evening of each week, in the Society Hall, North University-

The exercises consist of Chronicles, Orations and Debates.

Regular Meetings open to the public.

WM. H. SMITH, S. F. BELKNAP,

Secretary. President,

TIIE LOVELL LITERARY SOCIETY.

The meetings of this Society occur on I iday evening of each

week, in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla I'lace.

R. B. FOSTER,

Secy.

C. E. WASHBURNE,
['res.

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The regular meetings of this Society are held on alternate

Saturday evenings, in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla Place.

All interested in Natural History are invited

D. S. JORDAN, President.

J. H. Comstock, Rec. Sec. \V. R. Dudley, Cor. Sec.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

DURCHASE TICKETS

of M. J. BARKER. General Ticket Agent, No. 3, Clinton

Block, second door south of Clinton House, Ithaca, N. Y.

You save MONEY, TIME and DISTANCE, and have

choice of Routes to peints East, West, North and South.

CIGARS, TOBACCO, and SAIOKERS'

SUPPLIES

always on hand.

A
NDRUS McCHAIN & LYONS,

pLINTON'S
RESTAUR \NT,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

(Special Dining-Room for Ladies.)

NO. 8 & 10 NORTH AURORA STREET, ITHACA.

Dealers in first class Confectionery, and Manufacturers of

Bottled Soda and Cider.

M L. CLIN. ON. C M. C" INTON.

C
LINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. T H O M P S O N
, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests ofthe House.

F. BROOKS, Dealer in Hats, University Caps
and Furs, Umbrellas, Gloves, Sic, &c, 40, East State Street.

GAUNTLETT& BROOKS, Dealers in Drugs,
Medicines, Segars, &c, No. 36 East State Street.

DRS. FOOTE d- MELOTTE, Denti^Twil-
gus Block.

DR. J. F. STEWART, Dentist, Office over

Christiance & Son's Shoe Store.

DENAIEAD dr» FOSBINDER, Merchant

Tailors, and dealers in Gents' Furnishing Goods. No. 50
East State Street.

A. H. GREGG, dealer in Farm Machinery, Ag
ricultural Implements, Seed:-, Ike, 10 and 12 West State Street,
—Ithaca Agricultural^' .uehuusc and Seed Store.

DEALERS IN

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PAPER HANGINGS, &c.

Manufacturers of

Wrapping and Printing Papers, Blank Books, etc.

PRINTERS AND BOOK-BINDERS.
The largest and best selected stock of University, School and

College Text Book is always found here at the lowest rates.

An entire new selection of -tandard Works

Drafting Instruments of the best German make. Ourgoods
are all new. Call and sec them.

ANDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS.

TT J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,
12 East State Street, Ithaca, X. V.

.HOLOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY &> FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

maybe obtained at our Rooms.

A-
i- ''ll,<l,v-

wm. frear.

SEAALLY'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of
Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street

UNIVERSiTY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, eO., d"V., at

SHERWOOD'S.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

60 & 71 least Stale Sireet. Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS in

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

AliLES, BLANK IIS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRV GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particular
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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The Pneses may be the thinking head,

Professors the arms that impel,
Trustees may furnish the sturdy limbs,

But we are the heart of Cornell !

And never a head could thinking do,

Nor arm its daily duty meet,

Nor limb bear up the body's weight,
If once the heart should cease to beat.

Then hail to the pulsings warm and glad,
Which lapsing time can never quell ;

Hail to the source of life and deed,

All hail to the heart of Cornell !

THE AUTUMN LEAVES ARE FALLING.

Brilliant the hues that deck the hills,

And soft the sunshine glowing,

Happy the hearts that Autumn fills

With joy and peace o'erflowing;

Slowly the summer moves away,
Her pride and glory palling,

While o'er the hills so cold and gray

The Autumn leaves are falling.

Gorgeous the mantle earth takes on

To hide the chill frost creeping,

Her gems into her bosom drawn—

The flowers there are sleeping ;

Slowly the green of summer fades

Before the rude blast galling,

Wide o'er the hills, deep in the glades,

The Autumn leaves are falling."

Falling in sunshine, falling in gloom,

To earth their beauty streaming,

Borne on the breeze they deck their tomb

With hues like sunset gleaming ;

Sadly they rustle on crispy stem,

Or down the cold earth sighing,

Shiv'ring and sear, o'er hill, through glen,

The Autumn leaves are dying.

Thus with our lives, when Summer's gone

And chill the winds are blowing,

Beautiful tints to our hearts will come

With love like sunset glowing ;

Slowly our youth shall pass away,

Old age our strength enthralling ;

Then through the world so cold and gray—

" The Autumn leaves are falling."

George Francis Train says that in May last he prophesied the speedy

ruin of Chicago. He now lectures, for the benefit of the sufferers there, on

her doom and the righteousness of the judgment. Perhaps the inflammable

and infuturo President would enjoy the notoriety of arrest as accessory before

the fact,

JANET WALEORD'S PORTRAIT.

GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS.

Of the company who removed out of the New Plymouth Colo

ny to Mishawum, was Thomas Walford, a smith. A young, indus

trious, sensitiveYnan, he found the severity of ecclesiastical disci

pline repulsive, and, upon proper consultation with his wife Janet,
he finally put his tools together and departed. At home in Eng
land he had been called a dreamer, he was so reserved in speech,
and so intense in feeling. But always sweet and gentle, the hom

age of the husband to Janet was as constant and thoughtful as that

of the lover.

Since their arrival in the colony however, a cloud had been slow

ly gathering over their happiness. While he hammered iron into

coarse shapes with lusty blows, whose clear ringing seemed to Ja

net the sweetest music she had ever heard, he mused, and wonder

ed, and doubted until he was ready to accuse himself of being the

chief of sinners in persuading his wife to leave their English home.

Had he been more religious in the grim fashion of those times, he

would have escaped this vague remorse. But Thomas and Janet

came to New England as poets, not as pilgrims. They came in

the visions of a softer land, in which life might be less laborious.

They had pictured New England in the spirit of Captain Smith's

description :—

" Here nature and liberty affoords vs that freely which in England we

want, or it costeth vs deerely. What pleasure can bee more than being tired

with any occasion a shore, in planting Vines, Fruits, or Herbes, in contriuing

their owne grounds to the pleasure of their owne minds, their Fields, Gar

dens, Orchards, Buildings, Ships, and other workes, &c. to recreate them-

selues before theiy owne doors in their owne Boats vpon the Sea."
" What

sport doth yeeld a more pleasing content, and lesse hurt and charge than

angling with a hooke, and crossing the sweet aire from He to He, ouer the si

lent streames of a calme Sea, wherein the most curious may finde profit,

pleasure and content."

With this vision of half tropical delight in their minds, the young

pair had crossed the sea ; and New England was a blank disap

pointment to them. The bleak landscape was less forbidding than

the bleak life and the bleak men. To their imaginations, which

had feasted at home upon the expectation of the simple and lovely

charms of nature, the Puritan ban upon enjoyment was frightfully

repulsive. Thomas, who had no stomach for martyrdom, held his

peace and chafed silently, not caring to provoke discipline. He

beat out all his disappointment and indignation into horse-shoes,

and bolts, and bars. The more he inwardly protested, the more

ponderously fell his mighty hand. But all the while the disap

pointment beat in turn upon his mind, and his Janet, whom he

dearly loved, saw that he was more and more silent, and sad, and

In Janet, however, the imagination,
which had deceived, began

now to adorn. Since the land was not what they hoped and ex

pected, it should be the best that good humor and a brave heart

could make it. If any child found an unknown berry, or a strange

flower or leaf, it was brought at once to Janet Walford, who knew

more of such matters than anybody in New Plymouth. Her

house was a pretty bower. You could have told the time of the

year by the flowers upon her table. Janet was not exactly beautiful

to those who did not know her. There was neither great symme

try of feature
nor delicacy of color in her face. Her eyes were an

honest gray,
— her hair was an honest brown,— and she had hon

est, rosy cheeks. But the gray, and the brown, and the rose would

not have seemed especially lovely to a casual eye. She had beauty

doubtless, but it was prose beauty,
as it were, not poetry.
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She was verv willing to go with Thomas to the green shores of

Mishawum, and in the degree that it was unlike New Plymouth it

resembled the happy land to which they had dreamed they were

coming. At least the bright air was less clouded by the sad gar

ments and solemn faces of the dwellers beneath the hill at Ply

mouth, and the merry song of the birds was less mingled with the

austerely grave sound of the voices of the Pilgrims. Walford had

little employment at his trade, but he busied himself with his gar

den, and he and Janet wandered along the shores and in the woods

as far as they safely might, and occasionally held discourse with

Roger Conant.

But Janet could not fail to see that the true temper of her hus

band's mind was touched. It was not easy to say how. There was

an occasional impatience
— a word, now and then even a look,

which she understood— and they told the story, and not a little

alarmed her. The more, however, she thought she perceived it,

the more diligently she concealed her suspicion and maintained an

equable sweetness of demeanor.
"
Vou are so good, dearest

— I

love you so dearly," said her husband,
" That it is strange you are

not the most beautiful woman in the world."

He smiled as he spoke,
— but a little chill crept over his wife's

heart. She tried hard not to betray it, for he was studying her face

with a scientific look, as it were,
— as if to settle how it was that

she was only just what she was. His words seemed to have pushed

her away, and yet she felt that he had not spoken with an unkind

intention. Nevertheless the tears came to her eyes. She felt a

foreboding at her heart.

While they yet sat silent a stranger appeared. The sight was so

unusual that Thomas Walford and his wife rose and went towards

him. It was a young man of Thomas's age, with a small pack in

his hand, but of gayer and more courtly dress than was the fashion

at New Plvmouth, and his face was the best possible introduction.

A few minutes had made the three acquaintances and almost

friends. The stranger told his hosts that he had but lately come

from England: not because of any religious call, but of a burning
desire to forget among new and savage scenes some secret and

consuming sorrow. His years hardly permitted the idea of a very

long or very various experience ; and his manner was unostenta

tious, but of a half-subdued melancholy, which verified his words.

"And, so as Mistress Margery would not smile, I came hither.

It is not a new story, nor a very interesting one to strangers, and

yet I believe it is one universally understood," he said, glancing

pleasantly at Thomas Walford and his wife.

"

Ves, yes," replied Janet, soberly,
"

that is a kind of sorrow eve

ry body, who can love, can understand."

They were silent for a little while, but when the conversation

was resumed, it appeared that the youth's name was Edward Ly-
ford, and that he was a painter by profession. There was some

thing so unusual in this calling among the pious and stern settlers

of the new colony, and something so utterly unpromising for a vot

ary of the fine arts among a people who suspected amusement of

every kind to be of Satan, that Janet felt more closely drawn with

sisterly tenderness to the young man, and Thomas Walford said

gravely :

l-

Have you made any pictures in the colony ?
"

I, \ ford shook his head, not without a half rueful twinkle of hu

mor in his eyes, as if he fully comprehended the amusing hopeless
ness of such an expectation.

« You shall make a picture of my wife-Janet,"
continued Wal-

f°

The painter instinctively
turned, and looked at his subject. The

setting sun threw a soft golden light upon Janet's face,
and a min

gled expression of sympathy for the youth, anxious affection
for her

husband, and a womanly shyness at the direct gaze of the young

man, flushed it with a tender carnation. She smiled as she said:

"A smith's wife is hardly worth the trouble."

"A smith's wife is a woman, I believe," replied Edward Lyford

in a soft musical voice,
" and a Queen is no more."

It was the first time in her life, that Janet Walford had ever

heard such gentle flattery uttered with such courtly grace. And

to hear it in the stern Puritan colony, restored to her the tropical

expectations with which she and her husband had looked across

the sea.

The next morning the painter produced
frcm his little bundle the

articles necessary for his task, and going into the neighboring thicket

he returned with a few bushes that served him as an easel. Thomas

Walford went to his work in the garden, and the little household

duties being done, Janet sat down to her spinning and Edward Ly

ford began his task. The silence of the warm morning without was

broken only by the myriad sounds of summer.
The noble forest trees

were full of singing birds. Vines hung upon the thickets by the

river. The wild rose bloomed, and the tassels of Thomas Walford's

maize glistened in the sun. Edward L\ lord and Janet talked of

England, which was still home, and still dearer than ever, to every

pilgrim over the sea. The painter was of gentle blood and of a

higher society than Janet had ever seen. His conversation about

their common home had, therefore, an exquisite and inexplicable

flavor to her imagination, and as her wheel hummed and her busy

fingers flew, her anxiety was dissipated by delightful magic, while

as the painter raised his eyes from time to time to catch the outline

and expression of her face, unconsciously to himself he saw all the

inward beauty that made her character so lovely.

Occasionally Thomas came in from his solitary labor to steal a

glance at the picture. Tie work was so pleasant the painter did

not hasten, and several days were passed before it was completed.

Every time her husband came, Janet saw that he gazed at the pic

ture with delighted earnestness, which convinced her that he would

find it a solace in his moody melancholy. But to her surprise and

disappointment, when he turned from it, instead of greeting her

with the warm sympathy she anticipated, his eves wandered coldly

by her, and settled upon her face curiously, as if looking for some

thing they did not find. And then as she remembered his words

"

it is strange you are not the most beautiful woman in the world,"

she felt the same bitter chill creeping over her heart, and the tears

she would have shed seemed to be fro/en.

During the last day ..1 his work upon the picture, I.dward Ly
ford would not suffer it to be sieen. But toward sunset he laid down

his brush and exclaimed:
"

There! Thomas Walford, there is vour

wife!" .As he spoke, lie turned the portrait to the light before the

eyes of Thomas and Janet. The likeness was perfect, but the lace

was exquisitely beautiful. It seemed to flush and throb with the

rarest and deepest emotions. It was Janet—but it was Janet as

you thought of her rather than as she looked. It was a portrait of

her inner self.

Her husband gazed at it speechless. His eves saddened, and

his brow grew heavy, and drops of moisture gathered upon his face.

Janet instinctively put her hand into his, but he clasped it meehan-
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ically. She instantly withdrew it, but without his perceiving it.

Edward Lyford looked in profound surprise from one to the other.

He knew how good the picture was and he had expected a joyful

recognition of its excellence, but in the husband he saw only a wild

excitement, which was not pleasure,—or if it were, it was the insan

ity of delight ; and in the wife he perceived only an inexpressible
sadness. -After a long and searching study of the portrait, which

seemed to absorb him utterly, Walford said triumphantly :

"
\Tes— yes; that is my wife." From that moment he seemed

to be unconscious of the existence and presence of Janet. The

routine of life went on. He spoke to her whenever it was neces

sary; but, so far as she was concerned, he was one walking in his

sleep. Every day he came often from his work and stood silent for

a long time before the picture, for which he had woven a frame of

twigs. In the silence of the night he rose from Janet's side, and,

lighting a candle, hung over the portrait with all the eager and re

spectful passion of a lover. His wife wondered and wept,
— but

she understood it all. She knew that, in the portrait, he saw with

his outward eye all that his heart only perceived when he was with

her. She knew that it was a dream, — a spell, which his own over

wrought sensitive nature had'cast upon itself. It was a worship of

exterior beauty. Was it more than that ? AVas it a feeling that

the face was a literal mirror, and that the soul was not lovely, un

less the face were symmetrically beautiful ?

Edward Lyford, meanwhile, the unconscious magician, who had

bewitched this man, and apparently destroyed the happiness of the

family — wrho was he ? Poor Janet found herself asking this ques

tion ; while her mind was perplexed with remembered stories of

wizards and the evil one. She had not forgotten that the elders,

in New Plymouth, were fond of assuring the young women, that

Satan went about to beguile them in the shape ot a fair young man.

She detected herself glancing at the comely countenance and grace

ful figure of the artist, and wondering if he were indeed the devil or

one of his angels. Then the poor woman bitterly accused herself

of injustice; and, weeping piteously, doubted if she too, were not

becoming suspicious and changed like her husband Thomas.

The summer days passed, but brought no peace to the melan

choly household upon the banks of Mishawum. Edward Lyford

pondered how he could help the harm he had done. He had long

and friendly conversation with Janet, but they agreed upon no plan

by which Thomas could be roused from his morbid mental condi

tion. He, too, sat in his door at evening and talked pleasantly

with them both, still treating Janet as an utter stranger, and evi

dently regarding the portrait either as his wife, or the portrait of

the woman he had married, but who had mysteriously disappeared.
"
I cannot but hope she will return," he said one evening as they

were all seated together at the door.
" Who ?

"

inquired Janet.
"

Aly wife, Janet," he continued calmly.
"
The portrait that Lyford painted is perfect, I should know it

anywhere. It is more than that : it is a miracle."

He passed quietly to other topics and presently took his candle

and retired.

"
I will tell you what shall be done," exclaimed Edward Lyford

to Janet when Thomas had gone.
"
I will change the portrait

secretly ; a little by little every day, so gradually that he can not

observe it, until it is the mere fac-simile of your face. Then some

day I will remove the canvass, and fit your actual head into the

frame, while you sit draped behind the table."

Janet smiled at the painter's ingenuity and shook her head.

"

No, no," said she,
"

you remember that Thomas said that the

portrait was his wife, and so it is, and he must see that it is."

The painter looked inquiringly :
"

How do you mean ?
"

Janet colored slightly and said :
"

W I never looked to him like

the portrait, he will never believe that I am his wife."

• Lyford laughed and said pleasantly,
"
I propose to make the

portrait like you, and you propose to make yourself like the por

trait, and you are like it. It is just you,U he continued, gazing

earnestly at Janet.
"

I'm sure I don't see how I could change it."

The tension of Thomas Walford's brain was too great. He lay
for man)- days insensible or entirely delirious. The summer wind

blew softly into his sick chamber, and the summer stars shone

peacefully over his quiet home. But the wind was not more gen

tle or soothing than his wife's coming and care ; the stars were not

calmer than her serene eyes. She was with him every moment of

the day and night. His eyes could not open but he saw her,—

his hands could not reach out but they clasped hers. Even Ed

ward she did not suffer to enter the chamber, but he took up

Thomas's hoe and did the work that must be done in the garden.

Janet's sole prayer was, that her husband might not die until he

knew her again.
In the sharp struggle the strong man's frame was wasted, and he

lay like an infant upon his bed. One morning he opened his eyes

and saw Janet, who sat by the bed side, holding his hand and

smoothing his forehead. His eyes were full of the old light of love

with which he had looked at her, when he wooed her and won her

in England long ago. In hers that light had never faded or wav

ered, but they filled with tears.

They said little that day and that little was not very important.
But every day he recovered, and every day Thomas Walford said

gaily that he was being born again. Edward was admitted to his

chamber, and presently Thomas could sit in a comfortable chair at

the door, looking out upon the peaceful river. The portrait he had

not yet seen,
—but one day he asked Edward to bring it to him.

Janet grew pale as he spoke, and the painter almost trembled. But

they said nothing and Lyford went in and returned with the pic
ture. Turning it briskly he said cheerfully,

"

There Thomas Wal

ford, there is your wife !
"

Walford gazed at it earnestly but with a half smile. Janet was

almost breathless as she watched him ; and there was profound anx

iety beneath the cheerful tones of the painter's voice.

" It is very good," said Thomas Walford at length, "it is curi

ously good, for you have painted here what has been painted upon

my heart ever since I knew my wife, but I knew not that any one

else, especially a stranger, could see it. Yes ! it is very good," he

added, after a pause of intent consideration of the portrait.
•'

But,

good as it is, and marvellous, it is not quite my wife. It is only paint

after all."

As he spoke, Thomas Walford turned
*

to Janet, and lifting her

hand reverently kissed it.
"

No, Edward Lyford," said he, "here

is my wife."

"Love is stronger than witchcraft," exclaimed the painter joy

fully.
" How much better this is than being burnt for a wizard;

and now I suppose I may go, since my mischief is all undone."

But he did not go. He remained with Thomas Walford and

his wife upon the green shores of the Mishawum. There was a

portrait painted upon his heart, as well as upon the smith's. Mis

tress Margery remained in England, and the comely matron won-
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dered, sometimes, why she heard nothing from the young painter

whom she remembered in her youth. She did not suspect, per

haps, that she was herself the reason why neither she, nor the

world, ever heard his name. He lived quietly by the river with

Thomas Walford and Janet. He held their children in his arms,

and when they grew older he was their playmate; and, as the

growing settlement came nearer their retreat, he painted all those

portraits of the chief people, which now adorn so many homes in

New England. Vet in all the colony there was no happier house

hold than that of Thomas Walford at Mishawum. He sat at his

pleasant door, and smoked the pipe of peace in the contented eve

ning of his day; and when Lyford slily suggested that they should

sail southward to the Tropics, Thomas answered—" My travels are

over—I have found my wife, and I will let the Tropics go."

I don't precisely know where you will find the authentic memo

rials upon which this little story is founded. Possibly a diligent re

search among the manuscript treasures of the Massachusetts His

torical Society will bring them to light. Perhaps, also, as tradition

vaguely declares, they are inscribed upon the back of Lyford's por

trait of Mrs. Thomas Walford, which is said to be still in the pos

session of her descendants, although I have not yet been able to

find a clue to their present residence.,

For myself, I heard the story as I lay one summer morning

among the long green grass upon the Mishawum shore, and lis

tened to the gossiping waves. Their conversation is always spark

ling, and perhaps I did not correctly understand them. Perhaps,

also, they were trying to deceive me ; but if I had not been too lazy
to raise my head, I am quite sure I could have seen through them.

However, I suppose that nobody doubts that Edward Lyford

painted Janet Walford's portrait. If he does, and will clearly prove

that no such picture was ever painted, it will save people the

trouble of searching for it.

BOBOLINK.

I really think the summer's past,

Said Bobolink one autumn morn ;

This of the sunny days the last.

The farmer's gathered all his corn ;

All the grey squirrels in the wood

Are hoarding nuts for winter's store.

I know it's cooler, for just now

Von blue-eyed lassie shut the door.

I think, old wife, we'd better brush

Our faded coats, and oil each feather,

And in the morning start for home :

For you and I will go together.
"

Just so, dear Bob," the wiley said ;
" For all the leaves and blossoms fall.

But don't you-think we'd better go

And make the Katydids a call ?

They've been our neighbors every day
Since first we came to spend the season,

And if we don't, they'll surely say

We're
'

pompous folks
'
—and with good reason.

And neighbor Cricket may be dead

Before we come another spring.
Heaven shower its blessings on his head ;

I long once more to hear him sing."

So Bobby and his little wife

Made all their parting calls that day,

And with the morning's dawning light

They southward took their merry way.

Across the clover fields they sped,

Nor stopped to ford the broadest streams j

They never wearied in their flight,

Nor waited for the morning beams.

And where the emerald rice-fields lie,

And white magnolia blossoms wave,

Old Bobby laid him down to die,

And wifey laid him in his grave.

And there the little widow sits

And dreams of Cricket's charming song,

And lays her plans for going north
—

She will not be a widow long.
K. E. B.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTION.

Editors Era:—Your issue of October 13 contains an article entitled

"Nuts for the Womanists," and, although I a*m not of the number who be

lieve that man and woman were intended to occupy the same sphere in society,

still it seems as if the spirit manifested in the questions was prompted more

by prejudice than by a love of justice. The writer evidently considered that

these "nuts," as he terms them, would be very difficult to crack. If this be

so, we would suggest that it is owing to the fact that they consist mostly of

shell. The main drift of the article seems to be an opposition to the admis

sion of women to our University, although other matters are dragged in to

bolster up the argument. Does it follow that, because our sisters receive a

liberal education, they must necessarily become lawyers, and ministers and

brokers, or go to the Legislature ? Or, if they should have the advantage of

listening to the lectures on physiology and thereby gain some ideas in regard
to the functions performed by the various organs of the body, and, at the same

time, a general knowledge of the laws of health, will they be obliged forever

after to go about the country with pill-bags ? What untold misery would be

warded off from coming generations if every girl, as well as every boy, should

receive a thorough course of instruction in this one branch of study !

But the writer of the article seems to be greatly alarmed (or fear that the

human race will soon die out unless something is done right away to check

lhe efforts that are being put forth to provide woman with better advantages
for mental culture. Cheer up, brother ! do not be so despondent ! For

"If troubles come not then our fears are vain,

And if they do, fear but augments the pain."
And again,

"

Act well your part, there all the honor lies."

The query in regard to the non-admittance of gentlemen to Vassar College
is unfair because the case supposed is not a parallel one. When our higher insti
tutions of learning were exclusively for young men, one man was found who was

generous enough to establish a college for ladies, and because they were shut

out from other colleges it was necessary, in order that they might have the full
benefit of the fund, that this should be exclusively for ihem. And now to cite

this fact as a conclusive argument against their admission elsewhere is certainly
not very magnanimous, to say the least. If the one-horse colleges throughout
our country—which are, many of them, almost threadbare for want of students

—would open their doors freely to all, of both sexes, who are earnestly seek

ing for knowledge, instead of clinging so tenaciously to their old, worn-out

ideas of woman's inferiority, they would soon show signs of increased strength
and vigor. And Michigan University, in opening its doors to the admission of

women, although it already numbered twelve or fifteen hundred students, has
set our more recent institutions an example well worthy to be followed.

And again, ladies are not embarrassed by the presence of gentlemen, as

our propounder of queries would have us believe; neither do young men, if

they have a proper stock of common-sense, suffer any detriment if ladies are

permitted to occupy a few of the otherwise unoccupied seats of the lecture-
room. It is a well-known fact that the female graduates of our Normal schools
and academies, where they daily meet with gentlemen in the class-room, pos
sess more of real womanhood in their character, than those who spend an equal
length of time at a young ladies1 boarding-school.
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Our querist admits that a young lady last year passed an excellent examin

ation, but adds in explanation that these entrance examinations are designed
for boys of sixteen. Now he knows, or ought to know, that they are designed
for boys of twenty-five as well as for those of sixteen—the requirement being
that candidates shall be at least sixteen years of age. A reference to the

ages of the class of '71 will show that some of them were over thirty at the

time of graduation. Had he desired to avoid giving a one-sided view of the

matter, he would also have slated (if he vvas knowing to the fact) that this

same young lady, before coming to Cornell, competed with the young men of

her district for a scholarship in the Urtiversity, and that, although the compe

tition was very strong, it was decided by the committee that she passed the

best examination, but was refused the scholarship because she was a woman.

But this querist reserves for the close of his article what he considered as

a crushing argument in favor of the incapacity and short-sightedness of woman

kind in general. He refers to the action of the ladies of Ithaca last winter in

petitioning the authorities to refuse licenses for the sale of liquor, and exult-

ingly exclaims :
"
As the result of this attempt at female legislation, every

grog-shop in town is selling without a license, and the public treasury is de

prived of the usual fees." I, for one, honor the ladies of Ithaca for the course

which they pursued, and wish that certain men of the place, who claim to be in

favor of temperance, instead of standing idly by and allowing the case to go by
default for want of their cooperation, would take hold of the matter and see to

it that the violators of law are brought to justice. While seeking to relieve

the sufferings of the poor families in Ithaca, the ladies ascertained that in

nearly every case drunkenness was the cause of the misery and destitution

which prevailed. At the same time they saw that grog-shops, almost without

number, were selling, and that, too, under cover of law, the poison which pro

duces this suffering. The question naturally arises, do the few paltry dollars

which the government gains through liquor-licenses atone for the wretchedness

which whisky produces ? If not, then do not make it lawful for beings in the

shape of men to pour it down their neighbors' throats. Why not make it law

ful to steal ? Licensed stealing would produce far less suffering than licensed

whisky-selling. The ladies have nobly done their part ; let us not be so un

manly as to carp at and criticize their action without putting forth any effort

on our own part to bring about a better state of affairs. S. '71.

YOUNG ARTEMUS HEARD FROM.

KORNELL UNIVURSITY, )

October the nth, 1871. 5

Editurs ov The Era :

SlNTS I was admitted into the Kornell Univursity, with a condishun in

Algebray and Gramur, I hevent done much to attrack attenshun. Perhaps

you never herd of me, but I am hear. You hav herd about my father, which

was A. Ward, Senior. I was A". Ward, Junior, until a few weeks ago, when

I became A. Ward, Freshman. But I hev a appeel to make and will perseed.

I hev bin onto a bust and got bustid
—cleen dun for. I darsent tell Mrs.

Ward. I kant do it. I kant endure her feelins at heering uv it. I kant think

of bravin her pairoxisms of anger, and want you to help me. If you will pub
lish this, I will leav it in her room and slope till she has red it. Then I will

braiv the storm, ez it will be cooled down sum.

I wood not trubel you, but I was too late in a handin in ov my name to the

editer ofthe Leeder, who kindly offerd to publish the names ov the gentelmen
interested in the affare.

I hev bin liftin gaits. I went out ofthe parental manshun after 11 p. m.

and commentst bisness. About fiftene minits after, I calculait, n p. m. was

after me. (Noat. P. M. menes here Police-Man). I lit out andwas doin a

pretty nice thing in the gait line, which it was a B-line, wen a owdacious dorg
seesed me by my koat-tail and chawed onto it till I suckumbed and was cap

tured by a degraded menyal ov the town
—

a P. M. which is named Alny Dick.

I was convade to the P. S., opposite the P. O., and flung into the den ov the

tirant, until to-morrow morning, wen at 10 A. M. I was let off till 1 p. m., on

my own recognising. I dident think I ever coodreckognise myself wen I saw

the mirur in mi room, which I reeched wen Mrs. W. was down seller.

At one o'clock I repaird to the little inkwisishen room, and was finully
fined ten $, wich I hed to pay with borrid money. Is they any law—

any

justice in Ithaky ? Echo ansurs,
"

Nary!
"

I would, if I was Echo. I think

I hev bin illegaly interfeard with in the pursoot of happiness, wich the Con-

stitooshen garaunties it to me. I am a Constitooshonater, and I am going to

hev justiss or dye. I will kwit, or my artikel will be so long Mrs. W. will

nut reed it, in wich case my trubel wood be in vain. She never reeds long
artikels. I will rite agen b4 long.

G(r)atefully Yoors,

A. Ward, Fr., not Jr.

MORE A1IOUT liOATING.

The seeming egotism of this article may be pardoned by my strong desire

to see rowing flourish here with the vigor that characterizes the Universiiy.

Having been absent from Cornell during the spring term, when the strife be

tween the Navy and the Boat Club grew hot, and being honored with the

friendship of active members in both organizations, and having listened atten

tively to both sides, I can sincerely claim lo be perfectly unprejudiced fur or

against either party.
After studying the facts, I wish simply to prove that a union of the various

boating interests ought to, and can at once be effected. To refute what seems

to be the delusion ot some, that boating here will prosper better with two

rival organizations, we urge that such reasoning would divide our University,
into two, each half as good; would let the Mississippi divide the Union into two

provinces, or change the powerful and harmonious University ball nine into two

sickly ones, on one of which Conklin would have to catch mild pitching and

throw to a weak second-base, and Spoffard throw to a muffin first baseman,

while in the other Smith and McKechnie would slam in passed bails lo a timid

catcher, and French or Gill run after unreachable balls sent in hy wiid lielders.

As none ofthe men in the Tom Hughes Club were interested in baseball mat

ters when the angry hostility between the old University ball-club and the Cor

nell baseball club was so nicely harmonized, the clubs fused, and the present

compact, harmonious nine is the result, though for some time prominent play

ers in the nine were bitter personal enemies, they may think it impossible lor

the boat crews to blend. But they may be assured that the grievances then

were far more real than they now are among the oarsmen.

One rowing faction is at present reputed to have the best muscle, the

other has much the most money. Vice-President Russel has made a plan for

union which seems to suit everyone, except some of one association, and it

now appears as if all that keeps the Hughes Club from amalgamating with the

Navy is either a childish resentment of some of its members lor past griev

ances, or their dislike of losing their present notoriety and importance by be

longing to a larger body of men. If the Hughes Boat Club sincerely desires

a combination, it seems as funny for them to stand upon the order of their going
as it would have been for the Chicago Aldermen to raise a point of order in

regard to means to put out the fire, or as humorous as it was for the
"

Shiftier'

and
"

Moyamensing" fire companies to maul each other with fists, spanners

and wrenches, while the blaze mounted with

" the desperate endeavor

tyow to sit or never,

By the side of the pale-faced moon,"

To all those' who urge thut discordant elements are better apart than in con

tact, I submit that they should remember that even alkalies and acids, when

brought together, quickly react into quietness. Ask them to read Toby's
" Hon

eymoon," and see how an unhappy union can become a blissful one, and lastly,
to emulate the former factions among the ball-players. In the mean time, I

trust that no one will try to help both clubs while they remain distinct organ

izations. Let him work for the one of his choice to the extent of his power,

and not try to serve both, but keep in mind that
"

to him that hath shall be

given, and from him that hath not shall be taken even that which he hath,"
and accordingly back which crew he regards the strongest. "Natural selec

tion
"
should prevail. L.Moses.

Singular Phenomenon.—The ship Transita de Alvarez, from Guata-

mala, arrived here Saturday, and reports that when eighty miles off the Co

lumbia river a cloud burst over the vessel, and matter having the appearance

of ashes, of a grayish co; .r, fell on the ship, covering the decks, sails and rig

ging. It became ;.>• EO\ although the occurrence took place in the daytime,

that it was necessary to iave a light in the cabin. A light northerly breeze

was blowing at the time.—Bulletin.

Jamestown, this State, is having a course of first-class lectures this winter

The season tickets are three dollars, for which sum the following lecturers can

be heard: "Bayard Taylor on "Schiller;" Professor Colonel Homer Y>.

Sprague, of Cornell, on
" When I was in Jail;" Miss Lillian Edgerton on

"Whither are we Drifting ?" ; Olive Logan ; Paul DuChaillu on
"
A Journey

to the Country of the Dwarfs;" Oliver Optic on "Strange Sights in Strange

Lands;" and Miss Dickinson on "Demagogues and Workingmen."
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ITHERE IS THE FAULT?

We publish in this week's issue quite a full report of the trial of

seven of our fellow-students for " riotous and disorderly conduct."

We have no disposition to defend even the mildest offenses com

mitted by students on
"

gate-eve," while the wholesale destruction

of property, which sometimes takes place on such occasions, must

be condemned by all respectable students. There can be little sol

ace in reflecting that while one has been playing what, anywhere

but at college, would be a mean, contemptible trick, on citizens who

can well afford the pecuniary loss of a pair of gate-hinges, and per.

haps the gate itself, and of garden vegetables, flowers and orna

mental shrubbery, destroyed by cattle and swine on
"

gate-eve," he

has been adding still more burdens to the already too heavy load of

poverty ; that the money that it costs to repair the slight damage
done in a thoughtless manner may be the money that was needed to

buy clothing to keep out the wintry frosts, or to buy medicine for the

sick child ; that the few dollars' worth of garden-vegetables exposed

through his means belonged to some one who has not money to

replace them, and whose children, before too poorly fed, must go

yet a little more hungry for this wanton act. We, as students,
should remember that while we become hardened by our peculiar
mode of life, so that what the law brands as crime we often practice
as sport, we are just as uncharitable toward the different natural

ways of others as they are toward our acquired ways. We make a

general raid of some kind, and then grumble because people do

not take it all in sport. The old war between town and gown can

never end until each learns to comprehend the other's stand-point.
We do not believe the fault is all with students, or all with town

people, any more than we believe the old hostility between faculty
and students was because one was essentially bad and the other

essentially good.

We believe that one great source of difficulty comes from the

fact that town people follow the example of the Faculty in treat

ing students as a mass without individuality. Some twenty Soph
omores, out of a class of two hundred, get beaten in an attack on

the whole Freshman class, while at least twice the number of Sophs
stand by and see how it is done; but the President in speaking of

the affair, speaks of it as a "

collision of two classes," leaving all

who were not in, with their minds fully made up to take part in the

next
"

collision," if they must share the disgrace of a defeat. So a

glance at the report of the trial published this week, will show that

the justice before whom the case was tried, looks upon the whole

body of students in the University as engaged in the affair of Friday
evening, for he has deliberately fined students ten dollars each

where not a shadow of evidence, either circumstantial or otherwise,
was brought to show their connection with the affair. His knowl

edge of human nature is unusually slight if he supposes such action

will either
"
warn

"

or
"

restrain." If it gives any warning it warns

students not to allow themselves to be arrested, however innocent

they may be ; and if it " restrains
"

anyone, it restrains the hund
reds of noble students who have always given their influence against
all unlawful and unmanly acts.

We assure our readers that the evidence we print is all the evi-

dence of any weight brought forward in the case. And we ask the

justice who gave the decision if the same proof could not have
f

been brought against any student who might have been passing

along the streets on Friday night ? In a legal point of view, could

it not have been brought against everybody who was on the streets,

had some one of the sagacious specials thought proper to arrest

them ?

"

Fagging
"

never took a strong foot-hold in our colleges,
"

haz

ing
"

is almost among the things that were,
"

rushing
"

is rapidly

growing unpopular, and there is a strong current setting against the

continuance of the petty annoyances practised by students on citi

zens of college towns ; but senseless decisions, like that rendered

on Saturday, do more to revive the old quarrel between town and

gown than all the real advocates of lawlessness could do in years.

But we hope students who feel it a duty to repay this insult will

not wreak their vengeance on innocent parties. AVe would like to

hope they would let the matter be quietly settled in the courts of

justice, but this would be hoping more than we can reasonably ex

pect, so we only ask them, before making another general raid, to
think of the hundreds of poor laborers, and of the poor who cannot

labor, and at least be careful that no more burdens are thoughlessly
added to their heavy loads.

We contemplate furnishing each of our subscribers with a com

plete and elegant photograph of the University buildings in a few

weeks ; a photograph which will be the first one of the kind ever

taken of Cornell University. Those who wish to procure extra

numbers will please send in their names at once, as only a limited

number of copies will be issued.

AVe would remind our correspondents that we cannot publish
anonymous communications. A yawning waste-basket awaits all

such.

GATE EVE.

BY OUR NIGHT REPORTER.

"

Gate Eve
"

has arrived, a week earlier than usual, and the full moon

and clear sky seem more favorable to observers than to gate-lifters ; but the

anniversary must be celebrated. About midnight groups of young gentlemen,
"

variously attired," appear in different parts of the village,
"

in a quiet and

orderly manner
"

unhanging gates, and then moving rapidly off with them on

their shoulders, forming almost as strange processions as did at the late fire
the long motley line of men with coffins on their backs, rushing wildly through
the streets. But while in quick succession gate after gate is raised shield-like
above the head, or carried like a stretcher by two

"

disturbers of the peace,"
here and there wierd figures, half-clad, with head and feet bare, and hair stand

ing on end,
"

like quills upon the fretful porcupine," move noiselessly out from
between the widowed gate-posts, standing like motionless sentinels on either
s.de the entrance to the houses, and follow on, shivering with cold and flinch

ing at every step on the hard, frosty sidewalks.
But these grotesque guardians of the peace soon retire to warmer quar

ters, if not to better
company.

In the mean time things are getting more and more mixed. The regular
police, assisted hy a ,|.>g and several other "

specials," are known to be
abroad. Parties of peaceable citizens stand suspiciously watching one another
from opposite comers; while all ahmg the street above and below them sound
lhe click of gate-latches and the grating of parting hinges. Gate-lifters cau

tiously watch one another "a great way off," not knowing friend from foe,
and more than once do "

the wicked flee when no man pursueth."
1 he streets are nearly as light as day. Police, dogs and specials, areon the

alert. Cilizei.s are exasperated. Several of the boys have been fired upon,
but the work goes on. Large stacks of gates are piled on corners, and barri
cades of gates stretch across the streets. Flotillas of gates are gently rocked

hy the .sobbing waves o( Cascadilla and Six Mile Creeks. The wrong gates
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are left in the right places, and the ijght ones put where they don't belong.
Gates are everywhere but where they ought to be.

Now and then a random shot from a door or window, or the imprecations
of some shrill-voiced shrew gives variety to the otherwise monotonous scene.

And the occasional appearance of a policeman keeps up a healthy state of ex

citement in the minds of those whose duty it is to participate in the innocent

pastime. The hurried announcement, "They've got somebody in the cooler,"

passes from mouth to mouth.
"

Who is it ?
" "

Where was he taken ?
"

and

like questions are asked, when it is finally ascertained that the arrested stu

dent was only an observer, quietly looking on. The "rioters" take it as a

fine joke, and go at their work with renewed zeal. Here a pursuing policeman
has his hand almost on the collar of a fleeing student, and for half a mile both

do their
" level best," without any apparent gain on either side, and at another

place a student seems to prefer rather lo leave behind his garment than remain

in the embrace of his captor.

After the gates are pretty thoroughly mixed, a squad raids down State street,

upsetting boxes, pulling down signs and transposing things generally. On the

appearance of the police the raiders decamp, while the sagacious "specials"
secure a student or two who are out taking a moonlight-promenade. Arrests

are getting uncomfortably common, the guilty ones in nearly every case man

aging to dodge out of the way, leaving some one who has faith in a clear con

science to be arrested and put in the
"

cooler." One Soph, seen
"

lifting
"

his

boarding-house gate, is arrested by a dog, the faithful animal retaining the

seat of the culprit's Sunday breeches as a trophy. A resident Junior barely

escapes arrest while hanging his own gate, which he has found in the street.

Toward morning some ofthe boys have learned the signal by which the po

lice summon each other, and are able to give it well enough to pass with the

specials, who are kept running in various directions, only to find either no

body, or a promiscuous crowd to ask
"

What is the trouble ?" This evident

ly exasperates them, for they commence arresting nearly every student they

can easily get hold of, unless of a bellicose appearance. And while this sys

tem of arrests is going on, those really engaged in the mischief are quietly re

moving the signs, gates, etc., in the vicinity of the police station itself; and

while an officer is proceeding to the station with one of the spectators, the

boys follow in full sight of him
"

lifting
"

every gate on the street, of course

making a change of base just before he is free to seize them.

One professor, whose student days are not beyond the reach of his memo

ry, succeeds in passing himself off for one of the boys, and actually whistles a

couple of the oldest rats in the whole flock, out of a safe retreat to which he

had pursued them.

In the morning the position of business signs indicates a great many re

movals. Professors have gone into the barbers' business, barbers and dealers

have gone out of business altogether, merchants seek for signs but no signs

are found. Professors'
"

Study Windows
"

look on entirely new scenes. Cit

izens are excited, cows have run riot in cabbage-beds, and swine have taken

up their abode in flower-gardens. The boys arrested have all been released

on their parole of honor to appear at the police station at io A. M. and long

before the appointed time, the justice's office where the examination is to take

place, is crowded almost to suffocation.

THE TRIAL.

Long before the time set for the examination, Esquire Day's office seems

filled to its utmost capacity, and still student after student crowds himself

through the door-way as if anxious to learn his legal rights. About ten

o'clock the seven prisoners charged with riotous and disorderly conduct and

released on parole, straggle into the police station from different directions,

and a burly policeman conducts them to the justice's office.

After a brief consultation between lawyers and justice th« case is opened.

The prisoners plead
"
not guilty." The justice refusing bail and denying

them each a separate examination, Esquire Howard, the counsel for the de

fense, takes exception to the justice's ruling, and the court adjourns to two

o'clock P. M., the prisoners being again left at large on parole. At the ap

pointed hour each culprit conducts himself to the office, a small underground

room, in the basement of the Cornell Library building, lighted by dingy little

square windows looking out against
a blank-wall a few feet distant, and by

several opaque panes of glass in the door at the foot of the stairway. Specta

tors keep pushing in through the door which they are barely able to force

open enough to admit the body, while at any attempt at escape the door clos

es like a patent rat-trap or eel-pot. By this valve-like action the crowd soon

acquires a tension too great to be resisted by the gate in the railing supposed

to separate spectators from prisoners, police and counsel, and before the ex

amination begins half the space inside the railing is filled with lookers-on. The

expression of grin, determination with which the justice glances at the pass

ages of law to which the lawyers are calling his attention sho.vs that he i.s a

man whose pre-c.nceived plans are not to be set aside f.r merely legal reasons.

Whether he has in his mind's eye a vision of his own front-gate eddying and

plunging down a willow-bordered stream, or whether the ghosts of his de

parted cabbages, ranged before him in ghastly rows, are calling on him to

wreak vengeance on the riotous horde who left them exposed to the hungry

kine, it is quite clear, from his countenance, that he has some wrong to

avenge, ami that he feels that this is his time to do it. The examination

commences. The crowd inside closes in around the prisoners and press quite

up to the lawyers' table. Those outside occupy the windows so that scarcely

a ray of light finds its way into the room. A special policeman is summoned

to the witness-stand and testifies in substance as follows :
"

I saw two of the

prisoners during Friday night; saw a party of men going along the street,

some of them with gates 011 their shoulders ; those who had gates dropped

then) and ran ; the leader ordered a halt ; I went up to them and told them I

wanted to look them over; some shrank back from me; then all ran in a

body ; I followed and arrested one of the prisoners here ; told him he must

gototlieguard-house; hewent quietly a short distance, and then stopped
ami hollowed a-r-r-ra! a-r-r-ra! a-r-rra! he then went on without resistance;

the party followed quietly awhile and then commenced taking off gates ; /

did not see the prisoner while the gates were ou the shoulders of the party ; I do

not knoro that he 7oas of the party while the gates were on their shoulders ;
"

be

fore making lhe other arrest, heard a noise like boxes rattling, in the direction

of Colonel Glenney's ; going in that direction, saw a party of students coming
toward me; the party turned and ran in the other direction; I followed and

arrested one; did not identify him as one of the party coming toward me ;

saw nothing when I heard boxes rattle ; it was about sixteen rods from where

I started to where I arrested the prisoner ; he at first struggled to get away

and then went quietly to the station."

Next witness—special policeman Stewart
—testifies in substance as follows :

Mr. Hungerford, Mr. Bostwick and myself saw a sign being moved by some

one. When I got across the street I came up to one of the prisoners here ;

told him I wanted him. He replied that he did not take down the sign. I

thought it was he who had hold of the sign, but did not know positively ;

there was but one having hold of it ; there were four or five around. I noticed

no difference in dress nor in size, by which I could distinguish one of them

from another. The sign was one of those hung across the sidewalk ; I think

it was Mitchell's; it was hanging by one end. This was near four o'clock in

the morning; it might have been hanging in this way a while before I saw it

being moved. Under the circumstances I would have arrested him had he

been passing along the street and lifted the sign to make room to pass under.

Special policeman Bostwick testifies in substance : I heard a sound, as of

boxes upset, near Wilton and Delano's, and saw Mr. Esty arrest one of the

prisoners.
Protective policeman Esty testifies : I arrested the prisoner alluded to by

Mr. Bostwick. I heard the sound of boxes, and saw the prisoner running

through the streets; saw him doing nothing more. Il is an uncommon thing
for men to be on the street after midnight.

Regular Policeman Niedeck testifies to this effect : I recognized one of the

prisoners among a party some of whom had been moving gates ; saw the pris

oner try a gate which did not come oft the hinges, as it was screwed on fast.

I arrested him, and he came in a quiet manner to the station. About four

o'clock I saw two young men going quietly over to Green Street ; saw them

take hold of a gate and carry it into the road. I arrested one of them, who is

among the prisoners. The boys went into the house where they took off the

gate ; said it was theirs.

Special policeman Hungerford takes the stand, and testifies that he ar

rested one of the prisoners. Saw him carrying a gate. He dropped the gate

and ran, but was caught by the witness.

Mr. Halliday is called to the stand, and testifies that he saw Mitchell's

sign hanging by one end, about two o'clock in the morning.

The testimony is reviewed by the counsel for the defense. He shows that

no testimony whatever has been brought against four ofthe prisoners, that a

fifth is only indicated to have
" tried to be disorderly," and that the other two

are only proved to have committed trespass on the private property of citizens,

which is not
" riotous and disorderly conduct

"

in the eyes of the law.

The Justice then gravely rehearses his duties in the case, states that the

students of Cornell University are probably the most orderly college students

in the country, expresses his reluctance
in doing anything disagreeable to any
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of them; but states that, notwithstanding the ingenious plea of the counsel

for the defense, it is evident enough that the prisoners "were either directly

or indirectly engaged in the disturbances of the previous night," and therefore,

as a restraint on them in the future, and as a warning to others who may wish

to engage in similar proceedings,
"

they are each fined ten dollars. The coun

sel for the defense appeals from the decision of the justice, and the case is to

go before the Supreme Court.

PERSONAL.

Personals are solicited from all for this column.

L. K. Freese, of '74, is in Trenton, New Jersey.

A. C. Weeks, of '72, has nearly recovered his usual health.

A. Boyer, of '73, is at his home near Fanner Village, working on his fath

er's farm.

D. J. Callahan and T. E. Williams, of '73, intend to go to Germany in

May next.

Mr. X. A. Willard finished his course of lectures on Dairy Economy on

Monday last.

Charles F. Hendryx, of '69, is in the office of The Republican and Dem

ocrat, Cooperstown, New York.

Hillyer Ryder, of '71, is assistant division-engineer at Tarrytown, on

the New York and Boston R. R.

Sewell, of '71, has commenced the study of law at Walton. We wish

him much pleasure and abundant success.

Thompson, of '74, is one of the fortunate individals whose home in Chi

cago the flames passed by without destroying.
" Ol." Allen, of '72, was in town last week. He is at present in busi

ness, and will return to the University next year.

George Bancroft, the historian, is at present an honorary member of no

fewer than thirty-one learned societies in Europe.
C. M. Robinson, formerly of '73, is now attending the William Jewell

College, at Liberty, Missouri. He sends his compliments to all his friends of

Cornell.

The article in The Era, descriptive of Professor Goldwin Smith, and at

tributed to the Courant, originally appeared in the Evening Post, in a letter

written by Theodore Stanton, of 74, over his nom de plume of
"
Lode."

Miss Putnam, of New York, who has been pursuing the study of medi

cine at Paris, lately graduated with the highest honors, from the Ecole de

MeEiecine of that city. Miss Putnam is a daughter of the publisher, George
P. Putnam, of New York.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

.What about that gymnasium ?

—A walk through the Gorge is delightful now.
— The first flakes of snow fell on Saturday last.

— The Juniors and Sophs play foot-ball Saturday afternoon.
^- Cornell has been denominated the "

Oxford of America."
— One of our exchanges recently sent us its bill in the paper.
— The current salutation for the past week has been " wie geht's."
—

Junior—Sprechen Sie Deutsch ? Sophomore—Je ne sprach pas.
— There was one Day last week that was a disgrace to any community.
— A '72 man complains that The Era is occasionally given to Leavitt-y.
— A. A. 4>. had quite a re-union of the Cornell chapter and choice banquet

last Friday night.
— President White's house is already visible from the campus. The sec

ond story is well along.
— Observation on the fruiterer's horse. "There is a good frame-work,

why don't they finish it ?
"

— President White is with us once more. On Wednesday last he re-com

menced the delivery ofhis lectures on Modern History.
— Practical joke on a Junior who, in his eagerness to get an apple from a

barrel in the dark, thrust his hand into a barrel of soft soap.
— Several other canine specimens, besides Niedick's dog, were on duty last

Friday night ; the question is why did they not display their efficiency in the

same way.

— Herr Deschner rises to explain that his shot the other night was quite
inadvertent, or rather that he fired so as to hit the interlopers if rowdies and
miss them if students.

— The study of mediaeval history has helped the Faculty to develop a

young Inquisition. Students are summoned to bring the burden of proof with
them and prove their innocence.

Editor {to a Freshman)— Hast- thou subscribed for The Era ?

Freshman — I hast not. Editor—Wilt thou ? Freshman {with a glance at

the imposing air and figure)
— I wilt.

>74 has challenged '73 to a game of foot-ball, to be played to-morrow,

forty men on each side.* If the challenge is accepted, the game will be a very

lively one. '73 has not yet been beaten at foot-ball.

On Monday last, Professor Shackford gave to the Juniors the following

subject, on which all are to write : "The direction
« Do your work,' having

regard to its excellence, and not to its acceptableness."

A Sophomore who has been rather unfortunate in his examinations

since entering Cornell, thinks the words of our honored founder should read:

" I would found an institution where any person can find a condition in any

study."
— A Freshman protests against an imposition on Juniors, practiced by

professors, namely, that of requiring them to commit to memory the trans-

lations in Latin ; he thinks a written translation read by the students would

be much less barbarous.

—After the
"

gate
"

trial of Saturday last, while the students were grouped

about discussing the merits of the decision, a Freshman, pale and anxious,

rushed up to a Sophomore of legal mien, with the eager inquiry,
"
Havewe all

got to pay a ten-dollar fine ?
"

— Mr. Sage's proposition has been, we are credibly informed, virtually

accepted by the authorities, and a committee will examine the best "mixed"

institutions in the country, in order to see what improvements can be made

on the existing systems of co-education.

— Dr. Wilson has returned and is looking better after his vacation of three

weeks. He met his class in Psychology last Monday, at the fourth hour, but

did not give a lecture as Mr. Greene had the chapel for his class in American

History, which had been changed for convenience to that time and place during
the Dr.'s absence.

— On Wednesday last occurred the examination on Goldwin Smith's lec

tures on English History. No regular questions were given to the class. The

examination consisted in an essay giving an outline of the course of political
events from James I to the final overthrow of the Pretender. The subject was

comprehensive, and afforded a fine opportunity for a hastily-written, ten-page

essay. We wish the professor much joy in reviewing the essays, and hope
that he is proficient in deciphering almost illegible manuscript.

— A countryman came on the campus by way of the Sibley building, and

happening there to fall in with a student, walked along, when the following

dialogue ensued : Countryman— Does any one lecture at this hour ? Stu

dent— No, sir; what lecture would you like to hear? Countryman— I

should like to hear Mr. Goldsmith. Student— Goldwin Smith, you mean ;

he lectures at 12: 15 in the North building. Counttyman {pointing to th>

Laboratory building)— I suppose that is the boarding-house over there

{when the bell sounded and the conversation was broken off).
— At the last hour on Wednesday Goldwin Smith delivered his highly

instructive and interesting lecture on the "Thirty Years' War." This lecture,

although intended more especially for the students in German, drew many

others, filling ,the North Chapel with a crowded and enthusiastic audience.

Hardly a standing-place was unoccupied. The lecture was one of the best we

have ever heard, or ever expect to hear. Professor Smith, having finished his

lectures for this term, is shortly to leave town, to be absent for some time;
The manner in which his last lecture was received was a fitting testimonial to
the high regard in which he is held by students and Faculty of Cornell.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

Shakespeake's definition of charity— gently to hear, kindly to judge.
— Moscow has the largest bell in the world, which weighs 444,000 pounds.

meiT
The'e arG three hundred col'eges in France, and not one opened to wo-

— The next eclipse of the sun, which will be total in England, will occur
August 11, 1999.

— N\ hat was Stephen's song when he was stoned to death ?
" Rock me

to sleep." — Orient.
— The flowers are no exception in following the fashions; go to the pond

and you find the lily pads there.
- A good rule for students : Never do any work before breakfast. If it

is
necessary to work before breakfast, have your breakfast first.

- Senior at Michigan Univeisity in answer to a professor's question the
other day, coolly answered :

"

I don't understand that myself."
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- Ofthe two hundred and seventy-five colleges in the United States there
are only sixteen that have libraries exceeding twenty thousand volumes.

—Walter Scott's books are being translated into Finnish. "
The Lady of

■

the Lake
"
has been newly translated into the German, by Herr Karl Ernst

Overbeck, to celebrate his Centenary.
— A brilliant student says that the New Brunswick girls are like the lilies

of the field—they toil not, neither do they spin, and yet Solomon, in all
his glory, was not arrayed like one of these. It's so everywhere.—Targum.

— A long discussion between a young lady and gentleman of the town of
S. as to which had the larger mouth, was brought to a close by the gentle
man saying, "Let's measure." He knows how differences should be settled.
—Annalist.

— Robb Hunt has calculated that tf the atmosphere in its present state
could be extended seven hundred miles above the earth's surface instead of

forty miles, as it is at present, that the sun's rays could not penetrate it, and
this globe would revolve in darkness and silence, a dead waste. The same

calculation shows that sea-water loses its transparency at the depth of three
hundred and seventy feet.

—

English astronomers are making extensive preparations for observing
the solar eclipse in December. The line of totality will cross Hindoostan
south-east by east, thence over the northern part of Ceylon, the Bay of Ben

gal and several islands to Australia; finally leaving the earth's surface in the
Pacific Ocean. The breadth of the shadow will be seventy miles, and dura
tion of perfect obscurity two and a quarter minutes. — University Review.

CONVENTION OF DELTA KAPPA EPSILON.

ON Wednesday and Thursday Ithaca was enlivened by the first convention
that the University has gathered to the city. About eighty young men, rep-
resenting all the prominent colleges of America, scrutinized the institution,
town and students, and were in turn gazed at by the citizens, to see if Cor
nelians are fair samples of the American student, and by students for various

motives, — by anti-society men, in vain search after the evidences of the de

moralization that they imagine is the sequence of joining a brotherhood; by
society men, who, seeing the cordial greeting of hitherto widely separated
friends, resolving that as conventions were such pleasant affairs, they would
attend the next ones of their respective societies.

Moreover the fact ofthe visitors and delegates meeting so many acquaint-
ances, besides the Cornell A. K. E.'s, and answering so many eager questions
as to the welfare of the friends, in distant institutions, of Cornell students,
made the meeting of the convention of general interest, even before the hold

ing of the public exercises at Library Hall on Thursday evening.
The exercises began by about seventy of the fraternity, after being escorted

by the University Band to the hall, filing in, to the music of "

Delta Kappa
Epsilon March," rendered by Waitlock's orchestra. After prayer and a fra

ternity song led by Mr. H. Buffum, of Brown University, Honorable S.
F. Hunt, of Ohio, gave the opening address, briefly stating the literary,
social and humanizing aims and tendencies of the organization, and neatly in

troducing Professor B. R. Kellogg, of the Brooklyn Polytechnic, who pro-
ceeded to deliver quite a technical and profound, but at the same time lucid

address, upon the subject of "Style
"

in composition. Notwithstanding the

length of time Professor Kellogg occupied, his delivery and discourse were

such as to hold the perfect attention of the crowded house to the close. When
he made his confession of faith in regard to his belief in the great importance
and value of the study of the classics, the fierce hisses of the friends of the

"new education," mingled with the roar of applause from the advocates of

"liberal culture," showed that very few in the audience were halting between

opinions. His statements in regard to good usage probably also startled

many students.

The poem by Rev. J. H. Andrews, of Ilion, N. Y., was a restful contrast

to the other exercises, giving, as it did, the people a chance to laugh heartily
al the humorous points of the appropriate verses, which gradually rose from

mentioning tbe ridiculous freshman to the poet's sublime image of the coral

isle.

Finally, after another fraternity song, and the previously unheard in Itha
ca
"
Rah !" the public exercises, the merit of which must be inferred from

the frequent applause, closed, and the fraternity, escorted by the bands, as
cended to Cascadilla, where, after some dancing and vocal music, all sat down
to the annual banquet, set up by Taylor in style, which it is needless to say
was heartily enjoyed after the bodily and mental fatigues of the past two days
of close application to business, in many cases after long and fatiguing travel.

IO7

But the hours of case and sociality in the middle watches ofWednesday night
amply compensated for all the toil of getting up and running a convention. At
quite a late hour in the morning, after everyone was satiated but not cloyed
w.th the mental and physical repast, the agreeable down grade toward the vil
lage was taken, and the next day with warm hand-shakes, "good-byes

"

and

"God-speeds," the convention was over. The next one assembles at Middle-
town, Connecticut, and there will be a reunion at Cleveland during the sum

mer.

We hope that this will be the first of many conventions of all the fraterni-
ties having chapters at Cornell, as there is nothing better than these gather
ings to excite good feeling, patriotism, and respect for the work of intellectual
advancement going on at so many widely separated colleges.

The following, comprising the delegates, is z partial list ofthe visitors:
Yale—Phi—Messrs. Richards, Ramsdell, Prentice, Wickes, McCook.

Colby University—Chi—E. B. Haskell.

Amherst—Sigma—Bancroft, Thrall.
Brown—Upsilon—Luther Buffum.

Miami—Kappa—S. F. Hunt.

Dartmouth—Pi—Mr. Colby.

Middlebury—Alpha Prime—Messrs. Sherman and Kellogg.
University of Michigan—Omicron—Messrs. McKee and Moffat.
Williams—Epsilon—Messrs. Huntington and Wright.
College ofthe City of New York-Nu—Messrs. Gulick, McMasters, Van

Kleek.

Hamilton—Tau—Messrs. Knapp, Peterson, Peck, Norton.
Madison University—Mu—Messrs. Coe and Andrews.

Lafayette College—Rho—Messrs. Good, Baushman, Henry, Hillis.
University of Rochester—Beta Phi—Messrs. Baldwin, Mills, Dayton, Gil-

man and Thornton.

Rutgers College—Phi Chi—Messrs. Burroughs and Voorhees.

Ashbury University—Psi Phi—Mr. Henderson.

Wesleyan University—Gamma Phi—Messrs. Clock, Mills, Page, Boyd,
Steele.

Western Reserve—Beta Chi—Messrs. Taylor and Sherwood.

Troy Polytechnic—Psi Omega—Mr. Davenport.

Cadets, )

■

1, 1871. )

APPOINTAIENTS.

Headquarters Corps of Cadets,
Cornell University,

November

General Older No. 6.

"By advice of the Faculty," the following promotions in the Corps of

Cadets, subject to the approval ofthe President, have been made :

Captains —Garrett P. Serviss and Henry C. Henderson.

First Lieutenants— Milford C. Bean, Isaac N. L. Heroy, Ebenezer E.

McElroy.
Second Lieutenants— Rufus B. Howland and Sylvester N. Williams.

The relative rank in each grade, of these officers, is fixed by the order in

which their names have herein appeared.

By order of the Commandant.

Gram Curtis,

Adjutant-General.

Approved. And. D. White,

Ptesident.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The Society adjourned its regular meeting on October 21st to October 28,
on account of the concert for the Michigan sufferers. Pursuant to this ad

journment the meeting was called to order at 8 o'clock last Saturday evening.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and accepted. Mr. Moffat, the es

sayist ofthe evening, was then called upon, and read a good paper on the sub

ject under discussion—Autumn Leaves. He first gave a succint account of

the structure of the leaf, and the arrangement of cells, the latter being much

thicker on the upper than the under surface, in order to prevent evaporation.
He also gave the chemical composition of chlorophyll, or the green coloring
matter,

—being C18H18N208. He spoke of the coloring of the leaf in au

tumn as due to the ripening process, wherein the clorophyll changed color by
the absorption of oxygen, and that the frost was no true agent in the tinting,
as often supposed.

The cause of the fall of the leaf was also given. A joint having been

formed during the later months of summer at the junction ofthe petiole ofthe
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stem, as the ripening approached completion, the leaf was ready to separate

at this point and fall to the ground. The reason why the upper branches of
a

tree ripen their leaves lirsl he explained as due to the strong upward tendency

ofthe sap, which matured them earlier by leaving in them a larger proportion

of earthy matter in evaporation than was left in the lower leaves.

Fleshy leaves, and those of some evergreens, show no perceptible color in

autumn, because ofthe thickness of the epidermis, which obscures any oxyda-

lion of chlorophyll which might take place.
The regular discussion ofthe evening now opened. Mr. Dudley being the

only appointee present, opened by declaring the probability of there being

some other cause in the change of color spoken of, than the simple oxydation

of chlorophyll, and that this unrecognized agent must lie either in the vegeta

ble acids or the earthy alkaline deposits in the leaf, or perhaps in both.

He drew an analogy between the fleshy fruit and the leaf, showing that

both in the unripe state contained chlorophyll, both threw off oxygen and took

in carbonic acid, vegetable acids were formed in both, and in ripening lhe

starch was similarly changed to sugar. Oxygen was absorbed at that period

and carbonic acid was given off instead of the reverse operation which occurs

earlier in the season. And finally, he mentioned the striking coincidence of

ten existing between the colors of the ripe fruit and the autumnal leaf, giving
the peach as an example. He spoke of the different vegetable acids always

adhering to the same group of plant-., as the tartaric acid being found in all

the grapes, and of a similar class of colors ahvays being constant in the ripen

ing fruits of these different groups. He inferred from this that there was al

most a certainty of vegetable acids playing a part in the leaf-change, which

arose undoubtedly from a like cause with the fruit change.
He spoke of the juices of different plants on exposure to the air, and by

the absorption of oxygen, assuming different colors; the colorless juice of

the Indigo becoming blue as it absorbs oxygen, the Madder and Common Al

der becoming bright red, and the Poison Sumach black, from the same reason.

There was some property in the juice of every plant, then, which was sus

ceptible of a different tint on the absorption of oxygen. Did it lie in these

acids, or was it something else ?

Not long since an interesting experiment was performed on a brightly-
colored leaf, which, by treatment with alkalies, was changed back to its origi
nal green again. This promised to throw more light on the subject, and it

was altogether probable that the earthy alkaline matter in the leaf-cells, left

there after evaporation, being acted upon by oxygen, under the influence of sun

light, might be so reacted on as to produce, or at least aid in producing, the bright
hues of our woods; and that under the influence of strong alkaline tests, in

the absence of sunlight, the green color might be restored. The speaker ac

knowledged the question to be one of great difficulty, and one wdiich was yet
to be worked out. He closed by saying that the sunlight was evidently the

great quickening power in the change. This was readilv proved by the mani

festly greater brilliance of color in a dry sunny autumn, as compared with a

rainy one. This, too, was probably the cause of the superior brightness of

American colors over those of the English woods, e\.merican atmosphere be

ing notoriously dryer than that of England. One cause of the haziness of the

air, and the intoxicating dreaminess which it produced at the time of the fall

of the leaf, might be due to the liberation of so much carbonic acid in the

ripening leaves.

The President Mr. Jordan then read an interesting paper on the subject,
taking the cesthetical view of it, saying that a change in the leaf to some high
er color was an evidence that it had reached a late and perfect maturity ; that

just before its fall it had actually come to such a state of perfection as to as

sume an almost independent existence, requiring but little nourishment from

the earth, but deriving it almost entirely from the sun and air. lie introduced
some fine quotations from Thoreau on the ripening of the Red or Soft Maple.
He also spoke ofthe peculiar brilliance ofthe Virginia Creeper and the Poison

Sumach, giving the latter the credit of having the finest tints of the whole

range of autumn leaves. He named the principal colorists in the grand forest

painting in the order of their appearance, dwelling on the constant charming
variations produced in the landscape, as the scarlet maples were followed by
the yellow hickories, elms, birches and chestnuts, and these in turn by the

deeper red cf the oaks.

The discussion closed with this paper, and the meeting adjourned to Satur

day evening, November n, after selecting as their next question for discussion
the "

Reptiles of New Vork State," not including those of New York City.
CoKKESI'oNlJlXG SKCKKTAKY.

As we go to press we learn of the suspension for one ye;ir from
all University exercises of six students for gate-lifting.

THE DIGNITY OF LABOR.

That all useful labor is honorable is an assertion that few will fail to ad

mit. But, unfortunately, while the majority give this formal assent, there is

much reason to fear that the public mind is not so deeply impressed with the

value of a sentiment so worthy as this verbal admission would at first seem to

imply. For the idea to a very great extent has obtained that labor is not hon-

orable, and hence we see people devising all sorts of ways to avoid labor, till

their twists and turns and manoeuvres are curious to behold ; when, if half

this ingenuity was used in some useful occupation, which is used in trying to

avoid it, much good would be accomplished. The laborer, too, has himself

done much to confirm this idea by failing to maintain that dignity which should

ever emanate from a consciousness of being useful, and he is often seen pay.

ing undue deference to aristocratic pretenders, deeming himself scarcely worthv

to extend a hand hardened by honest toil to the owner of the soft hand and

softer brain, and whose person is enveloped in material of much finer texture

than his own, and in this way seeming to make acknowledgement of inferiori

ty. Such things should not be. Merit alone should make the man, while

ihis aristocrat, this anything but a man (and I would not be discourteous) is

to be pitied. He has been unfortunate; he has had the misfortune to have a

pocket-book considered large enough to stand upon. But although the purse

was full it has proved too hollow and uncertain to constitute the basis of aman's

character. Alonev will not make a man. Nothing short of personal effort -

will do this ; admitting which, every man's fortune lies within himself, and as

during the period of youth we increase in strength and stature, so this i.s the

time for the expansion of the mind, when every faculty must be brought into

active exercise, to be developed to its fullest" capacity, ready for application to

whatever business or station he may be called to fill in mature years. But I

would not undervalue money, although wise ones have said that the inordinate

desire for wealth is the lowest of passions. It seems to me a good thing, well

worth toiling for, not to be hoarded up to be sure, and counted over while the

possessor denies himself every enjoyment of life. 'Tis true, that many such

one-idea people there are who journey on through life, shutting their eyes to

all the beauty of earth except such as is reflected from the almighty dollar.

They see no beauty in the twinkling stars above their heads nor in the sparkle
ofthe dew-drop on the flowers at their feet. e\.nd all this arises from a neg

lect of mental culture. The mind is dwarfed and narrow, and has never been

expanded by quaffing large draughts of knowledge, through which alone it

could discern loftier sources of enjoyment, in the performance of noble and

disinterested deeds of benevolence, and doing much good with their accumu

lated possessions.

The commotion which has shaken to its center our own fair land, notwith

standing the bloodshed and desolation marking its track, has left us a mighty
people. Our strength has been tried and not been found wanting. A dark

stain has been blotted from our escutcheon, and where all was blackness and

darkness a light has sprung up, piercing its bright rays far into the distance,

by which we discern this nation mightier than ever before. We behold her

standing upon heights- never before attained, and unparalleled prosperity for

her future. And, as in times of war each man goes to make up the force

that crushes the enemy and overthrows rebellion, so in times of peace each

man helps to make a nation, and this upheaval, if I may so call it, has opened
new channels to wealth and given new pursuits to man. And every man of

us, every boy, is needed to labor for remunerative wages. Our country the

world needs, and we expect to give it our life-longservices, and it remains for us

to be made up into just the kind of men needed ; men who shall do with their

might whatever their hands find to do, men who will maintain the digni
ty of their calling whatever it may be. Ignorant physicians, incompetent
teachers, dishonest politicians are not the need of the times, but honest,

straight-forward, common-sense men, whose minds have been expanded by
improving the advantages of mental culture, brought within the reach of all.

Ihen, at lhe dawn of this new day in our land shall our government, our in

stitutions stand upon a sure foundation, when merit, when true worth, shall

be the leveling principle of human society, equalizing all conditions of life,

ennobling all lawful avocations, ami encircling within its zone of kindest sym

pathies the loftiest and the lowliest dwelling. A. C. A. '73.

I.ord Rosse's telescope brings the moon within forty miles, so that objects
two hundred and ten feel in diameter are discernible. Uaer has calculated

that an instrument of ten times the power of Rosse's would be required to

bring the moon within a (ierinan mile, at which distance the body of a man

can be perceived.—Hamilton Alouthly.
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PROFESSOR TONSORIUS.

Time—Morning after
"

gate night." Scene—Seneca Street.

Fresh—Johnny, to-morrow is Sunday ; let us take a shave now, before the

shop becomes crowded, as it always is on Saturday.

Fresher—A brilliant idea! you need shaving. Your moustache is quite

visible, probably on account of its yellow hue. {.-la'r-iiiicc toroard shop.)

Fresh—There's the barber, and not a man waiting. We're in luck this

time, if we never were before.

Fresher—Right, my boy ! But how's that for dignity ? Bet that barber

uses bigger words than that old barber of ours, who used to hang out the

sjgn: "Capillary Abridger and Tonsorial Operator."

Fresh—Never mind his dignity. He may be a good shaver for all that.

Pon't seem to have many implements of the profession, though. ( Tiny eutei

the shop. )

Ftesher {threrwing himself into an easy-c'iair)
—Well, I never before saw

the like of this in a barber-shop. { To the supposed barber.) Say, boss, give

me a close shave, and be quick, for I'm in a hurry.

Professor R. {with a "stern look")—Sir!!! Where were you caught?

Does this resemble a barber-shop ?

Fresher {retreating, nearly annihilated by the mien of the barber)—Why !

What ! ! Oh ! ! ! If you a—an't a b—b—bar—barber, wh—why don't you t—

/—take denvn your sign !

Fresh—Yes; whv don't you see we're not to blame?

Professor R.
—Sign! Sign ! ! What mean you? {Looking out of the win-

dmv.) Odear! those students ! those students ! ! Why were they born t

TILTON ON THE UNION OF THE SENES.

Theodore Til ion has been going from bad to worse ever since he cut

loose from Beecher. Stat ting out as a zealous abolitionist, he became imbued

with the idea of emancipating mankind in every sense of the word, and soon

developed into a humanitarian reformer ofthe worst type. Nothing is too ab

surd for Tilton, nothing impracticable, nothing intangible. He adopts the

most preposterous ideas, advocates the most irrational theories, and is wild

antl unsettled even in his vagaries. He is disposed, too, like all humanita

rians, to consider only the good, or, more properly speaking, the pleasure of

man. To him there is no such thing as duty. The idea that man has respon

sibilities devolving upon him, that he is bound by duty and cannot expect to

be supremely happy in this world, does not enter into i'ilton's creed. To

him all things are possible, and it only needs a determined and united effort

to make earth a paradise. This sort of doctrine is very comfortable and sooth

ing in certain mental states, but the student of history and human nature

knows that it is wholly visionary. Admitting that man contains within him

self the elements of perfect happiness, which we do not believe, his ignorance
of the laws that govern his body and mind would alone prevent their develop
ment. If a man knew just exactly how to regulate his passions and appetites,
to guard his body from exposure and contagion, and if he possessed the moral

courage to act upon that knowledge, he might, for instance, have good health,

the first requisite to happiness. But who knows all this, and who is likely
lo know it, judging from the way knowledge is increasing, for a hundred years

to come ? And if we t.re so ignorant about the physical portion of man, how

much more so about the spiritual ? Have not men been trying from the foun

dation of the world to "minister to minds diseased," and constantly failing ?

Why even Demosthenes, coming back to the world after all these centuries,

and speaking through Viccy Woodhull, was unable to teach her how to regu

late herself, according to her biographer's own showing, and if he could not

do it after such an insight into spiritual things, what could be expected of a

mortal, whose days are like the weaver's shuttle ?

To come back to Tilton, however. He has just been delivering himself of

an opinion on matrimony, or rather the living together of man and woman <

it would be an insult to the married state to call it matrimony. His creed is

free love of the vilest description. So long, he says, as a man and woman

love each other "each finding heart's ease in the other," so long ought they
to live together, and no longer. When one grows tired of the other, or de

sires fresh charms, it is his or her duty to cast the other off and seek another

congenial soul in whom heart's ease can be found. What an abominable doc

trine this is ! There is no conception of duty to God or man in it. It is merely
the sensual gratification of a brute. A man says to a woman,

"
I take you during

my pleasure; if you become old or sick or I see another woman I like better,

or it is inconvenient for me to maintain you, out you go." Can Mr. Tilton

tell how long society would, last under such a system, or how soon such cold,

heartless selfishness would utterly destroy all love and kindly feeling in the hu

man heart ? It would not take long, we think, to degrade mankind to brutism.

It is a horrible doctrine, it is far worse than polygamy, and yet this man has

the audacity to stand up and advocate it in the name of the Christian religion,
to proclaim it as the teaching of a God of love and a God of justice. N<> man

liveth to himself in this world, and no man comes into it merely to seek his

own pleasure. Our lives are interwoven and linked with each other, we owe

one another duties which must be rendered if we expect others to render them

to us, and no one can live a life of supreme selfishness without injuring others.

If men and women tried to do this, as Tilton would have them, the world

would shortly be peopled with savages. Marriage entails upon those who

enter it a thousand duties which must be performed if they and those they
meet are to live well, and the bond cannot be broken off, the obligations
thrown aside without causing vast harm. And ho,v much worse would it be

if there were no obligations and no bonds ? — Evening News.

LEI 'ERARY NO TICE S.

Puoi kssor Bayard Taylor is the author of A Library of Tiavel, Explora

tion and Adventure, which will soon lee published by Charles Scribner & Co.

There is none of our exchanges we can so heartily recommend to our read

ers as the Herald of Health. Its aim is to advocate
"
a higher type of man

hood, — physical, intellectual and moral," and the articles it contains we read

with an assurance that their tendency is in that direction. The November

number has, among other pieces, a valuable letter from the
"

Great Show

man
"

on his health habits and the relation of amusements to health. Also an

article on early and late hours ; the opinions in this conflict somewhat with

our honored customs, but we would advise everyone to peruse it and decide

for himself whether there be really any advantage in being an early bird,

Catching worms, etc.

Among the incidents of the court-room last Snturd.iv, we noticed the

street-corner auctioneer and notorious pettifogger, H. N. Humiston, with :,A

lhe assurance of a self-constituted and first-class specialpolice, rapping with his

cane the fingers of those studenls who supported themselves bv placing their

hands upon the top of the partition which separated the legal fraternity from

the less vulgar crowd. The interposed partition prevented the victims from

witnessing the air of self-glorification with which this valorous deed was per

formed, and therefore we take this method of informing ihem that it was a

sort of legal admonition, administered by the aforesaid Humiston whose brains

are inversely as his whiskers (intended for a compliment) ; and we advise

those whose knuckles felt the force of his wit to admonish that gentleman(?),
after the paternal manner of Chief-Justice Day, not to do so any more— and

hy the same rule make him pay for the admonition. We learn that said

11. applied in vain for a job as prosecuting attorney for the people. Honor to

whom honoris due, but let Humiston seek honor in some inferior capacity
where the lack of brains may possibly be compensated by an excess of vanity
and cheek.

Literature as Recreation. — The great historian of dreece, whose

death was announced a few weeks ago, was a banker. But leisure hours from

business and a taste for study enabled Mr. Cirote to prepare the fullest, most

correct, and learned historv of the Greeks in our language, and to follow it by

two large volumes upon Plato, besides miscellaneous literary works of no

mean account. Sir John Lubbock has turned his hours of recreation, snatched

from mercantile pursuits, to so good account as to make himself the highest

English authoritv upon pre-historic archaeology. Every classical scholar will

recall like instances from antiquity, but especially will remember Cicero's elo

quent tribute to the value of literary studies as a means of recreation for

those wdio are wearied with the labors ofthe court and the forum. The great

orator's familiarity with Greek as well as Roman literature, and his numerous

philosophical and literary works, bear testimony to the profitable use he made

of the hours of recreation which others gave to festal celebrations, to idle

pleasures and sports, and to the gratification of animal appetites. But though

it gives to the world no such works as these, intelligent recreation may bring

to one's mind and heart refinement, expansion and elevation, and make him in

every way more a man. Not exclusively from books, but from social inter

course, from the study of nature and from deeds of benevolence and charity,

its fruits may be derived, if the purpose thus to make recreation -n means of

improvement has been formed and the habit acquired.
— The Standard.

Some lover of nature, who cannot bear confinement in doors, took occasion

on the evening of last Saturday to furnish the
"

quarry
"

for future use. Boss,

who had to return the articles to their legitimate places, failed to see the joke.
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A NDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS.

Dealers in all kinds of BOOKS USED IN THE UNI

VERSITY. Books ordered on short notice, and all the late

popular works kept constantly on hand. All kinds of Book

binding done in the best styles.

pvRS. MORGAN, BISHOP & DAY-

*^
FOOT,

Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons,

Office 22 East State Street.

Office Hours—Afternoons from 2 to 4 : Evenings from 6 to

8. Dr. Dayfoot may be found at the office nights.

E. J. MORGAN, M. D. A. BISHOP, M. D.

H. M. DAYFOOT, M. D.

r>ALDWIN & HYMES,

CI TY EXPRESS.

Passengers and Baggage conveyed to and from the UNI

VERSITY and CASCADILLA PLACE and all parts of the

City.

Offices : Clinton House, and Cronk & Jackson's Store.

w
ILLSON,

THE STUDENTS' HATTER,

No. 75 East State Street.

Particular attention paid to getting

NOBBY STYLES OF HATS AND CAPS

For the Students.

|yA LARGE STOCK OF CADET CAPS.^gJ

EM CIGAR AND^ROSEjBUD
CHEWING.

NEW BRANDS— TRY THEAI.

FOR SALE AT

BRINK'S BAZAAR,

No. 65 East State Street.

Choice Confectionery,— Hot Peanuts, night and day.

G
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The proprietor ofthe Cascadilla Art Galley will be happy' to

present each of you with a fine portrait to send to

"THE GIRL YOU LEFTBEHIND."

if you will call at this gallery.
J. BEARDSLEY,

Cascadilla Art Gallery, Ithaca.

L
ITERARY SOCIETIES.

PHILALA THELAN SOCIETY.

The regular meetings of this Society take place on Saturday

evening of each week, in the Society Hall, North University-

The exercises consist of Chronicles, Orations and Debates.

Regular Meetings open to the public.

WM. H. SMITH, S. F. BELKNAP,

Secretary. President.

THE LOWELL LITERARY SOCIETY.

The meetings of this Soeiety occur on Friday evening of each

week, in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla Place.

R. B. FOSTER,
Secy.

C. E. WASHBURNE,
Pres.

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The regular^meetings of this Society are held on alternate

Saturday evenings, in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla Place.

All interested in Natural History are invited.

D. S. JORDAN, President.

J. H. Comstock, Rcc. Sec. W. R. Dudley, Cor. Sec.

pLINTON'S RESTAURANT,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

(Special Dining-Room for Ladies.)

NO. 8 & 10 NORTH AURORA STREET, ITHACA.

Dealers in first class Confectionery, and Manufacturers of

Bottled Soda and Cider.

M L. CLINTON. C. M. CUNTON.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests of the House.

F. BROOKS, Dealer in Hats,University Caps
and Furs, Umbrellas, Gloves, &c, &c, 40, East State Street.

GA UNTLETT &- BROOKS, Dealers in Drugs,
Medicines, Segars, &c, No. 36 East State Street.

DRS. FOOTE & MELOTTE, Dentists, Wil

gus Block.

DR. J. F. STEWART, Dentist, Office over

Christiance & Son's Shoe Store.

DENAIEAD &> FOSBINDER, Merchant

Tailors, and dealers in Gents' Furnishing Goods. No. 50

Eist State Street.

DURCHASE TICKETS

of M. J. BARKER. General Ticket Agent, No. 3, Clinton

Block, second door south of Clinton House, Ithaca, N. Y.

You save MONEY, TIME and DISTANCE, and have

choice of Routes to paints East, West, North and South.

CIGARS, TOBACCO, and SMOKERS'

SUPPLIES

always on hand. *

A
NDRUS McCHAIN & LYONS,

DEALERS IN

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PAPER HANGINGS, &c.

Manufacturers of

Wrapping and Printing Papers, Blank Books, etc.

PRINTERS AND BOOK-BINDERS.

The largest and best selected stock ofUniversity, School and

College Text Book is always found here at the lowest rates.

An entire new selection of Standard Works.

Drafting Instruments of the best German make. Our goods
are all new. Call and see them.

ANDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS.

H J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETALL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,
12 East State Street, ItJtaca, N. V.

tHOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY &> FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

A. H. GREGG, dealer in Farm Machinery, Ag
ricultural Implements, Seed?, &c, 10 and 12 West State Street,
—Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITV,

may be obtained at our Rooms.

A- J- PURUY.
WM_ FRRARi

SEAAIAN'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of
Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &a

UNIVERSl TY TEXT BOOKS,

FLNE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash pric*,

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-MADE CLOTHLNG,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

5a EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless,"

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &c., &c., at

SH ERWOOD'S.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Floor, Fish Block.

^ULVER & BATES,

69 & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

uotice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particular
attention paid to thc manufacture pf Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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PASADA !

The fading sunset soft is throwing
A golden ripple on the wall ;

And slowly round my window closes

The shadow of the lindens tall.

And as upon me steals the twilight,
Old memories rise both sad and *weet,

Of one who in long vanished summers,

My heart so fondly used to greet.

I see her through the years' long vistas,
As fair and bright as on that day

When I and Milton Campbell Johnston
With two fair sisters played croquet.

It was the sunniest of June weather,
The meadows full of bloom and scent ;

Our hearts brim-full of June and sunshine,
And the rich season's sweet content.

We then were college bovs together,
Ere yet the world and its " Long Divide

'

Our paths had sundered from each other,
And parted by the ocean wide.

I often wonder, Delia Ireton,

If you remember me at all,

And those shy, sweet, coquettish glances
That made my heart a croquet-ball.

A happy chance to me that made you

My partner then. Perhaps, — ah, well —

Perhaps, had I but dared to ask it,

'T were for a life-time. Who can tell ?

Well, well, how swiftly time works changes

Despite the blushes on her cheeks,

Sweet
" sister Jennie

"

now the wife is

Of Reverend Montfort David Weeks.

You'd ne'er think Johnston sentimental,

To see him now upon his farm,

His Southdown sheep and short-horn cattle

Have taken from croquet its charm.

And Delia Ireton, — well, I know not

Whose household by her smile is bright ;

I only know some home is happy,
And here alone I sit to-night.

All round the hills of Hesse Cassel

Are fragrant with the new-mown hay,
As were the verdant Hector meadows

When, years ago, we played croquet.

And in my little German study,
The quietest of quiet nooks,

That old-time vision comes before me,

And shines from out my flowers and books.

ij. s. j. 'y-

A S P R I N G D A Y A T I L AI £ N A U.

FROM JULIUS RODEN'BER O.

PROFESSOR .;. f. SIIA(-KFORI).

Thi; first lime I was at Ilmenau, it was spring according to the

almanac ; but according to every other test, winter still reigned.
In other parts of the country, the valleys had become green, the

patches where grain was sown had begun to color the soil, and the

apple trees to shoot forth their buds ; but it was yet winter in Il

menau, for the spring comes two weeks later there, situated as it is

in the heart ofthe Thiiringian forest, on the summit of the highest
mountain range. On account of the dense forest, it is also a

moister as well as a colder region ; and between Arnstadt and Il

menau there is a village called Martinrode, which is a sort of

"

weather-shed." e\s there are here several villages which belong
to Gotha, partly to Weimer, or Mciningen, or Prussia, where one

can stand with one foot in a duchy, and the other in an arch

duchy, or even a kingdom, so it is with this village in regard to

the weather. By taking a few steps one can go from rain to sun

shine, or sunshine to rain, according as he is traveling from Il

menau to Arnstadt, or from Arnstadt to Ilmenau.

At this time, although it was past Easter, it was still winter in

Ilmenau. The hill-tops raised their white heads over the dark for

est, and teamsters who came down from the mountain said that at

Schleusingen the snow was knee-deep on the ground. A fire was

still kept in the stove of the Lion inn at Ilmenau, and it was ex

ceedingly agreeable to us who gathered round it in the comforta

ble sitting-room. The inn-keeper, Herr Klett, sat by the window

in his leathern easy-chair, smoking a meerschaum pipe. He was a

host of the old school, a good, kindly old gentleman, such as one

meets with only in a place like this lying half out of the world.

He had known G.ethe and more than once had entertained him

here in this
"■

Lion," an excellent old house, of which the poet has

preserved a reminiscence in his ••

Hermann und Dorothea." I'he

porch is here, where the
"

cosy couple
"

sat, and the stone bench,
-' his accustomed seat," and the

"
well-built barn," and the well,

and the apothecary shop, and the hill and garden opposite,
" which

extended even to the city-walls," and the arbor
"
covered with

honey-suckle,"— yes, who knows whether it would not be possible

to find the pear-tree, that large one
"

which stood on the hill, the

boundary mark ofthe fields !
"

But the grape-vines "Gutedel and

Muscatel
"

are in the poem and not in Ilmenau. To say the

truth, peas and beans do not grow well here, let alone grape-vines.

Yet there is wine in the cellar and of a very lively sort in the Lion

at Ilmenau.

The host, when he spake of Gcethe, always treated him with a

kind of respectful reverence, such as he may have observed to

wards him when he was bodily present, and called him the old

gentleman, sometimes even,
His Excellencv- I can say for my

self, that the image of the great poet never came up before me in

a more vivid form of reality, than on that evening, at that table

where he himself had often sat, and in conversation with that host,

who had known him so well, and had seen him in the very last

year of his life.

After the last post-coach had arrived—there is no railway vet in

Ilmenau—" the good father
"

left the room. How home-like to
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me was this snug, comfortable mode of living ! The postillion blew

his horn as in the olden davs, and much was there to awaken pe

culiar trains of thought in such an old inn as that at Ilmenau.

At night they wanted to show me into Number i, a large and

handsome chamber, which was in fact the best in the house. As

we stepped over the passage and stood before the door, I perceived

by the light of the lamp a porcelain-plate on which was printed in

gilt letters the words, '■(.;. ethe's chamber." 1 recollected that I

had read of the room where Gcethe had celebrated his last birth

day, remaining here a few days before and a few days after it in

the forest-solitude of Ilmenau. The door was opened, and the

light contended with the darkness of the spacious and forlorn

apartment. A shivering came over me, and if I had been disposed
to sentimentalize, I might easily have said that I experienced a

thrill of shuddering ave, at the thought of passing the night alone,
m the chamber, on the spot, perhaps in the very same bed, where

the great man, the sole survivor of a whole generation, had kept
his last birth-day, when all those his former associates were no

longer living, and he himself was expecting that not distant mo

ment when he too should cry : More light !

But I will confess that the room appeared to me cold on that

wmterish night, and that the large windows gave me anxiety. I

therefore contented myself with another and a smaller chamber,
less famous indeed, but better protected from the east wind ; and
I passed here a good night, and a good morning dawned upon me,
as the rising sun tinged with its beams the curtain of pines before
my window.

These are my wintery recollections of Ilmenau.

The following year I was there again during the last days of

April.

It was spring-time now, even in Ilmenau, and a warm sun looked
down from a blue sky. The pine wood glistened in the softened
light, the meadows were green, and the small ponds of water

scattered here and there over their surface mirrored the serene

splendor of the sky. The bees had begun to gather honey, and
the birds, which love the fragrance and the shade of firs and pines,
were singing everywhere in clearest and loudest tones.

To-day I was not alone, but had my whole family with me in a

carnage, which had brought us over from Arnstadt. Is there a
more beautiful Place_I will not say in the world, but in Thiirin-
gia—to celebrate the festival of spring than here in Ilmenau ? The
summer visitants, who swarm in this valley and among these hills
as the season advances, were still far away. The market-place was

sunny and silent; the lindens were scarcely covered with their full
Ullage, and all the paths belonged to us alone, except that on the
high road we met a loaded wagon ascending the mountain, or in
the woods came across a troop of children gathering sticks.
There was no longer any objection to be made to the G.ethe

room • "The worthy host
"

had provided an excellent collation
and U 1 had been reluctant to spend a wmterish night in this cham
ber, 1 now saw that in the spring, when the windows were open and
the sun streaming in, and the bland air was full of the fragrance of
pmes and the music of birds, it was a capttal place in whid. to take
one s breakfast.
1

Here, then, has the great poet tarried awhile far from the world
m order to take lor a moment a silent look from the highest point'ol hie, baowanl over the long ascent, lor sixty years he has been
-luanned w, oh, pleasant no„k of earth lying hid

among the
mountains, he has often vtstted it and dearly l„vcd its cheerful sol,

tude. In early youth he had come here with his youthful compan

ions, to frolic and feast and pass a jovial holiday, as one does in

the freshest and most joyous period of life. Here in these woods

he had hunted with Karl August. On those mountain summits he

had passed the night with his merry companions around the blaz

ing fire. Who will grudge to youth its springing joys? But the

blossoms are not everlasting ; they glitter and send forth their fra

grance for a season, and then they fall that the fruit may mature.

This sometimes makes us sad, that it is so short, so swiftly flies

away, that life is so short. If one could only make it stay ! No

one has felt this or described this more forcibly than Goethe, where

he cries to the passing moment :
''
O stay, thou art so beautiful !

"

But the hours, the days, the years rush by, and in this incessant

flight man can only assert himself, whilst calmly and with dignity
he adapts himself to his appointed destiny and wrork. Very early
had Gcethe comprehended this grand word of renunciation which

life teaches us all, and into whose meaning the farther we advance,
the more thoroughly we are initiated ; and he utters it to the youth
ful duke, who was slumbering here on the edge ofthe wood, whilst

the poet himself, like a guardian spirit, was watching by his bed

"

Who lives for self and for his selfish will

May many wishes see fulfilled in deed;
But who would others freely, nobly lead,

Must his own wishes be renouncing still."

It was in September, 17S3, that Goethe passed a number of de

lightful days with his ducal friend and others of his contemporaries,
days with which some of his most beautiful reminiscences are asso

ciated, and to which one of his immortal songs owes its origin.
The kind duke was dead and all the old friends had long before

passed away, when forty-eight years later, in 1S31, he came once

more to Ilmenau, in order to walk here silently in the woods, and
in the lonely paths, to revisit the dear old spots, and think of those
of whom he was the last survivor. Here it was that he came alone
with one servant and put up at this Lion inn, and dwelt in this

room, which now a fresh spring sunshine was filling with light and
warmth for us.

Great changes have probably taken place in the long period since
that time. The walls were hung with a cheerful blue, and conve

nient articles of furniture adorned the pleasant room. Not far from
the bed covered with home-made snow-white sheets was a glass
cupboard, which contained many articles of home industrv, excel
lent specimens of porcelain-ware, which is manufactured here on an
extensive scale, and ores from the neighboring mine and forge. But
if all this is of yesterday, there is through all a recurring strain
which brings to mind the past.

"

I here behold, as from a journey coming
Home to my happy father-land,
A people diligently working
Those gifts to enjoy which nature kindly gives for use.
loom distafl" swiftly is unwinding
the thread upon the moving loom;
NE' liroken rope and bucket hang unused
In the shaft Es mouth, by men deserted;

ISmuglil to the lijrlu (1f day are dark deceit and fraud,
And

prosperous Hows the .stream of earthly bliss."

It is well known how lively an interest G.ethe took in this "cor
ner" of ,|lc WViinar territory, and how he made zealous efforts to

develop ,ls mj1K.s. Mlu.h w.,s U)|d njc concerning ^ and concern.

"ig the "deceit and fraud
"

which hindered the successful working
0 the pits. put [ (.uuj(| amK, to no jc|-,njte 0pjnion on the sub-
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occasionally they crossed our path and hurried onwards towards

the valley. The wood-pecker tapped, and the cuckoo uttered its call.

d'he ground was here and there strewed with branches broken

off by the wind, and covered with the yellow cones and the wilted

leaves of the previous year. Beneath were little tender shoots

which filled the whole wood with their fragrant aroma. Here were

gigantic firs and pines torn up by the tempest, not broken off, but
with all their roots laid bare with which they had made resistance

to the blast, and holding fast, as in great claws, huge clumps of
soil overgrown with moss, and masses of stone in their thick, fibrous
arms. In one place, that felt the full fury of the tempest, the trees

seemed grubbed up by the roots and were scattered on the ground
with their fallen trunks. One could not but shudder as he imagined
to himself the terrible powers of nature whose effects were here

made manifest, which could wrench out of the ground, at one pull,
trees which it would have taken men a whole day to dig up, or

could break them off above the roots as one would snap in two a

withered twig.

The dwellers in the wood or on the sea must tell us how fearful are

the elements, when unfettered in their strength. We do not half

know the wood and the sea, and nature generally ; we love to visit

her in her sunshine, and her pleasant moods, and flee away when

a trifling rain-cloud gathers in the sky. We love to view the

stormy sea from a safe shelter, and we do not conceive of the fierce

destruction which takes place in this misty darkness, and which,
after a succession of pleasant days, the forest uncovers to our sight.

Those who must abide the
"

pelting of the pitiless storm," in the

forest and on the sea, can alone tell us of its might. Nature shows

to us only her Sunday face ; she has not let us see her terrible

countenance. We are guests with whom she sports ; her savage

passions she hides from us with a pitying smile, d'he man who

has to struggle with her for his very existence fears whilst he defies

her. We, who are grateful to her for our holidays, love her and

sing her praises. The man who knows her keeps dumb. The

peasant of fiction talks, but the actual peasant says little ; the

dweller in the wood and on the sea-shore is a silent man. Frisia

non cantat.

It is well for us, who have to struggle with nature, in other fields

seeking to break the seal of her silence upon the most weighty-

questions of existence— well for us, that there is the consola

tion which comes from this delusive belief in her sunny disposition !

that this wonderfully sanative and healing influence breathes over

our brows! that our hearts, oppressed by doubt and saddened by

grief, can bathe in this pure and inspiring element! for poetry-
has its rights, too, as well as the deductions of the intellect and the

labor of the hands.

To these hights, which we have now climbed, has G.ethe often

resorted, to find repose amidst this repose of nature by casting him

self upon her quiet heart, and to drink in new life from her fresh

veins.
" Mow oft, amidst a fate forever changing,

O lofty mount ! I've turned my step to thee ;

O may I now thy peaceful summits ranging,

eV bright and new-created Eden see!

In anxious cares my heart in silence wringing,

The hours have flown while thou to life wast springing."

At Ilmenau the highest peak of this range is called the "

Kick-

elhahn;" the name is not very poetic, but this makes no difference.

The name was before the poet, and the poet came to immortalize it.

There is a small inn here, called the
"

Little Gabelbach." The

ject, and only know from my own observation one fact, that the

pits which were sunk in G.ethe's time have long been abandoned,

and that a more recent attempt at silver-mining has been no more

successful. A lofty tower erected for this purpose is yet standing,

visible from a great distance ; and a high, black pile of cinders and

refuse slag from the olden time is still lying here. Schiller is said

to have made here at the smelting works his studies for "The way

to the forge." And thus are we in this lovely forest ami meadow

scenery surrounded by the recollections of the great poets of the

country.

While we were preparing to make this short excursion to these

classical spots, the inside ofthe Giethe-chamber served to bring us

into that mood in which everything ought to be viewed, d'he busts

of the two poets, who were so united in life, and in death are not to

be separated, here looked down upon us. On the lower part of

Goethe's bust was the record ofthe day which was to be so memorable

for this room : August 2S, 1S31. This wras G.ethe's last birthday.-
The portraits of Karl August, of the good Duchesses Amelia and

Louise are also here. The succeeding rulers of this little duchy

with its limited territory and small number of inhabitants, and also

their children are ranged next to these. For the great father-land,

entire Germany, how never-to-be-forgotten is the work which these

rulers have done, in giving a home to its great poets ! Does not

the Wartburg, that genuine monument of German song, lie also in

the little Thiiringian territory ? It is indeed a jewel in the crown

of German lands, this Thiiringia with its green forests, its valleys

and mountains, its pretty villages and snug cities, its good people

and its kind princes ; and we felt, as we began our trip up the moun

tain, that it is beautiful to see a landscape lighted up by the sun

shine, but far dearer to our heart is it when the light of our own

poets makes it bright.
As we leave Ilmenau, the path gradually ascends, and before we

reach it, the wood stands before us in all its charm for the eye and

for the ear. The air seemed to hover over in silent sublimity, and

no cloud shut out the bright glory that penetrated the dark foliage.

Behind us the valley floated in the sunlight, and a gentle breeze

played among the blossoms and leaves. As it now became more

and more solitary, and as the first great trees stood forth from the

mass of the forest, lighted up by the clear sunshine, there seemed

to breathe around us the music of a verse which Gcethe perhaps

had made, as he stopped joyous and thoughtful on this very spot :

"

Delightful vale ! Thou wood forever green !

My heart salutes thee with a bounding joy;

Unfold to me thy hidden, leafy sheen,

Your friendly shade can ne'er my peace destroy ;

When love and gladness well within my throbbing breast,

Thy mountain air, thy fragrance soothes to rest."

As soon as we had stepped over the threshold of the wood, which

is indicated, where it adjoins a meadow, by the stout roots of the

trees on the surface of the soil, what had stood so long before us

apparently motionless was seen to be full of life, above, around and

beneath. This vast and uniform mass of pines unfolded to us a

manifold individual existence. Before us, in an ever-renewing per

spective as we advanced, the slender, lightly springing stems

formed the pillars of a cathedral. High above, the tops moved

and rustled, though the wind was the gentlest of zephyrs, and the

continuous murmur all around now died away, and now rolled in.

an increasing swell, like the waves of the sea on the sandy beach ;

there, too, is rest amidst continual motion. The little brooks,

swollen by recent rains, added their music and their moving life, as
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house stands under the fir trees and instead of a sign greets the

traveler with a distich, said to have been written by Geethe. I

cannot, of course, affirm that it was written by him ; but he, the

real genius loci, must put up with having it generally believed. On

a dark board over the door, these words are painted :

"

Joyfully enter within, and joyfully go on thy way ;

Art thou a traveler here, God's blessing rest on thy path."

The sunlight played on the pretty little house, the tall firs and

the small garden spot, and a gladsome warm air, loaded with the

fragrance of the pines, breathed around us, as we went forward to

the
"
Great Gabelbach." This i.s a ducal residence, and is too

plain and modest to be called a palace ; but its magnificent situa

tion renders it a fitting abode for the most exalted rank, d'he

grand-duchess of Weimar passed here the summer before last with

her two daughters, withdrawing from the cares of the great world,

and in violation of all etiquette, keeping up an informal intercourse

with the respectable inhabitants of the neighboring villages. It is

a lonely spot, but the spirits of Karl August and C><elhe consecrate

its solitude

d'his was Goethe's favorite abiding place.
Not two hundred paces from the

"

Great Gabelbach
"

is a small

board cottage, almost entirely hidden by the luxuriant growth of

firs, d'he windows are broken or gone, the doors stand wide open

to wind and rain, and to sunshine also, whenever a stray beam

steals through the thick, dark foliage, ddie lower room has five-

corners, with beams and rafters half rotted away, and the remains

of a chimney-place. A narrow stair-case leads up into the room

above, which lies more open to the air, and the sunlight was play

ing on the floor as we entered the place. Lonesome, utterly lone

some is it here, and there was no sound to be heard but the rustling
and murmuring in the tree-tops, as they swayed to and fro with

messages from the far-off Eternities.

d'his is Goethe's little house.

Here in this miserable, forlorn, wooden hut, in 1783, he passed
several solitary days and nights—he, at that time the bosom-friend

of a duke, and the object of admiration to his fellow-countrymen.
It is not granted to us to penetrate into the hidden secret of those

days ; but they must have been to him days of the highest happi
ness, wherein he experienced that "charm of melancholy sadness

"

when soul feels itself at one with the soul that lives in all nature

and when the thought of a return to her bosom has lost all its ter

rors, and appears as a blessed rest. It was in the evening or the

night of one of those days, that he wrote on the boards of this hut,
n?ar the window, those lines which German poetry has since pre
served as one of its choice treasures. As they were first written,

they ran thus :

llefcer alien (^Jipfeln

fsit Oiub,

;m alien i\>albern

\>evc[t tu

iictncn Vant !

Tie isi'fllcin icldafcn im SBalbe ;

2l>avtc nttr ! fcalbe, balbe

2d)lapt ami) hi !

"

Over all the hill-tops
Is rest ;

In the deepest woods

1 learest thou

Not a sound !

The birdlings are asleep in the wood;

Wait, only wait ! and thou,
Thou soon shalt sleep !

"

Years came, and years went ; Karl August, who was born after

Gcethe, was dead. He had outlived all those with whom he had

dwelt in these woods. Seven months before his death, in 1831 he

came on his last birth-day to Ilmenau, ascended the "Kickelhahn "

and visited Gabelbach and this hut. Persons who are still living
among them the forest-inspector of Gabelbach, at that time a boy
accompanied him. After he had been all over the hut, above and

below, he went to the place close to the window, where these

verses were written. As he read them his eyes filled with tears

and he repeated aloud to himself, as if in a dream, the last lines:
"

WE.it, only wait ! and thou,

Thou soon shalt sleep!
"

'I'he German Midlers and S< htilzes have not been bashful about

writing their highly respectable names in pencil or cutting them

out with a knife everywhere on the walls of this little sanctuary.
d'his cannot be objected to; but not even to spare this verse of

G.ethe,—this verily borders on barbarism.

But yet worse. In the year 1854, the late dowager -Arch-duch
ess, Maria Paulina, who had built the beautiful prospect-tower
near the great Gabelbach, had the little poem covered with glass
and put in a gilt frame. "Irrepressible Young Germany," cannot
commit any further transgression against the poem itself, and so

expends its zeal for immortalizing itself upon the frame, which is

scratched and hacked in many places.
When G.ethe was here for the last time, he "renovated" the

song in the shape in which it is now preserved in his poems; that

is, with a lead-pencil he erased some parts and changed others. I

have discovered that the really authentic text, as it is preserved on

the board-wall, differs from the received one at least in one word;
it has "

vogel
"

(bird), and not
"

voglein
"

(birdling). It would be

very satisfactory to be able to copy the exact words, and with es

pecial reference to the dates. But right across the latter, by far
the more important fact, an immortal W has been carved', and so

I cannot say positively what the figure is : it has been utterly an

nihilated. As well as I can make it out, the text, in its present
wording, stands as follows :

liter alien (_%feln
A\t :nitf),

f\n alien iiUpfclit

2pi'tre[t bit

Tallin eincn ,s>and) !

Tie ilofld jdjiveifleit tin iTJalbe,
it>arte mu" talbe

Iltuheft ba and) I

^q\i 1.

:lienob., ben 27. ?litcui|t ls3i.

ill-tops

:ept. 1' SKadjtlicb.

Revised August

Annouckmknt -

7, 1831

'

< >ver all the

Is rest ;

hi all the tree-tops
Traces t I hou

Hardly a breath !

The birds are silently sleeping
Wait! only wait! and thou,"
Thou soon shalt rest !

"

Sept. 7, i;Nj Night Song.

Tellamy is now prepared it IO "~»

Masonic block, near thc post-office, .0 fur. h student

r«ta«™t m the

lent board at reasonable ales R hi

^ °the,'S with excel"

H oft,
■

lcasonaDleiate*- % h.s
arrangement of tickets for meals MrB- ofte, mdueements superior to any other boardi„fi.e,tabli,h»^ I to^
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AUTUMN TINTS.

#
D. S. JORDAN.

(Read before the Natural History Society, October 28.)

" What visionary tints the year puts on !
"

PERHArs the subject of autumn colors comes as properly in the domain of

aesthetics as in that of science. It is a bit of nature's own poetrv, which cannoi

be brought down to the bare formulae of her prose.

We can find nothing in the chemical composition of leaves which shows us

why a maple leaf should blaze, or an aspen leaf turn yellow, or a laurel leaf re

main green, any more than why the same sunshine should redden a Baldwin

apple, brown a Russet and make a ( ireening greener.

In a general way, we say that these tints are produced by the increased ab

sorption of oxygen, as maturity either of leaf or fruit approaches, and that as

sunlight is conducive to the absorption of oxygen they are more vivid in warm

dry seasons than in wet ones. Hence the autumn woods in America are far

more brilliant than in the wet and foggy climate of England.
" Most people," says Thoreau, "confound changed leaves with withered

ones, as though they were to confound ripe apples with rotten ones. A change

to some higher color in a leaf is an evidence that is has arrived at a late and

perfect maturity answering to the maturity of fruits. Generally every fruit,

on ripening and just before it falls, when it commences a separate and inde

pendent existence, requiring little nourishment, and that less from the earth

than from the sun and air, acquires a bright tint. So with leaves.

"The physiologist says it is due to an 'increased absorption of oxygen.'

But we are more interested in the rosy cheek than to know what particular

diet the maiden fed on. The very forest and herbage, the pellicle of the earth,

must acquire a bright color, as an evidence of its ripeness, as if the globe itself

were a fruit on its stem, with ever a cheek toward the sun."

The time of the greatest brilliance of leaves is just past. We are now, as

it were, in the fading sunset of the year, soon to darken into the November

twilight.
In our Ithaca woods, the first tree to redden is the Soft Maple. Early in

September
—sometimes even in August

—

" The maple swamps glow like a sunset sea,

Each leaf a ripple with its separate flush."

Thoreau, in the
"

Excursions," gives a fine picture of the first Red Maple

of the year.

"A small Red Maple has grown, perchance far away, at the head of some

retired valley, a mile from any road, unobserved. It has faithfully discharged

the duties of a maple there all winter and summer, and neglected none of its

economies, but added to its stature in the virtue which belongs 10 a maple by

a steady growth for so many months, never having once gone gadding abroad,

and is nearer Heaven than it was in the spring. It has long since ripened its

seeds and committed them to the winds and has the satisfaction of knowing

that a thousand well-behaved little maples are already settled in life some

where. It deserves well of Maplcdom. Its leaves have been asking of it,

from time to time, in a whisper,
' When shall we redden ?

'
And now. in this

month of September, this modest Maple runs up its scarlet flag on that hill

side, which shows that it has finished its summer's work before the other

trees, and withdrawn from the contest. We may now, by its very blushes,

read its title clear, Acer rubrum."

The Virginia Creeper, the most brilliant of our
native vines, hangs out its

" blood-red banner," at about the same time.

Next the Chestnut, Tulip, Hickory, Elm, Birch, Basswood, Buttonwood,

and the dozens of other not particularly notable trees turn to an unvarying

shade of pale yellow or lemon color, forming as it were, the canvas on which

the oaks and maples are painted.

Next the Sumachs on the hills, begin to blush and droop their leaves, and

their cousins, the Poison Sumachs in the swamps, blaze forth their "sins as

scarlet." Perhaps in the whole range of autumn leaves, there is none more

gorgeous than a perfect leaf of the Poison Sumach {Rhus venenata).

The leaves of the Beech-tree fade to a peculiar brown-veined yellow, which

is sometimes very rich.

The Sugar Maple assumes a bright, delicate yellow, with just the faintest

kind of a blush, like a perfectly ripened pear.

The leaves ofthe White Oak take on a dull purple color, which is bright

est, sometimes almost blue, on the under side.

But in this vicinity the most striking of all the colored trees are the Scarlet

Oaks. The smaller, isolated ones are the first to change. They assume a

substantial sort of crimson, which is very beautiful in full sunlight. l...hr,

the larger trees flame out, and that variety of the Scarlet < O; known as .lie

Quercitron or Black Oak, and which, after all, is perhaps our finest foliage

tree, changes to the peculiar liquid scarlet, as if dipped in wine and sunshine,

which characterizes this variety.
"
Little did you think, ten days ago," says Thoreau,

"

that this cold green

tree would assume such color as this. Its leaves are still firmly attached,

while those of olher trees are falling around it. It seems to say,
'
I am lhe

last to blush, but 1 blush deeper than any of you. I bring up the rear in my

red coat. We Scarlet ones, alone of all the Oaks, have not given up the

fight :
' "

THE ENGLISH PRIZE ESSA YS.

The following are the subjects for essays for the President's prizes; cssay-i

to be sent to Professor Shackford on or before May 3, 1872 :

1. Shakespeare's variation in plot and characterization from the chronicles

and legends.
2. Milton's sonnets; their poetical merit and their relation to h.s personal

history and to the times.

3. Circumstances in the state of society which distinguish the modern from

the ancient oralor.

4. The changes in language and style during the period between Chaucer

and Spenser.

5. The influences operating at the present time to produce changes in the

English language.

6. The characteristic features of the prose of the Elizabethan age.

7. The Greek drama, and the attempts to reproduce it made by modern

poets.

S. Burke and Webster as orators ; with illustrations taken from the mas

ter-piece of each.

THE CLASS-ROOAI.

( >ne of the best places in the world to study human nature is to be found

in the recitation room. There are some phases of it which are seldom found

elsewhere, but also there are aspects, which are continually recurring in the

broader fields of life. At one's first visit to the class-room each different per

son seems to have a distinct individuality, but time will convince him that a

few genera will contain nearly all.

First, there is the genus
"

bootlick." These pay the very closest attention

to the recitations of all others ; smile with a slight contempt at every mistake ;

whenever another fails in an especially knotty point writhe in their seals and

east supplicatory glances at the professor, as if saying, "Ask me, oh, do ask

me! I know all about it." When called upon to recite they are always sure to

tell a little more than they are asked to, so that the professor may be certain they

know it all. After recitation they frequently form a ring around him, and are

very anxious to have the obscure points of the lesson explained, sometimes

even inventing such points. Then there is the classs who, when called on,

rise slo//ly and somewhat pompously, and go through their part as if it were a

needless trial of their knowdedge, so thoroughly do they understand the sub

ject, then sit down with a mild expression of triumph in their movements,

seeming to say,
" You see, I've floored him, after all." Then there is the ge

nus that always repeats the question in their answer so as to make it as long

and exhaustive as possible. If the question is "What Greek writer conies

next to Herodotus in the copiousness with which he treats of Egyptian af

fairs ?
"

the answer will be
" The Greek writer who comes next to Herodotus

in the copiousness with which he treats Egyptian affairs is Diodorus." A •

very common genus consists
of those wdio never know their lesson, and are

continually trying to learn it before they are called up. The last of all, and

most seldom to be seen, is the one-who minds his own business until called

upon, and then answers briefly and modestly the queries propounded, and sits

down.

We hardly know which class would include the greatest number. The

" bootlick
"
and the

" faki.er
"

are both lamentably frequent.—Williams Vi

dette.

At Riverside, 111., a dentist with the degree of M. D., was lately heard to

tell of once saving a man's life by holding the jugular vein which had been

cut in his leg. He then corrected himself by stating that it was the jugular

artery. This M. D. evidently never passed one of Dr. Wilder's final examin

ations.
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TIIE POSITION.

It often requires more moral courage to retire from a wrong

position than it does doggedly to hold it. And although our faith

in the good sense and justice of our Faculty is great, we for a

while expected to be obliged strongly to condemn their action

against the boys charged with
"

gate-lifting." For the first steps

in the affair taken by this ruling body, seemed if possible to sur

pass the unprecedented decision of the magistrate before whom the

boys were tried. The summons calling on the boys to appear be

fore the Faculty and " show reason why they should not be re

moved," appeared to contain internal evidence that it was prompt

ed by prejudice ; for it threw the whole burden of proof on the

defense. It is often hard to prove innocence even where there is

no guilt, and this reversion of general rules created a strong feeling
of indignation among the students. And this feeling was not at all

abated by the suspension and banishment edict which followed.

We do not know with how much correctness, but some were

disposed to think that this decision of the powers that be was

influenced by the disgraceful hooting and howling which occurred

in front of the house of one of the professors a few nights after the

gate-lifting, a demonstration in which the boys arrested were not

supposed to be engaged, and which all the better part of the stu

dents condemned unreservedly. So it was not thought just
that this should have weight against those summoned before the

faculty.
Students also felt, as it is well known, that there is a certain night

in the year on which gates, in college towns, get somewhat mixed,
that some order forbidding the usual celebration should have been

promulgated in advance of their swift-footed vengeance. Then it

was known that those on whom the tower had fallen were engaged
in only the milder forms of

"

gate-lifting," if engaged at all, while

some others, known by the Faculty to have been at least equally
guilty, were escaping scot-free.

Besides, the remarks of the President, in the chapel, at the open

ing of the term, left the impression that offenses against the town

would be left to the town authorities for punishment. The town

people were supposed to rejoice in the overthrow of their enemy (?)
and the combined effect ol all these facts and suppositions bid fair

to be insubordination, and the students were in a mood to do that

which they would be sorry for. But

"

There is a tide in the affairs of men

\\ l.ich taken at the flood leads on to fortune,"

and just as things seemed assuming the worst possible phase those

whom the students had most wronged, the town people themselves,
came into the gap and gave the Faculty a good excuse for retiring
from their unpopular position. Happily, they had the courage to

prepare to take the tide at its flood. 'Phe banishment clause of the

suspension was revoked and the assurance given that the suspended
students will soon be reinstated and allowed to pass the examina
tions of this term.

On the strength of these "prophecies of better things" the stu

dents have become calm, and all is " quiet along the lines." But

a disappointment in the expectation on which this quiet is ttesed

might revive the late strong feeling of dissatisfaction. But this

kindly action on the part of the town people is likely to bring much

more favorable results than they themselves probably expected.

Gate-eve is not likely to be again celebrated in Ithaca in the usual

way by students now in the University. The feeling is at present

strongly against it, and we trust no student novv here will be so un

grateful as again to annoy those who have so generously proved

their friendship. If it would not seem too presumptuous, we would

suggest that there are a few lessons, taught by the events of the

past few days, by which even the Faculty may profit.

Cornell University students are generally admitted to be more

orderly than students of most colleges. The fact that they have

fewer rules to resist is undoubtedly the cause. And if the Faculty
wish to place the order of the institution on the same footing with

that of most other colleges they have only to hedge in the students

on all sides by arbitrary rules, and the work is done. Keep the stu

dents under these rules a iew years and the rules will then be ne

cessary.

The Faculty may also do well to note that the kind action of the

citizens and sympathetic an J respectful remarks of Dr. Strong pre

vented the disturbance which harsh, hasty action was inviting. And

if magistrates, professors or trustees suppose that a body of seven

hundred American students can be held in orderly subjection by
severe discipline, their suppositions do not concur with ours.

If the surplus animal spirits do not break out in fun they will in

malice. And he who
"

restrains
"

every outbreak by harsh treat

ment is only fastening down the safety-valve to remedy a too high
pressure of steam.

"

Would you stop the flowing river,

Thinking it will ceas.e to flow ?

Onward it mnst flow forever :

Better teach it where to go."

DISGRACEFUL.

Great indignation was expressed by most of the students against
those who collected, one night last week, in front of the house of

one of our most respected professors, and tortured the ears of all in

the vicinity by such unearthly hoots, yells and groans. But the

subsequent unexpected action of the Faculty against the gate-lifters
for a while called attention from this subject. Now that all are

resting in full confidence that satisfactory action will be. taken,
it seems well to recur to this. What provocation, feal or sup

posed, there was for this action we do not know and cannot imag
ine, nor do we believe there was any object whatever on the part
of a large majority of the participants.
Certainly nothing could be found against the professor to war

rant this outrage, and most of those present must now be heartily
ashamed of the whole thing. Wc can only account for such con

duct as taking place during the thoughtless excitement which

springs up spontaneously m large crowds. Probably not half a
dozen of the boys had any idea of what they were going to do
when they went to the house. But when an unorganized crowd
is blindly foil. .wing a few self-constituted leaders "each member
seems to lose his individality, and in the excitement they catch from
each other do what their own judgment most bitterly condemns.

But there is a question whether one's independence of character
is not indanger of being permanently weakened by allowing himself
often to be thus fused in with an irresponsible mass. W'e think if
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students wish to make any demonstrations in the streets they will

do well to organize, with some particular object in view, instead of

following pell-mell at the heels of some unknown leader, and mak

ing night hideous by insults to men whom they have every reason

to respect.

THE PHOTOGRAPH.

The large photograph of the University buildings mentioned in

last week's Era, will be executed soon, and will be one of Mr.

Beardsley's best pictures ; it is to be given away wilh every copy

of an entire issue of our paper. Those who wish for extra copies
should not fail to order them immediately, as we shall publish only

enough to meet the expected demand. Orders mav be given t« •

either of the editors, or left at Miss Ackley's news room. No. 10

Tioga street.

'PHE SUSPENDED STUDENTS.

We hope students will not make the case of our suspended asso

ciates worse, by any unnecessary demonstrations. It is supposed
from good reasons that they would have been reinstated before

this time, had it not been for the manner in which the Freshman

class received their professor in the chapel the other day. While we

cannot see why the few who happened to be arrested should be

held as hostages for the good conduct of all the rest of the stu

dents, we hope all willbear in mind that such is practically the case,

and avoid having the penalties of their missdeeds visited on the

innocent. Whatever private opinions may be held in the case, all

must admit that the Faculty have grounds for their action and it is

not best to quibble too much about intermediate steps where no

doubts are entertained as to the fairness ofthe action they will ul

timately take.

WRITING POETRY.

While we are always thankful for passable original poetry, al

though it may not be up to the Shakespearean standard, we are

obliged to mildly remonstrate with contributors who expect us to

publish anything inferior to what we have sometimes allowed to go

into our columns. Indeed, we cannot promise always to publish
articles unless better than some that have already appeared. How

ever, instead of trying to enforce our own peculiar views in the

case, we give to our tuneful contributors the following, from a letter

ofthe best critic in the country to a young aspirant for poetic hon

ors. We think, like ''Timothy Titcomb's Letters to the Joneses," it

will apply well to many whose names do not appear in the address.

The letter, though quite old, has never before been in print. It

was kindly shown to us by the recipient, who remarked that "

it

helped him in getting his head clear of a vast amount of nonsense."

May its effect be as salutary on others who insist on Hooding us

each week with doggerel !

"My Dear Sir:— I have read the verses you sent me with attention. I

should say that the conception was better than the execution. To write true

poetry demands an immense deal of study and practice. I see that you want

skill in the mechanics of the art, while I find many images that are poetical
and striking. Let me counsel you to keep out of print till you have written

something which shall speak for itself, and about which you will need to take

advice of no one. Meanwhile, cultivate all your faculties, for success in any

thing demands the whole of a man. Very truly your friend,

"J. R. Lowei.e."

SLANDER CONTRADICTED.

Whoever asserts that obstructions were placed upon the railroad

track by students, on gate eve, lies stupendously. We thank, in

the name of all friends of the Cniversity, those Ithaca papers that

have denied this slander and railing accusation.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

A ei us i' year man inquires as to what class Joaquin Miller belongs.
— The fine appearance ofthe Independent Cadets drew much praise from

critical town people.
—

Voung Cornell will probably initiate thc practice of giving masked balls

this year. Why not ?

— The Master of the Chimes announces that correct University time may

be found in the Library and at Clark's, in town.

— The hottest game of foot ball that the University has yet seen will rage

next Tuesday between the worthies of '73 and '74.
— The Independents were the admired of all admirers on the drill-ground

lasl Friday. 11. K. Blake i.s their captain this vear.

— A Junior says "the Faculty mean well." George William Curtis

would say thai " mean
"

is full of dismal implication.
— If The Era were a pictorial, we might furnish our readers with divers

interesting cuts illustrative of gate-lifting and sparking.
— Van Winkle says that a Freshman recently entered the Library and

asked him for the first volume of
"

Todd's Index Rerum."

—

Grading around the University buildings has already much improved

the appearance. A vast amount of work remains to be done.

— G. B. Turner, president of '73, did excellent work last Tuesday by elec

tioneering among students, and inducing the apathetic to turn out to the polls.
— It is in accordance with at least a temporary fitness of things that the

kepi cap doe-, not rest in the ground hallowed by the sacred remains of the

Hat and Trig.
— This year, scientific students will be permitted lo take their required

year of special study, in Latin or Greek. Next year this privilege will not be

allowed them.

— Another Fresh hastily asked a Senior if he had seen
" the Heathen < 'hi-

nee from Japan." Seeing a look of pity upon lhe upper classman's face, he

quickly added:
"

It's so ; he has just come."

— eV Freshman, hearing the Professor of Physiology say that women

breathed faster than men, states in a foot-note, that they have to, to keep

themselves talking with their normal rapidity.
— Student {on seeing the insurance plate

" Putnam of Haitford" on the

side of a front door)—That's a good idea of that student to put his name and

address on the door, so people won't have to inquire, ain't it.

— The next lecture of the Adelphi course, will be an improvement on the

two past. Professor Raymond is a thoroughly cultured gentleman, and as to

his elocutionary ability, we have abundant testimonials from leading journals

and fastidious students.

— A '75 man seeing a carpet-stretcher in a Junior's room, innocently asked

if it was the scepter used in initiations into the latter's secret society. He

was promptly informed, and now believes, that it is a tattooing instrument, to

be used red-hot to mark neophytes withal.

— Infantile Ithacan of seven years to ditto of five {after the burial on Wed

nesday night)— Well, Tom, I don't believe we can do anything to-night; the

other fellows seem scared. Tom {-with a sigh of resignation)
— Well, we done

our best; fact is those University boys are too many for us.

— There is considerable complaint about the manner of making appoint

ments in the military departments. Complainants claim that neither scholar

ship nor military proficiency is taken into account in issuing commissions,

those who have habitually shirked drill often bearing off the highest honors.

— The Adelphi Society have engaged the entire fourth story of the new

building of Andrus, McChain & Lyons, and are having it fitted up for their

use. A club-room, session-room, library and ante-room will be arranged.

The enterprise of Adelphi is shown
in this as well as in the superior lecture

course arranged under its auspices.
—Leader.

— During Professor Greene's lecture on Monday last he had occasion, in

speaking ofthe Congress ofthe Confederation, to mention a congressional ca

bal, who were intriguing to depose Washingion and set up Gates.
The clause

"
set up

< '.ales," seemed to possess a
double meaning for some of the listener.-,

who were observed to smile afier their usual sweet and audible manner.

— Owing to the petition presented by the citizens on Friday last, action

was taken by the Faculty, rendering inoperative for the time being, their pre

vious act suspending several students for one year, and requiring that they

leave town within live days. A formal meeting of the Faculty is to be held
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to-day, when the sentence of last week will undoubtedly be modified, and per

haps rescinded.
— The N~a' ]'ork Republican says: "The Cornell Fra, published by

the students of Cornell University, is one of the liveliest of college weeklies,
and reflects great credit on the institution of which it is an off-shoot. Apropos
ofthe Cornell University, we want to sympathize fully with an article in Har

per's Weekly, giving the facts in relation to President White's action as Chair

man ofthe Republican State Convention."

— Mr. Burton is still waiting for the compensation his work demands.

Notwithstanding the draughts on purse-strings caused by the late horrors in

the West, we contend that to be ju.->t rather than generous is the duty of all of

us. Mr. Burton is now engaged on a bust of Bishop Huntington. San Co-

10II0 is engaged on a bust of George William Curtis ; this will represent the

editor of Harper's in his more studious moods. The evidences of enterprise
in Beardsley's gallery have made it a popular resort, not only of Ithacans, but
also of many other admirers of art.

— On the evening of last Sabbath, while promenading in the vicinity of a

recently finished residence, we were grieved beyond expression at discover

ing what appeared to be a maliciously-audacious attempt at
"

gate-lifting."
There stood the would-be "rioter" very close to the gate, now looking over

his shoulder for the irrepressible
"

special," and then leaning far over the

gate, as if seeking a better ••

lifting
"

position on the other side. Our sur

prise increased to amazement upon discovering that this rash ignorer of "our
justice's

"

ludicrous "admonition
"

was not only a "grave and reverend Se
nior

"

but one upon whom high military honors had been showered. Ap
proaching in righteous indignation, we were about raising our voice in a sol

emn, though not a ten-dollar admonition, when to our great joy we discovered
that Mr. was clearly within the pale of the law, as expounded by the
able counsel for the students in the late "

onpleasantness;
"

for lo ! on the
other side of the gate, stood a beautiful maiden.

Honorable Isaac N. Arnold, the faithful and conscientious biographer
of Mr. Lincoln, was cne of the heaviest sufferers by the Chicago conflagra.
tion, and in a letter stales,

" I have myself lost everything
—

everything that
would burn — books, papers, pictures."

Ralph Beecher Doane, formerly of the class of '71, has accepted the

appointment of organist to the First Presbyterian church of Auburn, in this

State. Citizens of Ithaca would have done well to secure Mr. Doane's serv

ices here while there was an opportunity.
Professor Dole, who has instructed at Amherst and Yale Colleges in

gymnastics and manly exercises, has arrived at Cornell, bringing satisfactory
references, and has already started a class in boxing. We hope that the com-

ing of the Professor will give a new impetus to athletic sports.

Yak

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

The Harvard Advocate gets more readable every issue.

— It is said that fifty of our American colleges have admitted ladies.
— Cornell College, Iowa, has two hundred and ten students this year.
— The Presbyterians intend establishing an academy at Salt Lake City.
-Tne Courant deplores the distance between students and Faculty at

PERSONAL.

S. F. North, of '72, is traveling.
Roval Taft, of '71, is at Hawley, Penn.
Baldwin, of '71, was in town last Friday.
President White left town last Saturday.
H. V. L. Jones, of '70, is at Watkins, N. Y., reading law.

J. M. McNair, of '71, has been in town visiting for a few days.
Mr. Barnard, of '71, is going to Europe at the close of this term.
Mr. Moore, of '73, has accepted the principalship of the Trumansburg

Academy.
&

Mr. Glai.sio.nk has agreed to furnish a serf

Aluithlv.
ies of articles for ScribneA

Professor Russel being out of town on Monday morning, his lecture clue
that day was delivered on Wednesday.

Ward Batchelor is soon to start for Germany, where he intends to take
a course and then graduate as a '73 man.

The late Charles Hosmer bequeathed $25,000 to the Hartford Theological
Institute for the aid of indigent sludents.

°
'

Mr. John Foe is to deliver twenty-four lectures on the "

cosmic
"

phi
losophy, in Boston, during the coming winter.

Darwin is said to be at work upon a book in which the facial expressionol animals is to be a prominent topic of discussion.
Guthrie, of '73, has left the University. He intends to visit Florida dur

ing the w.nter, in search ofthe "bloom of youth."
WD. L Wilson, of the class of '71, has been fully installed into the

chair ofmatheniat.es at Burlington College, New Jersey.
Bellows, of '72, is ,n Boston. His friends will be sorry to hear that he

will not return to Cornell thi year on account of poor health.
Major-General Barino, will deliver the annual address at the reunion

ofthe Army ofthe Cumberland, in Detroit, on November 15 and 16
Professor J D Wihtni.v, of the Cambridge Mining School, has goneto

^California,
with Ins fam.ly, as director of the geological survey of thai

Fred Jackson-, of '73, is obliged on account of ill health to leave the Uni
versuy th,s term. He goes first to Rochester to make a visit and then tolls
home, larrytown, on the Hudson.

General Kilfatr.ck has just repeated, in Tremont Temple, Boston his
ecture on

"

Sherman's March to the Sea." The lecture has . 'ee, given i,
times ni Boston, and was as popular as ever upon the last occasion -Gil

— Shin tleff College is now open to ladies. Twenty-six have already en

tered.

— The Dartmouth Juniors have elected their Spoonist, Jack-Kr.ifeist and
Spurist.

—

Trinity College has a gymnasium which will soon be occupied by its

students.

— A girl has won the Greek scholarship in the State University of Mis
souri.—Ex.

— Over one hundred ladies have graduated from American colleges during
the past year.

— Yale is about to follow the example of Con.ell in establishing a depart
ment of journalism.

— Yale proposes to publish a pamphlet containing all her prize essays and
orations of the year.

—Williams and Harvard arc painting; yellow ochre for the former and

brick-dust for the latter.

— The editorial corps of the Collegian, of Cornell College, consists of two
ladies and four gentlemen.

— A number of students of Oberlin College were suspended a few days
ago for attending a menagerie.

— Mr. Adolph Kohn, of Munich, has bequeathed 20,000 gulden to the

University, for the support of Jewish students.
— France admits women to none of her universities. Germany is just be-

ginning to admit them to her universities.—Collegian.
— The exercises at the laying of the corner-stone of Syracuse University,

August 31, 1871, have been published in pamphlet form.
— Yale '74 and Harvard "74 played a game of base-ball at Xew Haven

lately, with a score of fifteen for Harvard and ten for Yale.
— The Irving Union, the organ of Washington University of St. Louis,

advocates scientific studies, commending the course of Cornell.
— The Advocatehas a spicy letter from a Freshman to his parents, written

the first, second, and third weeks after his entrance to Harvard.
— Professor Peters, of Hamilton College, on the 19th ultimo, discovered

a small planet, forming the number one hundred and sixteen of the asteroid
group.

— Harvard lost some of its best base-ball men in the graduating class last

year, but does not despair of having a nine as good as any they ever pos-
sessed.

— Columbia College pays its president eight thousand and its professors
six thousand dollars per annum, says an exchange. Isn't there a mistake
about that ?

- There are forty-nine Catholic colleges in this country. They have 555
professors, 24N priests, 7,107 students, and 205,000 volumes in libraries.-
(
niversity Press.

~T1'eruimial ^penses of a coIlege student in this country range from

^225 to $1,500. The average of a collegiate course, including preparatory, is

$5,000.—Chronicle.
- The fall meeting of the authorities of Amherst, at which is io be deter

mined the question of admitting ladies, has been postponed on account ofthe
illness of their president.

- It is with a view to the fitness of things that thc professor of elocution
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in Brown University is a woman. What a woman doesn't know about talk

ing isn't worth knowing.
— University Press.

— Germany has ten professors teaching the Chinese and Japanese lan

guages; France has four. Many Japanese students are now studying in our

country with a view to returning home to teach and preach.
— The Orient deplores the mandate against "hazing" at Bowdoin, and

suggests as a substitute to teach Freshmen their place, that they lie put on

• their good conduct for two or three terms before taking them into the secret

societies.

— Rush Medical College and Chicago Medical College were sufferers from

the late fire. Jefferson College, of Philadelphia, and the University of Penn

sylvania have offered to receive the students of these western institutions free

of charge.
— A few days ago Mr. Pardee, of Hazlcton, Pa., gave $200,000 for the

erection of a new building for the scientific department of Lafayette College,
at Easton, Pa., the Trustees agteeing to raise an equal sum as a general en

dowment.

—The Williams Vidette is one ofthe most readable of our college exchang

es, both in regard to typography and matter. It is a little inclined to be sar

castic at our expense, but like the sole of a boot we hope this objection will

wear away.

— The Faculty at Yale have received a petition and pledge from the

Freshman class, and rushing has stopped, as well as hazing. This i.s the sec

ond year the same thing has been done, and the Courant predicts death to the

practice in Yale.

— Students are considered as guests at Cambridge, because the Universi

ty is free from town taxes. Now, of course, the police will treat the students

regularly, and the students will be very circumspect. The Harvard student

must be a happy man.

— The Chronicle reports of a young lady wdio was passing an examination

in Greek, that, after she had read the passage assigned, she addressed the

professor in these words :
" Do let me read some more; this is such a beau

tiful passage !
"
— World.

— It would hardly be fair for us to explain to the College Herald that there

is a difference between free discussion in our columns and editorial belief on

any subject ; for it would be requiring too much of them to get ready an arti

cle in reply this term and besides as they only print a monthly sheet, we fear

the answer would be stale anyway, ere it came before the public.
— Fifteen out of a Senior class of twenty, have been suspended at Bow

doin for actions growing out of the refusal of the faculty to continue certain

holidays. As the suspended students were obliged to leave town, the Orients

with but one editor. We heartily sympathize with him in his increased labors,

and congratulate him on his success in running the machine alone.

—A large number of young ladies are in attendance at Wisconsin Univer

sity. Their Freshman class numbers seventy, a large portion being ladies.

The gentlemen are permitted to visit them every day, except Saturday, from

four to six P. M., and on Saturdays from two to six P. m. This only makes

fourteen hours a week, besides being with ihem every day at recitations. A

rigid discipline, that.
—Ex.

— The Era modestly says : "Cornell, standing as she does at the head

of the liberal institutions of learning, possesses one organization in which

every student should feel an honest pride
—

'

The Brass Band.'
"

We grant,

of course, the claim of Cornell in the first sentence, but we are filled with

grief at the thought that we have no brass-band. Who will step forward and

do something in this matter. — Yale Courant.

— The Yale Courant urges that the city of New Haven should give the

boys a ball-field. It argues that if this is done, gates will remain on their

hinges, the street lamps will be undisturbed, street rushes will be indulged in

no more, and a general era of good feeling will be ushered in. It urges as its

strongest point, that the city is benefitted by the students in
" the encourage

ment given to the formation of young ladies' boarding schools."

— The erudition of the Senior class of our University is pretty well dem

onstrated by a little incident that occurred the other day in relation to the

meeting of the Synod here. One of the students, a singist, remarked that he

must go round and
"

practice with the choir as the Synod was coming."
"

Where's he coming from?" was the verdant inquiry; and upon a similar

occasion, another innocently asked, "who is he?
"
— Georgia Collegian.

— The Chinese government has decided to educate a portion of the young

men of China in the language and laws of this country, and in the manners and

customs of the people. An appropriation of $1,500,000 has been made to meet

the expenses necessary to be incurred within the next ten years. A Chinese

gentleman, Mr. Yung Wing, who was educated in Yale College, has been en

gaged to take charge of thirty of these young men to the United Slates.

They arc designed to become students of this University, and will probably
enter Yale College, following the course of Mr. Yung Wing. Each year this

number is to be increased by the addition of thirty new students. — Courant.

IN AIEAIORIAAI.

Tin: hat went forth. The melodious and diffusive notes of the horn sound

ed through Ithaca, and the three hills sent back echoes o'er the Lake. Forms

clad in white glided through dark passages and shot swiftly past the streel-

lamp, where groups of eager younglings eyed the vanishing ones, wistfully

thinking of
"

what might have been," and ruefully thinking of what is. Ves,

Lhe cap must be buried ; both to commemorate the former rite in honor of the

departed hat and to give expression to the distaste and ill-will lhat have always

been the portion ofthe cap in Cornell University. The night was cloudy and

propitious. The rendezvous was at Military Hall, where from seven to eight a

picturesque and mirth-exciting crowd was to be seen. The uniform of white

was almost lhe rule, but here stood out the noble red-man, here the Black-

IE iar, and with ears erect, ruler of the night, lhat most unearthly bird—the

owl. Mr. Burton was seen reconnoitering for bust material, and the supply

was great, though unclassified and unclassical.
"
Dec Mann mit der Ben Butler

eye
"

was there. The tall man with elevated fool's cap labeled,
" How is that

for high ?
"

The man with the pumpkin-shell head, the winged creature, the

wily devil and the unshorn hermit, "Die deutsche Frau," and the
"

Gay-

Sailor Boy
"

were among the striking characters. The fifer furnished gratu

itous music and lhe horns tooted their discordant notes during the arranging

process.

At eight the procession formed, with those valiant sons of Mars known as

Independent Cadets at the head with guns and knapsacks. The University

band, in a large spring wagon, drove slowdy down Seneca street, the hearse

with the coffin followed, then the cadets and after them the regular and at

tractive
" Horribles." Slowly down Seneca to the Catholic Church the pro

cession moved, turned at Geneva, crossed over to State, and with the varied

music of band, horns and fifes and drums, the serenade went on. At Aurora

street the left wheel was given and on reaching Buffalo the whole mass of

boys, citizens, and most important though least in number, the procession

moved again at right angles and toward Casftidilla. Edgemont, Ithaca's Vas

sar, was gallantly serenaded by the band which moved on so quickly that no

recognition was given, though partial chignons and dimpled hands were shad

owy certainties.

Cascadilla was lighted as if for the occasion, and her windows and porches

were filled. An ancient maiden lady was heard to remark,
"

I wonder where

they got all their—fixius." Smith was allotted the task of posting her 011 the

subject. The bridge was crossed, and a feeling of awe began to manifest itself

in a sepulchral tooting from the horns ; for all felt that the region of the dead

was reached. The graves of Trig and of the Hat were yet fresh in their minds.

Arrived at the campus, the stentorian voice of the marshal proclaimed,

"Those who wish to witness the funeral rites, will assemble round yonder

torch." The motley crowd, citizens,
"

plug-uglies," cadets, mourners, priest-,

musicians, made their way to the hallowed spot where rest the remains of
"

le

chapeau" and "Trig." But some mischevious Soph, holding aloft a flaming

torch, lured about him, far from the genuine pyre, quite a crowd of anxious

Fresh and staring townies, who did not discover the
" sell

"

until the robed

mourners commenced forming about the grave, some distance from the hum

bugged innocents.

As the van of the long, sorrowful, strangely silent procession neared the

sacred cemetery,

"Lo the tolling ofthe bell, iron bell,

What a world of solemn thought its monody compelled,"

as its deep, sad tone, borne by the brisk, sharp breeze, smote the ears of the

mourners, adding new weight to their already heavy burden of grief, and

further solemnity to the already solemn occasion.

The torch was then applied to a huge heap of combustibles, and
soon the

bright blaze,
"

Creeping higher, higher, higher,"

threw its lurid glare far out upon the campus, rendering more clearly visible

the wierd figures of the grotesque
crowd. Around the blazing, crackling pile,

the funeral goers arranged themselves in one grand circle, giving precedence

to those grief-stricken, thoughtful
souls who had taken care to don the white

flowing robes so aptly emblematic of the white heat of grief.
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Forth from the
Then commenced the solemnly impressive ceremon.es

crowd, and towards the circle's center, stepped four hoary priests clad in the

solemn habiliments of their profession. The high-priest, of '73. raised h.s

voice and in a few fitting words began the solemn rites. His voice was nearly

d.owned by lhe cries and groans ofthe
afflicted congregation. Then

the priest

of '75 stood forth and with kind words of consolation and encouragement,

sought lo quiet their tumultuous grief.
The wails of the afflicted died to low

nuimnus as the priest continued. He closed and the assemblage united their

voices in an appropriate hymn.
" Let the coffin be placed upon the funeral

pile," pronounced, the most worshipful and
infallable high priest of '73. The

bearers approached the hearse, tenderly drew forth the coffin containing all

that was left of "cap," and keeping time to the music of the mournful dirge,

advanced with measured tread toward the pyre. Turning to the right, they

bore lhe coffin slowly round the circle, giving to all the opportunity of a fare

well glance al the departed, then drawing near the burning pile, amid the un

earthly lamentations ofthe multitude, launched the coffin into the midst of the

roaring flames.

Then spoke the priest of '75, alluding to the immense interest and impor

tance of this most captivating occasion, and tenderly referring to the similar

services of a year ago. At times he was so overmastered by his emotions as

to break forth in loud, long wails of woe, lo which the mourners lent the aid

of their united voices.

Next came the priest of '72. Drawing himself up to his full hight, he

poured forth, in pathetic tone, a tribute not flattering but sternly just. This

priest seemed wholly under the influence ofthe wild, powerful passions raging
within his bieast. Words failed to relieve his burdened soul, and he sought

aid in the most powerful, strange and expressive gestures.
After this terribly earnest and most righteous priest had given vent to his

pent-up feelings, the multitudes united in singing that good old hymn "There

will be no,. Faculty there;" and as the anticipation of that good time coming
worked upon their minds their voices in joyful chorus swelled high and loud

above the roar of the burning mass, and their woeful visages changed to coun

tenances whereon sat peace and joy.
As the last echoes of the hymn died away, the priest of '72 pronounced the

impressive benediction.

Then came the marshal's order: "Fall in, and march for Cascadilla."

They fell in. They marched in good order to Cascadilla, where they halted,

somewhat expecting a brilliant oratorical effort from some professor anxious to

immortalize his name; but no "

Faculty man" appeared, and the procession
soon moved down the hill by way of State Street and round to the Hall, ac

companied by curious citizens, docile "plug-uglies
"

and wondering boys, who

had attended them throughout their march. Arrived at Military Hall, three

cheers were given for the band, three more for the Independent Cadets, and

then the crowd dispersed.
Thus ended the burial of the cap,

—unfortunate victim of that sure de

stroyer, outraged public opinion. Above the grave let a fitting monument be

raised with the inscription: So may it always be with every public nuisance.

MEETING OF STUDENTS.

In response to a call by a large number of representatives from all classes

the students of Cornell met at Military Hall on Friday evening, November "\

1S71, to decide upon some course of action to be taken in regard to the sus

pension of several of their number for "gate-lifting."
B. S. Miller was elected chairman ofthe meeting,
It being understood that the citizens of Ithaca had petitioned the Faculty

in behalf of the suspended students and that I >r. Strong in connection with

other citizens had presented that petition to them, a committee of four con

sisting of D. S. Jordan '72, G. IJ. Turner '73, J. C. Branner '74, and C. F.

Washburn '75, was authorized to wait on Dr. Strong and request him to ex

plain to the meeting what action was likely to be taken upon the petition by
the University authorities.

Dr. Strong soon after appeared and was introduced by the chairman. He

expressed himself wholly in sympathy with the motive which had called the

students together, as he had once been a college student himself and under
stood full well that deep under-current which influences them to resist wdiat

they deem an aggression on their own rights or those of a classmate. He as

sured them of the interest and good-will of the citizens of Ithaca, and that
the petition lately sent in to the Faculty was wholly voluntary on their part
and was actuated by no other impulse than a desire to do justice to a class of

students, who, though unfortunate in "

gate-lifting," had conducted them

selves, on the whole, in the most orderly and gentlemanly manner. The pe

tition had been kindly received by President White and would be submitted

immediately to the Faculty. The President had assured him that it would be

received by them with the same spirit which had actuated the petitioners, but

their action would depend wholly upon the measures taken by the students.

The Doctor then advised that no decisive measures should be taken which

would, in any degree, compromise the suspended
students or nullify any ac.

tion which the Faculty might make in their favor in the future.

A vote of thanks to Dr. Strong and his associates was then passed, after'

which a committee of three, Messrs. Young, Moses and Lamoreux, was ap-

pointed to draft resolutions expressive ofthe sentiment ofthe meeting.

A committee of four, the presidents of the four classes, was then appoint

ed and instructed to make all necessary preparations for the
"

Burial of Cha-

peau
"

on Wednesday evening next.
Secretary.

report of committee.

Whereas, Certain of our number, having been detected in "gate-lifting,"
have been dealt with severely by both civil and Univerity authorities; and

Whereas, The citizens of Ithaca by petition and otherwise have shown their

interest in and regard for said students, and all others connected with the

University; therefore

Resolved, That the thanks of the students be presented to all the citizens of

Ithaca for the sympathy they have shown by their generous action in behalf of

the suspended students.

Resolved, That the thanks of the students be especially tendered to the

Ithaca police force for their magnanimous efforts for the said students.

Resolved, That the gratitude of the students be especially tendered to Rev.

Dr. Strong, B. R. Williams, Josph Esty and James H. Tichenor for their

prompt action in bringing the petition of the people to the notice of the Fac

ulty.

Resolved, That these resolutions be published in the New York Tribune,

Ithaca Democrat, Cornell Era, Ithacan and Leader.

W. J. Youngs,
A. J. Lamoreux,
E. L. Moses.

•Committee.

Lost. — Professor Wilder wishes us to mention the loss of a note-book in

physiology, belonging to Wilbray J. Thomson. It was brought from Casca

dilla and placed with others upon a window-seat in the Chapel during the lec

ture of Friday the third instant, and must have been taken by mistake. It

was a handsome note-book of the largest size, and fully illustrated, and Pro

fessor Wilder is very anxious for its restoration.

Professor Wilder also asks that the person to whom he loaned his Mar

shall's Physiology last year, should return the same ; he has forgotten the

name, and thinks it possible that his own pencilled signature on the fly-leaf
has become obliterated so as to unrecognizable.

Lost.—On Willow avenue base-ball ground, Tuesday afternoon, Novem

ber 7, about six o'clock, lost a Henry {capped) chronometer hunting-ease gold
watch, stem-winder No. 23,030, worth $300. The finder will be liberally re

warded on leaving it at The Era office, South University building, or at No.

89 Fast Buffalo street.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE CONCERT FUND.

Holland, Michigan, October 30, 1S71.
Dear Sir: — I have just received, through Dr. Strong of your place,

$273.20, being the proceeds of a concert held by students of Cornell Univer

sity, in aid of the sufferers by the late fires in Michigan. Please return to the

kind donors, assurances ofthe heartfelt gratitude of our people for their efforts

in behalf of the suffering and destitute. I purpose to apply this donation to

aid families in rebuilding tenements for the winter, and will write hereafter,

particulars of its distribution for the information of your students.

Very truly yours &c,
T. Romeyn Beck.

<< rea r praise is due the students of the procession on Wednesday nighti
who, for the sake of a sick lady living in the neighborhood, caused the music

and the sound of horns to cease after reaching Cascadilla Place on their return

to town. This act of genuine gallantry shows that the procession was com

posed of true gentlemen, as they were so completely disguised that misconduct
on the pa i- 1 of any one of them could not well have been traced to the person

committing it, even by his associates. A.
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of reading matter that are printed.
* * *

Its illus

trations are numerous and beautiful, being furnished

bv the chief artists of the country.
— Boston Trav

eler.

Harper's Weekly is the best and most interest

ing illustrated newspaper. Nor does its value de

pend on its illustrations alone. Its reading matter

is of a high order of literary merit— varied, instruc

tive, entertaining, and unexceptionable.
—New York

Sun.

Subscriptions.— 1872.

TERMS:

Harper's Weekly, one year . . $4 00.

An Extra Copy ofeither the Magazine, Weekly

ot BAZAR will be supplied gratis for every Club of

Five Subscribers at $4 00 each, in one remittance;

or, Six Copiesfor $20 00, without extta copy.

Subscriptions to Harper's Magazine, Weekly,

and Bazar, to one address for one year, $10 00 ; or,

two of Harpers Periodicals, to one address for one

year, $7 00.

Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.

The Annual Volumes of Harper's Weekly, in

neat cloth binding, will be sent by express, free of

expense, for $7 00 each. A Complete Set, compris
ing Fifteen Volumes, sent on receipt of cash at the

rate of $5 25 per vol.,/; eight at expense ofpurchaser.

The postage on Harper's Weekly is 20 cents a

year, which must be paid at the subset ibeCs post-
office.

Address,

HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.

THE CORNELL ERA.

"Unquestionably the best sustained "work of the

kind in the World."

IT ARPER'S MAGAZINE.

Notices of the Press.

There are few intelligent American families in

which Harper's Magazine would not be an appre
ciated and highly welcome guest. There i.s no

monthly Magazine an intelligent reading family can

less afford to be without. Many Magazines are ac

cumulated. Harper's is edited. There is not a

Magazine that is printed which shows more intelli

gent pains expended on its articles and mechanical

execution. There is not a cheaper Magazine pub
lished. There is not, confessedly, a more popular
Magazine in the world.—AAo England Homestead.

A repository of biography and history, literature,

science, and art, unequaled by any other American

publication.
* * *

The volumes are as valuable as a

mere work of reference as any cyclopaedia we can

place in our libraries. Harper's Magazine is a

record of travel every wdiere since the hour of its

establishment. Livingstone and Gordon dimming
in Africa, Strain among the Andes and Ross

Browne in the East, Speke on the Nile and Mac-

gregor on the Jordan
—indeed, all recent travellers

of note have seen their most important discoveries

reproduced in these pages. Most of our younger

and manv of our older writers find here their liter

ary biography. (Hir artists see the best evidences

of their genius and the most enduring specimens of

their work in the Magazine.—A' Y. Standard.

It is one of the wonders of journalism
— the edi

torial management of Harper's.— Th e Nation,
N. Y.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.— 1S72.

TERMS :

Harper's Magazine, one year $4 00

An Extra Copy of either the Magazine, Weekly,

or Bazar will be supplied gratis for every Club of
Five Suhs.-ribf.rs at $4 00 each, in one remittmce ;

or, Six Copies for $20 00, without extra copy.

Subscriptions to Harper's Magazine, Wefkly,

and BAZAR, to one address for one year. $10 00; or,

too of Harper's Periodicals, to one address for one

year', $7 OO.

Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.

A Complete Set of Harper's Magazine, now

comprising 43 Volumes, in neat cloth binding, will

be sent by express, freight at expense of purchaser,
for $2 25 per volume. Single Volumes, bv mail,

postpaid, $3 00. Cloth cases, for binding, 5S cents,

by mail, postpaid.

The postage on Harper's Magazine is 24 cents

a vear, which must be paid at the subscriber's post-
office.

Address HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.
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APTJZED IN EIRE.
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CHICAGO PIIENIX.

A UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER.

READ THE FOLLOWING.

A popular wrd-ly ,,,,,-
,• f,„ ||„. ,jn„.„. ,.„,.,,-;„ j „ ,, (h,- leading

features ,,f tl,,,-.,- journals ,1, -stroyed by ft e foible cmlO-a.
linn, and oombininc ili'-t s|,rh i corps nfwiltrvi- u i'l ?ivo the

public nil tin- news ,,f il..- «,-.-.. in .-, condon-,-. compilation r,f

the leading journals of line nation, anrl the world.

A TROTH FT I. KIOORr>.

Tiie Phi- iy v ill be the m«l truthful and reliable •v-.-Oor of

incidents and fa< ts cm, erning the erre.at fire ever published.

ACCOUNTS OF THE FIRE.

1. will contain only such a.-,-. Mints as are vouched for by relia

ble witnesses and will ro-m-i the erroneous and fabricated

statements of sensational writers.

CHICAGO ANI. THE NEWS.

It will, f,,r a time, be ,1.-, otr-rl p.pecinllv to the nast. pr,-,-,.!

and future of Chicnrai. besides being tbe most complete weoklv

newspaper in the world

FIKFSIIiF. COM ['AXON A\I> NEWSPAPER.

Its columns are , I, -vofd to News, 'V,n,nlerc- <-,.,,.„,-„. T ;„.r_

ature. Art, 1 Irama. Music, Humor. Pastime. Po-trv. Fashion.

Society news, and enough of V,, inane- to nO.o it ■< mmt ('••-•>-

able fireside companion, as well as the most reliable and com

plete newspaper for I tie business man in the counting-room.

P.F.AUTIFUI. 1 1. 1, 1 'SIR -VI ION'S.

I. will be illustraticd wilh en-ravines ta' en from Photofrao' s

or the Chicago Ruins, instead.. f sletde s
■'

[!y Oar SpeOI
Artist

"

who was not "on the spot :

"

and thus -be a series of

FutRr-r vif-ws, not obtainable elscO re an-' -be first number

will contain the only correct map of th,- burned city.

HAPPY HOURS.

That beautiful literary journal.
"

H u-r-v Hnrps." whose peh-

lisher was the first p, issue a paper to meet th" public demand.

after the awful fire, has been mereod into the liter-rv depart

ment of the Phfn-iy, which wi't embrace the contributions of

more than sixty of the most popular writers ,,f the day.

A SPECIAL FEATURE.

The Ph-niy will contain, as an rs*-- in] feature, a more com

plete record of incidents and results of the bte tenable fire &n

can be found in anv boob, paper or other rnih'Otion in the

country. So numerous and ina.-cura >e have been .he arcounrs

sent forth, that something reliable and re- ,1-, hie is eagerly sought
at this time, and The P.ifnix will fill the bill.

A PAPER FOR THE PFOPI.F.

The PttF.viv is the cheapest panerin America. heme an ei"ht-

pacre. f-.rtv column weel Iv. at onlv two ,1-llo-s a vear: in fact it

xti.ill be the paper for t^e people and the times.

THE FIRST Xl'MPFR.

preserving or to send awa\ ,
and for its accurate illu-tratior -.

ITS P, \SIS.

Tt is a consolidation of oilier iourn-ds. and therefore on a solid

foundation, continuing their former circulate, n.

NEW SIT.SCRIP.ERS.

To anv person who gets us three new subscribers, we will

send the Phfyiy for one vear free, or one of our beautiful prirc,
steel plate engravings worth $2 so.

PREMIUMS.

srr.scRir.E now.

Send in your names and subscriptions at once, and sustain

.his great, newspap r enterprise. Price of subscription on'v

%-? o, per year. Single copies * cents. Agents wanted every

where.

PlIKNIX PlT.. ISI1IN,. CoiMCANY.

52 West Madison Stteeb

Chicago, Illinois.
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A
NDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS.

Dealers in all kinds of BOOKS USED IN THE UNI

VERSITY Books ordered on short notice, and all the late

popular works kept constantly
on hand. All kinds of Book

binding done in the best styles
__

rVRsTMORGAN, BISHOP & DAY^

FOOT,

Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons,

Office 22 East State Street.

Office Hours—Afternoons from 2 to 4; Evenings from 6 to

8. Dr. Dayfoot may be found at the office nights.

E. J. MORGAN, M. D. A. BISHOP, M. D.

H. M. DAYFOOT, M. D.

B
ALDWIN & HYMES,

CITY EXPRESS.

A
TTENTION, CLASS OF '75.

The proprietor of the Cascadilla
Art Gallery"will be happy to

present each of you with a fine portrait. to send to

"THE GIRL YOU LEFTBEHIND."

if you will call at, his gallery.
^ BEARDSLEY,

Cascadilla Art Gallery, Ithaca.

L
ITERARY SOCIETIES.

PHIL. ILA TilEIAN SOCIETY.

The regular meetings of this Society take place on Saturday

evening of each week, in the Society Hall, North University-

The exercises consist of Chronicles, Orations and Debates.

Regular Meetings open to the public.

WM. H. SMITH, S. F. BELKNAP,

Secretary. President.

Passengers and Baggage conveyed to and from the UNI

VERSITY and CASCADILLA PLACE and all parts of thc

City. , i

Offices : Clinton House, and Cronk & Jackson's Store.

w
ILLSON,

THE STUDENTS' HATTER,
No. 75 East State Street.

Particular attention paid to getting

NOBBY STYLES OF HATS AND CAPS

For the Students.

£FE\ LARGE^STOCK OF CADET CAPS.,^3

EM CIGAR AND ROSE BUD

CHEWING.

NEW BRANDS— TRY THEAI.

FOR SALE AT

BRINK'S BAZAAR,

No. 65 East State Street.

Choice Confectionery, — Hot Peanuts, night and day.

G

THE LOWELLyjTERARY SOCIETY.

The meetings of this Society occur on Friday evening of each

week, in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla Place.

R. B. FOSTER, C. E. WASHBURNE,

Secy. Pres.

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The regular meetings of this Society "are held on alternate

Saturday evenings, in thc Faculty Room, at Cascadilla Place.

All interested in Natural History are invited.

D. S. JORDAN, President.

J. H. Comstock, Rec. Sec. W. R. Dudley, Cor. Sec.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

Go EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER sv C<).

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

DURCHASE TICKETS

of M. J. BARKER, General Ticket Agent, No. 3, Clinton

Block, second door south of Clinton House, Ithaca, N. Y.

You save MONEY, TIME and DISTANCE, and have

choice of Routes to points East, West, North and South.

CIGARS, TOBACCO, and SAIOKERS'

SUPPLIES

always on hand.

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

52 EAST STATE STREET.

A
NDRUS McCHAIN & LYONS,

/^LINTON'S RESTAURANT,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

(Special Dining-Room for Ladies.)

NO. 8 & 10 NORTH AURORA STREET, ITHACA.

Dealers in first class Confectionery, and Manufacturers of

Bottled Soda and Cider.

M L. CLINTON. C. M. C" INTON.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates.

Guests of the House.

Omnibus free for

DEALERS IN

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PAPER HANGINGS, &c.

Manufacturers of
,,

Wrap.1.mo and Printing Papers, Blank Books, etc

PRINTERS AND BOOK-BINDERS.

The largest and best selected stock of University, School and

College Text Book is always found here at the lowest rates.

An entire new selection of Standard Works.

Drafting Instruments of the best German make. Our goods
are all new. Call and see them.

ANDRUS, McCHAIN & LYONS.

F. BROOKS, Dealer in Hats,University Caps
and Furs, Umbrellas, Gloves, K:c., &c, 40, East State Street.

GA UNTLETT &> BROOKS, Dealers in Drugs,
Medicines, Segars, &c, No. 36 East State Street

DRS. AIELOTTE ce> FOOTE, Dentists Wil

gus Block, Ithaca, N. Y.

DR. J. F. STEWART, Dentist, Office over

Christiance & Son's Shoe Store.

DENAIEAD 6f FOSBINDER, Merchant

Tailors, and dealers in Gents' Furnishing Goods. No. 50
Fast State Street.

.-/. //. GREGG, dealer in Farm Machinery, Ag
ricultural Implements, Seeds, &c, 10 and 12 West Slate Street,
— Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

U J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,
12 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, £0., Sfc., at

SHERWOOD'S.

»HOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY &> FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National I'.ank.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

<x> & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

ORY GOODS. GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

may he obtained at our Rooms.

A. J. PURDY.
WM r](|,A,.

SEAMAN'S Hack antl I. i very Stable, rci.Tf
Clinton House, 12 & 14 West Stale Sltcet.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

AB1.ES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., El'C, ETC.

ALSO niAl.l-RS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which wc olTcr at the lowest possible price. 1-arge as-

siirhnent of CLOTHS and GASSIMERES, and particular
attention paid to thc in. innf.u lure of Clothing on very reason*'

ble terms.
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TIIE CHAPEL.

FROM THE GERMAN OF UHLAN D.

On yon hillside stands the Chapel,
O'er the valley keeping ward,

Where by burn and brookside singing
Shepherd boy his sheep doth guard.

Mournfully the choir is chanting,

Slowly tolls the Chapel bell;
And the boy, his glad song hushing
Listens to the mournful knell.

Sadly to the grave they're bringing
One who late was full of joy:

Soon, for you, the dirge they're singing
Shall be sung

— O shepherd boy !

JARED SPARKS.

PROFESSOR GEORGE W. GREENE.

The first time that I ever saw Jared Sparks, was immediately after

the publication of his life of Gouverneur Morris in 1832. He was

in the flower of his age and the fulness of his strength. From his

entrance upon active life he had been successful by virtue of a

strong will and resolute perseverance, and the manly beauty of his

face seemed to have been heightened by a modest consciousness of

self-won success. His struggle with fortune had been in the be

ginning; giving him from early boyhood. the healthy discipline of

labor, and forming him betimes to habits of systematic exertion, and

that self-reliance which is essential to the accomplishment of great

purposes. With but little of romance in the organization of his

mind, his life was filled with those incidents on which some of the

most successful romances have been founded. A few weeks a

year in a country school enabled him to become a village
school-master. To eke out the means for paying for instruction in

mathematics, he shingled his teacher's barn. He first read Virgil
in the odd hours of a carpenter's shop. Chance threw him in the

way of two gentlemen capable of discerning the scholar in the

young mechanic, and when they heard him translate Virgil they

urged him to go to Exeter and fit for college. One of them car

ried his trunk for him slung to the axletree of his chaise, while the

future President of Harvard made the hundred and twenty miles'

journey on foot. By teaching others while learning himself, he

made his way through school and college. Chance made him a

witness of the destruction of Havre de Grace— a valuable expe

rience to the future historian. The same apparent accident— and

how full life is of them— brought him during an excursion to a

beautiful island in the Susquehanna, into personal relations with

President Quincy and Dr. Channing. He began his study of

Washington's papers in the library at Mount Vernon, taking them

one by one from the shelves on which Washington's hands had

placed them. He completed it in the venerable mansion at Cam

bridge in which so many of them had been written. Throughout
the whole course of his labors he had breathed the air of the revo

lution as none can ever breathe it again. Washington's favorite
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nephew and his first biographer, Bushrod Washington, and Judge
Marshall had aided his first researches by throwing the light of

their unwritten recollections upon them. He had visited every
battle-field of the revolution, many of them with a survivor of the

bloody scene for a guide. He conversed with Pickering at Salem,
and Howard at Baltimore; with generals and colonels and soldiers

and statesmen who had fought at Washington's side, or labored

with him in the cabinet. Crossing the Atlantic, he took counsel

with Lafayette at La Grange, and Marbois at Paris. The very
sentinel who stood guard at Braddock's tent on the eve of the fatal

Monongahela and saw Washington enter it, had told him the story
of that last conference of the wise young aide-de-camp with his

headstrong commander-in-chief.

A name thus associated with that ofWashington could not fail to

become a familiar and honored name. Political honors were of

fered him, and he declined them, for they would have hazarded the

accomplishment of the great object of his life. Academic honors

came to seek him, and he accepted them, for they were in harmony
with his historical studies. And then, when increasing years ad

monished him that the time of active exertion was passing away,

he gracefully withdrew to his pleasant home and the companionship
of his friends and books. There you might have seen him daily
under the venerable elms of Harvard, with a step slackened by age

and a brow furrowed by thought, but with a face ever ready to light

up with a genial smile, a cordial greeting upon his lips, a wise

counsel to all who asked it, and ready sympathy for those who were

entering upon the path which he had opened. Death came in the

fulness of his years, while his power of giving and receiving pleas
ure was scarcely impaired : came, too, with little suffering, little

pain, little delay, and leaving him to the last conscious of the pres

ence of the dear ones whom it gathered around his bed.

Let us go back for a moment and trace in rapid outline the life

of this eminent man, with Mr. Ellis's valuable memoir for our guide.

The fuller life, for which abundant materials exist, will, we trust,

come in due time.
" A life that is worth writing at all," says a great

poet,
" is worth writing fully."

His birth-place was Willington, a quiet New England village on

the banks of the Willimantic, in Tolland County, Connecticut.

Thus his first associations were with the inland stream and the

scenes of rural industry which adorned its banks. Everywhere

around him were examples of thrift and honorable toil. The early

lesson sank deep into his heart. Throughout the whole of his life,

from the carpenter's shop to the historian's study, he was an exam

ple of resolute and untiring, systematic labor. Before he was turned

of five he was sent to the village school, and as soon as his hands

were developed for it, to a carpenter's shop. From a curious record

in his own writing, it appears that, between five and nineteen, forty

months were all that he passed at school, and that in driblets of from

two to five months in the year. The intention
to make himselfa schol

ar 'seems to have taken early possession of his mind. His trade would

give him a comfortable support, but he asked for something more

than to be a carpenter, however successful. Therefore, without

throwing aside his plane and saw, he resolved to make his way by

teaching. His first experiment was made in his native county.

One of its results seems to have been an increased desire to study

mathematics, and the pastor of his village, the Reverend Hubbell

Loomis, undertook to teach him for a dollar a week. To make up

the whole sum he shingled his teacher's barn.

It chanced that about that time the Rev. Dr. Abbott, who wag
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engaged in a theological discussion with his 'brethren of a stricter

orthodoxy, came to visit Dr. Loomis. Sparks was called in to

translate a passage of Virgil, whom he was reading at the rate of

two hundred lines a day, although he had been studying Latin only

eight weeks. Dr. Abbott was a relative of the eminent principal

of Exeter Academy, where provision had been made for assisting

young men like Sparks in the prosecution of their studies. By his

active intercession the benefit of the foundation was secured for the

young mechanic. The doors of Exeter were opened first, and in

due time the doors of Harvard. At both he formed friendships

which lasted through life. But in both he was compelled to teach

while he learnt, and labor for subsistence while he labored for in

struction. It was thus that he was drawn to Havre de Grace,

where he remained fifteen months as private tutor, and served as

private in the militia when the town was burned by the English.

It was there, too, that on his first arrival, while walking on the pi

azza of the hotel, in very low spirits at finding that his compensa

tion was to be but a small part of what he and his friends had sup

posed it would, he was asked by a gentleman to join him in a row

to a beautiful island of the Susquehanna. That gentleman was Jo

siah Quincy, whom he was one day to succeed as President of Har

vard ; and on their return to the inn Quincy introduced him to his

traveling companion, William Ellery Channing, who a few years

after was to preach Sparks's ordination sermon.

In 181 5 he graduated, first of his class in mathematics and with

a high standing in the other departments of the college course. He

had already fixed upon divinity for a profession, and while engaged

in the preparatory studies taught a private school in Lancaster,

Massachusetts, a beautiful New England village in the midst of

beautiful scenery. Here, too, he found a sympathetic friend in his

future profession, the Rev. Nathaniel Thayer. Meanwhile, Har

vard had not forgotten him. Among the best prize essays that had

ever been written there was an essay on the "

Physical Discoveries

of Sir Isaac Newton," by which Sparks had won the Bowdoin

prize in his Senior year. The recollection of this procured him in

181 7 the tutorship in mathematics, astronomy and natural philoso

phy. In the midst of these quiet pursuits, which seemed to prom

ise a quiet life, Ave are somewhat startled to find him engaged in

an extensive plan of African exploration. The reading of Park and

Ledyard had stirred his blood and warmed his imagination. He

longed to follow in their track and complete the work which they
had begun. Carefully studying that tantalizing map still so full of

blanks and conjectures, he marked out for himself a course from

Mogadore to Timbucto, from Timbucto to the mouth ofthe Niger,
and from the mouth of the Niger to the Cape of Good Hope, or

to Abyssinia,
"
or through Darfror to Egypt, or through Yezzar to

the Mediterranean, or to Benin, or Loango, or Longo, or to the

south-eastern coast of Africa, or to any place, in fact, which may be

thought expedient and practicable." Such was his language to his

friend Cogswell. Fortunately for our literature, the undertaking,
which depended upon the patronage of an English society, failed,
and Sparks was spared us to become the explorer of neglected tracks
of American history.
It was at this time, also, that he formed his first connection with

the Narth American Review, then in its fourth volume, which he

edited from May, 1817, to March, 18 18. But the absorbing pur
suit of these years was the sacred profession to which he proposed
to dedicate his life. How conscientiously he studied it, with what
a wise charity he exercised it, what strength of purpose and force

of will it required in those days of active discussion to be both firm

and courteous, considerate of others yet true to himself, to write

controversy without bitterness and temper the warmth of convic

tion by sobriety of expression and form, Mr. Ellis has told us, in

pages that
do not admit of abbreviation. They who would form a

correct idea of this important part of Mr. Sparks's life, must read it

in that narrative.

The climate of Baltimore, where Mr. Sparks had been settled as

pastor, was unfavorable
to his northern constitution and in Septem

ber, 1823, he returned to Massachusetts. For some time previous

to his leaving Baltimore, he had been engaged in negotiations for

the purchase of the North American Revieio. This venerable peri

odical, so closely connected with the history of our literature, was

the property of an association of gentlemen, most of whom had

taken an active part in its conduct and support. The most distin

guished among them when Mr. Sparks began his negotiations for

the purchase of it, was the late Edward Everett. There were some

delicate questions involved in the negotiation, and some conflicting

interests to reconcile. Mr. Everett, who felt that he had contributed

greatly to the success of the Revieio, claimed an equivalent compen

sation. At one moment it seemed as if the difference might lead to

the establishment of a new quarterly. But Mr. Sparks
u declined to be

an opposition editor," and the project was relinquished. A last all

obstacles were overcome ; an amicable arrangement was effected,

and Mr. Sparks found himself editor and proprietor of a great liter

ary journal. It stood him, according to his own estimate, in little

less than eleven thousand dollars, part of which he was obliged to

borrow.

The North American Review had sprung from the Anthology, a

magazine of much taste though of simple pretensions, and gradu

ally assumed the more dignified and imposing proportions of a

quarterly. It was a day of Quarterlies. The Edinburgh and its

London rival were looked for with eagerness in reading circles, and

their judgment received with respectful confidence. No book was

held to be fairly under weigh until one or the other of these Dii

Majores, had vouchsafed a favoring gale. No author felt sure of

his fate until he had read it in pages approved by Jeffreys or Gif

ford. It was as contributors to the Quarterlies that many writers

first became known. Many of the brilliant reputations of English
literature were won in the pages of the Edinburgh or the London

Quarterly. Nearly all the first names of American literature are con

nected with the North American. There was a firmness, a sobriety
and a love of truth in Mr. Sparks, which peculiarly fitted him for

the impartial exercise of his editorial, duties. With tastes less purely
literary than scientific, he fully recognized the claims of polite liter

ature, and gladly opened his columns to the candid and sympa
thetic expression of literary judgments. When the life of Mr.

Sparks is written with the fulness of detail which his important ser
vices to American history demand, no part of it will bring out the

sound judgment and admirable method, which were distinguishing
traits ofhis character, in a more interesting light than the history of

his connection with the North American Rcvinc: The impression
of it on our own mind is very deep, for we once heard it from the

lips of his early friend, Charles lolsom ; cxactest of scholars, most

genial of companions; whose name is intimately connected with

the history of some ofthe best works in our literature, and to whom

we have but one reproach to make, that he should not have per

petuated by the pen those reminisences of a laborious life which

impart such a charm to his conversation.
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But with all Mr. Sparks's method and industry, he found the time

short for what he had undertaken. He had entered upon a new

field. The contract with Judge Washington for the use of the

Washington papers was made in 1827. The first volume of the

diplomatic correspondence of the revolution was published in 1829.

His plans for the illustration of American history covered a wide

field, requiring journeys for the study of documents otherwise inac

cessible, and a gradual concentration of attention upon a single

subject ; and feeling that he could no longer give that time and

care to the North American which his conception of editorial duty

required, he transferred it in March, 1830, to Mr. Alexander H.

Everett. During the six years of his editorship it had nearly

doubled in value.

We henceforth find him in that field for which nature had so es

pecially qualified him, and wherein his name has become perma

nently associated with the greatest name and most important period

of American historv. The first record of his intention to devote

himself to the study of American history is found in his journal of

August 18, 1S23, wherein he speaks of himself as
"

meditating on

the importance of having a new history of America. Thought that

I might undertake it some time or other. I would go to the fount

ain and read everything on the subject." It is impossible to read

these lines without regretting that a work of such importance had

not been reserved for an understanding so enlarged and a spirit so

truthful. Once conceived, it never was lost sight of; gradually

growing with the enlargement of his circle of inquiry, and constantly

looked forward to with that faith which has sustained so many a

weary laborer through years of painful toil. Still the foundations

for one part of it, the history of the revolution, were so firmly laid

that no one can build with safety who does not build upon them.

The first of these historical foundations was the
"

Diplomatic Cor

respondence of the Revolution," the only work in which he received

the support of Congress. By a special resolution of the twenty-

seventh of March, 1818, several of the most important records of

the war of independence were drawn from their long neglected de

positories and prepared for publication. The supervision of the

publication was given to the President andMr. Clay was Secretary of

State, when the most important part of this resolution was carried

into execution. Mr. Sparks was personally acquainted with both ;

and looking upon the undertaking as closely connected with his

own plans for the illustration of American history, he made in Jan

uary, 1827, a carefully meditated offer to the President to print the

work at his own expense, if Congress would
take a thousand copies

of it.
'

After several interviews and a free discussion of the subject

with Mr. Adams, who felt that the clause referring to the Executive

the decision of doubtful passages imposed a grave responsibility, a

contract was signed on the twenty-first of May, 1827, by which

Mr. Sparks bound himself to furnish Congress a thousand copies of

the work at two dollars and an eighth a volume, receiving four hun

dred dollars a volume for his editorial labors, and being authorized

to publish as many copies as he chose on his own account. The

copying for the press was to be done at the expense of Con

gress, the translations from foreign languages to be furnished by

Mr. Sparks.

Shortly after the signing of this contract, he made his first visit

to Europe. In England he was permitted to examine the papers

of the foreign office with a freedom which had never been granted

before. In France he found Lafayette and Marbois ready to as

sist him with their recollections and their papers. There also the

archives were opened to him freely, and he drew from them docu

ments of the greatest interest.

Meanwhile his copyists were busily at work in the Department
of State at Washington. In 1829 the first four volumes were issued,
and the following year the whole was completed, forming twelve

octavos, and putting one ofthe most important parts of our revolu

tionary history beyond the chances of destruction by fire, or damp,
or vermin, to which so much of it is still exposed. An unjustifiable

attempt was made by .Mr. Van Buren to stop the publication after

the appearance of the first volume. It was only by the precision
ofhis contract that Mr. Sparks escaped the fate of Peter Force.

It was in 1828, in the midst of these busy years, that he published
the life of the traveler Ledyard, one of the most interesting of all

his works, for it is the only one in which his own dream of discov

ery and adventure found full utterance. There is something ex

ceedingly interesting in the character of Ledyard to all who believe

that life has a purpose, and man a duty to his fellow men.

Poor, imperfectly taught, educated by observation and thought,
with that innate restlessness which impels to adventure, and that

firmness of purpose which leads to great results, he looked upon the

extension of geographical science as the object ofhis life, and de

voted himself to it with an ardor and freshness of hope which sus

tained him through poverty and privation and solituJe and yielded

only to death. In early youth he studied, in their wigwams, the

manners and customs of the Indians ofhis native land; in early
manhood he shared the perils of Cook's last voyage and stood by
his side when he fell ; with ripened intellect he urged upon the cap

italists ofhis day the importance ofthe fur trade ofthe north-west

coast ; in the maturity of mind and body he made his way through
Tartar hordes to Lake Baykal, and was already exulting in the

prospect of crossing from Asia to America and opening the path by
land from the Pacific to the Atlantic, when he was seized and sent

back a prisoner by the arbitrary will of Catharine. Ragged, half

famished and penniless, he reached London at the moment when a

geographical association was looking for a proper person to send

out to explore the interior ofAfrica. Sir Joseph Banks recommended

him to the secretary.
"

When will you be ready to start ?
"

asked

the secretary. "To-morrow morning," he answered. With such a

will, not a day was lost. For the first time he found himself amply

provided with means, and protected by an official title. He pushed

on to Cairo, collected all the information which could be gleaned

from traveling merchants and men who had ventured furthest into

the interior, made all his preparations, and forgetting, in the ardor

ofhis zeal, the dangers ofthe climate, fell ill and died— died with

that bitterest of all regrets
— that his work was left undone. Mr.

Sparks had told this touching story with great simplicity, making it

a part of the history of American intellect and character, and an

eloquent exhortation to the faint-hearted and weary.

The last volume of the Diplomatic Correspondence appeared in

1830. In 1832 he published the
" Life and Correspondence of

Gouverneur Morris, in three octavo volumes." This too, was in the

direct line of his historical studies, and intimately connected with

the civil and military life cf Washington. Few men knew the Con

gress of the revolution
better than Morris, or possessed Washing

ton's confidence more fully. Fortunately, also, his papers had been

carefully preserved and formed a running commentary upon the

papers of Washington. From this mine, unexplored till then, Mr.

Sparks drew rich materials for this great work.

Meanwhile, that great work was daily growing upon his hands.
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All of Washington's papers were before him,
to select from, to illus

trate, to comment, and weave as it were, into a narrative of his life

in his own words. He began the study at Mount Vernon ; rising

early to a horseback ride over the roads and in the paths through

which Washington had loved to ride ; and then seating himself in

Washington's chair, atWashington's desk, to read on the very sheets

on which they were first written the authentic records ofWashing

ton's thoughts.
" How happily the days of Thalaba went by !

"

Once master of the extent and proportions of his work, he re

moved the papers to Cambridge and began the task of selection.

The principle which he established for himself is set forth in full in his

introduction, and has been generally approved. The execution of it

imposed a labor from which less diligent students would have shrunk.

The collection, as left by Washington, was composed of two hun

dred folio volumes. These he read carefully twice, making his

selection at the second reading and subjecting it to a laborious re

vision. The result was a complete picture of the mind and heart

ofWashington, and a firm basis for the history of the great events

in which he bore so controlling a part. To this great task Mr.

Sparks devoted, including the preparatory and auxiliary studies, ten

years ; cheered and animated throughout them all by the deep in

terest which his undertaking awakened at home and abroad.

While selecting and arranging Washington's own letters, he was

necessarily led to examine the letters addressed to him by others ;

a collection comprehending the first characters and most important

periods of our history, and forming a natural complement of the

first. The last volume of" the Washington
"

was published in 1837.

In 1853 he returned to the subject for the last time, and under the

appropriate title of
"

Correspondence of the Revolution," published,
in four volumes, the most important letters addressed to Washington

by his numerous correspondents in Congress, in the army and in priv
ate life. In these also his method of editing and annotating was

the same, and except in one point only was generally approved.
That point was the grammatical and verbal corrections which he

had made in the text of Washington's letters upon the ground that

he was printing from an uncorrected manuscript, and that Washing
ton himself would have made them if he had lived to be his own

editor. A careful collation has shown that his text is everywhere a

faithful rendering ofWashington's meaning, and, except in a few

cases of no historical importance, an equally faithful rendering of

his language. Even Lord Mahon, who did not hesitate to accuse

him of taking unwarrantable liberties with his text, was compelled,
after a careful reexamination to withdraw the most important of

his accusations, and Mr. Sparks himself, in his last letter to the

English historian, effectually disposed of the others.

While the earlier volumes of the Washington were going through
the press, Mr. Sparks began the publication of the "

American Bi

ography," another of those comprehensive collections by means of

which he proposed to illustrate American history. "The plan of

this work," he says in the "advertisement,"
"

embraces the lives

of all persons who have been distinguished in America from the

date of its first discovery to the present time. Such a scheme, if

faithfully carried through on the scale here assumed, would em

brace a perfect history of the country, of its social and political

progress, its arts, sciences, literature and improvements of every

kind; since these receive their impulse and direction from a com

paratively few eminent individuals, whose achievements of thought
and action it is the province of the biographers to commemorate.''

For the accomplishment of this purpose he relied upon a large

body of able contributors; his own duties being chiefly confined

to the general supervision and editing of the work. The first vol

ume was published in 1834, the last in 1848. Of the nearly sixty

lives which the twenty-five volumes contain, he wrote eight.

Hand in hand with these labors went a new edition of Frank

lin's works, in ten octavos, containing, between letters and pam

phlets, nearly six hundred pieces not to be found in any previous

collection, and a continuation of his life from 1857, where the

autobiography ends, to his death in 1790. Of all Mr. Spark's edi

torial labors, there was none upon which he looked with more sat

isfaction than this. To Franklin's autobiography he owed the

first awakening of literary ambition. The more perfect illustration

of Franklin's genius and character was for him a grateful acknowl

edgment of the obligation.

Many of our readers will remember the first appearance of the

American Almanac, with its singular collection of historical, sta

tistical and scientific information. This also owes its origin to the

active mind of Mr. Sparks, who prepared the historical and statis

tical matter of the first volume. The scientific was prepared by

Professor Farror, who at the end of the year became its sole pro

prietor. The complete series has become one of the rarities of the

book trade. Such in outline were the contributions of Jared Sparks

to the literature of his country.

Had he chosen, he might have filled important places in public

life. He was three times urged to become a candidate for Con

gress ; but declined because he felt that he could do more good as

a historian and a teacher. From 1S39 to 1S49 he was professor
of history at Harvard; from 1S49 to 1852 its President. The rest

may be summed up in a few words. Flis active life drew tran

quilly to a. close in the midst of his family and friends. He was

twice married and enjoyed the serene delight of seeing his child

ren growing up around him. Some years before his death he met

with a severe accident which affected permanently his right arm,

and rendered the use of the pen a painful effort. It was too late

to learn to dictate, and after all his labor of preparation, the work

upon which he had built his chief hopes was never written. He

died in his own house at Cambridge, on the 14th of March, 1S66.

CURIOSITIES EROAI TIIE LATIN LANGUAGE.

The study of language develops many oddities and startling translations.

The torturing process of getting a Latin idea into an American one .has put
some strange words and many a rash statement into die mouths of those old

Romans, and astonished professors are often fearful let the ghosts of defunct
Latins may confront them for giving to their charges such broad opportunities
of murdering even their writings. Perhaps we have no Latin author who has

been so often misinterpreted as Caesar,—owing, perhaps, to the ease with

which his writings are read, and to the fact that the student who has com

menced to read usually takes his Commentaries,, as being the simplest and

most instructive Latin that can be read. In the first book the verv first line

of the Gallic war,
"

Gallia est ,-oiu is divisa in partes ires," w... uanslatcd by
the Irishman as "the whole of Gaul is quartered into three hahes," and by
another student "all Gaul is divided into parts of trees, of which the Belga:

the third."

orporis parte

the Germans
skin a great part of the body, being destitute of clothing." The omission of
a word or comma sometimes makes, a v.o difference.

Wc applaud the discretion of one of our Cornell students who, when asked
in regard to a sentence which he had just translated what meaning he gath
ered, repbed :

"

I fail to gather any meaning whatever, Professor." His non-

comnuttahsm alone saved him. Not so with the youth who from the Latin

inhabit one, the Aquitanians the second, and the roosters ( GaliO
The great commander says

"

Genuani pelt,bus utuntur, ma-na co

»«i/.i,"and the reckless translator makes the statement that "

tl
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Reader got the information "The crocrodile brings forth three sheep," when
the poor author only remarked,

"

Crocodilusparit tria ova."
Homicide is too mild a term to apply to the renderings of some of Horace's

beautiful passages. "Parens deorum eultor et infrequens
"

was given :
"

The

parks of the gods were frequently not cultivated." A Freshman, in a fit of

despair before the professor's frown, made " O te, Bolane, cerebrifelicem !
"

to

read :
" O for some tea, bologna, and the brains of a cat." One of our stu

dents surprised the professor by translating
"
Non pasees iu eruees corves

"

" In torment you shall eat crows." A horrible fate, and one from which even

the Romans would recoil.

Virgil has suffered too. "Anna virumque cauo," &c, was given by one

who had taken the short course in Latin, and was not fully posted in the ter

minations and inflections,
"

A man with a dog in his arms came to Italy," &c.
Even here a Junior insists that "

virum
"

must be a contraction for virorum,
L.nd the object of cano. O temfora, O mores! Another unfortunate, having to

translate "

Ilionea petit dextra, laevaque Sergestum, post alias," made it " He

(the pious Aineas) goes for Ilioneus with his right hand, for Sergestus with his

left, then goes for the rest." Truly a wonderful display of " muscular heath

enism," and before a lady, too ! But as an agreeable change from all these

frightful distortions ofthe beautiful passages in Latinity, see how Dryden does

justice to Virgil's

Sic cunctus pelagi ceciditfragor aequora postquam
Prospiciens genitor eoeloque inveetus aperto,
Flectit equos, curruque volans dat torn secundo.

Their fury falls; he skims the liquid plains

High on his chariot, and with loosened reins

.Majestic moves along, and awful peace maintains.

See how Virgil makes the horses' hoofs to patter in your ear when he re

lates :

Quadrupedante putiem sonitu qua tit uugula campum.

Latin is not entirely devoid of puns ; for we read,
"

Equus est in stabulo,
sedtian est," which is a direct contradiction, unless it be remembered that est

is also from the verb meaning to eat, when it is translated "
The horse is in

the stable, but does not eat," instead of "

The horse is in the stable, but he

isn't." Another play on the word est is found in the sentence, "Mea mater

sus est mala," which might be freely rendered
"

My mother is a misera

ble pig," but more correctly and morefilially it would read
"

My mother, the

pig is eating the apples."
A learned but sentimental professor recently presented a young couple,

contemplating marriage, with a pair of silver sugar-tongs, bearing the hopeful
motto,

Jungimur ut dulcia reperiamur,

which for clearness' sake we translate,

We meet to find sweetness.

An age, that is so given to finding the ridiculous in everything, possesses

geniuses who perpetrate things like the following : Everybody 'las heard of

the exploits of" Sic Transit," whom " Nihil Fit" and "
noc tes

"

head off.

But the Yale Courant hotly denies the story in the following terms :

" O unum sculls ! You damnum sculls. He didn't either. Sic Transit

drove a tu pone tandem terno Ver from the Eastward. He is visiting his ante,

Mrs. Die Terra in this city, and will stay till Ortem. Dr. Dignos the Tern's

likewise et super with us last evening, when he et a bete pi. The pugilist can

cum with him. He lam a man badly in the street. He cutis nos off, and iwct

emflaturna thunder."

In the way of " hash Latin," or a mixture of Latin, English and even

Greek, French and German, we have numerous specimens, usually poetry,

and, for the most part, written on subjects neither grand nor epic in character,

though generally having a forcible moral. Here is an exception to the rule,

it being a strictly narrative and tragic affair :

Ties fratres stolidi

Took a boat for Niagari ;

Magnum frothum surgebt,
Et boatum overturnebat,

Et omnes drowndiderunt

Quia swimere non potuerunt.

Another doleful story of the noble red man and his unappreciative wife, is

given to us lately, by a rising poet. If the metre does not run quite smoothly,
a few minutes given to the consideration of prosody will remedy the rough
ness. It is called

MAGNA SoUAW ET LESS MAGNIM IN|CN.

Big Injun erat potens chief,

Much Wigwam erat squaw ;

Big Injun coxerat his beef,

Much Wigwam edit raw.

Mux fames came. The more they looked

For meat the less they saw ;

And she'd been glad habere cooked

Aut ilium habere raw.

Casus secundus gave at last

Big Injun buffalo ;

Much Wigwam edit raw so fast

Ille non habuit show.

Turn he sustulit claram form,

Pulsavit manly breast

And rubescens et waxing warm

He sic his squaw addressed.

"

Much Wigwam, heu me niiserum ! grief
In pectore dwells this night ;

Fur thou, O Wigwam, hast much beef

Ego — much appetite !

By the mountain's icy fetters

Ubi snows are blown like chaff,
Be thou nunquam plus my better

Quamquam es my bigger half!
"

Per arbores night-wind hollowed

Per umbras the famished chief

Saw Much Wigwam as she swallowed

Ultima morsel ofthe beef.

Big Injun swore a mighty sw; re,

Vibravit scalping-knife
And swore, de novo, then and there

To roast and eat his wife.

Alas ! eheu ! That potens chief

Non edit cujus squaw !

She siezed him as she had the beef

And ate Big Injun raw !

Et turn Much Wigwam washed her face

Et cecinit "can-can
"

Inscripsit supra resting-place
" Hie facet my old man."

The Owl gives us some fine specimens ofthe versatility of Latin verse and

its adaptability for punning. When it appears that the Latin, though some

what porcine in character, can readily be Englished, the wonder grows.
LATIN.

"

Apud in is almi de si re ;

Mimis tres I ne ver re qui re :

Alo veri findit a gestis ;

H.s miseri ne ver at restis."

ENGLISH.

"

A pudding is all my desire;

My mistress I never require:
eV lover I find it a jest is ;

His misery never at rest is."

Again :

LATIN. ENGLISH.

Mollis abuti ; Moll is a beauty ;

Has an acuti. Has an acute eye.

No lasso finis : No lass so tine is :

Molli divinis. Molly divine is.

Worse still :

LATIN.

" Die heris agro at, anda quarto fine ale

Fora ringat ure nos anda stringat lire tale."

ENGLISH.

"

Dick, here is a groat and a quart uf line ale

For a ring at your nose and a string at your tail."
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Could anything be more horrible than the fate of Magnum Injun, we find it

here. It speaks and warns for itself:

In tempus old a hero lived,

Qui loved puellas duex ;

lie no pouvait pas quite to say

Which one amabat mieux.

Dit-il lui-meme, un beau matin,
" Non possum both avoir,

Sed si address Amanda Ann,

Then Kate and I have war !
"

" Amanda habet argent coin,

Sed Kate has aureas curls,

Et both sunt very agathce,
Ft quite formosae girls."

En fin, the youthful anthropos,
Philoun the duo maids,

Resolved proponere ad Kate

Devant cet evening's shades.

Procedens then to Kate's domo,

II trouve Amanda there;

Kai quite forgets his late resolves,

Both sunt so goodly fair.

Sed smiling on the new tapis,
Between puellas twain,

Ccepit to tell his name to Kate,

Dans un poetique strain.

Mais, glancing ever et anon

At fair Amanda's eyes,

Hire non possunt dicere

Pro which he meant his sighs.

Each virgo heard the demie vow,

With cheeks as rouge as wine ;

And off ring each a milk-white hand,

Both whispered,
"

Ich bin dein."
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THE SUSTENSION AGAIN.

No recent action has been taken with reference to the suspended
students. They are still excluded from recitations but permitted to

remain in town. The politic course pursued by the Faculty in giv

ing hopes of leniency and then leaving their future actions to con

jecture seems to have had its intended effect in keeping matters

quiet till the feelings of students are so much cooled down that there

is little probability of any general demonstration on their part,
whatever may be the final decision.

I'he action first taken seemed likely to lead to a violent rup

ture between Faculty and students. But the modified sentence is

only acting as a slowly-entering wedge, which gradually but surely
performs its work of separation. There can be no doubt that one

great cause of the unexampled success of this University has been

the feeling of sympathy and confidence existing between Faculty
and students. While from other institutions come complaints of
" distance

"

or antagonism, here nothing but harmony has existed.

And we who love our University can but regret the occurrence of

of anything, however just in itself, to interrupt these kindly rela

tions. We well know that a feeling of ill-will, once established, is

hard to wear away. On the one hand it impels the student to the

performance of hundreds of annoying acts, and on the other obliges

the Faculty to
" restrain

"

these acts by measures which many will

regard as oppressive. New students catch the spirit of rebellion

from old ones, and the evil effects of an open rupture may be felt

years after between students and professors, neither of whom were

engaged in the affair. So we sincerely hope that the present little

cloud on our otherwise serene sky will pass away without gathering
to a storm.

A REQUEST.

We respectfully solicit communications for The Era from the

Faculty. Many members are particularly prepared to give valua

ble and interesting articles on subjects which they have made spec

ialties.

If each would help us in this way, we could publish not only the

largest, but by far the best college weekly in the country. We wish

to give every department of the University a fair representation,

but unless those connected with the different departments assist us

we cannot do it. To the few who so kindly furnish such valuable

aid, we return our most sincere thanks. To the others we extend

an earnest invitation to follow the example of the few.

THE SAGE DONATION.

President White has gone on a tour of inspection in compa

ny with Mr. Sage. He proposes to visit the successful institutions

of instruction for females throughout the country. He wishes to

scrutinize the workings of the
" mixed

"

colleges and from the data

thus obtained to determine what disposition shall be made of the

money which Mr. Sage has given to Cornell. We may not in our

course here listen to the light tread of the hundreds of feet that are

to be a part of Cornell ; but to those whose happiness shall be so

great, we offer our congratulations, and hope that from the present
"
little acorns

"

ere long
"
tall oaks

"

may grow, which will prove

pleasant acquisitions, and yet not cast into the shade those of the

other sex, who now have the field nearlv to themselves.

LECTURE.

We call attention to the notice in our advertising columns of a

lecture to be delivered in Library Hall next Sunday evening, by
Rev. Dr. McGlynn. No student should fail to hear this celebrated

pulpit orator, who has won so much distinction as a speaker in

New York City and Boston. W'e notice that the Herald speaks
very highly of him.

PREPARA TOR Y LA TIN.

We are pleased to note the progress of the Latin classes formed

under the tutorage of Messrs. Seofield and Rader. The speedy
manner in which they finished the grammar, however, speaks more
for their eagerness to taste the sweets of classical lore than for their

admiration for the old motto "slow but sure." For all that, we

hope the thoroughness will not be less on account of the speed, and
we argue a greater love for the dead languages among the classes

which shall in future tread these halls.

Niiu.ltk's dog is unwell, which the same was caused bv the savor of the

Sophomore who was taken by the calf on gate-cve. It will be hard to get
that canine to try any more such veal.
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The daily prayer-meetings held in room N, North University, are in

creasing in interest.

— Lively times at Bowdoin. The Senior class has been suspended for

"

cutting
"

recitations.

— The Owls figured quite largely and made a fine appearance on the night
of the anniversary of the cap.

— Wanted! A dozen reliable and trustworthy nurses for as many invalid

mustaches. References required.
— A mathematical Freshman attempted to "illuminate" an algebraic in

class the other day. He succeeded.

— A lady down town, speaking of the pleasantness of gate-eve, said she

thought "such moonlight eves made students luna."
— A certain professor says Sophmores spend too much time •in consulting

tho Register to see what studies they are going to have next year.
— Mr. Johnson is building at the lower entrance of the Gorge a house for

a family to live in, who shall collect the admission fee from those visiting that

romantic place.
— Professor Flagg's Junior Greek class was suddenly interrupted the

other day by a Sophomore, who, pale and timorous, came in the door and

asked,
"

Is this the geometry class ?
"

On perceiving his mistake he went off

on a tangent.
— A Freshman, who wrote home to his mother an account of the gate-lift

ing, and who declared his innocence in the affair, received this reply : "Glad

you were not out. If you need a gate, go buy one like a man, and remember

it is only
*
a wicked and an adulterous generation that seeketh after a sign.'"

— A Freshman, in opening a correspondence with one of the fair sex,

whom he had never seen, thus closed his appeal. "I hope you will not judge
me harshly nor think my object mercenary ; for my intentions are honorable,

and my motive is the elevation of the standard of social welfare." He is

anxiously awaiting an answer.

— Let those who doubt if women are better fitted for many of the common

avocations than men, step into Miss Ackley's little news-room on Tioga street.

Though the imposing Masonic block looks down into her door, and Finch's

three stories tower up above her room, she stands calmly waiting for custom

and a recognition of unpretending merit ; that this is given her may be seen

by her well-stocked shelves, counters and show-cases. The news
"
latest

"

and "very latest
"

is constantly on hand, not impaired any by the smiling

lady, who hands it over the counter. The most varied stock of paper and en

velopes and an infinite variety of Beardsley's photographs of Cornell and her

professors, you may find in this sanctum. From The Cornell Era down

to a cigar there is nothing which the student cannot get at Miss Ackley's.
— A new military organization has been formed by students of the Univer

sity, known as The Third Battalion, and to be instructed by C. V. Gregg, of

the Senior class. The object of this organization is to offer greater advantages
for learning military science than have yet been given, and the military ability
of the instructor is so well known by members of the University that it is

needless to say»Mr. Gregg has few equals in this capacity. The drills will be

held at Military Hall on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in order that they may not

interfere or conflict with the regular University drills. This Battalion will be

led, on all parades, by the University Band, which is a part of the organiza

tion. The uniform adopted is that of West Point, consisting of a tight-fitting

swallow-tailed dress coat of cadet gray, trimmed with bell-buttons, and pants

of the same material, with a stripe of black cloth one inch in width down the

outer seam. The cap is to be of blue cloth, ornamented with wreath and pom

pon. There has been the need of such an organization, and all students who

have an earnest desire to learn military science will do well to avail themselves

of this opportunity.

PERSONAL.

C. T. Gifford is at Alden, New Vork.

Royal Taft, of '71, is now in Hawley.

Carl Schurz lectured at Michigan University last week.

Borden, of '74, left town this week on account of ill health.

Professor Fiske has moved into his snug house above
the campus.

6UIZOT, although in his eighty-fifth year, walks ten
miles every day.

George H. Patterson is at DeVeaux College, Suspension Bridge, New

York.

F. F. Parker has left the University. No disgrace attached to him,

however.

LL ERA.

Akram Townsend, of '72, has gone into the drug-store with O. B. Cur-

ran in town.

Froude, the English historian, is expected to lecture in this country the

coming winter.

R. G. II. Speed, of '71, was elected School- Commissioner in his district

last week Tuesday.
The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher will soon begin a course of lectures in

Yale Theological Seminary.
F. M. Sands, of '73, is assistant-engineer on the Red River survey, in

Louisiana. He receives one hundred and fifty dollars per month and ex

penses.

A. M. Birney, of '72 and of the Era corps last year, is now in charge of

the business department of the Chronicle, a daily published at Bay City,

Michigan.
Professor Agassiz and his scientific expedition has sailed from the Del

aware on the coast-survey steamship Ilassler, for a voyage around Cape Horn

and up the Pacific. Important contributions to science are expected as the

result of this trip.
Adam Stevenson & Co., of Toronto, have made arrangements for the

early publication of a new magazine, to which Professor Goldwin Smith, Mr.

W. A. Foster, Mr. Edward Jenkins, and other prominent writers and thinkers

will be contributor*.

It is not generally known that the knowledge which learned men possess

in regard to the surface ofthe moon—its mountains, valleys, plains, lava-seas,

and the distances from point to point, is probably more accurate than the

knowledge of the best geographers as to the physical features of the earth on

which we live.

Professor Albert N. Prentiss, of Cornell University, formerly of

Michigan Agricultural College, has taken the Walker prize for the best essay,

offered by the Boston Society of Natural History. The subject was, "The

Mode of Natural Distribution of Plants over the Surface of the Earth."—Lan

sing Republican.

A flattering tribute to the perfection of Cornell's educational power has

been given lately in the election of Mr. R. G. H. Speed for the office of

School-Commissioner in his district. His election was almost unanimous, the

worthies of both parties vieing with each other in giving him the compliment

of their votes. We congratulate him on his success and hope he will do his

alma mater credit, as he undoubtedly will.

O'Neill, of '71, ex-editor of The Era, communicates the following:
" I

am at Ogdensburg in the office of Joseph McNaughton, prosecuting the study

of law. The years of hard work, terminating in fever, which I spent at Cor

nell, have bequeathed me as an heir-loom a weakness of the eyes, from which

I fear I shall never recover. So I spend part of my time in business, which

does not severely tax my eyesight. Frank Sherman, of '71, is teaching in

town and with good success. David Brown, a former member of the class of

'71, is fitting to enter college in a classical course."

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

The Secretary of War has dismissed four cadets from the Military Acad

emy for hazing.
— Three Sophomores have been fined twenty dollars apiece by the New

Haven authorities for "disorderly conduct."

— If " whom the gods love die young," and if
" the wicked shall not live

out half their days," how are old men classed ?

— The students of the literary department of the University of Michigan

have contributed to the relief fund the sum of $219.70.
— At Bombay the high priest of the Parsees has produced a grammar of

the Pehlvi language which extends to five hundred pages.

— The Geneva, New York, Medical College proposes to convey to the

Syracuse University, the Library, Museum, and apparatus of the Geneva In

stitution.

— At Yassar College are now gathered over four hundred young ladies

from all parts of the country
—from Maine and New Brunswick to Montana and

California. Miss Perry, of New Haven, is the new principal.
— Trinity College, Hartford, is to have a fine gymnasium built for the

benefit of its students.—Cap & Gown. So is Cornell —we hope; at least, we

often see longing eyes turned toward the Laboratory building.
— On the faculty list of subscriptions to the Chicago relief, opposite to a

one-dollar subscription stands the name of the Right Honorable Professor

Tutor George Joseph Hannibal L. W. Silliman, Esquire.
— Yale Courant.
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— The

from the Legislature.

Wicultural College, Amherst, has
received a grant of $150,000

It will be remembered that this col-
-Cap iSr5 Gown

lege is the one which sent out a crew to beat Yale in boating, and they suc

ceeded. What a recognition of muscle-ment, if the grant comes on account
of

the victory. (

— The University of Chicago recently received a valuable collection 01

coins, the gift of Rev. Dr. Miles Sanford. They were collected by his son,

who fell in the war against the rebellion. The value of the present is esti

mated at between three and four thousand dollars.

— The Chicago Board of Education is taking hold of the question of

women's rights in a very practical manner, by the proposition to decide the

salaries of school teachers by position and not by sex. At present male prin

cipals receive as high as $2,200 per annum, while no female principal receives

over $1,300 per annum.
— Ex.

— The following has been going the rounds, and we suppose it is true :

Cornell University, being pressed to find professors for five vacant

chairs, has gone at it in true business fashion. The principal scientific and liter

ary periodicals of England are said to contain advertisements of the want, each

professorship and the salary appertaining thereto being precisely named.

— The whole number of students in the University of Wilmington at this

time is 1,113, and still coming in. They are distributed in the different de

partments as follows : Literary, 500, of which number. 23 are ladies ; Law,

300, 3 of whom are ladies; Medical, 313, 32 of whom are ladies; making 58

ladies in the University. The whole number of students last year by the

catalogue was 1,110.
— Courant.

The class of '71 at the Northwestern University numbered fifteen men,

all of whom received appointments for Commencement. We are told they all

were appointed because they all deserved to be appointed, and that they all

did remarkably well because they are "remarkably smart young men." "All

the professors ofthe Northwestern are able men, and one may receive just as

good an education there as he could at Harvard or Yale." Thus speaks a

graduate. One of two things is certain : either the Northwestern is a re

markable college, filled with remarkable young men, or some one has done

some "tall lying."
—Chronicle.

tion which is worthy of notice at a time when the country is so prolific of new

collegiate institutions.
A speaker said :—

"

Some persons here will remember

the Rev. Dr. Curtis, who came from England and settled in South Carolina-—

a man who was remarkable for his great ability and attainments. I heard him

say once, at an educational convention, that 'An institution of learning needs

three B's—bricks, books and brains.' Said he, 'Our people generally begin

at the wrong end of these three B's ; they spend most of their money and

sometimes go largely in debt for bricks ; then, they have not much left to get

books, and as for brains they have to do the best they can. Now they ought

to begin at the other end of the three B's ; they ought to lay out their
money

in brains ; then, they ought to spend all they can possibly get in books, and do

the best they can for bricks.'
" This is a capital illustration of our usual meth-

od of starting colleges, which is to put up, first of all, as many barrack-like ed

ifices as possible, then spend a little money on books and apparatus, and lastly

get a number of what
The Nation calls

"

second-rate, half-starved professors."

— In the cap procession, the other evening,
there was the germ of a good

idea. A few students had the artistic sense to personate public characters,

instead of dressing themselves in the unmeaning tatterdemalion garb of a shirt

and a mask. Why can't we have a carnival procession once a year, say on the

eve of Charter Day, or on the first of May, in which each participant shall car

icature or personate some
noted personage, living or dead ? If the affair were

properly managed by an intelligent committee, which would
see to it that there

should be uniformity in the plan and execution, we might annually have some

thing on the shores of the Cayuga not unworthy of the banks of the Neckar or

the Iser.

— The biographical sketch of the historian, Jared Sparks, contributed to

The Era by Professor Greene, is particularly apropos at this time, when an

effort is making to secure for the University Library the collection of books

left by Mr. Sparks. The collection is one of very great value, embracing al

most every work of importance relating to the history of America, which was

published before the date of the owner's death. Its acquisition would be of

the greatest utility to the students of history at Cornell University.

CORNELIAN ArOTES.

Once or twice we have alluded, in these columns and in these Notes, to

the propriety of a general delegate convention of the students of the leading
American universities— the delegates to be chosen on a fixed basis, say of one

for every one hundred students, so that each institution may have its own due

and proper weight. Other lands have similar congresses, and no one of those

who understand them can deny their utility. Switzerland, for instance, has its

national Studentenbund, a union of the students of all the Helvetian universi

ties, which holds yearly meetings. In Scandinavia the two Swedish universi_
ties of Upsal and Lund, the Danish university of Copenhagen, and the Norwe

gian university of Christiania maintain a general organization which assembles

once in two or three years, the concourses sometimes embracing as many as

twenty-five hundred students. Many subjects might properly come before a

similar congress of American undergraduates, such, for example, as the follow

ing :
—1. The legal status of sludents in their relation to boards of trustees

and faculties ; 2. The needs of American student-life, and the best methods

of developing it ; 3. Athletic sports, and the place they ought to fill in the

American university ; 4. How to form literary and other associations among

undergraduates with the least waste of time and money ; 5. The formation of

a national student-league, and the sphere which it should occupy. All these

are questions of immediate interest. Look at the first one for a moment.

There can be no doubt that the whole matter of what is styled
"

college disci

pline
"

is in a most chaotic state ; that sometimes justice and sometimes injus
tice prevails in the decision of academic governing bodies; that penalties out

of all equitable proportion to the offense are often inflicted ; and that sludents

—even those of a legal age
—are frequently obliged to submit to restraints

which in civil life, outside of the university, would be vehemently resisted. It

is a question whether a student in a state institution, punished for a slight of

fense against decorum by such a severe penalty as a year's exclusion from the

benefits of instruction, could not obtain, under a proper administration of the

laws, legal redress through the state courts. Such a congress, as we have pro

posed, might raise the means to test some of these questions. But even if

nothing practical grew out of it the simple gathering together of students from

different institutions of learning, in different parts of the country, would, of it

self, be productive of good results.

— Here is a story, culled from the report of a recent educational conven-

BASE BALL.

On Saturday A. K. E. and X. <J>. played a match for the society champion

ship, which had been won from X. <J>. by A. K. E. last June, by 20 to 17. Ise-

lin and Ogden of the latter nine had been succeeded by Johnson and Sabin,

while Callahan, Starrett, Wells, Van de Carr and Hill had given place to Pot

ter, Campbell, Sabine, Elsbree and Leyden. Both nines were in good condi

tion, and in spite of the cold weather a sharp game was played. The game

was not commenced till 3:10, and for a short time it was very exciting; but

during the fourth innings Williams, who had been catching very finely for

X. $., was disabled by a ball striking him in the face, compelling him to leave

the grounds, Wynkoop taking his place. This accident decided the game

which had hitherto been doubtful, as the A. K. E.'s increased their lead im

mediately.
Darkness prevented the completion of the game, which was won by

A. K. E. by 18 to 11. The batting was very light, Jillett and Asper lead

ing the scores. The line playing of Nash, Jillett, Johnson and Conklin of

A. K. E., and Asper and Williams of X. <t»., is worthy of mention. The bril

liant play of the game, however, was a fine one-hand catch by Sabin in right

field.

score.

A. K. E. X'. *.

0 .; IBH TI1H HE i.r. 0 R UK TPH UE LB

Jillett, 2b, 0 s 1 1 4 0 Campbell, ss, 3 I I 1 0 0

Conklin, c, 1 1 2 2 2 3 McKechnie, p, I 0 0 2 1

Nash, p, 5 0 0 0 1 0 Elsbree, cf, 4 0 2 2 0 u

Sawyer, lb, 4 2 0 0 2 0 Potter, If, 2 I 0 0 J
1

Pike, 3b, 3 2 I 1 1 0 Asper, lb, 1 3 0 0 3 u

Johnson, ss, 1 3 2 1 0 Williams, c, 1 2 2 4
1

Sabin, rf, 3 1 0 0 2 0 Price, 2b, 1 2 I 2 2 0

Warner, cf, 1 \ 0 0 4 I Levden, rf, 1 0 0 1 0

Wheeler, If, 3 1 0 0 2 0 Sabine, 3b, 4 0 I 2 0 0

21 iS 6 7 19 4 21 11 7 11 13 3

A. K. E. 4 ^ 0 3 5 2 2-= 18.

X. <!-. 0 3 1 3 1 1 2--= 11.

Fly catches—Conklin 2, Nash 1, Johnson I, Sabin I, Sawyer 1=6; Wil

liams 1, Asper 1, Potter 1=3.

Foul bound catches—Conklin 2 ; Williams 1, Campbell 1=2.
Catches on strikes—Conklin 2 ; Williams 3, Campbell 3=6.
Put out on bases— by Sawyer 7, Jillett 3, Johnson I= 11 ; Asper 7, Price

2, McKechnie I= 10.
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Assisted—by Nash 4, Jillett 3, Johnson 2, Sawyer I, Conklin 1= 1 1 ; Mc

Kechnie 4, Asper 4, Campbell 2, Price 1= 1 1.

Called balls—Nash 31, McKechnie 29.

Passed balls—Campbell 9, Williams 2=1 1 ; Conklin I.

Base on called balls—A. K. E. 4, X. <I>. 6.

Double play
—

by Campbell, McKechnie and Asper.

Umpire
—W. H. French.

Scorer—J. B. Edgerly.
Time—1:50.

UNIVERSITY GROVE CLUB 7'S. WILLOW AVENUE CLUB, OCT. 27.

SCORE.

GROVE. AVENUE.

0 .; LIS TEH 0 R LB TBH

Johnston, ib, 1 8 I 17 Henderson, cf, 1 6 1 7
Anderson, If, s 4 1 9 Chadwick, lb, 4 4 0 10

Jordan, p, 7 1 23 Copeland, E., c, 4 4 0 8

Morey, G. C. >3N 5 S 0 10 Lay, rf, 0 6 2 q

Morey, N. R. , cf, 3 b 0 7 Foster, ss, 3 S 0 S

Kingsbury, c, 1 0 2 9 Copeland, H. E., p, 3 4 0 8

Hayes, 2b, S 4 0 4 Brinkerhoff, 2b, 5 1 1 2

Heroy, ss, 3 4 2 11 Pennoyer, If, 4 } 0 4
\\ ooden, rf, 2 7 0 15 Conklin, 3b, 3 4 1 2

27 51 7 106 27 37 5 55

Grove, 4 7 S I IO 3 9 IO 2=51.

Avenue, 4 3 1 6293. I 5=37-

Home runs—Jordan 2, Wooden 2, Johnston 1, Anderson 1—6; II. E.

Copeland i, E. Copeland i, Chadwick 1=3.

Fly catches—Kingsbury 3, Jordan 2, Johnston 1, Anderson I, G. C. Mo

rey 1, N. R. Morey 1, Wooden 1, Hayes 1= 11 ; Chadwick 4, E. Copeland

4, H. E. Copeland 1, Pennoyer 2, Conkjin 1, Foster 2=14.

Foul-bound catches—Kingsbury 5, E. Copeland 2, Lay I, Conklin I.

Catches on strikes—E. Copeland 2.

Umpire
—

J. L. Stone, '74.

Scorer—J. H. Southard, '74.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The meeting of Saturday evening, November II, proved to be one of

much interest. The Society, however, felt the absence of Mr. Comstock,

who is suffering from a severe illness—his first absence, we believe, since his

connection with the Society.

Mr. Salmon gave an interesting address 'on the healing of wounds. He

divided wounds into two classes, simple incisions and wounds involving loss

of substance. In a simple incision, a swelling is first seen, which is due prin

cipally to the stoppage of blood in the capillaries, but there is very soon a dis

charge of pus, a gelatinous matter consisting of whitish nucleated cells in a

clear liquid, which gradually fills up the cavity. Little capillaries cross from

one side to the other. New tissue is formed in the bottom of the incision and

rapidly increases upwards until complete circulation has been established

thorughout the whole, and the healing is complete.

In wounds involving a loss of substance, the same suppuration of pus oc

curs, but the connective fibres, instead of crossing the wound from side to

side, project into the pus in a loop-like form, thus building up a layer of tissue

over the whole wounded surface. Another set of vessels is projected from

that, and so the new connective tissue is raised up to the level of the flesh

around, and often higher, in which case it is known as
"

proud flesh." When

it is necessary to remove this, some caustic, as nitrate of silver, is employed.

Stimulants are often applied to wounds to quicken the discharge of matter, to

facilitate the formation of new flesh. Too strong stimulants are apt to para

lyze the action ofthe vital forces.

Mr. Copeland then read an entertaiuing and strikingly original essay on

"Autumn Leaves."

Professor Wilder exhibited some embryo pigs, lambs, and calves, and

called attention to their similarity at a very early stage, and to the subsequent

appearance of the characteristic features of the face in the progress of devel

opment. His remarks will probably appear in The Era
of next week.

The President, Mr. Jordan, gave an interesting account of his discovery of

Saxifraga Aizoides, at Warsaw, New York, and also along the immense cliffs

of the Genesee river at Portage Falls ; this being much farther south than

the plant had ever been found before, or had been supposed to grow. It is a

rare and interesting plant three or four inches high, growing in tufts in clefts

of wet slate rocks, in monntainous and arctic regions. The foliage is sea-
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green in color, and the flowers bright orange-yellow. He suggested that per-

haps rare plants are less rare than are observors.

Mr. Knight read an extract from some newspaper, recommending olive oil

as as a general panacea for all skin diseases, including cuts and poisons. This

provoked quite a spirited discussion, mostly of a sceptical nature. Dr. Wilder

likened it to a certain homcepathic globule which cured a child almost miracu

lously of convulsions, but which was found next day between the sheets of

the bed, the child not having swallowed it.

At the next meeting, Mr. Jaycox will read a paper on Bonasa Jobsii, a re

cently discovered species of Grouse. Papers will also be presented by
Messrs. Jordan, Jillett, Jobs, Dudley, Knight and others.

Corresponding Secretary.

TIIE HOLY ALLIANCE.

Another razzia was made in town by the students, on Wednesday even

ing, November I. Both students and police were victorious. The former

had planned to harass the "specials
"

by making feints to do damage, but re

ally doing nothing except taking certain gates whose owners had furnished

written permission for the capture, and to annoy the officers by leading them

on a phantom chase in which the legs that fly up the hill and play ball would

distance the guardians of the peace as easily as the Navy-shell does a canal-

boat.

On the other hand the citizens' patrol for the evening, being composed of

gentlemen, though they expected the carnival of
" Hallow-eve

"

would trans

pire, undertook the task of preventing by finesse any depredations, since force

had so signally failed the previous Friday night.
The students, to the number of over a hundred, sallied forth, walked over

long miles of pavement, sang tremendous songs, yelled like Camanches, car

ried two gates in triumph, till the bearers' shoulders must have been peeled.

The officers were delighted to have such a lively company to cheer their gloomy

patrol, and kept an eye out for that mischief that was not even meditated.

Students and police marched and counter-marched with skill like that which

Turenne and Montecuculi showed in their famous campaign, the youths tick

led at their racing the patrol around, and the latter pleased with the vigilant

watch (?) they were keeping on the boys. This promenade was kept up till

four A. M., by which time several citizens had been serenaded, and had duly
"
set up," and wise officers had done the same.

" Gate-lifters
"

and "cops" had hob-nobbed, lion-like sophomores and

lamb-like Freshmen had been led by that little child Williams, of the Demo

crat, certain invalids delayed in convalescence, and such an entente cordiale re

stored between town and gown that the latter dispersed, leaving the former

complimented by hearty cheers and approving songs. Semper ita. May the

hatchet remain buried and the weeds so freely distributed be the calumet of

perpetual peace.

Annoucement.—Bellamy is now prepared, at his new restaurant in the

Masonic block, near the post-office, to furnish students and others with excel

lent board at reasonable rates. By his arrangement of tickets for meals, Mr.

B. offers inducements superior to any other boarding-establishment in town.

Among the doctors who take their own medicine may be counted the ad

vertising agents, George P. Rowell & Co., of New York. They are them

selves among the largest advertisers in the country, and know, by experi

ence, when and how to advertise.

The Elmira Gazette of Saturday afternoon says : The renowned Senator

reached Elmira this noon from the West, and he is a guest at the Rathbun.

His lectures in Western New York have been perfect ovations. Immense an-

diences greeted him at Rochester and Buffalo, and Elmira promises to do

equally well. The coming of so distinguished an orator has created general

enthusiasm throughout the city.

Senator Shurz will present this great lecture in Library Hall on Tuesday

evening next, November twenty-first.
—Leader.

Dr. Faustus' Art.— The following is a specimen of a printer's technical

terms ; it don't mean, however, as much as it would seem to the unitiated :—

"Jim, put General Washington on the galley, and then finish the murder of

that young girl you commenced yesterday. Set up the ruin of Herculaneum ;

distribute the small pox ; you needn't finish that runaway match ; have the

high water in the paper this week.
Let the pi alone till after dinner; put the

barbecue to press and then go to the devil and he will tell you about the work

for the morning." Not much wonder that Dr. Faustus was burned for in

venting such a diabolical art.—Owl.

THE COR
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LITERARY NOTICES.

Froude's second scries of "Short Studies on Great Subjects," just pub-

fished by Chas. Scribner & Co., is a neatly bound volume of 472 octavo pages.

It consists of a series of fifteen essays on various live, important and interest

ing subject, among
which are "Condition and Prospects of Protestantism,

treated very fairly and candidly, commenting on the principles and progress
of

Catholicism and Protestantism, and touching upon the relations of church and

state; "England and her Colonies," treating quite fully and very ingenuously

of the relations between England and Ireland;
"

Reciprocal Duties of State

and Subject ;
" "

A Fortnight in Kerry," dealing with Irish scenery, customs

and history, and "The Eastern (Question," so recently brought to the fore

ground by complications growing out of the Franco-Prussian war. The

work indicates careful thought and extensive research, contains much valuable

information, many original views and able arguments on the most important

questions of the day, belonging
to various fields of inquiry

— political, theo

logical, educational, critical— and is written in that clear, vigorous, trench

ant style for which Mr. Froude is distinguished.

Charles Scribner & Co., New York, have just issued a neat little volume

of 165 pages, entitled "Shooting, Boating and Fishing, for Young Sportsmen,

by Robinson Warren." The book is handsomely printed on fine tinted paper,

and quite fully illustrated. It is written in an easy, colloquial style, and

seems to aim at creating an interest in the subject, as much as giving instruc

tion on it. A part of the book is made up of narratives into which is woven

much practical information to sportsmen. Students seeking recreation, will

do well to have a copy in their knapsacks.

energy which is needed to carry us through the day, atid part of this is ex.

pended in mental, part in muscular, and part in digestive exercise, and none

of these operations can go on without this force. Thus we see the improprie-

ty of eating much when fatigued, or in the latter part of the day, when our

vital energy is more or less spent. From these principles we infer that, if we

wish a good appetite,
we must give the stomach regular tasks

at regular times.

We must give it rest by taking no food between meals and by taking plenty of

sleep ; and we must not eat a hearty meal when the system is exhausted.

'73-

LITERARY NOTICES.

The Sehool Festival, a quarterly magazine, devoted to original matter, for

day-school and Sunday-school exhibitions,
and public occasions. The October

number of this popular magazine (which was destroyed by the great Chicago

fire, when all ready to mail, has been reprinted, and has just reached us. As

its subscription list was burned, the publishers request us lo ask their sub

scribers to send their addresses, stating what numbers are due them, and re

mit their subscription for next year. Let all teachers and pupils subscribe

novv, for the Sehool Festival—they all need it. It costs only 50 cents a year,

in advance, or 15 cents for a single number. The publishers were very heavy

losers by the great fire, but they don,t propose to allow their subscribers to

lose anything. Send, by mail, to Alfred L. Sewell & Co., publishers, Chica

go, IU.

HYGIENE.

Variety seems to be the law of this world, and especially is this noticea

ble in the different degrees of leanness presented to our view among men.

Almost all animals except man are fat or lean according to their food and ex

ercise, and generally if cattle or horses are fed and exercised the same, they

will be nearly alike in leanness ; but a family of persons may live on the same

food, and while one member will be as
"

lean as a shad," another will be as

" fat as a beef." Why is it that a pig should be fat and contented, while his

master is as
" le^n and ill-favored

"

as Pharaoh's kine, while the latter has

the best of the food ? We are both fattened and strengthened, not necessari

ly by what we eat, but by what we digest. We well know that an animal

may be so cloyed by over-feeding that even though the very best of food lie

before him continually, he will cease to grow fat under the treatment. But

in this case, if all be taken away until the animal gets hungry, and the supply
be kept below the demand, he will fatten again immediately. The reason for

this is evident. The stomach is tired out by the great amount of food to di

gest, or work to do, and, we may say, discouraged just as a man is when he

is so overwhelmed with work that, after he completely tires himself out, he

finds the mountain as great as ever.

Then, ye bony individuals, why not profit by the example of the way the

animal is fattened. P^at no more than can be digested. Never eat unless

you have an appetite. Eat strengthening as well as fattening food, and take

that only which relishes ; and I venture to assert, you will give your bones an

adipose covering in a short time. "

But," some one says,
"

I have no appe

tite," or, "my appetite is fluctuating." No good, permanent appetite can be

secured without regularity in times of eating, and no person need expect one

who is continually munching nuts, candy, or sweetmeats between meals ; for

the stomach needs rest just as much as the man, and will not work for any
considerable length of time without it ; and one of the greatest agents to se

cure this rest for the stomach is sleep. Sleep imparts to our system thc vital

TIIE YALE SCIENTIFIC ENPEDITION.

A member of the Yale Scientific Expedition, which spent the month of

September in the region east of Fort Bridger, in Wyoming, has written a let

ter, recently published in the New York Times, which contains the following

summary of the result of the expedition :

" From a scientific point of view, our trip
was a very successful one. In a

region seven thousand feet above the sea we have unearthed large quantities

of bones of animals resembling the turtle, serpent, crocodile, rhinoceros, ta

pir and elephant of tropical climes,
and found, besides, fossils of all dimen-

sions, down to the tiny tooth scarce larger than the head of a pin. In fact,

the Greater number of discoveries have been those of very small remains, and

consequently all the more valuable. Fossil-hunting has been harder work

than in Kansas ; for, instead of riding at our ease, and forcing sure-footed

mule to clamber up and around the buttes while we looked from our saddles

for a gigantic rib or vertebra, we have literally crawled over the country on

our hands and knees. To see these minute bones the eye must be brought

within three or four inches of the white clay on and in which they lie. Tliere

seems to be as much chance in their pursuit as in mining. A man of experi

ence may go over a quarter of a mile
of the most inviting ground and find lit

tle or nothing, while, meantime, the merest tyro may happen upon a butte

which seems almost made of fossils. When two or three find such a field to

gether the excitement is great. Lines are drawn, marking the portion allotted

to each, with almost as much care as when a valuable mineral claim is located,

and the whole butte is thoroughly searched. Competition is keen, for every man

has full credit for all discoveries which he may make, and the thought of be.

ing immortalized by some huge skeleton in the Yale Museum, which shall be

labelled
'

Palaeosyops Pecki, presented by the discoverer,' is a tempting one.

Very many new specimens have been found, but exactly how many cannot be

known until the boxes which we have forwarded to New Haven are opened,

and their contents carefully examined by Professor Marsh after his return.—

Courant.

LIBERTY OF TIIE PRESS.

The abandonment ofthe path of liberalism by the New York Tribune be

comes daily more and more evident. Its indifference to the subject of civil

service reform, its unwillingness to acknowledge that any progress has
been

made in the science of political economy since Mr. Greeley's boyhood, its

failure to be the first journal to lay bare the corruptions of the New York

Ring, its support of a faction having affiliations with Tammany
—these area

few of the evidences that the Tribune is rapidly losing its old pre-eminence
as

the foremost member of the American liberal press. To these we now have

to add a proposal on its part to return to the old and despotic system of news

paper censorship. It closes its latest attack on President White, of Corned

University, by asserting that
"

the sooner Mr. White stops the puerile defen

ses published by his students in their little college paper, the better." The

paper referred to, The Cornell Era, is published, as is well known, by the

students of the University, many of its conductors being men who have

reached the age of legal responsibilitv. It is a publication in no way under

the control ofthe University authorities, and President White tvould have just

as much right to suppress any of the many puerile articles which appear
in the

Tribune as to say what shall or shall not be published in the "little college

paper," which, by the way, is a weekly of sixteen quarto pages. Wecounsel

the Tribune to add to its editorial library a copy of Milton's Areopagitica. It

will discover, in the pages of that little treatise, that even in the middle ofthe

seventeenth century its ideas concerning the liberty of the press would have

been deemed anything but liberal.—Syracuse Daily Journal.

Quotation from Blind Tom :

scription to The Eka, inno."

Now is the the time to pay in your sub-
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/COLLEGE SOCIETY BADGES

OF EVERY DESIGN,

IN SOLID GOLD &> ENGRA VED,

IN SOLID GOLD &> ENAMELLED,

IN SOLID GOLD &* PRECIOUS STONES

From the best materials and by the best workers in

Jewelry.

The manufacture of BADGES A SPECIALTY

Twenty years have been devoted to it. All Badges WAR

RANTED. Price List furnished on call.

L. G. B UR G ESS f3 SON,

R

10 plain street, albany, n. y.

AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.
OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

Passengers from theWest, wishing to take the morning boat

up Cayuga Lake can be accommodated with good fare and

clean beds at rates much lower than at Rochester or Syracuse,
and by coming here to stop over night, will avoid being called

at 4 o'clock in the morning in order to connect here with the 8

o'clock boat, thus gaining three hours more sleep.
Passengers bound west, leaving Ithaca by the morning boat,

have ample time here for dinner, which costs 25 per cent, less

than on the boat.

Passengers going east from Ithaca by the afternoon boat, can

get supper here cheaper than in Syracuse.
No night trainspassing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

tackle.

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the
students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

D
ESCHNER'S KAEFEE HAUS,

fret Sfteobor CDcjcfyncr,

No. 95 NORTH GENEVA STREET,

Where can be obtained at all hours the choicest German and

French Coffee, wholesome Pie, Sausage, Pretzels, Cake, and

the purest

ROCHESTER LAGER,

Besides

6lnnfen=SBur[t, 3djwciser-Sia,c, vimluirflcr^ciie,

Mer SEurft.

Private rooms provided for students, to whom will be given

every facility for acquiring the German Language.

J-
BATES & SON,

successors to

Bates, Wortman & Co.,

NO. 16 NORTHAURORA ST., ITHACA,

wholesale and retail dealers in

FRESH AND SALT MEATS,

SAUSAGES, SMOKED HAMS,

Shoulders, Bacon and Beef, Fiesh Meats of all kinds, Pork by
the Barrel, Lard, Tallow, &c.

E. H. WILLIAMS, Baggage and City Express.
Office in McWhorter's grocery, cor. State and Cayuga sts.

w
ESTWARD HO!

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West
will do well tu send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

For a Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands of

pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

TIIE LIVERYAA No. 10 South Aurora Street,
is the place for students. The be^t accommodations, as well as
a large variety ofthe best styles of turnouts, always on hand at

the most reasonable prices. HACK SERVICE will be per
formed at easy rates.

AMOS SMITH, Proprietor.

OTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

J. S. GRANGER A> CO.. dealers in Ladies'
I .russ Goods, Cloths, Cassimeres, Gents' Furnishing Goods,
&c, 55 State Street.

C. CHRISTIANCE 6" SON, No. 66 East
State Street, manufacturers and dealers in Boots, Shoes and

Rubbers. Particular attention paid to manufacturing Gentle

men's Fine Boots and Shoes of the best material. Repairing
done with neatness and dispatch.

M
ARSH & HALL,

H
OWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. C. P. CLEME11T.

A
RBOUR.

AIILLSPA UGH &> THOAIPSON,

No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

T
0 ADVERTISERS.—All persons who

contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

insertion i if Advertisements should send to

GEORGE -P. ROWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents for their One Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates,
showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers, 'this firm are proprietors of

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROW, N. Y.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser

tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est Kites.

No. 53 East State street, dealers in fancy and staple dry-
goods. A full line of gent's furnishing goods and cloths con-

stantly on hand. Suits made to order by competent workmen.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

GREGG c- OSTRAND, dealers in Farm Ma-

chincry. Agricultural Implements, Seeds, &c, 10 and 12 West

State Street— Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

BEST FRESH LAGER, at a convenient loca-

lion, at D. Rezeau's, third door east from the corner of Aurora

and State street, south side.

BROWN &> KITTRICK, manufacturers and

dealers in Boots and Shoes of all kinds. No. 46 East State

street, Ithaca.

A.
PHILLIPS & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

And Dealers in

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

No. 19 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, N. Y.

A. PHILLIPS. A. H. PHILLIPS.

GENTLEMEN
OF "CORNELL"

should get their boots, shoes, and slippers of Mr. C. M.

Stanley, 14 East State st Special attention paid to fine

custom work. All stock and work warranted to be as repre
sented. Best blacking in the cilyat the lowest prices. Over-rrait-
ers in great variety. Repairing done promptly and stylishly.

.ORNELL UNIVERSITY

ALLEN & REYNOLDS,

SHAVING BAZAAR,
fashionable barbers and hair dressers, No. ti F.. Stalest. Four

first class workmen always in attendance. A share of public
patronage solicited.

JOHNSON'S TOILET, No. 81 State Street,

adjoining the Tthaca Hotel. Shavine. Hair Cutting and

shampooing done in the best manner. Geo. A. Johnson, prop.

c
PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address WAI. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y.

THACA LECTURE ASSOCIATION.

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No. 60 State street, corner

ot Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

WAI. AIAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

IV. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

E. T. GREENLEY &> CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands oi Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN & SON, Druggists, 78 State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street, Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first class.

FIRST IFCTIKF. OF THF COURSE.

GEN. CARL SCHURZ,
United States Senator from Missouri, will deliver his

lecture.

"CIVIL SERVICE REFORM,"
TN LIBRARY HAI I..

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. 21, 1S71.
Be sure to bear this eminent orator and siatesman, who is

greeted bv immense and enthusiastic audiences wherever he

lectures. Thc full course consists of the following celebrated

persons, offering as fine an array of lecture talent as can well be

presented in one course:

Gen. Carl Schurz, Subject— "Civil Sei-vice Reform."
November 21, 1871.
Rpv. O. H. Tiffanv, D. D., Subject—

"

Work audits

Worth, the Social Problem ofLabor." November 20, 1871.
Paul R. Du Chmi.i.u, Em.c. Subject— "African Explora

tions." January 5, 1872.
Geo. Vandenhoff, Esq., New York's favorite dramatic read

er. January 10, 1S72.
Miss Ani'a F. Dickenson, Subject —

"

Buried Alive."

Februarv 28, 1872.
Rev E. H. Chahn, D. D., Subject not yet given. March

21, I?7-\
G n. Iudson Kilpatr ck, Subject — "American Stump."

in March, 1872.
Tickets for the Course, $2.00. Single Tickets, 50 cents.

Tickets can be obtained at any of the News-Rooms, Book-

Stores, Drug Stores, and at Taylor's office, Cascadilla. Hall

open at 7 ; lecture o begin at 8.

DR. J. F. STEWART, Dentist, Office over

Christiance & Son's Shoe Store.
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BAPTIZED IN FIRE.

THE

CHICAGO PHENIX

A UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER.

READ THE FOLLOWING.

A popular weekly paper for the times, embracing the leading
features of those journals destroyed by the terrible conflagra

tion, and combining just such a corps of writers as will give the

public all the news of the week, in a condensed compilation of

the leading journals ofthe nation, and the world.

A TRUTHFUL RECORD.

The Phevix will be the most truthful and reliable recorder of

incidents and facts concerning the great fire ever published.

ACCOUNTS OF THE FIRE.

It will contain only such accounts as are vouched for by relia

ble witnesses, and will correct the erroneous and fabricated

statements of sensational writers.

CHICAGO AND THE NEWS.

It will, for a time, be devoted especially to the past, present

and future of Chicago, besides being the most complete weekly
newspaper in the world.

FIRESIDE COMPANION AND NEWSPAPER.

Its columns are devoted to News, Commerc*. Science, Liter

ature, Art, Drama, Music, Humor, Pastime, Poetry, Fashion,

Society news, and enough of Romance to make it a most desir

able fireside companion, as well as the most reliable and com

plete newspaper for the business man in the counting-room.

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS.

Tt will be illustrated with engravings taken from Photographs
of the Chicago Ruins, instead of sketches

"

By Our Special
Artist" who was not "on the spot ;

"

and thus give a series of

perfect views, not obtainable elsewhere, and the first number

will contain the only correct map ofthe burned city.

HAPPY HOURS.

That beautiful literary journal,
"

Happy Hours," whose pub
lisher was the first to issue a paper to meet the public demand,
after the awful fire, has been merged into the literary depart
ment of the Phenix, which will embrace the contributions of

more than sixty of the most popular writers of the day.

A SPECIAL FEATURE.

The Phanix will contain, as an especial feature, a more com

plete record of incidents and results of the late terrible fire, than

can be found in any book, paper or other publication in the

country. So numerous and inaccurate have been the accounts

sent forth, that something reliable and res dable is eagerly sought
at this time, and The Phenix will fill the bill.

A PAPER FOR THE PEOPLE.

The Phevix is the cheapest paper in America, being an eieht-

page, forty column weekly, at only two dollars a year ; in fact it

shall be the paper for the people and the times.

THE FIRST NUMBER.

The first number will be issued on Saturday, November f,
and will be the paper wanted by everybody, as a record worth

preserving or to send away, and for its accurate illustrations.

ITS BASIS.

Tt is a consolidation of other journals, and therefore on a solid
foundation, continuing their former circulation.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
To any person who gets us three new subscribers, we will

send the Phenix for one year free, or one of our beautiful prize,
steel plate engravings worth $2 50.

PREMIUMS.
For the purpose of rapidly increasing our subscription list be

fore the close of the present year, we will give to every person
who subscribes for the Phenix during the month of November,
a beautiful steel plate engraving, worth $2 50, half a dollar more
than the price of subscription. No such opportunity was ever

before given, and probably never will be again. Avail yourself
of it. Engravings will be promptly and safely sent by mail or

delivered at this office, as subscribers may wish.

SUBSCRIBE NOW.
Send in your names and subscriptions at once, and sustain

this great, newspaper enterprise. Price of subscription only
$2 00 per year. Single copies 5 cents. Agents wanted every
where. '

Phenix Publishing Company,

52 West Madison Stteet,

Chicago, Illinois.

D
R. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR.

TEN YEARS OF A PUBLIC TEST

Has proved

DR. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR

To have more merit than any similar preparation ever offered to

the public.

It is rich in the medicinal qualities of tar, and unequaled for

diseases ofthe throat and lungs, performing the most remarkable

cures.

Coughs, Colds, Chronic Coughs.
It effectually cures them all.

Asthma aud Bronchitis.
Has cured so many cases it

has been pronounced a spe

cific for these complaint.

Forpains in Breast, Side or Back, Gravel, or

Kidney Disease.

Diseases of the Urinary Organs, Jaundice,
or any Liver Complaint.

It has no equal.
It is also a superior Tonic,

Restores the Appetite,

Strengthens the System,
Restores the Weak and Debilitated,

Causes the Food to Digest,
Removes Dyspepsia and Indigestion,

Prevents Malarious Fevers,

Gives tone to your System.

TRY DR. COOK'S WINE OF TAR.

'ALVETE, JUVENES!

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW YORK,

than by any other route.

TWO EASTEXPRE^dTRAIN^EST DAILY

to which are attached

PALATIAL D;3Pm0gm COACHES,

combining every modern improvement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & W. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS
can be secured in advance on application at the Com-

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway
—New York, Albany,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

HE^3 Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

L. D. Rucker, Wm. R. Barr,
Gen'l Superintendent. Gen'l Passenger Agent-

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

A gents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

"A Repository of Fashion, Pleasure, and Instruc

tion."

H
ARPER'S BAZAR.

Notices of tiie Press.

It is really the only illustrated chronicler of fash

ion in the country. Its supplements alone are

worth the subscription price of the paper. While

fully maintaining its position as a mirror of fashion,
it also contains stories, poems, brilliant essays, be

sides general and personal gossip.
—Boston Saturday

Evening Gazette.

There never vvas any paper published that so

delighted the heart of woman. Never mind if it

does cost you a new bonnet ; it will save you ten

times the price in the household economy it teaches.
—Providence journal.
The young lady who buys a single number of

Harper's Bazar is made a subscriber for life.—

New York Evening Post.
The Bazar is excellent. Like all the periodicals

which the Harper's publish, it is almost ideally well

edited, and the class of readers for whom it is in

tended—the mothers and daughters in average fam

ilies—can not but profit by its good sense and good
taste, which, we have no doubt, are to-day making

many homes happier than they may have been be

fore the women began taking lessons in personal
and household and social management from this

good-natured mentor.—The Nation, A'. Y.

Subscriptions.— 1872.

TERMS:

Harper's Bazar one year . . . $4 oo.

An Extra Copy ofeither the Magazine, Weekly

or Bazar will be supplied gratis for every Club of
Five Si'BSCRIRERs at $4 00 each, in one remittance;

or, Six Copiesfor $20 00, without extra copy.
Subscriptions to Harper's Magazine, Weekly,

and Bazar, to one address for one vear, $1000; or,

two of Ha rpeAs Periodicals, to one address for one

year, $7 00.

Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.

The four volumes of Harper's Bazar, for the

years 1S0S, '69, '70, '71, elegantly bound in green
morocco cloth, will be sent by express, freight pre
paid, for $7 00 each.

The postage on Harper's Bazar is 20 cents a

year, which must be paid at the subset tiler's post-
office.

Address,
HARPER & BROTHERS, New York,
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AIY SPANISH GIRL.

(FROM THE FRENCH OF ALFRED DE MUSSET.)

A Spanish girl, with witching eyes

That wakening sparkle with delight,
Cradled upon my heart she lies,

And slumbers thro' the livelong night,

Around me clasped one snowy arm,

And like the swan's white neck it gleams,

Bowing beneath the potent charm,

And influence of soothing dreams.

Gav cherubim around her sing !

Hover, sweet birds, above our nest !

Gild with the shadow of your wing
Her happy sleep which God has blest.

Cool, sweet, my mad soul with a kiss,

My parch'd lips with thy balmy breath,

Oh let us rest alone like this

Until the parting hour of death ;

Still rest, and perhaps the wandering star,*

Altho' upon destruction bound,

As the cow'd sages dread afar,

Will leave our corner safe and sound.

i prithee, with those arts of thine,

Cure mv wild soul—my deep emotion ;

Commingle, sweet, your thoughts with mine-

A streamlet with a roaring ocean.

0 mistress mine, as here I languish,

Cover my lips with sweet caresses,

And I will tell you all mine anguish,

While toying with your silken tresses ;

Tell all, and I will quite forget

That last night, when I tried to speak,

You slept, without the least regret,

Your soft lips pressed upon my cheek.

So cradled on my heart she lies,

And slumbers thro' the livelong night,

This Spanish girl with witching eyes,

That wakening sparkle with delight.
* The comet of 1832 appeared at this time.

VERY YOUNG FOLKS.

BY PROFESSOR BURT G. WILDER.*

The superlative was required in our title in order to discrimin

ate between the
"

young folks
"

for whom stories are written and

magazines published, and the queer little creatures concerning

which much has been written, and much more remains to be dis

coursed, namely embryoes.

♦Embodying the substance of a communication to the Natural History Society, November

11, 1871.

People generally accept the dugma, Omnc vivitm ex ovo, as an

abstract generalization, the truth of which is evident as regards

hens, turtles and alligators, fishes, insects and oysters, and which

is yearly confirmed in respect to various worms and other low

organisms formerly thought to be spontaneously generated ; and

they might not be very much astonished to learn that whales and

squirrels and bats and moles are likewise produced from eggs

which, instead of being
" laid

"

are developed within the body of

the parent ; but it is less easy to admit that cats and dogs and

cows and all other quadrupeds, even monkeys and man himself,

are, in the earliest stages of their existence, nothing but eggs ; and

their incredulity is apt to be mingled with disgust when they hear,

furthermore, that neither the microscope nor chemical analysis have

hitherto enabled us to distinguish the primitive ova of any of these

animals from each other. All are alike composed of a
"

perfectly

homogeneous, highly refracting, brilliant, yellowish fluid
"

(Agassiz)
called the

"

yolk
"

which would be chemically described as con

sisting of a little oil and a little albumen ; and although at a later

period these two substances tend to separate and to occupy oppo

site regions of the yolk, and although while still only eggs, those

of some animals increase in size much more than those of others,

yet neither the appearance nor the composition of an ovum is suf

ficient to inform us as to the kind of animal into which it is to be

gradually transformed.

As development advances, the size of the yolk and its manner

of segmentation might, in most cases, indicate whether it was to

become a fish or a reptile or a bird or a mammal, but within this

latter group we could not say whether it was the egg of a rabbit, a

monkey or a man.

This similarity of the earlier condition of all mammals remains

for some time even after the formation of the embryo itself upon

the surface of the yolk : the right and left sides are separated by a

median furrow: the rounded and enlarged head grows in contrast

with the tapering tail, and then a little pair of flattened pads ap

pear just behind the head, and another just at the root ofthe tail :

the former are to become the arms or front legs, the latter the hind

legs ; a big round eye is funned on each side of the head ; the jaws

and nostrils appear; the little belly is distended by an enormous

liver, and the other internal organs are rapidly taking form and in

creasing in size. Yet even now, our embryo mammals are all

alike ; and the little man of a few weeks old is to all appearance a

diminutive quadruped, with a big head and belly, great staring eyes,

and a slender tail, and might, so far as we can see, be a young pig

or chimpanzee.
But here it should be distinctly understood that an admission

that two objects are now undistinfuishable, is by no means equiva

lent to the assertion that they are identical, or to the denial of our

power to distinguish them hereafter with better means and methods

of investigation. The history of science is chiefly the record of

more and more careful discrimination between objects apparently

similar, and since we knex> that the embryo man is potentially more

than and different from the embryo monkey, and since there is rea

son to believe that mental and spiritual attributes produce physical

characters, it is by no means too much to hope that the embryolo-

gists of the future may be able at a glance to select an ho.mmculus

from among a lot of mammalian embryoes with which it now ap

pears to be identical.

Let us now turn from these negative and somewhat equivocal

considerations to some more positive and satisfactory : let us com,
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pare three embryoes, one of a |>^. one of a calf and one of a lamb-

The pig is about an inch and a half long,* the calf one inch and

three-fourths, and the the lamb one inch. After what has been said

it is very satisfactory to state that these three juvenile domesticated

animals are at once recognizable ; and this, too, not so much from

the shape of the body, or the length and conformation of the limbs,
as from the face. The little pig has a rounded, elongated snout,

with the merest vestige of a rim at the extremity, and two nostrils

looking directly forward from the flat surface : they are therefore

visible only from the front and not at all from the side; movever,

the lower jaw ofthe little pig, like that of the old pig, is pointed
and thin at the end, and hardly reaches the front of the snout, so

that it does not form a prominent feature ofthe face.

The muzzle of the little calf, as seen from in front, presents the

same square outline, with rounded corners, which is characteristic

of all the cattle, and the nostrils are just upon the angles between

the front and the sides of the muzzle, so that the outer half of either

is visible from the side. The tip of the lower jaw comes to the

front and enters into the composition ofthe face.

But the aspect of the little lamb is decidedly
"

sheepish ;" the

whole muzzle is narrow, and the lower jaw presents a chin which is

equal in hight to the upper lip ; the upper jaw is rounded above,

so as to offer no distinct front surface, as in the pig and calf; the

nostrils are more elongated and are wholly visible in profile.

Our three little embryoes seem then to form a series, of which

the pig and lamb are the extremes and the calf the intermediate

term. This relation becomes more apparent when we consider each

feature by itself in the three species. In the lamb the whole muz

zle is narrow and high, and has an oval outline as seen from in

front; in the calf it is nearly square, with rounded corners; in the

pig it is circular. As seen from the side the lamb's upper lip is re

treating, the calf's is much less so, the pig's is vertical, with a mar

ginal fold.

The lamb's lower jaw forms nearlv one-half of the oval front

view ; the calf's much less, while the pig's chin is hardly visible.

The nostrils of the lamb are elongated and look more outward than

forward; those of the calf are less elongated, and are so placed as

to be visible half from the front and half from the side ; those of

the pig are more nearly circular and look directly forward.

I have purposely restated this series in the reverse order, because
unable at present to answer the enquiry which at once arises as to

the evidence which the above mentioned facts afford, respecting
the relative rank of pigs, cows, and sheep. The problem is far too

complex for discussion here, and I can only allude to some of the

considerations which it involves. First, and most important are
the questions of fact ; is the face of a still younger lamb or calf

more like that of the pig, or does that of the pig commence more

like that of the lamb, and pass through a stage resembling that of
the calf? If the latter is the case, the pig is the lowest, the calf
next, and the lamb highest; and on the whole this would best ac
cord with our common estimates of the physical, mental, and social

qualities of • the three animals, although sheep are in many respects
more silly than cows or even pigs. There is, however, one fact,
which now looks rather toward the opposite conclusion ; the nos

trils of all mammals hitherto observed commence as little slits ox fis
sures diverging from the middle line of the face : a later stage is

represented by the smallest pig in my collection (about half an inch

*
These rough measurements are from thc projecting f,,reh

be greater if made along thc curvature of the back from tl

1 to the hips, and would of course

lip ofthe nose to thc end ofthe tail.

long), which has rounded nostrils ; in the larger embryoes the nostrils
are distinctly elongated and resemble those of sheep and cows

while the grown pig, as everybody knows, looks as if the nostrils
had been punched in the end of the snout. We have, then first
a narrow fissure; second, a round hole; third, a wider fissure; and

fourth, a larger round hole, as the shapes which a pig's nostrils
assume during development.

Now the nostrils of the lamb and calf may properly be said to

stop in the third stage, while the pig makes a step in advance. But
now come in some questions of law, according to which the facts

are to be interpreted. First, the pig is a pachyderm, while the sheep
and cow are ruminants. Perhaps then it is not correct to place
them in such a series at all, any more than it would be to introduce
the sloths, which belong to still another order, yet to whose pecu

liar physiognomy the little pig above mentioned shows a striking
resemblance. Second, are we justified in drawing conclusions re

specting the zoological standing of entire organisms from a compar
ison of single organs, however important ? For instance, although
one of the distinctive human features is the prominent nose, in con

trast to that ofthe apes, yet without careful limitation a generalization
here would accord to the tapir and the elephant a more decided hu

manity than man himself. Third, should our estimate of the psycho
logical characters of the animals form any element in the discussion ?

These and many other matters of both law and evidence are as yet
undecided. For their determination we need specimens of the em

bryoes of all animals at all stages of development ; animals dying
or killed should always be examined for the young. If sufficient

material is available it is my intention to devote most of the spring
trimester to Comparative Embryology. The course in the winter

trimester will be upon Comparative Neurology.

MY AIOTHER.

I see before me in my dreams,
A fair and gentle face,

With soft, brown hair and dove-like eyes,
A form of winning grace.

I have no picture, but the one

That's graven on my heart ;

'Twas painted by affection's hand—

It needs no other art.

And oft in dreams that face appears,
With sad, appealing eyes,

And o'er that angel brow is thrown

A halo from the skies.

That brow is cold ; the heart is stilled ;

Thy memory e'en a lovely dream.

C ) mother, sad has been my way,

While gliding down life's troubled stream !

O mother ! dear, beloved shade !

I hear th)- gentle voice once more ;

I see thy sunny smile.

It beams as brightly as of yore ; .

And tho' 'tis very long since thou

Hast greeted me in mortal guise,
Vet often in my dreaming ear,

I hear thee singing from the skies.

C. F. S. '74.
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SELF-DECLIVING.

(KROM THE CF.RMAN OF GCETHE.J

Back and forth the curtain sways,

In her window yonder ;

Well I know she's watching there,
With a bashful wonder.

I can hear the girlish lay,
O'er the street's loud terror;

As the still, small voice of Truth

Rings o'er the Ages' error.

All at once her careless song,

With a sigh she hushes;
Hath the moonlight of her soul

Felt Love's morning blushes ?

Do I hear or do I dream ?

Fancy, cease thy straying!
For 't is but the evening wind

With her curtain playing.
D.S.J. '72.

THE AUGUSTAN AGE.

A celebrated historian has remarked, that the period in which the con

dition of mankind was most happy and prosperous was that which elapsed dur

ing the reigns ofthe Five Good Emperors of Rome. Another prominent au

thor has observed, that the period following the death of Theodosius the Great,

was, of all ages in the history of the human race, the one most calamitous and

unfortunate. But were a student of history to select from the annals of an

tiquity an age when art, literature and national greatness, flourished in their

most attractive forms, he woull doubtless name the age of Augustus. Never

before then had material human grandeur grown so rapidly and beautifully ;

never had national influence elevated itself to such a lofty eminence ; never had

mankind so fully realized the power or the greatness of a sovereign ; and never

had the world been dazzled with such pomp and imperial magnificence.
In whatever light we may view the " Tutelary Guardian of Peace, Civiliza

tion and Progress," we cannot hesitate in according to him a position among

the greatest emperors of Rome. Although it was he who consummated the

destruction of Roman liberty, and substituted imperial despotism in its stead;

although he weakened the authority ofthe Senate, so that it eventually became

a useless monument of the ancient Commonwealth; although under him the

courts lost their justice, the soldiers their heroism, and the people their hopes ;

yet amid all their revolutions, there were efforts putting forth for the elevation

of Roman grandeur to a higher standard of excellence. Efforts they were which

added new glories to the brow of the imperial queen ; such as have excited the

wonder of mankind through all the succeeding ages. Liberty under Augustus
was dying out, but material grandeur still progressed and flourished, even more

gorgeously than ever before. Imperial despotism usurped its power over re

publican liberty ; but art and literature did not perish. Among the ruins of

the old Constitution, monuments of art and learning grew with enduring beau

ty. Augustus was the friend and patron of whatever could add to his own

brilliancy, or elevate the dignity ofhis extensive empire. Art, therefore, grew
with renewed vigor, and genius, so long as it contributed to utility, did not go

unrewarded.

Of all the monuments which the Augustan age produced, to be transmit

ted to posterity, there are none more truly excellent and enduring than the

works of literature. The great emperor and his counselor Maecenas protected
and patronized such men as Virgil and Horace, gave them homes such as their

genius deserved, and provided them with the comforts and luxuries of life.

The results of such munificence the world of letters has realized. Roman

literature, without the -Eneid and the Satires and Odes of Horace, would

indeed be shorn of its most attractive glories. He who studied the classics,
would find far less to admire; and far less to testify the excellence of Roman

culture.

What Virgil and Horace did for literature inspired others with a more lofty
and cultivated taste; so that doubtless the works of Ovid, Propertius, and

others, were inspired in a certain degree by the works of the literary
"

master

spirits of that age." The few succeeding generations produced literary char

acters not unworthy of their illustrious, predecessors. Tacitus, Juvenal and

others arose to preserve the literary brilliancy of the Augustan age. But a

government controlled by a -Nero, a Domitian or a (.'ommodus, must become

corrupt; when a nation has grown corrupt its literature must suffer the same

fate. Every succeeding age did not produce an Augustus; and we see in the

early centuries following his reign that the retime. 1 taste, the noble thought,
and the poetic culture ofhis age, had become imbecile and degenerate.

But it was not for deeds in the sphere of literature alone that the great

emperor calls forth our admiration. His efforts in behalf of the grandeur of

his capital reflect honor and praise upon his name. He boasted with a just

pride of having received a city of brick and having left one of marble. Before

his reign there was little at Koine woithy of a great metropolis. Cresar

and Pompey had erected a fe.v public edifices; but aside from these, all that

was beautiful, or rare, or brilliant, was chiefly of a private character. And it

was not until emperors with the spirit of Augustus had erected temples, baths,

halls, a Coliseum, and other vast architectural monuments, that Rome was

worthy of an imperial name. Had the rash hand of Brutus spared the life of

the illustrious Dictator doubtless he would have done much for the improve
ment of the city ; for many plans were already laid when the fatal Ides of

.March threw that cloud of gloom over the Roman world. The extended

reign ofAugustus, and the immense resources at his command, were very

propitious to the execution ofhis plans for adorning the city.

The long and disastrous civil wars, which had rent and dishonored the city

during the preceding ages, had largely contributed to the decay and neglect
of many parts ofthe capital. The emperor, having secured domestic tranquil

ity, turned his attention to beautifying the city. He restored the Capitoline

Temple and the great Theatre of Pompey ; repaired the aqueducts which had

suffered from neglect and were falling in decay; and completed the Forum and

great Basilica of Julius. He next turned his attention to the erection of new

edifices. Upon the 1'alatine he built the Temple of Apollo, which was con

structed of African marble, with gates superbly sculptured. To this he attached

a library, where the poets and learned men ofthe day gathered for literary in

tercourse. The old Forum Romanian was becoming inadequate for the vast

numbers which crowded to the capital ; so the great emperor erects another of

his noblest monuments— the Forum Augusti. .Many other ornaments were

added to the city. The conquered nations ofthe East were divested of many

of their attractions, ami Rome became the great central recipient of whatever

was beautiful, or rare, or costly, in those cities which she subjected to her

laws.

The streets of Rome Augustus never improved; and it was not until Nero

burned his capital and it was rebuilt, that they became at all worthy of the

great city. In many cases they were no more than fifteen feet in width, and,

in some repects, resembled the alleys of an American city, with their lofty

buildings towering to the skies. There was, indeed, little in the streets or

Rome befitting the great centre of power and civilization that it was ; and for

five hundred years they remained to impress upon the minds of the citizens the

ravages of Bremms and his furious followers.

The prime minister of the emperor did much for the beautifying of the

city. To the munificence of Agripp.t, the Roman world was indebted for the

Pantheon— the best pre-rei ved of all the monuments of antiquity
—and for the

numerous temples, porticoes and theatres, which he erected in the Campus

Martins. This place soon became the most magnificent part of the city. Mae

cenas converted a pauper burial-ground into beautiful groves and gardens,
where Virgil or Horace or others uf the literati of Rome, might walk as did

the philosophers of old among the groves ol Athens.

Augustus, while he added so many monuments of art to his capital, did

not neglect to erect an edifice for his own family. U'pon the Palatine he

he founds the Imperial Palace, which was enlarged by his successors, until

it entirely covered the site of the original city of Romulus. And now the

great Caesar, not content with a monument to perpetuate his memory, like

that of him who rebuilt St. Paul's,—a simple black marble slab, with the in

scription, Si Alonumentum Requiris, Circumspiee,
—builds '.he Imperial Mau

soleum to contain the ashes of the Caesars, and in the year 44 A. D. the

marble structure receives the remains of Augustus. He, to whom the battle

of Actium had secured the throne of a world, leaves that world to mourn for

the loss of its greatest and dearest friend; butthe labors of his reign did not

perish with his life. The entire revolution of the form of government, the

strengthening of the powers of the throne, the defining and extending of the

bounderies of his empire, and the monuments of sculpture, statuary and lit

erature, which were in a great measure due to his enterprise, continued for
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ages to attract the wonder, the love and the reverence of mankind for so

great a sovereign.

But the Imperial Palace, the Mausoleum, the Temple of Apollo, the Pan

theon and the numerous other material monuments of the munificence and

luster ofthe Augustan age, eventually commingled with the dust. The sav

age hordes ofthe North, with their barbaric ruthlessness, spared not these sa

wed monuments of a more refined and more polished generation. Time has

wrought his never-ceasing
work of destruction; with less cupidity, perhaps,

than did the barbarians, but with still greater effect. And he who visits the

Imperial City to-day finds lhat

"Caesar's chambers and Augustan halls,

Grovel on earth in indistinct decay."
F. WE II. '73.

LEAVES.

II. E. COPELAND.

(Read before thc Natural History Society, November 11.)

"

Carry a leaf from my garden."

The Gulistan.

A MAN doubting whether the prophet Khizo had really moistened the lips

of Sheik Saadi, of Shiras, with the waters of immortality, was convinced by

seeing in a dream a host of angels coming from Heaven, each bearing in her

hands a garland to be bestowed, they said, on Saadi, for having written the

following verse, pleasing to God: "To the eyes of the intelligent, the foliage

of the grove displays in every leaf, a volume of the Creator's works." De

tached from the trees by October frosts an I blown about by November winds,

these volumes lie scattered everywhere. In the fence corners, piled disor

derly around shad-bush, cherry, and elder, are massive tomes written on syc

amore, magnolia, and tulip-tree leaves. Romances, red-lined and jewel-

clasped, are here, bound in maple and oak. Yellow-covered novels in willow

and aspen are plenty and cheap, where there is a demand for them. I

opened, not long ago, a gorgeously illustrated satire by one Rhus Venenata,

every word of which I think is rank pcison. Poems are here in thousands ol

volumes, lyric, dramatic, and epic; classical, too, with text uncorrupted,

which Homer, Zoroaster, and the poets of the Vedas read as children, and

from which they drew inspiration. That I may have seen some book as yet

passed by, some folio lost from the works of a vegetable Menander or Eivy,

is my apology for reading to you an essay on a subject alr-eady discussed.

Leaves have a historical value. Mother Eve, in her first attempts to improve
nature by art, used those of the fig, and they were especially well adapted
to the purpose. Pliny says, "latissima folia lico," "the fig has broad

leaves." The Sibyl, Varro says, wrote her oracles on the leaves of the palm.
"

Insanam vat em adspicies, qux- rupe sub ima

Fata canit, foliisque notas et nomina mandet."

Virg. .E. Ill, 444.

"You will behold the inspired prophetess, who, beneath the overhanging
rock, predicts what is to be, and to the leaves confides the letters and the

words."

The earliest poems are filled with the singing of the birds, the beauty of

the flowers and leaves, revealing how near men then lived to nature. It is

almost as easy to find a line on one or the other of these in the early English

poets as to find the original in the woods. A lover ofthe time of King John,
inging ofhis mistress, begins :

" When the nytenhale singes

The wodes waxen gredne,

Lef, gras and blosme springes
In Avril y wene."

And Chaucer, in the
"

Flower and Leaf," represents those knights and la-

ies as bowing to the leaf who would follow virtue and enduring qualities.
n all English love-songs and ballads they occur not less frequently. Thus in

the "

Gilderoy Ballad :"

"

Wi' miekle joy we spent our prime
Till we were bailh sixteen,

And oft we pest the langsome time

Among the leaves sae green."

Leaves have a prc-historical value. Tl.cil delicate outlines are traced for us

many a rocky slab,— kept safely in a rare hcrbai iuni, the mud of some old

river-bed or ocean ; and to-night, as I am writing this, there are being con

sumed in my stove probably more rare botanical specimens than I can hope

to find in my life-time.. But for us, leaves have a value above either of these,

and I find it easier than by digging in the dust of libraries or in coal mines-

From the lime that, bursting away the scales and varnish and wool that has

protected them through the winter, they unfold into every imaginable shape,

serving nearly as many different purposes, through them the plant breathing,

by them drinking, eating and sometimes traveling, until, worn out and thrown

away, they carpet the woods, litter the fields, or float down the brooks, seek

ing, perhaps, the Paradise of Leaves, I never see them without recalling the

words of Saadi. When the fall has come, (not the autumn, for that is a

word suggestive of hot-houses and trimmers, and, at best, only appropriately

used for the last days of our summer, but the season when every plant is strip.

ping itself for the winter, and the frtits and leaves it matured with such care

and labor are falling, was named when words had a meaning,) when it at last

has come, I can stand on a frosty morning, when not a breath of air is stir

ring, and hear the cherry and apple leaves pattering like rain-drops on the fro

zen ground and pavement, and see the willow leaves whirling in clouds in the

stream, as if they would dam its feeble current ; the horse-chestnut leaves de

taching themselves, one by one, always coming "right side up," and floating,
stem downward, to the ground, like a parachute ; the laurel leaves as green as

if the summer were coming, and clinging to this idea with great pertinacity.
But the same Kalmia latifotii is satirical, and not wholly free from the charge
of having led into fatal errors certain lamb-like ones, who trusted too implicitly
in its specious appearance. So we must not only learn to read but also to in

terpret the author's meaning, or we shall be only boys after all, to whom Gul

liver is as veracious a traveler as Dr. Livingstone, and who have equal confi

dence in the wonderful transmutations wrought before the eyes of Aladdin and

the
"

perennial miracles
"

of nature as revealed by the microscope. It may be

that we shall rise from the reading of one leaf and say with Hutton :
" We

have got enough ; we have tie satisfaction to find that in nature there is

wisdom, system and consistency."

CORRESPONDEA 'CE.

Leipzig, October 25, 1871.

Messrs Editors: A copy of The Ep,a accompanied by two documents,
for which we desire to express thanks, reminds us that we ought to send in

our account. If we purposed to make this a personal history, we might very
properly relate the interesting events and circumstances of our journey; how

we got on board the ship and out of sight of land ; and how our dinners didn't

agree with us; and how the ship heaved ; and how we heaved; how wear-

rived at Bremen where many of our fellow-passengers celebrated in a fitting
manner their return to the fatherland ; how we arrived at Leipzig and shouted
the word "

Hotel" in the face of a man with a brass hat-band; how we nearly
roasted to death sleeping under a feather-bed ; how we smiled when we saw

the streets filled with dog-carts ; how our landlady is perplexed because her
"

Limburger
"

remains untasted ; and how a thousand other things occurred.
But it does not befit the correspondent to drag his own private affairs before

the public, and we therefore leave them to our future biographer, while we

proceed to speak ofthe University at Leipzig.
The winter semester opened on the ioih of thismonth with the immatricula-

tion of new students, which ceremony it may be worth while to describe. The
candidate first goes to the University Judge, to whom he presents his creden
tials and from whom, if these be found correct, he receives a copy of the laws
of the University, and an order which entitles him to be immatriculated upon
the payment of six thalers, twenty-five groschen and four pfennige. After

paying this and writing in the register his name, age, religion, birth-place,
etc., etc., he signs a large document, which ends in these words : E-o, Jo-
liannus Smith, fide dextraque dala, promitto me Tibi, Rector magnife, Tuis-
que successoribus esse obediantiam pracstiturum legibusque Universitatis

obtemperaturum. After signing this he goes before the Rector, who makes a

short address, and having taken him by the hand, pronounces him a student of
the L nivcrsity at Leipzig. Finally, he receives his certificate of immatricula-
tion and a small card. The latter contains his name and residence, and he is
obliged .0 carry ,t continually with him fur his own good, for if he should be
fund "slightly exhausted "by a policeman, or engaged in the innocent
.mutsement o smashing lamp-ligh.s, he would not be taken to the common

>-'■ bu would be relieved of his card, and i„ dlIC course of Ume wou,d find
umself before the L niveisily court, and subsequently, in all probability, int lie Liiivcrsily jail.

r }
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The laws of the University, and especially those relating to the conduct of

students, are, to an American, quite novel and interesting. There are minier-

nus and stringent laws against dueling and rioting, but far more curious arc

the laws relating to debt. Students are obliged to abstain entirely from fool

ishly contracting debts and borrowing, from the fact that no one is allowed to

trust them beyond certain limits under penalty of losing his pay. For the pur

pose of putting some bounds to the credit given to students, debts are divided

into three classes : First, those which are contracted for absolute necessities ;

second, those which are contracted for articles which, though not exactly ne

cessities, are such that running into debt for them to a certain extent is justifi
able; third, those which are contracted in buying luxuries and in trading and

gambling, and which cannot be collected. Under the first head are reckoned

the fees of Professors, Privatdocenten and other teachers, court costs ami ad.
vocate's fees, board, ,\ec. Under the second head we see that the student may
run in debt for new books ten thalers, for second-hand books six thalers, for

writing materials one thaler, for clothing thirty thalers, for boots twelve thal

ers, for beer one thaler, for wine two thalers, for coffee, chocolate, tea, punch
liquors and other drinks one thaler, for billiards and ten-pins one thaler, &c.
&c. Considering the cheapness of the above named articles in Leipzig these

are very liberal allowances. Of course many of these laws are antiquated, and
are not very stringently enforced. W'e are credibly informed that during the

last year out of about two thousand students there were not on an average more

than three or four prisoners at a time. Perhaps at some future time we may
be able to describe the proceedings before the University court, and the inte

rior appearance ofthe University jail.
The faculty of the University consists of one hundred and thirty-two pro

fessors, together with a large number of privatdocenten and other instructors.

The law department is made famous by Dr. WEichter, one of the most famous

jurists of Germany. He has a larger number of hearers than any other pro
fessor in the University, his audience numbering between three and four hun

dred. The department of classical philology is without doubt the first in the

world, as no other university can produce the equals of Curtius and Ritschl.

Curtius's subject for this semester is " Homer's Iliad, with an introduction on

the history and the language of the Homeric poems." In regard to the his

tory of the Homeric poems he takes the ground first assumed by Wolf: that

there never was any such person as Homer, but that the Iliad and Odyssey
were formed by uniting single and individual epic songs. He has an excellent

voice and delivery, and speaks very rapidly, keeping the closest attention of

his audience from beginning to end. Next to Wiichler he draws the largest
number of hearers, or about three hundred. He is generally the first to be

gin at the opening of the semester, while Ritschl is exactly the opposite, and

will probably not begin his course this semester until some time in November,
an example worthy of imitation by certain other gentlemen whose names we

need not mention. His subject is one which we can understand but cannot

translate, viz. : Philologische Encyklopiidie und Alethodologie, mit Einschluss

sowohl der Geschichte der Plulologie als der fhilologishcheu Kritik und Her-

menentik.

The lecture-rooms we cannot express any great admiration for. AVe are

much pleased with the lecturers, however, as they never make their appearance
until precisely fifteen minutes after the beginning of the hour. This fifteen

minutes has received the name of " The Academical Quarter," and is used by
students in conversation and smoking. When the professor enters he finds

everybody seated, and is rarely disturbed by students coming in late. Smok

ing never gives offense to a German, and students are not driven to the worse

habit of chewing in lecture-rooms by being forbidden to smoke, and if we were

asked for advice we would give it as our deliberate opinion lhat the floors of

certain lecture-rooms would present a better appearance if a little healthy

smoking were encouraged or at least allowed ; but such opinions do not prop

erly belong to this narration, and we will therefore leave them unexpressed.
We would fain say a few words about the general character of German stu

dents, and compare them with American students, but the latter would suffer

so dreadfully by the comparison that we would surely give offense. But par

don us when we give one small point of difference in saying the (Oman stu

dents are perfect gentlemen, happily free from that sophomoric meanness and

that senioric bigheadedness which distinguishes American students. If we

should give our opinion as to why they do not possess these traits we would

give offense to another class of gentlemen by saying that German students are

not only nominally but actually treated as gentlemen by their professors, and

are never subjected to any mean and puritanical laws. Meanness has been

handed down from generation to generation by American students, just as a

tyrannous and overbearing disposition has been handed down by American pro

fessors, and these distinctive- qualities will always exist until faculties throw

up the sponge, and students are allowed lo manage their own business in their

own way. Then will lhe lion and the lamb lie down together, and "Prof"

and "
Prex" be heard no more.

But all this is a great slip of our pen, and lo prevent any more such we

will close by expressing our best wishes to the classical department, and to the

class of '73 in general. ]J_ 'f_ Qt

THE EDVCA I'JOA OF EDITORS.

Wk hope our readers will give this a local application.

"Journalism has come to be recognized as one of the learned professions,
and takes rank with theology, law and medicine. It is, indeed, a learned pro
fession, since it requires a lar greater amount of learning than either of the

others. Good preachers, doctors, and lawyers are more numerous than good
editors. The reason of the difference is to be found in the fact that all possi
ble facilities are offered for the study of theology and the rest, while journal
ism, like shoe-making, like any other trade, must be learned by hard work.

A college couise and three years or less at a medical school are supposed to fit

a man for a doctor's duties ; but there are no schools for the editors except the

newspaper office.

"Journalism presents one essential point of difference from other profess
ions : there is no theory about it—it is all practice. Hence it is plain that a

knowledge of it cannot be acquired from books. It would be impossible to

write a text-book on journalism. Some fundamental principles underlie it, to

be sure; but no one can instruct another in the application of thein. The best

editors are made of raw material. Put a smart boy into a composing-room,
and let him work himself up, stage by stage, and he conies out at the top, if

he reaches that point at all, the most thorough edi.or that can be made. Col

lege bred youths, as a rule, do not make good editors. They know so much,
and cherish so exalted an idea of their own importance, that they cannot stoop
to learn the details of journalism, and it is these details that should be mas

tered by everyone who aspires to become a first-class editor. They want to

write leaders at the start, even before they can construct a good paragraph.
A few cf them put off their dignity when they assume the editorial harness,
and begin at the rudiments ofthe profession, as they ought; but the majority
are too proud to do this, and fail disastrously.

"

W'e do not mean to insist that a thorough knowledge of printing is indis

pensable to an editor; but it is exceedingly helpful ; the ability to handle type
and make up a

' form
'

is of trifling value, when compared with the discipline
through which this ability is gained. On a good foundation obtained at the

public schools, the best education can be built up in a printing-office, and it is

such an education that tells in journalism."— 'The Record.

TUNNELS.

WTE learn from The Underwriter for October that English capitalists will

shortly commence the construction of the long-contemplated railroad tunnel

under the Channel. The estimated cosl of the work is $45,000,000. The

work is expected to be completed in six years. In this country a much less

pretending but important work of this character will soon be begun. This is

the Detroit tunnel. A cotemporary of the "City of the Straits
"

gives the

following account ofthe proposed enterprise :

The plan contemplates really a series of three cylindrical tunnels. Two of

these will be for road purposes, each being eighteen and one-half feet in di

ameter. They will be parallel, ami fifty feet apart. This plan is deeme^

preferable to a single tunnel with double tracks, both on account of less lia

bility to accidents and delays, and on account of strength and economy. The

third tunnel will only run under the river ; will be below and midway between

the others ; is designed for drainage only, and will have an interior diameter

of five feet. This third tunnel will be constructed first, in order to fully de

velop the character of the soil, and to drain the other two as the work pro

gresses. It is expected that the building of the lower tunnel will fully deter

mine the feasibility of the entire project, and this will, therefore, be complet
ed before work is undertaken on the road tunnels proper. If difficulties are

met with anywhere, the drainage tunnel will be likely to encounter them, and

their nature can then be determined before any great expense is incurred.

I'he entire length of the tunnel, not including the approaches, will be

about two miles, and its estimated cost i.s nearly $3,000,000. When com

pleted it will be used by all roads entering the city.

Wanted, at The Era office, a complete file of Volume I of The Era,
for which a good price will be paid. ALo wanted the first four numbers of

Volume II.
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CRAAIAIIAG.

W'e do not refer to the indiscretions of Epicureans at tempting

Thanksgiving dinners, nor to the cramming of the ballot-box, nor

to the cramming of private purses with public funds so prevalent in

that Celtic Sodom, New York, but merely to the colloquial mean

ing of the word in the universities of England and the United

States. In this sense it signifies a hasty, superficial, injurious, prep

aration for examination.

Cramming, as well as hazing and some other college customs, ought

soon to be numbered among the things that were. Any person

attempting to accomplish in three weeks an amount of brain work

considered by competent judges to be sufficient for three months,

does it at the risk of permanent personal injury. The universal,

natural law, requiring labor to be regularly followed by rest, cannot

with impunity be ignored. He, who for the sake of cramming,

abuses his eyes by the midnight lamp, deprives himself of necessary

rest and neglects that requisite to health, the taking of exercise in

the open air, commits a crime against nature for which, sooner

or later, he must pay the penalty. A strong constitution may not

at once succumb to the pressure, and by means of abundant rest

immediately after the cramming period, may apparently escape in

jury, yet the seeds of disease may have been unconsciously but

surely sown, to bear their pernicious fruits in after years.

Neither the desire of developing the mind, nor the love of knowl

edge for its own sake, incites the crammer to study. The desire to

retain for a short time sufficient knowledge of the subject to enable

him to pass the examination, is the chief motive, and too often the

only one. He does not go beneath the surface, for superficial

knowledge will perhaps answer his purpose, pass him. But a su

perficial study of one subject is apt to lead to a like study of other

subjects, and thus there is a strong tendency to the formation of a

settled dislike for all earnest, thorough intellectual work.

The student, having been enjoying life in a quiet way, finds him

self near the close of the term with a vast amount of work to be

done, and an alarmingly short time in which to do it. It is cram

or drop. He crams, violates physiological as well as psychological

laws, disturbs his physical organization, unnaturally excites his

mind. uThe "prince of sin
"

then whispers in the student's ear the

word "

pony." The pony is procured, unskillfully handled, de

tected. The Faculty, that legislative, executive and judicial body,

expels the student for ponying. This is most unjust, for obviously
the crammer is irresponsible, the act is but the result of the de

ranged condition ofhis system. He is " morally insane."/

Students who cram, perform that interesting operation in order

to /<7ere;. Their passing is supposed to depend upon a single ex

amination. If a student fails in every recitation which he attempts

to make during the term, and by means of cramming succeeds in

passing the regular examinations, all is well. Would it not tend

to lessen the prevalence of cramming if the standing and passing
of students were made to depend, in part, upon the merit of recita

tions as recorded from day to day ? Certainly, the fact that no

record of recitations is kept ought not to lead students to make any

less thorough preparation. Certainly, professors ought to be able to

create such an interest that the student would consider close study

of any subject as the highest earthly happiness. Certainly, boys of

sixteen, on entering college, ought to become men forthwith. But,

alas ! between what ought to be and what is a great difference exists.

As long as students can put off hard work until the last days of the

term, they will probably do so, even though* they injure themselves

thereby ; for mankind is prone to procrastination, and as long as

they can avoid making thorough preparation each day they will

not fail to do so, for it is a fact no less deplorable than true, that

"

Humanity is constitutionally lazy."

HISSING.

When or where the custom originated which allows an audience

to hiss a speaker upon the expression of sentiment or opinion really

or fanciedly obnoxious to them we are at present unable to say ; but

the custom is of doubtful decency and utility. Sometimes it may be

intended to express an honest difference of opinion, but more fre

quently it is the outflowing of snarling, fault-finding minds, so little

that expression in good language is an impossibility. To such his

sing may be a necessity.

Especially to be condemned is the practice, seemingly growing in

favor with college students, of hissing their professors in the lecture-

rooms. Undoubtedly it is often the thoughtless act of uneasy boys,

recklessly accepting any pretext for a little excitement, but this does

not in the least lessen the sting with which such action visits the

professor. An instructor earnestly laboring to promote the best in

terests of his class expects, and most certainly has a perfect right to

expect, from the students nothing but the most respectful demeanor.

Sensitive professors are often deeply wounded by these demonstra

tions, either thoughtless or premeditated, on the part of students,

who never can appreciate the feelings and trials of a teacher until

they
"

put themselves in his place."
Students will do well to discountenance these careless, uncalled-

for expressions, so out of place in the lecture-room, so utterly use

less, and so likely to create that which should be the most assidu

ously avoided—unpleasant relations between professor and student.

UNFAIR.

Those students who are oftenest tardy seem to be the ones who

are most impatient when a professor happens to be a little late.

They should accord to the professor the same privilege which they

appropriate to themselves, and remember that any professor, and

more especially one whose duty it is to visit other departments,
may sometimes be unavoidably delayed. The clamor by which

some of the Juniors manifested their impatience 011 the- morning of

Friday last deprived them of a valuable review.

EXEREAIES.

It is said that one extreme follows another. This would seem

to be the case in the matter of absence from recitations. At first

the student was permitted to be absent one day out of five, that is,
attendance at four-fifths of all the recitations of his class was all

that was required. Without doubt, this gave too favorable an op

portunity for shirking. But now it is understood that a single un
excused absence from recitation is sufficient to exclude the student
from the privilege of examination. Is not this going to the other
extreme ?
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For the benefit ofthe members of the Freshman class we reprint
in our columns this week an article which appeared on October

fourteenth of last year, and to which Professor Wilder has called

attention.

On account of going to press earlier than usual, we cannot this

week give an account of the great game of foot ball, advertised to

occur Wednesday, at 2)'. v. m.

Owing to the very unfavorable weather we have been delayed

in getting out the photograph. A few bright days, however, will

suffice to supply the large orders we are receiving.

PERSONAL.

Lane, of '73, has gone home.

Demfster, ot '74, left town this week.

Clark, of '73, is becoming famous as a detective.

Spencer II. Coon is at Kidder's Ferry, Xew York.

Benedict, of '75, returns to his home in Attica this week.

Benedict, of '75. has left the University to return to his home.

A. J. Reynolds, a quondam member of '72, is now a Junior at Vale.

Philips, of '74, has left the University and is not expected to return.

H. V. L. Jones, of 70, has been spending a few days with his friends in

Ithaca.

Anna E. Dickinson's lecture on the labor question has elicited much

comment and discussion.

Jenks, of '74, left town last week with the intention of attempting to re

cover his usual good health.

H. H. Roberts, of '75, has left the University, to take charge of the pub

lic school at Rock Stream, Xew York.

And now Henry Ward Beecher advocates a diet oi healthy worms. Ditto

the College Courant. Pass on the dish !

Victor Hugo thinks that the terrible storm of war which France has

lately endured has not injured her intellectual power.

Professor McCandless is making his presence felt in helping along the

enterprises and exercises ofthe Ithaca Farmers' Club.

Theodore Woudiicll and Victoria Tilton are nominated for President

and Vice-President, by a confused Western editor.—Sun.

Bayard Taylor lately delivered, at Pittsburgh, his lecture on "Schiller.''

A Pittsburgh paper mourns over the small audience which greeted him.

Concerning Joaquin Miller, the Sun, of Xovember 20th, containis an ar

ticle entitled,
" Mrs. Miller's Story ofthe Divorce from her Husband."

Profesvjr Homer B. Sprague has been engaged to deliver a course of

lectures on
"

Shakespeare
"

for the Brooklyn Young Men's Christian Associ

ation.

Edgerly.. of '73, left town last week on account of ill health. He is not ex

pected to return to the University. Base-ball men will feel the loss of a ready

worker.

Jayne, of '73, preached at Hayt's Settlement, three miles north of Ithaca,

on the Trumansburg road, on last Sabbath afternoon, and at Free Hollow in

the evening.
Professor Huxley don't think spiritualism a very elevating thing. He

says :
"

Better live a crossing-sweeper than to die and be made to talk twaddle

by a
'

medium,' hired at a guinea a seanceA

Hon. William Gray, of Boston, has placed $5,000 at the disposal of Rev.

Robert Collyer, of Chicago. It is intended to relieve his congregation from

the responsibility of contributing to his support.

The following are the names of the Cornell students residing at present in

Minnesota: S. H. Soule, '72, is at Mountain Lake; WE S. Names, '72, at

Red River ; WE H. Garrett, '72, and Livermore, '73, at St. Paul ; Beardsley,

'73, at Duluth.

Professor Homer B. Sprague has an excellent article in The As nida

tion Adz-oca le on the subject,
" With the Heart, Man Believeth unto Right

eousness." The Advocate is published by the Brooklyn Young Men's Chris

tian Association.

J. B. IIaoarty, of '75, well known to fame hereabouts, is to teach at Sa

lem, this State, until the Spring term, when he will return to the University.

We are credibly informed that the cane will remain
in Ithaca, as he goes to a

place where canes and . "'ling and things are no more.

Gregg, of '72, gave his newly organized Third Battalion their first drill on

Tuesday. Everything promises well for the future of the organization, and

we hope everything will lead smoothly on to the parade and hop, the latter to

be at Cascadilla, which the battalion proposes to get up on next Washington's

birth-day. Officers will be chosen soon.

I'E IE Parker lias gone to his home, Corning, Xew York. lie writes us

a letter, from which we make the following extract :
"

Although I have for

certain reasons been obliged to leave the University, I still entertain a lively

feeling of inteiest for her welfare. Of the suspension of the unfortunate ones

I have nothing to say; still I cannot persuade myself that it was by an act of

Divine Providence that we were obliged to leave. I hope that Cornell will

ever stand in the ranks ofthe first institutions of learning, both in Europe and

America."

INIVERSITY TI'EAIS.

A MAT ofthe University farm is being draughted.
—

Xothing new concerning the suspended students.

— d'he winter term commences Thursday, January fourth, 1S72.
— President White is expected to be in town on Friday of this week.

—

Unprecedented thefts are reported to have recently occurred in the

laboratory.
— Examinations for the fall term will commence December eleven, and end

Saturday, the sixteenth.

— The increased capacity of the University barns is proof of the excellent

management and large crops this year.

— Collections for the payment ofthe amount due on the bust of Dr. Wil

son, are progressing at rather a slow rate.

— A non-resident, /. e. a recitation -cutting, '73 man wants to know when

the Svllabus is criming out; his next question will he, "are we Juniors ?"
— All the college exchanges whic h have referred to the action of the class

of '74 with respect to the tale-bearer, have approved the action of the class.

— A member of the corps was highly edihed to see one of his class and a

fascinating girl trying to prop a gate, and so remedy the raids of the lifters.

— We hear nothing from our band. Have they succumbed to the difficul

ties which confronted them, or are they only husbanding their energies for fu

ture brilliant efforts.

— The Review wishes to be informed as to whether J. E.'More received

the cane as the most popular man of the class of '71. W'e are happy to say

that Mr. More received tiie cane.

— Professor Prentiss will read a paper before the Natural History Society,

Saturday evening, November 25, on Fungi (mushrooms and toad-stools), illus

trating by some gigantic specimens.

— The prospects are becoming more favorable for a successful consolida

tion ofthe various boating inteiest uf the University. By next spring every

thing will probably be satisfactorily arranged.
— Reallv, tliere is a walk laid part of the way to the Sibley building, and

it is remarked by the men of ink that

"

A thing of beauty is a joy forever."

— A formidable petition will be sent in to the Faculty, asking that Uni

versity exercises be suspended not only on Thanksgiving, but on the Friday

following, thus making a vacation of four days. It will be best to grant the

petition.
— A playful Soph in Cascadilla applied with a syringe unholy water to a

Freshman's face. Thereupon Fresh put a
"
head that no hellebore can cure"

upon the Soph by knocking him down with a cane and cutting open his head.

lie then played the good Samaritan by hastening down town for medicine.

— A Senior who has studied psychology all this term has been seen by a

Junior to head the paper on which he takes notes invariably with "

Lectuies

on Sycologv by Doct. Wilson." Clearly a case of early education neglected,
lack of application to text-books, or of mental aberration.

— The thawing of the late fall of snow was very effective in forming an

abundant supply of mud, of a very delightful consistency. It is to be hoped
that before the ladies, in any considerable number, lend the charms of their

presence to the University, walks will be laid between the buildings.
— Since we have it on so high authority as the word of Honorable "Carl

Schurz that men have been hired in WEashington for United Skates officials

simply because they are good ball-players, we notice a commendable zeal on

the part of ball-players in the University to excel in the manly game.

— The Xew York Republican pays quite a compliment to Professor Shack

ford by publishing in full his story entitled "
The Professor," which appeared

n Xos. 5 and 6 of The Era, but the Republican not only forgot to credit it
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to The Fra, bul slighted entirely poor
"

Ludwig Tieck," from whose works

the story is a free translation.

— The professor of history considers it unfortunate that the weekly exam

ination comes on Friday, when so many of the class are absent. Last year it

was Monday when most of the class were unable to attend, and, curiously

enough, examinations then occurred on that day. Coincidences are the order

of exercises in that Junior history class.

— In consideration of the fact that the President is absent examining those

schools in which the sexes are being educated together, the following clause

of a recent announcement from headquarters is quite suggestive: "On the

return of the President to the University, the Troiosers designed as a part of

uniform will be prescribed and published."
—

Spence Spencer has just returned from New York, bringing a large stock

of goods for the holidays. He took special pains to select a large assortment

of German and Swiss draughting instruments, hard-rubber triangles and

curves, India ink ;.nd cups, T-squares, etc. which will be sold either in sets or

separately, to suit the customer. The fact is, Mr. Spencer is bent on giving

satisfaction. Give him a call.

— If a third thieving negro janitor is employed about the University

buildings, we fear that he wdll be hazed on general principles, as suddenly as

the lions devoured Daniel's enemies. Clark, of '73, has shown a craft worthy

of Yidocque or Pinkerton, in catching the present caitiff, and so preventing

the unjust suspicions that students might have had one of another. It now

transpires that the night police, who were supposed to be guarding the Uni

versity property from students, angry at suspensions, were really watching for

the then unknown thief. The obtuceness of the authories, in giving a states-

prison bird the free entrance to the students' rooms, is only equaled by the

mistaken kindness in bailing the clearly guilty wretch, and allowing him the

chance to cover his guilt.
— There is much complaint among our exchanges because the students do

not give them a more general support. The Chronicle, conducted by the lit

erary students of the University of Michigan, in an editorial on this subject

says : "We would like to have the paper represent the whole University, but

we cannot be expected to devote mnch time to the interests of the professional

schools, when all of our subscribers in those schools do not probably number

a single score." Perhaps by giving those departments representatives on the

corps this could be remedied. The Era editors are chosen liy all departments,
and as far as possible all are represented on the corps, and our subscription
lists include at least two thirds of all students in the University. In other col

leges the Freshmen seem to lack interest in the paper. We are pleased to

state that the present Fresman class at Cornell gives us a very flattering sup

port, though we are still willing to receive from them new orders for the pa

per, and trust that ere the year is over all the best of them will hand in their

names.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

'Sale has just dedicated her new chapel.
— Yale gives $800 to the Chicago Relief Fund.

— Amherst has finally decided not to admit ladies.

■— Xew Haven has secured the Jarves Picture Gallery, and everybody there

is happy.
— The Freshmen at Yale College have voted unanimously against hazing,

which is doing the proper thing properly.
— The Freshmen at Bowdoin seem to be electing new class officers every

week, by the lists published in The Orient.

— The College Re-view for November, contains an interesting biographical
sketch of Matthew Vassar, founder of Yassar College.

— The Annalist, of Albion College, Michigan, comes out with an editorial

in favor ofthe admission of women to that institution.

— We infer from the dark hints in the Orient about " cold water,"
"

wet

jackets," etc., that there is some hazing going on at Bowdoin.

— One of the societies of Yassar College, from a concert recently given,
realized $300, which was forwarded to the Michigan sufferers.

— 7 he Lawrence Collegian's motto is
"

mens moleiu movet." It depends

altogether upon the kind of " mens," whether that be true or not.

— A Freshman told his professor the other day that he was quite sure of

his point for he had just looked it up in his
"

Lexington."
—Chronicle.

— eV base-ball nine from Auburn recently went to Hobart and were victo

rious. A nine came down from Rochester and Hobart defeated them.

— One of our exchanges thinks lhe great number of marriages which have

occurred during the past few weeks, a sure indication of a severe winter.

The Academe who said,
" somebody.ll die if they try to mash my hat,

still wears his plug. A more timid offender has been less fortunate.—Madi

sonensis.

-Historical recitation in philosophy.-/**/*^-"
Is Dr. Porter a sub-

lapsarian or a supralapsarian ?
" Senior-" I think he is." N. B.-Don't

consult the dictionary.
—Chronicle.

— An exchange makes the inquiry
: If a young lady wishes a young gen-

tleman to kiss her, what papers would
she mention ? No Spectators, no Ob.

serveis, but as many Times as you like.

— Students in Wisconsin are allowed to vote if of the proper age and sex ;

shall we be allowed the same right, or must we submit
to the indignity of chal

lenges on the ground that we don't live here ?

— Four New England colleges are now open to women : Bates, Lewis-

town, Me.; Colby, Waterville, Me.; Vermont University, Burlington, Vt. ;

and Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.—Madisonensis.

— Three of the Georgia Colleges have recently elected new presiding offi-

cers : Rev. A. J. Battle, D. D. has been
called to Mercer University; Rev.

O. L. Smith, D. D. to Emory College, and Rev. E. H. Myers, D. D. to the

Wesleyan Female.—Georgia Collegian.
—

"

Professor," said one of our students in the zoology class the other day,
"

why does a cat while eating turn her head first one way and then the

other ?
" "

For the reason," replied the professor,
" that she cannot turn it

both ways at once."
—University Reporter.

— A Lawrence Freshman thinks that the idea of misery is expressed by

"seven studies and one girl." The Chronicle thinks the height of happiness

would be
"
seven girls and one study." In either case we would, like Arte-

mus Ward, object to
" the muchness ofthe thing."

— Professor F. V. Hayden, United States Geologist, who has been ex.

ploring the Yellow Stone region during the past summer, has returned toWash

ington to prepare his report. He expects to submit to the Secretary of the

Interior a very interesting report of that wonderful section of country.
—

Globe.

— Princeton has been in a
"

peck of troubles
"

with the unruly Sophs

wdio still continue to haze. Eight were expelled; the class bolted and refused

to attend college exercises unless their class-mates were restored. The Fac

ulty refused tore-consider the matter unless every member of the class signed

a pledge to refrain from every species of hazing. Matters are still in a very

unsettled condition.—Exchange.
— We are glad to see that the editors of the Student are so much interested

in perusing The Era that even the advertisements we print are scanned and

criticised by them. Still, the exultation that they express at being better than

even that poor Pharisee is unkind, disgusting and not by any means original.

Dear Student, if you have superior merit keep quiet, don't assume anything

that is not yours, and perhaps, after years and years, like Mary's little lamb,

you will be rewarded for your patience by being sung in nursery rhyme.

— Our leading colleges have the following number of graduates this year :

Harvard, 157; Yale, 100; Princeton, 78; Dartmouth, 68; Iowa State Uni

versity, 56; Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., 23; Ohio Wesleyan

University, 46; Amherst, 59; Cornell, 40; Hamilton, 33 ; Columbia, 31 ;

Lafayette, 31 ; Oberlin, classical course, 23, ladies' course, 19; Middlebury,

15; Amherst Agricultural, 29; Vassar, 21 ; Bowdoin, 14.
—

University Repor
ter. The smallness of the number from Cornell is because no class has yet
had time to take a full course here since the institution opened.

—Michigan University loves the lady students, Williams and Amherst do

not ; but then they don't have any chances at the latter institutions. Cortland

Normal School has proved a partial failure with them ; perhaps, however,
it would have been a total failure without them. Syracuse University
is to have ladies in profusion, and they are far-seeing there, you know.

Cornell is engaged to Edgemont, and all is as harmonious as ever ; but Yale

and Harvard's feelings are outraged at the mere mention of mixed colleges ; is

not their utility somewhat mixed, judging from the statistics and reports ?

— The University Review, a small college monthly, evidently disappointed
at having its usual supply of matter cut off, takes revenge by saying

" What

has become of our exchanges ? It is a grand college paper thai can not run

through a short vacation." W'e admit that the Review has a decided advan

tage in this respect, as nobody can tell whether it is "running through
"

a

vacation, or whether the vacation comes between its times for publication.
However, we hope it will not be too hard on its less fortunate cotemporaries,
who might have lo print a number or two of their paper in order to

"
run

through."
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The Sophomore class at Cornell recently expelled a member for tale

bearing to ttie Faculty. This is, we imagine, a new thing; but it is also, we

believe, a good one. There are some actions which ought to ostracise any

student completely from his fellows, and tattling is one of them. The Facul

ty have the right to expel any one who is guilty of a breach of duty toward

them. Why should not the class have the same right? That they have the

power is evident
from the fact that the expelled member in this case, at once

on his expulsion, left for regions unknown. We can hardly conceive of a man

with enough of the surly bull-dog about him, to hang to the skirts of a class

after it has once thoroughly shaken him off. And it seems to us that the

class needs this authority for its own protection, as really as the higher pow

ers. It is possible that a class would be continually hampered in every move

ment by the pig-headedness of one of its members. If by a summary expul

sion he covld be got rid of, it would, in such a case, be a very good thing.
We wish every class in all our colleges knew its power in this respect.

— Vi

dette.
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CONCERNING FOOD.

professor wilder.

It has been well said that "Physiology is at present in too incomplete a

condition to answer the chief question raised respecting food ; and this fact it

is desirable to bring into the clear light of evidence ; for on all accounts it is

infinitely better that we should understand our ignorance, than that we should

continue believing in hypotheses which enlighten none of the obscurities gath

ering round the question. It is in vain that we impatiently turn our eyes

away; the darkness never disappears merely because we cease to look at it."*

I feel this each year in approaching the practical side of the questions con

cerning the digestive functions. It is very easy to generalize (as I shall by-

and-by) ; and it is also easy to lay down a few rules, the good sense of which

are generally admitted. But we are not yet able in all cases to deduce these

rules from our constantly increasing stock of purely scientific information re

specting the structure and functions of the digestive organs.
Good health gives us most power to do for ourselves and others. It de

pends in great measure upon the quality and quantity of our food, upon the

manner of its preparatie nd upon the method and time of taking it. We

have five sources of informal :
m upon these matters :—

1. Our own instincts and L.pPelites-
2. The instincts of animals.

3. Experience.

4. Experiments upon animals.

5. Chemical investigation.
Infants and the savages of tropical climates, like animals, follow their in-

stii.cts, and may take food without special selection or preparation.
Civilized man is compelled to use his reason for the production, the choice

and the preparation of food. He is obliged to keep some articles beyond their

natural season, and he resorts to importation of foreign productions. He

cultivates the taste and makes of gastronomy a science and an art. He feeis,
if he does not fully understand, the correspondence of taking food and drink

with the reception of spiritual good and truth ; and is led to make his bodily
leasts, seasons of friendly association with others and oTgratitude to God. In

short, the infant, the savage, and the beast, only feed; the intelligent man

dines.

There are objections to the exclusive and universal adoption of any one of

the four remaining guides. As to the first, it may be said at once, that only
mammals are fit subjects for observation in order to be of service to man ; and

next we must choose between the exclusively carnivorous, and herbivorous

species which include most of our domestic animals, or select the so-called

omnivorous species, of which one, the bear, is not amendable to scientific ex

periment, and the other, the pig, is objectionable in that and in other respects.
It is probable that experiments upon animals can only serve as guides to the

performance and interpretation of experiments upon ourselves. But even

these experiments, whether made with a definite object in a scientific manner,

or in the form of general experience, are by no means infallible.
"
What is

one man's meat is another man's poison
"

is so true that no one of us can

safely follow, in all respects, the results of another's experience; one is made

"1 by mutton, another by oysters, a third by an ordinary amount of common

sah. Evidently the most satisfactory results of experience, are those con

nected with the food-supply of large bodies of men; and the United States

*

Physiology of Common Life.

most generous in the world, is worthy of a careful
army ration, said to be the

study.

But an army is, after all, only a gigantic average man, and it has a certain
work to do, and the conclusions based upon it apply only to other large bodies
of men in similar conditions. There is good reason to believe that" cliniale,
kind of work, mental or physical, and general mode of life, largely affect the

demands of the system. It is certain that the train-oil and blubber of which

an active Esquimaux may consume many pounds in a day would disagree with

the stomach of an Indian nabob, and even with that of a student of ordinary
diligence and quiet habits. The great progress made of late in organic chem

istry, and the definite character of all its results, together with the chemical

nature of many of the vital processes, combined to render this last a very prom
inent guide in the matter of food. The human body is certainly composed . f

a certain number of chemical elements, which are variously combined to form

what are called the proximate principles ofthe body; food is likewise capable
of chemical analysis, and wc are told how mucli of certain articles should be

taken in order to gain a given quantity of fat, musi.ke, brain or bone.

Now if all the tissues ofthe body wasted with equal rapidity, it would only
be necessary to ascertain its composition and administer a food like unto it;
and indeed, prejudice aside, it might be supposed that one human body could

best be nourished upon another; but it is found that while some parts, as the

fat, the muscle, and the blood, are rapidly wasted and renewed, others, as the

bones and the nerves, change more slowly ; and so we resort to a chemical

analysis of the products of waste, the excretions, in order to ascertain what

supply is demanded to make up the loss.

'Dr. Dalton gives us the following statement as to the daily waste of the

body of a man weighing one hundred and forty pounds.

MSCIIAROED.

Carbonic acid,

Vapor from the lungs,

Perspiration,
\Yater of urine,

Urea and other excretion,

Mineral salts,

i-53

1. 15

'■93

2.02

40

04

7.07

Still further reduced, this means a certain amount of carbon, hydrogen, oxy

gen and nitrogen, with a small quantity of mineral salts; yet the most careful

chemical preparation of such substances would not be food for animals or men,

and even when so combined by vital chemistry as to form the tissues of plants
and animals, our physical and our aesthetic natures both rebel against the idea

of taking in as provender a fixed amount of water, white of egg, fat and starch ;

and we seek for natural articles of food in which these substances are united

with each other and with flavoring substances so as to be pleasant to the eye,

the smell, and the taste, even though this requires a greater consumption of

some one element than chemistry says is required. ^

It would appear, indeed, lhat ordinary articles of food not only contain a

large amount of innutritions matters which must be separated from the proper

nutriment and then cast off, but also an excess of all the really nutritious sub

stances which are taken up into the system if needed, but if not are allowed to

pass on with the was'.e.

Now it is certainly desirable to reduce this provisional excess to a mini

mum, especiallv with the poor or with large bodies of men; it would be less

necessary, in all cases, if this unused nutriment could be allowed to return at

once to the soil for another year's consumption, instead of running to waste

into the ocean.

But it is not likely that the ordinary individual will, nor is it certain that

he ought, to confine himself strictly lo the consumption of what he needs, as

food, any more than he (hies to what is absolutely necessary for life in respect

to clothing, lands, or habitations. We are permitted not only to live but to

enjov life, antl the most that can be asked of people is to follow such results of

investigation as will lead them to avoid an injurious consumption of food,

whether as to its kind, its combination, its quantity, its mode of preparation,

or the time and method of taking it.

And this brings us back to the point we started from, and we now enquire

what is taught upon these subjects, by the combined results of investigation

into the chemical and vital composition and processes of our own bodies and

those of animals.

Setting aside doubtful matters and confining ourselves to what is generally

acknowledged, we may venture to lay down the lollowing rules concerning the

use of food as a means of preserving health :—
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1. Prevention is better than cure.

2. Use good and palatable food, not highly seasoned ; vary in quantity and

quality according to age, climate, weather and occupation. Carbonids (am

yloids and fats) are thought to be healing and less nutritious ; nitrides (albu

minoids) are thought to be less heating and more nutritious. The whole

(unbolted), or partially bolted grains are good and sufficient food for dogs,

horses and men ; but nature demands variety. As a rule, carnivora are not

wholesome food. Hot soft bread digests slowly.

3. Cooking may spoil good food. Pork should be thoroughly cooked.

Avoid frying meat; boil, roast or broil it, beginning with a high heat ; but for

soups, begin lukewarm.

4. Three full meals daily are customary, and may be natural; but their

number, their relative quantity and quality, and the intervals between them,

are largely matters of opinion, habit and convenience ; regularity is very im

portant.

5. Avoid lunches, so called.

6. Eat something within an hour after rising, especially if obliged to labor

or study ; but avoid both these before breakfast if possible, and particularly

exposure to malaria or contagion.

7. Let the amount of a meal bear some relation to future needs as well as

present appetite ; but it is better to carry an extra pound in your pocket than

in your stomach.

S. Eat in pure air and in pleasant company ; light conversation and gentle
exercise promote digestion, but hard work of anv kind retards it. Avoid se

vere bodily or mental labor just before and for two hours after a full meal.

9. Masticate well ; eat slowly ; five minutes more at dinner may give you

better use of an hour afterward.

10. Drink little at meals, and never a full glass of very hot or very cold li

quid. Never zoafi down a mouthful.

II. Avoid waste of saliva.

12. Evacuate the bowels daily, and above all regularly; the best time is

pfter breakfast : partly to lie rid of a physical burden during the day, but

chiefly to relieve the brain.

13. Constipation is safer than diarrhoea. For the former, exercise, ride

horseback, knead the belly, take a glass of cool water before breakfast, eat

fruit and laxative food : for the latter, follow an opposite course ; toast, crusts,

crackers, and rice are the best food.

Pain, and uneasiness of the digestive organs, are signs of disturbance ; keep
a clear conscience, rest, sleep, eat properly; avoid strong medicines inordi

nary cases.

Panaceas are prima -fieie humbugs ; their makers and takers, their vendors

and recomirn nders are knaves or fools, or both.

Nature cures most diseases if let alone, or aided by diet and proner care.

There are no miracles in medicine; let us remember that to keep and to

get well generally require only a recognition of nature's powers, with anato

my, physiology, experience, and common sense—and we may hope that some

day, every man may be his own physician in all ordinary cases.

turned in the direction in which he is to throw the ball, the ball in every case

to pass over
his head.

VIII. No claim of
" foul

"

shall be made except by one of the umpires, and

such claim shall constitute a decision unless disputed by the other umpire, in

which case a decision shall be immediately given by the referee.

IX. Any player having a
" free kick

"
shall be entitled to fifteen by ten

feet of clear space taken in an opposite direction to the one in which he in

tends to kick the ball.

X. The hands shall not be used in pushing, or hauling, or holding any

player.
XI. Repeated wilful violation ofthe above rules shall render any member

liable to expulsion or suspension from the association, by a two-thirds' vote

of the active members.

XII. Both the umpires and the referee shall have the power to suspend

any member making a second violation of these rules during any game.

Iowa University has put its handsomest foot forward—a lady's foot, of
course—in throwing open its doors in all its departments to females.—Cor.

nell Era.

We would be under obligations to The Cornell Era if it would inform

us what institution is meant by the above paragraph. If it refers to this in

stitution [The Iowa State University], we would apprise it of the fact that

before Cornell College was founded, young ladies were in attendance here;
and if it refers to Grinned College it is equally in the wrong. We called atten

tion to this matter in our last, and we sincerely hope our exchanges will make
a note of this.—University Reporter.

We stand corrected, but would ask the Reporter whether it refers to Cor

nell College or Cornell University in the above paragraph ?

The great electro-magnet recently made for the Stevens Institute, at Ho

boken, is the largest in the world. The length of wire in the coils is four

thousand eight hundred and eighcy-eight feet. The iron cores are over three

feet long and weigh one hunded and eighty-three pounds each. The lifting
force is estimated at between thirty and forty tons.

-.•ciation we publish

FOOT-BALL RULES.

For the benefit ofthe members of the Foot-ball A

their rules, as follows :

I. The sides shall be at least twenty-five* feet apart, and the ball shall be

started within the limits of one ofthe sides.

II. The ball shall be considered in play upon leaving the limit of the side

from which it started.

III. The ball shall continue in play until one of the goals is reached, until
it leaves thc limits ofthe ground, or until a foul for any cause shall be claimed.

I\E The goals ami limits of the ground shall be determined before thc

commencement of any game.

\ . The ball in no case shall be picked from the ground while in play.
\I. A

"

free-kick" shall be allowed only when the ball is taken on the

fly, and shall not include the right of running with the ball.

\II. When the ball shall have passed the limits of the ground without

reaching either goal it shall be declared "dead," and can only be put in play
again by the following means: I. If the ball leaves the limits at the sides it

shall be thrown in in a direction at right angles to a line connecting the two

goals ; 2. If it leave, the limits at either end it shall be thrown in in a direc
tion parallel to a line connecting the two goals; 3. It shall be thrown in by
the player first getting possession ofthe ball, who shall stand on the limits a's
near as possible to the spot where the ball left the grounds, with his back

WTE are sorry for those who failed to hear Professor Raymond, on Tuesday
night. Though the weather was very unfavorable, the house was well filled

and we venture to say that not a person went away unsatisfied. Sir Toby
Belch, with his drooping, innocent mouth, with his drunken leer and stagger,
and with his jolly laugh, stepped out before the audience. Sir Andrew Ague-
Cheek, also jolly and uproarious with his capers, became visible. The clown

with his cap and bells, with his wit and good-nature, and the love-sick Olivia,
though inhabitants of Illyria, are placed on the platform, and all with the hap
piest effect, by the talent of the reader. Professor Raymond goes away carry
ing opinions which are

"

all golden," and we doubt not we shall hear him

again in Ithaca.

Hall's Journal ofHealth gives this advice on a few vexed questions : The

general lessons are : first, avoid exposure to the out-door air in miasmatic lo-
calities for the hours including sunrise and sunset ; second, have a blazing fire
on the hearth ofthe family room at those hours, to rarefy and send the miasm

upwards ; third, take breakfast before going out of doors in the morning, and
take tea before sundown ; then being out after night is not injurious

The New York Post says : If the Rev. Robert Collyer,
"

the blacksmith

clergyman," will turn a first-class horse-shoe for the Cornell University muse
um the students will give $2,000 to Chicago in return-a pleasing illustration
ol the proverb, that one good turn deserves another.—Exche.'1ange.

A translation of the German of "

The Landlady's Daughter," which
was printed m The Era last year, has been copied and not credited by

The slight addition, tacked on at th* *„a „„i„ „„,.„.. J.
poem ridiculous.

tion, tacked on at the end, only makes thc

( »sl

Bok numbers of t.ik Era for ,S7o-7i (volume III), with the exceptionm nbers 2 and 7 (September ,3 and October 28), can be obtained of Albert
""• Address: Box 55S, Ithaca, New York.

Th*. /AertiseA Gazette contains much information of value to every one
«h» advernses ,n newspapers. Geo. P. Rowell & Co., the New York kdver

weTV' 7
the pub,Nhc"- Samp,e ""-" sent * -7 «"«•

twenty-live cents.
'
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1OLLEGE SOCIETY BADGES

OF EVERY DESIGN,

IN SOLID GOLD & ENGKA VED,

IN SOLID GOLD & ENAMELLED,

IN SOLID GOLD &> PHECIOVS STONES

From the best materials and by the best workers in

Jewelry.

The manufacture of BADGES A SPECIALTY

Twenty years have been devoted to it. All Badges WAR

RANTED. Price List furnished on call.

L. G. BURGESS S3 SON,

10 PLAIN STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.

T57

w
ESTWARD IIO!

Persons wishing to prospect, locale or speculate in thc Westwill do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IO\VA,

For a Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands of
pie.es ol v., u.,1,1,-

property, s.tuated at various points through-out lhe western Slates and territories.

CTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d I >oor South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOM I.S IK; AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

THE LI] IR ) at No. 10 South Aurora Street,
is the place for students. The best accommodations, as well as
a large variety ofthe best styles of turnouts, always on hand at
he most reasonable prices. HACK SERVICE will be per-
formed at easy rates.

AMOS SMITH, Proprietor.

J. S. GRANGER cf CO.. dealers in Ladies'
Dress Goods, Cloths, Cass,meres, Gents' Furnishing Goods,
ft'-'., 55 State Street.

C. CHRISTIANCE "fr'sON, No. 66 East
State Street, manufacturers and dealers in Boots Shoes anel
Rubbers. Particular attention paid to manufacturing Gentle.
mens Fine Boots and Shoes of the best material. Repairing
done with neatness ami dispatch.

jyjARSH
& HALL,

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A BAILEY, Proprietor.
OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

Passengers from the West, wishing to take the morning boat

up Cayuga Lake can be accommodated with good fare and

clean beds at rates much lower than at Rochester or Syracuse,
and by coming here to stop over night, will avoid being called

at 4 o'clock in the morning in order to connect here with the 8

o'clock boat, thus gaining three hours more sleep.
Passengers bound west, leaving Ithaca by the morning boat,

have ample time here for dinner, which costs 25 per cent, less

than on the boat .

Passengers going east from Ithaca by the afternoon boat, can

get supper here cheaper than in Syracuse.
No night trainspassing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

tackle.

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the
students.

JAMES A. BAILKY, Proprietor.

TJOWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. C P. CLEME, T.

N"-
53 East State street, dealers in fancy and staple dry-

goods. A full line of gent's furnishing goods and cloths con-

stnntly on hand. Suits made to order bv competent wurkmen.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

GREGG A- VAN OS'TRAND, dealers in Farm

Machinerv, Agricultural Implements, Seeds, Sc, 70 and 12 West
Mate Street— Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

BEST FRESH LAGER, at a convenient h>ca-

lion, at D. Rezeau's, third door east from the cormr of Aurora

ind State street, south side.

BROWN' cE° KI'TTRICK, manufacturers and

dealers in Boots and Shoes of all kinds. No. 40 Ea.-t Slate

street, Ithaca.

A.
PHILLIPS & SON,

ARBOUR.

o

AIILLSPAUGII 6f THOAIPSON,

No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

D
ESCHNER'S KAFFEE HAUS, T

fcei Sfceobor £)ef<fjner,

No. 95 NORTH GENEVA STREET,

Where can be obtained at all hours tbe choicest German and

French Coffee, wholesome Pie, Sausage, Pretzels, Cake, and

the purest

ROCHESTER LAGER,

Besides

©lnnfen=2Burft, <Stf)n>ei0er=£afe, 8tm6urger=ftafe,

Cefcer SQButft.

Private rooms provided for students, to whom will be given
every facility for acquiring the German Language.

0 ADVERTISERS.—All persons who

contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

insertion of Advertisements should send to

GEORGE P. RoWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents for their One Hundred Page

Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates,

showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who arc-

known as Successful Advertisers. '1 his firm are proprietors of

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROWE N. V.

and are posscssc-H of unequaled facilities for securing the inser

tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low

est rates.

MERCHANT TAILORS,

And Dealers in

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

No. 19 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, N. Y.

\ PHILLIPS. A. H. PHILLIPS.

GENTLEM
KN OF "CORN E L L

"

should get their hoots, shoes, and slippers of Mr. C M.

Stanley, 14 Fast Stale st Special attention paid to fine

custom work. All stock and work wirrant'-d to be as repre

sented. Best blacking in the city at the lowest prices. Ovor-Ot-
crs in great variety. Repairing done fi-e/nfl'v and stylishly.

A
LLEN & REYNOLDS.

SHAVING BAZAAR,

C
ORNELL UNIVERSITY

J
BATES & SON,

successors to

Bates, Wortman & Co.,

NO. 16 NORTH AURORA ST., ITHACA,

wholesale and retail dealers in

FRESH AND SALT MEATS,

SAUSAGES, SMOKED HAMS,

Shoulders, Bacon and Beef, Fiesh Meats of all kinds. Pork by

the Barrel, Lard, Tallow, &c.

J. BATES.
R- BATES.

F. ff. WILLIAMS, Baggage and City Express.
Office in McWhorter's grocery, cor. State

and Cayuga sts.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address WAI. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y.

fashionable barbers and hair dressers. No. 11 F. State St. Four

first-class workmen always in attendance. A share of public

patronage solicited.

JOHNSON'S TOILET, No. Si State Street,

adjoining the Ithaca Hotel. Shaving, Hair Cutting and

shampooing done in the best manner. Cert. A. Johnson, prop.

CEASON 187 1-2.

^ADELPHI" LECTURE COURSE.

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men

Clothing cut, made and repaired. No 60 State

ot Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

Men and Boys'
street, corner

WAI. AIAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,

Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended tu

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY iff CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands oi Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

A course of seven lectures and readings hy the most talented

and brilliant men of the day.
The third lecture ofthe course will be delivered by

Professor HOMER B. SPRAOUE,

On Tuesday Evening, December 9, 1S71.

A T LIBRARY HAIL.

Subject —
"

Shakespeare."

To be followed by other distinguished lecturers. The lectures

will be further announced in the local papers.

Course Ticket, or six single tickets $2 00

Single Admission 5"

Tickets may be procured at the Book Stores in Iihaca, and

also at \V. S. Mandcville's Drug Store.

floors open at 7.30. Lecture commences at 8.

O. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 7S State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,

&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street, Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first class.

ANTIQUARIAN BOOK STORE, 21 State

Street, up-st.nrs.
~

BARKER cf LAMIAN, successors to W. G.

Johnson & Co. principal olTice at leaker's rickct-.-mce, Ithaca,

N. V. Universitv Baggage and City 0">s Kv-age, par

cels, Freight, &c. "called for and delivered promptly in all pans

of the City.
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OAPTIZED IN FIRE.

CHICAGO PHENIX

THE CORNELL ERA. Nov. 24, 1 871.

A UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER.

READ THE FOLLOWING.

A popular weekly paper for the times, embracing the leading
features of those journals destroyed by the terrible conflagra

tion, and combining inst such a corps of writers as will give the

public all the news of the week, in a condensed compilation of

the leading journals ofthe nation, and thc world.

A TRUTHFUL RECORD.

The Phenix' will be the most truthful and reliable recorder of

incidents and facts concerning die great fire ever published.

ACCOUNTS OF THE FIRF.

Tt will contain onlv such accounts as arc vouched for by relia

ble witnesses, and will correct the erroneous and fabricated

statements of sensational writers.

CHICAGO AND THE NEWS.

It will, for a time, be devoted especially to the past, present

and future of" Chicago, besides being thc most complete weekly
newspaper in the world.

FIRESIDE COMPANION AND NEWSPAPER.

Tts columns are devoted to News, Commerce. Science, Liter

ature, Art, Drama, Music, Humor, Pastime, Poetry, Fashion.
SOety news, and enough of Romance to make it a most desir

able fireside companion, as well as the most reliable and com

plete newspaper for the business man in the counting-room.

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS.

Tt will be illustrated with engravings taken from Photographs
of the Chicago Ruins, instead of sketches

"

By Our Special
Artist" who was not "on the spot;

"

and thus give a series of

Ffrfect views, not obtainable elsewhere, and the first number

will contain the only correct map ofthe burned city.

HAPPY HOURS.

That beautiful literary journal,
"

Happv Hours," whose pub
lisher was the first to issue a paper to meet the public demand,
after the awful fire, has been merged into the literary depart
ment of the Pheniy, which will embrace the contributions of

more than sixty of the most popular writers of the day.

A SPECIAL FEATURE.

The Ph-viv will contain, as an csfcrial feature, a more com

plete record of incidents and results of tbe late terrible fire, than

can be found in any book, paper or other publication in the

country. So numerous and inaccurate have been the accounts

sent forth, that something reliable and re-dnble is eagerly sought
at this time, and The Phenix will fill thc bill.

A PAPER FOR THE PEOPLE.

The Phevix is the cheapen panerin America, being an Oht-

page. forty column weekly, at only two dollars a year ; in fact it
shall be. the paper for the people and the times.

THE FIRST NUMBER.

The_ first number will be issued on caturday, November i",
and will be the paper wanted bv everybody, as a record worth

preserving or to send away, and for its accurate illustrations.

ITS l:\STS.

Tt is a consolidation of other journals, and therefore on a solid

foundation, continuing their former circulation.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
To anv person who gets us three new subscribers, we will

send the Phf-.ix for one year free, or one of our beautiful prize,
steel plate engravings worth $3 so.

ib-ctiption list be-

PREMIUMS.

For the purpose r.f rapidly increasing
fore the close 0f the present year, we will give to every person
who subscribes for the Phenix during the month of November,
a beautiful steel plate engraving, worth $■• <;n, half a dollar more
than the price of subscription. No sue!, opoortunitv was ever'
before given, and probably never will be aOn. Avail yourself
of it. Engravings will he promptly and safeb- sent by mail or

delivered at this office, as subs -rihers may wish.

SUBSCRIBE NOW.

Send in your names and subscriptions at once, and sustain
this great, newspaper enterprise. Price of subscription on'v
$2 00 per year. Single copies 5 cents. Agents wanted every
where.

Phenix Pi nusniNo Comiwnv,

, 52 West Madison Stteet,

Chicago, Illinois.

D
R. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR.

TEN YEARS OF A PUBLIC TEST

Has proved

DR. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR

To have more merit than any similar preparation ever offered to

the public.

It is rich in the medicinal qualities of tar, and unequaled for

diseases ofthe throat and lungs, performing themost remarkable

cures.

Coughs, Colds, Chronic Coughs.
It effectually cures them all.

Asthma and Bronchitis.

Has cured so many cases it

has been pronounced a spe

cific for these complaint.

Forpains in Breast, Side or Back, Gravel, or

Kidney Disease.

Diseases op' the Urinary Organs, Jaundice,
or any Li-^er Complaint.

It has no equal.
It is also a superior Tonic,

Restores the Appetite,

Strengthens ihe System,

Restores the Weak and Debilitated

Causes the Food to Digest,
Removes Dyspepsia and Indigestion,

Prevents Alalarious Fevers,

Gives tone to your System.

TRY DR. COOK'S WINE OF TAR.

T
AUGHANNOCK FALLS.

"

THE STAUBBACH OFAMERICA
"

appropriately designates one of the most beautiful

specimens of American scenery. Ten miles from

Cornell University, and very near to Cayuga Lake,
the cataract falls perpendicularly 215 feet—50 feet

higher than Niagara. Rev. Dr. Cheever pronounces

the view of the Falls and Gorge the grandest and
most picturesque in the world, outside of Switzer

land, reminding the traveler of the pass above Chi-

avenna, in the Italian Alps. Taughannock well

repays a trip across the State.

It was visited last year by over twenty thousand

people, and while making a charming summer re

sort at reasonable prices, its grandeur during the

fall and spring amply pays for the journey thither.

Taughannock has been well termed "the Yo Semite

of the East," and every student in the University
will probably make many voyages to this natural

wonder.

Any inquiries addressed to P. H. Thompson,

Trumansburgh, N. Y., will recive prompt atten

tion.

D
IVORCES.

UNITED STATES DIVORCE AGENCY,

ESTABLISHED i?ss.

Divorces legally obtained in every state where

the laws are liberal on the subject, and under the

United States laws, for persons from any State or

country, legal everywhere. Desertion, non-support,

cruelty, drunkenness, etc., sufficient cause. No

publicity required. No fee until divorce obtained.

Call on, or address

GOULD & BURGER,

Counsellors-at-Law,

Broadway, 2d door below John St., New York City.

■ A Repository of Fashion, Pleasure, and Instruc
tion."

H
ARPER'S BAZAR.

Notices oj u'.e Press.

There never was any paper published that so

delighted the heart of woman. Never mind if it

does cost you a new bonnet ; it will save you ten

times the price in the household economy it teaches.
—Providence Journal.
The young lady who buys a single number of

Harper's Bazar is made a subscriber for life.—

A'ew York Evening Post.

The Bazar is excellent. Like all the periodicals
which the Harper's publish, it is almost ideally well

edited, and the class^ of readers for whom it is in

tended—the mothers and daughters in average fam

ilies—can not but profit by its good sense and good
taste, which, we have no doubt, are to-day making
many homes happier than they may have been be

fore the women began taking lessons in personal
and household and social management from this

good-natured mentor.— The Nation, N. Y.

Subscriptions.— 1872.

TERMS:

Harper's Bazar one year . . . $4 oo.

An Extra Copy of either'the Magazine, Weekly

or Bazar will be supplied gratis for every Club of

Five Subscriber? at $4 00 each, in one remittance;

or, Six Copiesfor $20 00, without extra copy.

Subscriptions to HarperEs Magazine, Weekly,

and Bazar, to one address for one rear, $1000; or,

two of Harper's Periodicals, to one address for one

year, $7 00.

Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.

The four volumes of Harper's Bazar, for the

years 1S0S, '69, '70, '71, elegantly bound in green
morocco cloth, will be sent by express, freight pre
paid, for $7 00 each.

The postage on Harper's Bazar is 20 cents a

year, which must be paid at the subscriber's post-
office.

Address,

HARPER cc BROTHERS, New York.

LT J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND REPAIL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AM)

SMOKE RS' ARTICLES,

12 East State Street, Ithaca, N. V.

GREAT OFFER.
A

48 ?-x,F;K'VS ('°MMERCIAL NO IE TA PER, and
25 ENVELOPES for 25 cents, at

Brink's Bazaar, No. 65 East State Street.
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MARCH AND MA Y.

0 mocking May / 0 mournful March !

0flower and shojver / O loves andfears /

Married in March and buried in Mar,

And I all alone with my lonesome tears,

Forever alone with the lonely years.

Do you deem that I hate you, moist-eyed March,
That you stiffen your spray with icy starch ?

Your winds are wintry, your showers are cold,
And your misty shrouds the fields unfold,

But, too loving, I love you well, love-lorn March.

Do you dream that I hate you, mirthless March,
That you fleck with clouds the welkin arch ?

Your air is leaden, and dim and gray.

And through it your fitful sunrays stray,

But, too loving, I love you well, love-lorn March.

Do you deem that I love you, mild-eyed May,
That you gleam in your gayest green to-day ?

Your willows are golden, your maples are red,
And your drowsy daffodils dream in their bed,

But, unloving, I love you not, loveliest May.

Do you dream that I love you, mirthful May,
That you smile and smile on your merry way ?

Your heavens are cloudless, your sunshine is bright,
And your larklets wing singing their skyey flight,
But unloving, I love you not, loveliest May.

O mocking May ! O mournful March !

0 flowers and'showers ■' O loves andfears /

Married in March and buried in May,

Aud I all alone with my lonesome tears,

Forever alone with the lonely years.

STUDENT-SONG.

JOHN HAY.

When Youth's warm heart beats high, my friend,

And Youth's blue sky is bright,

And shines in Youth's clear eye, my friend,

Love's early dawning light,

Let the free soul spurn care's control,

And while the glad days shine

We'll use their beams for Youth's gay dreams

Of Love and Song and Wine.

Let not the bigot's frown, my friend,

O'ercast thy brow with gloom,

For Autumn's sober brown, my friend,

Shall follow Summer's bloom.

Let smiles and sighs and loving eyes

In changeful beauty shine,

And shed their beams on Youth's gay dreams

Of Love and Song and Wine.

For in the weary yeajs, my friend,
That stretched before us lie,

There'll be enough of tears, my friend,
To dim the brightest eye.

So let them wait, and laugh at fate,
While Youth's sweet moments shine,—

Till memory gleams with golden dreams

Of Love and Song and Wine.

SHELLEY AS A POET.

At the opening of the nineteenth century, England seemed

resting from a long period of mental activity. The natal festivities

of her literature in the times of Chaucer and Spenser had been

succeeded by that magnificent outburst of strength, beauty and

variety in the Elizabethan period, and now, though the lesser lights
of song and romance were still chanting their easy melodies in the

ears of court and people, the great genius of her letters seemed to

be content with reposing quietly on the laurels of past renown, and

conning over the records of former successes. It seemed as if our

great literary growth had reached its maturity, and even forever

passed its period of luxuriant fruitage, when, as if the lost lamp of

Aladdin had been rubbed by some blundering Aphrite, a brilliant host

ofmental giants stand forth, and the land is charmed by the majestic
flow of Scott, the easy yet impassioned, brilliant and vivid diction

of Byron and Moore, the wild, weird music of Coleridge and

Southey, and the not less fantastic and more strangely melodious

strains of Keats and Shelley.

Of all these that we have named the last, though not the most

prominent, is perhaps the most remarkable, from the singular unfit

ness for practical life that was one of his prominent characteristics.

He was probably the best example ever given the world of the

natural recoil of a sensitive yet powerful spirit from the cold reali

ties of common existence, of the open revolt of a pure and mor

bidly tender nature from the heartless formalities of society, of the

almost inevitable lapse into atheism of a kindly soul from the harsh

ness with which religion was pressed upon it. And strangely,

mournfully composite, was the formation of his character.

A philanthropist and a skeptic; timid and shrinking by nature,

yet defying the scorn of the world ; gentle and pure-hearted, yet

insulting a nation by his family connections; with the most refined

of religious sentiments defying his Maker, and assailing Omnipo

tence itself with the most fearful recriminations, he seems, though

partly natural, to be almost wholly incongruous
—one of the strange

enigmas of life. If history were silent upon him, if his name were

forgotten, and the tale of his eccentric career through life sunk in

the depths of the Lethean stream, we should still have a sure in

dex, if not to his emotions themselves, at least to their peculiar

strength and startling, vivid originality, and none could fail to mark

the peculiar charm, the marvelous versatility and strange extremes

of which his genius was capable. In the opening stanzas of

"

Queen Mab" we are attracted by the beautiful melody of versifi

cation and delicate shading of sentiment with which the action be

gins, and in our imagination can see the sleeping maid and hear

the strange melody of the fairy music; we are hurried along with

the irresistible flow of his imagination, with the fairy car we pass

the golden island, and enter the ethereal palace of the
"

Queen of

spells
"

as

" Like Heaven, low resting on the wave, it spread

Its floors of dazzling light,"
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As we progress, we become slowly conscious of a vein of morbid

melancholy, which, once being introduced, seems to become the

ruling element ofthe theme until, after passing through the bewild

ering beauty and the dreamy sadness with which it is followed, we

are shocked and repelled by the insolent blasphemy with which he

insults and defies his Maker. In the
" Sensitive Plant," also, this

change from the bright to the sombre, this startling antithesis ofthe

beautiful and ghastly, is perhaps as marked
as in any of his shorter

pieces. From the graceful., fragrance-breathing description of the

garden and ofthe gentle flow ofthe stream upon whose bosom

" Broad water lilies lay tremulously

.Vnd starry river buds glimmered by,"

we are again led to the same spot, left to the influences of the ad

vancing seasons, and neglected by its once lovely, now dead

mistress, of which it is said :

"The rose leaves, like flakes of crimson snow,

Paved the turf and the moss below;

The lilies were drooping, and white and wan,

Like the head and skin of a dying man."

We are held by the powerful contrast, and an almost supernatural

spell seems to bind us till our fancy sees more than corruption, feels

more than mere death. A wierd fascination draws us while we

shudder and shrink, and the crawling horrors seem to have an irre

sistible charm. In the
"

Cloud," to be sure, we have one instance

in which the beautiful is not marred by the ghastly, and where per

fect rhythm and all the liquid power of our language has rendered

it a creation of unexampled beauty. The one production, upon

which he seems to have expended all his powers in attempting to

tell the world of a higher state than that of which it was cognizant,

and in which all of his talents are strained to portray, in their most

horrible and revolting forms, the hypocrisy which he despised and

the mental tyranny which he hated, is the
" Revolt of Islam," and

while we cannot but be repulsed by the picture which he draws of

the world, we can but be struck at the fidelity with which the mean

est if not the worst of the passions ofman are depicted. In" Alastor,"

or the
"

Spirit of Solitude," he has drawn himself, and his tearful

pilgrimage in this to him strange land of earth, was but the poet's

voyage through the ghost-peopled wilderness. He ever.possessed an

intense longing after the pure and noble, but, failing to find them

in the coarseness around him, sank starving for sympathy. His

most powerful production, the terrible drama of the
"

Cenci," that

from the very truthfulness of his descriptions and the fearfully vivid

portrayal ofthe most subtle malice, of the most intense mental as

well as bodily agony, can never hope to be successfully represented

upon the stage, seems to be a fit one in all its dark plot to enlist his

sympathies, and the miserable Beatrice is at the same time, like the

statue of Pygmalion, his creation and his mate, with whose tortured

life his own seems to be bound by the tie of common suffering.

In his shorter fragments the same despair animates his imagina

tion, and death or despair seemed to give ghastly life to every line.

As a poet, he stands unexcelled in vivid delineation. With im

passioned, yet clear and forcible manner, his creations are placed

before you, and as in " Alastor
"

and the
"

Cenci," his very de

scriptions of natural objects are absolutely painful at times, from

their terrible reality. He was more impassioned than Byron or

even -Keats, and in depth of fancy and powerful handling of the

weird and beautiful, is only approached and not surpassed by Cole

ridge or Poe. That as a writer his aim was not a misanthropic

one, that the object of his efforts was not as their effect, the sarcasm

of Swift without his malice, we can see from the fact, that, while

the most of his works are melancholy in their tendency, and are

calculated to tinge with gloom the mind ot the reader, they are

evidently not the result of a cold, calculating spirit ; but that,

rather, starting in whatever vein he may choose, his longings and

disgusts, his repulsed sympathies and revolted tastes, more potent

than himself, gradually assume possession and soon obtain hideous
'

sway over all the more beautiful, kindly, and divine parts of his

nature. His genius controlled him, and he was, though at times

the restless, always the obedient slave of its mighty command.

He was endowed with a sensibility which, from its very keenness,

proved his constant torture. He winced before what, to others,

would be unnoticed ; he died of what, to others, would be but a

jest. He strove to associate with the mob about him, and quivered

with pain as it rudely jostled his finest feelings. He compared

men with his ideal and was disheartened at their deficiencies. He

pictured humankind as it might be and turned with disgust from its

degradation. He was a sociable being, alone in a careless multi

tude of strangers. His life was but the prolonged racking of his

delicate nature, and his death but the joyous deliverance from

bonds which were becoming every day more disgusting to him.

XXX.

AS OTHERS SEE US-

I rambled through the corridors of the Cascadilly building, not find

ing anyone who worked
on the farm, but heartily admiring the sensible con

struction of this building, and especially the fine reception-hall which it con

tains. This is handsomely carpeted, lighted and furnished, and has, besides,

a gift from the president, Mr. A. White, of a splendid set of proof engravings

of Kaulbach's chefs-d'anvre in the Museum of Art, Berlin. This is not the

only gift of this accomplished gentleman, who has won the hearty love and re

spect of everybody in the institution, and has kindled a fire of enthusiasm in

every breast which
will carry Cornell high up in the front, in spite of sectarian

snarling and dogmatic thunder. At last, by good chance, I came upon a room

where a young fellow of twenty-three was stud) ing Sanscrit. Having been in

India for many years, I was interested
in his studies, and we commenced an

animated conversation upon philologic roots. We criticised Max Muller, com

mented on Bunsen's theory of the Pelasgic people, and heartily agreed upon

the absurdity of studying Greek and Latin, which were dried sponges,
out of

which everything good has been taken by our ancestors. Incidentally I

learned that this most accomplished gentleman was supporting himself by la

boring on the farm. He generally worked three hours a day, and six hours

on Saturday, and had already got through his appointed labor for that Satur

day. I asked him if the manual labor of plowing, &c, did not stupefy hiiv,

contract the brain cells and make his apprehension duller. He replied that it

did not, because he had been brought up as a farmer, and had nothing to

learn when he came to the college. He was taking the agricultural course,

but had become interested in philology, and one of the professors, who knew

Sanscrit, had become interested in him and had given him lessons in that per

fect language, though oriental studies are not in the curriculum.

I said :
"

I suppose yours is an individual case ?
"

Sudent.—Yes, as regards the philology, but not for the farm. There are

twenty-nine of us who work on it.

CoRRi-.si'oNiH'.NT—Does it pay your expenses ?

S.—It pays mine; but then I worked steadily during the long three

months' vacation, which ended in September. I can go easy now if I feel in

clined.

C.— I suppose the hardest part of the work is done by laborers employed
for that purpose ?

S.—Not at all. There are only two teamsters hired on the farm, and all

the other work is done by us. At this moment we're laying down a series of

drains, and this is very heavy work indeed.

C.—Did you do that this morning?
S.—Yes, for six hours.

C.—And did you not feel stupefied or tired out ?

S.—Not at all. 1 dislike the work, and was verv glad to get back to this,

but I was not tired.
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C.—Are there any other methods of earning one's support here besides the

farm ?

S._Oh yes. If you can print, you can earn more in the press-room than

on the farm, and
soon there will be lots of work in the machine-shop. The

men are going to make copies of Olliver's geometric models.

C—What's that?

S.—Why a Frenchman of the name of Olliver made a set of models to illus

trate all the problems of geometry. A set was purchased by the State of New

York, and is, I think, at Albany. They are going to make copies of these.

Twenty thousand dollars were given, I believe, for the first set that he made, but

our fellows here can make them for eight hundred.

C.—I see. Well, but men who can't handle tools will not be able to do

that sort of thing.

S.—Certainly not. Skilled labor is at the same premium here that it is

elsewhere.

C.—What can the men do who have only their manual strength ?

S.—Well, they can work on the farm or they can grade the square.

C.—Tliey can do that, but then do they ? •

S.—As a general thing they attempt it, and finding it rather rough, give it

up in despair and go home.

C—Well, but that was hardly what Mr. Cornell designed, was it ?

S.—No; he expected that the college would give work to every one that

cared to take it, of a kind that he could do. I suppose that this will be done in

the future by outsiders, but it can never be accomplished by the college.
C.—Something in the factory way, you mean. I suppose something that

will utilize the grand water-power that is running to waste so picturesquely in

the gorges.

S.—I guess so. I have heard that Mr. Cornell has some such scheme

But even then, perhaps, the men could not earn enough to keep them. Let

us calculate a little. I have been through some factories in Auburn lately,
and I learned the rate of wages current there. Such work as unskilled stu

dents could do would be paid at the rate of seven, say eight dollars a week,

for a day of twelve hours. Now how many hours can you average of work

throughout the year ?

S.—About half a day if I work steadily through the vacations.

C.—Yerygood; then that would be only four dollars a week throughout
the year for everything.

S.—That would be quite sufficient. My expenses are only three dollars a

week, and I earn enough over to keep me in coarse clothes.

C.—I beg your pardon for the seeming impertinence of the question I am

about to ask, and I beg you to believe that the spirit that dictates it is not

one ofmere curiosity. Are you living in this fashion from necessity, or do

you perhaps wish to show that it can be done by those who have no resources ?

S.—I do it from necessity; I am very poor.

C.—Sir, from my heart I honor you, and if the sympathy of a stranger can

lighten a road so stony, pray understand that you have it in the fullest sense

of the word.

We shook hands heartily, and I left him to his Sancrit, feeling as I walke.-i

away that Cornell meant something more than showed on the surface. We

Americans have been rather apt to worship the dollar, but when poverty is so

honorable and so honored as it is here, our golden idol is like to tumble a peg

or so in the estimation of society.
I had next a long interview with the President, Mr. Andrew White, and

found him a gentleman of elevated aims, untiring industry, great practical sa

gacity, and purposely easy of access. Though his mind is occupied incessant

ly, not only with the cares of the college, but also with those grand historical

questions which it is the study of his life-time to elucidate, yet he will never

be denied to any one, and, however busy, has always fifteen minutes at the

disposal of a caller. I learned from him that at present there were sixty-one
students supporting themselves, and that if any one who possessed skilled

labor wished to come there was a place for him. But for those who came with

nothing there was at the present moment little chance, and he would not ad

vise them to come. He was full of enthusiasm over the feelings entertained

by the country at large toward Cornell, as evinced in the gifts that were con

tinually arriving. A gentleman had just presented the farm with a superh
blood stallion, and a Mr. Sage was pressing on them a quarter of a million in

bard cash if they would add a wing for ladies, or unite them in the classes al

ready formed. He had also received a letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes

concerning thestanding ofthe Freshmen ofthe Cornell University in Natural

Science, and had learned the gratifying fact that their note-books stood fairly
°n a par with the examination-papers of his graduates. He hoped great
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things from the schools of mechanical art, architecture, and engineering-
things hopelessly neglected in America. From this want arose a waste of

money and material which it was almost impossible to realize; and he firmly
believed that in ten years Cornell would repay its endowment in those matters
alone. The standing ofthe college in scientific matters was utterly unbiassed

by the religious prejudices of any one sect. The healthful observances of re

ligion were not trammeled in the institution by any means, but the Faculty
had nothing to do with it. It was a matter for the consideration and decis

ion of the students themselves. For this course the religious press had de

nounced Cornell wilh an unanimity that was appalling, but the course of

science had never been blocked at any time by such outcries. And the

religious press had at length perceived that they were in error, and had silent

ly dropped the hue and cry. Cornell, as he understood it, is to give an educa

tion that shall be scientific and artistic, not learned, nor ecclesiastical. Cor

nell intended to open the eyes of young men to the beauties of God's universe,

and to teach them the laws that govern it. Admitting that the study of Greek

and Latin and elegiac verse disciplined the mind, it went no further. It

was as if the athlete, whose muscles had been hardened by a course of dumb

bells and Indian clubs, should be requested to sit down, and never use that

physical strength which had been so highly trained. Cornell, on the contrary,

would make it her task not only to discipline the mind, but to store it amply

with practical knowledge, and to develop any special aptitude it might possess
for the benefit and utility of mankind.—R. £. G. in N. Y. Times.

STATE AIEDICEYE.

FROM AN ADDRESS BY DR. FARREL, OF DALHOUSIE COLLEGE, HALIFAX:

I propose occupying most of the necessarily short time at my disposal in

the consideration of a most important work that is certain to devolve upon

medical men in the future; I refer to the subject ofthe Public Health, or as

it is now more commonly called, as a subject for study, State Medicine.

If we review the history of medicine, and feel satisfied with the gradual

but steady onward progress of the science to-day, we may hope with- a great

degree of certainty for even a brighter career for it in the future, fur in the

subject of State Medicine there is opening up another and still grander field of

usefulness than any which has yet fallen within the province of the science of

medicine. To apply our knowledge of physiology, chemistry, pathology and

the causation of disease, to the preservation of the health of the whole com

munity, is the aim of State Medicine. Heretofore the principal efforts of med

ical men have been directed to the cure of disease, but study and research in

medicine and its kindred sciences makes more and more apparent the fact,

that a very large amount ofthe disease present among us, in large communi.

lies especially, is preventable disease, and now we desire to prevent it, and we

aim to do this, by showing that cause and effect in the production of disease

are governed by fixed laws; and endeavoring to persuade governments and

people that the old adage, "prevention is better than cure," is nowhere more

applicable than in the management of disease, and that, besides being better,

prevention is a hundred times cheaper than cure.

It will become a most important part of your labor, gentlemen, in your

course ot study to investigate carefully the causes of disease. You will find

that typhoid or slow fever is developed and rendered more fatal in the bad air

of confined rooms, and by the habits of those who allow noxious emanations to

surround them continually. You will find that choleraic disease is propagated

in its intensity, by bad water and poisoned air. You will find that constant

sedentary employment in confined appartments, prepares the choicest soil for

our most dreaded scourge
—consumption. You will find that a vast amount of

infant mortality is produced by improper food ; and it will become your duly

to learn that your first step
in treatment should be, to remove the cause of

disease when it is possible. But your endeavors and mine as practicing phy

sicians mean only single-handed effort, each in his own sphere of practice; it

is now our desire, looking out into the wider field to apply this first step in

treatment, to the whole community.

The population of towns is increasing every year in greater ratio than the

population of the country districts. By far the greatest proportion of the worhlEs

work is done in the crowded cities, and in them, life is surrounded by all the

circumstances which produce disease and increase mortality. Ignorance of the

laws governing the production of disease is doing its fatal work, especially in

cities. The
" fierce race for wealth

"

is man's occupation almost nine-tenths

ofhis time, and this desire for gold, and the luxury that comes of its posses-

sion, makes men dissatisfied with a fair day's work either for themselves or

those whom they employ, mind and body are overtaxed, nature is denied rest

and sleep and time to eat and drink, in order that a man may turn one dollar
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into two faster than his neighbor. Men of money are not satisfied with fair

profits on money invested, the cry is for more, there must be a sacrifice some

where, and not the least part ofthe sacrifice is injury to health and the de

struction of human life; for instance, the landowner and capitalist builds dwell

ings designed as tenement-houses for the poor; as a rule he has but one object

in view in the undertaking; that is, to make the money invested yield the

largest interest.
The law puts some restrictions

on him, one or two loosely

worded statutes in relation to the public health that are easily evaded, and one

verv stringent law compelling him to build of brick or stone to avoid the! danger

of fire. Such a house is built, it is cut up into small rooms, half of them un

fit for continuous human habitation, every effort is made to economize space.

There is a family in every room, the house is overcrowded, there is no provis

ion for proper ventilation,
bad and fcetid air is breathed, and all the evil con

sequences of sickness
in poverty are the result. If the law made some effort

to compel the owner to make each apartment a healthy abode as well as a pay

ing speculation, it would reduce the rate of mortality and considerably lessen

sickness, discontent and even crime ; while it would have no little intluence in

diminishing the amount of that most costly attendant of modem civilization-

pauperism.
We find the traders of the world, great and small, undertake to supply the

people with their daily food and drink, and in their eagerness to become rich,

they find ordinary profits do not make the money come fast enough ; how easy

to add to the quantity and deteriorate the quality of the articles of food and

drink in which they deal, to adulterate them and thereby increase the

magnitude of their gains. The most pernicious system of adulteration of food

and drink, which I believe is much too common now-a-days, besides being

grossly dishonest, is fraught with great danger to health and lite.

Again, the wealthy capitalists of a railroad company engage to cany num

bers of human beings from place to place. The profits must be large, this is

of the first importance, every change is made that will lessen the expense of

running the road, all full of danger to the public. Among the rest the signal

man or engineer or some other official on whose skill and knowledge the safety

of the passengers depends, is obliged or allowed to work many hours over the

ordinary day's labor, and the consequence has already been experienced. The

signal-man is asleep at his post, the signal is neglected. A collision, and hun

dreds of lives are sacrificed to satisfy the cupidity of employer and employed,
who forget that no matter how eager they may be for gain, nature cannot be

cheated of her rest.

This wholesale violation of the laws of life, is due in great part to ignorance
ofthe results of neir violation. In the production of disease and the destruc

tion of human life by its agency, cause and effect are unfortunately not always

apparent. Everyone knows that a faulty chimney is liable to produce a fire,

which may spread and destroy a large amount of life and property, and every

precaution is taken against such accidents ; while many a locality, fairly pro

tected against fire, is left a prey to the most destructive effects of disease. It

can be shown almost without a doubt, that preventable sickness and disease are

more destructive of life and more expensive to the state, than fire ; terrible and

destructive as this agent is. Over-crowded houses, bad drainage, unventilated

rooms, insufficiency of air in work-shops and factories, will produce fever, con

sumption, scrofula and wasting disease, all of which follow their cause as cer

tainly as fire follows the faulty chimney.

The subject of the public health or prevention of disease i.s too vast a one

to be compressed into one or halt a dozen lectures. I will have to be satisfied

to give you an outline of what the aims and objects of the study of State Med

icine are :

The first object is to investigate and note carefully the birth and death-rate

in the country, to record the various causes of death, to be informed continu

ally on the prevalence of various forms of disease in different localities, to note

the occurrence of epidemics and consequently to be always in a position to

judge of the evil influences at work increasing mortality in any place at any

time.

This subject of vital statistics has been already wrought to a high state of

perfection through the exertions of Ur. Farr, of London, whose name is insep
arably connected with the growth and development of this subject. A proper

system of vital statistics is ofthe first importance in relation to all health leg
islation. It is the foundation on which we must build all laws for the main

tenance of the public health. Vital statistics enable us to determine when and

where a fairly normal standard of health i.s lowered, enabling us thereby to re

move preventable causes of death when they occur; and here I am pleased to

state that Nova Scotia was the first province in the Dominion to organize a

system of vital statistics, and I am sorry also to say that she yet remains the

only province carrying
on the system. It is not done perfectly, however, and

requires improvement.
No government at the present day fulfils its office un

less it informs the people of the death and birth-rate and the principal and

prevalent causes of death
in the country. The guidance of a department of

vital statistics, should be always in the hands of medical men. The strange

and anomalous arrangement, of having the registration of death and its cause,

under the control of those outside of the profession of medicine, should never

exist. Medical men alone are qualified by their special education to register

and classify disease. To them alone is given a knowledge of the difficult sub-

ject of the nomenclature of disease,
and without the directing and controlling

influence of medical knowledge, vital statistics would be of little value.

State Medicine aims again, as far as is consistent with the principles of law

and justice, to have some system of skilled inspection of the various kinds of

food and drink used by people, and especially such as are sold cheaply to the

poor, and if possible to limit if not to prevent the dilution and adulteration of

food, the terrible effects of which are plain to every one without a word from

me. State Medicine has for its object also the inspection of the water supply

of cities. The study of epidemics has shown that communicable disease is car

ried about largely by water. Special investigation made in London and other

large cities has abundantly proved that water is one of the most likely and ef

ficient vehicles of disease. There are few subject of more importance in the

study of State Medicine than the water supply of towns and cities.

It aims to investigate all the causes which render the air we breathe im

pure, and the relation that exists between the causation of disease and the va

rious kinds of impurities with which the air is likely to be fouled, either by

the circumstances of life or the waste products of trades and manufactures in

cities and large towns. This question of pure air in cities embraces avast

number of subjects, and many hours would be insufficient to deal with it. To

enumerate shortly, it includes, first, supervision and direction as far as possi

ble of all trades, occupations, or manufactures, which discharge gas, smoke,

or other noxious material into the air in sufficient quantities to render the air

unfit for breathing; secondly, it embraces the chemical destruction or remov

al of all excreta, refuse food, sewerage, waste animal and vegetablematter from

cities, in such a way that the air would be untainted by them ; thirdly, super
vision over the erection and occupation of tenement houses, or the dwellings
of the poorer classes, to prevent over-crowding, bad ventilation, and all the

other evils rendering the air impure in these places; fourthly, the inspection
of all workshops and manufactories where numbers of operatives are liable to

be crowded together for many hours with an insufficiency of air.

Another of the studies embraced under State Aledieine would be the ques

tion ofthe care and treatment ofthe sick poor, by means of dispensaries, hos

pitals, alms-houses, asylums and other charitable institutions of this nature;

the best method of giving relief, to whom it should be given, the best plan of

government for hospitals and asylums, their construction, site and everything

relating to their management.

State Medicine would also take into consideration the age at which young

children may engage in continuous labor without injury to health, the subject
of quarantine, the appointment of coroners, certificates of lunacy and all med

ico-legal questions involving skilled advice, the examination of those druggists
and their clerks who are dispensers of medicine, the proper management of

cases of accident and injury by the police of cities, and many other subjects re

lating to the disease-producing influences of cities.

It will be a long time before this subject is developed to its fullest extent,

but I believe the time for its development is not far distant, and I but re-echo

the opinion of an old physician and thoughtful observer of this city when I

say that we will yet see a Minister of Health taking the same part in the gov

ernment of countries as does now a Minister of justice or a Minister of War;

for (says Parkes, in the introduction tohis work on hygiene) "it is undoubt

edly true that we can, even now, literally choose between health and disease

—not perhaps individually, for the sins of our fathers may be visited upon us,

or the customs of our life and the chains of our civilization and social customs

may gall us, or even our fellow-men may deny us health or the knowledge
which leads to health. But as a race man holds his own destiny and can choose

between good and evil, and as time unrols the scheme of the world it is not

too much to hope that the choice will be for good."
The Lancet, in its annual address to the London students this year, speaks

of the subject of public hygiene, and sees in the future "a state medical ser

vice, which ere long will occupy the country like an army, holding stations at

every populous center of life, ganisonii.g the towns and throwing outposts
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into every point which seems menaced by disease. Already, in three of our

great medical schools,
have chairs for the qualification of such medical officers

been instituted, and nothing is wanting but the support of Her Majesty's gov
ernment to put the mighty organization in motion and to open up a reputable

career for thousands of young medical men."

It is on you, gentlemen, and on others who are now at the threshold o^

their medical career will devolve the care of the temple of medicine in the fu"

ture, and it is your duty to come to your studies with the firm resolution to do

a day's work every day. Come to us with a deep sense of the responsible po

sition you are to occupy as medical men ; and I am sure I speak for my col

leagues as well as myself when I ask you to come to the study of medicine

with a good preliminary education. The weak spot in medical education in

America is the admission of men to the colleges whose minds are not suffi-

cently trained to bear the strain of medical study. Depend upon it, gentle
men, that the biggest half of the quackery existing outside of the profession is

generated by ignorance within it. Take advantage, then, of a collegiate course,

or at least be able to pass with ease the preliminary examination which this

college demands, before you attempt to master the wide extent of knowledge
which medical science requires of those who would be good practitioners of

medicine ; and most important of all, gentlemen, cometo the study of medicine
with the spirit of truth and honesty.—Dalhousie Gazette.

CORRESPOATDENCE.

FROM BRAZIL.

Para, Nov. 4, 1871.

I arrived here from the interior yesterday morning. When we came out

the city was infected with yellow fever and we stayed only one day.
Professor Hartt is still up the river, but will descend about the middle of

the month and join me on the island of Marajo. We found that four months

were not sufficient for our work, and so shall remain over till next month.

There still remains the work on the Indian antiquities of Marajo.
Professor Hartt is examining a mountain just above here and sends me on

ahead to save time.

Thus far we hive been very successful indeed, having worked out with

considerable detail the geological structure of the Amazonian valley for over

five hundred miles, and making collections far surpassing those of last year.

We have of fossils nearly ten thousand beautiful specimens, many of them new

to our collections. This, besides adding greatly to the Carboniferous fauna,
which was before well represented, gives a Devonian fauna nearly equal.

In Indian antiquities we have already made good collections, where we least

expected to find them. The banks of the Tapajos are full of them, though not

always well preserved. The best things are the stone axes, of which we have

nearly a hundred. The most of our work in this department remains yet to

be done on the island of Marajo.
Professor Hartt has been working hard on the Indian languages, and now

hns material for a very full dictionary and grammar of the Singiva Geral, or

Tupi, and vocabularies of over one thousand words of each of the Manhe and

Mundurucii languages.
So you see we have reason to be well pleased with our trip, although it has

not been in every respect pleasant. In the first place, we are constantly an

noyed and sometimes seriously hindered by the stupidity of the people, both

high and low. This is very curious and laughable sometimes to talk about,

afterward, but to experience it, is decidedly perplexing. Then the living is

many times worse than Ithaca club-board. For nearly a month we have had

scarcely any meat but fish and turtle. In one place we had to get along on one

meal per day, and we never get more than two.

I will give you a brief sketch of our travels. Arriving in Para August 7th,
we embarked the next night on a most miserable steamer for Santarem. From

there we returned to Monto Alegre, the port just below, and in that vicinity
made our Devonian collections. At Santarem we encountered a Mr. Steere,

who is collecting for the University of Michigan. He went with us to Monto

Alegre, and after two weeks there we all returned to Santarem and sp^nt a

week there, visiting the American families in the neighborhood. We then as

cended the Icpojos to just below the falls, and there remained a month, making
collections of fossils, woods, etc. I descended from there partly by canoe

and by steamer to Santarem again, when Professor Hartt, who descended by

steamer, decided to send me to Abidos alone. This is ths next port above

Santarem and one of the prettiest places on the river. There I spent a week,
artd in returning met the Professor at Santarem, aftd descended with him to

Praniha, where he stopped off to wait for the next steamer. I am not alone,

however, for we met an American in Santarem whom Professor Hartt em-a<a-d
to go with me to draw. He is one of the most interesting fellows I have e'er
met, for he has been all over the world, almost, and knows California like a

book. I am expecting a very pleasant time with him on the island.

Remembrances to all my friends at Cornell. I am looking forward to being
with you again soon.

Yours truly,

Orvili.k A. Derby.

a philippic.

Not long since it was discovered that there existed among us a tribunal,

perhaps little thought of, composed of persons who, no matter how much un

der misinformation they may be when making their decisions, can never be

called to account for them. No matter how unjust and uncalled for the sen

tence may be, the individual against whom it is pronounced has no appeal,
no method of redress is open to him. Un the contrary, similar tribunals all

over the country, although not recognizing the deed as a misdemeanor, stand

ever ready to assist in inflicting the penalty. These tribunals are not gov

erned by the common law, their catalogue of offenses is entirely different from

that laid down in the statutes. Acts lhat a Draco never thought of legislating

against, they punish by a sentence, which, if pronounced by any court, would

awaken universal indignation.

Suppose my friend, John Doe, who is studying law, should be so unfortu

nate as to get intoxicated, and while in that state say something about Squire

Day being too fond of fining innocent parties ten dollars, and in return for

this, Mr. Day (having a legal right) should pronounce the following sentence

against friend Doe: "John, you shall no longer study law, nor shall you

hereafter have the privilege of entering any law school in this country. I am

well aware that I cannot prevent your becoming a lawyer, but 1 can hinuer

you mightily, and compel you to go abroad if you wish to obtain a diploma."

Suppose the deed, instead of being one that might possibly fall within the

limits of slander, should involve only non-attendance upon church, and the

same sentence should be pronounced. What then? Nothing particularly,

except that people would believe that Day lacked only time and James 11 to

make a second Jeffries.

Now there are throughout the country sets of justices whose decisions are

as arbitrary and unjust as would be the one above. These courts ol justice (?)

although differing in faith and works, full of petty jealousies and recrimina

tions, agree upon only one thing
— to stand up for one another's prerogatives,

and give full faith and effect to one another's decisions ; though, upon the same

point, one will decide differently from the other. Have the names of these

justices been guessed yet ? They are called Faculties. And now I will be

a little more specific in pointing out their short-comings (perhaps
"

over-

comings
"

would be a better word). The Faculty of this Uuniversity do not

consider it right to compel a student to attend chapel or church, for as it is sup

posed that they will always attempt to do what they believe is right, they

would compel him to go did they so believe. Yet when a sectarian college

expels a student for non-attendance at chapel, our Faculty refuses to admit

him, and thus sanction and enforce a penalty for not submitting to what ihey

admit is tyranny. At the present state of what might be called Interfaculty

Law, an expulsion from one college shuts against the expelled student the

doors of all others, and ever after debars him from the great assistance which

they give to the would-be scholar. There is scarcely a crime that would jus

tify a sentence that would shut against a man all the avenues to a higher edu

cation ; crime in fact is regarded as the result of the lack of education;

and yet we are continually seeing this sentence passed against tho^e win ^e

only faults are thoughtlessness, too much hcelth, and animal spirits. 73.

woman's riohts.

New discoveries often explode old beliefs, but the discovery will be new,

indeed, and the explosion a rare one, that finds for the dear little women a

better place than they now hold ; or that can prove Nature has bungled in

assigning them that place, held without depute or encroaehment for ages,

with so much credit and discredit to her and to themselves. So, "a sorry

sight it is to see
"

man's dear idols in trouble about their rights, to one who

fears they cannot remove their natural wrongs by getting their, seemingly, nat

ural rights, and who believes if they should succeed in their scheme, they

will get into more serious trouble—and plenty of it—than the abundance they

have always on hand, and may safely always count on having.

A woman may just as well speak as sing before an audience, but she will

be looked upon by most of her own amiable sex as a kind of female man, and,
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be, also, very likely to hurt her market ; for, as the dear little men do not,

generally, know any too much themselves, they reasonably enough do not

wish to be outdone; and, as it not very uncommon that the most blindly

worshiped idols are those who know the least, and not very uncommon for

the clever and tricky ones to pretend they know nothing at all, to secure wor

ship. I really hope strong-minded females may not turn out to be simpletons

in the long run. Then, my dears, when your envy and indignation are in a

blaze at the taking and keeping of every post that is worth having, by the

enemy, and that you see and feel the advantage they have over you in almost

everything where remuneration is concerned, and that here too, your wings

feel very much as if they had been quite recently very severely dipt, I sooth

ingly suggest that you consider the fact that, most of your sex are taken into

loving confidence and partnership by these rapacious usurpers, with nothing

in your pockets, and equal rights in the business secured to you by love and

law; at the expense only, of submitting rapturously to being worshiped by

your partners ! Thus, your fortune is made for you, as well as the dearest wish

of your hearts accomplished ; since many of you make yourselves suddenly

rich in this much desired way, as do men by most arduous endeavor, danger,

turmoil, toil, moil, and anxiety
—for you! Ian.
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THE ITHACA AND CORTLAND RAILROAD.

As the weary miner in the Rocky Mountain gulches paused and

leaned on his pick to watch the laborers on the Pacific Railroad lead

their track along the precipice and through the canons, and then

rolled his quid with satisfaction, at the thought of a quick and easy

passage to the East, while lolling in a palace-car, even so the Cor

nell student lets the smoke roll up from his cigarette as a thankful

incense for the near completion of the Ithaca and Cortland Rail

road. This avenue will open to us new chances for the ramifica

tion of the Cornell students' abilities. It will give us a ready route
to the interesting geology of the Onondaga group and the

remarkable salt and mineral waters about Syracuse.
'I'he superintendents of the road will have an opportunity
to give cheap passage .to the Cornell ball-club and their

opponents when active campaigns begin between the Univer

sity nines and those located at Cortland, Syracuse, I Ilion Utica

and Troy. When Syracuse University develops into the great in

stitution that it probably will, some time within the next half centu

ry, the constant communication which this road will enable the

students there to have with those of Cornell cannot but do good to
the manners and intellects ot the youths at the sectarian institution,
while the friendly contests in rowing, foot-ball, cricket and other

athletic sports, that will take place between the athletes of the two

institutions, will lead to the highest excellence in physical culture

and the development of that mutually respecting social feeling that

is so desirable
" in the republic of letters." Then a ride over to

the Cortland Normal School, where there are so many fine young

women, will possess the attraction that a trip down to Salt Lake

City had for the yearning miners of Nevada. But the best feature
of the enterprise is the proposed inclined plane, from the point
where the embankment ends at present down beneath the bridge
over the road and along between the creek and cemetery to Mill

street. We do not care whether the Mount Washington cog-rail,
or the Mont Cenis gripping wheel is used. Anything to save our

visiting friends the toil, which we mind not so much, of climbing

up this bluff will be welcome ; even the old stationary engine that

used to let the passengers on the South Hill incline ^A the accel

erated motion of falling bodies, would be well patronized.

TIIE NOBILITY OF SHIRTS.

Notwithstanding that this respectable garment- was so ably

maligned by a valued contributor to The Era, after such a fine

show as they made Wednesday night, we are constrained to de

fend them. First, as to the aesthetic merits of the shirts, per se.

Painters and poets of all ages have agreed that the robe, whether

beautifying the sinuous outlines of Phryne and Thais, or adding
dignity to Pericles, Charlemagne, or the priesthood, is the most

graceful raiment for the form—far more tasteful than pants, or

crinoline. But, what is a robe except a shirt too large for conven

ience. The toga is as large an ingredient of our reverence for the

flinty Roman, as skirts are in our respect for womankind. But

what is the toga virilis but a long shirt, and in the case of Cato as

narrow as a bigot's mind. A man's character, neat or slovenly,
dandy or rough, laborer or loafer, may be inferred more certainly
from his shirt bosom than from the looks of any other garment.

And when the
"

last stern agony
"

is over, we lay ourselves away in

the long night-shirt, called a shroud.

Hair shirts, if we are to believe the medieval writers, saved many
a soul, in the time when men went into a course of religious
"

training," either as a preparation for new wickedness, or as a

compensation for past sins.

Secondly, as to the historical and legendary value of shirts. Da

vid, King of Israel, danced a can-can in one, in such style as to

get the first curtain lecture on record.

Shirts of mail saved many a crusader from the biting cimeter of

the infidel.

The Irish brigade in the French service, surprised by the enemy,
turned out in their shirts and drove the completely armed hostile

cuirassiers out of a town. Henry IV, of Germany, after insulting
the Pope, was compelled to do cold and flagellant penance, in a

shirt. A shirt, wet with the blood of the centaur, was the death-

warrant to the demi-god, Hercules. Cincinnatus was attired in a

short shirt when called from the plow to the dictatorship. General

Kilpatrick flew like a wandering star up and down the lines of his

troops, surprised by the enemy, during Sherman's raid, and the

narrative of his sole garment, a shirt, was like the plume of Na

varre, the oriflamme of victory.
And now, what could have been more fitting, in view of the

small amount of time and money that the students had at their

command, than that they should parade in sheets, shirts and skirts,
thus bringing up the hoIy and strQng associations of penitents
lines of white-robed priests, the sheeted dead, the pathetic

«

Song
of the Shirt," and the brave Camisards, who so valiantly upheld
their faith, with shirts over their clothes, for a uniform ? Thus
while we will be glad of greater taste in student masquerades, we

cannot but exclaim, in view of the souvenirs connected with this
of our nearest approach to the graceful flowing robes of the East,
Five la chemise.

Robert Cou.yf.r writes to the Golden A^e in regard to the re

port that the University had ordered of him a horse-shoe, the re-

muneration to be $2,0^0.

moruh SUC, f"
haS C°me ^ mC "P l° thiS datC' either ^ le«er> or word of

mouth, or telegram, or in any other way whatever. And I write this to Stop
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the thing if it be bogus, or to hurry it along if it be real, because I am now

ready to go to work right off at the price named. And when I have made one

horse-shoe for the Cornell boys, price $2,000, and got the money into the

treasury of the Relief and Aid Society, I will reduce my price one-half, and

make as many more as the whole world has a mind to order, and apply the

whole income ofthe same to rebuilding first my church and then my home.

Really yours, Robert Collyer.

Chicago, November 16, 1871.

The truth of the matter, which has been misrepresented by the

journals, is as follows : President White, in some remarks at a meet

ing of students for the relief of the sufferers in Chicago, alluded to

the statement of Rev. Robert Collyer that he could, if necessary,
make a livelihood by turning horseshoes as he used to do, and

said that he should request the reverend gentleman to turn the

very best shoe that he could for Cornell, on receipt of the money
raised. The terrible fires in Michigan soon after indicated that

the most of the money was needed there, and so the proceeds of

the concert, the subscriptions and donations, about $3,000 in all,
were not given to Chicago, as was first intended. Though regret

ting that we could not follow out the original idea, we assure the
whilom son of Vulcan of our heartiest good-will and of our hope
for his welfare.

THE BENEFIT CONCERT.

On next Tuesday evening, at Wilgus Hall, the melodious Men

delssohn Quintette Troupe will give one of their classic and popu

lar concerts for the benefit of the University boating interest. The

admission fee is not as much as each student should gratuitously
contribute toward this noble exercise, and we are sure that the Ith

aca people and college men will vie with each other in filling the

hall, to listen to that silver flute and singing violin.

COURSE IN LETTERS.

The Faculty have established the Course in Letters. It is

based on the old Course in Philosophy, and is to take its place. Latin

however, will be optional after the first year. It includes among

modern languages French, German, Italian and Spanish. It pro

vides for an average of about four times per week, for the three

terms, in Sophomore exercises and lectures in literature and author

ship. But any student can without Latin enter and take the first

two years in the Scientific Course and then the last two in the Course

in Letters. Or, if one has not time or inclination for even so much

as French and German, he can as optional student take studies

that are purely English for one year, and then after that take all

that is specially adapted to literature, the pursuit of journalism, &c,
for the remaining two years of the course. It is believed that this

course will be found especially adapted to those who intend to pur

sue journalism, statesmanship and the profession of law.

THE "BEATS" BEATEN.

Some have wondered why we leave this year's Era uncut and

unstitched, instead of issuing in the too handy form of last year.

The reason is briefly this : Last year various
"
beats

"

who did not

support their college paper, though they had plenty of money to

squander on useless books, pictures and articles of vertu, used to go

into the bookstores and newsrooms where The Era was sold, pick
it up, skim off the University news, laugh over the jokes, and then

hasten off without gladdening the expectant newsdealer by a pur

chase. These rarely have the assurance to unfold and spread the

the present paper, and therefore may now generally be known by
their ignorance of and lack of interest in University matters.

THANKS.

The kindness and good judgment ofthe Faculty in granting the

petition asking for a recess from last Wednesday to next Monday
will make this Thanksgiving doubly devout to many parents, happy
in a visit from their sons, besides giving the students a breathing-
space to recollect what they have to be thankful for. Though Ni

agara Falls, neighboring cities and not distant friends have drawn

away many students, enough have remained to make the landladies

turn pale on Thursday.

Monday's Leader quite eloquently urges that the students should

get up another successful benefit concert, and that the Ithaca citizens

subscribe generously, so that Reverend Collyer's $2,000 horseshoe

can be^obtained. That the Leader means business is evident from its

offer of gratuitous advertising; but we submit that it would be as

chivalrously silly as anything that Don Quixote or Launcelot Greaves

ever did, for students at present to add to their munificent gift sent to

needy Michigan, while we have no reading-room, no gymnasium,
and while the boat and both the foot-ball and base-ball associa

tions are in such need of funds. Now, while these health-giving

enterprises are young, money is more needed than it will be some

years hence, just as a tree requires guards till it is stout enough to

grow by itself; hence we trust students will reserve their money

for charity to their own bodies and minds, and that the liberality
of the Ithaca business men will overflow towards student organiza

tions, in addition to or instead of toward distant persons and

the heathen of the antipodes.

We commend to the ladies who long to emulate a certain Sisy

phus by working for their own living, instead of letting a man take

pride and pleasure in supporting them, the piquant communication

from their sister " Ian," in this week's Era.

The item in reference to
"

unprecedented thefts in the labora

tory," in last week's Era, we are glad to say conveyed a lying im

pression. Each person's property and apparatus is perfectly se

cure.

PERSONAL.

We are glad to see Schoonover, of '73, about once more.

Sajsine, of '75, has left the University, to engage in the hardware business

at his home.

William Butler, of '72, assisted in the engineering of the grounds of the

Syracuse University.

Reverend Fathers McGlynn and Gilbert visited the University last

week, and expressed themselves highly pleased with its workings and plan.

Mr. L. B. Babcock, of '72, one of the most enterprising capitalists of Ith

aca, has abandoned the
"

philosophical course
"

of bachelor-hood, and made

his building investments in town permanent, by taking to wife one of the

most charming ladies of the vicinity.

Robb, of '70, now a theologue at Auburn, has this week made his friends

happy by a visit.

J. IJ. Lawrence, that industrious and enterprising Senior, is improving

each shinin" hour by reading law in the office of Boardman and Finch.

WassoN keeps the
"
Steam Genie

"

under control at the Ithacan office.

Smith, of the University Press, is the author of a pungent article upon

apprenticeship, in last week's Syracuse Typo. He forciUy urges that the

present lack of skilled workmen in trades should be remedied by learners be

ing contracted to undergo a certain and sufficient amount of instruction, which,

the employer, on his part, should be sure is thorough and comprehensive.

Comsiock, of '74, under the care of his fellow students and Professor

Wilder, is slowly recovering from his severe sickness. Thus endeth another

lesson as to the inability of even excellent constitutions to make studying

machines of themselves.
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Bayard Taylor lectured at the Ohio Wesleyan Female College last

week.

H. A. Othman, a Hartford theologue was in town last week, visiting one

of the Era corps.

C. J. Powers, of '70, is one ofthe
board of trustees ofthe Syracuse Med

ical Dispensary.
W. R. Smith, of '72, is in the employ ofthe government in the agricultu

ral department at Washington.

F. F. Neyhart, of Williams, is visiting his friends at Cornell.

Patten, of '73, left town on Tuesday last for his home in Maine. He

does not expect to rejoin his class until the beginning ofthe spring term.

Rev. Dr. Strong, who has become the personal friend of so many stu

dents during his able pastorate over the Reformed Church in Iihaca, will be

equally missed by his congregation and a large number of student hearers.

The Doctor's course of lectures on the genuineness of the Bible, before the

Young Men's Christian Association a year ago last winter, will be remembered

by all who heard them, long after his departure for Aurora.

Professor George F. Behringer is spending the present semester at the

University of Tubigen, in Wirtemberg,where he is attending the lectures in

the Theological Faculty.

Mr. Juroi Arinoi Mori, Minister from Japan, has been spending a few

days with Mr. Ezra Cornell. While here he visited the University and other

places of interest
about the village, and expressed himself highly pleased with

the place.
—Ithacan.

CNIVERSITY ITEALS.

Professor Wilder did a good deed by writing a note to the Leader, call-

in^ attention to the barbarous treatment of a sick horse by some unknown

tyrant. The humanity of the professor is the more praiseworthy as coming

from such a thorough anatomist.

A Tammany Junior says that if Othello was a negro, he was unwise to

take the pillow to suffocate Desdemona with; one ofhis stockings, applied to

her patrician nostrils, would have killed her much quicker.
— Some other little boys have got swifter sleds than Hooker of the Ith

aca Journal dares run, and so he calls on the police to stop the fun that his

pals take in riding down hill.

— An animated dispute between two Sophs was overheard by an Era edi

tor the other day, as to whether the name of the Arctic explorer, Kane, was

spelled Cain or Cane.

— Many are the Freshmen who are grinding like the mills of the gods for

the physiology prize.
— A Freshman, showing his "governor" around the University, in

formed him that the huge gas-pipe ditches on the campus were rifle-pit earth

works for sham-rights.
— A classical Soph, after some little bumming, now avers his intention to

bone into work. His scientific chum remarked that the labor would be in a

valley of dry Bohns.

— A Freshman, having heard that the Juniors were using
"

Wallenstein's

Lager," inquires whether it is the Rochester or Canandaigua brewing.
— The engineering talent of the University ought to devise some cloaca

maxima to carry off the water that infests the path between the North and

South buildings, and ripples over the walks at Cascadilla bridge.
— Freshman, touching his hat to dignified Senoir Wynkoop, "Professor,

will there be any drill to-day ?"
"

Vou may be excused," augustly replies the

bland '72.
— Some of the most ingenious masqaeraders on

"

Cap-night
"

wisely had

themselves photographed in their disguises.
— A fine testimonial as to the excellence of the pig-skin foot-balls was fur

nished the other day by a heavily loaded coal-wagon rolling over an inflated

one without bursting it.

— eV leading member of '72, and therefore showing a true public spi lit,

suggests that, now that skating is to take the place of base-ball, foot-ball, &c,
the students form a skating-club, buy a large scraper, hire a team and keep a

piece of ice in good condition for this unequaled sport.
—

"

More light!
"

Goethe said on his death-bed, and the University print
ers have echoed the cry, till gas was let into the Sibley building last week.

— The Register is delayed by the New York engravers who are preparing
the cuts.

— The President's syllabus on modern history will appear before the end

of the present term, in a greatly beautified style, and comprising nearly one

hundred pages.

— Spracue of '73 detects a homology between the Sophomores and Com-

modore Ashbu'ry in regard to claims of
" fouls

»
and entering

"

protests
»

— The members of K. A.
had an excellent time and supper at Bellamy's

the other evening.
_

" Is Saul also among the prophets ?
"
was probably the quotation that

occurred to the pastor ofthe
Aurora Street Methodist Church, the other even-

inc when he saw certain hypocritical Juniors
at his prayer-meeting.

— If feminine attraction, like the less powerful ones
of gravitation and

magnetism, varies inversely
as the square of the distance, and is powerful

enough to draw a Senior from the post office zum Rhein, how much force

would be required to stop that '72 man when he gets to the depot?

—When an Era editor drops in to see a Senior, and the door-bell is tardi-

ly answered by a girl with glowing face, and the said Senior's table has knit

ting-work, which is not in his course, lying upon it, and two chairs stand too

close to each other, it is useless for that '72 man to look childlike and inquire

whether
" the murder of Wallenstein was justifiable."

— The wisdom ofthe Faculty in establishing the course in American histo

ry and in securing such an able professor as Greene, who labors con amore,

is evidenced every day. The Seniors are beginning to know as much about

America as they do concerning Rome or England. Such a course will go far

toward removing the present mischievous
indifference of educated men toward

politics.
— As the Dundee Dramatic Association are going to have some more the

atricals and some money, Clark, Warner and Moses contemplate helpingthem

again to inaugurate a lecture-course.

— The renowned Mendelssohn Quintette Club, of Boston, will charm an

audience at Wilgus Hall next Tuesday evening.
— A goodly number of students were guests

at the enjoyable sociable of the

"

King of Clubs," held at the Clinton House parlors, Thursday evening.

— A Sophomore is in tribulation. He is a stout fellow and gave a Fresh

man an elegant cane, in the early part of the term, expecting that the "child"

would sport it, and thus give the liberal Sophomore a chance to forcibly recov

er the walking-stick. But the '75 man, who is as wise as the traditional ser

pent, locked up the wand in his closet and proposes to sport it next year.

— The Soph showed pleasing cheek, who after
"

setting up
"

suppers for

a crowd, paternally advised the restaurant -keeper, who objected to trusting

for the treat, to
"

always submit gracefully to the inevitable."

— A Soph is going to open a savings bank. His capital consists of a

crowbar, drill, and false keys.
— To the joy of the students in Modern History the President returned

Monday evening, having visited Michigan and Northwestern Universities,

Antioch and Oberlin Colleges, besides several less famous institutions.

— The skaters can now skim over Fall Creek and Cascadilla ponds and a

part ofthe Inlet.

— During the past week the pleasant thud of the cricket-bat was beard

around Cascadilla.

— The students, who so patiently await, in the post-office and hall, her

coming after her mail, are glad of the seasonable erection of that "storm-

house."

— We are credibly informed that a high general officer of cadets was over

heard, a few days since, soliloquizing, not as poetically as Wolsey or Hamlet,

on the importance and grandeur of his own office, how well he was filling it,

etc., etc.

— All remember the celebrated essay on "The Snakes of Ireland"—

"There are no snakes in Ireland." Our laconic style and mode of treatment

would be similar, were we to write concerning the
"

Benefits of the Chicago

Fire," a subject recently given out in the rhetoric department.
— It is too true that the New York Tribune's accusation of President

White's "pipe-laying
"

have been brought home to him. The pipes are gas-

mains and are going to the new
"

President's house."

— Cornell University is not yet thoroughly known by everybody, as a let

ter which arrived a day or two since, addressed to this institution would seem

to indicate. The superscription of the communication ran as follows :
" Cor

nell Business College, Fatheaca, New York." The letter itself asked for in

formation in regard to the
"

Cornell Business School."—Leader.
— The directors of the NEny are entitled to great praise for their en

terprise in securing the Quintette- troupe. No student will prefer any oth

er entertainment to this.

—

During the muddy time, Halsey, of '75, Ramsay, Denton and Mar

tin pluckily waded over to Watkins, having a good time and healthy exer-

cise, besides visiting the fine natural scenery at the head of Seneca Lake.
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COLLEGE GOSSIP.

Why is a new born babe like the relief of Lucknow? Because it's the

long expected sucker.—Dartmouth.

— The sensation at Syracuse University last week Friday was the meta

morphosis ofthe
"

Mystic" fraternity there into a chapter of A. K. E. About

fifty members of various chapters of the latter, including a number from Cor

nell, took part in the festivities of the occasion.

— By all accounts Dr. Angel is making an angelic President for Michigan.
— Yale did not raise one-third as much for the Western sufferers as did

Cornell University. The Yale Lit.'s proof is not well read.

— The Lawrence Collegian, Appleton, Wisconsin, discourages "seven-up
as an arbitrator in revival meetings ;

"

but allows that " If our girls will per
sist in whistling on their way home from evening meeting, we must conclude

they are frightened and need company."
— The.Z/V. finds fault with the disorderly conduct of Yale Freshmen on

their travels home during Thanksgiving and Christmas vacations.

— Rutgers Seniors run to tires in dress coats and plug hats.
"
Nobbiness

in the extreme," remarks the Targum.
— At Rutgers College it is observed to be a fact, as it is elsewhere, that

the Freshmen are beaten at foot-ball because they are afraid to
"

go in."

— Examination scene. Professor—Mr. L. what may be considered the

date of the Reformation? Student (noted for his bulls)—The burning of the

golden-calf, in 1520.
—

Targum.
— The Sophs at Williams are attempting private theatricals.
— The Senior class of Amherst propose to have each member write his

autobiography and deposit it with the class secretary, to assist him, in future

years, in writing obituary notices. A wise precaution, for no one ever hears

of Amherst men after they graduate.—Williams Review.

— Fifty Juniors in Yale have chosen calculus in preference to Greek.—

College Courant.
—Dr. Angell, President of Michigan University, is the cause of great dis

gust to the barbers of Am. \rbor. He is bald.

— The Sophomore class t Cornell recently expelled a member for tale

bearing to the Faculty. Served him right.
—Union College Alagazine. And

most of the college papers say "amen."

— A student of Yale attended a down-east camp-meeting and asked the

prayers of the assembly because he "could not sit down to a meal without

eating three times as much as he ought."—Exchange.
—At Harvard they are now building WTeldand Matthews, their newest dor

mitories, and putting a Mansard roof on Boylston, have just moved and al

tered Dane, painted Hollis, Stoughton, Holworthy and Massachusetts an en

raged red, remodeled the Scientific Building, finished Holyoke House, and

intend next year to build Wakefield and have a few recitations.— Williams

Review.
—At a lecture before the Agricultural College students at Amherst, on

grape culture, the lecturer presented a quart bottle of wine made from his own

grapes, and requested the class to sip it to test its quality. The bottle lasted

only to the third man.

— Raymond, a Middletown bath-keeper, was victimized by a Freshman

last Wednesday after the following manner : It appears that the Freshman

came with a ticket and wanted a wash. Raymond opened the door and told

him to go in, and then went away. After an absence of an hour he came

back and still found our friend in. Suspicious noises were heard in the adja

cent rooms; he opened the doors and found the tubs full of Freshmen. It

appears that the first Freshman had let the others into his room, and they

climbed over the partitions.
—

Argus.
— At the excellent Normal School at Cortland, they have something good

which is left out of the appointments of most colleges. It is a series of sev

eral thousand stereoscopic views made in Europe, and showing in splendid

relief, giving one an idea of almost everything famous, that American tourists

go abroad to see. Several dozen superior stereoscopes afford all a chance to

examine these works of art without "crowding."
— The English declamation and composition prizes at Trinity College,

University of Cambridge, have been awarded to an American— George Lock-

hart Rives, of Virginia.
— Vidette.

— Since the announcement in reference to the size of the Freshman classes

at Princeton and Harvard, prayers for
" other educational institutions

"
have

been less fervent in chapel. We felt sure it was going too far.—Courant.

Announcement.—New stock of English books at marvelously low prices.

Draughting tools of all kinds. Separate pieces, and full lines of tools, made a

specialty at the book-store of Spence Spencer.

FOOT BALL BETWEEN '73 AND 74.

The long-anticipated and much talked-of contest between '73 and '74 for

the championship in foot-ball was partly played on Wednesday, November 22.
At 3 b. m. both classes assembled on the parade-grounds and, after a few pre

liminary explanations concerning the goals, boundaries,
"

fouls," etc., um

pires, Mr. Farmer ^'73, Mr. C. Smith for '74, and referee, Mr. Van De

Carr, were chosen, and the die cast for choice of sides. '73 won the toss and

took the south side. The game was called, and quickly the ball described a

parabolic curve high into the air. It was not caught but immediately kicked

back, and it soon became evident how the game would go. The heavy kicks

ofthe Juniors forced the ball in front ofthe opposite goal in spite of all the

excellent playing and
"

thin
"

cry of
"
foul

"

from the Sophomores. A little

rush ensued, and Clark, of '73, put the ball through the goal.
After a brief interval the second game was called and hotly contested.

The Sophomores were exasperated, and bound to win or split their throats in

the attempt. Their heavier men were brought into play and performed great

deeds of activity and valor. This game lasted above half an hour, and was

finally won by the Sophomores— the first time the Juniors ever lost a goal
—

a tremendous kick by J. Gill, of '74, sending the sphere a full hundred feet,

and fifty feet above and through the limits, while several '73 men were loafing
around with their hands in their pockets, thinking that they had a

"

sure

thing."
A few moments were given to rest, and the third game was called, each

side playing with perfectly savage energy, the one encouraged by their late

success, the other revengeful and hot to save their reputation. Every man

for the time being forgot his own individuality in his eagerness to win this

game. The panting chest and swelling muscles ofthe Sophomore told that he

played in the frenzy of despair, but all to no purpose. The concerted action

and skilled playing of the Juniors sent the ball through the goal with a short,

sharp rush. Jillett was the lucky goal winner. Cheers rent the air, and the

fortunate ballist was borne in triumph across the plain.
The fourth game began with a cheerful crash of shins and feet that threat

ened annihilation of shoes and pants, but darkness stopped play, after half an

hour's hard and even play. The championship was to be decided by the best

three out of five, and as it stands the Juniors have only one more goal to win,

as the game was only adjourned.
Besides the agile youths Callahan, Tatnall, Prentice, Williams, Gilbert and

others who are absent from '73 this term, the Juniors were short of Cothran,

E. Williams, Leavitt, Howard, Hargreaves and Hampson, whose presence

might have kept clean the score of '73. Of the Sophomores the Gills, Pen

noyer, Henderson, Lay, Foster, Chadwick and Freese did the most conspicu

ously fine playing, while Spofford, Jillett, Wagoner, McKechnie, Clark,

Sprague, Levings and Garrigue did the obviously good kicking, though others

played most usefully in the scrummages. We do not praise the playing ofthe

three Era editors A y, F h and M s, who kicked for '73 as though

the pig-skin was still upon a bore who did not support his college paper, as

they are shy in their dispositions. Levings made the longest and J. Gill the

most big kicks, and, summing all up, the Juniors showed the best agility, en

ergy and strength, while the Sophs, who have practised well, excelled in en

durance, skill and cheek, and the reaction of these qualities produced the most

vehement game yet seen in Ithaca.

TIIE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The meeting of this society Saturday evening, November 25, was one of

great interest, and very largely attended.

Mr. Jobs read a paper on the structure and mechanism of the tails of birds.

The bones which terminate the spine constitute the framework which sup

ports the tail. The last of these is larger than the rest, and from its peculiar

form is called the "ploughshare bone." This is the principal bone supporting

the tail-feathers. The latter are fixed in membranous capsules, bound together

by a set of muscles which gives the bird control over the movements of the

tail. The tail-feathers vary in number, size, shape, length, strength use, and tex

ture ; all of which properties affect the rapidity and character of the flight of

the bird. However, these differences are mostly specific, affording no real cri

terion for dividing birds into the higher groups of families and genera. Those

birds having strong tail-feathers usually have great powers of aerial progres

sion. Those having small or weak tail-feathers, or none at all, have a short,

feeble or fluttering flight, and their habits are mostly terrestrial, often running,

however, with considerable ease and rapidity.

The number of tail-feathers varies from nine to twenty, being usually

twelve. Those on each side of the middle feather overlap it, and each lateral
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feather overlaps the one nearer the middle. The flexible feathers above those

of the tail are called upper
"

tail-coverts," which in the peacock form flowing

plumes. Those below are the under "tail-coverts," which are often devel

oped in like manner. The form of the tail depends in a great measure on the

shape of the individual feathers: the different forms seem to be adapted to

the different habits of the birds. The coot, whose habits are entirely aquatic,

has a short, bushy tail, unsuited to flight, while the hawk, whose hcbits are ae

rial, has a long, strong tail. The forked tail is accompanied by great powers

of flight. This is seen in the Iliruudinidie, or swallows.

Beside its use in flight, the tail is of vast importance in aiding aquatic birds

to procure their food, by enabling them to move about under water. It also

aids the movements of climbing birds. The tails of these latter have a pecu

liar arrangement : the shafts of the quills project beyond the barbs or pinnules

and form sharp, elastic points, which are inserted into the bark of the tree as

the bird moves along its trunk.

The speaker illustrated his remarks throughout by frequent allusions to

the various species of birds seen in our woods and waters.

Mr. Dudley read an essay on the
"

Individuality of Wild Flowers." He

called attention to the vast field of cesthetic culture lying within reach of the

botanist, and the superior privileges he enjoys over other scientists, insomuch

as he can cultivate his taste as well as judgment. He spoke of botanists grop

ing hither and thither on the left or scientific side of nature, while the vast

field on the right or poet's side, they have left unexplored. He then proceded to

discuss the "facial characteristics" or "expressions" of wild flowers, show

ing that many of them had a great deal of human nature in them.

He referred to the May Flower or Trailing Arbutus, "sad flower of faith

and hope," which the lonely pilgrims at Plymouth saw on the breaking up of

that first, fearful, hard fought winter. There is a world of suggestiveness in

its delicate hue and subtle half-transparency of texture, in its wonderful per

fume, fresh because always newly made, in its blooming so quietly beneath

the brown, snow-pressed leaves in the " pine-dark glen."

The little "slip-shod" Anemone, appearing so early that one would think

April winds would flutter its white flag into shreds, the Spring Beauty, the

Partridgeberry, with its twin flowers, the White Pond Lily, the perfect flower

ofthe year, and the Scarlet Cardinal Flower, "flashing among the Sedges,"—

each has a character of its own written in its face, so that he who will may

read.

The autumn flowers—Asters, Golden Rods and the rest—have a soberness

and solidity of beauty very different from that ofthe fragile children of Spring,
now long dead. All the fragrant flowers belong to spring and early summer.

Delicacy of form and color seem to go together. The sweetest of the autmmn

flowers have but a "seedy
"

smell, at best. The speaker thought that a sys

tem of classification might be made on these aesthetic differences, that would

show the moral affinities of the plants as well as the present system shows

their physical affinities.

Mr. Jaycox read a paper announcing the discovery of a ruffed grouse, ap

parently belonging to a new species, which has received, provisionally, the

name of Bonasa Jobsii. His paper will probably be published in The Era.

Professor Prentiss gave a lecture on Fungi (mushrooms) which will appear

in The Era.

The President, Mr. Jordan, read a paper on
"

Vegetable Compasses," re

ferring to the polarity of the Rosen Plant, and giving observations on the Hem

lock, Sun Flower and Lupine. This will also be published in The Era.

Mr. Jillett read a paper on "Talipes or Club Foot." This malformation

arises from the permanent contraction of the muscles of the legs, rendering it

necessary for the person to walk on some unnatural part of the foot. He then

proceded to describe the general features of several forms of this deformity.
The causes are various. It may be congenital or it may be produced by

convulsive disease. Confinement during long sickness, injuries to the spine,
disease or inflammation of the limb, are also frequent causes of club foot. The

wearing of high-heeled shoes sometimes produces it. It has been cured by the

division of the tendons of the shortened muscles, before the bones have be

come fixed in an abnormal position. A perfect cure requires time and great
care. Dr. Barwell has successfully used artificial muscles, made of rubber, to

fill the place of the weakened muscles of the front leg.
eVt the next meeting, December 9th, papers will be presented by Dr. Wild

er, President Jordan, Messrs. Copeland, Dudley, Norris, Patrick and others.

CilRRESrONDING SKCRKTAKV.

DR. HARTT IN BRAZIL.

Some very interesting news was received from Professor Hartt by the

steamship North America, which arrived in New York on the twentieth in

stant. Professor Hartt and Mr. Derby sailed from New York on the twenty-

third of June, and arrived at Para, at the mouth of the Amazon,
on the seventh

of July. Finding the yellow fever raging in the latter city they left immedi

ately for ErereE about four hundred miles up the Amazon. This is the local

ity where such important discoveries
were made last year, but it seems that

the present visit has been attended with even more important results. The

professor has found a bed of Devonian rock, completely filled with magnifi

cently preserved specimens of new fossils, but, what is of still more import

ance, he has collected from the same locality scores of beautiful trilobites.

Every marking is wondefully preserved. Nothing so perfect has yet been

found, even in our own Hamilton group of Cayuga Lake. From Erer(! the

party proceeded some forty miles further up the river to Santarem, where they

remained some days. Near this place Professor
Hartt found an ancient kitchen

midden, which he examined to the depth of nearly twenty feet, finding an

abundance of broken pottery, charred wood, Indian axes and other relics of an

an ancient people, showing that the table-lands back of Santarem were once

occupied by populous villages of Indians. Thus in the matter of antiquities a

new and vast field has been opened up, which must have an important bearing

upon all researches relating to the early physical history of this little known

but interesting region.

From Santarem the party proceeded up the Rio Tapajds about one hundred

and fifty miles, to Itaituba, where they remained a month, making a rich col-

lection of fossils in the locality, first opened up to science by the exploring

party of last year. At this place Professor Hartt was too ill for a fortnight

for field work, but made good use of his time in studying the language of the

Manhes and Murunducus, native Indian tribes of the region. In each language

the professor has arranged a vocabulary of one thousand words, in addition to

several hundred sentences. He learned enough of the structure of these lan

guages to show that they are clearly related to the Tupi
—a very important

discovery, because the nations speaking these several tongues have heretofore

been believed to be widely different, and much of the history relating to this

region has been based upon what is thus proved to be an erroneous belief.

From Itaituba Professor Harrt returned down the Tapajos and Amazon to

Parinha, from which place he is to visit the famous Table-topped Hills, which

he will thoroughly study. On returning to Pari Professor Hartt and Mr.

Derby will visit Marajo and thoroughly explore the celebrated locality abound

ing in Indian antiquities. In the furtherance of this object the local govern

ment will furnish a steamer. It is very gratifying to be able to record again

the fact that the Brazilian authorities appreciate the efforts and aims of our in

defatigable explorer.
The collections are already enormous, embracing nearly ten thousand geo

logical specimens, a hundred Indian stone axes and other stone implements,
one hundred and fifty specimens of woods, and numerous other specimens in

different departments of natural history. The collection will be largely in

creased from Parinha, and especially from the great field of Indian antiquities
in Marajo. The success in photography was very marked, some three hundred

excellent negatives having been already secured.

Having last year been over the field of his present explorations, Professor

Hartt has been able to spend every moment to the best possible advantage,
thus enabling him to make the success of the present expedition something

really magnificent. All the important observations which have thus far been

made are so many additional proofs to sustain the theory which the professor
has heretofore advanced as to the origin of the valley of the Amazonas. Pro

fessor Hartt and Mr. Derby will return by the next steamer, arriving in New

York on the twentieth of December.

Portraits of William C. Bryant and Robert Browning have recently ap

peared in Appleton's Journal.

A small book has been published to demonstrate that great battles produce
rain. In reviewing it, the American Journal of Science says that throughout
the region from which the writer's examples are gathered, rain falls upon an

average once in three days, so that from the conclusion of one rain to the be

ginning of another, will be, on an average, a little over two days. Battles are

not usually commenced till some hours after a rain ; rain ought then to be ex

pected naturally within one day after the conclusion of a battle. In order to
make any safe conclusion as to whether battles induce rain, it should be de-

termined from the comparison of a large number of cases, including all the
battles within a certain circuit, what is the average interval between a battle
and the next succeeding rain, and it must then be shown that this interval is
less than it would be if thc battle had no influence in the production of rain.
—Union.
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1OLLEGE SOCIETY BADGES

OF EVERY DESIGN,

IN SOLID GOLD &> ENGRA VED,

IN SOLID GOLD <5r> ENAMELLED,

IN SOLID GOLD <&> PRECIOUS STONES

From the best materials and by the best workers in

Jewelry.

The manufacture of BADGES A SPECIALTY

Twenty years have been devoted to it. All Badges WAR.

RANTED. Price List furnished on call.

L. G. B URGESS 6? SON,

10 PLAIN STREET, ALBANY, N. Y.

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.
OFFICE IN THE DEPOT,

Passengers from the West, wishing to take the morning boat
up Cayuga Lake can be accommodated with good fare and

clean beds at rates much lower than at Rochester or Syracuse,
and by coming here to stop over night, will avoid being called

at 4 o'clock in the morning in order to connect here with the 8

o'clock boat, thus gaining three hours more sleep.
Passengers bound west, leaving Ithaca by the morning boat,

have ample time here for dinner, which costs 25 per cent, less

than on the boat .

Passengers going east from Ithaca by the afternoon boat, can
get supper here cheaper than in Syracuse.
No night trainspassing to disturb guests.
Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

tackle.

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the
students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

w
ESTWARD HO!

*73

wiHCdTwSe.7;otfd,°oPrOSPCCt' ,OCatCOr SpCCU'ate in the Wes,

Mr. f. h. woodworth,
CLINTON, IOWA,

dO^^v^!^ Cata,°Klle; which enumerates thousands of
pieces ol va uable property, s.tuated at var.ous points throughout the western States and territories.

k

'TUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

■£7? L/V-ERV^ No. 10 South Aurora Street,

^ned^~^.PnCeS- HACK SERVICE? wiBfcn^:
AMOS SMITH, Proprietor.

J. S. GRANGER £f CO.. dealers in Ladies'

&c■!", 55 SmesfrLetA ^^"^ Gent*' Furnishing Goods,

C CHRISTl7nCE~&~SON,~No. ~66~E7st
Mate StreeL manufacturers and dealers in Boots, Shoes and
Kuhbers. Particular attention paid to manufacturing Gentle.

Hnnl.* -T and,Sh<^ "f the best material. Repairingdone with neatness and dispatch.

M
ARSH & HALL,

™ ,?' 53A^a,Siti- tate, street' dca,ers in fancy and staP'e dry
goods. A full line of gent's furnishing goods and cloths con-

stantly on hand. Suits made to order by competent workmen.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

TJOWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

GREGG & VAN OSTRAND, dealers in Farm
Machinery, Agricultural Implements, Seeds, &c, 10 and 12 West
State Street— Ithaca Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

BEST FRESH LAGER, at a convenient loca
tion at D. Rezeau's, third door east from the corner of Aurora
and State street, south side.

BROWN cA KITTRICK, manufacturers and
dealers in Boots and Shoes of all kinds. No. 46 East State
street, Ithaca.

H. HOWARD. C P. CLF.METT.

A
RBOUR.

D
ESCHNER'S KAFFEE HAUS,

Bet Stfceobor. ©cfdjner,

No. 95 NORTH GENEVA STREET,

Where can be obtained at all hours the choicest German and

French Coflfee, wholesome Pie, Sausage, Pretzels, Cake, and
the purest

ROCHESTER LAGER,

Besides

©f)infen=2Burft, ©cfjweijer^'afe, 8tm&urfler=#aje,

Met SButft.

Private rooms provided for students, to whom will be given
every facility for acquiring the German Language.

J
BATES & SON,

successors to

Bates, Wortman & Co.,

NO. 1 6 NORTHA URORA ST.
,
ITHACA,

wholesale and retail dealers in

FRESH AND SALT MEATS,

SAUSAGES, SMOKED HAMS,

ers, Bacon and Beef, Fiesh Meats of all kinds, Pork by
the Barrel, Lard, Tallow, &c.

J. BATES. R- BATES.

F. H. WILLIAMS, Baggage and City Express.
in McWhorter's grocery, cor. State and Cayuga sts.

MILLSPAUGH &> THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

TO
ADVERTISERS.—All persons who

contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

insertion ofAdvertisements should send to

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents for their One Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates,
showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers. This firm are proprietors of

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

.41 PARK ROW, N. Y.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser

tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est rates.

A PHILLIPS & SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

And Dealers in

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,
No. 19 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, N. Y.

A. PHILLIPS. A. H. PHILLIPS.

GENTLEMEN
OF "CORNELL"

should get their boots, shoes, and slippers of Mr. C. M.

Stanley, T4 Fast State st Special attention paid to fine

custom work. All stock and work warranted to be as repre
sented. Best blarking in the city at the lowest prires. Over-gait
ers in great variety. Repairing done promptly and stylishly.

A
LLEX & REYNOLDS,

SUA VING BAZAAR,
fashionable barbers and hair dressers, No. 11 E. State St. Four

first class workmen always in attendance. A share of public
patronage solicited.

JOHNSON'S TOILET, No. 81 State Street,
adjoining the Ithaca Hotel. Shavinjr, Hair Cutting aid

shampooing done in the best manner. Geo. A. Johnson, prop.

1ORNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address WAI. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y.

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No. 60 State street, corner

ol Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

CEASON 1871-2.

"ADELPHI" LECTURE COURSE.

WAI. MAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,

Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY 6f CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands of Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Grcenley.

A course of seven lectures and readings by the most talented

and brilliant men of the day.
The third lecture ofthe course will be delivered by

Professor HOMER B. SPRAGUE,

On Tuesday Evening, December 9, 1871.

AT LIBRARY HALL.

Subject—
"

Shakespeare."

To be followed by other distinguished lecturers. The lectures

will be further announced in thc local papers.

Course Ticket, or six single tickets $2 00

Single Admission 5°

Tickets may be procured at the Book Stores in Ithaca, and

also at W. S. Mandcville's Drug Store.

Doors open at 7.30. Lecture commences at 8.

O. B. CURRAN & SON, Druggists, 78 State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,

&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery

and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street. Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first class.

ANTIQUARIAN BOOK STORE, 21 State

Street, up-stairs.

BARKER Sf IAAIKEY, successors to \Y. G.

Johnson & Co. principal office at Barker's ticket-office, Ithaca,

N. V. University Batrsasje and Citv Kxpiess, Bacg.ige. Par

cels, Freight, &c. called for and delivered promptly in all parts

uf the City.
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B
APTIZED IN FIRE.

T H E

CHICAGO PHENIX

A UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER.

READ THE FOLLOWING.

A popular weekly paper for the times, embracing tbe leading
features of those journals destroyed by the terrible conflagra
tion, and combining just such a corps of writers as will give the

public all the news of the week, in a condensed compilation of

the leading journals ofthe nation, and the world.

A TRUTHFUL RECORD.

The Pkenmx will be the most truthful and reliable recorder of

incidents and facts concerning the great fire ever published.

ACCOUNTS OF THE FIRE.

Tt will contain only such accounts as are vouched for by relia

ble witnesses, and will correct the erroneous and fabricated

statements of sensational writers.

CHICAGO AND THE NEWS.

It will, for a time, be devoted especially to the past, present
and future of Chicago, besides being the most complete weekly
newspaper in the world.

FIRESIDE COMPANION AND NEWSPAPER.

Its columns are devoted to News, Commerce, Science, Liter

ature, Art, Drama, Music, Humor, Pastime, Poetry, Fashion,
Society news, and enough of Romance to make it a most desir

able fireside companion, as well as the most reliable and com

plete newspaper for the business man in the counting-room.

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS.

It will be illustrated with engravings taken from Photographs
of the Chicago Ruins, instead of sketches

"

By Our Special
Artist" who was not "on the spot;

"

and thus give a series of
jf.rpect views, not obtainable elsewhere, and the first number

will contain the only correct map of the burned city.

HAPPY HOURS.

That beautiful literary journal,
"

Happy Hours," whose pub
lisher was the first to issue a paper to meet the public demand,
after the awful fire, has been merged into the literary depart
ment of the Phenix, which will embrace the contributions of

more than sixty of the most popular writers of the day.

A SPECIAL FEATURE.

The Phanix will contain, as an especial feature, a more com

plete record of incidents and results of the late terrible fire, than
can be found in any book, paper or other publication in the

country. So numerous and inaccurate have been the accounts

sent forth, that something reliable and readable is eagerly sought
at this time, and The Phenix will fill the bill.

A PAPER FOR THE PEOPLE.

The Phevix is the cheapest paper in America, being an eight-

page, forty column weekly, at only two dollars a year ; in fact it
sliall be the paper for the people and the times.

THE FIRST NUMBER.

The first number will be issued on Saturday, November tt,
and will be the paper wanted by everybody, as a record worth

preserving or to send away, and for its accurate illustrations.

ITS BASIS.

Tt is a consolidation of other journals, and therefore on a solid

foundation, continuing their former circulation.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

To any person who gets us three new subscribers, wc will
send the Phenix for one year free, or one of our beautiful prize,
steel plate engravings worth $2 50.

PREMIUMS.

For the purpose of rapidly increasing our subscription list be
fore thc close of the present year, we will give to every person
who subscribes for the Phenix during thc month of November,
a beautiful steel plate engraving, worth $2 50, half a dollar more
than the price of subscription. No such opportunity was ever

before given, and probably never will be again. Avail yourself
of it. Engravings will be promptly and safely sent by mail or

delivered at this office, as subscribers may wish.

SUBSCRIBE NOW.

Send in your names and subscriptions at once, and sustain
this great, newspaper cnt< r.jrise. Price of subscription only
$2 00 per year. Single copies 5 cents. Agents wanted every-
where.

Phenix Puhushing Company,

52 West Madison Sttcct,

Chicago, Illinois.

D
R. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR.

TEN YEARS OF A PUBLIC TEST

Has proved

DR. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR

To have more merit than any similar preparation ever offered to

the public.

It is rich in the medicinal qualities of tar, and unequaled for

diseases of the throat and lungs, performing the most remarkable

Coughs, Colds, Chronic Coughs.
It effectually cures them all.

Asthma and Bronchitis.

Has cured so many cases it

has been pronounced a spe

cific for these complaint.

Forpains in Breast, Side or Back, Gravel, or

Kidney Disease.

Diseases of the Urinary Organs, Jaundice,
or any Liver Complaint.

It has no equal.
// is also a superior Tonic,

Restores the Appetite,

Strengthens ihe System,
Restores the Weak and Debilitated

Causes the Food to Digest,
Removes Dyspepsia and Indigestion,

Prevents Malarious Fevers,

Gives tone to your System.

D
IVORCES.

TRY DR. COOK'S WINE OF TAR.

T
AUGHANNOCK FALLS.

"'THE STAUBBACH OFAMERICA
"

appropriately designates one of the most beautiful

specimens of American scenery. Ten miles from

Cornell University, and very near to Cayuga Lake,
the cataract falls perpendicularly 215 feet—50 feet

higher than Niagara. Rev. Dr. Cheever pronounces

the view of the Falls and Gorge the grandest and

most picturesque in the world, outside of Switzer

land, reminding the traveler of the pass above Chi-

avenna, in the Italian Alps. Taughannock well

repays a trip across the State.

It was visited last year by over twenty thousand

people/and while making a charming summer re

sort at reasonable prices, its grandeur during the

fall and spring amply pays for the journey thither.

Taughannock has been well termed "the Yo Semite

of the East," and every student in the University
will probably make many voyages to this natural

wonder.

Any inquiries addressed to P. II. TnoiursoN,

Trumansburgh, N. Y., will rccive prompt atten

tion.

UNITED STATES DIVORCE AGENCY,

ESTABLISHED 1853.

Divorces legally obtained in every state where

the laws are liberal on the subject, and under the

United States laws, for persons from any State or

country, legal everywhere. Desertion, non-support,

cruelty, drunkenness, etc., sufficient cause. No

publicity required. No fee until divorce obtained.

Call on, or address

GOULD & BURGER,

Counsellors-at-Law,

Broadway, 2d door below John St., New Yotk City.

t tNIVERSITY BOOK STORE.

SPENCE SPENCER,

MASONIC BLOCK, TIOGA STREET,

Keeps on hand a full line of

Text Books used in Cornell University

no. e books,

well bound, and of the bet paper, at low prices.

NOTE PAPER AND ENVELOPES, best quality.

LEAD PENCILS, INK, PENS, and all articles usually
found in a first-class Book-store.
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS, German Silver and

of the best quality, CURVES. TRIANGLES, T SQUARES,
DRAWING PAPER, &c.
STANDARD BOOKS at marvellously low prices, Shake

speare, Bums, Byron, Waverly Novels, &c.
BOOK SHELVES, BRACKETS, PICTURES, CORD,

KNIVES, POCKET BOOKS, &c.

A share of patronage respectfully solicited.

J
D. CARPENTER & CO.,

Manufacturers of and dealers in all kinds of Cabinet Furni
ture, Spring Beds, Mattrass, Upholstering, and General Under
takers. Nos. 11 & 13 South and 13 & 15 N\rth Aurora Streets.

p
F. BLOOD,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
A general assortment of Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.

No. 67 East State Street.

tT J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETALL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,
12 East State Street, Ithaca, N. }'.

A
GREAT OFFER.

48 SHEETS COMMERCIAL NOTE PAPER, and
25 ENV KLOPES for 25 cents, at

Brink's^ Bazaar^ No. 65 East State Street.

rpHE CORNELL ERA!
A

THE CORNELL ERA 1

EVERY STUDENT
EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save
himself the annoyance of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for The Era.
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THE DUEL.

'

Insulted, my darling, insulted by him

Whom Fortune raised up in her wilfulest whim,
To rank above me !

Shall I bow to his insult and cringe to his pride,
Not daring to draw the good sword at my side ?

That never shall be."

And the bold cavalier, with his flashing black eve,

Looks down where she clings with a low, pleading sigh,

Upon his broad breast ;

But the flashing eye softens, its fires cease to burn,

For, as on the rock lies the delicate fern

Disturbed from its rest,

By the chill blast of winter fast crisping the leaves,

So, as that broad breast with a wild anger heaves,
The sweet eyes grow dim,

And the hot tears start out and trickle like dew,
From the violet meek in its rich tints of blue,

Yet closer to him

She clings, with that look which needs never a word

For already his heart the petition has heard,

Go not to the fight.
So the bold cavalier, ofhis anger ashamed,

Grants gladly the boon so bewitchingly claimed,

And her heart is light.

But on comes the night with its stories and wine

And again the black eyes of the cavalier shine

With new raging fires.

The hot blood flies madly through every vein,

The word and the blow are novv stinging again,
And vengeance aspires.

Now with trust in his love the fair maiden sleeps,
And dreams ofthe river that quietly sweeps

Amid the low isles ;

Where seeking the pearly and many-hued shells,

They whispered such words as the sweet zephyr tells,

And dreaming so—smiles.

The dim stars are shining, the grass is still wet,

And the stillness of night-fall is brooding there yet;

The warriors come forth.

One thought of his promise, one thought of the maid

Who sleeps in her trustfulness—then to the blade

That heralds his worth.

No fear in the glance of that glittering eye

As he faces his foe— one or other must die !

And morn slowly breaks.

Then the steel flashes bright in the rosy beam,

And rivals the meteors' dazzling red gleam,

By the sparks it makes !

If steel were but true as the heart of the maid

The cavalier's head would have never been laid

Cold on the damp earth ;

But steel is not true, and the maiden at rest

Sees not in her dreaming that struggle unblest

With favor of God.

So dying, he gasps with a gash in his heart,

On the wet chilling earth, with no hand to impart
A loving caress.

His eye 1ms grown dim, not flinching from fear,
Hut filling so strangely and dropping a tear,

Though man ne'ertheless.

His blood 1ms turned cold as it lies on the grass.
Will he see her again ? Will his hopes come to pass ?

0, this cannot be !

He will wake, 'tis a dream ofthe morning hour,
When the day breaks he'll rise and go to her bower.

How happy 'twill be !

But the dreamer awoke not, the morning hour sped,
:\nd the lips that she kissed were the lips of the dead.

G. P. S., 72.

PUFF-BALLS AND THEIR KINDRED.
*

BV PROFESSOR ALUERT N. PRENTISS.

This gigantic puff-ball, which we have before us to-night, was

recently brought to Ithaca by a neighboring farmer, who esteemed

it a great curiosity, as indeed it is. It was presented to the editor

of the Democrat, from whom I received it a few days since. Mak

ing this specimen the pretext, I propose to call your attention

briefly to the structure and development of puff-balls, mushrooms

and kindred plants. When we examine this specimen, we observe

first a brittle outside covering or shell, which is called the peridium.
This is composed of two coats, the outside, or bark, being much the

thinnest ; but in this instance the two are so firmly united as to be

difficult of separation. The peridium, as you see, is much broken

and a considerable portion of it has disappeared. Within we ob

serve a brown colored, spongy mass, very soft and velvety to the

touch, which gives off, when slightly struck, a cloud of snuff" col

ored dust. The spongy mass, called the hymenium, is composed
of very minute threads which are interlaced in an irregular manner,

while the dust which rises so abundantly into the air is made up of

great numbers of minute spherical bodies, called spores. Some of

these I have placed under the microscope so that members of the

society can examine them. They are magnified about eight hun

dred diameters. The spores, so far as their functions are concerned,

are like seeds, being endowed with the power of propagating the

plant which produces them ; but being very different structurally,

have received a different name. This puff-ball then, is simply an

organ whose office it is to produce spores ; it is indeed only the

fruit of a certain plant, in the same sense that an apple is the fruit

of an apple tree, or a pod the fruit of a pea vine. In size it meas

ures four feet, or more exactly, forty-seven inches in circumference,

by seventeen inches in its longest diameter. "When fresh it was

much larger, probablv somewhere near five feet in circumference.

The spores are fourteen-one-hundred-thousandths
of an inch in di

ameter ; so that if seven thousand of them were placed side by

side it would make a line less than an inch in length. If arranged

in a cubical pile, more than 360,500,000,000 of these spores would

find plenty of room within the space of a cubic inch. The whole

number of spores, therefore, in this peridium becomes inconceivably

great, because we may safely estimate that they make up one-tenth

ofthe whole mass. Now, we have reason to believe that if favor

ably placed, each one of these spores might germinate and in time

produce a fruit like this before us, in which case there would scarcely

be room for the whole crop on the entire surface of the earth. But

in the ordinary course of events, if these spores should be scattered

far and wide by the wind, to every one which would find a spot

suited to its germination and growth, millions would fall in uncon-

Reported from a commun ication to the Natural H.stury Society, November 25. Ot
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genial places and speedily perish. In this case, as in all others,

while providing for the wide and abundant dissemination of species,
nature takes good care that no plant or animal shall be unduly mul

tiplied.

The plant of which this fruit is the product, is called in botani

cal language, I believe, Lycoperdon giganteum. It belongs to a

great group of organized beings generally considered as plants, al

though differing from ordinary plants in very important respects.
This group is called Fungi, and each individual member of it a

fungus. The Fungi occupy a place low down in the scale of plant
life. The lowest plants of all are of the simplest structure imagin

able, consisting of a cell, like a minute bladder, with delicate and

transparent walls, containing a fluid which is the nourishing mate

rial of the plant. In other forms the cell is drawn out into a cylin
drical thread, as seen in this diagram upon the board. The way

in which this plant is propagated is of the simplest kind. Any
where upon the side of the parent plant a little bud may be formed,
which speedily grows into a thread, and finally separates and com

mences life on its own account. These low forms always live in

the water, and some of them move about like animals. Indeed, it

is here among these low forms of life, that the animal and vegeta
ble kingdoms meet, and it often becomes difficult to separate the

two. For our present purpose we may take the letter V to repre

sent the two kingdoms, and just here, where the two arms meet,

place the lowest and simplest plants and call them protophytes.
Now as we ascend the arm which represents the vegetable kind-

dom, we next come to a great class of plants, called Thoilogens,
which is made up of three large groups, of which one of the most

important is the Fungi, the one we are now considering; the

other two being the Algae, or sea-weeds, and the Lichens, or that

sort of moss, so-called, found abundantly on rocks and the trunks

of trees.

The position which any plant occupies in the scale of plant life
is determined by the complexity of its structure, or better by the

differentiation of its parts. By this we refer to the degree of dif
ference existing between the parts or organs of plants which per
form the two indispensable functions of life, namely, the vegetative
through which growth is secured, and the reproductive, which pro
vides for the multiplication of the individual and the continuance
of the species. Among the lowest forms that we have referred to

we found no complexity of structure, or differentiation of parts.
Anywhere upon the vegetative surface, a bud may be formed,
which ultimately grows into a distinct individual. In this instance
there is no difference whatever between the parts which perform the
two very different functions of growth and reproduction. Now

compare such a plant with this diagram of the highest type of

plants. Here are roots, stem, leaves, flowers, fruit, seeds ; the first
three belong to the vegetative apparatus, and the last three to the

reproductive. Between these two plants, representing the highest
and lowest, we have every intermediate degree of differentiation,
increasing or decreasing according as we ascend or descend in the
scale. Considerably above the lowest come these Fungi, which
though still of the simplest structure, present a very obvious degree
of differentiation of parts.

This large puff-ball, then, is the reproductive part of a certain

plant ; we must now consider the vegetative part, which will be
found to be very different. The only place where this puff-ball or

Fungi of a similar kind will grow is where organic matter abounds
in considerable quantities. An old and decaying log, or, better

soil containing a large amount of decaying animal or vegetable

matter, affords a suitable place. When a spore from one of these

puff-balls falls in such a situation it commences to grow by sending
out minute threads, which increase in length, and at the same time

branch and interlace, and thus ramify in all directions the substance

in which they grow. These threads are cellular in structure, almost

always white, and of the minutest size. Taken together, they are

called the mycelium, or sometimes the spawn, and form the true

vegetative part of the puff-ball. All other Fungi have a similar

vegetative apparatus, mere threads permeating the substances on

which they grow, and in different species are so much alike that

they cannot be distinguished one from another. By-and-by the

mycelium is prepared to produce its fruit, but to this end it provides
no elaborate apparatus, like the flowers of higher plants. Some

thread of the mycelium begins by forming near the surface of the

ground a minute ball ; this increases in size and rises above the

ground. It is at first a brittle and crumbly mass ; a little later the

interior becomes a thick fluid ; and at last the outside wall becomes

hardened into the peridium, while the interior is resolved into the

threads of the hymenium, bearing the dust-like spores upon their

surfaces. I do not know how rapidly the mycelium grows, but it is

known in some instances to remain a long time without fruiting.
When once the time has come, however, the fruit usually grows
with great rapidity, sometimes reaching a diameter of ten inches in

as many hours.

The Fungi are divided into a number of families, the highest
the one in which the parts are most differentiated—being repre
sented by the mushrooms and toadstools. For the purpose of com

parison I will briefly describe and illustrate the structure of this

family. Beneath this line, which represents the surface of the

ground, we draw these lines to represent the threads of the myce
lium. On some thread near the surface is first formed a round ball
of cellularmatter, appearing like a young puff-ball. But in this high
est family of the Fungi the development does not stop here* for

presently the ball is ruptured at the top, and out of it grows a stout

stem, soon surmounted by a cap, as seen here, thus completing the
well known form of the toadstool. In its young state this cap has
a delicate and beautiful veil, like lace, drawn from the stem to the
rim ; this soon breaks away and reveals a great number of thin and
delicate plates, called gills. From the surface of these gills rise mi
nute stems, which divide into four branches at the top, each branch
bearing a spore. Thus we see that, the fruit-bearing apparatus in
this family is far more elaborate than in that of the puff-balls. We
should not overlook the fact that the form of the perfectly devel
oped puff-ball is wonderfully like the toadstool in its imperfect
state-a sort of resemblance very often seen among organic beings,
but is rarely more plainly illustrated than in the present instance
Next below the family of toadstools comes the family of puff-balls
called Gasteromycets, meaning literally stomach-fungus, referring to
the stomach-like pouch in which the spores are borne.
Below the puff-balls are three or four families of Fungi, made upof plants of very diversified appearance, many being of minute size

and ofthe simplest structure. Among these are mould, rust, mil
dew, bhght and other forms which are only too well known by the
havoc they inflict upon the growing crops of the farmer, or upon

riZfTdTdS
^"^ " any PlaCC wh«* dampness abound*

the f ,"t I'? Sy°U may SCe thC tW° 1WtS' the "Valium and
the fiuit ; but sometimes, as m the grape mildew, the vigorous my
celium grows with wonderful rapidity, while the fruit is seldom seen
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About five thousand species of Fungi have been already described,

and there are many more which have not yet been studied. Among
the higher forms the species are as well defined as are those of the

most perfect plants, but among lower forms much confusion exists.

What were formerly regarded as very distinct species, or even gen

era, are now known to be different forms ofthe same species. It is

found that the product of a certain plant may be quite unlike the

parent ; while the product of the second may be exactly like the first.

It is indeed a true instance of alternate generation, quite like that

observed among the lower animals. A case in point is the known

identity of the rust of the barberry and that of the wheat. From

time immemorial farmers have claimed that the barberry, when

planted near wheat, would cause rust in the latter crop. But the

naturalist said
"

no," because the two forms of rust were specifically

very distinct. Quite recently it has been discovered that these two

forms of rust are specifically the same, and that the different forms

are due to alternate generation.
In one important respect all Fungi are alike, namely, they con

sume the oxygen of the atmosphere and give off carbonic acid. In

this they differ from all other plants. The effect of their respiration

upon the air is like that of animals, serving to contaminate rather

than to purify it. That such would be the case, might be inferred

from the food on which these plants live, namely, decaying organic
matter. And not always decaying matter either, for many of these

Fungi attack living plants, and there are not a few which prey up

on and destroy living animals. Fungi have been found growing in

the lungs of men ; numerous insects, especially in the larval state,

are destroyed by different forms of Fungi ; the disease called mus-

cardine is caused by the mycelium of a fungus which destroys the

silk-worms and produces such havoc with the silk culture of France ;

and even our common house-flies end an active, if not a useful ca

reer by being destroyed in thousands by the mycelium of a minute

fungus, the fruit of which may be seen in the form of a white mould

covering their bodies in late autumn.

The study of the Fungi is attended with many difficulties, and

our knowledge of this group is almost less complete than that of

any other of the vegetable kingdom. There are broad fields open

for original research to those who have the requisite time and pa

tience.

CONCERNING RELLC SEEKERS.

"

Every man has his hobby."

The hobby of the traveler may be safely said to be relic seeking. To the

European tourist this is particularly true. So filled is the old world with the

treasures of ages past and gone, lhat the spirit of the antiquarian soon per

vades him, and the desire for some trophy, some souvenir of each object seen,

each place visited, becomes a second nature with him. If he is obliged to leave

some hallowed spot without bearing away any token of remembrance, he

feels that he has been there in vain. And he who has been to the pyramids
without chipping off a piece of that sarcophagus, or climbed Vesuvius without

pocketing a bit of lava, is looked upon as a person devoid of culture and taste.

The moment the tourist lands the mania seizes him, and, like the amateur

sportsman, he begins to bag his game, at first with caution and fear ; but

success emboldens him, practice makes perfect, and ere long he reaches a de

gree of expertness which would put to blush a first-class kleptomaniac. It has

become a perfect system of modern Vandalism and the conscience of the trav

eler is blunted almost from the first. He is at Westminster Abbey, wander

ing through the grand old collection of tombs and monuments. He pauses

before a beautiful baS-relief, erected to the memory of Major Andre of Rev

olutionary fame. It represents the scene in which Major Andre is brought
into the presence of General Washington. The General is represented by a

headless body in full uniform ; you ask in astonishment the meaning of this.

The beadle replies,
"

Sir, we have made three heads for the General already,

but its no use; they steal them faster that we can make them." And there
stands the Father of his Country, decapitated probably by Americans. You
shudder at such irreverence and wander to the chapel of Edward the Confes

sor, and are shown the old coronation chair—for ages the seat of kings and
queens ; the guide turns his back—you are horrified by seeing a depraved be

ing barely lean over the little railing and slash a piece from its arm. Flora

Macdonald's tombstone has been renewed three times. Cathedrals and

churches are the harvest fields of the relic seeker. Those antique piles of
architecture, with their marble floors and crumbling columns, are tempting
quarries for the traveler. To have obtained a stone from the floor of each of

Europe's famous churches is indeed to have done the Old World with the great
est thoroughness of modern travel. The arts and dodges resorted to in procur

ing objects of preservation are often as ludicrous as they are shrewd and cun

ning. Witness one of these adepts in his pursuit; all relish for the true and

beautiful is lost in his eager search.

It is Sunday morning; high mass is being celebrated by the archbishop in

the cathedral, say Milan. You are present to witness the solemn service. A

stranger approaches, chair on arm, his eyes devoutly (?) turned upon the floor.

He comes to confess his sin and receive the benediction of the priest ? No.

He comes to attend divine worship ? Xo. To behold the sublimity of the

scene ? To hear the grand tones of the organ as they swell through the lofty
nave and aisles of the grand old church ? No. What then ? To get a piece

of the floor ! He seats himself over a beautiful mosaic. The assembled wor

shipers are devoutly counting their beads. He is loosening his gem with the

toes of his boots. The bell tinkles, the bishop raises the holy wafer, lhe

multitude kneels; every head is lowered; their lips move in prayer to the

Virgin Mary. He, too, drops upon his knees, not in prayer, but to prey.

The marble prize already loosed is easily gained, and the spoiler rises exul

tant from his devotions. You frequently witness worse sacrileges than this.

Not even the most sacred things are free from the relic seeker. It is not a

very uncommon scene to stand in the sanctuary of St. Peter's, witness a sol

emn procession of veiled nuns as they pass the holy fount, dip their fingers,

cross themselves, and bow before the altar, and in the next glance see the

unscrupulous pilgrim, stealthily approach, draw a vial from his pocket, dash

it in the sacred fount, replace the stopper, slip the stolen waters which are

holy if not sweet in his pocket, and go on his way rejoicing.

So common has this relic stealing become that the greatest vigilance is em

ployed by the authorities to protect all objects worthy
of preservation. But

this preservation ofthe sacred generally disappears with the approach oi mon

ey. If you can't
steal you may buy. The best illustration of this rule is shown

at Pompeii—a troublesome spot for the spoiler, for they are sharp, and your

success depends on the leniency of your guide, which is generally in propor

tion to the length of your purse.- To facilitate your object you ask if any of

the guides speak English. You are answered by one,
" I speak it perfectly,"

whereupon you joyfully employ him. But alas for the versatility of your moth

er tongue ! for an attempt at conversation establishes the fact that, although

he does speak it with tolerable accuracy, the rest
of his vocabulary is unintel

ligible. But money is an universal tongue. You come to the baths of Dio-

mede ; you tread upon a tempting mosaic floor ; you attempt to pick up a

piece. Your guide shakes his head savagely ; you slip a small coin into his

hand ; he grins, shrugs his shoulders, turns his back, and you have only

to fill your pocket.

Rome, of course, is a favorite
field to the relic seeker. To see the Coliseum

by moonlight is to him only the poetical for stealing a Roman brick from its

walls. To pry into the old Roman Forum, and get a stone from the pave

ment, to go at midnight and chip off a piece from the Arch of Titus, to ampu

tate the arm or leg of some old Roman as you pass through the palace of the

Caesars, are the perquisites
of a classical tourist.

Too often your desires
are anticipated by your guide, who is ever willing to

fill your pockets, provided
he can fill his own at the same time, and the devout

traveler is constantly, in his admiration of some object hallowed by time and

history being torn from the sublime to the ridiculous by his guide. You

climb thedi/zy hight of the Strasbourg tower; up, up you go, clambering

among the stone
lace-work of the lofty pile. At last you reach the summit

and seat yourself upon the topmost pinnacle.
What a scene ! Below you lies

one of the grandest natural panoramas
of the world. The Black Forest of

Germany the famous old Rhine, rising in the Alps and stretching away to the

north the snow-covered cliffs of Switzerland, the beautiful garden of France

and the grand old Fatherland-the beauties of all Europe-are below you

You are enchanted-lost, in admiration
of the sublimity of nature, when sud

denly you are
tumbled from your reverie,

as from a precipice, by a punch m
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the ribs with an old piece of sandstone, and
" Would de monsieur like to have

un piece ofze lower ?
"

You feel like making pieces of him. Your guide not

only has no respect for you, but even the dead do not deter him from his im

portunities. You are in the Catacombs of Rome, sepulchres ofthe Christian

martyrs
—dark, dreary, damp corridor.-, of the sainted dead. What thoughts

does it bring to your mind ! what sufferings, what heroic struggles, what

brave deeds and glorious deaths fill your memory. The very atmosphere per

vades you with its gloom; you shudder at the dim pallor of the glimmering

taper. By your side lies an uncovered heap of bones—decayed remains of a

departed martyr. You gaze on them with holy reverence—honored vestiges

of a noble death; your breath comes slowly; your blood grows cold at the

sight.
"

Ah ! ze gentleman desire* a bone ofze man ?
"

and a bone of ze man

is thrust into your hands,

But you grow weary of such scenes; still they are a part of your sight

seeing, they are inevitable annoyances to which you must submit. How

great an evil this relic-seeking is becoming
— for evil it surely is— is not the

least important of questions. Even now many of the choicest and most in

teresting objects to the traveler are utterly ruined by this petty system of

Vandalism. Some ofthe most exquisite pieces of art have become so nicked

and injured by the continual chipping of the relic seeker as to be no longer

worthy of preservation. That the desire for a piece of everything seen should

be so great as to overcome all admiration and reverence for an hallowed ob

ject of antiquity is a shame to the modern traveler. Suppose this system of

petty theft is allowed to go on, where will it end ? Some of the world's

choicest gems will be ruthlessly destroyed. Imagine the traveler of a few

years hence, pausing in the Vatican to admire the crowning piece of modern

statuary
—he looks to behold lhe Muses, the grand conception of the great

Angelo. Alas, he is horror-stricken ! The venerable patriarch is ruined.

Earless, not a finger on his hands, even IO iocs gone, and the slit of his nos

trils is marked by the indentation of the ruthless hammer; and he sits there

no longer the living marble of yore, but a scandalous monument to the

memory ofthe Relic Seeker. E. O. R. '74.

BONAS A JOBS II.

THOS. W. JAYCOX, JK.

(Read before the Natural History Society, November 25.)

I HAVE to invite your attention to a newly discovered species of grouse,

and one which is not at present described by any author 1 have had the op

portunity of reading.
Somewhat more than a month ago, while Mr. X. C. Jobs and myself were

out hunting, he had the good fortune to kill what we supposed at the time to

be a Ruffed Grouse or Partridge (Bonasa umbetlus), but on examining it, we

found some differences, which lead us to think it was not that bird. We were

too intent on discovering its edible qualities, to think whether it was a new

species, so we only saved the head, tail, feet and pinnaries. These extremi

ties have a number of striking differences, which I think are sufficient to char

acterize a new species and perhaps a new genus.

I shall now compare the only species of grouse known in this region, Bo
nasa umbetlus, and the one in question, Bonasa (?) Jobsii, as it has been
called by our honored President. The first difference thai attracts attention

is the tail. All authors agree that the Bonasa umbetlus has eighteen tail-

feathers ; a subterminal bar of blac. ; terminal bar of mottled grey, and lhe

entire tail finely mottled. Boiasi Jo.1.11 has a tail of twenty feathers, the
terminal bar tends more to an ash color, and is only mottled distinctly on the

two middle feathers. T..e terminal bar in Bonasa umbellns is about equal on

all the feathers, and is finely mottled with brown ; in Bonasa Jobsii the bar is

widest on the middle leathers and decreases in wi.lih lowaids the exterior

ones, where the mottling totally disappears. Band, in '-Birds of Xorth

America," says, ihe ruff or cervical feathers of Bonasa umbetlus are uniform
dark brown, with a gloss of metallic green. Those oi Bonasa Jobsii are black,
with the same tinge of- metallic color. Baird also describes the under-tail
coverts of Bonasa umbetlus as white and immaculate in the exposed portion.
Those of Bonasa Jobsii are light rufous with distinct black bars and an annu

lar terminal blotch of white.

One of the principal characteristics of Bonasa umbeitus is that "the mid
dle toe without claw is shorter than tarsus;" in Bonasa Jobsii, on the con

trary, the middle toe is equal to and perhaps longer than the larsus. Wilson
n his '-American Ornithology," gives as part of the desc. iption of Bonasa un,.

"

the two exterior toes are joined at the base as far as the first joint by
a membrane;" in Bonasa Jobsii all the anterior toes are so joined by a mem- I

1
brane which extends as far as the first joint of all the toes. If the grouse de-

scribed by Wilson had all its interior toes so joined, instead of only the two

exterior ones, he would have mentioned it. The most notable difference be-

tween the heads of the two species is, the colors of Bonasa Jobsii are darker,

that is, there is more black; and what is white in Bonasa umbetlus is of a

dirty cream color in the other.

I have thus noticed the differences between the head, tail and feet of the

two species, and have tried to show that such differences should constitute a

new species. To show how some few, although slight differences, may form

another species, I will quote some examples fiom Baird's
"

Birds of North

America." Part of the description of the Oregon grouse, Bonasa sabini, is

"similar to Bonasa nmbellus, but much darker; middle toe longer." Baird

says,
"

I am inclined to consider this a good species of grouse, and distinct

from Bonasa nmbellus, on account of the difference in the length of the mid

dle toe, although this elongation may sometimes be found in Bonasa umbeitus."

Speaking of Brewer's Sparrow Spizella Breweri, "this species, if really

distinct, is so very similar to the clay-colored Bunting, Spizella pallida, as to

require very close and critical comparison to separate it. One feature is the

more obscure character of the markings, which have not the sharpness and

definitness of Spizella pallida."
At the conclusion of some remarks about the Western lark (Sturnella neg-

lee/a) and the common meadow lark (Sturnella magna), he says, "To sum

up the preceding remarks it may be stated that the real difference between

the two species lies in the greater tendency to narrow transverse bands on the

upper surface, especially of the middle tail-feathers;" abo, "this species,
Sturnella neg/ecta, is so very closely related to the other, Sturnella magna, as

to render it very difficult to distinguish them. The same description as to

pattern, colors, size, etc., will apply almost equally to both." In speaking
of the dwarf thrush, Turdus nanus,

"

this species, if really distinct, is so

closely allied to the hermit thrush, Turdus pallasii, as to render a separation
of the two exceedingly difficult," and tells where the markings are slightly
different in color.

I think I have cited enough examples to show that some specimens very

nearly alike are reckoned different species.
If the length of the middle toes will separate two birds so as to constitute

each a species, I should think that when the middle toe was equal to the tar

sus, that also should compose a new species.
The possession of twenty tail-feathers should, even if other markings were

the same, constitute a new species. The examples I have read have had few

er and less characteristic markings, than the differences between Bonasa um

beitus and Bonasa Jobsii. I consider them, therefore, different species.
Baird gives as part of the description of the genus Bonasa,

"
a tail composed

of eighteen feathers." As this grouse has more than that number, it does not
answer the description and hence cannot belong to the genus Bonasa.

I have called it Bonasa, because I had no other name to apply ; but it is

not rightfully so. We will have either to change the description of the genus
Bonasa so as to include this grouse, or else to form a new genus for this one

specimen, a not very unusual occurrence ; as ofthe one hundred and seventy-
two genera, given by Samuels in his

"

Buds of Xew England," one hundred

and sixteen of them are represented by one species only.
If it is my good fortune at any lime to procure another specimen of this

grouse, I will give some further remarks about it.

COURSE OF MATHEMATICS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS.

At a late meeting of the Faculty, Professor Evans submitted the follow

ing scheme, which was approved and is to go into effect immediately :

An advanced course of study in Pure ami Applied Mathematics has been

established for resident graduates ami for such undergraduates as may elect

any portions of it not already required in the courses which they are pursuing.
Prolessor Evans will instruct in Higher Geometry and in Quaternions;

also in Differential Equations, Elliptic Integrals and the Calculus of Varia

tions.

Professor Cleveland will instruct in Descriptive Geometry, Shades, Shad
ows and Perspective; also in Analytical Mechanics.

Pi-ofessru- Loomis will instruct in Electricity and Magnetism ; also in Me

teorology.

Professor Oliver will instruct in Qualities and the Theory of Numbers;
also in .Molecular Physics, Tliermo-dyiiainics and the Wave Theory of Light.

Prolessor Ed ly will instruct in Theoretical Astronomy ; also in Geodesy.
Professor Poller will instruct in Higher Algebra and in Trigonometrical

Analysis.
a
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Professor Wait will instruct in the Theory of Probabilities, the Method

of Least Squares and the Doctrine of Insurance.

In cases where the above studies are pursued in a course intended to lead

to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, the use of text-books and works of

reference in either the French or the German language will be required.

vastly larger than it is likely to be this year. Anrl, to conclude as I began,
such a work for the University and for science, will rather heighten than di

minish the enjoyment of their much needed rest from the routine of regular
stuc'y- Burt G. Wilder.

VACATION WORK.

Will the Editors of The Era admit a few suggestions as to what can be

done during the coming recess ?

In general, anything which is not connected with the work of the closing

term, and which tends to carry the weary mind far from all " Arts,"
"
Let

ters" and "Sciences," so that the student may return to them with renewed

zeal, is acceptable.
Now the above category may properly include not only all possible fun

and frolic, and good living, but also a little accumulation of facts and speci

mens which come in the way and cost no trouble to the collector, but are of

immense value to science.

To begin with, one-half of the members of the Physiology class have al

ready reported to me cases of malformation, which have come under their ob

servation ; but out of the hundred or more cases of six fingers or toes, double

heads or tails, etc., thus furnished, few are complete; sometimes the name or

address is wanting, sometimes it is not stated whether the extra digit or dac

tyl is a thumb or little finger, a great or little toe. Now all these facts are

needed in order to make the case useful. in the investigation of the laws which

regulate the existence and nature of malformations ; so to those who have al

ready reported cases, I would suggest the completion of the reports by the

addition of all the facts, and a drawing or photograph of the part ; to others I

would say that, in all probability, a little enquiry will reveal the existence of

cases heretofore unnoticed. For all such I shall be greatly obliged; and as

what I had intended to say upon this general subject was crowded out by

more practical matters, I now propose to add a lecture upon Malformations

to those upon Prehension and Locomotion which have been deferred until the

beginning ofthe next trimester; and at that time I will state why such cases

are valuable, and explain the mystical saying of Goethe,
" It is in her mis

takes that Xature often reveals her secrets."

So much for cases ; now for specimens. In order to properly illustrate

the two courses upon Comparative Neurology and Embryology, which will be

given in the remaining trimesters of this year,* we need many brains and

Then as to embryos. Of them likewise, we cannot have too many. Yery
few animals have been thoroughly studied in their development from the

ovum until birth, and yet, according to the highest authorities, this is of the

utmost importance in order to determine the true relations which different

animals hold to each other. And all other lines of investigation have to

be checked by embryology. This being the case it is too bad that hundreds

of these valuable specimens should be cast aside as useless, merely because

hunters and butchers and others who find them in opening animals, do not

realize their scientific value, t As embryos are very delicate and easily dis

torted, they should, if possible, be kept in the bag of fluid where they are

found, and sent in a tin can or jar or box according to size; if they have been

taken from their envelopes, they should be kept in water, which should be

changed when discolored.

Now I believe that there are few of our students, especially in the coun

try, who will not be in the way of procuring some valuable specimens, of one

kind or another. Let them not hesitate to secure and send them for fear they

are so common as to be useless ; that is impossible, until our collection is

r

CORRESPONDE.VCE.

Cornell Univf.rsitv,
eVsSISTANT-TREASURER's OFFICE,

Ithaca, X. Y., December 6, 1S17. )

Students are especially requested to leave their town addresses at this

office immediately, in order that their names may appear in the University

Register.
All students in arrears to the University must settle their accounts on or

before the thirteenth of December.

Those desirous of retaining their rooms and those intendin'g to change their

abode will please give due notice to this office previous to the last day of the

current term. J. W. Williams,

Assistant-Treasurer.

A CARD.

Editors of The Era :
—Allow me through your columns to give a slight

expression of the gratitude I feel for the many acts of kindness done me by

members ofthe Facuity, by my fellow students and by otlpcrs, some of whom

are unknown to me, during the long sickness from which I am recovering,

An.l I wish especially to return my heartfelt thanks to Dr. Wilder and his

lady, who have so kindly given up to me one of their pleasant rooms during

the whole time, and have done everything in their power for my comfort.

I wish also to especially thank F. M. Finch, Esq., who, although a stran

ger to me, voluntarily paid one-third of my physician's bill; and to make this

inadequate acknowledgment
of the vast debt of gratitude I owe to Dr. Mor

gan, who so successfully attended me, making daily visits till lhe fever vvas

over, and then freely donated the two-thirds ofhis bill remaining unpaid; and

to publicly thank the two of my fellow students who have, in turn, remained

with me and cared for me through my whole sickness.

Yours,

J. Henry Comstock;.

A CONVENIENCE.

FOR the benefit of those desiring to go home during the coming vacation,

we would say that Eldred & Phillips, Xo. 5 East State street,
have perfected

arrangements whereby they will run one of the Atlantic line of Palace Sleep

ing Coaches through from Ithaca to Xew York via Erie Railway, without

change, Thursday and Friday evenings, December 14 and 15, also a sleeping

coach for the West, if enough are willing to make arrangements to go together.

The coaches leave D. L. &\V. R, R. depot at 6.25 P. m. Berths will be re

served in these coaches for those purchasing their tickets of Eldred es; Phillip.-,

who will sell excursion tickets, good for the vacation, to Xew York and re

turn, and probably excursion tickets to some point West also. An express

will 'call for baggage, which will be checked through from residence to desti

nation. Call in and see them.

*
These lectures will be especially for the students in the Natural History

College, but will be open to all others who may be interested.

many embryos; brains of all animals, great and small, but especially of pure- -j Freshmen
in b rencli

blooded individuals of domesticated animals, horses, cows, sheep, pigs, dogs
and cats, even chickens and canary birds ; of both sexes, too, and of all ages.

The heads of larger animals can be sent or brought separately, and can bekept
in a cool place fo/ many days without spoiling; smaller animals, if rare, may

be kept entire ; in all cases, the sex, age, locality, breed, and
if possible the

gross weight, should be ascertained and noted. As yet we have no brains of

bears, deer, wild-cats or wolves, and in fact hardly any specimen would come

amiss. Of course, since the brain is the part desired, care
should be taken

not to injure the skull.

t In this connection I must mention the great interest shown
and efficient

aid rendered by Messrs. Bates & Son, of Ithaca, who have not onl\ alloweo

me constant access to all parts of their establishment, and taken pains to

slaughter their animals in the way best suited to my purposes,
but

haye
promptly forwarded to mt the embryos which Mr. Townsend and Mr. Kirk

endall are ever on the watch to secure at the slaughter-house.

TREVESTRIA L EAAMINA TION.

Examinations will begin on Wednesday. Most of them will be at hours

and places the same during the week as the lectures and recitations have been.

The following, however, are exceptions
:

Monday—P. M., Juniors in History.

Tuesday—P. M., Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors in Greek, and the

Wednesday—P- M., the Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors in Greek, Sc

niors in Nathan der Weise, Seniors in Kohlrausch.

Thursday- P. M., Seniors in Mechanics (with Professor Cleveland), Orl

omores in German.

been made for President White s clas
Xo appointment has yet

History.

One of the Era editors, who partook of Mr. Taylors excellent dinner .1

day, was unable to go there until he had tulfille

place. We are happy to state

however, that he

Cascadilla on Thanksgiving

a previous similar engagement
at another

did full justice to both meals, and deported himself at the

latter place in such a manner that no one even suspected it to be his second

dinner for the day.
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COLLEGE PAPERS.

People are apt to give an undue importance to anything with

which they are personally connected ; and so, perhaps we overes

timate the importance of a college paper. Imperfect as such a

publication must be, inconsistent as it must often appear, it seems

to us that it performs quite an important part in the educational

system of the country. In any of the leading colleges where the

faculty attempts no censorship, the college paper can generally be

relied on as an exponent of the views and feelings of the students.

Or at least if will in some way indicate those feelings. Now we

neither expect nor desire the faculty to modify their course to suit

every whim of an excitable body of students, but we do hold that

it is worth something to them to know how the students look upon

particular questions and measures ; and there is no medium through

which the students' feelings are so sure to be expressed as through

the college paper. The difference in position between student and

professor makes it almost impossible for them to feel that complete

familiarity necessary to a free interchange of views where there are

differences of opinion, and especially where strong feelings have

grown out of these differences. And then the few who are most in

the confidence of the faculty are usually those who feel little sym

pathy with their more independent fellow-students, and who conse-

.quently cannot well express their views and sentiments.

But a paper seems to have an individuality of its own, and if

honestly managed, is as much above all attempts at brow-beating
and bullying, as it is above cringing for fear of consequences, or

winking at abuses for which it could suggest a remedy. Of course

in all differences of opinion between students and faculty, the latter,

being composed of men of so much more thorough culture and so

much greater experience, ought oftenest be right ; but we are not

yet prepared to accept the infallibility dogma concerning even them.

And we hold that free discussion is the surest method of harmo

nizing conflicting opinions ; and that there is no possible gain in

having students appear to be satisfied when such is not the case.

No one can doubt the utility of college papers as a medium

through which to discuss college topics in general. And there is

at present no other reliable means of keeping students informed as

to the doings and sayings in other colleges. But what makes the

college paper the most valuable to the student is the fact that it con

tains a complete record of all events of general interest connected

with his college life. And the student who finds himself in posses

sion of complete files of the paper issued during his course is sel

dom willing to sell them even at the extravagant prices frequently
offered.

THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.

The agricultural department of the University is beginning to

make itself manifest by results instead of pretensions. The crops

this year have been good, considering the condition in which the

present manager found the farm. Improvements in the out build

ings have been made necessary by the increased yield. And it is

intended soon to build entirely new house, barns, etc.

Professor McCandless has not yet had an opportunity to exper

iment on the farm, but he is making his presence felt in the Agri

cultural Society which holds its meetings in town. Through his

instrumentality the system of holding market fairs is being tried

here. This, when perfected, must prove of vast value to both pro

ducer and consumer, as it brings them together in a manner con

venient to each, and enables them to share the sum which usually

goes as profits or commission to the third party ; and leaves this

third party free to become a producer himself.

An agricultural society is also forming within the University,
which must be of great value to students in this department, and

of interest to all ; and we hope ere long to receive regularly from

this society reports which will do honor to the institution. We

trust the day is forever past when the friends of the agricultural

department felt that the less said about it the better.

It is often claimed that agriculture cannot be successfully taught
in an institution where there are other sciences and literature to

compete with. It is said that experience shows, under these cir

cumstances, that students who enter the course in agriculture soon

drop it and take up something else. If this is the case, it would

seem better to try to raise agriculture to its proper place, at the

head of honorable callings, rather than to give new and continued

force to the old theory that none should engage in farming who are

fit for anything else ; for by establishing puny little colleges to teach

nothing but agriculture, and, from the very nature of the case, to

teach this to only those who do not feel competent to take any

other college course, the truth of the theory is acknowledged. If

there is not good enough in this course to enable it to be taught

successfully in connection with other branches, then let the farmer

still be held in low estimation, and be kept half satisfied with his

lot bv being liberally dosed, through the country papers, with dog
gerel expatiating on the independence and dignity of his position.
And let the addresses at agricultural fairs still be delivered by soft-

handed, pale-faced gentlemen, whose only practical ideas of farm

ing are gathered from observing the beets and cabbages struggling
for existence among the luxuriant weeds and thistles in their back

yards—gentlemen whose only effectual way of imparting knowledge
about farming is by pursuing a similar course to that of the misera

ble sot who aided the temperance lecturer by sitting on the stage
as

"
the horrible example."

But we anticipate brighter days for the farmer, and feel confident

that the time is to come when men will aspire to his calling, instead
of dropping into it through helplessness to rise higher, for certainly
this most important of all branches of business cannot always be

classed with the lowest.

THE COMING LECTURE.

To those who listened to Professor Spmgue while he occupied
the Chair of English Literature at Cornell, we need not say a word
in his favor. But to those who have never been so happy, we

strongly advise attendance to this lecture. He has won a reputa
tion during his short career as a public lecturer which many an

older speaker might envy; and the subject which he has this time
is one which at least two of his old classes will testify is perfectly
well understood by him. Then we say if vou wish to hear- the
most enjoyable entertainment of the Adelphi course, don't fail to

go to Library Hall to-morrow evening. Aside from its literary
merit, we want the lecture to draw an audience such as has never

yet greeted a speaker in Library Hall. Let every student find it
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convenient to greet our old Professor as he returns, and thus show

him how well we remember his jovial wit, his thorough good na

ture, his friendship for his classes, and his qualities as a gentleman

while at Cornell. It would please us to see his former students

receive him at the depot.

WHAT HOLIDAY?

We understand that the Faculty are considering the propriety of

having recitations on Saturday and omitting them on Monday. Stu

dents are at first disposed to dislike a change of this kind, but there

seem to be few, if any, real arguments against it. This change

would undoubtedly do away with a great amount of Sunday study,

which, we must admit, is practiced to some extent even at Cornell.

It would also allow many students living near the University to

spend their Sabbaths at home without losing a recitation. And

upon the whole, although we have a sort of instinctive dislike for

having our fixed habits broken up in this way, we rather hope the

charge will be made.

SEVERE TREATMENT OF CUBAN STUDENTS.

The acts of oppression toward students are not so astonishing as

they formerly were to us, but one comes from Cuba which, in hor

ror and in barbarity is the most wonderful that we have ever re

corded.

A class of young men, mostly under eighteen years of age, re

leased from the confinement of a medical lecture-room, strolled to

the cemetery, and in a boisterous, foolish fit, broke the glass in the

tomb of'Gonzalo Castalion, When this was known to the militia

they took arms from the armories, and a reign of terror ensued, all

houses being shut up and streets deserted. The Captain-General,
after a visit to the Medical College, in which he failed to discover

the perpetrators, arrested the whole class of forty-six. On Sunday
the Home Guard of volunteers had a review, and on dispersing

they demanded the students who had done the act of desecration.

The General consented to trying the whole class by a drum-head

court-martial : eight were executed, and thirty-two others con

demned to the chain-gang for from two to ten years, which is virtu

ally death. The whole class were compelled to witness the massa

cre of the eight, and that with hair cropped and with balls and

chains on their feet. The American Consul was unable to do any

thing to aid them, and the papers were completely at the hands of

the mob. Civilization advances slowly—very.

A CORRECTION.

In speaking of the Course in Letters recently established by the

Faculty, last week, we were led into saying that the amount of

time devoted to the specialty of literature in the course was equal

to four times per week during the Sophomore year. We should

have said that it was equal to four times a week during the three

years, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior.

BE READY.

Those individuals of the Junior and Sophomore classes who

bore the expenses of the cap burial, propose to remunerate them

selves by calling on the various classes and participants to bear

their share of expense as they did of fun. Let everyone have his

pittance ready when called on, or give it at once to the class

treasurer.

Waited, at the Era office, a copy of No. 5, Volume II of The

Cornell Era.

;5

CORRECTION

We are informed that the macaronic Latin in the article which

appeared in a late number of The Era, and which commenced "
O

unum sculls," &c, emanated from Mr. F. B. Perkins, who is now

one of the ablest contributors of the Old and New. The quota
tions from the Owl, we omitted to say, were taken from Swift.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications to a paper shonld always be written in ink:

penciled manuscripts severely task the eyes of compositors, and of

ten become entirely illegible from friction. Hereafter we shall re

ject all such. Only one side of the sheet should be written on, and

emphatic words should not be underscored unless the writer wishes

them italicised. A little care in writing plainly saves the composi-
itor a vast amount of time and trouble, and has an excellent effect

on his morals : writers of illegible manuscripts are not generally
aware how much sin by way of swearing they are responsible for.

THE PHOTOGRAPH.

Mr. Beardslv has perfected the expensive instrument which

he has had constructed for the purpose of photographing the Uni

versity and now awaits a favorable time to take the pictures. We

hope this favorable time will come soon, so that we can supply the

copies we have promised our subscribers. But we hope they will

pardon this unexpected delay, and when the photographs are done

the explanation of the instrument and its use will give them some

idea of the difficulties in getting a good picture of buildings situ

ated like these.

A LIBERAL OFFER.

We will send the Era to new subscribers, for the remainder of

the year, beginning with the thirteenth number, for one dollar and

seventy-five cents. Here, we remind those who wish complete

Era files, that all back numbers can be supplied by the Editors.

NEW YEAR CALLS.

We shall commence making New Year's calls on our subscrib

ers and advertisers a few days before January 1. We shall be

obliged to do this, as our friends are so numerous that we cannot

see them all in one day. Those of our friends who have received

our
" card

"

receipt, will have to forgo the pleasure of a call, but we

will make that all right in the future.

PERSONAL.

Howard, of '73, has just been called to his home by the sickness of his

father. He will return as soon as possible, probably before the opening of

next term.

The Honorable Joseph Henry Lumpkin, founder of the Phi Kappa Psi

society, died recently.

A lady, elderly, but good looking, expressed her regret to us the other

day that Leavitt, of the corps, did not call around often enough.

Thomas Hughes is heading a movement in London to replace the Chica

go Library, destroyed during the recent fire.

Baldwin, of '71, was in town last week.

Mr. Van Cleef, of '71, is studying medicine in town.

A. J. Rogers, of '71,
is succeeding finely with the public school of 280

pupils, at Port Jefferson,
N. Y.

L. L. Grinnell, of '73, is in the employ of Almy & Co., .New York City.

Charles Reeves, of '71, has gone
West to spend the winter.

Mr. Wooden, of '74, has gone home
on account of sickness.

T H Moore, of '73, was in town a few days last week, from Trumans

burg. He will reenter his class in
the latter part of February next.
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C. C. Wood, of '74, has left the University until the Spring term, to teach

school at Enfield.

Thompson, of '74, has not yet found his note book on Physiology. He ot-

fers a large reward to the man leaving it at The Era office.

Professor Deo is giving excellent satisfaction to the students who attend

his dancing-school on Aurora street.

Seaman, of '72, has fled from Newburgh to Florida for his health.

H. J. Rice has located himself as Principal of the graded school at Madi

son, New York.

George William Curtis will soon take charge of the New York Tines,

as its editor. We are sorry to see another honest man dip so deep into poli

tics. However, the Times has been the great exponent of truth
in New Vork

for the past few months, and we doubt not our
" non-resident

"
will even im

prove it in this respect.

E. D. Leffincwell, from the Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute,

Brooklyn, New York, writes of Thanksgiving recesses. Those who were ac

quainted with him would scarcely credit the tale he unfolds. He speaks of

meeting Cornelians there as follows : Hitchcock '72, Storke '70, Comstock '70,

and M. A. Smith '71.

A letter from O'Neil written on paper used by the editors of the class

of '71 excites our wonder.

Benton, of '71, is in Peekskill, New York. He sends greeting to Cor

nell and rejoices in her prospects.

II. L. Sprague has not yet found his coat, stolen on the parade-grounds

during the game of foot-ball.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

One of our students some time ago visited Syracuse. On arrival of the

train he immediately inquired where the Central depot was. It will be re

membered that the old and new Centrals unite here. A hackman politely

informed him that he would take him right there, whereupon he got in and

was driven around a few blocks back to another part of the depot with a

charge of seventy-five cents.

— A certain landlady on Aurora street advertises thus :
"

Students for

rent." We imagine she is dissatisfied with her present rentees.

— Very black was the face of that Soph whose pedal extremities had

proved unequal to the task of maintaining uprightness as he traversed the slip

pery way of the cemetery; the two editors that passed him as he emerged

from that place, were shocked to see the absolute profanity that glared from

his eye.

— A young lady has observed that some of her student acquaintances are

beginning to feel down at the mouth ; she was at a loss to account for the

phenomenon till an observant '73 man explained that they were only explor

ing for moustaches.

— Other universities have good gymnasiums.
— A '74 man translates "II 6crivit au roi Auguste en mourant

"
"He

wrote to king Augustus when he was dead."

— The other day the sage of the library, seeing a certain gentleman walk

ing leisurely toward the grove, with a young lady next beyond him, and an

other lady, not so young, beyond her, exclaimed in a fit of despair :
"

O would

that I were on the other side of Jordan."
— A Soph translated

" II commencait a etre grand hoinme de guerre
"

" He became a great man-of-war."
"
How many sails did he carry ?

"

asked

the professor.
— Scene—Interior of Sibley building. Soph

—When clo you intend to re

move that condition in spelling which you received on entering, and which has

been continued from year to year ?
"

Senior (-with an air ofwounded dignity)
— I made up that condition three days since, if your please, sir, and now con-

. sider myself one of the very best spellers of my class. Soph
—

Well,

that's not saying much for either you or your class. Will you give me the or

thography ofthe word "weird?" Senior (patronizingly confident)—With

pleasure, my dear sir,—w-i-e-r-d. Soph
—Where did you obtain your author

ity for that spelling ? Senior—Boy ! I stand upon the authority of Daniel

Webster's Dictionary.
— The Lamb ofthe Printing Office remarks that the "monumental bust"

s realized when the heads of Cornelians strike furiously against the grave

stones that beset the walk through the cemetery.
— Our professor of history, speaking of the battle of Rosbec and its indi

rect effects upon the City of Paris, gave us the following vivid and suggestive

passage: "The rights of the city were trampled upon; its gates were un

hung, and several prominent men were suspended before the city walls, to re-

mind the survivors that they must live in constant terror of the
same arbitrary

and unaccountable power."
_ On account of the lecture of Professor Sprague, the meetmg

of the Nat-

ural History Society is postponed, by order of the President, till the second

Qntm-dav eveninc of next term.

_ Students will be glad to learn that the D. L. & W. R. R. contemplate

building a line of road from Owego to Binghamton. After it is finished we

will enjoy much better our geological trips to
Scranton. However, those who

care for studying one ofthe important industries
of our country will not wait

for this convenience, but
will see the collieries as soon as possible.

— In one of the down-town clubs on Thanksgiving day a Freshman did

such ample justice to the turkeys and pudd.ngs, that his
fellow-boarders car-

ried him through the streets to his room on their shoulders, whether because

ofhis inability to walk, or whether he
was borne in triumph, as the champ.on

eater, we do not know.

— The McGraw Building is nearly completed. It seems that until very

recently nobodv has known exactly what room in it is to be used as a librarv.

It is now decided that the large room on the first floor in the middle section

is to be fitted up and used for this purpose. So it seems the "-new chapel
"

that has been so much talked about, is not forthcoming. The space above in-

tended for the library is to be occupied by the collections. Professor Wilder's

lecture-room is nearly completed and will be ready for occupancy next term.

— It was altogether fitting that representatives of thc two most progres

sive institutions, Derby, of Cornell, and Steere, of Michigan, should meet as

enterprising explorers, in the rich fields of South America.

— About one hundred and fifty students, including those unable to find

room, attended Dr. Strong's interesting farewell service, last Sunday evening.

— One of the most genial Thanksgiving gatherings was that extempore

one of about eight Juniors, who met early in the evening at the boarding-

house of one of their number, had a jovial supper, and then passed the time

until the wee hours in animated discussion of literary and political topics,

varied with the reading of interesting selections to enforce certain points.

— Wheeler, of '74, says that Mrs. Weston sung her song, "Swallbw!

Swallow !
"

by request, as a hymn for the Masticators.

People at the Navy concert were pleased at the laudable efforts of two

students, who tried to peer without glasses, down the abyss into which the

thermometer had fallen. They thought, like Lear,

—
"

How fearful, and

How dizzy 'tis to cast one's eyes down so low."

— The long doubted feat of being in two places at the same time, was

accomplished by those students, who after hearing Rev. T. F. White's elo

quent Thanksgiving sermon and while sitting in the church, were carried to

their homes, ever so distant, by Mrs. Granger's rendering of
"

Home, sweet

Home."

— Taylor, the genial host at Cascadilla, was successful in his endeavors to

make his student and faculty boarders forget the distance between them and

their homes, on Thanksgiving day, as far as it could be done by giving them

a substantial dinner, instead ofthe traditional "lotus."

— Trains on the Ithaca & Cortland Railroad leave Ithaca at 8 a. M., and

5.15 P.

COLLEGE GOSSIP

— The officers of the Senior class of Albion College are as follows : Presi

dent, Miss Grace Wallace; Secietaiy, Miss Lou Hoag: Treasurer, Mr.

Samuel Dickie. We should think it was about time to begin to agitate the

subject of men's rights in that institution.—Chronicle.

— Cornell University is the only one of the three hundred and sixty-nine

colleges in our country which has a professorship of American history. 1"

fact, it would surprise most of our college professors to know that America

has any history worth the teaching, in comparison with the learned guesses

respecting lhe wolf that suckled 'Omulus, and the Amazons who inspired the

early O recks with awe.—Appleton's Journal.
— The Senior who jumped out of the'old chapel window after roll-call in

geology, and landed plump before President Angell, was asked what he did

then.
"

Lord ! I dug out," was the reply.—Chronicle.

— At Williams Thanksgiving included three days, Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday.
— The fiftieth section of the twenty-second book of Livy is, of course,

indicated by a large L. The word beginning this section is
" Haec." A doz

en members of '75 lately spent an hour trying to fini out who Lucius H<K

could be.—.Ireus.
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— Tohn Hopkins, Esq., a wealthy gentleman of Baltimore, proposes to

tablish a university on the outskirts of that city; he offers nearly $8,000,000

for this purpose,
and will have the institution take his name.

T|ie recent magnificent display of the aurora borealis is attributed to an

illumination gotten up by the polar bears.—Argus.

One of our Freshmen reading Livy translated the passage
"
Clamorem

repente oppidani tollunt,"
etc. "The townies suddenly raised a shout," etc.

He had become acquainted with some of the peculiarities of our townies, it

seems.
— Vidette.

We find the following in the Madisonensis:
" Not long since a Junior

theolotnie went to a neighboring village to preach, and expecting to hold forth

but once took with him only one sermon. At the close of the morning ser

vice he learned that he was to preach in the evening also. Imagine his con

sternation ! He had no other sermon ; he could not preach extempore. But

his cheek did not fail him. Oh, no ! In the evening, when the preliminaries

were gone through, he rose and said,
"

There seems to be considerable mis

understanding in the minds of the brethren in regard to certain parts of the

morninCT discourse, and in order to do away with that, I will now repeat that

sermon."

The College Argus objects to the admission of ladies to the Wesleyan

University.
The Seniors at Middletown are to have lectures on constitutional law

this year.

— Rumor states that a Michigan Freshman is so short, that when he is

sick, he doesn't know whether he has headache or corns.

— In answer to inquiries, we assure our readers that the Columbia Bil

liard Rooms are not under the personal supervision of the Faculty.
—

Cap &°

Gown.

— The students of Illinois Industrial University have just started a month

ly paper called The Student. Its external appearance is rather that of an or

dinary newspaper than of a college journal ; but we are none the less pleased

to hail it as an avowed supporter
" ofthe new education in its broadest and

most liberal sense." The paper seems to be ably and systematically man

aged. It is divided into five distinct departments, each under the care of two

especial editors. With these principles and this systematic arrangement it

al least deserves success.

— The students of Lafayette College, at Easton, Pennsylvania, have done

not too wisely but exceedingly well. It seems they petitioned the Faculty for

permission to go home to spend Thanksgiving, and to enjoy the Christmas

festivities. The Faculty not only sneered at the petition but did not deign to

give their contemptous reply to the petitioners. The students then men

tioned the prevalence of smallpox and general poor health as a reason for

granting the petition. The reply of the august body was a summons to hear

a lecture on hygiene by one of the professors ; the students attended, but

were not only not soothed by the talk of the learned man, but they broke up

the lecture, left the college in a body and now not a student is to be seen on

the premises. The professors, occupation gone, wander aimlessly about, try

ing to comprehend the s.: -ion and soliloquizing,

"Farewell, a m nth's farewell to all our greati.ess."

The students declared their intention of not returning till the next term, and

will doubtless keep their promise.
— The College Courant in a recent article on slang remarked, "If any

one supposes that the use of slang is common to all colleges and to all

students, he is mistaken." Whereupon a gentleman writes to them and calls

attention to the fact that they have made a mistake in using the sentence, "he

is mistaken," proving it by the following illustration:
" A says to B,

'

Cen

tral Park is ten miles long !
'

B replies,
' You are mistaken ; it is only three

miles long!' In that case A is not mistaken, because he is not misunder

stood by B. He mistook the fact, and that is what B should have said and

what he meant to say." The Courant honestly prints the article on the first

page, but demurs from the conclusion. For the discussion, vide the College

Courant for November 25.
— The Prince Imperial is studying mechanics in King's College, London.

—

Exchange.
—

Alluding to the reported immigration of thirty Celestials to study at

Yale, the World says: "The Chinese Freshman flying his leisure kite upon

the college grounds, instead of carrying off midnight gates and nailing up ob

noxious tutors ; the Chinese Sophomore feeding upon the frugal rat, instead

of lavishing his money on bad champagne, the Chinese Junior making his own

Clothing, instead of making the fortunes of designing tailors; and the Chinese

Senior preferring to translate Confucius into English rather than to flirt with

the traditional belle of New Haven, will utterly confound the traditions of

Vale, and provoke undergraduate hostility to Chinese cheap study.
—

College
Courant.

— The University of Nebraska, located at Lincoln, the capital of the State,
has an endowment in lands that will soon be worth a million of dollars. This

year the State has expended seven thousand dollars on the nuclei of its library,
cabinet and apparatus.

—Churchman.

— We recommend to the gentlemanly and infallible editors of the Chroni

cle a careful consideration of the proverb
"
Honi soil qui mat y pense."

— After Dr. Potter, President of Union College, had rescued a young lady
from drowning at a fishionable watering-place, he very prudently attempted to

conceal his identity as her preserver. The learned Doctor is evidently versed

in the current literature of the day, and knows what usually comes of such

adventures.

— fust think of it ! the Vassar College "angels" actually eat "griddle-

cakes," and in pretty large quantities, too. The old griddle became worn out,

after years of faithful service in the cause of true reform, and a new one has

just been finished by a Poughkeepsie firm. This delicate instrument might

be used as the floor of a room, being of the dimensions of ten feet by eight,

and its carrying capacity is set down at "five hundred cakes at a single fry."

"The King is dead! Long live the King!
"

shouted the five hundred Va>sar

students, as this useful if not ornamental piece of furniture was brought to the

kitchen door.—Every Saturday.
— The Aladisonensis reported that

" Professor Scott" fell into a well last

week, but did not kick the bucket. The Chronicle was sorry to believe the

professors at Hamilton ever get into such a condition that they cannot keep

their equilibrium. The Aladisonensis then states that Professor Scott i.s their

venerable ex-janitor. Now the Chronicle rubs its eyes, and would like to

know if it was a trap.
— At the Yale fall races the Scientific School crew made the best time ;

this crew won the scull-race, three miles in nineteen minutes, forty-five and

one-forth seconds.—Irving Union.

— Cambridge University has seventeen distinct colleges.
— Compulsory education has been ordered in Alsace and Lorraine by the

German government.
— Professor Rockwood informs us that the one hundred and seventeenth

planet ofthe group of asteroids was discovered on the 14th of September, by

Dr. Luther, of Bilk. It is equal in brilliancy to a star of the eleventh magni

tude.—Orient.

— The Georgia Collegian comes to us dressed in mourning on account of

Dr. M. J. Smead, Professor of Modern Languages in the University of

Georgia.

THE DA VENPORTS AGAIN EXEOSED.

the culprit fay.

The Davenport brothers were, last Saturday night, at Wilgus Hall. They

exhibited so well and performed such mystic tricks on Friday evening that

many, while meandering home, pensively weighed the well-known question,

" Is our civilization a failure, or is the scientific student played out?" But

Saturday night a change came o'er the spirit of their dream, as Clark,
of '73,

and Palmer, the merchant, two rank unbelievers in "psychic force" or

"manifestations," were shouted on to the tying and watching committee.

During the cabinet seance one ofthe committee had some butter in his hand,

wherewith to
" baste

"

any hand that might be shown at the aperture, but the

wary brothers gave him no chance, neither was he allowed to tie them with

cords which he himself had brought. As the jugglers had been so well se

cured and were evidently afraid of the committee, the cabinet show was far

inferior to that of the previous evening.

But the "sinful Fay," (see Drake's poem) was presumptuous enough to

go on with his dark seance, and accordingly appeared, after the first darkness,

tied and looking like a mixture of Jim F.sk and, as an Ithaca editor who was

there suggests, Ruloff
on the scaffold.

The student sat on one side ofthe stage watching Davenport pire, whose

looks called to mind
"

Fagin
"

and
" Melter Moss," The merchant on the other

wing holding one of the brothers. Lights went out and the phosphorescent

musical instruments began seemingly to fly about the stage. Just at this in

stant some one said, like Gcethe,
"
more light," and a brilliant blue blaze ht

up the stage, showing Fay and Davenport to suddenly stop branching the

hilars and with a wonderfully sudden squirm, which might make a centipede

envious, worm their hands again into the knots. However the show went on
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and just as Fay got off his coat another fire-fly flitted a trifle too late to show

the loose hands as plainly as did the first.

Upon this Fay clambered upon the traditional auricle and very unwisely

getting mad and omitting several remaining tricks, dismissed the audience,

who left with the impression that some how or other the students had kenoed

the wizards and to judge, from what we hear, we think the scientific depart

ment had the showmen "all surrounded."

It seems that during Saturday certain students had studied applied chemis

try as to means of producing a sudden light (free from incendiary or explosive

danger) that might be tossed upon the stage. Oxygen and phosphorus, gun

powder and other pyrotechnics were tried by the amateur professors till they

found that the following reaction was the thing:

KCl-\- H2SOx + C^ff^On = Light.

Two torpedoes were fixed with this mixture, and used with the signal success

mentioned above. Moreover, another student had a dark lantern ready for

use, and a third had the before-mentioned butter, and being thoroughly posted
on the last trick, in the dark seance would have certainly caught Fay's untied

hand. Besides, Palmer had a detective arrangement of his own, which ena

bled him to discover Fay's or Davenport's loosened digits. We understand

that before leaving, the performers acknowledged that these illuminating tor

pedoes were the sharpest catch ever played on them. The only thing to mar

the good joke was that some coins (cents) flung on *he stage during the dark

ness—probably for largess, a la Marmion—hit one of the Davenports, and

made him talk fight, like Billy Patterson's champion.

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

Doubtless many of the old members of our Association, who are not now

connected with the University, feel an interest in its progress since their con

nection with it as active members. Desirous of giving such information, and,

at the same time, to say a few words in relation to the present and future

workings of the Association, I ask a small space in The Era.

The regular Sunday meetings are held in the beautifully furnished and

convenient hall used by the Irving and Philalatheian Societies. Those who

were here during the first year that the Association was founded will recall

the great inconvenience we suffered on account of not having a permanent and

suitable room in which to meet ; being entirely dependent upon the charity of

the friends of the cause for a place of meeting, and obliged to accept rooms

not at all suitable and often uncomfortable. But we are favored in a way still

more gratifying to those who have the interests of Christ's cause here at heart.

It was not alone the fact that we had no place to meet, that so much troubled

the first members ; but the most discouraging fact was that so few felt inter

est enough in the work to meet with us. Many a meeting was held when not

more than half a dozen were present. Now, there is an average attendance

of between fifty and sixty. The growth of the Association, since it was

founded in 1869, has been steady ; at no time has there been a falling off.

This term it has grown rapidly. Since September we have received twenty-
five members; making a total of eighty-five members in the University.

The meetings of the present term have not only been largely attended, but

they have also been especially interesting on account of the earnestness which

has characterized all of the exercises. Few who were present at the first meet

ing of the term will ever forget the hour: its influence will go with and

strengthen many through life. At that meeting two of our new students asked

for the prayers of the Association. All will remember how hopes were kin

dled that the long-prayed-for time was at hand when many more of our fellow

students would choose to follow the lead of "Jesus of Nazareth," who was

then "passing by," and whose sacred presence was felt in a manner that could

not admit a doubt, though his form was not visible. Those hopes have, in

part, been realized, but not in the abundant measure that was expected. And

it is a serious question, which every member of the Association should ask

himself: why has the term, which opened so propitiously for our work, passed,
and the good results which we had a right to expect not been accomplished?
And again, he should ask himself: Am I not individually responsible for the

failure ? There is an apparent inconsistency in the want of action on the part
of professed Christians. They believe that the object for which they are united

is far more important than that which brings people together for literary
and social improvement. They believe—yes, they know— that there are

no bonds of union as strong as those of Christian fellowship. With these facts

undisputed, it would seem that a Christian Association must be the most ac

tive of associations in procuring members. But how do we compare, in this re

spect, with the various literary and social societies in our University- An il

lustration will, perhaps, best answer the question.
A man enters the Univer

sity who at once attracts attention on account of his gentlemanly bearing and

good scholarship.
As members of literary societies we watch him closely, and

if on a more intimate acquaintance we consider that he would be an efficient :

member we ask him to join us. Technically speaking, the man is " rushed,"

until he either joins or refuses to join a society. As members of a Christian

Association what is our course of action ? Nol a single man enters the Uni-

versity whom we do not want as a member of our Association, no matter

whether he is poor or rich, gentlemanly
or ungentlemanly, dull or brilliant,

boorish or refined in manner—we want him to become a Christain and join us,

How many men in the University know that such is our desire from any

words that we have ever addressed to them ? This reluctancy to speak with

others in regard to their religious belief doubtless arises
from the sacredness .

*

with which we regard our own peculiar views, but is one of the things which

Christians must overcome before they can become effective workers.

Strange as it may seem there are, in the University, many members ofthe

various Christian Churches who have never encouraged the Association, even

with their presence. Duty may not always be plain ; but so long as yowprofess

a faith in Christ, and believe that His followers should
meet for social worship

and take measures for the spreading of the doctrines taught by Him, it is

plainly your duty to assist in that work here. This may or may not be an ap.

propriate way to remind you of this duty, but it is the only one available.

The daily prayer-meetings (held in room N at 12:15) have been quite well

supported this term ; but their importance does not seem to be fully realized.

They are very short
—never more than twenty minutes in length. There are

very few members who cannot give that amount of time at least two or three

times per week. Meetings are also held every Tuesday evening, at seven

o'clock, in the lecture room ofthe Reformed Church. The Association owes

much to the kindness ofthe members of this Church, and especially to the

Pastor, Dr. Strong, who has ever manifested a deep interest in its welfare.

A movement in the right direction was made last Sunday in the appoint

ment of a committee to look after the sick students and see that they are

provided with watchers, when needed, as well as to make other necessary pro

visions for their comfort. Prayer is good in itself, but it is far better and more

acceptable when seconded by charitable works. If all students who believe in

Christ will join the Association, as active members, it will become so strong

that very many good works may be done here in His name ; it will become a

power that will be felt not alone in the University, but also by our enemies \

abroad.

We gratefully acknowledge important assistance from a number of true

Christian gentlemen
—residents of Ithaca, but not connected with the Univer

sity
—and will gladly welcome them and all others interested, at the future

meetings of the Association. J. M. C.

The gentleman who wrote to the Deposit Courier on the subject "Two

Hours at Cornell University," at the time of the Baptist Convention in Itha

ca, made several misstatements, though he obtained a very accurate knowl

edge of that part of Cornell that a visitor would see in two hours. The Uni

versity grounds scarcely contain a thousand acres. The chime of bells was not

presented by Mrs. Blodgett, but by Miss Jennie McGraw, the daughter of one

of our Trustees. The large bell is the gift of Mrs. President White. Worth

ington rejoices in hailing from Illinois, not from Ohio. We have here the Sib

ley building, not Siverly Hall.

Announcement.—Spence Spencer has added to his usual splendid stock
■

the finest and cheapest collection ofthe standard authors ever seen in Ithaca.

The holiday show of books, of engravings, writing materials, pictures, frames

and articles of vertu, should be examined by every one, before purchasing
elsewhere.

Announcement.—Old, rare, and standard books, in all languages, can be

obtained, for unprecedentedly low prices, at the Antiquarian book-store, No.

21 East Slate street, up stairs. Orders both for old and new books satisfac- j

torily executed.

In the letter from Brazil published in last week's Era read
*'

Lingua
Geral

''

instead of " Singiva Geral."

A Boston paper, before the recent election for Governor of Massachusetts,

despondently exclaimed :

" Of all sad words of tongue or pen
The saddest are these, we may have Ben."
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THE NAVY CONCERT.

If the Navy continue to add to their other enterprises that of providing
intellectual amusements for the students and Ithaca people, and use the same

executive energy that has been shown in boating matters, the people will rise

up,
when regattas begin, with an enthusiasm equal to that which brought out

the Elians to the Olympic games. Such entertainments as the Mendelssohn's

are, like healthy exercise, more enjoyed as they are more frequent. Hearing
the five artists makes one think they are the composers, instead of performers

of themusic that calls up dreams ofthe
"

paradise bird, never known to alight,"
and gives us the songs of our own distant pilgrim-warblers so sweetly that

nothing but the clutch of winter winds at the rattling window dispels our ver

nal delusion. Then if the eyes are once closed to the nightmare
"

advertising
drop," the symphonies roll into words as easily as words usually express

thought, and the music
"

peoples the hollow dark
"

with grand ideals, and ev

ery sympathetic listener is, for the time, a poet.

The vocalist, Mrs. Weston, sang very well, though in responding to an en

core she was bold enough to sing Clara Louise Kellogg's favorite, "

Beware !

She's Fooling Thee." Mrs. Weston's singing has an advantage in the way

of perfect accompaniment that assists her very much in any place where she

may be deficient. Never, even when the students gave their relief concert

was a more select and appreciative audience in the hall. We think that the

receipts would have been greater, had the admission been lowered to the usual

price. As all allow that every listener derived value received for his ticket

the Navy's thanks are reserved until needed.
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THE PHILALA THEIAA' SOCIETY.

The last regular meeting of this society for the term took place on the

evening of Saturday, December 2. The subject of the excellent oration by
Mr. Howard was

"

Harvey Demonstrating the Circulation of the Blood." The

discussion of the resolution, "That the Democratic and Republican politica

parties have completed their missions," was confined to the appointees on ac

count of the pressure of business. Tbe same question, somewhat modified,
was chosen for discussion at the second meeting of next term. After a brief

recess, the following officers were elected for the winter trimester : President,
D. E. Kohler ; Vice-President, S. Smith ; Secretary, H. F. Ring ; Treasurer,
E. M. Howard. The next regular meeting will take place on Saturday even

ing, January 6, 1872. \V. H. S.,

Secretary.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

"Shall we have an agricultural society at Cornell ?
"

is a question of the

past. A respectable number of earnest looking young men met in the Faculty
Room Tuesday evening, December 5, for the purpose of considering the above

question.

Mr. Lacy was appointed Chairman, and Mr. Phelps Secretary pro tern. It

was moved that a committee of three be appointed to draft a constitution, to

be presented at the next meeting. Messrs. Jordan, Lazenby and Johnston
were appointed as such committee. It was then moved that a question for dis

cussion at the next meeting be chosen. The question "Should we adopt the

English modes of rotation of crops in this country ?
"

will be discussed by
Messrs. Hallock and Ford. Messrs. Lacy, Schumacher, Stone and others

Will present essays. Mr. Jordan will read a paper on "Hoof-rot in Sheep."
A paper is also expected from Professor McCandless.

All who are interested in making two blades of grass grow where but one

pew before are invited to be present at the next meeting, which will be held

the second Friday of next term. Secretary pro tem.

LLTERAR Y NOTICES.

Ihe Herald of Health for December contains a remarkable paper by O. B.

Frothingham on" How Best to Promote the Cause of Temperance," which is

r'ch with new thought and written inelegant style. Let every one read it.

ne same number publishes the valuable discourse of Thomas K. Beecher on

"Lessons from the Chicago Disaster." It also has, under the head of "Stud-
s in Hygiene," thirteen queries with answers, some of which are of peculiar

•nterest to students. The programme for 1872 is worthy the attention of every

aSazine reader; first The Herald will be sent without premium for one year
or $1.25, orwith a dollar and a half book entitled Physical Perfection for $2.00.
series of remarkable papers on health by the old writers will be an import-
eature. The first will be a lecture delivered in Harvard University in

4» on The Effect of Tobacco, Liceutiousness and Drink on the Health of
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Says a late issue of the Philadelphia City Item :
"

Ingenuity has been taxed
to find the surest and most direct means of reaching the public, and the busi
ness man who would advertise a specialty, and get the greatest good out of

^e greatest number in the shortest space of time, is compelled to go to George
P. Rowell and Company, of New York, for advice. Why to this house ? Be-
cause ,t is the head and front of the advertising business. It is prompt me-

thodical and clear in its transactions, and possesses the confidence of all the
houses which advertise most." The Newspaper Reporter, published by this
firm, is a model of typography, neatness and information about the newspaper
world.

* y

The Old and New has make arrangements for a story which is to be the
joint effort of a number of writers, among whom is Mr. B. F. Perking
Though this kind of literature is something of quite recent date, it is confi'-
dently predicted it will in this case be successful.

The Christian I T,,ion is undoubtedly one of the ablest papers in the country
as might be inferred from the fact that Henry Ward Beecher is the editor.
The issue of November 22 contains an article on

"

Demoniacs in the New

Testament," which makes some very strange and startling statements. The
author states that recently in the parish of Morzine, in Switzerland, nearly
every family was attacked with a malady in which they appeared to be pos.

sessedby the departed spirits of earthly evil-doers, who temporarily controlled
the parishioners. The statements are made on the authority of Dr. Artland,
the physician sent by the French government to investigate the case.

Every Saturday comes to us, as usual, richly illustrated and filled with ^d-
uable and interesting matter. In the number of December 2 is a full page
portrait of Mr. Constantine de Catacazy, the Russian Minister at Washing
ton, shown with his hair clipped as short as that of the members of the "

first
crew of one of our boat-clubs.

Harpers Weekly, of December 2d, contains, among other good things, an
excellent article on " Women as Citizens." Most papers are discussing this

question, since tie late decision of Chief-Justice Carter, of the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia.

The New York Sun is about to double its present size and give twice
its present amount of reading matter, for the same price as now—one dollar a

year. Its enterprise is praiseworthy, and doubtless its piquancy and adapted-
ness to supplying the literary wants of all classes will make its change a suc

cess.

The Atlantic Monthly for December is unusually interesting. It publishes
in this number " The Legend Beautiful," a new poem by Henry W. Longfel
low, and a poem on

"

Chicago," by John G. Whittier. We have heard so lit

tle of late from these favorite poets that these productions are especially wel

come. An article, by John Fiske, on
"

Light and Darkness
"

is a rich mine

of legendary and mythological lore. The same number contains one of Bret

Harte's characteristic stories, with the strange title, "The Princess Bob and

Her Friends." But the title is no more peculiar than the story itself, which,
like so many ofhis works, discovers good in human nature where the mass of

mankind see nothing but evil.

In one half-column the San Francisco Attn quotes from the Devil Gully

Expositor, the Yankee Flat Advertiser, the New Jerusalem Courier and the

Murderburg Bulletin.

A paper bearing the terrifying title of Kit-Klux has made its appear

ance in Forest, Mississippi.
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DAPTIZF.D IX FIRE.

THE

CHICAGO PHENIX

A UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER.

READ THE FOLLOWING.

A popular weekly paper for the times, embracing the leading
features of those journals destroyed by the terrible conflagra
tion, and combining just such a corps of writers as will give the

public all the news of the week, in a condensed compilation of

the leading journals ofthe nation, and the world.

A TRUTHFUL RECORD.

The Phenix will be the most truthful and reliable recorder of

incidents and facts concerning the great fire ever published.

ACCOUNTS OF THE FIRE.

It will contain only such accounts as are vouched for by relia

ble witnesses, and will correct the erroneous and fabricated

statements of sensational writers.

CHICAGO AXD THE NEWS.

It will, for a time, be devoted especially to the past, present

and future of Chicago, besides being the most complete weekly
newspaper in the world.

FIRESIDE COMPANION AND NEWSPAPER.

Its columns are d<-voted to News, Commerce. Science, Liter

ature. Art, Drama, Music, Humor, Pastime, Poetry, Fashion,
Society news, and enough of Romance to make it a most desir

able fireside companion, as well as the most reliable and com

plete newspaper for the business man in the counting-room.

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS.

It will be illustra»-d with engravings taken from Photographs
of the Chicago Ruins, instead of sketches

"

By Our Special
Artist" who was not "on the spot;

"

and thus give a series of

Ikrfect views, not obtainable elsewhere, and the first number

will contain the only correct map ofthe burned city.

HAPPY HOURS.

That beautiful literary journal,
"

Happv Hoirs," whose pub
lisher was the first to issue a paper to meet the public demand,
after the awful fire, has been merged into the literary depart
ment of the Phenix, which will embrace the contributions of

more than sixty of the most popular writers of the day.

A SPECIAL FEATURE.

The Ph-nix will contain, as an especial feature, a more com

plete record of incidents and results of the lite terrible fire, than

can be found in any book, paper or other publication in the

country. So numerous and inaccurate have been the accounts

sent forth, that something reliable and readable is eagerly sought
at this time, and The Phenix will fill the bill.

A PAPER FOR THE PEOPLE.

The Phenix is the cheapest paper in America, being an eiaht-

page, forty column weekly, at only two dollars a year; in fact it

shall he the paper for the people and thc times.

THE FIRST NUMBER.

The first number will be issued on Saturday, November i~,
knd will be the pnper wanted bv everybody, as a record worth

preserving or to send away, and for its accurate illustrations.

ITS BASIS.

It is a consolidation of other journals, and therefore on a solid

foundation, continuing their former circulation.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

To any person who gets us three new subscribers, wc will

send the Phrnix for one year free, or one of our beautiful prize,
steel plate engravings worth $e 50.

PREMIUMS.

For the purpose of rapidly increasing our subscription list be

fore the close of the present year, we will give to every person
who subscribes for the Piiknix during the month of November,
a beautiful steel plate engraving, worth $2 50, half a dollar more
than the price of subscription. No such opportunity was ever

before given, and probably never will be again. Avail yourself
of it. Engraving, will be promptly and safely sent by mail or

delivered at this office, as subs, ribers may \Oh.

SUBSCRIBE NOW.

Send in your names and subscriptions at once, and sustain
this great, newspaper enterprise. Price of subscription only
$2 00 per year. Single copies 5 cents. Agent;, wanted every
where.

Phenix I'rr.i.isiiiNG Comiwnv,

52 West Madison Stteet,

Chicago, Illinois.
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TEN YEARS OF A PUBLIC TEST

Has proved

DR. CROOK'S WINE OP TAR

To have more merit than any similar preparation ever oflered to

the public.

It is rich in the medicinal qualities of tar, and unequaled for

diseases ofthe throat and lungs, performing the most remaikable

cures.

Coughs, Colds, Chronic Coughs.
It effectually cures them all.

Asthma and Bronchitis.

Has cured so many cases it

has been pronounced a spe

cific for these complaint

Forpains in Breast, Side or Back, Gravel, or

Kidney Disease.

Diseases of the Urinary Organs, Jaundice,
or any Liver Complaint.

It has no equal.
// is also a superior Tonic,

Restores the Appetite,

Strengthens the System,
Restores the Weak and Debilitated,

Causes the Food to Digest,

Removes Dyspepsia and Indigestion,
Prevents Aleilarious Fevers,

Gives tone to your System.

TRY DR. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR.

T
AUGHAXNOCK FALLS.

THE STA UBBA CH OF AAIERICA

appropriately designates one of the most beautiful

specimens of American scenery. Ten miles from

Cornell University, and very near to Cayuga Lake,
the cataract falls perpendicularly 215 feet—50 feet

higher than Niagara. Rev. Dr. Chcever pronounces

the view of the Falls and Gorge the grandest and

most picturesque in the world, outside of Switzer

land, reminding the traveler of the pass above Chi-

avenna, in the Italian Alps. Taughannock well

repays a trip across thc State.

It was visited last year by over twenty thousand

people, 'and while making a charming summer re

sort at reasonable prices, its grandeur during the

fall and spring amply pays for the journey thither.

Taughannock has been well termed "the Vo Semite

of the Last," and every student in the University
will probably make many voyages to this natural

wonder.

Any inquiries addressed to 1'. IL Thompson,

Trumansburgh, N. \E, will reive prompt attcn-

D
IVORCES.

UNITED STATES DIVORCE AGENCY,

ESTABLISHED 1E55.

Divorces legally obtained in every state where

the laws are liberal t the subject, and under the

United States laws, fo. persons from any State or

country, legal everywhere. Desertion, non-support,

cruelty, drunkenness, etc., sufficient cause. No

publicity required. No fee until divorce obtained.

Call on, or address

GOULD & BURGER,

Counsellors-at-Law,

Broadway, 2d door beloio John St., New York City.

u
NIVERSITY BOOK STORE.

SPENCE SPENCER,

MASONIC BLOCK, TIOGA STREET,

Keeps on hand a full line ol

Text Books used in Cornell University

note books,

well bound, and of the best paper, at low prices.

NOTE PAPER AND ENVELOPES, best quality.

LEAD PENC1I S, INK, PENS, and all articles usually
found in a first-class Book-store.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS, Herman Silver and

ofthe best quality, CURVES. TRIANGLES, T SQUARES,
DRAWING PAPER, &:c.

STANDARD BOOKS at marvellously low prices, Shake

speare, Bums, Byron, Waverly Novels, ,&c.

BOOK SHELVES, BRACKE'I S, PICTURES, CORD,
KNIVES, POCKET BOOKS, &c.

A share of patronage respectfully solicited.

J
D. CARPENTER & CO.,

Manufacturers of and dealers in all kinds of Cabinet Furni

ture, Spring Beds, Mattrass. Upholstering, and General Under

takers. Nos. 11 & 13 South and 13 S; 15 North Aurora Streets.

C.
F. BLOOD,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

A general assortment of Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.

No. 67 East Slate Street.

U J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE A.YD RETAIL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNl'FF

AMI

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,

12 East Stale Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

GREAT OFFER.
A

4S SHFFTS COMMERCIAL NOTE PAPER, and
-'5 ENVELOPES lor e5 cents, at

Brink's Bazaar, Nt>. 65 East State Street.

npHE CORNELL ERA!

A
THE CORNELL ERA'

EVERY STUDENT
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THE STUDENT.

BY MRS. E. B. BROWNING.

" My midnight lamp is weary as my soul,

And, being unimmoital, has gone out !

And now, alone yon moony lamp of heaven,

Which God lit, and not man, illuminates

These volumes, others wrote in weariness,

As I have read them ; and this cheek and brow

Whose paleness, burned in with heats of thought,
Would make an angel smile to see how ill

Clay, thrust from Paradise, consorts with mind,

If angels could, like men, smile bitterly !

Vet must my brow be paler ! I have vowed

To clip it with the crown that cannot fade,

When it is faded. Not in vain ye cry,

Oh, glorious voices, that survive the tongues,

From whence was drawn your separate sovereignty,
For I would reign beside you ! I would melt

The golden treasures of my health and life

Into that name ! My lips are vowed apart
From cheerful words, mine ears from pleasant sounds,

Mine eyes from sights God made so beautiful,

My feet from wanderings under shady trees,

My hands from clasping of dear-loving friends,

My very heart from feelings which move soft !

Vowed am I from the day's delightsomeness,
And dreams of night ! and when the house is dumb

In sleep, which is the pause 'twixt life and life,

I live and waken thus ; and pluck away

Slumber's sleek poppies from my pained lids,

Goading my mind, with thoughts wrought by herself,

To toil and struggle along this mountain-path,

Which hath no mountain-airs, until she sweat

Like Adam's brow, and gasp, and rend away,

In agony, her garment of the flesh."

" And so his midnight lamp was lit anew,

And burn'd till morning. But his lamp of life

Till morning burn'd not. He was found embraced

Close, cold and stiff, by death's compelling sleep;

His breast and brow supported on a page

Character'd over with a praise oi fame,

Of its divineness and beatitude,

Words which had often caused that heart to throb,

That cheek to burn, though silent lay they, novv,

Without a single beating in the pulse,

And all the fever gone !

#***■»*

Is it thus,

Ambition ! idol of the intellect !

Shall we drink aconite, alone to use

Thy golden bowl, and sleep ourselves to death,

To dream thy visions about life ? Oh, power !

That art a very feebleness ! before

Thy clayey feet we bend our knees of clay,

And round thy senseless brow bind diadems,

With paralytic hands, and shcgit
' A God !

'

With voices mortal hoarse ! Who can discern

Th' infirmities they share in ? Being blind,

We canriot see thy blindness : being weak,

We cannot feel thy weakness : being low,

We cannot mete thy baseness : being unwise,

We cannot understand thine idiocy !
"

literary world mourns the loss of Mr. Frederic Wadsworth Loring,

and very promising graduate of Harvard University. He met his

the hands of a marauding band of Indians, while riding in a stage-
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EDWARD EVERETT AS AN ORATOR.

RY RUFUS P. STEIlBINS, D. D.

Mr. Everett, the celebrated scholar, statesman and orator, was
born in Dorchester, Massachusetts, in 1794. He entered Harvard

College at the early age of thirteen years, and graduated with the

highest honors, in a class of more than average talent, in 181 1, at

the age of seventeen. He was appointed tutor on graduation, and
while in this office he studied theology, and delivered the poem be

fore the Phi Beta Kappa Society of the College. It was at this

time, if I mistake not, that the young tutor, while at a social party
at President Kirkland's, being challenged to the task, took his pen

and wrote his " Dirge of Alaric," one of the finest pieces of poetry
of its class in the English language. In 1 813, at the age of nine

teen, he was ordained and installed as pastor of the Brattle-street

church, Boston ; in which some of the most eminent scholars and

professional men of the city worshiped, and in which the ravisl -

ing tones of Buckminster still lingered. He remained here about

two years, during which time the church was crowded to overflow

ing with the fashion, the taste and scholarship of the city. The

young preacher was handsome, graceful, with a sweet and finely
modulated voice, faultless in style and fascinating to the last degree

in his whole manner and matter. While he was pastor he published
a refutation of an attack upon Christianity, in which the depth and

comprehensiveness of his scholarship were well illustrated.

In 181 5 he was apppointed professor of Greek in his Alma Ma

ter ; and, as his tastes were most decidedly literary, the door was

now open for him to gratify them fully, and he accepted the posi

tion, with the privilege of spending some time abroad. He was

absent four years, during which time he attended the lectures of the

most eminent scholars in the most noted universities, and visited

most of the countries of Europe, especially Greece, where he ob

tained some old and interesting manuscripts. He also visited Eng

land, and spent some time there and in Scotland, forming an ac

quaintance with many of their most eminent scholars, writers and

statesmen.

He entered upon the duties of his professorship when he was

twenty-four years of age, and delivered courses ofthe most brilliant

lectures on the history, literature and language of ancient Greece.

In 1824, when Lafayette revisited America, and within four

weeks of his landing, he visited Cambridge, where Washington

took command of the American army, and was present at the

meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Society on its anniversary. Mr.

Everett was to deliver the oration. The fame of the orator, the

feverish excitement into which the whole community was thrown

by the arrrival of Lafayette, the revolutionary memories connected

with the place and neighborhood, the historic names which rose

upon the lips of everyone,—Bunker Hill, Dorchester Heights, Lex

ington, Concord,—
the crowd which had gathered from all New

England to see the early friend of our country and welcome him

back to our shores, the young aspirants for literary and civic hon

ors, and the gray veterans who were just laying them down at the

feet of the nation's guest, the galleries of the old church in which

the oration was to be given, packed with the intelligence and

beauty of Boston
and its suburbs, made this one of the occasions

of

a century. It was to be a test of the young orator's power such as

he had never dreamed of and he would win immortal fame or dis

honor After a poem by Reverend Henry Ware, Jr., which was

most apppropriate, and thrilling and touching, calling forth now

tears now cheers, Mr. Everett came forward in the full glow of

manly beauty -he
was now twenty-eight years of age.-and sta.yd>
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ing out upon the platform, without any manuscript or brief in his

hand commenced, in clear, untremulous and silvery tones, his ora

tion upon the Circumstances favorable to the Progress of Literature

in America. He sketched with inimitable grace and graphicness

the fields open for the ambitious—broad as our prairies, grand as

our lakes and cataracts, stirring as our colonial history and revolu

tionary struggles, of which he gave some brilliant pictures. The

sympathies of the vast audience kindled as the form of the orator

expanded and his face glowed with the increasing interest of his

theme, as he approached the grand climax. The whole audience

were of one countenance, thrilled with one emotion. It was a grand

musical instrument, every string responding to the skillful touch of

the orator. With more and more fervid declamation he described

the barefooted soldiers shivering over their camp fires at Valley

Forge ; the burdened heart of the great Washington, with empty

camp-chest and traitorous subordinates ; the army dwindling and

the states refusing to raise recruits ; and the apparently hopeless

campaign opening before him in the spring. Then, with matchless

grace, he described the young hero of France, ready to discard

rank, wealth, honors, home, all, to plunge into the dust and blood

of our desperate struggle ; offering himself, against the remonstrance

of his friends and government, to our commissioners at Paris, and

only asking transportation to America ; and when they were obliged

to confess that their country was too poor to provide him with a ves

sel, ''.Then," exclaimed the orator,
"
the youthful hero cried,

'
I

will provide my own.'
"

The scene which followed has hardly a

historical parallel. The emotions excited were too deep for ap

plause. The audience were electrified past ordinary utterance or

demonstration. Old men sprang to their feet, shook each other's

hands, clasped each other's necks, shed tears like children ; women

hung breathless to fainting over each other's shoulders in the gal
leries ; and, what added still more to the enthusiasm, after the first

overwhelming burst had subsided, Lafayette himself, who sat at

the orator's right hand, and not understanding but in part the ora

tor's language and the cause of the tempestuous sensation, the ad

dress being in the third person and not to him, joined with all a

Frenchman's eagerness and emotion in the applause. This brought
out cheer after cheer and shout after shout, and at one time it

seemed as if the orator would not be allowed to finish his address.

But after several minutes order was restore; 1, the audience were in

part once more seated, and Mr. Everett closed his oration with an

address to Lafayette of consummate beauty, which melted the vast

concourse and Lafayette himself to tears.

The reputation of Mr. Everett as an orator was now established.

He had surpassed the hopes ofhis friends. His fame was blazoned

all over the country. He was invited year after year to deliver ora

tions and addresses on every occasion, from the dedication of a

school-house to the dedication of a national cemetery, from a me

chanics' institute to an observatory. And, what is very remarkable,
he never did an ordinary thing. He delivered about one hundred

addresses and orations, and one of them, on the life of AVashington,
he delivered one hundred and twenty-nine times.

I first heard Mr. Everett just ten years after he had won such

brilliant fame at Cambridge; it was at Faneuil Hall, Boston. La

fayette was dead, and Mr. Everett was invited to deliver the eulogy.
The old Cradle of Liberty, which had rocked and reverberated with

the ante-Revolutionary eloquence of Oiis, Quincy and the Adamses,
was now opened to an occasion second in interest to none which

had succeeded the assemblies which listened to their addresses.

Platform, floor, galleries were one dense mass of men and women.

I stood at the extreme end of the Hall, having elbowed my way

through an almost unyielding mass of people into it. The audience

before me were seated, and I had a good view over their heads of

the platform and the portraits upon the wall behind it of revolu

tionary heroes and statesmen—Otis, the Adamses and Washington

standing by the side of his white battle-horse. On the platform

were the great men, and the chief captains on the land and on the

sea ; and on the front edge of the platform was a marble bust of

Lafayette. I had never been in the hall before, and I was flooded

with the memories of the
" brave days of old." Nor this only. I

had never seen Mr. Everett, whose fame was now the pride of ev

ery son of Massachusetts, not to say of New England. There he

sat before me, in the glory of full manhood, thirty-eight years old,

but not looking at that distance, so clear was his complexion, as

more than twenty-five or thirty. My eyes were riveted on him dur

ing all the preliminary exercises. He rose at last to speak. He

laid his manuscript on a small table at his left hand, on which stood

a tumbler and a pitcher of water. There was grace in the manner

in which he laid down his manuscript. There was music in the

first words be uttered, so distinctly were they enunciated. He

stated the greatness of his theme, European and American—two

revolutions on two continents, in which Lafayette was active, the

circumstances under which he spoke and the audience to which

he spoke, and acknowledged that he felt oppressed with the weight
of his obligation to say something not wholly inappropriate to the

occasion, not wholly beneath the theme. " I would," he said,
"

even now, were it possible, retire from the undertaking, . . . but

since this may not be .... let me, like the illustrious subject of

our contemplation, gather strength from the magnitude of the task

. . . and trampling under foot the art of the rhetorician, as he

trampled under foot all the bribes of vanity, avarice and ambition,
and all the delights of life, let me, in the plainness of history
and the boldness of truth, . . . discharge as I may the great duty
which your favor has assigned me

"

He had now fully conciliated
his audience, as Cicero would say, and at once addressed himself

to his theme, following the career of Lafayette through all the per

ils, reverses and successes of his life, describing in most graphic
language the great events of his career. I remember, as if it was

but yesterday, how he pictured to us the feelings of Lafayette while
he was waiting in the ante-room to be admitted to an interview

with AVashington.
"

He has stood," said Mr. Everett,
"

from his

youth before princes and kings, and felt that his clay was as good
as theirs. He is now to stand before that face where, more than

ever in the face of mere man, the awful majesty of virtue abode in

visible personation, . . . before that searching glance, before which

pretense or fraud never stood undetected." He passed the ordeal
and was ever alter the friend ofWashington.
After describing the continental conquests of Xapoleon after the

overthrow ofthe republic which Lafayette had helped to establish,
and the retirement of Lafayette to private life at Lagrange,—from
which no enticements of Napoleon could allure him when he re

turned from his victorious career, dictating to emperors, dethroning
kings, establishing new empires, discrowning and crowning mon

archs,—Mr. Everett drew a contrast between Lafayette, poor, en

feebled, broken in constitution, wearing on his body the marks of
cruel imprisonment, offered the dictatorship yet declining it, and

Napoleon, receiving the homage of the fugitive nobility who now

returned and put on his livery, at whose footstool kings, emperors,
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armies, nations bowed. In the midst of all this obsequiousness

"one man alone, a private man, who had tasted power and knew

what he sacrificed, who
had inhabited dungeons and knew what he

risked— . • • this man stood aloof in his honor, his independence

and his poverty."
At this point I remember well how intense was the feeling of the

audience; and Mr. Everett, gaining inspiration by the warm sym

pathy which was expressed by a silence which was growing more

and more breathless, almost to painfulness, rising to the loftiness

of his theme, continued, with increasing fervor and enthusiasm :—

« And if there is a man in this assembly that would not rather have

been Lafayette to refuse than Napoleon to bestow his wretched

gewgaws, that
would not rather have been Lafayette in retirement

and obscurity and just not proscribed than Napoleon with an em

peror to
hold his stirrup ; if there is a man here who would not

have preferred the honest poverty of Lagrange to the bloody tinsel

of St. Cloud, that would not rather have shared the peaceful fire

side of the friend of Washington than have spurred his triumphant

courser over the crushed and blackened heaps of the slain, through

the fire and carnage of Marengo and Austerlitz, that man has not

an American heart in his bosom." Immense sensation was now

pervading the multitude, but the orator, pressing on, rising higher

and higher on the rising tide ot emotion, prevented an outburst of

applause which was all but irrepressible.
"

That man," exclaimed

Mr. Everett,
" is a slave and fit to be the father of slaves. He does

not deserve to breathe the pure air, to drink the cold springs, to

tread the green fields and hear the Sabbath bells of a free country.''

Audible applause broke out in different parts of the hall, but the

orator did not pause an instant in his torrent of denunciation, and

all was silent as the tomb in an instant ; there was something more

and worse to come ; what more were possible ?
" He ought," cried

the orator, in tones which shook the pillars of the vast hall as well

as the hearts of that vast audience, and which ring in my ears as I

write,
" he ought, with all his garters, ribbons and

stars upon him,

to be bolted down with a golden chain to the blazing pavement of

a palace court-yard, that when his lord and master goes out to the

hunt of beasts or of men he may be there—the slave,—to crouch

down and let his majesty vault from his shoulders to the saddle !

At the last word the audience, which had been in a perfect tre

mor of excitement for the last two minutes, burst into a perfect tu

mult of applause. Handkerchiefs waved, hands clapped, hurrahs

were uttered, shouts went up, old epauletted veterans on the plat

form struck hands, and I think there were one or two bugle notes

or something of the kind from the band. Mr. Everett drew a long

breath, turned a little water from the pitcher into the tumbler, just

wet his mouth for the first time, and turning to the audience pro

ceeded in a simple conversational manner
with his address. It was

like a change from the blackness, the torrents, the thunder peals,

the lightning glare of a dog-day shower to the sweet fragrance and

quiet beauty which comes on when the tempest is overpast.

There were several other passages of
most consummate art and

and great power to which I should like to call attention, but can

refer to but one, the closing sentence, in which, with a boldness

which if unsuccessful would be the merest rant and buffoonery, Mr.

Everett apostrophises the place and circumstances. The audience

and himself having been lifted to the highest pitch of fervor he ex

claims :
"
Ye winds that wafted the pilgrims to the land

of promise,

fan in their children's hearts the love of freedom ; blood which our

fathers shed, cry from the ground; echoing arches of this re-

I97

nowned hall, whisper back the voices of other days ;" then, clasping
his hands and turning to the left, where the picture of Washington
hung upon the wall, in tones of tenderest entreaty he exclaimed :

"

Glorious Washington, break the long silence of that votive can

vas ;
"

then instantly turning to the bust of Lafayette at his right
hand, and half kneeling, cried imploringly : "Speak, speak, marble

lips, teach us the love of liberty protected by law." For a moment

there was perfect silence, so deep was the emotion ; but as soon as

the president of the day extended his knd to congratulate the

orator the silence was broken by prolonged and hearty cheers.

With this year Mr. Everett closed a period of ten years' service

in the House of Representatives of the United States. He was not

successful on the floor as a debater, nor did he shine as a debater

in the Senate, where he served two years. But he was eminent on

committees, and the reports which he drew up are second to none.

While, in England as minister at the court of St. James, he made

himself very popular by the classic grace and felicity of his ad

dresses at public dinners and on other occasions. Indeed, he was

most happy in post-prandial speeches. During the four years of

his governorship, of Massachusetts he gave many addresses before

schools and school teachers which were rich in thought and beauty.

Perhaps the versatility of his mind, and the comprehensiveness of

his studies, and the felicity of his style are best represented in his

oration at the inauguration of the Dudley Observatory at Albany,

1856. Mr. Everett always prepared and committed his speeches

and addresses; and such was the consummate art with which he

delivered them that theyseemed extemporaneous effusions,the thought

flashing upon the mind as it was uttered. His memory was mar

velous. In his eulogy on Mr. Dowse,
"

LL. D." (Literary Leather-

Dresser), of Cambridge, he ran over a list of the authors and art

ists whose works this mechanic had collected in his library, and re

peated the names of one hundred and forty-nine authors in one

paragraph and thirty-two artists in another. In delivering his eu

logy on Lafayette he did not trip or hesitate for the whole hour and

forty minutes. I have heard him, perhaps twenty times in all, and

never knew him make half that number of mistakes. He was fas

tidious, dainty to the last degree in the choice of language and ad

dress. He always was refined, elevated, dignified in his utterance,

never indulged in low or cant words or phrases to please the stupid

and sordid. He never spoke a carelessly constructed sentence, nor

did he ever speak the briefest sentence awkwardly. He was a con

summate rhetorician and a more consummate elocutionist. He

had no epigrammatic point; nor that picturesque mosaic which is

made up of chips of aphorism and crystals of poetry ; nor those

terse and racy expressions which become proverbs and rly over the

land ; nor those
inimitable felicities which dart from the heart of

rrenius like lightning from the cloud. He wrote as the ocean rolls

its billows, in rhythmic measured sentences, rising higher and higher,

more and more translucent, till thev break in long sparkling surf

and ripple along the sandy floor of the beach; withdrawing then,

and once more gathering force from slight undulations, till they

come in gigantic loftiness and might, and make all the rocky bar

riers quake as they dash themselves into foam against their defiant

breasts.

Mr Everett's voice was strong and melodious, and he could be

heard by vast audiences in the open air, so distinct was his enun

ciation. His last words were spoken in Faneuil Hall, at a meet

ing called to raise funds for the citizens of Savannah, after it was

taken bv General Sherman. He came from a crowded and hot
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room into the hall, and was placed on a seat in a draft. He spoke

with more than usual power and tenderness. It seemed as if his

heart was on his tongue. He went home chilled. He was seized

with a heavy cold. He laid down upon his bed and died. The

perfect orator, the immaculate patriot, the Christian man closed

his life a martyr to humanity. The nation honored his memory by

public proclamation ; private citizens by tears. Mr. Everett was

the bright consummate flower of the demonstrative and festive or

atory of America.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Leipzig, December 4, 1871.

Messrs. Editors :—That the system of note-taking practised at some

American universities is a useless waste of time and patience, and the enforce

ment of it by professors an unjust infringement upon the rights of students, is

a proposition which we have always supported and are now prepared to de

monstrate. It would not he worth while to discuss the latter part of the prop

osition, as its truth is evident to any man who has the average amount of

brains and who does not believe that a university should be turned into a nur

sery and the students managed with sugar-teats and leading-strings. That

the first part of the proposition is correct a iew words on the practice of Ger

man students will clearly show. The lecture-rooms are provided with desks,

and the notes are taken in ink and are not afterwards copied. In fact, it would

be impossible for a student to copy all his notes. A good student usually at

tends four lectures per day, which requires four hours' time ; to copy the

notes to these would require eight hours, to sleep eight hours should be given,
lo meals three hours, to kueipeu one hour (which is rather a short allowance),
to walking two hours and to collateral reading and study six hours. But un

fortunately there are but twenty-four hours per day, and the student must

either leave his notes uncopied or must dispense with reading and walking.
Lectures, to be of benefit, must be supplemented by reading. What good
would it do a student to hear a professor's lectures upon a Greek author un

less he read that author ? Xo good whatever. It is evident that the practice
of note copying owes its origin to the mistaken idea entertained by professors
as to the proper scope of lectures. It seems to us that the lecture-room is the

place for the professor to publish the results ofhis own studies and investiga
tions, to point out to the student the best method of study and the books to

be consulted, and to go deeper in his subject than text-books usually do. A

lecture (?) which is a mere reproduction of some good text-book in another form

is nothing more nor less than a farce, and would have no hearers in a German

university. If we were asking for blessings our first and most earnest prayer

would be for a day when American professors should be made, to some ex

tent, dependent upon students. The dawn of that day will be the death-knel!

of worthless instructors, overbearing pedagogues and other intolerable bores,

who make American student-life unpleasant and college diplomas the laugh

ing-stock of the press, and who are doing more than anything else to make the

people ofthe best of governments the most intolerant and bigoted of the civ

ilized world. We are perfectly aware that these words will be laughed at,

but they are nevertheless true. Professors Jones. Brown, Green, White, Black

and others may say students are not capable of judging for themselves, but

need the guidance of older heads. Don't deceive yourselves; dear professors.
Your students know your abilities and your foibles better than your colleagues
do, better than yourselves and all the rest of the world. If there is any mean

ness about you, if you are in the habit of making mistakes, the matter is duly
discussed over many mutton chops, and you are cordially disliked and wished

somewhere else by those who you think respect you. German students very

rarely speak disrespectfully of a professor ; if they don't like him or think he is
"

nothing extra
"

they don't go to hear him. But we are, perhaps, going be

yond the bounds of politeness, and will drop the subject of note-copying by

expressing the hope that The Era may give it such a
"

going over
"

as it de

serves.

Now, having told a few of the good things of German student-life, it is our

duty to speak of the bad, and if we speak more at length of the latter don't

jump to the conclusion that we feel more at home in that department, but
consider that the bad things outnumber the good. Wc have shown you the

student in the lecture-room, and have declared his character exemplary, let

us lead yon behind the scenes and show him in all his natural hideousness.

We can promise a severe shock to your moral feelings. You will see that the

student in Leipzig does many things, with the approval of professors and ail

good citizens, which you could not do in Ithaca without bringing down upon

you the wrath, not only of the Faculty but also of sundry other individuals,

who shall be nameless. We cannot give the student's catechism in full, as we

have not yet been initiated into that mystery, but have been told that three of

its articles are as follows : What is the most necessary qualification for being
a good student ? The ability to drink eight pints of Bavarian bier in one hour

without intoxication. What should every good student do on Sunday ? Go

to church in the morning, to a bier-garden in the afternoon and to the theater

at night. What is the most solemn duty of all students ? To carefully keep
out of sight of the University on all saints' days. (It is rumored that articles

similar to these are to be found in the professor's catechism.) It is not surpris-

ing, then, that students hold their meetings in breweries, and that at the inau

guration of Rectors they don't get "home till morning," that they form socie

ties whose sole object is bier drinking, and that they do a thousand other very

wicked things without knowing them to be wrong. It may well be a cause of

wonder that young men so utterly regardless of the (American) laws of moral

ity and so ignorant of the taste of pure water should yet be the most perfect

and refined gentlemen in the world, and that they are not continually found in

the gutters of Leipzig. But wonders never cease, as we thought upon hearing
a theological student assert that there was no harm in frequenting bier-houses

on Sunday, and that playing cards on that day was a no more wicked way of

resting than reading or writing, or doing anything else. But, Messrs. Edi

tors, can you imagine with what feelings of horror we read upon the the bul

letin-board the following annoucement :

COMMILITONIBUS S. P. D.

Studiosi nonnulli, Apollonis lyra docti, proximo die Jovis, die III mensis

Decembris, hora septima vespertina Roethae, in appidulo amoenissimo atque

imprimis laeta copia virginum cum facilium turn formosarum affluente, Concer-

turn parvulum quern sequetur Pita exquisitissima, instituere in animum in-

duxerunt. Concertus, cujus fruges purae destinatae sunt in optimum liber-

orum pauperum quorum patres Marte crueiito belli Gallici abrepti sunt, locum

habebit in urbis taberna elegantissima, quae nostro sermone "Hotel zur Stadt

Leipzig" vocatur, ubi cerevisia cum castrorum turn Bavarica splendidissima

pretiis aequissimis prostat. Roetha urbs decern minutorum spatio abest a

vico Boehlen, statio viae ferreae Bavaricae ; tesserae diurnae, quae lingua ver-

nacula
" Retourbillet

"

dicuntur, octo grossorum novorum pretio venduntur.

Itaque, Commilitones humanissimi, venite creberrimi et diem festum praesen-

tia vestra honorati.

In jussu comitatus musicalici, etc. (Here follow signatures.)

Here, Messrs. Editors, is an invitation to a Sunday evening ball, posted

up in one of the"halls of a great University in a Christian land ! You expect
us to say now that a committee of enraged ladies immediately proceeded to

the above named Hotel, tore it down, turned the bier into the streets and then

waited upon the Faculty and demanded the expulsion ofthe makers of this in

vitation. But truth compels us to say that the ladies remained at home and

prepared for the festive occasion with the greatest of pleasure, and the Leip-

ziger Tageblatt, the great teacher of morals and leader of public opinion, gave
vent to its wrath as follows: "Leipzig, 1. December.—Jugendlicher Froh-

muth mil ernstem Hintergrunde macht allezeit guten Eindruck. So wird den

auch sicherlich die humoristische Einladungzu einem Wohlthatigkeits-Concert
mit Ball, welches ein engerer kreis junger akademischer Burger am 3. Decem

ber in Rotha abzuhalten gedenkt, iiberall eine wohlwollende Aufnahme finden."

Any further remarks on these sinful doings would be uncalled for and repre
hensible. We have not spoken thus for the purpose of ridicule, but because

we felt we had a solemn duty to perform to the American public and especially
to the highly moral and religious people of Ithaca—to point out to them a

great and inviting field for missionary labor. Wc think—we know there are

many among your good people, many whose hearts are in the missionary
cause. Now why should their noble efforts be confined to so small a circle

when there is a whole civilized nation which needs their aid? Why send pock
et-handkerchiefs to the heathen instead of temperance and religious tracts to

Germany? You Cornelians, Messrs. Editors, do not, cannot appreciate the

advantages you enjoy in having so many disinterested ladies and gentlemen lo

watch over your moral and spiritual welfare, to keep vou from smoking and

chewing, and to warn you against Deschner's. Leipzig students are not so for-
lunate, but are allowed to run wild and unbridled.

In closing we cannot be blamed for saying that we are continually annoved
liy correspondents inquiring the cost of living in Germanv. To save ourselve?
future trouble we append the following careful estimate of
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EXPENSES.

Board, room, fire, lights, Sec, ,

Schweitzer-Kase, Limburger- Kase and other delicacies (extra),.
Wearing apparel,
Lecture and other fees,

Books and stationery,

Charity,

l'halers.

.250

75
1

62 >,

33'i
-

4io
60

-

25

50

30
10

10

30

25
- 47K

Total, goo

The above estimate contains about all the necessary expenses for a student

who is industrious, economical, temperate and peaceable. II . T. G.

P. S.—Since writing the above we have heard that a private letter we had

written to a friend was published in The Era. We have forgotten the con

tents of it, and if some words and phrases there used occur again in this com

munication the blame is not ours. We consider it entirely unfair that a hastily
and carelessly written letter to a friend should be made public, and that, too,

with the full name ofthe writer.

1,500 pints Lager Bier, at '4 Groschen,

500 pints Bohemian Bier, at 2 Groschen,

500 pints Bavarian Bier, at 2 '_, Groschen,

3.000 cigars, at 3-5 Groschen,

50 bottles
Rhein wine, at 15 Groschen,

50 bottles champagne,
at 1 thaler,

Costs, fines and advocate's fees at the University Court,
Board in the University prison,
Duelling weapons,

Surgical attendance after duels,

Destroying public property,

Sundries,

LETTER FROM DR. STROM;.

The following letter from the former respected pastor ofthe Dutch Re

formed Church, though written to but one of our students, speaks as well to

them all.

Ithaca, Dec. 4th, 1S71.
My Dear Friend :

I HAVE received such marks of respect and affection from the students of

Cornell University, and especially from those members of your Christian As

sociation who have attended my ministry and all its services, that I deem it

deserving of a more definite notice than a mere general remark in a closing

sermon. 1 address, through you, all the students and assure them of my deep

appreciation of that courtesy and respect shown to me.
* * *

To

you and your associates, who have so faithfully and satisfactorily assisted me

in my meetings, I return my warmest thanks. You have the assurance that

your presence and help has often gladdened and cheered my heart, and my

prayer is that the Great Head of the Church will prosper you all in spiritual

things.

Any time when I can render any service to the students of Cornell Uni

versity or your Christian Association, you have only to call upon me and I

will cheerfully respond. With the most cordial pleasure I send this tribute of

my heart-felt gratitude, and trust that the wishes herein expressed may be

fully realized.
"

Yours with respect,
Thomas C. Strong.

Brain in Different Animals.—Professor Wilder, at a meeting of the

Ithaca Farmers' Club, showed the brain of a kitten a day or two old. It has

quite an imperfect appearance as compared with the brain of an old cat. The

reason, he said, was obvious: the kitten is born blind and helpless; it learn?

to move and act—hence it is born with but partially developed brain. 1 here

is the brain of a calf and of a steer—both are nearly alike, except as to size.

The reason is obvious : the calf at once or soon is to use its limbs and all its

faculties, and hence its brain is so perfect.
Dr. S. J. Parker, an esteemed correspondent, said :

" I call attention of

the Club to the four brains exhibited by Professor Wilder. Those of the calf

and steer are coarse in their convolutions, both in the cerebrum and cerebel

lum, while the cat has a finer convolution in her cerebrum, and a very fine

convoluted cerebellum." He says the reason is also plain. The motions of

the calf and cow are coarse and rough compared with the cat. The mind of a

cat is limited in capacity, but keen and exact as far as it goes, hence the
coars

er cerebrum, while the motions of a cat are peculiarly graceful and brilliant,

hence the fine texture of the cerebellum. If, then, the theory is true that the

cerebrum is the organ of the body by which the mind acts, and the cerebellum

is the
organ of muscular combinations, then this exhibition of brains corres

ponds with our knowledge, and is a happy proof of our ascertained facts.

Such are the uses of the exhibitions of these specimens.—Phrenological

Journal.

TIIE NEW ERA IN AIEDICINE.

UV FRANK W. REII.I.V, M. D.

The true physician no longer talks of expelling disease from the system, as

though he were a magician, and the disease a demon to be summoned forth

by the spell of pills and philters. He finds, on the contrary, that in a given
case, this element ofthe tissues is wanting, or not assimilated; or that organ,
or system of organs, has been overworked and underfed; that, owing to im

perfect action of one part of the body, the rest of the economy is suffering.
And thus, starting from well-understood premises, he proceeds, logically, to
establish his mode of treatment— to supply the deficient element to, or secure

its appropriation by, the starving tissue; to relieve the overtaxed organs, and

to incite the peccant ones to healthy activity.

A striking illustration of the almost prophetic character of the knowledge

acquired is afforded in the history of the new hypnotic, the chloral-hydrate.
Discovered in 1S32, by Baron Liebig, for nearly forty years it was little more

than a chemical curiosity; until his knowledge of physiological chemistry sug

gested to Dr. Liebreich, of Berlin, the use ofthe fragrant crystals in the pro

duction of chloroform in the human system. His theory was that as chloral,

when treated with an alkali in the chemical laboratory, was resolved into chlo

roform, so by the action ofthe blood-alkalies, the magic vapor might be liber

ated within the very citadel of life. This theory was fully sustained by exper

iments ; and hydrate of chloral is now one of the most valuable and best un

derstood of hypnotics.

While Liebreich was thus synthetically predicting the action of this drug,
one of our countrymen (Dr. W. A. Hammond) was demonstrating the phys

iology of sleep ; and when the labors of the German and the American met,

ihey were found to supplement and sustain each the other. Still a t'lousand

miles further West, the writer, on the same basis of exact knowledge, was

pointing out the inapplicability of this drug in certain conditions of the sys

tem, where the deficiency of blood-alkalies had already caused disease, as in

rheumatism; and recommending, during its prolonged use, the supply to the

blood of sufficient alkalies to replace those consumed in its formation of chlo

roform.

To this instance might be added the discovery, in the tissues, of a substance

chemically identical with the alkaloid of Peruvian bark—quinine; and thence

the obvious hypothesis, first announced by Salisbury (of Ohio), that the blood

of patients suffering from intennittents and other malarial diseases would be

found deficient in this principle, ergo, the cure of these diseases by quinine.

The neutralization of snake-virus by bromine, iodine, and ammonia was in

like manner, the result ofthe qualitative analysis of the poi on and the study

of its effects by the naturalist, Robert Kennicott. The action of carbolic acid

in surgery and in medicine, of oxygen, of mercury, of phosphorus
—of, in

short, almost all the really valuable agents now in vogue with the profession,

have thus been made the subject of study by exact methods of designed scien

tific experiment, instead of by the old empirical practice of blind trial of this

"remedy" and then that, bolstered by the post hoe, ergopropter hoc argument.

— The ATeio Era for December.

TRANSPORTA TION.

About three hundred students and professors, in fact, all that "went

through," either east or west, availed themselves of the excellent facilities of

fered by the Erie Railway Company through their agents, Eldred & Phillips.

The sleeping coach that ran from here to New York, Friday night, December

15th, was completely tilled with a comfortable crowd, blessing the broad-gauge

of the Erie and Delaware & Lackawanna.

We print the following, hoping the anatomical department will profit by

it. Dr. John Mill proposes
to teach the coming ages by similar doggerel.

Oh what a wondrous frame is this, how curiously 'tis made ;

Bones muscles, blood-vessels and nerves, with skin neatly arrayed !

Ten bones compose my little skull, like saws together joined;

In my whole head, as I am told, are sixty-four combined.

In my backbone are twenty-four small bones together bound,

And four and twenty curved ribs my heart and lungs surround.

My hands, arms, fingers, legs
and feet, with which I work and play,

Have in them four and fifty bones, as I have heard men say.

And, though I am a little child, if I am all complete,

The'number of my bones would be two hundred forty-eight.

— There is a paper published in this State with the very high-toned motto,

" Favor to those who favor us."
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THE REGISTER.

This book, valuable for the information, illustrations and labor

which have been lavished upon it, will appear sometime during the

present term. If anything in regard to the University has not been

published in The Era, it will be found in the Register's pages. We

hope nobody will be guilty of asking the hackneyed question
of last

year
" When is the Register coming out ?" It is very disagreeable

to those who intend to produce anything for the public, to be asked

continually about its prospective appearance.
" Do unto others as

you, etc."

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT A AIIL1TARY NECESSITY.

The uncertainty of the death penalty bears its legitimate fruit

when the chances of escaping choking are so great that even a cow

ard dares murder a man in a public place, where the homicide cannot

hope to escape arrest. It is refreshing to hope that the same money-

power which has, before now, twisted the legislature, will bring a

swift and deadly punishment on the assassin of Fisk. The end will

justify the means if the guilty Traviata could be hung at the same

time.

With this, the first issue of the new year, we come greeting,

wishing all our readers a happy and prosperous voyage through

the year 1872. It is fitting at the present time that we look back

over the departed year, call up its trials and triumphs, its joys and

sorrows, and consider whether we have advanced, whether or not

we are nearer our ideal of true manhood. And in the reflection

let us not forget lo turn the result into the channel of good. Let

it be the means of inspiring us to put forth new and untried efforts

in the future for exellence intellectually, morally and spiritually.
The expectation is general that the year upon which we have

just entered will be a busy one at Cornell. This we have antici

pated, and have returned from our short vacation refreshed and

reinvigorated, to pursue the several courses of study. We have

come to develop and work upon that within us which is immortal,
to bring up and educate the inner man in all his moral purity and

nobleness. And with this end in view, and our purpose in life well

defined, we cannot but improve the advantages of mental culture

brought within our reach.

Calls are shortly to be made upon the students and professors
for pecuniary aid in regard to boating, ball and gymnasium enter

prises. The need for liberal contributions toward the cause of ath

letic sports will be set forth at length in the Era, next week.

All Era subscriptions are due.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who lectures at Library Hall, on next

Tuesday evening, will draw a crowded house, not only by her intrinsic excel

lence as a lecturer, but also on account of the curiosity which so many have

to see this lady reformer, who i.s infinitely better qualified, by experience and

knowledge, to speak in public, than are Susie, Annie, Lillie and that ilk.

— A Junior in Psychology wrote in his book,
" Invention often mistaken

for memory." In writing it the often was seperated, and he read it in the fol

lowing way: "Invention of ten mistakes for memory."

Mr. J. K. Knight, of '72, is compiling
the long needed directory of stu

dents and professors. Let all speedily hand in their names, addresses and or

ders for copies.
— A Senior, who reads foreign rather than American periodicals, and who

"interleaved" in logic, heard some of his classmates talking about the fire at

Peshtigo.
"

Peshtigo," said he,
" is that one of Whately's words ? It isn't

in my logic."
— Scene, an Ithaca parlor; time, previous to leap year; persons, two

young ladies and V ,
a '74 man; subject of discussion, euphony of per

sonal names. Student—" I don't relish my name a bit, must get it changed

by the legislature." Miss G.— {innocently)
"

O, I think it's so much better

than mine. I would be ever so glad to change it to V ." Finale, laugh-

ter, confusion and blushes, in the last of which V had no part or lot.

— A Junior during a tender moment rapturously quoted something from

Moore concerning the
" Yale of Cashmere." The fair one murmured, "I

didn't know that cashmere made nice vails, though il is splendid for shawls."

— Several students have been dismissed for "bumming" during last

term.

— F. Ingersoll, of '73, has gone to Europe
to study and travel. During

the day that his steamer sailed, he was greatly amused by reporters and de

tectives who, having learned that an Ingersoll was starting for Europe, were

on the lookout for the one of the original Tammany ring.

— That curfew-gong, at Cascadilla, the racket of which was louder and

more torturing than the revelry of a regiment of youths could be, has been

abolished, and now-the students that retire early will no more have their first

sleep broken into.

— The Natural History Society will hold its first meeting for the term on

Saturday evening, January 13. Papers,will be read by Dr. Wilder, President

Jordan, Messrs. Copeland, Dudley, Norris, Comstock, Knight and others. A

communication is also expected from Professor Hartt, and the meeting pro

mises to be a most interesting one. Corresponding Secretary.

—Agricultural Society, Friday evening, January 12, in the Faculty Room.

Papers by Professor McCandless, and Messrs. Lacy, Jordan, Ford, Hallock,

Stone and Schumacher. Secretary pro tern.

— The University bell will ring hereafter at 4 o'clock on Sabbath after

noons for the meeting of the Christian Association.

— In the South University chapel at half past two o'clock on Saturday,

January 13, occurs the contest for the first prize in physiology. The lists are

open to any member of the class in physiology of last term. The contestants

are to deliver, with the aid of brief notes, a short lecture on whatever physio

logical topic they may have selected as a subject. The prize is thirty dollars.

—

By reference to our advertising colums it will be seen that Mr. L. Leo

is about to enter upon his second term of instruction in dancing. Students

who attended last term expressed themselves perfectly satisfied with the mat

ter and manner ofthe teaching, and indicate their intention of continuing their

course. Those wishing instruction in that direction can not do better than to

give Mr. Leo their patronage.
— The Seniors are«this term getting more of literature and rhetoric than

they bargained for, as they have lectuies on literature three times per week,

and exercises in rhetoric twice. Debate will occupy the hour for rhetoric on

alternate Fridays,
— On Thursday last Piofessor Ch. Fred Hartt commenced his lectures on

Geology, nominally before the Senior class, but really including among his

hearers members of every class in the University. The professor is deeply
interested in his subject, and succeeds in deeply interesting his auditors.

PERSONAL.

Frank Sherman, of '71, is teaching school at Ogdensburg, N. Y.

E. J. Hadley is at New Bedford, Massachusetts.

Mc Yean, of '73, is teaching school at his home in Pembroke, New York

and intends to reenter the University next year.

C. E. Wright, formerly of '72, is one of the engineer corps on the Wa

tertown and Sacketts Harbor Rail Road.

II. C. Evarts, of '73, is studying medicine at Leroy, New York.
R. G. II. Speed, of '71, appointed a Teachers Association at Trumans

burg, January 4th and 5th. Professor Stowell, of the Cortland Normal
School addressed the meeting on one of the evenings.

John Hopkins, Esq., a wealthy gentleman of Baltimore, proposes toes-
tabhsh a university on the outskirts of that city. He offers nearly eight mil
lion dollars for this purpose, and will have the institution take his name.-
1 icdtte.
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WE acknowledge the card of M. L. Buchwalter, of '69, who is an attorney

itliw in company with T. C. Campbell, at Cincinnati, Ohio.

H. H. Dow, of '74, will reenter his class in the Spring term.

H. V. L. Jones, of '71, has gone to Washington. lie did not tell us what

ofl'.ee he was going to hold.

W. H. Talmadge, of '71, is supplying a pulpit at Enfidd. He intends to

enO a Theological Seminary, another year.

Professor Morris will deliver, this term, a new co.irse of lectures on

"The Care of Mechanics' Tools."

Remington, of '71, is reading law at Watertown, New York.

Tenks. of '74, who left the University last term on account of ill health,

ha^ this term rejoined his class.

Borden, of '74, has returned to his University duties with recovered

he.lth.

A. N. Fitch, of '71, is teaching at Worcester, Massachusetts, with that

abundant success which always attends ex-editors.

Webster, of '72, is doing what he can for the benefit of the race in the

capacity of Life Insurance agent.

H. W. Slack, of '72, is teaching mathematics and German in the St.

Ci >ix Collegiate and Military Academy, at Hudson, Wisconsin.

DERBY, of '73, on account of illness has been obliged to remain in Brazil

a month longer than he originally intended. He expects to return to the Uni-

veesity the latter part of this month.

Leavitt, of '73, has gone to his home in Maine, where he expects to re

main for a few weeks. We hope that he may meet with the warm reception

which he deserves, have a high, gay and good time generally, and soon return

to his onerous and multifarious office duties.

Mr. L. H. Barnum, Principal of our Boys' High School, has just been

awarded the Rafn Prize, in Cornell University, for the best essay on "The

D'icovery of America by the Northmen." This is an annual prize given by

that University for the best essay on a theme drawn from the early history of

Scandinavia.—Wilmington Daily Commercial.

Jordan, of '72, and Anderson, of 74, have been on a lecturing tour in

Western New York, the past vacation, subjects, respectively, Bret Harte and

Joan Milton. Paradise Lost and Poker Flat are sadly mixed in the appre

hension of the natives. r

We regret to note the departure of our genial friend, W. O. Garrigue, o

Judson, of '72, who last term received severe injury while exploring a new

pa;sage through a window-pane, making it necessary to go home, has returned

his term.

Edgerly, of '73, is improving rapidly, and looking much better than when

he left Cornell. He is in his father's office in Boston. I lis friends complain
hat his letters are nothing but inquiries about Cornell and Cornelians.

F. F. Parker has gone to Chicago to engage in the coal business.

C. D. Baker will not return till next term.

Tallmadge, of '71, was in town last Wednesday. His appearance indi

cates a much better state of health than he was enjoying when he took his de-

'
gi ee last year.

Cannon, of '72, is sojourning at Scranton, Pennsylvania.
B. S. Miller, of '72, has entered the law department of the University

of Iowa, at Iowa City. He expects to be admitted to the bar after one year's

study. At some future time he intends to pass examinations
on the remaining

studies of his course here and take a degree.
A. H. Sewell, of '71, has been doing the surveying incident to enlarging

the corporation of Walton, and is now draughting a map of the village. He

claims the title of " city surveyist."

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

—The colored students from Fisk University, Nashxllle, Tennesee, gave

a concert last month at the Park Church, Elmira.

—The catalogues of Ripon College are for sale to lEeir students at ten

cents each.

—

Trinity has a Freshman Society, S. T.— 1S71 X.

— Toint education—gymnastics.
-"Sold! the book isn't open," replied a Cornell Soph to a professor

charging him with having his book open in recitation.— Advocate. Who was

it?

-On the Friday of Alexis's visit, a Freshman, seeing
the President walk

ing arm in arm with the Duke, and followed by a large crowd of muckers,

asked "what the President had been arrested for."— Advocate.

— The Methodists have the most colleges of any church in the United

States, being sixty-one ; the Catholics next, fifty-eight.
—

Tennyson, Whittier, Longfellow, and now and then Shakespeare, con
tribute largely to Western College papers. The Psalmist sends in a squib
occasionally. — .Advocate.

— .-/ Scene in Recitation iu Natural Philosophy.— Professor— "Sir Isaac

Newton used to say that the world was so porous that if it were compressed
into a perfectly solid mass it would not occupy more than a cubic inch of

space." Student, anxiously: — "But supposing such an event occurred,

Professor, where would Isaac be?" Professor, thoughtfully .-—
"

Standing
out ou the pores, I presume."— Qui Vive.

— The editors of the Amherst Student are out in a manly editorial on the

subject of dancing, which has been vetoed by the college authorities. They
fail to see why, for the same reason that they are required to go and shake

their arms at the gymnasium, they may not go and shake their legs, with the

same surroundings. Cave, Faculty.
— Near Washington there is a college for the education of deaf mutes. It

has four professors and one tutor, besides its president. Every student there

takes a course similar to that in any college. They publish a paper called by
the appropriate and beautiful name, The Silent World. It is a national insti

tution, and the only one ofthe kind in the world. Its graduates receive high
salaries in various callings. Its intention is to educate those who, coming
from the thirty-four schools for deaf mutes in the United States, are judged fit

to enter. How much good may result to the twenty thousand of these unfor

tunates in America is not easily told.

— A man went to Shurtleff College to enter the "epidemic department."
— College Herald.

— Three editors of the Orient are among the Bowdoin "

suspended."
— College Herald.

— The College IVorld, in an article which will convince any candid mind

that Griswold College possesses advantages equal if not superior to all East

ern colleges, speaks of Harvard College as "one ofthe most dissolute student

communities on earth."—Chronicle.

— The students of Syracuse University have had an attack of the "sign

seeking" epidemic, recently prevalent here. On Christmas morning their sign

displaying on one side,
"

Syracuse University,
"
and on the other,

"

College

ofthe University" was thoroughly inked and converted into one huge blot.

It does not appear whether they hoped by this means to compel the purchase

of a new and more gorgeous sign, or thought it necessary and proper to hang

out a token of mourning.
— The overseers of the fund for indigent students, at Amherst, have de

cided to aid no students who use tobacco or alcohol.

— The school board of London, England, have voted that the Bible shall

be retained in their schools. It is to be read and properly explained, but no

effort will be allowed to attach children to any particular denomination.

— "Several of the leading Colleges in the Eastern States have this year

opened their doors to the ladies. This is an experiment, and those who are

interested in the higher education will anxiously await the result."
—Dalhousie

Gazette. (It is nolonger an experiment in the West. Years of experience

have removed all anxiety as to results. There is no need of anxious waiting

in any part of this Republic. The sooner the usage becomes universal the

better.—Iowa Classic.)
— The Dartmouth is becoming egotistical. It contains quite a lengthy

article entitled,
" On Fools."

— Amherst, having decided not to admit ladies, was besieged one day by

a "bevy of beauties from South Hadley," who paraded their grounds, filled

their halls, peeped into their rooms and tantalized them with the thought of

what "might have been."
—The Dartmouth.

— One of the finest mathematicians in the world who has greatly reduced

and simplified astronomical calculations, is Ramsammie of Delhi, Hindostan,

and at Benares, India, is a college which, perhaps, has no superior in the

teaching of languages. All the modern languages in general use, Sanscrit,

Greek, and Hebrew, are taught by professors of great learning
and marvellous

skill. An informant has heard a native speak English ai.d French with such

ease and fluency, that had he not seen his face, he would have at once taken

him to be an American. One would be surprised to see the extent and value

of the libraries owned by Brahmins and Parsees.

— Among the losses by fire in Chicago are the Rush Medical College, the

Woman's Medical College, the Bennett Eclectic, and the Jewish and United

States Marine Hospitals. The Northwestern University has been deprived

of some of its lecturers by the catastrophe, and has gained some students.
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—

Every one supposed that the Jarves gallery of old Italian pictures was

finally settled in the Yale school of fine arts, but it was lately stated that the

faculty of Yale would unite with Mr. Jarves in giving a clear title to all the

pictures in the gallery, incase a purchaser should appear soon enough. The

price asked is $30,000, or half what the gallery would bring if sold in London.

Will the Couiant inform us how the matter stands ? Students, everywhere,
would be sorry to have Yale lose these treasures.

— The small-pox excitement at Wesleyan University has died out and the

students who so suddenly departed for their homes will return. There have

been only two cases at the college, yet a student was looked upon as a walk

ing pestilence, and many of them were actually driven away by the fright of

hotel and boarding-house keepers.
— A free course of " University Lectures," open to the public, with seats

reserved for ladies, has been organized in connection with the University ofthe

City of New York, by Chancellor Crosby. Among the lecturers and topics are

Professor T. A. Richards, National Academy, on the History and Criticism

of Art, and Whitelaw Reid, ofthe Tribune, on Journalism.
— At Evanston the police interfere with Sophs in their harmless sport of

judging a Freshman and inflicting salutary punishment on him. We should

call that unendurable.

— We are informed that lhe Virginia University has seventeen secret so

cieties.

— Efforts are making at Strasbourg for the establishment of a new Uni

versity Library, in place of the one destroyed by the siege.
— The Charity Fund of Amherst is $70,000. No smoker shall benefit

thereby.
— Once upon a time there was a Yankee top-sail schooner on its way to

Leghorn, which encountered an English nobleman's yacht, on a pleasure cruise
in the Mediterranean. John Bull bantered the Yankee for a trial of speed, and
the Yankee "

sailed
"

John Bull almost " out of sight." Milord was greatly
astonished at this result, and invited the victorious skipper to come on board

and join him in a bottle of wine. The invitation was accepted, and as they sat

opposite to each other, the Englishmen generously proposed Brother Jona
than's health, adding: "I say, captain, this is the first time my yacht was

ever beaten, you know !
" "

Wal !
"

said the Yankee captain,
"

that's kinder

singler, for I vow this is the first time my craft ever beat anything." It mav,

perhaps, seem ungracious to recall this story in connection witl the yacht race
of yesterday ; but might it not be well for our English commodore to stipulate
that in future races the New York boats should not get out of sight of him ?

Vou can't well race with a boat if you can't see it, you know.—N. Y. Post.
— One of our exchanges directs,

"
Cornell Era, Utica, New York." The

"
Cornell" alone saved it from sudden destruction as dead matter.
—

Nearly half the students of Dartmouth are absent teaching during the
winter. The New York Alumni ofthe same college had a grand banquet in

December, at Delmonico's.
— A new college song has been introduced by thc Fresh. Air: "Van

Amburg is the man."

Go on, go on, go on, go on,

Go on, go on, go on,

Go on, go on, go on, go on,

Go on, go on, go on.

We hope they may, but the prospect looks dark.—Aladisonensis.
— At the installation of President Porter at Yale, the students sang,

"

Dominel salvum fac pnesidem nostrum." The Boston Journal's reporter
got it, "Dominel calvum," etc.—

"
O Lord ! make our president bald,"—a

very different aspiration, and one which leads us to suppose that Yale is scep
tical about the Elisha-and-the-bear story, and wants to try it over again.—
Harvard Advocate.

— The Southern Collegian says :
"
The morning exercises of the Chapel

are better attended this year than ever before. This is owing, in a great
measure, to the generous and self-sacrificing spirit manifested by some of the
ladies of Lexington who are present every morning to aid in the singing."
Some papers have claimed that this increased attendance vvas because it has
been made voluntary on the part of students. The experience of some uni
versities would indicate that the voluntary system does not always bring large
crowds regularly to the chapel. Wc would like to see the experiment of la
dies' singing tried here.

— Professor Huxley, in distributing the prizes at thc Charing Cross Med
ical College, qualified his approval of the prize system in these words :

"

The
successful men in this world were not those who went off at a hard gallop;
but, if he might use racing phraseology, those who would '

stay.' It often hap'

pened that those whose early career was slower and quieter than that of oth

ers exhibited a greater amount ot wind and tougher staying power, and came

'n at the winning-post at last."
—Exchange.

— It is an astonishing and yet a sublime sight, the nonchalance with

which some of our exchanges clip and forget to credit; the New York Repub
lican heads the list; the localizing of University items has been narrowed to

a science by some ; among these are the Home Journal, the Reporter, the

Student, and others in a less degree. If an item is worth copying in your

paper, it surely is worth crediting to the originator. Plagiarism and theft

should be discountenanced in all literary journals as well as in the newspapers.
— Yale has lost a valuable dead toad. Some poor fellow drank the alco

hol in which it was preserved and then threw the toad away. A reward of

$100 is offered for the lost treasure.—Exchange.
— A terrible collision has occurred between George Francis Train and a

train of thought, which is an accident that has no precedent.—Press.

— Professor
—Have you ever read in the classics the slory of the Roman

whose vision was so keen he could see from Rome what the enemy were

doing in Carthage ? Soph
—No sir, I have not. Professor—Well, would you

not be surprised to know that from my own house I can look in every even

ing and see you reading your pony ? Sophomore was surprised.— Vidette.
— Advice to Freshmen. Don't smoke. Do not play billiards. Don't

be out late nights, and especially do not go home with the servant-girls. Do

not borrow charcoal, but always lend willingly. Drink no lager. Take off

your hat in the presence of the professors. Do not cheer the Seniors in

chapel. Do not sit up and watch for the Sophs ; it may lead to some bad

end. Do not go bareheaded nor walk out in your slippers, especially if it is a

rainy day. Finally, be virtuous and you will be happy.—College Argus.
— The Tripod advertises the Smithsonian Institution in a two-column lea

der.

LA TIN PRONUNCIA TION.

To answer numerous inquiries in re^rd to the system of pronouncing
Latin now adopted in the University, a statement of its essential deviations

from the " English method" is herewith given. The system is, in no proper

sense,
"

new
"

: it is rather the result of investigations independently carried

on in different countries and ages to ascertain how the Fomans spoke their

language at the period of its greatest purity.

VOWELS.

Each vowel had, in general, a single elementary sound. Though position
somewhat modified the quality of this sound, yet the only important vocal

distinction between "

long
"

and "

short
"

vowels was that of quantity. The

following are approximate English equivalents of these vowel sounds :—

Short.

o as in

father.

th^-y.
mach/'ne.

pole.
r«de.

ask.

vall<ry.
un/ty.
police.
put.

diphthongs.

In pronouncing the diphthongs, each element should have its own individ-
ual sound. But as these two sounds are made with a single emission of
breath, the practical analogues in English are these:—

ae (or ai) as ai in

au as ou in

oe (or oi) as oi in

j uniformly like

c always like
g always like g in

aiAe.

hc//se.

<■/!.

ei as ei in

eu as eu in

ui as the pronoun

SEMI-VOWELs.

v. | v uniformly like

consonants.

k. I s always like s in

,C^t. | t always like t in

SYI.LA1UCATION.

v«n.

teu<\.

we.

.rit.

/ill.

A single consonant between vowels should be joined in pronunciation with
ne attei. Wo or more consonants preceding a vowel should be uttered
th that vowel, ,f the combined consonants begin a Latin (or Greek) word.

sepaZy"'1
' h°WCVer' ^ com^n«nt I™'* should be pronounced

nature^
daimed "^

T
^^^ is the "aCt R*m™ or^PV = the

nature of the case must always preclude such absolute knowledge. It is,
however, c aimed to be so near an approach to the ancient pronunciation thai
there ,s, at least, full justification for the growing tendency to abandon the
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"English method" of speaking Latin—a method which came into being in

quite modern times, which is so full of obvious defects that it satisfies few

Latinists in England or America, and is an object of amazement and ridicule

to classical scholars in other countries. Tracy Peck.

THE COURSES OF STUDY IN CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

(OFFICIAL.)

COURSE IN SCIENCE, LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE.

First Year.
—First Term.—Algebra completed (5);* French (5); phys

iology (3); English diction (2). Second Term.—Geometry (5); French (5);

ancient history (3); English diction (2). Third Term.—Geometry finished (5);

French (5); botany (3); English diction (2).

SECOND Year.—First Term.—Trigonometry and surveying (4); Ger

man (5); French advanced (3); chemistry, with four hours of laboratory

practice (2);
rhetoric and elocution (1). Second Term.—German (5); French

advanced (3); analytical geometry or Roman history (4); chemistry, with

four hours of laboratory practice (2) ; rhetoric and elocution (1). Third

Term.—German (5); calculus or Roman history continued (4); zoology (3);

mineralogy (2); rhetoric and elocution (1).

THIRD Year.—First Term.—Psychology (3); Mediaeval history (4); Ger

man advanced (2); physics (3); essays and criticism of authors ( 1). Second

Term.—Astronomy (5); moral philosophy and political economy in alternate

years (3); German advanced (2); physics (3); essays and criticism of auth

ors (1). Third Term.—Logic (5); German advanced (2); physics (3) ; es

says and criticism
of authors ( I ).

FOURTH Year.—First Term.—History (5); history of philosophy (2) ;

Geology (3) ; general literature and ancient oratory (1). Second Term.—His

tory (5); moral philosophy and political economy in alternate years (3);

geology and physical geography (3); general literature and modern oratory

(i). Third Term.—History (5); lectures of non-resident professors ; critic

al analysis of orations; extempore speaking (3); preparation for commence

ment.

Any student may take Gei man instead of French in the first year, and

French instead of German in the second year. It is to be understood, howev

er, that both languages are to be taken to the amount indicated in the above

schedule by all that are to take the degree of Bachelor of Science.

In addition to the studies named in the course, each candidate for the de

gree of Bachelor of Science must take in some one department of science, as a

. specialty, during the last two years of his course an amount equal to five

hours a week for three terms, which together with the studies named in the

course will make on an average fifteen hours a week during those years.

COURSE IN LITERATURE, LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

LITERATURE.

First Year. — First Term. —Algebra (5); Latin (4); physiology (3);

English diction (2) ; Anglo-saxon (1). Second Term.—Geometry finished

(S); Latin (5); ancient history (3); Anglo-Saxon and early English (2).
Third Tertn.—Trigonometry and surveying (5) ; Latin (4); botany (3); lat

er English (3).
SECOND Year.—First Term.—German or Latin ($) ; physics (3) ; chem

istry (2) ; French (5). Second Term.—German or Latin (5); physics (3);
French advanced (3); Roman history (4). Third Term.—German or Latin

(5); physics (3); Roman history finished (4); rhetoric (3).
Third Year.— First Term. — Psychology (3) ; mediaeval his'ory (4) ;

Latin or modern languages (5); essays and criticism of authors (1); history
of English literature (2). Second Term.—Astronomy (5) ; moral philosophy
and political economy in alternate years (3); German advanced (2); essays

and criticism of authors (1) ; development of English literature or Latin (4).

Third Term.—Logic (5) ; Italian or Spanish (5) ; history of general literature

or Latin (3); aesthetics (2).
Fourth Year.—First Term.—History (5); history of philosophy (2);

geology (3); general literature and ancient oratory (1) ; special study of liter

ature in its various departments, or Latin (4). Second Term.—History (5) ;

moral philosophy and political economy in alternate years (3) ; geology and

physical geography (3); general literature and modern oratory (1); journal

ism and forensic eloquence, or Latin (3). Third Term.—History (5); lec

tures of non-resident professors ; Latin, optional, (3) ; original orations, ex

tempore debates, criticism with analysis of orators ; preparation for Com

mencement.

Students without Latin can take the Course in Science for the first andsec-

*

Hours per week.

ond years and then change into the Course in Literature, and thus get all the
instruction that is special to that Course.

And in like manner, any student who has not the time or inclination to

learn French and German, can take one year of English studies as an optional
student, and then the subsequent two years take the Course in Literature.

COURSE IN ARTS, LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS.

First Year.—First Term.—Algebra finished (5); Latin (4); Greek (4);
physiology (3). Second Term.—Geometry finished (5); Latin (5) ; Greek

($). Third Term.—Trigonometry and surveying (5) ; Greek (4) ; Latin (4);
English diction (2).

Second Year.—First Term.—Physics (3); chemistry (2) ; Greek (4) ;

Latin (4); rhetoric and elocution (2). Second Term.—Physics (3); Greek

(4) ; Latin (4) ; Roman history, analytical geometry, French or German (4).
Third Term.—Physics (3); Greek (4) ; Latin (4); Roman history finished

calculus, French or German (4).
Third Year.—First Term.—Psychology (3); mediaeval history (4) ; es

says and criticism of authors (1) ; ancient and modern languages or calculus

(8). Second Term.—Astronomy (5) ; moral philosophy and political economy
in alternate years (3); essays and criticism of authors. (1) ; ancient and mod

ern languages (6). Thud Term.—Logic (5); botany or zoology (3) ; essays

and criticisms (1) ; ancient or modern languages (6).
Fourth Year.—First Term.—History (5); history of philosophy (2);

ancient or modern languages or geology (6) ; general literature and ancient

oratory (1). Second Term.—History (5) ; moral philosophy and political econ

omy in alternate years (3) ; ancient or modern languages or geology and phys
ical geography (6); general literature and modern oratory (1). Third Term.

—

History (5); ancient or modern languages (6); critical analysis of orators,

extempore speaking (3) ; preparation for Commencement.

Students after two years in the Course in Arts can take the other two in

either the Course in Science or in Literature, or in any one of the Special

Courses, as Agriculture, Mechanic Arts, Engineering, Architecture, etc.

Besides the three General Courses there are Special Courses of four years

each, marked out in (1) Agriculture, including veterinary medicine and surg

ery ; (2) the Mechanic Arts ; (3) Engineering; (4) Architecture ; (5) Chem

istry and Physical Science, and (6) Natural History.

Optional Courses may be made out in great variety by any student who

prefers to take a course, or make a selection of studies different from any one

of those that have been arranged by the Faculty, though it is generally found

best by those who can do so to take a regular course.

THEN AND NOW.

Then— men felled the giant oaks of the forest and, every man being his

own carpenter, they were piled upon one another, taking out apiece or two to

serve as a window through which the light might enter, and filled the crevices

with mud, and called it a house.

Nazci— houses are made with much labor and expense by men who spend

years in acquiring a knowledge of building. Instead of the hole in the log

we have large panes of glass.
Then— the huge back-log was rolled into the large open fire-place and

smaller wood piled above and in front, where it burned and sparkled, making

its surroundings warm, bright and cheerful.

7ycW — we have stoves, which it is a great trouble to feed, and they give us

no cheerful light.
Then— the good housewife spun her wick of tow and put it in a cup or

bowl filled with tallow, and that served them as a light.

jYcrw— our cities are lighted with gas, and in the country we have the bril

liant kerosene.

Then — they were very careful to cover the fire closely for fear it would

go out, and then they would be obliged to go to their neighbors to borrow

fire.

Kow— we have lucifer matches and can strike a fire in a minute without

any trouble.

Then — the good man and his family often performed long journeys,

drawn by the slow and patient ox.

j\rc?:cf we jump into the cars or boat and fly with the speed of the wind

to whatever part of the country
we wish to go.

Then — people went up stairs on ladders.

\Tow — We have broad stair-cases covered with rich carpets.

Then— people were cheerful, contented and happy.

AAw—

people are too selfish to be happy.

Verily the world moves.
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LOWELL SOCIETY.

The Lowell Literary Society has changed its place of meeting from

that apartment at Cascadilla
wherin so much of forensic inspiration has here

tofore been derived bv the professorial associations
which cluster around it,

to a convenient room'in the Tompkins House. This change has been made

to the end that the natural and acquired literary acumen of the members and

others who may attend the meetings of this society, may
not be dissipated by

the physical effort necessary to the ascension of Buffalo street in the slippery

condition incident to it on winter evenings. It is hoped that by this step, the

already numerous body of friends and members of the society may be in

creased, and its general prosperity receive a new impetus.

AIILITAR V MA TIERS—OFFICIAL.

The Seniors, divided into two sections, are now drilling in the bayonet

exercise. They will, also, have the sabre exercise during the present trimes

ter.

The uniform trowsers are to be of dark blue cloth with welt down the out

er seam.

Announcement.—Private lessons in French and Spanish by Mrs. Hen

derson, at Mrs. Gardner's, State street, next door to Farmers' and Mer

chants' Bank, side entrance.

Announcement.—For sale, a new Marshall's Physiology, invaluable to

students in Comparative Anatomy.

Announcement.—Music lessons upon the piano-forte will be given at

half price, including practice, by a teacher forming her first class. Address,

P. O. Box 891, Ithaca.

EARLY RISING A HUAIBUG.

There is no greater delusion than that which imagines early rising import

ant for health ; no greater error than that which places it among the virtues

While early rising has been sung in poetry, and advocated in proverbs from

time immemorial, it has been secretly and rightfully cursed by its unhappy

victims ever since civilization conceived the idea of comfort. But we are al'

so bound by the law of custom, so endeared to a proverb or a musty senti

ment, that our lips continually give a faint assent to the value of arly erising,

even while we long to resist the tyranny which it imposes upon us. What a

frightful aggregate of discomforts accumulate upon a man who practices it

through life—who every day is ushered from sleep into the raw, blank, chill,

atmosphere of early morning, and begins his day's existence before the sun

has dispelled the fogs, dried up the vapors, warmed the air, and made ready,

like natures great servant of all work, as it is, the earth for our use ! Ear[y

rising means a hurried dressing, in a dim half-lighted room—a sleepy, yawning
descent down dark, cold stairways

—a rapid breakfast in a gray, cheerless,

sunless room, while cold shivers run down the back, and a sensation of dizzi

ness creeps over the entire body
—and then a precipitate plunge into the mists

and vapors, and general rawness of the day begun in this way, and no health

either. The sun should be up before us to give us light, and warmth, and

comfort; our breakfast room should be cheerful with its beams and our break

fast should be partakeu with the ease, the comfort, the deliberation, the social
enlivenment that can come only when we rise at a rational hour. A break

fast eaten by candlelight or snatched in the gray chilling dswn, is an abomi

nation. Early rising, hence, opens the day with keen discomforts. It is

productive of numerous social evils; it sours the stomach, produces irritabil

ity, disorganizes the nerves, creates bad temper, and makes of domestic bliss

a mockery. A voyager long suffering from sea sickness, declared if once on

land again, he would devote the rest of his days to hunting and flogging the

man who wrote

"
A life on the ocean wave."

Similar sentiments animate our heart when we recall that ancient distich,

"early to bed and early to rise"—but it is not necessary to quote what we all

know and have suffered from.—Appleton's Journal.

Ouery
— "What is affectation in reading?"

Answer—"It is affecting to hear a scholar when he gets up to read, to

speak his words distinct and mind his punctuation marks. Affection is sym

pathy for the piece."
" I have my class sitting, but when one reads they rise to their feet."

Define sugar, sincere, calf.

A.— ist. I can't define. 2d, sincere, more sincere, most sincere ; 3, calf,

calves, and "calves."

" Generous
"
was defined as a person with a free will ,

"

salary," a sum

paid for work; "sugar," a mineral; scissors, spelled sizars; skull, schull ;

gnaw, pnaw.

Location was defined as a position for a term. "Presently," anything

that is to take place after awhile.
Iowa was spelled Iway.

What is the difference between the local and simple value of a figure?

"I don't understand the question."
What is a cubic yard ?

" It is a cubic yard containing a certain number of solid inches."

One requisition was to write 894 in Roman characters, and out of a num

ber of marvelous combinations of the alphabet I select the following : CCC,-

CCC, CCC, LXX1Y.

" Pitch is a raising or a lowering of the voice. Emphasis is placing more

distress on some words."

"The food is first masticated, and then passes through the phalanx."
"

Respiration is the sweating of the L 'ly."
" The chest is formed of two

bones, the sternum and the spinal cord."
'

The animal part can be shown by

pooting a bone in ascid."

"The Ohio river flows northeast, and forms the northern boundary of

Ohio." "The Red sea and Yellow sea are in Europe."
" Brazil is in Asia."

"The beautiful scenery and fertile soil led to the dis. very of America."

" The number of broad acres laying untilled led to the discovery of America."

"At the time ofthe discovery the indians were kind and in good cii .um-

stances. They were in a critical condition at the time of the discovery."
"

Virginia obtained its name from the Virgin Mary." "Virginia, so named

by Queen Victoria calling it a virgin state."

"The Puritans was of poor character." "General Washington wasborned

in Virginia."
"

Washington was Commander-in-Chief in the war of 1812 and

afterwards president."
In one instance the article "the" was parsed as a verb in the nominative

case.
—Independence Conseii-ative.

This reminds us of the old school director in Miso -iri who used to say in

examining candidates for situations in district schools :
" We all know a ^and

c is vowels, but we wants to know why they is vowels."

CONTRIBUTIONS TO AIAGAZINES.

Scribner s Alonthly, though barely a year in existence, has received sixteen

hundred manuscripts, while Harper's Bazar, which is four years old, has had

above fourteen thousand articles sent in for examination. The labor of ex

amining them is very heavy, and is about the hardest labor that a literaryper-

son can do. The work, however, is very conscientiously performed, and the

many owners of rejected manuscript need not think that their claims to atten

tion are not duly weighed. Even then, the best writers are often kept wait

ing for months to have an article printed, and hardly get any better treatment

than the merest novice. There is naturally great variety in the manuscripts
sent to the literary periodicals. Of poetry there is a perfect glut, and essays

are hardly less abundant. Next in order come sketches of travel and general

description, while the most scarce class of contributions are good short sto

ries. These are in great demand, and any one who can supply them need

have no trouble about finding a market.—Springfield Republican.

SCHOOL TEACHERS OF INDIANA.

The minds of some people in Henry Co., Ind., have been much disturbed

by their friends being refused license to teach school. To satisfy the disturbed

minds, the school examiner of Henry county, Clarkson Davis, furnishes them,

through the columns ofthe Newcastle Courier, the following answers lhat their

disappointed applicants gave tothe questions asked them :

GENERAL AND SCIENTIFIC.

Species.—The number of species of animals known to be now living is

thus given by Mr. Bentham : The number of mammalia is estimated al be

tween 2,000 and 3,000 species ; birds at about 10,000; reptiles and amphib
ians under 2,000; fishes at about 10,000; insects at about 160,000 ; Crustacea

and arachnida rather above 10,000 ; molusca about 20,000; worms, radiates,

sponges and infusoria under 6,000; while there are about 100,000 species of

plants.—Exchange.

Eighteen copies of the first edition ofthe Bible ever printed are in exist.

ence. They were printed in Mayence between the years 1440 and 1445, A. D.

Mr. James Lennox, of New York, owns one of the copies, having purchased
it at a cost of $5,200.—Exchange.
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PAPER BOATS

Have been rowed by the winners of

130 Races since their introduction in 1868,

and are now in use in thc Uniled States, the British Provinc

England, South
America and Australia.

We have in press, and shall publish in October, THF. ANNU

AL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND OARSMAN'S

MANUAL FOR 1871, one large quarto volume of 475 pages,

printed in colors on tinted paper, containing 75 fine illustra

tions on wood and stone, and four large folding plates (12x40

inches), strongly bound in muslin. Price $6 00.

No work oGimilar magnitude and cost on this subject, has

ever been published in England or the United States.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of bo-'ts. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints <>n the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.
Part First Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skills (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

ontrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Co^t

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use ofthe oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part. Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871. Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. The Harvard-
Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, i8sg to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15. 1871.
onrth. A Directory of the ^73 Boat Rowing and Hunt-

in? Clubs and Associations of the United States and
• British provinces in existencs on the 30th of November,
1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

p J^?"^ and value oftheir real and personal property.
rart Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

w
ESTWARD HO!

£JUDLEY F. FINCH,

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West
will do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

For a Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands ol
pieces of valuable properly, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

Dealer in

CTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

TTOWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERS TY TEAT BOORS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash price.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

W.1
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. c P nciiF T /"" ' TT" /"" ~ „ — „P-C1EME 7-
(jents Burnishing Goods,

ARBOUR.

AIILLSPAUGH &* THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE.

Pickled Oysters. Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

s? EAST STATE STREET.

T

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

303 River Sireet, Troy, N. Y

0 ADVERTISERS.—All persons who

contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

insertion of Advertisements should send to

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 2; cents for their One Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates,
showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers. This firm are proprietors of

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROW, N. V.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser

tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est rates.

Y
OU CAN ALWAVS GET

C
ORNELL UNIVERSITY

PR EPARA TOR Y SCHOOL.

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &c, &c, at

SHE RWOOD'S.

Address WAI. KEYNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y. I Located since the fire at

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner

of Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

WAI. AIAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

69 & 71 Fast State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domes! c

DRY GOODS. GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on shoit

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.

F. T. GREENLEY iA CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43
East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands of Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN & SON, Druggists, 78 State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,

&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN I. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery

and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street. Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first cO.-.

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENER.AL DRY GOODS,

Ml of which we offer at the lowest possible price. T„arge as

sortment of CLOTHS and CVSSIMF.RES, and particular

attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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B
APTIZED IN FIRE.

THE

CHICAGO PHENIX

A UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER.

READ THE FOLLOWING.

D
R. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR.

A popular weekly paper for the times, embracing the leading
features of those journals destroyed by the terrible conflagra

tion, and combining just such a corps of writers as will give the

public all the news of the week, in a condensed compilation of

the leading journals ofthe nation, and the world.

A TRUTHFUL RECORD.

The Phenix will be the most truthful and reliable recorder of

incidents and facts concerning the great fire ever published.

ACCOUNTS OF THE FIRE.

It will contain only such accounts as are vouched for by relia

ble witnesses, and will correct the erroneous and fabricated

statements of sensational writers.

CHICAGO AND THE NEWS.

It will, for a time, be devoted especially to the past, present

and future ofChicago, besides being the most complete weekly

newspaper in the world.

FIRESIDE COMPANION AND NEWSPAPER.

Its columns are devoted to News, Commerc. Science, Liter

ature, Art, Drama, Music, Humor, Pastime, Poetry, Fashion,
Society news, and enough of Romance to make it a most desir-

ahle fireside companion, as well as the most reliable and com

plete newspaper for the business man in the counting-room.

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS.

It will be illustrated with engravings taken from Photographs
of the Chicago Ruins, instead of sketches

"

By Our Special
Artist" who was not "on the spot;

"

and thus give a series of
tfrfect views, not obtainable elsewhere, and the first number

will contain the only correct map of the burned city.

HAPPY HOURS.

That beautiful literary journal,
"
Happy Hours," whose pub

lisher was the first to issue a paper to meet the public demand,
after the awful fire, has been merged into the literary depart

ment of the Phenix, which will embrace the contributions of

more than sixty of the most popular writers of the day.

A SPECIAL FEATURE.

The Ph 7nix will contain, as an especial feature, a more com

plete record of incidents and results of the late terrible fire, than

can be found in any book, paper or other publication in the

country. So numerous and inaccurate have been the accounts

sent forth, that something reliable and rea dable is eagerly sought
at this time, and The Phenix will fill the bill.

A PAPER FOR THE PEOPLE.

Tbe Phenix i.s the cheapest paper in America, being an eight-

page, forty column weekly, at only two dollars a year ; in fact it
shall be the paper for the people and the times.

THE FIRST NUMBER.

The first number will be issued on Saturday, November it,
i«nd will be the paper wanted by everybody, as a record worth

preserving or to send away, and for its accurate illustrations.

ITS BASIS.

Tt is a consolidation of other journals, and therefore on a solid

foundation, continuing their former circulation.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

To any person who gets us three new subscribers, we will
send the Phenix for one year free, or one of our beautiful prize,
steel plate engravings worth $2 50.

PREMIUMS.

For the purpose of rapidly increasing our subscription list be
fore thc close of the present year, wc will give to every person
who subscribes for the Phenix during the month of November,
a beautiful steel plate engraving, worth $2 50, half a dollar more
than the price of subscription. No such opportunity was ever

before given, and probably never will be again. Avail yourself
of it. Engravings will be promptly and safelv sent by mail or

delivered at this office, as subscribers may wish.

SUBSCRIBE NOW.

Send in your names and subscriptions at once, and sustain
this great, newspaper enterprise. Price of subscription only
$2 00 per year. Single copies 5 cents. Agents wanted every.

TEN YEARS OF A PUBLIC TEST

Has proved

DR. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR

To have more merit than any similar preparation ever offered to

the public.

It is rich in the medicinal qualities of tar, and unequaled for

diseases ofthe throat and lungs, performing the most rcmaikablc

cures.

Coughs, Colds, Chronic Coughs.
It effectually cures them all.

Asthma and Bronchitis.
Has cured so many ca=es it

has been pronounced a spe

cific for these complaint.

Forpains in Breast, Side or Back, Gravel, or

Kidney Disease.

Diseases of the Urinary Organs, Jaundice,
or any Liver Complaint.

It has no equal.
// is also a superior Tonic,

Restores the Appetite,
Strengthens ihe System,

Restores the Weak and Debilitated,

Causes the Food to Digest,
Removes Dyspepsia and Indiges.'ion,

Prevents Alalarious Fevers,
Gives tone to your System.

TRY DR. CROOK'S WINE OF TAR,

L.
LEO'S

DANCING ACADEMY,
AT EMPIRE HALL,

No. 3 North Aurora Street, Ithaca.

I would respectfully announce to the sludents of

Cornell University that my

SECOND TERM

(intended especially for students)
commences on

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20th, 1872.

yhere.

Phenix Pum.ismNC Company,

52 West Madison Stteet,

Chicago, Illinois.

Lessons every Tuesday Evening, and Matinee

Saturday at 3 Y. M,

Terms—For 20 lessons,$8, to be paid in advance.

Pupils who attended the first term, $5.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO PRIVATE LESSONS.

Believing that my Inst term gave very full and

general satisfaction, I courteously ask foracontinu-
ance of your liberal patronage.

Respectfully,
L. Li:o.

N. B.—Eor further particulars inquire at thc

store of Theodore Dobrin, No. 9 Aurora street.

D
IVORCES.

UNITED STATES DIVORCE AGENCY,

ESTABLISHED 1855.

Divorces legally obtained in every state where

the laws are liberal on the subject, and under the

United States laws, for persons from any State or

country, legal everywhere. Desertion, non-support,

cruelty, drunkenness, etc., sufficient cause. No

publicity required. No fee until divorce obtained.

Call on, or address

GOULD & BURGER,

Counsellors-at-Law,

Broadway, 2d door below John St., ATew York City.

u
NIVERSITY BOOK STORE.

SPENCE SPENCER,

MASONIC BLOCK, TIOGA STREET,

Keeps on hand a full line ol

Text Books used in Cornell University

note books,

well bound, and of the best paper, at low prices.

NOTE PAPER AND ENVELOPES, best quality.

LEAD PENCILS, INK, PENS, and all articles usually
found in a first-class Book-store.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS, German Silver and
ofthe best quality, CURVES. TRIANGLES, T SQUARES,
DRAWING PAPER, &c.
STANDARD BOOKS at marvellously low prices, Shake

speare, Burns, Byron, Waverly Novels, &c.
BOOK SHELVES, BRACKETS, PICTURES, CORD,

KNIVES, POCKET BOOKS, &c.

A share of patronage respectfully solicited.

J-
D. CARPENTER & CO.,

Manufacturers of and dealers in all kinds of Cabinet Furni

ture, Spring Beds, Mattrass, Upholstering, and General Under

takers. Nos. 11 & 13 South and 13 & 15 North Aurora Streets.

^ F. BLOOD,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

A general assortment of Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.

No. 67 East State Street

IT J. GRANT & CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

CIGARS, TOBACCO, SNUFF

AND

SMOKERS' ARTICLES,

12 East State Street, Itluua, N. Y.

A
GREAT OFFER.

48 SHEETS COMMERCIAL NOTE PAPER, and

25 ENVELOPES for 25 cents, at

Brink's Bazaar, No. 6c, East State Street.

T
HE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

EVERY STUDENT
Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself the anxoyanlt. of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for Thc Era.
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SNYDER'S DAUGHTER.

So you worship an ideal,

Such as artists carve in stone ?

" Poets dream and consecration,"

Fudge and nonsense, when all's done.

Life was made to live not dream in.

Nature forms in flesh and blood,
Warm and real, her ideals

Of the true and fair and good.

So excuse me from your stone ones,

My ideal's better still :

She's a living, loving maiden,
And she dwells on Snyder Hill.

Though in every dream I see her,

Though her image fills my heart ;

Still it has no right to be there,

For of her life, I'm no part.

Glass of crystal water, given
With a pretty glance and smile ;

And the simple answer :
"

Thank you !

Best I've tasted for a mile."

That is all. Yet, when the silver

Stars outshine the sundown's gold,—

Lighted street-lamps in God's City,
As the quaint old legend told :—

Then I think that, when through college,
When my life is what I will,

I will build a little cottage

On the top of Snyder Hill.

Visions in the twilight glimmer,
Gleams prophetic come to me—

Glimpses of the goodly Future,
Foretastes of the fair " To Be."

By the ruddy fire-light sitting,

Baby crowing on my knee ;

Close beside me, Snyder's daughter—

Boys, what makes you laugh at me ?

D. S. J- '72.

A TRIP TO THE AIINING REGIONS OF NEVADA.

BY PROFESSOR W. NEWCOMBE.

The mountain regions of the United States abound in mineral

wealth, and furnish to enterprise a congenial field for exploration
and excitement. This is especially true of the chains of mountains

in the western portions of our country known as the Rocky Moun

tains and Sierra Nevada. In 1848 the discovery of gold among

the western foot-hills of the latter range, attracted multitudes of all

nationalities to the Pacific slope, and in a tumultuous manner broke

upon this sparsely populated region in an eager struggle for the

wealth that, under the sleepy Spanish and Mexican rule, had re

gained undiscovered in the soil. The pure air and wild life of the
California miner had peculiar attractions to the roving spirits by
which the country had been flooded ; and adventure was farther

stimulated by the success which had attended previous exertion.
The wild ravines and canons, as well as the mountain heights of
the vast Sierras, were penetrated or scaled in every direction by

^'prospectors" and new mining fields were opened to the cupid
ity of the speculator. The eastern slope of the mountains was at

length reached and "

Washoe,
"

with its silvery attractions, was

added to the golden discoveries of California.

The "
Comstock lode,

"

of which we propose a short sketch,
became the central point of attraction ; for the out-cropping quartz
rock could be easily tested by fire to bring into view the precious
metal. The desolate region in which this metallic vein is located

is quite as forbidding as the "sage brush region" on the over-land

route, in the great Salt Lake basin. The few straggling clumps of

bunch-grass seen hiding beneath the bitter Artemesia, itself a stunt

ed, sickly looking shrub, furnishes a precarious existence to a few

domestic animals, but to the agriculturist, the whole scenery is ore

of repulsion. The sterile looking volcanic mountains surrounding

Virginia City, with a distant view of the moving sand not unlike

water-spouts on the desert sink of the Humboldt, the pure and

balmy atmosphere with the occasional
''

Washoe zephyr" as an in

terlude, the beautifully graded roads winding around the hillsides,

the tortuous railroad, the continuous roar of the thousands of ore-

crushing stamps, as constant and no less loud than the thundering
of Niagara, the sound of a hundred steam engines, with the busy

hum of industrious labor intermingling, more than compensates

for the desert aspect of the scenery.

To the geologist, to the miner, to the merchant and mechanic

and to the utilitarian, few points present scenery more inviting.

The first named sallies out with hammer in hand for specimens of

Mount Davidson syenite and ascends for some hundreds of feet to

study the out-croppings of quartz which rise above the enclosing

rocks in ridges often twenty or more feet. With his eye he traces

nearly north and south the interrupted longitudinal course of out-

croppings for miles and miles away, of this matrix ofthe wealth of

the Comstock lode. A careful examination shows here what is clear

ly demonstrated below. A different rock is found on the east side

from the hard syenite which forms the mass of Mount Davidson

on the west. By miners this fine grained rock is called green

stone ; by the geologist it has been christened propylite.

From our elevated position we look eastward and notice nu

merous mountainous peaks which have received the names of Sugar-

loaf, Mount Kate, Mount Emma, Mount Rose, etc.£ These have^all

the aspect of burnt out volcanoes,
and a closer examination shows

the various forms of trachyte as their composition. We are taught

that Mount Davidson first appeared upon the scene of grandeur

which has been enacted in early times in this region, followed by

an eruption of propylite covering
a vast surface ofthe country, suc-

ceded by numerous breaks through its crust by the volcanic forces,

and the pouring out of sanadin, trachyte and other material for the

building up of the mountains to which we have alluded. The

cooling process of
the greenstone, by which it contracted, left vari

ous rents in its crust precisely as we see in all recent lava flows of

but comparatively small extent. One of these fissures was at the

line of junction between the propylite and syenite, varying in width

from fifty to five hundred feet and extending more than five miles.

This vast chasm of a depth never to be determined, was filled bv
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the melted silicious matters thrown up from below charged at the

time, or subsequently, with the precious metals of gold and silver.

This constitutes what is known as the Comstock lode which has

yielded to the world not less than one hunred and thirty millions

of dollars duing the last ten years, and bids fair to be still more

productive in the future.

Claims have been taken up along its length and numerous com

panies organized for mining and reducing the ores. Let us step

into the
"

cage
"

of Crown Point mine, with the accomplished and

gentlemanly superintendent as our conductor.

With a candle in one hand and a firm hold of the crossbar with

the other we await the signal for descent. But here we may as

well digress to give a word of caution to elegant ladies who ven

ture upon such an expedition. Our superintendent may instruct

the gentlemen to hold with both hands to the bar, and the ladies

to hold on to him. As he is a gay widower and quite a wag, a too

frequent repetition of this practical joke may be avoided by plac

ing the ladies on their guard.
The signal given, we begin to descend with a rapidity that gives

us but momentary glimpses of the landings on each one hundred

foot level until we pass the five, the ten, and reach the bottom at

the depth of twelve hundred feet.

On each of the levels passed are landings from which galleries
have been run in various directions in search of

"
bonanzas

"

or

rich bodies of ore. These passages are often lined with timbers,

for the quartz is not always solid and carries the evidence in places
of having been broken or ground up by some tremendous power

while being deposited, or while cooling. We pass onwards through
a perfect labyrinth of drifts until we reach the magnificent bonanza

recently struck. For eighty feet we find a
"

breasting
"

of rich ore

and numerous miners with picks, shovels and other appliances

busy in securing the rock which is taken on a hand-car by rail to

the shaft, to be raised to the surface. The extent of this rich body
of ore has not been determined. From the nine hundred to the

twelve hundred foot level it is found, and drifting for the thirteen

hundred foot level is now going on. Fifteen millions of dollars

have been uncovered, and the same bonanza, equally rich, has been

struck in the Belcher mine adjoining. The miners have had es

tablished what is called an
" initial

"

point or level, and from that

point you are now down seventeen hundred feet. The writer being
somewhat in a hurry must leave you at this depth to find the sage

brush region above at your leisure. The superintendent will, how

ever, explain to you the clay seams, the east and west walls, the

system of stoping, etc., etc.

It was by many supposed and is still believed by some that the

ore would be lost as you descended in the mine. The weight of
scientific testimony has been and still is antagonistic to this view.

Conceding that the Comstock is a true fissure vein we have the

evidence in other countries that no vein of ore of this character has

ever been worked out, and we have a right to reason from analogy
that this will continue to yield its bullion until the depth of four

thousand feet is reached, which is given by mining engineers in

England as the lowest point that mining can be carried on ac

count of excessive heat.

This point will scarcely be reached in these mines, for the pro

pylite is studded with fine particles of sulphuret of iron, which de

composes readily when exposed to air and moisture, and results in

liberating considerable caloric to add to the natural increase of one

degree for every fifty or sixty feet of descent. In the Yellowjacket

mine a temperature of over
one hundred degrees was found on the

eleven hundred foot level. If we make the increase to four thou

sand feet from this point, we have a temperature of one hundred

and fifty-eight degrees to encounter, and even more, for the increase

is much more rapid after reaching a depth of two thousand feet.

This temperature may be modified by forcing into the headings

compressed air, but practically the Comstock Lode as a mining
vein is inexhuastible.

VEGETABLE COAIPASSES.

DAVID S. JORDAN.

(Read before the Natural History Society.)

It is a curious fact, that the topmost branch, the very peak or summit of

a Hemlock tree, almost always leans toward the East. I have never seen any

notice of this in print, but it is well known to hunters and woodsmen, and so

unvarying is it, in this region at least, that the lumbermen in the Hemlock

forests of the upper Genesee, whenever they are lost in the woods are able to

find out the directions of the compass by noticing the way the Hemlock trees

point.
The Hemlock is an excurrenl tree, that is, the trunk runs without division

from the base to the very summit. The spray of the Hemlock is very long
and slender, much more delicate than that of any other evergreen, and the

tree is terminated by a long, weak, drooping twig, which while young is

blown about by the winds. As the tree grows up this spray becomes stiffened

to a branch, which (or the length, sometimes of five feet, leans toward the

East. In large trees, this branch is sometines broken off, and none of the

secondary branches ever fully take its place.
The common theory, which after somewhat extended observations, I am

convinced is the true one, is that this tendency is due to the prevalence of

West winds, and that the reason why only the Hemlock is perceptibly affected

is that it is the only tree having a weak and heavy spray at the summit.

In northern Maine, northwesterly winds prevail, and there the Hemlocks

are said to point south east. An old hunter in St. Lawrence county,

New York, states that in his region, the Hemlock is an infallible guide, al

ways pointing due west.

I have never been able to observe this tree in regions where East winds

prevail. A few observations in such places might settle at once the question
of the truth of this theory.

A somewhat similar phenomenon is observed in the Sunflower 'Helianthus)
which follows the sun around for a little while, but which soon, as its head

grows heavy and its neck stiff, droops toward the East. The small, second

ary heads turn eastwardly at various angles, as far as they can without twist

ing their necks too much. This can hardly be caused by the West wind.

I have heard a crude theory advanced that there is a peculiar power in

morning sunshine which bends the head of the Sunflower and other plants
toward itself, after the stem has become too stiff to be affected by the feebler

light of the afternoon.

Several facts are cited in support of this theory which might well account

for the case of the Sunflower, but the leathery and insensible leaves of the

Hemlock would hardly be thus affected.

Another somewhat famous "compass plant" is the common Wild Lupine,
or Sun Dial (Lupinus perennis.) This plant, when it grows in exposed situ

ations, turns the flat face of its leaves toward the sun. At night, as is thecase

with many other sensitive Legumiuos.r, the leaves droop and fold themselves

up as if for sleep. You all remember the affecting story ofthe poor little girl,
in the Sunday School books, who went blackberrying and lost her way in the

woods, until at last she stumbled over a clump of wild Sun Dials, "guide-
posts to the Better Land," all pointing sun-wards with their little fingers,
showing her the way home. A very pretty story ; but as a matter of fact, in

a deep forest or on a cloudy day, the Lupines don't know where thesunisany
better than we do.

But the most remarkable of these "

Vegetable Compasses" is the "Ros

in Plant," or
"

Compass Plant," or
"

Tolar Plant
"

(Silfhium laeinhtum),
of the western prairies. This is a huge, rough-bristly, sunflower-like plant,
full of a resinous juice, which the hoys use for gum. This resin, whence the

name of "

Rosin Weed," is said to be so abundant as to give a thick black

smoke to the prairie fires.

The plant has very large root leaves, from one to two feet long, which are

vertical and have a strong tendency to present their edges north and south
while their faces are turned east and west, "the leaves on the develope
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stems taking rather an intermediate position between their normal or sym

metrical arrangement on the stem, and their peculiar meridional position."

Professor Bessey, of Iowa Agricultural College, says, "We have the curi

ous Compass plant growing in great abundance, throughout all this region.

The polarity of its leaves is very marked. Use is made of it by the settlers

when lost on the prairies in dark nights. By feeling of the direction of the

leaves I can easily get the bearings."

Mr. Copeland, of '72, who has carefully observed this plant, thus speaks
of it:

" It is common in prairie meadows, where, after the grass has been cut,
its radical leaves develop rapidly to a large size, thus affording an excellent

chance to observe it in regard to its supposed habit of turning the leaves with

the edges to the north and south. The first specimens examined led me to

think that this was an error, but after an examination of many specimens in

many localities
I was convinced that the root leaves, when not crowded, would

entitle the plant to its name. But I did not find a person who had ever no

ticed this tendency ofthe leaves, (and I inquired of many,) nor one who knew

it by any other name that of
"
Rosin Plant," which name the other Silphiums

share with it; but this is the resin plant par excellence, and known to every

hoy west who chews gum. I mention this to show that it is not an unknown

plant, and I do not understand why country people, who are generally so apt

in noticing peculiarities in plants, should have passed this by. But I have no

doubt that it is a 'vegetable compass.'
"

Longfellow, in
"

Evangeline," has a curious description of this plant, which

is about as fragile and delicate as a bull- thistle or burdock :

"Look at this delicate plant, which lifts its head from the meadow,

See how its leaves all point to the north, as true as a magnet.

It is the compass-plant that the finger of God has suspended
Here on its fragile stalk to direct the traveler's journey
Over the sea-like limitless waste ofthe desert."

Now having settled that it is a compass plant, the question arises—

"Why?"
General Alvord, who first made the plant known thirty years ago, conjec

tured that the leaves contained iron that was magnetic. This was disproved

by chemical analysis. He next advanced the theory of electric currents, pro

duced by the resin of which the plant was full. This theory soon fell to the

ground.
Dr. Gray next brought forward the theory, which has obtained general ac

ceptance, that the leaves were inclined to be vertical, that both sides of the

leaf were probably alike, and that the direction of their edges north and south

was the one in which their faces would obtain an equal amount of sunlight.

Examination was now made of the two sides of the leaf, and comparisons

were instituted with the other species of Silphium which show no tendency
to polarity.

It was found that the average number of stomata in the field of view ofthe

microscope, in S. laciniatum, the compass plant, was just twenty on each side

ofthe leaf, h,ence the two sides were alike ; while in the case of S. perfoliatum

another Rosin weed, there were but ten on the upper surface to thirty on the

lower. Similar differences were found in the case of S. eomposttum and S.

Urebinthinaceum. This certainly verified Dr. Gray's conjecture in a remark

able way.
"

Hence," says Professor Whitney,
" the meridional position of the edges

of the leaf is to be explained by the structure of the two surfaces which, be

ing identical at least in the important respect of the number of stomata, seek

an equal exposure to the light."
But Professor Prentiss suggests a serious objection to this theory. There

are quite a number of otTer. plants which have vertical leaves alike on both

sides, which show no tendency to turn north and south. If the similarity of

the two sides of the leaf is the cause of the polarity of the Silphium, why

should not the same cause make compass plants of these also ?

And if the twenty stomata on each side of the leaf of S. laciniatum

exactly balance each other, why should not the thirty stomata on one side of

the leaf of S. perfoliatum completely overbalance the ten on the other

and so turn always the same face of the leaf toward the sun ?

2I3

LABOR AND CAPITAL.

It is the custom ofthe retiringMassachussetts Legislature to appoint some

clergyman to deliver an annual election sermon before its successor. This

year the duty devolved upon Andrew P. Peabody, D. D., of Cambridge. The

text selected was the commandment,
"

Thou shalt not steal.
"

After some

general remarks on the duties of the Legislature in regard to the protection of

property, he referred to the issuing of a national paper currency, and while he

allowed that it was a necessity ofthe crisis, he still held that had the metallic

standard of value been legally retained, among other benefits our public debt
would have fallen short by at least a third of its actual amount He asserted,
what does not very clearly appear, that the example of this gigantic public

wrong has debauched the general conscience, and created the spirit of gambling in.
mercantile and pecuniary transactions. Speaking more particularly of the sub

ject as connected with the commonwealth, he said there was a growing jeal

ousy of large estates; lie claimed that there was no good reason for a feeling
like this, except where the laws of primogeniture prevail. After a len"thy and
exhaustive panegyric on the possessors of great wealth, the speaker mentioned
some of the ways in which war is waged against capital. The first is by the

reckless creation of public debt; he reprobated the practice of building up a

debt for transient improvements and conveniences which future generations
would be obliged to pay, and the custom of extending state and municipal aid

to new enterprises. If worthy, he thought private capital would furnish a suf

ficient support. He asked,
"

whether those who have no appreciable part in

the public burdens" (by this he means those who are not wealthy enough to

pay taxes on real estate), should be allowed to increase those burdens at will

and stated that universal suffrage inevitably placed property, to a great extent

under the control of those who have nothing to lo.->e. This i.s unpleasant in

telligence for those who have been claiming woman suffrage on the ground that

an unmarried woman or widow has, at present, no voice in public affairs though

frequently posseting large estates; and changing our present constitution so

that suffrage should depend upon the possession of property rather than any

thing else, would tend to reverse slightly matters in those numerous cases in

which, although the husband vote3, the wife holds nearly all the property there

is in the family.
The speaker then stated that another form of the warfare upon property

was combinations and concerted aggressive movements <_f labor against capi
tal, of the employed against employers. Here the agitation proceeded in part

from ignorance and in part from wilful misrepresentation. There was nol a

vestige of the wrong and oppression complained of. Manual and mechanical

labor was not only better paid for here than anywhere else in the world, but

its compensation exceeded that for professional aud mercantile services. There

was of course one grievous exception
— the labor of women. But for this men

were in no degree accountable. The sole reason why women were underpaid
was that women who did not need work were mean enough to underbid those

who did, and the lowest bid ruled the market. With that exception, in the

ioint earnings of labor and capital, labor was now getting the lion's share, and

was still clamoring and grasping for more. To keep the labor market free re

quired wise and wary vigilance on the part of our legislative bodies. Not only
had they the task of framing preventive laws that cannot be evaded, but they
were annually called upon to violate freedom and right by sanctioning associ

ations of laborers whose government vvas truculent and cruel despotism, by

imposing arbitrary restrictions upon the contract between the employer and

employed.
The solemnity of the occasion and the character of both speaker and au

dience is all which allows us to reject the suspicion that the latter was not in

earnest, and charity can excuse such statements only by believing they are the

conclusions of a scholar who has not closely observed life as it actually ex

ists around him. It would be curious to know what Dr. Peabody does consid

er wrong and oppression. In the State in which this sermon wasdelivered, al

most within the sound of his voice, individuals of both sexes and all ages are

confined in factories from twelve to fourteen hours a day. Less careful here

than in England of the welfare of children whose parents are unable to defend

them against the rapacity of their employers," our laws do not require that

factory boys and girls under a certain age shall receive, al the expense of pro.

prietors, a half day of schooling v ith a half day of work. The compensation

for this work, which is unreasonable in that it interferes with the laws of

health, of proper enjoyment and of mental progress, i.s declared to exceed

that for professional and mercantile services. No statement could fall wider

of the mark than this. It is but rarely that even the best mechanics are paid

as much as the lower grade of professional and business men, although en

gaged for a greater number
of hours, and frequently having spent as much

time in acquiring a trade whose exercise calls for more brains and thinking

than is necessary for many
"

professional" and mercantile occupations. An

other fact should be considered. The wages of a mechanic of fifty or sixty

years of age do not materially differ from one of twenty-five, except in those

cases where compensation is by the piece, when he of course generally re-

eivesless; while among business and professional men salaries usually in-
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crease with age and length of service, where
there is no reasonable cause for

withholding an increase. But what are these enormous wages
? In the writer s

own occupation, which is considered one of the better paid, competent work

men receive twenty dollars per week in New York City and a less amount in

Boston Will Dr. Peabody assert that a majority of professional and mer

cantile men in New York City receive no more than this, while undeniably en-

tnced scarcely half the length of time this necessitates, viz, fifty-nine hours

per week
? Does he not know that five or six years of faithful and continu

ous service on the part of a reasonably clever young man in a respectable

store or office will insure
a larger compensation than this, and would he fee

qualified to engage many good lawyers or physicians in New \ ork C.ty at

$1 000 a year ?
,. .

In spite of the high wages mechanics receive, Dr. Peabody may recollect

how the body of what is known as
"

dry grinders
"

at Sheffield turn out on

the first appearance
of any one of their number wilh a protection from the

certain death which is overtaking them, deliberately selling their lives for the

difference in their pittance which the killing nature of their occupat.on ensures

^But if mechanical labor were better paid than mercantile pursuits, it would

be no more than just. It was formerly the custom to require a long app.en-

liceship in this country before allowing a youth to become a journeyman. Ow-

ine principally to changes in manners of living which have taken place here,

and which have not affected England, the system has remained there while

with us it has gradually fallen into desuetude. The trades soc.eties are now

seekin- to revive the benefits of this regulation, which is the only safeguard

of the°country against a body of raw and half-trained workmen. As it is,

however, it is customary
for young men to spend at least five or six years in

acquiring a trade before they receive full wages.

Now what is the state of the case in business callings. Our public prints

have barely ceased groaning under the weight of advertisements setting
forth

the benefits and advantages of
" business colleges." Here in a few months

it was proposed for a trifling amount to teach persons not only all that bus

iness people generally know, but very much more than they ever require, to

place them in the field of business contention "armed at all points exactly

cap-a-pie," to fit them for taking advantage of every opportunity, so that they

might follow if thus disposed, in the footsteps of a Yanderbil.t or a Fisk. If

it be answered that these
"

colleges
"

have nearly all gone out of existance, it

should be remembered that at the time they flourished long lists were pub

lished of
"

graduates
"

who were in the enjoyment of large salaries in import

ant houses. The training of these graduates was
not very severe, their subse

quent labors
were not exhausting; and are we to conclude, then, that there is

something more noble in handling journals of paper than in fashioning those

of wood and iron, or that the difference of social position which clerks usually

assume to exist between themselves and mechanics, makes a just counterpoise

fjr this dissimilarity of preparation ?

There is one other point of this sermon which merits attention. The doc

tor stated the second form of warfare on capital to be concerted and aggres

sive movements of labor against capital, proceeding partially from ignorance

and partially from misrepresentation. Did time permit, we should pause to

notice the Christian charity which inspired this statement. It is right for

merchants to associate themselves in a Chamber of Commerce, lawyers may

have conventions and clergymen synods, but those who stand most in need of

self protection must remain
disunited or see their societies called "associations

of laborers whose government is truculent
and cruel despotism, by imposing ar

bitrary restrictions upon the contract between employer and employed."

Precisely why this distinction should be made, does not very clearly appear.

Homer is usually considered to have fully admitted the claims of aristocra

cy when he refused to mention the numbers of humble slain, but had Dr. P.

lived among the ancients, the dust and soot with which Vulcan is generally

represented as being covered, would have led so fastidious a philosopher to

to question his divinity and a "truculent and cruel despotism
"

of blacksmiths

might possibly have handed him down to fame in the role of Socrates. It is

almost incredible that a man of wide information could make so sweeping a

charge as this. • Il is an insult to the memory of great men who have been

prominent in labor reforms; one of whom followed as a maxim a principle

which, while not being so elevated as many the New Testament inculcates,

is unquestionably praisworthy, and certainly more practicable than many of

the latter, namely, that the world may so advance that none shall be poor or

ignorant.' Nor is it cheering either for those who have been looking to coop

eration to solve their difficulties to be gravely informed that such is the char

acter of associations of working men. One would certainly think that it is

some one's duty to inquire into the character ofthe
«

Journeymen s Coopera-

,ve Printing Association" in New York city, why*, in resistance to capital,

has risen from feeble beginnings to be one of the first establishments of the

kind in the country.

To conclude an unprejudiced person might believe
that it would have been

more in accordance with Dr. Peabody's duty to remind the Massachusetts

Legislature of what Macaulay observed in the settlement of labor questions

many years ago, that whatever might be the character of legislative enact-

ments on this subject but one party
to the question obtained an aud.ence, and

that party was alwavs the one which represented cap.tal. Now, thanks to

trades societies, cooperative associations, mechanics' institutes and other

means of cultivation, educated bone and muscle has obtained some representa-

tion in the council halls of the land, and it is reasonable to anticipate that in

spite of such advocates of capital as Dr. Peabody justice
will eventually be al-

, , . •, Le Travail.
lowed to prevail.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BONASA JOBSII.

Messrs. Editors:

I beg the privilege of reading
the views of two distinguished ornithologists,

Professor S. F. Baird and Dr. Elliot Coues, upon the article published in The

Era of December 8th, entitled
" Bonasa Jobsii."

Professor Baird writes:
" Your letter of the nth inst. with the accompany.

ing description ofthe supposed new species of grouse has just been received,

and after a careful examination of the account I have no hesitation in pro

nouncing your bird to be one of the numerous variations assumed by the com

mon ruffed grouse. A difference in shape, or color of the plumage, or a dis

crepancy in an observed measure, or an anatomical peculiarity from a descrip-

tion based upon a dried specimen, is of comparatively little moment. The

number of tail-feathers as a criterion is equally illusive, when the normal aver-

age of twelve is exceeded. When I published my work on the Birds of North

America I was in what might be called the analytical stage of natural history

development. My present condition is synthetical. I take more pains now to

subordinate forms, once considered specific, then I do to establish them as

such.

I admit now but one species of Bonasa in the United States, with, how

ever, an Eastern race, a Middle and a Western, these diversified by differences

of plumage and slight variations of proportions, which, however,
are of no

great importance. A great difference in the colors of the Eastern bird has

been frequently met with, and we have several specimens in our collection,

answering very well to the account given of your bird."

Dr. Coues, writing to tbe editors ofThe Era, says : "The interest I take

in ornithology is my excuse for begging enough of your valuable space to cor

rect an unfortunate error that appears in your issue of December
8th. I say

unfortunate, because the article in which a supposed new species of bird,

Bonasa Jobsii, is characterized, merely adds to the synonymy with which or

nithology is overburdened. So far from conflicting with the genus Bonasa,
or

forming a new genera, the ruffed grouse that Mr. Jobs was unlucky enough

to shoot, and Mr. Jaycox still more to write about, shows nothing of specific

consequence. The number of rectrices of Bonasa nmbellus varies from six

teen to twenty. (Vid., e. g., Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. ii 205.) The relative

proportions of the tarso-metatarsus and medius-dactyl sometimes differ
more

than they appear to in this instance, while the discrepancies in color that are

adduced bv the writer are strictly within the range of individual
variation.

Thus we see Professor Baird and Dr. Coues agree that the bird described

was a ruffed grouse.

There was one very important sentence omitted in the published article in

The Era. It is :
"

As I have no specimen of ruffed grouse I will have to

note the differences between the descriptions of such authors as I can consult

and the bird in question." The authorities I had the opportunity of studying

were Baud's
"

Birds of North America," Wilson's "American Ornithology,

Samuel's "

Birds of New England
"

and " Observations of Wilson's American

Ornithology ;" in none of the above works could I find such a description of

the ruffed grouse as would answer to the grouse in question. I could not find

any remark which would lead one to think that the rectrices of the genus
Bo

nasa were ever more or less than eighteen, and in reading Baird's
" Birds 0

North America
"

I found so many different species of birds differing from each

other in so slight a degree that it lead me to suppose the bird was one that

had not been described.

In Professor Build's letter he says : "I admit now but one species of
Bo

nasa in the United States." At the time of the vublicnticn of his work 1>C
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described two—Bonasa umbetlus and Bonasa sabinii ; these he now believes

to be the same bird, the difference being caused by geographical variation.

Thus, by having a mor.e complete knowledge of the different genera, he has

changed his opinion in regard to the genus Bonasa. I do not doubt that, had

Baird possessed the specimen I described, at the time he was writing
"

Birds

of North America," he would have formed another genera for it ; at least it

would seem so from the manner in which he has made new species of speci

mens which differ from each olher in so few characteristics.

Mr. J. A. Allen, in the
"

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoolo

gy," volume II, 205, says:
"The rectrices ofthe common ruffed grouse (Bo

nasa umbeitus) are usually eighteen in number, but an examination of numer

ous specimens shows that the number varies from sixteen to twenty." This

is the first account I have found where the number of rectrices of the ruffed

grouse is
said to be more than eighteen, and as Mr. Allen is excellent author

ity we have no alternative but to allow that what he says is true. The case is

just this: I found what I thought at the time to be a new species of Tetraon-

idae, but on learning about the differences due to geographical variation I find

it is nothing more than one of the many variations assumed by the ruffed

grouse.

I would second the suggestion made by Dr. Coues that we should appoint
a publication committee, to which all matter for publication should first be re

ferred; by that means we would obviate the mortification of knowing we had

made a blunder, and so will strengthen the usefulness of our society.
T. W. J., Jr.

Cornell University, January 13, 1S72.

HABITS IN STUDY.

The following expressions from the distinguished Wirt merit the consider

ation of the student: "You must never be satisfied with the surface of things;

probe them to the bottom, and let nothing go till you understand it as thor

oughly as your powers will enable you. Sieze the moment of excited curiosity
on any subject, to solve your doubts ; for, if you let it pass, the desire may

never return, and you may remain in ignorance. The habits which I have

recommended are not merely for college, but for life. Franklin's habits of

constant and deep excogitation clung to him till his latest hour. Form these

habits now. Look at Brougham, and see what a man can do, if well armed

and well resolved. With a load of professional duties that would of them

selves, have been appalling to the most of our countrymen, he stood, never

theless, at the head ofhis party in the House of Commons, and at the same

time, set in motion and superintended various primary schools, and various

periodical works, the most instructive and useful that have ever issued from

the British press, for which he furnished with his own pen, some of the most

masterly contributions, and yet found time not only to keep pace with the

progress ofthe arts and sciences, but to keep at the head of those whose pe

culiar and exclusive occupations these arts and sciences were. Here is a

model of industry and usefulness worthy of all your emulation."

Over one hundred ladies are studying law in America.

CIRCULAR FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT IN REEL Y TO IN

QUIRIES CONCERNING TIIE LABOR SYSTEAL

The inquiry contained in your letter is so often made that I must beg you

to accept a reply in a circular form. This question, which is, substantially,
whether a young man with moderate means but desirous of an education, can

obtain one here by paying for it wholly or partially in work, has its origin
either in the belief that this is a manual-labor institution, or, in Mr. Cornell's

often expressed opinion, that there will be established in the neighborhood o

the University, varieties of industry by which young men may support them

selves while studying.
The former belief is erroneous. This is not in any sense a manual-labor in

stitution, nor do the trustees, though glad to see working students come here

and feeling a special interest in their success, undertake to furnish work, nor

do 'hey promise that there is any work to be found here, nor do they make any

distinction between students on the ground of their ability or their willingness
to work. The professors generally accept as an excuse for not pursuing the

full course, the fact that a student is engaged in working for his support, but

the trustees only undertake to furnish students with education, and they have

nothing to do with their means of support.

The terms are the same for those of limited and those of abundant means.

All pass the same examination, all pay the same tuition fee. The examinations

for admission to the University are in Arithmetic, Algebra to Quadratics, Ge

ography and English Grammar. All except those from other colleges or uni-
versmes submit to these. Ifthe candidate wishes to join a classical course
or a more advanced class, he undergoes additional and more special examina:
tions.

As to payment for tuition, we have no exceptions, except in the cases of
those holding State-scholarships, awarded to them as the best scholars in the
district schools and academies. All others are called on to pay their dues

every term in advance. In no case does the University pay any part of the
student's expenses.

Here however, as in other institutions, students often succeed in finding
work. There is much to be done in building and repairing, in cleaning and

warming, in attending upon the library and commons-tables, and on the farm
and the University grounds. Then our printing-office Usually employs as many
really expert hands as.apply. Any thing of this kind which students can do

is offered to them in preference to others. Some pay all of their expenses in

this way, but these are very few and the most skillful. Our printers have gen
erally pretty steady work, our carpenters do next best. Those students, how

ever, who have no skill and who depend upon odd jobs where there is much

competition, do not earn much. Then our farm-hands and those who work on

the grounds are liable to continual interruption by the weather and cannot re

ly on their work as a support.

To expert machinists we have the means of offering some additional oppor
tunities. We have a very fine machine shop, the gift of the Honorable Hi

ram Sibley, of Rochester, which he has furnished with new tools and machin

ery. It is proposed that machinists, members of the University, shall here

make, at fair wages, working models of machines and such machines and ap

paratus as may be needed in the University, supplying us and other institu

tions and at the same time helping to support themselves.

There is also some chance of work in the village, which has a population
often thousand persons, and where many new buildings are erecting. Durino-

the long summer vacation some of our students find steady work on these

buildings. Others give private lessons, or keep books for the village store

keepers or copy law-papers and the like.

I have thus stated the present position of labor here with some minuteness

in order to avoid every possible chance of mistake on your part. As to the

future, Mr. Cornell's idea that various branches of industry will arise in the

neighborhood of the University demands time for its realization, but will

eventually be carried out. He has secured near the University grounds
an unfailing water power, capable of running a great amount of machinery,
and we can furnish from our sludents a constant supply of intelligent hands,

equal in character and conduct to any in the country. When the advantage of

combining these two powers with capital shall be seen some manufacturer will

do it and will start some business here, and his example will be followed by
others until the problem, how to make money enough to pay for an education

at the same time one is receiving it, shall be solved. This, however, it should

be borne in mind, forms no part of the plan of the University. Every facility
will then be given by the professors, as is now the case, to working students;

they will not be compelled to take so many studies as others, and their hours

of recitation will be made convenient tothem, but they will be working on

the outside, on their own account, and will not involve the University in any

way.

A word as to expenses here. Tuition is forty-five dollars per annum ex

cept for holders of state-scholarships. The expense of books depends on their

being new or second-hand. Twenty-five dollars a year would probably cover

the cost of new ones. In the matter of rooms and board the habits ofthe in

dividual student make a great difference. Unfurnished rooms for single per

sons may be had for a dollar and twenty-five cents per week. Furnished

rooms vary from two dollars and a half to five dollars a week. Table-board at

the boarding-houses costs from three dollars to four dollars and a half, while

those who choose to economize more rigidly may board in clubs at from two

to three dollars a week. P'uel and light add about sixty-five cents a week

to these expenses, and washing costs seventy-five cents a dozen.

The best time to enter is September, when our academical year begins and

it is generally disadvantageous to enter a class where extra study is required

to keep up with it; but when the candidate has been able to pass an examin

ation on the studies which had been pursued by the classes he proposed to

enter, no insuperable objection has been interposed to his coming in after the

beginning of the year.

Yours very respectfully
William C. Russel.

Vice-President.
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ATHLETIC SPORTS.

Three ofThe Era Editors have been patrolling the New England

States during the past vacation and have casually encountered

hordes of men from other colleges, all anxious to enquire concern

ing Cornell. The beginning of the dialogues averaged somewhat

as follows :
" Will Cornell send a boat crew to the college regatta

next summer?"
" We can not tell, because we will not send any

unless we can send a powerful one, and unless an existing split is

healed and more money is raised, we will not be ready during 1872."
"

Well, how are you at Ithaca in base ball ? Will your nine make

an eastern tour?" "We have a first-rate nine, and if the students

back the ball interest next spring as they should, the directors are

in favor of sending them to New York City and New England."
"

Well, we hope your ballists will come, and I would like to know

something about your new Course in Letters."
"
For that, we must

refer you to the nexf number of The Era, unless you choose to wait

several months for the Register."

From the above we see the healthy interest in physical culture,

that prevails among the students and alumni of the eastern colleges
and therefore conclude that we are not extremists or alarmists

when we urge prompt and thorough action here.

As for boating, our human material is better than ever before,

but considerably more money and much exercise will be needed

before the Cornell boating interest can compete with either of the

veteran organizations at Yale or Harvard. This money can be ob

tained if students only rightly patronize the various benefits which

the Navy will have during the winter, and if some of Waters,

Balch & Co.'s new rowing machines can be obtained at once with

this money, our men will be prepared, as far as muscle, wind and

endurance are concerned, to spurt a shell alongside of the stoutest

crew that can be produced from any of the effete New England
States.

We imagine that few things.would more develop a desirable es

prit fit corps among Ithaca students, than for us all to have a com

mon interest in a nine and boat crew that should be off on a tour

contending for the supremacy of the University in manly exercises,
and we are sure that a gymnasium, equal to the one at Yale, would

be much more of a bond to our Alma Mater than many scientific

cabinets.

The knights of the bat have been an organization to which the

members ofthe University have always looked for a chance to dis

play enthusiasm on account of Cornelian victories : the hopes ol

all the classes had been raised at the beginning of the ball'season,

only to be dashed, in their frailty, to the ground at its termination.

Resurrected in the early spring and re-interred in the late fall, it

would not be wonderful if vitality would soon depart from our ball-

nine, and even hope cease to be cheerful over the prospect. Hut

we predict better things than these for the cause. There has been

a plausible excuse for our ball-men for not practicing more vi<or

ously. When our opponents are men of no more note than the mon

grel club of Owego, whose nine must be picked up by the visiting
club, the childish nine of Normal which finds it impossible to re

cover from one sweeping defeat by the University Nine, or the

semi-defunct Forest Citys of Ithaca, of course. there is little incite

ment to systematic, painstaking and hence improving practice, if the

only object of such practice be to obtain a local reputation. The

object is more than this; it is to acquire broad chests, powerful

muscles and sound constitutions ; it is to give an impetus to' the

maudlin efforts to get exercise and to give the body a healthful tone,

which every student feell, at times, a duty incumbent on him ; at

such times he takes to exercising spasmodically and fitfully, and,

feeling the usual results of such a course—stiffness of joints and

lameness, he soon concludes the disease i.s preferable to the reme

dy, throws aside exercise of every kind, and glides back into stud

ious laziness. Every pleasant day the ball-field should be a place
of rendevous : with our number of students it should be possible

to have a game every day of the week, and these practice games,

if rightly conducted, are the most enjoyable ones that are played
on any ball-field.

The present prospect is for a nine the coming spring which will

not be a travesty on the word, but which will redeem the evanes

cent glories of past years and place Cornell among the leading
base ball colleges. The old players will all be ready to assist and

the new ones who have come into the nine will be ready to work

hard to keep that position which is not easily attainable. A first-

class pitcher has been one of our greatest needs, but, unlike poets,

pitchers are made, not born, and we think we see in prospective a

McBride, a Zettlein or a Brainard who shall confess to training in

Ithaca. When determined practice shall have made our best nine

men proficient in the art of ball tossing the University will send

them out to contest with Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth Amherst and

perhaps even with the paternal New York clubs for honors. In

fact many have withheld liberal contributions to the cause until

there should seem to be some evident purpose to the heretofore

vague method of practice. What every member of the University
should do at present to effect this, which is by no means a vision

ary scheme but almost a foregone conclusion, is to join the club,

pay up promptly the dues, and many pockets making light the

work of filling the treasury let the consciousness of having done

well be reward till Cornell's victories shall bring happiness to Cor

nell's inmates.

Meanwhile there is a need of immediate practice for the mus

cles. Now, while the Faculty wisely give the hardest tasks to the

student, while the bracing winter air incites to a closer study and

later hours, over-application is apt to clog the brain and too rigid
confinement to demoralize the system. The Lake denies the oars

man the privilege of rowing, and the snowy ground forbids the

out-door sports of base-ball, foot-ball and marbles. But the gym
nasium, which should be, but is not a feature of this institution,
would furnish a ready means oi obtaining exercise, of educating
the muscles and relaxing the mind during the winter months. In

it our boatmen and ballmen would obtain a good physique for the

duties ot the warmer season, and would be more fitted to repre
sent our University abroad. The genuflections on the bars, lad

ders, rings and trapezes, the grace of dumbbell and Indian-club

practice, and the rapidity of pari)- and thrust in fencing and box

ing should all be as commonplace scenes as the sight of an Alpine
hat. Then the exhibitions which the gymnasts could soon give,
would be not only a source of income, but a pleasure to them

selves. The indifference with which the Trustees have regarded
this branch of education is more surprising on account of the lib-
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public
"

should much prefer to see them ground fine, than to see

the traveling community passed through the stamping mill of a

great monopoly. Surely after the
"

Alabama
"

and "
Shenandoah

"

Americans, especially men of New York State, must look with

jealousy on any attempt to pass laws for the benefit of Englishmen,
who, if they get hold of the Erie Railway, will not scruple to tax

travelers to the utmost, even if it should be needful to consolidate

with the New York Central in order to abolish the existing and de

sirable competition between that line and the Erie. We fail to see

how passengers and shippers will profit by any change in the road's

management.

Those who wish to contribute to the cause of a gymnasium will

find the paper to take their names in the Library, Monday morn

ing.
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erality they have shown every other department ofthe University :

that a change in policy, is necessary is seen in the too numerous

cases of sick and weakly students among us, and in the fact that

so many are obliged to leave their studentship each trimester on

account of ill health occasioned by nothing but lack of healthful

exercise. We have said before that the Laboratory has two rooms,

which are the very place for a gymnasium, and we are sure that if

a proper application is made to the Faculty they will be donated

for that purpose.

When a man leaves college he seldom has the inclination to give

sufficient attention to his bodily wants. And, indeed, if he has

built for himself a good physical foundation, there is not so much

need for it as there would be, were he the wreck that so often

leaves an institution like this. The latter personage is tortured all

his life by weakness, by a teddering consciousness of ill-health and

by an ever-recurring reminder that what is neglected in youth can

not be restored in middle or old age. Henc.1 the necessity of

practice now.

Cornell is peculiarly fitted to develop all the a hletic sports that

are in vogue among young Americans. In man/ of our sister col

leges the Faculty either freely condemn and forbid them, secretly
look down on them or barely tolerate them : here the Faculty

openly favor them. There is yet need of a th vc emgh cooperation

among the students to produce a consummation so devoutly to be

wished for. Perhaps this, would be best accomplished by a union

of all these interests, each depending on the other, yet all in a

measure free to act as the various members may decide. Strength
would be the inevitable result of such a combination and the fa

cilities for benefit would be greatly increased. This, however, we

leave to the wisdom of those who have control over the various

organizations, only hoping that their excogitations may free us from

the treadmill monotony which sometimes oppresses colleges.

HORSESHOE VS. SLIPSHOT.

Nasby once proposed to lecture on "ideas," claiming to be pe

culiarly qualified to handle that subject with judgment and erudition,
because, since he knew nothing about ideas, he would not be ham

pered by facts ; a similar logical conclusion must have influenced

the acidulous editor who does the growling for th t College Courant

to give his opinions on the horseshoe question. After repeating all

that has been said on the well-worn subject, the gentleman remarks

that the Cornell boys have shown themselves very foolish by thus

letting slip an opportunity of making their University more famous.

He implies, which is probably true, that Yale would never let slip
such an opportunity, 'never. He then goes on to show the disrespect
wemanifest for Mr. Collyer, and concludes with a panegyric on gen

erosity and a soliloqvy on the good that money does (when others

give it). Inasmuch as Cornell has given more than any one, two

or even three Colleges or Universities in America, it appears that

charity which usually begins at home, but which has been wander

ing because of unwonted calls from abroad, should now confine it-

selfto building up in its own domains some remnants, which, if

they are dilapidated, should still be sacred to the student-heart.

THAT RAILWA Y PETITION.

We hope every student voter will sign the p ,-tition in circula

tion, asking the Legislature not to make special enactment in favor

of the foreign and alien claimants of Erie stock. Granting that

some stock gamblers have been defrauded, we as members of " the

CHEAPER.

Ne are glad to see evidences of enterprise among the clubs that

are so numerous in Ithaca. There are twelve clubs which represent

$12,000; the stewards of these institutions for improvement recently
held a meeting, and decided on patronizing those firms which would

agree to part with their provisions at the lowest rates. Certain

dealers have made liberal offers and have thereby secured the right
to monopolize the trade of the stewards. Clubs are trumps.

The competitors for the Physiology prize deserve commendation

for the evident care and erudition their lectures displayed. We

congratulate the fortunate men.

PERSONAL.

C. F. Allen, erst class poet of '73, contributes a good poem, "The Uh

lan's Dream" to the Arew York Tribune.

The thanks of members of the Era corps are due to Williams of The Dem

ocrat for courtesies offered, in his capacity of Chief Engineer of the Ithaca

fire department. We are glad to note the reelection of such a worthy officer.

It is encouraging to all Ithaca journalists to see that the daily Leader has

prospered so well under the management of Mr. H. D. Cunningham, that the

subscription price has been reduced.

Beardslee, of '73, has a promising and paying situation as engineer on

the terminus of the Northern Pacific Railroad at Duluth, which is, we be

lieve, not far from the northern terminus of the terrene axis.

Mr. E. H. Scofield will be missed by the class which he has

faithfully piloted through the mysteries of elementary Latin. He goes to

Rochester as teacher in the Bishop's Parochial School—a position for which

he is eminently fitted, both from his previous experience and from his thor

ough and varied attainments as a scholar in Cornell University. We take

pride in sending out so talented a student.

■

Rooker, the well-known foreman of the ATew York Tribune, visited the

University Press last week.

Farnham, of '71, follows Goldwin Smith's good example in putting his

University as well as his degree upon his business card, which reads,
" Whit

field Farnham (B. C. E., Cornell), Civil Engineer and Surveyor. Office, 15

S. Water street," and where Cornelians are always welcome.

C. Dempster, of '74, we hear has entered the Sophomore class at the Troy

Polytechnic, after passing the examinations with great credit both to himself

and his Cornell instruction.

C. T. Vax Gorder, formerly of '74 and the University Press, now in

business at St. Louis, is visiting his friends at Ithaca.

S. D. Halliday, of '70, has just opened a law office in town, on his "own

hook," over Curtis' drug store, in the Masonic block. We wish him an abun

dant success.

R. G. H. Si-iced, of '71, contributes to the Journal quite a lengthy article

on
"

Compulsory Education," which
was also read before the Teachers' Asso

ciation of Tompkins County, held at Trumansburgh December 2S, 1871.

Jayne, of '73, will preach at the Plain Street Methodist church on Sunday

morning next.

Vandewater, of '74, is quite sick.
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Weeks is to have a new pair of foot-ball shoes launched as soon as spring

opens. They will be slid sideways from the stocks, as the Inlet is too nar

row to admit of launching them bows first. The University carpenters are

busy estimating their tonnage.

Morrow and Dunwell, both of '73, have left the University.

UNI IERSITY ITEAIS.

— A '73 man ventured to disclose to a young lady his hopes of a university

course in Germany. Her gushing and unfeeling remark was : "Are you go

ing to Leipzig? O, I'm so jolly glad." He was then sorry he didn't start a

year ago.

— A Senior thinks the jokes on Senior moustaches are ofthe species com

monly denominated
" thin." Billings has balm for them when, with his usual

acumen, he observes :
" It sumtimes happens whare a mustash duz the best

nothing else duz so well."

—

: Rip Van Winkle is agitated on the subject of
" the personal devil ;" he

thinks that if there is such a thing in theology he has it bad.

— Down east is a bad place for Seniors to go : the young ladies there set

their faces against moustaches. So says an ex-editor.

— "I didn't think the Faculty would go back on us so," was the discon

solate remark of a Senior on hearing of the little military manifesto which re

quires drill from his class.

— The joke this time is on the Era corps, one of whom presented to the

baggage-master at Owego a transfer-depot-check which he had obtained for

his trunk in Albany. It was first claimed by his friends that the trunk had

been seized for debt, but when it finally came by express they all asserted that

it got drunk in Albany.
— A Freshman, seeing the initials " I. H. S." on the front of the Ithaca

Catholic church, learnedly informed his feminine companion that they stood

for
" In hoc signo vinees," but that the v had blown down. The above item

is more than matched by the tradition that a '72 man soberly explained the

mystic letters to stand for
"

I have suffered."

— A '75 man, who heard Professor Wilder say that every human being

began by being a simple c(s)ell, remarks that many have remained so ever

since, while others have developed into "seeds."
— A Senior who thinks theaters are wicked was persuaded to go to the

Navy concert last term. He was seen yesterday to read a slip of cardboard

then obtained—
" Please retain this check"—and heard to wonder what good

it was ever going to be to him to retain it.

— Even a section of the Sophs in German were shocked the other day at

the cold blooded proficiency that their professor exhibited in swearing in differ

ent languages. He seemed to know all the imprecations heard at Babel when

the masons called for
"
mort

"

and the hod-carriers brought up bricks. N. B.

—The oaths were merely used to illustrate comparative philology, and were

accompanied by a sermon on the enormity of the crime of blasphemy.

—Doubtless it will be interesting to the few smokers who are to be found

at Cornell, to know that the word meerschaum is the German duplicate of the

Persian Kiefekel, and that both are formed from words meaning seafoam. Pos

sibly this derivation has been stig^ested to the observant ancients, by the fact

that smoking sometimes produces a miniature sea-sickness.
—

"
Alas for the rarity
Of Christian charity !

"

A Junior ungallantly informed a young lady who is somewhat inclined to em

bonpoint that she had at least one element of sublimity, which is—vastness.

— A Freshman absolutely refuses to enter the portals where his mellitic

fair one awaits disconsolate. He says it is dangerous to go into such a family,
the father is a freebooter.

— The irreverent name for The Era corps is Megapodes.
— A Senior was overwhelmed when, after exerting himself to appear well

in the sight of an Ithaca demoiselle, he vvas interrogated thusly :
"

Are you a

member of the Freshman class ?
"

— The law of projectiles—canonical law. This is respectfully referred to

Major eVrnold.

— A prominent Soph says that the coat of arms of the Ithaca Journal

should be a lyre rampant, on a sinister field.

— That Sophomore, whose resemblance to the " Heathen Chinee" has

been so often noted, has proved his heathenism by stealing a table from the

Y. M. C. A. room.

— A Sophomore, seeing an engraving of an antique bas-relief in a class

mate's room, said :
"

Any one can see that those figures were not real ani

mals. Don't you see the creases where they were stuffed ?
"

— Ecce homo! cries the editorial department. Last week a man confessed

to having received an extra Era, and paid for it ! !

It seemeth like a fraud on the labor department and The Era subscrib.

ers, when the press has
to be stopped because its clank disturbs a lecture.

'— The professors and students at the Syracuse University every day en

dure comfortably the roar of about twenty passing trains.

— The next annual convention of the Z <e Fraternity will be held at Ithaca

soon after Christmas, next winter.

— An individual was seen during vacation strolling around the Campus,

his hands deep in his pockets, his head placed pensively on one side, now stop-

ping to see the water run from the tub in front ofthe South University, now peer-

ing into a recitation room, now squinting actively into a students sitting-room

window and suddenly withdrawing at the sight of a half-dozen pairs of eyes

leveled at him, and yet again stealthily eyeing Dr. Wilder's models and the

manikin. On being asked his nativity, he claimed to come from "The Uni

versity,
"
and he compassionately explained to the Soph who questioned him

further, that "The University" is situated in Evanston, Illinois. Verily the

egotists are not all dead yet.

The McGraw building is having a great deal of brickwork done inside,

even during the sharp weather. The stairs have been put up, the grand gal

lery is beginning to display its beauties, and two theaters, nearly finished,

hint as to the conveniences that the men of '76 will enjoy.

Though thc University farm is well supplied with implements, we

think it needs one of Sidney Smith's
" universal scratchers," if we can judge

from the fantastic evolutions of a cow that was observed trying to curry her

back against a stone fence.

— The Owls have an inspiring new hymn.
— It is not yet settled whether the latest burlesque programme is intended

for a "grind" on the Christian or Heathen Association.

It is said that Cornell men can not obtain a meal in Syracuse since the

restaurant keepers witnessed some of their gustatory feats in vacation.

— Astronomical Professor to student—
" If you were to stand at the south

celestial pole, which way would the stars seem to revolve ?
"

Student—

"The other way."
— Doctor Wilson will probably issue a syllabus to his class in Moral Phi

losophy before the middle of the term.

— The phrase "not prepared" has crept into the Syracuse University.

—The execrations of the corps are due to a prize-taking member of '73

who has perversely disappointed them in getting a personal at his expense.

Such conduct is inexcusable, and should, by all means, be discountenanced.

— The eds. have at last discovered the way to make non-paying subscribers

toe the mark ; it is by sending the printer's bill around monthly to them.

— A pensive Senior says he is filled with grief because of his chum who

comes under the class of birds that can't sing and -will sing.

Seniors ! Election of Class Day officers, Clinton Hall, Wednesday even

ing, January 24, at eight o'clock. D. S. Jordan, President '72.
— Shallow senior remarks to Angelica that if ladies are admitted to Cor

nell it will be gal-lorious.
"

Yes, and then it will be less boys-terous you

know,
"
is Angelica's ready amendment.

— Seldom do our eyes behold a more happy sight tnan that which occasi

onally delights all who see it, — the mutual aid which two of our boxers give,
each helping to make the other's nose-gav.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

A College Convention met during the month of Xovember. There were

present, members of the Faculty of Brown, Yale, Dartmouth, Trinity, Wes

leyan University, Harvard, Williams and Tufts. These worthies decided that

English-speaking professors should teach the modern languages in our Colleges
and schools; they considered hazing as an art, if not lost, at least nearly ready
lo disappear.

—The Amherst students appointed a commitee to ascertain the position of

the Faculty in regard lo boating and other athletic sports. That non-commit

tal body refuse any definite opinion, and so Amherst is despondent over the in

efficiency of its guardians.
— The Williams Vidette some time ago observed "The Cornell Era is

full of news and conceit, as usual." In scanning subsequent numbers of the

Vidette, we are amazed to see that it copies both these features.

— The idea <if a Catholic University at the Vatican in Rome has been

abandoned. M. Rudel had been named as rector, and professors and stu

dents were in readiness; but the poor old Pope thought the institution would
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"be exposed to the insults of the Liberals," and gave it up.
—Protestant

Churchman.

— An individual, who wishes to remain unknown, offers a prize of /loo,

to be competed for by members of the University of Oxford of not less

standing than Master of Arts, and by any above that standing, for the best

essay in confutation of Materialism.—Exchange.
— The Report of the Normal College of New York is the great feature of

the Sehool Journal for January 13. We gather the facts that the school is in

a prosperous condition and that they have fine opportunities for educating

young men
and young women in it.

— Chicago pays her teachers according to their efficiency, making no dis

tinction between male and female. One more feather in Chicago's cap.
— The march of science is illustrated by an advertisement which appeared

in the Globe some weeks ago. The locality is in the northern part of New

York State.
"

Wanted, a teacher to take charge of the Public School in con

nection with the High School, in the village of , in the county of
,

for 1S72. Salary, Three Hundred Dollars."

— The Chinese government has sent on thirty of its young men to be ed

ucated in the language and laws of our country, and will send thirty more each

year. An appropriation of $1,500,000 has been made to meet the expenses

of the next ten years. Japan has already done much in this direction, about

five hundred of the more advanced pupils at the Yeddo Government School

have been sent to America, from time to time, to continue their studies in

this country. Each one has an allowance of $1,000 per annum to pay ex

penses.
— Mr. Darwin will be rejoiced to learn that a New Zealand monkey was

discovered nursing a human infant.—Appteton's.
— A sensible man who signs himself

"
X
"

has made an onslaught upon the
"

Scholarship Business," in the Amherst Student. He thinks that a man who

enters College, generally counts the cost and is willing to pay it; he contends

that the pride which refuses help by gifts is a proper one and an honor to the

student. He hints mistily that the new scholarships which have been drummed

up for the catalogue, are somewhat mythical. His advice is to convert the money

now used for scholarships into a loan-fund, from which the needy student can

draw and yet feel as much more independent as an honcO debtor is, compared
with a helpless beggar.

— From the following extract from a paper published at a college where

chapel exercises are enforced we can see
" how the old thing works

"

in re

gard to christianizing the students : "It does not beor.ie us to criticise stu

dents who are disposed to have a little innocent sport, fur we are all subject
. to like infirmities, but it is a serious matter when students go into the chapel
and, forgetful of what is proper and right, hold high carnival during the re

ligious services. If this disorder were confined to the professedly irreligious

portion of the college there would be less ground for regret ; but many pro

fessing Christians, if they do not throw beans at each ether in chapel, do

whisper and talk."
— From the reports of English law courts, we infer that it is considered

"a high lark
"

at Oxford, for students coming home in carriages from a "tear,
"

to whip those persons whom they meet, across the face.

—An influential English paper remarks that "Oxford is rapidly becoming

cosmopolitan." Cornell has always been so, if welc >me representatives of

nearly every great nation from Japan to California could make it so.

—The following is the concluding stanza to the class song of the Sopho
mores of Wisconsin University :

Could we—with ink—the ocean fill,

Were earth—of parchment made ;

Were every single stick—a quill,
Each man—a scribe by trade;

To write the tricks—of half the sex,

Would drink the ocean dry :—

Class-mates, beware, look sharp, Like care,

The blind eat many a fly.
—
"

Going to press"
—About to call on one's sweetheart.

"

Locking up"

Putting one's arms around her.

— A distinguished writer says there is a passage in the Bible where the

girls are commanded to kiss the men, and that is in the Golden Rule :

"

Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you do ye even so to them."

■—

Reporter.

Announcement.—Private lessons in French and Spanish by Mrs. Hen

derson, at Mrs. Gardner's, State street, next door to Farmers' and Mer

chants' Bank, side entrance.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The meeting of the Society Saturday evening, January 13, was one of
much.interest, the great topic of discussion being the unfortunate Bonasa
Jobsii. Mr. Copeland read a paper on the purple

"

Blazing Star
"

or
"

Gay
leather" (Eatris scariosa) of the western prairies; showing that the species
as now constituted contains two permanent and well marked varieties, whose
distinguishing characters are more worthy of being considered specific than
those which separate certain recognized species, as for instance the two He-

patieas, Ceauolhus ovalis and C. Amerieanus, Cypripedium pubescens and C.

paiviflorum. The following are the characters of the two varieties :

Larger—Heads peduncled, large (an inch in diameter), 30- to 50-flowered,
'

purple ; Scales of the involucre obovate, always with colored margins. Smaller
—Heads sessile, smaller '%. to % inch in diameter), 20- to 40 flowered, rose-
color ; Scales of the involucre spatulate, more scarious, with margins often

more or less colored.

Mr. Jaycox presented another paper on the Bonasa, which will appear in

The Era.

Dr. Wilder then spoke at some length on the change of
"

fashions
"

in sci

ence. Formerly, when new species were continually being found in America,

every naturalist had a laudable desire to secure immortality by describing and

naming some of them, and so-called species became excessively multiplied.
This may be called the " Analytic" period of natural history. But now the

supply of new species is exhausted, and the "Synthetic" period sets in.

Naturalists reconsider these alleged species, and it becomes the fashion, and
a very healthy fashion, to reduce the number of species and genera, by the

union of those separated by slight or variable differences. Twenty years ago

Bonasa Jobsii would have been considered as beyond doubt, a good species ;

now it must be reckoned as a mere variety.
Mr. Moffat read a very instructive paper on the natural history and habits

of the genus Castor, Beaver, an odd member of the Squirrel family.
Dr. Wilder exhibited to the Society a

"
Silver Fish

"

with two tails, a ver

tical one of a single fin, and a horizontal one of a double fin. He then spoke
of several monstrosities, which he had recently obtained, and of the great ob

ject ofhis study of monstrosities, which is to prove that the thumb is homol

ogous with the little toe, and the little finger with the great toe, on the proof
of which some of the greatest problems in science depend.

Mr. Jordan then read a paper (contributed by Professor Prentiss, to The

Era of '69), containing some extracts from the journal of Frederick Pursh, the

eminent Siberian botanist, who traveled on foot through the Ithaca valley,
n the Summer of 1S07, on his way from Tioga to Onondaga. Pursh made

some interesting observations, but we feel like blaming him for not seeirg
more in this beautiful valley.

At the next meeting, January 27, papers will be read by Messrs. Jordan,

Kellerman, Norris, Copeland and Dudley, and a record of current scientific

news by Mr. Jaycox. A discussion of the Eelidcc will be conducted by
Messrs. Jillett and Comstock.

Corresponding Secretary.

We sit down to the perusal of the Galaxy with real pleasure. Its really

instructive articles are so numerous that we cannot fail to gather many gems

of learning as we turn its pages. The leading article,
"
Louis Napoleon in

England," is full of interesting anecdotes of the Emperor's life in that coun

try, both during his former and his later sojourn there. The biography of

John Ruskin and a eulogy on him are contributed by Justin McCarthy.
"

My

Life on the Plains
"

is as full of interest as a romance from beginning to end.

This might be known from the fact that General Custer is the author. A

continuation of
" Fifteen Years a Shakeress,"

"

Suggestions of the Past," "The

Eustace Diamonds," by Trollope, and "A Trifling Mistake," furnish all kinds

of reading for all kinds of people. The "Scientific Miscellany
"

department

considers various subjects, from "The Luminosity of the Glow Worm's

Eggs
"

to a "New Process of Bread-making."
" The Club-room

"

is well

stocked with jovial story-tellers, if the results are correctly transferred
to the

Galaxy pages. We leave the subject reluctantly.

The Syracuse Northern Rail- Road is a new road, just completed, and now

opened to the travelling public. It intersects the Central at Syracuse, and the

Rome,Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad at Lacona,making the hypothenuse

of a right-angled triangle with these two roads, so that the traveler, in getting

to and from the northern part ofthe State, instead of being obliged to go by

way of Rome, can make a short cut by taking this road, save forty-one miles

in travel and above a dollar in expense. Trains made up of handsome coaches
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eave and arrive at Syracuse at different times of the day ; the fare is reasonable

and the trip a delightful one. Any student residing in the northern part ofthe

State or contemplating a visit there, will do well to secure a ticket over this en

terprising road. This company is also prepared to transfer all kinds of freight

and merchandise to any part. Any information can be obtained by addressing

Allen Munroe, President Syracuse Northern R. R., Syracuse, N. Y.

PHYSIOLOGY PRIZES.

The first prize of $30.00, for the best original lecture upon a physiological

subject, was awarded on Saturday, January 13th, to Wm. A. Kellerman ; the

judges were Professors Law, Potter, Wilson and Wilder.

The second prize of $20.00, for the best written examination, was awarded

to George W. Murray. Mr. Murray and J. M. Kellogg were the only ones

in ths'class who gave correct answers to all of the fifteen questions.

The third prize of $10.00, for the best series of notes, was awarded to C.

M. Conklin.

BLUNDERS OF WRITERS AND TYPOS.

The amusement afforded by ludicrous typographical errors will be inex

haustible while printers are fallible and editors write with abominable indiffer

ence to legibility. One of the most astonishing blunders of this kind was

committed some years ago in an editorial in the Bulletin. The writer, who

had cautioned his readers against "casting their pearls before swine," was

amazed and grieved to perceive that the compositor had warned the public

against "carting their pills before sunrise." This was corrected in the proof;
but the reporter who declared of a certain new store that it had "sixty fancy

windows," was even more indignant than the store-keeper when he saw in his

paper the statement that the establishment contained "sixty faded widows."

And then there was the poet, in Muncy, who sought to soothe the wounded

feelings of a bereaved family by publishing in a local paper a poetical tribute

to the deceased daughter, Emily, in which he declared that "we will hallow

her grave with our tears." He was pursued next morning by Emily's exas

perated brother because the printers insisted that "we will harrow her grave

with our steers."

The poets suffer most deeply. Nothing could be worse, for instance, than

the misery ofthe bard who asserted in his copy, that he "kissed her under

the silent stars," only to find that the compositor compelled him to "kick her

under the cellar stairs." A certain Jenkins, also, was the victim of an aggra

vated assault, because when, in his report of a wedding, he declared that

" the bride was accompanied to the altar by eight bridesmaids," the types
made it that

"
the bride was accompanied to the altar by tight bridesmaids."

These things are peculiarly unpleasant when they occur in remarks upon

death; as in the case of the editor, who, while writing a sympathetic para

graph, observed that " Mr. Smith could hardly bear the loss of his wife,"

only to find that the printer had made it "Mr. Smith could hardly bear such

a boss of a wife."

But the printers do not make all the mistakes. We remember the laugh
ter and comment provoked by the statement of a provincial reporter, who
called the attention of the constable to the fact that "on Sunday last some

twenty or thirty men collected in the hollow back of Thomas AIcGinnis, and

engaged in fighting during the whole morning." Mr. McGinnis' back must

have been uncommonly large.

During the Franco-Prussian war a great deal of fun was poked at a New

Jersey editor who read in the cable dispatches that
"
Bazaine has moved twen

ty kilometres out of Metz." He thereupon sat down and wrote an editorial,
in which he said he was delighted to hear that all the kilometres had been re

moved, and that the innocent people of Metz were no longer endangered by
the presence of those devilish engines of war—sleeping upon a volcano as it

were. And then he went on to describe some experiments made with kilome

tres in the Crimea, in which one of them exploded and blew a frigate out

of water.

Another editor clipped from an exchange an obituary poem, which he sent

to the composing room with some introductory remarks. He said: "We

publish below a very touching production from the pen of Miss
.

It was written by her at the death-bed of her sainted mother, and it overflows

with those expressions of filial affection which are the natural outgrowth of a

pure, untutored genius that has developed beneath the sheltering influences ofa
mother's love. The reader will observe how each line glows with ardent af

fection and tenderest regret."
Somehow in attaching this introduction to the poem, the editor turned up

the wrong side ofthe clipping, and the consequence was that the editor'slines

led the reader gently into an article upon
"

Hog Cholera in Tennessee." It

was rumored that the relatives of Miss were seen prowling around the

office the next day, armed with shot-guns, but this has not been traced to any

reliable authority.—Philadelphia Bulletin.

THE AIODEL SUBSCRIBER.

[EXTRACT FROM WILLIAM M. CARLTON'S POEM.]

" Good morning sir ; Mr. Editor, how are the folks to day ?

I owe you for next year's Spectator, I thought I'd come and pay.

And Jones is agoin' to take it, and this is his money here ;

I shut down lendin' it to him, and then coaxed him to try it a year.

And here is a few little items that happened last week in our town ;

I thought they'd look good for the paper, and so I just jolted 'em down.

And here is a basket of cherries my wife picked expressly for you ;

And a small bunch of flowers from Jennie
— she thought she must send

something, too.

You're doing the politics bully, as all of our family agree;

Just keep your old goose-quill a flappin', and give 'em a good one for

me.

And now you are chuck full of business, and I won't be taking your

time.

I've things of my own I must 'tend to— good-day, sir, I believe I will

climb."

The editor sat in his sanctum and brought down his fist with a thump,

"God bless that old farmer," he muttered, "he's a regular jolly old

trump."
And 'tis thus with our noble profession, and thus it will ever be still;

There are some who appreciate its labor, and some who perhaps never

will,

But in the great time that is coming, when Gabriel's trumpet shall

sound,

And they who have labored and rested shall come from the quivering

ground,
When they who have striven and suffered, to teach and ennoble the

race,

Shall march at the front ol the column, each one in his God-given place,

As they march through the gates of The City, with proud and victo-

rious tread,

The editor and his assistants will not travel far from the head.

THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Under the Russian language sixty millions pf people are shrouded to a

foreigner; for who speaks Russian? But when one by chance gets a peep

under the covering, what enterprise ! what progress ! what intellectual life,

springing up, flushing into vigor, and reaching out hands of honest pride!
This covering i.s a fine, fully-furnished instrument in the hands of those who

use it. It embraces all the best natural characteristics of all other European

languages : in vigorous eloquence and closeness equaling the English, and

the Italian in pathos and music. For compactness of expression it rivals the

Latin, while it is superior to either Greek or German in power of constructing
new words. It has in itself what many savants in other lands sigh for, an

alphabet and spelling perfectly phonetic.
And what has it accomplished ? The booksellers' catalogues of Russian

authors form volumes of two hundred and fifty pages. You find on their

shelves from one to two hundred thousand volumes in Russian. More than

twenty years ago sixteen hundred original works were published in a year;
one hundred and sixty-five Russian periodicals were in circulation and fifty
licenses for new ones granted. As for the public appreciation of these things,

money is the besi standard, and I look at my inkstand with sighs as I think

of the fortunes said to be drawn out of Russian ones. —
"

Afy Russian

Friends," by Alice Gray, in February Galaxy.

Tennyson, a London gossiper writes, grows more and more popular
among his old friends. The writer adds:

"

For, much as it is to say, the man

is better than his poetry. Plain as a Quaker in his garb, blunt but cordial in

his speech, humorous and full of good stories, kindly and truthful, his annual

sojourn in London—he is here now
— is looked forward to as a literary and

social festivity, and the sight ofhis long head and genial face, and his curious

long cloak, is enough even to make one forget the fogs, which just now are

thick and cold enough to increase the traffic in razors."—Ex.
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PAPER BOATS

Have been rowed by the winners of

130 Races since their introduction in 1868,

and are now in use in the United States, the British Provinces,

England, South America and Australia.

We have in press, and shall publish in October, THE ANNU

AL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND OARSMAN'S

MANUAL FOR 1871, one large quarto volume of 475 pages,

printed in colors on tinted paper, containing 75 fine illustra

tions on wood and stone, and four large folding plates (12x40

inches), strongly bound in muslin. Price $6.00.
No work of similar magnitude and cost on this subject, has

ever been published in England or the United States.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body of the work.

Part First Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigSj dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description ofthe fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to beein-

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter IT. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part} Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas" and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871. Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-

Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15, 1871.
ourth A Directory of the '73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the 30th of November,

'870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

This work was promised early in 1871, but in consequence of

its magnitude it was found impossible to publish it at the time

proposed. No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will be found to

contain a large mass of information never before printed. The

Directory ofthe Clubs is alone worth the price of the work.

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO., -

Paper Boat Builders,

303 River Street, Troy, N. V-

w
ESTWARD HO!

JJUDLEY F. FINCH,

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West
will do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

For a Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands ol
pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

OTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c

TTOWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. C. P. CI.EMEilT.

UAHVERS. TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

A

Gents' Furnishing Goods,
RBOUR.

AIILLSPAUGH 6- THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

5? EAST STATE STREET.

TO
ADVERTISERS.—All persons who

contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

insertion of Advertisements should send to

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents for their One Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates,
showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers. This firm are proprietors of

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROW, N. Y.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser

tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est rates.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

1ORNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.
Made to order and ready made.

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &*c., 6rY., at

SHE R WOOD'S.

Address WAI. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y. Located since the fire at

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner

of Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

WAI. MAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY &■ CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East
Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands of Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER~&: BATES,

60 & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETF,

OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

O. B. CURRAN &■> SON, Druggists, 78 State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,

&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAA'ERY, Grocery
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street, Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first class.

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particular

attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very rea.ona-

ble terms.
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LIPPER SONG.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown;
His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction hound,

That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—
'

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide

Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."

The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;

Then
"

Zounds !" he madly cries,
"

goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand

To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you

A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

HP
.

The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side

Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride ;

They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;

To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray.
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you
Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus

too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTENHEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

21 EAST STATE STREET, ITHACA, N, Y.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro-

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, AI. A., Yicc-

President,Associate Professor of History and Professov of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AI. A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLLAAI CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. /?.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE VV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, AI. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WILLARD FISKE, AI. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Creek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,

Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, M. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAMES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, AI. A., Ph. D., Piofes-

sor of Physics and Industrial_Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, M. A., Non

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY II. AICCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. MORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical

Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AI. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT Af PRENTISS, AI. S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng-
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AL A., Non-resident Pro-

fessor of German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., AI. D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAID. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. H. D,
Professor of Mural and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B. S, Professor of Chem-
islry.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAAl E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics
and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A., Italian and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics.

JAMES MORGAN HART, M. A., J. U. D.,

German.

WATERMAN T. HEWETT, AI. A., German.

BELA P. AIACKOON, M. //..German.

JAAIES E. OLIVER, AI. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., M. D.,
Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. O. RCEHRIG, Af. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBINS, ALA., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWIS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. II. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. AI. HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D., Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. A., Ornithology.

E. W. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy

Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZOAI. CHACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD WILLYS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DAVID STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar—Professor Wilson.

Librarian—Professor Fiske.

Assistant-Treasurer—J. W. Williams.

Director of the Faun—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Press—B. Her-

mon Smith.

■AIaster of the Chimes—Myron G. Stolp.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

IN THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

IN SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY—including Latin and the Mod

em Languages and leading to the degree of Bachek r o

Philosophy,

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies wl.icli

may be selected by the student.

SPECIAL—

including any particular branch of

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to thc financial department of the Ui vet

sityare to be addressed to Mr. J. W, Williams, Assistant-

Treasurer, Ithaca.
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A Ar£W "COUNT GISMONDA

And this one is your eldest boy ?

What ? No ? Your youngest ? How time Hies !

It seems but yesterday that we

Were girls together, and with shining eyes

We vowed eternal friendship. 'Tis a way

That girls have. Married, how such dreams decay !

Yes, I'm a farmer's wife. You never saw

My husband, Mrs. Day, nor heard the tale

Of how it happened ? Come and see my flowers

Dark-blushing dahlias, day-lilies pale,
This ivy, from some old-time abbey's towers,

These huge martynias—Robert likes large flowers.

You know that summer on the farm

I spent, on leaving school, at Uncle Joe's,
At the old homestead? Father sent me there

To turn the lilies in my cheeks to rose.

And Robert drove my uncle's reaper team
—

Was he the hero of my girlish dream ?

Perhaps not, but I liked him. Autumn came,

Touching the maples with his burning hand ;

Before I left for winter and the town

Ne took a last walk 'neath those walnuts grand.
'Twas chilly, and I wore my Paisley shawl,
The pin unfastened,—Well, I'll tell you all.

"

Here, Robert, take and hold my glove," I said.

" And hand too, Elsie ?
" "

Yes, and heart !
"

I answered. Then he—Robert here ?

And have you brought my bonnet back ?

I was just telling Mrs. Day
How many cows I milked last May !

Tennessee's Partner, '72.

A TRIP TO THE AIEYING REGIONS OF NEVADA.

(Continued.)

HY PROFESSOR W. E. NEWCOMI'.E.

In the hasty account of the mines of Nevada, its mountains,

and the aspect of the country, given in a former number, we have

omitted many material points to convey a just estimate of this im

portant region. Humboldt, Washoe, Green and Carson valleys,

furnish a fertile soil, producing abundantly of the cereals and

grasses where sufficient moisture can be obtained. In one of these

valleys is situated the celebrated Steamboat Springs, throwing out

jets of hot water with a rumbling sound like that of the escape-

pipe of a steam engine, from the resemblance to which it owes its

name. It is reported that an emigrant from Missouri was about

making his camp at this place over night when the springs began
to blow off steam and hot water. He hurriedly ordered his son to

hitch up the team to escape, as he declared they had struck h—1.

This is, in fact, the last faint remains of an extensive salfataric ac

tion that once extended over a wide region. A bath-house has

been established with a suditorium supplied from one of the many

springs. The landlord will furnish his guests with a meal cooked

by the thermal waters, fuel being an unnecessary commodity.
Lake Tahoe forms one of the beautiful features of the neighbor

hood of Virginia City. The purity of its waters is declared by
"

Mark Twain
"

to be so great as to disclose to view the smallest

object at a depth of one hundred feet ( more or less ).
"

Grace

Greenwood
"

with an enthusiasm that knows no bounds, and a com
mand of language equal thereto, has recently given a glowing de

scription of the beauties of this "

enchanting" lake. The mind of

the sober tourist becomes somewhat confused with the name, one

half of the sheet of water being called Tahoe, the other half hav

ing the title of Lake Bigler by the special enactment of the Dem

ocratic State Legislature of California. As its waters form part of

the boundary between Nevada and California, each state claims

the right to name the portion under its special jurisdiction. It,

however, furnishes to the disciple of Izaak Walton the finest of

sport, yielding to the skill of the angler magnificent mountain trout.

The scenery in the vicinity is quite distinct from the naked and

scorched mountains that surround and enclose Virginia City.
Here we have a heavily timbered region and vegetation reaching
to the summit of the mountains.

We return to the especial mining region to state some material

facts respecting the reduction of ores, and the proposed improved

processes of concentration. The loss incurred by the present mode of

treating the ores equals thirty-five percent, of their value as determin

ed by the assayer. Estimating the product of the mines at one hun

dred and thirty millions, the loss to the country thus far sums up over

fortv-five millions of dollars. A farmer who harvests but sixty-five
bushels of wheat where he has, at much expense of labor and

money, raised one hundred bushels, would offer a parallel case.

The question has been raised
"
how shall we secure this wasted

treasure ?" Various attempts have been made with but partial suc

cess. The material called
"

slyme "and
"

tailings
"

has been work

ed over and a small portion of the metal which they contain has

been secured.

The reduction mills are generally poorly supplied with water, an

essential ingredient in the concentration of ores, an abundant sup

ply being necessary for the cheap and oft-repeated manipulations

necessary for- this object. They are also in cramped positions in

the narrow canons or gorges. The mills are mostly driven by steam

power which, with pine wood at twelve or fourteen dollars a cord>
is an expensive mode of generating the necessary power for reduction.

For this reason the miners are compelled to pay twelve dollars a ton

for working their ore. The consequence is that millions of tons

assaying from twelve to thirty dollars a ton, are not mined, or if

mined, not raised to the surface; and thus a vast amount of wealth

remains buried in the Comstock lode that should be made availa

ble and add thus much to the wealth of the country. In the min

ing districts of Europe, with hundreds of years of practical exper

ience, directed bv the strict rules of the highest scientific knowl

edge, we are assured that but five, instead of thirty-five per cent.,

of the bullion is lost. Ne should, if possible, imitate or improve

upon their process of working.

We cannot, with the high price of labor in this country, equal

their cheapness of production, but the vastly richer ores that we

manipulate very much more than compensate for their greater

cheapness of labor.

They work ores that assay from five to eight dollars per ton at a

profit ; we require more than thirty dollars per ton for ours. The
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defect in our system must be radical and the remedy should be

reached with as little delay as possible.

In the Crown Point the value ofthe gold is greater than die pro

duct of the silver. In the Savage Company the loss of gold is

given as twenty-four per cent., of silver, forty-four per cent.

The gold lost is mostly "float" gold, /'. c, it exists in such minute

particles as to float away on the surface of the water instead of set

tling in the concentrating or amalgamating pans, and is thus lost.

For this an easy, and not sxpensive remedy has been suggested in

the report of the Commissioners on the Sutro Tunnel.

Mr. Adolf Sutro, an energetic and intelligent resident of Nevada,

with a boldness and enterprise worthy our admiration, proposes to

perforate the mountains for four miles, cutting the Flowery and

Monte Christo lodes at right angles and reaching the great Com

stock lode at a depth of two thousand feet. At this point it is to

branch to the right and left and connect with all the mines, run

ning in all a distance of nearly eight miles. Through this tunnel

his project contemplates running out bv railroad the hree hundred

and sixty-five thousand six hundred tons of ore now annually pro

duced, and even a greatly increased quantity, to the Carson valley.

This grand enterprise is to lu supplemented by a dam across the

Carson River one hundred and fifty feet high, and a canal leading
to the moi'th of the tunnel, to furnish water power for reduction

and an abundant supply ofthe same material for concentration by
a succession of automatic machines such as they now have in op

eration in Germany. The fall to the river from the tunnel is one

hundred and fifty-eight feet, and the gradual descent is most favor

able for effecting this object in the most efficient and economical

manner. The whole plan is feasible, but attended with a heavy
outlaw Probably, to effect the whole, not less than five millions

will be required, besides the cost ofhis reduction works.

His scheme has been opposed most strenuously by the great

moneved monopoly of the Pacific ; and the mining interest over

shadowed by the same power is earnestly opposed to its consum

mation. He is, however, progressing with the work, having reached

over twenty-five hundred feet into the mountain. He may justly

claim for his great enterprise that he will annually secure to the

mines bv his improved facilities and the more perfect working of

the ore the entire amount of its cost. The expense of working will

be reduced to a minimum and the proceeds increased twenty-five
to thirty per cent. Contingently other important advantages are

claimed, such as draining the mines, more perfect ventilation, the

ability to make available the vast amount of low grade ores, and

the determination of the mooted point whether our American fis

sure veins, like those of Europe, Mexico and South America, arc-

productive, or whether they become barren at great depths. In

addition the tunnel will furnish a new base, level or surface to work

from in mining for another two thousand feet, should this prove

desirable.

• The conception of this great enterprise is worthy of the age in

which we live, and will, if completed, take its place beside the Mt.

Cenis and Hoosac tunnels. W. X.

TIIE SPARK'S IIRRARY.

purchase of i he entire rni.1.10 ri< > v hy i-resIIien i wiieie ok (okm.i.i

UNIVERSITY—PLANS FOR ITS I O-'.— THE NEW I.IIIRARY.

So long a time has elapsed since the death uf the late President Sparks of

Ifrivard College, that many had forgotten that the valuable library winch the

great historian had gathered during a half a century of active life was still in

[he possession ofthe family, and that that portion of the general public who

might most have wished it had never had an opportunity to examine its hid

den treasures. Nearly two months ago, however, under
the heading ofMessrs.

Leonard & Co., in the daily papers,
was seen a brief announcement that the

library was to be sold, entire, none even
ofthe most valuable works or auto

graphs being reserved. Many students and
bibliomaniacs did not need ihe.as-

distance of a catalogue to learn that the library was very rich in works of early

American history— in fact that its like could not now be collected. Others had

an opportunity of ascertaining that fact from the catalogue, and weeks ago ti

tles were marked and book-collectors had made up their minds what works

they would buy if they could.

The announcement had a different effect at Ithaca, in the State of New

Vork. President White at first wondered why Harvard College had not long

ago laid away the precious manuscripts in the alcoves of Gore Hall, and then

he thought that the addition of Dr. Sparks's books would place the library of

Cornell second only to that of Harvard. While in Europe he had secured the

valuable philological library of Professor Bopp, and he had also purchased the

finest collection of works on architecture which had ever been collected in Eu

rope for export ; Professor Goldwin
Smith's valuable collection of works on

Knglfsh "literature was already a part of the library, and
PresidentWhite's own

library of 12,000 was reckoned among the books ofthe University. President

White thought of these things, thought what a fine addition
the 6,000 volumes

of ex-President Sparks would make, and—he came to Boston. He went di

rectly to Mrs. Sparks and began to treat with her for the purchase ofthe en

tire collection, to be placed in the library of Cornell University as a whole and

to be known as the
"

Sparks collection." -This was certainly an object worthy

of being attained, and such a disposition ofthe books
would be far more pleas -

ing to her who had seen the collection growing slowly from year to year as the

great historian gathered one by one the books that he wanted to use. Never

theless, as was natural, she thought the copies of the works which had belonged

to her husband were of much greater value than
the sameworks outside of that

librarv. But President White was determined upon the purchase, and a bargain

was finlly closed for about $12,000.

Enough has perhaps been said to show in what the chief value of the col

lection lies. The catalogue makes a volume of 230 pages, handsomely printed

at the Riverside Press. It was prepared mostly from the titles ofthe books

themselves (which almost without exception contain Mr. Sparks's autograph),

by Mrs. Sparks, assisted by the late Joseph Green Cogswell, formerly of the

As tor library; Dr. Ezra Abbot, assistant librarian ofHarvard University, and

Mr. Henry Stevens. Mrs. Sparks says in her preface:
" The library possesses quaint and unique volumes. There are also many

not always easily found, which correspond to Mr. Sparks's expressed intention

to Own every book he might wish to use.' For its historic manuscripts it has

long been known. These papers were collected with intuitive skill and in

creasing ability during various tours undertaken since 1S19 for the purpose:

first, in the thirteen original States; often elsewhere in his own enlarged

country; three times in prolonged visits to Europe; by means also of his

extensive correspondence during the years 1S19-1S66. These letters are ar

ranged in sixty large volumes, with a daily index. The journals ofthe tours

point out the deposits of many unknown treasures; sketching scenes, char

acters and incidents ; thus preserving information and reproducing reminisc

ences of a period far more remote."

Mr. C. A. Cutter, librarian of the Boston Athenaeum, prepared the man

uscript of the catalogue and earned it through the press. A slight examina-

nation of this work will show that some of the books are exceedingly rare, that

,1 very large proportion ofthe librarv is uncomnon, and that nearly the whole

of it is of decided historical value. Mr. Sparks selected his books very care

fully ; he had a keen eye for whatever could be of use to him in the great his

torical works which he performed or which he meditated; and he had both

the will and manv opportunities for procuring what he needed ; in consequence

his library has attractions for both the bibliomaniacs and the scholars. It is

hardly worth while to mention even a few of the most noticeable books, and

we will content ourselves with noting onlv two:—One, "Monroe's View of

Ihe Conduct ofthe Kxeculive in the IE. reign Affairs of the United States con

nected with the Mission to the French Republic in 1704, '5 and '6." This

volume is unique, containing as it does manuscript notes copied bv Mr. Sparks
m -April. 1S27, from the originals in the handwriting of Washington as they
were left by him in his own copy of " Monroe's View." The notes on the in

structions and correspondence have never been published. The other is a

manuscript copy of Alcedo's
" Biblioteca Americana; Catalogode los Autores

>pic han Kscriio de la America en Differontcs Idiomas v Noticia de su Vida y

lEitiia, a ho.-, en que yivierou y Obras que Ksci iberon." This was copied in
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184^ from the original manuscript in. the possession
of Mr. O. Rich, of Lon

don. The original was found by him in Madrid. The volume contains 1,300

pages. This manuscript has never been published, nor has it been superseded

by later publications.
While in Europe President White was struck with the success ofthe courses

on American history of Laboulaye in Paris and Newniann in Berlin. He

then determined that Cornell should be the pioneer in this instruction, and

that systematic courses of lectures on American history, social science and lit

erature should be begun as soon as possible. The acquisition of this lot of

books gives the University advantages superior to those of any college in the

country, with
but two exceptions. A competent prolessor is to be secured to

speak of the colonial period. Professor Green, of Providence, than whom no

one is better qualified, will treat of the revolutionary period, and Professor

Timothy W. Dwight, of Columbia College, New York, will give the course of

lectures on the period of the formation of the Constitution. The remainder

ofthe time will be divided up between four or five professors.

Within two months a new stone library building, erected at a cost of $150,"

000, will be completed, and in the wings separated by fire-proof walls and doors

will be the lecture-rooms, so arranged that both lecturer and students can step

at once from the lecture-room to the library
—and the students will have free

access to the books in the library. Such being the plans for the future it is

easy to see of how much value the purchase will be to Cornell.—Boston Daily

Advertiser.

sex 111 honor, man holds

CASTE LY SEX—EY KNOWLEDGE.

MARY CLEMNER AM I.S.

After the disastrous result of Eve's first nibble at the apple of the tree of

knowledge, and the awful penalty which it entailed upon her daughters, it is

not wonderful that for many centuries they were too frightened lo follow her

example. Nor should we fail in charity to the sons of Adam (no one of whom

is over fond of work) to say that together they have done their best to shut

away the forbidden fruit of wisdom from their sisters, in bitter remembrance

of that first taste which cost Adam his spiritual supremacy, and foredoomed

every son of his to the curse of labor. At any rate, ever since that unlucky

beginning man has done his best to keep woman in ignorance ; and, after

having met with a very tolerable success in so doing, with a charming and

characteristic inconsistency, he now declares that her lack of acquired knowl

edge is the sign and seal of her mental inferiority to himself. In this arrogant

declaration he does not take cognizance of the fact that through all the earlier

ages of human existence it was physical force which held in abeyance the brain

andsoulof the race. Thc creature the physically weaker was the subject creature.

In its abject human condition intellect, spirituality, aspiration went for naught.

Out of man's primal brutality, out of his instinctive, unrestrained appetite,

muscle, and will, every form of human servitude, every shade of human igno
ranee have grown.

"At the beginning the earth was without form and void, and darkness was

upon the face of the deep. The SriKiT of God moved upon the face of the

waters. God said, Let tliere be tight, and there ivas light."

The physical chaos of creation was hot deeper nor more dreadful than the

edge as her birthright. Xever till she holds her

Ids, can she be his equal, even in her own realm.

the deepest insult which can be shown to a human being is to associate it

solely Willi noeiial functions, with no cognizance and no consideration of its

intellectual ami spiritual powcis. 1 Ins insult, through all ages, man has

ottered to woman. 1 hat it has come Irom man proves his inlei lority to her

in the very element ol hei nature which he ignores and insults. She lias ever

delighted to honor him in his loll lest attributes. She pays homage to his in

tellect, his soul. She worships 111 him something beyond sex, which will live

glorious loiever. While sue, reaching out through every impulse of her

heart, to the sweetest in human alfeclion, llnough every lacidty ol her brain,

Lo the highest 111 limine and ait— she to him has been chiefly the creature of

his pleasure. Being this, uhene\ci and howsoever she has" proved herself to

be more, by so much he lias deemed himself defrauded, and proclaimed loudly
that she had outleaped her sphere. Man, mighty in brute power, and by

[hat enthralled lo Ins sense.-,, through it has made woman his subject and

slave. That he might make her these more utterly, he began by c.eclanng thai

she had no soul. Siie was naught bul a body, and that body was his. Snug

gling, aspiring under such a ban, do you marvel that woman through soul and

brain has wrought little i Marvel more that she has wrought anything.

China boasls ofthe most ancient civilization of earth. Its system of schol

arship is the most niinule, intense, and exhaustive in the world. Vet, within

a year an imperial mandate has gone lurth that no Christian teacher can open

within its waits a scuool Ior women ; thai every one already established shall

lie closed. With a liletaluie dating back past the siege of Troy and the days

of Pericles, to-day the Empire of China holds not a single school for the

mothers of iis men. Is il strange that the Chinese woman believes that, if

true to certain vows while living, alter death she will return to earth in the

form of a man? To her, with its immunities, that seems reward enough for

all she suffers or loses here.

Athens, the home of beauty, the focus of learning, of art, of aesthetic

amusement, of political freedom, worshiping the form of woman on every

shrine, made her a prisoner in every home. Every Greek pulse thrilled with

life and action; every Creek heart throbbed strong with the passion ol frce-

doni ; every Greek eye craved lhe divine harmony ot beauty ; yel lhe Atheni

an woman, within sight of ail, yearning lor ali, embodying all, was shut into

a sordid, slavish existence, or seized fieedom and culture at the price of infa.

my. An Athenian, in open court, telling how good a husband he was, began

in this wise: "As a husband I rendered her situation agreeable; but as a

woman she was left neilhe ihe mistress of her fortune nor of her own

actions."

Nearly three hundred years ago a young girl in Dijon, France, conceived

die insane and profane idea that even girls should learn the alphabet. She

appealed to her father, who was a member of the Provincial Parliament ; and

he consulted four doctors of law, who -decided that it was
"

a demoniacal

work for girls
"

either to leach or learn the alphabet. \\ hereupon the sons

of Dijon arose in riot, and stoned Francoise de Samtonges for her wicked de

signs upon lhe understandings ol her siMers. She, nothing daunted, look

fifiv livres, all she had hired a Utile house, and with five other maidens en

tered it. It took all her money to pay her rem. "We have no beds," she

said; "but we spend our nights in praver." the craven father relented suf.

o send irom his abundant tabic cold victuals for herself and maidens.
mental and moral chaos which succeeded the Fall of Man. We are just

emerging from it. We have not yet escaped it. But to day, as at the begin- I hciently tt

..„..,,. ,. ...
......

Thev went on from the alphabet to learn manv oilier things. 1 wclve ve.-r<-

ning, it is Spirit brooding over Matter— illuminating, inspiring, triumphing j '"M
u Ulc °" '
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fmm that dav on which thev were stoned, Dipm held high carnival inlhcir
rid. Two forces have alwavs 110m inai ua\ .
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honor. Forth from their humble house walked a hundred maidens, clothed

whih- the bells of the city rang and lhe people strewed flowers in

ed by the entire Provincial Parliament, and

soldiers in lhe province, to the stately building which st.ar.ds to.

over it—which brings light into this troubled w

pervaded the universe— the unseen and the seen, the material and the spirit

ual. Man represents the material, woman the spiritual
— the masculine and

;
,n white,

the feminine. These torces ai ? but just beginning to reign together in equi-
'

tlieir P^tbway. ov wuep

librium. Man has been woman's master because he has been the physically
'

by all

stronger. Woman is ceasing to be man's slave because, in the espial devel

opment of the human race, brain and soul in her are coming to prevail over

the merely selfish and material in him. To-day the manliest man would be

ashamed to look into the eyes ofthe woman by his side and tell her that he

ent to the everlasting glory of Francoise de Sainlongcs.

lid ; ft er planting themselves in liosti 11,

r sisters cried so loud for the forbidden

dav in Dijon, a moiiunu

The first thing that the Piigriim

was to found a school for boys. Th

fruit of knowledge, that lhe city elders were induced to open a high school.

,
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, f . , , 11 . ,- ,„c, ;. . ,l,,m-s were throived. Wilh ninetv-nine hoys two hundred

the master, because he could knock her down with perfect ease, and break her Immediately Us doois w ti e .
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rrlrls nimeared as candidates. \\ orse—after the alphabet and
bones with much greater facility than she could his. And yet, out of man and eighty-si\ gn

is appcaic
.,
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u- if r. 111 a ,i,„„ Tinned to latin and Euclid. 1 he citv council met, ami ic-

brute nature, out of that most ignoble in himself, has come his loudest as , figures
— they aspncu

.

, , ,. ,,,*', 1 .1 . ,1 •-,„,,, .„-iHr'ite /eal for know ediee was to much ior the man-nature

sumption of superiority, his longest and lowest tyranny. Eve. v dav the hu. solved that this immoduaie
zeai ^

, , , , r , A 1 1 Tr, OThtren months the school was finally closed, bei ause of its

man race is moving further and further away from the supremacy of brute ! to bear, in eigiuceu

power. Yet long ages to come must pass before woman can outgrow, men

tally or morally, the marks of her manacles. The man born and bred a slave,

even if freed, never loses wholly the feeling or manner of a slave. The wo

man born to physical subjection and degradation can never seek or use knowl-

ultitude of scholars ofthe proscr

Yet no less than a woman vvas the Iii si instigator of Harvard College. ] c, v

Downing imbued with lhe caste of sex into which she vvas bom. was one of

the ten thousand women who sacrificed themselves and the,,- daughters f..»-
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their sons. She was the sister of Governor Winthrop, of Massachuset ,
and

sent her daughters into service, and lived poorly and meanly herself, that

- her George" might be educated.
In October, 1636, she wrote from Eon

don to her brother, the Governor:
"If God should call me, I could go far

nimbler to Xew England if a college could be established there, which, in my

opinion would put no small life into the plantation, besides being
of incalcu-

lable benefit to George." The result of this sisterly appeal was that in 1O36

the General Court of Boston voted ^400 to a college, to be established in

Cambridge In 1640 second on the list of the first graduating class was

George Downing, the nephew of Governor Winthrop. George Downing lived

to serve with distinction under Cromwell ; to be a
"
turn coat

"

under the

Stuarts ; a baronet and
"
a great man," who snubbed his mother and refused

her money when, at the age of seventy-three,
she asked him for it. It was

then that she wrote to one of the sisters whom she had put out to service for

the sake of this brother :
"
Vour brother George has bought another town,

but more your brother George
will not hear of for me. He says that it is

only covetousness that makes
me ask for more." Yet in his unfihal thank-

lessness George Downing
did not differ in spirit from thousands of learned

professors and popular
ministers of the present day, who, having been edu

cated at the cost of devout women, who had left their own daughters un

taught to educate other people's sons, now shut in the faces of women the

doors of the very colleges which could never have existed without them.—

The Independent.
^

WIIA T SAND ATI Y DO.

Nor many years ago,
the mercantile world of Prussia was greatly excited

by a mysterious robbery,
which for an unusually long time puzzled the acute

police of that kingdom. The Royal Bank had sent a box with a hundred

thousand dollars from Berlin to Miinster. Upon its arrival, the chest looked

as if no strange hand
had touched it ; but, when opened, a package of a

thousand dollars was missing,
and its place was filled up with sand. In vain

did officials and detectives endeavor
to discover a trace of the ingenious rob

ber. A renowned geologist accidentally heard of the difficulty, and at once

suggested that some of the sand should be sent to his study. An hour's ex

amination enabled him to state with tolerable certainty the locality from which

the sand was probably taken. Thereupon samples were sent him from all the

stations through which the box had passed, and he decided upon the very

town where the robbery must have been committed. With this cue the de

tectives went once more to work, and soon the thief was discovered and con

victed.

For sand is at once the most common and the most varied of apparently

worthless things. In every valley and plain, on ihe coast of vast continents

and along the banks of tiny brooks, waier is forever rolling up and down

countless grains of sand. Only a few places on earth, like the coral-islands

of the Pacific, built exclusively by the lime of indefatigable, tiny workers, are

without its presence.
It is the oldest child of our mountains ; all the pow

ers of the atmospheric world
—

water, ice, and wind—have used their utmost

efforts, year after year, age
after age, to break down gigantic mountains, to

crush grind, and wear the fragments, and to wash them down into the plain

and to the great ocean.
Some have found rest here

,
others have been

drowned in the sea, where heavy pressure and the cementing power of salt

water have hardened them into vast masses of sandstone.

But by far the largest part remained lying loose, the toy of every breeze,

the swift and sure messenger of destruction. Here il covers vast steppes

with its fatal, glittering maiiile, changing Us aspect with every puff of wind,

or engulfing, as quicksand, the unwary traveler. There it rises m vast clouds

from the centre of the great desert, and builds upon the unfrequented coast

between the Canaries and the Cape Verd Islands enormous downs of more

than six hundred feet hight ; while other masses are drifted eastward, and

steadily encroach upon the valley of the Mile, covering sphinx and pyramid

alike by their irresistible power.

This universal sand consists in the main everywhere of the same sub

stance the well-known mineral which in all parts of the world and iu all lan

guages of men appears under
its old German name of quartz. It owes its

vast distribution to its hardness; for it is the hardest of all stones, surpass

ing even the hardest substance known in the vegetable and animal kingdoms

lne enamel of our teelh. Hence the ludicrous complaint of Goethe's

Werlher, who writes to his beloved Loue : "Only, no more sand on your

letters! In a moment of rapture I carried your note to my lips, and my

teeth suffered sadly." All other admixtures arc hence soon reduced to almost

iaipalpable powder by its superior power, and only enough is left to give to

the sand of each locality some slight peculiarity of form and color. Thus,

where porphyry prevails, the sand will assume a fair pink hue, while the

bright scales of mica
make it known as silver-sand.

Nature, however, allows
none of her children to drift idly through the

world, but'makes them work hard and perseveringly for her Master. Hence

quartz also, hard as it is, and indissoluble by any known fluid, must finally

change its form and yield to the universal solvent, water. Wherever sand

appears, it is kept in perpetual motion, and this incessant friction reduces it

finally into almost invisible particles, which are dissolved
in water. Plants

also, when decomposing, restore to the earth the small portion of quartz

which has given them their strength; and, as quartz can, besides, be elimi-

nated from clay, it circulates, after all,
in spite of its apparently indestructi

ble hardness, through all the realms of Nature. But, when it is thus, as it

were, dissolved, it no longer retains
the form of small, irregular grains, such

as we see in sand, but appears, as far as shape and
color are concerned, clad

in forms of perfect beauty.

It is one of the many marvelous laws which rule our earth that solid bodies

assume fixed forms ; wherever they find rest—crystallize, as we call it—their

shape depends, not on their surroundings, but on permanent laws. Thus,

whenever quartz changes into crystal,
it appears with unfailing regularity as

a pyramid of six sides, or a column with six sides crowned by a pyramid.

Nor does this uniformity apply to the merely general outline: all the angles

correspond with the utmost fidelity. It matters little whether the mass be

large or small; there may be but one column or quite a number joined togeth-

er, and the substance may appear dim and unattractive or clear and brilliant

as a diamond— the six sides are never wanting, the angles never vary, and,

above all the point at the end of the crystal, which is characteristic of the

quartz, is never absent.

This rock-crystal, as we commonly call the beautiful product, was well

known to the ancients, and highly appreciated by Greeks and Romans alike.

They thought it was solidified water, and believed, on that account, that heat

was fatal to its existence. It was eagerly sought after under the Caesars,

and constituted a favorite article of luxury. Nero had a large ladle made of

crystal, and two superb goblets, one of which, adorned with scenes from the

"

Iliad," cost an almost fabulous sum. In his insane wrath he destroyed both

cups, "to punish his age by preventing any one from ever using again such

glorious goblets."
In our day, rock-crystal is not valued so highly ; large pieces are worked

up into vases and cups for ornament; the smaller ones serve as seals or as

jewelry. This decline in public estimation is mainly due to the perfection

with which crystal-glass is nowadays produced ; for even in the last century

pieces of rock-crystal were still counted among the most valuable jewels of

royal treasures, and the French Government paid one hundred thousand

francs for an urn often inches' hight, adorned with bass-reliefs of scenes from

the Old Testament.

If rock-crystal is not colorless, but tinged with delicate hues, it appears as

topaz or amethyst. The former varies in color, and assumes accordingly dif

ferent names; but it can also be changed by skilful application of heat, and

jewellers know, by the aid of a gentle fire, how to transform an inferior ame

thyst into a superb gold-topaz.
A curious feature connected with the ordinary rock-crystal is the manner in

which it is formed. The largest and clearest masses have been found in Mada

gascar where travelers report the existence of rocks measuring five and six feet

in diameter; but little is known with precision about them. In the Dauphine,
however, and in Switzerland, they are found in enormous masses in so-called

crystal-caves. One of the latter, near the Grinisel Pass, and discovered in

1720, was one hundred and twenty feet deep, and at the largest place ten feet

wide. Here crystals id eight hundred weight, and numerous smaller masses,

were found, which rewarded the lucky finder with a handsome fortune. Hence

the Swiss pursue the search after crystals with as much eagerness and con

tempt of danger as the hunt ofthe chamois.

While superstition and vague wonder no longer lend to rock-crystals a fic

titious value, science has learned to appreciate their true usefulness, and uses

them as "glasses" for optical instruments and spectacles, for which their

hardness makes them invaluable, as they are not injured by dust, and hence

remain pure and clear forever.

It is thus that poor, despised sand, trod under foot without a thought by

high and low, becomes, as it weie, spiritualized, and assumes a form of match

less beauty, while it lends to man its aid, and enables him to search out the

secrets of thc infinitely small, as well as to sweep the vast spaces of the uni

verse. In all the realms of Nature there is no change like that which trans-
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forms the shapeless sand
of the plains into a priceless crystal, and makes of

he worthless refuse
of ancient mountains an invaluable servant ofman.

SCHELE I)K Vl.Kt.

23'

THE PHILALATHEIAN SOCIETY.

THE regular meeting of the society, January 20, was held at Cornell Li

brary building, in the room used by the Independent Cadets. In the same

hall the future meetings of the society will be held during the remaining win

ter months. The question for discussion was one of more than ordinary in

terest, viz. : Resolved, That further territorial accessions would not be for the

best interests of the country. The debate was well sustained both by the ap

pointed disputants and in the general discussion. The decision was given by

the President in favor of the negative, although many strong points were well

made on the opposite side.

The society was favored by an unusual number of visitors—more than

could be readily accommodated with seats; in future, however, we will en

deavor to be provided with ample conveniences for as many of this most wel

come portion of our audience as may choose to come.

The Philalatheian Society is stronger at the present time than ever before.

We have recently largely increased our membership, and we may reasonably

hope that the coming meeting of the society will be most entertaining and use

ful. In fact there is now a fine opportunity to build up that which is entirely

lacking here at Cornell, namely : a first-class union debating society
—one

that shall be a credit to our institution and which will not suffer in comparison

with societies of a similar nature in other colleges.

Now, Messrs. Editors, allow me in behalf of the Philalatheian Society to

extend to those of your readers and to any of the students in general who may

feel the necessity of more rapid improvement in this direction a cordial invita

tion to unite with us and make a good union society—one which shall remove

the stigma attached to the debating talent of Cornell. There is no danger of

getting a society of this kind too large. The more members there are the

greater will be the interest and enthusiasm aroused and the sharper the com

petition, and a popular opinion will soon be created which will not admit of

the society being bored by incompetent and poorly prepared participants.
Secretary.

dollars apiece the purchaser giving promise of inviolable secresv, d.scFsm
lhe secret of their combination

' k

At the next meeting, Saturday evening, February 3, Mr. Johnston will
read a paper on the views of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert with regard to ma-
mires Mr. Lazenby will present the views of Professor Liebig. Papers
will also be read by President Lacy, Messrs. Phelps and Chadw.ck, and a

communication is expected from Professor McCandless.

Corresponding Secretary.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first regular meeting of this Society was held in the Faculty Room,

on Friday evening, January 12.

The constitution as presented by the committee was adopted, and the So

ciety proceeded to the election of the following officers, for the present col

lege year: President, C. Y. Lacy; Vice President, WE R. Lazenby; Corres

ponding Secretary, D. S. Jordan ; Recording Secretary, G. H. Phelps ;

Treasurer, J. L. Stone; Curator, F. D. Ford.

Mr. Ford read an instructive paper on the
"

Rotation of Crops," describ

ing several modes of rotation and discussing their practicability in the agri

culture of the St. Lawrence valley.

Mr. Hallock presented a paper on the same subject, detailing some other

popular rotations, giving his preference in most cases to the time- honored or

der in Western New York, viz, grass, corn, barley or peas, wheat, clover.

Mr. Schumacher read a valuable paper on the Strawberry, its different va

rieties and their modes of cultivation.

Mr. Stone gave a paper on the Natural Order, Leguminosx, with special
reference to its agricultural importance. He spoke of the economic value of

clover, beans, peas, lucern, sainfoin, etc., and closed with a discussion of the

importance of certain leguminous plants in the enriching of sandy soils and

worn out lands.

Mr. Jordan read an essay on
" Hoof-Ail

"

in Sheep. He spoke of various

absurd theories as to its origin and of the too great dependence which has

been placed on the fanciful and baseless speculations of foreign veterinarians,

especially of Professor Dick, of Edinburgh. The speaker gave it as his opin
ion based on considerable experience, that, in the United States at least, the

disease was never spontaneous, but was propagated exclusively by inocula

tion. In the cure of the disease, the .greal requisite is thorough paring and

the application of some caustic, by far the best being the Chloride or Butyr
of Antimony, or else a hot, concentrated solution of Blue Vitriol. He gave a

description of the common mode of "doctoring" sheep, and its inefficiency,
and of the notion which the farmers then get that the disease is incurable, or

else that their " medicine
"
has not enough ingredients. The speaker de

scribed certain popular recipes which had been sold about the country at five

AN IDYL OF FRESHMAN'S REA.

(aeter cicely.)
I Roomed one year with a Freshman. You know how a Freshman'll act.
When he's head over heels and dead in love, and getting a little cracked ;

My Freshman was nervous and restless and he said he "couldn't stay,"'
Stay, and the lovely charmer lived several miles awav.

I told him 'twas silly nonsense, and I called him "spooney" and "

fool,"
And I made him build fires in the morning to keep his hot blood cool.

One night, 'twas the middle of winter, I awoke with a chill and a fright,
For the door was standing open and my Freshman wasn't in sight ;

Hut a note vvas pinned to the bed-quilt, which it said that he " couldn't stay,"
But had

"

gone to see Anna Maria, several miles away."
When and how he stampeded, I didn't wait to see,

But out on the Campus next minute, I started as fast as could be :

His track was plain through the snow-banks, as the date on a copper cent,

For his' love burned so that it melted the snow, both sides of the road he

went.

I've had some mighty mean moments before I came to this spot,
Kissed by a girl of twenty, I tell you you'd better be shot ;

Ducked by the boys in a horse-pond, for cheating at "seven up,"

Devil-may-care, I have run through all that Fate can "ante up;
"

But out in .a snow-covered corn-field, the wind blowing straight from the

Poles,

Tracking a love-sick Freshman, 'tis, that, sir, that "tries men's souls."

"

Freshman, Freshman, Freshman !
"

I yelled, and I held my breath,

And
"

Freshman" echoed from Dwyer's mill, and all was still as death.

And it echoed down from the shuddering pines, and up from the Hume below,

And just but a whisper of
"

Freshman
"

from the hay. stacks mantled in snow.

When right away to the eastward, dancing and big and far,

1 saw from a snow-bank rising the singularest kind of a star;

I ain't what you call superstitious, you may tell me I lie if you will,

But an odor of burning mittens was wafted over the hill.

I looked again and my star had turned to a couple of blazing eyes,

Wilh a face beneath with a ghastly grin, such as out of some tomb might rise;

'Twas my Freshman's face, and the terrible fire that burned before in his

heart,

Now blazed from the windows ofhis soul, from those angry eyes did start;

Which they rolled in a fiery frenzy, till they burned a hole in the night;

She'd given him the mitten, you see, boys. Well, since you're so very polite,

Don't care if I do, Jim, no sugar; red-hot, though, old fellow. Thai's right.
"

GOPHUNXY,'' '72.

JEAAA' KISSED AIE.

LEIGH HUNT.

Jenny kissed me when we met

Jumping from the chair she sat in,

Time, you thief! who loves to get

Sweets into your list, put that in !

Sav I'm weary, say I'm sad,

Say that health and wealth have missed me ;

Sav I'm growing old, but add

[enny kissed me !

Encouraging to those who don't see how to acquire large libraries is the

following: The greatest booksale, probably,
that ever took place in the world

was that of the collection of
Richard Heber, in 1S34. The catalogue was in

five thick octavo volumes. Yet this collection had but a small beginning-

one volume, picked up at a stall, entitled the "Vallie of Variety." about

which he was in doubt
"

to buy or not to buy."—Exchange.
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DEBA TE.

While waiting for time and energy to bring forth the deeply de

sired facilities for physical training, it may not be amiss to speak of

that intellectual gymnasium, the debating club, already established

among us, though not receiving the attention which its importance

demands. Every one will admit the great value of skill and power in

debate, and yet while admitting this, some decry debating societies

with about the same consistency that the old lady exhibited in en

treating her son to become an expert swimmer while solemnly ad

monishing him not to go near the water. The stale and solitary

objection is sometimes made that debating societies foster a habit

of speaking without thinking. But since we are equally liable to

write without thinking, the same objection would prohibit all essays.

The debating club furnishes the very best means of acquiring an

easy, self-posessed manner and that pleasant fluency, without which,

a speaker so fatigues his audience, even if the matter of his speech be

unobjectionable. It facilitates the practice of thinking while standing,

a capability which most persons are obliged to acquire, perhaps on

account of the custom of sitting while studying or thinking in their

rooms. By affording opportunities for continuous speakifig, it gives

that exercise to the organs of speech, without which, like all other

organs, they become stiff and clumsy; and by requiring the use of

the voice, helps to wear away its harshness and form a full, smooth,

obedient tone. Articulation is also greatly improved by one or two

efforts each week at deliberative oratory. Affording as it does

the finest theatre for the display and use of miscellaneous informa

tion, debating incites one to obtain this sort of knowledge which is

of more practical worth than the technical lore acquired by follow

ing exclusively the college curriculum. It also affords a unique mental

stimulus not to be derived from any other exercise connected with col

lege life. When mounted upon a cherished
"

hobby," one appears

in the arena of logical disputation and finds himself unceremoniously
dismounted by some tyro in debate, his discomfiture will set him to

thinking as he never thought before. Powerful passions—pride,

envy, jealousy— are for once made to do good service in stirring
the intellect to energetic work; and many a mind, roused by the

spur of debate, has exhibited power which the routine of class

room discipline would never have elicited. Debating societies give

practical familiarity with parliamentary law which governs all delib

erative assemblies, at least of English-speaking people, from the

British Parliament, from which it takes its name, even to the town

convention or the caucus of a college class. And a knowledge of

these rules is really of much more importance than at first appears.

Mere wire-pullers sometimes exert more influence in otir Congress,

Legislatures, City Councils, political and even church conventions,

than men of solid merit and honest purpose, only because the lat

ter are ignorant of the rules governing the bodies of which they are

members, and hence can not take advantage of the thousand little

points which the others so skillfully use in aid of themselves and

faction. The debater gains that skill and power in refutation which

every one must posess who would exert any influence in control

ing an assembly whose vote is to decide the point at issue. In
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such bodies, so numerous in this country, the debater has great ad

vantage over the mere orator, as the influence of each depends

largely upon his skill in refuting the arguments of his opponents.

Everett was an orator, Webster was both orator and debater ; which

exerted the greater influence in the Congress and upon the people
of the United States ? To become familiar with debate and parlia

mentary practice is a duty which every American owes to his coun

try ; for it is the knowledge most necessary and available in those

organized gatherings which make the nation's laws and nominate

or elect her officers. It is undoubtedly the duty of every man to

take some part in the government of his country. The unfortunate

tendency has been for many of our best citizens to shun politics
until the traditional "dirty pool" has grown to so great a sea of

corruption that, unless soon purged, it threatens to overwhelm the

nation. And upon whom does the duty of purging fall, if not up
on the educated young men of the land.

Every man may become an effective speaker and good debater.

Those who have met with the highest success have had the most

inauspicious beginning.
The story ofDemosthenes is too well known to be repeated here.

The celebrated Curran had great difficulties to overcome ; his faulty
articulation, naturally unpleasant voice, ungainly figure and stiff

awkward gestures were anything but favorable qualifiactions. The

unfortunate combination of so many faults procured him the deri

sive title of" Stuttering Jack." He sought the aid of debating socie

ties, took in good part the jeers ot his companions, persevered in

spite of repeated failure, profited by the criticism so freely bestowed,
and accomplished the object of his ambition—became one of the

most effective speakers that any country has produced.

The renowned Fox owed his skill to the energy and pertinacity
with which he trained himself in debate ; he declares that he spoke
on every question arising in the House of Commons, whether im

portant or not, merely from the benefit to be derived from practice
in debate. What success he achieved may be inferred from the

language of Burke, who says that Fox came
"

by slow degrees to be

the most brilliant and accomplished orator the world ever saw."

Lord Mansfield, one of the ablest of jurists, always acknowledged
his indebtedness to debating societies, which he regularly attended

after leaving college. Our own Clay and Webster owed much oftheir

success to power gained in early practice in debate. In later times,

Lincoln, without wealth or patronage, without education or pleas
ing address, worked his upward way to the White House, and the

one great qualification which brought him before the people and

kept him there was his skill and force as a debater. Concerning
his rival, the talented Douglas, a prominent political opponent
touched the secret ofhis rapid anil abundant success when he de

clared that "

as an off hand debater he had not his equal in this

country, and perhaps not in the world."

THA T PIIO TOGRATH.

Somk time since we stated that we contemplated furnishing our

subscribers with a photograph of the University buildings. They
will be pleased to learn that the plan is still in contemplation. Our

artist declares that he awaits only a day in every respect favorable,
but in the present condition of scientific knowledge it is difficult to

compute precisely when that day will arrive. The week before the

photograph is to appear we will, through these columns, inform our

readers of the fact. Such notice will give them ample time to send

home for the wherewith to pay for the numerous extra numbers
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which they will order, and the certainty of securing such a reminder

will obviate the obnoxious necessity of making a multitude of que

ries. Permit us to suggest that this delay affords a most rare and

glorious opportunity for the cultivation of that sublimest of sub

lime virtues
—patience. Be patient, dear readers, and you will be

happy.

OAIISSIO.YS.

Through some strange mischance the notice of Mrs. Stanton's

lecture and also of Founder's Day was left out in the making up

of last week's Era. Founder's Day vacation was as welcome as

usual, and the evening reception was in several respects an im

provement on past ones, while all present were pleased to see that

the past year had made so little impression on our venerable Foun

der and his wife.

SEA'IOR ELECTION.

Our Seniors take as naturally to politics as goslings to water.

Last term they worked themselves into an electioneering, recitation-

cutting furore which resulted in the choice of class officers for one

term only, thus leaving an occasion for another election, which oc

curred on Wednesday evening of this week. The election deter

mined what men the Seniors would permit to represent them as

class-day officers. Responsibility for endurable commencement

exercises rests partially with the Faculty; but with class-day the

authorities have nothing to do. The selection of men, the choice

of exercises, the time to be occupied, and the arrangement of all

details so numerous and necessary, lie wholly with the class. With

the class alone rests the credit of success or the censure of failure.

Hence the impression made by a class-day celebration has much

influence in forming the opinions of under-graduates, citizens and

visitors from abroad, as to the ability of the class. The Seniors

had a just appreciation of the importance of the occasion and

flocked to the polls with the eagerness of men anxious to relieve

themselves by the discharge of some onerous duty. Voting com

menced at eight and continued for one hour.

The relief which voters experienced upon ridding themselves of

their great responsibility by depositing their ballots, gave rise to joy

ful demonstrations, and arm in arm they marched around the hall,

waking the echoes with their jolly songs, and rousing many memo

ries of long-forgotten rhymes of which

"
Swans sing before they die ;

'Twere no bad thing
Should certain persons die

Before they sing,"

was not the least conspicuous. On the whole, however, the elec

tion passed very agreeably. Three different tickets appeared, each

of course receiving a measure of support; but everything was car

ried on in a business-like and gentkmanly manner. At nine com

menced the counting of the votes which occupied about an hour ;

at the end of which time the result was announced and the follow

ing men made happy. As President elect, J. B. Lawrence ; Vice-

President, C. Smith ; Recording Secretary, S. P. Thomas ; Corres

ponding Secretary, I. E. Clark; Treasurer, C. L. Crandall; Class

Orator, Fox Holden; Ivy Orator, T. Sanderson; Essayist, H. E.

Copeland; Poet, D. S. Jordan ; Historian, G. Put Serviss; Prophet,

Albert Osborn; Marshal, W. F. McClune; Toast Master, D. M.

Page.
The class has made a fortunate selection, and class-day will un

doubtedly be a splendid success. Of each of the officers elect we

may truly say,
"

His life is noble, and the elements so mixed in him
that Nature can stand up and say to all the world, this is a man."

Bv request we publish in another column an excellent article on

"

Caste in Sex." This article has a peculiar interest just now, when
the question of the admission of ladies to the University is under

discussion ; and as the theories advanced are accompanied by so

much valuable information, we feel that no apology is needed on

our part for departing in this case from our general practice of

making no lengthy extracts from papers likely to come into the

hands of students here.

Mr. Leo is giving good satisfaction to those who are learning
to

"

trip the light(?) fantastic toe
"

under his instruction.

Let every Cornelian subscribe liberally to the gymnasium fund.

The subscription list is to be found in the Library.

PERSONAL.

Prof. Potter had a wrist-spraining and profanity-producing fall while

attempting a passage down town, along the sidewalks that much coasting has

made too smooth for the comfort of pedestrians. We are informed, however,

that the Professor not only religiously abstained from profanity, but gulped
down the misfortune with a punny remonstrance.

James Owen, known hereabouts, is in the express office at Penn Yan.

F. H. Sweet, of '73, has gone to his home in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

He intends to wend his way to Germany next Fall.

A. H. Kelton is learning the "professsonof ink" in Williamsburg, Xew

Vork. He has not forgotten his Alma Ala ter.

G. C. Hanford of ,72, is in West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Tliu.Mrso.\, of '74, has gone South on account of ill health. He will re

turn next term.

Benton, of '71, is meeting with great success as Commandant at Peeks-

kill.

Professor Hartt, who returned from New York Tuesday night, lectured

as usual on Wednesday. Pie took occasion to state to the class that his

assistant in his Brazilian labors, Mr. O. A. Derby, had just arrived in New

York. He complimented Mr. Derby very highly, saying that he had been an

"

extremely faithful assistant and, as lie deserved, had been extremely suc

cessful in all his undertakings."
G. Gray, Jr., of '75, is at home, for domestic reasons.

McLean, of '74, now at Amherst, Nova Scotia, writes a letter full of re

gard for The Era, the University and his class.

Mr. Horace K. White and family, who left in November last for an ex

tended tour in Europe, were last heard from at the Hotel Westminster, Paris.

Mr. White is a brother of President White, of Cornell University.

Commissioner Speed, of '71, was in town this week, but whether inspect

ing schools or schoolma'ams we cannot say.

It is rumored that Vice-President Steele intends to leave the Syracuse Uni

versity and return to pastoral work.
—College Courant.

Miss Haskell, late teacher in the Northampton High School, Massa

chusetts, has had a call to Vassar at a salary of $1,000.

R. T. Greinkr, Harvard's first colored graduate, has been appointed to

the Principalship ofthe Institute
for colored youth in Philadelphia.

The Royal Geological Society
of England are intending to take measures

to find out whether Dr. Livingstone is alive or not. This they hope to do

either by offering a reward of 100 guineas to any African who will bringbacka

letter in Dr. Livingstone's hand-writing, or by sending an expedition to pene

trate to the point where he is supposed to be.—College Courant.

J. \\. Gill of '74
will not return to the University this term.

C. F. Allen of '73 is acting in the capacity of private secretary to Presi

dent White.

\ WOE awake member of '74> short of stature but quite aged for one ot

his years and during last term much given to frequent calls upon the Faculty

has recently been guilty of a characteristic escapade. Having received from

his governor the
wherewith to pursue his course for the present term under

the care of his Alma Mater, he went to the depot for the purpose, as his

friends supposed, of taking the eastward-bound train for Ithaca. But instead
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of returning to the Forest City, he journeyed westward, and after a pleasant

trip and quite an interesting investigation into the manners and customs of

thc people of Michigan, he condescended to let his anxious friends at home

know of his whereabouts by means of an affectionate letter, the burden of

which was, "Father, dear father, come down with the stamps." The father

kindly sent an escort to see his young sprig of nobility safely home. Surely
our young cornelians do not lack in enterprise and "dash."

Hon. William Kelly who has given so liberally to the agricultural de

partment of Cornell, died two weeks ago in England.
Henry W. Sage, the liberal-minded champion of woman's right to be ed

ucated in Cornell, was made 100,000 dollars poorer by a fire in New York

city last week.

F. A. Darrow, of '74, has left the University for an indefinite time to en

ter into the mercantile business at his home, Orwell, Pa.

Charlie Roe, of '75, has gone to his home, at Port Jefferson, L. I. He

has had to give up his course on account of the weakness of his eyes.

Ewell, of '73, rescued a boy from drowning, at the Inlet, on Saturday
last, by plunging in and seizing him as he was going down the last time.

James Russell Lowell has invented what he calls a new beatitude :

"
Blessed are they who have nothing to say, and cannot be persuaded to say

it."

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— An energetic Soph was lately observed combining business with pleas
ure, by studying between acts in the theatre.

— That man from another college who entered Sophomore and went to the

Registrar's office to get some of
"

Dr. Wilson's Invigorator," is rumored to

now be glad that the dignified Professor was absent.

— A number of stewards of the students' boarding clubs had long thought
that a combination would greatly promote the interests of club boarding, by
enabling them to purchase provisions at a much lower rate, and otherwise to

popularize the club system. Following out this idea, a meeting of stewards

was called, January 8th, for the purpose of effecting a union. A temporary
organization was the result, and committees were appointed to decide the plan
of union and to obtain proposals from the provision dealers. The committees

reported January 15th, when a permanent organization was effected under the
name ofthe Steward's Union, with J. M. Chase, President; W. R. Lazenby,
Vice-President, and H. L. Fairchild, Secretary. Also, an Executive Com
mittee was elected, consisting of A. J. Lamoreaux, J. M. Chase, and H. E.

Copeland. This organization is intended to include all stewards who wish to

avail themselves of the lower prices already obtained ; but each steward re

mains individually responsible, the same as before entering the Union, for al]
debts or obligations he may incur. The advantages arising from this com

bination are already very manifest ; and it is the desire and purpose of the Un
ion to reduce the prices of boarding houses, either by the formation of new

clubs or the enlargement of old ones. Those wishing further information re-

garding the P[an of action or purposes can confer with President or Secretary
Students desiring to join a club can learn through the Executive Committee
the standing and inducements of each.

— If it takes twenty Seniors to put one of The Era editors out of a caucus
how much help will the class have to call in to expel the entire corps from a

meeting ?

— The good ties of a bridge on the Ithaca & Cortland Railroad that saved
the train, in a late accident, were made of that tree that Holmes has immor-
talized as the "Settler's Ellum."

— A student walked to Trumansburgh, eleven miles, in two hours and

twenty minutes, over a rather hard road, the steep grade of avhich is known to
all who have journeyed over it.

— Thanks to Professor Morris, a new heating boiler will soon be placed in
the Sibley building.

— Hand in your personal and University items to The Era.
— On Seneca street, members of the ball-club, both belonging to and not

in the nine, now toss the national ball when the ground is not muddy. These
youths think that travel on that street is a nuisance, and that it should be de
clared " no thoroughfare."

— Some students interested in healthy exercise, ran mile foot-races on the
race course, on Tuesday. Considering the icy stale of ihe irack good time was
made.

— At the Freshman election, on Saturday evening, Mrs. Stanton, Boss
Tweed and Bean, of '72, were among the names on scattering ballots.

— That Soph had revenge for any tortures endured while a Freshman by

having his girl, as she came out of church, entice a Junior to offer his escort,

so that she could
" mitten

"

him.

—
" Are you heeled? Then draw /

"
No University arms should now

be out of the armory. It may be that some students have left the Universi

ty and have neglected to return their arms. Any one knowing of such arms

will please inform the Commandant immediately, as the Assistant-Treasurer

is making out the accounts for arms against those students who have failed

to return them.

— Examination for the appointment of the commissioned and non-com

missioned officers of the Third Battallion takes place this afternoon at Mili-

tary Hall. The making of competitive examination the basis of appointment

to office is a plan which ought to be extensively carried out.

— Van Winkle says it always makes his heart sad to see the deep, dark

Jordan remorselessly rolling between parent and child.

— Professor Hartt having been suddenly called to ^sew York on Tuesday
last, Professor Russel read to the class in geology a very interesting article

from Herschel, on "Volcanoes."

— A '75 man wrote from the dictation of the Professor in Rhetoric that
" the

'
Novum Organum

'

and
'
De Augmentis

'

of Bakeman are little red."

—A Harvard classical Senior, riding along the Erie Railroad, became en.

gaged in conversation with a Cornell man. The talk turned upon railroad

matters, and Harvard said that the Erie was going to have "a hundred new

locomotives." Cornelian inquired how he knew ; "Why, I saw their boilers''

vvas the innocent answer. "We have been meeting trains loaded with them

all along from New York." The liberally educated Eastern youth had seen

the iron cylindrical oil-tanks marked "Erie" journeying over the road toward

New York.

— A strange thing in university experience occurs at every lecture of Pro

fessor Hartt. So interesting are the lectures that every one of the auditors is

sorry to hear the tones of the bell which announce the end of the hour.

— Ho ! All ye who would listen to speeches combining the wisdom of Soc

rates, the logic of Aristotle, the eloquence of Cicero, the general information

of Bacon, go and hear the Seniors debate on Fridays, in the North Chapel,
from 9 to 1 1 a. M.

— The story of the Davenport expose at Ithaca, by Cornell students, has

found its way into the New York papers. Verily, our studen*. scientists are

becoming famous.

— The sage of the library who recently expressed the desire that he might
be "on the other side of Jordan," is now happy that the wish of his suscepti
ble young heart was not gratified, as he learns that the "Jordan" has been

crossed by another navigator who found the fair fruit on the other shore well

guarded and not to be plucked by evctv smitten swain who choses to make the

effort.

—Desertion is becoming popular amine >he unmilitary Seniors ; also par
dons are granted for these little irregularis - : the military department seems

to be emulating the customs ofthe late war.

— Senior, Sophomore, Freshman and Junior unite in calling lustily for the

establishment of a convenient and long-needed bath-hou-t :i Tthaca. Where

are the barbers ? There is a necessity for the institution of batn5 for the classes

named, precisely in the order named. With baths, exeunt annual abluOns.
—

When, on Sunday morning, in church, a lady rests her head on a mild-

eyed Junior's shoulder, and the Junior don't blush nor flinch—what then ?
— We repudiate the statement that one of our professors is so absent-

minded that, when his sons meet him on the street and appear to recognize
him, he merely stops to say :

"

How are you, boys ? How is your father ?
"

—

Ages have elapsed since Rienzi is reported to have spoken to Roman
ears the words,

"

I come not here to talk!
"

yet such is the power of eloquence
that those words to-day ire spoken l»y the Senior who aie called on to orate

in Professor Shackford's class.

-To the lasting disgrace of the Senior class be it recorded that an Era ed.,
while engaged in the righteous act of collecting subscriptions, was forcibly re

moved from their caucus in Clinton Hall. He yet remains thankful that they
were unable to. emove him from the live dollars that members of that class
had been induced to hand him.

— I'm lessor Shackford gave some interesting specimens of the orthography
with which he has t„ contend, in correcting esw,. As he exposed to the
Junior class these evidences of intellectual failings, each and everv one of them

utterly disclaimed authorshipof those essays; therefore the Professormust have
made a mistake, reading from the Freshman, instead of Junior essays.

— At Cascadilla the members of the Faculty who board there and slu
dents again occupy separate dining rooms, but no rash student dares wear a
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hat into the
commons room, so lately consecrated by the august presences of

A reckless youth in one of our French classes translated,
"

Mon Dieu,

nue les femmes sont betes,"
" Oh dear, what beats the women are."

Frugality incarnate, has been discovered by an Era editor in the per

son of a Senior who
studies by the light of three candles set in empty bottles,

blowing out one or two according
to the largeness of the type.

An Amherst Academic who was visiting the University during vacation,

inquired what those big digging
machines on wheels, near the McGraw build

ing, were for. A playful Soph told him that they were cassions to the field-

pieces used in the military department.

Johnson, proprietor ofthe Fall Creek gorge has hit upon a shrewd way

of advertising. He publishes that though the scenery is very grand, it is dan

gerous
to make a tour through the ravine. Such a challenge will make many

students emulous of the feats that Whymper and Tyndall have performed in

the Alps, and an increased expense for Gorge tickets and surgeons' bills may

be looked for.

— Whatever may be the final decision or arrangements regarding the ad

mittance of ladies, it is certain that our architects are draughting a plan for

the ladies' college building.
— On Monday last Professor Shackford criticised before the class some of

the essays on the subject, "Do your work with reference to its excellence

and not to its acceptability." He noticed first the introduction, then faulty
construction of sentences, and finally bad spelling. The words "livelihood''

and
"

politician
"

were by some very original genius rendered
"

livelyhood
and "politicien."

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— The precincts of Michigan University are made bright by the presence

of sixty-five ladies, of whom twenty-five are members of the Courses in Sci

ence, Literature and Art. One of them will this year bear away a diploma.
— The Alonthly Scientist prophesies that the sun will burn out in 44,389

years.
— The rebellious urchins ofthe Hunter's Point public school recently at

tempted to prevent the reading of the Bible, by loud and continuous sneezing.

Eight ofthe most successful sneezists were chastised. The trustees have de

cided to appeal to the State Superintendant, asking that the reading of the

Bible may be omitted.

— The American Academy of Science in Boston has just given the Rum-

ford Medal, designed for eminent inventors and discoverers in light and heat,

to Mr. Joseph Harrison, Jr., the inventor ofthe Harrison Safety Boiler. Well

done.—Sun.

— The New York Times, of January 16th, has a lengthy and able editorial

deploring the decadence of the Academical Department of Columbia College.

The Times says : "As things looknow, unless some vigorous measures are soon

taken, it bids fair to expire altogether, or, at least, sink into lamentable in

significance." But while the Academical Department is dwindling, the Min

ing, Medical and Law Schools are flourishing. This fact shows how much the

new education is gaining ground.
— Messrs. W. N. B. Lawton, of '72, and G. P. Johnson, of '73, were the

able delegates ofthe Cornell Psi chapter to the annual Convention ofthe Z. ■*•

Fraternity, which was held at Brown University, Providence, R. I., on De

cember 27th and 28th. It is needless to say that a good time was enjoyed by

all present.

— Five Japanese princesses, emulous of the barbarian Turks and Long

Johns at Yale, have concluded to make Vassar their American medium of edu

cation.

-The congregation of the University of Oxford has resolved, by forty-

four votes to thirty-nine, that the Thirty-nine
Articles are no longer to form

a subject of examination even for members of the Church of England, except

in the Honor School of Theology.

-Riding down hill on bob sleighs is the present innocent
and healthy re

creation at Williams.

— The Yale men are very busy making preparations for class day.

-At Yale as at Cornell nothing has been done about the
" ball ground.

■

—The Yale " nine
"
will go into the gymnasium during the latter part of

the present term in order to prepare for the coming base-ball campaign.

—They are to have a gymnasium at Brown University.

-A law department is to be established in connection with the Universi-

ty of Missouri, at Columbia.

SOCIETIES.

THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY CHEMICAL CLUB.

The first regular meeting of this society was held on Saturday evening,
January 20th, in Professor Wing's study, at Cascadilla; where the meeting
was called to order by the president, Mr. Patrick.

A lively interest was manifested, and although but little more than twenty-
four hours' notice was given, several papers were presented to the society.

Mr. Aubert read an interesting article on the microscopical examination of

the incombustible dust from the flues of gas furnaces.

Mr. Hoppock read a paper on the electric light, and compared it with other

bright artificial lights, and also dwelt at considerable length upon the manner

of regulating the distance between the carbon points to keep the light constant
and uniform.

A short address was delivered by A. II. Phinney on fermentation and

what causes it. He described the organic and chemical changes which take

place wherever fermentation acts.

C. W. Raymond read a paper, which which was the first of a series of pa

pers on the history ofthe origin and development of chemistry.
The President, Mr. Patrick read quite a lengthy article on caoutchouc, its

chemistry and manufacture.

The interest manifested was lively and encouraging. A short discussion of

the principal points in each of the papers was carried on immediately after the

reading of it, by which a thorough exchange of ideas was obtained.

Messrs. Denham, Moffat, Bacon and Bartley were appointed to contribute

to the exercises ofthe next meeting, which is to be held in the same place, on

Saturday evening, February 3d.
This society bids fair to become just what Cornell needs, a society devoted

to the sciences of Chemistry, Physics, Microscopy and Mineralogy.
While the Natural History Society studies and describes the innumerable

organisms, representing both the animal and vegetable kingdoms, describing

their laws and habits, and while the Agricultural Society busies itself with the

soil and its useful products, studying to improve man's first occupation and

make the earth yield her treasures more abundantly, there is still much ground

not occupied until a society is formed just like the Chemical Club, which may

deal with the laws and forces of matter, as masses, to explain the changes

which we see every day going on around and within us.

These three societies, if well supported, will afford to scientists means of

improvement which can not be found in every college; in this, as in other re

spects, may we not see Cornell leading the way in which others are to follow ?

E. H. Bartley,

Secretary.

agricultural society.

The meetings of this society are held in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla,

fortnightly, on Saturday evenings, alternating with the.Natural History Soci

ety. All persons interested are invited to attend. C. Y. Lacy,

President.

CLASS ELECTION OF '75.

At the class meeting of '75, held at Clinton Hall on Friday evening, Jan

uary 19, the following officers were elected for the remainder of the collegiate

year: President, Charles Storer; Vice-President, Frederic W. Noyes; Sec

retary, Charles
Ed. Washburn; Treasurer, H. A. Wilmot; Orator, E. B.

Kiersted; Poet, A. J. Robertson; Prophet, Frank D. Bennitt; Essayist,

Goodwin X. Brown; Historian, John M. Kellogg; Marshal, H. H. Bowman.

E. L. R. Moses, who was present, offered some suggestions in regard to

athletic sports, and on the motion of H. K. Hause the President appointed as

a committee J. N. Ostium, Charles W. Farmer and Gray, respectively, to

look after the base-ball, foot-ball and boating interests of the class of '75.

The meeting then adjourned, after unanimously voting to have a class sup

per some time during the Spring Trimester. C. E. Washburn,
r

Secretary.

THE LA TEST LECTURE.

After the people had been disgusted by Tilton, and disappointed by Fred.

Douglas Raymond's artistic reading, on a dismal evening, last term, failed

to draw an audience of a size worthy the entertainment, Colonel Sprague,

when he delivered his critique on Shakespeare,-in The Era's judgment,
the

best lecture ever yet heard
in Ithaca-had to compete with an attractive con

cert and Horace Greeley spoke, when many of the students were absent, it
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has so transpired that Mrs. Stanton's well attended lecture, on last Tuesday

evening vvas the first really excellent one of the Adelphi course, that has

drawn as well as it should. The fine evening, the topic, the lady's fame,

the fact of one of her son's being in the University, attracted the audience to

the hall, where all were charmed by the dignified, matronly and business-like

appearance of the speaker, while her discourse, delivered without notes, was

the best plea for her side that we have ever heard. Such wit and sarcasm,

mixed with invective and pathos, came with much more effect from a woman,

who is so much of the ideal of an American wife and mother, than it would

from certain voluble too little and too much married female agitators who

undo the work of such noble women as Mrs. Stanton. Though the logic of

the lecture was sometimes faulty the arguments produced great effect, espe

cially among the ladies present* and this, it seems to us, is her "hold :
"

to

convert the women, whose blandishments scientifically used, would soon turn

the men to any belief the charmers wish them to have.

TO THE SERENADERS.

"Smithy" says :—There were seven hundred and sixty-odd wolves around

my house (the last one on the other side of one end of Water Street, Free

Hollow), last night, all howling. Mrs. "Smithy" (who drank all the cider

from a gallon pitcher before retiring), says they were not wolves, but serena

des. She was certainly mistaken, and that fancy of hers is attributable to the

stuff in cider. However, I render thanks, for I really enjoyed the noise, as I

lay between Mrs. and the wall, mentally comparing the temperature in my

quarters, with that of those of the wolves, or serenaders, or cats, or etc.

CORRESPONDENCE.

resolutions.

At the meeting of the Christian Association on Tuesday evening last a

committee of three was appointed, who drew up the following preamble and

resolutions, which were adopted:—

Whereas, During the first year of the Cornell University a Young Men's

Christian Association was formed, composed of members of the University,
and, to aid this Association, the Consistory of the Reformed Church, through
their pastor, Dr. Strong, offered them the use of their session room (which
was accepted) for the week-day meeting, free of charge, therefore

Resolved, That we as an Association return to the Consistory of the Re

formed Church our most sincere thanks both for the use of their session room

and for the favor and kindness shown toward us.

Resolved, Thit we offer to compensate for the use of said room.

Resolved, That these resolutions be published in The Cornell Era and

the Daily Leader, and be presented to the Consistory.
A. Curtis Almy, J

Alrert Osiiorn, [> Committee.
A. H. Phinney *)

THE STUDENTS' EATINO CLUBS.

Within the past few weeks the stewards of the different eating clubs have
formed themselves into an association for the purpose of rendering assis

tance to each other, perfecting the club system and making better terms in

purchasing their supplies. Thus far the scheme has worked admirably and

promises to bring about an entire change in the style and expense of board

ing. It promises soon to entirely remove that old prejudice against clubs
and that standing reproach upon" club-hash," and with the increasing popu
larity of the system it cannot help exerting a strong intluence to bring down
the exorbitant charges of boarding-house keepers.

If any one question chiefly interests the great mass of students at Cor

nell, it is how to live cheaply and well. As a general thing the students here
are poor. Two-fifths of them, at least, spend less than three hundred dollars

per annum, while a large number spend not over two hundred dollars. These
cannot afford to pay from five to ten dollars per week for board and rooms,
but are compelled either to boord themselves or enter some c*ub. If they
board themselves there is not only a great deal of time and trouble taken,
but there is great danger of seriously injuring their health. Many students
have been compelled to leave the University for this reason alone. The oth
er alternative is to enter a club. At first the clubs here lived very poorly and
as a natural consequence they became very unpopular ; but during rhe past
year a few earnest students determined to change the whole system. They
found that stinting in quality and quantity did not lessen the expense in the
same ratio, but that a good variety of food and plenty of it was in reality the

cheapest in the end. Furthermore it was found that the conversation and ev

erything connected with club life rapidly changed for the better, thus effectu

ally removing that great objection to them on account of their demoralizing
influence. As a result of this the club system has been gradually growing
into favor, and its influence will soon be strong enough to put a positive

check upon the rapacity of many of the present boarding-house keepers.
Some of these individuals, who charged students six dollars per week last

year, increased their charges to seven dollars this year, notwithstanding the

fact that provisions and groceries of all kinds can now be bought much cheap
er than then.

There are at present eleven clubs, containing in all one hundred and forty

persons. The expense in them varies from two dollars to two dollars and

eighty-five cents per week, the average being two dollars and fifty cents.

These figures include the cost of cooking and steward's fees. The expendi
tures of these eleven clubs this year, from a careful estimate, will be twelve

thousand dollars, an increase of about one-third over last year. The stew

ards have succeeded in making their arrangements so as to save a large per

centage on their purchases, thus enabling them to furnish a better fare at the

old weekly rates.

In comparing the reports of the different stewards it has been found that

for two dollars and fifty cents per week a club can live as well as two-thirds

of the boarding-houses in town, and that for three dollars they can live as

well as the best. In addition to this, the members of a club have the satis

faction of getting just what they want and as much of it as they want.

In regard to the moral influence, there is not a club here which does not

exercise a good influence. Every man, in some degree, feels an interest in

building up the reputation of his club and that much of his own pleasure de

pends upon the harmony and courtesy existing between its members. There

is nothing connected with the whole system that will not bear the closest in

spection. X.

AIISCELLANEOUS.

Lo! the poor Freshman translates
"

sweetmeat
"

very literally into Ger

man as
"

Siissfleisch."

— Dr. Wilson has not taught so many years for nothing; his gathered ex

perience found expression last week when he observed in a lecture
"

there is

no law against a man's being a fool or a nuisance in a small way."

— "Wait for me," cried Tobias tr. Biancus as the latter vanished, aftersup-
per, through the door of their club's dming-room. Fifteen minutes afterward

Biancus re-appeared, anxiously inquiring -f Tobias (who was deeply engrossed
in an interesting story that a fellow-board>.

••

es relating^),
"

Ain't you comin'."
—

Mysterious hints are dropped us by members of the anatomical class

which seem to point to a prospective feline aciurgy in that department. Our

advice to maiden ladies and others who love cats is to k ep them close, lest the
voice of the charmer entice them from a happy and usei.il iue to a horrible

and untimely dissolution. Requies-cat.
— The Grand Duke's Indian friend Hellityscoot would start down the path

from the University to town, confident of bringing up in the happy hunting-
grounds.

— The girls on Snyder Hill are indulging in serious altercations as to

which of them is the subject of D. S. J.'s poem "Snyder's Daughter."
— Some of our students astonished their parsimonious landlady the other

day by asking for some ■'

bald-headed butter."
— The University Uplands are made musical by the Boreal blasts that

sweep thither from the uncanny latitudes of Lake 1
Eviga.

— On dit, those who mangled their reputations by getting conditioned last
term, having made up the deficiency, are now concocting means of repeating
the same next term, and are lying on their oars,

"

As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean."

- A Freshman has begun io learn the tables of logarithms in Trigonome
try. He hopes to know them by next year.

— The professor of elocution in Brown UnO-isitv is a woman.
- There is a ladies' reading circle at Lewisburg, Pa., bearing the dignifiedt.tle of D. P. !!. (Dried Peach Blossom ).- Western Collegian.
- A Female Seminary is going up at Wellesley Mas"., which is to cost

half a million dollars.
-

Compulsory education is henceforth to be the rule in London.

ANNOUN.KMKM.-Music lessens upon the piano-forte will be given at
hall pr.ee, including practice, by a teacher forming her first class
P. O. Box 891, Ithaca.

Address,
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PAPER BOATS

Have been rowed by the winners of

[30 Paces since their introduction in 1868,

and are now in use in the United States, thc British Provinces,

England, South America and Australia.

w
ESTWARD HO!

[JUDLEY F. FINCH,

Deale

We have in press, and shall publish in October, THE ANNU

AL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND OARSMAN'S

MANUAL FOR 1871, one large quai lume of 475 pages,

printed in colors on tinted paper, com '

75 line illustra

tions on wood and stone, and four large 1 ,.'ng plates (12x40
inches), strongly bound in muslin. Price $0 > >.

No work of similar magnitude and cost on this subject, has

ever been published in England or the United States.

Brief of Coxtents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method
of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re
sistance of the water.

Chapter VII Practical hints on the selection of boats
for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of
the body ofthe work.

Part First Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties
of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost
and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
PartSecond. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to

'
-"O-

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. .' -tiling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of lining.
Chapter IV. Training in practice
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books re >:nmended.

Organization and administration of boat clul
ChapterVI. On swimming. Instruction 1 tor saving

drowning persons. Directions for restorin r the appar

ently drowned.
Part] Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers" Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from i8fi8 to

1871 Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-
Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to iSO- Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester/Massachusetts, 1850 fo 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. < l.vford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15. 1871.
ourth. A Directory of the '73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the eoth of November,
1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind ot boats on

P „";?"d, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the Westwill do well to send to
" "" VVeM

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,

Sce^lS^ STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.
out the western States and territories.

mrougn-

CTUDENT^S-

CLINTON HALL BILLTARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

JLJOWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD. c. P. CLEME, T.

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York,

w.

A
RBOUR-.

AIILLSPAUGH 6- THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

•
",s workwas promised early in i°7i, but in con eqneiue 0'

us magnitude it was found impossible to publish it at the tirm

Proposed. No expense has been spared to make it > standar
°rlc on the subjects of which it treats, and it will !■ found t'

ntain a large mass of information never before primed Th'

"'rectory ofthe Clubs is alone worth the price of ihe w .al.

AH orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH &(0.,

Paper Boat Builders,

303 River Street, Troy, N. Y-

T
O ADVERTISERS.—All persons who

contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

insertion of Advertisements should send to

CEORGE P. ROWELL eV_ CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents for their One Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates.

showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints lo advei-

liser-i, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers. This firm are proprietors of

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROW, N. Y.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser
tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est rates.

E. PALMER & CO.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

5? EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

C
ORNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.

Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AXD PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, 60, &*c., at

SHE RWOOD'S.

Address WM. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, N. Y. | Located since the fire at

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner

of Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

WAI. AIAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street N. B. Repairing done.

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

60 & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreicn and Domestic

DRV COOI'S. GROCERIES, CROCKERY. CARPETS,

OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.

F. T. GREENLEY cA CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street Park & Tiliord's

>rands oi Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 7S Slate

i jet. Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,

die. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

"fOIIANL. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery

,„/ Confecti. nery, 5 and 7, State Street. Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake sun'. All goods pure and lirst class.

UKAI KRS IN

CARPETS, MAI TINGS. OIL CLOTHS, CoMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES. ETC., ETC., ETC.

/.ISO DK4LKRS IN

GENERAL DR}' GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Larue as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSI MERES, and particular
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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LIPPER SONG.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown ;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction hound,

That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
T" slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;

Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand

To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

lip
The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride ;

They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,

He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too;
I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;

To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Hards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two tohelpafriend in need—

From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you
( II hosv by friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus

too.

Wc are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

&c, <5rv.
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DIES IR.E, DIES ILLA.

[CRASHAW'S VERSION. ]

Hear'st thou, my soul, what serious tilings
Both the Psalm and Sibyl sings,
Of a sure Judge, from whose sharp ray

The world in flames shall pass away ?

Oh that fire ! before whose face,
Heaven and Earth shall find no place ;

O these eyes ! whose angry light
Must be the day of that dread night.

0 that trump ! whose blast shall run

An even round with th' circling sun,

And urge the murmuring graves to bring
Pale mankind forth to meet his King.

Horror of nature, hell and death !

When a deep groan as from beneath

Shall cry,
"
We come ! we come !

"

and all

The caves of night answer one call.

O that book ! whose leaves so bright,
Will set the world in severe light :

0 that Judge ! whose hand, whose eye,
None can endure—yet none can fly.

Ah ! thou poor soul, what wilt thou say ?

And to what patron choose to pray ?

When stars themselves shall stagger, and

The most firm foot no more than stand.

But thou gtvest leave, dread Lord, that we

Take shelter from Thyself in Thee ;

And, with the wings of thine own dove,

Fly to the sceptre of soft love.

OUR GERMANIC LIBERTY AND LAW.

PROFESSOR Z. H. POTTER.

Recent events in Europe lead us to study with great interest the influence

ofGermanic civilization. The barbarian invaders who overran the Roman

world brought with them those principles of law and order which are distin

guishing characteristics ofthe Teutonic nations. Men and laws seem to have

found their just relation only in those political systems which, like the British

constitution, "came out ofthe woods of Germany," and to this prolific source

we may trace many ofthe most important elements of Anglo-American juris

prudence.

Tacitus, in his life of Agricola, has portrayed with classic elegance, the fea

tures of British civilization before the arrival of our Saxon ancestors, and from

this source, in connection with the account presented by Julius Caesar, we may

discover many important rudiments of our constitutional law. The annual

influx of Germanic blood into our nationality brings wilh it a profound respect

for order, ajust appreciation of liberty, and that same fierce and warlike spirit
which the Romans never conquered, a spirit which at. last placed the crown of

Italy on the head of a Teutonic prince, and proclaimed to the world that Ger

manic liberty was more potent than the Empire of the Cnesars. If vve look

with reverence upon the forests of
"
the fatherland

"
as the nursery of English

and American freedom, so may we entertain the fondest anticipations that,

wherever the Teuton rules, the great principles of our constitutional law will

"main inviolate, the glory of the American people.

"

genus unde Latinum

Albanique patres, atque nitre mania Romae."
The codification of constitutions is a modern and, so far as it retards or un-

w,sely c,, ,„ „,jls the natural and hL.althy t.(le of nat.onai ^^ & ^^
c-|.lc m the formation of organic law, and it was fortunate for the Anglo-American race that the Gothic elements of our constitutions were permitted to
grow-oft,,, nurtured by the blood ofthe patriot or tyrant-to meet the de
mands ol an advancing civilization.

While- on the continent of Europe the Gothic governments were overthrown
by the .mpenalism of thc Civil law, declaring as it does, that "

the imperial
majesty should not only he made glorious by arms, but also strengthened by
laws, an .mpenalism supporting its claims bv the force of standing armies, in
bntain. the Plantaganets, the Tudors and Stuarts were powerless to extin

guish that sturdy love of freedom which characterized the Anglo-Saxon race

and wh.ch has made the House of Commons, from time immemorial, the great
bulwark of English and European liberty.

In the language of an eminent American jurist,
"

when we take into con

sideration those distinguished guardians of civil liberty," known only to ihe
Gothic governments,

"

it is no longer a matter of astonishment that a nation
m full possession of those inestimable blessings, should enjoy greater security
of person and property than was ever enjoyed by Athens or Sparta, Carthage
or Rome or in any of the commonwealths of Italy during the period ofthe
middle ages.

From the Germania of Tacitus, it does not appear that the ancient Ger

mans were governed by laws of inheritance in the choice either of the civil

or military executive"; the kings were chosen for the nobility of their birth,
the generals for their valor,

"

Regcs ex nobilitate duces ex virtute sumunt."

Caesar also informs us that the Germans chose their military chieftains and

armed them with powers of life and death, and that in time of peace they had

no public magistrates, all decisions being referred to the leading men in their

respective districts, "cum bellum civitas aut illatum defendit, aut infert mag-
istratus qui ei bello prossint, et vitae necisque habent potestatum diligunter.
In pace nullus est communis magistratus, sed princeps regionum atque pag-
orum inter suos jus dicunt, controversi-asque minuunt." Bk. vi. s. 22.

We here discover the same terrible military energy displayed in that mem

orable defeat of Varrus and his legions in the forests of Teutoburgium, and al

though modified perhaps by a higher and purer civilization guided by imperial
law and tempered by a tender christian humanity, an energy not less apparent
in the Germans of to-day, for the Teuton is military master of the world.

That decentralization of power which has been the wonder of mankind in

the political systems peculiar to Teutonic civilization is here too discovered.

Ancient Germany was divided into monarchical or republican states, each

enjoying the right of a self-government. In harmony with our own political

system we find first the people, next shires, counties or cantons, as they are

called in Britain, America and Switzerland, and lastly hundreds, or vici, cor

responding in many respects with our townships. According to Tacitus, mag
istrates were chosen by general assemblies of the people to preside in the sev

eral cantons or hundreds—
"

Eliguntur in iisdem conciliis et principes qui jura

pagos vicosque reddant ; centeni singulis, ex plebe comitis concilium simul et

auctoritas adsunt." Caesar also expressly mentions magistrates in the several

cantons or hundreds,
"

Sed principes regionum atque pagorum jura inter suos

dicunt," an account confirmed by the law made by the descendants ofthe Ger

man tribes directing that, according to ancient custom, an assembly ofthe peo

ple should be convened before the chief (comes) or his deputy, and that pleas
should be held by the hundredor. "Conventus secundum antiquam consue-

tudinem, fiat in omni centena, coram comite aut suo misso et coram et cen-

tenaris placitum fiat."—Leges Alemannorum, tit. xxxvi, lex i.

County is derived from comitatus, the comes or count of the Franks, to

whom the government of the county was entrusted, designated by our Saxon

ancestors as the earl or alderman, and his deputy by the shirereeve, sheriff,

the officer ofthe shire upon whom the duties of the county have finally entire

ly devolved. In all ol our American states we still retain the German county

and sheriff, and in those wherein the townships, vici or hundreds, exist may

still be found the magistrates and assemblies of the people (spoken of by Tac

itus), miniature democracies, retaining
all the right of local self-government,

and constituting the grett bulwark of eVmerican freedom. Caesar informs us

that under Ariovistus their king the Germans made an irruption into Gaul, and

hence we are not to infer that they had no kings, but that their powers were

limited, or as we learn from the Germania of Tacitus,
"

Xec regibus infinita

aut libera potistas.,' The people were in fact the tribunal of final resort, a?

well in civil as in military affairs. If the king was so far distinguished for his
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skill and valor as a general as to merit and receive the confidence ofhis peo

ple, then he became their military as well as civil chieftain ; but if not so dis

tinguished, then they chose a commander famous for his martial virtues, and

the Abbe Vertot has found in this custom of the Germans the origin ofthe

Ala ires du Palais, who occupied at one time so important a position in the

French monarchy.

The Franks according to the example of their German ancestors, reserved

the right of chosing their general, a choice which the king was bound by law

to confirm; Clovis having been thus chosen, united in himself the royal as well

as military authority, a principle still preserved by the positive terms of our Or

ganic Law.

Under the reign of Clovis 11, the people continued to choose their military

chieftains, an extraordinary power, wholly independent ofthe will of the sov

ereign, and often exercised in a manner hostile to his prerogative. Montes-

quieu has not failed to notice this important principle in his L'Esprit des Lots,

Lib. XXXI, chap. IV, where he says :
"
A government, under which a nation

having a King elected an officer with all the powers of royalty, must be con

sidered an extraordinary phenomenon in politics." But the Franks were de-

seen led from the ancient Germans, who, in the choice of their King, were de

termined by his nobility, in that of their Chieltain by his valor. Xo doubt

some ofthe princes, who in the Xational Assembly offered to conduct a war

like enterprise, were accepted by the voice of the people, and being thus con

firmed they exercised both royal and military power; but these branches of

authority were often separated.

In order thoroughly to understand the genius ofthe Franks, we need only

to recollect the conduct of Abrogastes, a Frank by nation, to whom Valentin-

ian committed the command ofhis army. He confined the prince in his own

palace, and suffered no man to confer with him on the subject of affairs civil

or military.
The ancient German kings, although invested with high prerogatives, were

still subservient to law, and Giesar informs us that while Ambiorix, King of

the German Eburones, governed his people, they in turn gave laws to the

prince.
"

Sua esse ejusmodi imperia, ut non minus habent, juris in se multi-

tudo quam ipse in multitudinem."

That national peculiarity which leads the modern French to elect and de

pose kings, emperors and presidents at their pleasure, an event of such com

mon, recent and early probable future occurrence, would seem, then, to be an

element of early Germanic liberty, brought by the Franks from beyond the

Rhine.

The struggle in Europe, and especially in France, is not essentially one

between imperialism and republicanism ; it lies deeper than the mere ques

tion of political theory or principle, it is inherent in the individual. The de

scendants of the ancient Germans, when they overran Italy, Fiance and Spain,
carried with them legal principles which have become embodied in the Salic,

Ripuarian, Burgundian and many other Germanic codes. In the language of

Vertot, "the French monarchy stood for a length of time on the foundation

of civil liberty, until the three estates ofthe realm were merged in a supreme

court, improperly called a Parliament." The Salic was and is ihe Germanic

law of monarchical but not of imperial France, and it is more than probable
that the famous Parliament of Merton, where the English nobility "declared

with one voice that they would not change the laws of England which had

been hitherto used and approved," supported as it was by the high degree of

perfection to which the common law subsequently attained under the English

Justinian, King Edward the First, marked one ol the greatest epochs in the

growth ofthe English constitution and rescued our common law from the same

destructive influences which, in the form of the Corpus Juris Civilis and Cor

pus Juris Canonici, have overthrown the Germanic codes on tiie continent of

Europe.
But asifle from all this, the imperialism of Byzantium or Koine, for whom

the codes of Theodosius and Justinian were written, can never be harmonized

with the genius of the Teutonic races, and hence we may reasonably inquire
how the new Empire of Germany can flourish when the inherent love ol the

Teuton for independence and freedom shall be duly considered.

The imperial Corpus juris ch'ilis and th^ hierarchical Corpus juris eanou-

ict, supported by standing armies, may Lave led him unwillingly to sacrifice

Ins liberty to his safety and desire for order; still, it certainly seems inevita

ble that Germany as -well as France must at some future period, return to the

ancient principles of Germanic civilization, and if the Celt be unwilling to

yield "is love for imperial <Osarism and to share in the blessings of eonstitu-

tional Teutonic liberty, then on the continent of Europe as in thcnei'diboriii"

monarchy across the channel he will lose forever his nationality and become

merged in the great Teutonic
stream which seems moving onward under God

to the dominion of the world.

The Cornell University, January.

CORRESPONDENCE.

hie coming sti'dent.

" Here maidens are sighing, and fragrant their sigh,

As the flower of the Amra just oped by a bee.

* * # * *

Come hither, come hither—by night and by day

We linger in pleasures that never
are gone.

Like the waves ofthe summer, as one dies away

Another as sweet and as shining comes on,

And own, if there be an elysium on earth

It is this, it is this.'"

The scripture says it is not good for man to be alone, and that wise and

politic body, who rule all things at Cornell, from their learneJ and lofty seat

have looked down upon us in all our loneliness in this college Eden, and

moved by philanthropy, money and wisdom, have .S^v-ly decreed that our

solitude be banished, and fair Eves be introduced to the amount of two hun

dred and fifty thousand dollars. <"> wise and beneficent trustees, was ever

poor student so blessed ! After ages of single isolation in classic shades, we

suddenly emerge from the darkness ofthe past, and the light of progress re

veals to us our heart's desire, girls at college.

With '76, after a century of fruitless batterings at college gates, with the

flush of victory on her brow, she is to take her triumphal entree. Ves, she is

really coming, and all things are being prepared for her. Think of it, Cor

nelians, and rejoice. Xo more fears of a watery grave in perilous sails to Au

rora; no more broken hearts by the faithless coquettes of Ithaca; no more

sighing as we pass Edgemont; no more church cutting to write passionate

epistles to her
"

so far and yet so near." Xo, no, we are to have little

darlings of our own fellow students, whose hearts will beat in sympathy
with ours. Think, boys, of climbing ye hill of science with fascinating" Cor-

nelianesses leaning on your arm ; think of the attractiveness of the recitation

rooms, adorned with fairy curls, sparkling eyes, and rosy cheeks; think of

sitting by her in the "dark lecture" room, sharpening her pencil, and

writing notes, not on the lecture, no, but to her. There'll be no more

cutting then, no more dry lectures. Think of the heartburnings of bashful

Freshmen, of Sophomoric flirtations, of the affaires du cceur of the Juniors,

of the arm-in-arm promenades on the campus of senior and signorinas, both

wise as owls and loving as doves. Think of the moonlight walks, the rides

and sails wilh our fellow students. Talk no more of dull college life at

Cornell—

"

Within whose circuit is Elysium,
And all that poets feign of bliss and joy."

And then what felicity, after a wearisome dig, to poker some lovely
classmate for the segars, or to go around to Johnnie's and discount a fair-

haired opponent, or better still treat her to Schweitzer, Limburger and lager
at Dcschner's. Think of the [midnight larks, and then in the wee small

hours of being guided o'er the unsteady pavement, clear of all intoxicated

posts, by gentle arms, and your head carefully pillowed on the door steps

by soft hands, and then be lulled to sleep by the' dainty tramp of the fair

serenaders, as they depart down the street with the familiar chorus, "Good

night, boys, we're going to leave \ou now, for its a wav we have at Cor

nell, gilts, a way we have at Cornell."

Is it true? you breathlessly ask. O Faculty, tell us, is this a dream?

NE., not all a dream. She is coming, this bright Cornell Eve, but—alas for

our bright anticipations!—she is to have a little Eden of her own, at which

we in our eai tidiness mav ga/e, like the Pen into Paradise, but never dare to

enter. She is not to mingle wilh us in our wilderness. Ah no ! she is to be

our guiding angel, to lead us with her seraphic presence from the wiles and

temptations of sinful college life. We arc to be little D.mtes, and she our Be-

atiice to inspire our youthful bosoms with manly ambition, noble desires and

lofty aspnations ; her alluring spirit is to pervade us with all its purity, and

we are to sicken of earthly vanities and turn from its follies ; she is to fill us

with courage super-student to climb to lhe verv summit of success and fame—

wilh her smile beaming on us we are to leap with heroic vigor into life's bat

tles, and gradually we are to rise from our low degradation till we march forth

from our Alma Mater models of humanity in its pristine perfection.
For, sings the master poet,
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"Indeed I know

(If no more subtle master under heaven

Than is the maiden passion for a maid,

Not only lo keep down the base in man

But teach high thought, and amiable words

And courtliness, and the desire of fame,

And love of truth, and all that makes a man."

Ves, we are to reform, we are to become scholarly past all record.

There will be no more sprees and nocturnal carousals. Cards and billiards

are to be a reproach. The filthy weed and flowing bowl are to be for

saken, because she is gazing on us! Terrible thought! Johnnie's will be

forever closed, and Deschner's will be a myth. While we are quickly to

pore over good books and study moral codes, in rooms that are to be mod

els of neatness and order, "Profs." are to become respected professors,

and we living examples of Chesterfield in politeness and grace if nothing

else.

Ves, all this metamorphosis are we to go through, and she who is to be

the fair magician will cheer us on by her smiles, and turn her soft eyes, with

their sweet, irresistible influence, upon us in gleams of encouragement and

sympathy.
E. O. R. fi.

A DEMURER.

In The Era (Number 14 of the present year)
"

Le Travail" has an arti

cle upon
" Labor and Capital." I will tell you why he wrote it. It appears

that in accordance with an old-time custom the Legislature of Massachusetts

invited a clergyman to preach a sermon to them. Perhaps, having the fate

of our last Legislature before their eyes, they were afraid some Jim Fisk with

his stolen Erie shares would seduce them from the thronged paths of virtue,

out of which all politicians hate to go and can only be drawn by omnipotence ]
in the form of gold, and perhaps, also knowing their own weakness, they felt

the need of being refreshed by the D. D's expounding of that which is reputed

to be "profitable for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness."

Be that as it may, it is evident that Reverend Dr. Peabody, of Cambridge,

was fearful lest they should be led into that or a similar temptation, for he

took as a text
" Thou shalt not steal." After he had made a few preliminary

remarks, such as "The most casual reader of the Scriptures must have been

struck with the peculiar clearness and force with which all the doctrines of the

Bible are laid down;" "These are the momentous words thundered by a

faithful prophet against a faithless and backslidden church," etc.,—after these

preliminary remarks, actuated- by the
"

ruling passion" strong in life with

many preachers, he ran away from his text with might and main, and instead

of a sermon made a plea for poor, persecuted capital. To answer this plea

wasthe object of-" Le Travail's
"

article. But in his answer he has fallen over

the same error (exaggeration) that Rev. Mr. Peabody did. However, if a

Cornell Junior can plead in extenuation of an error the example of a Cam

bridge D. D. he will get off easy enough. It is safe to walk in the footsteps

of the clergy. But this is not to the point.

"Le Travail" has taken exception to the statement and inferences of the

Reverend Doctor, and in the main he has made solid the grounds for so doing.

I will point out one important exception.
Dr. Peabody spoke of trade unions

as being "associations of laborers whose government is truculent and cruel

despotisni by imposing arbitrary restriction upon the contract between em

ployed and employers." This makes
" Le Travail

"

gasp, and that law which

often makes one repeat involuntarily disagreeable words leads him to repeat

"truculent and cruel despotism
"

until it falls strangely and meaningless upon

his ear. Then as soon as he recovers his equanimity he proceeds to pitch into

the Cambridge divine as follows : "It is almost mceddde that a man of wide

information could make so sweeping a charge as th.>. 1 1 is an insult to great

1 1 u .,,,-,. n;,-.»nt- in 1il>nr reforms." Not much. Name one.

men who have been prominent
in lauor rcioims.

Great men don't get insulted
as easily as lillie ones do.

I shall now try to show that Dr. Peabody's opinion is warranted by facts.

Like "Le Travail
"

I have a trade; like him, I have seen something ol trades

unions. Here the comparison
ends on this line. He, if I am informed cor

rectly, is a member of one,
and may have been, in his opnnon, benefited by

it; consequently he believes in them, waxes wroth when they are cahed a

"truculent and cruel despotism." I have never been a member, but yet I

have had dealings with them, some of which I propose to relate in this arti

cle • for if it is admitted that observation is good ground for opinions and

ma; be adduced as a
"
reason why," certainly personal experience, which

.s

more exact in its character, should have even more weight.

Some wdio have read Charles Reade's "Put Vourself in His Place" mav

have thought that that impulsive writer had painted in too dark colors the

character of trade unions. It might have seemed hard to believe that these

associations were animated by a spirit that led them, when threats failed to

make a gritty non-union man leave his situation, to blow him up twice with

gunpowder.

Such a thirst for blood seems inconceivable to us among whom these un

ions (being in their infancy ) are as mild as a shorn lamb, when compared

with those in England wdiere they are so strong that they are a match for the

most powerful corporations, and a thousand times more thin 1. match for the

single handed mechanics. But I will narrate one instance, out of many that

I know, to show that their shorn-lamb-like-mildness as exhibited here, is as

mean, unreasoning, if not vindictive, as are some ofthe scenes in "Put Vour

self in His Place."

Seven years ago, I met one day at my boarding house in Buffalo a mild,

inoffensive, dejected looking man. Upon getting acquainted with him, I

learned that his name was William Baker, that he was a ship-carpenter who

had come from Canada to Buffalo, to look for work at his trade. He immedi

ately found employment, and metaphorical hot water. He ran afoul of the

Trade Unions, or rather they ran afoul of him. Baker was a perfectly con

scientious, but half fanatical "Primitive Methodist." He had read some

sham expose of Masonry, an account of the kidnapping of Morgan, and had

heard the institution preached against, until he regarded it a mortal sin to

join this or any other secret society, not excepting even the Sons of Temper

ance. As soon as Baker went to work, he was waited upon by a committee,

who inquired of him if he would join the Trade Union. His reply was, no.

His conscientious objections to join were not deemed of sufficient weight, and

he was
" warned

"

to leave the ship yard. His failure to do this, led, at first,

to his receiving nothing worse than the cold shoulder, ungracious remarks,

and such endearing epithets as scab (a generic term applied to all non-union

men). These things failing to make him abandon the yard, stronger measures

were resorted to. One night his tool-chest was broken open and his tools,

his sole capital, were flung into the water, as was supposed from the note

which he soon received and which told him to look for them in the bottom of

the canal. He was finally through fear of bodily harm forced to quit work at

his trade. At this time his wife was sick, and for the want of the necessaries

that his wages could
have bought had it not been for the Union, his children

suffered for bread. Some persons who happened to learn the circumstances

of tiie case, took up a subscription in the boarding house and sent it to his

family in Canada.

In view of such facts as this, may not one put in a demurrer to any at

tempt to reverse the opinion that Trades Unions are a "truculent and cruel

despotism." So much for one ofthe cases furnished by observation. 1 will

now relate one of the cases furnished by experience. I know a young man,

who about nine years ago found himself in Buffalo without money or moneyed

friends. Having no trade and feeling the need of one, he tried to find a place

where he could learn one. At that time, owing to the briskness of manufac

turing and the consequent demand for skilled labor the Trades Unions were

almost omnipotent. They had a rule that before learning a trade, a person

should serve three years. The wages paid to an apprentice the first year was

three dollars a week, for the second year about
four or five dollars, and the third

year about a
dollar a day. At these rates, the first year an apprentice could

only earn, if he worked every day, one hundred and fifty-six dollars, while

his board would cost two hundred and thirty-four. It followed then as an

unavoidable consequence, if
the rule ofthe Union, was enforced, that no one

without ready ca-h, or friends to help him to it, or a home where he could

get board gratis, could learn a trade. In a word, the intended effect of the

Trades Unions' rule was such that it might have been woided as follows:—

■■
-

■

'
., .,,,,., 1 O- ■ .'<-":■•■■■.]..

•

11
■ :-'.i trades."

" \ oiliii, men uiuioii, means 01 j .,

There is a shrewd policy underlying ules like this, \vn culler people ,ee it or

not. Persons of means are not so very anxious to learn trades, and if those

whom the absence of means compels to be anxious, un be headed off and

compelled to become common laborers, the number of skilled mechanics will

not be increased much, and their wages will be kept high.

For the reasons before referred to, the ymiag man I spoke of found it im

possible to serve an apprenticeship. He thought it hard that the Unions

should forbid his learning a trade because he could nol live on three doll :rs a

week, and so he set about to "steal a tiade" as it is called, by the Unum

men: /. e. learning a trade without serving three years. First he got a san

ation in The Eagle Iron Works as a "helper," /. e. a laborer who as^ts thc

machinists. After learning all that one could by merely seeing another use

tools, he got a new position as a second-class machinist in The Vulcan Iron
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Works. But his game had been found out by the Union men, and at the end

of the first half day's work such a pressure, as diplomats would call it, was

brought to bear upon him, that he was glad to get his dollar for his half day's

work and escape without a broken head. Things began to look rather blue.

Stealing a trade seemed as difficult as stealing a railroad now does. It cer

tainly was punished more severely. By a new effort he found another situa

tion in the Niagara Machine Shop, and a friend in its owner. Here he suc

ceeded in "stealing the trade," but not without meeting more than petty an

noyances from the Union, whose members disarranged his work, smashed his

tools, and once
"

punched
"

his head in spite of vigorous, but vain, defense

with an iron bolt. This personal assault was a fortunate thing, for it led to

the discharge of two of the most zealous Union men, and afterward there

was comparative quiet in the small shop. Once, it was true, a night attack

was made on him on Niagara street, but by a brilliant retreat, which the

length of his legs almost always enables him to make in moments of peril, he

escaped all harm. After he had learned his trade, molestation from the

Trades Union did not cease. While working in Bell's Foundry, he was again
assaulted by members of the Union because he would not join their associ

ation. His legs, those most effectual friends, came to his aid and saved

him a second time. Afterwards while working in the Repair Shop of

Pratt's Iron Works a systematic attempt to drive him out was r ade, by

stealing his tools as fast as he could make or buy them. At last a watch

set by the foreman and the loser caught one of the Union men. A fine

of twenty-five dollars and the loss of his situation being inflicted on one of

the thieves, affairs became quiet.
It would be an error to suppose that the cases I have mentioned are

exceptional ones. I could mention a dozen that have fallen under my own

observation, in which men have been maltreated, aye, mobbed, for exercis

ing those personal rights which the most despotic government would not

dare to withhold from its subjects. If the right to make the most satisfacto

ry terms possible with an employer is not an inalienable right of the em

ploye, then it is impossible to tell what is one. Vet the Trade Unions at

tempt to take this right away. I was in Fall River, Massachusetts, du

ring the strike and riots of the cotton-mill operatives in 1S70. While

theie I saw two men covered with bruises and blood who had barely es

caped from murderous night assaults made upon them because they had

dared to work for prices satisfactory to themselves, but not to the Union.

May not associations, which encourage their members to do such deeds as

these, be called "truculent and cruel" despotisms? 'y

THE FIRST UNIVERSITY COURT.

The Chemical Laboratory vs. D .

T le chemical laboratory was thrown into a great state of excitement last

week by the trial of one of its occupants. The facts are as follows: One

D m was accused of failing to pay several fines alleged to have been in

curred by him during the past trimester, and to settle the matter a trial by

jury was agreed upon. After many legal quibbles a jury was selected and the

trial began, Judge Headley being on the bench. Mr. Raymond appeared
for the prosecution, and Mr. Bacon for the defense. Many .witnesses were

called on both sides, and for a while there vvas dead silence in the room. The

prisoner was calm and apparently unmoved, but beneath this seeming sang

froid one could perceive that he fully realized his delicate situation.

At 4:30 p. m. Mr. Raymond arose and addressed the jury. Pie argued
that honor was the only salvation for the chemical laboratory, and the six

honorable gentlemen who composed lhe jury were moved almost to tears.

Tne defense now clearly argued that there was no proof that Mr. D m had

assented or subscribed to any contract in reference to the subject, and he also

stated that the good chaiacter of the witness ought to place him above sus

picion. He dwelt upon the evidence which had been presented, and request-

ed the jury to weigh it carefully.

At 5 o'clock Judge Headley charged the jury, and they were sent out to

deliberate; in about twenty-live minutes they returned. The prisoner ner

vously paced the floor, accompanied by his counsel. After calling the roll

jurymen, the question was put.

Judge
—Have you agreed upon a verdict ?

Foreman—We have.

Judge—Do you pronounce thc prisoner at the bar guilty or not guilty ?

Foreman—Guilty !

As the dreaded word was spoken, the prisoner nearly fainted ; visions of
a gloomy s-c-ell rose up before him, but he revived when his counsel in a

short speech appealed to a higher tribunal. "

Truthful I \mes "

LETTER FROM SNYDER'S DAUGHTER.

Dear S :

I wish to let you know, sir—I mean, to make you hear— that if you dare

again to let such stuff in print appear, or let such cool presumption attract the

public gaze, I'll
—well, I'll hate you for ever so many days. He thinks he'll

build a cottage on top of Snyder Hill! Perhaps so, but indeed— I hardly
think he will, unless he means to court me, and then he'd better build—'twill

save him lots of travel and
"

getting up the hill."

He checked his fancy once, sir, and told himself the truth—"
It has no

right to be there." Well said, my dreaming youth !

But am I not to blame ? you say : well no, I think I'm not ; I might have

snapped my eyes or smiled—I'm sure I've quite forgot.
"

The lines were

very nice?
"
—of course, his head is halfway wrong

—it takes a useless kind

of man to write a pretty song; but sir, the piece was horrid, the final verse

the most ; I'll show him, yes, I will, sir ! he counts without his host.

So tell the boys to laugh ahead, and make him stand the cider; he'll find

the joke is more on him than 'tis on Mollie Snyder.
And now I've had my little say

—see that you act according, for if ever I

marry that chap, 'twill be "

far, far beyond the Northern Sea
"
—
"

on the

other side of Jordan."

Try and come up again Sunday evening, as you promised.

Spitefully Vours,

Mollie E. Snyder.
Mr. S. F. B—

Associate Editor of The CORNELL Era.

THE STUDENT.

The following effusion of unfamed genius, rescued from the flame after

unheard-of efforts, appears in The Student:

When morning's beams first tint the sky,
Who is it that goes prancing by
With athlete step and beaming eye ?

The Student.

Who always eats his peck of dirt,
Sews his own buttons on his shirt,
And never condescends to flirt ?

The Student.

Who is in love with pale lamp light ?

Who, till the
"

wee sma' hours
"

of night
Works o'er his books with all his might ?

The Student.

Who never down stairs tumbles paiis,
Unhinges gates, nor bears off rails,
Nor ties tin cans to canine tails?

The Student.

Who delves down into learning deep ?

Who never lets his spirit sleep ?

Who shall at last rich harvest reap ?

The Student.

• CO-EDUCATIOA'.

EXIRACIS FROM PRESIDENT WHITE'S REMARKS Al KOSTOX, JANUARY II.

The first fact which met me when I thought of this question was this : In
the State of New Vork. containing now about four millions of people, we have
a very wide system of education in our academies and high schools for voung
men and young women. From time immemorial voung men and young
women of a marriageable age have been educated together in those schools,
and I have yn to hear ofthe first case of scandal that has arisen in one of
these institutions. More than that, 1 have never seen a young woman edu
cated m one of those institutions who did not seem to me to be rather the
better for that education. Professor Child expressed my own feelings exactly
when he spoke ofthe ineffable inutillity ofthe so-called finishing education of

woman; but I think that that education, poor as it has been in many re

spects, in the high schools and academies where voung men and young wo-

men have been educated freely together has proved that it is not so difficult a

question as has been supposed.

Again I look back to my own college life, in the second in importance of
your New England colleges. I remember that in New Haven we had in four
of the more important lecture-rooms a large number of young women, and SO
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far as I could see the only influence of the introduction of (hose young women

was to make the place a little more decent. There was a little less noise and

rowdyism in those lecture-rooms than in the ones where young women were

not. But I have not confined myself to those observations. I have the ben

efit of a large correspondence, begun several years since, at
the University of

Michigan, and which in part led to the coeducation of both sexes at that in

stitution, and while I have a large collection of letters from educators which

declare their doubts of young men and young women together, I find that

when they are brought down to the point as to the eduaation of the sexes in

the high schools and colleges, the rooms where they are so educated are rath

er more decent, and far more pleasant. In not one letter do I recollect any

thing that makes against this position.
There were plentiful statements of

theory against coeducation. And I am not an advocate of having young men

and young women always educated together. I am delighted to have any

body found a Vassar College, I was heartily glad to have this offer made to

us, and I shall do what I can to promote its acceptance. I believe I am not

a bigot in this matter, but I most thoroughly believe that the education ofthe

sexes together is well worth trying, and I will briefly tell you some of the

reasons.

In the first place I visited Oberlin College, which has perhaps been as

much laughed at as any college in this land. It has all sorts of vagaries. It

first dared to do that most frightful thing
— to educate black men and while

men together. It dared to educate men and women together. I went and

saw them together, and I never saw any body conduct itself better than that

body of students, numbering two or three hundred of young men and young

women, in their large dining-hall ; and those wdio know anything about edu

cation know that that is a remarkably good test of the civilization that obtains

among them. Then in the class-room as to ability. Dr. Clark has said that

he would have a woman do anything she could do. Now the cleanest and

the clearest and the best reading of Tacitus that I heard at Oberlin College
was from a woman, and any person who can read Tacitus we'll shows pretty-

good evidence of a strong, clear mind.

Again, at the University of Michigan there is a different system, there be

ing no dormitory. There the professor of civil engineering, Professor Wood,

told me that for several years he had been in the habit of offering a prize for

problems in the higher mathematics. For several years they had not been

solved, but this year it had been solved, and solved by a woman, and the tes

timony generally was that the women stood as well as the men. Professor

Winchell, who has charge ofthe botany, showed me a careful schedule which

he had prepared to show which stood the highest, and in his department the

young women excelled.

At Antioch College in a German class, I saw excellent work done by a

woman. I saw excellent work done in other directions in the colleges I have

already named. At the Industrial University of the State of Illinois the same

thing was shown, the women holding their own remarkably well. At the

University of Wisconsin there is the same testimony. At the so-called

Northwestern University, at Evanston, Illinois, near Chicago, and also at

the Iowa Univer.-ity, which I did not visit, there is the same testimony. Now

I won't claim that the women showed greater power than the young men.

The gentleman who went with me, and who proposed to make the gilt, came

back believing that women excelled men in their powers of acquirement, but

I did not lose sight ofthe fact that the young women were singled out, while

the young men were taken as they run. I admit that the young women are

apt to devote themselves so earnestly to study as to injure their health, thus

confirming the judgment of Goldwin Smith that competitive prizes are dan

gerous where young men and young women are together. President Angell,

of the Michigan University, who vers prepared to think unfavorably of the

system at the start, had begun to like it? Thc young men and young women

did not walk together, and the young men were mote attentive to the young

women of the place than to their fellow-students. In regard to the studies

to be taught to young women he favored Latin, intellectual arithmetic and

botany, and thought that if Plutarch's Lives could be re.id afterwards the

women ofthe land would be far better fitted for their life work. [Applause.]

TALNE'S NOTES ON ENGLAND.

UPON education there is a very interesting chapter, especially in its re

marks on the public schools and on Oxford. English children seem to him

essentially different from French— the grand distinction being that, as regard.-,

boys especially, there is no definite line of division, as in France, between the

moral life ofthe child and that ofthe grown man.
" Schools and society arc-

on a level, without intermediate wall or moat : one prepares for the other and

leads into it, and the boy enters life not from a forcing-house and special at-

l'"-''fJ- ■ • . The French,collegian is ennuye, embittered, over-refined,
precoc.ous-too precocious; he is kept in a cage, ami his imagination fer
ments." The relation between English parents and children puzzles him, as
it does most foreigners. The apparently reckless multiplication of offspring,
the necessity not only of sons but of daughters shifting for themselves, the want
ot sentimental confidence between mothers and sons, are all at variance with

French tradition. As to French habits under this last head, he mentions some

facts which the uniegc-nerale Anglo-Saxon mind hardly knows whether to pro
nounce very nice or (as Charles Lamb says) very nasty. He closes his ac

count of ( ixlord with a reflection which admits us vividly into a certain bitter

and, as it were, tragical ph ise of an intelligent Frenchman's consciousness—

words which suggest afresh what so frequently occurs to students of French

literature, that the rays ofthe sun of "giory
"

niu,t, after all, be rather chill

ing ones :

"

I visit [at Oxford] two or three of the professors' residences; some re

calling old Fiench holds, others modern and delightful, all with gardens and

flowei's, outlooks noble and graceful. In the very oldest, beneath the por

traits of former occupants, are gathered all the elements of modern comfort.

I compare them to those of our savants—denlike lodgings in some third story,

in a great city, or to the gloomy quarters of the Sorbonne, and I think ol ihe

meagre, colorless aspect of our College de Fiance. Poor French! poor, in

deed, living here and there as we can ! We are of yesterday ; we have been

ruined from father to son by Louis XI\E, Louis X\E, by the Revolution, by
the Empire. We had pulled down, and had to make over all things anew.

Here the generation that follows never breaks with the generation that pre

cedes ; institutions are reformed by superstition, and the present, resting on

the past, continues it."—A'ation.

TIIE BITER BIT.

The rascally tricks which so many Sophomores and the like have been

playing on their juniors during the past year are not likely to be abated

until the aid ofthe ordinary police is called in, as in case of any other citizens'

offences. Meanwhile the matter has recalled to a correspondent the ancient

days at Vale, when instead of "hazing" there was "fagging," or at least a

species of recognized servitude on the part of the Freshmen, wdiich was a

"ood deal like it. The Seniors were allowed to summon the Freshmen to

meet them when and where they thought fit, "in order to be instructed and

reproved, .... when and where every Freshman shall attend, answer

all proper questions, and
behave decently." There were divers further regula

tions about taking off their hats to their "superiors," etc., and about the

times when and conditions under which the Freshmen might be sent of all

sorts of errands, etc., for the convenience of the said
"

superiors," namely,

Sophomores (or, as the laws of 1764 call them,
"

sophimores "), and so on.

Now, according to our correspondent, at the time whereof he writes, his

grandfather (111 after life) was a Freshman in college; and seems when thus a

lad, to have possessed much ofthe hard sense, independence, fearlessness, and

dry humor that marked his character in life. One day, at a time peculiarly in

convenient for him, a Senior called htm. According to la,/, he approached his

"

superior
"

with his hat off; for this was the rule, and he must keep it off un

til! bidden to put it on.
The great man, giving him a dollar, told him to hur

ry off and get pipes and tobacco with it, to be used in the entertainment of a

select circle at the Senior's room. Oft went Mr. Freshman, thinking hard ; an

idea came into his mind ; he followed it instantly ; and it was nearly two

hours before he knocked at the door of lhe Senior, and dutifully handed forth

pipes and tobacco.

At what he saw the Senior was furious.

'•What m.i.le \o.; ..-long, 1:

"
"

"Whv, su" (innocently),
"

/■>" didn't
tell wniu

to Long Wharf
"

(at the extreme end ol" lhe citv).

"

But, vou rascal, what did you get so many pipe

mop, and 1 \> rut down

for ? And where's tie

"

Why, sir" (pointing out a microscopic parcel), "you didn't tell me how

much of each; and I bought ninety -nine cents'
worth of pipes and one cent's

worth of tobacco."

d'he rage was dire; but the letter of the law protected the sly Freshman,

.vho was never known lobe sent on any errands again.—Galaxy.

— \ Senior, who was hastening toward a lady acquaintance, who was on

the downward path from Cascadilla, in order to help her over a slippery place,

•vas so unlucky as to sie his own boot toes between his eye and the zenith,

just in time to have lhe UU offer her gentle hand to him.
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NEW ACQUISITIONS.

Since the year 1872 began two important additions have been

made to the University collections. The purchase of the private

library of President Sparks not only adds five thousand volumes

and four thousand pamphlets to the University Library, but it fills

one of the departments most difficult
to complete. Every bibliog

rapher knows how much time and care and money are required in

the formation of a collection of works on American history. The

books on that subject were, many of them, issued in various parts

of this country, either during the colonial period or in the early

years of our
national history, when our publishing trade was in its

infancy. The editions were frequently very small ; the works them

selves were often little more than pamphlets, easily lost or de

stroyed ; and the result is that this class of publications has become

rare. If we add to this the fact that many of our wealthy men

have, of late years, been seized with a mania for collecting what

the booksellers call
"

Americana," and, in their competition, have

raised the prices, in many instances to inordinate figures, it will be

easy to understand the obstacles which the librarian of a public in

stitution finds placed in the way of his attempt to supply the de

partment of American history. The late purchase was, therefore,

an exceedingly fortunate one. With the works already on the Li

brary shelves relating to the history of our continent, together with

the books gathered by President Sparks, the institution now pos

sesses one of the most useful collections of the kind in the country.

The other recent acquisition is the collection of paleontological

casts made by Professor Ward, of Rochester, including the great

megatherium and other rare and valuable specimens. These casts

are well known to the scientific world, and are of importance as

illustrating not only paleontology, but also comparative zoology.

The set, which is another gift of Mr. Ezra Cornell to the Univer

sity which bears his name, is understood to be a duplicate of that

lately ordered by the Smithsonian Institute, at Washington. It is

to be placed in the new museum in the McGraw building, where

it will probably occupy the whole of one of the great galleries, and

will certainly prove to be one of the most interesting features.

CIIAAGES IN HIE COURSES.

We learn that the Faculty have been rearranging the Course in

Science so as to provide for the Specialty without making it necessary

for any student to take more than his fifteen hours of recitations

and lectures per week. In order to accomplish this some changes
in the order of the studies have been found necessary. And as a

result of these changes room has been made for a few studies that

were not before included in the course. 'I'he additions are Zoology,

three times a week for one term ; an addition of three times per

week for a term to the amount before required in both French and

German, or three times per week for two terms in either Spanish

or Italian, or one term three times a week in each of those modern

languages. We presume that Swedish or any other modern lan

guage would be allowed instead of the Spanish or Italian.

The changes in the order of the studies are as follows : Zoology

takes the place of Ancient History
in the second term Freshman,

and Ancient History takes the place of Botany in the third, Bota

ny being transferred to the third term of the Sophomore year;

Physics, for the students
in the Scientific Course, is transferred to the

Junior year ; French is continued three times a week through

Sophomore year, except
that in the third term it becomes optional

with Italian and Spanish. In the Junior year German will come

three times a week for two terms and then be optional with some

other modern language for the third term. Logic will be reduced

from five to three times per week, and Geology will be introduced in

this term, the third Junior, and come four times per week.

During the Senior year, the studies
that are required of all the

students in the Scientific Courses are so arranged as to constitute

but ten hours of lectures and recitation per week, thus leaving five

hours per week solid for the specialty. This specialty must consist

of the consecutive and thorough pursuit daily of some one branch

of science ; those that are named
are Agriculture, Veterinary Sci

ence, Agricultural Chemistry, Mathematics, Mechanics, Zoology,

Botany, Geology, etc.

This will not effect the students who are now in the Junior and

Senior Classes. For them the course will remain the same as an

nounced in the Register last year. But for all other classes the new

arrangement will go into effect at the beginning of the next aca

demical year.

THE CORRESPONDENCE "BORE."

It has been wittily said that the man with a large number of

correspondents is a martyr, with the slight difference, while many of

them were chained to the stake, he is fastened to the post. Num

bers of our students, whose lives were nomadic before they came

to Ithaca, and therefore have legions of friends scattered so far

apart that even Dore could not imagine them again grouped to

gether, either hope to see these old companions once more, and

therefore load the mails with hopeful missives, or else,
"

revolving

many memories," write letters, concerning past sports and friends,

so that an acquaintance is kept up which becomes one of the most

enjoyable kind, since absent men show only their best selves in

their letters, for they gradually become idealized to our imagina

tions, unless indeed their hand-writing, as rough and irregular as

the surface of Idaho, or Walt Whitman's verse, recalls us to the ac

tual by the effort needed to translate.

Moreover, there are, and it makes our paper blush like Milton's

seraph as we write, even in this University, whence Minerva and

the twin gods of the athlete should expel the modern goddess of

Flirtation—who has taken the girdle and bow that belonged to

the classic Venus and Cupid, now dead—youths so soft and suscep

tible that the said Cupid might have shot them through with bars

of soap or strings of vermicelli, as well as with arrows. These youths,

who, we are glad to say, are few in Cornell, not only flirt with an

Ithaca girl in each ward of the city, but spend a large share of

their Sundays in writing letters to fair ones scattered between Chicago

and Portland, and in return getting specimens like those that the

Eka published last vear. We do not know whether to call this

class of letter writing a
"

bore," though it does turn much valuable

time from the orthodox Sabbath worship to making sacrifices to

these goddesses that
" dwell apart," because the victims seem as

proud of thus squandering their time as young ladies have been of
an

extra malformative pair of" Polish heels." But the real bore, of a

calibre discounting any thing yet turned out in Pittsburg or Wool

wich, is the writing to one's honored parents. Freshmen vainly
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search in deceptive
"

Complete Letter Writers
"

for models on

which to write home to their " folks
"

and to so interest and please

them that the inevitable request for money will be an acceptable

part of the epistle. If lazy, he emulates
" Bouncer

"
in "

Verdant

Green," and copies from the Register and Eka; if ambitious he

quotes poetry and becomes poetical over Ithaca's natural scenery ;

if religious, he gives abstracts of the sermons and glowing, but

true, accounts of the interest of the meetings of the V. M. (E A. ;

if healthy, he dwells on the joys of foot and base ball, but rarely
does he have much to offer concerning studies. That is too dry a

topic to amuse his people. But these topics are all subordinate to

the request for money. We know this fact, not by student testi

mony, but from a cloud of witnesses in the shape of numberless
"

governors
"

who have sons at the different colleges of the United

States. And since student life is such a unique part of our exis

tence, we hope a prayer for undergraduates will be incorporated
into the Liturgy, and a letter for money into the "

Letter Writer."

We confess that others can build a better prayer than we can, but

venture the following form for a letter :

Itharvale University.

Dear Parents : Having just finished carefully balancing my ac

counts, I will now reply to yours of the —
,
when the delight of

hearing from you almost reconciled me to the disappointment of

not finding a post office money order enclosed. Just here I have

been interrupted by some classmates entering with a subscription
for the boating association which, as well as the base ball club, is

in great need of funds. WTe are getting along well in those scien

ces of the good of which I told you last week, but if I had some

rather expensive books of reference I could more distinguish myseli
in my class, and yet I don't wish to run my present account any

higher at my book-store. Several new and worthy literary and so

cial enterprises, besides the old ones of class, fraternity, etc., have

been started and require quite an outlay to make them successful.

I am getting along very cheaply here as you can see, when I tell

you that my friend B. Lanque spent last term three times as much

as your son did, and the annual expenses at that other college where

I once talked of going are many per cent, greater than here.

You are very fortunate in not having to allow me any money for

any of those jovial
"

jamborees," upon which many other students

squander time, money and thought. In our extremely hard course,

we find it needful to study very late at night, and therefore the

waste of brain tissue is so great that the fare at no Ithaca boarding-
house can supply the loss, and even a fourth meal at a restaurant

becomes a need. In writing my essays for the Professor in Litera

ture, <I find one's library of standard English works can not be

too large, as it takes so much time to draw books from the public
ones. The prevalent athletic sports and long walks we take for

our health are very beneficial to us, but wearing on clothes, hence

I find it hard to keep as well dressed as you told me to always be.

To prevent my devotions at church being interrupted by town

christians crowding big men, restless boys and pretty women into

my seat, I think I will rent a pew of my own in the Methepisterian

Church, where one can be got for less than fifty dollars. When

you wish to see my accounts, I will forward them, and now for the

enclosed tons of respect and affection, I would like some extra

money. Yours, etc.

P. S. Send the money in some kind of a draft or order that

will prevent the banker charging any discount.

P. P. S. Please answer soon.

ARRIVAL OF AlODELS.

The results of Mr. Cornell's and Professor Morris's diligent work
at the Patent Office, just before the holidays, now appear at the

University. This week six hundred and thirty-two valuable mod

els, which the Professor has culled from many thousands, arrived

and are being arranged.
These models are of machines for which patents could not be

granted, on account of duplication or infringement, but many of

them are finely made, and nearly all are practical. They illustrate

civil and mechanical engineering, steam and engines, railroad hy
draulics, metal working, chemical and philosophical instruments, ag
ricultural and household helps, vehicles and numerous smaller di

visions of machinery. A fine cabinet is being constructed in the

Sibley building for those used in the mechanical department.

THE HORSE SHOE AlA TTER.

Some time since President White wrote to the Rev. Robert Coll

yer, forwarding the sum raised here, by a subscription among the

trustees, professors and students, in aid of the sufferers by the Chi

cago fire. It was explained that the amount would have been sent

at an earlier date but for the President's absence in the East. In

reply, President White has received a characteristic note from the

distinguished clergyman, promising that the horse shoe, made with

his own hands, shall be directly forthcoming. Mr. Collyer also ex

presses the hope that he may sometime be able to meet
"
the boys

"

in the lecture desk, and thus do something more towards express

ing his thankfulness for the gift. He would doubtless be warmly-

welcomed to Ithaca.

THE NEW DIRECTORY.

We have examined the new University Directory which has been

so carefully prepared by Mr. J. K. Knight, of '72, and pronounce

it to fill a want as well as the missing arm did Michael Angelo's

statue. We have dreary memories of using a good many foot

pounds in climbing the hill to see a student or professor who had

taken his lares down town, and again,when we send our accomo

dating freshman after some classmate with whom we wished to form

an election ring, or grind out some study, or look up previous to

examination, of seeing the hapless youth return with weary step

and gasping
"
non est inventusA But now we can find a man with

out needing a clairvoyant sense, and probably every student will

get one so as to inform himself as to the present number of stu

dents and their whereabouts. As usual, the typography of the

University Press is admirable.

NOT DEAD YET.

(.Ink of our exchanges interrogates thus :
''
What has become of

The Cornell Era ? We have not received a copy for over a

month ; we suppose it still lives, as we see it mentioned by other

exchanges." The latter supposition is the correct one; and that

our valued relative has not received late numbers, rather goes to

show the defects ofthe postal system than to argue in favor of our

decease. We hope, nay we are confident, that while America ioves

liberal systems of education,
while the paper of a college is consid

ered its representative abroad, while Cornell University quietly

leads the progressive march of knowledge, while editors are impe-
1

cunious, subscribers bearish, and
Ithaca landladies rapacious, The

Era deserves to live. Then, when it seems to have done its work,

may its future editors so conduct it, that the press will send up a

resounding coronach over its remains, and deem it better to have

had and lost, than never to have had at all.
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ERRATA.

Ix last week's editorial, in the sentence quoted from Burke, read

"

debater," instead of
"

orator."

Also, Stover, not Storer, was elected President of the Freshman

class.

UNIVERSITY TJEAIS.

— A Junior whose religious proclivities are in proportion to the number of

young ladies attending church, provoked the wrath of a pillar of the "Eel

Pot
"

by his innocent playfulness. '73 did not wait for the benediction.

— We never spoil a joke for class or any other sake. A Junior and some

Sophs, were trying electric experiments, and sticking excited bits of paper to

the wall. .V '74 man stuck up one. of them behind the hot stove-pipe where

it quickly began to smoke, and honest '73 was persuaded that it was a new

development of the force.

— The item in the Leader, giving the idea that all students can obtain free

baths at Cascadilla, was a mistake. None, but boarders can ablute there.

— That Era editor, who fell down on that via dolorosa between the Sibley

and Xorth University building, is glad that the wind blew as it did on Mon

day, so that his azure oaths were in harmony with Xature.

— The Era has had forty-seven applications from different Juniors to

publish their essays on
" Have regard to the excellence, \c."

— Observe that the time of another train is added to The Era's time ta

ble ofthe Ithaca and Athens Rail Road.

— The impossibility of two trains passing each other on the same track is

often urged, but a feat as difficult was accomplished when outgoing and in

coming sections passed each other in the chapel aisle, on Monday. However

there was a slight reaction among the particles, as Junior, Soph., Senior,

and Fresh, mixed in a jovial c-rush.

— The Leader, of Monday has a lengthy editorial on the prospects of the

Ithaca division of the Delaware, Lackawana and Western Railroad, in which

it is urged that this
" old reliable

"

should extend itself up to Ceneva, and by
thus competing with the Utica and Elmira, and Cayuga and Athens, be a

third through line to benefit Ithaca and the University. In our present light
we agree with the Leader, and think that the present good management of

this division by the well-known Superintendant Humphrey would be even

more conspicuous, if it should be one from Binghamton to Geneva.

— Professor Hartt is busy unpacking and arranging the contents of mys

terious boxes, that have lately arrived directed to the geological department.
— Professor Hartt's announcement during his lectuie on Tuesday of the

contemplated geological trip to Scranton next term, drew applause enough to

show that many students like field practice. How gay will these excursions

be, when ladies are numerous here, and the broad guage through trains run

direct to Scranton.

— The Psi Upsilon fraternity held a meeting of graduate members at Del-

monicoEs, in Xew Vork, on Tuesday, the Kuh. The object was to organize
an association ofthe alumni members in Xew York city. They hold their first

regular meeting early in February.

— A Freshman, who ha-,
"

no ear for music," in writing from dictation

changes Cyaxares into "Syiatet e-;." As our gifted correspondent Mr. Gil

bert says, "a course of lectuies must be .supplemented by reading."
— A Junior, in reply to a professor's interrogalion-point-like glance, was

inspired to derive the word
"

Ankraut" from Saurkraut.

— From the central office of the the Erie Railway a lot of novel and ele

gant advertising cards have been sent to Eldred ..v Phillips. These canis have

a neat cut of the Suspension Bridge and Niagara on one side and an extract

from The Era on the reverse. Call al 5 East State Street and get one.

— We understand that those students who were suspended last t<-i m fri

gate-lifting are demonstrating to the Faculty, by doing well in their studies,

that that body acted wisely in letting them back this term.

— We are happy to state that there is no need of a skating rink here in

Ithaca since the town authorities provided such excellent slipping on the side

walks.

— A story was related by the professor in a German class, the other dav,

which may not be familiar to all the readers of The Era. During the war

between Austria ami Prussia which grew out of the Sehleswig-Holstein diffi

culty, in i860, a Prussian army occupied the city of Frankfort for a few weeks,
and the troops were billeted out among the inhabitants of the city. As the

sentiment of bolli the people and the press was decidedly averse to the Prus

sians, and the ulterances of the latter had been extremely bitter, the general

in charge of the troops wished to put the good people of the city to as much

inconvenience and expense as possible, and ordered that in addition to other

things each soldier should be supplied with a pound of meat, a certain amount

of wine and eight cigars. During a performance at the theatre of a transla

tion of Shakespeare's .Merchant of Venice, a disturbance occurred which ne

cessitated a call for assistance from the military. Many Prussian officers were

in the galleries and the pit was occupied by the groundlings Hamlet speaks

of. When the actor who represented Bassanio asked,
"

Was wiinscht der Ju-

de?
"

Shylock responds,
" Ein Pfund Fleisch." The words were hardly spo-

ken liefore a voice in the pit cried out,
" Und acht Segaren auch !

"

— Several of our students have been pleased, lately, to hear how a Senior

can en-Gage a young lady in conversation, while waiting for the cars at Free

ville.

— d'hat '73 man who made such a facetious translation of the word jument,

while reading in Littcratuie Francaise Classique, has concluded to study embry

ology next term.

— Speaking of translations, who was it that when one of the Eds., in men

tioning a pair of gloves said he had "a tight fit,
"

bruited about the story that

he had been the victim of delirium tremens ?

— The sociables which are attracting so many from their musty books and

mustier ideas, have broken out in Free Hollow, where some of our students

meandered in search of pleasure, last Tuesday evening, and reported an abun

dance of that article on hand.

— A '75 has produced the following as the nucleus of a college song :

"

Sing out for old Cornell, boys,

Sing out for old Cornell;

Sing out for old Cornell, boys,

Sing out for old Cornell."

— Some of our students take the lectures in short-hand.

—

Shafting is being put up in the printing and machine rooms of the Sib

ley building for running the machinery.
— Every time there is a thaw the bridge over Cascadilla is made almost

impassable by the water and slush running down upon it. An hour's work

would remedy this. Save the bridge from decaying, and preserve the good-

temper of those who are obliged to pass over it.

— A specimen of Freshman ingenuity was exhibited in town the other

day. Wishing his oil can filled and fearing marauders, he conceived the idea

of hanging it in the top of a tree, with his directions attached. It is needless

to say that his eyes were not injured by the use of said oil that evening.
—

Why is it that the old mythological days have passed, and with them

the men who might be so eminently useful in our times. We would find a

congenial task for Hercules, and one which would be apparently as difficult

for him to accomplish as bringing that amiable canine specimen from the Pit,
in conducting our Trustees from the mazy path they now tread, into a place
where the light should clearly show them the physical needs of the Univer

sity. He might hammer away at their stony hearts, with as great renown, if

successful as he got in cleansing the .\ugean Stables. Amphion might have

induced the stones around Thebes to place themselves on the walls at his me

lodious bidding, but before we give full credence to the tale, we would call on

him to trundle off those unsightly stones between .the Universitv and town

which are so valuable to geologists and so unnecessary to pedestrians.
— White kids and swallow-tails are the indispensables at the meetings of

the Harnionian. d'here is a joke somewhere ; who owns it?
— We are fain to admire the example of some ofthe alumni of our eastern

colleges, they being regular contributors to the college papers. We wonder

how thev are persuaded. ( >u.s are refractory ; how shall we manage them
?

— An ad le- headed quid-mine, who seemed to have come not far from the

country, after eyeing a surveying party, the other day, burst out impetuously,
"

Who's the head-layer-oul here ?
"

Active inquiry gleaned that he wanted to

look at the Chief Engineer.
-

Copies ot the new Student's Directory are for sale at the news-rooms,

bookstores and University printing office.

—

Cowper wrote these lines to describe the position of the parties at the
close ofthe late Laboratory trial :

"

Defendant
"

then becomes a name

Which he that bore it may disclaim,
Since both, in one description blended,
Are plain tills—when the suit i.s ended."

-

"Sherry's theatre" occupies Wilgus Hall Wednesday, Thursday and
1' nday evenings of next week. ••

Rosedahe
"

is the plav for Wednesday eve-

ning.
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— Last Wednesday Professor Hart took occasion to state before the class

that Mr. O. A. Derby, his assistant in Brazil, had safely arrived in New Vork.

He remarked that he was pleased to state that Mr. Derby had been "an ex

tremely faithful assistant, and had been extremely successful in all his under

takings."
— What ofthe Junior who takes his water-pitcher to get coal in, his tooth

brush to comto his hair with, puts his stockings on his hands, and tugs to get

his boots over his rubbers, all in one morning? Is he in love ?

— It was aggravating to that upper classmen last Saturday, to see a hand

kerchief and collar (not clean) fall from his hat as he lifted it to a young lady
on the street.

— There will be a donation for Rev. B. Shove, at the church and parson

age, on Plain Street, Wednesday evening, February 7th ; students and other

friends are invited.

— A Freshman, hearing it mentioned that there were several "alumni"

in the room during Professor Hartt's lecture on Geology, anxiously inquired
if
" alumni

"
was the name of that new species of fish which had been dis

covered in Brazil.

— A sophomoric Senior translates
"
E/le se ll-vcpeniblement en se drapant,"

" she arose painfully and put on some clothes."

— A new reason why the Register is delayed so long has been discovered

by a '73 man; he overheard some one say that there are five printers setting
on it; under such a treatment, he thinks delay is pardonable.

— The other day, in one of our classrooms, a certain Soph., nameless here,

was called on to recite, but made answer readily,
" I haven't had time to study

the lesson, Professor."
" Have you read it over ?

"

was the austere query of

the man in the chair :
"

Why, that's what I call studying," was the affable ex

planation of '74.

PERSONAL.

G. B. Turner, of '73, will not return to the University during the pres

ent term.

. Mr. Carpenter, who distinguished himself while in Ithaca by the pro

duction of the portraits of Goldwin Smith and others, is transferring to canvas

the representation of the treaty between Great Britain and the United States.

Ed. M. Shelton, who graduated at the Michigan Agricultural College in

1871, has received the appointment of Superintendent of the Government Ag
ricultural Farm of Japan, at a salary of $1,500 in gold per annum, with

expenses paid from the time he leaves this country. This choice is not only
an honor to Mr. Shelton, but creditable to the college, whose graduates can

be found filling many high positions of trust.
—

Republican.

W. H. CORBIN, formerly a popular member of '73, is now a Senior at Co

lumbia Law School, New York City.

J. S. Walker, from the Sophomore class of Dartmouth, is among the ac

quisitions ofthe Cornell '74's.

A. A. Beattie, of '74, is teaching in Salem, New York, with success, of

course.

Professor MacKoon has been engaged as German Professor at Edg-

mont, We should judge that this would be more congenial employment for

the Professor than teaching in the University the perverse intellects of mis

guided men.

O. S. Braumuller, of '75, is in Atlanta, Georgia. He wdll return next

term.

Wilson, of '72, is with us once again.

Benton, of '71, is meeting with abundant success as Commandant, at

Peekskill.

0. H. Loomis, of '72, leaves his present home, in Syracuse, for Europe,

in the Spring.
William Dodge Scott, of '72, Cornell, is attending the Lawrence Scien

tific School at Harvard University.

William Penn Rvman, of '71, is in the Law School at Harvard.

Merit has been duly recognized in the selection of H. E. Copeland, of '72,

as Latin Professor at Edgmont. Would that we were HE.

G. L. Gray, of '75, is back.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

Forty Sophs at Yale have been conditioned in Trigonometry.
—

Henry Ward Beecher is soon to commence his course of theological

lectures at Yale.

—

Michigan University claims 1225 students. Her new catalogue is out.

Ours is coming.

The Chronicle g,ves the necessary expenses of the model German stu

dent, as stated by our Leipzig correspondent, and suggests that the figures
were taken from our correspondent's own private account book.

-

Though the Amherst Faculty are sticks on dancing, they are bricks on

the boat question. So they subscribe liberally and those who see immorality
m the sport are constrained to keep quiet, while the crew goes to the Fall Re
gatta.

-The Orient is distressed for money. So are we, but we don't let it be
known. Still there is no instance of a refusal of subscriptions on our books.

— I he said Orient despises not
"

the day of small things." It clips news
from the Police New*, though disclaiming it as an exchange.

— Women are admitted to fifty American Colleges.
— The Hamilton Literary AIoul Ay, when it says: "The University of

Lewisburg ought to have a good college paper," appears to hint that the pres
ent editors are not a qualified set. "So say we all of us."

— "The first father" ofthe Class of '71, at Vale, refuses the silver cup.
He doesn't want his enterprise rewarded in that way.—Cap and Gown.

— Bibles are scarce at Cornell, and so they publish selections from the sa

cred volume in the college paper for general instruction.—Exchange. Now

what does that mean ? Are we to. be maligned because of our morality ? We

suggest that some of our exchanges would perhaps find more readable select
ions in that Book, than some of the original matter which appears in them.

However, we ask, when did we publish articles from the source mentioned ?
— Children between eight and fourteen years of age are required to attend

school for twelve weeks of the year in Michigan.
— I lorace wrote :

"

Aequam memento rebus in arduis

Servare," etc.

One letter is dropped and we have:

"

Equam memento rebus in arduis

Servare."

And the classical scholar may give it this rendering in English: Remem

ber to keep a. pony for difficult passages !—Hamilton Literary Alonthlv.
— When the ladies are here in greater numbers The Era will offer even

greater inducements than the following, put forth by the Kentucky Wesleyan -.

We wish to thank our young lady friends for the interest they have taken in

our paper. We are going to offer as a premium to the lady who sends us t! e

greatest number of subscribers the handsomest or smartest young fellow in

college as a beau. Others will be rewarded in proportion to the number < f

subscribers sent. Our stock is select, and consists of bachelors, widowers

and gallant and anxious young gentlemen. In competing for the prize please
state preferences, if you have any, as to color of hair and eyes; also state

which is most admired—beauty or talent.

— The Amherst Student complains that the eating and praying come too

near together in the morning. They don't have time to do either well and

satisfactorily, especially the former.

— The Kentucky Wesleyan, a neat and methodical college monthly pub
lished by students of Kentucky Wesleyan University, came into existence

with the Xovember number. Though much pleased with its general features,

some of its articles express views which sound a little strange in this age. One

article strongly urges
"

that a man who has never experienced the transform

ing influence of the Christian religion is better off without education than with

it," and that "it would be better for the world if irreligious men were illiter

ate," "even in the case of moral men;" and that
"

it will be better for the

soul in eternity if the irreligious shall have been illiterate in time," the last

two sentences being italicised in the original. I-t seems to us that between this

view of the case, and the old theory that ministers of the gospel, whose

lives should be guides for all others, do not need an education, the cause must

suffer somewhat. The same paper also opens an editorial with the following:
" We are not entirely satisfied that the freedom ofthe press is as much a ben

eficial institution to our land as has been claimed. We are not altogether sat

isfied that it is not carried too far, and that a censor is not fast becoming a lit

erary necessity." To all of which we

" smile, as we reply :

Grub, little moles, grub under ground,

There's sunshine in the sky."

— An article in the Sun of January 22, on decline of "English Education

in Harvard College," contains the following: "We regret to see that Eng

lish composition has taken a less prominent place in college instruction than

formerly. Undergraduates are now required to furnish only twenty three ex

ercises in that department during
their whole college course, which is less
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than a fourth part of what was expected of them a few years ago.
This is a

great mistake, and
the sooner the Faculty return to the old paths through

which that accomplished and vigorous scholar, Professor Channing, once led

so many alumni who gained laurels in the literary world, the better will it be

for the college. It is perhaps a singular commentary upon this neglect of

English composition that we find President Eliot himself, while referring to

the territorial possessions of tbe college, expressing
himself in this awkward

language: 'The buildings ofthe University, of course, cover but a very
small

portion of this area, and they never will.'
"

— The Alonthly Scientist predicts that the sun will burn out in 44,389

years; Rip Van Winkle has concluded if that's the case, the earth is no place

for him, he will emigrate, cut loose from earth—go to Alaska.

— A report of the examination
of women published last July by the Univer

sity of Cambridge, England, enlightens us
on the way they treat the question

of woman's education there. This third examination shows an increase in the

number of female students. In 1S69 there were thirty-six candidates, in 1S70

ebdity-four and in 1S71 one hundred and twenty-nine. Xew associations have

be'en formed for their advantages, and for the benefit of those who are unable

to attend in person a new method of aid has been devised which reflects credit

on the management : a paper having a set of questions on the subject the pu

pil is studying is sent weekly or fortnighlfy to her ; these she is expected to

answer as she can by the aid of books and return them to the Faculty ; there

the answers are corrected and the paper sent back
to her with advice from the

teachers. ., , , I7
. ,., r

—

1-7,000 volumes have been contributed to the University library ol

Strasbourg within three months. There will also be a department of mnsic

added to it, as some of the German
music publishers offer to donate a full set

of their publications.
— What they call "cramming" is so prevalent in Harvard University

that the students have been forbidden that luxury, and hereafter announce

ments of examinations will burst on the students there like a thunder-clap,

finding them all unprepared.
—

" Cast thy bread upon the waters, and it will," &c. The editors of

eastern papers appreciate this when
their jokes reappear unexpectedly, after

several weeks, in the western college papers.

— Hartford is talking of buying the site of Trinity College for the new

State-House. Where will they put Trinity ?

'Phe Western Collegian has some pertinent remarks on the importance

of not studying too many hours, conclusively urging that the eight hour prin

ciple holds in mental as well as "physical work.

— The models from the Patent Uffice, to the number of about one thou

sand, for Dartmouth College, have arrived al that institution. They are to

be placed in Culver Hall.

— The Yale Courant has an article on "College Friendships," saying

that, though the new dormitories prevent the jollity that used to prevail in

the old cotton factories, the present class and college unity, the abolition ol

hazing, &c, make the new order of things betier than the old.

— Among the most silly laws that impose childish restraint upon Vale un

dergraduates there is one that
forbids them quoting Falstaff:

"

Shall 1 not take

mine ease in my inn?
"

as they are not allowed to
" make round-shouldered

':

the waiters of the New Haven hotels.

BATAC IN THOSE AIUSEE IS.

Through some misunderstanding a few students have failed to return

their muskels to the armoiy. All such have doublless received bills from the

University business office, to avoid the payment of which a receipt of deposit

i.s required. For the purpose of giving receipts to those returning arms 1

will be in the armory on Monday, February 5, from four to five o'clock.

M. T. Conklin.

TIIE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

THErmeeting of this Society, January 27, was a very interesting one.

There was an unusually large attendance, including several ladies whose pre

sence in the Society affords a "foretaste of the fair To lie," when Cornell

shall become in fact as well as in name an
"

Institution where any person,"

etc.

Mr. T. WE Jaycox read as part of the current scientific news, an interest

ing account of Deep-Sea. Dredgings, published in the Report of the United

States Coast Survey.

Mr. J. H. Comstock gave a short lecture on
"

Insect Architecture,"

which will be published in The Era.

Mr. H. E. Copeland read a spirited essay on
" Sentimental Botany." He

took the part of the
Sentimentalist as distinguished from the Pedant. The

former seeks the kernel. The latter cares only for the form of the dry husk.

The former has eyes for everything that is beautiful, and everything in Na-

tine is beautiful to him who has eyes. The former sees the pretty, upturned

face of the Blue-Eyed Crass, and all the wonders of its being; the latter

names it Sisvrincluum Bermudiauum, (which, being interpreted is Bermudian

Hog-Snout)'and feels that he has done his duty, having added one more La-

tin name to science. Had old Frederick Pursh been a sentimental botanist,

he would have seen more in the Cayuga Valley in 1807, than Mulleins and

Smartweed. If a man can pronounce Primula
Auricula never so glibly, un

less he looks deeper than the golden corolla and the Latin name, he is no more

a true botanist than old Peter Bell:—

" A primrose by the river's brim,

A vellow primrose was to him,

And it was nothing more."

For all he can do is to Iranslate
" Yellow Primrose

"

into clumsy Latin. The

speaker criticised Professor Lowell's essay on Thoreau, claiming that a man

whose outlook on Xature was through' his "Study Windows," where the

odor of musty pigskin stifled the breath of the blossoming meadows, had no

right to coolly anatomize the work of one who had studied Xature in "

that

intenser way in which a lover looks at his mistress."

Mr. S. W. Xorris read an entertaining though somewhat mystical essay

on the Phenomena of Sleep. He claimed that all dreams are abnormal, an

evidence of unsoundness, and that whatever the
" Ideal Dream" of the poet

might be, that of the physiologist is no dream at all.

Mr. G. E. Patrick followed with an extended article on "Oceanic Cur

rents." He gave as one of the determining causes of Arctic and Antarctic

currents, the greater rapidity of motion of the waters at the equator, com

pared with those of the poles, produced by the revolution of the earth. This

naturally draws the greater bulk of the water into the plane of the faster mo

tion. The equatorial currents are caused in part by the winds but more par

ticularly by the rotary motion of the earth from west to east, producing a

backward tendency in the waters and a setting of currents in the opposite di

rection. The direction of currents is often determined by the configuration

of the land. The Gulf Stream is a portion of the Atlantic equatorial current

that enters the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, and by the peculiar form

of the shores receives a north-eastward tendency as it leaves the Gulf. The

reason why its influence is not more felt on the Atlantic coast of our country

is the existence of a counter current from the Arctic Ocean, between the Gulf

Stream and the coast. Mr. Patrick gave some interesting statistics on the

temperature of this remarkable current and its influences on the Arctic re

gions. He thought that this current of equatorial waters passing between

Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla was the proper track to follow in seeking the

supposed Polar Sea, and if pursued with the same persistence that other less

favorable routes have been, we should arrive in less than ten years to

"

Where the playful polar bears

Waltz around the pole in pairs,"

and be able with the true Yankee heroism to nail the Stars and Stripes to the

North Pole. The speaker read a letter of Professor Agassiz giving an ac

count of the Sargassum of the Atlantic and of an interesting discovery of a

fish's nest in this Sea-Weed.

Professor Hartt then made some additional remarks on the Gulf Stream

and other currents. He stated that the Sargassum alluded to was now gen

erally supposed to be torn from the rocks of the coast and carried into the

ocean in large quantities. Mr. Jaycox then read an account of some observa

tions made on the (lulf Stream by the United States Coast Survey.
Mr. D. S. Jordan gave an account of a striking variety or, rather mon

strosity of a Si. Johnswort {Hypericum cliiplienm) found bv him on the

bank:, of the Susquehanna, near Owego. The common form has a cluster of

about a dozen smallish copper-yellow flowers, with five petals and five sepals.
This new plant had in every flower of the cluster but four petals and four se

pals. Furthermore, the flower was nearly a half larger than the common forrti,

and of a blight yellow, instead of pale orange. As far as other characters

were concerned there seemed to be no special difference from the ordinary

plant. Among plants so constant in their forms as the St. Johnsworts,
the

simultaneous occurrence ot such vaiiations and their presence in every flower

in the cluster is certainly a rare circumstance.

At the next meeting, lebruary 10, papers will be presented by Messrs.

Jordan, Dudley, Comstock, La/enby, Lawson, Jaycox, Xorris, Jobs and oth

ers. A review of current scientific news will be read by Mr. Kellerman.

Corresponding Secretary.
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PAPER BOATS

Have been rowed by the winners of

no Races since their introduction in 1S6S,

and are now in use in the United States, the British Provinces

England, South
America and Australia.

w
ESTWARD HO!

-S3

J^UDLEY F. FINCH,

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the Westwill do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

^?.nf"S,'!'!PMC Cata,"K"c. which enumerates thousands ol
pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through-

Dealer in

out the western Si.Ul

TUDENT'S

situated at

and territories.

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS,' &c

We have in press, and shall publish in October, THR ANNU

AL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND OARSMAN'S

MANUAL FOR 1871, one large quarto volume of 475.pages,

printed in colors on tinted paper, containing 75 fine illustra

tions on wood and stone, and four large folding plates (12x40
inches), strongly bound in muslin. Price $6 00.

No work of dmilar magnitude and cost on this subject, has

ever been published in England or the United Suites.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their histoiy. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.
Part First Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates) .

Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Co*t

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.

PartSecond. Chapter I. Rowing defi'i-d. Hints to begin
ners. TO of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part] Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and tbe du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. R aces won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871. Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. The Harvard-

Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15. 1871.
ourth. A Directory of the 73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the 30th of November,
'870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

CIJXTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

LIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

pjOWARD & CLEMENT,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,

Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

UNIVERS. TY TEXT BOOKS,

TINE WRITING TAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

C. P Cl.RJIE' T.
H. HOWARD.

A RBOUR.

~

AIILLSPAUGH &> THOAIPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICRLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

EAST STATE STRF.ET.

nnO ADVERTISERS.—All persons who
;
V

A contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the

OU CAN A LAVAYS GET

f Advertisements should send to

CEO ROE P. ROWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents fnr their tine Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates.

showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers. 'This firm are proprietors ol

the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROW, N. V.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser
tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est rates.

/CORNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address WAI. AVAWE, AI. A., Ithaca, AE Y.

TIIE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.
Made to order and ready made.

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Sermtess."

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OK HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &*c., &*c., at

SHERWOOD'S.

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner

of Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

IVAL AIAJOR, Manufacturer and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots ot the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. I!. Repairing done.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

69 & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRV GOODS, OROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

,
This work was promised early in 1871, but in consequence of

its magnitude it was found impossible to publish it at the time

proposed. No expense has been spared to make it a standard
work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will be found to

contain a large mass of information never before printed The

Directory of the Clubs is alone worth the price of the work.

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS* BALCH & CO.,
Paper Boat Builders,

303 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

w
I LOUS BROTHERS & CO.,

F. T. GREENLEY 6- CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands of Imported Cigars. F. T. it F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 78 State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street. Manufacturer of ail
kinds of bake sturt". All goods pure and first class.

DK.-U.KRS IN

CARPETS. MATTINGS. OIL CLOTHS. COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS. PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

\Ls() DE \Lt KS IN

C ENE R A L I) R V C O CDS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particular

attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very- reasona

ble terms.
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The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal eown ;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
Whi'e his subjects all go slip-shod to pay

the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipDer, with Reconstruction hound,

That he may slip from Washington, and
"

Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through :

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and s'ip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a clipper too.in these disastrous times;
For everv dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;

Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
Inst take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

'That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in vonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be :

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

lip
The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Ofthe gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride;
They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well ;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go- a-slipping too ;

j'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;
'To California's boastt-d clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in thc sea beneath the maddened spray.
'Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join thc chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. TARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

&c, &c.
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ONCE AIORE.

Sweet Mollie, Mollie Snyder!
A year or more agone,

Your face, like sun at morning,
Across my pathway shone.

O 'twas a golden Summer,

I dallied with your curls ;

'Tis over now—don't blame me ;

The world is full of girls.

Yon fountain clear as crystal,
Mirrors the sun at noon ;

But see—it bears the image,
At evening of the moon.

The Poet's heart's a fountain,

And ever}- maiden fair,

Who tries its depths to fathom,
Will find her image there.

Our Life for Love is given,
'Tis nature to be gay ;

And so I kiss another,

Now you are far away.

D.S.J. '72

THE EARLY HISTORY OF ALLY.

BY PROFESSOR W. D. WILSON, D. D., L. L. D.

I. A manual of Ancient History from the Earliest Times to the Fall ofthe
Western Empire, comprising, etc. By George Rawlinson, A'. A. Camden

Professor ofAncient Histoiy in the University of Oxford
—

Oxford at the

.Clarendon Press. I vol. %vo.,pp. 580, 1869.
2. A History of the Worldfiom the Earliest Records to the present time. By

Philip Smith, B . A., one of the principal contributors to the dictionaries of
Greek and Roman Antiquities, Biography and Geography. Ancient History
to the Fall of the Roman Empire, 3 Vols. 8 w. //. 562, 568, 774. A'no

York: D. Appleton iACo., 1865, 1866.

3. The Student's Alanual of Oriental History of the East to the Commence

ment of the Aledian Wars. By Francois Lcnormont, and E. Chevallier,

Alember of the Royal Astatic Society, 2 Vols. 12 mo., pp. 540, 396. Phila

delphia: J. B. Lippincott d-" Co. ; London : Aslier <A Co., 1869.

4. Pre-historic Times as illustrated by Ancient Remains, and the Alanneis and

Customs of Modern Savages. By Sir John Lubbock, Baronet, F. R. S. etc.,

second edition. Loudon : Williams &* Norgate, pp. 620, 1S69.

5. Origin of Civilization and the Primitive Condition of Alan. Alental and

Social Condition of Suvaages. By Sir John Lubbock, etc., etc. I Vol.

\2mo., pp. 380. New York: IJ. Appleton cA Co., 1871.
6. Outlines of the Philosophv of Universal History, applied to Language and

Religion. By Christian Charles Josias Bunsen, D. D., D. C. I., Ph. D.

2 Vols. 8vo., pp. 521, 488. London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans,

1854.

We have noticed these books at the head of our Article fur the

twofold purpose of saying something concerning the books them

selves, and of making a few remarks on some of the topics of

which they treat.

They all relate, to some extent, to the early history of mankind.

They are all alike in being recent productions, and the writings 01

nien who have made a special study of the evidences and indica

tions of all kinds that have lately been adduced to prove for man

a much greater antiquity on the earth than has been hitherto gen

erally conceded. But in reference to these claims, the authors

named belong to three different classes, and to all the classes that

thus are engaged in investigations of that kind at the present day.
Sir John Lubbock belongs to the physical school ; a school that

looks to geological explorations and discoveries, as the chief and

most reliable source of information. Chevalier Bunsen has chief

ly—not to say exclusively—explored the field of comparative phi
lology and the science of language ; and all the others, Smith,

Rawlinson, Lenormont and Chevallier have devoted their attention

chiefly to the facts brought to light in recent times, by the deciph

ering of the ancient monumental inscriptions in Egypt, Mesopota

mia, etc. They are all alike in thinking, that some modification of

our views of the early history and condition of man is demanded

as a concession to the results of recent inquiries, though disagreeing
somewhat widely as to what this concession shall be.

Rawlinson's Manual is on the plan of Heeren's—so highly val

ued years ago, 'when it was first introduced to the acquaintance of

scholars. It has been brought down to the present time by one

who is perhaps more thoroughly master of the materials out of

which history is to be written, than any other living man. He has,

withal, a humane heart and reverential disposition, as all thorough
scholars have. His studies have not at all chilled the ardor of his

piety, or weakened his faith in the doctrines, the discipline, the

worship and the position of his ancestral church—the Church of

England. We deem the work indispensable to the table furniture

of any scholar who has occasion to look into the ancient history
of the world.

Smith's work is in some respects more serviceable than Mr. Raw

linson's. It embraces a large portion of history, coming down to

a much later period. And in fact what we have is but one part of

the entire work which the author has proposed to himself to ac

complish for the world. It is more full, and fully written out as to

history than Rawlinson's, this latter being but little more than a

text-book, suggesting facts, etc., for lectures. It is not one whit

less profound and thorough, and exceeds it in the relgious element.

He proposes to write the history of the world as
"
God's world

"

and
"

to trace the story of Divine Providence and human progress

in one connected narrative, preserving that organic unity, which is

the chief aim of this
'

History of the World.'
"

The work is cau

tiously and carefully written. The story is interestingly told, and

the work is, on the whole, worth more in our opinion, to the gene

ral reader, or the clergyman who can not have access to a large

number of volumes, than any other that such persons can possibly

have. We deem it on the whole the most valuable contribution to

our literature on ancient history, that has yet been made.

The work by Lenormont and Chevallier is of another character

in some respects. The authors are Roman Catholics—devout,

sincere, earnest opponents
—not less learned than their English

competitors, but disposed to go farther in concession to the de

mands of modern science, than either Smith or Rawlinson have

thought it at all necessary
to do. They say of the sacred history

as given in Genesis :

" It contains the most ancient tradition as to the first days ofthe human

race, the only one that has not been disfigured by the introduction of fantas

tic myths and disordered imagination run wild . . . whilst for the Chris

tian it has a dogmatic valve, permitting him, indeed,
to interpret it in conform-

ity with the light furnished by the progress of science [the italics
are ours], hut

at the same time giving him a fixed point around which to group the results

of human investigation."



" The Bible assigns uo precise date to the origin of the human species [ital

ics our own]. It gives no positive time to that eveift. It has really no chro

nology for the early epochs of man's existence, neither
for that which extends

from the Creation to the deluge, nor for that which reaches from the 1 >eluge

to the call of Abraham—the dates which commentators have attempted to fix

are purely arbitrary [italics ours], and have no dogmatic authority. They be

long to the domain of historical hypothesis, and one might mention a hundred

attempts to make the calculation, each with a different result. What alone

the Sacred Books state, and in which science is in complete agreement with

them, is, that the appearance of man on the earth (however remote the date

may be) is recent, when compared with the immense duration of the geologi

cal periods of creation ; and that the antiquity of many thousands of years,

which some people, as for instance, the Egyptians, Chaldeans, Indians and

Chinese even self-complacently claimed in this mythological tradition, is virtu

ally fabulous."—Pp. 3 and 4.

These authors propose a new thought with regard to the deluge :

"There are some observations which it is in the highest degree important

to make on this narrative. The distinction between clean and unclean ani

mals proves that the species taken into the Ark were only those useful to man,

and capable of domestication [italics ours], for to those only does the division

into two such classes apply among the Hebrews. The manner in which the

deluge was brought about, an idea quite distinct from the fact itself, i^ related

in accordance with the crude notions on physical science which were current

with the contemporaries of Moses."—P. 6.

These volumes are pleasant and instructive reading, and are in

teresting, moreover, as showing how the descendants of those

who set their Church against Galileo and physical science in the

sixteenth century are cautious about repeating that blunder in the

nineteenth. The French work is written with a vivacity and a

play of fancy which is not to be found in the works of either of the

English authors we have named. And we feel disposed to add

that the French authors appear to have bestowed their attention

upon the three great fields of research already indicated, with a dis

tribution more uniform and more nearly equal to the demands and

importance of each, than either of the others whose works we have

named at the head of our article.

Bunsen has chiefly cultivated the field of comparative philology.
And we are inclined to attach .a greater importance to the results

of the investigations in this field than most persons of our dav

seem to think it worthy of. But the Chevalier's work is worthy of

note in several respects. He has made it an argument for the

unity ofthe origin of man more forcible, we think, than any other

writer in that field, or, in fact, in any field, except it be one which

is limited exclusively to the Bible narratives. It is not impossible
that he pursues his conclusions a little further than his premises
will justly bear. But he makes a strong argument, and an argu

ment, too, of such a shape and character, as to suggest that there

is more behind that can and will be produced, to establish his

conclusion overwhelmingly. Cj\Ve commenced his work with not a

little distrust both of the man and his cause. We finished it with

the conviction that he might be a little sanguine and perhaps
sometimes a little rash or hasty in his judgment ; but we finished

it with a profound conviction that he has been at work in a field

which is somewhat new,
—but which must and will furnish the ma

terial for the solutions of the great problem of the unity of man

kind.

The Chevalier claims to have established two points of the great

est importance in this investigation.
In the first place he claims to'have'shown that the early ( 'optic

language—that is, the language spoken by the first inhabitants of

Egypt—was intermediate between the Indo-European, or Ayrian
language, and the Tartar dialects, or those that are now spoken in

the northeast of Asia. If this be so, it establishes the fad of
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course, that these two great branches of the human family had a

common origin. From the nature of the Mongol or Tartar, or

Tauranian dialects, by whatever name we call them, it cannot be

expected that we can establish any connection between them and

the Indo-European, by pointing out any roots common to both

varieties of language. The identity between them, if identity there

be, must be proved in another way.

Now Bunsen claims, that the Coptic shows human language—

not a particular dialect of it—in the process of passing from the

uninfected state of the Tauranian dialect, to that peculiar style of

compounding and inflecting words which characterize the Indo-

European period. It has long been held that human language

began to be spoken as a monosyllabic form of speech, with but few

roots or words, and they denoting primary objects of sense, such

as were the first to impress the senses or to satisfy the wants,—that

soon a part of these words ceased to denote things at all, and thus

came to be mere particles or means of articulating and joining the

words that still remained significant of things, so as to make an in

telligible sentence. Of this kind are all these that we now use as

particles, prepositions, conjunctions, &c. ; that soon some of these

particles began to be joined to the words themselves, modifying

their meaning, and were thence afterwards pronounced as one dis

syllable word. Thus, to take an example in English,
'•

snow does,"

—snow* for the verb that denotes that snow is falling, "does" be

ing contracted into the simple terminal s of the verb. Or, again,
"

snow-//7r," snow/)', snowv
—

'• like
"

meaning
"

ly y" then dropping

the / we have only thev of the a< Eective termination. But hitherto

there has been no known historic < onnection between the-Taura-

nian, which remains uninflected, and the Indo-European languages,

which are most highly inflected. No historical example of the

transition, no detecting a language in the very act of passing from

one state to the other. Such a phenomenon Bunsen claims to

have found in the Coptic— a language which, in his opinion, is

connected with the Tauranian language on the one side and the

Indo-European on the other, and thus proves a common origin for

the two. If, in this, he shall hereafter be judged to have suc

ceeded, the combined results will be immense.

The other great point of Bunsen*s discoveries is a transition

from the biliteral roots of the Indo-European languages to the tri-

literal roots of the Shemitic dialects, thus connecting these two

families of language, and the Shemitic, through the Indo-Euro

pean, with Tauranian, and all the families and dialects of human

language together into one.

We believe that any scholar who has had anv considerable*

familiarity with the Hebrew and other Shemitic languages has had

an impression which he could not shake off, nor perhaps quite
state in the form of an argument, that somehow it was one in its

origin with the Indo-European language. Some of the facts that

Bunsen uses have attracted the attention of Hebrew scholars in

every country, and have been particularly remarked upon by such

men as Gesenius, Ewald, Rodiger and others. Bunsen's theory,

briefly staled, is this: The Shemitic language began at first to de

part from the Indo-European by doubling one of the two letters

of which the words were composed, as from br., pronounced, per

haps, bar, we would have habar or barar, doubling either the b or

/', and thus, by a system of phonetic changes in accordance with a

law which he claims to have discovered, and which is to the rela

tion between the Hebrew and Indo-Kuropean what Grimm's fa

mous law is between the different families of the Indo-European
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dialects, one or the other of those doubted consonants would be

changed for the sake of euphony, until we should have the words

as we now
find them in our Hebrew dictionaries. And thus, in

stead oibabar, as above, me would have badar ; and for barar we

would have barang, and perhaps badang ; and then changing b for

g we might
have gadang.

We are well aware that all this may seem very fanciful and im

probable to the inexpert ; but the student of comparative philology

soon gets accustomed to derivations in which the derivatives have

a less apparent resemblance to the root than we see in this case.

In fact it has come to be a maxim in the science of language

that too great a similarity is presumptive of diversity of origin,

rather than of identity. The Hebrew rang and the English wrong

are almost identical in sound, but no one supposes they have any

identity of origin. Again, keras, cornu and horn are very unlike,

but they are all from the same root. In fact it is true in compara

tive philology as almost everywhere else, and indeed true in com

parative philology more than almost anywhere else, that the eye

of an expert detects signs of resemblance and sees the meaning of

such signs, where to the inexpert nothing of the kind is visible. If

one of us—who are not suppose'! to have much money or to be

very familiar with the commodity- -should have occasion to suspect

the genuineness of a bank note and should take it to a banker's

clerk, we should be surprised at the rapidity with which he could

run over a pile of such notes and select the spurious with the glance
of an eye, even in cases where we co-uld not, after hours of study,

perhaps, see the sign of the spuriousness, although we had been

told the bill is spurious.

But we must in fairness admit that Bunsen's discoveries are yet

under trial, not fully accepted, though we confess to a belief that

they will be adopted as facts and laws in the science of language.

And if accepted, they will prove by this means a unity of origin for

the human race, unanswerably and overwhelmingly, against all the

doubts and objections that can be raised or suggested by any other

department of sciencev

But whether we accept Bunsen's discoveries or not, and whether

they be accepted or rejected by the scientific world, one thing

remains established and proved incontestably by the attainments

already made in the science of comparative philology,— it is the

fact of migrations among men. And this is so important to the

next topic we propose to remark upon, that we will delay to say a

few words upon it.

'

Naturalists, like Agassiz and others, have claimed that the hu

man race could not have been descended from any one common pair
of parents. And this they maintain on the grounds of ihe present

appearance of men as they are found in the different quarters ofthe

globe. If now we can prove by any means that some of these,

whom they claim to have shown by their means and proofs to have

originated in the place where they now live, have nevertheless mi

grated in past times from a far distant quarter of the globe, and did

virtually descend from an ancestry common to them, and to be

even living far distant and altogether unlike them in their language
and physical features,—we break, forever and completely, the force

of this argument, and show that this inference of diversity of origin
is untrue in fact, in some cases, and that in all cases it is based up

on arguments which will sustain no such conclusions. We may

not, indeed, be able to show in all cases the connection with a

given tribe, or even with the parent stock ; but if we show by the

Science of language, or by any other means, that migration has been

the law and the common practice, we have a right to claim that no
present diversity of appearance, language, or condition can disprove
migration m a particular case ; and without this no such diversity
can prove any theory or diversity of origin. The adversaries of

unity must show that migration in this case was impossible, before
they can fairly claim that we should pay much attention to' the ar

guments derived from any other source. We may not, for example,
be able to show any line of connection between the Hottentots
and the Kaffirs of South Africa, and the European and Asiatic ra

ces ; but if we show that the Galla tribes just north of them, and
between whom and the Hottentots there is an affinity,—were clearly
even identified with races now living in Europe, as the Finlanders,
—and that of the two the Gallas are doubtless to be regarded as

the greatest wanderers from their ancestral home,—we shall have

rendered all arguments in favor ofthe doctrine that the Hottentots,
at least, are autocthonous,—or natives of the soil,—unavailing.
And to this extent the science of language has already progressed

beyond all question. The very character of the efforts of the ad

versaries of unity is an admission of this. They do not deny this

resemblance in the language of those thus widely scattered, but de

ny the inference from it. Agassiz, for example, says that this re

semblance proves nothing, for language is but a natural cry. All

ofthe canine family, he says, bark; all cats, even the lion, mew ;
all of the bovine family bellow; horses, mules, zebras, &c, alike

bray ; and man—why man speaks, and what of it? We say this

of it,—man has words, and they have not. His words denote some

times abstract and invisible things. They are—some of them at

least—no mere imitations of natural sounds, like the cries of the

parrots and mocking-birds ; no mere excito-motor shrieks of pain
or guffaws of delight ; no ideo-motor expressions of even admiration

and disgust ; they are the product and expressions of thought, -vol

untarily used and significant only by common consent and agree

ment among mankind ; and for this common consent and agree

ment, they must have been together as one family or nation, at all

events, speaking one language, when these words and idioms, com

mon to them all, were introduced to the vocabulary thus spoken by
them. And if they were together then, and are asunder now, no

matter how widely asunder, they nfust have migrated from another

home, in order to become inhabitants of the quarter of the globe in

which they now live. The absurdity to which the adversaries of

unity are driven, is a confession of a weakness of their cause, and in

like manner, and to the same extent, a confession of the impregna
ble strength of that against which they are contending.

REPORT OF REAIARKS ON EYSECT ARCHITECTURE.

liefore the Natural History Society, January 27, 1S72.

By J. Henry Comstock.

In attempting to speak of insect architecture, I am met at the outset hy

un embarras des richesses ; for to describe the almost infinite number of
ways

in which insects build their homes, or provide habitations for their young,

would take more than one lifetime; and, on the other hand, if I iestrict my

self to the habits of a single species you will be only a little wiser than before

in regard to those of all the others. In order to overcome this difficulty, to

some extent, the homes of insects may be arranged in groups, so that the

description of a few habitations will give an idea of the way in which all others

in the same group are constructed.

The homes of insects, then, may be classified as follows : I. Those made

bv solitary insects, such as the solitary bees and wasps. II. Those made by

social insects, as the humble-bee, hive-bee,
social wasp, ant, etc.

The former group may be further divided into two classes; 1. Homes

made by insects for their young;
2. Homes made by insects for their own

Reamur gave names to the insect's forming habitations included in the
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first subdivision: some he called miners; others masons, carpenters, upholst

erers, etc.
— These somewhat fanciful names give us an idea of the way in

which these little architects construct their dwellings.

Beside the road leading from Dry Bridge to the University is a bank of

earth, which rises several feet above the sidewalk. In this bank may be ob

served a great number of small holes, which become larger a short distance

from their mouths, and extend several inches into the bank in an upward di

rection. They are the nests of a small species of mining wasp ( CrabrontiLc),

of which I have several specimens in this vial. Not knowing of the existence

of these nests until Fall, I have not been able to walch the insects while con

structing them.

Another species, of a nearly allied family ( Vesparia), builds its nest in

sandy banks exposed to the sun. It moistens the hard dry earth with a fluid

from its mouth, and thus, not only facilitates the work of excavation, but also

makes the sand capable of being formed into little pellets with which it builds

a tower over the entrance to its nest. When the excavation is completed the

insect lays its egg, and imprisons with it several caterpillars, using the material

with which the tower is built to close the entrance of the nest. The grub

when hatched finds sufficient iood to maintain it until fully grown; it is then

transformed into a pupa, and finally emerges from the nest as an adult insect.

Our most common mining bees {Audriua and Halictus) build their nests

in grassy fields. They sink a perpendicular shaft several inches in depth,

from which short passages lead to the cells. The walls of these cells are made

smooth, and are lined with a secretion, which, after hardening gives them a

glazed appearance. Each of these cells is furnished with a ball of pollen upon

which the egg is laid ; so that, as in the previous case, the grub when hatched

finds plenty of food. Specimens of nests belonging to the next group, the

masons, are more frequently met with than those vve have been considering.

They are found under stones, attached to fences, under the roofs of barns and

unoccupied buildings; and one species, according to Packard, builds its cells

against the roof of the large deserted galls of the oak-gall fly.
The larger specimens before us to-night were taken from the under side of

tae roof of a corn-crib, near the University, and the others from the lower sur

lace of Hat stones, on the bank ofthe Cascadilla creek. In each case the cells

are made of mud. They are one inch in length and about four-tenths of an

inch in diameter, measured on the inside. There are usually several of these

cells arranged side by side and sometimes there are several tiers of them. In

each cell ot one of the specimens may be seen a small grub in company with

about twenty small spiders. In the olher specimens there are some remains

of spiders, bul the cavity of each cell is nearly filled by a silken cocoon which

contains a pupa six-tenths of an inch in length. These pupae remain in the cells

uniil warm weather. They are ihen transformed into wasps and escape through
a hole which they make in one end of their cells. The carpenter bees choose

a more difficult way to provide habitations for their young. The only speci
men which I have to-night was constructed in an upright post near the bell-

t jvver. The insect begins by making a slanting hole in the wood ; after it has

gone a short distance it changes the direction of the tunnel so that it runs

downwards parallel with the grain of the wood. This tunnel is sometimes a

foot in depth and costs the little carpenter several days' hard work. But

this is only a part of her task: when the tunnel is of -the desired depth she

collects and places in the bottom of it a ball of pollen, upon which she lays an

e^g. Then she builds a partition in the tunnel, a short distance above the

p >llen, making use for this purpose of the small fragments of wood thrown out
wuile making the excavation. These fragments are glued to the sides of the

tunnel and to each other, lorn ing a ceiling for one cell and a floor for the next

In this way the whole tunnel is tilled with cells, each of which is about three-

fourths of an inch in length and contains an egg with a supply of food for the

hrva when hatched. Here a difficulty seems lo present itself, for as it takes

several weeks to complete this work, the egg laid al the bottom of the tunnel

is hatched first, and the insect, unable to make its way up through all the

other cells, seems inevitably doomed to perish. But the mother, guided by
an instinct which seems to rival reason, has made an opening at the bottom of

the tunnel through which the insect can make its way out ; and, in fact, all lhe
insects pass out through this hole successivly in the same order in which the

eggs were deposited.

I have no specimens of the works of upholsterer-bees. Their nests how

ever, resemble very much either those ofthe miners or the
carpenters bciiiu

s imetimes built in the earth and sometimes in wood. These insects are not

satisfied with simply making cells in the earth or in a piece of wood- after

making their cells, they line them very neatly. For this purpose one species
uses the petals of the poppy ; another, rose leaves, each cutting the material

from the plant in circular pieces. In these cases, the food deposited for the

young is usually pollen and honey.

So far, I have spoken of that division of solitary insects which make homes

for their young. If there were time, I should be glad to follow out this sub

ject, to me so intensely interesting.

LA TIN PRONUNCIA TION.

Havini; published the system of Latin pronunciation at Cornell, in The

Era, the following will interest the students :

An article in the Academy of December 15th, by Professor Max Muller,
shows very significantly what progress in Latin pronunciation has been made

in England during the past few months. 'When the question of reform was

started, Professor Muller felt very much exercised about the letters. He

thought this would be an insuperable stumbling-block to the conservative

English mind.
" What !

"

it would be said,
"
is Sisero to be called Kikero?

This will never do in the world." So, for the benefit ofthe weaker brethren,
he called attention to the well-known difference between guttural and palatal

k, attempting to show that something might be said in favor of a slightly dif

ferent sound of the c in ca and ei. In one sense, his argument was a decided

success. When a special pleader of Professor M tiller's ability and ingenuity
made so poor a case, it showed how little hope there was for such pronuncia

tions as Tchitchero, Tsilsero, and Sisero. After being away from England
some months, Professor Muller has just got back, and, behold a change! He

finds that since he has been gone
—

postquam illuc Arrius isset—the British youth
have all learned to say Kickero. Now he withdraws his plea, and welcomes

the k pronunciation, which he was always in favor of.

On one point we must take exceptions to Professor Miiller's statements.

He says : "Though nearly all scholars in Germany and France were con

vinced that Kikero was right and Zizero"—he means Tsilsero—"
was wrong,

not one, so far as I know, had ever ventured to adopt the right pronunciation
in any university or school. ..... I see with great satisfaction that public

opinion in Engiand, or, I should rather say, the opinion of those on whom the

introduction of a correct pronunciation of Latin will mainly depend, the mas

ters of public schools, has made such rapid progress that no compromise is re

quired. I, therefore, gladly withdraw my plea, and I hope that England will

have the credit in this, as in other reforms, if not of having been the first to

find out what is right, at all events of having been the first to do what is right."
Such credit as may attach to

"

having been the first to do what is right
"

can

hardly be left with England. Long before any stir was made in England, the
Reformed Pronunciation had been adopted in Harvard College, and taken up

with great alacrity by the schools preparing pupils for that institution. In the

excellent Boston Latin School, for example — not to speak of many other

schools, public and private, in Massachusetts—a generation of boys is growing
up to which Sisero in a Latin sentence will have quite an Opican twang. We

say in a Latin sentence, for the distinction between a Roman name in a Latin

sentence and the same name in ordinary English parlance is often left out of

sight. To say Kikero and Kaisar, in talking English, would be as pedantic
as to say Firenze or Wien. By the way, how long will newspapers and popu
lar magazines keep up the meaningless phrase,

"

Continental pronunciation,"
when there is such good ground for hope that the Reformed or Latin Pronun

ciation may uproot all Continental pronunciations ?—Nation.

CORRESPOA 'DEATCE.

A SURREBUTTER.

The forces ol capital, led by such a powerful team as is found in the chaste
and refined author of a "Terrible Temptation

"

and the pious Dr. Peabody,
have received another accession. This time we should judge the assistance to

be very acceptable.
"

73" relates several cases in which trades union or some of those con

nected with them have abused other workmen who have refused to join their

number, and claims that personal opinion should have greater weight than ob

servation in regard to such matters. My experience has been entirely differ
ent from his. Although for several years a member of a trade society and an

attendant upon their meetings, I have never seen a single person in any way
maltreated or abused because ofhis unwillingness to join such an association;
nor am I aware, of my own personal knowledge of any such case. The most

I have ever heard was complaint that they were unwilling to aid others in pay
ing for what was commonly enjoyed. More than this ; during a strike which
occurred in New York a few years ago, the public accounts show that there
was not a single case of personal violence offered to any of those who chose to
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work at the rates offered, although
there were hundreds of men idle in the

streets, and the struggle
extended over several weeks.

This difference in personal experience aptly illustrates the impropriety of

following it as a means of reaching general laws and principles. The author

of "Ginx's Baby
"

facetiously touches off this tendency in his last satire,

"Lord Bantam," when he says that
"
in America you find your neighbor at a

dinner-table, in defiance of Baconian maxims, elaborately generalizing from

one particular."
Now, although I have seen nothing of the kind myself, I am willing to

admit that trade unions have been guilty of much that is charged against

them, and that "Put
Yourself in His Place," though highly-colored, is (cum

grano salis) generally
based on facts ; but I do most strenuously object to the

conclusion he draws from them. "'73" claims that trade unions will ulti

mately become as powerful and bloody here as they are in England. Why, it

is very difficult
to see. The difference in education between mechanics here

and there, in the morality of the working classes, and in the treatment they
receive from those who stand immediately next them in the social scale, is so

great that the
conclusion could not legitimately follow the premises. To these

is added the fact that in England every man (with insignificant exceptions)

who has a trade expects to sustain himself throughout his lifetime by its ex

ercise; here men change more, and o<ten use trades merely as stepping-stones

to something better. Members of s '> associations are citizens ; if they con

sider themselves aggrieved, the remec\ lies in the ballot ; while too often the

British workman thinks the only effort which can be made in his behalf is the

physical one he himself puts forth. In view of these facts I think it must be

plain that trade societies have not and never can have that vindictiveness

which unfortunately characterizes them in England.

Let me briefly touch upon one other point, and I will try the patience ol

your readers no longer.
"

'73
"

states that my objections to Dr. Peabody's
discourse were in general reasonably taken, the one above noticed being an

exception. The principal objection made was to the doctor's statement that

manual labor was already overpaid in this country, and I conclude that
"

'73
"

also thinks this class of labor is not amply compensated, since he says nothing
about it. Now the opinion which Dr. Peabody has of trade societies must of

necessity be accompanied by the conviction they should not exist ; as he

thinks mechanics are already too highly paid, his conclusion, though a wrong

one by reason of the falsity of the premises, is logical.
"

'73." on the contra

ry, tacitly admits that workmen are insufficiently compensated, and yet would

render powerless the only means by which even the present rates are main

tained. Is not this very like the permission given the child to indulge in

swimming, coupled with the maternal injunction not to approach the water?

'"73" cannot suppose that workmen will be able to resist the exactions and

encroachments of employers singly when they are able to do so unitedly. No,
the proper remedy is not the abolition of trade societies, but their improve
ment. Let them become like the one among the stone-cutters at Springfield
a few days since, when, a difference with their employers having taken place,
the union became a cooperative association and the next day began operations
as competitors of their old employers. It is not improbable that some of

those employers think the government of trade societies a
"
cruel despotism."
Le Travail.

THE CRUSADE TO TRUMANSBURG.

We all remember how that, some years ago, the Sunday-school children of

America sent the clipper-schooner
"

Morning Star
"

to the various islands

where the festive cannibal then calmly ate his "long pig" and drank kava.

In a similar spirit did about thirty, whose souls were grieved by the state of

things existing at the isolated hamlet of Trumansburg, where none of the re-

nning and intellectualizing influences of the University are felt, resolve to

visit that town as apreying band. These thirty revivalists met at the Clinton

House, and, like rr any other crafts that carry missionaries to the heathen,

nre-arms, tobacco and tin-ware were stowed on board.

As the two bethels glided out of Ithaca, the sound of hymns pealed out

along the Rhine, as sweetly and strangely as did the Sunday-school tunes in

John Allen's and Kit Burns's Water street dens, and with conversation, the

•gn-tonedness of which no Covenanter or Puritan could equal, was the way
to
Trumansburg beguiled. Indeed, we think the discussion would have fur

nished splendid material for a modern series of " Canterbury Tales," or a new

Heptameron." At about nine o'clock, p. m., the voyagers, having left a few

grains of truth and a few strains of sacred music trembling in the air at Jackson
ville slid into Trumansburg, where a protracted meeting was going on at one of

the churches ; but the Cornell missionaries wisely left the worthy clergy of the

town to work in the proper fields, and hied them to the places where such a

delegation of christian philanthropists had never before been— to the restaur

ants, to the hotels, billiard-rooms and saloons, where devotional exercises were

kept up to a late hour. The time of the meeting was occupied with obla

tions,* meat-offerings, fervid song, "timbrels and dances," with the modern

improvements, better than those of the Shakers; and the Trumansburg can

aille, who looked on, seemed as. devoutly impressed by the imposing services

as were the barbarous ancient Russians by the first sight of the solemn ritual

ofthe Greek Church, or the simple Indian by the ceremonies of the Jesu t
fathers.

Though the eloquent sermon that was preached by the youthful B. O. An-

erges, of '73, in the hotel sitting-room, drew tears from the eyes of the sym

pathetic students; yet the ot nlN/.ot who listened were so hardened in sin and

so stiff-necked that the seed seemed to be sown on stony ground. However,
the laborers did not despair, but proceeded to burn incense, while several

sweet singers warbled vespers in the streus. About 12:30 this "midnight
mission

"

was brought to a close and the two loads of clporteurs, feeling that

they had done what they could, returned to Ithaca, enjoying themselves on the

way discussing metaphysics, moral philosophy, primitive Christianity, etc., etc.

The discussion of the book of Jonah was especially animated and well sus

tained. All who went along feel the highest compassion for the benighted

faubourgs of Trumansburg, and hope that this little burst of a higher and

more elevating civilization may give permanent enlightenment.

Elm, '73.

THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

A regular meeting of this society was held Saturday, Februry 3. Mr.

G. H. Phelps read a very well written essay, defending the much abused sci

ence of Agricultural Chemistry, and defining its true position with reference

to Agriculture, lie spoke of the vast amount of theorizing and quackery with

which this science, like all new sciences, has been accompanied. Hosts of

would-be famous men have continually jumped at conclusions, till at last their

airy road has been interrupted by some stubborn fact, and the dainty parlor-
farmers find the jumping back process not so pleasant. Hence the whole sci

ence has been condemned as fit only to mislead and mystify. He spoke of

Baron Liebig's beautiful theory, which was to open the royal road to Agricul

tural success ; that the farmer need only to analyze a sample of his grain and

a sample of his soil, and add the deficient elements, in order to obtain a per

fect crop, every time.

But the farmer finds that a fair sample ofthe soil, even of a small field can

not be got ; and again, that many essential elements exist in the soil in such

small percentage, that the limited quantity obtained in analysis can not be ac

curately determined ; and again, he finds that the fertility of a soil can not

be measured by the quantity of plant food present, but by the quantity exist

ing in an assimilable form. Soils may be manafactured containing every ele

ment of plant food, but which will not nourish a single plant. Tne quality of

the soil whether fine or coarse must be taken into account.

In spite of all this, Agricultural Chemistry has done, and is doing a great

work. Mr. Phelps went on to explain this work, and to insist that the great

need of the science is more Fact, more thorough Experiment and less Theory.

Theories are nearly useless till they are rendered inevitable by the abun

dance of supporting facts.

The president, Mr. Lacy read an essay on farm-yard manure. He care

fully described the best methods of manufacturing and preserving it. Among

other things he spoke of linseed cake as a stock food for manureal purposes.

Lawes and Gilbert estimate the manure from a ton of li'^efd cake to be worth

twice that from a ton of hay and seven times that from a ton of uneat straw.

Mr. P. W. Chadwick read an essay on the rotation of crops. He dis

cussed somewhat minutely the causes which render a rotation necessary.

Mr. W. R. Lazenby gave a very thorough discussion of Baron Liebig's

theory of the use of manures in its various bearings, and in the most favorable

light, and then showed wherein it was insufficient.

Profesor Caldwell made some remarks
on the same subject, and contrasted

the Baron's theory with the opposing one of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert.

At the next meeting, Saturday, Februry 17, the relative merit of Short

Horn and Devon Cattle will be discussed by Messrs. Jordan and Hallock.

Essays will be read by Messrs. Johnstone, Stone, Ford, and others.

Corresponding Secretary.

* It was the custom of the ancients, we believe, to pour out oblations on the ground

but we infer from the manuscript of this correspondent,
that in this case it was emptied into a

hogshead. [Eds Era. |
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SENGING.

Those students who, in the latter part ofthe evening, parade the

streets and favor us with college songs plainly show to us that there

is no lack of lung-power in the University. Cornell is not guilty
ofthe title of a

"

Singing College." This is one branch, and an

important one too, that is greatly neglected. Now, since we have

talent in this direction, can not we develop a taste for this aesthetic

pleasure ? Can not some one who has talent for music found a

singing club, or start a school ? True, we have a few such insti

tutions, but they are so few, when compared with the whole num

ber of students, that they are scarcely heard of. We want more of

them. To be a good singer is an honor to any man and well worth

striving for.

SAALTAR Y.

The weather which, for the past month, has rivaled the incon

stancy of woman, admonishes the student to take care of that

health which is priceless to anyone, but indispensable to a proper

prosecution of studies. Every student should use the greatest dis

cretion about his clothing, the temperature ofhis room, and should
adhere rigidly to early hours both in rising and retiring ; in this

latter particular no one can suspect that we do more than encourage
a continuance of the present habits at Cornell. We advise, still

further, that everyone practice methodically in the gymnasium pro
vided by the authorities.

SAIALL-PON.

This epidemic is again raging in different sections of our coun

try
—so much so that people en masse are vaccinated to shun this

loathsome disease. Even those who have been vaccinated, and

have felt that they were proof against it, are having the simple op
eration performed again, to make the matter doubly sure. No

case of small-pox has yet occurred in our vicinity, but, owing to

the transportation by stage and rail of passengers and goods from
those sections where it is prevailing, we are exposed to it on every
hand. North of us about twenty-five miles, in the adjoining county
of Seneca, is situated the Willard Asylum, containing three hundred
inmates, in which this malady has entered, and a stage is run daily
between the two places. This is the nearest the disease has ap
proached us, and there is ample time to be vaccinated. The ques
tion is often asked if it will not run out in seven years. With some

constitutions it never does, with others it holds good for more or

less than that time. Seven years is about an average time. The

point is just here : to be on the safe side one had better be vaccin
ated so that if he never has had it done it may take ; if he has it
will do no harm.

for advising voters to sign the petition against the repeal ofthe
"

Clas

sification Act." However, this abuse will cause us no new wrinkles

while we agree with all the independent press of the southern

tier counties, whose editors are obviously a more upright class ofmen

than those who have been so long under the malign influence of the
various New York

"

rings." The Elmira Advertiser, one of the ablest

papers in the State, sets forth so clearly the good to the people, of let

ting the present well-enough alone, that in spite of the paid-for
rhetoric of New York journals we are confirmed in our first opin
ion. It would be as unjust to take the Erie away from its present

managers on account of their past acts, in fights among stock-gam
blers, as it would be to drive the monopolist Vanderbilt from the

Centra] on account of his extortions' when running the Isthmus

steamers, in '49. As long as an average of half a thousand students
and professors pass six times a year over the railroads leading into

Ithaca, The Era has sufficient reason for publishing its opinions

concerning traveling lines.

THE CORNELLAN LS COAIING.

The Era is gratified to see the prompt and energetic way with

which the fraternities have begun operations. On Wednesday af

ternoon the editors met, representing their various fraternities as fol

lows : Butler, K.A., Cullinan, A.J.'I*., Headley, Z. 'P., Iselin, A.K.E.,
Leach, H.J.X., Peters, (b.A'.'F., Wynkoop, X*. To obviate the

wranglings of former years, a wise plan was adopted : Messrs. But

ler and Leach were appointed drawers, and the officers ofthe board

were chosen by lot, as follows : President, M. G. Peters, Secretary,
F. Wynkoop, Treasurer, R. Headley.
The board of editors wish The Era to impress upon the various

student organizations the urgent need of handing in their copy for

the Cornelian, as soon as possible, as there will be no waiting or de

lay. All communications should be addressed to the Secretary.
AVe hope that all student organizations will be well represented,

and that every cut and list will be read}- so quickly that the editors
will have none of the many troubles and hindrances that annoyed
those of last year.

It is a remarkable coincidence that the lot gave offices to the

same fraternities that held them last vear.

ERIE.

Some of the venial New York city papers, which have probably
been bought up by the corrupt opponents of the present manage
ment ofthe Erie Railway find fault, in their usual Thompson Street
slang, mixed with a few idioms of lesDames des Halles, with Thf E

We call the attention of the students to the vigorous and salu

tary onslaught that the Faculty are making on
"

cutting." The
result will be beneficial to the students, as so many will not be

caught unprepared by the trimestrial examinations, and therefore
have to

"

cram." A permanent book that will hold over two

thousand names has been prepared, and will be kept in such
a manner as to instantly show all about every student's absences,
both from lectures and recitations.
It will be optional, as heretofore, with each Professor to decide

as to what proportion of the time a student must be present in or

der to be credited for attendance.

BOA TING.

T.iKTom Hughes Boat Club is beginning thus early to show

signs ot healthy vitality by making arrangements for the Spring
campaign ; they have decided on the purchase of two new boats,
individual members having pledged themselves to advance enough
money to insure their early appearance on the Lake. The admis
sion tee has been reduced to five dollars for the present, and the

membership will be increased ; there is an enviable harmony in the

Club; the)- have determined that vigorous and early training shall
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place on the water a
" crack

"

crew to propel their boats in the ra

ces next year.

TIIE DIRECTORY.

We are happy to see that the efforts of our fellow-student in pro

ducing a directory for the convenience of the members of the Uni

versity are appreciated by both professors and students. A few

copies still remain at the bookstores and newsroom, and those

wishing to secure one will do well to call soon.

ERRATA.

For
" E. O. R. '72

"

in " The Coming Student," read "

'74,"
and for

"

gleams," glances. Several other trifling mistakes crept

also into that excellent article.

NAVY AIEETING.

The Navy are wide awake and met last night, but we go to

press too early to give a report of proceedings.

PERSOA'AL.

James Rogers of '73 will not reenter the University till the next Fall

term.

That energetic Junior, Van Auken is studying law, in addition to his uni

versity exercises, in Lyon and Donnelly's -office.

G. E. FOSTER, of '73, is a regular contributor- to a New Hampshire

journal.
A. A. Young, of '74, who went home last term on account of sickness,

will return in the Spring Trimester,

H. V. L. Jones, of '71, called on us during the week. He is looking
well and hearty, and has just returned from Washington, where he spent a

few weeks. He returns to his home in Lodi, New York, to prosecute the

study of law.

G. R. Vandewater, of '74, has recovered from his illness and re

sumed his studies during the present week.

Ox Saturday last Root, of '73, was suddenly called to his home at Kirk

land by a telegram stating that his sister was dangerously ill.

0. A. Derby, of '73, arrived at Ithaca on the evening of Saturday last.

He intends continuing his studies at the University.

J. B. Kline, of '74, has commenced the study of law in the office of Mr.

Beers, of this place.
We are pleased to note that James G. Hendrix, of '69, the publisher of

the Republican and Democrat of Cooperstown, has been appointed Librarian

of the Assembly. Though hardly a largely remunerative office, it is one flat

tering to the one elected to fill it.

T. W. Spence, of '70, is resting himself from his law business, at Fonddu

Lac, \\ isconsin, by taking an eastern pleasure trip, and has been gladdening
ni§ old Ithaca friends and making new ones, during this week.

Francis, of '74, now with his father, the e\.merican minister to Greece, has
a lengthy and interesting letter in the Troy Tunes, of Februrary 3. The

Era will doubtless number Mr. Francis among its own correspondents during
the present year.

Jordan, of '72, delivers his fine lecture,
" No.Vccount Men" at Etna, this

week. This lecture should be heard in Library Hall, before long.

Gregg, Van Ostrand and Drake are fitting up in their new block on .State

Street, extensive bath rooms for the convenience of the students and the pub
lic. They are putting in ten large bath-tubs, water-tanks, furnace and boiler

for heating purposes. In connection with the bath-rooms, there will be seve

ral barber's chairs, so that now no excuse will suffice for an unclean corpus or

an uncouth appearance. Give them a call and
"
see how it is yourself."

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— A '75, laboring under the supposition that in leap year the "one day
Wore

"

comes in January, dated his lecture January 32.
— A certain Freshman does not smoke tobacco but smokes mullein leaves

and cayenne pepper; he says it is good for a cold in the head, and was very

generous of it when certain Sophomores went in to smoke him out. It is

Whispered that the Sophomores left quite early.
— Shove in your copy for the Cornelian.

- Professor S. (speaking of Blair's Rhetoric)-" Blair's chief fault is that
he devotes too much time to style." Laugh by the class. Professor S. (no-
licmgthe laugh, and a certain B-r before him) continues-" Gentlemen, I
see the joke, but // is not true in this case."

— The holiday of Washington's birth-day is approaching.
1 1-' that Sophomore, who, dressing himself in the dark,\id gone further

than the outside door without his leg envelopes, before his '73 companion ob
served his sans culottes condition, it would have been a sad case.

— A
'

74 who loves lo joke, put a mask in his bed when he left his room ;
in consequence, the landlady fainted, and on her recovery ordered the police
to remove the robber. Ik- says he won't do it again for he has to make his

own bed now.

— One of our Freshmen has lately been heard to boast of his interesting
correspondence with Professor Russel, and the many invitations "

to call at

my office etc.," which he has received.

— A Freshman was seen at the fire last Sunday night vigorously at work

throwing water on the fire from a quart pail.
— A '74 man thus discourses On the value of the new railroad route:

"

Formerly I was obliged lo come down the base and perpendicular of a right-
angled triangle, but now I come across on the hypothenuse."

— A Junior called into the room of a Freshman last week. The room was

cold, but the Freshman excused it by saying "there was a great iucongiuily
in the fire."

— A Sophomore who has studied botany declared recently that "on ac

count of the coldness of the climate in the apex of the summit of a mountain

no plants would grow."
— A Jnnior who has been teaching had his school opened by reading the

Testament. They read in Revelations where it says "There appeared a great

wonder in Heaven j" his pupil rendered it
"
There appeared a great woman in

Heaven."

— A Sophomore was walking out one of the fine moonlight nights last

week with his beloved. She looked at the moon and endeavored to say
"

When

you see the moon think of me," but she did say
"
When you see me think of

the moon."

— The character of the unique little dinner box carried by those who ply
Dr. Faustus' art in the University printing office was lately mistaken by an

urchin in the town, who made the plaintive request
"

Say, Mister, give us a

tune, will yer ?"

— A Junior, in nervous eagerness to read his essay, became so much turned

around as to have his back nearly toward his hearers, when the professor po

litely said,
" Mr. , please to front your audience, not affront them."

— Professor W. (in his lecture on Philosophy of History)—" The mos^

striking peculiarity ofthe Hottentots is that they are red-headed." Manifest

confusion of three or four ofthe class, who just then dropped their pencils and

ducked clown out of sight to find them.

— The Vienna Lady Orchestra, over whose virtuous and "lady-like"

ways the innocent Leader
went into raptures, now nightly spiel at the Pavil-

lion, a Broadway concert saloon, near Fourth street. As Hendrix and Cun

ningham are both
"

good boys," we are thus minute-in directing where to find

the girls when they go down to New Vork.

— The Tom Hughes boat club meets at the Independent Head-quarters,

on Saturday evening.
— Sherry's theater is at Wilgus Hall to-night.
— We hope that the Cornelian will be well provided with burlesque and

humor.

V Junior turning the corner of Buffalo street near Cascadilla, met three

professors. Such an array of dignity impressed '73, so that he invented an

adequate salutation by suddenly. sitting down on the slippery walk, twinkling

his heels in the air, and touching his hat with his toes. The professors were

pleased.
Ouite a number of students attended the pleasant donation of Rev.

Shove, "at the Seneca street Methodist church, last Wednesday evening. Sup

per, singing, and promenading were the amusements ofthe evening.

— Natural History Society, Saturday evening.

— A disgusted Junior quotes Mark Twain as expressing his state of mind

exactly ;
" ff a man were to signify, which he is not if he has

the power, which

being denied him, he will endeavor to anyhow,
because he don't—would you ?"

— V Junior, returning
on foot from Trumansburg, was accommodated by

one of the Ithaca Conscript Fathers with a ride. During the trip the elder

traveler waggishly attempted to play off the role of a penniless and ignorant

old man, as is* the habit of all people over fifty, and related some stupendous

stories of what he could do when a boy. Thc veracious
student at once gravely
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related some tales of a traveler from Maine to Texas, and told ofmore adven

tures
"

by flood and field
"

than Othello ever dreamed of. But on the way,

the student, mindful of the claims of gratitude, offered to
"
set up

"
when

they got to town ; the other said that he never took anything, which statement

'73 found to be an error when the old gentleman's mare stopped of her own

accord in front of a saloon, and refused to go on until
her owner took a

" bour

bon straight." I think the word
" veracious

"

should read
" voracious," but

follow copy.
—Compositor.

— Some villain has said about an early resident of America :

" Ad urbem ivit Doodilius cum caballo et calone,

Ornavit pluma pileum, et dixit,
'

Macaroni
'

!
"

— We are compelled to record the sad fact that on the evening of Sunday

last a '73 man was thoroughly "corned." His "affinity," whom he had ac

companied home from church, after nearly exhausting the persuasive art fin

ally succeeded in enticing the hard hearted monster into the house by offering

to "pop him some corn." He went in, and we are informed that the price of

"

pop corn
"

has advanced.

— A Soph translates Toujours la hack d'abordage a la main, "always

boarding with a hatchet in his hand."

— We stated in our last that a Cornell student walked from Ithaca to Tru

mansburg in two hours and twenty minutes. We have since heard that he

made such speed in order to get the Trumansburg Air, said to be very exhilar

ating. Having aired himself sufficiently he came back the usual way and ve

locity.

before taking their degrees. It is told of one that when asked who was the

first King of Israel, he was so fortunate as to stumble upon the name of Saul.

He saw that he had hit the mark, and wishing to show the examiners how in

timate his knowledge of the Scriptures was, he added, confidently, "Saul,—

also called Paul." Another was called upon to mention
" the two instances

recorded in Scripture of the lower animals speaking." The undergraduate

thought for a moment and replied—
" Balaam's ass." "That is one, sir.

What is the other?" Undergrduate paused in earnest thought. At last a

gleam of recollection lit up his face as he replied,—
" The whale! The whale

said unto Jonah,—' Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian !
' '

— Movements are on foot looking toward introducing alumni representa

tion into Iowa State University.

— The following are some of the out-door sports engaged in by the stud

ents of Oxford University, England:— Throwing the cricket-ball, Yards Flat

race, throwing the hammer, broad jump, hurdle race, one mile to quarter

mile flat races, stranger's race, half mile handicap," sack race, consolation

race, handicap, putting the stone, ratting, foot-ball, cricket. &c.

— The item in last week's Era that a lady is one of the faculty of

Brown University is untrue.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

The Literary Alonthly presents the fletiferous case thus :
"

Loyal sons

of Hamilton, living almost within sound of her chapel bell, even now send

their boys to Cornell, because they find them to have scientific tastes and to

need such study."
— Some Cornell student is reported by them to have said in regard to

Hamilton that it has a reputation for very high piety but very low moials.

If that remark had been made about Williams, we know what the Vidette

would have said :—
"
He knows how it is himself."

— The primary education bill recently introduced into the French Assem

bly provides for the obligatory instruction of children of both sexes, from the

age of six to thirteen years. Parents, guardians and other legally responsible

persons not conforming to the law are subject to penalties beginning with a

simple reprimand, continuing through gradations of fines of from twenty cents

to twenty dollars, and ending with deprivation of civil rights for a period of

three years. The bill also provides that on or after January 1, 1S80, no citi

zen of twenty-one years of age shall be allowed to register his name on the

electoral lists unless he shall present a certificate of education, or in default of

such certificate make application for registry in writing to the municipal au

thorities ofthe commune in which he resides.

— The standard of admission to Michigan University has been raised.

Classicals who enter in 1874 are to be prepared on the whole of the .Eneid,
instead of six books as at present. Those entering the scientific course must

be prepared in French, natural philosophy, botany, zoology and geology.
— Our University ladies are becoming quite distinguished; their nick

names are in the newspapers, and their names in people's mouths, from Bos

ton to San Francisco.—Chronicle.

— At Michigan University only subscribers can vote for editors of the

Chronicle, their college paper. This should be made the rule at Cornell.

— St. Louis has set a worthy example to college graduates in the United

States. Representatives from most of the older universities in the country,
and a few from European institutions responding to a call for a meeting, met
and effected a club organisation. The object of the club is social intercourse

and a closer union between the members of the various colleges and Univers

ities in the city. About fifty in all were present, among whom were several

Doctors, a chancellor and a governor.

— The exploring party sent out by Yale College has returned bringing
their trophies with them. It will be remembered that the prominent man in

lhe party is Piofessor Marsh. They have been gone since last June making
explorations in the Rocky Mountains and on the Pacific Coast, and returned

from California by water and by way of Panama. The result of their investi-

gations, which are said to be important geologically speaking, will soon be

made public.
— Curious stories are told of blunders made by Oxford undergraduates in

thc Scripture examination, which, as a mere matter of form, they have to pass

THE FABLE OF TIIE TORTOISE.

It may perhaps interest some of the readers of The Era to hear that the

curious South American fable of the "The Tortoise who>utran the Deer," a

translation of which appeared in The Era last year from the pen of Professor

Hartt, has attracted attention in Germany. The following paragraph is taken

from a short review of Bleek's
" Reineke Fuchs in Afrika," in the Berlin

"Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie," No. 3, 1871. Page 203.

" The literature of legends and fables, especially since the appearance of

Benfey's comprehensive work, has become an important part of comparative

Psychology, and even in this collection (Reineke Fuchs in Afrika) a large

number of analogies present themselves to our notice. We will only cite one

instance, where in fable sixteen the tortoise, which since the days of Parmen-

ides (vid. Diog. Laer.) has been the subject of similar legends, is represented

as runing the ostrich to death, since the latter is as little able to overtake his

opponent as was Achilles. Our story of the hedge-hog belongs in the same

category, and, with corresponding modifications, has been found among the

negroes of the United States. Hartt has lately discovered, among the Mun-

durucus, a modification of this fable which exhibits an interesting correspon

dence with a version of the same story in the Siamese Nonthuk Pakaranan

(vid. Orient and Occident iii. 3). Upon the open plains of the Laos, or on

the cleared and cultivated meadows of the Thai it is the Phaya Kruth (Garu-

da), the swiftest of birds, who challenges the tortoise to race with him ; but

as the relations ofthe tortoise have placed themselves in a row to the number

of 100, of 1000, of 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, he in#vain tries to reach the

end, while the cry continually resounds ' I am already there.' In the thick

forests of South America, where a bird hovering in the air would not be visi

ble, it is the deer who undertakes to run the race, but is not able to reach the

end ofthe long line of tortoises. Except that the Indians, with their imper

fect system of numerals, do not state the numbers so exactly as the Budd

hists, accustomed to the use of higher sums, the two versions are perfectly
identical."

I may mention here that during his late visit to the Amazon Professor

Hartt made numerous additions to his former collection of fables and legends,
some of which throw a valuable light upon the superstitions and customs of

the Indians. It is a curious and interesting fact that in many of these fables

the tortoise is represented as outwitting many of the larger animals as the

tapir, the onea <S:c. Should the Professor carry out his intention of publish

ing the results of his researches into the language, customs and habits of the

Amazonian tribes, the work will form an important addition to American

Philology and Ethnology, for it is not going too far to say that he is the first

who has made a really thorough and systematic attempt to illustrate the

grammatical structure and peculiarities of this group of languages. X.

AIISCELLANEOUS.

— Messrs Holt & Williams have nearly ready Baring Gould's legends of

the Patriarchs and Prophets, which have been collected by the author from

various uncanonical sources. It is said that ne of the stories are very sur

prising, many of them amusing, and all interest ig.

—

Photography has been extended below the surface of the ocean. An

Italian operator has photographed portion* of the bottom of the sea, by
means of a powerful light lowered with himself in a diving-bell.
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LYRIC POETRY.

Lyric poetry, so called from its being accompanied in recitation by the

lyre, was
first cultivated as a species of composition, about the middle of the

seventh century before Christ. The satirist Archilochus, we find to be among

the first to write in that branch of literature; being one of the first, he was

also one of the greatest lyric poets of ancient times. In the Heroic age, Ho

mer beautifully sang of the valor and wonderous deeds of gods and princes.
The Heroic age passed away, and with it the opportunities for Epic poetry.

The tastes ofthe people began gradually to change, and something less misty
and mythological was needed to supply the place of the Epic, which lonrr be

fore had fallen into unskilled hands.

The battles of their gods and the adventures of their kings had rung in

their ears until they had become tired of their sound. Then came a lull, and

the muses, hushed to rest, tuned not their lyres. Soon Lyric poetry broke

the spell, and with its smooth and gliding verse, took hold at once upon the

hearts ofthe Greeks, assuaging their grief and sorrow, quickening their joys,
and arousing them to deeds of valor. Of the pure Grecian Epic poetry but

little remains : sufficient however, to judge of its excellences, and to regret

that more of it has not been preserved. In the Latin Horace was the first to

introduce the Lyric measure, and well did he succeed in accomodating the

pompous Latin to its easy and melodious cadence. Many Latin authors there

were, who, in imitation of Horace, invoked the Lyric muse; but none suc

ceeded so well as he.

In the pliant and expressive English, Dryden stands at the head of Lyric

song; and Pope, in his bnrning words, yields to its felicitous strains. So

too, Scott in his
"

Lady of the Lake," introduces his hoary-headed bard, sing

ing, accompanied with the lyre, the war-songs of the clans, producing a fine

effect.

Lyric poetry, unlike Epic, sets forth the emotions ofthe writer's heart, his

thoughts and reflections upon a certain subject, being subjective, while Epic is

objective. Lyric poetry is generally though not always shorter than Epic.

Lyric poetry served, and does serve, as a means of communicating likes and

dislikes in a very forcible manner. It was a convenient mode for the poets, of

venting their ire upon the person who was so unfortiiram as to incur their dis

pleasure. The Lyric poetry of to-day confines itself chiefly to the ordinary

song or hymn, although other species are common.

We have seen how Epic poetry, while relating the noble deeds of heroes,

preserves a cold and dignified nature, historical as it were, and does not at all

respond to the warm and generous impulses of the heart. Lyric poetry on

the other hand is always true to nature : it is ever in sympathy with the

gentler part of man's existence; and while we admire Lyric poetry
— twin

sister of music, forerunner of modern civilization—let us not forget the grand
and stately Epics that have come down to us from antiquity, and those too,

which are the product of later years. P. D. F. '73.

OF BOOKS.

Solomon saith truly,
" Of making many books there is no end, so insatia

ble is the thirst ofmen therein : as also endless is the desire of many in read

ing them." But we come to our rules :—

I. // is a vanity to persuade the world one hath much learning by getting a

great library.—As soon shall I believe everyone is valiant that hath a well-

furnished armory. I guess good housekeeping by the smoking not the num

ber ofthe tunnels, as knowing that many of them, built merely for uniformi

ty, are without chimneys, and more without fires. Once a dunce, void of

learning but full of books, flouted a libraryless scholar with these words,

"Hail, doctor without books!" But the next day, the scholar coming into

thejeerer's study crowded with books, "Hail, books," said he, "without a

doctor! "

2. Few books, well selected, are best.—Ynt as a certain fool bought all the

pictures that came out, because he might have his choice; such is the vain

humor ofmany men in gathering of books. Yet, when they have done all,

they miss their end; it being in the editions of authors as in the fashions of

clothes—when* man thinks he has gotten the latest and newest presently

another newer comes out.

3- Some books are only cursorily to be tasted of -Namely, first,
voluminous

books, the task of a man's life to read them over ; secondly, auxiliary books,

only to be repaired to on occasions ; thirdly, such as are mere pieces of

formality, so that if you look on them, you look through them; and he

that
peeps through the casement of the index, sees as much as if he

were in the house. But the laziness of those cannot be excused who

perfunctorily pass over authors of consequence,
and only trade in their tables

and contents. These, like city-cheaters, having gotten the names of all coun

try gentlemen, make silly people believe they have long lived in those

places where they never were, and flourish with skill in those authors they
never seriously studied.

4. I'he genius of the authoi is commonly discoi'ered in the dedicatory epistle.
—Many place the purest grain in the mouth of the sack, for chapman to han

dle or buy ; and from the dedication one may probably guess at the work,

saving some rare and peculiar exceptions. Thus, when once a gentleman ad

mired how so pithy, learned and witty a dedication was matched to a flat, dull

foolish book :
"
in truth," said another, "they may be well matched together,

for I profess they be nothing akin."

5. Proportion an hour's meditation to an hour's reading of a staple author.
—This makes a man master of his learning, and dispirits the book into the

scholar. Filler.

SA TURNS RINGS.

The rings of Saturn, formerly supposed to be solid and continuous, are

now regarded as consisting of an indefinite number of extremely small satel

lites. They are, in short, a compact cluster of secondary asteroids, analogous
to the primary one between Mars and Jupiter. In the latter, it is true, a large

proportion ofthe primitive matter has collected in distinct, planetary masses;

while a similar result has been prevented in the Saturnian rings by their prox

imity to the central body. In one respect, however, we observe a striking

correspondence. It has been shown that several positions occur in the aster

oid zone where planetary periods would have simple relations of commeasura-

bility with the period of Jupiter, and that portions ofthe original ring occupy

ing these positions would be liable to great disturbance. Now, the ring of

Saturn is evidently subject to like perturbation by thenearest satellites. Hence

gaps or chasms, analogous to those in the zone of asteroids, ought also to be

found in the secondary ring. It has accordingly been noticed that Cassini's,

or rather Ball's division occurs precisely where the periods of satellites would

be commensurable with those of the four members of the system immediately

exterior.

But astronomers have sometime seen the ring of Saturn apparently sepa

rated by several black lines into concentric annuli. At other times, however,

no such division could be detected. The fact, therefore, of the permanence of

these gaps is extremely doubtful, except in the case of a division of the ex

terior bright ring. This has been frequently seen by eminent astronomers ;

and it is probable, though not absolutely certain, that it is never entirely closed.

Most observers agree in placing it outside ofthe middle of the exterior ring.
—Professor Kirkwood.

SILICA.

PROFESSOR L. C COOLEY, OF ALBANY.

Some months ago, notice was given of an investigation by Professor Hen

ry Wurtz, of New Vork, of the chemical transformations of silica. Only a pre

liminary announcement of the experimental researches in this new field has

been given, but even this is enough to awaken the liveliest interest; for, to

quote from the American Chemist (Vol. I. p. 206),
" Professor Wurtz believes

that his studies have unmistakably tended toward the conclusion, which will

be startling to many, that silicic acid, as such, that is,
in isolated forms, upper-

tains, in origin at least, altogether to the vegetable kingdom."

Probably no other acid has been so generally regarded as purely mineral

in its character as silicic acid; to be told now that it is probably of organic

origin is indeed startling, and the future results of pending investigations will

be awaited with an interest partaking somewhat of the nature of anxiety. Says

Professor Toy, in the Journal ofApplied Chemistry, quoted by the American

Chemist: "The importance of researches
of this character in agricultural geol

ogy and mineralogy cannot be exaggerated, and it is impossible to anticipate

what must be their effect upon the hitherto accepted theories in these branches

of science." And again :
" If we really have a solvent for silicon and carbon

we may look to the artificial crystalization of quartz and the diamond as of

possible consummation within no distant period." But the manufacture of

these gems is of insignificant importance as compared with the possible bear

ing ofthe discovery upon the growth of crops and the enriching of our soil.

PHYSICAL NEED OF VITALITY FOR SUCCESS.

Indeed, Jefferson went to a rash and perilous excess in study. He bore

it with impunity, because he inherited a constitution exceptionally strong,

because he had horses at command, because during his long vacations at hon e

he was obliged to attend to his farms and improvements. But his friend Mad.
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ison, led astray by his example and precepts, and pursuing his education at

Princeton, far from horse and home, nearly killed himself with study, and

could not recover his health for many years. Indeed, though among the very

best of American citizens, and of infinite value to his country when his coun

try most needed its best citizens, James Madison was never quite the man he

might have been if he had studied less and played more at college. The only

fault Jefferson could ever see in this most honored and most trusted of all the

friends of his life was a certain lack of power to stand firm against vehement

opposition,
—a certain lack of stanch, indomitable manhood,

—caused, perhaps,

by the waste ofthe capital stock of his vitality at Princeton. Thus Peel was

made sensitive to the shallow sarcasm of Disraeli. Thus valedictory men pass

from the commencement platform into oblivion. Thus, to-day, throughout

Christendom Ignorance is master and Knowledge is its hireling; Ignorance
controls capital and Knowledge lives on wages ; Ignorance rides in a carriage

and Knowledge trudges on foot; Ignorance edits and Knowledge \yrites ; the

the counting-room orders and the sanctum obeys.—James Parton, in Atlan

ticfor February.

AAIONG THE BOOKS.

The work from which our professor in Rhetoric read a portion of an essay

on the
"

Philosophy of Style
"

and recommended, was written by Herbert

Spencer, entitled
"

Essays, Moral, Political and EEsthetic," and published by
D. Appleton & Company, New York. This distinguished scholar and essay

ist is too well known to need comment. The essays of this work show the

great depth of his learning and ability, his intellectual acuteness, and keen

ness of penetration. We can only mention some of the subjects taken up in

these essays and unhesitatingly recommend them to the perusal of anyone.

"The Philosophy of Style," "The Morals of Trade," "Personal Beauty,"
"

Representative Government," "The Test of Truth," etc. etc.

The Alercy Seat, or Thoughts on Prayer, by Augustus C. Thompson, D.

D., is a volume published by Gould and Lincoln, Boston. The candid reader

cannot but be impressed with the deep piety of the author, and be impercep-
tibly drawn into the current of his thought. He will rise after its perusal a
wiser and a more thoughtful man. This is a subject which interests or should
interest every person. The efficacy, primary conditions, subjects and an

swers of prayers are here treated in a manner worthy of Him to whose praise
the work is addressed. The doubts and difficulties, the trials and triumphs
of the Christian, his union with Christ, are explained satisfactorily, and clear

up those doubts which cling lo a professor of religion.
The three lectures on the "Spectrum Analysis" by Professors Roscoe,

Huggins and Lockyer are contained in a small book, pamphlet form, at twen

ty-five cents, published by C. C. Chatfield & Company, New Haven, Connect
icut. The lectures of these eminent men were referred to by our astronomi

cal professor, and they take up the spectrum analysis in its application to the

heavenly bodies, wi th illustiations of the solar phenomena. This book will

be a very acceptable guest at this time in the understanding of the difficult

parts of astronomy.

Education, Intellectual, Aloral and Physical, is a volume of above 280 pages
by Herbert Spencer, rich in materials for forming intelligent opinions, teach

ing a man to rely on himself and develop the inner and higher part of his na

ture and urging him to put forth new efforts for unattained excellence, intel

lectually, morally and physically. This work is handsomely bound in cloth at

a cost of $1.25.

We have just been shown a work entitled "

Oakwood Cemetery," it being
a history of the birth and development of the organization that incorporated
and brought to perfection the Oakwood Cemetery, of Syracuse, and a well

written description of the Cemetery itself, profusely illustrated with fine en

gravings. It is written, published and printed by H. P. Smith, of Syracuse,
who is entitled to much credit for bringing out a work that can be but a treas
ure to all who have relatives or friends lying in that beautiful spot, one of the
finest cemeteries in the United States. We understand that Mr. Smith is en

gaged at present in preparing a work on the cemetery at Rochester.

The Tuftonian for iS7i-'72, published by the secret fraternities of Tufts
College, Massachusetts, is issued in pamphlet form, and is similar in size,
shape and purpose to our Cornelian. The last number contains an interesting
and well written article on

"

The Modern Languages," two poems, an article
on

"

College Aristocracy," another on
"

Base Ball," and a racy editorial.
"
The Art of IV -idling School

"

is a work just published by J. M. Stoddar-
& Company, of Philadelphia, written by J. II. Sypher, author of " History of

Pennsylvania,"
"

History of New Jersey," &c. The book is printed on fine

white paper, with large type, it contains about three hundred pages. Some

ofthe subjects dealt with are "Discipline," "School Authorities, Govern

ment and Methods of Instruction."

EXCHANGES.

Among our exchanges we place The Nation in the front rank. It is got

ten up in very excellent style; print clear and sufficiently large, and size of

sheet just such as to be very convenient. It is not one of the blood and

thunder periodicals, but looks calmly and fairly upon matters and men and

deals with them in the same manner. Its editorials are written in a clear,

concise and scholarly style which renders them very readable. It exhibits

none of that cringing to party which so disgusts us in some of the party pa

pers of the day. It condemns abuses in its own party as well as in that of its

opponents.

The Yale Courant, a wide-awake sheet of eight quarto pages, is, as usual,

full of interesting matter. It is published weekly, its four editors being

chosen from the class of '72.

The College Courant contains much interesting college news from various

parts of the country. It is published by Yale alumni, and is one of the

largest and best of our college exchanges.

W'e have received the December number of The A'ew Era, "a monthly

periodical devoted to humanity, Judaism, and literature." The Sermon on

the Mount reviewed, in an essay on the Talmud and the Gospels, continued

in this number, will be of interest to theologians of whatever creed. The

general tone of the magazine seems to be quite liberal, though, of course,

strongly advocating its own doctrines. New York : published at No. 67 and

69 William street, corner of Cedar street.

RULES CONCERNING ABSENCES AND PIREARAIS.

The following resolutions have been adopted by the Faculty :

Resolved, That in the case of any student who shall have been referred to

the Vice-President for delinquency in attendance, or scholarship, and who

shall not have given a satisfactory excuse therefor, on the first occasion, notice of

such delinquency shall be sent to his parents or guardians if he be a minor, or

he shall be reprimanded by the Faculty if he be an adult ; and on the second oc

casion of such delinquency, he shall be liable to be suspended from the Univer

sity for not less than the remainder ofthe Trimester in which such delinquency
shall have occurred.

Resolved, That any student who shall use or carry within the buildings or

grounds ofthe University, without the written permission of the President,

Vice-President, or Military Commandant, any firearms, or other dangerous

weapon, shall be liable to suspension for not less than a year.

W. T. Hewett, Secretary.

CLASS MEETING.

A meeting of the class of '74 was held Thursday evening, in Military
Hall, to take measures to awaken interest in athletic sports, both in the class

and in the University.
The following committees were appointed to investigate the subject, viz. :

on boating, Messrs. Cook, Randall and Goldsmith; on gymnasium, Messrs.

Freeze, Lamoreux and W. M. Smith; on base-ball, Messrs. Wheeler, Potter
and Gill.

The committees were instructed to report as soon as possible; and it is

hoped, since the Sophomores have taken the initiative in this matter, that

they will sustain their reputation by pressing it with all the energy within

their power.

Wanted—at this ( iffice, Eras of the following dates : in 1S70, February
16th, February 23d, March 2d, May nth.

At Berlin, Vermont, a man has put up the following notice in the village
postoffice: My wife, Mary Miller, having deceived me in regard to her age,
before marriage, claiming to be twenty-six only, when she was thirty-two,
with teeth badly decayed, while I am not twenty-two, with perfectly sound

teeth, therefore I will pay no debts of her contracting. His

L. H. X Ciurch.

... mark.
—Am. Aeiosrapcr Reporter.

Such treatment as this will soon put. a stop to that pernicious habit among
women.

— Dr. Wilson's article is an excellent sup: 'ement to his lectures on Phil

osophy of History.
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NOW READY:

HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1S71.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine

Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone (/our

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country
oil receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has

been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of wdiich it treats, and it will

he found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.
Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chipter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

ontrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.

Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

Chapter VI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

PartJ Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas' and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat r.icing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871 Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-
Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15, 1871.
ourth A Directory of the r-T!, Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the ?oth of November,
■870, giving the names and p<.st-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value oftheir real np 1 personal property.
"art Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

p'ans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
00 > (with 7 plates).

w
ESTWARD HO!

£)UDLEY F. FINCH,

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the Westwill do well to send to
v-ui^n. m me west

Mr. F.
Deale

H. WOODWORTH
CLINTON, IOWA

'^^^^^^t^^t^S!^^^ STATI0NERV. FANCY GOODS, *c.
ouc me western states and territories.

CTUDENTS"

points through-

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

LIGHT EIRST CLASS TABLES.
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMfTH, Prop.

JLJOWARD & CLEMENT^"

Manufacturers and Dealers in

CABINET FURNITURE AND CHAIRS,
Of every variety and style.

Upholstering, Decorating, Matrasses, Spring-Beds
Undertaking.

SALESROOM 3 WEST STATE STREET.

H. HOWARD.

UNIVERS. TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READ Y-AIADE CLOTHING,

C. P. Cl.EME! T.

ARBOUR.

MLLLSPA UGH ,& THOMPSON,
No. 23, East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

HAM AND EGGS,

PICKLED TRIPE, PICKLED TONGUE,

Pickled Oysters, Sandwiches, Pies, Tea and Coffee,
Wine Punches and Cobblers,

Superior Ales, &c.

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

npO ADVERTISERS.—All persons who V
X contemplate making contracts with newspapers for the *

OU CAN ALWAVS GET

insertion uf Advertisements should send to

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.

for a circular, or inclose 25 cents for their One Hundred Page
Pamphlet, containing lists of 3,000 Newspapers and estimates,
showing the cost of advertising, also many useful hints to adver

tisers, and some account of the experiences of men who are

known as Successful Advertisers. This firm are proprietors of
the American Newspaper Advertising Agency,

41 PARK ROW, N. V.

and are possessed of unequaled facilities for securing the inser
tion of advertisements in all newspapers and periodicals at low
est rates.

/CORNELL UNIVERSITY

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.

Address WAI. KINNE, AI. A., Ithaca, AT. Y.

JOHN PARROTT, Tailor, Men and Boys'
Clothing cut, made and repaired. No 60 State street, corner

of Tioga. Over (Finch's book-store.)

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

s

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &°c., &°c., at

SHE R WOOD'S.

WAI. AIAJOR, Manufacturer, and Dealer in

Boots and Shoes, No. 14 West State Street. Particular atten

tion paid to Custom Work.

All orders sho ild be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

251) River Street, Troy, N. Y'

W. D. IRELAND, Dealer in Boots and Shoes,
Ladies' Fine Gaiters. Boots of the latest styles always on

hand. No. 51 State Street. N. B. Repairing done.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

6q & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,

OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

F. T. GREENLEY &> CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands of Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN & SOAr, Druggists, 78 Stnte

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

JOHN L. WHITON'S BAKERY, Grocery
and Confectionery, 5 and 7, State Street. Manufacturer of all

kinds of bake stuff. All goods pure and first class.

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., VAC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. 1-arge as.

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIM F.RK.S, and particular

attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms,
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LIPPER SONG. T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown ;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,

While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through

the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,

That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."

The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;
Then "Zounds!" tie madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down '."

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
Inst take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

''P
.

1 he damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride ;

They both slip off together, the old parson for tu see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;

To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
—

I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneathjhe maddened spray.
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—

From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTEATIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

6-v., &c.
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THE SWABLAY MAID.

FROM THE GERMAN OF SCHUBART.

I am a Swabian mai. ;n,

"My face is brown and tanned;
And mine has not the softness

Ofthe Saxon maiden's hand.

She novels reads and poets,

Doth Gleim and Wieland praise,
And sweet as clover honey
Are all her looks and Mays.

The raillery she stings with
Is sharp as point of lance ;

Her wit so bright and flashing
Is taken from Romance.

These gifts to me are lacking,
I know not city life ;

Yet for an honest Swabian

I'll make a faithful wife.

For reading, writing, toying,
Soon turn a maiden's head ;

The man, my chosen husband,
Shall read for me instead.

Ah, youth, art thou from Swabia ?

Dost love the Fatherland ?

Then come and thou shalt have me,

And see—here is my hand.

'72.

THE EARLY HISTORY OF AIAN.

(Continued.)

BY PROFESSOR W. D. WILSON, L. L. D., L. H. D.

We pass now to say a few words of Sir John Lubbock's books,
and of one or two points suggested by them.

The first of these,
"

Pre-historic Timesf is probably the fullest,
the fairest and best exhibition of the geological proofs of the an

tiquity of man, as an inhabitant of the earth, that can be had in

any of our volumes. It is in some respects fuller, and better than

Figuer's work published by the Appletons, though that is exceed

ingly good^and is considerably fuller than the famous work of Sir

Charles Lyell, on
" The Antiquity of Man," published some ten

years ago. There is a fairness and candor about Sir John's writ

ings, that are well calculated to win the respect and confidence of

the reader, and we confess—for ourselves—to an inability, in read

ing these books, to see how to escape the conclusion of a greater

antiquity than we have been accustomed to ascribe to the creation

of man. In fact, we feel as though we must confess that, in the

words of Lenormont, and Chevallier, already quoted,
"
The Bible

assigns no precise date to the origin of the human species." Con

cede this, and there is nothing—absolutely nothing—that physical
science has proved or—we speak considerately and advisedly—can

prove contrary to the meaning of the Mosaic account, as it is now

commonly received, or, as Lenormont, and Chevallier have said,

nothing contrary to the dogmatic teachings, and theological bear-
ings of that account.

We do not propose to discuss the doctrine of man's antiquity
On the contrary, as we have intimated, we are rather inclined to
the opinion that it must be conceded. We intend only to ir -ntion
one curious fact. In Pre-historic Tunes, page 324, 325, and again
in Origin of Civilization, page 24, 26, we have wood-cuts represent
ing outline pictures, one of them of an elephant hunt, and the oth
er of a group of hunters—cut on ivory—the tusk of the mammoth
or hairy elephant, and by human beings, who lived in the neighbor
hood of where Paris now stands—when France, and probably all

Europe, were the abodes not only of elephants, rhinoceroses, and
hippopotami, but also of other species of animals now extinct, and
which haye not lived in Europe since the commencement of the

historic period. We experience, an inexpressible feeling, as we look

upon these wonders of early human art. Elephants roaming over

Europe- browsing in forests where Frenchmen now live ; elephants
with long crooked tusks, sometimes twelve or fourteen feet long,
with a coating of hair on their bodies, and tails with a bunch of

hair on the end like that of our cows, and these chased and hunt

ed by men of our race, if not our ancestors, in a period so long ago
that their very bones have for the most part decayed, and then in-

perishable remains, such as flint hatchets, articles of pottery, and

now, as in some cases happens, the very fire-brands of their altar

services and animal sacrifices, are seen mingled with the fossils

of a past geological age !

How long ago these men lived we never can tell ; but the en

graving was dug up in the neighborhood of Paris, at La Made-

lame. It was made on a piece of ivory, the tusk of the Elphas

Piemigneius or mammoth, and was evidently contemporaneous with

such elephants in France. If accepting the great antiquity of man

as an established fact we were to propose an hypothesis, it would

be that man originated in that part of soutlvwest central Asia

commonly supposed to have been the location of Eden. We

should select the close or latter part of what is known ?s f1o T^ti-

ary Period, the Pleiocene part of it, as the time and place of man s

appearance. For this we should assign two reasons : 1. For

place—all history and tradition, as well as the indications of com

parative philology, point to that place ; and then, 2. For time—

it was the most favorable of all. All the plants and animals that

man needed, or are useful to him, had been created and lived in

that part of the world, at that period. Up to this time and dur

ing it, there had been but very little, if any, difference in the sea

sons as between summer and winter—seed time and harvest The

temperature must have been somewhere from fifteen to twenty de

grees Fahrenheit warmer than it is now for the average of the year

in that part of the world—these two facts, greater warmth, and

uniformity of temperature, at that elevated position must have

given them frequent rains without great floods, and this taken all

together, constitute a perfect garden
—the most perfect physical

condition for infantile, inexperienced men that the geological and

physical indications show to have ever existed anywhere on this

globe, either before or after this period in the earth's history.

We think this view important, because from an historic point of

observation this was the center from which man migrated, the cen

ter in which civilization had its origin, and the central point also from

which, if we take the native man as made by natural causes alone,

and without the influence of Revelation, civilization becomes

less ami less advanced as we depart from it, and gradually gives
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place to a barbarism and savagery that grow darker, deeper and

more brutish, as we «o from it, to the remotest habitations
ot man,

the extremes of north Asia, and America, as well as the remotest

points in the South-Cape Horn, the Cape of Good Hope, Aus

tralia, etc., etc. And the farther we go from that Eden-center-

the lower do we find natural man in the scale of intelligence and

civilization. And this as we believe in obedience to a law of

which we shall sav a word further on in our article.

The other book of Sir John's is written for another purpose.
It

proposes to give an account of the
" Primitive Condition of Man,

'•
The Origin of Civilization," etc. It starts with accepting the

conclusions which he claims to have established in the preceding

work, which are two, namely, 1. That man has been an inhabitant

of the earth some thousands of years longer than has generally

been supposed, and 2. That the earliest inhabitants were in a state

of the lowest savagery and brutishness. And his theory is that

those savage tribes which are now lowest in the scale of intelligence

and farthest below anything that we can call civilization, are the

most nearly of any like the condition of
" the primitive man."

Hence he thinks that the best way to study the origin, progress

and history of man is to arrange the various tribes of men, in the

order of their progress in civilization, or towards it, from the low

est up to the highest, and thus study these several nations in that

order, each one representing a successive stage in the historic-

drama.

The first of these conclusions we do not care now to discuss with

him, except to remark that Sir John, seems to think that what is

called in geology the glacial period was an interruption, and that

the remains of primeval man now found in Europe were deposited

during that interval, which coincides with the suggestion we have

made ; but if man had so early an origin as geologists claim, it is

probably to be referred to the Pleiocene epoch. This
"

January

thaw," ifwe may so call it, in the long winter of the glacial period, oc

curred, according to a table which Sir John seems inclined to favor,

about one hundred thousand years before A.I). 1800
—the latest pe

riod at which, taking into account the eccentricity ofthe earth's orbit

and the precession of its nodes or equinoxes, the earth had reached

its maximum of cold when the average of temperature for the year

in the latitude of London was at least fifty or twenty degrees cold

er than now—the summer, in relation to the winter some twenty

days shorter.

Xow we readily concede that it may be within the power of as

tronomical science to compute the dates of these great changes in

temperature that geology claims to have occurred. Thus we know

that of the periods since life began the Cambrian was cold, the Si

lurian hot, the Devonian cold, the Carboniferous hot, the Permian

cold, the Jurasic hot, the Cretaceous cold, the Tertiary hot or

warm, and then comes the glacial, which was cold, and perhaps as

Sir John thinks, with a brief intermission.

We admit further and it may possibly be within the province
and power of geology eventually to determine and settle the ques

tion whether man was or was not an inhabitant ofthe earth in any

of these geological ages, and to show when in their course he ap

peared. And we confess that we do not know of any other science

that can settle it.

But we do clearly, entirely and emphatically deny that geology
can settle and determine anything with regard to the early condi

tion of men, and the question of unity of origin, or of their migra
tions.

Sir John assumes that all nations have passed from a savage

state up to civizilation. Now this is true to some extent of Euro

pean nations. It may be true, and probably is true to some extent

of the ancient nations of whose early history we know something,

as Greece, Rome, Carthage, etc.
But historically there is not the

slightest particle of evidence
or indication even that this was the

case with the earlier, and if we may so call them the pre-historic

nations, as China, India, the
nations of Mesopotamia and Egypt.

Not only not the written history, but not a sign or mark in these

recently deciphered monumental inscriptions goes to show that they

had risen from a condition of lower civilization than that at which

we find them when their monuments were built, or ever been in

such a condition.

Not amy facts in the early history of those nations, but theory

and theory alone, could induce Sir John to assume that the savage

state has been the primitive state of all people that have risen to

civilization. None of the indications of the early history of these

nations confirm his hypothesis. Many of them—we may say the

whole tendency of them—directly oppose it.

Another controlling fact Sir John has overlooked, the fact name

ly, that savagery is an education downwards, as truly as civili

zation is an education upwards. The child when first born into

the world is not a savage. He may have in common with savages

an undeveloped intellect and an incapacity for self-control, but he

has none of the suspiciousness, the abject fear, the brutal lusts and

the infernal propensities that form so large a share of the savage

character. And he is continually growing up into savagery if his

lot is cast in a community of savages.

Nor is this true of a child only ; it is true of a community. Re

move from any community of persons living in modern times the

influences that make up and perpetuate civilization and they would

relapse into savagery ; they would not become infants again,—that

is impossible, but they would become ignorant, superstitious

gloomy, selfish, self-indulgent, suspicious, resentful, beastly.

If one adopts the Darwinian theory of development or deriva

tion then he should say that the first man and the primitive condi

tion of man was not savage, but monkeyish. But monkeys, how far

soever they may be from being civilized like men, are not savages.

Now in strong contrast with this view of the origin and early con

dition of man is the picture of him and his early mode of life which

comparative philology presents. For a statement of this we refer,

instead of writing it, to an article on
"

Mythology and Polytheism
"

in the American Quarterly Church Review for April, 1S70. And

Sir John with all his colaborers in the field of physical science are

aware of this difference and conflict, and by consequence they dis

parage comparative philology.
But to whom shall we listen ? By which of the two schools be

taught and persuaded? Wdiich has the most intrinsic right to be

heard and cultivated ? Which has the best means of information ?

It seems to us that it is not difficult to answer these questions sat

isfactorily. What can gcologv at its utmost do? It can find re

mains of human beings among the remains of plants and animals

of a past age, and may perhaps decide upon the time when those

human beings live ; it ma)- decide something if it should find re

mains enough, and especially the skulls of the race, of the charac

ter, the size and shape ofthe brains, and so enable us to draw some

information as to the natural constitution of their characteas. And

that is all ; it can go no farther. For civilization, intelligence
and character do not depend upon any difference in the size and
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shape ofthe brain that paleontology can disclose. The Hindoos,

with very small skulls, are far from being savages. Nor does the

round skull, or any other type of skull that we know of, necessarily

imply savagery.

Geology thus can find a man's bones and his implements, and

thus tell us that he lived at a certain age and died at a certain

place. It may lead us to believe and make it pretty certain that he

had no splendid mansions to live in, no great advance in the arts

and sciences as we now know them, that he lived a very simple

life, depending mostly upon hunting and fishing for his support.

But it can tell us nothing relative to the language he spake, of the

country his ancestors came from, of the immigrations they had per

formed before he was born.

But of these things comparative philology does speak. It shows

that the earliest inhabitants came from the East—from Asia ; it

shows that agricultural life preceded the nomadic, and the nomadic

preceded the savage; that the first persons who spoke human lan

guage, so far from being ignorant, brutal savages, sunk in the low

est superstitions and the most degrading of fetishism, were intelli

gent, and observant of the forms and relations of social purity ; that

they believed in and worshiped one God. It shows that polythe
ism followed upon this from monotheism, that mythology followed

on polytheism, and that idolatry and fetishism were still later. It

shows that this degradation came in with wanderings and migra
tions from their early home, and that as they became nomads and

savages they became also polytheists and idolatrous fetish worship

ers; it showrs in fact that degeneracy and degradation towards and

into savagery went on and kept even with migrations and wander

ings, until we find, as we do now find, man the further from this

center, the further from civilization, the deeper sunk in barbarism

and savagery.
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CORRFSPONDENCE.

A SI'RREJOINIiER.
"

Le Travail
"

writes an article defending trades unions from the charge of
bang

"

trucculent an J cruel
»

despotism. I replied, maintaining that thev are
such I cted inslances from observation and personal experience, to prove
that they do act tyrannically and have maltreated and abused individuals for
no other cause than a refusal to join the trade societies or be governed by rules
that they had no voice in making.

"

Le Travail," in his reply, savs substan
tially :

"

'73," your personal experience is of no account for it is not like mine.
Mis words are:

"

My personal experience is entirely different from his." (Per
haps this is accounted for by the admission that he has been a member for
several years. These societies wouid not hold together long if they mobbed
their own members.)

"

I have never seen a person in any way maltreated or

abused because ofhis unwillingness to join such an association." This defence
reminds me of one made by a zealous attorney in favor of his client who was

charged with an assault and battery.
"

I ask your Honor," says the lawyer,
"to discharge the accused on these grounds; there is only one witness who
swears he saw the offense, while I am ready to swear that I did not see it com

mitted, and I can bring a score of men who will make oath to the same effect
''

I alluded to the riots and bloodshed attendant upon the strike originated
and supported by the unions in Fall River. "

Le Travail
"

has that all atoned
for by the peaceable behavior of these societies during a strike in New York.
Well /know of one instance in winch the unions did not execute any violence

upon those who dared lo go to work during a strike. There was much indig
nation, but there were no brawls. The oil upon the troubled waters was ex

tra policemen, several companies of militia, and two pieces of cannon.
"

Blessed are the peace makers !
"

May there not have been something like them in the orderly Xew York strike ?

After a while
" Le Travail

"

seems to have forgotten what he had previ

ously written in defense of the unions and says :
"

t am willing to admit that

trades unions have been guilty ol much that is charged against them." He al

so
" admits

"

that
" Put Yourself In His Place," which is but a record of the

villainy of the unions, is
"

generally based on facts." This is enou"h. I rest

my case upon the confessions ot my opponent.

The remainder of this article is of the nature of an appendix.
In my article in last week's Kka, I intimated that personal experience in

general, "should have even more weight" than observation in forming opin-
Now this fact Of migration and degradation going On paripassu I ions; and that one might offer it as a

"

reason why," as I have, for his be-

geology cannot disprove, however stoutly geologists may deny it.

It is not in the province of geology to disprove it. While the words

men use come from the heart and from the intellect they disclose

what is in man, his thoughts, feelings and habits, and are no mere

outward results of his active care. No one supposes that these

early people had knowledge of the present uses of iron, and were

acquainted with the tools and implements to which modern civili

zation is indebted for its character; and thus geologists may show

that these earl)- men had not a modern civilization, and when they

say this we presume no one will be disposed to join issue with them.

On the whole, then, we must regard the science of language as

the best and most reliable witness to the early moral and intellect

ual condition of man. It can teach us something of his migrations

and of the effect of these migrations upon his thoughts and mode

of life. It has done enough to destroy utterly all the force of argu

ment drawn from any of the physical sciences against the doctrine

of the unity of man and the descent of a common pair ; it has done

of itself enough to raise to the highest degree of probability
—not

to say certainty—the doctrine that all men did originate in one

place and from one pair; that the ancestors of all did once speak

a common language and worship one
—the only One and true God.

So much at least this branch of science has done for us. For this

let us thank God and wait with patience for more, not doubting

that in His own good time science shall confirm any declarations

He has been pleased to give us in His holy written word.

The Royal poet of Sweden has just completed a short epic of which his

grandfather, Bernadotte, is the hero.

liefs, including any he might have concerning the despotic character of trade

societies.
" Le Travail

"

thinks experience is not a good teacher, for he'de-

claims upon
"
the impropriety of following it as a means of reaching general

laws and principles," and he hints, apparently for my benefit, of a way "in

America
"

(note he is from Lngland) elaborately generalizing from one partic
ular." Let me measure him by his own rule. Because I did not, in speakin"
ofthe character of trades unions, express my opinion concerning Wie rate of

wages, which was foreign to the subject,
"

Le Travail" says, "I conclude

''73' thinks this class of labor (manual) is not amply compensated since he

says nothing about it." Is not this drawing with a vengeance a conclusion

"

from one particular ?
"

He concludes so and' so from my silence on an ex

traneous subject, and then gently chides me for drawing unfavorable conclu

sions from experience concerning trades unions.

My opponent has made another mistake, inasmuch as he has not only mis

construed my words, but also attributed a statement to me that 1 did not

make. I acquit him of doing it intentionally ; he is too honorable to attempt

to put an opponent into what he might think a false and weak position, that

he might easily drive him out of it.
"

Le Travail
"

says :
"

'73 claims that

trades unions will ultimately become as powerful and bloody here as they are

in Lngland." (I said nothing ofthe kind. I spoke ofthe unions here being

"as mild as a shorn lamb when compared with those in Lngland.")
"

Le

Travail
"

eagerly hastens to show that this can never happen. He trium

phantly gives as a reason
the superiority of our mechanic^ in education and

morals. Wh" are our mechanics ? Where did they come from ? Thousands

of our mechanics were but yesterday England's mechanics, who have come

here, bringing their ignorance and prejudices as well as their skill. Whole

trades unions, so to speak, have migrated
to this country. Is there an) thing

in our air to change their natures
?

It is perplexing to see why an association which is composed of the same

materials ofthe same persons
should not be the same in Xew York as in < Miio

or in England. Is it not then hard to become persuaded, as
"

Le Travail
"

has that here "Trade societies can never have that vindiuiveness which un

fortunately characterizes them in Lngland
"

? "

'73.
"
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AN ABUSE.

Messrs Editors:—It is disagreeable to find fault with any person ; but

when that person persists in a certain course of action rendering himself ob

noxious to all parties concerned, it is time
that he should be requested to re

form. One G. C. of the Engineering department, having so far forgotten

what is due to his professor and classmates, insists upon monopolizing the at

tention of the former, much to the professor's annoyance and the detriment

of the class. It is time that this matter should be corrected, as the remaining

members of the department are unable to procure private instructors, and

would like to derive some benefit from the teachings of their professor dur

ing the remainder of their course.
^-

CORNELL CHEMICAL CH'U.

The meeting of this club, February 3d, was one of no little interest, as

weE ^r" of profit. Although the evening was not a favorable one, yet

there was no lack of interest, and the time was fully occupied with the exer

cises.

E. H. Bartley read quite a lengthy paper upon explosive agents, treating

more especially of gunpowder, and the philosophy and chemistry of its manu

facture and successful use ; explaining different methods of regulating the ra

pidity of the combustion, so necessary to the art of gunnery, and ending with

an explanation of methods of testing the expansive force of powder and the

strain upon the gun. This paper is to be followed by others, treating of gun-

cotton, nitro-glycerine and other explosive agents. This paper was followed

by a general discussion and some additional facts given by Professor Wing.

Mr. R. Bacon then read an interesting article on aniline and its chemistry,

preparation and properties ; mentioning its effects upon the human system.

He also stated that nitro-benzole, when taken into the system, produced the

same poisonous effects, owing to its being converted into aniline in the sys

tem. A case of poisoning by benzole vapors was cited by Professor Wing.
Mr. Patrick read an article on the synthesis of aniline.

Professor Wing then gave some remarks upon combustion, chemically con

sidered, illustrating his remarks by a diagram representing some very inter

esting and novel experiments, showing that either hydrogen or oxygen may

play the part of a combustible or supporter of combustion.

Mr. Aubert favored those present with a view of some crystals under his

beautiful microscope, using polarized light upon them.

At the next meeting, to be held February 17th, in the room, at Cascadilla,

known as the "Green Parlor," communications will be expected from Messrs.

Denham, Moffat, Aubert, Raymond, Patrick, Phinney, Bartley and others.

The exercises will be open to visitors, who will always be welcomed to our

meetings.
Secretary.

CLASS SUPPER OI- 73-

Ouk cEiss has Oen accused of a want of spirit in but one matter, and that

l.y the Senior Class principally. It is that there is not energy and patriotism

enough among us to have a class snpper, inasmuch as we have several times

failed. I think it is our duty not to allow the class of '72 to graduate with

such an impression; not that I'believe that any of them who have watched

us, v\ould deny that we are nol bashful when the eatables are within reach

many of them could bear sad testimony to our proficiency in such a position.
A class supper would not only exonerate us before the Seniors, but would be

an occasion of much plea, .e and jollity, and perhaps some could say, obtain
"

a square meal for a cna... _-." Let us go to work at once and have a supper

before the hot weather comes on >,'-nch might impair our appetites. No one

can plead that the notice is too short, for it will take but a day for those desir

ing to subscribe their names, and arrangements can very quickly be made for

the supper. Let the Class Officers then, to obviate the delay of calling a

class meeting, draw up a paper and leave it in the Library on Monday for our

names. If lhe number is large enough, the Vice-President could then appoint
a committee of arrangements, and soon we may see our honor restored and

our voracity appeased.

'73-
Our correspondent has forgotten the class excursion and dinner at Tau

ghannock which, though many were not in attendance, was none the less a

class affair, and a memorable one too, though all true Juniors would be clad

to get up another as enjoyable class "jamboree."

The Aurora Borcalis is the dazzling title of a paper which is published at

Red Hook, New Vork.

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

A regular meeting of the Society was held Saturday, February 10th.

Mr. W. R. Lazenby read an essay on
"
Shade Trees." He described the

different trees commonly planted in this region, giving the merits and demer

its of each. He gave directions as to. the method and time of planting, and

closed with an eloquent plea for the trees.

He gave his preference to the Sugar Maple, not only for its toothsome

qualities, but for its cleanliness, its early and abundant foliage and its regular
and luxuriant growth. The Red Maple, though less esteemed, is very desir

able, both for the beauty and delicacy of its flowers early in Spring and for

the flaming scarlet of its foliage in Autumn. The shade is less dense than

that of many other trees, and for some purposes this a gain. The grandeur
and grace of the Elm is proverbial, and it always has been and always will be

a favorite. We can hardly imagine a Xew England village without its two

Ipng rows of elms shaking hands across the streets. The Magnolia, the Tulip
Tree and several of the Walnut family, though hard to transplant, amply re

pay all labor which may be bestowed on them.. The Weeping Willow (Salix

Babylonica) has been a favorite ever since of old it was written,
"

By th,e rivers of Babylon there we sat down,

Yea, we wept as we remembered Zion,

We hanged our harps on the Wilimvs in the midst thereof."

The Sumac, Locust and Balm of Gilead are trees of rapid growth, but the

numerous suckers which the roots send up are very troublesome. The Horse

Chesnut is a very symmetrical tree. Its great clusters of white flowers form

a fine contrast with its dark and abundant foliage, and when in May
"

Its little hands unfold,

Softer'n a baby's are at three days old,"
it wears a vivid and delicate green unsurpassed by any of our shade trees.

The White Pine, though its growth is very slow, is yet desirable from its

ever-green habit and because it will thrive on the most barren, sandy or rocky
soil. Mr. Lazenby spoke of some of these noble trees on the old homestead.
"
I know not who protected them while they were small, or how they escaped

the desolating axe of the wood-man, but I do know that they form one of the

most pleasant features of my humble home ; and when I revisit the scenes

of my childhood, there is nothing that appears so familiar, so home-like, or to
all outward appearances, seems so little changed as those old pines ; Spring
and Fall, Summer and Winter, always alike—images of indestructability."

Mr. W. R. Dudley read an essay on
"

The Wild Flowers of Niagara,"
which will be published in The Era.

Mr. X. C. Jobs read an elaborate " History of Ornithology in the United

States," from the very beginning down to its present state almost of perfection.
Little dependence can be placed by the Xaturalist on the statements of the

Indians. Though close observers of Xature, they are not accurate reporters.
A few ornithological statements may be found in the accounts of the early
travelers in America. Captain John Smith in 1616 furnishes us the following
list of New England birds: eagles, divers sorts of hawks, cranes, geese,
brant, falcons, ospreys, black-birds with red shoulders, herons, dotterels, dip
pers, sparrow-hawks, goshavO, cormorants, gulls, turkies, ox-eyes, parrots,
pigeons, thrushes, wrens, anc' vers sorts of small birds, some red and some

blue."

John Josselyn in 1672 in his " Xew England Rarities
"

gives some queer
zoological notes. He speaks of frogs a foot high and as large as a child a

year old. He mentions the Turkey Buzzard as
"

excellent meat," from which
we infer that he had a fine palate and uncommonly good digestion. The Jes
uit Fathers have left some interesting accounts. The discoverv of the Skunk

by Father Charlevoix is somewhat amusing. He calls it " a kind of pole cat
which goes by the name of •

enfant du diable
'

; a title derived from its
scent which infects the air for leagues around ; but otherwise it is a very beau-
t.ful creature." Most of the ornithological accounts of these old authors are

so unscientific that it is impossible to tell to what bird allusion is made.
In 1743 appeared Mark Catesby's

"

Natural History of Carolina, Florida
and the Bahamas," considered n great work in those davs, but full of gross
errors and nearly worthless now.

Next came (174S) Bishop Peter Kalm, a Swedish naturalist, and a pupil of
Linnaeus. Kalm spent three years in America studying plants and birds. He
still retains considerable reputation as a naturalist, and the beautiful American
Laurels (A'almia) have been named in his honor.

Captain Jonathan Carver, (177O) describes among other wonderful things
the "

Wakon bird," which would seem to be a iu-w species of
"

Bird of Para
dise." It was revered by the Indians as the "Bird of the Great Spirit."
The bird was about as large as a swallow, of a brown color with a bright
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m-een shade about the neck, and a tail consisting of four or five feathers, three

times as long as the body shaded magnificently into green and purple : this

fine array of plumage being displayed after the manner of the peacock. A

similar account has been given by a Moravian missionary. What the bird

referred to was, it is impossible to tell. Some have thought it to be the fork-

tailed fly catcher ; more likely it is to be placed in the same catagory as the

green and golden blackbird or the scarlet crow, which no Naturalist has ever

yet seen,
nor ever will.

Alexander Wilson, (1800, etc.) was thc father of American Ornithology.

A persevering naturalist, a true lover of birds, an educated man, and withal

a poet, he has advanced
the study of Ornithology, in a manner truly wonder

ful. Wilson owed much to Linnaeus, whose system of nomenclature he

adopted.
Next came John James Audubon, whose magnificent work with its splen

did and accurate colored plates, is the just pride of American Ornithology.

Since his time (1S36) the number of writers on birds has rapidly increased.

The
" Birds of America" (1870) by Baird, Cassini and Lawrence, is now

the standard work: the authors having had the benefit of the observations of

their predecessors, the vast collections in different places and the proceedings

of the various Natural History societies in the land. Baird:s book has one

fault: a tendency to the multiplication of genera and species. The spirit of

modern science is synthetic : a search rather for general principles than for

new forms, and J. A. Allen in his observations on individual variation in

birds, is doing a great work in correcting old notions of species.
Mr. D. T. Lawson presented a paper on Parasitic Worms, the Cestoids

and the Entozoa, treating specially of their mode of generation and develop
ment. He spoke of the theory formerly prevalent, of spontaneous genera

tion. This theory he considers disproved, as regards the Infusoria, by the

experiments ofSchultze of Berlin. He argued that if these lowest of animals,

were never generated spontaneously, it would be unreasonable to suppose the

camparatively highly organized Entozoa should be. Siebold's theory of ar

rested development : i. e. that Trichinae and other encysted Entozoa, are the

young of other worms in the process of development, supported as it is, by

many facts, seems a plausible one.

Mr. 0. A. Derby mentioned some experiments made since those of

Schultze, which seemed to favor the theory of spontaneous generation. The op

ponents of that theory claim that these experiments have not been made with

sufficient care to exclude infusorial germs which may be in the air, while the

friends of the theory claim that the opposing experimenters won't see what

they don't want to see. The matter can never be settled by experiment, be

yond all possibility of cavil.

At the next meeting, besides the regular appointees, the following gentle
men will present papers : Mr. Derby on his Brazilian travels; Mr. Jaycox
on Burrowing Birds; Mr. Jordan, on Walking Ferns.

Corresponding Secretary.

A TARTAR LEGEND.

'Twas a reedy marsh,

By Balkan's dim lake,

That the Night Hyena
The silence brake,

With a mournful cry,

Whose echoes die

Where the wonderful owl doth lie.

The chattering monkeys

Fled at the noise,

And it reached the tent

Where two Tartar boys

Lay wondering what it meant.

And one of them said,
"
'Tis a song of the dead,"

And to Allah in prayer he bent
hi= head.

He fell asleep and he dreamed a dream.

With an angel band

He roamed to the land

Where things never are what they seem.

The other went out,

"
As in dream or in doubt,"

The cause to find

And free his mind.

He went to the shore

Of the reedy lake,
But returned no more,

For he made a mistake.

He stepped on a log
Which suddenly rolled,

Plunging him into the water cold.

And he went to the land of his brother's dream,
Where things never are what they seem,

And the hyena's cry went to the tent door,
But it fell on the ears of the brothers no more.

"

Stepanfetchit," '75.

OVER- WORK.

The complaint is quite universal that in our American life we over-strain

the muscle, over-wear the brain, and over-burden the heart. Men at the hot

test point of enterprise give out, and consumption takes the body, lunacy the

mind, avarice the affections. Prominent men drop suddenly here and there,
when they are all aglow with perspiration, and dilated eye, and absorption of

success. The epitaph is "died of over-work." It should be "

died of mis

managed work." That wheel on the car is not hot because it rolls faster than

the other wheels, nor because it is weaker, or stronger ; but because its jour
nal was not packed as well—because some unusual friction has heated it. Here

is a sewing machine with which a woman has flung thread enough to baste the

two hemispheres together at the equator, and reach to the north pole, and make

a spool of it. And yet it has needed little repair as it has sung the dollars to

gether with its monotonous buzz. Here is another that is returned, broken in

pieces, and radically injured. Lack of lubrication, mis-feeding or guiding
caused an injury, and then it has been up-hill work ever since, till it has be

come absolutely worthless.

Men are worked in precisely the same ways. A man cannot run his body,
and leave his mind behind without harm ; nor his mind and leave his body in

the lurch ; and neither, and fling his soul out to the dogs. False work, mis

judged, and mis-guided work, is the crime ofthe day. No mechanic shall fail

in muscle, nor in skill, if he will fertilize his mind as he goes along, and keep

a window in his soul open to God. No business or professional man shall

waste in body, or waver in mind, if he will proportion his intellectual and phys

ical toil, and not forget his religious obligations.
—Rev. Wiiliam Alvin Bart

lett, in The Chicago Pulpit.

Some time ago a series of experiments was instituted in St. Louis for the

purpose of testing the practicability of using petroleum as a fuel in the man

ufacture of iron. These experiments have now been continued for several

months, and the results are surprising, as they go to show that the liquid fuel

is not only more economical than coal, but is far better adapted for the con

version of ore into superior qualities of iron. One of the tests employed

would seem to demonstrate conclusively the value of petroleum heat in iron

mills. A lot of pig-iron smelted with raw Illinois coal in 1S59 had been

thrown aside as worthless, owing to the large abasement by sulphur, and

though frequent attempts had been made from time to time to reduce this

mixture to merchantable iron, they had all resulted in failure. A mass of this

impracticable material, one thousand pounds in weight, was treated with pe

troleum heat, and in a single hour's time was turned out in the shape of iron

ofthe finest quality, closely resembling steel, perfectly free from sulphur and

all other impurities. It is claimed that common Iron Mountain pig iron can,

by a single application of the liquid fuel in the puddling furnace, be made into

the best flange boiler iron, equal
to the first quality of Sligo or Low Moor

iron. It is said that iron manufactured by this process exhibits a tensile

strength far greater than that of the Low Moor iron, as well as

a capacity to sustain weight that is much above the average. The

experiments show
that petroleum is cheaper than coal in its use and handling

so far as the heating of the iron for the rolls is concerned, while the saving in

"scrapping" gives it a still further economic advantage, actual trial having

shown a saving over coal by its use of nine hundred and ninety-three pounds

in the amount taken out of a scrapping-furnace from a quantity of seven thou

sand nine hundred and fifty pounds of iron, which was melted up. When it is

considered that these experiments have been made under many disadvantages,

with temporary machinery and hitherto untried apparatus for the application

of the fuel, their great importance
to the iron industry of the country will be

readily appreciated.—Sun,
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HIGHTONED SCANDAL.

After ransacking files of news papers in the news-rooms of town,

hunting garrets where such things are usually kept, and inquiring

diligently for two weeks, we have at last chanced on an article

from the Ziou's Herald, a paper devoted to religious scandal and

the dissemination of lying reports, and a misnomer among religious

papers. Our desire to see the paper was caused by information we

received from a friend that one number of it contains a letter pur

porting to be written by a gentlemen named Fields, of the Oneida

Conference Seminary. He claims to have "

spent some time in

Ithaca, and to have had an excellent opportunity to witness the

workings
"

of the University. He says,
"

Some of the professors

neglect no opportunity to manifest their opposition to Christianity
and its most sacred beliefs." He cites a lecture on

"

Enthusiasm
"

saying that the professor lecturing on that subject
"
took occasion

to say some very bitter words against revivals of religion." That

person who spent much time in Ithaca must have been in some

very, very dark places to see so much of evil as he describes. He

g-ined a very distorted glimpse, too, ofthe workings of the Uni

versity, if his opinions are truly expressed in his article, (and we

think they are not.) W'e happened to be present during the lec

ture on
"

Enthusiasm
"

and we can only say that if the correspondent
of Zion's Herald gathered from the remarks of the professor any
such ideas as he has given the public, he has either a very defective

understanding, or he has been so unused to hearing men of educa
tion and culture deliver lectures that his faculties were stunned by
the phenomenon and he got only such ideas as a child would get
from a play, coming in during the last scene.

He attacks the alleged want of religious faith in the University,
and says that the Young Men's Christian Association has been de'^
nied a place for meeting. Ne are forcibly reminded by the facts of
the case that " a lie travels a thousand miles while truth puts on its
boots." Three years ago some students applied for the Cascadilla
Parlor as a place for the meetings of the Young Men's Christian
Association. It was considered a very inconvenient, unsuitable
place, however, and another was at once given the Association
Later, the President made an offer of $1,200 to help fit up a room

for the use of the Association ; $300 more were raised by the As
sociation and Literary societies who now occupy the room two

evenings ofthe week. The result is a place for the meetings ofthe
Association which is elegant in furniture, and is in a quiet and un

disturbed quarter. For a great part of the year there are daily
noon prayer-meetings, always well attended, held in the room, ex

clusive;)' by the students.

W e re-ret that the writer of the defamatory article mentioned wis
not shown the room, and we venture to say his opinion would
have changed materially while he gazed. It is not our

purpose to
notice the flings made by parties who never saw the walls of this for
perhaps of any) University for they are not capable of judgment
but the statement of one who claims to have been a visitor and to
have seen such things o the correspondent of Zfm's Herald we
can hardly forbear to ; -fute. W'e can not think, at present

'

that

there is a college in America where there are to be found more ear

nest, consistent and upright christian students and professors than

in Cornell.

As to the news that
" the students are wandering about the town

at all hours of the day and night," we are at a loss to
compre

hend how the writer knows that, unless, as we said, he has been in

dark places while here. We, certainly, have never heard of such a

thing, and this argues strongly in favor of the falsity of his obser

vation.

GRAND illILITA TY RECEPTION.

On the evening of March ist, at Wilgus Hall, will occur the
" Grand Military Reception," to be given under the combined aus

pices of the Independent Cadets of Cornell, and the DeWitt

Guards of Ithaca. None but invited guests will be received. The

invitations, of which 500 are to be extended to students and citi

zens, will be issued next week. The Guards will appear in their

usual elegant military dress; the Cadets will rejoice in a new and
"

knobby
"

uniform ordered for the occasion. The best attainable

music will be in attendance and dancing will constitute one of the

many enjoyments of the evening. Military gentlemen from Syra
cuse and Binghamton are expected to participate in the festivities

of the evening. The extensive and elaborate preparations which

are making indicate that this is to be the grandest entertainment

of its kind that Ithaca has yet seen.

OLD BOOKS.

We call attention to the advertisement in our columns of the an

tiquarian book-store. Comparatively few of our students have

been aware of the existence of such an establishment in Ithaca;
those who have seen notice of it in The Era have been wonder-

struck on visiting it, at the variety and the cheapness of the vol

umes Mr. Philes has on hand. Every kind of a book from the very
earliest dates of printing to the later times of Harper's Editions is
to be found there. A pastor of one of our churches was seen to

wander up and down the room, looking at the prices marked on

the books, sounding the depths of his pocket and was heard to be
wail his lack of the «

root of all evil." To the student amassing a

library of old and valuable books the contents of this store are in

valuable. The prices are the lowest possible, and manv of the

books have been but little used. There is no conflict between this
and other book-stores in town, as the proprietor deals only in second
hand books.

1 IIAT EIRE-ARAI RULE.

Last week The Era commended the evident determination of
the Faculty to suppress, for the student's own best good, the prac
tice of cutting, for which many found as convenient excuses as the

worldly church members would for absences from praver meetings.
As to the second rule we waited till the guftaws of laughter with

which we knew the students would meet it, had partially subsided be
fore making any comments thereon. W'e have been asked about

eighty-seven times what the rule meant, and why it was made. A pro
fessor informs us that target-firingwas so lively on the Campus at times
to scare away visitors. 'J t shooting must have been better than
some rifle practice we haw oen, or those pilgrims would have

passed directly in front of the mark without fear of harm. On
the other hand, if the fusilade was accurate, and we know it was,
one oi the parties being able to put out a fowl's eve at ten paces
with a hair trigger, and another having shot with a rifle flying
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hawks at long distances, there was no danger of the strollers being

hit. Moreover, we are shocked that the Faculty should show such

disrespect to The Era as to run counter to our advice last fall to

the students that they should guard themselves from the town

shoulder-hitters with bullets if necessary. The need of this is lia

ble to return at any time when the town loafers happen to][take an

especially fiery brand of benzole. Only this week a peaceable stu

dent was grossly insulted by a loafer who, however, fled. Then

in the renowned words of Loss Tweed, we want to know what the

Faculty
"
are going to do about it." We do not state how many

revolvers are daily carried upon the hill in their usual resting places

in hip pockets, lest we should be thought romancing, but there are

enough to stock a small armory, to say nothing of the knives that

weigh down pockets. To enforce this rule we suggest that the

next uniform be ch'cus tights, or else a
"

shirt collar and pair of

spurs," though we believe that when the latter costume prevailed

in Georgia, it did not prevent the
"

toting
"

of weapons.

Though we are t>. ~"ch a rule has been passed, giving the idea

that either the students a. children and don't know how to handle

weapons without meeting Valandigham's fate, or that we go
" heeled

"

like Texan rangers or pirates of the Spanish Main, yet since it has

passed, doubtless every student will obey it, sell his pistol, or give it

to his younger brother and beat his big knife into a pruning hook

for the Farm, and thus bring about that so desired ( in Europe ) gen

eral disarmament and allow the small voice of the Fall Creek turtle

to be heard, instead .of the merry crack of the target pistol.

NAVY ACTIVITY.

Delegates appointed by the Navy, at the business meeting last

Thursday night, are energetically canvassing the University to thor

oughly ascertain who and how many the public spirited students

are, and trying to develop the existing plan of putting boating on

a basis that will enlist permanent interest. This plan is the one re

ferred to heretofore in The Era—that of class clubs, crews and

boats, and having, as soon as spring opens, brisk practice-regattas

in lapstreaks between the mighty men of the three lower classes.

HONOR TO WHOA1 HONOR IS DUE.

'74 has carried off the palm this time surely, by her enterprise

in the way of athletic sports. The appointment of the committees

as given in last week's Era, is a wise step. Spring is nearly here

and the time for organization has come. We dont want '74 to demol

ish utterly all other classes in the athletic sports,but
we shall cite them

as an instance of what determination and promptness will clo, it

they come out ahead in the class contests next season ; and the

chances that they will do this, are very favorable at present.

GEOLOGY LECTURES.

No undergraduate who has the third hour unengaged should

stay from Professor Hartt's lectures. The antiquarian interest which

we all feel in this science is vastly increased by the Professor's lu

cid style. His recent discourses on homologies between continents

and on the search for coal beds were more attractive than even

most
"

popular
"

efforts.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Correspondents to The Era can not "put it down
with a we"

where «
I
"

should be used. They will save the editors the trouble

of correcting that point in their manuscripts.

"AEXTl"

Havixc, worn their thumb nails to the quick with much head-

scratching and following Twain's recipe of eating a whale to make

their brains active, the Leader editors reply at length in their issue

of Wednesday to the squib in last Friday's Era in regard to a cer

tain feminine orchestra for which those editors have a penchant as
well as for saurkraut and other equally sweet Deutsch things. The

acrimoniousness of the Leader's reply is due to the fact that, be

sides touching a tender cord, the Era did not direct the Leader

staff to any other casinos than the " Pavilion." In regard to sev

eral questions the Leader asks concerning our knowledge of house

keeping and anatomy we reply that as the Era corps worship Di-'

ana, like all other modest bachelors ve know nothing about

either " women," the "stomachs" or "underclothing"—allusions

to which the once "
nice

"

Leader, we are sorry to say, so soils its

paper as to confirm us in our belief that with our little joke we

builded better than we knew. The Leader inquires how these wo

men
"

got there." It was that long (we wish we did not have to

say
"
too thin ") puff from its columns that recommended them to

proprietors of concert halls. We submit the case without further ar

gument.

If the Faculty of Cornell University can have justice done to

their intellectual and physical perfections, it has been done in the

photographs Miss Ackley has for sale. Every student should pro

vide himself with a complete set of them, and let them speak more

instructively to the home people, who want to know all about the

University, than days of talk and description.

We feel, we feel it in our—very soul that something will be done

this year in base-ball, when a Cornelian so far off as WE J. Thomp

son, in Lousiana, sends us up a liberal donation, saying he is sure

it won't come amiss, and will be used to the greatest advantage for

the club. Ne concur in his sentiments.

Just as we are going to press the news reaches us that
the

"

Sage

proposition
"

has been accepted by the Trustees, who met this

week at Albany.

On Friday evening, the 8th of March, Mr. Leo will give one of

his grand, fancy-dress balls, in Wilgus Hall. Every one will go, of

course, and every one who goes will enjoy himself.

TERSONAL.

Mr. A. G. Barden, of Union College, class '71, has been doing some

surveying in Ithaca for the purpose of producing a map of the town. He has

also been similarly engaged in Binghamton, and the maps which have been

made of that place are both novel and accurate. They are very convenient

and ornamental for the office of a man of business or for the residence of a cit

izen.

Reverend Robert Collyer is lecturing in Chicago on
"
Clear Grit ;"

the pure Anglo-Saxon title recommends the lecture.

Mr. WE W. Folwell, President of the Minnesota University, has been

visiting the University and made a short call at the printing-office

President Woolsey is understood to be employin

text-book on political economy.

Professor F. T- Child, of Haivard University, coi.templates a new edi

tion ofthe best old English ballads, with all their .lifferent versions, and with

full introductions, giving an account of all like ballads in all the European lan

guages.

The Era's enterprise led it astray three weeks ago. C. T. Van Gorder,

of '74, was expected in town on our publication day. Of course we anticipat-

his leisure in a new
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ed his a-rival with a
"

personal." Weeks passed, and we mourned the un

truthfulness of the item, till news came that the said Charles has been at El

mira sick, and so the item has excuse.

J. Rogers, of '73, who has been at his home, Au Sable Forks, during this

term, will return next trimester.

We notice a marked improvement in the Lewisburg College Herald for the

month of February. This is doubtless owing to an accession to the editorial

corps of our former classmate S. T. Forgeus.
" What is our loss," etc.

" W'e wish him everything he wishes."

P. It. Clark, of '73, departed on an eastern trip, yesterday. He will re

turn to Ithaca in time to make it hot for
"

thieving Dick," when that sable

speculator is tried.

Clinton, the well-known restaurant keeper, who has been so unfortunate

a's to lose a bright and promising son, has the sympathy of many student

friends.

J. E. More, the popular '71 man who took the Woodford $100 prize med

al, for the best production on the stage last Commencement, is meeting with

success in the law firm of Champlin & Butterfield, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
W. H. Hayes, of '71, is in Penn Van. He thinks—well, we won't say

what he thinks.

Professor Frieze, of Michigan University, has been traveling in Europe.
He writes interesting articles to the Chronicle.

C. H. Milligan, of '73 Cornell, is at present in La Fayette. His home

is in Greenville, Tennessee.

Mr. E. G. Putnam, the former Business Manager of the University, left

Ithaca last week. His present home is at V ail's Gate, Orange County, New

Vork.

Professor Greene is now in East Greenwich, Rhode Island.

G. H. Pancake, class of '73, is at present in Humboldt, Kansas.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

—
" In thoughts, from the visions of the night." We were informed that

the Junior who would imbibe wine from the flowing bowl, but found that con

trary to all analogy and miraculous manifestations, the same had been turned

into water by some roommates with whom he had carelessly left it, was as

much enraged as courtesy would permit. We will say that this event hap
pened when the University was yet young, not putting it later than three

years ago.
— We can imagine nothing more deplorable than the state of that poor

Senior— living on his by-laws—constitution all gone.
—

During the last week the coasting on Ithaca's three hills has been per

fectly magnificent. As the men of business, the pleasure-seekers, the "rib-

baned fair
"

or the students hie them along on Aurora street, they are met

by the imperation
" Sist. viator," just in time to see a vision of legs, arms

and scarfs flying speedily down the declivity, borne by the ironclad handsled.

Saturday several of the corps were set agog with wonder at the apparition of

two men of '72 indulging in that sport, so far from grave and reverend. Rip,
our Rip, whom we all look up to and try to respect, was observed among
them with his usual stoical, metaphysical, psychological, inexplicable coun

tenance.

— Ante and post mortem examinations of cats follow each other in quick
succession. Either felines are growing cheap and valueless or the men of

that Anatomical Laboratory are growing reckless. Certes, cats that were but

a short time ago, now are not, and a groan ascends from the former posses
sors of these luckless emblems of witchcraft, and the look which the opera
tions of the place assume as each new case of a vanished cat comes to light,
is that of an

"
Indian idol, glum and grim." How many feline trios have

tttered the words
"

When shall we three meet again ?
"

and how many an

unpitying medical student has melodramically answered as he shied a brick

or threw some drugged dainty before their carniverous maws, "never!"

We are supplied with enough cat tales to fill one whole number of The Era

but, we won't drag them before our readers unless the abuse continues and

makes it unavoidable.

—

Query—When a '72 man is detected at the impassable gales of Ed"e-

mont, furtively slipping a ring on the index finger of one of its daughters
isn't it rather—rather—awkward that he is detected ? If those gates only had
ears—and then tongues ! !

— Senior asked Senior chum for a postage stamp: he was out: Senior
number one didn't believe it and privately ransacked the others writing desk
for stamps : found one and sent it on a letter; next day sardonically remarked
that a mistaken statement had been made about postage stamps; as cvidenc

produced some more of the stamps and was horrified to find revenue stamps.

Consequence
— one Senior broke the third commandment, thought of the

saccharine epistle being read by the unsympathetic eyes of the functionaries

of the Dead Letter office in Washington, and the distant maiden mulcted out

of the expected answer.

— Our students are really unfortunate. We were shown a letter in the

Post Office in Ithaca the other day which had neither stamp nor direction on

it. It reminded one of Lord Dundreary's soliloquy on the letter which Sam

wrote him and forgot to put a direction on.
" Wonder where it went ! Some

old fellow must have got it that didn't have a name : but then he couldn't

have had a father : wonder how they would know where to send it to him !
"

Our postmaster's logic was more pointed ; he sent it on to Washington and it

came back, having been opened and read and the signature having been stud

ied with this result.
" W. All." It was supposed to have emanated from the

University, from its general appearance. Let the owner claim it, ere the

waste-box does.

— It is said that one of our societies is about to adopt as a motto the eel

ebrated one of Montaigne,
"

Que sais-je ?
"

It is an eminently proper one,

as every one asks the same question in regard to it; the answer should be

invariably, "je donne ma langue aux chiens."

— The latest thing out is not, as some have libelously affirmed, a certain

professor's recitations, but the new sensational sheet and pillow-case parties.

Xow the closely-vailed gentry and the similarly-attired ladies dance attend

ance on each other, ignorant often of the sex ; the comicality of a gen

tleman paying his devoirs all one evening to another small and delicate gentle

man, only to find the waste of time and attention when the season for unmask

ing came, was seen here in all its fulness. Unoffending beds are robbed of

cases and sheets, and chums who are not in the secret retire to the pillaged

resting-places with wonder and disgust.
— Another merry sleighing party made its way to Trumansburg last Fri

day eve. The favored inhabitants of the land lying on tht- road were serenad

ed, cheered and saluted ; the people of Trumansburg were much pleased with

the visit. The landlord ofthe hotel was overjoyed, and all the visitors were

satisfied with the ride, the visit. to their genial host, J. G. Moore, of "73" and

the midnight supper. We regret exceedingly that the snow has disappeared,
and for the present stopped these enjoyable break-offs from the monotony of

books.

— A Professor remarking that men are either animals, vegetables or min

erals, a Sophomore thought the last would include those who are bricks.

— Lost! Somewhere between West and East Hills, and between January

5th and present date, an umbrella, nearly new, mended near the top with an

iron band ; if anyone finds it and leaves it at the printing-office, he will not be

considered insane. This is no joke.
— A noisy, non-resident '72 man who believes that women as a race should

be excluded from the colleges of this country, and who also believes that no

woman having large feet can enter the Kingdom of Heaven, was lately heard

contending, with an amount of noise inversely proportional to his knowledge
of the subject, that the Bible contains no

"

Book of Jude." Our Senior prides
himself very much on his knowledge of the Bible and the woman question.

— eV warm-hearted and fiery-headed Soph being asked for the English of

Fraulein translated it by "dove." His experience must have been very for

tunate in whose mind "dove" and Fraulein have the same shade of meaning.
— The prepossessing countenances of the Seniors are to be transferred to

cards by Purdy & Frear. There are two sizes, and the cost of all his class

mates' faces in an album will be for each '72 man between twenty-five and

forty dollars. The class are not going to be outdone by any who may have

the presumption to tread in their footsteps, and are sure of eclipsing all for

mer efforts at Cornell.

— Were it not that we are crowded with matter this week, we would pub
lish the Leader's comments on the woman question, as regards the Vienna

Lady Orchestra Troupe. We must give the Leader credit for the ingenuity
it displays in inventing calumnies about our Vestal-like and heretofore unas-

sailed characters.

—

George Francis Train is coming soon to lecture in Ithaca. He sends

his compliments to the students, and wants them to put his name on their

cards for President in 1S72.
— One of our photographers, in sending in to the committee ofthe Senior

class samples ofhis proficiency in the art, forwarded a number of photographs
of ladies. When the lot was returned lo ! nearly all these were missin". Has

virtue departed from '72?
— A Dramedy.—Scene, a brilliantly lighted parlor. Enter Charley, of '73,
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with Angelina on his erm, Angelina—I do hope you'll never bring that Mr.

1 here again. I do think he's a regular walking tombstone. Charley—

That may be, but it has a good many fine inscriptions upon it. (Exeunt. )

— The pluck and patience of the ladies who attend lectures and recitations

in braving the recent
w

'

'r is truly admirable.

— The last sociable oi . . season of the "

King of Clubs," held at the

Clinton House last week Thursday, was a remarkably pleasant affair. Voung

men of town and gown were represented in about equal numbers, and the

only strife was in trying to most please the fair dancers, who were bent on

having as gleeful a time as possible before Lent. The young business men

who have engineered these sociables surely deserve the much praise they have

received for their energy and pains.

No! no Freshman has applied for a position as editor of The Era be

cause he is taking the course in journalism.

Spence Spencer has recently introduced at the University Book Store a

choice assortment of the best imported cigars, comprising Rosa Concha's,

Henry Clays, Espanolas, Paitagas and Figaros, also the best domestic cigars

and all kinds of first class smoking tobacco. Smokers will do well to call and

see for themselves.

— Junior compositor (just learning) to Senior compositor. "Do you

commsnce Senior with a capital ?
"

Senior compositor.
"
Yes ! Vou see, it

is out of deference : now in speaking of a Junior—well, yes ! it would be

allowable to use a capital there, too."

— Professor Shackford gave out to the junior class in Rhetoric the follow

ing subjects for essays;
"
A use must have preceded what is properly called

an abuse,"
" On the ability to say no," "The Chinese immigration," "A

criticism of one of Sir Walter Scott's poems,"
"

Proverbs, their nature and

origin, with a comparison between those of different nations." The essays

are to be handed in Monday the twenty-sixth. Four essays are required dur

ing the term, one every three weeks.

— How classical the fashionable world is becoming.
" Claw-hammer

"

is

the expressive term for a dress coat.

—

A*phantom party, the first that ever paid its visit to Ithaca, came off on

Monday evening last at the residence of Mr. Spencer, Editor of the Democrat.

The company, composed of ghosts, assembled in the parlors at eight, and so

completely were they masked that detection was impossible ; no one knew

who was there. At times all would be still as death, then a groan and a

rap from other regions. A mournful dirge was played as the ghosts moved

ominously about, and a strange voice might occsionally be heard. At ten it

was announced
"
to give up the ghost

"

and partake of refreshments, when it

became known that the company was composed of the first young ladies and

gentlemen of Ithaca. After a pleasant time, spent in conversation, dancing,

&c, the party dispersed greatly pleased with this novel entertainment.

*— The following ten Seniors were chosen by the class to prepare essays

and orations, for Friday, March first, which are to be public and preparatory

to commencement exercises : Holden, Cullinan, Blair, Youngs, Wilson, Law-

ton, McConnon, Lawrence, Harkins and Sanderson.

— Great was the chagrin and mortification of that Junior, who thought
he had made a conquest, after prolonged flirtation and exchange of kisses to

one in an opposite window, whom he supposed to be a lady, when he learned

it was only a delusive Freshman playing on his tender emotions.

— A certain landlord of Ithaca has made an ominous threat of locking
doors at ten o'clock ; it is confidently predicted that those doors will be gone

through if such an attempt on the rights of American citizens be made.

Zounds ! what next ?

— A melancholy example of Freshman cheek was shown at the Seneca

street Methodist donation, where a '75 man persuaded a lady to get some

tickets and take him into supper.
— Last Sunday evening an Ithaca clergyman astonished many people in

his congregation by generously admitting that students were not responsible
for all the great wickedness of Ithaca.

— A countryman asked for the
"

Principal of Cornell's Skule."

— This week's Journal contains an article showing
what an excellent Un

ion School Ithaca has. We are not surprised at this, since some of the best

citizens of Ithaca are trustees or ex-trustees.
—

Ferriss, of '73, successfully translated Dr. Greeley's autograph on the

Clinton House register. He used a letter from the Faculty as a Rosetta

Stone. F. says that he prefers to decipher cuneiform characters.

- A Junior wants to know if professors are also to disarm and discon

tinue target firing on the University grounds.
— We profess ourselves able to give any one directions as to respectable

28 3

places of amusement such as the " Pavilion" is, but cannot give, nor do we think
the staff of the Ithaca daily need any directions more than their own natural

instincts, to inform them as to the topography of certain New Vork localities,
the name of which we cannot permit to appear in The Era, though the

Leader so freely advertised them on Wednesday.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— Bowdoin has fifteen compulsory religious services a week. Rather too

much of a possibly good thing.
— Two colored men named Brooks and Cain, graduates of Lincoln Univer

sity, are soon to enter the Episcopal Divinity School, at Philadelphia.
— A German Central Museum of Ethnology has been founded at Leipsic.

It is full of interesting specimens of dress, ornaments, household utensils and

furniture and hunting equipments. Contributions are enlarging it greatly.
— Yale is confident that the half million dollars will be raised for the Wol-

sey Memorial Fund, and now the College Courant wants. each student to get

his life insured for $1,000 paying the average rate of $iS a year as premium,
and donating the money to the College when he shall depart this life. All of

which might be called rather a gruni proceeding, apt to be distasteful to the

ones who are urged to undertake it.
"

Far, far from gay !
"

— The Dublin University Alagazine for January, 1872, contains a story

entitled " What the Papers Revealed." What the papers revealed is not so

curious as the fact that this same story was printed, verbatim et literatim, in

the St. James's Alagazine for August, 1S67.—Every Saturday.
— The number of women studying at the University of Zurich has so

greatly increased of late that they now form a tenth of the matriculated stu

dents.—Every Saturday.
— There are six Sophomores at Hobart.' The Medical Department of this

College has deen transferred to the Syracuse University. The latter institu

tion has now about sixty names on the books, but many of the students are

away teaching or resting.
—

Report says that there are seventeen secret societies at the University of

Virginia.
— It is said that there are now in Rome twenty-two public schools, having

an aggregate attendance of 6,000. It is but a year since no public school was

to be found within the limits ofthe Eternal City. How is this for progress ?

— A man went to Shurtleff College to enter the
"

Epidemic Departn ent."

—College Herald.

— Cobly University is just budding into womanhood. Miss Mary C.

Some is the first flower.—Exchange.
— Landlady.—-Why in the world are you yelling so and keeping everyone

awake? Chum.— I am shouting the battle cry of ftea-dom.
—Collegian.

— In 1S62 the University of Leipsic had 900 students. In 1871, 2,095

were in attendance.

— We notice with pleasure that the Board of Overseers of Harvard Col

lege have requested the corporation
"
to take such measures as are necessary

in order to restore the teachers of the English department to their duties in

that department," and have recorded their opinion that
" such resources as

are available by the College for that purpose shall be employed in instruction

in the use ofthe English language." The blundering manner in which the

overseers express themselves may
or may not unconsciously illustrate the de

cline into which the study of idiomatic English has fallen in Harvard, but

their intention is praiseworthy, and we hope the corporation will accede to

their request. It will occur to those who have read the last annual report of

the President of the College, that instruction in the use of the English Ian

guage is needed by the officers as'well as the students of that venerable seat

oflearning.
—Sun.

— The two oldest college societies in Vale were the Brothers in Unity and

the Linonia. Among the members of the latter the names of President White

and Professor H. B. Sprague appear. The societies are now dead or nearly

inactive.

— The trustees of Hartford have offered $500,000 to the authorities of

Trinity College for the land which is occupied and owned by that institution.

They (the trustees) think the sum too meager; so committees have been ap

pointed by both parties, and we shall see how much more important is a court

house than a university of the calibre of Trinity. The Courant favors the re

moval of Trinity to Xew Haven, wants the whole thing dumped into Vale.

It says
"

Individuality, it is true, is pleasant, but it is costly."

— Amherst is agitating thc question of consolidating Williams and Am

herst at the latter place. Williams is indignant, and don't see it.

— Texas has a law compelling attendance at the public
schools.
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- We have read a number of the Oxford Undergraduates' Journal, full
of

news; we particularly admire the attention it pays and the space it devotes

to athletic sports. Most of the articles are of a high tone, and ably written.

The support of the alumni and faculty secure this feature, which two ele

ments are little common with us. The contents are
"

'Varsity Table
Talk,'^

"Oxford Pulpit," "Sketches,"
"

University Intelligence,"
" Rifle Shooting,"

"Drill Arrangements,"
"

Reviews," "Poetry—Decay of Piety at Oxford,"

"

Sports—Aquatics, Athletics,"
"

University and City Reports," cS:c.

The laws ot Dalhousi compel the wearing of caps and gowns. But the

Gazelle says: "Caps and gowns are ignored by the Seniors outside the class

room. Most of the Juniors follow their example, while the Sophs and Fresh

men, with a few exceptions, own no caps. Where are the decrees of the

Senate ?
"
—Student.

— A Junior at Bowdoin cuts the chapter on
"

Liquids in Motion
"

on ac

count of experimental knowledge in Freshman year.
—

College World.

— The Yalensians have been prospecting for a base-ball ground, and find

they can buy one for $ 90,000.
— Student.

—

They are playing ball at Athens, Georgia, and the Collegian rejoices

over a victory for the
"

University Nine."

— The Brunonian says : "If the Harvard Advocate is a just exponent of

college life at Cambridge, the highest types of manliness and worth must be

looked for elsewhere." Such a remark is in very bad taste from such a paper

as the Brunonian. Besides that, it is utterly pointless in the case ofthe Ad

vocate, which we number among the very few live college papers on our list

of exchanges.
— A Vnle Senior is our authority for saying that Fisk, jr., is running

a line of steam ferry-boats on the Styx in opposition to Charon, and that

he has sent for Gould to aid him in opening a through railroad line into

the interior.—Advocate.

— Cornell boasts of nine resident professors, and as many non-resident

ones. Good enough!
—Ex. Look at the University advertisement in our

columns and correct your mistake, or explain the joke.
— A '74 man was elected editor of the Vidette in the morning, and in

the evening obtained free entrance to a
"
moral show

"

on the strength of

being a member of the press. There's an editor for you
—what glorious

cheek !

— A talented poetess of Vassal- has written a poem on the advent of the

Japanese princesses at that institution. It is a take-off on their arrival and

light-fingered propensities. However, we learn that these estimable ladies

from tEe Nadir have settled down to their work—and to the pancakes from the

wonderful and ponderous Vassar College griddle. We understand that the

ladies are about to start a college paper. It would be our highest ambition

to exchange.
— They are to have an attack of Miss Edgerton in Ann Harbor.

— Vice-President Steele, ofthe Syracuse University, will resign his posi
tion at the close of the collegiate year, and his place will be taken by a chan

cellor, in all probability. Societies, secret and otherwise, are favored by the

authorities.

— The base-ball contests between Vale and Harvard this year will consist

of a series of games, instead of a single game as formerly.
— The Advoca'te mourns the decline of boating interest in Hartford. It

attributes the phenomenon to the want of men of muscle and exei utive ability
there.

— While taking down a beautiful painted canvas ceiling at All Souls Col

lege, Oxford, England, recently fifteen ancient paintings were discovered at

tached to the roof, where they had been unknown to anv one for two cen

turies.

— In the Trinity Tablet is found the laconic information: "foe Dallas

and Ned Plowe. Hazing. Six months. Europe. Dontcareacuss.

— The following advertisement heads the editorial of an English college

paper and is flanked by others of the kind. It sounds rather odd to Ameri

can ears, but education, you know, is every thing. We think the lack of com-

mendation of the creatine's religious feelings is an omission o,, the part of the

advertiser. Here it is : "For sale, A Pure-bred Brindle BULL-DOC. ;

sweet-tempered and obedient ; age, two years ; weight, over 20 lbs. ; one of

the famous 'Jemmy Shaw
'

breed. Can be seen at 227, ( owley-road."
— The Oxford Undergraduate's Journal has this, which hardly could be

called a compliment to American Journalism :
"

A new course has been es

tablished at Cornell University. It includes literature, history and political
science, and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Letters. The intention of the
course is to train men to lake a worthy position as journalists, and to rescue

journalism from the contempt into which it has fallen in the hands of political

demagogues and charlatans."

— Mr. George Bancroft, the United States minister at Berlin, has en

dowed a
"

traveling fellowship
"

at Harvard University. The recipient is to

be chosen from each Senior class, and is to travel in foreign countries under

instruction from the college for one year.
—Chronicle. Such a fellowship in

Cornell would keep many. fine scholars
who cut their course to go abroad till

they graduated here.

The photographer for Brown, Harvard, Dartmouth, West Point and

Wesleyan has been engaged. Warren is the lucky man.

FRANCIS VAIL GOOLD.

A la roe circle of relatives and friends of the family were shocked on Fri

day last by the announcement of the death of Francis Vail Goold, son of John

S. Goold, Esq., and grandson ofthe venerable James Goold.

■ Frank was educated at the Albany Academy, where he always stood at the

head of his class, and where he was as greatly loved by teachers and pupils

for his amiability, virtue and manliness as he was admired for his intellectual i

powers and high standing in his class, and a bright career was predicted for

the talented boy. His earlier years were passed upon a farm, whence grew a

love of rural life that later developed into a passion His father wi-ely con

sented to the son's desire, and Professor Benham, of the Cornell University,

consented to take Frank upon his home-farm, in Tompkins County, and teach

him the mysteries of the farmer's occupation. For about two years he re

mained with Mr. Benham, and he so well employed his opportunities for ac

quiring knowledge that Mr. Benham proposed to have him take the entire

charge and responsibility ofthe farm during the coming year.

Last week he injured his foot, but his indon.itable energy was such that he

refused to take the necessary repose from labor and the oversight of his affairs

that his illness demanded. On Thursday symptoms
of erysipelas developed,

and on Friday morning he died at the early age of nineteen, a full-grown man

in all that constitutes true manliness— the possession of every Christian and

manly virtue.

His funeral was largely attended yesterday afternoon at his father's resi

dence on Eagle street. The Reverend Doctor Elmendorf officiated, and his

remarks were particularly touching and appropriate.

This is the second son Mr. Gould has lost. His eldest was killed in the

battle of the Wilderness, and all our citizens sympathize deeply with the be

reaved family.
—

Albany exchange.

The following is a portion of the entry in the diary of the gentleman who

was known to many of us when he left his home for Iihaca:

Thursday, May 27, 1869.

Last night at eleven o'clock I left home and my friends, to learn how to

earn my own living. With a trunk full of clothes and twelve dollars in my purse

I find myself on the road to Spring Brook farm, to begin the battle of life *

alone. Will I, with a father's care and a mother's watchful eye, taken sud

denly from me, still walk in the path of right and duty ? God only knows.

If I live a truly noble Christian life, then will I accomplish that for which I

was born, but if I do not live honestly and uprightly then will the golden op

portunity have been lost, and never to be recovered.

AANOUNCEAIENT.

The undersigned are now prepared to furnish information to those who go

to New Vork on a
"

tear
"

in regard to all the localities not uncommonly pat
ronized by such persons. Ask for II. or C. at the leader office.

LITERARY NOTES.

('.ok & Co., Boston, Massachusetts, issue monthly "An Illustrated Me

chanical .Advocate,"
"

Devoted to the interests of purchasers of Wood and

Iron working Machinery and Supplies," and the interest of Gear & Co. in par

ticular. As a means of advelising their machinery, it is excellent, but for gen
eral mechanical news it has no merit, and at the price of subscription (one

dollar a year) persons in need of that kind of information, better by far sub

scribe for some such paper as the Se.-entipic American.

The lamous gambling or Conversation House of Baden-Baden is closed

forever. The last license has expired. This institution, so democratic in the

liberty it gave the poorest and the richest, the seedv student and the million

aire prince, has outraged the morals ol Europe long enongh. It is now to be

used as a house for concerts and balls.
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iXFlENTIA UTERE !

NEW A -YD SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

in the

HEBREW, GREEK, LATIN

FRENCH, SPANISH,

GERMAN,

PORTUGUESE,

ITALIAN, CHINESE, ENGLISH,

AND OTHER LANGUAGES

on sale at

LESS THAN HALF PRICE,

NO. 21 STATE STREET, UP-STAIRS;

CORSALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H.J. MESSINGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March 1st ; if not, will
be let one year for $ 1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dibble, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New
York.

^THE_ CORNELL ERA.

N"W READY?

j'^HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1S71.

One large Quarto Joinme, $oo pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine
Illustrations on loood, 12 plates on stone {four
12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

•edges, sold at a^y, price $6.50. Sent to

any fart of ihe country on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been
published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard
work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will
be found to contain a large mass of information
never before printed.

Brief of O intents.
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£JUDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERS.TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, Now York.

w.
E. PALMER N CO.

READ I '-AIADE CIOTHING,

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi-

Boats classified. History of modern

February 7, 1872.

A. B. Benham.

w
ESTWARD HO

Persons wishing toVospect, locate or speculate in the West
*"l do well to send to

Mr. F. H. WOODWORTH,
Clinton, Iowa,

Di^r« DfeSC[ipt,iye Catal°gu=. which enumerates thousands ol

our7k
valuable Property, situated at various points throughout the western States and territories.

§HjDENTS~~
CLINTON HALL I ILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

LIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

cal education.

Chapter II.

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell
boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Iheir history. Methyl
of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi
dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Tcchnic.l terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats
for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of
the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).

Chapter III. Description ofthe fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use ofthe oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from iShS to

i°7i Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. The Harv.mi-

Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 187:. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson

Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, iSjg to 1071. In

ternational Races, i860 to September is, 1871.
mirth. A Directory of the '73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the ^olh of November,

1R70, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value oftheir real and personal property.
Part Eifth. Hints on the construction of Coat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS CET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Se.imlcss,"

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &c, £0., at

SHERWOOD'S.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Fi

ULVER & BATES,

er. Fish Block.

C
C'O & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domcst c

DRV GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order cn short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

All orders should be addressed to thc publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & ( ("».,

Paper Boat Builders,

.59 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS. COMFORTA-

ABLF.S, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASKS, ETC., ETC., E IC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GEXERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest pn-sib!e price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIM EKES, and particulai
attention paid to the manufacture ol" Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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oLIPPER SONG. T

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre
and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,

While his subjects all go slipshod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping
our way through

the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,

That he may slip from Washington, and
"

Swing the Ur-

cle Round." .

Congressmen likewise wear slippers,
so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right

To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,

He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse-

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
__

Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died.

The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times;

For everv dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes:

Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town,

We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand

To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,

Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you

A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be :

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

lip
The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side

Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride ;

They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,

He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till

All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a- slipping too ;

I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;

To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
—

I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray.
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a sLamp or two to help a friend in need—

From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to
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Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join the choru;

too.

We are all slipping, etc.
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AIOLLIE'S AArSWER.

Time pricks the fafrest-blown bubble,
Breaks the idol erected in pride ;

Fair maidens will ever see trouble,
While they in false lovers confide.

Yes, the world is indeed full of girls, sir,

Speaking the truths that they know ;

But men, true and honest, are scattered

As the roses that blossom in snow.

The shallow depths of the fountain

May mirror the weeds on its side ;

But the storm-tossed bosom of Ocean,
Heart-of-oak only can ride.

Poetasters are thicker than poets,

And scribblers continue to write ;

And souls too little for day-light

May shine like stars in the night.

I'm the unlettered daughter of Snyder ;

But there's one thing books never teach—

A fickle rogue, never so cunning,
Will often himself overreach.

If you do not quite catch my meaning,
Come around again next Sunday night,

And a good-looking fellow will show you

The full force of,
"
Served him just right!

"

Mollie Snyder.

LUCLAN OF SAMOSATA.

by professor c. c. shackford.

Let us transport ourselves into the Roman province of Syria,
about the year 135 of our Christian era. An inhabitant of the city
of Samosata is holding a family council to see what shall be done

with a smart, lively and promising boy, about fifteen years of age,

who has received the usual elementary education and must now be

turned to something w4ich shall give him a living. It was a trouble
some question then, as it is now, what was to be done with the

irrepressible young fellow; but it was finally concluded to put him

to some mechanical trade. But what trade ? Most of the com

mon occupations are filled by slaves, and this is a freeman's son.

He had already shown some dexterity in shaping figures out of

wax, for which his schoolmaster had often boxed his ears ; and so

the father, turning to the maternal uncle of the boy, a stone-cutter

and sculptor, said :
"
It would be affronting you to give the prefer

ence to any other art, so take the boy, and do the best you can

with him "

This decision strikes the youth favorably, for he thinks it will be

a
very fine thing to carve little gods and goddesses for himself and

his playmates. His uncle puts a chisel into his hand and sets him

to work on a slab of marble, which he soon succeeds in breaking,
and receives therefor a sound whipping. Smarting with pain and

boiling over with rage, the boy goes for comfort
to his mother, and

under her soothing influences he falls asleep. He dreams that tw 0

forms, one of whom is Statuary and the other Learning, appear and
quarrel for the mastery ofhis person. Each presents her case; and
alter the first has depicted the sc^d advantages of a life of labor,
Learning thus speaks: "You already know my countenance, but
much is still wanting to complete the acquaintance. If you follow
this low person, you will be nothing more than a mechanic, be paid
httle better than a day-laborer, low and narrow in your views, an

insignificant personage in the commonwealth, a mere handicrafts
man, one ofthe vulgar herd, bowing and cringing to his superiors,
adopting the opinion of every speaker, and living the life of a timid
hare. Follow me, and I will make you acquainted with all the ad
mirable characters of antiquity, and give you a complete knowl

edge of all things human and divine. You, the poor lad now stand

ing before me, the son of a common man who would bring you up
to such an ignoble trade, will shortly be envied by every one ; for

you will be commended, honored and esteemed as a man of excel

lent talents. You will be dressed as you see me here, and every
one who sees you will jog his neighbor, point to you and say :

'

There he goes ! that is the famous Lucian !
'

Think on that great

Demosthenes, whose son he was, and what a man I made of him !

Was not Eschines the son of a woman who played on a kettle

drum ? Socrates was brought up to Statuary, but he soon made

a better choice ; and you know how much he has been magnified
by all men. And would you reject all this to go sneaking about in
a coarse canvas frock, always handling iron tools, and pouring over

your work with both body and mind pinned fast to the ground ?
"

Such was the substance of a public lecture which Lucian deliv

ered to his townsmen many years afterwards, when he returned to

his native place with a splendid retinue, after he had amassed a for

tune in the practice of the law, and had visited many cities of the

vast Roman Empire as a lecturer on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres.

We have here a glimpse of the inner life of that age of which

Gibbon says : "If a man were called to fix the period in the his

tory of the world, during which the condition of the human race

was the most happy and prosperous, he would, without hesitation,

name this,"—the period including the reigns of Hadrian and the

Antonines.

But what does Gibbon mean by happy and prosperous ? He

himself says, after a few sentences :
"
The corruption of Roman

manners would always supply flatterers eager to applaud, and min

isters prepared to serve the fear or the avarice, the lust or the cru

elty of their masters." Can there be a true prosperity where the

manners are universally corrupt, the population more than half

slaves, the religion a fearful mixture of superstition and atheism,

the learning a feat of rhetorical legerdemain, and the stigma of dis

grace attached to all the common trades and labors of life ? To

all this external prosperity there was a hollowness, a wide-spread

corruption, which no one has more graphically portrayed than Lu

cian himself.

The mythological dialogues exhibit the absurdities of the popu

lar beliefs in a lively and a grotesque way, attacking no one's faith

and yet covering the whole Olympus with inextinguishable ridicule.

The stories of the gods were received as literal facts by all except

a lew allegorizing philosophers : as literal facts they are dealt with

on Lucian's part, and a sorry figure enough they cut. They enact

over again in the author's page their most vulgar and licentious

parts ; they exhibit all the low passions that the lowest human

beings could in performing the same actions ; they scold and

lie; they slander and ridicule ; they reproach and jeer ; they flatter
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and betray in the most bare-faced and comical style, until not a this seemingly feeble germ! His work was to topple down the old

shred of the venerable or sacred is left to the motley crew. temples, to cover the effete remnants of old superstitions with un-

The most interesting of all Lilian's works to us now, as giving J extinguishable laughter
and contempt, and bury out of sight the

us a view of what the Christian, were doing in the middle of the

second century, is that account which he gives us of the death of

Peregrinus, who voluntarily threw himself into the flames, emula

ting the glory of Empedocles and Hercules, one of whom leaped

into the crater of .-Etna, and the other mounted the burning fune

ral pile.

Happening to pass by the gymnasium at Elis, Lucian hears a

cynic haranguing:
" In a word, the two great wonders ofthe world

are Jupiter Olympius and Proteus ; the one formed by the art of

Phidias, and the other by nature herself ; and now will this glo
rious image of deity return to the gods in a chariot of fire, and leave

us poor orphans behind ?" The orator broke into sobs and was

led off by a posse of cynics.
And now we are favored with a narrative of the life and death

of this enthusiast. Stained with various crimes in his youth, he

leaves his native Armenia and wanders from country to country,
until in Palestine he joins the Christians. He takes among them

a leading part, expounds their books, and is made president of one

of their assemblies. "

Moreover," says Lucian,
"

these people

worship the famous magus that was crucified in Palestine for intro

ducing novel mysteries into the world. This Proteus or Peregrinus
was thrown into prison for the same offence, whereby his singular

vanity and restless love of notoriety were fanned not a little. No

sooner was he imprisoned than the Christians were assiduous in

endeavoring to procure his release, and affording him every comfort.

At dawn of day old women, widows, young orphans were seen

hovering near his prison ; sumptuous meals were carried to him,
and they read their sacred books together. Some even came from

far distant cities to be his advocates, and to assist and comfort him.

For these people, in all such cases, are inconceivably alert and ac

tive, sparing neither trouble nor expense. Large presents were

made to Peregrine. For these poor people have taken it into their

heads that they shall be immortal, both body and soul, and live to

all eternity ; and so they despise death, and even run into his

clutches. Besides, their law-giver taught them that they were all

brothers, after they had once renounced the Grecian deities,
bent the knee to the great Sophist, and lived in obedience to his
laws. All things else they look upon as worthless and vain ; and

whenever any cunning impostor applies to them, who understands
the proper trick, he finds it an easy matter to lead these simple
people by the nose, and very soon to become rich at their ex

pense."

What an involuntary testimony is here borne to the character of
those early Christians—their simplicity, their faith, their mutual love,
and their heroic contempt of danger and of death ! Could not the

enlightened speculator on human nature and human affairs discern
here the real power which should subdue the world ? Was there

nothing to attract his gaze, that he might obtain something more

than a hearsay knowledge of these simple-minded, loving and de
voted men and women ? X<, ; to the epicurean skeptic all this talk
of immortality and self-sacrifice was but a foolish dream, and by him
the Christian belief was classed as one of those execrable supersti
tions of which it would be a blessing to relieve the world. Little
did the satirist think that he was unconsciously one of the instru^
ments m preparing the way for the triumph of this despised faith"
Little did he dream of the vast growth which should come from

hideous# forms of licentious and unreasoning idolatry. His sween-

ing scythe could not discriminate, and in its broad sweep cut down

thistle, white-weed, and clover alike ; but thereby free space and

air were given for the tender germs of a purer faith to grow up to

be for long ages the sustenance of humanity.

But we have lost sight of our friend Peregrine. Unfortunately
for him, he becomes a renegade after he is released from prison.
Accused of having murdered his father, he renounces his paternal
estate in favor of the community, lets his beard grow, wears a

coarse, dirty cassock, and with a wallet on his shoulder and a staff

in his hand, he is hailed as a genuine philosopher and a true patri
ot. The Christians now disown him, and he goes to Egypt and be

comes a cynic philosopher of the strictest sect. He shaves one

half his head, daubs himself with mud, whips himself and invites

others to scourge him with a rod. He goes to Rome, and, for

some abuse and insolent extravagance, he is advised by the police
leave the city. He now appears in the character of a persecuted

martyr, and claims to be on a level with Diogenes and Epictetus.
He presents himself at the Olympic games in Greece, and narrow

ly escapes being stoned to death by the mob for inveighing against
some public benefactor, who had constructed an aqueduct to Olymr
pia for the solace of the spectators of the games celebrated

in that arid region. Four years afterwards he appears in the same

place, and is enthusiastic in his eulogy of the man whom he had

attacked so savagely before. But no one pays heed to him. What

shall the poor fellow do to strike the world with astonishment? He

announces that at the next Olymyic games he will burn himself to

death. He is inflamed by a noble ambition to teach men to de

spise death.
"
He would set," he said,

"

a golden crown upon a

golden life; for it was proper that a man who had lived like Her

cules, should also die like Hercules, and be resolved into the ether

from whence he came. He would be a benefactor to mankind in

his last moments, by showing them how death ought to be con

temned." But let us hear Lucian's account. '■

A great commo

tion followed these words ; the most simple and credulous of the

populace burst into tears and exclaimed :
'

Save yourself, out of

pity for the Greeks ;' others cried out :
<
Stick to your resolution,'

at which the old fellow seemed to be considerably disconcerted.

He turned paler than before, and stopped speaking. Days passed,
and at last it was announced that the time had come. The pile
was erected about an hour's drive from Olvmpia, and thither I re

paired. On our arrival we found a stack of fir-wood intermixed
with dry brush placed over a pit. Peregrine appeared on one side

of the pile, and his friend Theagenes on the other, each armed
with a lighted torch, and set fire to the wood. The first then laid

down his wallet, his cloak and his club, and stood in a pretty dirty
shirt. Then he called for frankincense, threw a handful into the

fire, turned his face toward the South, cried out,
'

Oh, ve paternal
and maternal divinities receive me into fellowship,' and leaped into

the fla 1 nes."

One would think that this was mournful enough ; but the satirist
thinks it rather a laughable joke. He cries out to the cynics who

stand around the pile in mournful silence :
"

What are we noodles

standing here for ? There's no such great fun in seeing an old fel

low roasting bodily. Or do you expect to have a companion pic
ture to that of the dying Socrates surrounded bv his friends ?" On
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the road home
Lucian meets several persons hurrying along, who ■

are too late for the spectacle. He gravely tells some of the gaping

simpletons who question him about the event, that, as soon as Per

egrine jumped
into the flames the earth began to quake, and a vul

ture flew up to heaven and uttered these words :
l>

Soaring above

the earth, I ascend to Olympus." Shuddering with awe the poor

people breathe
a prayer to the new demi-god, and ask whether the

vulture flew towards the east or towards the west. Afterwards, he

hears an old man recounting in the public market-place how he

himself had seen, but a few moments before, the burnt philosopher

walking in the sacred grove in white raiment and with an olive

wreath on his brow; and that he had beheld the vulture with his

own eyes fly up from the fire. "Wdiat miraculous things will here

after be related of this man !" says Lucian.

And so in Lucian's page there pass before us the scenes of that

long vanished age, the shifting scenes of kings and beggars, para
sites and slaves ; wealthy blockheads displaying affectedly the pur

ple borders of their garments, spreading their fingers that their rings

may be seen, and saluting by proxy their acquaintances in the

street; poor people besieging the door of their patrons before it is

light; men of reverend years hanging about the rich man's table;

philosophers with their long beards and mantles mingled among the

attendants and fawning sycophants of the great, preaching con-

•tempt of. riches and yet selling their wares to the highest bidders ;

wealthy people, still so enamoured of their preposterous vanities as

to order in their wills that their best valuables should be burnt on

their funeral piles, and that their slaves should keep perpetual watch

at their sepulchres and decorate their tombs with flowers ; believers

in spirit communications and rappings, in ghosts, in auguries, in

oracles and divinations, so that sometimes we seem to be reading

some
"
Banner of Light," of the present day.

"

Vou know how

much I loved my dear, departed wife," says one,
"
I have shown it

by burning with her all her jewels and the dress she most delighted

in. Seven days after her death I was lying on this couch, trying

to console myself and reading Plato on the immortality of the s'oul.

All at once I beheld my Demeneta sitting where that boy now is.

(Here he pointed to his youngest son, who had begun to turn pale

at his father's recital, and was now quite ghastly.) I embraced

her, and she wept like a child. She complained that I, who used

to do everything to please her, had neglected to burn with her one

of her golden sandals. She said that it had fallen down behind a

clothes-chest,—that was the reason I could not find it. My little

dog began now to bark, and she immediately vanished. The san

dal was afterwards found behind the clothes-chest, and on the fol

lowing day it was burnt."

Is it the second or the nineteenth century that we are reading

about in the following :

"While we were thus convei ing, in came Arignotus, the Pytha

gorean, of a grave and venerable opect, renowned
for his wisdom,

and by many styled the holy Arignotus. 1 felt cheered to see

him; he, I thought, will stop the mouths of these miracle mongers!

'Have not your company been philosophizing,' he began ;
'

I have

been trying to convince this unbelieving man that there are ghosts,

and
spectres, and that the souls of the dead roam about the earth

and become visible when they please.'
' Perhaps,' replied he,

'

it

is his opinion that only the souls of those wander up and down

who have died by a violent death. If he asserts this he may not

be so much in the wrong.
'

No, by Jupiter,' cried
Dinomachus,

'

he denies all such things absolutely and altogether, and is of the

opinion that nothing of the sort is possible.'
'

How !
'

said Arignotus, looking sternly at me ;
'

vou deny the

reality of what the whole human race bear witness to?'

'The charge of unbelief,' replied I, 'is my justification. I am

the only one who does not believe, because I am the only one who

does not see anything of the kind. Had I seen something, I should
doubtless believe, as well as you.'

'

If you should ever go to Corinth,' said Arignotus,
'
ask for the

house of Eubatides, and go in and tell the porter you would like

to see the place whence Arignotus expelled the demon.'
'

Tell us about it, Arignotus.'
'

Well,' replied he,
'

whoever ventured into the house was sure to

be scared by a horrid apparition.' The house was uninhabited

and almost fell to pieces. I resolved to stay tho- one night, in

spite of all entreaties to the contrary. A rough and shag;r> demon

appeared. He turned himself into a dog, a bull, a lion, but I made

use ofthe most dire incantations in the Egyptian language, and the

spectre disappeared. I noted the spot where it sank, and ordered

the ground to be dug up, and there we found a skeleton. We took

it up and buried it in due form and no ghost has since appeared.'"
But we must bid farewell to this more than ghostly re-appear

ance of the vanished century. As a picture of the life and man

ners of a great part of the civilized world in a period of decaying
beliefs and crumbling forms of philosophy and religion,— a period
of external peace but of inward corruption, a period when all the

vices, the licentious superstitions, the sensual extravagancies, the

idolatries, the humbugs, the seething and fermenting pretensions

and lies of long ages of delusion met in the world's great capital and

mingled in one great maelstrom, whose fierce whirl was felt to the

remotest lands,—as a picture of this, as a culminating expression of

the life of polytheistic Greece and Rome, from which all earnest

belief had forever fled; as one of the heralds of a higher and a fair

er doctrine of God, of duty, and of immortality, this writer is wor

thy of our passing attention. But it is a hollow laugh that often

echoes mournfully through these desolate vaults : we ask for some

thing more, something that shall feed our souls with faith and love

and reverence ; something that shall lift us into a more holy sphere

and help us to believe, to be strong, and to hope, while the years

flit by as a passing dream, and the centuries are folded up as a

written scroll.

ALA GARA GLEAAEYGS.

(Read before the Natural Hisi iry Society February io.)

WILLIAM KUSSKL'. DUDLEY.

In invitin"- your attention
to the flon uf E.Ogara I am presenting only one

ofthe more famous ofthe many rich botanical localities existing in this State.

This has long been regarded as one o[ the prodigies of northern United States

in the way of rich development of plant growth; but I think it is safe to as

sert that when every cliff and river bank has been examined as closely as those

of Niagara we shall find the rare flowers and remarkable floras much less un

common than tn.-v are at present supposed to be. However, Niagara will

undoubtedly always rermin preeminent in this reg ml. an 1 il wi, wi: i iw\ch

enthusiasm that the little parly of bot.uiiofrom Cornell bent toeir s.ep^ unth-

erward at the beginning of last summer vacation.

On arriving at the falls we made Goat Island the first object of our inveo

i<-ations. The first thing that attracted the attention ofthe New England men

uf the party was the large size of the old arbor vitae trees, some of wdiich u-ei e

twenty-five inches through and fifty feet in hight. These looked somewhat

remarkable to those who knew them only as hedge plants or ornamental shrubs.

Near the lower extremity of the island, just beyond the path leading out to

the Terrapin Tower, stood a thicket of Shepherdia Canadensis, loaded with
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its soft, scarlet berries. This shrub is rather rare in New York, and is known

in the Cayuga valley flora only in one locality—Taghanic gorge.
The Shep-

herdia has been much talked of as an available garden berry, but the fruit,

though abundant, is very soft when ripe.and has a disagreeable, bitter taste.

The next plants discovered which were unfamiliar to us were two Cances or

sedges—Ca/^r (Ederi and C. aquatilis. They were growing among tbe rocks

by the little bridge leading to the tower, and the first named is quite rare.

We then retraced our steps to the island, and down the steep bank which

shelves off toward the cliff between the Horseshoe and American Falls we de

scried a specimen entirely new to us. The flower was pale purple, and grew

in tufts in the loose gravel near the edge. We scrambled down and with dif

ficulty pulled up a bunch of them. A glance showed them to belong to the ge

nus Houstonia, as there was an evident family resemblance between them and

the charming little forget-me-nots or bluets growing in such profusion on

South Hill, Ithaca. On analysis these proved to be Houstonia purpurea vor.

ciliolata, a'plant comparatively rare in New York but abundant along the

shores of the great lakes to the westward.

To the east of Goat Island, separated from it by the narrow Middle Fall,

lies Luna Island, a little shred of
land hanging over the edge of the great cat

aract, and percepibly trembling, as if afraid of letting go its hold of the solid

globe and sliding headlong over into the deep, mist-shrouded canon below.

The island is sparsely covered with hemlock, arbor vitae and a mixed nnder-

growth. The extreme edge of the cliff is approached only at the northern

side or that side koking toward the main American Fall. The other angle,

lying between the precipice and the Middle Fall, and occupying a space only

a few yards square, was covered
with a low, brambly and exceedingly dense

undergrowth, so uninviting that we passed it by, and when satisfied with our

exploration in this locality returned to Goat Island. We stopped a moment

as we gained the shore of the island to look back upon the falls and rapids.

We immediately caught sight of a vine of bright purple flowers hanging over

the edge of Luna Island, waving
and half hidden in the gusty spray that came

up from the Cave of the Winds far below. The dividing river was too wide

and the vine too delicate to be recognized at that distance. We hurried back

to Luna Island, and hastily scrambling over the dense, stunted undergrowth

literally walking upon it—we came to the outermost angle of the little is

land where our flower was still airily bowing to the tremendous roaring gulf

below. The plant proved to be the myrtle pea, one of the Lathyrus or sweet

pea genus, and the rarest and most beautiful of the group. The flowers were

nearly as large as those of the sweet pea of the garden, and even more beau

tiful. The lower part of the corolla was of a deep, bluish purple, which

passed into a bright rose color toward the tip. Its scientific name is Lathyrus

myrtifolius.

I stopped a moment after securing the flower to gaze over the edge of the

beetlin^ cliff into the great clouds of spray that were rising from the long line

of debris at the foot of the American Fall. The whole cliff here is overhanging.

Your eye follows
the great white sheet as it swiftly springs out and falls down,

down one hundred and sixty feet to the red rocks lying all along the base be

low. You feel the ground shake under you and a tremendous, sullen roar

comes up, jarring on the ear like the roll of constant thunder. Bulky clouds

of mist heave slowly outward and upward, bending and folding into grotesque

shapes at the will of the wind. Flocks of swallows dive back and forth through

this great mist-palace and skim along the very edge ofthe fall, which now in

a sudden burst of sunlight shines out in a dazzling, glistening whiteness. Just

under me, some ten or twelve feet below, projected a little ledge of shale with

a few sedges growing upon it. I soon observed among them a shrubby little

plant, not in bloom and entirely new to me. I could not make it out, and re

turned for our honored President here, who was one of the party. We then

came back, and both of us, reverently lying down with our heads projecting
out over Niagara Falls, gazed down upon the same plant, perhaps, that was

seen by old Bishop Ralm when he visited this country and made'known to the

botanic world that such a shrub as Hypericum Kalmianum, or Kalm's St.

Johnswort existed. It was in this vicinity that Kalm discovered this plant,

and Gray gives it as growing on "wet rocks at Niagara Falls and by the

northern lakes." Luna Island has been a pleasant spot in my recollections

ever since.

We now undertook the circuit of Goat Island by way ofthe Three Sisters.

The body of the island is covered wilh a thick growth of common forest trees ■

maples and beeches, oaks and arbor-vitae being of frequent occurrence. We

soon came upon several shrubs of Euonymus atropurpureus, or Burning Bush

in its native state. This, loo, is a more western shrub though often found in

cultivation. Probably many are familiar with its cymes of dark, dull purple

flowers and clusters of brilliant
scarlet berries in Autumn.

On the further side of the first of the Three Sisters, in a thicket which is

constantly drenched with the spray, we found two more somewhat rare plants

both belonging to the Pea Family ; Astragalus Canadensis, which grows also

on Goat Island, a stout plant with a dense spike of yellowish flowers, and A.

Cooperi, formerly more prettily named Phaca neglecta, a plant so unfrequent

as to have remained undiscovered till within comparatively a few years. This

"ready resembles the other Astragalus, but has larger white flowers and large

inflated pods. On the second island, a shrub with large clusters of pink and

white flowers and many bunches of bright scarlet pods was descried. This

proved to be the rather rare Spircea opulifolia, or Nine-Bark. Though not

abundant, it is more common westward.
I have since been gratified to find

this bush near the bank of Cayuga Lake, a few miles down the eastern shore.

The outermost of the Three Sisters contains little of interest to the bot

anist. The island is small and seems to be principally composed of loose rocks

flung together and scantily covered with soil. It lies far out in the Rapids and

trembles continually in the fierce fight ofthe waters. The force given by the

steep angle of the descent has enabled
the flood to wash channels through the

rocks, and one can hear the water flowing beneath his feet and see it occa

sionally bursting through the mat of roots and soil which loosely covers the

rocks. All this tends to give one a feeling of insecurity, suggesting the pos

sibility of the whole island losing its foot-hold and plunging down stream with

him on board.

On returning to Goat Island we found two little shrubs of the genus Sym-

phoricarpus. One of them, S. racemosus, having large, white, wax-like ber

ries, is quite familiar in cultivation as the Garden Snowberry. This is rarely

met with in its wild state, but it has been the good fortune of Mr. Jordan

and myself to find it at Taghanic, and also in both Fall Creek and Six Mile

Creek. The other, S. vulgaris, the Coral-berry or Indian Currant, is quite

rare, having but one or two known stations in the State. It is chiefly notable

for its red berries.

Next day we crossed to the Canada side and followed along the shore up

to the Horse Shoe Falls. We found again our Houstonia, Hypericum and

Spircea. Ascending the bank we entered the low, boggy swamp which lies

just above the Falls. Springs abound here and the constant gusts of spray

from the Falls keep the ground continually full of water. This swamp seemed

to us to be almost a garden of Paradise, so full was it of rare flowers. Lobelia

Kalmii, discovered here long ago by old Peter Kalm, grew everywhere in the

long grass. This little plant, whose flowers are tinted like the sky in March,

is as remarkable for delicacy and grace of form and color as its sister, the Car-
'

dinal Flower, is for her regal bearing. Though reckoned rare, it may be

found just below the Triphammer Fall in Fall Creek. In the marsh we found

very large specimens ofthe beautiful Grass of Parnassus 'Parnassiaf), a plant

very choice in its localities, and Arrow Grass ( Ttiglochin palustte), a maritime

plant rarely seen in fresh waters.

But the two plants most interesting were the Golden Loose-strife (Lysi-
machia Longifolia) and the Niagara Thyme 'Calamintha glabella Var

Nuttallii). The Loose-strife is a prairie-flower which somehow or other has

strayed from its native section and become lodged under the spray of Niagara.
It has never yet been detected in New York. The variety of Calamint is still

more rare, being found in but two or three other stations in the country.

Scattered among these rarer flowers were Spirantties, Lathyrus palustris,
and many other fiequent though beautiful plants. On the high bank towards

Lundy's Lane we found the American Bell Flower {Campanula Americana),
a plant rarely met with in New York. Further up the river, neaf the woolen-

mills, grows in great abundance the curious "Sun-gazing Euphorbia
"
'E,

Helioscopia).
On returning to the American shore we found Eithyrus venosus, another

beautiful Sweet Pea, on the bank, midway between the Falls and Suspension
Bridge. This rare plant has, I think, never before been seen in New York.

It will be noticed from these few gleanings that the flora of Niagara is

both rich and rare, and also that it contains many plants belonging to regions
further west. Perhaps the waters of Niagara, on their way from the great
lakes, have collected and brought down the seeds of these Western plants,
and in the great commotion of the stream in descending the rapids, some of
them are naturally Hung on the shores about the Fall.

But it is a well known fact that the rarest and most beautiful flowers al

ways congregate in such romantic localities. I know of several wild cliffs

overhanging little inland lakes in Connecticut which produce plants found in

no other locality for miles around. The rich floras of Fall Creek and Tag"
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hanic illustrate this. Perhaps the soil of decomposing rocks affords more of

the mineral constituents
needed by the plant than are found elsewhere.

But whatever the physical cause may be, the picture of those little waifs of

our floral world gathering about the most romantic scenery of our land, settling

down by the edge of waterfalls, and bending like our Myrtle Pea, over the

thunder of falling waters, the roots 'clasping the outermost crag, and the

bright flowers, with
their rose-purple wings constantly spread out lo bathe in

the mist and spray which the great cataract breathes up from below, i3 cer

tainly a beautiful one.

FREEMAN CLARKE'S IDEA OF CHRISTIANITY.

"One great distinction between Christianity and all other religions is in

this pleroma, or fulness of life which it possesses, and which, to all appear

ance, came from the life of Jesus. Christianity is often said to be differenced

from ethnic religions in other ways. They are natural religions : it is re

vealed. They are natural : it is supernatural. They are human : it is divine.

But all truth is revealed truth ; it all comes from God ; and, therefore, so far

as ethnic religions contain truth, they also are revelations. Moreover, the

supernatural element is to be found in all religions ; for inspiration, in some

form, is universal. All great births of time are supernatural, making no part

of the nexus of cause and effect. How can you explain the work of Confu

cius, of Zoroaster, of the Buddha, of Mohammed, out of the existing state

of society, and the educational influences of their time ? All such great souls

are much more the makers of their age than its result ; they are impondera

ble elements in civilization, not to be accounted for by anything outside of

■ themselves. Nor can we urge the distinction of human and divine ; for there

is a divine element in all ethnic religions, and a broadly human element in

Christianity. Jesus is as much the representative of human nature as he i.s

the manifestation of Gjd. He is the Son of man, no less than the Son of

God.

"One great fact which makes a broad distinction between other religions

and Christianity is that they are ethn' . and it is catholic. They are the reli

gions of races and nations, limited h
_• these lines of demarcation, by the

bounds which God has beforehand appointed. Christianity is a catholic reli

gion: it is the religion of the human race. It overflows all boundaries, re

cognizes no limits, belongs to man as man. And this it does, because of the

fulness of its life, which it derives from its head and fountain, Jesus Christ,

in whom dwells the fulness both of godhead and of manhood.

"It is true that the great missionary work of Christianity has long been

checked. It does not now convert whole nations. Heathenism, Moham

medanism, Judaism, Brahminism, Buddhism, stand beside it unmoved.

What is the cause of this check ?

"

The catholicity of the gospel was born out of its fluent and full life.

It was able to convert the Greeks and Romans, and afterwards Goths, Yan-

dals, Lombards, Franks, Scandinavians, because it came to them, not as a

creed, but as a life. But neither Roman Catholics nor Protestants have had

these large successes since the Middle Ages. Instead of a life, Christianity

[■ became a church and a creed. When this took place, it gradually lost its

grand missionary power. It no longer preached truth, but doctrine ; no

longer communicated life, but organized a body of proselytes into a rigid

church. Party spirit took the place of the original missionary spirit. Even

the majority of the German tribes was converted by Arian missionaries, and

orthodoxy has not the credit of that last grand success of Christianity. The

conversion of seventy millions of Chinese in our own day to the religion of

the Bible was not the work of Catholic or Protestant missionaries, but of the

New Testament. The Church and the creed are probably the cause of this

failure. Christianity has been partially arrested in its natural development,

first by the Papal Church, and secondly by the too rigid creeds of orthodoxy.

"If the swarming myriads of India and Mongolia are to be converted to

Christianity, it must be done by returning to the original methods. We must

begin by recognizing and accepting the truth they already possess. We must

he willing to learn of them, in order to teach them. Comparative theology

will become the science of missions if it help to show to Christians the truth

and good in the creeds outside of Christendom. For to the Church and to

"S sects, quite as much as to the world, applies the saying,
' He that exalteth

Himself shall be abased, but he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.'"—

Ten Great Religions.

Announcement.—Students will find railroad tickets to all points, in the

Clinton Hall Block, at M. J. Barker's, where
is also a plentiful supply ofthe

°f the choicest tobacco, cigars, cigarrettes, papers,
etc.
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POETRY AND JOURNALISM.
The Toledo Blade, referring to the engagement of W. M. Carleton on the

editorial department of the Detroit Titbune, remarks :
"

As a rule, those edi
tors who possess the poetic or imaginative faculty are the most successful.

Bryant, ofthe New York Post, the late George D. Prentice, of the Louisville
Journal, Curtis, of Harpers Weekly, Manton Marble, of the New Vork

World, and a number of others, are examples. It is true, however, that jour
nalism is apt to unfit men for the highest achievement in poetry or imagina
tive literature. Poetry is a jealous art, and demands entire devotion for high
success. If, therefore, Carleton has in him the making of a successful poet,
(and we believe he has) it is unwise to engage in journalism. The newspaper

may gain, but poetry and Carleton will lose. Besides, once on the newspa

per tread-mill, it is very difficult to get off. The mill of the press grinds
faster than the proverbial mill of the gods, but it grinds men up about as

'fine,' and grinds clay and night."—Printing Gazette.

TIIE SPARKS LIBRARY.

Cornell University is favored in having a president far-seeing and ener

getic, and a patron able and willing to furnish the "sinews of war
"

on de

mand. This, I think, might explain the fact that the valuable—perhaps I

might truthfully write, the invaluable—library of the late President Sparks
has become the property of the University aforesaid. The six thousand

printed volumes, illustrating American history more fully, probably, than any

other similar collection, and the still more precious volumes of manuscripts,
have long been the envy of scholars. When it was announced some time since

that the entire collection was to be offered nt public sale, a lively competition
was anticipated over the rarer tresures of lhe library. But a fortnight ago

President White appeared in those parts and "

interviewed
"

Mrs. Sparks
with results most satisfactory to himself and the college. Henceforth the new

library building at Ithaca will contain as one of its most valued posessions the
"

Sparks Collection
"

of books and manuscripts. The price paid is under

stood to be about twelve thousand dollars.—Christian Union.

Decision and Quietness in the Sick-room.—Consult your patient's

wants, but consult him as little as possible. Your decision need not be very

obvious and positive ; you will be most decisive if no one suspects that you

are so at all. It is the triumph of supremacy to become unconsciously su

preme. Nowhere is this decision more blessed than in a sick-room. Where

it exists in its genuineness, the sufferer is never contradicted, never coerced ;

all little victories are assumed. The decisive nurse is never peremptory, never

loud. She is distinct, it is true
— there is nothing more aggravating to a sick

person than a whisper
—but she is not loud. Though quiet, however, she never

walks tip-toe ; she never makes gestures ; all is open and above-board. She

knows no diplomacy or finesse, and of course her shoes never creak. Her touch

is steady and encouraging. She does not potter. She never looks at you side

ways. You never catch her watching. She never slams the door, of course,

but she never shuts it slowly, as if she were cracking a nut in the hinge. She

never talks behind it. She never peeps. She pokes the fire skillfully, with

firm, judicious penetration. She caresses one kind of patient with genuine

sympathy ; she talks to another as if he were well.
'

She is never in a hurry.

She is worth .her weight in gold, and has a healthy prejudice against physic,

which, however, she knows at the right time how to conceal.—Good Health.

The question as to the origin of the North American Indians is revived by

the fact of a Japanese junk having gone ashore in Alaska, with three live na

tives on board. Twenty-three of the crew had perished from hunger. Forty

years ago,
it is said, a Chinese vessel, with living men on board, drifted

ashore at the mouth of the Columbia river. As the junks at present in u.-,e

by Eastern nations are no improvement on those of a thousand years ago, it

is quite possible that, long before Columbus sighted Salvador, natives of Chi

na and Japan had been drifted to the shores of America. Whether they per

ished by the hands of the inhospitable aborigines, or were received into the

Indian tribes, might be an interesting subject of inquiry. It is certain, how

ever, that no Asiatic traits are apparent among the wild huno - ->f our prai

ries.—Sun.

A resident of Kalamazoo writes to a
" school board

"

in Ohio, that he will

take a school, as he has
"

tought 2 terms school and I attended I college 4 yrs

at detroit, michigan, and am 20yrs avage."—Exchange. He meant he attended

a i-horse college.
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THE DECISION.

The decision has been made, and henceforth coeducation, so prev

alent at the West, but yet so shocking to some of our eastern col

leges, is to be the rule at Cornell. Much has been said and unsaid

concerning the proposition of Mr. Sage. At one time it was re

ported, probably by some of our friends who persist in exercising
such painful solicitude over our spiritual welfare, that Mr. Sage had

offered a certain sum to the University on condition that students

should be compelled to attend chapel exercises. This was merely
a creation of some editor's disordered imagination. In the course

of the whole transaction not a word has been said concerning chap
el exercises or other affairs of a theological nature connected with

the University. The misapprehension arose from confounding Mr.

Sage's proposition with the offer of another person to another col

lege. It was also stated by some that the coeducation proposed
was only nominal, inasmuch as the ladies were to have a building
of their own, with separate faculty and special rules, and in part
this was another mistake. The only condition is that ladies be ad

mitted to the University on the same footing with men. This be

ing accepted by the Trustees, Mr. Sage agrees to give one hundred

and fifty thousand dollars for the purpose of erecting a building, and
one hundred thousand dollars additional as an endowment. As a

rule, the classes will be made up of ladies and gentlemen who will

recite together to the same professors. Anything less than this

would be a farce.

Various opinions have been held as to the expediency of

the step just taken. Of the students, a majority are probably
opposed to it. As to the Faculty we are not informed, but presume
that at least the younger portion are in favor of the measure. Up
on assembling last week in Albany, it was found that some of the

Trustees had serious doubts concerning the feasibility of the plan
These doubts were scattered by the very full, concise and convinc

ing report of President White on the subject, and those who went

there with the intention of opposing the acceptance of the propo

sition, after listening to the report, voted in its favor. The report
was the result of the most careful and extensive investigation ofthe
subject of coeducation, which President White and Mr. Sage have

been carrying on for the past feu- months.

As to the plan and location of the buildings, nothing definite has

been determined. The work will probably be commenced the com

ing spring, and be pushed forward with characteristic Cornelian

energy. It is not likely that it will be finished by the beginning
of another year, but that will make no material difference. The

proposition having been accepted, the ladies have the right to en

ter at any time, and the Freshman class of next September will

probably contain a goodly number of them.

Whatever affects the prosperity of the University, also deeply
concerns Ithaca. The press of the town, which before the deci
sion of the trustees, had not taken very decided ground on either
side, now warmly encourages and supports the measure.

Prophesies as to the success of the plan are uncalled for

can afford to await the results.

IN ARREARS.

Last week fifty-five students were reported as not having paid
their tuition for the term. This is unpleasant for all concerned.

Those failing to discharge their dues within a certain time from the

beginning of the term are virtually considered no longer members
of the University, and professors have no right in any way to recog
nize them as members of any class. Strict financial rules are un

doubtedly necessary to the prosperity of the institution, and if none

were deprived of class privileges except those who wilfully omit to

pay, or those who are unable to do so because of having spent

their term allowance in
" riotous living," the strictest enforcement

of the rules would be followed by no expression of sympathy or re

gret. Unfortunately, however, some of the delinquents are always
sure to be honest, energetic, successful students, who are unable to

pay and are forced to leave their studies in the middle of the tri

mester, when to leave college is to lose the labor of the term, if not
for the year. Many worthy, students who thus disappear are too

proud to make known their necessities, and often while ill health is

the ostensible reason the real cause is the want of a few dollars.

Would it not be creditable to Cornelians, so renowned for liberal

ity, to establish a relief fund for the benefit of exemplary students

who from unexpected contingencies may find themselves unable to

pay their tuition ? The sums which have been sent abroad for

charitable purposes would enable some of our students to continue

their studies, when to discontinue them would be a very serious

misfortune. If it is true that "

charity begins at home, but should
not end there," it is very certain that when charity begins away
from home it should not end there.

DEATH OF PROFESSOR HAAILLTON.

News has been received of the death of Lieutenant William J.
Hamilton, United States Army, late Assistant Professor of Mathe

matics and Military Tactics in Cornell University. He was a grad
uate of West Point in the class of 1868, and belonged to the

Fourth Regiment of Artillery. Though his connection with Cor

nell was brief, he made a most favorable impression on his associ

ates and pupils by his manly character, his winning manners and

his scholarly attainments. He came to the University at the be

ginning of its second year. At the close of the first term of that

year he took a leave of absence on account of ill health, and soon

after tendered his resignation. He died at his home in Bristol,
Pennsylvania, January 2 2d, ultimo, aged twenty-eight years.

of the

were read,

we

NAVY MEETING.

The meeting of the Navy at Military Hall on Tuesday was well
attended and encouraging to the University boating interest. The
new members who were present for the first time, shared in the

general enthusiasm that promises so well for the future prosperity
Navy. Favorable reports from the canvassing committees

showing excellent progress, both in regard to subscrip
tions and enrolling new members. An encouraging letter from

President White offering a heavy contribution, called out lively ap
plause. Messrs. Wilmot and Grey were elected Directors for the

iM-eshmen, and Mr. Goldsmith to fill a varancv for the Sophomores,
and after other business of no general interest, the members ad

journed, full of faith in the project of sending a crew to the next

grand regatta.

The twenty-second, though stormy, was a very acceptable holi

day at Cornell.
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DOCTOR STEBBINS ON HERBERT SEEATER.

An appreciative audience nearly filled Library Hall last Sunday
evening to hear the first of the venerable Doctor's lectures on the

various modern
"

Philosophies of Unbelief." The discourse was

one of the most logical and eloquent ever heard even in that hall

and the way in which Spencer's own weapons were turned against
him was truly wonderful. We predict a large attendance on the

coming similar lectures.

The vacation for which the Seniors have petitioned should be

granted them. For the preparation of creditable Commencement

essays and orations considerable time is necessary, which, however,
the Seniors will not have at their disposal if they are required to

take during next term the usual number of studies. The discipline
of thorough preparation for Commencement will be far more bene

ficial to the Seniors and will do much more to advance the reputa
tion of the University than the greatest amount of work they might
be able to do in the regular course.
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To the great disappointment ofmany Ithacans, George Francis

Train did not put in an appearance last Wednesday evening. He

is expected to be with us on the evening of Thursday, March 14.

PERSONAL.

C W. Stanton, of '72, is studying law at Bath.

George F. Barker, professor of Physiological Chemistry at Yale, has

lately taken editorial charge of the scientific department of the College
Courant.

The following concerning George Francis Train, our future President, is

apropos at this time. It is from the pen of that celebrated journalist, the

late Mr. Prentice. "

A locomotive that has run off the track, turned upside
down, and its cowcatcher buried in a stump, and the wheels making a thousand

revolutions a minute—a kite in the air which has lost its tail—a human novel

without a hero—a man who climbs a tree for a bird's nest on a limb, and, in

order to get it, saws the limb off between himself and the tree—a ship with

out a rudder—a clock without hands—a sermon that is all text—a pantomime
of words—an arrow shot into the air— the apotheosis of talk

— the incarnation

of gab. Handsome, vivacious, versatile, muscular, as neat as a cat, clean to

the marrow, a judge of the effect of clothes, frugal in food, and regular only
in habits—a noon-day mystery

—a solved conundrum—a practical joke in ear

nest—a cipher hunting a figure to pass for something; with the brains of

twenty men in his head, all pulling different ways ; not bad as to heart, but a

man who has shaken hands with reverence."

Professor Paul A. Chadbourne, late president of Madison University,

Wisconsin, now has charge of the department of Metaphysics at Bowdoin.

Buffum, of '72 is at Philadelphia studying medicine at the Hahneman

College.

Hanford, of '72 is in Philadelphia.

Boone, of '74, is at the dental college, Philadelphia.
H. A. Wilmot, of '75, who has been quite sick for the past week, is re

gaining his health slowly. He offers to put a free head on anyone who shall

suggest that Sedlitz powders have anything to do with the case.

Drake, the Plantation Bitters man, has been in Ithaca visiting friends;

a Freshman thinks he is possibly looking for a duck.

A RECENT article in the Lndependent speaks as follows in reference to Dr.

Robinson the new president elect of Brown University: "A man of com

manding figure and hight, the meet presentiment of a magnanimous moral

and intellectual character, in the just mellowing maturity ofhis faculties, yet

touched, by a light anticipation, with that noble appearance of age which in

vites instinctive veneration, singularly gifted with the stimulating word and

the incisive phrase which make the eloquence of the lecture room, and which

vivify young men^vith a touch to the very quick of their life. Dr. Robinson

will shame all his antecedents and belie many auguries if he does not revive

at Providence, or more than revive, the traditions of magnetic
virtue and per-

sonal power which are still rife respecting the administration of President

Wayland in the memories of the alumni of Brown, and, indeed,
in the educa

tional history of the country."

Professor G. F. Comfort, the author of Comfort's German Grammar,
and professor of modern languages in the University at Syracuse, visited Cor

nell last week.

Professor Huxley has gone to Egypt for his health.
To the grievous disappointment of his student bible-class and his congre

gation, Reverend T. F. White was unwell last Sunday. We are gratified to

learn ofhis recovery.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

Professor. Mr. what is perspicuity? Air. Perspicuity—

why perspicuity is perspicuity of style. Professor. Well, what is the deriva

tion of the word ? Air. It is derived from perspiko. Professor. What

is th* meaning of perspiko? Air. It means to spike or condense at a

point. Professor. That is sufficient, sir.
— The recent rule of the Faculty concerning firearms, must have been

founded on the presumption that there are many shootists among Cornelians.

If the presumption is a fair one, the following advice may be serviceable,
"

to

avoid being shot, never trespass upon another Mansfield."

— One of oui hilarious lads recently spent the evening at the domicile of

some of his Senior friends. After a few hours of "huge" pleasure, it was

proposed that the party should go out for a serenade. They started in high
glee, one merry

"

lad
"

being a little in the rear. They had proceeded but a

few rods when they were halted by loud and excited exclamations from the

lad, "Hie, boys, I say, hie, hold on, I'm not all here." Upon examination

the Seniors found that their friend was "all there" except his boots and hat.

— One of our star gazing Juniors recently asked the professor if the planet

Mercury had received its name from the fact that its substance is similar to

the metal known as mercury. The professor asked time for reflection.
—

Professor. Mr. you may translate this sentence into German;
"

Cresar was killed by Brutus." Mr. hesitates. Professor. What is

the trouble ? Do you not understand the sentence ? Mr. Oh yes sir, the

sentence
"

Caesar was killed by Rufus
"

embodies a very familiar historical

fact, but I have forgotten the German for Rufus.
— One of Professor R.'s correspondents, a Freshman, has been puzzling

his three-story brain endeavoring to discover the meaning of the letters V. P.

which follow the professor's name. After careful investigation he has suc

ceeded so far as to determine that V. P. is the insignia of some secret society,
the full title of which he hopes soon to find out.

— Tom, what makes your Burnsides grow up instead of dcaon as they
should ? Tom. Oh, you see they were sprouted when I was sea-sick, and

when one is sea-sick, you know that everything comes up.
— The virtuous and infallible editors of the Chionicle persist in using

two i's in spelling the word
"

Ithaca."

— Zeta Psi indulged in a merry sleigh-ride and supper at Dryden on Sat

urday evening.
— The latest explanation of chappy cheeks is cheeky chaps.
— The '72 men have petitioned for a Senior vacation in which to ore-pair

for the exercises incident to their graduation. The Faculty will probably grant
the petition, and also see that each member is provided with an elementary

speller.
— It is the unanimous verdict of collegians that the person who is contin

ually and indiscriminately cracking the severest kind of jokes, and yet becomes

angry and belligerent when a jest appears which turns the laugh against him

self, is a most miserable apology for a man.

— Our students are being subjected to a little discipline preparatory to the

new order of things. The other day, as two young ladies were passing Cas

cadilla, a flirtation sprang up between them and two gallant Cornelians. After

the usual amount of smiling and waving of handkerchiefs, the swains grew so

bold as to throw several snow-balls at the young ladies. The fair ones took

the matter in good part and mentioned it as a good joke to one of the profes

sors. This gentleman, for reasons best known to himself, reported the affair

to Professor Arnold, who promptly summoned the offenders to appear befoie

him. After some investigation the professor ordered them to appear befoie

the Faculty on Friday afternoon. This order, however, was afterwards re

scinded on condition of the students making ample apologies at the residence

of the young ladies. Of course, no excuse can be offered for malicious!y

snow-balling any person; but if mere sport and flirting are to be made a

crime, the Faculty will not lack for cases.

— To James Russell Lowell's new beatitude,
"
Blessed are they who have

nothing to say and cannot be persuaded to say it," should be added the evi

dent motto of the present Senior class,
"
A man of cheek is a joy forever,"
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— The sociable of the Presbyterian church last week at the residence of

Mr. Humphrey was a success in every particular. Many student faces were

seen there, and often visited the
"

Magic Lake," which was an important fea

ture of the evening. "Old Yalentine" wandered about peddling his wares,

causing many a smile at his ludicrous appearance. The pastor and others fa

vored the company with music on the piano. It was not announced where the

next sociable will be held, but due notice will be given.
— Those Juniors who were merely boxing, lighting with pillows, dancing

clog, &c, for their own amusement and exercise were reprimanded the next

day by the landlady.
— If one were to judge from appearances he might think a member of '73

either kept late vigils or else it was the lecturer's subject (marriage) that

brought forth such a decided
"

Ugh
"

while visiting dream-land the other day

during the lecture.

— Over to the Laboratory they talk about
"

going through
"

bottles. The

man that
"

goes through
"

the greatest number is the "big Injin."
— Many of the Ithaca merchants have adopted as their business motto the

words of the dying Marmion, Charge I Chester, Charge I

— An irrepressible Soph has been located as belonging to the oak family.

He's a quercus.

— Trumansburg has the small-pox ; if the item going the rounds of the

college papers that Cornell students are disappointed at the poor run small

pox is having in Ithaca, because they want to go home, be true, the pilgrim

ages to that town are explained.
— It is announced that unless the Assistant Treasurer be pacified by the

payment ofthe pitiful $15.50, the delinquent is to be considered an honorary
member ofthe University. It is a question if it is not better to be an honor

ary member. Many think so.

— We dislike lo find fault with our fellow students, but we feel constrained

to severely censure those youths who
"

carried on
"

so recklessly at Dr. Steb-

bins's lecture, last Sunday. Such actions as tipping up the back seats, smiling
at young women and going to sleep, would be bad enough at a secular dis

course, but to see them on such an occesion deeply pained us. We shall be

tempted to publish the names of the guilty parties if this offence is repeated.
— We understand that a movement is on foot among some students to

obtain the services of Professor A. A. Griffith, the distinguished western elo

cutionist, for a series of lessons in that department at the beginning of this

trimester. This is a movement in the right direction, and it has our best

wishes for its success.

— Van Winkle is reported as being unable to determine why the discovery
ofthe Book of Jude should cause a person to make a consummate ass of him

self.

— Last Wednesday afternoon the Juniors were examined upon the Ger

man which they passed over last term, together with what they had read thus

far this term. For the remainder of the term they will read one of the Ger

man newspapers, the Illustrirte Zeitung.
—

During the recent freeze they played ball on the ice in New York, which
reminds us that we have indulged in that sport and found it nearly as attract

ive as the bona fide, terra firma ball games. A few years ago it was popular
enough to warrant the players in printing a manual, giving the rules for base
ball on ice. It is to be hoped that we shall have a chance to show a double

proficiency on skates, before the winter is over.

— A frofos of the lectures on marriage in the moral philosophy series—
instead of man and woman being united by marriage into one, and then fight
ing fiAe or six months to see which one, why shouldn't the tie consist of three,
a man, a woman and an umpire to be selected by them at the time of taking
the yoke. Would this not diminjsh the number of divorces ? It might be
difficult to settle upon the sex of the latter.

—

Owing to the number of "fishers for men
"

in our neighboring Tru-

mansb.urgh,(that there are great numbers of them there has been fully dis
covered by our studnet sleighing parties this winter) the eternal fitness of

things would suggest that the name be changed to accord with facts to False-
womansburg.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— Each of the four oldest graduates of Harvard has been in jail - /,/-,,.
cate.

- The Faculty of Emory and Henry College has undergone considerable
change, Dr. Luther M. bmith retiring from the presidency and Dr Clark va

eating the chair of Latin. The Honorable W. II. Chambers, once pr^sidemof the Alabama Stale Senate, succeeds to the presidency, and Reverend I

"

Callaway to the chair of Latin. Mr. John M. Doggett has been elected to the

chair of Greek.—Kentucky Wesleyan.
— Dartmouth gives considerable liberty in the matter of absences to those

whose circumstances require them to earn something for their own support.

Out of three hundred and fifty-seven undergraduates one hundred and twenty.
six were reported absent on the fifteenth of December last.

— It is said that William M. Tweed has no desire to enter the kingdom of

heaven since he has read Revelations, XIV, 2, and learned that there will be

Harper s there.
—Chronicle.

— The Illinois State University is situated at Campaign, Illinois. It has

three hundred and fourteen students, of whom one hundred and one are Sophs
and one hundred and fifty-one Freshmen. This is very well, considering that

the University has been fully organized less than four years. Particular atten

tion is paid to the English department. The University has as yet received

no aid from the State.

— Nevada pays a higher salary to teachers than any other State or Terri

tory in the Union. On an average males receive one hundred and eighteen
dollars and seventy-five cents, in coin, per month, and females receive ninety-
two dollars and sixteen cents. North Carolina pays teachers the lowest sal

ary. The average for males is twenty dollars and fifty cents, and for females

eighteen dollars and fifty cents.—School Journal.
— The University Reporter proposes the following to the debating societies

for discussion : Resolved, That the erection of a chain of stupendous protuber
ances of the earth's cuticle in the northern frontier of the western continent is

necessary to the perpetuity of the elongated existence of the indigenous inhab

itants ofthe insulated portion of the caudal extremities of the Andes.

— Professor Silliman, of Yale, and Professor Johnson, of the Wesleyan

University, have been appointed State testers of liquors for Connecticut. We

hope the present Legislature of Kentucky will create such an office for this

State. We know a gentleman who would exactly suit the place.
—

Wesleyan.
—

Among other salutary reforms we endorse that by which compulsory at

tendance at church on Sunday afternoon is no longer required. This is a step
in the right direction. When shall evening prayers be laid on the shelf with

the other antiquarian curiosities of Bowdoin ?—Orient.

— There are about one»hundred and fifty thousand colored students ofthe

day and night schools in the former slave States and District of Columbia.

Twenty-five schools of various grades and advantages have been established,

mostly under the direction of the Congregationalists. Thirteen of these hold

property which amounts in the aggregate to over one million dollars. These

institutions, however, with their liberal endowments, are not adequate to meet

the educational wants of the colored people. An effort is therefore being made

to obtain help from Congress to establish new schools and increase the endow

ment of those already in existence.— Tripod.
—

"

Voulez-vous passer das Brod, please ?
"

was the phrase with which a

Junior recently astonished the home circle. "Mother," explained he, "I

speak in three languages."—Orient.

— The Methodists have the most colleges of any church in the United

States, being sixty-one, and the Catholics next, fifty-eight.—University Recor
der.

— There was a meeting of the Wesleyan Club at the residence of one of

its members in New Vork City lately. Many of the old members of it, com

prising D. D.'s, M. D.'s and A. B.'s, were present, and the'reunion was a

very pleasant one. Only the graduate members of the Wesleyan University
were in attendance.

— President Smith, of Dartmouth College, began life as a tvpe-setter. In

speaking of that part of his life, recently, he said that in the printing-office he
learned to honor labor, to spell, and

"

many things about newspapers and

books, and the matters they treat of, which served as a good preparation for

the further studies I at length undertook. I am far from being satisfied with

my labors in my present position ; but, imperfect as they seem to me, I can

not help thinking that I am a little better president for having been a printer."
—Neiospaper Reporter. Though we can't all be President Smiths, merely be

cause we may be able to set type, yet we have a profound respect for the class
when we see their deft fingers and steady nerves, and applaud a former Pro

fessor in English Literature who said he would be glad to pass any one in

spelling who could read type in the galley.
— Pour Seniors and six Sophomores have been indefimtely suspended

from Yale for snow-balling passing coalcarts, &c.

— Of the eighteen Japanese students who have recently arrived in this

country, five are to go to London, two of whom will study shipbuilding, and

three, various industrial arts; four to Paris to study civil engineering, archi

tecture, and agriculture; five to Berlin to study military tactics; and four
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will remain in New York, and will apply themselves first to the study of lan

guage
and then settle upon a course of further study.—Courant.

— Princeton College now has five fellows, each with a salary of six hun

dred dollars a year, pursuing the higher studies in Princeton, New York, Edin

burgh, Berlin.

_ We clip the following from the Chicago Tribune, giving the name of

"God" in forty-eight different languages:
"

Hebrew—Elohim, or Eloah;
Chaldaic

— Elah ; Syriac and Turkish— Aloah ; Malay—Alia; Arabic—Al

lah; Language of the Magi—Orsi ; Old Egyptian—Teut ; Armorian—Teuti ;

Modern Egyptian—Tenn; Greek—Theos; Cretan—Thios ; /Eolium and Dor

ic—Ilos; Latin—Deus; Low Latin— Diex; Celtic and Old Gallic— Diu ;

French—Dieu; Spanish—Dios ; Portugese— Deos; Old German — Diet ;

Provencal—Diou ; Low Breton—Doue; Italian—Dio; Irish— Die; Olala

Tongue—Deu ; German and Swiss—Gott; Flemish—Good; Dutch—Godt;

English and Old Saxon—God ; Teutonic— Goth; Danish and Swedish —

Gut; Norwegian—Gud; Sclavic— Buch; Polish— Bog; Polacoa— Bung ;

tapp—Jubinal ; Finnish
—

Jumula; Runic—As; Pannonian—Istu; Zemblian

—Petizo; Hindoostan—Rain; Coramandel—Brama; Tartar—Magatal; Per

sian—Sire; Chinese—Prussa; Japanese— Goezur; Madagascar— Zannar;

Peruvian—Pachocamao."

— A quarterly magazine is about to be issued at Vassar College.
— The merits of college secret societies are being discussed at length in

the Nassau Literary Alagazine of Princeton, New Jersey.
— Dr. John Muir has placed in the hands of the Senatus Academicus the

sum of j£ioo, to be given as a prize to the candidate who shall manifest

the highest proficiency in the examinations for the degree of Doctor of

Science in the Department of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Edin

burgh University.
—Oxford Journal.

— Our friends across the water manifest some interest in athletic

sports, as will be seen from the following : The Races last Half

were remarkable for two things, paucity of entries and excellent

racing: we hope that the former will not occur again in the Athletics

and races this Half, as a slackness in entering and starting for races

seems to be rather the rule now than the exception. In the Races themselves

Fenwick came out strongly as a runner, winning the Hurdles and the Hun

dred Yards : the latter race was excellently contested, Macaulay running a

dead heat with Fenwick in the final, and on running again only lost the race

by a few inches. The Quarter, as was expected, fell to Macaulay, Armitstead

running second and Fenwick third. In the Junior Races there was a great

falling off in the number of entries, but we cannot expect much from Juniors

in this respect, when their Seniors set them such a bad example. The Hun

dred Yards and Quarter of a Mile were won by Tompkin and Forbes respect

ively.—Eton College Chronicle.

— The Wisconsin State University has 350 students.

— The students of Michigan University have recently passed through the

excitement of electing an editorial corps for their University paper called the

Chronicle. Eight men were elected. The following is the last amendment to

the constitution of the Chronicle,
" The legal voters in the election of editors

shall be all those members of the literary department who are actual sub

scribers."

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE "ABUSE" CORRECTED.

Messrs. Editors:

As correction of the "Abuse" given in your issue of the 16th instant, I

would say that the ungenerous attack
made therein upon one of the Engineer

ing Students was entirely unauthorized and unjust.

I have no reason for believing that the gentleman
attacked ever intention

ally trespassed upon the time due his fellow students from their instructor.

I would suggest that the proper mode
of correcting a grievance is to call

it to the attention of all parlies concerned, and not to make a public matter of

a private one.
„

William L. Cleveland.

February 20th, 1872.

A final word.

Feeling that this discussion has taken a form which renders it devoid of

the slight interest it necessarily must have for the readers of The Era, I

shall bring it to a close as far as I am concerned in correcting a few errors

into which " '73
"

has fallen in his last reply.
From the remarks I made concerning the unreliability of personal experi

ence in forming general views and opinions, I did not anticipate that anyone
could possibly make such an imputation as is contained in this statement :

"Le Iravail' in his reply says substantially, '73, your experience is of no

account, for it is unlike mine." After speaking of what he had noticed and

remarking lhat it entirely differed in character from my own observations, I

went on to say: "This diference of personal experience aptly illustrates the

impropriety of following it as a means of reaching general laws and prin
ciples.

"

I am unable to see wherein I have treated my own observations with

more consideration than I have his.

To the insinuation in regard to the possible use of cannon and extra po
licemen in New Vork during the strike mentioned the only reply I have to

make is that nothing ofthe kind existed.

"

'73
"

notes that I am from England. We all recollect how a celebrated

British statesman was once compelled to defend himself for " the atrocious

crime of being a young man." He, unfortunately, stood convicted of the

crime as soon as he was noticed, but I am tempted by my immunity from de

tection not to gratify anyone here by the settlement of the doubt which must

unavoidably exist in the mind of my opponent ; especially as it is impossible to

see the relevancy of such a matter to the subject under discussion.
"

'73
"

states that I have misconstrued his words in saying that he claimed

trade unions will ultimately become as powerful and as bloody here as they
are in England. The following is the paragraph from which I drew the infer

ence :
"
Such a thirst for blood seems inconceivable to us, among whom these

unions (being in their infancy ) areas mild as a shorn lamb when compared
with those in England, where they are so strong that they are a match for the

most powerful corporations and a thousand times more than a match for the

single-handed mechanics. But I will narrate one instance, out of many that I

know, to show that their shorn-lamb-like mildness as exhibited here is as

mean, unreasoning, if not vindictive, as are some of the scenes in
'

Put Your

self in His Place.'
"

If there be any misconstruction here I think it must be charged to the na

ture of the language used.

"'73
"

objects to the statement I made regarding the superiority in morals

and education of American over English mechanics, saying :
"

Who are o«r

mechanics ? Where did they come from ? Thousands of our mechanics were

but yesterday England's mechanics, who have come here, bringing their igno
rances and prejudices as well as their skill. Whole trade unions, so to speak,
have migrated to this country. Is their anything in our air to change their

natures ?"

Of course all of us are familiar with the beautiful poetic theory which Horace

alluded to when he wrote—

"

Caelum, non animum, mutant, qui trans mare currunt;"

and we can all recall passages in English authors which echo the original
strain. But such a theory should hardly enter to a very great extent into a

conlusion on an entirely prosaic subject.

That an English mechanic who comes to this country should still expe

rience many of the feelings which animated his conduct there, cannot be called

in question ; but that these feelings should exercise entire control over him,

and in spite ofhis complete change of circumstances, prompt him to the com

mission of similar excesses here to those he committed while at home, is ut

terly untenable. To seriously hold this is practically to say that the form of

government under which an artisan lives is of no sort of consequence, and

that in becoming a responsible and active constituent of a powerful and re

spected republic, his views do not rise above those he held as the unrepresent

ed subject of a haughty monarchy. But setting theory aside, the change of

views which immigrants experience may perhaps best be illustrated by consid

ering the parallel case of a German mechanic who becomes an American citi

zen. Among no class of people perhaps is parental authority and influence so

highly cultivated and noticeable, and an abiding love of country so universal,

and yet these young German-Americans grow up with scarcely a thought of

the Fatherland, and in a majority of cases ignorant even of the only language

their progenitors are able to speak well. It is impossible to account for these

facts except upon the supposition that a change of skies has produced a re

markable change of views ; and there is no greater reason for such an altera

tion in a mechanic from Niiinberg than in on efrom Sheffield.

Thanking you for your kindness in allowing a hearing to a subject that

probably has no attraction for many of your readers, even if it were better

contested, I remain

Le Travail.
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The boating interest seems to be reviving just now.

Tie Tom Hughes Club are canvassing for members and money and evidently

mean business. The Navy, having a fine boat-house not entirely paid for, are

taking measures to free themselves from debt, and to render the organization

effective the coming season. This i.s undoubtedly the correct policy, to pro

vide a suitable shelter, sufficient for all the wants of the University, before

expending very large amounts in such expensive and delicate property as rac

ing-boats.

Every thing appears to be working favorably for the consummation of these

objects, and there is now an opportunity for something more. There has al

ways been a healthful rivalry between the different classes in athletic sports,

and it certainly seems that there should be in this— the noblest and most ex

hilarating of all.

Boating, unlike other college sports, is not simply local or national; it is

international, cosmopolitan.
Races between class crews would afford an intensely interesting amuse

ment to ourselves and our friends in town who have so liberally patronized all

of our projects requiring aid ; they would assist immensely in the training and

selection of University crews to maintain our place among the first colleges
and universities in this or any other country, and would at the same time in

crease the interest in, and consequently the practice of those exercises which

tend to the formation of strong physical constitutions, so necessary to vigor
ous mental effort.

There has been considerable talk among some of the classes in regard to

this matter, already. But no time should be lost. Organized efforts should

be made at once to procure class boats, for two reasons : 1. By the time

boats can be procured it will be time to commence their use ; 2. Boats can be

built cheaper in the winter than at any other season.

It is not necessary nor, I think, advisable for classes to purchase expen

sive shells. The races may be made just as interesting in light gigs or barges
and at the same time cost the classes an insignificant sum.

The Navy sent an agent East last year to gather information generally in

regard to boats and boating, and would undoubtedly be glad to furnish the re

sults of their investigations to any clubs or classes contemplating the pur
chase of boats. Now is the time,

D- '73.

THE CORNELL A'AVY.

Members are hereby notified that the tax of two dollars levied at the meet

ing in Military Hall, February 8th, is now due, and should be paid in to the

Treasurer immediately.
This tax is assessed upon all members except Freshmen lately joined.

Edward Nicoll,

Secretary.

TIIE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

A very interesting meeting of this society was held Saturday, February
17. Mr. F. D. Ford presented an exposition of a certain system of sewage
now being adopted in European cities.

Mr. J. L. Stone read an essay on the " effect of differences in altitude and
latitude on the productiveness of soils." The essay was very well written
and gave rise to some discussion.

A discussion now followed on the comparative merits of the short horn and
Devon breeds of cattle. Mr. M. C. Johnson took up the short horns, giving
some account ofthe origin of the breed, but describing more minutely their

advantages and disadvantages in the dairy. Mr. B. F. Hallock read an essay
on the Devons. Several speaker* followed, giving facts derived from their
own experience.

At the next meeting, Saturday, March 2, the comparative profit of stock

farming and grain farming in New Vork will be discussed by Messrs. Lazenby
and Schumacher. Written communications will be presented by Messrs
Lacy, Phelps and Chadwick.

__Corrksi-oxdixG Secretary.

ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES.

The "chum system" does not exist in English Universities. Each stu
dent has separate apartments in the college, where he is required to reside con-

*TUS. _°.f .a SUUly .r°°m
°f g°'id Size alHl l h,eePin2 roi>:n- J» the newer col-

as a pantry or storeroom. Students
lege structures a third room is added

breakfast and lunch ,n their own rooms, and dine together in the college hall
Under these halls are ample kitchen arrangements, and the dinner is provide,
by cooks under a regular contract system, with a prescribed bill of fi

Pr

lare.

room-rent, board, and tuition, of the student amount at the minimum to

eighty pounds a year. This does not include the pay of the private tutor,

which is at the rate of ten pounds per term for three terms, and twenty more

for the vacation, if the student remained to study. A private tutor under the

English University system is considerd indispensable. The college expenses,

therefore, may be stated at one hundred and ten pounds as the minimum,

which is not largely above the minimum in American Colleges. This of

course does not include clothing, traveling or incidental expenses, nor the ex

pense of the five months vacation The English University sys-

tern is widely different from our own. It presupposes that the student has

passed through the drill period, or, in other words, has passed through a

good share of the curriculum of our college course in preparatory schools.

It is a system of lecturing and of examinations : it deals with the philosophy
of literature and language, of science and of art ; with criticism, and with

practical applications of knowledge. This work is done by the professors and

the college tutors, while the efficient teacher and aid of the student is the pri

vate tutor, who expounds the difficult passages and problems in the prescribed"

studies for the term, and who thus endeavors to prepare his pupil for the ex

animation on written questions which awaits him at the end of the term, and

more especially at the end of his college course. Eighteen, I understand, is

the average age of students entering this university.
—Lewis H. Morgan,

in Appleton's Journal.

ABOUT RHYAIES.

O, come now, don't be afraid of letting out your secrets. I have a notion

I can tell a poet that gets himself up, just as I can tell a make-believe old

man on the stage by the line where the gray skull-cap joins the smooth fore

head of the young fellow of seventy. Vou'll confess to a rhyming dictionary

anyhow, won't you ?

I would as lief use that as any other diction." ry, but I don't want it. When

a word comes up fit to end a line with' I can feel all the rhymes in the language
that are fit to go with it without naming them. 1 have tried them all so many

times, I know all the polygamous words and all the monogamous ones, and all

the unmarrying ones,
— the whole lot that have no mates,

—as soon as I hear

their names called. Sometimes I run over a string of rhymes, but generally

speaking it is strange what a short list it is of those that are good for any

thing. That is the pitiful side of all rhymed verse. Take two such words as

home and world. What can you do with chrome or loam or gnome or tome ?

You have dome, foam and roam, and not much more more to use in your pome,

as some of our fellow-countrymen call it. As for world, you know that in all

human probability somebody or something will be hurled into it or out of it ;

its clouds may he furled or its grass impearled ; possibly something may be

whirled, or curled, or even swirled,—one of Leigh Hunt's words, which with

lush, one of Keats's, is an important part of the stock in trade of «ome deal

ers in rhymes.—Oliver Wendell Holmes, in the Atlantic Alonthly for ALarch.

OFFICERS OF THE THIRD BATTALION.

The following appointment of officers and non-commissioned officers ofthe

Third Battalion is announced :

F. Wyncoop, Captain, W. A. Butler, Captain, P. W. Cullinan, Adjutant

and First Lieutenant, M. T. Conklin, Quarter-master and First Lieutenant,

M. G. Stolp, First Lieutenant, R. Headley, First Lieutenant, M. C. Bean,
Second Lieutenant, N. A. Gibert, Second Lieutenant, E. E. McElroy, Ser

geant Major, J. TE McCollum, Quarter-master Sergeant, George Gray, First

Sergeant, S. H. Denton, First Sergeant.
In addition to the appointments announced on the bulletin board, WE F.

McClune and A. A. Van Alstyne have been brevetted Second Lieutenants.

As C. Y. Gregg has returned, the Battalion will resume drill at once, and

continue it during the year. The next drill day is Tuesday.
The Battalion will give an exhibition of their progress, in the Variety En

tertainment to be given by the Navy at the beginning of next term.

Scene between a professor and another professor's wife :

Professor—Madam, do you know what the Freshmen did to your husband

Uiis morning ?

Lady—No ! Vou alarm me, sir. Pray tell me. Oh ! those horrid Fresh

men, what have they done ?

Professor—Madam, I dare not tell you; but it was fearful. They gave
him hell.

The frightened and loving wife rushed home, and trembling, begged her

husband to tell her all about it, and was quietly informed lhat the Fresh

men had presented him with a beautifully bound volume of Dante's In

ferno.—Alcrcury.
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.APIENTIA UTERE

NEW AND SECOND-IIAND BOOKS

in the

HEBREW, GREEK, LATIN GERMAN,

FRENCH, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE,

ITALIAN, CHINESE, ENGLISH,

AND OTHER LANGUAGES,

on sale at

LESS THAN HALF TRicE,

at

NO. 21 STATE STREET, UP-STAIRS;

pOR SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H. J. MESSINGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March 1st ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dibble, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New
York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7. 1872.

w
ESTWARD HO!

Persons wishing to prospect, locate or speculate in the West
will do well to send to

Mr. f. h. WOODWORTH,
CLINTON, IOWA,

rora Descriptive Catalogue, which enumerates thousands ol

pieces of valuable property, situated at various points through
out the western States and territories.

CTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL IILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

LIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND I.MPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

THEJWRNELL ERA.

NOW READY:"

^HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1S71.

One large Quarto lo/ttme, 500 pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine
Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone {four
12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

\fork on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information
never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—lhe past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method
of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

laiion to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistnnce ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boat.1

for racing, hunting and. exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingy s.

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Co-t

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.

Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin
ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

Chapter VI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1F68 to

1871. Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-

Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson

Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1807 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1S71. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15, 1871.
ourth. A Directory of the '73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the Cnited States and

British provinces in existencs on the -oth of November,

1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the^onstruction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).
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r\UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &C.

UNIVERS'.TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READ 1AllADE CIO THING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.

Made to ordi r and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &c., do, at

SH ERWOOD'S.

All orders should be addressed to the publishers

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULYER
& BATES,

6q & 71 Fast State Street, Dealers in Fnreien and Domestx

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. I„arge as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particulai
attention paid to the manufacture uf Clothing on very reasona

ble icnui.
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'LIPPER SONG.
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The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,

While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through

the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,

That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right

To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out thc hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide

Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."

The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too,in these disastrous times;

For everv dollar slipped to you he slips back' twenty dimes;

Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips wilh tape in hand

To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him. and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you

A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be :

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

lip
The damning bowl of Death, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride ;

They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, elc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

1 ]d slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;
To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath thc maddened spray.
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Herds never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
Irom mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped thc grave, then join the chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. TARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

fre, &c.

21 EAST STATE STREET, ITHACA, N. V.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL^. D., President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, At. A., Vice-

President.Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AI. A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor ol Civil Engineering. ,

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE W. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EYA.V IV. EVANS, AI. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WILLARD FLSKE, AI. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,

Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, M. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LA IV, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, At. A., Ph. D., Profes-

sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AI. A., Non-
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TO AIIA'ATE.

In the castles grim and stately,
In the halls where grandeur reigns

Stood of old the Mastersingers,
. Chanting high, heroic strains—

Notes which ring down through the ages,

Wakening men to nobler life ;

Urging them to deeds of valor,

Raising heroes in the strife,

While the idle Minnesingers

Sang in some fair lady's bower

Love-lorn ditties, soft and tender,—

Songs to while the passing hour.

Merry lives they lived, and careless

As a moth in summer's sheen,
Till they slept, and Nature o'er them

Loving spread her bed-quilt green.

When a boy I dreamed that ever

In the world's black moral night
I would be a Mastersinger

Heralding the coming light.

But, alas for youth's ambition !

Idly now I drift along ;

And I'm but a Minnesinger,
And my life's a Minnie-song.

THE LAST WORD.

TO D. S. J., OF '72.

Poor
"

Mollie, Mollie Snyder,"
How could you treat her so,

How could you cloud that sunny face,

Those eyes with tears o'erflow.

"

The world is full of girls," 'tis true,

Lovely and sweet and gay,

But let them each and all beware,

Inconstant D. S. J.

Now
"

Mollie, Mollie Snyder,"

You'll let him go, nor grieve,
For with

"

Jordan 'tis a hard road

To travel, I believe."

'72.

Lou.

THE OLD STUDENT.

(Re-painted from Arnold Wellmer's "Shadow Pictures.")

BV JORDAN AND DUDLEY.

It is a bright summer evening in early August. Already rests

the sun like a glowing rose on the mountains that so picturesquely
wreathe themselves around old Jena. Gently it plays about the

glowing cheeks of the young Jenian students who sit around the

long table in the beer-keeper's garden at the Lichtenhain. The

boys have made themselves very comfortable. Their coats lie

around on the grass in confused disorder, or are thrown over the

low branches of the trees. Their cravats are untied and jaunty
parti-colored skull-caps, worn only for appearance's sake, lightly
press their damp locks.

Neat little tankards of Linden wood, girt with elegant hoops,
and filled with the cool, fragrant Lichtenhain beer, stand on the

table. Each tankard bears in red letters the nickname of its happy
possessor, and just beside it perhaps still another name, of some for

mer owner, one who long ago on such a jolly evening as this drank

deep and oft and merrily from the pretty cup; a name which he

has since carved, perhaps in marble, perhaps in dust.

O how many a stately alumnus in far away court-room or coun

cil-hall will feel his ears tingle and his heart swell as he thinks

longingly back to his old-time nickname, his tankard of Lichten

hain, and the many jolly nights in the dear old merry den at the

hall!

The summer semester is ended. To-day will the students drink

full draughts of freedom and jollity, and under the trees of the

Lichtenhain will be celebrated a rare banquet, a parting revelry ;

and to-morrow adieu ! "'Jena, liebes niirrisches Nest I
"

as Gcethe

himself called thee, adieu ! O Jena's seven wonders !

"

Mons, pons, ara, caput, draco, vulpecula turris,

Weigeliana domus
—

septem miracula Jenae !"

Adieu, Ziegenhain and Lichtenhain, Fuchsturm and Kirchberg,
Wollnitz and Lobdaburg, and the mountain path towards Dorn-

burg and Kunitz—farewell !

" Auf den Bergen—die Burgen,
Im Thale—die Saale,

Im Stadtchen—die Madchen."

Adieu, Herzbruder, heart's brother—adieu, for years, perhaps for

life !

Yes, to-day are all the old college songs sung once more in full

roaring chorus. To-morrow only a handful of students wander

back and forth, arm in arm, through the streets.

O how melancholy the stillness that will then reign in the uni

versity town. To-day will tankard after tankard be emptied in

thirsty draughts, and the fat landlord and his beer factotum Eskimo

will be plying a brisk trade between the table and the butt which

lies in the hollow trunk of the old linden tree. To-morrow, Eski

mo loiters about most dismally. All the tankards are .stored away

in the damp cellar, not to be brought forth till the beginning of the

winter semester.

How much has each dear fellow to say to his chum as he sits

with his arm around his neck. To-morrow, in front of the gray

University walls, a silent kiss, a hand-pressure, perhaps even a tear

—the postillion cracks his whip, and all is over; but to-day is still

ringing from the cosy drinking-table :

"

Away, boys, with grief and with sorrow,

Brothers, there smiles a to-morrow,

Still blooms our beautiful youth !"

r

Again and again resounds the merry laughter, eyes sparkle,

cheeks glow, beer-talk foams,
"

fiery Salamanders
"

are tossed off

between the flashes of raillery; the glasses clink in chorus, and the

white flower of the Lichtenhain beer exhales its fragrance.

At such a luxurious drinking bout the oldest of all the fellows

is not to be found wanting. And there indeed he sits, in the

grandfather's chair of state ; the old
"

Bieria/te," as the boys call
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him, with his bloated face, his blue, variegated nose, and his thin,

gray hair. Every child in Jena's streets knows the Bierlatte, for he

has the sorrowful fame of being the oldest student in the world.

To-day closes his seventy-fifth semester. Yes, though the name of

the old Latte was long ago stricken from the university rolls, and

opposite his name on the college record stands the irrevocable

"

nicht belegter Collegia," nevertheless he is reckoned by the stu

dents as one of themselves, and whatever the students say is law

in Jena.
Of course the Latte never thinks of study now. He copies off

beer songs and college themes for the students. The unsophisti
cated Freshman he instructs in Caesar and the Catechism. He

teaches the class spaniels, and the great Newfoundlander all man

ner of fine tricks, and for this the students treat him to beer, and

bolognas and Dutch cheese. He inherits the cast-off clothing and

boots of the fellows, and whenever a remittance comes to one of

the boys, the old Latte is not forgotten ; he receives several grosch
ens for pocket-money.
Such is the Bierlatte, long since old ; mournfullest, moss-grown

trunk among the fresh, young saplings in the Jena student com

pany. Little Eskimo must not let the old student once get dry to

day, and many a brimming tankard has he quaffed in thirsty gulps.
Such a wonder as to let the fragrant flower bloom on his beer horn

without instantly plucking it, was never known in the beer history
of the Latte. Now he sits there in his chair of honor, gazing fix

edly up into the branches of the hazel bush which bends over him

as if to caress his gray hairs. The young students look at him al

most with awe, and shake their heads over his odd ways. Gaily
a Freshman raises his tankard and calls across the table,

"
Here's

to your health, Latte !" But the old student hears him not. Now

the President rises and winking slily to his " Table Round," begins
in a slow, grave tone :

"
On the occasion of the happy close of his

swenty-fifth beer semester, let us honor the Bierlatte, the oldest

gray-head in studentdom, with a fiery salamander—ex officio sala-

mandri—ready—one—two—three—now!"

But the Latte never stirs, he answers with no full tankard, no

fiery salamander.

"As a penalty, pro poena, the Bierlatte is to empty the largest
beer-horn at one swallow," says the President in a magisterial
voice,

"

never before in my presidency has it been necessary to

punish the Latte for lack of beer zeal."

Up jumps a Freshman, seizes the largest beer-horn running over

with the fragrant foam, and holds it to the lips of the Latte. Still

he sits there, silent, unparticipating. The company chants

"

Eins, zwei, drei, vier /"

But no more the Latte answers, sincing

u

Ei, ei, das Bier sehr mundet mirl"
"

The Latte's got the blues—call in the undertaker, go and get
somebody to bury you, old hoss ! the Bierlatte is dreaming at the

beer table—what are you dreaming about, Latte ?" bursts from the

lips of the thoughtless students.

The Latte sits in his coat of velvet embroidered with gold lace
and floating strings and all manner of fantastic figures as becomes
his office, and he smiles as they had never seen him smile before.
Still fixedly staring up into the hazel bush, he speaks in a hollow,
monotonous voice, as one in a dream :

"

Yes, the old Latte is dreaming. He is dreaming of a quiet
old parsonage far away in the long ago. Peaceful and beautiful it

stands beside the quaint, old, village church, in the midst of the

budding trees of the orchard.

It was spring, In the great study the whole family were gath
ered together. The parson pressed his only son to his heart with

deep emotion, blessing his first out-flight into the world. The mother

quietly dried her wet eyes with her apron-corner laughing the while

through her tears with pride over her handsome, blooming boy.
But at last when her child hung sobbing on her neck, she wept
aloud. 'Twas his first parting from the mother's heart.

In the window stood the Parson's young niece, fair and fresh as

a meadow flower in the dewy morning. Her father and mother had

been dead many years, and her uncle had given her a home at the

parsonage. Her cousin had been her playmate and schoolfellow,
and two years before both were contirmed in the little church

which rises white and tall among the graves. All their lives they
had been very dear to each other, but till now they had hardly
once thought how very, fery dear they were. Silently the girl
looked out on the old walnut tree before the window, which was

pushing forth its first leaf-buds in the soft, spring weather. Slowly
the big tears rolled down her glowing cheeks.
"

Now, Martha, bid the boy good bye ! The stage-coach is com

ing behind the orchard !"

Martha gave her hand to her cousin without speaking a word,
and then left the room. Nobody should see her tears. Father

and Mother bowed with moist eyes, and folded their hands as if for

prayer. The parson wished to go down the garden walk with his

son to meet the coach, but the mother drew him gently aside, and

whispered,
"
Let the children say good-bye alone, father. Perhaps

they have some dear word to say to each other in secret."

Out in the garden behind the hazel bush Martha waited. Long
they stood hand in hand, and gazed without speaking into each

other's eyes. Each saw a clear, blue heaven there, lit up by the

sunshine of first love.

Suddenly the postillion blows his horn loud and shrill behind the

garden hedge. How it startles them ! In their new-found bliss

they had forgotten how soon they were to part.
"

Martha, my dear, dear Martha, good bye!"
They embraced with long, clinging kisses, as though they would

never let each other go. Impatiently the postillion blows his horn

again. The maiden twines her trembling hands in the boy's clus

tering curls, and looks straight into his eyes.
"

Keep yourself pure and true."

"Martha, in the autumn when the old walnut tree bears its fruits,
I will tome back, and then let us tell our parents."
"

Keep yourself pure and true
"

sounds in his ears as he hurries

away, the words quivering as on a wave of suppressed tears.

The old Latte paused in his story. His voice seemed to forsake

him, but at last it rang out hoarsely from his laboring breast.
"

Mas, how soon in the gay round of student pleasures the miser
able boy hist both purity and truth. First he sips the fragrant foam
on the edge of the forbidden cup, then thoughtless and careless, he
drains the cup to the dregs, till at last—at last—O, you all know

that saddest old refrain of the still and terrible voice from the

night, which on the life of many and many a student closes the

door forever !

"
At last he plunges into the wildest carousals to deafen the warn

ing voire in his bosom, and, to be short, to forget how father and
mother went down to the grave in anguish for the child of their
hearts—their Hcrzcnskind— their Schmerzeushnd—and how Mar-
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tha, sweet, crushed flower, was cast out with dead heart and eyes red

with weeping, among strangers in a strange world, and no one

knows whither the storm has swept her.
" Do you ask for him—the son of hope and love—lhe idol of the

pious parsonage ? Behold him now in your cast-off clothes and

boots ! patronized by you, and treated as you treat your spaniels ;

and all the world knows the Bierlatte, the butt of all its scorn and

ridicule."

It had grown very still at the student's beer-table yonder under

the trees of the Lichtenhain. Many a young face has turned pale.

Many eyes look pityingly on the old student. He has risen to his

full height, and points with his hand to the sharp peak of the old

Fuchsturm which rises from the Kirchberg yonder, high into the

evening heavens.

" See how it threatens me, that giant's finger. And it beckons

and beckons still, as earnestly as when first I saw it so long ago.

The Fuchsturm has remained the same, but the hopeful, happy
Freshman has become the old Latte. Look at it—gaze at it

—for

'tis making a sign to you
—a sign of question ? answer it ! a sign

of warning ? still there is time—follow it ! Even one old Bierlatte

is indeed too much in the world."

With great strides the old student moves away and disappears in

the shadow of the darkening mountain.

In the garden of the Lichtenhain the boyish gayety is over now.

Silently the students one by one turn back towards Jena.

FASHIGA7'S RESORTS.

Toward the head of the Rhine and only a few miles from its banks, nes

tled among the mountains, in the midst of a wild forest and the grandest

scenery, watered by a pretty stream, that now forms foaming cascades and

now creeps into shady nooks, and adorned with artistic gardens and pictur

esque walks and drives, lies the little village of Baden, with its crooked

streets, antique buildings and modern pleasure resorts. It is crowned by its

two old crumbling castles. Grand old sentinels with their damp dungeons ai.d

moss-covered turrets, telling bloody tales of yore, they seem to look down on

the revels of pleasure and luxury beneath them and sigh for their former

strength and the old feudal times when men fought and died for glory. No

wonder that with these attractions Baden has become one of the world's pleas
ure spots. At first sought by the invalid who came to be cleansed of ills by
its famous medicinal waters, which gush forth in hot springs, it soon became

the most fashionable watering-place ofthe Rhine. Vice and pleasure soon

crept in, rivaling its natural beauty with their dazzling halls, the principal of
which is the Conversationhnus, a handsome edifice with a Corintnian colon-

ade, fronting a beautiful garden with walks, shade trees, fountains and all the

embellishments of art. The main room is the Grand Saloon, or spacious par
lor, with polished floor and palatial adornments, in which are held the balls,
concerts and fetes. Opening into this on the one side is a theatre or play
room, the other a spacious cafe to which are attached reading and billiard

rooms. The farther end of the saloon leads to the gaming rooms, two large
apartments connected by folding doors and most brilliantly finished with carv

ings, frescoes, paintings and works of art. One is occupied with the rouge-et-
non table and the other the roulette. This suit of rooms is the sanctum sanc

torum of Baden, and no pains or cost have been spared to make them attract

ive, and from noon to midnight they are crowded with worshipers. At no

shrine in the world does such a varied, multiform class kneel as at this. All

from every clime, without regard to sex, nationality, position, occupation or

belief, bow,, with one intent and purpose, to the game of chance. Side by side

at this common table sit the grey haired sire, whose hand trembles with age
as he lays down his stakes, the youth scarcely yet in his teens, the millionaire,
who carelessly tosses down his thousands, which at the next turn of the wheel

enrich the beggar at his elbow just loosing his last piece; prince and peas

ant, professor and student jostle each other in their wagers ; the red-faced

lord smiles at the little nervous frog-eater opposite; the professional coolly
calculates the chances ofthe next throw, while the American goes his "

bot

tom dollar on the red ". Woman does not struggle for suffrage here. She

ends her refining influence, in all her beauty and fascination to this poll, and

votes in as many of life's phases as does her lord. What a place to study hu

man nature in the countenances ofthe players as they, with breathless silence,
walch the spinning ball, and then observe the changes as the result is announc
ed, and read the success or disappointment, the assurance or desperation, the
feverish excitement or cool determination of the winner or loser, as the little

piles of gold and silver are drawn in or swept aside. What a market of soul

and mind does that table make ! how nuny lives blasted! how many homes

has it ruined ! Many are the suicides it has committed and minds racked.

Untold misery has it caused and naught of good, save to till the pockets
of some lucky few with perhaps the earning and only support of those foolishly
swayed by the allurements of chance. But thanks to the rule of Kaiser Wil

helm this mart, so long licensed and favored by the government, is now closed.

By the management of that chief of gamblers, Le Rois Benazet, who formerly
formed other world-hells of Germany and Paris, Baden became famous as a

gambling metropolis, and he died glutted with his ill gotten riches. M. Du-

pressoir, the lately dethroned prince, lives in fabulous luxury and splendor.
Near the Conversatwnliaus and similar to it in construction is the large

Trinklialle, or drinking-room, in which is the principal spring of the place.
Here every morning at six or seven come the visitors to drink the healing wa

ters and promenade in the open portico till breakfast. Then follows a stroll

through the walks or a tramp to some rural resort. The afternoon is whiled

away in lounging in the parlors and balconies, reading or conversing, or in

smoking and sipping coffee and wine in the cafe and listening to the strains of

the band in the park. The evening ib spent at the ball, theater or gaming ta

ble. This is fashionable summer life in Germany. It lasts from June to Oc

tober and is the play-spell ofthe Europeans. They understand far belter than

vve Americans the art of pleasure. They come to get enjoyment and they get

it. Perfectly independent of all others, each one devotes himself to recreation,

consulting his own gratification rather than public opinion. Utterly disre

garding fashion or aristocracy, they eat and drink, go and come as inclina

tions impels and not because other folks do. None stay away because their

means do not permit them to be stylish.
How different from our life a la mode at the springs—which means leave

home with half a dozen trunks, each the size of a small country residence and

jammed with silks and satins, whose enormous cost has nearly bankrupted the

family, and alight at the
"

hight of the season
"

at Saratoga and proceed in

formidable procession of hacks and attendant expresses to the Congress ur

Grand Union. If you wish to create a sensation engage apartments on the

first floor, front hall
— then quietly ascend to the top through successive stories

as your decreasing purse diminishes your aristocracy. Now begins an exhaust

ing season of dash, whirl, dissipation and expense, which sends you home a

wreck, morally, mentally, physically and pecuniarily to be repaired, recruited

and doctored for another summer's campaign. Vou rise at nine or ten, are

driven to the Washington, Congress or Empire springs, half a square distant,

sip a little ofthe water, and then take a bottle of sherry or champagne to take

the taste away. Return to breakfast, and spend the forenoon dressing for din

ner. That over, time is killed by a stylish ride through the drives most

likely to display your elaborate and costly toilet. Next dress for supper;

supper over then
dress for the evening, which is spent at the ball, opera or in

the parlors in dances, listening to the music, tete-a-tetes and flirtations.

"The drawing-rooms now are ablaze,

And music is shrieking away;

Terpsichore governs the hour,

And fashion was never so gay."

Vou retire in the "wee, sma' hours," only to get a little rest for another

day's round. This usual monotony is varied twice each season by the races,

where the ladies sit in elegant barouches under a scorching sun and amid

clouds of dust for an hour or two, to see a troop of little darkies in silk sashes

lash an equal number of horses around a ring, while the gentlemen occu] y

the grand stand and bet respectively on the horse they think can stand this

abuse the best.

"And that is what they do at the Springs."

But that is not all. Only five minutes walk from your hotel is the sacred

temple of the springs. A large building of brick with a broad stone en

trance. The windows are heavily curtained and the doors closed. To the

outsider it is known by the modest title—
"

Saratoga Club House." None

can enter without the proper credentials
from the authorities within. These

obtained, you leave the midnight mazes of the hotel, ascend the steps, pass

the outer doors and enter a little vestibule the inner door of which is opened

by a darkey porter in broadcloth, white vest and kids, he bows, takes sour hat
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and cane and ushers you into the finest gambling apartments
of this country.

Il is a perfect palace ; everything is on a most magnificent scale. \ our feet

press the softest velvet carpets,
the furniture is cushioned with the richest

plush, the walls empanneled with glistening mirrors and beautiful paintings,

gilded chandeliers hang from delicately embellished ceilings. On the left of

the main hall are the loafing, smoking and reading rooms of the club, which

comprises a membership of some two hundred of the "first bloods" in the

land. Opposite is the grand parlor at one end of which is a costly and mas.

sive sideboard upon which lie the finest brands of cigars and tobacco. Large

folding doors lead to the principal gaming room, containing rouge-et-noir,

roulette, keno and faro tables, presided over by masters of the profession.

This room, as do the hall and parlor, leads to the dining hall, which is modeled

from Delmonico's restaurant. Here are constantly served the most palatable

viands and drinks, in regal sets of China and silver. The second floor is occu

pied by rooms for whist, euchre and olher card parties. Here the members

of the club breakfast and dine and in the evening engage in gaming with their

friends and the victims they have enticed in. The playing begins about ten

and lasts till early morning, and here may be seen lolling through the rooms,

with careless manner, gruff voice, cigar in mouth, a rather tall personage,

thick set, with massive, broad shoulders, short neck, beard, a sharp eye and

flat features; the man who presides at the races in the morning and is the ob

served of all observers in the afternoon drive; the prince of these halls;

the lion of Saratoga; the Honorable John Morrissey, horse-racer, gam

bier, prize-fighter and Congressman. What a model of greatness for

the youths of this country. The king of fighters covered with the

scars of the prize ring, and rich with the gains of a gambling hell, is sud

denly lifted from the dens of iniquity to and given a seat in lhe highest assem

bly of the land, there to dictate the social and civil laws that are to govern us.

Then Cincinnatus-like he returns to his haunts, graciously receives the lead

ing politicians and business men, the officials and men of high positions, as

they nightly come to pay him homage. No wonder with such an example of

Democracy before his eyes, Young America is induced to turn hay lofts into

retreats for
" old sledge and

"

California," that he learns Ployle's rules ere

he can say the ten commandments ; that this fever* for gaming in all its phases

has spread like an epidemic through the land. For it proves to be but the

broad and easy path to position, honor and fame. Let not the fathers of to

day, if they have any hopes of that golden age of truth and justice in our

government, moralize with wayward sons on the errors of their ways and

then march straight to the polls and vote for professional blacklegs.
E. O. R. '74

W'E make no apology for republishing, at the request of many students, the

two following University songs, the only extant copies of which were in the

few remaining files of The Eka for iS6S-'6q. We are quite chagrined that

our many poetical fellow-students have not made the list of local college songs
to popular airs larger than it is. Any good one will take immensely, as the

localized version of " If ever I cease to love
"

proves. However, we hope
there will soon be a "revival of literature

"

in this respect, and lhat The Eka

will be able to give its readers enough good songs to make a creditable repre

sentation for Cornell when a new Carmina Collegensia is published, but as we

have so few The Eka does well in giving all a copy of two of the best ones

yet written.

THE CI1IAIES.

F. M. FINCH, ESO.

Alusic—
"

Tramp, Tramp."

To the busy morning light,
I o the slumber of the night,

To the labor and the lessons of the hour,

With a ringing, rhythmic tone,

O'er the lake and valley blown,

Call the voices, watching, waking, in the tower.

CHORUS—Cling-clang-cling the bells are ringing,

Hope and help their chiming tells :

Through the Cascadilla dell,

'Neath the arches of Cornell,

Float lhe melody and music ofthe bells.

By the water's foam and fall,

By the chasm castle-wall,

By- laurel bank and glen of dreaming flower

Where the groves are dark and gi.uid,

Where the pines in column stand,

Come the voices, mellow voices of the tower.

When the gentle hand that gave

Lies beneath the marble grave,

And the daisies weep with drippings ofthe shower,

O, believe me, brother dear,

In the shadows we shall hear

Guiding voices of our angel in the tower.

Not afraid to dare and do,

Let us rouse ourselves anew,

With the "knowledge that is victory and power,"

And, arrayed in every fight,

On the battle side of right,

Gather glory for our angel in the tower.

CORNELL.

GEOROE K. BIRGE, ',2.

Alusic—
" Last Cigar."

The soldier loves his gen'ral's fame,

The willow loves the stream,

The child will love its mother's name,

The dreamer love his dream,

The sailor loves his haven's pier,

The shadow loves the dell,

The student holds no name so dear

As thy good name, Cornell.

Chorus—We honor thee, Cornell,

We honor thee, Cornell,

While breezes blow,

Or waters flow

We'll honor thee, Cornell.

The soldier, with his sword of might,
In blood may write his fame,

The prince in marble columns white

May deeply grave his name;

But graven on each student's heart

There shall unsullied dwell,

Wrhile of this world they are a part,

Thy own good name, Cornell.

Chorus—We honor thee, Cornell, &c.

FEMALE EDUCATION, FRENCH AND EA'GLISH.

"
In none of the houses that I have seen in London or the country have I

found a journal des modes. One of my English friends, who has lived in

France, declares to me that here a well brought-up woman never reads such

platitudes. On the contrary, the review devoted to woman, La Rezue des

Femmes anglaises (English Woman's Review), contains, in the number that I

have in my hand, documents and letters upon Australian emigration, articles

upon public education in France, and other studies as grave. No romances,

no talk about the theaters, no courtier des modes, ice. All is serious, solid;

by way of contrast you will see in France, in a chateau in the provinces, mag
azines with brilliantly colored fashion-plates, patterns of the last style of

hats, little sentimental novelettes, pretty compliments to the fair readers, and,

above all, the correspondence of the lady editor and her subscribers, on the

last page; a masterpiece ofthe weak and of the grotesque. It is shameful to

the human intellect to digest such food. Better to have a dress ill made than

an empty head !

"To be well informed, learned, useful, to form opinions, to be able to

communicate them to others, to employ one's powers, and to employ them

well—all that is something. It is easy to laugh, if you will; to say that such

a school of manners creates teachers, pedants, blue-stockings, but not women.

As you please; but take in now the empty idleness found in our provincial
towns, the ennui of our women, the life of an old maid who brings up canary

birds, goes from house to house with gossip, makes crochet and attends all

the church services. Besides, all those women are not pedants. I know four

or five ladies, married and unmarried, who write; thev are none the less pleas.

ing and natural. The greater part of the authoresses whom I have cited, ac

cording to the testimony of my friends, are domestic women of very simple

habits of life. I have mentioned two women of genius; a great French artist
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whom I could name, and who has passed several days with each of them, did not

know that they had talent; not once the " bout d'oreille" ofthe author. The

necessity of speaking of herself or her books had not penetrated into lhe

twenty hours' conversation. Here is an assemblage of facts and contrasts that

should give us subject for reflection. In France it is too easily believed that

if a woman ceases to be a doll she ceases to be a woman."—//. Taine, in Old

and New for Alarch.

TYPE-SETTING AND DISTRIBUTING AlACHINES.

Volcme VI ofthe Printing Gazette contains a series of articles on "

Speed

in Composition," in which the merits and peculiarities of the various type

setting machines are discussed. It seems that although some fifty years have

elapsed since the invention of the first machine for this purpose, the difficul

ties are so great that none has yet come into general use.

When, in 1S43, the Rosenborg machine was on exhibition in the rffice of

the Nrw York Sun, nearly all but printers supposed it to be a pei feet success;

but the printers evidently did not believe that it was practicable for that ma

chine to supersede the work of hand compositors. This view of the matter

was neatly stated by a compositor of posters in the Sun building, who had

been bantered in his own room by an acquaintance on the probabilities that

his trade would be ruined by the composing machine. "

Why, Dave Scott,

there's a machine up-stairs that will soon take all the work out of your hands.

You are a doomed man, David."

David paused in his work, and gave his visitor a contemptuous smile.
"
I

should like to see a machine that will run around this office, and set up post

ers when the sorts are out of the case."

The reply ended that sparring. And the little boy who was standing by,
and who for some days had been debating within himself whether he should

or should not learn the business, took courage, and stood up to his case with

a settled purpose to go on in defiance of all machines.

The Mitchell machines, wdiich the author claims have done more practica
work than all other type-setting machines combined, have been in operation
for more than fifteen years in the office of John F. Trow of New York and

are regarded by him as a decided success. Their field of service, however, is

'imited. A machine can use but two or three proximate sizes of type. If

any smaller or larger size of type is wanted, it must be set on another ma

chine specially constructed for such size. It cannot set to profit any work

that contains an excess, or even a fair share, of italics or small capitals, signs,
etc. With all these disadvantages, it is found that, when it is put on appro

priate work, an intelligent boy can with it do the work of two or three ordi

nary men.

The New Haven Daily Arews, on receiving a copy of the Yale Naught-ica

Almanac, thus alliterates :

The Yale Araught-ieal Almanac, for 1872: C C Chatfield & Co., New

Haven. As Candid Critics we Cannot Conceal our Compliments and Con

gratulations to C. C. C. & Co., and the Commonwealth of Connecticut, on the

Completion of this Commendable Contribution fo the Catalogue of Contempo

raneous Comicalities. The Contents Consist of Cuts, Cracked-brained and

Captivating Corruscations of Comical Conceits ; a Calendar with Concise,

Correct, Complete and Careful Calculations by Competent Collegians, a Con

glomerated Collection of Curious Circumstances, Consequences and Contin

gencies, Collectively made Comley with Captivating Cuts of Cunning Con

ception, Comprising Cauterizing Cariacatures of College Celebrities, that Car

ry Convulsing Conviction of Conspicuous Correctness. Cheap for 35 Cents."

The Almanac, of which we have received a copy, is gotten up at considera

ble expense and is full of humor and wit, which, however, would be more in

telligible and laughable to a Yale, than to a Cornell mind. But we would ad

vise everyone to see a copy of it.

Ark,"
"
Certain descendents of Ham," "Solomon," "Elijah," &c. For a

book to take up and consume piecemeal, we cannot recommend any more

strongly than this. And our students with their previous perfect knowledge
of the Bible, will be entertained in comparing the productions of the heathen

with those of the inspired writers. Holt and Williams, Publishers, New

Vork. For sale by D. F. Finch at the bookstore.

1 HE Atlantic is full of good things, and some of the best names in Amer

ican Literature are represented between the familiar saffron colored covers.

There are Nathaniel Hawthorne, John G. Whittier, James Parton, Henry WE

Longfellow, Oliver Wendell Holmes and Bret Harte, besides others, and the

variety of subjects treated, is something that will recommend the number to all

lovers of the best sort of literature. Since the management of the magazine has

fallen into the competent hands of Mr. W. D. Howells, though its general
character and appearance have not been altered, there is a somewhat spright-
lier air about it that commends it more thoroughly to the appreciation of the

many, instead of being as heretofore something addressed to the learned few.

Doctor Holland has done much to give him a high rank in American lit

erature, but if he had done only this, to bring into existence and keep up such

a'magazine as Scribner's is and has been, he would have been entitled to a

high place in the estimation of all lovers of what is excellent in literature.

The present number of Scribner's is equal to any of its predecessors, which

is high praise. We can not stop to specify all that is good, else would we

publish the whole table of contents, but a mention is deserved of what are

called "Back Log Studies," by Charles Dudley Warner.

The Galaxy.
—Alarch.—The Colored Member. J. WE De Forest.—Co

rea: What shall we Do with Her? W. Speer.
— The Nether side of New

Vork; Pauperism. E. Crapsey.
—The Accolade. Bayard Taylor.

—

My Life

on the Plains. General Custer.—Circe. Norah Perry.
—Fifteen Years a

Shakeress.—Suggestions of the Past: Tyler's Administration.—The Eustace

Diamonds. Anthony Trollope.
—A Great Lawsuit and a Field Fight. J. S.

Black.—To a Night-Blooming Cereus : a Fantasy. Grace Appleton.
—Miss

Auchesson's Blunder. Frank Lee Benedict.—Behind the Scenes.—Drift-

Wood.—Scientific Miscellany.
—Current Literature.—The Galaxy Club- Room.

—Nebulae.

The Herald ofHealth prints
" the thoughts on the cure of consumption

"

of Doctor Benjamin Rush, in 1800, who insists upon the building up of the

system by open air exercise as the one hope of consumptives, and if taken

early, an effective safeguard. Charles H. Brigham has one ofhis most excel

lent articles on
" Soul and Body," denying that the latter is to be regarded as

mere partner, dwelling-place, garment, servant, or enemy of the soul, as many

have considered it, or that either can be trained and cared for separately.

Doctor Alfred Carpenter says ofthe
"
Causation of Scarlet Fever

"

what

every farmer and butcher should read.

A delicately put article on the sexual relations of marriage needs wide at

tention. Wood & Holbrook, New York, publishers.

LITERARY NOTES.

We have received from the publishers, a book by S. Baring Gould, enti

tled " Legendary Lives of the Patriarchs." The author has collected from

various sources, Talmudic, Jewish, Rabbinnic and Oriental commentators, the

•nost valuable legends of the men of the Old Testament, which existed in

their day. Some of these are simply amusing, some instructive in that they

give us an insight into the customs of the people who gave them to the world.

The contents of the book may be inferred from this partial index :
" Fall of

the Angels," "Adam, the creation of man and the Pre-Adamites," "Eve,"

"The Fall of Man," -" Death of Adam,"
"
The translation of Enoch," "The

Giants," " Methuselah," "Heathen Legends ofthe Deluge,''
"
Relics of the

ITALIAN LITERARY ACADEMIES IN TIIE EIGHTEENTH

CENTURY.

Literary Academies were then the fashion in Italy, and every part of the

Peninsula abounded in them. They bore names fanciful or grotesque, such as

The Ardent, or The Dissonent, The Sterile, The Insipid, The Obtuse, The

Lost, The Stunned, and they were all established for one purpose, namely,

the production and the perpetuation of twaddle. It is prodigious to think of

the incessant wash of slip-slop which they poured out in verse; of the grave

disputations they held upon the most trivial questions ; of the insane form

alities of their sessions. At the meetings of a famous Academie in Milan,

they placed in the chair a child just able to talk; a question was proposed,

and the answer of the child, whatever it was, was held by one side to solve

the problem, and the debates pro and con, followed upon this point. Other

Academies in other cities had other follies ; but whatever the absurdity, it

was encouraged alike by Church and State, and honored by all the great

world. The governments of Italy
in that day, whether lay or clerical, liked

nothing so well as to have the intellectual life of the nation squandered in the

trivial tes of the Academies,—in their debates about nothing, their odes and

madrigals and masks and sonnets; and the greatest politeness you could

show to a stranger was to invite him to a sitting of your Academy ; while to

be furnished with a letter to the Academy in the next city, was the highest

favor you could ask for yourself.—Atlantic.

—
« \re the spots on the sun visible in the daytime?

"

was a question

recently put to the professor by
an astronomical stmUnt, at Chicago U.mer-

sity.
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POST-GRADUA TE STlD Y.

Nothing can be more encouraging to those who have labored

with a class of students, taking them through a three or four years'

course, than to see a goodly number so much interested as to re

main for an after-course, thus fitting themselves more perfectly for

some branch of business or for a profession. This is becoming a

much more common occurrence than it formerly was, and is des

tined to be rather the rule than the exception. Men who take such

a step are seldom at a loss to find a good situation when they leave

the College or University where they study. Yale reports a large

number of post-graduate students, and the recent inquiry into their

standing after leaving College, speaks most emphatically in favor of

the custom.

NOT SO.

There is no need of the fierce maledictions that students have

so freely bestowed upon a rule, imposing a fine for absences at the

beginning of terms, as such rule has has not been made. How

ever, it is altogether likely that there will be, as there should, some

method adopted to induce all students to be here promptly on the

first day of each term. Such punctuality would be worth more to

the undergradate than to the instructor, but if it can not be pro

cured otherwise, Thf Era doubts whether a pecuniary fine will

compel it. If light, such mulct will be cheerfully paid, in order to

secure a lone- oti 0:1 ; ii heavy, it will cause a bad and mutin

ous feeliiiL
0

.- .jos.

SEVENTY-THREE'S DOINGS.

Tuesday evening, February 27th, the Juniors held a hilarious,

but energetic meeting in Military Hall, Mr. Turner in the chair.

The question of" Junior Exhibition
"

was the first one brought up,
and though there seemed to be only an affirmative opinion in re

gard to the propriety of the Class being the first one to introduce

the custom of
"

Junior Exhipition
"

at Cornell, yet as to the ways

and means of getting it up, a feminine sewing circle could not

have had much more diverse and undecided ideas. However, af

ter much friendly discussion, and laughter at misunderstandings of

motions, it was carried by one vote to leave the choosing of per

formers, as well as the arranging of a programme, to a committee

of five, Messrs. Cothran, Diefendorf, Ferriss, French and Spofford,
who will submit their report for the ratification of the Class, proba

bly some time next week. This committee was hard at work near

ly all Thursday afternoon, finding it very difficult to select men that

would best please both the Class and the public,- and showing how

interminable a task it would have been for the class to have direct

ly made their choices.

Brown, Morris and Williams were appointed a committee to at

tend to the getting up of a class supper. The matter of getting up
a class boat, and choosing a class crew was brought up, and the

good plan of '74, of having a permanent committee on athletic

sports, was adopted, and Messrs. Almy, Anderson, French and

Moses will make sports lively during the remainder of the year.

Men in all the college classes, especially as no more student meet

ings can be held in Clinton Hall, are glad that the embargo against

class meetings that has lasted since the big rush last year, has been

removed from the convenient and central Military Hall.

RIGHT!

The Elmira Gazette approves, as does the Era, the sound arti

cle that appeared in the Leader, in regard to the needs of the few

and generally weak female colleges, of the country. For the

benefit of the many girls, who deserve and wish a more purely

feminine training than can be got in the mixed institutions, the

distinctively ladies' colleges should be made stronger and therefore

more practical, useful and cheerful, and less like nunneries than

most of them are, at present. Money, bestowed upon the girls'

colleges, obviously would not, in the end, subtract one cent from

the amounts that would be given to the mixed universities and

those exclusively for young men.

WELCOAIE HOAIE.

The President is expected to be able to finish his arduous duties

elsewhere, so that he can return to the University within a few

days. Much as his classes regret his absence, obtaining the Sparks

Library, and other energetic work that he has done for the Uni

versity will secure ready student forgiveness for all
" absences."

VOTE !

The Era advises each student who is a legal voter to cast his

ballot just as freely in the Corporation election next Tuesday as he

would for a national or state question, for the town and University
are connected so closely that the result of good government and

enterprise in the former cannot fail to benefit the latter. Students

will naturally vote for men who have shown themselves most friend

ly to them, as such a course is an evidence of wisdom and enlight
enment. Mr. G. B. Turner, of '73, will furnish information that

will interest all who wish to vote. Vote early.

THE REGISTER.

This publication, over which there has been so much weeping
for vexation at delays, unexpected and unavoidable, willl appear

about March 8th. As usual, it will be an improvement on the

preceding edition, and tne finest college catalogue published in

in America. We trust no fire will translate its glossy and interest

ing pages, this year, and thereby hinder the University of many

scores of good students, as was unfortunately the result of last

spring's blaze in the bindery.

THE CORNELIAN.

The Cornelian will appear about March 15th. The editors have

worked energetically, and this publication, like the Register, will

surpass in elegance the similar ones of all other colleges.

PERSONAL.

C. F. Pennock, of '74, has gone into business at home, in Chittenango,
N. V.

The Diario de Permumbueo, a very stylish paper for South America, gives
"
Professor Carlos Hartt," and

" Professors O. H. Derby and E. R. Beck-

ley, of Cornell University," some very high compliments. Thus the fame of

thc University extends, through our young and enterprising professors and

energetic undergraduates.

WvnkooI', of '72, and Hill, of '73, have been on a pleasant trip to Wash

ington and Lee University, at Lexington, Virginia, where they assisted in

the transformation of a chapter of Alpha Gamma into an excellent one of Chi

Phi. They report the Virginia students as manifesting great curiosity to

hear about " Cornell."
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F. S. Stevens, one ofthe renowned
"

Chemung delegation," tickled his

University friends with a visit last week. He will be with us next term.

S. S. Avery, of '70, is secretary of the Maple Grove Coal Company, in

Pennsylvania.
Many students regret to learn of the severe injury to the well known anil

gentlemanly hackman, Mott.

Since Stoddard, of '73, has returned from that silver wedding he has not

been the same man, and has been heard to ominously mutter that it is

worth while to be married, as a speculation, if one can have a silver wedding.

Ben.mtt, '75, Boies, Klein, and Lawrence, '73, and Wheeler, of '74, are

welcomed by their friends
"
as though risen from the dead." They have

been to Cortland and Homer, and returned via the I. (S: C. R. R. Their wills,

made just before starting, are still on record. The girls at the above villages

are happier than they were.

We regret that Professor Loomis has been suffering from a severe cold.

Part of our sorrow is selfish, since he has been unable to complete an article

for The Era.

R. O. Kellogg, of '71, has entered the Theological Seminary at Allegha

ny City, Pennsylvania.

Ellsbree, of '73, wdio has been absent on account of illness, has rejoined
his class.

Speed, of '71, was in town last Saturday. His office of school commis

sioner keeps him busily and agreeably employed.

Prentiss, of '73, is doing a flourishing business in hardware at Detroit,

Michigan.

Simmons, of '72, is at Fulton, New York, doing a prospering business in

a gent's furnishing store.

Professor Law, on account of illness, was unable to meet his classes the

latter part of the week.

Frank Fowler, of '72, now in business at Rochester, rejoiced his Ithaca

friends by a visit last week.

C. T. Van Gorder is well, and writes that he is coming to Ithaca.

G. B. Tcrner, of '73, returned last week to his studies, leaving his father

in an improved condition from his sickness.

Wooden, of '74, has left the University, not to return again.
Professor Hewett has formed a Bible class, composed of young ladies

and gentlemen, which meets every Sunday afternoon, at half past two, at the

Reformed church.

D. S. Jordan, of '72, lectured at Etna last week, on
"
Bret Haite and No

Account Men." He lectures at Dryden next week.

At the same place Mrs. Benchly gave a leeture on "Texas" in further

ance of a colonization scheme.

Dr. Stebbins has gone to Boston, to be absent over the Sabbath. He will

resume his series of lectures a week from next Sunday evening, and dissect

the positivist theories ofthe origin of organic life.

Professor Shackford will, of course, have a large number of student-

listeners when he preaches at Library Hall next Sunday forenoon and evening.

We were very sorry too see that last Sunday morning Rev. T. F. W hite

still seemed quite worn, and was unable to attempt his evening sermon.
How

ever, services will be held as usual next Sunday.
F. H. Sweet, of '73, writes from Grand Rapids that he intends to go to

Europe in July, and wants a Cornelian for a compagnon du voyage. Any stu

dent going "in that month will find a jolly and experienced fellow-traveler.

Dr. Wilson preached at St. John's church on Sunday evening.

C. S. Dutton, of '73, has gone home, for domestic reasons.
We are glad

to state that he will return in time to help push along boating matters next

term.

Professor Hartt is to deliver a course of lectures before the Lowell In

stitute, at Boston,. The hopes of the Seniors that the lectures here would be

postponed were dampened by the announcement that Professor Cleveland
wiM

instruct in his own able manner concerning the Devonian period.

Professor Shackford supplies the pulpit at Library Hall on Sunday

next. Dr. Stebbins on the Sunday after, (March 10), will preach on the fol

lowing subject: "A consideration of various materialistic and other theories

of the origin of germs or of living organisms."

Elliott, of '72, is in his father's bank at Otto, New York, and is doing

finely.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

Very suggestive.
—A Senior coming out of a dry goods store with sev

eral pieces of calico.in
his hand as samples.

— An astronomical Junior in answer to the question, "What is the sensi

ble horizon ?
"

brought down the class by saying: "It was a plane parsing
from the eyes to the place where the heavens and earth seem to meet." Next.

— Freshmen are discussing the weather. Some say; "If March comes

in like a lamb, it will go out like a lion." Others think just the other way.
— While the Independent Cadets were drilling, the other day, one of the

officers instructed a cadet to hold his piece with the "hammer pointing tow

ard the navel." "

W-what—w-where is it ?" replied the bewildered drillee.

—

Geological Items. — Since Professor Hartt described the "beautiful

eyes
''

of the Trilobite, the sentimental poems sent in to The Eka, have

that animal in the place of the traditional
" dear gazelle," when liquid, lov

ing optics are the subject of comparison. The murmer of pity that went

through the full lecture, when the professor hinted of the poObility of the

Eozoon not being an animal, showed that students have much very latent

kindness toward animals, only waiting for something more enticing than

snarling curs, yowling cats and lazy horses to draw it out. A Junior rum

maging in a Senior's room suddenly exclaims, in a tone of admiration, "You

dead beat! How did you manage to steal a piece of that petrifaction, when

Professor Hartt passed it around?" On examination the "petrifaction" is

found to be a piece of cough candy, but not before '73 had made divers com

ments on the exquisite markings, &c.

— The intelligence of some red-hot independent Freshmen upon the sub

ject of fraternities, was shown by the following actual remark by a knowing

Freshman : "These secret societies are awful ! The eVdelphi and Alpha Del

ta Phi are just alike : they both meet in a room, and all their members wear

diamond shaped pins. Til never join either of them." Probably he never

will.

— If a respected professor had not been obliged to obey that revised

statute of the State of New York, which prohibits all persons from being in

two places, more than seven feet apart, at the same time, that little "crowd"

would not have transpired in the South Hall last week.

— Professor Hartt, in his lecture on Trilobites said; "The biggest ani

mal does not always stand the highest in his class."

— The Latin class (under Rader) were greatly edified the other morning

by one of its members saying that hi was a verb from, hie, h,ec, hoc, and was

in the present indicative, third, plural.

— The Delta Alpha Society is doing a thriving business among the Fresh

men.

— One of the Seniors in Astronomy lately put a head on the Annnular

C— Tiie Seniors think it a remarkable coincidence that Professor Cleveland

should be so thoroughly acquainted with the geology of the Devonian period.

— Professor to Junior, who is so busy
"

forging ahead
"

in
" Charles XII

"

as not to hear questions, and with annihilating sarcasm—Mr. ,
if you will

follow the reader I will not call on you this morning.

— V *73 man recently
" lit under

"

a bed in order to hide from a creditor

whom he was trying to bilk. While there he pulled off a pinching shoe, and

so betrayed himself to the anxious debt owner, who had been put on the right

scent by jocular students. Moral—Always cheek it out.

— Students acquire practical surgery by vaccinating each other and invest

ing the money saved thereby in edibles. A penny saved is two pence earned.

— The prospects ol
an extra Senior vacation are bright, and tne guileless

boys are correspondingly happy.
_ One of our contributors, emulating a noted United States Senator, uses

his fist as a blotter. He practiced under Professor Dole.

_ \ sensation was produced in the French class the other day, when ,n

the sentence
" Corneille triomphe de I'mconstance et de Voubli des homines.

" Corneille
"
was translated

" Cornell ". The application would, we believe,

be admirable for that rendering.
(

,
itc n„

-Now is the time to manufacture myoline; happily many students aie

engaged in the business.
., T. p

,
„

-! The latest absurd rumor is that a law is to be passed by The Boch, as-

sessing for each dav's absence at the beginning of the term, a hue of one
dol

lar on each absentee. This is bringing it down to apuc point

_ V subscription paper
will be circulated among the member,

of he Sen-

ior clais for the benefit of one of their
number who can't afford to attend 1 .

Z:Jsball! as he's saving money (or Jus children ; forethought and frugality

lVlC- About thirteen members of the German class were oWed during the

early pit of the week moving about among^^
™

^
indignant looks.

In answer to our query
as to the iea,on
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greeted with, "Conditioned, by
"

(let the reader fill the blank as he

sees fit, with the name of professor or a minor deity.) Before the announce

ment of the result bets on the subject were freely made, every one who had

been examined, curiously enough, being willing to bet on a condition, and to

give large odds. Seriously (for them) a large number of our best
students re

ceived their first condition since entering the University, in this examination.

— .Military science is progressing with us.

—

Appearances of a Sunday afternoon indicate that ladies are receiving

private lessons.

— Ev Freshman was recently seen rushing about the chemical laboratory

with a test tube, inquiring for a bottle op' borax bead.

— A Sophomore speaks of ihr and Ihr as the two
" ears."

— A Freshman spoke of a phonographer who examined Lincoln's head.

What next ?

— We learn that several hundred cubic feet of carbonic acid gas were

wasted at one a. m. some time ago, in an attempt by some
"

yeasty
"

Seniors

and Juniors to serenade the empty union school building.
— The walk through the cemetery is now passing through the

"

glacial pe
riod."

— The Independent Cadets have prepared for artillery practice on the sus

ceptible hearts ofthe fair ones who will attend the grand ball by swinging out

a tasteful and elegant new uniform—neat dark blue jacket, pants of the same

color, and fatigue cap.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— The Targum has a sensible article in regard to students, who, after the

Freshman rose color has passed out of their eye, so that they see the faults,
as well as the good points of their colleges, then begin to growl, or else flit

off to some institution that

"

Gains a glory from being far."

The writer urges that a man had best complete his course, where he be

gins it. Arguing from experience "any change you may make, cannot, in the

nature of the case, compensate you for the trouble and loss of time you incur

in making a second adoption," and he says that nearly all institutions depend
more upon the students themselves, than anything else. The Era does not

know whether to think, or not, from this article, that there is a mutinous

spirit at Rutgers. We hope not.
— The Sopohmore is the same in all climates :

I saw a gorgeous Sophomore,
Accoutred in his best,

I saw a gorgeous Factory Girl,

In silks and laces drest ;

Ah ! what would his mamma have said,

Had she been there to see

The way that gorgeous Sophomore
Winked at that syren she.— Targum.

— Monmouth College graduates, on Commencement day, have only six
minutes apiece in which to "spout."

— The "

Philadelphian
"

and "Eccritean" societies of Monmouth Col-

lege and
"

Gnothautii
"

and "Adelphi" ones of Knox College, are going to

have a four-handed polysyllabic and euphonious game of incomprehensible
gasconade.

—

Among the recollections revived at the recent Williams College re-un

ion, at New York, was that of the suspension of William Cullen Bryant for
a flagrant violation of the rules of the College. His offense consisted in

reciting a poem entitled "

Thanatopsis," before it had been corrected by the
President! The result was that Bryant graduated at Yale, and the poem
went forth to the world in the unfinished state in which the piesent finds it.

— The last Harvard Advocate has a ludicrous, yet pathetic parody on the
"

Song of the Shirt." It is a
"

Song of the Bell," as interesting as Schiller's.
We copy the first and last verses, and wish we had space for it all, to make
our students thankful to Providence for optional chapel.

*

With face nor washed nor shorn,
With eyelids heavy and red,

A person stood by his looking-glass,
But recently out of bed.

Clang! Clang! Clang!
Was the bell's fast dying knell;
And while on the breeze the dread tolling rang,
He sang the Song of the Bell.

O mothers fond at home!

0 fathers and sisters dear!

We students are wearing out our lives

Without your shedding a tear.

Haste! Haste! Haste!

O'er mud and slippery pave,

Running at once a double race :

To the chapel, and also—the grave.

— Mr. Spencer, the Boston book publisher, advertised a short time since

that he had
" several thousand smutty volumes," which he would sell at from

five to fifty cents. He was at once called upon by Deacon Farnsworth of

Park street Church, who remonstrated with him in the most awful language

against selling
"

smutty" books. It took an hour or two to explain that all

he intended was books scorched by fire. The bookseller also had calls from

seven hundred ladies and at least three hundred and fifty Harvard students.—

Roioell's Reporter.
— The Harvard Advocate dilates upon the " sweet, soft, sappy sapiency

so peculiarly characteristic of mixed colleges," and exhibited in the Western

college papers. This includes the Chronicle and other Western publications,

many of which are as far above the Advocate as heaven is above hell. The

Advocate's reputation for contemptuous arrogance and infinite silliness is uni

versally recognized, and no one will question its right to occupy the fool's

bench and wear the dunce's cap.
—College Courier, Alonmouth, Illinois. We

gratify the curiosity of people outside of Monmouth College by stating where

the above paper is published. The Courier willfully lies.

— Washington's birthday at Yale was celebrated with a lecture on his ex

plorations in the Rocky Mountains by Professor Marsh, with a lecture from

Mr. Beecher before lhe Theological School, and with a lecture from Professor

Brewer on
"
The Weather Reports of the United States Government." They

had a nice holiday.
— The London Spectator makes a strong appeal for a women's university.

It says there can be no manner of doubt that on many of the most delicate

and difficult questions involved in our modern civilization we greatly need the

fine judgement of really educated women, and has no fear that cultivated

women will rush into extremes and turn the world upside down.

— Berlin boasts of not less than twenty women physicians, who have ac

quired reputation and independence in their profession. Most of them are of

the homeopathic and eclectic schools of medicine.

THE NATURAL HLSTORY SOCLE TY.

At the meeting of the Society February 24th, the following subjects were

presented :

" The Geology of the Hamilton Period," by R. Rathbun. He described

the various strata and their characteristic fossils, as seen in the out-croppings
along Lake Erie, south of Buffalo^ especially in the celebrated ravine of Eight
een Mile Creek.

Next, "Burrowing Birds," by T. W. Jaycox, jr. He spoke more par
ticularly of the Bank Swallows, the King Fisher and the Stormy Petrel. The

Bank Swallow (Cotyle nfaria) is the smallest of its genus, and burrows holes

in sandy banks to the depth of about two feet, at the end of which the nest is

placed. They are social in nest-building, and a colony of them may be seen

during the summer in the bank near the spoke factory on Fall Creek.

The Kingfisher (Ceryle alcyon) excavates a hole from three to six feet in

length, and three and one half inches in diameter, and constructs the nest of

a few grasses and sticks. The English Kingfisher usually chooses the deserted
hole of some quadruped, and constructs a remarkable nest of the small bones

of fishes. The Kingfisher lays a large number of eggs, and will not leave her

nest though many of them be taken away.

The Stormy Petrel ( Thilissadroma Wilsoni) is the smallest member of
the Natatores or duck family. Its length is seven and one-half inches, while
its spread of wing is nearly the same, and enables it to traverse the ocean for

days without resting its wing. It will take up the hole excavated by some

animal, if it can be found, but also burrows holes of its own. The mud

islands off Cape Sable, Nova Scotia, are favorite resorts. The nest is a very

slight stucture, and the young are fed only at night from the oily fluid secreted
in the stomach of the parent bird. They tly at about the rate of a mile a

minute.

The Wood-peckers (Pecide) are true borers, and usually choose the trunk
of some decayed tree, although occasionally making holes in perfectly solid

wood. The hole is directed inward and obliquely downward proceeding from

twelve to eighteen inches. The male and female both engage in the work.
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The nest is always made from the chips thrown out in the excavation. Al

though there are a considerable number of species in this family, their meth

ods of work are essentially the same.

"The Cretaceous Formation in Brazil
"
was discussed by O. A. Derby.

Until recently, some of the most widely extened rock formations of Brazil

were supposed to be Cretaceous. The great sheet of sand and clay supposed

to underlie the Amazonian valley has been referred to that age, as also were

heavy beds of sand-stone and clays occurring along the coast and in the inte

rior. Professor Hartt has shown that both of these belong chiefly to the Ter

tiary Period, while the Cretaceous in reality does not occur in widely extended

beds, but rather in a system of small, detached basins, all but one of which

lies near the coast, indicating a slight submergence during the Cretaceous age,

just sufficient to allow the sea to form bays among the hills of the older for

mation without covering them with a continuous sheet.

Far in the interior, on the Aquiry, a tributary of the Amazonas, Creta-

. ceous reptiles have been found ; but the character of the beds has not yet been

ascertained. Mr. Derby confined his remarks to the chain of Cretaceous ba

sins along the coast, one of which he had examined. The most southerly de

posit is on a group of small islands midway between Rio and B.ihia.

The city of Bahiais built on Cretaceous conglomerate sandstone, shale and

limestone, which last contains remains of fresh-water Conchifers and also rep

tiles and fishes. Other beds occur at different places along the coast and on

the Rio Sao Francisco ; the northernmost being that of Ceara, noted for its

fossil fishes.

One of the most remarkable of these basins is that of Itamaraca. Ita

maraca is a quadrang Kr island about nine miles by four, set into the coast

and separated from k : two Oles by a narrow and deep channel. It is com

posed of low Tertiary hiu^, I i.s very fertile, being especially noted for its

fruit. In the nature of its fos-..'> this basin differs materially from most of

the others. Some of the species may prove to be closely related to those of

Maroim, but while ammonites are very abundant and characteristic at the lat

ter place, they are singularly absent at Itamaraca, their place being taken by
an entirely plain Nautilus.

Dr. Wilder gave the Society an interesting account of the cerebella of fishes

and ofthe difficulties in studying the brains of different animals. Even emi

nent naturalists have been unable to make out the location ofthe proper divis

ions in some ofthe lower creations. He stated that in a dissection of a Lam

prey Eel, made quite recently, he had found the cerebellum of considerable

size, while Muller, a German zoologist, had described the brain of the Lam

prey of Europe
—another species ofthe same genus

—as having no cerebellum

whatever.

Brains of the lower animals had been described and all the parts located when

it was afterward proved that a part, somewhat removed from the rest had been

left out entirely, not having been discovered by the dissector. In one case

the brain had been cut across the optic thalami and the whole front half over

looked. The size of the cerebellum had been supposed lo be an indication of

muscular power; but the Doctor exhibited two species of reptiles of the same

genus, looking almost precisely alike and having similar habits, whose cere

bella were entirely dissimilar in size, a fact strongly opposed to the theory

above stated. Corresponding Secretary.

corona, &c, as based upon the researches of both telescope and spectroscope.
He spoke of the sun storms causing the spots, and the coincidence of electri

cal disturbances on the earth with these storms.

The President, Mr. Patrick, then made some remarks on gutta-percha;
giving its history and how it is obtained. He dwelt at some length upon its

properties and uses, among which its property of resisting chemical action, and

especially the action of sea water, which, with its non-conducting power of

electricity, makes it all that could be desired as an insulator of submarine ca

bles, which has come to be one of its principal uses.
At the next meeting, March two, contributions are expected from Messrs.

Phinney, Jobs, Beatty, Bacon, Hoppock and Bartley. Secrf/iary.

THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

The meeting held Tuesday evening, February 29th, was one of considerable

importance. The papers read afforded quite an extended discussion, which

was very interesting and instn dive.

The following persons were elected officers : Clarence Beebe, President ;

Charles E. Lipe, Yice-President; Thomas WE Jaycox, Jr., Recording Secre

tary; Eben. F. Wells, Treasurer ; Fred J. Knight, Auditor.

The next meeting will be held in the Faculty room, at Cascadilla, March

14th, to which all students interested in Engineering, Mechanics and Archi

tecture are very cordially invited to attend. Recording Secretary.

A CARD.

The Natural History Society of Cornell University desires to acknowl

edge the receipt of the following books, from Professor S. F. Baird:—"Land

and Fresh Water Shells of North America Parts I, II and III,"
"

Catalogue

of American Reptiles in Smithsonian Institute, Part I," ,

"

Monograph o

Bats of North America,"
" Review of American Birds," and "The Smith

sonian Report for 1S69." Also from Dr. B. 0. Wilder, a complete set of the

back numbers of the American A'atmalist.

REPORT OF TIIE CHEAIICAL CLUB.

The last regular meeting of this society was held in the
"

green parlor,"

in Cascadilla Place, on Saturday evening, February seventeenth. There was a

moderate attendance, and a lively interest was manifested in the exercises.

The first exercise of the evening was the reading of a paper, by Mr. Den

ham, on the construction and operation of the hydro-electric machine, as per

fected by Mr. Armstrong, of England, about eighteen years ago. The electric

ity, with this machine, is developed by the escape of steam, at considerable

pressure, through jets of metal, and is collected by directing the steam upon

rows of metal points, which are connected with the prime conductor or other

object to be charged. The spark from the machine was twenty-two inches in

length, being the strongest electric machine ever made.

Mr. Aubert then followed with a review of the history of the microscope ;

showing that the Assyrians must have had some microscope as early as 500

B. C. But the microscope in its present form was first brought into notice

about 1590. He then gave a complete description of the construction and use

ofthe microscope, and directions for purchasing a good instrument.

The next paper vvas
read by Mr. Moffat, on the

"

Physical Condition of

the Sun," explaining the latest theories respecting the sun, sun-spots, facuku,

FRATERNITY CHAPTERS.

Kappa Alpha (K. A.)
—Williams, Union, Cornell.

Chi Phi (X. $.)
—Rutgers, Pennsylvanian College, Muhlenberg, Hobart,

Franklin and Marshall, Dickenson, Cornell, University of Virginia.

Sigma Phi (2. <i>.)
—Union, Vermont University, Williams, Hamilton,

Hobart, Michigan.
Delta Phi (A. $.)

—Columbia, New York University, Philadelphia Uni

versity, Union, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, Rutgers, Michigan.

Alpha Delta Phi (A. A. *.)—Hamilton, Amherst, Bowdoin, Brown, Dart

mouth, Wesleyan, Williams, Yale, College of lhe City of New York, Cornell,

Hobart, Rochester, Union, Kenyon, Michigan, Miami, Western Reserve.

Psi Upsilon (fr. T.)
—Union, Amherst, Bowdoin, Brown, Dartmouth,

Harvard, Wesleyan, Yale, Columbia, Hamilton,
New York University, Roch

ester, Kenyon, Michigan, Chicago University.

Beta Theta Pi (B. T. II.)—Miami, Washington, Pennsylvania, Asbury,

Beloit, Cumberland, Denison, Hanover,
Iowa University, Indiana Universi

ty, Iowa Weslevan, Knox, Monmouth, Ohio University, Ohio Wesleyan,

Washington University, Missouri, Wabash, Wittenberg, Centenary, Centre,

Hampden and Sidney, Transylvania, Virginia University, Virginia Military

Institute, Washington and Lee.

Delta Kappa Epsilon (A. K. E.)-Yale, Amherst, Bowdoin, Brown,
Har-

vard, Middleburv, Weslevan, Williams, College of the City of New York,

Cornell, Hamilton, Lafayette, Madison, Rochester, Syracuse, Rensselaer

Polytechnic, Troy, Rutgers, Asbury University, Cumberland, Kenyon,
Mich

igan Miami, Western Reserve, Chicago University, Univeisity of Mississip

pi Virginia University, Washington and Lee University, Colby, Dartmouth.
'

Phi Kappa Psi (*. K. *.)-Jefferson College, Allegehany College, Univer

sity of Lewisburg, Washington College, Pennsylvania College, Dickenson

College, Franklin and Marshall College, La Fayette, University of Virginia,

Washington College, Hampden Sydney College. Bethany College, Randolph

Macon College, Ohio Wesevlan University, Wittenburg College, Wooster

College Indiana Ashbury University, Indiana Universitv, Wabash College,

La Grange College, Cumberland University, Tennessee University, North

Western&University, Chicago University, University of Mississippi, Mississ

ippi College, Missouri University, Cornell College,
Columbian College, The

Cornell University.

Theta Delta Chi (9. A. X.)-Brown, Dartmouth, Tufts, W esleyan, Cor

nell Dickenson, Hamilton, Hobart, Lafayette,- Rochester,
Rensselaer Poly

technic, Troy, Jefferson, Kenyon,
Williams and Mary, Virginia.
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Zeta Psi (Z. ¥.)—New York University, Brown, Colby, Dartmouth,

Tufts, Cornell, Bowdoin, Lafayette, Philadelphia University, Princeton,

Rensselaer Polytechnic, Troy, Rutgers, California University, Michigan, Vir

ginia University.

Chi Tsi (X. *.)—Amherst, Middlebury, College ofthe City of New York,

Hamilton, Union, Michigan, Farnum (S. C), Mississippi University, Wof-

ford (S. CE).

Southern Chi Phi (X. *.)—Missouri University, Davidson, North Caro

lina, Georgia University, Henry and Emory, Georgia, Merser University,

Georgia, Oakland, Oglethorpe, Georgia, Virginia Military Institute.

Southern Kappa Alpha (K. A.)—Farnum (S. C), Georgia University,

Virginia Military Institute.

.-/ UNIVERSITY "ROAD AGENT."

The parents of a Sophomore, knowing the tendencies of second year men,

paid a visit to Ithaca, ostensibly to admire the natural scenery, but really to

look after their son. Just before they left, pater familias paid up the long

livery bill caused by the beautiful drives around Ithaca, but afterward, Mad

am, not knowing that her husband had paid up, ordered a carriage and took a

long ride. As '74, that evening, escorted his visitors to the depot, it trans

pired that the aforesaid carriage was unpaid for. "

Here, my son," said the

upright father
"
take this V and pay that livery man," and after the usual be

stowal of good advices, sped up South hill. But the man of currycombs still

longingly awaits those five dollars that long ago reposed in the pocket of the

popular restaurant keeper, from whose precincts several Sophomore epicures

went forth like strong men to run a race.

Dr. Stebbins's Second Lecture on Herbert Spencer.—In spite of

the severe weather on Sunday evening, and by reason of there being no ser

vice at the Presbyterian church, many scores of earnest and attentive student

faces appeared at Library Hall, where the doctor, after briefly reviewing his

previous discourse, went on to state that in Spencer's second part, on the

knowable—which is four times as large as the first, on the unknowable, and

shows masterly powers of logic and great accummulation of facts—he is less

confident than before, but uses bold hypotheses with great skill.

In his dealings wilh physics and metaphysics he shows the same difference

that an engineer feels to exist between pure and applied mathematics. Ab

stract circles and angles are manageable, but when they are practically used,

then more care is needed. In the second part Spencer's great principle is that

involution and evolution, or growth and decay, pervade the entire universe,
cause it to run down, and, doing so, to wind itself up perpetually, without a

beginning or without end, requiring no creation, therefore no creator. He

further argues that the analogy is carried out in individuals and nations. This

same idea is not new, as Spencer himself would acknowledge, but is propound
ed in Ecclesiastes. Though geology might seem to be a contradiction to his

theory, he disposes of its facts so plausibly that they seem to assist him. His

favorite illustration is the "solar system."
This hypothsis may be refuted both metaphysically and by the laws of

physics.

Metaphysically this idea of eternal cycles is impossible, since nothing can

be eternal that is not unchangeable, but we can disprove his notions by mere

physical laws.

His theory ofthe solar system is that it was a mass of vapor, which be

came in some unexplained way eccentric, and from which successive rings
separated and became planets, which after eternities will be so retarded in

their motion by the uncondensed circumambient ether as to plunge into the

sun ami be vaporized, and then condensed again. By the best understood

laws of physics some of the heat must be lost beyond the system, while it

rushes through space; hence this theory is impossible, since it would have
resulted in the sun's gradually engrossing the whole system in one flaming
mass, as each time the planets vaporized the mass would be smaller and solider
—which obviously has not yet taken place, since we are here and these

planets still shine. Furthermore, were this true that the planets one by one

successively lost themselves in the sun, those nearest would have vaporized,
and be condensing before the others commenced vaporization.

Therefore we see that the blind forces which Mr. Spencer would substi
tute fo. an all-wise Creator do not account for the origin of things, much less

for evidencies of benevolence and intelligence that daily surround us.

The above is but a mere shadow of the vivid light that the Doctor poured
on this abstruse author, in such an engaging way as to make an intellectual
feast for the materialist as well as to strengthen the faith of every Christian.

The Oxford Undergraduates Journal has a powerful editorial in favor

of a repeal ofthe present absurd,
but rigorously enforced law, that prohibits

theatrical performances, at Oxford, during
term time, The paper calls loudly

for the representation of something better than the ordinary metropolitan per

formance, for the dramas
of Shakespeare and the comedies of Sheridan, and

contains a hopeful indication—
an advertisement of two of Mrs. Scott Siddon's

dramatic readings. In the same number of this excellent paper, six columns,

or a space equal to three
Era pages, is filled with reports of late athletic

sports, criticisms
on the boat crews, discussions, mixed with healthy person

alities, and prognostications of future contests. Also, the Journal, giving a

report of a game of footdall, Rugby
versus the World, mentions quite en pas

sant, that Mr. had an arm broken.

— Cornell base ballists can beat their throwing of the cricket ball, at the

Magdelen College sports.
— The sixth dinner of the Harvard alumni was given at New York, on

February 21.

The gifts from Isaac Rich will probably make Boston University a

great institution, after a long time. She is too near Harvard to grow ramp

antly, even as Syracuse University is tapped too mnch by Cornell. However,

welcome to all new and liberal universities.

The short sighted and ungreatful fools, who compose the Cambridge

City Council, wish to induce the Legislature to authorize the taxation of the

many educational institutions in Massachusetts, so that they can squeeze

something out of Harvard University. The Advocate comes down like a

comet on the town Shylocks, who are not contented with grinding thin the

student's pocket books, but wish to tax the college property. The man who

killed the golden egged goose was a sage compared to these Cambridgers.

ANNA DICKINSON'S LECTURE.

On the evening of Wednesday, the 28th, this famous speaker, in the Ith

aca Lecture Course, drew a full house to Library Hall, to hear her lecture on

"

Demagogues and Workingmen," which was mostly a tirade against Trade

Unions. She spoke with her usual vehemence, wordiness and a force mag

netic, to susceptible people, but adduced scarcely any facts, not advanced by
"

'73
"

in his animated discussion in The Era with " Le Travail." Half the

students were present, and while some
"

went back on her from base," many

were completely carried away by her often pathetic appeal. The lecture was

too long, and the hall unbearably ill-ventilated, hence nearly everyone experi
enced a feeling of relief when the really able effort was finished.

— Lord Timothy Dexter, of Newburyport, Massachusetts, who sent a

cargo of warming pans to the West Indies, where he found an excellent market

for the articles as molasses dippers, has recently found a counterpart at Yas

sar College. It seems that a large tree, in front of the college, was blown

down, whereupon Matthew Yassar determined to turn the accident to account.

He accordingly made from the tree a large number of bootjacks, which he

offered to the lady students at the moderate price of one dollar per bootjack,
and discovering too late, poor fellow, that a female institute afforded a poor

market, in his dispair, he made a present to each parlor of one of these tri

umphs of his ingenuity, with the letters M. V. engraved on them—Alacte

virtute.—"Lit."

— Harvard students buy
"

standee" tickets to theatres, then go and mag

nanimously treat themselves and friends to seats in stockholders chairs, as

they are not very likely to be occupied by the owners.

— The Advocate complains that students are apt to "spoil the Egyptians" by
cribbing souvenirs from hotel tables, where class and other big suppers are
held. It righteously urges that a college man should not be under any lighter
moral code than any men, who are not matriculated in a college.

—

They are annoyed at Ann Arbor by a kleptomania, which takes the form

of stealing periodicals from the University reading room.

— rl he Advocate has an able editorial urging more friendliness and sociali

ty between instructors and sludents—justly urging that the only change which
can remove the present undesirable distance must come—not from the stu

dents.

— A peaceful-looking junior was reading an interesting article in a Chicago
daily in the library, when a stranger stepped up to him and politely asked for

the files in order to put on the last number, which had just arrived. Wonder

ing who this new assistant librarian was, who was so very polite, the reader

gave up the paper. The polite stranger had the paper added to the files, and
then deliberately sat down to read it. The junior didn't say much; he couldn't
do the subject justice.
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3ll

NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

in the

HEBREW GREEK, LATIN. GERMAN,

"PHE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1 871.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine
Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone {four
12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country on receipt ofprice.

J^UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

FRENCH, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE,

ITALIAN, CHINESE, ENGLISH,

AND OTHER LANGUAGES

on sale at

LESS THAN HALF PRICE,

XO. 21 STATE STREET, UP-STAIRS;

r?OR SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H. J. MESSINGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March 1st ; if not, will
be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dibble, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New
York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7, 1872.

nuP/I/LSP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

anH5' fS? ■

hed ln ^ Clty- <--'l'stomers promptly attended to
and sausfection given, at 8 East State Street.

E T. GREENLEY & CO., Grocers, Bakers and

"rands ol Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

Strfe'i n ?URRAN & SON, Druggists, 78 State

fe^™^ Medicines, Chemfclls, Paints, Oils,«c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

QTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

LIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.
{

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard
work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will
be found to contain a large mass of information
never before printed.

Brief of Contexts.

Introduction Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell
boat. Its merits and defects considered

Chapter IV. Paper boats. 'Their history. Method
of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi
dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance ofthe water.

Chaptei VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats
for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of
the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties
of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skin's (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

Chapter VI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part, Third. ChapterL Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1S68 to

1871. Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-

Yale arid Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1S71. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15, 1871.
nurth. A Directory of the '

73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the 30th of November,

1S70, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

UNIVERS, TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash price,.

60 LAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

PALMER & CO.

W.

READ J '-MADE CIOTHIA rG,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

57 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &c., ere. ,
at

SHERWOOD'S.

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

Located since the fire at

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULVER
& BATES,

69 & -ti East State Street, Dealers in Koreien and Domestic

DRY COODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,

OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES. ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GEXERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSI MERES, and parucula.

attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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'LIPPER SONG. T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown :

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown;
Hi, nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,

That he may slip from Washington, and
"

Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide

Up to the sinner'sear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."

The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would sec,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too, in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;

Then
"

Zounds !" be madly cries,
"

goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand

To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
Inst take your little grist to him. and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you

A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

HP
.

The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side

Ofthe gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride;
They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well ;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;

To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two tohelp a friend in need—

From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join thc chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F.A. PARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

dfc, &C.

21 EAST STATE SI REET,MTHACA,',N. Y.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, At. A., Vice-

rresident,Associate Professor ofHistory and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AL A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro-

fessorof Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, AI. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WLLLARD FISKE, ALA., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,

Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, At. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOMIS, AI. A., Ph. D., Profes

sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY H. AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. AIORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical

Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AI. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, AI. S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture,

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AI. A., Non-resident Tro-

fessor of German Literature.

BURT G. WILDER, S. B., At. D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoologv.

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D„ L. It. /).,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B. S., Professor of Chem

istry.
^

ASSISTANT TROFESSORS.

WILLIAAl E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics

and Military 'Tactics,

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A., Italian and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics.

JAMES MORGAN HART, M. A., J. U. D.,
German.

WA TERAtAN T. HEWETT, ALA., German.

BELA P. MACKOON, AL. ,4., German.

JAMES E. OLLVER, At. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., M. D.,
Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. O. RCEHRIG, At. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBINS, At. A., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B. A., Mathematics.

SFECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWIS F. ALLEAI, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. M. IIEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D., Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. A., Ornithology.

E. IV. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy
Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO At. CHACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD UALLYS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DA VID STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar—Professor Wilson.

Librarian—Professor Fiske.

Assistant-Treasurer—J. W. Williams.

Director of the Eaim
—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Press—B. Her-

mon Smith.

Ataster of the Chimes—Myron G. Stolp.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

IN THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

IN SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod-

em Languages and leading to the degree of Bachelor o

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor ofArts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student.

SPECIAL—

including any particular branch of

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to the financial department of the Univer

sity are to be addressed to Mr. J. W. Williams, Assistant

Treasurer, Ithaca,
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POETICA L PRO I 'ERFS.

Wise men .in their wisdom mav more wisely walk ;

Untempered with prudence more like a fool talk.

Long counsel and argument by the shipload

Weigh less than one fact, and are never so gootl.

The talker who winneth, speaks brief and is done,
Ere

'•

garrulous gassers
"

have scarcely begun.

A fact, or the honest truth modestly put,

No trick or deception can ever rebut.

If judges and senates have been oft bought for gold,
The love of true lovers has never been sold.

Be seldom a borrower ; less seldom lend ;

As loaner oft loseth both money and friend.

The friends thou hast tested in woe and in weal,

Clasp dear to thy bosom, as with hooks of steel.

The way to get quit of an obtruding friend

Is, lend him a purseful of money to spend.

Who often dissembleth, can never, forsooth,

Inspire with credence when telling the truth.

The footsteps may soon be recovered from slips,
But who can recall the deceit of his lips ?

A fault, or a failing, or error confessed,

Like buying and paying, is wrong half redressed.

Who breaketh his promise, proves false and untrue,

Will find in return others false to him too.

When scornful despisers will of thee speak ill,

So live that thy neighbors will think of thee well.

Take heed to advice of wise friends on the spot,

Though like hasty counsel it pleaseth thee not.

Who eameth and spendeth at once every penny,

Shall ever be earning, and never have any.

Who loveth the shadow, and shunneth the heat,

Shall hunger in winter for something to eat.

Who sleepeth with ban-dogs his muscles to ease,

Shall rise from his slumbers tormented with fleas.

Lend horse for a journey, with carriage to kin,

The chaise may return with the bones and his skin.

A steed that is borrowed has never a soul ;

So fool's purse is emptied without any hole.

A rich table groaning beneath costly beef,

Oft robbeth the pocket like pilfering thief.

When husband is fire, and housewife is tow,

They serve well the devil wherever they go.

Domestic eruptions, brawls, wrangles, and strife,

Are managed by Satan to enilE i . r hf.

Indulge an ill nature in ill-nature- 1 iri.-k.

And closer than brother ill limine u,,, stio.

Who keepeth his thoughts and his < lathes (lean u-.-A ne it.

Must shun altercation with black chimney-sweep.

Who hath none to soothe him, may weep out his eyes ;

Who hath none to love him, iri solitude dies.

Who stupidly ptayeth the ninny indeed,
Will never lack folly when fools are in need.

Who loveth good company, and shunneth the ill,

May have boon companions whenever he will.

S. K. Todd.

.-/ REAIINISCENCE OF SCHOOL LIFE IN SWITZERLAND.

There are but few of us who have not gone through the hap] y

experience of boarding-school life, and to that large number this

short page of my school life may recall those happy days, when

life, with all its little romances, yearnings and desires, passed fir

too swiftly. My school life differs materially, however, from that

of many, inasmuch as its scene lay in one of the most beautiful of

little Swiss towns, the capital of what was once a little kingdom in

itself, at one time belonging to Prussia, and among the Kaiser K6-

nig's many titles is still to be found—Prince of Xeuchatel.

It was a murky, muddy spring day, when with my brother I

made my appearance befbre a motley crowd of boys, all inmates of

the Pension Roulet. There were (iermanboys, French bovs. Ital

ian boys, English boys and Swiss boys, in fact there was scaio. iy a

limit to the variety of boys, only there were no American boys.
Before these we stood, damp and fearful, and altogether to be

pitied representatives of the vast republic beyond the seas. In the

eyes ofthe motley crowd before mentioned we were genuine savages,

and, as such, objects of a curious interest. But it was eventually dis

covered that the American savages differed in no wise very mater

ially from the civilized boys of Europe. There could be no doubt

as to their eating Schweizer Kase with a gusto and vigor surpass

ing even their own endeavors in that department. The savages it

was noticed, however, haggled at peas boiled in the pod, and bar

barously rejected proffered plates of that civilized luxury—Sainr

Kraut, the staples of life, dry bread and bouilli, a meat out of

which all the juices have been boiled, were seized with avidity and

eaten with a rapidity truly American, and in various ways these

American savages so proved themselves capable of humanizing in

fluences that all these large Continental hearts opened to us spon

taneously. We entered and were thereafter no longer American

savages, but pensionnaires chez Monsieur Roulet aux Sablons, Net.-

chatel, Suisse.

Some of the memoirs of the days spent there are too sacred to

be exposed. They would doubtle.-^s draw a smile or a tear from

those boys, my schoolmates, now men 'tis true, but with the old

Tom Brown spirit still warm and fresh in their hearts; but these

words will probably never reach their hands; if they do, they will

understand my silence. Memoirs pleasant and laughable are not,

however, lacking. My heroic attempts to arrive at a proper pro

nunciation of the French language drew down upon my head a

large share of good-natured raillery, but I always took a noisy re

venge in exposing their ludicrous essavs in Io-kh. lhe
■

were at last turned upon me, and remained so for a Ion; tune
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occurred in this wise. During a recitation in arithmetic the ques

tion turned upon the weights and measures used by the

different nations.
'

Many of the pupils were asked, in turn

to describe the measures used in their respective countries. I

suddenly found myself addressed very gravely with,
" and now,

sir, pray what kind of measures may they have in America ?" The

eyes of all in the room were fixed upon me. I blushed, stam

mered and blurted out in sheer desperation
"
loutes sortes de mes-

ures," and found myself the guilty cause of what appeared to me

then, one of the most stupid, despicable, but certainly loudest of

bursts of laughter. The uproar could not be controlled by the Pro

fessor, but continued until the fattest, brawniest youth in the school,

an Englishman and my particular enemy, of course, had to give in,

and that was long after the majority had completely exhausted them

selves. My reply was certainly simple enough, but the horrible

twist I gave to that poor word mesures, would, you would say, if

you had heard it, more than suffice for the greatest of uproars. It

sounded somewhat like mershoors, and before the recollection of

the event died out you may be shoorl had enough of it.

The discipline ofthe school was not strict, but none of us were

allowed to go into town without a reasonable excuse. Our great

and well-tested stand-by in that line was broken watch crystals ;

they were cheap and could be charged, and we therefore when nec

essary, remorselessly crushed them. When once in town, now

quickly we threw off all thought of to-morrow, and how spicy
were the short tastes of innumerable forbidden joys. How cau

tiously we stole into one famous restaurateur's through narrow

streets with many windings, to consider ourselves amply rewarded

on finding ourselves in a dark little back parlor, quaffing delicious

cornets iz la creme, or sipping, it may be, something not quite so in

nocent. Through a glass door we could see all that passed in the

shop in front. Sometimes the worthy matron of the school, in

blissful ignorance of our near presence, would enter in course of

her afternoon shopping. Her entrance was the signal for a gen

eral disappearance under the tables, but the danger was imaginary,
for even if she attempted the back parlor, T really believe, our

worthy friend, the confectioner, would have barred her entrance

with main force, until at least, we had gained the outside. These

little sprees made sad holes in our five francs of pocket money,

but money cannot purchase now, what a few centimes sufficed for

then.

At the end of two years I left school for Paris. My sorrow at

leaving it still presents itself vividly to my mind. The beautiful

lake, beyond which, in the far distance, lay the line of the stupen
dous Alps, the black, pine covered Jura rising menacingly directly
behind us, the small irregularly built town between the school and

the lake, its castle on a hill to the right, and to the left its dusty
streets, ending in winding lanes, through fruitful vineyards. All

this appears to me now as vivid in beauty and sublimity as if from

my favorite seat on an old stone wall in a corner of thc play
ground. But leave it I must, and sad was the march to the rail

way station. Fifty boys, more or less, German boys and French

boys, Italian boys and English boys, Swiss and American boys all

in line. I spent my last five francs for a treat all round at the cor

ner, but the fifty boys refused to be comforted and the last few

moments were sad indeed. The final moment came—as all final

moments must come—at last, and as the train started these last

words came ringing after: Dieu te garde. Bon voyag-. Gai.

CORNELIAN NOTES.

And so it's all settled at last, and they are coming ! They are

coming how lovingly do tongue and ear linger upon the asser

tion ! How yearningly does the minds's eye gaze at the beautiful

vision, which already gleams
—more brilliant than the sunset glo

ries of Hesperus
—out of a future now happily no longer remote !

Three brief years more
and fair forms will flit from lecture-room to

lecture-room : bright eyes will light up the gloomy hall and cheer

ful corridor: sweet voices will softly lisp the paradigms of Greek

verbs and musically enunciate the ABC and D E F of geomet

rical problems : and tapering fingers will deftly explore the arcana of

of acids and alkalies. Blessed epoch, which is to open the golden

ao-e of university life ! In that good time women shall shed her

blissful influence upon every phase of the Burschenleben. Then

shall every male student become the pink of courtesy and the

bright mirror of gentlemanly perfection. Then shall boyishness

and boorishness and boisterous mirth be banished from the univer

sity campus, coder such genial influences there shall be no more

summons to appear before the Faculty's dread tribunal and suspen

sions and expulsions shall cease forever. Then shall all sports and

pleasures be hallowed and softened by woman's benign participa

tion. The awful mysteries of the secret societies shall be whispered

into her gentle ears : the sharp encounter of the debating club

shall be rendered less fierce by her melodious arguments: the

dreariness of geological excursions shall be relieved by her bright

ening presence. In that academic millenium the maiden shall in

deed prove her equality with the man. Together they shall linger

over the pure Lydian odes of Horace and the instructive choruses

of the Greek dramatists. Together they shall drink in the rough

but useful truths of social science and political economy. To

gether they shall listen in rapt attention, while the scientist eluci

dates the marvelous wonders of the human frame, or the historian

draws the moral and points the tale of French society under Louis

the Fifteenth and of English society under the second Charles.

Together they shall hurl the flying ball and ply the leaping oar.

Together shall they wield the plane and hammer in the workshop

of the Sibley College, and hold the plow and drive the unwilling

ox upon the farm of the College of Agriculture. While the fair

maids are thus demonstrating the equality of the sexes they shall

dwell in a new dormitory—most beatific of collegiate institutions

—which is to rise in near proximity to our existing cosy, clean and

comfortable specimens of that architectural genus. Thence shall

daily issue, clad in the regulation hat and blouse, to learn, upon

the drill-field, the arduous art of guarding our altars and our fires.

e\nd every year shall go out from the gates of the University a

crowd of mild intelligences, whose wisdom shall sparkle in the pul

pit and flash at the bar, scintillate in the journal or dazzle in the

forum. but beyond all this comes that other closely-following
epoch when the fair taught shall become the fair teacher: when the

mysteries of Zoroastrian theism and of Egyptian dynasties shall be

unraveled by female teachers : when the laws of metaphysics and

political science and physiology and anatomy and chemistry shall

be explained in more honeyed accents than now: when the clouds

that shroud the vocabulary and grammar of primeval speech shall

be brushed away by womanly erudition : when an Amazonian

commandant shall grasp the baton of the militarv department and

an athletic Joan of Arc preside over the exercises of the gymnas

ium. That will be the true culmination of the halcyon age now

opening before us.
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—Apropos of this question, which is no longer a question, it is

shocking to learn that the barbarous Faculty— the Faculty being
there the lady in power

—of a neighboring institution has met and

passed three resolutions, to wit : First, that the institution will

never allow a dormitory of any kind or gender to be built or occu

pied; second, that the standard of admission shall be as high as

that of any other institution in the state; third, that if females

choose to come to the institution, pass the same examination as

males, and be treated otherwise as the other sex is treated, they
shall be cordially welcomed. What a savage state ot things!
Shall not the fair sex have dormitories and other luxuries ? Shall

the difficulties of the horrid examination be increased just as thev

are eager to shed their benign influence upon university life ? Shall

these embryo female Parsons and Hallams and Faradays and

Burkes, in search of a professional education, be obliged to submit

to the same treatment as the embryo male Parsons and Hallams

and Farradays and Burkes ? How ungallant !

—The philosophv ofTrades Unions has been ardently discussed

in The Era during these later weeks. The truth about them lies

in a nutshell. It is this—and it is a truth long since enunci

ated by the wisest minds : Men have a right to combine for their

own protection, and in order to procure for themselves good wages

for a good day's work ; but they have not a right to combine for

the purpose of preventing others from working. Just here is the

right and just here the way of the Trades Union system. When

craftsmen say
"

We want so much, or we will not work," they are

acting legitimately; when they say
"

We want so much, or nobody
shall work," then they overstep the bounds of legitimate action. If

men be endowed by his Creator with any inalienable right, it is with

the right to labor, and no creature can take away that right. And this

little bit of political science reminds us of a story that is told of a cer

tain learned institution situated, we believe, in some semi-barbar

ous mining region in the vicinity of the Pacific. It is reported
that half a dozen essays were lately read in the said institution on

.the subject of Chinese emigration, and that all of them advocated

the theory that God made Xorth America for the especial benefit

of the Caucasian race, the writer believing that somehow or other

the decalogue had lost its eleventh commandment, which should

read "

Thou shalt kill every
' Heathen Chinee

'

who sets his foot

in California." One feels tempted to suggest two things : first,

that the Indians, the original possessors of the soil of North Amer

ica, be consulted as to their opinion of the right of ownership vested

in the said soil ; second, that the trustees of the institution in ques

tion be advised to establish a chair of political morality.
—The raising ofthe standard of admission to the course in sci

ence by the University of Michigan and by Syracuse University is a

step in the right direction. At the Sheffield Scientific School a con

siderable amount of Latin is required of the candidate for admis

sion. It would seem that a knowledge of the grammar of at least

one language besides English ought to be demanded of every per

son seeking admission to the highest class of educational institu

tions. The argument generally used against this plan is that for

eign languages are not well taught at the secondary schools ; but

that is no argument at all, for they never will be well taught at the
"

academies and public schools
"

until some action compelling
such teaching is taken by the universities and colleges.

"
You

can't yet demand here what is demanded in German universities
"

cry the reactionists and low-standard men. But shall we ever be

able to do that unless we make a beginning ? Those who are con-

stantlv shouting that a German university is impossible in America
certainly take the best way of making it forever impossible.

LINES.

Rrsiuxi; curtains, summer zephyrs,
Nature's music streaming in,

Mellow moonlight, midnight slumbers—
Was it true, or did I dream ?

Raven ringlets, eyes of azure

Trembling o'er me, looking down,
Magic touching spirit speaking—

Tell me, was I there alone ?

Longest loved and truest hearted,

Fairest, sweetest beauty's queen,
Who but Annie through the shadows

Came to press her lips to mine.

Sweeping lashes, tear besprinkled,
Passion burning on her brow.

Low I whispered
"

Darling, tell me,"
And she told me, whispering low.

Trials, wrongs, unnoticed merit—

'Twas the story often told,

'Twas the sighing of a spirit
Tired of a cruel world.

Ere I knew my heart was human,
Ere a word I could command,

Into night the vision faded,

Leaving me a better man.

Sympathy with human sorrow

Was the lesson clearly seen,

But I'm waiting for an answer,
"

Was it true, or did I dream ?

H. G. P. '74.

CORRESPONDENCE.

V. M. C A.

We desire to call the attention of stutlents to the roll of membership of

the Young Men's Christian Association, which has been posted upon the

bulletin-board for correction. The desired corrections we re-enumerate here.

1. If any person whose name appears upon the roll as posted, considers that

he is not a member of the Association, he should at once make it known to

the officers ofthe Association. 2. If any person whose name does not appear

upon the roll considers that he is a member, he also should let it be known.

3. If the name of any person who has severed his connection with the Uni

versity appears upon the roll, any person knowing the fact will confer a favor

by making it known. Information for these corrections may be given to

the President or Secietaiy personally, or left at the University library.

Also, here again, we desire to urge all membeis who may be in arrear

ages, to seek out the Treasurer—Mr. J. B Day
—at once, and pay up the full

amount of their Ivck dues. Let each remember that it is both much easier

and more pleasant for him lo call upon the Treasurer, than it is for the latter

to call upon each of fifty or more members.

We would further add that while attention is being rightly called to the

interests of athletic sports and letters and science, the interests of religion

should not be overlooked. We would urge the professed followers of C'lui.st

to remember that His cause should be paramount to all others.

D. E. Kohi.er,

J. D. Maxwell, President,

Secretary.
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philosophers, a patron
of letters, and a rendezvous of literary men. Ihe

spirits of old Rome and Athens would cry out against the thought of coupling

those highest results of culture
with a city so covetous that its representative

men and rulers are but vessels of venality, aggravated cases of the rapid

American. Now it is only in the city that the highest culture of a people is

found. Thither the poetaster, the embryo author, and the stage-struck ham

let-born swain wend their way, as soon as the mantle of letters or of art falls

upon their shoulders. Many cities and even streets of Europe are rich in as

sociations produced by the scholars who have delved there. The thought of

London Grub street calls up recollections of attic authors, social clubs, Oliver

Goldsmith, and plethoric Sam Johnson. Our cities all have Wall streets and

Broadways, but no Grub streets.

As compared with the steady, slow-going old countries, we Americans de

port ourselves
as if the atmosphere we breathe were all oxygen.

We live

fast and not long. This atmosphere pervades all our institutions and perme

ates all our undertakings. We build several thousand acres of wooden and

equally combustible brick buildings out upon a prairie, and the first season of

dry weather which lasts long enough to expel the natural moisture ofthe tim

ber, green from the forests, lets loose the fire-destroyer, and they are swept

away.

In a year or two, by the aid of Mongolians imported by rapid Americans,

i\ e 'aiild erudelv as many thousand miles of railway over two ranges of moun-

[.,,, wi, ' li an Englishman or a German would call an apology for a railroad,

and justly as compared with his own. Either of the nations represented by

these supposed critics would have been longer doing it but it would have been

better done. We build nothing material, nothing of which a vestige would

remain should we suffer a deluge of barbarism, as have so many of the old na

tions which have risen from the waters, still great in the tale their ruins tell.

We are fast in politics. In the flush of our democratic equality we elect men

to our Senate whose legislative acts smack of gambling-hells, and men whose

highest displays of eloquence
would suitably entertain a bar-room. We put a

successful soldier into the presidential chair, to learn statesmanship, on the

strength ofthe creditable and patriotic "Let us have peace."

It is all this hurry and greed which make foreign visitors denominate us

rabid. It is their unanimous verdict, and notwithstanding all the fiery and

egotistical eloquence so rife among us, that verdict is not all the result of

prejudice. The products ofthe observation of Dickens galled us more because

of their mith than because of their fancied injustice.

Some "women of the republic" too have inhaled large draughts of our

oxygenized social atmosphere; but its effects upon them pertains more to that

of laughing-gas than pure oxygen.

But if hurry and consequent imperfection pervade our material ride, how

much more do they impede our growth as thinkers ! This is apparent in our

liteiature and in the want of it. It will perhaps be argued that it is unfair to

expect a noble pantheon of writers in so young a country. But are we young?

Our language has been spoken a thousand years, and during that time it has

been the medium for the recording of greater and more fruitful thoughts than

any other language.

We are an offshoot, and should bear the same fruit as the parent stock,

and if a nation's literature and learning depend on the justice of its laws, that

fruit sin add. in our case, be infinitely richer. Transplanted to an auspicious
l ..r; .

: 1 Im a just government, if the above hypothesis were

.
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|...,i... r, we professedly subordinate everything
a. 1 iiat institution "makes much" of scientific

stud)-, includes several languages in that course, and then cries down as fool

ish the idea of spending lime mi a language litleen hundred years old which is

a great assistant in their study. A dead language is not practical enough for

this living age. That institution also claims to he the nearest American ap

proximation to the scope, liberality and freedom of the German university, and

yet, though not a
"

reformatory school in any sense," it is reputed to have a

way of appri-ing the parents of the boys who go
"
to school tliere

"

of deficien

cies in attendance and scholarship. Perhaps the reason the European univer

sities don't do this is that they have no delinquencies.

It is said that practical men are needed to break up our
"

great west," but

we are a mttion with standing among the first in the world, able to defy any

power, and accustomed to discuss the most momentous questions of church

and state. Though we still have a wilderness to develop we cannot afford to

fall behind in that development which may produce results to which chroni

clers, writing in future time, may point, as do we, to the past wilh praise as

well as critical complacency.

In consequence of this mania for a practical education no nation has so

much general intelligence diffused through its people. Buckle says of us that

here
"
we see a country of which it has been truly said that in no other are

there so few men of great learning and so few men of great ignorance." We

are surpassed by many in depth of thought and research, and especially by the

Germans. We recognize this when we make it so fashionable to complete our

education with them. The German is the opposite ofthe rapid American, and

the results of his studies are greater. The same German force and persist

ency crushed out Rome and, keeping the fire alight through the dark ages, built

up the Christian Europe of to-day which now, directed in other channels,

solves the most difficult problems of thought". It will require larger infusions

of the German element into our heterogeneous population than we are now

enjoying to counteract the effects of the rat-eating Chinaman, the black negro,

the flighty Irishman, and, as it were, to cool off the rapid American.

Xow this superficiality of education has had its legitimate effect upon our

literature. This is the reason why we have not equaled England in that re

spect for the last fifty years. It is humiliating but true that a constitutional

monarchy, governed by a woman, whose throne is situated on an island which

would make a medium-sized state for us has produced more great men and

works in every department of learning in the same time than we. We have

never produced an epic poem. It may be said that this style of poetry is be

coming obsolete, but Tennyson has recently added another link to a great epic,
the "

Idylls of the King." We have not produced a metaphysician since Jona
than Edwards, Our Macaulays and Buckles are yet to come, and our George
Eliots and Dickens stand yet in the future. With all our utility our best scien

tists are pupils of Huxley, Tyndall, Lubbock, etc. In art we have no Ruskin,

and though we have made great strides in jurisprudence we admit Mill our

teacher. In speculation Spencer and Darwin have no American compeers.

The same superficiality which pervades our education and journalism runs

through our poetry, and the press is flooded with bushels of doggerel, much

of which finds oblivion in print. We have pathetic, dialectic ballad-makers

and patriotic players of the lyre, but we must court the muse less sordidly be

lore vve shall gain the laurels of Mrs. Browning and Tennyson. It is to be

hoped that the time is not far distant when our bookshelves shall not be so

empty, when lacking English books, for want of American substitutes.

H. M. K.

Liheral Female Education'—a Domestic View.—At a meeting held in

a private house in Boston a few days ago Harriet Beecher Stowe was one of

the speakers upon the subject of women's distinctive duties. She said it was

with women just as it is with farms. It used to be said that books were useless.

After a while it began to be found out that the men who studied about soils

and their ingredients could do things that those who did not study the books

could not do. It was said that woman's common sense was enough. "Oh!

you just marry her and give her a family, and she will find a way to do things ;"
and she is married and piu Eito a house full of water-pipes, making horrible

noises that scare her, and springing a leak ; and an uncontrollable furnace that

roars and scares her again, am, nds its fumes through the house. Her husband
is away at his office, and she is .eft in a maze. Mrs. Stowe said it was like

being in an enchanted castle—when you didn't know what would go off next.

She had a house with so many conveniences in it that they couldn't sleep in,
their beds. Some of them were springing a leak. They sent for a plumber,
and he came and spent two or three hours flirting with the maids. She said if

she were to go tojioiisckeeping again she would certainly buy books and study
plumbing, and get at the bottom of these things. She gave an account of her

experience with ranges, which ha I to be supplied with new boilers and fur

naces, with which they were obliged to sit up nights. She learned a good
many things when she went to school, and among other things how to make

hydrogen gas and fluoric acid, but she did not find out anything about making
bread, which was also a chemical production.

The number of graduates from American colleges is 35,000; the number
of colleges u>o.
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THE SCIEXTIEir SOCIEIV.

THE first regular meeting of the society was held in the Facility room, at

Cascadilla, on Thursday evening, February twenty-ninth. The attendance was

very gratifying as nearly all who favored us by signing the paper for the form

ation ofthe society were present. As this was the first meeting ol the society

the papers presented were not many, but those read caused a lively discussion

upon the subjects to be manifested among the members.

The first paper read was by Mr. Jaycox, on
"

The grading of narrow gauge

railroads." The new plan of constructing railroads—/, e., three feel gauge
—

is adopted more because it promises so much than on account of anything

which has been accomplished thereby. Many statements which are made in

favor of the narrow gauge toads are inaccurate, but others are more plausible

and therefore entitled to more consideration. One great source of economy

claimed by the advocates of the narrow gauge is the saving in grading, but

this is variously estimated and the difference nearly always exaggerated. The

percentage of difference
between the standard gauge—4. 71 feel—and the nar

row gauge can be shown by sectional areas of embankments or cuts of the

same depth. It was shown that with an embankment of six feet the difference

was only ten per cent, in favor of the narrow gauge, while in a cut it was re

duced to eight per cent. With reference to the cost of moving this extra ten

per cent,
of material nearly all agree that it would not be in proportion to the

volume, as a considerable portion of a contractor's expense is for equipment.

The expense is the same whether the material to be moved is ten per cent.

more or less, and six per cent, would be ample allowance for the actual differ

ence between the cost of grading the two lines. The fact thai the slip of the

wheels is less on a narrow gauge than on a standard is indisputable, but the

degree of curvature on the main line is not limited by this consideration but

by the speed ofthe trains. What would be gained by reducing the slip ofthe

wheels on curves by narrowing the gauge would be much more than overbal

anced by the loss of stability. The advantage that is claimed for the narrow

guage roads that the cost of grading may be reduced, as shorter curves are

practicable, is attributable not to to the reduction in the gauge but in the

speed.
Mr. Lipe next read a paper on

"

Wind as a Motor." Authors disagree

as to when wind-mills were invented. Some say, during the sixth century,

others hold that they did not appear till the eighth or ninth centuries; but

since that time, and all along during the succeedingages of civilization through

which man has passed down to the present time, attempts have been made to

make this source of pewer available for certain purposes. We find to-day,

that it has made very little progress in its way, and the attempts to utilize

this means of power for mechanical purposes are comparatively lew.

Wind, in its general sense, is air in motion, and its force or power is pro

portional to its velocity. This velocity is very uncertain, ranging from zero

to one hundred miles per hour, and hence the force available is very irregular.

The wind-mill seems to be particularly adapted to pumping water, and this is

the only capacity in which it has been successful. We have wind-mills built

on the most accurate and scientific principles. Careful study and investiga

tion have enabled us to take advantage of all the peculiarities of this subtile

agent, to combine the best principles in such a way as to derive the best re

sults from a given space; but still they are not in general use. The trouble

then does not lie in the motors, but in the nature of the motive-power. The

one great and serious objection to wdnd power is its unreliability, and the ir

regularity of its action; and if we can but overcome this one serious evil, we

may hope to see wind compete favorably with other motors and come into gen

eral use. It is true we have what are called self-governing or self-regulating

wind-mills, the object of which is to maintain a constant velocity or nearly so,

whatever may be the velocity of the wind, but of course if there is no wind

they remain inactive, and if they are depended upon to give motion to ma

chinery, a great deal of inconvenience and loss must occur at such times.

The election of officers came next, the names of whom were printed in

last week's Era.

We are now fairly organized as a Society, and one that we think can do

good work for ourselves, and interest all those who may favor us with their

attendance.

The next meeting will be held in the Faculty Room, at Cascadilla, on

Thursday evening, March 14th. Papers may be expected from Messrs. \\ hee-

lock, Knight and Levings.

All interested in Engineering, Mechanics and Architecture are requested
to become members; thus we may, by having a large number of members,

increase the frequency of the meetings and the interest of the Society.

Recording Secretary.

AGKICULI URAL SOCIETY.
'

A mi 1:1 i\,; of this Society was held Saturday, March 2d.

Mr. W. II. Schumacher read an essay on the "

Shiftlessness of Farmers."
He touched particularly on the common practice of exposing farm implements,
as reapers, rakers, etc., to storms ; some farmers never thinking of such a

thing as sheltering ihem. He also spoke of the suicidal practice of culling. .ff
lhe timber. He praised the Timber Law of Germanv, and the new laws

adopted in some of the States, encouraging the planting of trees.

Mr. W. R. Lazenby read a paper on the "

Early History of Agriculture,"
retelling especially lo the agriculture of the Romans.

A discussion now followed on the "Comparative Merits of Dairy and

(Irani Farming in Xew York."

Mr. G. H. Phelps spoke in lavor of grain farming. He divided the farms

of the Slate into three classes : First, the rough, hilly regions where wheat

cannot be raised at all. Second, the rich lands which are not well watered,
in which the expenses incident to stock-raising are too great for profit. Third,
the fertile, well-watered lands, like the Genesee Valley, in which anything will

grow.

The first class is of course only adapted to stock-raising and the second

only to grain-growing, and it is with regard to the third th d the question
must be discussed. Mr. Phelps spoke of the great advantages derived from

lhe use of machinery and of the substitution of other fertilizers for barn

yard manure. The ideal farm is of course one where both stock and grain are

raised, but such a one requires skill in management and a greater amount of

capital than most young farmers have.

Mr. C. V. Lacy took the side of dairy farming, claiming that it was not

only more profitable, bflt also more pleasant and necessary for the keeping up

of the land. A spirited discussion followed ; some members denying from

experience the superior joys of dairy-farming.
At the next meeting, Friday, March 15th, the question of the

"

Use of

Clover as a Manure" will be discussed by Messrs. Stone, Ford and others.

Papers will be read by Messrs. Ilallock and Johnston. Professor McCandless

will present a paper on
" Clover." Cokrespoxui.no Secretary.

THE CHEMICAL CI.UB.

The last regular meeting of this club was held in its room, Xo. 83 Casca

dilla, on Saturday even.ng, March 2. The exercises of the evening consisted

of essays on subjects of interest.

Mr. Bacon rend an article on '.he manufacture of aniline red or magenta;

followed by an article on gun-cotton by Mr. Bartley.

Mr. Hoppock read an article upon several self-registering meteorological

instruments used in the observatory at the Central Park, Xew York City.

These instruments register the temperature, state of the atmosphere, direction

ofthe wind, rain fall, etc., for every hour of the day an 1 night, ami write it

upon paper, with mathematical exactness, in such a m inner as to be easi y

read.

A paper by Mr. Raymond was read upon the history of alchemy, or the

search for the "elixir of life," bringing in curious incidents ofthe superstition

with which these mysterious wonder workers were regarded by the uninitia

ted.

An unusually interesting meeting may be expected at the next regular

meeting March 16. A discussion ofthe proofs of an ether that fiils all space

is expected from Mr. Phinney. Mr. Bartley will exhibit and speak of explo

sive compounds. Mr. Aubert will speak on the microscope. Communica

tions may also be expected from Messrs. Hoppock, Jobs, Beatty and Denham.

Secretary.

TIIE RAPID AAIERICAN.

A.MOM. other questions pending solution in our great experiment as a re

public is whether a government, giving the greatest equality to its people, be

the most favorable for the cultivation of polite le irning and literature. It m -y

be one ofthe inevitable results of certai., causes in the great scheme of his

tory, but it
is certain that the representative American is rapid. Whether

this 'be in accordance with the Buckletonian theory of history, which supposes

a law as fixed, and as easily ascertained as any in nature, or according to t de

theory of an overruling Providence, we do not pretend to decide ; but it is an

undeniable fact lhat our people are so aggressive in their utilit.i, 1 inism, *o

bent on practical improvement
that the mention or prom .Eon of the ;:■ pra ;.

cal things of bteiature, art,
or anything above mowing machines or laud-fern-

lizers seems almost ridiculous. It almost provokes a smile lo think of our

i bustling and corrupt metropolis as a city of learning, a resort for artists and
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1 -ness of this issue was unavoidable, owing to the delay

m tne shipping of the paper.

JINIOR ESSAYS.

It is refreshing to step into the lecture room on a Monday

mornin;; nnd, instead of a lecture from the professor, or a recita

tion, to listen to the productions of the different members of the

class. The subjects,
"' which there are a large number, are hand

led in various ways, no ; .vo being alike. . But the great principle

which underlies them all, points to decision of character and to a

purpose in life. They eulogize the man who sacrifices himself to

the truth, who follows the dictates of his own conscience, who

works himself up into his ideal of a true man. They point out

higher spheres of usefulness and show the way to success. They

demonstrate that, in proportion to the effort so will be the result,

that the mind should keep pace with the perception of new truth,

either in morals or science, which will give a new standard to

merit or new pursuits to man. And above all do they establish the

importance of a well-defined purpose. Men have many purposes in

life, but they should have that singleness of purpose around which all

others cluster and to which all others bend. Their chief honor and

glory should be not only to have a high standard of excellence in

whatever vocation they choose, but also to turn every energy in that

direction. Indeed men are so constituted that they must needs glory
in something. If they take pride in mean things, it degrades

them, if in noble things, it exalts them. If a man has a noble

purpose in his heart his thoughts and actions will be noble. If

his mark is set high he will advance farther than though it were

lower. Just as a man shooting at the sun, though he cannot hope
to reach it, yet his arrow will fly higher than though he aimed at a

lower object.

The ambition and purpose of man are curiously intermingled.
.Man's ambition may be to excel his fellows, to exercise honor, to

gain superiority, but it is his purpose, predetermined, preconceived,
that carries it into operation.

The will also plays an important part, and often comes to the

iv--' ne when energy lags.

And how lofty aid ennobling the occupation of the student as

he bends all the faculties he possesses to the attainment ofhis pur

pose, denying himself the pleasures of society and friends.

It was the determined purpose of Demosthenes to become an

orator. The difficulties he had to overcome were great. He had

a deformed shoulder, an impediment in his speech, a cracked voice

and weak lungs ; but by unremitting effort all opposing obstacles

were overcome, and the degree of his attainment is known to all.

It was the fixed purpose of Robert Fulton to make practical use

of steam. He succeeded, and the whole world has been benefited

from that day until the present by the carrying into operation of

his purpose. __

The Registers will be out this week and ready for distribution

at the Treasurer's office.

GRIT.

Robert Collyer in a lecture on grit, says there are many

kinds, the grit we find in bread which grates on the teeth and

causes an unpleasant sensation, and the grit of a rat, that was

caught in a trap and, in his efforts to get out, left his skin behind

him. This latter is an example oi pure grit.

If an outsider, on Monday last, had been an eye-witness to the

earnest debate in the astronomical lecture-room, which followed

the reading of an essay on
" Chinese Emigration," he would have

been struck with the fierceness with which each opponent held and

presented his views. El he debate raged fierce and loud and from

the brandishing aloft of *V brachial members it seemed that a

certain one would convey h.-> point either by answering the argu

ments from the shoulder or 03; pure grit.

THE AtILITARY BALL.

The Independent Cadets and the De Witt Guard have reason

to congratulate themselves on the eclat with which their ball went

off last Friday night. A select company responded to their invita

tions, as might be excepted, and from half-past nine till an hour we

dare not name, the call
"
On with the dance" was obeyed. Wilgus

Hall was in fine condition, and the decorations were judicious and

tasteful. The music was not particularly brilliant, though Wright's
band has a good reputation and did not spoil it entirely. We only

regret that the trouble the men of weapons took in getting up

entertainment and the expense of fitting up the hall was not better

paid pecuniarily ; however the result will not probably deter other

attempts of the kind.

Throuch some oversight the name of J. R. Stoddard,
"
Xo. 2."

ofthe University Shell Crew, was left off the list of '73's commitee

on athletic sports, in last week's Era. All will be glad to know

that such a busy worker is where he has a chance to push matters.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

During the lecture on Moral Philosophy on Monday last, a terrible

storm of wind and snow passed over, causing darkness to the extent of mak

ing it difficult to see to take notes. The same storm delayed the train on

the I. & A. R. R.

— What does it mean when a young man takes a lady to the Episcopal
church, and during the service, points out and explains the marriage cere

mony ?

— The Junior class is practicing
"

On the ability to say NE}."
—

"

Barberism
"

is the barbarous way in which the Seniors spell, in their

essays.

— At the next recitation in English Literature a number of questions will
be given, to write on which will be a part of the examination questions.

—

Heavy business: A Senior at roll-call answered for himself and three

others, and then "cut" himself.

— Yolume I of The Era, sells at fifteen dollars, and the demand is greater
than the supply.

— Andrus, McChain & Lyons have moved into their new store. Owing
to the increase of business in their line they have enlarged the store, put the

printing establishment and book-bindery in a large building, separate, so as

by this means to prevent another disastrous fire. And they are now ready

to do all kinds of work in the line of printing, from a calling card to the large
volume. They keep constantly for sale University text-books, school-books,
blank and account books of all kinds, albums, bibles bound in leather, mo

rocco, etc., and a great variety of paper and envelopes.
—

During the heavy gales of wind the present week students would lose

their dignity in the chase after their hats up the campus.
—

Many absentees from lectures and recitations during the week on ac

count ofthe severe weather.

W hat kind of mechanical force is necessary in college lecture rooms ?

Ans.—A tension.
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— The vaccination fever is dying out.

A complete set of the annual reports of the Smithsonian Institute,

Washington, D. C, has been presented to the library of Dalhousie College,

Halifax, N. S. The same college has received a thousand dollar scholarship,

to be known as the
"
Scott Scholarship," in honor of Sir Walter Scoit.

Van Winkle say there's something new under the sun. The "

donkey
"

is reading law.

A band of those who "wrestle with hash
"

in Ithaca, recently made

offer to a robust and hungry member a proposition to transfer to him the

whole nine pieces of pie for one noon, provided he should transfer the same

in turn to his palate at one. sitting, or stand the expense of a set-up. His

valor and pluck achieved success; but he sadly confesses, like General Gage

in the Revolutionary War, another victory like that would be destructive to

him. He failed to see a joke in the allusions to his pie-ty and pie-baldness,

and advises all, as a friend, to be content with regular rations. This he con

siders as one ofthe rankest ofhis "youthful indiscretions."

— A Junior was disheartened the other day when a dingy maid of the tub

knocked at his door and on being asked what she wanted replied,
"

I want

washing."
" I should think so," was the ungallant reply as the door slammed

in her face.

— A student stated to a physician in Ithaca that when he came to Cornell

he determined to enjoy himself ; but his life had now become a dire-reality.
On that grounds he wished to secure a certificate of trg ratal.

— It is noticeable that the foreign papers, especially those from Europe,
have much more to say about education and educational institutions than the

press of free-schooled America. It is hardly consistent.

— One of the Sabine women who prowls round the University, sweeping
rooms under a sub- let from the colored brother, has been in the habit of

•

charging stranger visitors to the Institution, who looked not too wise for her

purpose, the sum of twenty-five cents before letting them enter the museums.

Several cases of this kind have come to light and the thing is getting, for a

joke, diffusively thin, and for a business, manifestly illegitimate.

— The Leader asserts that $120,000 wdll be invested in base-ball (not

balls) this year. So much the worse for those who invest, but if we could only
induce Ithaca to do one-one-hundred-and-twentieth of the job we would be

happy.
— Since notices which are put up to stare people in the face are not usu

ally read, it may be well to say that a card has been placed in the post office

requesting that the name of the town, county and state be used in directing

letters. This request is pertinent because of the rapidly increasing post offices

and the similarity of names of towns, says the Post Office Department.
— The melancholy days are not far off. Beware ! take care !

— Xow we respectfully submit it, should a text-book wdiich has a sentence

like this be tolerated \<\ -he Cniversity ?
"

The purely logical aptitude for de

tecting fallacious syllogis. \ nsound deductions and loosely defined notions,

although not immediately conc^ ned in giving plausibility to a first statement,

is always efficacious in reply." Shade of Johnson !

—

Smoker, pause. The result of your infatuation will be amaurosis, an

gina pectoris, hypochondriasis and locomotoratoxy. Your friends will die of

the lockjaw in attempting to name your diseases.

—

Energy should be rewarded ; therefore we chronicle the business man

agement of a student who escorted two ladies to the theater, 'eft them there,

went to a sociable with another lady, saw her safe home again, and returning to

his first loves chaperoned them back to their domicile. The cumbersome char

acter of his evening's work so added to his weight that the chair which he oc

cupied proved insufficient to"sustain him and broke down under him.

— The Delta Upsilon Fraternity had another secret session last Saturday

night. Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores, Freshmen, professors and ladies were

present. The exercises consisted of music, initiation, orations, debate, per

sonal history and readings. After adjournment a social and pleasant time en

sued. Visitors expressed themselves merrily entertained, and doubtless as

to the exact position of the fraternity threw aside their doubt, and stand

ready to reveal all the secrets without fear.

— The professors who were so kind and sensible as to omit recitations,

during Tuesday and Wednesday, will verily have their reward among the

philanthropists, from Howard to the great Bergh.
— The thanks of all travelers over the stony, slippery cemetery path, are

due to the christian who has sprinkled ashes at sundry times in divers places
where the ice abounds, and thus has made walking more tolerable in that exe

crated place.
— Mr. Leo rose to the occasion, and made himself extremely numerous as

well as agreeable on the occasion of his ball Friday night. The company wa,

large and varied, and (eW, we venture to sav, went away dissatisfied. B-lla-

my ministered to the non-etherial wants of the h,,pp,o with his usual felicity.
— Messrs. Eldred and Phillips have excursion tickets on sale for New

York, Boston and Niagara Falls.
— A Junior arose to give a mathematical computation of the width of the

belt of twilight, and becoming slightly mixed, said: it is one thousand miles
wide when the sun is eighteen degrees below zero.

— The ice in Cayuga extends two miles below the pier.
— A student in Horace rendered "

Medicum urget"
"

when the medicine

begins to work."

—
"

Have you been vaccinated ?
"

is the popular question on the hill, and
the answer is " Go to the Old Scratch."

— The British Museum Library has now one million books.
— All the public lands in Texas are set apart for educational purposes.
— He lives in Moravia. lie is an editor and addresses his paper to the

"

Erie, Cornell Univercity."

PERSONAL.

C. A. WllEELER, of '74, left town on Tuesday. He will not return to

the University, as his intention is to assist in a surveying corps on the

Xew York Midland, and go to Europe next fall. He will be missed by

many friends, and the University and '74 lose one of their most enter

prising and athletic members.

"Joe" Biffum, of '72, caused the countenances of his numerous

friends to shine during his visit to Ithaca, this week.

Wiles, that active sophomore, is teaching in the mathematical depart
ment of Professor Kinne's school.

Root, of '73 is wdth us once more.

A new book by Bayard Taylor is in the hand of the Putnams.

J. F. Patten, of '73, is at his home in Bath, Maine.

Wkiiing under the head of personal, we know of nothing which would be

more properly introduced than the fact that during the cold days of this week

some members of all the classes have remained down in their rooms, ignoring

the cold walks, cool rooms and cold professors on the hill. We frown on it,

and say it should be made a personal matter.

Reverend W. McGlaiherv, Episcopal minister of Towanda, made a

short stay among his friends ofthe Alpha Delta Phi fraternity at Cornell, last

week Friday and Saturday.

Guthrie, of '73, will probably be in town before the end ofthe week ; he

started from Florida last week.

D. |. Brigham, of '70, is one of the editors and proprietors of. a lively

paper at Brockport, X. Y., near Rochester.

Professor Goldwin Smith will commence his course of lectures early

in May.
C. C. Wood has returned to his University labors, after having spent most

ofthe winter in teaching school for the Enfield region.

Mr. C. T. Van Gorder has come ; it is no n istake this time, for many

have felt his hearty grip.

Foster, of '74, is very sick. On Saturday morning, March 9th, he with

four or five others was in his room, talking and feeling well as usual when, all

at once, the blood spirted from his mouth on the wall over the wash-bowl,

and the hemorrhage was about a pint. A doctor was soon called, who

thought it came from a ruptured artery. He bled several times during the

day and is very weak. II is parents were telegraphed for.

F. D. Woodford, of '72, spent a short time in town this week. He has

been
"

teaching the young idea how to shoot
"

at his native place, Xorth

Hector, and also studying medicine, which profession he intends to follow.

Waterman, of '74, residing on west hill, has a delightful walk of three

miles and return every morning.

The Era is pleased to learn that G. W. Farnham, of 71, is regarded 111

political circles in Elmira as the best man for City Engineer of that thriving

town. The city cannot possibly secure a more able and upright man for the

above office.

— ]. F. Bi'sii, formerly of Cornell '73, is taknu

Department of Harvard University.

a course in the Medical

\ WEI l-KNOWN author says that nothing
battles curiosity, eludes pursuit,

and generally mystifies the human intelligence like the plain, simple and un-

varnished truth.
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may, it is true, fortify ourselves against death, may surround ourselves with

all the comforts that earth can furnish, and wrap our mantles about us in the

anticipation of peace and quiet, but
" When thy summons comes, to join

The innumerable caravan that moves

To the pale realms of shade, where each shall take

His chamber in the silent halls of death,"

we must answer the call. That the span of life is short, needs no proof. W e

may have been spared, but have we not seen those wdio were most dear to us

and who perhaps had hopes in a long life, cut down upon oui right hand and

upon our left ? The ancients had a very narrow and vague idea of the im

mortality of the soul : A grasshopper perched upon a human skull and Socra

tes gazing on it, is a fair picture of the darkness into which their minds were

plunged.
But is there nothing to which in our last moments we can cling t no place

where

"The spirit may find room, and in the love

Ofwho.se bright habitants the lavish heart may spend itself?
"

The Christian faith answers yes, in Heaven. For blank indeed must be that

heart which hopes not in eternity ; like the apartment wdth no window through

which the glorious sunlight of heaven may enter. It seems not at all in keep

ing with the attributes of the all-wise and beneficent Creator that he should

create man, as the master-piece of His mechanism, to live but for a day and to

be no more forever. Seeing that life, at most, is but a span, how important

it is that we so spend our time that, when its sands have run their course, we

can quit this world with the calmness of one who lies down for a long and

peaceful slumber. P. D. F., '73.

A RELIC OF HISTORY.

In excavating for the foundations of a coral, in San Bernardino County,

California, there was recently exhumed one of the lost decades of Livy, graven
on tin plates in the reformed Egyptian characters. Among the many time-

honored fictions of Roman history which it destroys, is the sublime reply of

Caius Marius to the officer who sought him amid the ruins of Carthage.
The hero's genuine reply is to be found in the following verses, which he

is said to have chanted with much pathos :

ad ml- scam molestam.

I.

Mihi videtur ut angeli content

I'ennisque celeribus item volent.

e\c eos sentio, bis terque senlio, t

(Oenetricem hoc olim dixisse scio)

Theriacem diffudisse nuper

Xigri hujus in caput desuper.

Abi, musca, ne inquietes me,

Sum enim miles de maniplo G.

II.

Itemquc sentio mentis per vim,

Ft Phosphorus ipse egomet sim,

Sed tamen existimat Othiops hie—

Apricetur sicubi dormins sic

Ut adesset musca punctuni narem
—

Sibi tegendum caput tarn charum.

Abi, musca, ne inquietes me,

Sum enim miles de maniplo G.

Mat.

The Xame of God.— It is singular that the name of God should be

spelled with four letters in almost every known language. It is in Latin,

Detis ; in Greek, Zeus ; Hebrew, Adon ; Syrian, Adad ; Arabian, Alia ; Per

sian, Syra ; Tartarian, Idga , Egyptian, Ainmi or /cut; East Indian, Esgi or

Zenl ; Japanese, /..tin; Turkish, Addi ; Scandinavian, Odin; Wallacliian,

/.cue; Croatian, l)i>0; Dalmatian, Bogl ; 'I'vn henian, Eher ; Etrurian,

'dun; Margarian, < >ese ; Swedish, ('odd; I Oh, Dich ; German, Gotl ;

French, Dieu ; Spanish, Dio.-,, and Peruvian, Li. in.

Ldiwi ion is the leading topic'in ihf Prussian House of Deputies just
now. 1 . . ee Bismarck said in the House recently :

"

Wc shall make provision

forconferriiigon the Poles the benefit of lhe German language, taking the action

of France in Alsace as our example."

PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SAIITH ONI CO-EDUCATION.

In the last number ofthe Canadian Alonthly there is a long, forcible and

temperate article review ing all the phases of what is popularly known as the

" Woman's Rights Movement
"
—an article which is evidently from the pen

of Professor Goldwin Smith. We need hardly say that it is well worthy the

perusal, alike of the advocates and the opponents ofthe novel and extraordin

ary ideas now agitating a portion of the community. Its consideration of the

question of co-education is, of course, the portion which specially interests us,

but we cannot forbear quoting one brief paragraph on the weight to be at

tached to the sexual distinction. The writer says :—

"The indications of physiology appear, at present, to be against an origi-

nal distinction of sex, and in favor of the hypothesis that the two sexes were

created out of some common germ, in which case the Mosaic narrative of the

creation of live would be roughly symbolical of the truth. But cycles of sep

aration and of devotion to different functions may, notwithstanding, have im

pressed upon the moral character and the intellect of each sex differences now

indelible, and in ignoring which we should be struggling against an adaman

tine law. Sex itself at all events, with its direct physical conseqnences, must

be taken as an irreversible fact, not to be cancelled by calling women female

men, as a lady at a social science meeting insisted on doing, or by any other

rhetorical or philosophical conjuration. Under the strange military polity of

ancient Sparta an attempt was made to unsex women. Some Roman ladies,

in the corrupt days ofthe empire, were seized with the lust of unsexing them

selves and trained as gladiators. It is possible that, in equally morbid stales

of society, similar phenomena may occur. But even in the case of Sparta,

nothing resulted but depravation."
But it is particularly in regard to the matter ofthe education ofthe two sex

es in the same University that the author of the article is entitled to be heard.

Of all men living he has doubtless studied the most thoroughly the ques

tion of the highest education. His position and labors as a University reformer

in England, gave him peculiar facilities for investigating the character and

policy ofthe highest class of educational institutions in all countries, and to

these researches he brought the great power of a scholarly and logical mind.

If anybody's opinions on this subject are entitled to weight, surely they are

those of the individual of whom Thomas Hughes said:
—
"
He was the head

and front of all our Oxford reforms." But we have space only for the follow

ing extracts from the article in the Cauadnn AIoii'Jilv : — "As to the general

question of female education there is little more to be said, in a summary view

like the present, than that education is a preparation for life, the phrase being

used, of course, in the most liberal sense; and that any education which is not

a preparation for life, but a mere gratification of fancy, vanity or ambition,

will turn in the end to bitterness and dust. Speiial questions as to the use

of universities and other public institutions by women, must be decided, like

all public questions of any kind, solely with reference to the public good,

against which no claim of natural right can be pleaded by persons living, not

in the bush, but in a community and enjoying the advantages of the social

state. We once heard a woman's rights speaker assert that she had a nat

ural right to force an entrance into a military academy belonging to the State

if she had a fancy for a military education. She had no more a right to

do this than she had to thrust her parasol through a picture in a public gal

lery or to amuse herself by placing obstructions on a railway track. At Ox

ford and Cambridge there is a high pressure system of competition not free

from objection in itself, but without which it might perhaps not be possible
to get out of a wealthy class of students, placed under great temptations to

idleness, the amount of effort in self-training which ihey owe to the commu

nity. The physical inability of women to bear a strain under which men too

often break down, and the unwillingness, which cannot vet be called prepos

terous, of men to enter into what would seem an unchi valrous race against
women, might render (he admission of women incompatible wilh the mainte

nance of the system; and, in that case, women would have no claim to ad

mission. The co-education ofthe sexes altogether is a question of public ex

pediency lo be decided by reason and experience. There can be nothing
morally unjust in the existence of a special place of final education for men

any more than in the existence of a special place of final education for women,

such as \ assar College, lo which if a male student applied for admittance his

application would be njectcd as utterly indelicate and absurd."

In the lollowing paragraph we have this, the last sentence of wdiich seems

not inapplicable to an institution situated exceedingly near Cornell:—"It

may be safe to send to the same day-school boys and girls living under the

parental roof; it may not be so. sale to unite in the same university young
men and young women living at a distance from the parental roof. The
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COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— The chief official in each of the four Scottish Universities, Edinburgh,

Glasgow, Aberdeen and St. Andrews, is the Lord Rector, elected by lhe stu

dents every three years. Both scholarship and politics have their intluence in the

contest. During the past year, elections took place in Edinburgh and Glas

gow. Of the latter University, Disraeli, the Conservative, was chosen Rec

tor over Ruskin, the liberal candidate. ( >f the former, Sir William Stirling

Maxwell, Tory, over Sir Roundel! Palmer, Whig. The Edinburgh students,

says our exchange, the Gazette, grew wildly excited on the announcement ofthe

latter unexpected result, and indulged in a "gentle and joyous passage at

arms," in which over 1,300 valorous contestants were engaged, and not less

than a hundred weigh' of dour and an even greater quantity of peas were con

sumed as ammunition.— /■ 1. uge.

— Bowdoin has the mih.';

— A Junior of Yale returned a book to the Library the other day, with a

hair-pin in it as a book mark. Let us hope for the best.—Chronicle.

— The Qui Vive flatters its own jokes by placing them under the head of

"Button Removers." The editors of the same paper make the novel offer of

marking on their books as /•;/./, all their subscribers who send them word

within two weeks that they cannot or will not pay. They move in a mysteri
ous way to perform their wonders.

— A girl in Upper Alton tried to get a sewing-machine at 1 educed rates,

the other day, because a reduction is generally made to men of the cloth, and

she was engaged to a theological student in Shurtleff College.
— A Ripon Sophomore Shakespearizcs :

"
Ye Gods, it doth amaze me

A man of such a feeble temper

Should so get the start of all the other boys
And run that girl alone."

— Cincinnati University has, it is said, an initial endowment fund of $2,-

000,000.

— The moral tendencies of Michigan University are downward. The

reading room periodicals disappear periodically.
—

Ripon College had a fast day lately. hasting n.ay be good in Wiscon

sin, but we have a better way here.

— The College Days finds fault with students who don't patronize lectures.

It says lectures there are "financially successful failures."

—
"

'75 is tiger-breed,

'74 take heed,"

chant the daring Freshmen of Michigan University.
—

$1,500 has been subscribed by Yale Seniors to increase the College Li

brary. Our Seniors will, doubtless, go them $500 better. Is that the ex

pression ?

— The newly-elected president of Brown Universiiy is Dr. Robinson, of

the Theological Seminary in Rochester.

— A Yale man has accepted the position of Assistant-Matron in a Phila

delphia Orphan Asylum. Salary $250 and found.—Exchange.
— The editors of the University Press have distinguished themselves by

making a column for jokes on professors.
The Lafayette Atonihly states that the twenty-sixth annual session of the

Zeta Psi fraternity will be held with the Psi Chapter of Cornell, Utica, X'ew

York. Once more we annouce to the world that we are Ithacans, not Ulicans.

Some one has found out that in one ofthe eastern colleges, in 1S69, a wo-

m?n graduated as B. A. who took a prominent part in commencement exer

cises and who had gone through the whole course as a
"

horrid man." Inter

esting if true.

— The Orient promises some revelations concerning boating in its next

number.

— One of our exchanges has a five-column article which claims that secret

societies, if properly conducted, are not disadvantageous to their members.

— When will Bowdoin have a law-school ?— Orient. Ask the wild echo.

— A student in the Columbia Law School of X'ew York sends word by his

brother at Cornell that if Cornelians who happen that way will make known

their presence they will be cordially welcomed.

— San Gabbah Tolo orates before his fellow-students at Madison.—Ex.

—

Twenty-two Brown students teach schools. They are not colored

schools.

—

Sleeping in church is a rustication offense at Yale ; a junior has found

it so.

.
— When you hear a man say

"
Life is but a dream," tread on his toes.

Life is real.—Irviusr Union.

— We don't want to depreciate the Xorthwestem Christian University,
but the legend comes to us that last year a student of that institution didn't
miss a recitation.

— A correspondent ofthe //-,-///- Union, the organ of Washington Uni

versity, St. Louis, satirizes maniacally:
"

Let us ihen bow down and admire
the exceeding greatness and wi, dom of our excellent faculty, who have the

interests of the student, both in regard to his b.dilv health as well as to his

mental growth, nearest their hearts." The malcontent is a sophomore and

the reason ol his disaffection is the inconvenient arrangement of recitations

and the number of studies. Examinations in this University are semi-annual.
— 1 he Trinity College Corporation of Hartford voted yesterday not to

sell the college site for State House grounds for $550,000. Yote—yeas, 6:

nays, 7. The vote was a tie, and was decided by the President, d'his is not

considered as closing the negotiation.— Tribune.

— lhe La Fayette Monthly has a comical and well written renew of
"

Mourning Poets," under which head it cla-ses poetical obituaries.
— It is reported that a list of the lovers of mathematics throughout the

country is being made; La Fayette has three, but they are all professors.—

La Fayette Atonthiv.
— On Friday, January 26th, the last day of the first session, the Senior

and Junior Classes were liberally entertained by the Sophomores and Fiesh

men, at Fritz's. Rarely has this classic retreat contained so much of the

beauty and intellect of Columbia. Brilliant was the speech-making, and loud

the yelling; wit and lager 1 k'v, flowed freely. We don't know exactly why

lager was so much in demand —

perhaps because the students, requiring
some stimulant to strengthen them for arduous cramming, sought a Teutonic

tonic. This treating of the upper by the lower classes, just before examina

tions, is said to be a revival of an old custom. If so, il was a remarkably

jolly
"

revival," and the Seniors and Juniors wouldn't object to some more of

the same sort.—Cap and Gown. Couldn't this be inaugurated at Cornell ?

— A poetic effusion :

There's the mill that's the tenth of a cent,

And the mill of the pugilist's kind ;

There are mills where they sell fiery gin,
Which is hurtful lo body and mind ;

There is Mills the pianist, you know,

Mills of all sorts you easily find-

But the mill in The Cap aud G'own

Is worth mill-ions of others combined.—Cap and Gown.

— A Sophomore thus describes the division of power among the deities

of Grecian mythology :
"

Jupiter reserved for himself the dominion of heaven,

gave Neptune the sea, and Pluto hell."—Cap and Gown.

— The new system of springing a "special examination
"

like a mine on

the unfortunate undergraduates, is becoming quite a matter of religion among

our instructors. A student lately received the following reply from a tutor

whom he had questioned with regard to one of these trials :
"

Sir, the time of

my examination is a matter between myself and my God." F'act.—Cap and

Gown.

—

Physics has been burned by the Junior students of that branch in Ann

Arbor.

KILPATRICKS AND CIIAPIA A LECTURES.

—
"

Little Kill," who is as magnetic and dashing as a lecturer as he was

when a general, will draw a large audience to Library Hall, on the evening

of Tuesday, the 12th instunt, in spite of its being "cramming" time. The

next lecture will be by Chapin and while his name i.s sufficient evidence ofthe

ability of the effort, the Era can assure every student that the discourse will

be interesting, even during the present busy time of the term.

HORA CE.

" Pallida Mors aequo pubat pede pauperum tabernas

Regumque terres. O beate Sesli,

Yitae summa brevis spem nos vetat inchoare longam."

This sentiment, coming as it does from one who lived before the Christian

religion threw its hallowed intluence around the human heart, is full of ma

terial for the deepest thoughts, and
is worthy of more than a passing notice.

The poet says that
death knocks with impartial foot at the pal ice ofthe

king and the hovel of the poor. And how true this is! We see the man,

lately raised to the post of honor
and trust, and whose coffers were Idled to

overflowing, suddenly stricken down by the icy hand of death. And the young

bride, of rich dowerv, with a countenance beaming with hope and beauty, is

soon laid in the cold earth ; all, alike, come within its relentless grasP. We
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same school' education may be suitable to both sexes, the same university

education may not. Both experiments are being tried at some universities

in the United States; the. second experiment is being tried at YassarCo -

le -e where ladies are instructed and degrees are conferred upon them in all

the subjects hitherto deemed peculiarly male, including field surveying, lhere

can be "no good reason for forcing hazardous experiments on all universi

ties at the same time."

Other portions of the article show that the author is not at all unfav

orable to the education of women, whatever he may think of the co-education

of the sexes in the highest institutions. He remarks :—"There can be no

hesitation in saying that God has opened to all His intelligent creatures

the gates of knowledge and that every thought of closing them, every rem

nant of monopolizing tendency, every vestige ol exclusiveness and jealousy,

ought to be swept aside at once and forever." And again :—" To attempt

to limit the range of female studies, or in any way to discourage their ex-

teiisir.n, on the strength of a presumption that certain subjects are beyond

the range of feminine intellect, would be impertinent and absurd." Pro

fessor Smith's general fairness and sobriety cf judgment are evinced by the

paragraph with which he closes this branch ofhis subject :
—

"

Painlul scenes

have occurred at more than one university in consequence of the determi

nation of ladies to attend in company wdth the male students the whole of

the medical course. If the opposition of the male students to this deter

mination came from a desire of retaining a monopoly of knowledge it was

blameworthy, as of course it was if it was manifested in any violent or

imi-cent manner. But, on the other hand, no local or temporary excite

ment can prevent a disregard of the dictates of delicacy on the part of

women from entailing a forfeiture of male respect, whatever that may be

worth. Even male sympathisers with wdiat they regard as a struggle for

emancipation, while applauding in public the female champion of an equiv

ocal right, may be glad in therr hearts that she is not their own wife or

daughter."

be successful in any department of study must be willing to do the work.

When a young man learns from the lives of others that success is the' result of

application, that "Heaven helps those who help themselves," that the man

who would reap the highest honors must perform the hardest labor, when he

learns to know these things and determines that, come what will, he will tri

umph over them all, then will that young man make life a complete and grand

success.
—Exchange.

ESSEA'TIALS TO SUCCESS.

" What shall I study ?" said a young man of ordinary ability as he -en

tered college. On the one hand were the ancient classics, on the other the

modern sciences. Examining the proposed courses he determined to follow

the advice of able and experienced educators and take a regular collegiate
course. Having once made the decision he immediately set himself at work

to carry out his purpose. Days and weeks passed and found him from early
morn till late at night at his task. His companions told him that Greek and

Latin were not worth studying, that practical studies would alone compensate
for his labor. His only reply was,

"

Men of experience- tell me otherwise."
' Co

HO IV TO JUDGE OF BOOKS.

The best books were written when the fewest were read. Now that they

are written it would be foolish and ungrateful not to value them, but equally

foolish to think that by them is the only way to the spirit which produced

them. Take them as a great blessing and means of enjoyment; as what, if

you do not make the most of, so far as you are able, you are foolish ; but do

not take them as what they are not, necessary for intellectual development,

for very little of them would suffice for this if only the mind is not suffered to

sleep. And if we want something to think about, let us think about words.

Our stock of language is a great book in our minds, always ready for us to

read, suggesting to us all kinds of images, which a Milton could do no more

than put together, and full of home-made philosophy of the kind which Soc

rates brought to bear against the book philosophy of the Sophists. We have

all this in our mouths without giving it a thought, while we are murmuring

that our minds are empty and stagnant, because what we want of olher

people's thought is perhaps denied us.
—Pioteetor.

LITERARY NOTES.

The farmer's paper is called the American Agriculturist. As little boys

we wondered and admired it; we scrutinized its pictures and pored over its

riddles. When we owned a garden we prepared every bed, used every tool,

and sowed every seed as prescribed by the Agriculturist. As a result our

garden was a prodigy, and our sire threw up the sponge of championship and

superiority in that branch of husbandry. Since then the paper has grown in

size and, very naturally, in the richness of its contents. It spares no expense

in its cuts, favors no particular manufactures of machines, has a valuable de

partment for answering questions of subscribers, exposes all the new and tak

ing frauds of lotteries and like swindling concerns, and enlightens the farmer

on the vexed subjects of barns, manures, watering, feeding and treating stock,

planting, and reaping. The columns for boys and girls are full of jollity and

instruction. The plant prizes distributed to subscribers soon grow to straw

berry beds and raspberry patches, or something as good, and prove a source

of continual self-congratulation to the owners. Published by Orange Judd &

45 Broadway, New York.

Years rolled away, and he adhered with an unwavering zeal lo his determina

tion until, having received the highest honors of his Alma Alater, he went

forth to battle for humanity and God.

At the same time another young man of unusual talent entered the same

institution. Like the other he commenced the study of the ancient languages
and labored with zeal, ranking first in his class. Soon his lamp ceased to burn

in the evening, and was never lighted in the morning. It was evident he was

seeking ease and neglecting labor, which alone makes the finished scholar. In

a short time he tired of the study of the classics and exchanged them for

the sciences. He soon left these and turned to law, which after a few weeks

was abandoned for the ministry, never succeeding in anything, because he

lacked that tenacity of purpose so necessary to success.

Contrast the lives of these two young men. Both formed the habits in

college which followed them in after-life. The one there acquired tenacity of

purpose, the other became vacillating in all he attempted. The one formed

his ideal for life and was ever afterwards pressing towards the mark, the other
had a score of different ideals flitting vaguely through his mind like airy phan
toms. Nor was their success less different. The one ascended

surely in the estimation ofhis fellows, until he now stands the honored

ident of one of our colleges, the other occupies an obscure and humbl

tion.

The lives of such men are instructive, d'hey teach us that stability of pur

pose and hard work are essential to success. He who would be a jack-at-all-
trades will be good al none. So too it is with the student. He who would

be a dozen different tilings will be a mere nothing. There is too much lo learn
in every department of knowledge for one man to master all. Put deciding to

pursue a set course is not enough. It takes work to carry out decision. It

was the Latin adage, "Life gives nothing to mortals without great labor."
What was true in the time of Cicero and Yirgil is true to-day. He who would

The Atlantic has an attractive table of contents this month. But what

induces us to make mention of it specially is a story by Bret Harte; it is so

unlike the commonplace stories that disgrace the pages of our magazines so

often, so wholly Western in character, and yet calling out sympathy from

every heart. Its title is
"

How Santa Claus came to Simpson's Bar." The

other pages ofthe Atlantic are as enchaining to the reader as usual.

The Chicago Pulpit, published by Carpenter cc Sheldon, 105 W. Randolph

street, Chicago, contains this week, Dr. Robert W. Patterson's sermon on

Cuyler's case. The eminence of this theological divine in his own church

gives his opinion peculiar value, ami this sermon will undoubtedly provoke
much criticism, as he answers the question

"

Shall Women Preach ?" with an

emphatic
" no."
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AANOUNCEAIENT TO COLONISTS.

IF VOU ARE lIOI NO WEST,

Buy your tickets over the
" old reliable

"

Missoiri Pacific Railroad,

the popular route from St. Louis to Scdalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

City, .Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver, and all points in Missouri, Kan

sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to wdiich people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in line day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for prompt
time and sure connections is proveiiiial. For valuable information and assist

ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,

call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R., 72 Lloyd

street, Pullalo, X. Y. ; or E. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent, St. Louis,

Mo. Xo trouble lo answer questions.

AnnoI'mt.mknt.— In a central location of the city, at 74 X. Aurora street,

next lhe bridge, two good rooms can be rented at the beginning ofthe spring
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iAPIENTIA UTERE!

NEW A.YD SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

in the

HEBREW, GREEK, LATIN, GERMAN.

FRENCH, SPANISH, P( iRTU< iUESE,

ITALIAN, 'CHINESE, ENGLISH,

A X D O T H E R L A N G U A G E S
,

on sale at

LESS TILLY HALF TRICE,

NO. 21 STATE STREET, UP-STAIRS;

T?OR SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H.J. MESSINGER,

CORTLAXIi, N. V.

Price $12,000, if sold by March 1st ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. DiuiiLE, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New

York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7, 1S72.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended tu

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

THE CORNELL ERA.

Now READY :

^pIIE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1S71.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing define
Illustrations on -wood, 1 2 plates on stone {four
12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

auy part of the country on receipt ofprice.
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F. T. GREENLEY &> CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca street. Lark & Tilford's

brands ol Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 78 State
Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

CTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

POORS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

Xo work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England. \^/"
Xo expense has been spared to make it a standard ! VV •

work on the subjects of wdiich it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

UNIVERS. TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Iihaca, New York.

E. PALMER X: Co.

READY-.MADE CL OTillA 'G,

Brief ok (Ecntknts.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. De-ci-iption ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defeats considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages ami disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter Y. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing

shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and line-, of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions-of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.

Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.

Chapter IV. Training in practice.

Chapter V. Hints on -outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving

drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part) Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and lhe du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in Daper boats from tSoS to

, p.
7 1 . Uo.ii racing at Ameic an Colleges. The Harvard-

Yale and Iiiter'-Collegi.itc races. ,852 to 1871. Citizens'

R.-gatta, Worcester. .Massachusetts. Onto 1870. Re

gattas of lhe New England Rowing A--, .riation. Hudson

Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. OOol and

Cambridge (England) annual races. 1829 to 1. ;i- In

ternational Races, 1 360 to September is. 1S71.

mirth. A Director)' of the -7, Boat Rowing
and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations ot the United stales and

British provinces in e.xistencs on the -oth of November,

1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind ot boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.

Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of live, costing from $150 to $5,-

000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Clas

CUSTOM DKPARTMKNT

FAST STATE STREET.

VOU CAN ALWAYS GET

Y
THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.

Made to order and ready made.

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE IA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, A=c.,Ac.,at

SHERWOOD'S.

Located since the tire at

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block.

pULYER
& BATES,

(V) oc -1 Fast State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY Oo< H iS. OROCERIF.S, CROCK" R V. (.ARRETS.

( )IL CLl > 1HS, etc. Clothing manufacture.; to or jer on short

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

WATERS, BATCH & CO ,

Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

PEAI.KKS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS. COMFORTA-

Al'.LEs. BLANKETS, SHEETS. PILLOW

CASES. ETC., ETC, ETC.

ALSO DEALEIcS IN

GENERAL DRV GOODS.

Ml of which we offer at the lowest possible price Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASslMlcRKS, and par.,c,,l.,i

attenlion paid to the manufacture of Cotlcng on un- rea.son.i-

ble terms.
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LIPPER SONG.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown:
Hi, nobh-s and his courtiers all pi shod in slippers too,

While his subjects all go slip-shod to pav the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
thc world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,

That he mav slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through :

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.

We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the 'treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots righl
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips iu iiis bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He shps a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide

Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
Tiie I. a\-yer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A wool oi" counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

W'e are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too, in these disastrous times:
For every dollar slipped to you he shps back twenty dimes:

Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

Hiscrcditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand

To take thc measure of some wealthy, noble genilcman.
lie swears the coat it fits you, and again he slip.; his rule.
Then shps the money horn your purse, then doffs you off a

We are all slipping, etc.

The- Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
ln-t take your little grist to him. and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, anrl I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers a'so wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you

A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be :

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

"We are all slipping, etc

Rumsell e'-s charming slippers wc, r when slipping to your

lip
Tbe d.unning how] of Death, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He- slip, away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennylcss, to all the world a curse.

We are all -lipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Ofthe gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride;
They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they -lip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he shps his type right
well;

All round the world he slips thc news, and strange cnoiOi
to tell,

*

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their nod, lies till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

I'll -.hp a voyage on ocean wave, and seek mv health nn-w
■

To California's boasted rlimc, I'd slip with haste away—
IM slip mv asthma in the sea beneath the maddened snra v
'I len I'll be slipping, etc.

Buds never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Wh • would not slip :, .firnp or tw . to help a fi lend in ne'd—
I- ran mountain top, Irom dell and dale, I'd e< ho back to

you
I )l how by friends I slipped the grave, then join lhe chorus

too.

We are all -lipping, etc.

F. A. TARTENHEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

m EAST STATE STREET, ITIIAt A, N. V.
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FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro-

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANAING RUSSEL, AI. A., Vice-

President, Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South- European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AL A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WLLLIAAI CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. P.,

Piofessor ol Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AL. A., Non-

resilient Piofessor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res-

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, AL. .-/., Professor of Mathe-

ma tic.-..

WILLARD FISKE, AL. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North- European Languages.

ISAAC FIAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Nun-resident Pro

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,
Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, AI. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LA IV, E. R. J'. C, Pr-.fcs.sor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FR.-LNCIS E. LOOAIIS, AL A., Ph. D., Profes
sor of Physic and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AL. A., Non

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY IL AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. MORRIS, C. E., Professor of Practical
Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AI. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, AL S, Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. .-/.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry' and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. 1A, Professor of Pno.
lish Historv.

^

BAYARD TAYIo.AAI. A., X,,„. resident Pro-
fessor of Oerman Lite, iture.

/tURTG. II AIDER, S. p., At. D., Profess,.,- ,,f

Comparative .Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., I. II. D._
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHIRIES It. JIANG, B. S„ Professor of (;iiem.
islry.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAM E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics
and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AL A., Italian and

SpalOl.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics.

JAAIES AIORGAN HART, AI. A., J. U. D.,
German.

WATERAIAN T. HEWETT, AI. A., German.

BELA P. MACKOON, AI. A., German.

JAAIES E. OLIVER, At. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, At. A., AI. D.,
Mathematics.
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ALFRED STEBBINS, At. A., French.

LUCIEN A. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.
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LEWIS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. EUHER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. IL. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

/-'. AI. HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D., Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. ./..Ornithology.

E. W. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAtAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, .Agriculture.

XERNES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy
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All letters relating to the financial department of thc Univer

sityare to be addressed to Mi. J. W. Williams, Assistant

Treasurer, Ithaca.
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THE GLRLS OF ITHACA.

P.Y HARLEY QLINN.

I had kissed the buxom Buckeye, I had squeezed the Esqui
maux,

I had swung among the grape-vines with the dusky Rapahoe,
I had latched the wooden slippers of the maidens of Anjou,

And my heart was hungry still.

Chorus:—Dolor, dolor, doloroso,

Dolor, dolor, doloroso,

Dolor, dolor, doloroso,

My soul was sorry still.

I had bitten Eve's sweet apple, and had found an ashen core,

I had pilgrimed through Bohemia until saddened, sick and sore,
In the peaceful paths of Wisdom's court I heard of bliss galore,

So I hied myself to Cornell.

Chorus:—Dolor, &c.

I would quaff from the muses' well.

First I signed a convent's by-laws, and I donned an azure

blouse,

To Bellona and Minerva I would prove a loyal spouse,
But alas for stern resolvings, and alas for vestal vows,

Cupid launched a swift harpoon.
Chorus :—Dolor, &c.

I apostatised very soon.

0, mothers ! having dainty boys who fain would be fresh men,
Better gird them round with corsets, let them off to Vassar

wend,
Better send them for instruction to the wily siren's den,

.Than to risk them at Cornell,
Chorus :—Dolor, &c.

Where the chief of sirens dwell.

When I go to church on Sunday, my heart is all amaze,
For the serried ranks of beauty intercept my pious gaze,
And my voice profanely carols forth the slow and steady lays,

Misire and direge,
Chorus.-—Dolor, &c.

To the tune of Minnie Lee.

No nuns were e'er more modest, no spinsters more discreet,
They are pretty, prudish, worshipful, and saccharinely sweet,
In fact, to speak with temperance, they're good enough to eat

Without any seasoning.
Chorus :—Glory, glory, hallelujah,

Glory, glery, hallelujah,

Glory, glory, hallelujah,
What a feast for a cannibal king.

When I lave among the cascadelles, or climb the Giant's Stair,
Olympic Jove breathes down on me the spicy mountain air,
% Jupiter, I shout aloud, no Paris boy shall dare

To blight with impious hand,

Chorus .-—Glory, &c.

This Hellenistic land.

Ulysses now is dead and gone, and Helen is at rest,
Yet should any timid damosel just nod me her request
I will fight all Troy and Albany, and leave as my bequest,

An Iliad of fame,
Chorus :—Glory, &c.

Established on her name.

O ! I wish I were a Mormon, and they were Mormons too,
I would write a neat proposal to the total blessed crew,
And I'd laugh to scorn the Sultan and the king of Timbuctoo,

Those uxorious old swells,
Chorus :—Glory, &c

With their harem-scarem belles.

Give me no more of Science, I'll have no more of Greek,
I would choose to be invested with a trifle more of cheek,
And the tongue of an archangel, or a troubadour, to speak

The longings ofmy breast.

Chorus :—Glory, &c.

The yearnings neath my vest.

"

Mine eyes are glad with gazing, and my spirit steeped in love,"
I am ready now to evanesce and journey up above,
I have lived so long with angels that I guess I'm fit to move

From number six to seven,

Chorus :—Glory, &c.

From Ithaca to Heaven.

ON THE CEREBELLUAt OF THE LOWER VERTEBRATES.*

BY PROFESSOR B. G. WILDER.

To the general student who uses a single text-book, the structure

and functions of the vertebrate nervous system may seem very

simple matters; but to one who carefully compares the views of

different authors with each other, or with the specimens at his

command, no part of comparative anatomy is so full of doubt and

peiplexity.
The first cause of this confusion lies in the nature of the objects

themselves : to obtain them, a part or the whole of a specimen
must be destroyed ; the utmost care is required in order to avoid

bruising the delicate nervous tissue mK rarely can a good brain be

extracted from a specimen long preserved in alcohol ; and no prep

arations once made require such constant attention and expense

for their preservation. The other source of confusion has been the

eagerness to publish the account of a rare or new brain without

sufficient material for comparison and correction ; to these must be

added the tendency of authors to copy the figures and descriptions

of previous writers without sufficient examination into their correct

ness.

The following are a few cases of confusion which have been

noted during the course on Comparative Neurology this term.

1. As to the olfactory lobes, the anterior pair of ganglionic

masses. In the majority of vertebrates these lie just in front of the

cerebral lobes ; but in many fishes, for instance the Cod, the Carp

and the Pickerel, and the Alligator among reptiles, they are in con-

*This paper comprises parts of a verbal communication to the Natural

History Society, February 24th, 1S72; it is .offered in its present somewhat

technical form, partly in order to include some new matter, and partly to cor

rect some apparently trifling but really important inaccuracies
which occur in

the report of that meeting which was published in THE Era for March 1st,
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tact with the nasal cavities, and are connected with the brain by

long crura, which led Cuvier and others to regard the cerebral

lobes as the olfactory lobes, and the crura above mentioned as the

olfactory nerves : our Auzoux model of the Carp's brain was con-

stucted according to this erroneous view, but has now been cor

rected by the addition of a wire to represent the olfactory crus,

with a large cork at its end to represent the lobe*.

As an instance of careless copying of figures, the olfactory lobes

of the Eel are shown as a single median lobe in Owen's Compar

ative Anatomy (volume ist, figure 176) ; but this was copied from

Mayne's article,
"

Optic Nerves," in the Cyclopedia of Anatomy

and Physiology, (volume 3d, figure 408) ; and this again was copied

from Solly, who may have shown them correctly as a pair ; their

smallness probably led the first copyist to omit the median line and

so fuse the two lobes into one.

2. As to the cerebral and olfactory lobes together. Both these

essential subdivisions of the brain were overlooked by Valentine in

his dissection of the Chimasra monstrosa,t and wholly omitted in

his descriptions and figures ; but nevertheless all the names ordi

narily applied to the various subdivisions of the brain are allotted to

the remaining half of the Chimaera's brain, the large optic lobes be

ing called the cerebral lobes, and the slender thalami which had

been divided in the dissection being designated as the olfactory
lobes and nerves together.

3. As to the general nomenclature of the brain MiillerJ has enu

merated four, namely, ofHaller, Arsaky, Treviranus and Von Baer,

and has added a fifth which may prove incorrect in the light of future

investigations.

4. But the part most enveloped in obscurity as to its develop

ment, its structure, its functions, its size, nay, its very existence, is

the cerebellum.

This, the hinder ganglionic mass of the brain proper, is gener

ally supposed to be formed by the union on the middle line of two

little plates of nervous matter which project upward and inward

from the posterior columns of the medulla ; but according to the

seventh edition of Quain's Anatomy (2,577) this is denied by Bis-

choff who, nevertheless, has figured the primitive cerebellum ofthe

dog as two lateral plates arising from the medulla§ ; so what shall

we believe ?

The size and form of the cerebellum vary greatly even among

the fishes; according to Muller || it is wholly wanting in the Myx-
ine, while in the Tunny it equals in bulk all the other parts of the

brain : it forms a flap projecting backward in the cod, projecting
forward in the cat-fish, and pointing directly upward in some of the

perches.
In the knprey (Petriomyzon) Muller figures it as a narrow

bridge over the fourth ventricle, and this is its condition in most if

not all the Batrachians, and in many Reptiles ; but to this general
rule there are a few real or apparent exceptions, a consideration of

which is the main purpose of this paper.

Owen has represented side by side the brains of two large tailed

Batrachians, the Menopoma and the Menobranchus.^

*The Auz.'x model of the catEs brain would never be recognized as such
by anyone vO has seen a specimen or a correct figure ; but must of the mod
els appear tu be tolerably correct.

t Archiv flir Anatomie, 1842, page 25, plate 2.

t Vergleichende Neurologie der Mvxmoidtn; Abhandl. der KrI Acad der
VVOsenchaften der Berlin, 1838, page 211.

^Enuvicklungogescheite des Hund-eies, plate 11, firnire a.< G e

HAbhandl. etc., 1837.
^'

IfTransactions of lhe Linnean Society, volume 18, plate 27, figures 5 and 6

Both these creatures live in fresh water: they have similar

forms, long heavy bodies, short legs, strong fish-like tails, aud dif

fer mainly in that Menobranchus retains its external gills through
life.*

Notwithstanding the similar nature and mode of life of these

two creatures, the cerebellum of Menobranchus is shown as a na*.

row bridge, while that of Menopoma is shown as a large heart-

shaped flap covering nearly the whole of the fourth ventricle.

Having alcoholic specimens of both species, I exposed the

brains and compared them. The brain of Menobranchus did not

differ essentialy from Owen's figure : but that of Menopoma pre

sented a cerebellum nearly similar, namely, a narrow bridge in

stead of a large flap : but in a second and larger specimen the

mystery was solved ; covering the true cerebellum was a wide and

delicate flap which had its main attachments upon the sides of the

medulla, and extended backward over the fourth ventricle : its up

per surface was smooth and looked like brain matter: but upon

gently raising the hinder part of the flap, the under surface was

seen to be corrugated with a central stem and lateral branches, re

sembling the choroid plexus which is found closely attached to the

cerebellum of Turtles, appearing at first, even in them, as a poster

ior and supplementary lobe : this delicate flap had evidently been

torn away in exposing the brain of the first Menopoma,and perhaps
also that of the Menobranchus : but an examination of fresh speci

mens, which I hope to procure next spring, will doubtless remove

the present doubt.

A similar doubt exists with reference to the cerebellum of Petro-

myzon, which, as above mentioned is figured by Muller as a nar

row bridge : he does not figure a choroid plexus in addition, but
in some small Lampreys from Cayuga Lake, I find a long and

broad flap having a dumbbell outline, and not only covering the

ventricle, but also extending forward to wholly conceal the thalami;
this was at first taken as the cerebellum, but an examination of

fresh specimens will probably show that this too is only a largely
developed choroid plexus.
In conclusion, there are some points worthv of note in connec

tion with Owen's figures ofthe brain ofMenopoma and Menobran

chus : both of these figures are copied from Meyer : and that of

Menobranchus is obviously incorrect in other respects. But, al

though this exonerates Owen from the charge of a careless prepa
ration of the brains, it exposes him to the more serious one of

never calling attention to the remarkable discrepancy between the

cerebella of two genera so nearly similar in habit and structure, as
the Menopoma and the Menobranchus. No allusion whatever is
made to this, either in the paper where the figures appeared or in

any subsequent work, so far as 1 can learn. Yet the contrast is
too striking- to be forgotten by one who has so conscientiously re

produced the imperfections as well as the perfections of his earlier
in his later works ; and one is reluctantly impelled to the conclusion
that these figures were omitted from the otherwise extremely de
fective account of the Batrachian nervous system which is given
in his last and greatest work,t because they alone, if unexplained,
would present to the least observant reader, an insupportable ob
stacle to the acceptance of the great anatomist's view of the cer

ebellar function, which is so strongly presented upon the preced-

in^pages.
This view, first proposed by Flourens, that the cere-

•' rLo hOP-Ob 'f
sometim"

cfcd
"

Alligator ;
» 'Menobranchus is called

the l,uer!„ ,.the.former,.s1fo1u»dVnIthe A"eB^ny mer and Us tributaries,tne l.utei in the rivers and lakes of this and other states

tComp. Anal, and Phys. of Vert, vol. 1.
p. 290.
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bellum was the seat of the faculty of coordinating muscular move

ments, is well supported by a comparison of most brains, as Owen

has well shown : and the objection which has been urged by Wy-

man* that the cerebellum, of the frog is smaller than that of most

fishes, may perhaps be met with the suggestion that although the

latter has no legs like the former, yet its movements are much

more precise and determinate -han the wild though vigorous leaps

of the frog.

And now if the supposed cerebellum of Menopoma and Lam

prey proves to be no part of the brain at all, but only a plexus of

blood vessels, it will remove what would otherwise be very serious

objections to the theory of "muscular coordination," although it

by no means shows that theory to be true. For it is evident that

before it is safe to compare the brains of different animals with a

view to ascertain the functions of the various organs, we must first

be sure that these organs themselves
"
are what they seem," and as

a single step in a direction now seen to need exploration, I would

ask those students who may live where Lampreys and
" FI ell-bend

ers
"

and Dog-fish abound, to procure us some specimens for ex

amination during the coming season.

*
Nervous System of Rana pipiens, p. 13.

A MIDNIGHT REVERIE.

It was late one evening when I had fully prepared for the following day's

recitations. I had been hastily reading a number of works on astronomy.

They described and illustrated to nie the various members of our solar sys

tem :
—Venus, the evening star, with her lunar-like phases; Mars with his

lurid-red light, and supposed masses of snow at his poles ; Jupiter with his

broad equatorial belts and attending satellites ; Saturn with those wonderful

rings which encircle the distant planet, and the numerous minor worlds re

volving about him, their central sphere ; and lastly, of those distant worlds,

revolving through the immensities of space, and completing their revolution

in an era exceeding the duration of human life, Uranus and Neptune. I then

laid the volumes one side, and took from my shelf a little twelve mo. bearing

the title " Curious Thoughts ofthe Middle Ages." I read of the Wandering

Jew, the Divining Rod, and lastly of Prester John. The latter tale peculiarly

impressed me. My imagination was roused to an unnatural height at the

marvelous story of this supposed Asiatic Christian sovereign, who
" united in

one, the utmost pretensions of pope, and the proudest claims of a monarch."

The magnificence ofhis royal palace, with its portals of ebony, its windows of

crystal, and its columns of ivory and amethyst, were only surpassed by the

still greater and more lavished splendor which nature had showered upon that

realm of fancy. What 1 had gathered from my astronomy and the story of

Prester John, seemed to have a strange affinity for each other; and no sooner

had I closed that little volume, and drawn my large rocking chair more closely

to the fire, than reason surrendered the scepter to imagination, and I gave

way to the following reverie :

The stars are shining with an unusual splendor to-night. Jupiter, who

reigns as evening star, is rapidly following the departed sun, and will soon

sink below the western hills. Old Orion is almost obscured by the mists

which hover about the horizon. The golden Wain silently revolves in his

eternal circle. On a time like this one almost instinctively exclaims,

"

Oh, Night ! I love her sombre majesty !

'Tis sweet, her double solitude, to me !

# # # *
alone I'd be

With Darkness, Silence, and my God !
"

The merry bells which so often break upon r^y ears, seem merrier now than

ever before. I am alone. Chum sleeps in the adjoining room removed from

care and study. Why may I not loosen my soul for awhile from its earthly

moorings, and seek for some happier and fairer clime ! How I would rejoice

to pas? a few hours upon some more favored land, where earth with all its

"

dust and tears
"
would not disturb the soul's tranquility. We at times grow

tired of this world with its toils, trials, struggles and vain allurements ; and

long for the retired and blissful repose of solitude.

Well I will go
—in fancy if not in reality

—will forget for a season these

stern realities of life. Then farewell for a season to everything around : the

earth seems gone from me, and terrestrial things are realized only in memory.
I stand upon the ocean's shore; far out uver miles ofthe dark Kue nuin, un
til the watery deep mingles indistinctly with the floating summer clouds, the

eyes behold all the glories of a summer's day at sea. Let me On and walk

along. All around are flower-beds and groves, which exist in beauty, such as

eye, it seems, hath never gazed upon before. The air is laden with the per
fume of the violet, tube-rose, the geranium and the lotus. The graveled
walks are bordered with alternate drooping elms, and lofty pines; while for

ests and groves of citron, with towering palm trees piercing the heavens, form

extended vistas in which the eye loves to lose itself. Passing on for some

distance, and an open plain lies spread out before me. Nearly circular in

form it is to all appearances. A marble wall with gates of carnelian surrounds

it. The avenue I am upon leads to one of the entrances. After a few qu«s-

tions the porter admits me. Behold! what a spectacle lies before. All that

I have ever read of fairy lands, of Eutopias, of the gardens of Vanclure, of

the groves which nymphs inhabit, none have ever painted a picture which

seem as beautiful as this. I feel that nature has gathered together all the

splendors of a tropical clime; has accumulated the choicest flowers and shrub

bery which Italian or Parisian villas ever possessed ; that art has obtained the

choicest treasures of ages from Greek and Italian shores; and that taste has

so arranged the various charms of each, as to make the enclosure seem like a

terrestrial paradise.
The ground gradually arose from the surrounding walls, and formed an

eminence in the center. Upon this the palace was builded. Whatever has

been said of oriental magnificence, either ancient or modern, cannot compare

with the gorgeous structure which lay before me. It was chiefly constructed

of white marble, with the entablatures and columns of porphyry and noble

serpentine. I lost all thought of the size of the edifice while almost spell-
bound in contemplating its magnificence. The numerous porticoes, balconies,

arcades, and other effective ornaments seemed lavished in unrestrained pro

fusion. The architect seemed to have been of the Roman rather than of the

Grecian taste, for the sentiment of luxury and magnificence in preference to

that of harmony and beauty was everywhere depicted. This fact was particu

larly impressive in the gorgeousness of the decorations. Several domes

formed the principle covering ; and they were chiefly of crystal and gold,

glancing with a beautiful lustre in the sunshine. High above the domes, and

even the tallest palm tree, arose several spires which the eye could but imper

fectly trace to the top-most point : indeed I think I should have been unable

to distinguish the summit, had it not been crowned by a golden cross on

which the last parting rays of the sinking sun still lingered, after all below was

hushed in the mists of twilight.

The grounds about the palace were ornamented in a manner consistent

with the other magnificence of the place. Fruit and flower gardens were cul

tivated all about the palace and often extended even to the ivy grown marble

walls ; fountains formed of carved images of beasts and children, with the

pure sparkling waters rising in a graceful manner from urns which the child

ren held in their hands, were frequently to be seen among the gardens. In

other places there were bubbling springs, from which little streams flowed

gently down the enclosure among shady groves of vermeil-blossomed shrub

bery. Along some shaded streamlet, or beside a sparkling fountain, were lit

tle arbors with the bitter-sweet or grape growing over them ; while the palm

tree and olive formed cool retreats for the heat-oppressed body. All these

attractions made me feel that here indeed I saw
"
nature all glowing in Lden's

first bloom."

This lovely place, I learned, was the public resort of those who lived out

side the walls. The palace was used for all in-door sports, and the gardens

and shady groves
for those festivities which were but enjoyed among the

beauties of nature and art when mingled in harmonious profusion. While I

was there the palace was ringing with mirth and merriment; and nearly ev-

ery arbor was filled with children or with lovers ; and the light-hearted sports

of running and laughing children filled the outer air with echoes.

But the day was just declining. Gradually the people retired to their

homes, and I found myself alone. The lingering rays of the declining sun

were glistening upon the crystal domes, and the tall spires shot up into the

blue vault, with their crowning crosses shining in great splend. r. I retired

to a neighboring arbor, and sat down, resting my head upon my ;• jids. Af-

ter sitting in that posture for some time, I thought to go and see the palace

and gardens by moonlight. But how great was my surprise when I arose !

What a glorious spectacle
the heavens presented. Spanning the blue vault

of heaven's deep profundity from east lowest was a broad'belt of shining orbs

so close to each other as to seem almost in actual contact. I soon felt con-
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vinced that this splendid sight was the rings of Saturn. How truly wonder

ful, thought I, are these demonstrations of the Almighty's greatness ! The

undevout astronomer must indeed be mad. Who can look upon such a scene

and not say in his heart, "To-night as I look up to ye stars, I feel my soul

rise to its destiny !" Creation seemed a thousand-fold more beautiful and

mysterious than ever before ! God's omnipotence never had appeared dem

onstrated iu such convincing terms ! With a half-earnestness I felt that,

"Ah, me! could I with ken angelic, scan

Celestial glories, hid from mortal man,

I'd deem this night a day supernal !

Could music, borne from some far-singing sphere,
Float sweetly down, and thrill my stricken ear,

I'd pray this hush might be eternal !"

I wandered about for a long time, contemplating these unto'd glories of

God's universe ; and at length came to a point directly before the palace, from

which the lunar arch appeared to form a halo of glory above the marble edi

fice. I recalled Irving's description of the Alhambra by moonlight. But the

rays of tempered light, which the moon might have shed upon the ruined

moslem stronghold could feebly compare with the whole arch of lunar glory,

pouring down its floods of softened radiance, making garden, grove, fountain

and palace seem as parts of an enchanted Eden.

But Saturn's night is only of a few short hours' duration. Time was slip

ping away from me unconsciously; and I was aroused from my musings by
the approach of morning. The stars gradually faded away; Cassiopia in the

north, and Orion in the South were last to depart, but even they had soon

perished; the eastern horizon lighted up with the faint streaks of morning;
and the glories of a Saturnian night gently melted away into the still grander

glories (if that may be) of a Saturnian day. F. W. H. '73.

PICKINGS.

Dedicated lo H G. P., '74.

Creaking windows, winter breezes,
"

Nature's music streaming in,"

Deep sonorous midnight sneezes,
"

Was it true or did I dream ?"

Carrot ringlets, eyes all sauinting,
"

Trembling o'er me looking down,"

Magic looks my spirit tinting,
" Tell me, was I there alone ?

"

Most unfaithful, craven-hearted,

Ugliest, sourest, nature's queen,
Who but (N)annie with red hair parted
"

Came to press her lips to mine ?
"

Sweeping lashes, face 7/«blushing,
" Passion burning on her brow,"

"

Darling, tell me," my heart is gushing
"

And she told me whispering low."

Ere I left my Hampshire lassie,
Ere false words I could command,

Into night her father chased me

Leaving me a beaten man.

"

Sympathy with human sornno"

"

Was the lesson clearly seen,"
" But I am waiting for an answer."
"

Was it true or did I dream ?
"

I should think you've had your answer,

For sometimes things are what they seem.

Take to study not to dreaming,
" And you'll be a better man."

"

Tkutiiiui. Jamks," '73.

CORRESPONDENCE.

MESSRS. Editors :—An erroneous idea seems to be abroad respecting tl
relations existing between the two principal boating organizations anil to

rect this impression is the object of this article. It seems to be generall
derstood that a deep-seated rivalry exists between the Navy and the T

Hughes Boat Club. Such i9 not the case, To my own knowledge the best

feeling exists between their tiiembefsi. Persons uninformed upon the stibject
ask anxiously "Why don't the two organizations unite?" Attempts hav«

been made to accomplish this object, and propositions have been offered by
both parties, but so far without success, owing to some misunderstandings ;

and perhaps it is not to be regretted that they were not successful, for this

reason : the organizations differ widely in scope and aim. Both tend in their

success to promote the boating interests of the University, but each in a differ

ent way. The T. H. B. C. is strictly an amateur organization. The Navy,
if I am correctly informed, has a more general aim, and has in charge the boat-

ing interests ofthe whole University. How, then, shall we unite two widely
different things, and what shall we call the resulting combination ? It is plain,
this being the case, that there need be no cause of jealousy, and the success

of the one is not prejudicial to the prosperity of the other.

To arrive at a better understanding of the condition of affairs, I would sug

gest that some member ofthe Navy well acquainted with its objects and con

dition, submit, through the columns of The Era, a clear and thorough ac

count ofthe same, thus also promoting harmony and advancing the boating
interests generally. For the T. H. B. C. the writer is prepared to speak. As

I have said it is an amateur organization, having for its object the promotion
of physical culture, giving to all its members opportunities for indulging in

the exercise of rowing, and of course intends to furnish a crew to compete in

the University races. The club has been greatly augmented as to numbers,
its treasury has been considerably increased, and a thorough reorganization
effected. Additions will be made to the property in the shape of boats, a rac

ing shell procured, and the crews will be ordered out for practice as soon as

the season opens.

The club is more prosperous than ever before and may now said to be estab

lished on a firm basis, and this mainly by the unaided, energetic action of the

members themselves. It is composed of earnest men who are ready to. back

their words with work and who don't know the word
"

fail." Any member

of the University who wishes to row cannot do better than avail himself of

the advantages offered by this organization.
I understand that a movement is on foot to send a crew to the college

regatta next summer. This crew to be chosen without regard to organiza
tions. If so the movement is a good one and ought to meet the support of

all students. In conclusion I would urge every member ofthe University to

do what he can for boating by joining or contributing to some organization.
C.

THE OARSMAN'S MAXCAI..

Editors of The Era .•— I wish through your columns to call the attention of
all interested in boating to the Illustrated Catalogue and Oirsman's Manual,
published by the well known paper boat manufacturers, Waters, Balch & Co.,
of Troy. I can, on careful perusal of the presentation copy to the Cornell

Navy, heartily recommend it as a complete and carefully prepared manual of
the science of rowing. As set forth in its preface, its aim

"

has been to pre
sent to the reader a comprehensive view of the whole subject of rowing in the

light boats of the day, as now practised in this country and in England, and
to supply both to the beginner and the amateur in the same volume a mass of
technical information not to be found in any other single work." This object
appears to have been followed throughout, and a most accurate judgment in
the choice of material as compared with that of other manuals we have seen,
.enders every line in the book of great value, not only to the oarsman but to
the general reader.

The first chapter in the volume gives us a succinct history of the past and
present of rowing in England and America, and shows great research, gov
erned by sound practical views. The succeeding chapters of the introduction
form undoubtedly the most interesting part of the book. In them we find a

detailed h.story of that most delicate triumph of marine architecture, the mod-
ern rac.ng shell ; and as we read, and gaze on the engravings of their slender
frames, drawn with mathematical precision, we thank heaven that the day of
tubs has gone by. But space will not permit me to -o into any detailed de-
scription of all the book contains, but we cannot pass over Chapter I, Part
II, without specially drawing the attention ofthe practical oarsmen to the im-

portant advice il contains. In this chapter we have rowing defined, hints to

beginners and the errors to be avoided carefully described; in he: a complete
treatise in ,Oll on the oar and how to use it. The chapter on training does
not presenbe any old-fashioned, barbarian rules of living but is modern, phy
s.ological, and instructive reading to all men who value sound health. This
most valuable work contains also a very complete catalogue of the various
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boating organizations in the United States, with full statistics, which lends it

great additional
value to new organisations like those at Cornell.

The very low price at which the work is issued ($6.00) brings it within

the means of all who really desire to excel in the science of rowing, and the

thorough perusal of it, by familiarizing the oarsman with all that constitutes

the science, will prove to him one of the most efficient aids from the very be

ginning and through his entire practice of the art.

And believing nothing like proficiency in the scientific use of the oar can

be acquired without strict attention to the details of the art, I therefore ear

nestly recommend to every oarsman in the University especially, this manual

as an invaluable essential to his progress and success.

Respectfully, A. C. Pike.

Editors Cornell Era:—You will admit that it is unfair to publish any

thing against an individual, a society or even a sex, without allowing a word

in reply from the injured party.

Pray give place then to a woman's word of protest against the article on

the
" Co-education of the Sexes," in your last issue.

The author says,
"

Sex itself, at all events, with its direct physical conse.

quences, must be taken as an irreversible fact." Ves ; we trust so, not only
with its physical but with its moral consequences. Nothing is more unfair

than to charge "Woman's Rights women" with wishing to imitate men.

Heaven forbid ! We of all other women see the distance between the sexes,

realize the utter inability of men to understand us so as to legislate for, or di

rect us aright. We of all others protest against mannish barbarities, war,

oppression, cruelty, selfishness, and demand the higher civilization which will

be inaugurated when womanliness is in the ascendant. Far be it from us to

perpetuate the follies and crimes of the masculine reign. The new era of

mercy, love, justice, purity, truth, is women's era in contradistinction to

man's.

And if woman, ever seeking the good of others rather than her own, is

willing to come among her rude brothers to bring refinement, cleanliness, or

der with a healthy intellectual rivalry, into their colleges, their public assem

blies, their voting places, chivalrous men will see to it that she has a reveren

tial welcome.

We do not ask nor expect much from those men wh.o have grown old with

out the holy influences of wife, sister or daughter, and perhaps with mother

love effaced from the heart. Such men ought to feel their own incompetency
to treat of such a subject.

The reference to Vassar College is very weak. After largely endowing
the many colleges of the land, which in turn have closed their doors against
us, we have at least one to ourselves. Its expenses are heavy, it is always
filled, and has to refuse many applicants : is it not strange that the men who

have monopolized all the universities, and have room enough and to spare,

should not apply for admission here ?

Your author alludes to the
"

physical inability
"

of women ; did he ever

consider how much more women endure physically than men do ? how much

more vitality they have ?

As to the unwillingness of these chivalrous men to contest an intellectual

race with us we attribute such unwillingness to quite another motive than the

one inferred. We do not ask to
" be allowed to beat." After listening for

nearly a year to college recitations we are quite amused at this idea of women

lowering the standard.

As to " forfeiting male respect
"

by an eager pursuit of truth, and the

ability to look at all truth purely, instead of from the vulgar stand-point of

many young men who dare to study with foul minds God's sacred creations ;

we count the cost and gladly
"

forfeit
"

such
"

male respect."
Your inexperienced writer goes on to imagine that even the " male sym

pathizer
"

with the womanly struggle for emancipation,
"

may be glad that

his wife and daughter
"

are not eng.-ged in it. Methinks John Stuart Mill,
Lord Auberly, Mr. Garrison, Mr. Blackwell, Rev. Mr. Livermore,- Judge
Stanton and the hundreds of others who have sought and won thoughtful wo

men for wives, would scarcely exchange them for fashionable nonentities.

But a truce to " old bachelors' wives and old maids' children."

ShawaxEbeke.

CHEMICAL CLUB.

The last regular meeting of this club was held in its room, No. 83 Casca

dilla, on Saturday evening, April 6th.
The exercises were opened by Mr. Hoppock, who read an article upon the

history of photography.

He was followed by Mr. Phinney, who delivered a very able article upon
the supposed celestial ether.

Mr. Patrick read a very interesting article upon albuminoids.
The following officers were elected :-A. H. Phinney, President- E H

Bartley, Vice President : A. E. Hoppock, Secretary; J. L. Moffat, Treasurer.
1 his meeting was one of the most interesting that the club has ever held.
Communications may be expected from the following gentlemen : Messrs.

Aubert, Bartley, Hoppock, Jobs, and Moffat. Secretary.

THE AtAN WHO "DIGS."

Although winter has lingered iong in the "

lap of spring," from all pre
cedent it is safe to assume that, in the language of a gushing journalist, she
will soon open her " vernal portals." This being done it may be expected
that she will be worthy of all the poetic, effusive, and languishing epithets usu

ally bestowed upon her. In other words a season auspicious for long walks,

rowing, playing ball, hunting etc., may be anticipated with tolerable certainty.
Apropos of these suggestive presumptions comes the thought : does it pay to
"

d'g." to grub among linguistic roots, burrow through the delightful and aro

matic mysteries of chemistry, and to attempt the physical impossibilities of

physics to an immoderate extent ? It may be said that the injunction advis

ing moderation in all things is sufficiently obeyed among students as regards
their mental labors, but we know many whose thoughts and even actual atten

tion are occupied "from morn till dewy eve," and from dewy eve until nearly

midnight with problems, tasks and questions suggested to their deluded minds

by'the prevailing text-books of the University and by those who expound unto

tis. Now could they not be engaged in better business, at least one-third of

this time, in disengaging themselves from the Ynorbidness and mental cob

webs superinduced by hard "digging," in keeping up their nervous stamina

and the athletic interests to the right standard by partaking in out-of-door

sports, and in infusing the light of social intercourse into the recesses of their

intellects, darkened by too persistent study ?

By observing these directions the cadaverous student will simultaneously
work for the interests of his cranium and his epigastrium. There is an addi

tional gain which will result when that "dream of fair women" shall have

been consummated which has not been mentioned by the spicy moralists who

have heretofore treated the subject. Anyone can see that it.will obviate in a

great degree the evil of "digging." Acts of chivalry, of observation from

study windows, of knightly attentions to the lady cadets on drill-days, and per

haps tourneys, will detract the assiduous worker from too close application to

books. It will also induce a more regular attendance upon public exercises and

worship. Now that the "winter of our discontent
"

is past, it seems meet to

renew with vim the diversions and recreations which are so necessary to suc

cessful labor. H. M. K.

Mathematics.—He that gives a portion of his time and talent to the in

vestigation of mathematical truth, will come to all other questions with a de

cided advantage. He will be in argument what the ancient Romans were in

the field : to them tbe day of battle was a day of comparative recreation, be

cause they were ever accustomed to exercise with arms much heavier than

those with which they fought ; and their reviews differed from a real battle in

two respects— they encountered more fatigue, but the victory was bloodless.

—Cotton.

For the instruction and edification of our lady readers we print the fol

lowing extract from the old Saxon code in regard to leap year; we trust none

will take advantage.of the statute, which
most certainly only custom has re

pealed :

" Albeit as often as leape yeare doth occurre, the woman holdeth prerogative

over the menne in matters of courtshipte, love and matrimome: so that when

the ladv proposeth it shall not be laxvful for
the man to say her nae, but shall

entertain herproposal! in all glide eourtesie."

It is to wine-drinking, says an examiner of musty records, that we owe

the origin of the kiss. After Micennius caught his wife sucking nis finest

wines through the bung-hole of a barrel with a straw, the custom became gen

eral in Rome for the husbands to kiss the lips of their wives, that they might

discover the quality of their good ladies' stolen libations ; and Cato the elder

recommends this plan to the serious attention of all careful heads of families.

The four rules of good health are said to be

" Great temperance
—

open air,

Easy labor—little care."
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THE CORNELIAN.

The looked-for volume is out and in the hands of many of the

students, its contents perused and itself laid away for reference.

The typography does credit to the Democrat Office, though, ow

ing to oversight either there or with these who corrected revises,

there are a number of errors in the orthography of names, a mis

take which is unpleasant in a book of the kind. We might cen

sure the remark in the editorial that those societies which are not

represented in the Cornelian of this year are either defunct or

about to become so ; surely our debating societies are doing more

live work than ever before, and who will accuse that band known

by the wise name of
" Owls

"

of having the most remote idea of

giving up that ghost which Rumor says they raise in their thronged

and frequent meetings ? Not to mention the many other societies

that are in a more vigorous state of growth than ever before we

excuse this little coup de pied on the part of the worthy editors of

the Cornelian, knowing that, as they say, they have been troubled

more than their predecessors with opposition from their University
friends who hold different opinions on matters of finance and policy.
The cut in the back part, representing Ithaca, is a comedy that

speaks worlds of meaning to students and those who know the

town's environs. It will bear careful study from all those who pe

ruse the book, and is alone worth the price charged for the Cornel

ian. One more thing we commend in the work is the news which

the editors have disseminated concerning a number of societies

which were not known to exist previous to the appearance of the

Cornelian. We wish the Editors pecuniary success in the publica
tion.

THE ELECTION OF ERA EDITORS.

We have so much regard for the future success of The Era,
and wish our successors to be so competent and enabled to pro

mote its interests, that we would, at the risk of appearing officious,

urge on the Sophomore Class the necessity of holding their election

speedily, and thus give their men the longest possible time to ar

range the necessary preliminaries, work up their lists, become ini

tiated into the practical workings of the paper, and above all to

avoid the necesssity of holding election toward the end of the

term when everyone is or should be more than commonly busy,
and therefore apt to be careless as to what he may consider a

thing of less importance than the passing of examinations. We

would venture a wish, if such a wish were not futile as proved by
all the preceding elections in every class that has entered the Uni

versity, that the Sophomores would abstain from pulling the tradi

tional wire and making those many artful dodges which mark the

ward politician of the day ; but even though such things must and
will be, they need surely not expect them to be less after postpon
ing the election for weeks, and thus giving time for the perfection
of the plans that may cause the harm they deplore. Vcrbum sap.

We are grieved to see such a professedly pious man as the editor
of Hearth and Home abuse his editorial position by lampooning

through his columns one who has never laid a straw in his way ;

and more than all are we grieved to see such a relentless spirit of

lasting resentment manifested, that he (the Editor) was obliged to

give some of his friends an unchristian thrust in order that he

might vent his unchristian spite on the object of his enmity.

We are friends of the editor of Hearth and Home. In a late

number of The Cornell Era, we copied a poem which was orig

inally written for one of the first literary journals of the country)
for which the author received a generous remuneration. The poem

has been copied extensively by the press ; and the Rev. Dr. T.

L. Cuyler pronounces the author of it one of the most popular
writers of our country. The editor of Hearth and Home first saw

the poem in The Cornell Era, with the name of his mortal foe

attached, whereupon he dipped his pious pen in—christian forgiv
ness (?) and poured out his wormwood and gall thus :

" These young gentlemen [the Editors of Cornell Era] it

would seem lack one essential qualification, which is ' the abilitvto

say No,' when such a melancholy attempt at poetry, such absolute

doggerel, as the lines called ' Poetical Proverbs,' which appear in

the last issue, is offered them for publication. That they fully ap

preciate their lack in this respect is clear, for on another page we

read that
'
the Junior class are practicing on the ability to say

No.' If, knowing their weakness, they can not succeed after

another attempt, let them hand over all such productions to the

Freshmen for review."

Seriously, we fear that the writer, on the day that he recorded

this bitter paragraph, did not peruse with care, the golden maxim :

"
Love your enemies ; bless them that curse you and pray for

them that despitefully use you, &c." That little paragraph is a

black record in a pious man's career. It may require the bitter

tears of a weeping Peter to wash away the stain.

The Editors of The Cornell Era, desire to record their un

feigned thanks to Hearth and Home for their courteous notice • of

The Era.

THE JUNIOR EXHIBITION".

The manner in which the Juniors have pushed forward this

entertainment, the men they have chosen to represent them, the

time of the year, the novelty ofthe custom at this of all other col

leges, augur well for the success of the idea. To be sure, some

one has irreverently remarked the fact that Thursday night,
George Francis, the ranting, the irrepressible, the " incoherent

"

next President, is to perform, and on the following night the Jun
iors are to come on the same stage : he groups these facts, and

draws from them a conclusion of the "

eternal fitness of things,"
and thinks there will be little variation in the programme the sec

ond evening : but this delusion will we trust, disappear, should he

be happy enough to receive an invitation to be present at the ex

ercises. The committee on the printing of invitations have made

a neat and creditable paper for the use of their classmates. The

various orators are busily engaged polishing speeches and cultivat

ing voice for the occasion. The class supper at the close of the

evening's perfoimance is to be the masterpiece behind the curtain,
upon which the vulgar uninitiated cannot gaze

—the supper : we

dare not enter on this subject. A would-be wit has spent money,
time and brains in getting up some stunningly ludicrous posters an

nouncing the coming entertainment. For his sake we hope they
won't be posted.
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THOSE THAT CAN SING AND WON'T SING.

Very few are naturally devoid of musical powers, and those

who have failed to develop their ability in music have done wrong

to themselves, and have neglected an opportunity which they will

regret has passed, more and more as they see it farther away. Mu

sic has advanced rapidly in our University within two years, and

there are numerous glee and singing clubs among us. But the

masses prefer to listen rather than to participate. The Carmina

Collegensia has the precedence of all college song books, in fact

it is the only book of the kind that merits consideration at the

hands of every student. To be sure it has no collection of Cornell

songs in it, but in the next edition we will undoubtedly be repre

sented : however it has all the most common and intercollegiate

favorites, the tunes, the systematic arrangement, and the hints that

are useful to singers of this class of music. We would be glad to

see a copy in the hands of every student, and to hear from every

student's room an occasional burst of song, though it be neither

wholly classic, tuneful or timeful.

WRONG.

The Era regrets to see in any paper published in such an edu

cational center as Ithaca, such a slanderous libel as that by which

the editorial page of to-day's Ithacan was soiled. It was as de

void of professional courtesy, as it is utterly worthless to the public,

even if true, which the editorial brethren ofjdie gentleman attacked

will not be apt to believe. Even if these assertions are true, we

don't see why gratuitous personalities should be published.

ADELPHI LECTURE.

The redoubtable George Francis Train sends his compliments

to all Cornelians, and promises to meet them in Library Hall on

the evening of April 18th. All who have once heard him will be

sure to hear him again ; and those whp have not been so fortunate

will do well to improve the opporunity of seeing and hearing this

greatest of living wonders.

THE HOP.

Mr. Leo's calico ball is to take place this evening, in Wilgus

Hall. It will, we imagine, be a pleasing innovation into the usual

dress balls, and the costumes will doubtless be simplex mundiiiis.

The gentleman will, we hear, remain for another term, which term

commences April, 15.

modify the "
sold

"

as much as circumstances will admit. We drink Rip Van

Winkle's toast to him.

E. D. Jackson, of '70, is doing a flourishing law business in Syracuse.
II. II. Dow, who has been absent from the University for a year, and who

has been engaged in business in East Toledo, is back this term looking healthy

and determined.

We regret to note the departure of E. M. Potter, of '75, for his home in

Hamilton, Ohio. His class will miss him on the ball-field.

M. R. Frazer, of '73, will not return to the University this term. He

is at present residing in the romantic vicinity of Vail's Gate, Orange county,

where he is deep in the turmoil of business.

Boies, of '73, has left the University for the remainder of the year. He

teacheth.

Hagar, of '73, has left for the year. He resteth.

Van Winkle still lives.

CHADWICK, '75 ; too hard study; lung bleeding; recuperating; many

sorry friends.

During the vacation Ithaca and vicinity was favored with a visit from a

party from New York University, making a geological survey. The director

of the party was Professor J. J. Stevenson, formerly State Geologist of West

Virginia. The members of the company were A. B. Carleton, whom some of

our Seniors will remember as a former member of '72, I. Russell, G. P. Den

man, and William Ge61s.

Hercules, who thinks St. Patrick a bigger man than Yankee Doodle,

has emulated the latter gentleman and come to town, though without the

pony, hat and macaronic feather.

W. J. Thompson is in town, better for his term's sport in the South.

PERSONAL.

T. E. Webster, of '72, shows his genial face and displays his base-bal

proclivities among us once more.

The identical " Pop
"

has come to town, and excited the admiration of

his old friends at his apparent health
and content. He will not stay longer

than is necessary to shake hands all 'round and note the changes and im-

provements at Cornell.

J. T. Hay, of '74, has returned to his University duties this term.

J. F. Hatch, who has been sick a major part of the vacation, is in hts

place again.
Robert Collyer has been engaged by the Adelphi Lecture Associat.on

to give a lecture. Date not announced.

"

Gone, gone, sold and gone

To the rice-swamps dank and lone,"

sang Whittier. He sang it in anticipation of the fate of our friend I. J.

Wooden who has committed matrimony in the first degree and has set out for

"
Old Virginny

"
bent on making himself an

" honest old farmer." When

he sees this we trust he will not view the quotation too critically and will

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— Officers of the Y. M. C. A. for the Spring term: J. M. Chase, Presi-

dent; A. Osborn, Vice-President; A. H. Phinney, Secretary; J. T. Sutor,

Corresponding Secretary ; H. B. Knight, Treasurer.

— A Tennessee man recently paid for his local paper twenty years in ad

vance. Won't somebody do the same for The Era ?

— It is more than rumored that a '73 man who believes in the equality of

justice has put in to the Faculty a claim of seven dollars because he has been

here seven days before the opening of the term.

— Professor Peck has two pleasant rooms to let,
in his new house at the

head of Seneca street. Students looking for rooms, now that it has come

time to move, would do well to call on the Professor.

— A pompous
sub-Fresh from Professor Kinne's asked a Junior to direct

him to the room where Class No, 75 recited. He was probably directed into

fUtU^A confident and cheeky student laid a wager that he would salute the

maiden he saw approaching himself
and chum. He bowed his proud neck

aud inclined his huge form most obsequiously, but the lady, alas ! most un-

consciously looked at her muff. The joke was considered a good one.

-The man who went into a room while its occupants were out and took

sundry edibles that were lying on the table, is supposed to have taken that

method of leaving his card. It was a very abstract**,
to say the least

-On Wednesday last with the lecture on the
"

Thirty Years Vv ar, Pres-

ident White's course of modern history
was continued from where ,t was left

'^T^mfour or five newstudents of whom one is a lady, have made

their appearance among us, and several who have been absent for some

^E^l^L Senior has lately immortalized his name On the «.

nation, geology at the

^
of last

^^Zo^o^"
postome?" our Sen or answe ed

£ fw eMmination t0 Professor

^"^
"

Beneath this

remade
S.oric answer

untlTSe «£d of Goldwin Smith, when different arrangements may be

madC

The
"

plug hat
" fever is raging among the Juniors
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Senior class. It is not known what the "style" will be, probably classical (?)

Interlinear translations of Horace are in demand.

— A Senior enraged, during the examination in geology, at the pertinacity

ofthe facts in eluding his memory, is said to have replied in answer to a ques

tion as to the period in which an extinct species of animals lived, that it
was

the Potsdam or some-other-dam period.
— The Trustees won the approbation and merited the thanks of all well-

wishers to the University for the promptitude with which they squelched the

one dollar fine, which sooth to say would be not only a bad political step, but

an uncollectable debt.

—We commend to the regards of all of our readers Mr. Stevens' adver

tisement. Book-keeping is a branch of education which no one should fail to

acquire ; no man can manage his affairs properly, without some knowledge of

it, more than a merely common sense or a picked up and hence bungling

method.

— How our town boys can consent to loaf about the corners as they do,

when a good dose of strychninne can be bought for a sixpence, is really sur

prising.
— The Blacksmith of Glamis says, "Twa folk disputin' thegither ; he

that's listenin' disna ken what he that's speakin' means ; and he that's speak-
in' disna ken what he means himsel' :

—that's Aletaphysics."
•— Here is an item which may interest many of our readers, and to which,

if true, wre would wish to give publicity ; we find it in a veracious exchange :

■'Cornell University is to have a Theological department. It will be eclectic

in character, with professors of different denominations." It is generally af

firmed that we have no theology, religion or decency at Cornell. Affairs are

brightening for us.

— A. Lloyd, .importer and dealer in English, American and foreign books,

has removed to No. 729 Broadway corner Waverly Place.

— Class in mineralogy. Professor—What is a mineral? Senior—Any

body which does not have life. Professor—Dead dog, for example. Class

excused for violent smiling.
—

Collegian,
— A Freshman says he saw some of our ladies taking some lemons home

to squeeze.
—

Collegian.
— Punch's mental philosophy : What is mind ? No matter. What is mat

ter ? Never mind. What is the nature of the soul ? It is immaterial.

— It is requested that all members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes

who are taking or intend to take the "

Course in Civil Engineering
"

register
their names with the professor of that department.

— Mr. Smith has brought the new Syllabi ofthe President's lectures from

Syracuse. Those which were ordered with extra interleaves will be found at

the printing office; they are models of convenience for note-taking, and are

well-bound as they can be at the price.
— A Freshman, when called upon to recite in examination, answered,

"
Not prepared."

■— Mirabile dictu—a Junior last term did not miss a single lecture or reci
tation.

—

John B. Gough, the great lecturer, has been engaged by th,e Ithaca

Lecture Association to deliver a lecture soon to an Ithaca audience.
— Thus far this term the dulcet voice of our

"

Donkey
"
has not been

heard in the halls ofthe University.
— The tons of books composing the Sparks library arrived to-day.
~ The latest and most popular temperance pledge has been adopted

among the various organizations in behalf of sobriety ; any conscientious man

can readily subscribe to it. "
I solemnly promise to abstain from all intoxi

cating drinks, except as a beverage, and profanity, unless prescribed by a

physician, at least four times a day, excepting cider."
— The crews who propose to make rowing a business this term, are soon

to be put on astounding rations, to be exercised fearfully, and to train, in fact,
in the most approved style.

— All the base ball and boating interests are wide awake. Students will

please keep some of their surplus funds to pay up dues in these organizations.
— The Navy expects to give a gymnastic show, including sparring, hori

zontal bar, military drill, Kehoe clubs, etc., at Wilgus Hall, next week. All
should attend.

COLLEGE GOSSIP

—

Junior exhibition at Washington University, St. Louis, recently occur

red. The programme promises three pieces of music, two essays, one ora

tion, and one declamation. Rather briefer than ours will be.
—

Forty have been conditioned in trigonometry at Yale.
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— The Harvard Advocate wonders why, when the Torchlight (college pa

per) speaks of Chicago as being
" Smote by the avenging hand of God,

For its sin and greed and shame,

Like Gomorrah and Sodom of old,

With a burning sword of flame;
"

he offers no explanation of the fact that
" the avenging hand of God" smote

most of the churches, but left several large breweries severely alone. The

Advocate is too lofty in its poetical conceptions. Some time ago it refused to

publish a poem, merely because these lines occurred in it :

" The Junebug viewed his fallen foe

As crushed he did appear,

Then turned around with lofty mien

And walked off on his ear."

—The College Mercury ridicules the position taken by The Era in regard

to a Student's National Convention. Its reason for doing this is that it is

downright rebellion. There is a text in a book which it is feared few of the

editors of the Mercury peruse often, judging from their various profanities.

It runs "None so blind as those who won't see."

— Griswold College, Davenport, Iowa, rejoices in the possession of two

"noble red men
"
who have buried the hatchet and are now learning to play

croquet.
— Genius has for once been rewarded. Professors Silliman and Johnson,

respectively of Yale College and Wesleyan University have been appointed

testers of liquor for Connecticut. The conundrum now is, will they use the

commonplace meter or the more usual testing apparatus ?

— Santa Clara College, California, is doing a healthful business in baseball.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson will deliver the oration before the open societies

of Amherst at the next commencement.

— Two young, conscientious swains, watching the decline of the old year,

and the introduction of the new, were prompted to make the following reso

lutions :

Whereas, Reviewing the history of the past, we discern some improprie
ties of conduct : and,

IVhereas, Very much of our future happiness must depend on a proper

course of life; therefore,

Resolved, That in the coming year
—1872—we will neither offer ourselves

as escorts, nor accept company after we are half-way home from church.

Resolved, That we will neither presume to ask, nor condescend to receive a

kiss at the door except it be from an intimatefriend.

Resolved, That to the best of our ability we will refrain from flirting.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be tendered to The University

Reporter for publication, and another copy be sent to
"
Our Guardian Angels."

—University Reporter.
—
"
Der Chunior ein deutscher Boem," is the title of a poetical contribu

tion to the Beloit Alonthly. One verse reads .■

" On Zaturday nacht he zallies fort,
Knocks at his Maedschen's door ;

Und fints dot she on hint's vent pack,
Und goned mit ein Sophomore."

— The Yale Courant deplores the war raging among college undergradu
ate journals, and

"

pleads for peace."
— The University Hall at Ann Arbor will seat 2,400. According to the

new catalogue Michigan University has 1,225 students.
— Williams and Harvard are indulging in much lively journalistic spar

ring.
—

"
Is this seat unoccupied ?

"
asked Peko of an elderly lady in the cars.

"

I don't know," said she hastily, running hands over the surface. " It feels

mostly like plush, but you can't always tell."—Re-cicw.
— Yale has decided to enter and row at the college regatta next summer.

—Williams concludes that she has as good
"

raw material
"

as is to be

found and thinks that she ought by all means to send a crew to the next col

lege regatta.
— In Brown they

" K. K. K. Leave this town immediately
"

obnoxious

or timid Freshmen.

— The Brunonian denies the " soft impeachment
"

that the teacher of elo

cution at Brown is a woman.

The thanks of the editors of the Cornelian are tendered Dr. Wilson for

valuable assistance given them in preparing the lists of classes and for other

kindnesses.
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THE PHILALATHEIAN SOCIETY.

At the meeting of the Society held March 16, 1872, the following officers

Were chosen for the spring term: — E. E. McElroy, President; C. Finster

Vice President ; C. D. Page, Secretary ; W. H. Smith, Treasurer.

The debate for the evening was postponed in order to give Mr. Ivanowich

an opportunity to read an essay on "The Workingmen's International Asso

ciation." The Society lost nothing by the exchange. Mr. Ivanowich, him
self an enthusiastic Internationalist, by his practical acquaintance with the

condition of the working men of Europe, was particularly well qualified to

present the subject in an interesting and instructive manner.

The Workingmen's International Association, he tells us, is an organiza
tion which, by its radical principles intends to reform the present social sys
tem by introducing one which shall give to every person the right to live in

the enjoyment of all the fruits of his own labor. After a fine introduction he

referred to the causes which have produced this society.
For the last hundred years or more improved machinery, by taking the

place of human labor, has been lessening the demands for it ; unlimited com

petition among laborers, except in new and undeveloped countries like our

own, has reduced its price to the lowest living rates. Inventions, therefore,
under the present social system really benefit but one class—the capitalist.
In further proof of this conclusion he would refer us to the condition of the

workingmen of Europe at the present time, compared with what it was be

fore the introduction of complicated machinery. To work and get barely
enough to exist, he says, is the only object in life to-day of the millions of la

borers in the old countries. Workingmen know this and feel it; hence their

efforts to relieve themselves by association. The Internationale is not made

up of a set of dreamers and fanatics, as generally represented by the press, but
he is proud to say that it is an association of the most intelligent, liberal and

honest men in Europe. Its object is to raise the condition of the workingmen.
Education is here to play a most important part.

The idea of uniting all the working classes of Europe into a grand interna

tional association seems to have first originated, or at least the attempt was

first made at the Workingmen's International Exhibition, held at London in

1862. Since then annual workingmen's congresses have been held in various

parts of Europe, the organization of the society has been perfected, and its

membership raised to five millions.

The internal organization of the society and its leading ideas he represent
ed substantially as follows : a number of members from a section, several sec

tions a federation, and all the federations together make up the workingmen's
international association. Each division and sub-division has its officers, who

are in direct correspondence with the central government located at London.

Any person with a good moral character can become a member. Every mem

ber is expected to pay a fee of two pennies annually. That labor is entitled

to everything which it creates is the cardinal doctrine of the association.

It declares that the discoveries in science and improvements in the indus

trial world should be made to benefit all classes.

It proposed universal and therefore woman suffrage.
It prohibits warfare among nations and demands the disbanding of stand

ing armies.

It declares that society should furnish work for everyone, or support those

for whom there is no employment.
It also declares that society is in duty bound to see that every child is

properly clothed, fed and educated ; educated not merely in the rudiments,

but in all the higher branches, to such an extent as will give us thoroughly

cultured workingmen and workingwomen.
In brief, he says, the object ofthe association is this— to give every human

being an equal start in life and an equal chance to rise. He does not assume

that the mental capacities of different men are equal, but that the difference

in this respect is far greater than it would otherwise be had all equal educa

tional opportunities.
It is not claimed, he says, that all the ills of society can be eradicated by

adopting the ideas of the Internationals, but the present state of affairs can

be greatly improved, and the relation of capital to labor can be so arranged as

to give workingmen a fair share of the rewards of industry. A workingman

in the eyes of the internationalist is any one who produces something of val

ue. He may be an honest lawyer, student or farmer,
but with few exceptions

not a king or clergyman.
He stated that it was not the intention of the leaders of the society to put

their radical theories into immediate practice, but wait for the education of

the masses. The want of space has obliged us to omit most of the arguments

with which he supported the theories and declarations of the association.

In closing he referred to Miss Anna Dickinson's lecture. Though trade-
unions had made many mistakes and done much that was wrong yet he was

sorry to see her represent them only in their worst aspect and confine herself
so closely to but one side of the subject. After denouncing so bitterly the
feeble efforts of workingmen to protect themselves by association from thc

sweeping effects of competition and bring" capital to reasonable terms, he
wished that she had said a word with regard to the causes which have made

them feel the necessity of combination, to the tyranny of capital as well as to

the tyranny of unions, to the great social power and universal selfishness of

capitalists, and to the cruelly oppressive means which they never scruple to

resort to whenever prompted by private interest.
He did not admit the assertion so often brought forward by Miss Dickin

son, that capitalists were the brains of society and non-capitalists the muscles.

Capital usually hires brains to do its work. It pays engineers and superin
tendents. But, he says, even if the assertion were true it is not just that the
brains should have everything and the muscles nothing. Wealth, he claims,
can only be accumulated in large quantities at the expense of others. The

fashionable circles in Paris give rise to the wooden shoes of the French peas

antry. The capitalists in England lives in palaces to the expense of naked

India. While the emperor of Russia has immense wealth his subjects to a

great extent live like brutes. Russia has been called the grainery of Europe
and yet the people have sometimes been obliged to mix the bark of trees with

their food. No one, he says, can deny the necessity of reform and yet Miss

Dickinson in her long lecture did not say a word of the greed and selfishness

of capital. He regretted that so many elegant phrases had been said in favnr

of those against whom the blows should have been directed. But in conclu

sion, he says, the days of the tyranny of capital are numbered. The Inter

nationale is rising as the hope of oppressed humanity. No eloquence can re

sist the progress of these new ideas, no power can prevent the union of the

workingmen and their final success.

Let us therefore hope that justice shall soon be done to everybody ; that

these principles shall be accepted peacefully and recognized universally and

that the great banner of the Internationale, on the folds of which are written

liberty, equality and fraternity, shall protect the whole of mankind.

Secretary.

STUDENT LIFE IN HEIDELBERG.

The University of Heidelberg, one of oldest and most famous in Europe,

has an average attendance of about six hundred students. There are no ladies

in these halls of learning, and the inaccessibility of their society to the stu

dents, both in school and town, tends to render the manner of the latter

more unpolished than those of our own land. But what is lost to them on

one hand by lack of female society, is gained on the other by opportunity for

the acquisition of knowledge. Every department of law and medicine, of

science and literature, is taught by the ablest professors of the land, by lec

turers assisted by the use of text-books of their own compiling. An extensive

hospital furnishes daily examples of surgery to the students of medicine. A

library filled with the collections of five hundred years, and enriched with rare

old manuscripts, spreads its treasures
to all alike.

Profiting by these advantages, the phlegmatic German becomes the hard-

est worker ofhis class, and a model in his power to acquire and retain. He

burrow's in a dingy room whose half-darkened windows look out on the ruined

castle and fir-clad mountains, rising above the town, or on the sparkling

mountain river that flows below it. His dark colored meerschaum hangs per

petually from his lips, except when he is in the street or on the promenade,

when custom compels the substitution of a cigar. Enveloped in a spacious

dressing-gown, with a gay colored smoking-cap on his head, and comfortable

slippers on his feet, he pores gravely over his books, and clinches every new

fact with a fresh pipe of tobacco. But he never chews the weed. That cus-

torn, indeed, is exclusively American. When he begins to feel exhausted by

his labors at the book and pipe, he takes from a shelf a coffee-pot, and placing

it over the flame of a spirit lamp prepares quickly a delicious beverage. This

invigorates him ; he returns to his book and pipe till broken off by the lecture

In his hours of relaxation and amusement the German student is active

and gay full of fun and humor. He is excessively polite in addressing you,

never doing it in the abrupt, peculiar American way, as
" How are you, sir ?

Glad to make your acquaintance.
Come and see me." But, placing h.s left

hand on his breast, and raising his cap with his right, he "hopes he sees vou

enioving the best of health;" he "feels highly honored by your flattering

condescension in making his acquaintance," and he "desires nothing more
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ardently than the pleasure and honor of your company at your most conveni

ent leisure." But their bearing is, nevertheless, somewhat haughty and im

perious, and no one will quicker resent an insult and demand reparation at

the point of the sword than the German student.

Their sentiments and feelings, as a class, are all on the side of liberal gov

ernment ; they are ever ready to talk and fight for the liberty and glory of the

fatherland, and they adhere pertinaciously to customs handed down to them

from time immemorial. We once witnessed an attempt by the authorities to

put an end to the practice of dueling, but it was continued in spite of the

law, with all the police of the city of Heidelberg and a regiment of soldiers

from Mannheim to enforce it.

There are numerous societies among the students, each of which possesses

a room fitted for the convenience of their meetings. Each society also chooses

a restaurant which the members frequent to take the invariable cup of coffee

after dinner, and where they also indulge in games of chance, read the news

and converse. Several of these societies uphold the practice of dueling. The

members of one society challenge and fight with those of another, and they

wear distinguishing colors in ribbons and on their caps.

Each organization has its society room, and it presents quite a different ap

pearance from, one in an American college. The students sit at wooden tables,

and commonly there is a keg of beer in one corner of the room to supply the

glasses of the members. Many sit without their coats, some bareheaded, but

most wear their colored caps. They laugh, talk, sing, discuss metaphysical

questions, and consume meantime enormous quantities of tobacco and beer.

The quantity of the latter which the students consume is really astonishing,
but it is so thin that intoxication rarely ensues, though it sometimes happens
to beginners that after a night's carousal they have what the Germans call

"

Katzenjammer." The beer glasses hold a pint, and it is quite common for

a student to drink a dozen or fifteen at a sitting. Three or four drinking
horns of enormous capacity form part of the necessary appurtenan

ces of the room, and these are sometimes filled to the brim and

drained by an ambitious
" Bursch." The air of the room is blue and thick

with smoke ; the floor bare and dirty, but the walls are hung with fine en

gravings, flags and portraits of the members. Commonly there are two or

three dogs owned by the society, and every member devotes some portion of

his time spent in amusement to training the animals, which become at last

very accomplished dogs. The literary and debating society, as it exists in

this country, is not known to the German student, and if he be ambitious his

efforts are directed to the acquisition of solid knowledge.
The practice of dueling, as it exists in this and other German universities,

and of which the students are so* tenacious, is one of the most absurd follies

which can be conceived of. The contests are never intended to be fatal, and

are so only in rare instances. The head is the only part of the person ex

posed, and the blows are aimed at this part only. The weapons are long, lath

like swords, very thin, sharply pointed, and double-edged. They have enor

mous basket-hilts, which completely protect the contestants' hands. Thick

stocks are bound round the neck, and padded leather armor on the body. The

right arm is thrust into a padded buckskin sleeve. Then in position the sword-

arm is raised above the head, holding the point downward and about even with

the breast. The attack is made by striking for the top of the head, and the

blow must be received on the padded sword-arm. If this is not elevated quick
or far enough the point of the sword springs downward, and may lay the scalp
open with an ugly cut several inches in length, or an ear may be sliced off.

Another mode of attack is made by striking for the antagonist's face, under

his guard, and by this means very serious wounds are oftentimes inflicted; a

cheek is laid open or an eye gashed. The parry to this attack is made by mov

ing the sword to the right or left, which throws the assaulting weapon by the

person, and opens the way lor a retaliating stroke. Each principal is sup

ported by a second attired and armed in a similar manner, who is permitted
to ward blows from the combatant. A judge conducts the affair, and a sur

geon is always present to attend to the wounded. The duel is not stayed for

slight cuts, but when a stroke across the head, or down the cheeks, lays open
a gash several inches in length, inflicting a permanent disfigurement, the sur

geon puts an end to the strife. As students they seem proud of ugly scars,

which in later life may be regretted.
Student life in Heidelberg is not expensive ; for the students, as a class,

are economical in their habits. An American can pass a couple of years there
at less cost than at one of our colleges, and in addition to the knowledge of

the special studies he may pursue, he acquires the language almost without

effort. A room may be rented which, with the Geiman breakfast of coffee

and rolls, will cost him about five dollars a month. Other living expenses
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would amount to about twenty dollars more. Families can live quite cheap,
as compared with the cost in this country, by hiring a house and servants.

Heidelberg is a pleasant town to live in. The society is cosmopolitan.

All European languages are spoken, and French and English are nearly as

common as German. The Latin races meet and socialize with the Pole, Rus.

sian and Scandinavian, and the bluff Briton hob-nobs with the dark Creole

from the Indies. The scenery is delightful and varied. The river Neckar

flows down from between the Odenwald mountains, and where it debouches,
on the Rhine plain, stands Heidelberg. The town is nearly two miles long,
and less than half a mile wide. It lies between the river and the base ofthe

Kaiserstuhl— a wood- clad mountain that rises to the height of nearly two

thousand feet and is crowned with a stone tower. Four hundred feet above

the town, on the side of this, stands the ruined castle—the grandest ruin of

the middle centuries in Europe, except the Alhambra. At the front of the

city flows the ever-murmuring river, whose crystal waters join the Rhine at

Mannheim, a distance of about ten miles. Across the river rises the Heli-

genberg, crowned with the ruined convent. Vineyards and orchards abound,

and drives and walks extend in all directions, affording views of scenery too

beautiful for description. From the top of one of the mountains a hundred

miles of the Rhine valley may be seen, a half-dozen cities and thirty villages
counted. The mountain valleys are dark with fir forests, and the mountain

crests are crowned with ruined strongholds dating from the Middle Ages.

The legends that attach to these are many. Taken altogether, there is not a

pleasan ter or more profitable city in Germany for the American who desires

to live a year or two of student life to sojourn in than Heidelberg.—N. Y.

Sehool Journal.

LITERARY NOTES.

We have received from O. Ditson & Co., Boston, the
" Carmina Collegen-

sia," a favorite everywhere, especially with students. Its age and popularity,

perhaps, commend it more than any word from us ; it is handsomely bound,

has a short history of all the principal colleges that were in existence at the

time of its publication, a full collection of songs in use in the various colleges,
and music to match them. It has nothing superfluous, nothing deficient.

Don't go home without one. For sale at all the bookstores, and on hand at

Finch's.

ADELPHI SOCIETY.

At the last regular meeting of "

Adelphi
"

the following officers were

elected for the present term ; President, Clinton Smith ; Vice-President, J.
E. Van De Carr; Recording Secretary, C. A. Spofford; Corresponding Sec

retary, G. Put. Serviss; Treasurer G. B. Turner; Editor, C. W. Raymond;

Registrar, J. C. Hendrix. On the Executive Committee, exclusive of the ex

officio members, D. B. Wilmot and G. Put. Serviss.
"

G. P. S.,

Corresponding Secretary.

TIIE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The first meeting of this Society for the present term will be held in the

Faculty Room on Saturday evening, April 13. Essays will be read by Com

stock, Copeland, Jobs, Jordan, Dudley and others, and a very interesting

meeting may be expected. D. S. Jordan, President.

Announcement.—Private lessons in French and Spanish by Mrs. Hen

derson, at 36 East State street ; side entrance. Also in primary Latin and

German by her son.

THE following criticism on lady authors is worth reading. It is from the

pen of Mr. Bryan:
"

Ladies generally make more of their female characters, and pay more

attention to descriptions of dress and outward appearance than men. And

their heroes are unlike men's heroes. The characteristics of a hero which

stand highest in a woman's estimation are by no means those that men con

sider most heroic. To men's eyes they have, moreover, a somewhat strained,
unnatural manner. If a lady knows, or fancies she knows, a little more than

most of her sex about the habits and idiosyncracies of men, she is incessantly

parading it in her writings. Sir Charles is forever throwing away his cigar.
Ernest hardly utters a sentence without an oath. Miss Braddon's novels fur

nish striking examples of this fault."

The only remark the Grand Duke is said to have made in IndianapoHs
was,

"

Hoopenkoff, whoopmeup a Viski Kawtale."
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.APIENTIA UTERE !

NEW AND SECONDHAND BOOKS,

in the

HEBREW, GREEK, LATIN, GERMAN,

'

FRENCH, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE,

ITALIAN, CHINESE, ENGLISH,

AND OTHER LANGUAGES,

on sale at

LESS THAN HALF PRLCE,

at

NO. 21 STATE STREET, UP-STAIRS;

jrOR
SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H. J. MESSINGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March ist ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dibble, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at. Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New

York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7. 1872.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street

F. T. GREENLEY &* CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street Park & Tilford's

brands ol Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

0. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 78 State
Street; Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the baneL

CTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J, G. SMITH, Prop.

NOW READY:

^pHE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine
Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone (four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description of the modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter II L Description ofthe fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described

and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.

Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving

drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part] Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871. Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard;
Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson

Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridce (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September 15, 5871.
ourth. A Directory of the c.73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the 50th of November,

1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should be addressed to thc publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READ Y-AIADE CI OTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS.

Made to order and ready made.

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

TIIE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, dfc., oO., at

SHERWOOD &VAN KIRK'S.

MEN'S FURNISHING ROOMS.

Rooms 9 and io, Third Floor, Fish Block

pULVER
& BATES,

6q & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,

OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as

sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particulai
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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'LIPPER SONG.
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The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown ;

Hi* nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,
That he may slip from Washington, and

"

Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.
We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
Ti) slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died.

"

The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;
Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
Just take your

little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your
lip

The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;

He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride ;

They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;
To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray.
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

„
>'ou

Of how by fnends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

&c, dfc.

21 EAST STATE STREET.^ITHACA.IN. Y.

T
HE CORNELL [UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D„ President, Pro-

fessor of History.

WILLLAAI CHANNING RUSSEL, M. A., Vice-

President.Associate Profensor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, At. A., Professor of Ar-

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAL CURTIS, At. A., Non-

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE W. DWIGHT, IL. D., Non-res-

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, At. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WILLARD FISKE, At. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.
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Another corse is laid among the dead,
Another spirit from the earth has lied.

This parting hath our hearts with sorrow wrung,
And round our mortal skies dark clouds hath huii"\

W'e walked together, breathed a common air,
And each for each wc had a mutual care.

Attachment ever-growing had been given ;

But now our earthly ties have all been riven.

His was a mind of more than common scope ;

With him in intellect few dared to cope.

His heart was light ; with all the fire of youth
It kindled to a glowing love for truth.

Xo base nor sordid motives had control,
And meanness had no place, within his soul ;

He scorned hypocrisy ; he hated cant ;

To things impure he was as adamant.

Firm and unbending when he stood for right,
He knew the power of friendship's mellow light.

He loved to delve among arcana deep
Where science gives to human vision sweep.

His sympathetic ear and mind were stirred

With thrills of joy when tuneful truth he heard.

To every man a friend, to vice a foe,
To that he gave a hand, to this a blow.

Exacting was his will, and to it bent

His body when on mental toil intent.

To rigid discipline his powers he brought,
And led them on to concentrated thought.

Oft was he seen among the sunny glades,

Along the brooks, or in the forest shades,

Now culling leaf, or flower, or bud, or stone,
Now meditating as he strolled alone.

With comrades, too, he loved to stray away ;

When books were laid aside and all were gay,

His spirit bounded with elastic glee
O'er hill and plain, through glens in roamings free.

With nature's music sweet he was in tune,

And silently with her did oft commune,

Drank in her lessons with a thirsting mind

Still longing other grander truths to find.

But while his inner nature stronger grew,

The pure within him purer, true more true,

While thought to thought was joined, while ardor burned,
And triumph followed triumph bravely earned ;

He struggled hard against disorders fell

Whose marks upon his face appeared too well.

For when to some hard task himself he nerved

And ne'er a moment faltered, never swerved

From his straight path until the work was done,
Across his brow from time to time would run,
As 'twere, a twinge of pain, and lips compressed,
Gave evidence too clear of frame distressed.

Though loth the labor of his love to leave,
Stern was the mandate, vain it was to grieve.

When March was melting off the frozen snows,
At home he sought the long-desired repose.

Among dear friends, set free from every care,
We hoped kind nursing would his health repair,
Would send him back to fill the vacant place,
And cheer our presence with his genial face.

But, ah ! amid the merry days of May
Fierce fever wasted all his strength away.
As then the gentle season took its flight
So closed his eyes when life's fair spring was bright.

So rich in promise we had longed to see

The ripened fruitage of the fallen tree.

The fallen tree ? Nay, nay, 'tis but removed
To more congenial climes from one which proved
Too wintry for the gentle fruit it bore.

Yet ere it left us for the heavenly shore

Much fragrance from its blossoms did it shed,
Which lingers with us though the flower be dead.

His noble life, a fit example, taught
How by fidelity hard tasks are wrought.
His even mind, his constant, changeless will

With kindred qualities our lives shall fill.

Though stunned and bruised, let not our hearts complain
His death, our loss, but his eternal gain.

Aton.

QUAESTLUNCULAE SUBSECIVAE.

If the study of foreign languages had nothing else in its fa

vor, the aid which such study yields for a better understanding
and use of our own speech should alone entitle it to a prominent

place in every scheme of liberal education. Words, spoken and

written, constitute so important a means of our enjoyment and in

fluence that whatever introduces us to their origin, development,
exact signification and best employment should be thankfully wel

comed. The English language, from its unique, composite char

acter, is a peculiarly rich field for the labors and rewards of the

etymologist. The successive invasions of Great Britain, the mi

gration to America of foreigners from many different countries,

the return of English-speaking tradesmen, missionaries and travel

ers from all peoples and tongues,
—all these influences have left an

indelible imprint on our language : and as in shapeless rocks the

geologist detects traces of different periods of the eatrh's history
and proofs of great changes and convulsions in nature, so the dili

gent student of language finds in many every-day words much

epitomized history. In fact, if all other historical documents were

to be suddenly lost, it would be quite possible for the linguistic in

vestigator to reconstruct out of English words much of the event

ful story of our race.

The object of the present article is to illustrate the obligations

to agriculture of the Latin element in our language. The exclusively

figurative application in modem times of nearly all these words tends
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to obscure their original idea : and notwithstanding the immense pro

gress recently made in sound philology, yet in the depaitment of

word-derivation much still rests upon conjecture. The statements of

the Romans in regard to etymology are generally quite unreliable :

the words themselves must be traced as far back as possible within

the Latin, and light must be sought from terms of the same origin

or force in kindred languages.
The Roman farmer described the trimming of trees and prun

ing of vines by a word fptttoj which soon, through a natural met

aphor, signified the ridding of any subject of whatever is superflu

ous or irrelevant : and as this clearing up process is a prime essen

tial to sound thought and judgment, the transition of the term

from manual to mental labor is easily explained. From this

derived sense we have several words, as dispute and reputation,

while the first meaning survives in amputate. Pure probably has

the same origin. Its Latin form (funis) certainly described the

appearance of land when freed from stones and weeds. The turn

ing of streams (rivus) from (de) their native beds, as for irrigation,
has given us derive and its family. To the same source we are in

debted for rivals. This word (rivales) merely meant dwellers on

the banks of the same stream. But the tendency of such neigh
bors to be at variance in regard to common water-privileges seems

as old as civilization. By a natural extension, the same word is

applied to those who, on any ground, contend for the same object.

The careful training up or nourishing (alo, altttm) of plants and

trees shows its results in our altitude, exalt, old. The rubbing (tero)
of grain by the trampling of cattle or in the Roman threshing ma

chine (tribulum) has transmitted to us tribulation, which, from ex

pressing the separation of grain from chaff by the above means,

has grown to signify the sifting or testing of human character by
affliction. A passive form (nwrior) of the verb to grind (mold)

could readily denote the grinding or wasting away of the body by

disease and death; mortals, then, are they who are constantly sub

jected to this grinding process. By mellow (mollis) we express the

soft, pliable condition which results from certain species of grind

ing ; the molars are our grinding teeth ; meal is the ground grain ;

mill, mortal, murder, martial, March, morbid, mild, milk, remorse,

melt, smelt, smart, all these and many other words, so divergent in

form and application, comparative philology has little difficulty in

tracing back to the germ-idea of grinding (mold). Because nature

in Italy is so bountiful, the verb which expressed the gathering

(lego) of fruits generally implied a culling of the best. Then, with

the generous adaptability so characteristic of language, the same

word was used of any discriminating choice. Hence those who

read (lego) in Rome—unless their name belies their charactered id

not devour books indigestibly, but chose from among them what

deserved their attention. Such gems of history are inlaid in legion,

legend, legible, lecture. In fact, gem itself has come to us from the

Roman farms, where it denoted the swelling bud (gemma) which

appears at the joints of trees and vines. The wine which was

nothing-but (merits) the juice of the grape perpetuates itself in

mere and merely. Whatever be the etymology of calamity (calam
i/as), there seems no doubt that it was first used of injury to crops.
It is generally thought to come from a noun denoting reed, stalk

or blade (calamus) ; another conjecture is that it first meant the

falling (cado) of grain from blight, storm, or other cause.
Terms first used ofthe animals ofthe Roman farmer have "iven

us a large stock of words. Egregious (cgrcgius) was first applied to

the animal which, for any reason, was chosen out-of (e) or was su

perior to the herd (grex). From the same root we have gregarious

i. e. belonging to or fond of the herd ; congregation, a herding to

gether. If oxen in plowing had never swerved from (de) the fur

row-ridge (lira), by what single word should we express mental

wanderings ? Certainly not by delirium. Verse comes from the

turn (versus) made at the end of the field in plowing; hence it

signifies that which necessitates a turning-on farms a furrow, in

books a line. JLausuete and mansuetude give us a glimpse of the

kind-hearted farmer of old petting or accustoming (suesco) his

creatures to his hand (manus). The mastication of food in the

throat or paunch (rumen) of certain animals has given us ruminate,
to chew the cud, or, figuratively, to reflect again and again upon a

subject ; also rumor, a chewing up, or the passing of a story from

person to person. To the playful or mischievous butting (peto)
with their horns of kids and rams we are probably indebted for

petulant, while the frisky, fickle movements of the goat (caper) are

imitated by us in our caprices. The fact that cattle (pecus) in the

earlier stages of society were the representatives of value and

were used as a medium of exchange is recorded in our word pecu

niary,and peculiar attests to the fact that one's private property
consisted chiefly of cattle.

The divinities of the Roman husbandmen are still recognized
in several words. The grains which the goddess of corn and tillage
(Ceres) was thought to favor, are called cereals. Supernatural
sounds issuing or thought to issue from groves and mountains were

ascribed to the sylvan and pastoral god (Pan), and from the terror

thus mysteriously occasioned springs our word panic. That hill of

Rome's famous seven which was probably first inhabited, and on

which the festival of the guardian goddess of shepherds and flocks

(Pales) was kept as the foundation-day of Rome, was named for

this deity the Hill of Pales (Collis Palatinus), and the modern pal
ace reminds us that Rome's sovereigns later appropriated this hill

as their residence.

The above are but specimens words ofwhich, originating or mainly
employed among Latin-speaking farmers, have entered by figura
tive expansion into the warp and woof of our English vocabulary.
But languages widely separated in time and space, national and in

dividual peculiarities and experiences, the useful and ornamental

arts, have all likewise served as tributaries to swell the treasures of

our mother-tongue. The words which we constantly hear and see

are full of history, of poetry, of morality ; in them is embalmed

no inconsiderable part of our knowledge of antiquity, which

would exist for us in far fainter lines but for the flood of light af
forded by language-anatomy. In this utilitarian age there is per

haps danger that language be regarded merely as a means of com

munication among men. This certainly is its main work in the

plan of society; but language is too noble a heritage to be consid

ered only from this material standpoint; it reveals too clearly the

aspirations and achievements and failures of humanity, and is too

rich in sacred associations, to be treated with careless indifference;
it can be for us a never-failing source of information and rational

enjoyment; it connects us by another and by a strong tie with our

fellow-men of all ages and climes.

Tracv Peck.

CORRESPc i.YDENiE.

I.K.irzic, Marches, ,s72-
Mkssrs. Editors : Some time ago there appeared in The Era a letter

uf ouis written to a friend and containing among other things a statement of

an amount of study expected to be accomplished in one year and an assertion
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that a student can do far more in Germany than in America. Since those

statements have been spread before a learned and critical public we purpose in

self-defense to show first, that the amount of study mentioned can be accom

plished much more easily than it seems, and second, that much more can be

done by a student in Germany than in America and for very obvious reasons.

It is a lamentable fact that while there are few, if any, Herman gymnasium

graduates who do not read the Iliad and Odyssey, there is scarcely one in ten

of American college graduates who does. Why ? Because college instruc

tion makes the student look upon Homer as one vast field of Greek routs

which are to be carefully grubbed out and classified. When the student has

acquired a sufficient knowledge of the Homeric dialect to justify his reading
the poems as masterpieces of literature, a demon familiarly called "mental

discipline," more deserving of students.' burial than all the chemistries, trigo
nometries and old hats in existence, arrests his further progress and compels
him to serve another apprenticeship in the grubbing business in the works of

some Greek historian, orator or dramatist which he is made to look upon, not

as excellent specimens of literature, but as so much Greek to be translated.

If, after the student has read critically three books ofthe Iliad, he lay aside

his grammar and read the remainder of it as he would read any other poem,

twenty days would be a sufficient time to complete it. One who has read the

Iliad has nearly mastered the Homeric language and the reading ofthe Odys

sey is a mere question of a few days' time. To read the poems in a class

would, of course require a much longer time, perhaps five trimesters.

To show how each ofthe tasks may be accomplished would exhaust the pa

tience not only of the writer but also of the reader, and we will therefore,

close the subject by saying a few words on learning German. It is evident

that one must learn the language much faster here than in America, as one

enjoys many more advantages. To illustrate this clearly let us put our dic

tionary in our pocket and go to some restaurant for supper and see how much

German we learn before we come back. As we enter the restaurant a very

imposing young man with a swallow-tailed coat cries out "Ein Bairisch!"

We take a seat at a table and proceed to translate
"
Ein Bairisch

"

and find it

very pleasant and invigorating to our mental as well as physical faculties.

Next we pick up a small book labelled
"

Speisen-Karte
"

and proceed to read.

On one page we find
"

Suppe," "Englishes Boeuf-Steak,"
" Hammelkeule

mit Sauerkraut,"
" Frankfurter-Wurst mit Kartoffeln," etc., etc., and on the

other
"

Cognac,"
"

Hochheimer,"
" Moselle Bliimchen," "Heidsieck," etc.,

etc. After translating as many of these as our intellect can stand we light a

two-cent cigar and proceed to look around the room, and we observe the fol

lowing lines among others upon the wall :

" Mancher hat kein Haar am Kopf

Und kriegt doch 'neu langen Zopf."

"Wer Bier verfalscht und Weine tau ft

Ist werth dass er sei selber sauft."

The excellent morality of these lines justifies our committing them to

memory, after doing which we are ready to go home.
"
Grad aus dem Wirths-

haus nun komm' ich heraus," und so weiter.

While it is easy enough to learn to read the German language in one year

we have lately come to the conclusion that no man lives or ever will live who

can learn to speak it fluently in that time, or in twice that time. It seems to

us that the more we try to speak the more mistakes we make. Even educa

ted people differ as to what expressions
are right and what are wrong. Sure

ly Heine speaks with very bad grace where he says the Romans might well

conquer the world, as they didn't
have to learn the Latin language before they

went at it.

Now comes the question, why can a student learn more in Germany than

in America ? Because the German educational system is almost perfect while

the American is rotten. To discuss this question fully would require far more

space than your paper could afford, and we shall therefore content ourselves

with examining slightly a few ofthe most important differences between uni

versities in the two countries. To show where the fault lies let us begin at

the top and go down. The federal government is to blame for being too pen

urious and corrupt to make substantial provision for higher education, and

the little amount that it does give in a moment of generosity is so scattered

and so unwisely managed that nearly all benefit of it is lost. The same

may be said of individual states. The utter disregard to wisdom or even hon

esty which people show in their election of legislatures is not very promising

to the cause of higher education. How is it on this side of the ocean ? Take

for instance the little Kingdom of Saxony, in wealth and population far infe

rior to the State of New York. Besides supporting a thorough system of

common schools and a large number of gymnasiums and scientific institutions

it maintains the best University 'in Europe, the University at Leipzig. This

may seem rather a bold assertion, but it is that of the majority of German

students, who, in this country, are considered the best judges in such matter.-..

During the past year the expenses ofthe University were about 250,000-lhal-

ers, or 125,000 thaler-, more than its income. Who pays the deficit ? The

government of Saxony, and it does it, too, without a word of grumbling, but

rather with eagerness and honest pride, and besides this it makes an addition

of eight professors to the faculty. It strives, and with success, lo get the

best professors in Germany, and never allows a good profe-.--.or to leave. To

show how first class men are esteemed in this country we will give a little cir

cumstance which, we may say, is almost an every day occurrence. The new

university at Strassburg has been calling to its professorships some of the

best men to be found in Germany, and among others it called a Leipzig pro

fessor of natural sciences and offered him three thousand thalers increase in

his salary. The Saxon ministry however said the government had more money

than that and the professor said amen! A still more striking illustration of

the reckless manner in which money is squandered on erudition is the univer

sity at Kiel which, with an average number of one hundred students, expends

yearly 125.000 thalers. Vet no one, strange to say, considers the money fool

ishly spent. On the other hand what does the legislature of New Vork do lor

schools or universities or for anything else that is truly beneficial iu the State ?

Nothing ; for corruption is the mortal loe of universities as where vigoros uuni-

versities flourish corruption cannot exist. The question before the Ameiican

public, Messrs. Editors, should not be whether agriculture or Greek shall be

taught in our universities, but whether or not state governments shall continue

in their present suicidal policy in regard to higher education. Men of learning
are only wasting their strength in quarreling among themselves when they

ought tojoin hands in the fight against the common enemy.

Another rotten element in American universities are boards of trustees.

An educational institution presided over by one of these bodies is worse off

than—well, say, for instance, a man with two mothers-in-law living in his

house. What persons generally compose them? Ministers of the Gospel
—

the best of men in their own proper department, but we must say, and we say

it in all kindness, they are a curse to schools and universities. We should

have hesitated to make this assertion had we not been able to point to a fa

mous supporter ofthe doctrine—no less a person thun Fiirst Bismarck,—who

a few weeks ago in the Prussian Representative House knocked the clergy

out of time in one round. Church institutions have done an excellent won.,

but the day of their usefulness has ended as that of the cloisters and petty

princes of Europe ended, and they are doing for American education to-day

what Catholicism is doing for Austria, for Italy, for Spain and for France. So

lon<* as churches rule our universities so long will state governments withho'd

their aid, or, what is equally lamentable, they will scatter it.

On the other hand boards of trustees which are not composed of ministers

are apt to be equally vicious. They are formed of men most of whom have

but little interest in the institutions they represent, and who seldom take act

ive part of its affairs, men
who have no practical knowledge of methods of ed

ucation, or, worse still, men of no education or men who ride a single hobby

with a perseverance worthy
of a better cause. We have heard of a university

one of the trustees of which declared he would not vote for a professor who

had to study the subject he was teaching. The trustees of another university

passed a rule requiring professors to attend faculty meetings. These things

are are not jokes to Lie laughed at and forgotten, but they are serious matters

which ou'dit to fill every thinking man with disgust. In addition to the above

peculiarities, trustees are often placed under vicious influences, and especially

is this the case if the university town be small, where, of course, everybody

knows every other body's business and every piece of scandal in circulation.

How different is the case when the management of a university is left to a

single man who has gained distinction lor his knowledge on the subject of ed

ucation, who makes that his exclusive business and who feels that he, and he

alone, is responsible for the success of his institution ! Tliere is not a college

01 university in America which would not be infinitely better were its entire

management left to
its president, with power left to another body to remove

him at any moment. Let any man dispute this if he dare. How much re

sponsibility do these boards of trustees have, and to whom are they re.spoiisi-

ble ? To their own consciences alone. They are as infallible as the 1'ope o

Rome. It is not so with German ministers of education. If they make mis

takes they must sutler for it. Suppose the Saxon minister of education should

ne-dect some department of
this University, or should appoint incompetent pro

fessors or allow good ones to leave, or should in some other way lower himsel

,n public opinion* what would be the result ? He would lose his political hea
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•ust as Herr Von Muller lost his a few weeks ago. And what constitutes the

public opinion by which tnis minister must be guided ? The feelings of the

professors and students of the University,
and not those of the rabble of Leipzig.

The next point of difference to be considered relates to professors, and will

involve us in a general discussion of the relations between faculties and stu

dents. We desire to be perfectly fair, and at the same time candid. Our code

of ethics contains the following principle : The instructor who through igno

rance or neglect prevents his students from profitably using their time is no

more worthy of respect than the thief who takes money from their pockets.

Time was when we were awed by men's offices instead of by men's merit, but

that time has passed, and we can now examine their qualifications with the

same freedom and in as plain words as we could those of a dozen paddies dig

ging a canal. Let us examine the necessary qualifications for instructors in

German universities. The privatdocent must have passed the final gymnasium

examination (the gymnasium course is equal to our college course), the uni

versity entance examination, the doctor's examination and the state examina

tion, which is hardest of all and requires about four years of university study,

and besides this he is expected to study for a certain length of time as assist

ant to some professor. We say nothing of the qualifications of ordinary or

extraordinary professors, as we have no desire that you should stretch your

imagination out of shape. How many .Vmerican professors can pass the pri-
v.il iocent examination ? Indeed it is only tenderness of heart that prevents

us iiom asking how many would be allowed to instruct the Quarta in the Ger

man gymnasium ? There some good professors in American universities, men

who go into the lecture room thoroughly understanding their subject and who

keep pace with the march of science. For such we have always had and al

ways will have respect. But there is a much larger number who go into the

class room without an accurate knowledge of that which they attempt to teach,
who blunder through their recitations and disgust and discourage their best

students. Such men are a disgrace to any institution, and those who, having
the power, do not remove them are guilty of a criminal neglect of duty. This

state of things will continue to exist so long as men are elected to professorships
without being first subjected to an examination, from which they have far less

right to escape thanjstudents. What degree of proficiency have students a right
to expect in their instructors ? Certainly not so high a degree as the Germans,
but still much higher that they at present find. We shall not undertake to

speak more at length on this subject, but will proceed to show why German

professors make so much more rapid progress than others after their entrance

upon university life.

Their success is partly due to their methods of study and investigation,
which we do not understand well enough to discuss, but still more to the man

ner in which they perform their university duties and to their relations to stu

dents. If, Messrs. Editors, you were to become possessed of an all-seeing

eye for one evening, there is no doubt that while in an American university
town you would see the professors gathered together and solemnly deliberat

ing whether student John Smith was not of "doubtful utility
"

or whether

Tom Jones had not missed chapel enough to render his longer connection with

the university dangerous, in a German university town you would see the

professors in their several homes, carefully studying their subjects or, may-
haps, entertaining students Scheveinigel and Spitzbube with Rheinwine or

Champagne judiciously mixed with erudition. They have no faculty meetings
to intrude upon their time. The Senatus Academicus only meets once or twice

a semester, and when it does meet it doesn't lower itself to a criminal court.

Professors have nothing to do with looking after mischievous stutlents. They
scorn to act as policemen and jurymen, as they consider such business as be

low their calling and inconsistent with their dignity. There are certain other

individuals in Germany who make it their duty to watch students as well as

all other citizens and to arrest all disturbers of the public peace. They are

paid by the government, wear uniforms with brass buttons and carry small

clubs. The student is governed by the same laws as any other citizen and

though tried before a different court (this is only in a few universities) has an

equally fair and impartial trial and is allowed counsel. He is not called up

before those who are giving him instruction and, without a friend to help him,

pounced upon and catechised by ten or a dozen men who are determined be

forehand to convict him. German professors have no four or live hours a

week to waste in such silly nonsense. Their minds are perfectly free from

all cares except their studies. All their efforts are directed towards helping
faithful and earnest students, as they consider worthless students beneath

their notice. Here, allow us to say, is the great principle of German univer

sity instruction, the principle to which success is due : favor the good student

who has brains in every posssible way, but let the vagabond who has none go

to the devil as fast as he chooses. This very principle we find, strange to

say, advocated by no less authority than the Cornell University Register.

We quote from page 58, edition of 1871. "The University is not a reform

ing establishment. The work to be done in it is to aid earnest young men

in obtaining the best education their talents allow. To this the professors will

direct all their efforts. But they will not undertake to strengthen weak char

acters nor reform vicious ones. With the great number of zealous youth

pressing upon them in classes larger than have ever before been known at an

American school of learning, it would be a peiversion to give their efforts in

prosecuting any such attempts. The labor bestowed in keeping halfa dozen un

ruly students within decent bounds or in urging on a dozen uninterested stu

dents to work, is often greater, and always more exhausting than that of in

structing a hundred students really anxious to make themselves men."

Never was better doctrine advanced, and yet what is the practice ? We

propose to address a few words to the faculty of the Cornell University, not

because it is worse than other faculties, but because we consider it the most

liberal minded faculty in America, and this assertion is surely no compliment.

Gentlemen, this is probably the last time we shall have the honor of giving

you advice, and we feel called upon in this farewell address to say in a few

kind words that which is dictated, not only by our own individual feelings but

also by those of the best and most faithful students you have heretofore had

or now have. You have promised to direct all your efforts towards helping

good students. Now stick to your word. Bear in mind that to make a

scholar out of a leatherhead or a saint out of a devil, is as difficult as it is to

make a marble palace out of mud. Petty rules aimed at shirks and sneaks

necessarily make some restraint upon good students, and a restraint upon the

liberty of a good student is an injury for which there is no excuse. Give your

student the liberty German students enjoy, the liberty of coming and going,

studying and idling when and as they please, and be assured that it will end

in making them gentlemen as such treatment has resulted in making German

students gentlemen. Do not be discouraged at first attempts for it will re

quire years of patience to change that character which you yourselves have

rendered vicious by your own misguided acts ; but when the change does

come it will bring with it one of the greatest of all blessings to students, an

honest respect for their instructors. Delegate your authority as a criminal

court to Esquire Day or to some other competent person or persons and de

vote your Friday afternoons to preparation for the recitation and lecture rooms,

and be assured that the cause of science will be benefitted while that of justice
will suffer no neglect. If you cannot do this, resign your professorships, ob

tain positions as policemen, detectives and magistrates, and go on in your

glory. "No man can serve two masters." You are the last straw to which

the liberty-loving American student can grasp, and now if, after giving your

word of honor, you deceive him, you will be deserving of the contempt which

perjury and hypocrisy bring with them. Yale.

And now a word to the people of Ithaca not connected with the Univer

sity. Ladies and gentlemen : follow the example of the people of Leipzig and

mind your own business. Remember that the management of a great univer

sity is a matter as far above your comprehension as heaven is above earth.

In matters of religion, morality and temperance exercise all the influence you

can, the more the better; but exercise it in a rational way and not in throw

ing mud at and slandering those who do not think as you do. Adieu.

Now, Messrs. Editors, we desire to thank you most heartily for publish

ing this and former letters. This is probably the last communication we shall

ever make to The Cornell Era. A student when once fairly launched in

his studies has no lime to devote to correspondence and moreover it is espec

ially unsatisfactory to him when he cannot write honestly without saying

things which must be unpalatable to a large number of persons. The day has

not yet arrived, though it is near at hand, when a man can speak his mind

openly without being called immoral and unchristian. We confess we have

very little respect for this narrow public opinion, this sectarianism which is

crushing the life out of free thought and free action, and we don't believe in

making war upon it with pop-guns.

Our only object in writing has been to point out to students the essential

differences between German and' American university life, to show them the

liberty which German students enjoy and the slavery to which they themselves

arc subjected. The feelings we have expressed have been those of a student

perfectly free and independent, with no guide but his own conscience. We

think the reason that so little truth in regard to foreign education at institu

tions is made known lo American studenls is most persons who have visited

them have been either those who carried in their pockets charms against Sa

tan or those who held or expected to hold professorships at home, and who
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with due regard to their own private interests, could not say what they hon

estly thought. Let any student come unprejudiced to Germany and he will

surely adopt views essentially similar to those we have advanced,

In conclusion we beg leave to say one word of advice to students. Gentle-

msn, your destiny is, in a great measure, in your own hands. We speak only

to those who visit universities for the purpose of learning and who have suffi

cient age to know what they are about. Act like men. Do wdiat you think

is right, and do not do that which you consider inconsistent with your feeling

of liberty and independence. Obey no laws which restrain your freedom of

action, by whomsoever they are made. Do we counsel disobedience? W'e

answer "Tribute to whom tribute is due." University laws of discipline

which are unjust are not entitled to obedience, and to submit to them is cow

ardly. Always remember that, if you cannot enjoy liberty in your own country,

there is a land far across the sea where it exists in all its purity. Farewell.

H. T. G.

CULTUTRE AND GROWTH

BY \V. H. VENABLE.

Wherefore fret if heedless Tom

Lose one half the words, I say ?

What if sometimes dreamy Ben

Fail to learn his Algebra ?

Culture is not everything ;

Farmers must not ahvays hoe ;

Undisturbed the roots of mind

Oftentimes the deepest grow.

Action is not always gain ;

Crystals form when left at rest ;

What the teacher leaves undone,

May perhaps be done the best.

Haply inattentive Tom

Thinks a thought beyond my reach ;

Peradventure Ben may dream

More than mathematics teach.

THE WALKING FERN.

DAVID S. JORDAN.

(Read before the Natural History Society.)

"Nature made ferns," says Thoreau, "for pure leaves; just to show her

powers in that line;
"

and whoever looks at a clump of Dicksonias or Os-

mundas, green lace curtains between a black bog and the summer sunshine,

will admit that her powers in that line are wonderful. But really, the leaf

itself is the least of her work. It is but the illuminated page whereon she

has written the history of the fern plant. Look at it closely. Turn it over,

and you will see the under side covered with rows of little dots. This is Na

ture's script on her own parchment and she has written the leaf all over, as

the bird Phcenix did the palm leaf in the legend, with her mystic cipher.

"Science," says Dr. Holmes, "is but the topography of ignorance," and

so we, unable to read this fern writing aright, must be content to study the

upward and downward strokes and trace the lines ofthe shading.

As we look over the different kinds of fern, we find that as each one has a

different history, so each one has a writing of its own.

In the Shield Fern, we would describe this writing as a series of golden

brown spangles, ranged in double lines up the center of each of the countless

leaflets.

In the Mountain Fern it has been compared to a "row of little yellow

beads along the edge, following every indentation and delicate curve, just as

the little waves at high tide run up into every inlet and creek and bay, kissing

the great round pebbles they cannot encircle."

Now, leaving the region of fancy for that of fact, we call these little masses

fruit dots or sori. Each sorus under the microscope, is seen to consist of a

heap of minute membranous cases, globular in form, and mounted on little

stalks. These cases divide when ripe into two valves somewhat after the

manner of the oyster shell.
There is an elastic spring in the back curved

half way round inside when the box is young, which straightens itself as it

ripens forcing the box open.

These boxes, called sporangia or spore-cases, contain quantities of golden
atoms as fine as dust. When the spore-case bursts these dust-like spores are

shaken out and are borne away on the winds, and of their growth comes in due

time the fern plants. These spores are not true seeds any more than the sori

are (lowers. It is commonly said that ferns bear seeds on the back of the

leaves, and a whole spore-case is often taken for one such seed. To use a fa

miliar illustration the fruit dot may be compared to a city; the ina'usium or

shield, a thin membrane surrounding it, to the city walls; the spore-cases to

the houses ; and the little spores themselves to individuals. Homolog-

ically, we may consider a fruit dot as a branch in miniature, each spore-case a

spatha enclosing a cluster of flower buds; each spore being such a flower bud,

expanding and developing the true seed only after being cast off by the parent

plant.
Let us lake as our example a curious little fern occasionally met with on

mossy limestone cliffs, which has been happily named in English the Walking

Fern, in Latin Camptosorus Rhizophyllus. It is reckoned quite rare through
the country, but Ithaca is a favored region and patches of the Walking Leaf

may be found in nearly all of our glens, especially along Six Mile Creek. This

fern is from three to six inches high, and consists of a long, slender, pointed

leaf, not in the least divided or fringed, as is the manner of most ferns. It

always grows in dense patches, each of which springs from a single spore in a

manner which we will now describe.

Let us suppose that once on a time some idle wind took up a little spore,

too small to be seen by the naked eye, perhaps, like the least grain of snuff,

and carried to some mossy bank where the limestone lies not too far below the

surface, and where all the conditions, whatever they may be, necessaay to the

growth of the little Walking Fern are present. Soon the spore begins to swell

in the wet moss, a cell growth commences and a small green mass of threads,

like a little wad of Con ferra, or frog's spittle as the boys call it, is formed.

This is known as the prothallus, because in comes before the green branch, or

thallus.

Soon there are produced on the under side of the prothallus a number of

cellular organs answering in their way to stamens and pistils. The pistillidia

are little rounded cavities opening downwards and containing the embryonal

cell which after fertilization developes into the true fern. The antheridia or

stamen-like organs are little elevated cells which burst discharging minute

spiral filaments answering to pollen tubes in the higher plants. These make

their way by spontaneous movements through the moisture on the under side

of the prothallus to the pistillidia and fertilization is accomplished.

The embryonal cell becomes a bud which soon grows in the ordinary way,

sending its roots downward and leaf after leaf upward, till at last, we have

our fern again with its creeping underground stem and its little cluster of

leaves, which from their double functions are known as fronds (fruit-bearing

leaves), fully equipped for the production of its millions of spores.

But our little Walking Fern is not satisfied with this slow method of pro

gression. The apex of the leaf lengthens out into a slender point wdiich

strikes root at the end like a strawberry-runner, and a new plant is produced,

just like the first and connected with it.

Thus the plant may walk by yearly steps, till a mossy rock is completely

covered over by a colony of these ferns, all springing from a single spore.

We wonder at the stories of the mangrove and banyan of the tropics, whose

branches rooting at the end enable a single tree to colonize a whole marsh,

while right under our noses
these little ferns are doing in their modest way

precisely the same thing, all unnoticed by us.

It has been well said :

" We find that the face of common day

Is written all over with tender histories,

When we study it in that intenser way,

In which a lover looks at his mistress."

And to a true lover of nature, one
to whom all her fairest pictures are not

portraits with their faces turned towards the wall, everything of hers, from a

little fern walking, walking,
over a limestone cliff to the great sun itself, is an

infinite wonder, "wider than
we can reach its bounds."

A MKF.Tixr, of the class of '74 was held last Friday evening in Military

Hall to make arrangements for
the coming election of e.litors of The Era.

A committee composed of the following gentlemen, W. M. Smith, R. H.

Wiles, and D. B. Cook, were appointed to make out a correct list ofthe mem

bers of the class. The election is to be held Friday evening, April 20.
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LAST DEPARTURE.

Near the close of last term considerable discussion and censure

was occasioned by the report that a rule had been passed, requir

ing students who were not promptly on hand at the beginning of

the term to pay a fine for each day's absence. The rule, however,

was not published, and it soon began to be questioned whether

such a law had ever been created. Notwithstanding the accidental

item of last week, such a law was made and still exists, although

from the fact that it was not brought officially to the notice of stud.

ents, it is not to be executed this trimester.

In substance the rule is that every student shall be fined one

dollar for every day that he is absent after the first day ofthe term,

unless excused by a vote of the Faculty. Failure to register and

attend recitations is to be considered sufficient proof of absence.

The fine is considered an addition to the regular instruction fee,

and is to be collected by the Assistant Treasurer. We believe

that the fine is said to be for the purpose of remunerating profes
sors for extra trouble in teachinng those who enter their classes

late in the term. A similar rule exists at Yale.

Among students the erroneous impression has prevailed that

this rule emanated from the Faculty. We should be careful how

we charge this body with that for which it is not responsible. The

law was 'passed by the executive committee. The Faculty had

nothing to do with the making of it, and will have little to do in its

execution. In case the Assistant Treasurer attempts to collect the

fine of a student who, for any reason, claims exemption, the mat
ter goes to the Faculty, by vote of which body the absence may

be excused, and the student placed far beyond the reach of fine un

der the Faculty's sheltering wing. That every student should be in

his place at the very beginning of the term is highly desirable. For a

pupil to enter a class after it has made considerable progress in a

new subject is indeed detrimental both to class and student as

well as annoying to the instructor. The teacher can not go back

to explain previous lessons which the pupil does not understand

and hence the delinquent is liable to become a drag to the class.

But notwithstanding the weighty considerations requiring prompt
attendance, it is questionable whether a fine should be levied.

If it is proposed to compensate professors for extra work of this

kind, the rule should be extended so as to embrace several other

cases. It is troublesome and annoying to both professor and students
for a person to enter the class room ten minutes after the striking of

the bell. The dilatory personage loses a part of the recitation, and his
entering distracts the attention of the class. This makes extra

work for the teacher. Why not fine the offender ten cents per
minute for every minute after the first minute, unless excused by
the Faculty ? Whispering also annoys the class and makes extra
trouble for the professor. Why not levy a five cent fine for each
offence ? It has generally been supposed that the salary of each

professor remunerates him for his labor in teaching. If such is not
the case it should be increasd by other means than petty fines.
If a state legislature makes a law which it cannot, or does not en

force, it only succeeds in bringing contempt on itself and all its

laws. This same rule will apply to law-making bodies of less

importance.
This new rule must either be executed or not executed. If it

is not executed its effect will be to excite contempt toward other

laws made by the same body and toward the body itself.

If it is executed, its injustice and inefficiency will soon be

come obvious. If every tardy person should be flogged in pro

portion to his strength, the punishment would be impartial, what

ever might be said of its propriety. But a fine falls with une

qual weight upon different classes. To the working student it is

a punishment. To him the dollor may represent a day's hard

labor. The wealthy student laughs at a fine. He would as soon

spend
"

pa's
"

money for a few days leisure, as to spend it for wine

or cigars. Thus the rule which bears heavily upon the one class,

fails to reach the other.

Will it not increase the very evil which it is intended to remedy ?

A law may be obeyed either by refraining from performing the

forbidden act, or by breaking the law and paying the prescribed

penalty, thus yielding a passive obedience. Imposing a fine for

absence, in a measure legalizes the offence, for it fixes and> defines

the conditions upon which it may be committed. The fine will

make it popular to stay away, and some who never thought of it

before will now take a few days of extra loafing, merely because

the expense has rendered it a luxury in which everyone cannot in

dulge.
With students the new rule is destined to be unpopular. Like

their pugnacious ancestors of '76, many care not so much for the

paltry tax they have to pay, as for the principle acknowledged in

paying it. While they admit that the evil at which the law aims

should be eradicated, they fail to see the expediency, efficiency or

justice of this method of eradication, and in view of the fact that

this institution claims to treat her students as men, and to abhor

the multitude of rules which have hedged in the students of other

colleges, they consider this law to be at variance with these avowed

principles of the University and a remarkable departure from

them.

GEA'ESIS AND GEOLOGY.

On last Sabbath evening, Library Hall was filled by a large and

appreciative audience, eager to hear Dr. Stebbins's treatment of

"

Harmony of Genesis and Geology." The first two verses of the

first chapter of Genesis formed the text. The doctor believes

that Moses was not the original author of that part of Genesis re

lating to the order of creation, but that it was taken from docu

ments which were old even in the time of Moses. He does not

believe that the account was intended as an exact scientific record

of the creation, but that it was used solely as a means of inculcat

ing the idea of one great Creator. The word "

day
"

as used in

this narration, he believes to.mean merely an indefinite period of

time, so that geologists may assume as long a period as they
choose for the deposition of the different strata. He made a

strong point of the fact that the order of creation laid down by our

best modern geologists coincides precisely with the order as laid

down in Genesis, and that this agreement is so remarkable that we

cannot account for it except by admitting the Scriptural account

to be the result of Divine Revelation. The doctor deplored the

noisy conflict of words raging between superstitious theologians
and supercilious scientists, and suggested that they would better

understand each other, and hence stop quarreling, if each party
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was compelled to listen to the teachings of the other for one hour

each week.

He spoke sarcastically of certain conceited scientists who imag
ined that at their death all wisdom would depart from earth ; and

regretted that some very able men pursued so exclusively some

specialty as at length to become narrow-minded and bigoted.
The audience was eagerly attentive, and the lecture was delivered

in the doctor's usually clear, logical and powerful manner.

EXHIBITION.

To-night occur Junior exhibition at Library Hall and class sup

per at Tompkins House. The supper will most certainly pass off

pleasantly, and we prophesy as much for the exhibition, notwith

standing the dark hints of several mercurial Sophs. The little " on-

pleasantness
"

which occurred at last year's exhibition of the present

Sophomore class has probably escaped the memory of most of the

men of '74. Those who recall it will notice several points differ

ence in the situations.

That Freshman exhibition was not only an innovation, but was

undertaken by a faction, and many of their own classmates op

posed it. This Junior exhibition is the inauguration at Cornell of

an exercise sanctioned by time honored custom at other colleges,

and is a unanimous movement of the class. At that entertainment

the
" indescretions

"

of the turbulent element of '73, by no means

a majority of the class, annoyed hardly anyone except a few stu

dents, as very few citizens attended. At this exercise the hall will

be well filled, and if any of the ebullient Sophs should happen to

"

slop over," it will disturb a crowded audience of the elite. Of

course superfine collegians need not contemplate the fact that the

police force is stronger this year than it was last.

These points have probably occurred to our friends and have

determined them to expend their wit and trible ire in getting up

mock schemes, caricatures and the like. We hope they will have

all the fun possible without overstepping the limits of propriety.

POLITICAL.

Sophomores begin to warm up on The Era election. From

now until the evening of the 26th, when the great issue is to be de

cided, little else than electioneering will be done. Early in the

week a printed circular was sent through the post-office to each

man holding the glorious right of suffrage. This circular spoke in

soul-stirring language of the great event which is fast approach

ing, and exhorted every Sophomore to do his duty, his whole duty,

and nothing but his duty. It gave the names of several gentlemen

who, in the opinion of the illustrious author of the circular, would

make superior editors. It mentioned A as a scholar, B as a busi

ness man, C as a strong man, D as a literary man, etc. This is

certainly a propitious beginning. Evidently Young America comes

into the world with a predisposition to politics.

We publish, this week, the farewell letter of our Leipzig corre

spondent. If his views differ from those of many of our profes

sors, who are familiar with the working of institutions of learning

both in this country and in Germany, we shall be glad to hear

from them. If they do not speak ; the inference is, that their

views and opinions agree with those expressed in our Leipzig

letters.

train:

Last evening G. Francis in a speech of two and a half hours as

tonished a crowded audience of Ithacans- He is more incompre

hensible than ever. He spoke truly in declaring that he is a pro

found mystery to the people of two continents. His allusion to

"
Turner's Mules

"

was a result of a morbid Sophomoric suggestion.
We understand that he will lecture again next Wednesday or

Thursday evening on
"

Lawyers, Doctors and Clergymen."

ERRATA.

In the fifth stanza of "The Girls of Ithaca" instead of "mis-

ire and direge
"

read" miserere and direge," and imagine the quota
tion marks embracing the first line of the last stanza to be re

moved.

The Cornell '72 man who was mentioned last week as being

one of a geological party from New York bears the name of Den

man instead of the one which we bestowed upon him by mistake.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— On Wednesday last Professor Hartt delivered his first lecture on Gcol"

ogy commencing this term with the Carboniferous period. The report in the

examination, which he forwarded from Boston has been lost and the profes

sor will be obliged to look the papers over again.
—

'73 held a meeting Wednesday evening at Military Hall. The chair

man of the committee of arrangements for the exhibition reported progress.

A poll-tax of fifty cents was voted by the class. It was also voted that no

one refusing to pay the present tax shall be considered a legal voter at the

next class election. Committee on class supper reported eighty tickets sold.

— Junior exhibition to-night. Several Sophomores have spoken for re

served seats—in the
"

lock-up."
— Why did that man in the streets insult all studentdom by asking a C. U.

where he could find the best saloon in town ? He must have mistaken the

man.

— At the Theta Delta Chi Convention in New York, John Hay responded

to a toast, and said he believed that if Macaulay's famed New Zealander

should sit on a remnant of the Franklin statue in Printing House Square to

sketch the ruins of City Hall, on his tawny skin would be found tattooed the

cabalistic letters, Q. A. X.

— The story of
" Mark Heber's Luck ", commenced in so many papers,

and breaking off with the disgusting assurance that the continuance of it will

be found in the New York Ledger or some similar enterprising and trickful

sheet, has even found its way into the model College Courant.

'Phe first victim—almost—of the dollar fine was a certain worthy pro-

fessor. Having arrived Wednesday afternoon at the Central depot at Auburn,

he there complacently awaited the arrival of the Southern Central train, which

he expected to take for Ithaca, not being aware of the fact that S. C. trains no

longer start from the N. Y. C. depot, but from anew "shed" of their own,

half a mile or more away, from which trains for Freeville leave at 5:30. A few

minutes before train time the professor discovered that he was waiting at the

wrong place. He set out at a breakneck pace for the new "shed '! in the sub

urbs where he arrived much heated and almost out of breath, but, as good

luck would have it, just in time for the train, wdiich happened to be a few

minutes behind time. He there found several students, who surrounded him

and anxiously awaited an explanation ofhis excited appearance. After becom

ing sufficiently composed he related his adventures to his sympathetic audit,

tors, who listened attentively,—almost breathlessly,—and when all was told

bethought them for fitting words of consolation. The quick wit of a warm

hearted Junior soon presented
the only available morsel of comfort. Turning

his philanthropic eye full upon the professor, while every lineament spoke

deep sympathy, he exclaimed
in a loud and earnest voice :

"

Well, professor,

you have saved your dollar, anyhow."

— Our Seniors have commenced eating
" bronchial troches

"

and gesticu

lating before the mirror, to prepare
voice and unruly limbs for Woodford and

Commencement orations.

— President White in a recent lecture took occasion to compliment Gov

ernor Hoffman for the firmness with which he has withstood the numerous

petitions for the pardoning of certain notorious convicts.

— A Freshman has lately informed his friends that he is taking an optical

course. .
,

.

,

— Before purchasing "plugs," Juniors
should consider the risk they run

of being taken for Seniors.
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- A new and observing Freshman lately witnessed a feat which he con

sidered one of remarkable temerity. He saw, in the post-ofhce, a student

smoking
"

right before one of the professors
!
"

- After examination in ancient history. Fresh-Who were the Persians ?

Junior-They were Arians. Fresh-Knew they were, but I answered that

they were
" identical with the Medes." Junior-Well, why not have said at

once that they were Arians ? Fresh-Oh, I wanted to make the professor in

vestigate the subject, in order to find out who the Medes were.

—
"

llarley Quinn, Harley Quinn," musingly repeated a Freshman as his

eye rested on the poem
" Girls of Ithaca

"
in last week's Era,

" is there any

such fellow in the University ? ';

— Professor Dwight is the only non-resident
lecturer who is expected this

term.

— Our Freshman recently observed that the suh-laxinary glands were use

ful in facilating the mastication of food.

—
" Culture and Growth

"

which appears in this issue, is from a recently

published volume of poems entitled "June on the Miami, and other Poems,"

by W. H. Venable. The volume has met with a very cordial reception, and

has been praised by some of our ablest critics.

— A Freshman writes home concerning the Junior exhibition, that it is an

annual entertainment occurring once in four years.

— The report of President White on co-education is being printed at the

University Press.

— Knight, of '72, was recently surprised and gratified by the return of a

highly prized and valuable society pin which he lost last June on his way to

New York. The pin was found by the baggage-master at the Pavonia ferry,

Erie railroad, who seeing on it the name and the words "Cornell '72," took

pains to make inquiries of Cornell students, and finally to send the pin to its

owner by W. Allen Butler. Evidently he does not belong to the
"

ring."
— Very Ode-ous— the first four books of Horace.

— Reaching for salt to modify the taste of the "earth apples
"
is called

by a Senior a
"

salt-tater-y motion." He don't run much risk of being

churched for dancing.
— A '72 man, we are tempted to give bis name, reading at the top of a

poster the sentence
" Honi soit qui mal y pense," turned to his walking com

panion and inquired
" what is the meaning of that sentence?

"

To the some

what surprised look of the Junior he ventured the explanation
" I'm getting

rusty in Latin."

— The University nine has received challenges from the Haymakers and

the Yale club.

— The Navy have purchased a new cedar six-oared boat from one of the

class crews of Yale. Professor Dole recommends it highly.

will not be in the University this term. He proposes, however, to graduate

with his class.

J. R. SchoonoVER, '73, is, in company with Professor Babcock, busily

engaged in draughting and maturing the plans for the Sage building.

E. L. Jayne, '73, has received
the appointment of pastor to the M. E.

church at Freeville. This will not interfere with his University duties.

Duncan of '73 has left the University for this term, and perhaps per.

manently.
"Chet" LooMis is in town, rejoicing his friends.

The sad news comes to us ofthe death, by smallpox, of a former respect

ed member of '72, Mr. Thomas Castle, of Buffalo. Resolutions passed by

the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, will be printed next week.

B. H. Smith, the foreman has gone to Syracuse and will not be home this

week. His health has been poor and he proposes to recover it in that salu

brious city.
H. V. L. Jones, of '71, called on us one day last week. He is looking

well, and has again returned to Watkins to prosecute the study of law.

F. L. Bates, of '73, has just finished teaching the winter's term of school

at La Fayette, N. Y.

PERSONAL.

Patten, of '73, who has been absent from the University during last term,

has returned.

Tinning, of '72, who has been absent thus far during the year, has re

joined his class.

Victor Hugo, it is said, is to receive a franc and a half per line for his

new romance entitled
"

Peuple Souverain."

Finster, of '73, has charge of the Latin class conducted last term by
Raider.

On Dit, that Disraeli is at work upon another novel.

C. M. Waterman, of '73, has left the University for the present term.

He will rejoin his class next fall.
*

A. Rogers, jr., of '72, a few days since was so unfortunate as to fall and

fracture his limb. Fie has been confined to his room about three weeks, and

will not be able to attend to University duties for several clays to come.

The many students who are wont to listen to Reverend TE F. White were

glad to find him sufficiently recovered to occupy his pulpit last Sabbath.

Means, of '74, has left the University.
Chipman, of '74, is assisting in a jewelry store in town.

Lawyer Jackson, of '70, is at Auburn, instead of at Syracuse, as stated
last week.

L. Tier who, was engaged in the Sibley building during his studentship
here, and won many friends, is now in Norwalk, Ohio, draughting for the rail

road shops at that point.

J. F. Hatch has left the University for his home in Griggsville, Illinois.
Hurd, the man of Eka ink and fame is back and will remain the rest of

the term.

Worthington, '73, has returned to his home in Tittsfield, Illinois, and

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— The Junior Exhibition at Iowa State University, at Iowa City, occurred

last month. Six orations and one essay are on the programme.

One-fourth of the '72 men at Yale will take to preaching the Gospel.

Our Seniors are very devout, but we do not expect many of them to enter the

ministry. They have heard of the man who had a call to preach, but whom

nobody had a call to hear.

— The Sophomores of Iowa University are to have an exhibition. The

participants have been appointed by the Faculty.
— Of the seventy six Senators now entitled to seats twenty-six are col

lege graduates, and eleven left college before graduating, while forty-eight

have been or now are practising lawyers.
—Exchange.

— The professor of geology in Chicago University has struck the ques

tion :
" Were there bugs in the carboniferous beds ?

"
—University Reporter.

At Geneva this summer, on the occasion of the Congress of School

masters, to be held in that city July 27 to August 5, there will be exhibited a

collection of school manuals, maps, plans, globes, school furniture, and other

materials used in instruction, not only in Switzerland, but in other countries

as well.—Every Saturday.
— Some Senior, anxious to distinguish himself in the late examination in

geology, hung his coal-scuttle on a hook in the ceiling, to illustrate the "po

sition ofthe coal-measures."—Exchange.
— A member of the German class translated the sentence

" Wo kommt

die Schwester her?
" " Who combed the sister's hair ?"—University Reporter.

— They are trying to start a monthly paper in the Syracuse University.

May they have success.

— Professor Tyler, of Amherst, is writing a compendious history of 600

octavo pages about the first half-century of the existence of that college. Hap

pily we won't be obliged to read it, not being members or graduates of that

institution.

— The Yale College Choir expects to sing at Gilmore's jubilee.
— The booksellers for Dartmouth College are urged not to send any more

orders for equine books. This is a sad affair.

— The Aurora Borealis for April is absolutely dazzling.
— The newly elected editors of the Yale Lit. were mildly requested to

come down with twenty dollars each to pay expenses of their usual supper
to

the outgoers. Alas for the unfortunates who are elected to editorial position.
— The college catalogue of Lafayette has 223 names. It is a neat volume.

— Cornell Seniors are amusing themselves bv coasting down Cascadilla.—

Cap cV Gown. Oh no! They ate breaking in their new "plugs." Their

grace in wearing them is surpassed only by their skill in borrowing them.

— Williams has established several new scholarships of $2,500 each, which

may be applied for at the close of the present collegiate year.

— It has been estimated that the fellowships, scholarships and prizes annu

ally awarded at Princeton amount in number to fifty, and in aggregate value

to $5,510.50, with an average value of $110.21. Besides this, the college has

si\ty-one endowed fellowships, each of the value of $1,000, instituted for the

benefit of needy and meritorious students.—Cap IA Ginon.

— The Elizabeth Foundation Fund at Princeton is the sum of $100,000,

given by John C. Green, of New York, the annual interest of which is devo

ted to maintaining and repairing Dickinson Hall, to improving the College



grounds, '.and to purchasing books of a high order for the library. The sum

of $120,000 given for the erection of our new library is paid down. The build

ing will be under roof before next winter.—Nassau Lit.

— The new German university at Strasburg will have sixty-two professor

ships, of which thirty-seven have already been filled. The university will be

formally opened on the first of May. Eight of the professors are natives of

Alsace.—Exchange.

SECOND ANNUAL AIEETLNG OF TIIE ROWING ASSOCIATION

OF AAIERICAN COLLEGES.

The Rowing Association of American Colleges was organized in March,

1871, at Springfield, Massachusetts, in order "
to advance and promote the

art of rowing in American colleges," and at first consisted of the boating asso

ciations of Harvard, Brown, Bowdoin and Amherst, the first board of officers

being: President, C. C. Luther, Brown; Vice President, R. S. Russell, Har

vard; Secretary, E. P. Mitchell, Bowdoin; Treasurer, A. B. Morong, Am

herst. Under the auspices of this association a regatta was held July 7th at

Ingleside, just above Springfield, which resulted, much t» the surprise of the

contesting crews and spectators, in the triumph of the crew of the Massachu

setts Agricultural College at Amherst—the Aggies, as they were rather con-

temptuouslystyled by their rivals, the crews of Harvard and Brown. During the

spring of iS7i'three colleges had been admitted to the association ; the Renssel

aer Polytechnic Institute, at Troy, New York, the Massachusetts Agricultural

College, at Amherst, and Williams College, at Williamstown, Massachusetts.

The second annual meeting was called for April 12th, 1872, the place of

meeting being the Bay State House, at Worcester, Massachusetts, and a large
attendance was expected, Yale, Cornell and Trinity having given notice of

their intention to become members. The day was pleasant and delegates be

gan to arrive early, and at 12 m. President C. C. Luther, of Brown, called the

meeting to order. The following is the list of collegians present, those in ital

ics being the delegates :

Harvard—Alanson Tucker, '72, one of the University crew of 1S71, and

probably one of the crew of '72; George H. Gould, '72, captain of the class

crew of '72; George Bass, Law School, one of the four that rowed against

Oxford; George F. Babbitt, '72.

Brown—Edgar H. Luther, '73, stroke of the University crew; William

E. Caldwell, '72, director Brown U. B. C, probably one of the crew ; Charles

C. Luther, '71, President R. A. of A. C.

Amherst—Leverett Bradley, jr., '73, one of the College crew ; F. IV.

Whitridge, '74.

Bmvdoin—E. A. Richer; E. P. Mitchell.

Williams—Parker C. Chandler, '72, captain college crew.

Alassaehusetts Agricultural
—Fred. C. Eldred, captain and stroke of the

winning crew of '71 and captain and stroke of the crew for '72 ; R. W. liver-

mote, ofthe crew for '72 ; J. Milnor, '73.

Yale—Lewis G. Parsons, '72, President University Boat Club and one of

the crew for '72 ; Willis E. AtcCook, '72, captain of the Yale University Boat

Club, one ofthe '73 crew that rowed against the Atalantas in '71, and one of

the crew for '72; Charles A. Russel, '73, and Frank D. Allen, '73, both of

the '73 barge crew ; William T. Souther, '73.

Cornell—James B. Edgerly, secretary and director of the Cornell Navy.

Trinity—George C. Bergwin and Russell Alurray.

After Secretary Mitchell had called the roll a motion was passed that the

reporters, some ten in number, be allowed to remain in the room. The next

business transacted was the admission_of the Yale, Cornell and Trinity clubs

to membership, after which the convention proceeded to ballot for offi

cers for the coming year, and after numerous unsuccessful ballotings the fol

lowing board was declared duly elected : President, Alanson Tucker, Har

vard, '72; Vice President, Parker C. Chandler, Williams, '72; Secretary,

Willis F. McCook, Yale, '73; Treasurer, Edgar H. Luther, Brown, '73. Re

gatta Committe: William C. Sanger, Harvard, '74, William E. Caldwell,

Brown, '72, F. W. Whitridge, Amherst, '74, F. A. Ricker, Bowdoin, Par

ker C. Chandler, Williams, '72, Fred. C. Eldred, Massachusetts, Lewis G.

Parsons, Yale, '72, James B. Edgerly, Cornell, '73, George C. Bergwin, Trin

ity. The Regatta Committee afterwards elected Parker C. Chandler, Wil

liams, '72, as Chairman.

Business was now commenced in earnest and the first subject of discussion

was the day on which the regatta is to take place. A lengthy debate now

followed as it was found to be a matter of considerable importance in avoiding

the scylla of appointing the day so early in July that those colleges which have

late commencements could not attend, and at the same time to escape the

charybdis of fixing the date so late that the crews of the other colleges would
become tired of waiting and disband. The following are the days on which
the commencements are to be held: Brown, June 26; Harvard, June 26;
Cornell, June 27; Williams, June 27; Yale, July 11 ; Amherst, July 11 ;

Trinity, July 11 ; Bowdoin, July 17; Massachusetts, July 17. Finally Tue,-

day, July 23, was selected as the date, by a vote of eight to one, Harvard be

ing in the negative. This date, though late, is the one which is most satis

factory to all concerned, although it does not occur upon the traditionary Fri

day, so long the day on which the regatta has occurred. In order to place all

the colleges on an equal footing it was resolved that while every collegian
present should have a right to express his ideas, yet that each college should
have but one vote.

A recess of an hour was now taken in order to allow the hungry delegates
to satisfy the wants of the inner man, and after dinner the convention pro

ceeded to discuss the style of the proposed race. On this question the dele

gates were nearly evenly divided and chin music was abundant. The advo

cates of a turning race held that it was preferable, first because it was fairer,

as in a strait course the boat having the current has the advantage through

out, while in a turning race any such advantage going down is equalized by a

corresponding disadvantage coming back. .Second, that comparatively few

fouls are made in passing the stake-boat, that out of fifteen fouls made on

Lake Quinisigamond all but three have occurred away from the stake-boat,

either in going down or coming up. Third, that most fouls are caused by
boats endeavoring to take each other's water. Fourth, that good steering is

as much a part of skill in rowing as good pulling and that if a boat can turn a

stake in twice its own length it deserves to reap some advantage from the

deed, and not be placed on an equality with a crew that want a mile and a

half to turn round in. Fifth, that in a straight away race the spectators are

scattered along, a few at the start, a few at the finish and the rest scattered

along the banks, none knowing the best place to see the race, and in conse

quence they become disgusted and decline to attend any more similar contests,

and that unless turning races are adopted we shall soon have no spectators, hence

no inducements to row ing, consequently no more races. Sixth, that in turn

ing races all the spectators gather at that point where they can see the finish

as well as the start, and that by their enthusiasm they urge the contesting

crews to greater exertions, and that there is nothing more pleasant for a crey

to hear than the applause of their friends. Seventh, that straight away races

may answer in England because they are held close by large cities where there

are good paths along the side of the river, whereas in America the sides of

the course are generally wooded while the course itself is usually remote from

cities and only accessible in spots. Eighth, that the same rule governs boat

races as horse trots, and that no sane person would go to see a horse trot

three miles in a straight line from a given spot. Ninth, that after rowing a

three mile straight course, after the race is finished it is necessary to row back

to the boat house and that rowing three miles even at a moderate rate of

speed is very injurious after the exertions made during a race, while it is not

very pleasant for a defeated crew to row back and listen to the remarks made

by the lookers on. Tenth, that in training on a straight away course the crew

will catch no e faults while rowing the returning three miles than can be cor

rected the next day. Eleventh, that if the crews are afraid of fouling the best

way is for each crew to have a separate stake boat, whereby all possibility of

a foul or of taking another boat's water is avoided, and that this plan was suc

cessfully tried at the international race at Saratoga last fall.

Those who favor a straight away course advance the following arguments :

1. That the danger of fouling is lessened by a straight course; 2. that a

straight course is the fairest course; 3. that it is impossible to find a course

wide enough to allow each crew a seperate stake-boat; 4. that even if the

majority of fouls do not occur at the stake-boat, they are occasioned by the

spurts made by the several crew in order to secure the advantage of turning

the stake-boat first.

Finally, after many speeches and repeated attempts to "move theprevious

question," a turning race was voted down by a vote of five to four, and a

straight away race was decided upon. The colleges stood for a straight course,

Harvard, Amherst, Bowdoin, Williams and Massachnsetts ; against Yale,

Brown, Cornell and Trinity.

The next point to be fixed was the place of the race. Charles River, Low-

ell Ingleside, Poughkeepsie, Ouinisagamond and New Haven had not a sin

gle advocate. Brown recommended the Seekonk ; Williams the course above

the dam at Troy and that on the Hudson near Pleasant Valley; and Cornell,

Saratoga- but it soon became evident that the struggle would be between the
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upper New London course supported by Brown and Yale, and the lower

Sprin-field course which was the favorite of Amherst, Williams, Trinity and

Massachusetts, but as there seemed little of prospect settling the question

satisfactorily to all it is rosolved to reconsider the previous vote and to leave

the selection of the course, as well as the style of the race, to a committee to

be composed of the captains of the entering crews or their representatives, in

cluding W. F. McCook, Yale, (chairman,) R. H. Dana, jr., Harvard, P. C.

Chandler, Williams, E. H. Luther, Brown, and F. C. Eldred, Massachusetts,

who are to examine the merits of the several courses and report on or before

June 1. The committee, which is also to have the appointment of umpire,

judges and time-keepers, will probably report in favor of the lower course at

Springfield, where they can obtain a straight three-mile course a quarter of a

mile in width; still there is nothing certain in this world but death and taxes,

as old Ben Franklin said, and perhaps Xew London or Saratoga may be the

destined spot

A question now arose as to who should be eligible to the crews. Yale,

Harvard and Bowdoin desiring that the crew should be selected from the

whole Universiiy as the members of the schools belonged and paid dues to

the college clubs and were actually a part of the University ; the other colle

ges complained that they had the trouble of training men, who after gradua

ting went to the Harvard or Yale schools and joined the crews of their rivals,

and desired either that a separate race should be established for law, scientific,

medical and theological schools, or else that they should be allowed to partici

pate in the grand regatta but as separate crews. At last, after a prolonged de

bate, the following by-law was enacted by a vote of six to three, Yale, Harvard

and Bowdoin being in the negative:
" each crew entering the annual regatta of

the Association must be selected upon the same principle as Yale and Har

vard have selected their crews in previous years
—from a single department

only." This rule will throw out Bass ofthe Harvard Law School, and Dav-

venport of the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale ; both excellent oarsmen.

In order to prevent colleges joining the association and not presenting a

crew at the regatta, the following clause was added to the constitution. "Any

member of the Association not entering any regatta shall lose its vote at the

succeeding annual metting of the eVssociation ; also, any member of the As

sociation not represented for two consecutive annual regattas shall lose its

membership in the Association."

It was then resolved that the duties ofthe regatta committee should be to

mftke the necessary arrangements for the regatta, exercise a general super
vision over the same, and if practicable, give a regatta ball. A vote of

thanks having been tendered to the proprietor of the Bay State House for the

use of his parlor, the meeting adjourned to meet again on the first Wednes

day in April at II A. M. at the Bay State House, Worcester.

The convention was a decided success being very fully attended and very

harmonious considering the diversity of the interests at stake, and though ev

erything was not settled definitely, still what was accomplished was done

thoroughly. The regatta will undoubtedly be a great success, as besides the

nine crews already entered there will probably be yet more. The delegate
from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy was detained by sickness

and delegates from Columbia, Union, Dartmouth andWesleyan who expected
to put in an appearance were unavoidably prevented from attending. They
will doubtless send delegates to the next convention as will probably a maj

ority of the following colleges, all of which have at present well organized
clubs and good crews: Rutgers, New Brunswick, N. J., Hobart, Geneva N.

Y., College of the city of New York, University of the city of New York,

Dickinson, Carlisle Pa., Lafayette, Easton Pa., University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelpaia. J. B. E.

taken as partner Dr. Franklin,
a gentleman of twenty-five years' practice of

New York city, and a sign on Cayuga street now announces their place of

business. You ascend the stone steps and ring the "office bell," when a

lady attendant conducts you up a broad flight of stairs and shows you into

the reception room. This room is twenty-four by fifteen feet, elegantly fitted

up with furniture, cushioned with green plush, and marble center table, upon

which are books, periodicals, the doctor's works "Dental Hygiene" and

" Advice to Patients," gratis to everyone. Stereoscopic views, &c, to inter-

est you in case the doctor is busy. Over the table is suspended a massiva

chandelier. On the walls hang beautiful pictures and a large mirror of

French plate glass.

After you are seated in the reception room your name is announced by the

polite attendant, and the doctor meets you with a cordial welcome and

conducts you into the consultation room, which is separated from the former

by black walnut folding doors and is 14 by 15 feet, and where slight operations

are performed and the patient consulted in private. Dr. H.'s private office

and library connects with this room. Leading to the north and separated also

by sliding doors is the operating room, furnished with one of Butler's patent

operating chairs, which is a novelty of itself and can be adjusted in any way

to suit the patient, a fountain spittoon, a cabinet for instruments, a marble

wash-stand, supplied with hot, cold, and cistern water, &c. These three rooms

can be thrown into one by opening the sliding doors, thus makingaroom 50 by

15 feet. This is properly Dr. Hoysradt's apartment.

Dr. Franklin has a suite of apartments on the next floor. They are con

nected with Dr. Hoysradt's rooms by means of a dumb waiter and a speaking

trumpet. A broad flight of stairs leads to the mechanical department, over

which Dr. Franklin presides.

You first enter the waiting room, carpeted and neatly finished. Off from this

room is the operating room, where teeth are extracted and nitrous oxide gas

is manufactured and administered. Connecting with these rooms are the chem

ical and dental laboratories, where are the furnaces for melting and refining

gold and for baking teeth, polishing lathes and other necessary apparatus.

The large and increasing business of Dr. Hoysradt compelled him to en

large and improve his office. Although the expense incurred has been grqat,

both in building and fitting up these rooms, yet he wishes it distinctly under

stood that no advance is made upon his old established prices. He is bound

to give satisfaction, and will guarantee all work that goes from his office. Give

him a call.

AIODEL DENTAL ROOAIS.

The impetus which Ithaca has taken since the University opened, in the

direction of growth and improvement has its counterpart in the growth and

development of her citizens. On every street and almost at every turn we

see new buildings going up and old ones being repaired. Perhaps the

greatest and most noticeable improvement, both as to looks and conven-

iency, has been made by Dr. Hoysradt on his house, at the corner of

Cayuga and Seneca streets, immediately opposite the Clinton House. A large
addition was made to the old part an 1 the whole raised up to four stories,

ending in a French roof. The Doctor has given the
"

sunny side
"

to the bus

iness of his profession, and, having moved a few weeks since from his old

quarters in the Clinton Block, is now practicing in as pleasant and commodi

ous a suite of rooms as is to be found in this part of the country. He has

AIR. GOLDWIN SAIITH OAT AIR. GLADSTONE.

A good deal of time and energy seems to be frittered away in mere House

of Commons bickerings with Mr. Gladstone. Mr. Gladstone's position is

surely one of which vve may take a philosophic view. He is, as he always has

been, greatly under aristocratical and ecclesiastical influence ; the men with

whom he lives, and whom he naturally loves to promote, are the members of

an aristocratic and High Church circle; he has bound himself to the mainte

nance of the House of Lords and of the State Church, and has thereby morally
closed his legislative career.

But he has at the same time real popular sympathies, which have led him

to do more than any other statesman of the present day in the line of fisca\

and economical reform for the improvement of the people, and has drawn up

on him the bitter and almost delirious hatred of the people's worst enemies.

Not to support him against those enemies would have been foolish and culpa
ble pessimism.

He has proved himself a hearty and courageous reformer of abuses; his

sincerity gave us the extension of the suffrage, to him we owe the Irish

Church Bill and the Irish Land Bill. He is at least as liberal as his Parlia

ment, which is thoroughly plutocratic, and has exhausted its Liberalism when

it had redeemed its election pledges on the subject of the Irish Church and

land. The worst ofhis measures, and that most indicative of what a Liberal

would call the weak side v( his character, the Education Bill, by which na

tional education has been thrown back into the hands ofthe priest party, was
manoeuvered through Parliament by the member for what we always deemed

the eminently and staunchly Liberal constituency ot Bradford, who is now re

ceiving the deserved meed of clerical applause. Not much more will be ob

tained from Mr. Gladstone, but how anything more is to be obtained by tak

ing the executive government from him, and giving it to the leaders of the"

oligarchy, it is difficult to see.—Air. Goldwin Smith in the Fortnightly Revieio

for Match.
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■APIENTIA UTERE!

NEW AND SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

in the

HEBREW, GREEK, LATIN, GERMAN,

FRENCH, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE,

ITALIAN, CHINESE, ENGLISH,

AXD OTHER LANGUAGES

on sale at

LESS THAN HALF PRICE,

XO. 21 STATE STREET, UP-STAIRS;

pOR SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H. J. MESSENGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March ist ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dibble, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New

York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7, 1872.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY &» CO., Grocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street Park & Tilford's
brands ol imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

0. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 78 State
Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

CTUQENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

LIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop,

THE^ CORNELL ERA.

NOW READY

~

^JpHE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing G^fne
Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone (four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, SOLD at cost, price $6.50. Scut to

auy part of the country on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Con-ten is.

Introduction. Ch.ipter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their historv'. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 va'rieties

of shell boats (with plates).

Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,
canoes and skiffs (with plates).

Chapter III. Description ofthe fittings peculiar tn

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described

and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.

Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors tu be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.

Chapter IV. Training in practice.

Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving

drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Partj Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871. Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-

Vale and Inter-CollegL'te races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson

Amateur Rowing .Association and Noith-Wc-nrn Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1S71. In

ternational Races, 1866 to September t?, 1871.

ourth. A Directory of the £73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and

British provinces in existencs on the 30th of November,

1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.

Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

359 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

3^5

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIOXERY, FANCY GOODS, &c

UATVERS', TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READ \ '-AtADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,

Made to order and ready made.

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
" Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, cAc.,<Ac.,at

SHERWOOD & VAN KIRK'S.

MEN'S FURNISHING ROOMS.

Rooms 9 and 10, Third Floor^J^hJBloc
k

pULVER &~BATES,

6o & 71 East State Street. Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERN , LARPEIS,

(HI CLOTHS etc Clothing manufactured to order on short

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS.
PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as.

sortment of CLOTHS and CASS1MERES, and part.ci.lar

attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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CLIPPER SONG.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown ;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,
That he may slip from Washington, and

"

Swing the Cir
cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.
We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
Tu slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,
A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too,in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;
Then

"

Zounds !" he madly cries,
"

goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,.
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul

That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

1'P
.

The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;
He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Ofthe gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride;
They both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enough
to tell,

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;

I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;
To California's boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away
I'd slip my asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray.
Then I'll be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTENHEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

&c, &c.
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7VIE LORELEI.

FRO! THE GERMAN.

Though I'm sorrowful yet I know not why,
Nor whence my sad fancies stream,

'Tis but a tale from the years gone by,
That ever will haunt my dream.

The air is cool, it is twilight's hour,
The Rhine rolls peacefully on,

The mountain's crown is shimmering soft

In the glow of the setting sun.

The most lovely of maids is sitting
There aloft, so wondrous fair,

The light on her jewels is flitting,
She is combing her golden hair;

She is combing it with a golden comb,
The while she is singing a song,

And a mystical, wierd, enticing charm

Has the melody sweet and strong.

The sailor in the slender bark

It wraps in a tearful trance,

He heeds not the reefs 'mid the breakers dark,
On high he fixes his glance.

At length the billows engulf their prey,
Still their singing stifles his cry,

And thus to lure with her fatal lay
Is the work of the Lorelei.

AIONTA UK POINT.

I am fond of solitary excursions. It may be a weakness, but I

rather glory in it as one of my happy characteristics, a kind of in

definable longing for isolation, and one that leads me at times into

the most out of the way places, wild and untraveled, places which

are yet to be found at not very great distances even from that

great center, Xew York.

From the first time I took up Cornell's Primary until November 8,

187 1, a visit to Montauk Point had been my dream, too cherished

to be put into immediate execution ; for we mortals have a habit

of reserving our tit-bits of pleasure until too late betimes for their

enjoyment. Not so, however, in this case, for on that bright No

vember day I struck out for the Atlantic.

Even the tedious, unromantic ride on the L. I. R. R. dampened
not my spirits, which rose in proportion as the breezes came

fresher and fresher through the open car windows. For literature,

my pockets were stuffed with all the early editions of the evening

papers and imagine my surprise as well as amusement on seeing
under the heading,

"
Wild Freaks at Cornell," mention of the he

roic attempt of my esteemed friend P , at preserving his land

lady's gate from the lifting propensities of the gate's eve. ma

rauders. It amused me so heartily that out of pure sympathy I

handed the article to Judge D
,
of New York for his perusal.

The Judge though laden with the cares necessarily attending an

emigration to Sag Harbor, laughed heartily in concert. Thus

merrily passed the time, until, at nine p. m. I found myself in the

old whaling town of Sag Harbor.

ELL ERA.

In the nickering gloom, the houses appeared built of whale-ribs,
the street to be paved with oysters and the mile-stones certainly
bore a resemblance to walrus tusks. Put during the short ride

from the station to the Westside Hotel, I thought more of the idle

ness of my own ivories, and felt within me, in my bones I mean,

the ability to make away with all the preserved walrus there was

in the place. e\t the comfortable supper in the snug old fashioned

inn, not even the presence of the dignified Judge and his charm

ing wife, prevented me from doing full credit to the fresh co 1 set

before me. There might also have been ham and eggs, but of the

cod I am certain, in fact, all my recollections are nautical—decid

edly marine, and may appear too much so to many of my readers,

but what better can be expected of me, when ninety-nine per cent

of all that entered my system was pure chloride of sodium. Oh ! for a

drink, I feel the salt in my throat yet, but
—

I slept that night at the Westside though the sheets were gritty
with salt, but then, I was gradually accustoming myself to this ab

normal state of things, and here, with all due modesty, New

Yorkers are quick at adaption, but then, of necessity I suppose,

all human animals must be so nowadays. The next morning, as

you may believe, I made the house extremely lively with my in

quiries on the subject of Montauk, and before breakfast, I had dis

covered the distance to be thirtv-five miles, the road to be

wretched and livery prices high, but it was, of course, Montauk

now or death. Death at my time of life is out of the question
and I called for a horse.

That long saddle ride I shall never forget. I lost my road early in

the journey, but the exhilarating gallop over the bluffs that line

the extreme point more than repaid me for the tribulations of the

first few hours. During the last five miles Montauk light cheered

me on and the powerful flash from its Fresnel lens, prevented me

from losing sight of the main point. The little cluster of dwell

ings on this lonely cape bear a very cosy appearance. In a small

hollow is the old dwelling of the light-house keeper, now used as a

stable and during the rush of sportsmen, as a dormitory. Above

this, up a very steep incline, we come to the light-house itself, and

cosily ensconced under its lee the neat frame house occupied by
the keeper and his assistants. After hitching my horse below I

knocked at the door rather thunderingly I imagine for the

hospitable looking housewife, who answered it, seemed to

be on the lookout for breakers ahead. I made all right,

however, and in a short time found myself enjoying, if

you will believe me,
— beefsteak. How it came there,

I did not then know. I do now, but must keep a secret.

My peace offering to Mr.
,
the light house keeper, was a frag

ment of an Evening Telegam containing the news of the glorious

reform victory in New York. It took all the stiffness out of my

joints to see the flush of honest delight tinging his weathered

cheeks. His contortions became alarming, but duty soon called

him to the top of the light-house, whither I accompanied him.

Two hours in that little chamber up in the light-house ! My sensa

tions were novel, but I can not paint them. Podily ailments, how

ever, in the shape of stiff joints soon brought me to my senses,

and down, far down I went again to the lower regions in search of

bed and liniment. Before partaking of either, I looked over the

register for visitors, and as I stiffly inscribed therein my class and

college, I thought to myself—Well, old boy, you are the first C.

U. C. to visit Montauk. After thus congratulating myself I was

led to the best bed room by my estimable landlady who presented

quite a picture as she stood in the door-way, holding in each hand
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a bottle of liniment, with which she pointed to the two beds

in the room Her eyes beamed with sympathy as in allusion

to my stiff joints she advised me to choose the feather bed. I ac

quiesced of course, for who can resist a winning smile ? If these

words ever catch your eyes,
fair hostess, believe me I think of you

now and at all times with feelings of deepest gratitude for that

night's rest at Montauk. What a delicious sleep ; surf-beatings

make a delightful lullaby and, with my head filled with a confused

jumble of solitary wrecking-stations, horses, salt, light-houses and

smiles, I fell asleep. The next morning I must have lain for about an

hour wide awake, not daring to move for fear of testing too strongly

my faith in liniment, but it
" worked like a charm

"

this time, and I

found myself eating pancakes at breakfast, feeling free and easy

and perfectly happy.

Then followed a short walk with the light-house keeper who

was off duty then, and therefore in his most jolly mood. The

wildness and desolation of the scenery struck me forcibly, but I

would fain live there and be contented. There were no trees to

be seen, but who desires trees in connection with the ocean ? Cer

tainly / did not regret their absence, everything looked so broad,

so open and so free. A heavy storm was brewing from the south

west, and the wind groaned dismally, rendering the prospect of

that long, lonely ride back extremely unpleasant.
"

Ne are in for

a sou' wester," said my jolly host.
" Good Heavens, you don't

mean it," I echoed despairingly.
" I do," he continued,

"

but I

can lend you a pilot coat which will keep you all snug." I, like a

fool, refused his kind offer, and suffered terribly for my foolishness.

Five minutes after my departure I was soaked on my left side, dry

and warm on my right. Whew ! how the sleet and rain came

whistling over the downs. On Napeague beach, where I had to

walk my horse seven miles or more, I could feel my body stiffen

until absolute rigidity ensued. A diet of ram-rod soup could not

produce the same effect in a year. Riding, of course, became an

agony after that, but fortunately the cold had a somewhat numb

ing effect, and I jogged along. The end came at last, and when I

stumbled from my horse in the stable yard in Sag Harbor in a

driving storm, I could but laugh at my deplorable plight, for I had

seen Montauk Point, and here I stop, for though, perhaps, my

journey back was the most eventful part of my excursion, yet my

ire against the swindling conductor of the Long Island Rail Road

would probably overpower any other feeling, and any continuance

of this article would consist of but one long string of personalities.
Gai.

ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES.

While fully according the credit due to the great English uni-

uersities for having produced the best and brightest men of all his

tory, it does seem, not only from satires, but from the grave state

ments of Goldwin Smith, Hughes, and other workers for Univer

sity reform, that there are enough stinking abuses connected with

them, to neutralize, for a large class of minds, their noble and

benificent advantages. We all remember Thackeray's sad but

humorous description of how Pendennis
"

flatted out
"

in finances

and was plucked at his examinations at "Oxbridge," but Jenkins
in the powerful and truthful satire of

" Lord Bantam
"

exposes

still more energetically certain evils of the present workings of tin-

English system in the following sketch of the fate of thc hero's

older brother.

ACADEMIC GKOVKS.

At this period of our heroEs life, the affairs ofhis eider brother, Lord Ban

tam, began to attract the painful attention of his father, as they had for some

time acquired a curious notoriety out of doors. The Earl brought up his

heir as he had himself been reared. He restricted him to a small allowance,

and ur^ed him, as a matter of habit, to maintain over his expenditure a rigid

control. Then he sent him to Winton. There Lord Bantam repaid the ad

vice he had received by incurring debts to the extent of ,£3,000. His credit

ors were too glad to have such a debtor, and too clever to let out the young

nobleman's secrets. So his father knew nothing of them, and supposed that

he had managed well on his allowance of £100 a year. These debts were

running on at thirty per cent, interest compounded every three months.

From Winton he went to Camford.

Camford to visit is a charming place ; it seems to breathe of quiet, of pa

tient monastic study and noble wisdom-bearing silence. Its gray stones are

as if strewn with the hoar of antique and classic pedantry. As you pass

through its groined passages, cross its cloistered quadrangles, surveyits state

ly halls or worship in its venerable churches, you think that here at least

learning has found her proper seat; sequestered from the rough passions of

the world, secure from the intrusion of vanity and debauch, silent with Her

self, Her Duty, and Her God. It ought to be. so, but it is not. I know not

why it should not be. .The passage through those splendid portals no gold

should buy, no rank should gain. It should, with all the honors and com

forts of these noble foundations, be free to any son of England who has the

worth and wit to win the right. Surely you should shut from thence your

maudlin or your fool, your roue, your turfman, your fashionable lounger,

whatever his name or estate ; and open these serious gates alone to the sons

of work and thought and duty. As it is, in this rank soil many a promising

grain of wheat is choked and smothered amidst the strong growths of folly and

sin, while the husbandmen look on, their hands too idle or too craven to weed

them out.

Depend upon it, you select company of ecclesiastics, dons and tutors, if

you don't set about this reform yourselves, a healthy tide from without will

sweep into and around your cosy haven, and drift you out to perdition with

the foul wreck you have permitted to accumulate about you.

A VOUNG ARISTOCRAT.

To Camford went Lord Bantam. Its trading harpies hastened to offer to

so good a customer every facility for ruining himself. He accepted their kind

offices. Never even in that luxurious place were rooms so handsomely fur

nished, horses so good, traps so elegant, dinners and wines so expensive, pic

tures so costly, and women so fast as those of Lord Bantam's establishments

in High Church and the town. Much of this was notorious throughout the

university, and must have been as patent to some of thedons as to the gossips

in High street. But they made no protest except when the noble undergrad

uate came under proctorial notice in a drunken row ; and once, when he and

a few select companions had contrived to enter the cathedral at night, and

color a fine marble with lines in zebra-fashion, they expelled two ofhis accom

plices who were so unfortunate as to have no titled name to dishonor ; forced

the young gentleman to apologize, and wrote to the Earl that " a recurrence

of such conduct might lead to the most serious consequeuces." The syndicate
must have had a curious notion of education. They could hardly have believed

that the spectacle of folly and prodigality was so innocuous to university tone

and discipline! Is it theirs only to open their eyes to deficiencies in ecclesi

astical, classical and philosophic acquirements, and to shut them to the extrav

agance and sin of the alumni ? or were it not a chiefest part of education to

teach the lessons of high humanity
—

ingenuae ct humanae artes ? Should it

be possible for any pupil at a seat of learning to emulate the vices of Coinmo-

dus, or ought not sumptuary laws to confine the rivalry of prodigals within

bounds less perilous to studious moralities ?

( )f a morning, towards noon, a quadrangle hard by the great cathedral rang
with loud voices. Perched upon his window-sill, velvet capped, with pewter
in hand, Lord Bantam held spicy converse with the son of a prime minister

who leaned smoking out of an opposite casement, or exchanged bets and jokes
of a dubious character with a knot of noisy men on the pavement below. Vou,

an honest Englishman, wishing well for your country, and having a kindly
heart for manly and generous youth, might well wonder as you traversed the

court and ga/.ed upon I his scene, whether idle nobility and parvenu wealth

should be afforded in the precincts of hallowed shrines and the cloisters of

learning, footholds lo corrupt the hopes of coming generations.
Lord Bantam's expenses, his first year at Camford, were ,£15,000; he owed

/, 11,000 to money-lenders on his own notes and those of his friends. His

father's steward had managed to get him allowed £4,000. His tailor stood

creditor for £3,000. That clever gentleman did not confine his shears to cut-
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ting cloth ; he snipped off many a young man's income with a sharpness

and skill sometimes wanting in his proper work. He charged young Bantam

in his bill with clothes and jewelry never supplied ; and thus, on condition of

sharing the product, enabled him to cheat his father. The noble youth began

to evince a taste for the turf. He won the High Church sweepstakes for the

j)erby
—in which, by the way, several dons had their money

—

amounting to

"8oosovs"—as at Winton, under the noses of the masters, he had won a

school sweepstakes before. He picked up. a shrewd gambler named Tom

Rendle, made him his factotum, and in his name bought and 'ran his horses.

At first they were successful. He resolved to have stables of his own. Ren

dle was an admirable factotum. He found the money, the horses, the stables,

the jockeys, took sheaves of notes, negotiated them with innocent friends, and

never troubled his master with accounts. He looked upon the young lord as

the richest mine in England for a clever man. All this was concealed from

the Earl, who, engrossed in politics and Rotterdam riches, knew little of rac

ing matters, would not have known his sons colors if he had seen them ;

and society does not care to tattle the peccadillos of a coming star to a

noble statesman. When he came of age Lord Bantam owed £40.000. By

the end of that year his liabilities reached £95,000, and in two years more

were £200,009. He had of course left Camford, and had his secret nests

about the country; formed liaison after liaison with masculine indifference

to the other sex ; and at length fell into the net of an infinitely clever

beauty, provided along with the other animals by the attentive Rendle.

This person was now a gentleman, a "financier," who kept his carriage and

gave select dinners to the princes of the turf. The woman was his slave. She

pretended that Lord Bantam had seduced her. He was infatuated with her

almost to idiocy. She threatened to expose him to the Earl, was backed up

by Rendle, and the pair, keeping their game for a fortnight in a state of alter

nate drunkenness, maudlinism and fear,—at length succeeded in getting him

to marry her. Returning from the unholy ceremony as with a blast upon

him from the shrine he had profaned; wedded in delirium and never recog

nizing his infamous wife
*

Does any one ask whether it be true that a thing so horrible could happen

in England in these days ?

The Earl paid his son's debts like an Earl. After all, they did not absorb

a year's income. Not long after the factotum married Lady Bantam.

EY PARADISE.

(From the
"

Pyraustas
"

ofthe Uruguayan Poet, J. Cezar Ribeiro de Sonza.)

When the breath of the Lord blew over the meadows,

And Adam arose from the dust of the ground,

He timidly gazed on the wonders about him,

And there welled up a tear from his heart's deep profound.

As fair as a dream lies the world in the sunshine,

And sweet are the odors that over them steal:

And the birds sing their love-songs mid gay-flowering branches,

But Adam stands dismally scratching his heel.

Why then such sadness 'mid so much enjoyment ?

'Mid so many fair pleasures why then should he moan ?

Alas, though the Universe boundless spreads round him,

He stands in the center of Eden alone.

Wherever he turns, there is something seems wanting,

And body and soul are alike incomplete :

There's a void in his heart that is aching with longing,

And a tear down his cheek rolls and falls at his feet.

God took up that tear and he made it a woman,

He smiled, and he gave her that
smile as her seal :

And then by his side in the Garden he placed her,

And Adam no longer stood scratching his heel. ,7 2.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Till". JUNIOR EXHIBITION'.

Amidst lhe pepper-sneezing and coughing of all who were present at the

exhibition of the 19th instant, and in the face of excitement and rejoicing on

the part of our Sophomores, as well as the uneasy position of half-angry Ju

niors, let there be heard a neutral voice. I do not propose to defend Juniors

any more than to blame Sophomores for their deeds, but I wish to express

my opinion, which is that such and similar performances should not take place

any more in our far-famed University. I know very well the motives of both

classes, and I also know that there is no ill-feeling existing between them that

should alarm the public, but I, for one, protest against such conduct, whatever

the cause may be. We are not here to show how well we can rush or how

much noise we can make, but we are here to receive the benefits of high edu

cation, for which our parents or friends have sent us, and to bring out the re

sults of our study. But these do not consist in preventing others from display

ing their qualities and abilities. Let our friends, the Juniors, remember that

they are not necessarily higher and do not deserve more regard simply be

cause they are a year older ; and let also our classmates, Sophomores, bear

in mind that they are not any less so because they will graduate a year later.

We have had cases where even the beginners ofthe college were able to com

pete with and beat their graduating friends. Why, then, draw the line be

tween the classes when it is knowledge lhat we are all after and by which,

principally, every student must be judged. There is, therefore, a wider and

better chance for able classes to compete, and higher respect for the victory

that they should try to gain. I do not say that '73 were right in disturbing

'74 (or what they call "making fun
"

of them) in attempting to give an exhi

bition lsst year, but
I cannot consider Sophomores justified in taking revenge.

There could have been a better way of dealing with it—they could have won a

nobler victory over their rivals than that of preventing them from showing

what they knew. We, Sophomores, can be sure that we were not victorious

on the field where we ought to have fought— the moral and intellectual. The

public opinion will be on the side of those who have invited the people—not

to sneeze and cough, but to hear them. And had their essays and orations

proved a failure we would not be responsible for it. We ought to have shown

that heroism and wisdom is not
"

breaking up" other people's exhibitions,—

that it is not revenge, but the power of self-control. We had opportunity to

give an example not only to the present Juniors and our younger fellow-stu

dents but also to all the colleges of this country where similar scenes often oc

cur. In brief, we could have taught them to understand and appreciate the

value of student's dignity and youth's forbearance. But as we did not know

how to use the opportunity let then the future attendants have the lesson and

takethe advantage of what
we failed to do. No similar boyish principle should

govern them, and I trust they will not allow their feelings to exceed their rea-

There are many principles that a German
student might well borrow

from an American, but we should
take pains to get rid of the false motives and

manners which so often characterize the members of American colleges.

Besides this we dare not forget that the country
looks upon us as future citi

zens and "pillars
"

of the republic, and that wc have no reason to make the

people think of us as mere noisy boys or students who have no other object in

view than
" fun

"
and

"

good time." We are those who should behave like

the' true sons of free America—
to give proof of the noble and purifying influ

ence of education, we who have devoted our lives to study nature and society

and to radiate light and blessings of civilization
into all the dark corners of our

great country
Let us demonstrate that

we are not learning here superstition

and acquiring ill habits, that we are
not studying noise-making and other fol

lies and that we are not preparing ourselves for bigoted members of society,

but' for true soldiers of science and liberty. The students of Cornell Univer-

sit ' have a chance to be the hist to shake off the burden of absurd customs

and useless fashions. In one word, let there be no more similar attempts on

either side, and let it be once for ever a relic of the past.

I do not intend to say any
more at present on this subject, and I shall close

these remarks with the desire that neither of the classes shall, take these my

words as beino- written in an unfriendly spirit. The love and admiration which

I a- a foreigner bear for this country and its free citizens, and more patticu-

larly the respect which
I have for this institution and its members, is, I may

well say "real. And this is what made me express what I consider my duty

Ts a student, and I hope I shall not be misunderstood.

X. IOVAXOVITCH, '74.

Messrs. Editors of The Cornell Era:—I have read with mingled

feelings of astonishment
and indignation the communication in your last is-

sue, signed "II. T.
G.
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For ^suraiice and misrepresentation your correspondent can fairly enter

the arena and contest the prize with the "next" President of the Ended

States, the world renowned Geo. Erancis Train.

That this charge is not too severe nor undeserved, we may inquire into the

capacity and experience of your correspondent
for sitting in judgment on the

American government and denouncing the American system of instruction as

«• rotten."

&

What extended examination has he made into the workings of out-

free government that
he so glibly declares it to be both

"

penurious and cor

rupt "?
We may infer from his closing remarks that he is about entering

upon a course of study at the University of Leipzig, and can scarcely have

attained to the dignity of gray hairs or sound judgment. Late investigations

have established the fact that a more pure or more
liberal government exists

nowhere on this earth than our own.

lhe ikid scrutiny of some fourteen committees of Congress in all depart

ments ol The go\ eminent, without discovering the least taint of "corrup-

ti'un,1'- convicts this youthful Train of a want of truthfulness and establishes

most clcany his want oi patriotism.

Tins is sufficient with reference to the coiruption charged, but that of being

" penurious
"

should never come from any one who has darkened the portals of

Cornell University with his presence. The gift to this State of nearly one

million of acres of land ior educational purposes, transferred
to this institu

tion is somewhat more than the vaunted donations of the kingdom of Saxony

to their pet university.

It is rather refreshing to read from the pen of this recent fledgling his ad

vice to the twelve thousand inhabitants of Ithaca; in fact from its impudence

it reaches almost into the region of romantic sublimity.

Even this is thrown into the shade by his impertinent criticism on the gov

ernment oi Cornell University. Xo mote Trustees to look after the business

interests of the institution;
no more Cornells, AieGraws, or Sibleys (noble

trio) to contribute their thousands, nay millions, of dollars (not thalers) for

college buildings that shame the humbler and older strtictuies of continental

Europe. Xo more Sage contributions of a quarter of a million for a founda

tion to extend the cause of education. Surely, your correspondent has gone

mad !

Are you, students
of Cornell, "subjected to slavery," in the language of

H. T. G., or do you claim the rights and privileges of manhood?

If the former, follow his advice and migrate in a body to the shades of

Leipzig where you will be free to imbibe Greek roots with
"

Scheveinigel and

Spitzbube, with Rheinwine or champagne," until in fighting trim for the

short-sword exercises.

As foreigners you will be exempt in this land of
"

freedom
"

from the con

scription and a forced service of three or more years to which the native born

is subject. X.

RESOLUTIONS.

At a meeting of the class of '72 on Wednesday, April 24, the following res

olutions were adopted :

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to take away from us by death our

beloved classmate Thomas Castle, and

Whereas, We remember him with pleasure as one of our number at the-

opening of the University and the commencement of our college life, and have

recognized in him those elements of manly character which endear him to all

his associates here; be it therefore

Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt sympathies to his family in their

bereavement and to his wide circle ol friends.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to his family and pub
lished in The Cornell Era.

Fox Hold k.n,

Clinton Smith,
Edward Xicoi.l.

The Irving Literary Association resumed its regular meetings for thc tri

mester on Friday evening, 12th instant. The meeting was well attended, and

the exercises were of the usual interest. The following ollicers were elected

for the present term : President, L. P. Smith; Vice President, C. II. Plaii-

Corresponding Secretary, W. Harkins; Recording Secretary, E. W. Halsey;
Treasurer, W. R. Ea/.enby ; Curator, E. Hawn; Auditor, M . C. Sharpe.

Corresponding Sei.rei akv.

— The President's report as chairman of thc committee on the admission

of women to Cornell is being printed at the University Press.

A SOPHOAIORE PAN.

We do not refer to the pan that lends sweetness and tone to the "
Owl

"

orchestra, nor the Fresh pronunciation ofthe French word for the staff of life,

but we have reference to the similarity of fate between the Greek god Pan—

whose too ardent courtship resulted in the nymph turning into reeds, just as

matters began to look favorable—and a certain Sophomore. This Soph often

carries a cane, his drygoods are nobby and his boots always blacked. His face

is good-looking, except that there*is a little droop to his left eyelid from too

frequent winking at women. We would not intimate that there is any homol

ogy between the feet of this Soph and Pan's cloven hoofs and ungainly legs.

This Soph was passing down Tioga Street one evening, when a stately fe

male figure in a dark dress and heavy vail came around a corner and passed

so near him as to thrill him with the touch of her robes. He looked after her

as she swept along under the gaslight, and lo ! with the same joy that a miner

feels in finding a
"

pocket
"

he observes a handkerchief flutter over her shonl-

der. He obeys that signal and walks briskly after the vanishing form, but

she glides away so rapidly that he fears lest after all he is pursuing a disguised

man. But no, that hat, muff and skirt are worn with too easy a grace for that.

He follows with new energy his enchantress through many long streets to near

Fall Creek. There she entered a house, evidently as a visitor, but our friend

tarried outside in the damp of the March evening till it began to rain. Now

oh joy ! he could be useful. He ran to a neighboring house and bought an

old umbrella, paying for the same the price of a new one. Presently Incognita

came out, and as the door closed behind her uttered a pettish exclamation at

the cold drizzle. The Era refrains from stating how caressingly he folded her
"

wing
"

within his and how gallantly and amusingly he talked. His compan

ion did not have a chance to say a word, but only laughed at his voluble jokes.
As they passed a corner where some town boys had broken a street lamp

(which was, of course, laid to students) he, with that dexterity gained only by

practice, caught both her arms so she could not cover her face, pulled aside

her vail and gave her a hug and osculation with true Sophomoric energy. She

returned it with interest and they passed on. Finally passing into State Street

he met with great complacency the chuckling and curious gazes that his class

mates bent upon their acquaintance, so well known for his rapidity with the

sex. '74 trod like a conquerer, expecting to find where his charmer lived,—

and so he did, for as they passed that umbrageous retreat known as the "Ar

bor" ebony
"
Marier

"

tore away from him, and leaving him stunned with a

momentary vision of a grinning face, white eyes, Sec., bounced in to cook oys

ters for the boys. Our forsaken Soph now reads Ovid and sympathizes with

Pan.

JUNIOR EN.

Si.ventv-three pushed matters with their wonted energy in giving the

public the first Junior Exhibition at Cornell. Though several members ofthe

Faculty, including the President, had been consulted about it, that body took

no official action, and therefore the entertainment was far more interesting to

the public than it is in those colleges where the faculty get up a dismal affair,

and make the class and body of students angry at the stupidity of their ap

pointments.
All the other classes, full of revenge and envy at the unbroken series of de

feats they have met, both singly and combined, at the hands of '73's athletes,

conspired to ridicule and break up the entertainment, having a flimsy pretext
in the raid which a very few '73 men made upon the Freshman baby show last

year. Soph hostilities, aided and abetted by Seniors, began by a pointless
poster put up Wednesday night, and which a Soph tried to have Train use to

satiri/e '73 with at his lecture, but George did not understand the two-edged
tools of college jokes, but like a fire-scared elephant turned and rent the Sophs.

Thursday nighl the enterprising 74's hit on a very shrewd dodge to

keep away the audience, and posted countless bills announcing the post
ponement of the "O." but they were discovered by the vigilant Turn

er, President of '73, who with two classmates and the police took a "bull's

eye," and found and tore down nearly all. Xext came two more "mocks
"

that well illustrate lhe truth lhat

"

Immodest words admit of no defence,
"l'or want of decency is want of sense."

Ihen on Friday afternoon a burst of barbaric music was heard, and a

big wagon filled with Sophomoric artists on the tin horn, gong, and cym
bals, paraded the street to the delight of the Ithacans, some of whom

thought it was a genuine advertisement of the exhibition. The author of
this excellent burlesque

"

did himself proud," amusing Juniors and every
one else who saw the hilarious load.
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At evening the lobby was filled with people, long before the doors opened,
and when the waiting crowd gained admittance, Library Hall was rarely
filled quicker, and with a more brilliant audience. Scores were turned

away. The Sophs were somewhat "

kenoed
"

by being to their surprise
excluded from their selected strategic point, the gallery, but they gather
ed close as bats in winter under the rear part of it.

Exercises opened promptly, assisted by the other classes, and the follow

ing programme, except the song, was carried oitt :

programme.

Music.

Prayer by the Reverend Doctor Wilson.

Alusic.
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Address by the President,

Oration—Mazzani,

Essay
—Race and Civilization,

Oration—Co-education,

George Brinkerhoff Turner.

D'Borden Wilmot.

. Francis Whiting Halsey.
Frank Benjamin Ferris.

Thomas Hampson.
Myron Weber VanAuken.

Charles Fletcher Allen.

Charles Levings.

Henry Davis Stevens.

Edgar Levi Jayne.

Class.

Alusic.

Dramatic Reading
—Selection from Sheridan's comedy

of "The Rivals," ....

Oration—Young America in Politics,

Poem, .....

Alusic.

Oration—
"
Peculiar People," .

Essay
—The How and When,

Oration—"He thinks too Little,"

Alusic.

Song, .....

The prayer was listened to respectfully and quietly. All the performers
ably maintained their good reputations—Hampson, Ferriss and Allen having
the quietest hearers, though all the speakers got the same practice that De

mosthenes did from the waves.

Sophomores, by a bold and cunning use of pepper and snuff, made nearly
all the audience sneeze and cough, and, aided by Seniors and Freshmen, kept
up an uproar equal to that in the Ephesian fane, so that those on the stage

required all their pluck and nerve to proceed. About nine o'clock a fresh

batch of mock schemes appeared, damp from the press, and, though free from

lowness, containing some few sharp "grinds." The space under the gallery
now resembled a mass meeting or caucus in full blast, and pepper and mocks

were being constantly smuggled in, despite the police, who seemed bewildered

by the number and energy of the rioters.

The audience endured the noise and pepper with admirable pluck and pa

tience, very few leaving, for which courtesy they received a vote of thanks

from '73, and were earnest in their praise of the gentlemanly bearing of the

Juniors.

After the meeting was over the Juniors marched peaceably to their supper

room, attended by the roaring Sophs and police,who had "business" to prevent
a furious rush between the two temporarily bellicose classes. Supper passed
off with the usual accompaniments of class suppers, gay songs, toasts and

speeches, the banquet being as yet the most successful social gathering of the

class. From the supper room the class went serenading Vice President Rus

sell and our venerable Founder and others in fine style and retii ed well pleased
with Junior Ex. and supper, and regarding the little clash merely as an inci

dental joke carried too far, considering that ladies, Mr. Cornell and professors
were present.

The plans of the Sophs were dire, and plenty of cheeky and audacious

men would have executed them had not more considerate advice prevailed.
Gas mains were to be tapped, a polekitten got into the hall,

"

fetty
"

to be

put in the furnace, and, if all other means failed to empty the hall of the au

dience, a building was to be fired and a panic raised.

The best joke was the
"

protection
"

promised so confidently, and in good

faith, by the Ithaca board »( Trustees to a committee of Juniors who asked

for extra men to relieve them from the responsibility of preserving order.

Members of the board used big words concerning what "good order" they

were going to have, and that more ornamental than useful body the protect

ive police was to be called out. Probably from political reasons only a few

of them, and they,ununiformed,appeared, and their captain, Elias Treman, and

not the Sophs., is responsible for the rumpus, as the reguler police were too

few for the work. However, the protectives, had they been present would

have probably been bluffed or circumvented by the sprightly '74s, as the

body of semi-peelers is distinguished, principally for its gallantry in wearing

white gloves, escorting hearses and fire engines, and zeal and punctuality at
their evening lunches at Clinton's when they were on patrol last fall. Their

bravery in these directions is only equalled by their sharpness in arresting
innocent students on gate eve., and letting all the mischievous ones alone.

THE LOVES OF THE STUDENTS.

Listen and hear as the college days pass
Ol the idols of students, the loves of each class.

The first is the Freshman's—she's saint-like and pure,
A fairy-formed creature, blue eyes and fair hair,
Has a class in the Sabbath-school, sings in the choir,
And walks up to the chapel in dove like attire;

Figures finely at festivals ; pleads to a heart ;

Ouotes poetry, sentiment, nature and—art.

Is yielding and gracious, but goes not too far,
And is seldom found walking without " dear mamma;"
Is timid and fawn-like, most lovely and meek,
And "

ye Freshman
"

goes wild when his lips press her cheek.

The next is the Sophomore's—a different style;
She can flirt like DeL'Enclos ; break hearts with a smile •

Her forte is piano ; can sing like a bird,
"

My love, he lies bleeding," and
"

speak but one word;"
Her hair slightly auburn, she's inclined to be gay,

Thinks " Wallack
"

is splendid, and dotes on the play ;

Knows the language of flowers, hates sitting alone,
And longs for some fond heart to beat with her own

•

Has the face of an angel, is the devil to plan,
And worships the moon on account of the man.

The love of the Junior has plenty of cash ;

Her watchword is deviltry ; countersign, dash ;

In dress she's the gayest; a brunette, of course;
Bets gloves on boat-races; delights in a horse,
Wears

"

Society
"

badges, lets decorum go hang,
Can waltz like an Alma, and understands slang;
Is warm and impassioned, is subtle and strong,
Vet has pride and good breeding to keep her from wrong;

Is cruel, impulsive, and all things but slow,

And has often a dozen of strings to her bow.

The ideal of the Senior, the love of his heart,

Is a thorough-bred damsel, steady-going and smart;

She can flirt very piously, dances with grace,

Is oft a "blue-stocking," yet dance with taste;

Her "Dad" is a Dr. (church, physic or law),
She's the head ofhis household, a maid without flaw;

She has little emotion, is selfish and cool,

Is in favor of marriage, thinks Cupid a fool,

Is most proud of her beauty, yet declares she's not vain,

Unforgiving, yet tempting, propriety's fane.

Such the loves of the students—each fellow's ideal

Is in one of the four if the truth he'd reveal ;

Some are warm as the south wind, some colder than ice,

Some prudes the most proper, some naughty but nice,

And they try, and -hey scheme, each poor student to snare,

And they're up to all dodges, never act on the square.

gut—let's say Heaven bless them, whatever their guise,

If their love is but folly, who cares to "be wise?

Let's think they are angels, but in secret believe

That their innate ideas are to love and deceive.

— Targum.

— About the middle of next month there will be a parade of the entire

cadet corps in full uniform through the streets of Ithaca. The University

Band will furnish music for the occasion. Since Major Arnold has recovered

from his severe sickness, new energy has been infused into the military de-

partment.
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TIIE ERA YEAR.

We mention the following in this number because had it ap

peared sooner many would have accused the present editors of

assuming to keep the paper another year, when all hands are as

willing to be rid of it as the mythical boy was to
"

give away
"

the

coon that had torn that youth's pants oft". Also, did we publish
this later, we would be accused of being dissatisfied with the men

chosen by '74, when we care as little personally who '74 chooses,

as a Mississippi bargeman does for the color of the eyes of the

captain of the tug that pulls him oft" a bar.

It is our deliberate and well grounded opinion that The Era

Editors should serve during Senior instead of Junior year.

There was no special reason for Junior year being chosen except

that, when The Era was started, the Senior class, of seven, was

loo small to well choose editors and back the paper in its infancy,
and the task and honor naturally fell to '70.

Now, the reasons for having Senior editors are potent and

man). Lust, the electors will obviously be better acquainted
witn each of the candidates, and when we consider that often

Freshmen officers are as poor men as the class affords, it seems ad

visable that this most important of elections should be removed as

far from the first year as possible.

Second. Senior year at Cornell affords more leisure than any

other, while here. Our typical
"

easy-going Junior" is a myth,
unless he has resolved not to finish his course, or else is a genius at

study, or is possibly strong enough to go without sleep.
Third. Every year of culture and growth, during a time when

the individual changes so rapidly and so generally for the better

as in his college course must be a great gam to the editors.

Fourth. I'he antipathy of Juniors to Seniors is not as strong as

that of Sophomores toward Juniors, since in the two upper classes

tuere has been more chance for the formation of close personal

fnendshipe between their members, and by association in common

lecture rooms, and by friendly contests each class has a more just

appreciation of the others worth.

Fifth. The paper will gain in influence by having Senior edit

ors, since then there will be no men nominally ranking higher than
the editors, to know more—or more likely imagine that they are

wiser—than the long-suffering and slow-to-wrath Era board.

Sixth. The longer a class is together the less society considera

tions, cliques,
"

independent" prejudices, or personal favoritism or

rings, will be able to control an election.

Seventh. The longer a man has been in the University the bet

ter he will be acquainted with the characters of students, professors
and trustees, who will have to be manipulated for items and arti

cles, which manipulation is too often after the style with which the

sturdy farmer uses the apple in the cider-press. lie too will be

further removed from any servile freshman awe of university and

town officials because they are officials, and therefore can criticise

and praise with more independence and discrimination. And on

the other hand, if the editors are seniors they are certain to be
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men who expect to finish their course at the University, hence they
ara more likely to be identified with and interested in her growth,
and loyal to her, than men who may be uncertain of their hold in

the institution, or intending to finish their education elsewhere.

To oppose the above propositions there are but two: first,
the sad but true laziness that the genuine Senior seems to

think as requisite for his dignity as a cane or a silk hat. But

as the editors would be elected during Junior year the ac

tive men would stand a better chance. Second, the Seniors be

ing so blase as not to get the true journalistic love for presenting
not merely the points of college life that would interest him, but

also those that would instruct the curious Freshmen, and amuse

the merry Sophomore who, like Job's steed, loves to say
"
aha !

"

among the (tin horn) trumpets. But the Junior ballots would be

far more likely than the roaring Sophomore caucus or elections to

choose the real newspaper men of the class to conduct The Era,
as the various editorial candidates would have an additional year

to parade their specimen articles before their class-mates in that

journal and at the University and society literary exercises.

If the paper was any pecuniary object, and all the present edit

ors were to be in the University next year, instead of scattering
over two continents, we would try to partly repay ourselves for the

trouble and expense of enlarging The Era by making a coup d'e

tat and keeping it another year, even as Tom Scott gathereth a

railroad to himself. There would be no trouble in doing this, as

the journal belongs to the Junior class only by precedent, and we

individuals could have readily obtained a legal claim to the books,

title, oEc, while it is very doubtful if anyone would take the trou

ble and risk to establish a rival paper for us to amuse ourselves
"

running out."

It will be wise in the class of '75 to allow the men chosen to

night by '74 to keep the paper two years, and by so doing they
would not only secure themselves a better corps, but would secure

to the world, by reason of the experience gained by the '74 editors

an unequaled Era during the years 1873-74. We solicite com

munications from students— not professors at present
— on this

subject.

ENCURSIONS.

Ne do not mean merely those pleasant little trips, to often -

lolling in a buggy, to I 'Infield, Taghanic and Watkins that have af

forded so much pleasure to Cornelians, and that in time we trust

will become a part of each student's life as much as taking out a

registration ticket. Williams students take happy pride in the pos
session of "grand old Grevlock," and with justice, Heidelburg
Biirschen enjoy their Cattle Hill, but as yet we at Ithaca do not

seem to fully appreciate the landscape beauty of this section of

country. We have yet to learn that there can be no better way
of improving our bodies and restoring the tone of our minds than

by filling up the time between Friday noo« and Saturdav night
with a trip to some of the many pleasant resorts as yet unexplored
by us. In Germany these pedestrian tours of students and younger
scholars are very common, and one of the best points of German

university life is thc liberty and time to make them. These excur

sions would of couise cut into the practice of those who are at

work at athletic sports, but such students do not need them. They
are needed for those whose exercise is vicarious, watching a nine

play, or a crew pull, for those who confine themselves to tlieir
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books, and who would probably, even on their excursions, study

botany, geology, or compose.

But we can trust to student love of nature and exercise and our

attractive surroundings to make these short tramps popular and fre

quent, and the success of the excursion of '73 to Taghanic will

doubtless stimulate other classes to emulate the Juniors in that

healthy recreation.

There is another class of excursions which we wish to bring be

fore the attention of the enterprising undergraduates here.

Farnham, of '71, wrote an excellent short article in regard to

them in The Era of two years ago, but most of two classes now

here have never seen the paper, and Seniors and Juniors may have

forgotten it, though we often hear the matter discussed in student

rooms and gathering places. We refer to long trips by rail or

steamer to distant interesting or famous places. The geological

trip to Scranton is a type of what might take place on a larger

scale during the long vacation every year, if the students only had

the enterprise and business ability to save their squandered cash

and organize.
There is nothing that will make an American young man so in

stantly and decidedly patriotic as to realize what a big country he

lives in, and while a large number of our students come from such

a distance as to fully appreciate this, they are the ones that are the

most apt to wish to visit other sections, while the untraveled ones

certainly ought to. Then, most of us will sometime later in life

either visit or revisit nearly all the famous resorts in the United

States, Niagara, The Thousand Islands, the Saguenay, the Cop

per Regions, Mammoth Cave, the White Mountains, the Yo Sem

ite, the Yellow Stone valley, and the many others, and what an

enjoyment, mental and physical, it would be to go now with a com

pany of fellow students whose tastes were congenial, and whose wit

and cheek would sustain each other in any attempts to
" chaff

"

or

" beat
"

the natives on the route. Especially pleasant would it be

to go in sufficient numbers to charter a steamer for a cruise on the

the great Lakes, or one or more palace cars for an overland jour

ney to California.

Not the least argument in favor of these journeys is the fact

that so clubbing together will cut down the expenses to a min

imum. A steamer load of ladies from Elmira Female College re

cently made the tour of the great lakes for an incredibly small fig

ure, and young men could of course do cheaper than women,

while the boy's superior ability at
"

beating
"

would compensate

for the money they would naturally spend for cigars, and other

amusements. Considering the fact that so many of us intend to

go to Europe, it does not seem that it would be a very difficult

task for some energetic man to get up a steamer list, including out

side friends, to go to Europe for a visit during the long vacation.

We dislike to see the pupils of a female college be ahead of us

in this matter, even though they have no rowing or base ball, and

their excursions are engineered by teachers, and hope to see a be

ginning made by Cornelians this year, if we can spare the funds

after putting our Navy and ball club in a working condition.

Springs, have been here to return Moses's visit there, and Com-

odore Pike has arranged with them for a regatta on the 19th of

May, at Ithaca, in which there will be four classes of boats repre

sented, ist single sculls, 2d four oared shells, 3d outrigged gigs,

4th barges. Open to all clubs and individual boatmen on Cayuga
Lake. The Navy will soon give a public benefit lecture by Cal

throp of Syracuse, whose discourses on "

Physical Culture
"

to the

students during tiie first year of the University made such an ex-

citment. The interest of this gentleman's lectures is only equaled

by their scientific value. The annual election of officers takes

place next Friday afternoon. No candidates are as yet mentioned.

The races above mentioned will be rowed on those courses accu-

ately measured on the ice last month.

NA VY AtA TIERS.

The meetings of the Navy on the 10th and 13th were chiefly

occupied in perfecting the many details of the organization of the

class clubs which are now very well arranged, keeping the boats

constantly in use during afternoons, and giving all who wish a

chance to row. Collins and Winegar, two boatmen from Union

OUR
"
COAIAIUNICA TIONS," THIS WEEK.

X. is a gentleman of well known ability and integrity and his

defense of the University is especially acceptable as he is not con

nected with it. However we think that though the well known

H. T. G. is guilty of what Pitt so sarcastically called
" the atro

cious crime of being a young man," he has made extended exam

inations both into politics and educational systems. The recent

smashing of four enormous
"

rings
"

in America, shows that H. T.

Vj. is right in affirming the existence of corruption in this Repub

lic, as well as is X. in pointing proudly to the favorable result of

the Congressional investigations.
X.'s point in reference to conscription is admirably taken, and

demonstrates that a German student's lot is no better than in his

own country than the Americans. Wre hardly think H. T. G. is

any more mad— if he is, his acquaintances will know that
" much

learning
"

is the cause—than the many really wise and good men

who advocate the eozoic plan of the one course, compulsory relig

ion, faculty-ridden American college. They both reason accord

ing to their convictions.

Moreover The Era thinks, as do most students, that H. T. G.'s

animadversions on the people of college towns, though less needed

by Ithaca people than those of New Haven and elsewhere, were

eminently well bestowed. It only hit the proper ones.

Mr. Iovanowich's remarks on the subject of class feeling and

proper sport, have a special weight coming from so disinterested a

person. A few months hence and all members of '74 will agree

with him. The Era commends to all student correspondents his

manly example in signing his name in full.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

— Johnson, of '72, has discovered
a serious inconvenience in the plug hat :

they present too much surface to the blasts that prevail at present, and as he

was riding in the
" Shoo Fly

"

road his chapeau was hurried from his head to

another sphere and was seen in the distance. He dismounted from the iron

steed, and, seeing the hat track, pursued, and none too swiftly, for it was

not without some effort that he came up with the train again.

-

— \ number ofthe Athletes are doing
honor to their physical being, by

taking a lively walk and run before breakfast. The Park is the place for the

running, and we would advise everyone who can get there at half-past six to

try his powers of limb
and wind with a good, hearty, appetizing

run.

_ As collectors and persistent dunners the Navy men are a success.

- A Soph makes
"

Ach, ja !"
"

eight years."

_ It is reported that an absent-minded '72 man, being asked by the Reg-

istrar "What will you have?"
astonished that gentleman by replying mechan

ically,
" Whatever ;w/ take—

a gin sour."

_ Johnson, the proprietor
of Fall Creek Gorge, is showing laudable zeal

and energy in fixing up that retreat.

_ Now that the slating and vanes are on the President's house, its beauty

of architecture becomes
more evident.
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— We call attention to the new advertisement of Messrs. Straussman &

Brother in this week's issue. These gentlemen are now prepared to sell

clothing, ready-made and made to order, at the lowest possible price, at 28

East State street.

— To-morrow the University Press nine play the Grove nine on the cam

pus grounds in the forenoon.

— Another point for the University Press to brag of. During the past

week stereotyping has been neatly done by the expert workmen.

— There is a bet pending between a Senior and Sophomore as to how long

Herr Deschner will last under his rumored sickness. The Sophomore bets

that he will die within a week. From '74's usual way of betting on certain

ties we fear he will.

— The excellent poem delivered by C. F. Allen at Junior Ex. is published

this week in the Journal. Its length and the fact that the efforts of the vari

ous speakers are soon to be published in pamphlet form keep it out of The

Era.

— The new syllabi on the lectures of President White have arrived and

are for sale at the business office. They are bound in cloth at a cost of one

dollar.

— One of our students, who has been to all his recitations with but one

absence during the year, lately received a note requesting him to appear be

fore Professor Russell to answer for absences. Very much surprised at such

a letter he called per request, when it was found that the letter was written

by some one wishing to commit a practical joke on the faithful student.

— The ideal of impudence has been realized by an etherial Ithaca landlady
named Bird, who adds the business oi modiste (sad misnomer for her profes

sion) to that of keeping lodgers. A Senior living in one of her apartments
had a Freshman guest for two or three nights, before the '72 man's chum re

turned, last January. The other day the Freshman received a bill of $200
for one week's lodging. '75 proposes to pay it by a draft on the

"

kod-fish

bank of Newfoundland, J. Billings, President."

— A sleepy Junior was asked by the Professor presiding over a recitation

in Charles XII to read. He stumbled tolerably through the passage, and

answered the questions on grammatical points till the Professor asked him to

render Varsovie into English. '73 promptly replied
"

Yarsovia." "
It means

Warsaw," remarked the instructor with Doric severity amid general lauoh-

ter, and the Junior was fain to stop references to it by a
"
set up."

— The same youth, in the last examination in French translated "// ai-

mait le paste dans ses habits,"
"

Among his habits he loved to fast."

— To-morrow morning a jolly crew of students start in a yacht cruise down

the lake, expecting to "capture" Union Springs and Aurora, and do some

cluck hunting and fishing before they return, about Tuesday. It is feared that

one of the navigators, who often sings
"

Happy is the girl," &c, will do his
"
duck

"

hunting on shore.

— Since Train's last visit several students have " swung out
"

red badges,
supposed to be I'Internationale.

— The seats for Gough's lecture at Wilgus Hall next Friday night are be

ing rapidly taken.

— A Junior came with a lady to the exhibition just as the exercises began.
He stood, like the Peri, disconsolate at the crowd, and then the sneezing
struck up. His choice was, like Bassanio's, brief. Tucking his fair compan
ion under his arm and remarking

"

I believe we can have a better time," he

departed. By the way his face shone when he came late to supper we guess
he did.

— The new summons to
"

Owl
"

meetings is as mysterious as those to

the German Vehme or the Venitian "

Council of Ten."

— The Young Men's Christian Association feels lhe result of good walk

ing up the hill in an increased attendance, but the pleasant spring Sabbath
out to double the number at the meetings, and would, if all the Christians of
the University did their duty of attending and urging others to go, as well as'
a few do.

— Senior—" Say, your fraternity are lneving a big convention. There are

over a thousand of them gathered in one place out West." Junior—" I don't
believe it ; the

'

Psi Us
'

dont have any convention now." Senior— "

Well, I

heard a man read it aloud, but it must be the Sioux." Junior—"X

good; ha, ha!"
es, very

PERSONAL.

Many students were drawn to the Aurora Street Methodist Church last

Sunday evening by the fame of the new pastor, Dr. Bristol, and the report
that many good-looking girls were going to appear there in spring dry-goods.

Dick Kirby astonished and delighted his class by appearing among them

at Junior supper.

Burdick, formerly of '72, who has been studying at Ann Arbor, is visit

ing his old haunts in Ithaca. Possibly he will re-enter the University.
The Leader discovers that Clapp of the Ithacan has after all a casus belli

for his useless personalities, since Cunningham and Norton had a gentleman

engage Clapp in conversation, while they intended one to shoulder the power

press and the other pocket the steam engine and then light out !

Mersereau is in the office of Weston, Mersereau & Co., lumber mer

chants, at Postville, N. Y.

L. Braumuller, of '72, is in Atlanta, Ga.

John B. Gough delivers his great lecture "Will it Pay?" at Wilgus

Hall, May 3.

Professor Baticock preached an excellent sermon in St. John's Church a

week ago last Sunday.

Reverend T. F. White seemed last Sunday, in his one sermon, to have

regained his wonted energy and eloquence. However, his physician warns

him not to undertake the work ofhis student Bible-class till after some time,

perhaps not this term.

A crowd of students listened with the closest attention to Dr. Stebbins's

powerful discourse of nearly an hour in length on science the handmaid of re

ligion.

Duncan, of '73, is back, and his many friends are happy.

J. B. Taylor, of Cascadilla Place, has removed to his former residence on

East Buffalo street.

Graham, of '74, has made arrangements to take charge of the school at

Ludlowville this summer. He leaves the University for this purpose next

week.

"

Eos," of '74 wanted to bet G. F. Train five dollars that he (G. F. T.)
would not be next U. S. President.

Hagar, of '73, from his retrait at Plattsburgh, sends a letter full of regard
for The Era and the University, but says that the transition from Greek and

logic to maple sugar was not so abrupt as to be unpleasant.
Ex-President HorKiNS, of Williams College, is seventy-three years of

age. The college will still enjoy the estimable advantages of his instructions

in moral and intellectual philosophy, while he seeks relief from the other

duties, which must be heavy on one who has. the government of a college
on his shoulders.

The report of the Worcester Rowing Convention, written by J. B. Ed

gerly for last week's Era, was generally allowed, both by the press and the

students, to be the most lucid and complete one published.

Jaycox, of '73, a loss to many friends and the engineering department, has

permanently left the University to take a lucrative position on the new Chi

cago and New York Railroad.

Clark, of '73, is pursuing his studies in practical mechanics, with his

wonted energy, ability and success, at Treman Jv: King's big shop.
Svcin, of '72, has left the University to go into a congenial business in the

well-known Nassau Street book firm of Sabin & Sons.

Leavitt, of the corps, has returned. In explanation of his absence he

urged that he was snowed up
"

down east." This was voted too thin, as he

can wade even Rocky Mountain drifts, but he made his point by saying that

he came via the I. & C. R. R.

The contributions of Professors Wilder, McCandless and Caldwell, and

of Comstock, of '74 to the Ithaca Farmers' Club have been very interesting.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

—

University of Virginia has 356 students.
— A bill providing for a national university is before Congress.
— The question of admitting girls to Dartmouth has been referred to the

advisory and executive committee with instruction to report at the June meet

ing.
— A certain Soph suggested in regard to the Junior class pins that a moon

was chosen as the form on account of the man in it. How deep are Soph
meditations ! —Sibyl, Elmira Female College.

— The Griswold Collegian, Davenport, Iowa, has resumed publication after

a year's suspension. It is a worthy magazine.
— There is a club in Lafayette College that lias appointed a turkey com

mittee. Their duties are implied not accurately defined.
— The Williams ISvinv has what it calls the "

Owl's Nest," a portion of

the paper where gossip and local news are retailed. We suggest that this be

changed to the " Magpie's Nest," as long as the editors display such perver
sity in producing purloined goods as their own.
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— One of the best jokes ever perpetrated on a faculty was the one of

Judge George G. Barnard, a graduate of Yale in 1827. He kept in his room

a glass case labeled
"
The Yale Faculty," and filled with old suspenders.

— The Rc-vic7o gives two pages to a discussion of the unimportant question
" Shall Williams change her policy ?

"

We reply it's perfectly immaterial

whether she does or not.

— The Department of Industrial Arts is to be opened immediately, in

Syracuse University. Four hundred models have arrived, of thirty-six class

es. A Hall of Industry is called for.—Courant.

— The Harvard nine will play matches only on Saturdays during the com

ing term.

— It produces a sensation when we hear that a Harvard professor, after

teaching Russian for thirteen years, finds that he cannot talk with a Russ.
— The Record, the town paper of Amherst, exhorts the ladies of that town

to confine their smiles to the village youths, and leave the students more se

verely alone. This is patriotic, but harsh, and the Student says the thing
can't be done.

^

_ The Targum wisely (if it can afford it,) eschews advertisements.
— Harvard has attained the venerable age of 234 years, Yale is 172 years

old, Princeton 126, Dartmouth 103, Williams 79, Amherst 51, Trinity 49,

Michigan University 45, and the others are younger.
— Franklin College, Indiana, is dead ; the lamp of its life's entirely gone

out. Let us weep.

— An unknown writer sends a humorous poem of two hundred lines to

the -Advocate, which begins :

An elephant sat in a swallow's nest,

Drinking a cup of tea,

And watching a delicate hen that sang

From the top of a neighboring tree.

He wants to know whether the Atlantic would be likely to take it, if it were

too long for the Advocate. The editor replies that it is too long for him, and

as for the Atlantic he has his doubts, but recommends him to tie the poem se

curely to a brick, go down to the wharf, and try.
—Chronicle.

— They have begun geology at Yale. Witness the conundrum : Why is a

polyp like a miser ? Because he secretes the rocks.—Chronicle.

—The Juniors at Michigan University are very much dissatisfied with the

appointments made by the faculty for their exhibition.

—At the dinner of the Harvard Club held at Delmonico's last winter

(Harvard always gets its good dinner at Delmonico's) Mr. Joseph H. Choate

introduced President Eliot by reading a couple of letters, one from Theodore

W. Dwight, of Columbia College, the other from President White, of Cor

nell University, sent in reply to invitations to attend the dinner. By way of

preface to his speech, President Eliot said that he wanted to say a word about

the mathematical department, to which Mr. Choate had alluded. He used to

be a tutor in mathematics, as some of those who heard him might remember

(voices:
" Indeed we do !"), and so he was specially interested in the de

partment. He had asked Professor Peirce how a certain student in one of

the numerous scholarships was getting on.
" He is working hard, very

hard," was the reply;
" he is reading my analytical mathematics, and I find

that very hard work myself."
—Harpers.

— Scene—Recitation in mental philosophy. Professor—Which is the most

delicate ofthe senses ? Senior—The sense of touch. Professor—Give an il

lustration. Senior—Well, my ceum can feel his mustache, which no one else

can see.—Ex.

— Scene in a Lewisburg bcokstore. Customer—Have you
"

Potiphar

Papers ?" Clerk—Fo, sir, but we have a very fine quality of French note.—

College Courier.
— The students of the Syracuse University met on Friday, and organized

a baseball association with the following officers. The
"
nine

"

will be select

ed as soon as practicable. The association numbers about twenty-five mem-

hers. The following are the officers : President, W. H. Morris, '72 ; Vice-

President, E. R. Redhead, '74; Secretary, W. H. Shuart, '74; Treasurer, S.

W. Kress, '75; Directors, M. D. Buck, '75, W. H. Dunlap, '75, James M.

Gilbert, '75, W. T. Wood, '75. The following were appointed a committee

to draft a constitution, &c. : John M. Dolph, '72, C. D. Lathrop, '75, N. M.

Wheeler, '75. The Era hopes that our nine will have friendly contests

with this new one, during the present season.

— The college papers are full of curses against the faculties of their va-

ous institutions for their poor selections for Junior Exhibition. The usual

superior wisdom of the Cornell faculty in leaving that matter to the class is

apparent.

379

The Williams students "stuck
"

a fellow, who appeared there with a poor

magic lantern show of astronomical views, and who invited questions from

the audience, by asking for "the value of the moon's parallax," and other

questions known to the students under Professor Eddy.
— The Williams Quarterly, with arguments that it would do the people

of Ithaca, Cambridge and New Haven much good to read, sternlv calls to ac

count the people of the county (Berkshire) in which Williams College is situ

ated because they do not properly appreciate an institution to which they owe

all their local fame, and much of their material prosperity.
— The Milwaukee Banner advocates gymnastic practice in the public

schools, and the editor asks :
"

What have I gained in a son who, at twenty

years of age, is an example of scholarship, but at twenty-one dies of consump
tion ?"

— To the Churchman of this week "
S. D. D.," of Petersburg, Va., con

tributes the following ingenious Latin translation of Wesley's well-known

hymn, "Jesus, Lover of My Soul:"

1.

Jesus, animae Salvator,

Ad te fugio peccator ;

Quum doloris inter fluctus,

Tollo supplex vocem luctus,

Jesus, a celesti sella,

Audi, furit dum procella ;

Dirigens divina luce,

Intra portum, salvum duce.

In me nihil opis gero,

Tantum tibi nunc adhaero

Ne relinque, sed tartare,

Et favore consolare.

Tota spes in te locatur ;

Firma fides hie fundatur

Caput indefensum tege,

Cusum vitae semper rege.

— They are
" tutored to death

"

at Ann Arbor.

— The Williams Rrciew deluges the Advocate with sarcasm.

UNIVERSITY AIARKET GARDEATS.

The committee appointed to award the premiums for working market gar

dens last year have awarded the first premium of $20 to Mr. H. G. Pillsbury ;

the second premium of $10 to Mr. W. Harkins; and the third premium of

$5 to Mr. W. R. Lazenby.
The gardens for the present year are now laid out, and have been sub-

soiled and manured. An English gardener has been appointed to instruct

the students in their working, and four prizes of $20, $15, $10 and $5 re

spectively will be awarded in October next. Students anxious to draw for

their plots are requested to meet at the market garden east of Doctor

Law's residence o;t Modnay, 29th inst., at 2'< o'clock.

COURSE OF LECTURES OA^ BRAZIL.

We are pleased to learn that Professor Hart has consented to deliver four

public lectures on Brazil, in town, the paesent term. Professor's graphic de

scription, will be aided by views of Brazilian scenery. Of course, every one

here who knows his interesting style will attend this course of which we ex

pect to speak more fully in our next issue.

AANOUNCLMENT TO COLOATSTS.

IF YOU are going west

Buy your tickets over
the "old reliable

"

Missouri PArinc Railroad,

the popular route from St. Louis to Sedalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

City, Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver,
and all points in Missouri, Kan

sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to which people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in fine day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for prompt

time and sure connections is proverbial. For valuable information and assist

ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,

call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R., V- Lloyd

street, Buffalo, N. Y. ; or E. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent,
St. Louis,

Mo. No trouble to answer questions.
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P.
A. STRAUSSMAN & BROTHER,

Merchant Tailors and Clothiers.

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior*quality
and like custom-made.

_

, 'E-,

Our Stock of Gent's"_Furnishing JGoods is large
and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths and Cassimeies for spring and

summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at

shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment

of all the goods elegant dressing calls for."

English, French and German Coatings for dress

and business wear. FancylCassime/es jor'p&tits, of
all shades and colors, and a variety of Choice Vest-

ings.
Our style of 'cutting garments is the very latest

and most improved Arew York'Style, and we_ guar

antee a graceful and tasty fit.

No. 28 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

PARK HOTEL, OWEGO, N. Y. — A

Street Car and Hack, free to all Guests of the House,

runs to and from all trains. The best BILLIARD

ROOM IN OWEGO is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell Universitv students.

L. D. & T. F. WILLARD, Proprietors.

rriHE CORNELL ERA!
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THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself THE annoyance of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for The Era.

rpOR SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF H.J. MESSENGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March Ist ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dibble, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New
York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7. 1S72.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to
and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY <A CO., Grocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's
brands ot Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Grcenley.

O. B. CURRAN & SON, Druggists, 78 State
Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils,
Uc. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

OTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

T

NOW READY:

HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine

Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone (four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country
on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modem

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description of the modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.
Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use ofthe oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.

Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

Chapter VI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Partj Third. Chapter!. Boat racing. Regattas and the du
ties of their ■ itlH.ers" Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1071 Boat racing at American Colleges. The Harvard-
Vale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

1-Vgatla, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re

gattas of the New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur l-towing Association and North-Western Ama-
teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and
Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1071. In
ternational Races, i86n to September 15, 1871.
ourth. A Directory of the -.73 Bo.it Rowing and Hunt
ing Clubs :ind Associations ofthe United States and
British provinces in e.Otencs on the ,oth of November,
1870, giving the names and post-office address of their
officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should be addressed to thc publishers

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,
Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. V.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AXD UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, ^c., <rc, at

SHERWOOD 6c VAN KIRK'S.

MENS FURNISHING ROOMS.

NO. 49 FISH BLOCK

pULVER & BATES,

6q & 71 Fast State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY ('.ODDS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which wc offer at the lowest possible price. Large as
sortment of CLOTHS and CASS1MERES, and . particular
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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nALVETE, JUVENES!

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

sure/ and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW YORK,

than by any other route.

TWO
EXPRESS TRAINS

EAST and WEST

to which are attached

DAILY

PALATIAL and^ieeping

ibini

COACHES,

cry modern improieement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & \V. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FR<>M ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway—New York, Albany,
Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

EF* Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

pHANtiE OF TIME.

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

The accommodation train will run as follows on
and after Monday, November 13, 1S71 :

LEAVE

Athens at 8:45 a. m., arriving at Ithaca 11:15 a. m.

RETURNING LEAVE

Ithaca at 3 p. m., arriving at Athens at coo r \\

Connects at Waverly at 8:55 A. M. and 5:10 v \i
Connects also with trains on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad for Towanda and also for Elmira and sta
tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo
the same evening.

ACCOMMODATION TRAIN.
Leaves Ithaca 6.30 a. m. Arrives at K.ctoryville 10.00 a. m.

in time for Erie Railway express bound Fast, and Lehigh Val
ley R. K. trains South and West, arriving at Eliniia 12 4S p
m., Piltston and Wdkes-Barre same afternoon, and Philadel
phia same evening.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and
taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery of the Wvomingnnd Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after
noon ofthe same day.
Carriages will be in waiting on the arrival of trains

to carry passengers between Factoryville and the
Erie Depot at Waverly.

WILLIAM HALSEY, Sup't.

3^

£)R.
G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DENTIST,
NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,

Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
. about the first of January next, at

whir li place he will have greatly increased facilities for the snc-

ee.-.^ul prosecution ofhis dental practice.
ing associated wilh him Dr. B. W. Franklin, of New

the Clinton Hi.

Hi

V ork City, who has devoted many years to the construction of
artificial dentures and other dental mechanism, he feels confi
dent that the facilities offered by this acquisition will secure to

the public advantages second to no other Dental establishment
111 the country.
We administer chemically pure gas for the painless extraction

of teeth, and other painful operations in dental surgery. No

charge for extracting teeth when artificial ones are required.
G. W. HOYSRADT, D. D. S. B. W. FRANKLIN.

jyriss
C. ACKLEY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Views of the University and ithaca Scen

ery. rl hel'.KA, dtily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

A H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT & CHURCH STS.

OWEGO, N. Y.

L. D. Rucker,
Gen'l Superintendent.

Wm. R. Barr,

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

No.

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

C T. SMITH, Proprietor.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests of the House.

B.
F. CORNELL

has opened a

NEW MEAT MARKET,

At No. 56 North Tioga Street.

He keeps a choice supply on hand, and is bound to undersell.

PRICES OF CHOICE MEATS:

Porter House Steak, 16c; Round Steak, 16c; Shoulder, 10c. to

i2I4'c; Pork, 10c. to i2j/.c; Rib Roast, 12c. to 14c, and other

meats accordingly. Also keeps Oysters, Poultry, Hour, etc.,
at the lowest prices. Great inducements to clubs.

He will also run a WAI ION, and sell as cheap as the cheap
est the GROCERIES which he keeps constantly on hand.

Give Hii, Oil!.

B F. CORNELL.

D

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No night trains passing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the
students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

D. & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

DECEAIBER 4, 1871.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after December 4, 1871, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

.

Mail Train at 6.45 a. m., immediately on the arrival ofthe Cin
cinnati Express and after the arrival of the Night Express Trains
on the Erie Railroad.

Passenger Train at 5.55 P M
, on the arrival of Express Trains

"■om New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving
at Ithaca 7.40.

LEAVE ITHACA.

Passenger Train at 9.40 a. im.. connects with Express Trains
for New York, Buffalo and Dunkirk.
Mail Train at 6 25 p. M., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on
*-ne Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 a. m.,
and at New York at 7.30 a. m.

W. R. HUMPHREY,
Superintendent Cayuga Division.

Ithaca, December 4, 1871.

BELLAMY'S RESTAURANT, BAR-

ery, Confectionary, Masonic Block, 2d door

from the Post Office. The Finest Confection

ery, the best and largest assortment of Fancy and

Plain Cake and Pastry, Fruits, Nuts, &c. Ice

Cream, Charlotte Russe, Chicken Salad, Boned

Turkey and Jellies, &c. Parties and Weddings sup

plied with everything to set an elegant table. Din

ner and Lunch Rohm—Meats, Poultry, Game,

and everything in season. Private Rooms for Par

ties and Society Suppers. Don't forget the place ;

but try us. To Students—Board by Day or Week.

Breakfast at 7 to S ; Dinner I to 2 ; Supper 6 to 7.

Meats, Puddings, Pastry, &c, cooked to order for

students boarding themselves. A fine stock of Im

ported and Domestic Segars.

O TO THE N. Y. BARBER SHOP

FOR A FIRST-CLASS SHAVE.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI,

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTING SALOON,
Under Finch's Store, comer State and Tioga Streets.

G'

G. A. TAPPENDEA7, Fashionable Boot and

Shoe Maker, No. 5 North Tioga Street, up stairs.

R. W. LAMONT WHEELER,

PHYSICIAN AA'D SURGEON,

Formerly one of the resident physicians of Bellevue Hospital,

New York City.

OFFICE IN THE OLD CITY BANK.

Dr. Wheeler may be found at his office nights.

WY
C rTo F F7S~~PHONOGRAPHIC
INSTITUTE, Xo. 7 and 8 Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.

Studentsmay enter upon a course of instruction at any

time.

TFRMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in

variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book, Fiist and Second Reader, Phono

graphic Dictionary, and all ofthe best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

w. o. wyckoff,

Phonographic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y.

iHOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY &> FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

maybe obtained at our Rooms.

a. j. PfRDY.
WM. FREAR.

SEAALIAS'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

ITHACA AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

and Seed Store, Nos. S, 10 and 12 West State St.,

Ithaca, N. Y. Gregg, Yan Ostrand\& Drake,

wholesale and retail dealers in the latest and most

improved farm machinery, agricultural and horti

cultural tools, grain, grass, garden
and flower seeds,

etc.
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OLIPPER SONG.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown;
HU nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,
That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.
We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all
Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—
He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would ■-ee,
A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times;
For every dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes;
Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul
That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr littlejob to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or fir-,t in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippersjvear when slipping to your
hp

The damning bowl of Death, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He shps away your noble name, the money from your purse ;
He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.
We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Of the gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride;
1 hey both slip off together, the old parson for to see,
He shps the bridal knot on them, and they slip back'a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type rieht
well ;

°

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enoueh
to tell,

fe

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a- slipping too ;

?,'.d;!'P a

vo-v,ae,e on °cean «ave, and seek my health anew
■

lo California s boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away

l'i.,V'P ™y asthm:i in the *ea beneath the maddened'sprav
Ihen 1 11 be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
U ho would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
1- rom mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you
Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus

too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. TARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

CAC, CA'C

21 EAST STATE STREET, ITHACA, N. Y.

T
TE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, M. A., Vice-

President,Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AL A., Professor of Ar-

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,
Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, At. A., Non-

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res
ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, AI. A., Professor of Mathe-

matics.

WILLARD FLSKE, AL A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-
fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, At. A.,
Non-resident Professor ofAmerican History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, AI. A., Professor
of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOMIS, AI. A., Ph. D., Profes
sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AL A., Non

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY H. AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHNL. AIORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical
Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, ALA., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, At. S, Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor ofAnalytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SMITH, LL. D., Trofessor of Eng-
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AI. A., Non-resident Pro-
fessor of German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., AI. D., Professor of
Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. H D.,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES It. WING, B. S„ Professor of Chem
istry.

assistant professors.

WILLIAAl E. ARNOLD, At. A., Mathematics
and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, At. A., Italian and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics.

JAMES MORGAN HART, M. A., J. U. D.,
German.

WATERMAN T. HEWETT, M. A., German.

BELA P. AIACKOON, M. .4., German.

JAMES E. OLIVER, M. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., M. D.,
Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. O. RCEHRIG, At. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBLNS, M. A., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWLS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. H. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. At HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D.,' Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. A., Ornithology.

E. W. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCLCER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy
Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AI. CHACE, Chemistry.

EDIVARD JVi LL YS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DA VLD STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar
—Professor Wilson.

Librarian—Professor Fiske.

Assistant-Treasurer—J. W. Williams.

Director of the Faun
—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Press—B. Her-

mon Smith.

Alaster of the Chimes—Myron G. Stolp.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY—including Latin and the Mod-

ern Languages and leading to the degree of Bachelor o

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIYE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student,

SPECIAL—

including any particular branch o

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

IN

IN

AH letters relating to the financial department of the Univer

sityare to be addressed to Mr. J. W. Williams, Assistant

Treasurer, Ithaca.
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REST.

Rest is not quitting
The busy career ;

Rest is the fitting
Of self to its sphere.

'Tis the brook's motion,

Clear, -without strife,

Fleeing to ocean

-After his life.

'Tis loving and serving
The Highest and Best:

'Tis onward, unswerving!
And that is true rest.

—Gcethe.

PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY.

BY W. D. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. H. D.

Natural Theology is, beyond question, a branch and product of

Philosophy or Metaphysical Science. It grows out of and de

pends upon our interpretation of the facts of Nature and the Hu

man Mind ; and that int&pretation is but the application of our

Philosophy to those facts. When we assume that "
evidences of

design imply a designing mind,"—
"

every effect must have an ad

equate cause
"
—we are drawing from and applying our philosophy

—axioms of philosophy perhaps—in which all schools are agreed,
and which, from having never been disputed, have hardly been re

garded as belonging to the scope and sphere of philosophy at all.

They do, nevertheless, and are so fundamental, that we could have

no natural theology without them. Like the axioms of geome

try, such principles are always assumed, and sometimes without be

ing expressly stated, or suspected of being necessarily implied in

all the reasoning upon the subject, even by those who place the

most confidence in that kind of reasoning.

But philosophy is equally implied^and used ^in the reception of

revealed theology.- 1 It is a question^of evidences. Now the same

facts present themselves to each inquirer, but they satisfy the one

and fail to satisfy the other. The difference is not in the facts or

the arguments, butjin the inquirers themselves,and in their philoso

phy, that part of it which pertains to the nature and laws of evi

dence and proof. Mr. Hume, for example, has settled it before

hand for himself, that is, that miracles are impossible ; or if possi

ble, cannot be proven ; since the falsity of any amount or kind of

testimony is less contrary to experience and all the rules and tests

of evidence than the occurrence of any real miracle. To such an

one it is manifestly of no use to accumulate evidence in favor of

miracles; since he has settled it in his philosophy, that evidence or

testimony cannot, from its very nature, prove the proposition in

question. Others hold that what are called miracles are not specif

ically different from other acts or events, and hence cannot prove

any special interposition in the course and affairs of nature—can

not prove a revelation from God. Here too, the question is a

purely philosophical one. What are mriacles ? What do they

prove ? Are special interposition and inspiration possible ? These

are questions of philosophy, and must be met on the grounds of

philosophy, and they can be met and settled on no other.

And once more ; in the interpretation of Scripture we find the

same occasion for philosophy. It comes in as our interpreter, (we
cannot keep it out if we would,) it gives the form to our interpre
tation, and so to our theology and doctrinal precepts. We take

up the Scriptures and read,
"
There was in the days of Herod, the

king of Judea, a certain priest named Zacharias." We, perhaps,
do not feel the need of any interpretation here. The declaration
is plain enough without, antl is to be taken literally. But when

vve take up the Scriptures again and read,
"
If any man cometh to

me and hateth not his father and his mother, he cannot be my

disciple," we feel that this does need interpretation—this cannot

be taken literally. But why not ? How do we know that it can

not ? "

Because," one may answer,
" it can never be right nor a

duty to hate one's father or mother." But how do we know that ?

It is a principle of philosophy, one of those, indeed, in which all

are agreed, and one which, therefore, is reckoned as a part of the

common sense of mankind. But itjs within the sphere of philoso
phy, nevertheless.

Or again : if we find one writer declaring that we are justified

by faith without works ; and another, that we are justified by
works, we see that we cannot take both these declarations literally.
But why not ? It is true that they are contradictory. But who

told us that of two contradictory propositions both cannot be true?

This too, is a part of philosophy—a part we recognize and apply
to the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, whensoever we read

them with any intention of finding out their true and proper

meaning.
It is, indeed, true that these first principles of philosophy—

these primary axioms, constitute what we call common sense. And

many persons, perhaps most persons, in using them have no idea

that they are applying their philosophy to the interpretation of the

Scripture. Like the man, Monseiur Jourdain, in Moliere's com

edy, who had spoken prose all his life without knowing it, they
have been philosophizing, and that too, wisely and well, perhaps,
without knowing it, and now when their attention has been called

to it under that name, they, in the name" of philosophy, condemn

philosophy altogether.

But it may be said that in this view of the case we will use only
that part of philosophy which, from being received by all, and

from being taught by the instincts of our common nature without

recourse to books and learned treatises, has been called and re

garded as common sense. And undoubtedly this is the safest and

wisest course to be pursued, as far as practicable. But even this

part of philosophy is not always right. Galileo contradicted the

plainest dictate of the common sense of his day, when he pro

claimed the great doctrine which all men acknowledge to be true,

with regard to the earth's revolution on its axis. No man can

come more directly in conflict with
" the common sense

"

of the

day than our Lord did in some of His declarations concerning

Himself and the nature of His Kingdom.

But without some proof of His existence, no revelation from

Him can be proved. The proof of His existence must precede

any proof of a revelation from Him.

First, then, in general and a priori, nothing is more certain than

that no process of reasoning or means of proof can furnish the

terms of the conclusion. AVe take up the Bible. It claims to be

a revelation from God. To put this proposition in form.'we may

say,
" This Book is a revelation from God," or

" God has spoken

in this Book," and sent it to us. Hence the term
" God

"

must

appear as either subject or part
of the predicate. It is really and
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virtually the subject of the proposition. Hence we come to our

proposition, that no method or means of proof can furnish either

of the terms of the conclusion.
We must know that God ts before

it can be proved that He has made a revelation, or done anything ;

and we must know what a revelation is, before we can be convinced

that a revelation has been made.

This we regard as conclusive and final. And we are sure it will

be satisfactory without another word to all who are familiar with

the technicalities of logic. But for others we will add a few illus

trations of a less technical character.
Let us suppose that one

re

ceives a letter from a person whose existence is unknown to him,

and who describes himself as Mr. A. B. Now the letter is doubt

less an effect, and as such must have had a cause ; it must have

been written by somebody. But it is of itself no proof whatever

that there is such a person as A. B. The letter may have been

written by any one of ten thousand persons whom we know to be

in existence. The letter may indeed show something of the char

acter of its author, but it does not establish his identity or individ

uality. If the messenger who brings the letter assures
us of the exis

tence of A. B., then we are prepared for the proof that he is the

author of the letter. But we must know of his existence by tes

timony outside of the letter, before it can be proved that he wrote

it. We must know that he is in existence, before we can know

any of his acts. But the person who assures us that Mr. A. B. ex

ists, or that there is such a person, must have either seen him him

self, or derived his knowledge from some one who had seen him,

so that at last we come to an act of personal cognition as the basis

of our knowledge of his existence, and of all existence.

Now suppose the author of a book of Holy Scripture, Moses,

for example, assures us that he has seen God ; that is satisfactory ;

but his seeing is not to him revelation, as his testimony is to us.

It is actual perception or cognition in his case ; and so God has

been recognized, which is contrary to Sir William Hamilton's the

ory.

But, again, suppose a miracle ; if we see God working it, we

cognize him in the act ; if not, we only know that it is the work of

some one that can work miracles. Or, if we should say that the

books of Holy Scripture are of such a character that they
could not have been written by uninspired men, we admit the as

sertion, and it proves that the authors of those books were inspired

by some one capable of inspiring them. But we are entirely too

far removed from the Infinite Himself to be able to say how many

of His creatures inferior to Himself can do such things. Nay,
without knowing that there is such a being beforehand, we should,
of course, never be able to ascribe the miracle or inspiration to any

other being or cause than that which with our bodily eyes we see

in the most immediate connection with it. We should only regard
the miracle-worker and the teacher of the extraordinary dogmas
as a most extraordinary and unaccountable man.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Messrs. Editors:—The article in your last issue relative to the editor

ship of The Era, it seems to me, takes the right ground, viz., that the editors
should be Seniors, but I think the plan you suggest for its execution might
be modified to advantage.

Instead of giving '74 a double representation over all other classes, past,

present and future, why not elect a corps of editors from the whole body of

students at the close of next year to serve for the usual period, and then have

Senior editors from '75.
The plan of choosing editors from more than one class i.s in vogue at sev

eral colleges ; its adoption for one year could do no harm, and would alleviate

the not unnatural jealousy with which other classes must regard the solitary

distinction proposed.
The editors also might not like to serve two years. Many who are willing

to bear the additional labor the position involves for one year, would dislike

being retarded by it during the best half of their college career.

If the common remark be true that the clergyman who fails to interest his

congregation in twenty minutes had better give up the attempt altogether, it

is much more certain that he who has failed to demonstrate his fitness for a

position on The Era staff in one year, cannot show
it in two. If, on the con

trary, his abilities were
such as to render a reelection desirable, in the manner

of disposing of the matter which I have suggested it might take place.

Coming from a Junior, '74 will probably look askance at this view of the

case, but they may rest assured that there is no crook involved, that when

'74's editors have served out their term of office we shall have left these pleas

ant halls, and that, however boisterously they may applaud at Junior exhibi

tions, the jealousies and petty bickering of college classes do not extend to the

wise and decorous alumni. 73'

Messrs. Editors :
— In answer to your solicitation for communications

from students upon the subject of "The Era Vear," I submit the following as

my views upon the question, in connection with such other ideas as have sug

gested themselves which pertain directly to the parties interested.

That there should be a change in the management of The Era we fully

concede, since with the issues ofthe present year before the public any argu

ment to the contrary would be of no effect. But that the present editors have

the right or ability to retain possession of The Era longer than the time for

which they were elected seems perfectly absurd, and we should have beea as

tonished to hear such an idea even hinted at, from any other source than '73;

and even now, we have our doubts as to its being asserted by any member of

the editorial corps who is sufficiently posted to be considered a member of the

University.
It is our opinion, however, that The Era should be edited by representa

tives from both the Senior and Junior classes. There are several reasons for

this. First, The Era is, or should be, a college paper and not a class con

cern. Secondly, this arrangement would enable the members of the Univer

sity to keep constantly in the corps of editors two men who have had the ex

perience of the previous year. This would have a tendency to steadily ad

vance the tone and character of the paper, which would insure its reputation

and prevent the necessity of beginning anew with each college year. And

lastly, it would remove Juniors from the temptations of indulging in vain

boastings and public misrepresentations of other class-men, which always

tend to create more or less feeling of animosity between the different mem

bers of the University and also to give z. bad impression to the public; and

by removing the cause of these animosities, the friendly spirit engendered by

a common interest would ripen into the noble fruit of mutual respect and

benefaction. The "class feeling," which was brought to this institution from

other colleges at its very commencement, still maintains a feeble existence,

but it needs only this blow to eradicate its fatal influences from the future his

tory of our University.

We with you, Messrs. Editors, fully believe that the time for this change
is near at hand and that the compromise should be effected by the classes of

'74 and '75. There is no reason why it cannot be accomplished with the best

of satisfaction to all parties by these classes ; since the best of feeling has

ever existed between them and since both fellow the teachings of the "golden
rule

"

in their dealings with each other, there is no reason for the apprehen
sion of difficulties. (Some may doubt the propriety of claiming the " golden
rule

"

as the motto of the class of '74 while the sensations produced by the

spicy exhibition of the Juniors are doubtless still remembered; but the

"golden rule
"

is the rule of '74 nevertheless, and there is but one exception
as they have adopted it, and

"

that exception proves the rule," and is used

only in dealing with '73 ; here '74 uses the silver ride as an exception, it being
a liberal compensation which they have been compelled to use in return for

the iron rule wilh which '73 so cord-'wWy approached them upon their entrance

to the University.) If this arrangement is completed between the classes of

'74 and '75, the class uf '75 will be the first to receive the benefit from it,
since it will enable their representatives to profit by the experience of two of

'74's best editors who will be reelected by the class. (Some '73 man may

suggest the same to '74, but '74 would be obliged to remind him that our edi

tors are now elected, and also that since their editorial board proposes to ex

tend itself across the
"

great waters
"

and to remain thus suspended, lightly
resting upon two continents, the representatives of '74, however strong they
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might be, would not be able with them to support The Era upon such an ex

tended span, where it would necessarily be exposed to such ruinous effects of
wind and water.) It seems perfectly plain that a combination of interests
with the continual experience thus brought to bear upon the contents and

management of the college paper, must of necessity be fraught with the best

results, as the experience would certainly lead to a more systematic plan of

distributing and performing the work necessary to the publication of a cred
itable sheet. This would economize the valuable.time of the student and at

the same time increase the profits to all. n. R. Cook, '7,

H. t. c.'s letter.

Messrs. Editors :—As none of the professors have accepted your invita

tion to answer H. T. G.'s letter, anu as the almost scurrilous communication
of " X." consists principally of vituperation and sarcastic raillery, perhaps a few
words in relation to the views advanced in the letter from an undergraduate
may not be out of place. I wish to premise that your Leipzig correspondent
is a personal and highly esteemed friend of mine, and that I would make ho

comments upon his views did I not feel assured that he has a host of friends

who are willing to defend his opinions and far better qualified for the task

than I am for assailing him.

Mr. G. mentions the disparity in classical attainments which exists between

the graduate ofthe German gymnasium and of the American college; this he

traces to the "

rottenness
"

of our educational system. The defect is as

cribed to two causes : first, the penuriousness and corruption of our general
'

and state governments in refusing to aid institutions for higher learning; and

secondly, the existence of boards of trustees. With regard to the first point
it may be observed that the gifts by state and federal government have been

numerous and munificent, our own institution both in its establishment and its

maintenance furnishing a signal illustration of the magnitude of public benefi

cence. But had these gifts been less generous one fact should be kept in mind.

Many of even the good colleges in this country and nearly all the poor ones

are in a measure sectarian institutions. Some of the wisest statesmen in the

land seriously doubt the propriety of donating public moneys for religious pur

poses, and they are unable to see any material distinction between supplying
a Roman Catholic orphan school with funds or confiding the same amount to

a college where divinity students are educated gratis. The scattering of re

sources which Mr. G. laments is indeed to be deprecated, but it is an evil

which is rapidly correcting itself. As President White once pointed out, it

arises from the fact that when many existing colleges were founded good
means of communication between different parts of the country were lacking,
and as there was a necessity for sustaining many small institutions rather than

a few large ones the aid was greatly divided. With the improvements and ex

tensions in the means of transit has also come a change in the policy of state

governments in this respect. The colleges themselves also take it up. One

leading college seeks to imitate Prussian amalgamation by receiving within

its bosom another entire institution. The other
"
rotten

"

feature is the exist

ence of boards of trustees, especially when composed of clergymen. The differ

ence between college government by trustees arid by single individuals is prob

ably one which grows out of the political tendencies in the two nations. Subjects

of King William look upon their plan as entirely natural; citizens in a republic

where political rights are enjoyed by nearly ail and power is confided to single

individuals very jealously, from the President of the country downwards, look

with quite as much favor on the system in vogue here. A feature which is be

coming popular with American educational institutions should be noted here,

viz., giving a representation in the board of trustees
to the alumni, a worthy and

capable body, which under the other plan is left entirely without a voice in the

college government. The objection that trustees are not always men of the

highest education is of no real importance, for they are usually practical men

of position and standing, and better able to judge of the comparative value
of

studies than men who have gained distinction in some special branch. In this

way also the interest of a large and important class in higher education is se

cured who might otherwise bestow
no consideration upon it whatever, and they

are thus frequently prompted to the noble charities their means allow. Should

a trustee ride a hobby (it seems to me that his general education places him

in little danger of acquiring one) it will be far less injurious to an institution

than if it were ridden by the one distinguished man who should control the

3^9

whole government, and whose long continued attention to one subject would

naturally foster a violent hobby in relation to it. Nor does it seem to me that

the objection to the clergy rests upon any stronger ground.
\Y hy a body o

men so generally well trained and fitted for the consideration of educational

topics, so numerous and influential should be spoken of as a curse to "schools

and universities
"

I am utterly at a loss to conceive, and your Leipzig corres

pondent does not say. If boards of trustees are to exist it still remains to be

shown why lawyers, physicians, merchants, etc., shall enter into their compo
sition, but not clergymen. I think their number also has been exaggerated ;
it so happens that the board of trustees of this University does not contain
the name of a single clergymen.

In dealing with the relations of faculties and students it seems to me

Mr. G. succeeds much better, and at alniost every thrust he makes we are

tempted to exclaim in the phrase of Osn.,., "A hit, a very palpable hit !"

More especially is this the case concerning trials of students by the faculty for

petty offences. The spectacle of a body of about forty learned men, some of

them standing among the leaders in their respective branches, collected from

more than one continent, nominally engaged in imparting instruction to six or

seven hundred young men nominally eager to learn, really resolving, probably
after a long discussion, that their President shall reprimand a thoughtless stu
dent for failing to remove his hat on entering the dining-room, perhaps resem
bles nothing so much as

"

Vast ocean into tempest toss'd,

To waft a feather or lo drown a fly."

One would think that if such points must be considered and adjudicated by
the faculty, some sort of parietal committee kwould be able to do it more ad

vantageously than the whole body.

Holding these views, we are nevertheless compelled to dissent from the

principle advocated in the following paragraph:
"

Here is the great principle
of German university instruction, the principle to which success is due : favor

the good student who has brains in every possible way, but let the vagabond
who has none go to the devil as fast as he chooses." The point is rather

unfairly stated; the meaning evidently is, let every student please himself

whether he work or not. If neglecting studies be going to the devil other

people take that road as well as those not especially bright. As to the work

ing of this plan in German universities authorities differ, and it has been

quite as vigorously assailed as heartily defended. But, admitting that the re

sults in Germany are good, it by no means follows that we can count upon

similar advantages here. According to Mr. G.'s own showing the newly-
matriculated student of the German university is far in advance of the Ameri

can college graduate ; as a matter of fact the students of their universities are

older than those in American colleges. In view of these circumstances a larger

degree of liberty may there be allowed with salety.

There is, however, another and a still more important reason. American

colleges do not train men intended for the learned professions alone ; mer

chants, men of business, of leisure, etc., complete their education there. But

this is only exceptionally the case in a German university ; the non-profession
al man who completes his course at the gymnasium (business men rarely take

the latter portion of it) already has enough to make him a very intelligent man

and more than he ever expects to practically use. Now at the gymnasiums

the rules are of the strictest sort ; hence if the principle were adopted here its

application would be embarrassed by the existence of a most turbulent ele

ment that has never interfered with its utility there.

But while the advantages of instruction in German universities have

been so ably set forth by your Leipzig correspondent, there are some draw

backs connected wilh it which are not made quite so plain. Although men

in the pursuit of the highest learning flock to Germany from all parts of

the civilized world, still the university system is designed for Teutons, and

forms a part of the entire educational scheme of the country. It is then a

question of some importance which the foreign student is called upon to de

cide when he asks himself whether he is capable of deriving a compensat

ing benefit from this system. He asks, "Am I familiar enough with

German to understand all these great professors, and if not how long will

it take me to become so?" He now probably reflects upon the fact, that

the German prose sentence
— that miracle of all language and that scoffer

at all intelligible grammar
—reaches its greatest flower and perfection with

the university professor. lie calls to mind De Quincey's vivid and

witty analysis of it, which is found in the essay on Rhetoric, and wonders

whether he will be able to catch the meaning of a teacher who reads rapidlv,

in a husky voice, and in an undertone (Kiepert), which he can novv only

grasp with difficulty by the aid of his dictionary, his patience, and an un

limited amount of time.

How long it would take one to fit himself for the reception of this in

struction it is of course impossible to say, and it depends to a large extent

upon the individual. To the man who expects to enter one of the learned
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professions, and who intends, by original researches and investigations, to

place himself at the top, a sojourn of two or three years in Leipzig or Bonn

must be a great advantage,
but one which he will hardly seek until he has

completed what is at least equivalent to the classical course of an Ameri

can college. To the man who is less ambitious, and wishes to settle down

as soon as practicable to the quiet and remunerative practice of his chosen

profession, the time necessarily consumed in preparing himself will seem

very considerable.

I have been led to make these few remarks solely with the aim of cor

recting what seemed to me might be misleading in the Leipzig letters, and

not with the idea of seeking to controvert a friend, or writing an

entertaining article. In the latter I have undoubtedly succeeded, for as a

great English historian once dryly observed, the avoidance of striking exag

gerations, etc., is apt to render
one prosy, but when an important matter is

at stake it is the risk which can best be run.

Hoping that any fmnd of Mr. G. who should look at the matter in a

different light will at once take up the cue, I remain, '73.

THE HEALTH HABITS OF YOUNG MEN.

Regarded simply as a piece of machinery, the human body is the most

interesting study that can attract the attention of a human being. According

to the latest developments of scientific analyses, the average healthy man gen

erates force sufficient every twenty-four hours to lift four thousand tons of

matter through a distance of one foot, providing the work is done with no

waste of strength; ur, to vary the statement, to lift one ton four thousand

leet ; or, what is nearly the same thing, to carry two hundred barrels of flour,

weighing two hundred pounds each, from the bottom of Bunker Hill Monu

ment to the top, a distance of two hundred and tyventy feet. On inquiring of

the physiologist what becomes of aU this power, he figures out for us the fol

lowing rude statement :

Spent in generating heat with which to keep the body warm, power suffi

cient to raise three thousand four hundred and seventy-five tons of matter one

loot high.

Spent in digtsting our food, circulating the blood through the body from

the heart in its course back to the heart again, and in the movements of the

lungs in respiration, power sufficient to raise three hundred and fifty tons one

foot high.
Celt for profitable employment in the form of brain and body labor, power

lEfic.ciit to raise only one hundred and seventy-five tons one foot high.
Total—four thousand tons one loot high.
i- torn the loregomg statement, which of course is only an approximation

to the truth, and would vary materially in different persons, the available

working power of a healthy adult man is only one twenty-fourth part of the

force generated by the food he eats, or, as before stated, sufficient to raise

one hundred and seventy-five tons of matter one foot high.
But we prefer not to spend our strength in this way, and so a certain per

cent, of it is given to muscular labor, some to business, a portion to thinking,
loving, hating, invention, philanthropic action, etc. ; and, no doubt, in a ma

jority ot human beings, a large portion of their available power is wasted in

dissipation, riotous living, gambling; or perhaps in uneasy, fretful faultfind

ing, because their lot is not one that pleases then., or because they are obliged
to labor for the bread they eat and the clothes they wear.

A very curious and interesting chart might be made by a thoughtful physi-
ologist and hygienist, showing eacli person where his strength goes ; and I
am not sure that a young man could do a better service for himself than to

seek the counsel of some wise physiologist, tell him frankly all his habits, and
have such a chart prepared, not only to guard him against excess, but to show
him his weaknesses, and point out where he will be most likely to fail. Some
of these tables would, no doubt, read very much as follows :

You have spent in digesting a big dinner, which the body did not need,
force sufficient to raise thirty tons of matter one foot.

You have spent in getting rid of several drinks of wine and brandy, force
sufficient to raise twenty tons one foot high.

You have spent in smoking six segars, force sufficient to raise ten tons one
foot high.

You have spent in dissipation at a spree, force sufficient to raise twenty
tons one foot high.

You have spent in breathing bad air, force sufficient to raise fifteen tons
one foot high.

You have spent in cheating a neighbor out of $30 in a business transac-

tion, force sufficient to raise fifteen tons one loot high.

You have spent in reading worthless books and newspapers, force sufficient

to raise five tons one foot high.

You have spent in hesitation, doubt and uncertainty, force sufficient to

raise five tons one foot high.

Total—one hundred and twenty tons one foot high.

Left for practical and useful labor only enough to raise fifty-five tons one

foot high, or to do less than one-third of a day's work.

Sometimes there would be a draft on the original capital of considerable

force, so that there would not be enough to keep the body warm, or the food

well digested, or the muscles plump and full, or the hearing acute, or the eyes

keen and bright, or the brain thoughtful and active.

Very often a single debauch would use up the entire available power of the

whole system for a whole week or month.

There is no end to the multitudinous ways in which we not only spend our

working capital, but draw on the original stock, that ought never to be

touched, and the result is imperfect lives, rickety bodies, no ability to trans

mit to our children good health and long life, much physical suffering and pre

mature decay, with all the ends of life unaccomplished. How sad is all this !

How terrible to be born into this world and leave it without adding something

to its wealth, its virtue, and its progress.

Now, the practical bearing of this scientific disclosure is this : How can

we make the most ofthe small amount of available force left for use; how so

care for the body that nothing shall be lost in repairing injuries from acci

dent and sickness; how care for the brain, so that it shall always be able to

do its share of the work ? For nothing is more evident than this, that the

body and brain are the organs through which all we accomplish in life is per

formed, and that to make the most of them they must be as carefully cared

for as if they were pieces of delicate machinery, which indeed, for all practical

purposes, they are.

And this brings us to the discussion of the subject at the head of this pa

per, "The Health Habits of Young Men."

The secrets of good health are few and simple. They are :—

I. A good constitution.

2. Good physical habits.

3. Good mental habits.

4. Good moral habits.

With the first we have very little to do. Our parents are responsible here.

If they had sound health, and did not overtax themselves by dissipation ; if

they gave us plenty of wholesome food, fresh air, and exercise ; taught us to

be industrious in our habits, and to avoid gluttony and licentiousness, late

hours, drinking, and poisonous medicines, we are undoubtedly strong and

healthy ; but if our original constitutions were bad ones, let us not hide them

in a napkin as the man spoken of by Jesus did his one talent, but rather care

for them more rigorously. Many a man with a poor body, but a good head

and good habits, has eclipsed his more fortunately constituted, but dissipated,

neighbor. While the race might be, it is not always given to the strong. While

we are not, however, responsible for the vigor of our inherited constitutions,

we are mainly so for those of our children, and I cannot help inculcating this

truth here, though I go out of the way to do it. Every young man as

well as young woman ought to make the subject of inheritance a study, so as

to avoid injudicious matrimonial selections, and so as to know how to give the

right care to children after they are born, so that they may grow up in health

and strength. Most young men, and I might say women, too, enter upon the

life which results in parentage with less qualification than for the ordinary
business of their professions ; and the result is a world full of feeble, sickly

children, that do not live five years, or which require more care in rearing
than healthy children do, several times over. The time to become acquainted
with this subject is in early life, before the evils which it would prevent have

become fixed and incurable. (See Gabon's work on Hereditary Genius.)
After a good constitution, as a requisite to health, come good physical

habits. These require :—

I. A good supply of nutritious food.

2. Daily and regular exercise in the open air.

3. Pure water to drink.

4. Pure and abundant air for our lungs.
5. Eight hours of good sleep out of every twenty-four.
6. Cleanliness.

7. Regularity in all our habits and employments.
S. Wise but not excessive recreation.

9. Last, but not least, useful, congenial occupation.
A whole chapter might be written on each of these subjects,- but in this
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enlightened age their mention ought to be sufficient. Probably there is more

ignorance in regard to what is wholesome food and proper exercise than on

the other subjects, and perhaps I may refer to them at some future time.

What I have said implies that if we must have what is good, we should

avoid what is evil, and while I will not mention all, I will refer to two habits

which every year wreck multitudes of young men on more fearful strands than

death at the cannon's mouth. I refer,

I. To the habit of using alcoholic stimulants and tobacco; and

2. To licentiousness.

The first of these vices we all know is terrible, but the last is more fearful

still. Sensuality to-day outnumbers almost all other vices in the swarms of its

victims, and that too among all classes of people, including many of our best

minds. If I could impress on every young man who reads these words the

importance ofperfectpurity in this respect, I should be glad. If our passions
rule us they will ruin us, as they have millions of others. How much better

to be pure in thought and act than to be impure.
"

Only a sweet and virtuous soul,

Like seasoned timber never gives."

A word or two on good mental and moral habits, as affecting health. The

brain is the organ of the mind, but besides this, when perfectly vigorous and

wisely occupied, it infuses a healthy, happy state throughout the body ; but

when our intellects are clouded, and we are sour, morose, cross, and ugly, or

mournfully depressed and dissatisfied, the secretions are poisoned, digestion
becomes impaired, and our bodily vigor greatly lessened. Other things being

equal, those whose mental and moral state is most perfect are most healthful.

If one does his whole duty and meets average success, the satisfaction which

results from such a course gives a peaceful happy state to the mind that is ex

ceedingly favorable to the health of the body, while one whose conscience is

always troubling him because he has done a wrong act in business, or in his

intercourse with his fellows, and who does not heed the warning of this in

ward monitor, can never have sound sleep and perfect health.—AI. C. Hol

brook, AI. D., Editor of the
" Herald of Health."

BASE BALL NOAIENCLATURE.

The lovers of base ball may be interested to know that many of the terms

employed in that game are derived from dead languages. A knowledge of the

sources will, doubtless, raise their present opinion of the sport which they so

much admire.

Ball is unquestionably derived from /3d/Uw,
"
to throw."

Base comes from the aorist participle of Baivu, /3d<7, indicating something

which the player has "gone for."

Bat everyone will recognize as as an altered form of bddh, the Sanscrit verb

"to persuade." Confer the Greek rrei-du, because by the bat the ball is per

suaded to go to distant parts of the field.

Foul.—Some suppose that this is connected with the game-fowls ; but fur

ther and more critical search shows this to be erroneous. The true source is

from the Greek *or, through the French foule, "a crowd," because the fowl

so often causes commotion by falling among the crowd behind the bat.

Fungoes.—This is an offshoot from base-ball, and would seem to be of

high antiquity. There are three ways of accounting for the name. Two of

them start from ifvv, the second aorist of <piu, one author (M E.) saying

that fungoes is the offspring of base-ball; another (Miss Elf), that the bat

begets a momentum in the ball. The third derivation is from the Latin
" fun-

gor," because all the players desire to "fill the duties of the office" of bats

man.

The term lick, denoting one's right to the office of striker, is also very old.

The original word was lam, which is yet in the language. Intercourse with

the Latins brought about one of those incorporations
of words, and their lam-

io,
"
to lick," was thus introduced, and

lick became the word in general use.

These are only a few chips from the philological workshop, but they are

enough to give to our national game all the prestige of antiquity.—Cap and

Gown.

For the first time Robert College, near Constantinople, celebrated its

commencement this year on its own ground and under its own roof. Its mas

sive building, completed at last after two years of labor,
and six years of im

patient waiting for permission to build,
" stands on its regal eminence, a fea

ture ofthe Bosphorus from the Euxine to the Marmora." Its hundred and

fifty students include Greeks, Armenians, Turks, Jews
and Bulgarians ; Uei-

mans, English, Scotch and Americans ; Swiss, French and Italians, and a

dozen nationalities besides; all brought together in their youth to have pait

in the same class and be moulded in the same instruction. The college facul

ty is as diverse in blood and speech as the young men under their care.

ANNOUNCEAIENT TO COLONISTS.

IK VOU ARE GOING WEST

Buy your tickets over the "old reliable
"

Missouri Pacific Railroad,
the popular route from St. Louis to Sedalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

City, Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver, and all points in Missouri, Kan

sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to which people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in line day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for piompt
time and sure connections is proverbial. Eor valuable information and assist

ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,

call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R., 72 Lloyd

street, Buffalo, N. V.; or E. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent, St. Louts

Mo. No trouble to answer questions.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The first meeting of this society for the present term was held Saturday

evening, April 13.

Mr. G. E. Patrick thought that the subject ofmineralogy had been too much

neglected by the society. He then gave a very interesting account of the dif

ferent forms in which gypsum (sulphate of lime) occurs in the rocks, illustrat

ing by specimens. .He described the famous plaster quarries near Springport,
and also stated that the mineral occurs in geological formations of all ages,

sometimes being formed by precipitation from solutions and sometimes from

gradual decomposition of preexisting rocks when brought in contact with some

acid compound, as sulphuric acid. Indeed, artificial gypsum has been formed

by the application of sulphuric acid to limestone.

Mr. Comstock was called on and gave a short sketch of the parasitic in

sects or those living on other insects or their larvae. He showed what a ben

efit they were to the agriculturist in checking the too rapid increase of insects

injurious to vegetation. This check is chiefly brought about by the parasite

inserting its egg either in the living body of its victim or in the eggs, or it

may be in the larvae. Millions of insects of a single species are destroyed in

this way every season. The gentleman exhibited various specimens from his

own collection, showing the skeleton of caterpillars, also their eggs pierced by

holes where the young parasite had escaped. The chrysalids of various insects

are also attacked, and no form or state of a living insect is free from these en

emies. Most of these parasite insects belong to the ichneumon family of the

hymenoptera. The speaker also brought into the society room a young alliga.

tor a foot or more in length, which the zoological department had received

from Louisiana through the kindness of Mr. WE J. Thompson, of '74. Al

though the animal seemed quite inoffensive under the gas-light and in the cool

atmosphere of the room Mr. Comstock assured us lhat in a warmer tempera

ture he displayed much of that fondness for the human race which the pro

verbial alligator is supposed to have. He appeared quite reconciled to the ap

pearance of the Faculty room, and sat upon the table peering around from

face to face with much curiosity, as if he would be happy to recognize any of

the countenances should he ever meet with them in the future. We believe

he is to be placed upon the police force of the Cniversity when he grows up.

Mr. N. C. Jobs closed the public exercises of the meeting by reading an

account ofthe immense flight of pigeons in the western states as seen by Wil

son, the ornithologist.

The society then went into private session.

Messrs. Jaycox, Derby, Simons, Seybolt and others will present essays on

Saturday evening, April 27. Corresponding Secretary.

That the thickness of glaciers cannot exceed a certain limit, placed by dif

ferent authorities at from seven hundred feet to about fifteen hundred feet, has

been asserted by some scientific writers. They term this limit "the crushing

weight of ice," their view being that when it is exceeded the ice on the under

surface must be crushed by the mass above it. In the Philosophical Alagazine

Mr. Croll, of the Geological Survey of Scotland, controverts this idea. He

says that no doubt a piece of ice formed not under pressure would be reduced

to powder under a glacier a thousand
feet or so in thickness ; but after being

so crushed it could form again into ice capable of sustaining a pressure vastly

rjreater. So far from it being a fact that the thickness of glaciers is thus

limited Dr. Kane states the depth of the Humboldt glacier, in Xorth Green

land, to be more than twenty-one hundred feet; and there are reasons for be

lieving that on the Antarctic continent the ice is in some places over a mile in

thickness.—Cap d-" Gcnvn.
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DECISION OF CHARACTER.

Without this, no man was ever worth anything, nor ever can

be. This is what controls the nations and commands the respect of

men. It has truly been said that
" Nations rise and fall by indi

viduals," and such individuals have been characterized by great

decision and firmness. They have been admired and feared, praised

and blamed in the same breath, but their pnrpose is fixed and can

not be changed. They are beyond the reach of circumstances,

and, instead of events controlling them, they control events. The

man to be admired, and who will carry multitudes with him, is he

who plants his foot upon a spot, and it remains there in spite of

storm or tempest : the very rage of an infuriated mob, or -the

threatening of the elements, can not swerve him from his stability

of purpose, but only strengthens and inspires him, and only shows

that he is so much more the man.

On the other hand, look at the man who " hasn't a mind of his

own." He is like the judge who always decides according to the

views of the last speaker, or the reed that is blown about in the

wind. He is a cipher in any community, without weight or char

acter, and can never command the respect of his fellowmen.

Then there is a state of betweenity which is perplexing beyond

expression, a happy deliverance from which is a great blessing.
It is like the ass that hesitated between the two wisps of hay, not

knowing which one to take. But it is very necessary before im

portant decisions are made, that they be in the line of the principle
of right, otherwise no position, however well taken and defended,
can be maintained. First,

"
Be sure you are right, then go ahead,"

then you may be like the Medo-Persian law—unalterable. But

'•

be kindly firm."

PSYCHOLOGY.

We see that The Nation, April nth, in speaking of Dr. Wilson's

"

Lectures on Psychology," represent him as treating that " men

and animals may have a knowledge of external things by the spi
nal cord alone and without the agency of the external organs !"

In the number for the 25th the editor appears to have discovered

that he had made a mistake, and represents himself as having
meant to say

"
that Dr. Wilson teaches that we may have '

instinct
'

and
'

clairvoyance
'

by the spinal cord alone." This is possible,
but the blunder is one that could not have been made except by
one who is either a very careless reader or totally ignorant of the

subjects treated of in the book he attempts to review—or quite

possibly both.

CORNELIAN AIINS'ERELS.

A meeting ofthe Cornelian Minstrelsy was held in the Wilgus
block on Tuesday evening and the following officers elected : Presi

dent, Mr. Pike ; Secretary, Mr. Carver ; Treasurer, Mr. Wilmot, (75) ;

Stage Manager, Mr. Allen. The time appointed for the entertain

ment, is Friday, May 17th. The gentlemen are making very
extensive preparations to make this entertainment the best

that has ever yet been given by members of the University. Var

ious committees were appointed to work up the parts entrusted to

them, and we are certain that, with the zeal with which each one

undertakes his part, no one will go away from Wilgus Hall on that

night disappointed. We predict a full house, for the object in view is

a worthy one. The proceeds go towards procuring a boat and send

ing out a University crew to row at the races in July. Since this »6

something in which all are interested, each one should contribute

by his presence on that evening, and thus push forward to success

this new enterprise.

LECTURES.

Professor Charles Fred Hartt will deliver his first and

second lectures on Brazil in Library Hall on Tuesday and Thurs

day of next week, and will complete the course of four lectures on

the corresponding evenings of the week following. This is the first

course of public lectures delivered in town by a resident professor.

We are aware that single lectures have been delivered and that

portions of University courses have also been given to the town

people without the necessity of climbing the hill, but this does not

vary the first statement. So, as the beginning of more intimate re

lations between the town and University, we look upon this with

peculiar favor. Every student, aside from his interest in the sub

ject and the lecturer, should feel a personal interest in the course,

as from the proceeds the Irvings will be enabled to act with the

Philalatheian and Christian Associations in furnishing their hall

with suitable seats, so what students pay out for tickets to the

course will come back in adorning one of the public rooms of the

University in which all feel a just pride. We expect the lectures

to be fully attended.

ERA ELECTION7.

The election of Era Editors by the class of '74 took place in

Sherwood's Hall on Friday evening, April 26. Xo publicly an

nounced caucus of any party or faction of the class had been held,

with reference to this election until the evening of Tuesday the 23d,

only three days previous to the election itself. At that time the

"

Independents
"

held a caucus in the above named hall, for the

purpose of nominating candidates. The caucus was called to or

der by Mr. S. Gill. Mr. R. H. Wiles was nominated as chairman,

but he declining to serve, Mr. D. B. Cook was elected to the

place. Messrs. J. H. Durkee, J. C. Andrus and P. M. Chadwick

were appointed tellers. After some discussion, in which it was

both affirmed and denied that the " Delta Upsilons
"

were essen

tially a secret society, it was voted that the members of that organ

ization be requested to withdraw from the hall. By this vote Mr.

Andrus's place as teller was left vacant, and Mr. S. C. Gill was ap

pointed to fill it. The caucus then proceeded to the nomination

of candidates for Editors. Mr. R. H. Wiles was nominated by

acclamation. It was then moved and carried, that the remaining
four candidates be nominated bv ballot. The balloting finally re

sulted in the nomination of Messrs. J. F. Cluck, WE M. Smith, C.

E. Washburn and E. O. Randall. These nominations showed that

no direct issue would be made between the Secret Societies and

"

Independents," as two of the nominees are members of Secret

Societies.

Thc time between caucus and election was a busy time for class

politicians; ballots began to multiply; but although at least ten

different kinds were circulated the whole number of candidates in

the field did not exceed ten, and no two ballots were entirely dif

ferent with regard to names, there being no principle, or supposed
difference of opinion on which to make a party issue. Each can-
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didate, as far as his modesty would allow, worked for himself.

Laudation and scandal were used in unprecedented doses, until

some who had most desired this distinction, began to realize "

what

fame is worth." But although the* time was short, thc canvass

was thoroughly and skillfully made. Little force was wasted on

really weak men, and there were those in the class who could tell

almost to a certainty the strength of each candidate.

At the time appointed for the election the class assembled, plac

ing a guard at the door lest some contemptuous Junior or envious

Freshman should, by his presence, disturb the meeting. Viewed

from the student's standpoint however, everything passed off in a

quiet and orderly manner, although a stranger who was present

seemed to look upon the meeting as decidedly noisy. ( E^ntrary

to the expectation ofthe class, no outsiders attempted the slight

est annoyance except the shutting off of the gas for a few moments

which may not have been for the special benefit of the meeting, as

the same thing occurred in another hall the same evening, and as

the room was well-supplied with kerosene lamps this temporary

absence of gas light caused no inconvenience.

The tellers appointed to receive, sort and count votes were

Messrs. Vandewater, Chadwick, Hill, Branner and Winston.

A majority vote being necessary to a choice, the balloting for

the evening resulted in the election of only four Editors ; namely,

Messrs. Wiles, Cluck, Smith and Randall. After the announce

ment of the result, the boys poce:Jed to celebrate the event in

the usual way
—only considerably more so—of which we have

neither space nor inclination to speak more fully here.

On the evening of May 1, the class again met to elect the fifth

Editor. It was very rainy, but quite a full representation was

present. There was litttle excitement manifested, the greater num

ber voting and returning to their rooms with little delay. All but two

of the candidates had retired from the contest, and in little more

than an hour from the time the polls were opened, the result was

announced, and Mr. A. J. Lamareux declared elected by a large

majority. Thus ended the election of the fifth board of Era

Editors.

Every thing considered, we regard the selections made as unu

sually favorable. Although many might prefer to make some

changes in the board, there seems to be the most general satisfac

tion with the election that has ever existed. Heretofore the con

test has been between
"

Independents
"

and
"

Secrets," and as

each party has by turn succeeded, the other has been left wdth

more or less dissatisfaction, and the paper has lacked
needed sup

port through this feeling. In this election there has been a much

stronger antagonism between the different factions of secret socie

ties than between the
"

Independents
"

and
"

Secrets," and the Inde

pendents, comprising a very large majority, have determined the

elections on the actual or real merits ofthe candidates without ref-

ference to society connections any further than a disposition to

deal fairly with all seemed to dictate. The result is the election

of five Editors who are likely to act as a unit in all important mat

ters; and whose ability is undoubted; and some one or more of

whom is probably looked upon as a personal friend by each mem

ber of the institution, since a representative has been chosen from

each of the two most bitterly opposed factions of Secret Societies ,

one from the
" Delta Upsilon," and two belonging to no college

fraternity except the open Literary Societies.

With these advantages, together with the natural increase in the

circulation of the paper, we feel confident of its success during the

coming year, and shall yield it up to our successors :n full faith

that they will make it better and purer than circumstances have

permitted us to do. But when we compare our own ideal paper of

one year ago with the real one which we have been able to give
our readers, we can but look with a feeling akin to amusement on

the glowing expectations of the newly elected Editors. And we

trust, should some of the brightest of their hopes never
"

ripen into

things," we shall criticise less severely than those who have never

been in a similar position.

BOA TING.

IIarmoxv between the boating organizations at Cornell at

length exists, d'he Xavy has adopted a new constitution, and, at

a meeting of the Tom Hughes Boat Club last evening, a proposi
tion for union was accepted, the terms agreed upon, and a general

organization formed from the two. The Navy now consists of four

class clubs and the Tom Hughes, each of which will be fairly rep

resented in the board of directors.

ERRA TUAI.

In our last week's issue we were made to say that
" Prof. Hart

"

is soon to commence a course of lectures on Brazil. The fact is it

is Prof. Hartt who is to lecture. We are not aware that the former

gentleman lays any special claim to knowledge about Brazil ; while

the ability of the latter to interest on this subject no one can

doubt.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

—

George Francis Train at his last lecture, speaking of the Junior Exhi

bition, perpetrated the following:
When '73 fights "74,

And Junior goes against Sophomore,

The college beats college setter

If the gun's loaded with cayenne pepper.

The four editors-elect for 1872-73 are receiving congratulations from the

members of every class. The fifth one will be soon added to their number by

another election.

— Professor Shackford gave a good and congratulatory criticism on the Ju

nior Exhibition.

— Une of the newly elected editors, after he had heard the result on last

Friday evening, could not rest, though it were towards the break of day, till

he had written a long letter to his "girl" to inform her of the good news.

— Fall Creek gorge is a favorite place of resort during our nice days.

— Students, with some of Ithaca's fair maidens, pay visits to the cemetery

on Sabbath afternoons.

— The Sabbath after the Junior Exhibition the Sophomore cayenne pepper

had the same effect on Dr. Stebbins, his congregation and Sunday School, as

on the audience, on the memorable eve of April 19.

— A game of ball was played last Saturday between the University Press

Ilase Bad Nine and the University Grove Club. After a spirited game, in

which French and Jordan distinguished themselves by line playing, the Grove

Club was defeated by a score of 26 to OS.

— Another chess club has been added to the list of college organizations,

the name of the Philidor Chess Club. The following officers were

President, Hampson, '73; Vice President, Pres

ton, '73 ; Secretary

appointed to play

— A Junior in an essay

tions in college to the final exami

bean in

elected at a recent meeting:

Pollock, '72; Treasurer, Knight, '73. A committee was

,(tVdrrpb7a match game with the Morphy Club, a challenge having

been accepted l.y that organization.
on "The School of Life" compares the examina-

nation before the judgment-seat ol God.

iof the dessication of Logic.

- I adies are now admitted to the lectures on Med.cne at the I niversity

of Moscow and allowed to graduate, provided they can pass the
usual exam.n-

ali°lS An Ithaca Academy student eloped with one of Edgemont's fair maid-

ens. Coeducation is not responsible.
_ The class of '74 is making arrangements for another class suppu.
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-We suppress
the name of the man who wanted to pull on the port side

of the boat because it seemed natural to be taking a pull at port.

-The Freshmen devoured a plug hat on the ball-ground last Saturday

the accompanying rush is said to have been unparalleled in display of grit and

muscular force. The hat went down into the depths of many a pocket and

bits of it are shown around as rare souvenirs by the progressive men
of 75-

This is reversing class dignity with a vengence.

—The Freshman crew evinces a charming pertenacity in practice in the

barge The crew is fortunate in having a captain who is always on hand.

Some of its late rowing shows what practice can do in bringing dexteny out

of strength. .

— A party of students started out last Saturday for Springport with a sail

boat intending to be gone several days, but
the head wind was so strong that

after tacking back and forth across the lake for a long time they gave it up
and

returned the next day. . .

— Another attempt is being made to unite the two boating clubs, which is

likely to prove successful
this time. Committees have been appointed in both

clubs to confer and draw up plans of agreement,
and it is proposed to join the

two interests before the coming race on the tenth of May. The old prejudice

has died away and is hardly thought of now, so that it is quite probable that

the whole boating interest will come
under the head of the

"

Navy," and be

as it should be.

— Very dry and dusty; rain is needed. Owing to the long continued

drought many predict
" hard times

"

ahead.

— Grading has again commenced about the University buildings.

— Students in Botany are scouring the woods for wild flowers to analyze.

— Seniors wear basswood hats.

PERSONAL.

Dr. Stebbins will lecture next Sabbath evening on the following subject:
" Man an Agent, not a Machine; or, A Refutation of the Doctrine of Philo

sophical Necessity."

G. E. Foster, of '73, is absent from his classes on account of ill health.

He remains in town, hoping to keep up with his classes and pass the examin-

tions at the close of the term.

M. J. Roberts, of '75, is at Norwalk, Ohio.

F. D. Woodford, of '72, is studying medicine at North Hector, N. V.

He has erected unto himself a cosy residence, in which he and his will soon

dwell.

Professor Goldwin Smith is expected soon to give his course of lec

tures. It is rumored that he will commence at the beginning of English his

tory.

Leavitt, of the corps, has again settled down to work, and will now re

main through the year.

Professor Law has frequent calls into the country to practice the busi

ness of his profession. Students in veterinary surgery sometimes accompany

him.

Madarasz, of '74, has left the University. He intends to travel till July,
when he will start for his home, San Antonio, Texas.

Mr. White, ofthe Presbyterian church, has not yet sufficiently recovered

from his illness to preach Sabbath evenings, consequently his church is closed

on those evenings.
Dr. Stebbins draws an immense congregation every Sabbath evening at

Library Hall.

David Williams, of '72, who left the University on account of ill health,

near the close of the first year, is now at work on his father's farm near Far

mer Village.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— One of the lower chemistry class denies, in toto, that Io died of the

love of Jupiter,and affirms that it was her affection for another god that killed

her. Science tells him Io-dide of Mercury.—Owl.

— An English clergyman says :
"

It is really difficult to overestimate the

value of a really good hymn." Many an old maid will bear him out.

—

Anybody can tell you what to put in a newspaper, but the real problem
is what to leave out.

— The Harvard nine opened the season of base bail on Saturday, April 13,

by a game with the Boston nine, upon the grounds of the latter. The game

lasted one hour and thirty-five minutes, and the score was Harvard, two, Bos

ton eleven. On the following Saturday the second game of the series was

played. The Harvard nine scored one run, the Boston nine seven.

— For our juvenile readers we are preparing
a series of

" Mother Goose's

Melodies," which are especially intended to instruct the youthful mind in the

classics, by an easy and delightful process. The following are fair specimens

of our book's contents :

Senex Mother Hubbard

Ibit ad cupboard
Ut obtineat poor dog a bone ;

Quum venisset there

Cupboard erat bare

Et sic miser canis had none.

Eheu ! diddle diddle

Felis est in fiddle

Cowque supersaltat the luna

Parvulus dog risit

Videre how she missed it

Atque dish cucurrit cum spoon
—ah !

Parvulus Jack Horner

Sedebat in corner

Edens a Christmas in.

Inseruit thumb

Et extraherit plum

Clamans quid sharp puer am I.

—Demosthenic Monthly.

— In writing of the University boat-races, and speaking of the prepos

sessions in regard to them existing in various domestic circles, the London

ATews mentions that sometimes "the head of the family has a profound dis

like of Puseyism, and therefore hopes that Cambridge may win," which gives

one not the most respectful or reverential notion of the real religious feeling

involved in these ecclesiastical disputes.

The annual race between the boatcrews of Cambridge and Oxford was

won this year by the Cambridge men. It was rowed during a severe snow

storm, and was very close throughout, the Cambridge boat not being more

than a length ahead at any time, and occasionally the two crews were abreast

each other. Of the twenty-nine matches which have been rowed by these

Colleges, Oxford has won sixteen and Cambridge thirteen, which makes Ox

ford still three ahead.

— The Juniors at Vale abuse the blessing of a steam heating apparatus in

one of their halls by putting tin blow-horns over the apertures.

— The C/ironicleh&s elected its next editors upon a new system, each sub

scriber having a vote. The election did not pass off very satisfactorily, and

considerable feeling exists.

— The five Japanese princesses have arrived at Vassar and have settled

down to work.

— Advertisement—
"

Wanted, by a boy, a situation in an eating-house.

He understands the business."

— An Eastern exchange has this cnatum : "In our paragraph yesterday

concerning thirteen ministers who had been spanked in infancy, for spanked
read sprinkled."

— In Michigan University a tall girl by name of Miss White, whom the

students call Alba Longa, has solved every problem in the mathematical

course, including one which has remained unsolved by the graduating classes

for fifteen years.

Announcement.—On Friday next, May 10. a concert is to be given at

Wilgus Hall for the benefit of the boating interest in the University. The

performers consist ofthe best talent of Ithaca and the University. Stubble

bine, from Binghamton, is expected to give one ofhis excellent solos. Tickets

35 cents; reserved seats, 50 cents. Tickets may be had at Finch's book

store.

GRAND REGATTA.

A row 1.no regatta will take place at the head of Cayuga Lake, near Ith

aca, on Friday, May 10th, under the auspices ofthe Board of Directors ofthe

Cornell Navy.
The course to be rowed lies on thc east side of the lake, is to be one mile

and return, with two stake boats at the turning-points.
The boats are to be classified as follows:—

First class—Four-oared shells.

Second class—Outrigger lapstreak boats.

Third class—Gunwale barges.
Fourth class—Single sculls.
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To the winning boat of each of the above classes will be awarded a prize
The value and nature of the prizes are not yet fully determined. The races

are open to all crews and single oarsmen rowing on Cayuga Lake.
The entries are to be free. All crews or individual oarsmen wishing to

enter boats for the regatta must notify the committee of arrangements at least
two days before the day of the regatta, giving the name and style of the boats
number of oars in each, and their distinguishing colors.

To boats of the same class carrying a less number of oars time will be given
at the start.

&

The first race will be called at half-past two o'clock p. m. precisely.
The starter, umpire and judges will be chosen by vote of the various

crews, just before the beginning of the regatta.
The positions of the boats are to be drawn by lot. At the close of the

regatta a tub race will take place, and a prize will be awarded to the 7oin-

ning tub.

Boats carrying passengers to the scene of the race will leave the steamboat
landing at two o'clock. A good view of the regatta can also be obtained from
the east shore of the Lake.

^ q

C

PlKE,
S. Dutton.

BASE BALL.

There was an enthusiastic meeting ofthe ballmen in room F, South Uni

versity, Monday, the 29th, M. T. Conklin, the President, being in the chair.
The officers remain the same as last fall with the exception of W. H. French
who was elected director in the place of J. B. Edgerly, resigned.
It was moved and carried, that while on the ball-ground and playing, any

player answering, disputing or disobeying the captain be fined twenty-five
cents for each offense ; and also that those of the nine who are absent from

games for practice on the regular practice days, be fined ten cents for each such

absence, sickness or absence from town being the only valid excuses. It has

been found difficult at times to secure the attendance ofthe nine, and the club

is determined to have systematic practice during this term at least; though

the fine itself would not necessarily compel attendance, it shows "that it is re
garded as a neglect of rules to be away on the regular practice days.

The question of procuring new uniforms was debated and it was decided to

take steps to raise money for that purpose. A tax of one dollar was levied on

each member ofthe club, and the treasurer proposes to collect it at all hazard.

The vexed question of a suitable ground was debated, a number of places
being named, but only two being deemed practicable— the fair-ground, which
has been refused by the town authorities once on the plea that ball-playing in

terferes with the racing that generally takes place there biennially, and the

old ground with a change of (home) base. A committee of three—A. A.

Smith, Charles Levings and W. H. French—was appointed by the president
to examine and lay out the ground as seemed best. (The committee met the
next afternoon, laid out a ground which seems far superior to the old one, and

did other miscellaneous work by way of setting a good example. A little

work wilh spades and hoes, indulged in by fifty students for the space of an

hour, will make the infield as smooth as the old one.)
It was decided that no challenges for match games should be refused if

there was a certainty of obtaining a home and home series and also that all

challenges by first-class clubs be accepted if it were necessary to go as far as

Auburn or Owego to play the game.

It was reported that the Cortland nine is organizing and expects to be

victorious, as usual in games with Cornelians. The proximity of this club, via

the I. & C. R. R. makes it much more available than formerly as a nine for

practice.

The secretary was instructed to challenge the club at Syracuse University
■or a home and home series of games as soon as it can be arranged.

Favorable opinions were expressed as to the probability of a tour at the

end of the term, and the general spirit of the meeting was more hopeful of

strong support for a strong nine this spring.

Though the lateness of the season has delayed the commencement of ball-

playing, the practice will be more vigorous on that account, and the enthusi

asm greater.

As soon as the grounds are properly smoothed, which will probably be

this week, the directors will appoint the practice days and select the nines for

'he
coming season. The hours for drill are more felicitous and the ball ma

terial better and more determined than ever before.

ing-

Grading about the University buildings is slowly but steadily progress-
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reacy, Meyerle, Mc-

AIISCELLANEOUS.
The nines ofthe professional clubs for this year are announced as follows

in tne Press :—

Athletics—McBride, Malone, Culhbert, Fisler, Tr

Geary, Reach, Mack, Anson, Sensenderfer.

Troy-NooA, Allison, Force, McAtee, Bella,,, Nelson, Gedney, Hodes,S. King, Martin, Zettlein.

^0;;-McVey, Spaulding, Gould, Barnes, Schaffer, G. Wright, Leonard
II. Wright, F. Rogers, Birdsall.

Forest City-Pratt, Wolters, White, Hastings, Carleton, Sweasy, Sutton,
Holdsworth, Pabor, Allison.

Atutuals-meks, C. Mills, Cummings, Start, Hatfield, Pierce, Boyd, Eg-
gler, McMullen, Bechtel.

Atlantic-Barlow, Brett, Dehlman, Carney, Ferguson, Burdock, Chap
man, Remsen, McDonald.

Baltimore-Matthews, Craver, E. Mills, Pike, Radcliff, Higham, York,
Hall, Fisher, Carey.

The following are the committees of the National Association for the en-

suing year :—

Judiciary—Messrs. Hayhurst, Davidson, Doolittle, Voung, Pike, Miller,
Wright, Clark and Ferguson.

Cliampionship—Messrs. Davidson, Clark and Hayhurst.
It is possible that the Olympic and National Clubs, both of whom have

strong teams, may put in an appearance for the pennant before the first of

May.
Now whoever of us loses money on the championship will do it with his

eyes wide open.

LITERARY NOTICES.

"
The Indian Club Exercise

"

is the title of a new work by Sim D. Kehoe,
containing a fine essay on physical culture and the means to attain it, espe
cially by the use of Indian clubs, of which he is the inventor. The volume is

amply illustrated with engravings showing the different circles and evolutions

both for ladies and gentlemen. Many of the exercises can be executed with

such skill and grace as to border on " the poetry of motion." Mr. Kehoe for

wards these clubs to parties ordering them C. O. D., at prices varying with

the weight. He is also the inventor of the patent striking bag, which is a

thing admirable in itself.

"Bain's Moral Science
"

is a new work by the author of the text-book on

Rhetoric used at the University. The dissertation falls under two divisions :

the first division, entitled "The Theory of Ethics," gives an account of the

questions or points brought into discussion, and handles at length the two

of greatest prominence—the ethical standard and the moral faculty; the sec

ond division—on
"

The Ethical Systems "—is a full detail of all the systems,
both ancient and modern ; an abstract is made of each author's exposition of

his own theory, thus giving to the critical student the theories of philosophers
in a condensed form. This volume is published by D. Appleton & Company,
New York.

As a supplement to the courses of lectures on Mental and Moral Philoso

phy by Dr. Wilson we would recommend the perusal of
"

Moral Philosophy
"

and "
Mental Philosophy

"

by Joseph Haven, D. D., professor in the Chicago

University. Professor Haven is a terse and vigorous writer, and his works

are celebrated for the completeness with which he presents the subject. His

mind is not narrowed down by bigotry, nor does it cater to the opinions of

sect or party, but he presents the subject in its fulness and allows the student

to judge for himself.

The
" Moral Philosophy

"

comprehends the duties of man to God, to him

self, to the family, to the state and to society. Under each of these heads are

discussed in detail not only the immediate duty of man as a rational being but

also the relations growing out of them. The division of the subject of man's

relation to society will in a measure afford an idea of the scope of the work.

It is divided into duties pertaining to life, to liberty, to property, to reputation
and veracity. He discusses in full theoretical and practical ethics, &c.

The
"

Mental Philosophy
"

is a work that should be read by every one who

is desirous of a better knowledge of himself and ofhis own mind as known by

its different faculties. "Know thyself" was the advice of one who gave up his

life to study and reflection. The discussions of the different topics are thorough

and scientific in method, and lead one to form a high conception of manhood

and to work himself up to it. These works are published by Gould & Lincoln,

59 Washington Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
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A. STRAUSSMAN & BROTHER,

Merchant Tailors and Clothiers.

NOW READY:

'-pHE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1S71.

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior quality
and like custom-made.

Our Stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods is large
and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths and Cassimeies for spring and

summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at

shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment

of all the goods elegant dressing calls for.o

English, French and German Coatings for dress

and business wear. Fancy Cassimeies for pants, of

all shades and colors, and a varietyof Choice Vest-

in^s.

Our style of cutting garments is the very latest J any part of the country on receipt ofprice.
and most improved ATeio York'Style, and we guar- I

antee a graceful and tasty fit.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing define
Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone [four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

pvUDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

No. 28 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

DARK HOTEL, OWEGO, N. Y. — A
A Street Car and Hack, free to all Guests of the House,

runs to and from all trains. The best BILLIARD

ROOM IN OWEGO Is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell University students.

L. D. & T. F. WILLARD, Proprietors.

1
iHE CORNELL ERA!

THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself THE annoyance of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for The Era.

pOR
SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the former

RESIDENCE OF II. J. MESSENGER,

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March ist ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Diubi.e, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New
Vork.

A. I.. Benham.

February 7. 1S72.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, thc
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended l<>
and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

Boats classified. History of modern

F T. GREENLEV &> GO., Orocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 & 4, East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's
brands of imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

& SOAT, Druo
Medicines, C'hemi.
-ating 1 His by the b.

,'ists, 7S State

lis, Paints, Oils,

O. B. CURRAN

Street, Dealers in Drugs.
&c. Kerosene and Lubri

OTUDENTS

CLINTON HALE BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United Slates or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

he found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II.

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description of the modern wooden shell
boat. Its merits and defects considered. «•

Chapter IV. Paper beats. Their histoiy. Method
of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi
dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re
sistance ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats
for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of
the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties
of shell boats (with pla.es).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost
and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use ofthe oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.

Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter

■

V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.
Organization and administration of boat clubs.

Chapter VI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions fur restoring the appar
ently drowned.

PartJ Third. Chapter!. Boat racing. Regattas and the du
ties uf their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from t868 to

1S71 Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. The Harvard-
Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, i8s2*to 1871. Citizens'
Regatta, Wurcesler, Massachusetts, 1850101870. Re
gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association. Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama
teur Boating Association, 78(7 l,, iR7,. < (xfnrd and
Cambridge (England) annual races, Oc- lo ,S7, 'in
ternational Races, ioi,r, to September t5, 1S71
ourth. A Directory uf the •

7., Oat Rowing and Hunt
ing Uubs and Associations uf the United States and
British provinces in cysteines on tbe oth of November
1870, giving the names and post-office address of their
officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

u ,- r', ' xVd V:,l,,e "f lllcir roaI -,nrl Personal propeitv.
Part lofth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $,So to $5 -

000 (with 7 plates).

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

\rr E. PALMER & CO.

ready-made clothing,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, cA'c, U-'c, at

SHERWOOD c\: YAN KIRK'S.

MEN'S FURNISHING ROOMS.

N O

orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,

Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

C

49 FISH BLOCK.

ULVER & BATES.

00 & 71 Fast Stale Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic
DRV GOODS, GROi : kits, OOCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL Cl.ol'HS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short
notice.

Vyll.CUS BROTHERS & CO.,

HI Al.ERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRV GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price Farce as
sortment of CLOTHS and CASSI MERES, and particular
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona
ble terms.

'
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STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW VORK,

than by any other route.

TWO EASTKXPRE^dTRAlx^EST DAILY

to which are attached

PALATIAL^t^" COACHES,

combining every modern imprcn'cmcnt,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & \Y. R. R. from Ithaca.'

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway—New York, Albanv,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

£F° Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

L. D. Rucker, Wm. R. Barr,
Gen'l Superintendent. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

£) L & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

DECEAIBER 4, 1871.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after December 4, 1871, trains will

/CHANGE OE TIME.

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

The accommodation train will run as follows on

and after Monday, November 13, 1871 :

leave

Athens at 8:45 a. m., arriving at Ithaca 11:15 a. m.

RETURNING LEAVE

Ithaca at 3 P. m., arriving at Athens at 5:301'. M.

Connects at Waverly at 8:55 A. M. and 5:10 p. M.

Connects also with trains on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad for Towanda and also for Elmira and sta-

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo
the same evening.

ACCOMMODATION TRAIN.
Leaves Ithaca 6.30 a. in. Arrives at Factoryville 10.00 a. rn.

in tune for Erie Railway express bound least, and Lehigh Val

ley E. R. trains South and West, arriving at Elmiia 12.45 P
m., Pittston and Wilkes-Barre same afternoon, and Philadel
phia same evening.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and
taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery of the Wyoming and Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in'the after
noon ofthe same day.
Carriages will be in waiting on the arrival of trains

to carry passengers between Factoryville and the
Erie Depot at Waverly.

WILLIAM HALSEV, Sup't.

F\R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DENTIST,
NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,

Will remove to his new office ro'«is in his dwelling, opposite
lhe Clinton House, on or about the first of January next, at
which place he will have greatly increased facilities for the sne-
cessful prosecution ofhis dental practice.
Having associated wilh him Dr. B. W. Franklin, of New

Vork City, who has devoted many years to the construction of

artificial dentures and other denial mechanism, he feels confi
dent that the facilities offered by this acquisition will secure to

the public advantages second to no other Dental establishment
111 the country.
We administer chemically pure gas for the painless extraction

of teeth, and other painful operations in dental surgery. No

charge for extracting teeth when artificial ones are required.
G. W. HOYSRADT, D. D. S. B. W. FRANKLIN.

M
ISS C. ACKLEY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs of the Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Views of the University and ithaca Scen

ery. The Ei; a, drily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

B.
F. CORNELL

A H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT & CHURCH STS.,

OWEGO, N. Y.

has opened a

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. T H O M P S 0 N
, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests ofthe House.

AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No night trains passing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms iree of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the
students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 6.45 a. m., immediately on the arrival ofthe Cin-
C1<"iati Express and after the arrival ofthe Night Express Trains
on the Erie Railroad.

ras<enger Train at 5. 55 p. m
,
on the arrival of Express Trains

' rom New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving
at Ithaca 7.40.

BELLAMY'S RESTAURANT, BAR-

ery, Confectionary, Masonic Block, 2d door

from the Post Office. The Finest Confection

ery, the best and largest assortment of Fancy and

Plain Cake and Pastry, Fruits, Nuts, &c. Ice

Cream, Charlotte Russe, Chicken Salad, Boned

Turkey and Jellies, &c. Parties and Weddings sup

plied with everything to set an elegant table. Din

ner and Lunch Room—Meats, Poultry, Game,

and everything in season. Private Rooms for Par

ties and Society Suppers. Don't forget the place;
but try us. To Students—Board by Day or Week.

Breakfast at 7 to S ; Dinner I to 2 ; Supper 6 to 7.

Meats, Puddings, Pastry, &c, cooked to order for

students boarding themselves. e\. fine stock of Im

ported and Domestic Segars.

NEW MEAT MARRET,

At No. 56 North Tioga Street.

He keeps a choice supply on hand, and is bound to undersell.

PRICES OF CHOICE MEATS :

Porter House Steak, 16c; Round Steak, 16c; Shoulder, 10c. to

i2!4c; Pork, ioc to iO'c.; Rib Roast, 12c. to 14c, and other

meats accordingly. Also keeps Oysters, Poultry, Flour, etc.,
at the lowest prices. Great inducements to clubs.

He will also run a WAGON, and sell as cheap as the cheap
est the GROCERIES which he keeps constantly on hand.

Giz>e Him a Call.

B F. CORNELL.

D
R. W. LAMONT WHEELER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON",

Formerly one of the resident physicians of Bellevue Hospital,

New York City.

OFFICE IN THE OLD CITY BANK.

Dr. Wheeler may be found at his office nights.

w

LEAVE ITHACA.

f„ v enger Train at 9-4° A- M.. connects with Express Trains
■or New York, Buffalo and Dunkirk.
Mail Train at 6 25 p. m., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

s'?1 Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on

,„r!T R?llr°ad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M.,

'ndatNewVorOf,™ . hat New York at 7.30 a. m.

W. R. HUMPHREY,

Ithaca, December 4, 1871
Superintendent Cayuga Division.

pOTO THE N. Y. BARBER SHOP

^-^
FOR A FIRST-CLASS SHAVE.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI,

SHAYING AND HAIR CUTTING SALOON

Under Finch's Store, corner State and Tioga Streets.

G. A. TAPPENDEA7, Fashionable Boot and

Shoe' Maker, No. 5 North Tioga Street, up stairs.

YCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC

INSTITUTE, No. 7 and 8 Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.

Students may enter upon a course of instruction at anv

lime.

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in

variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book, Fiist and Second Reader, Phono

graphic Dictionary, and all of the best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

w. o. wyckoff,

Phonographic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y.

pHOTOGRAPH
GALLERY

OF PURDY A- FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

may be obtained at our Rooms.

A. J. I'CRDY. WM. FREAR.

SEAMAAr'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

ITitA CA A GRIC IL TURAI WAREHO ISE

and Seed Store, Nos. S, 10 and 12 West State St.,

Ithaca, N. Y. Gregg, Yan Ostrand ^cl- Drake,

wholesale and retail dealers in the latest and most

improved farm machinerv, agricultural and horti

cultural tools, grain, grass, garden and flower seeds,

etc.
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The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal roivii ;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,
That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.
We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all
Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;
Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse
He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,
A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too,in these disastrous times;
For everv dollar slipped to you he slips back twenty dimes-
Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
I o take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
1 hen shps the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind

v%tahe >'°.ur ,lttle Srist t0 him^ an^ ask him it to grind.
He II slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul
1 hat when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, tcjl toll
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too
■

Slip in yonrhttlejob to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be •

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off iust
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your

The damning bowl ofDeath, deluded fools enchanted sip
He slips away your noble name, the money from vour purse

•

He leaves you v.le and pennyless, to all the world a curse!
u e are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side

Th M?^ y,?unpady ee fond'y seeks to make his bride ;I hey both slip off together, theold parson for to see,He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back a V
We are all slipping, etc.

TllC

Pwel?r
W6arS S S''PPer' t0°' hC sHpS his tyPe r'ght

All

round^he
world he slips the news, and strange enough

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles tillAll

sj.rfc.ted they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.
We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too
■

Id slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ■

,

California s boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away-

ThP T-u ,astljmam the s^ beneath the maddened spraythen i II be slipping, etc.
'

WO5 ""TH1" Werlhnt ever t0 b<= P°or. yea, poor indeed,Who would not slip a stamp or tu„ to help a friend in need-I'rom mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

Of howby friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus

We are all slipping, etc.
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POPE AND SULTAN.

FROM THE GERMAN OF GLK1M.

0 a jolly life leads the Pope at Rome !

With money enough and to spare;

Drinking forever the best of wine,

Ah, would that the Pope I were !

But no ! he's a poor devil after all,

Alone in the Vatican ;

And he never was kissed by a German girl.

I never would be such a man.

O a jolly life the Sultan leads !

In a golden palace lives he,

Full of maidens the fairest in all the world.

O I would the Sultan be !

But he never tasted of German wine,

For he must his Koran obey;

And so the Sultan I envy not,

His maids and his palace so gay.

But O, could I share the joys of both,

'Twere a golden lot for me,

If half the time I could be the Pope,

And half could the Sultan be.

Then, darling, give me another kiss,

The Sultan am I to thee !

And brothers, fill up the glasses round,

That I also the Pope may be !

J.,'7*-

THE PROBABLE ORIGIN OF OUR PRAIRIES.

Read before the Natural History Society, by G. H Phelps.

There is good reason to suppose that the surface of the habit

able earth, in all climates and regions, which have been the abodes

of dense and civilized populations, was, with little exception, al

ready covered with a forest growth, when it first became the home

of man. This, we infer from extensive vegetable remains, as trunks,

branches, roots, fruits, seeds and leaves of trees, so often found in

conjunction with works of primitive art, in bog districts where no

forests appear to have existed since history began. Ancient re

cords also prove that large provinces, where the earth has long

been wholly without trees, were covered with almost unbroken

woods, when first made known to Greek and Roman civilization ;

and the state of a large portion of North and South America,

when first discovered by Europeans, leads to the same conclusion.

In further proof of this, it may be observed that whenever a

tract of land once cultivated is abandoned, its soil ultimately

clothes itself with a dense forest. In fact, upon surfaces not abso

lutely precipitous the special conditions required for the growth of

trees may be reduced to three.viz.: Presence of moisture in due pro

portion, exemption from perpetual frost, and from the deprdeations

ofman and browsing quadrupeds. Where these requisites are se

cured, the hardest rock is as certain to be overgrown with wood,

as is the most fertile plain j although the process is slower in the

former than in the latter case. It is even claimed by men who

have studied the subject that forests would soon cover many parts
of the Arabian and African deserts, if man and domestic animals,

especially the goat and camel, were banished from them.

In a region absolutely covered with trees, human life could not

long be sustained for want of proper food.

The depths of the forest seldom furnish roots or fruits suitable

for the nourishment of man. And the fowls and beasts on which

he feeds are scarcely seen except on the margin of the wood ; for

it is only here that the shrubs and grasses grow, and here only, are

found the seeds and insects, upon which the noncancerous birds

and quadrupeds subsist. The wild fruit and nut trees, as the plum,

cherry, the many kinds of walnut, the butternut and the hazel

yield little or nothing in the dense woods. And it is only where

trees around them are cut down, or in pastures that they become

productive. The berries too, as the strawberry, blackberry, rasp

berry and many others, scarcely bear at all except in grounds

somewhat cleared.

Many have supposed that primitive man subsisted upon the

spontaneous production of the wood.

But we know that the North American Indians did not inhabit

the interior of the forests. Their settlements were upon the sea

board and along the shores of lakes and rivers, and their weapons

and other relics are found only in the narrow open grounds which

they had burned over and cultivated, or in the margin of the woods

around their villages.

And the history of savage life seems always to present man as

inhabiting similar localities, his natural food not being found else

where.

Hence, as soon as "multiplying man" had filled these open

grounds, 'he could find room for expansion only by the removal of

portions of the forest that hemmed him in. The destruction of

the woods, then, was man's first physical conquest. The acci

dental escape of fire, or perhaps the burning of the forest by light

ning, must have first suggested the advantage in enlarging the

clearings and at the same time have pointed out a means by which

this could readily be done. As soon as agriculture had com

menced at all, it would be observed that the growth of cultivated

plants, as well as many species of wild vegetation, was particularly

rapid 'and luxuriant on soils which had been burned over; and

thus a new stimulus would be given to the practice of destroying

the woods by fire.

From this we may deduce one of the many reasons why our

prairies constitute the
most fertile portion of our country : as those

tracts which were the most productive would undoubtedly be first

cleared for agricultural purposes.
After the harvests had exhausted

the first rank fertility of the rich mould, or when weeds and briers

and the sprouting roots of trees had begun to choke the crops

these grounds would be abandoned for new ones

economy might be continued for generations;
an

preading over these same tracks each succeeding year

This rude

and the fire by

in addi-

;"ew^Touid taaUy dives, them of au their primary

covering. In many portions of the
Western States and especiaUy

n Wisconsin the fits, se.tlets found extensive tracks o Ihm woods,

of I Ik-fikeapearance, called oak openings from the predomi

nance fdfeen. species of .ha.
.ree „pon .hem. These were .fie

em l.fict pasture gronnds of the Indians brought mto .ha

aT and so kept, by partial clearing
and by .he annual burning

of
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the grass. The object of this was to attract the deer to the fresh

herbage that sprang up after the fire.

The oaks bore the scorching at least for a while, but had it been

continued regularly for a considerable length of time, they would

very probably have been destroyed. The soil would then have

been much in the prairie condition, and would have needed noth

ing but grazing for a long succession of years to make the resem

blance perfect. That the annual fires alone occasioned the pecu

liar character of the oak openings is proved by the fact that, as soon

the Indians had left the country, young trees of many species

sprang up and grew luxuriantly upon them.

There are, both on the prairies of Wisconsin and other of the

Western States and in the deep forests of Ohio, extensive remains

of a primitive people who must have been more numerous and

more advanced in art than the present Indian tribes.

The forms of the Tumuli, which abound to an unknown extent

in the Western States, and in none of them more numerously

than in Wisconsin, and the'materal of which they are made, indi

cate the work of human hands, intelligence and design. The forts and

fortifications indicate the existence of wars among them, and that

the combatants had more or less knowledge of military science.

In some of them the existence of something like brick or pottery

indicates further advances in the arts of civilization than anything

found among the Indians.

Again, it is proved, without a doubt, that the American tribes

first made their appearance on the western side of this Continent.

Fragmentary history, traditions, remains of art and other traces of

the Indian tribes all point to a western origin. And other things

being equal, it is philosophically true that the longer the country has

been inhabited by man the so much longer has it been exposed

to fires, and the more extensive must be the prairies. And it is a fact

that the farther we proceed westward the more extensive do we find

the prairies.
The occasional droughts of summer and the excessive humidity

of the soil in winter have aided, no doubt, materially in prevent

ing the growth of trees upon some portions of our prairies ; but they
have been kept off the greater portion of them since their existence

was first known to civilized man only by the annual fires, by graz

ing animals, or by cultivation. The groves and belts of trees

which are found upon the prairies, though their seedlings are occa

sionally killed by droughts or excessive moisture, extend themselves

rapidly when the seeds and shoots are protected against

fire, cattle and the plow. The prairies were the proper feeeding

grounds ofthe bison or buffalo as we commonly, though incorrectly,
call him ; and the vast number of those animals is connected as a

cause or consequence with the existence of these vast pastures.

The bison could not, of course, convert the forest into a pasture,

but would do much to prevent the pastures from becoming a

forest.

There is positive evidence that some of the American tribes pos

sessed large herds of domesticated bisons ; and since then these

animals have been very numerous in a wild state. The engineers
sent out to survey rail-road routes to the Pacific estimated the

number of a single herd seen on the plains near the upper IvI is-

souri at not less than two hundred thousand, and yet the range oc

cupied by this animal is now very much smaller in area than it

was when the whites first settled on the prairie.
The soil of the prairie is remarkable for its finely comminuted

condition ; and they are generally free from stones. To the finely

comminuted condition of the soil some of our scientific men, espe

cially Dr. Hall, ascribe the treeless character of the prairies ; but

have not the fires which have swept over them annually for two

thousand years had much to do with this fineness and lightness of

the soil ? It is certain that fire exerts an important influence on

the texture and condition of the soil over which it passes.

It consumes a portion of the half decayed vegetable mould

which serves to hold its mineral particles together and to retain

the water of precipitation, and thus loosens, pulverizes and dries

the earth.

Again : one of the strongest objections to the theory that the

prairies were formerly covered with a dense forest growth is that

remains of forest vegetation are seldom or never found beneath

their surface. This objection however has in itself not sufficient

force to disprove our theory ; as the conversion of the forest into

prairie by fire may have commenced at such an early period as to

render all evidence of an original forest growth obscure.

But what became of this evidently ancient and numerous people,
whom we consider as the primary agents in converting the woods

into prairies, whether they migrated to some remote land under

the attraction of- a more genial climate, or whether they were

swept out of existence by epidemic or famine is a question proba

bly beyond the power of human investigation to answer.

AN OLD POEAI BY DANIEL WEBSTER.

[To the many who have never read the following we think it will have in

terest enough to warrant us in giving it a reprint. The lines were written by

request in a ladyEs album at the time of LafayetteEs last visit to this country,
on the same page with Lafayette's autograph. We give them as we find them,

though having some suspicions that a word or two near the close has been

changed in the hands of some careless compositor.]
Dear lady, I a little fear

'Tis dangerous to be writing here.

His hand who bade our eagle fly,
Trust his young wings and mount the sky,
Who bade across Atlantic tide

New thunders sweep, new navies ride,

Has traced his lines of trembling age,

His autograph upon this page.

Higher than that eagle soars,
Louder than that thunder roars,

His name shall o'er the world be sounding
And o'er the waves of time be bounding,
While thousands as obscure as I

Cling to his skirts he still will fly
And spring in immortality.
If by his name I write my own

'Twill make where I am not known.

The cold salute w ill meet my ear,
"

Pray, stranger, how did you come here ?
"

THE FISHER MAIDEN.

GERMAN OF HEINE.

O my pretty fisher maiden,
Draw your boat to land ;

Come and sit beside me, darling,
Lay in mine your hand.

Rest your head upon my bosom,
H be not so shy !

I 'En- more dreadful is the ocean

Which you trust than I.

Sweet, my heart is like the ocean

With its ebb and flow,
And its pearls of rarest beauty
Resting deep below, D. S. J.
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CORRESPOA'DEA'CE.

THE CHEMICAL CI.UB.

The last regular meeting of this club was held in its room, Xo. S; Casca

dilla, on Saturday, Aprif 20.

Mr. Aubert commenced to read an article upon the Ammonio-Copper Ba

ses, but at the request of the author the reading was postponed until the next

regular meeting.
Mr. Hoppock then read an article upon the Daguerreotype process, in

which he gave a short treatise on some of the most important manipulations.
Mr. Moffat delivered the first of a series of papers to be delivered before

this society, upon the chemical composition of the tissues ofthe human body.
The next regular meeting will be held on Saturday evening, May 4. All

are respectfully invited to attend. Secretary.

NA RURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

At the last fortnightly meeting, April 27th, the society listened to an ac

count by Mr. Derby of the examination of the island of Marajo or Johannes
wilh reference not only to its general topography and life but more especially
to the remains of Indian antiquities found there. The speaker gave a descrip
tion of the scenery of the island and ofthe bayou-like streams which they fol

lowed in their explorations, and at last of the remains of ancient pottery.

These they found most abundant upon a large mound which forms an island

in one of the small lakes. The mound was apparently the site of an ancient

town and built up to a great extent from the debris which would naturally ac

cumulate through the slow, wasting effects of time. Digging to a considera

ble depth remains were still found indicating the great length of time which

must have been consumed in raising the mound to its present height by ordi

nary accumulations. The pottery comprised a great variety of forms and

patterns, from ordinary household ware to the large burying jars, and was in

many cases covered with inscriptions different from any writings now known.

Mr. Seybolt next read a paper on the skeleton of the mastodon lately ex

humed on the farm of A. J. Mitchell, near Otisville, Orange countv, New

York. The facts of the case were drawn from the personal observation of

the speaker and were consequently listened to with much interest. The skel

eton was discovered December last in a deep wet swamp. The bones found

up to the Ist of April were the ribs, vertebrae, head, pelvis, and bones of the

forelegs, indeed all the bones except those of the hind legs, lower jaw and

tusks, which undoubtedly will be found ere long. The head is of astonishing
size and measures three feet, seven inches across the top and over four feet in

length. Of the teeth the back tooth extends seven inches along the jaw and

has a width of three inches. The tusk-holes are seven inches in diameter and

extend three feet into the head. The shoulder blades are each two feet in

length and about the same in breadth. And the ribs, some thirty in number,

measure in the longest between five and six feet. The pelvis bone, which was

taken out entire, measures in its greatest extent five feet, seven inches. The

skeleton as a whole is supposed to be the largest yet discovered. When set

up it will be fourteen feet in height and twenty-five feet in length. Twigs of

coniferous trees, leaves, and other vegetable matters were found between the

ribs, and tufts of dun brown hair from two to seven inches in length were

found outside. Concerning the deposits in which the skeleton was found the

upper layer from, five to fifteen inches in thickness, consisted of common black

swamp dirt; beneath was a layer of coarse, fibrous peat quite dry in its char

acter and varying from two to four and one-half feet in thickness ; below this

was a stratum of coarsemarl a foot in thickness, then a curious layer of grass,

matted and quite well preserved ; then another layer of marl, below which

appeared the clay which is supposed to underly the region roundabout. The

bones were found chiefly in the lower strata, but a few occurred in the upper.

The
swamp is at the eastern base of the Shawangttnk mountains, and the un

der stratum sloped eastward disclosing sea washed cobble stones and marine

shells. The bones are of a brownish color, undoubtedly being impregnated

with oxyd of iron. No disposition has yet been made of the skeleton, but it

will be sold to the highest bidder.

The speaker gave a detailed and instructive account of the anatomy and

the geological history of the mastodon, but want of space prevents farther

report of it.

The next meeting of the society will be held on Saturday evening, May n.

Corresponding Secretary.

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION.

A regular meeting of this association was held last Tuesday evening, in

he Faculty Room at Cas»dilla, the Vice-President,
C. E. L.pe, presiding.

The first paper was read by I. NE Kn,pp, on the subject of water applied
as a motive power. After briefly referring to the physical agencies by which
this inexhaustible supply of power is produced, he gave the formula for as-

certain, ng the amount of power to be derived from a certain fall of water as
follows: "The total amount of moving force developed between any two

points of a watercourse will be found by multiplying the weight of water which
passes by the difference of the levels of the two points." He then spoke of
the various mechanical contrivances which have been invented to utilize this
power, and of the water-wheels designed for this special purpose. He first
spoke of that class in which the axes are horizontal, then of those in which the
axes are vertical, giving the form of each class necessary to produce the best
results. This was an interesting paper, and, it is hoped, may be followed by
one on the recent improvements in water-wheels.

Mr. Giddings then read a paper on mechanical engineering, showing how

this'profession, formerly a branch of civil engineering, had now become a dis
tinct and separate profession. This has been the natural result owing to the

rapid strides made by progress and improvement, especially in the applica
tions of steam and machinery to industrial, commercial and manufacturing en

terprises. Success in this, as in all other scientific professions, depends on the

judicious combination of theory and practice. The writer then referred to the

wide field of labor open to the mechanical engineer for improvement in that

special direction, and urged the specialty of pursuits both in theory and prac
tice.

A series of papers on steam engineering is expected from Mr. Giddings, of
which this one is but an introduction.

Mr. Lawson then read a very instructive and interesting paper on steam

generators, beginning with the first accounts we liave of the practical use of

steam, by referring to the
"

seething pots
"

used among the Jews and Egyp
tians, which, like the cauldrons mentioned in the book of Ezekiel, were used

for the softening of bones and boiling of flesh. To do this, as in the process

of making gelatine at the present time, the steam must have been at a very

high pressure, necessitating a strong and close covered vessel. He then re

ferred to the hot baths of the Romans, which investigation of the ruins of

Pompeii has proved were supplied with hot water from boilers ranged one

above another. Steam was also used at an early day to produce an artificial

draft for furnaces. Space does not permit the extended notice which this pa

per deserves. We are glad to learn this is the first of a series of papers on

this subject by Mr. Lawson.

Mr. Jaycox then resigned the office of Recording, Secretary, on account of

leaving the University to engage in practical engineering work.

e\fter electing C. M. Giddings to fill the vacancy, the meeting was ad

journed, to meet the second of May. Secretary.

ORIGIN OF NERVE FORCE.

Mr. St. Clair Gray has lately published a paper upon theorigin of nerve

force, which he illustrates by what he considers to be a new source of elec

tricity. In the course of some of his experiments he prepared a cell contain

ing a solution of caustic potash, in which sticks of phosphorus and sulphur

were placed ; and within half an hour he found that, while the sulphur was

apparently unaffected, the phosphorus was reduced to an oily mass at the bot

tom of the cell. After a time, however, it was ascertained that several salts

of potassium occurred in the solution, and that the selphur at the point of

contact with the phosphorus had sustained a considerable loss of substance.

Similar conditions being found at the end of three months, the phosphorus

still fluid, and the sulphur having a continued waste, the amount of electricity

generated was tested by Thomson's electrometer, and the electric motive

force was discovered to be 162 ° ; and as a Daniell cell only gave 120 °, the

difference in favor of the new cell was 42 °. The constancy of this battery
was shown by its continuing to work steadily after the expiration of several

months.

e\cting upon these hints, Mr. Gray proceeds to suggest a new hypothesis

in regard to the origin of nerve force ; and, starting with the assumption that

nerve power has in it an electric element, he endeavored to ascertain its

source, and finally thinks it is to be found in the sulphur and phosphorus ot

the human body, as the brain is known to contain a considerable amount ot

phosphorus, while sulphur exists in the liver, and an alkaline solution is in

circulation between them. He took a frog, and having secured anaesthesia by
the application^ chloroform, an incision was made through the abdominal

walls in the right hypochondriac region, and a copper wire passed into the

substance of the liver. The eyeball vvas then pierced, and a similar piece of

copper wire brought in contact with the brain by passing it through the optic
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foramen. The free extremities of the copper wires were then brought in con

tact with the exposed sciatic nerve of another frog's hind-leg, when powerful

convulsions were immediately induced in the muscles.

Fortified by this experiment, Mr. Gray thinks that a portion, at least, of

this current is generated by the action of the alkaline fluid on the sulphur and

phosphorus contained in the organs mentioned. Although the living body is

known to have other sources of electricity, Mr. Gray thinks that the prime

agent in nervo-motor power is derived from the reaction of the brain and liv

er, especially in view of the fact that the kidneys excrete about seventy-two

grains per diem of phosphoric acid, and of sulphuric acid nearly one hundred

grains are produced per diem, chiefly from the brain and liver.

Mr. Gray also thinks that the sympathetic nerve, with its branches and

ganglia, is not a separate or isolated system, but merely a constituent part of

the general nervous system, having the function of regulating the movements

of involuntary muscular fibre, and obtaining its nerve force from the brain.

An arrangement similar to that of the Leyden-jar is suggested, as occurring

in the membranes inclosing the viscera, the lungs, the heart, and the great
serous cavities of the body.

—

Harpers.

PROFESSOR SAIITH ON THE ENGLISH ARISTOCRACY.

Mr. Goldwin Smith, in a refreshing spasm of Republicanism, has been

sending hot shot into that citadel of British conservatism, the House of

Lords. He calls its exclusively hereditary character historically an accident

and a usurpation, and describes con amore the way in which the original ele

ment, itself not very noble, has received accessions from exceedingly ques

tionable sources. From the time of Elizabeth, peerages have been acquired

mainly in the baser ways
—

by sale, by infamous court favoritism, or as reward
for infamous services ; through the eighteenth century they were a regular

part of the bribery fund of all the corrupt leaders of Parliamentary factions.

On borough-mongers were bestowed the highest titles of the peerage, while

the lowest was tossed to Nelson. The impetuous Professor declares that the

source of its nobility is no more lost in antiquity than that of Shoreditch, and
wants to know if any soul in this century is superstitious enough to believe

that a Pittite borough-monger can have transmitted to his descendants quali
ties which entitle them to rule England forever. He criticises remorselessly
the selfish, degrading, an* obstructive policy of the oligarchy, and asserts

that the House, so far from being a seat of deliberate wisdom, where meas

ures undergo maturer consideration than in the less conservative Assembly—
a fast nobleman of twenty-one being supposed a graver personage than the

popular representative of sixty—it never gives any real consideration what
ever to any popular measure. Every one of them is condemned before its
arrival there, and the discussion is a mere wavering of the balance between
hate and fear. Of course, a national government unswayed by class interest
is what the Professor urges as the remedy for evils which he describes with
all a Liberal's vehemence.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN IVOAIEN COAIPARED.

Perhaps the greatest difference between the American and the French
woman is in the voice. That of the former is pitched in a high key, is thin
often metallic, and rises at times almost to a shriek. The Gallic woman's has
more volume, is sympathetic and deeper. A harmonious tone in conversation
is cultivated, and there are gentle vibrations in the timbre, which exert a mag
netic influence where there is a desire to please. It is powerful in declama
tion, as in the mouth of a Rachel, and soft and

'inning in the quiet of pri
vate life. It is a head-voice in America ; in France it is from the chest I

nasal sounds,[uniike those of New England, come up vibrating from the chest
and throat with strong support from the mouth, and thus modified are free
from the undignified and discordant twang of the eastern coast.

The face of the American woman is more beautiful than that of any other
country. It has delicacy of coloring and feature, and finesse and intellectual
ity in expression ; but the body supporting the head, regarded from an artis
tic and hygienic point of view, is inferior. For breathing and digesting the
upper part is lacking in depth, and for the functions of a mother the hips' are
too narrow. In a word, the American is more fragile; she is hardly a Diana
and the French is something more, although not the Hebe of Rubens.

The French woman's face is as handsome as that of any other in Europe
and fades more slowly. At forty she glides into an embonpoint with an un'
wrinkled face and a good complexion-at the age when the fflgl,sh woman

becomes heavy-necked and frowsy, and the American pale and wrinkled. The
climate has something to do with this, but doubtless her nourishing food,
generous wine, and out-of-door air, much more. Her mode of living c< ntrib-

utes thereto— the exercise and development of each function in a more natu-

ral and sensuous manner than with us. There are ascetic ideas in America
which have a tendency to retard the physical development of woman ; for

mind molds rratter. The extremes of American life are unfavorable to a

healthy growth, in its fastness as well as its asceticism, where the flesh is

corrupted by dissipation or mortified by certain religious teachings. Aside

from these causes it is a prevalent notion that it is beneath the dignity of man

and woman to occupy themselves with what they shall eat and what they
shall drink.

The American has more intellect than her French sister, but the latter has
softness where she has pertness. There is nervous excitability and clever

ness in one, mellowness and equality of character in the other. The forced

brilliant vitality of women in America is subject to fits of reaction, for nature
has its limit. In the French woman the mind is more even and cheerful and

in the absence of exhaustive and irregular demands made upon it the uniform

health is better.

It qualities of a purely mental character the equal ofthe American woman

cannot perhaps be found in the world ; but with all her knowledge and intellec
tual activity, she lacks that which made the Greeks what they have been, and
the French what they are—organic cultivation. Entwined in these words are

taste and art. A riper civilization, though not a purer, will invest her with a

knowledge of these things and a harmony of character not now possessed.
and with it will come, alas! that decadence in morals which always marches
on the heels of the beautiful in every age and in every climate. It is sad that

such heavy tribute should be exacted as the price of an added enjoyment, but
art is inexorable.—"TheFrench at Home," by Albert Rhodes, in April Galaxy.

WHAT AAIERICAAT POETRY IS.

KY \V. B. WEEDEX.

A great subject should be treated reverently ; and it is with hesitation
we suggest that there is an American idea waiting for expression in the loftier

and more stately forms of poetry. Besides the well-known and recognized
writers in metre, we have had poets in this busy nation. The toilsome state

craft of Mr. Seward will soon be forgotten, but the poem he made will never
die. Though only two words, they were enough :

"

the irrepressible con

flict
"

will live after all who read these pages are lost. Choate made a satire
in " the glittering generalities," which will outlast his shining acts before ju-
ries. Webster scattered gems of poetry all over his work. His "morning
drum-beat

"

will endure when the empire is broken. Wh?t history will ever
omit his " Keeping step to the music of the Union !

"

His whole life, in

fact, was a poem. Notwithstanding the statements of fiery moralists, this
generation begins to see that Webster's real work was to educate a people to

the knowledge of the underlying principles of this government, the germ
ideas of his time. He did it, dying broken hearted. Without his life, or one
like it, we should have had no Union after Sumter. Greater ideas than these,
even, have been embodied in this fruitful time. The exile at Chiselhurst has
connected his name with another brief poem. He used the " irresistible log
ic of events," whether he invented it or not. Is not this terrible force in
modern life akin to the fate that drove the Greek drama in an iron round of

destiny? Not the same, but similar, working in a different civilization, in
different times, among different people, it expresses an idea quite as deep,
quite as fearful, as the dreadful sisters of the olden time.

In Lincoln, we see this grand dramatic element bringing forth power and

victory. Sometimes it ground him to the earth in agony, but he infused it
with a fa.th that finally prevailed over it. Lincoln was an American, but his
faith was more than Saxon : it was Hebrew, Semitic, in its strength and sim

plicity.
Here are poems already acted, and yet to be written. We venture these

thoughts diffidently, for the subject is serious. It is altogether beyond the

flippant ideas that prevail over so much of the literature of our country.
When the favored child of art comes who shall, with seeing eve, read these
lives of the American heroes, he will give us the true poetrv' of the New
W or Id. 1 hen all these bits of realism will melt in the crucible, like crude
and broken glass ; the worker will be genius; he will bring forth only crys
tals of truth, and these will be shining, fair, pure.-/V,.„, Old and Neio fo,
Afrit.

J

REGIMEN OF HEALTH.
There is a wisdom in this beyond the rules of physic: a man's own obser

vation, what he finds good of and what he finds hurt of, is the best physic to
preserve health ; but tt is a safer conclusion to say "This agreeth not well
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with me, therefore I will not continue it" than this, "I find no offense of

this, therefore I may use it;
"

for strength of nature in youth passeth over

many excesses which are owing a man till his age. Discern of the coming on

of years and think not to do the same things still, for age will not be defied.

Beware of sudden change in any great point of diet, and if necessary enforce

it, fit the rest to it ; for it is a secret both in nature ami state that il is safer

to change many things than one. Examine thy customs of diet, sleep, exer

cise, apparel and the like, and try, in anything thou shalt judge hurtful, to dis-

continue it little by little; but so as if thou dost find any inconvenience by the

change thou come back to it again ; for it is hud to distinguish that which is

generally held good and wholesome from that which is good particularly and

fit for thine own body. To be free minded and cheerfully disposed at hours

of meat and sleep and of exercise is one of the best precepts of long lasting.
As for the passions and studies of the mind avoid envy, anxious fears, anger,

fretting inwards, subtle and knotty inquisitions, joys and exhilarations in ex

cess, sadness not communicated. Entertain hopes, mirth rather than joy, va

riety of delights rather than surfeit of them; wonder and admiration, and

therefore novelties ; studies ti.at fill the mind with splendid objects, as histo

ries, fables and contemplations of nature. If you fly physic in health alto

gether it will be too strange for your body when you shall need it ; if you

make it too familiar it will work no extraordinary effect when sickness cometh.

I commend rather some diet for certain seasons than frequent use of physic,

except it be grown into a custom ; for these diets alter the body more and

trouble it less. Despise no new accident in your body but ask opinion of it.

In sickness respect health principally, and in health action, for those that put

their bodies to endure in health may, in most sicknesses which are not very

sharp, be cured only with diet and tendering. Celstis could never have spoken
it as a physician had he not been a wise man withal when he giveth it for one

ofthe great precepts of health and lasting that a man do vary and interchange

contraries, but with an inclination to the more benign extreme ; use fasting and

full eating, but rather full eating; watch and sleep, but rather sleep ; sitting and

exercise, but rather exercise and the like ; so shall nature be cherished and yet

taught masteries. Physicians are some of them so pleasing and conformable

to the humor of the patient as they press not the true cure of the disease ; and

some others are so regular in proceeding according to art for the disease as

they respect not sufficiently the condition of the patient. Take one of a mid

die temper, or if it may not be found in one man combine two of either sort ;

and forget not to call as well the best acquainted with your body as the best

reputed of for his faculty.
—Lord Bacon, in 1597.

GOOD AA LURE.

Mr. Beecher says: "There is so much care in life, so many that are

victims of low spirits, so much of sorrow, so many that are languid through

sickness or grief, or watching, or want, that any one who can throw a ray of

light upon their spirits is a benefactor indeed. Good nature is the most prac

tical of all kinds of benevolence. It gives itself forth without measure. It

shines, like the sun, into all places, high and low alike. It chooses nothing,

but blesses all without discrimination. It allays strifes, pours oil upon fric

tion, lightens the tasks of life, and diffuses a cheer and glow which wine can

not give; and all this, too, while the cause of all this blessing is himself,

blessed above all.

Some men are good-natured in spots, some are good-natured when they

have their own way, or have fallen upon some good luck; some are good-

natured when at ease, but cross when burdened; some are good-natured in

company, and cross at home—all smiles and geniality in the store, and among

customers, but lowering and moping at home. Now and then we find a real

son of light—a hero of the luminous heart ! One who beams forth always

like summer upon all, everywhere ; whom all men bless when he comes, and

all miss when he goes ! Such men ought to wearcrowns. They do. Grate

ful thoughts, love and joy form the crown. They wear it unconsciously, but

a hundred hearts place it upon their heads, and they go crowned with fight

all their days !
"

IMPRISONMENT.

The subject of imprisonment as a punishment for crime has been often

discussed. But the best method of imprisonment has not yet been reached

by legislation or authority. Our limits forbid extended remarks, but we will

simply say that crime is disease, and ought to be made the subject of cure.

When a man becomes so diseased with crime that he must be sent to prison,

which is the place where we want to make him well—or we say we do— there

ought to be some remedy for his disorder in that place. This seems to be a

common-sense view to take of the matter. What, then, shall be the remedy?
Who shall be the doctors ? What treatment is proposed ? These are plain
ipiestions. Who will respond to them r The work of curing a soul is worth

thinking about surely. We speak now of a diseased soul in pi i 11, where we

can reach it. Men or women in prison are removed from causes of crime.

When a physician wishes to cure disease he first seeks to know the cause of

it. When he learns the cause he seeks the remedy. We ought to work in

like manner when a criminal comes under our treatment, we ought to learn

the cause of his crime and apply a remedy. Have we remedies in our prison
system ? That is the question. Men or women in disease wish to be cured.

Does a criminal wish to he cured ? We say that our prison system is not vin

dictive but remedial. If it be remedial, it ought to provide means to cure

the disease it treats. The disease is crime in man or woman. Does it cure

crime ?

An international convention is called to consider prison systems. Who

will suggest a prison system as it ought to be ? W'e propose to do so. Sim

ply, why should the prison be made a place of torture ? The convict ought
to feel that he is cared for by somebody. Nine-tenlhs of our convicts are

poor, friendless men and women. Some have been led to crime through bad

company. Some have committed offences against property, others against
life. They ought to lie classified in prison. The least hardened ought to be

associated. A writer on this subject in the Inaependent says that "all sys-

leiii.s of reformatory discipline are rapidly giving ground before that known

as 'The Irish system,' because first put in practice in Ireland by Captain
Crofton. Under that system a criminal is allowed to purchase the shortening
of his term by persistent good behavior; and that his persistence may become

a feature in his character and useful to him in after life, he is required to dis

play it, not under the check of bolts and bars, and rules, but in liberty. That

is, he is allowed to get out into the world, under a certain amount of super

vision and with liability to recall at any moment, and thus strengthen his will

by actual contact with temptation and with the ordinary difficulties of life."

This system is the right one. Give a man or woman cofivicted of crime the

opportunity to reform and the help of reforming agencies. Give the patient

such medicine as he or she requires for the disease treated. Men and women

are not bad by nature. What we want is to restore them to society as tood

citizens, not to shut them up from society as wild animals. Grant that some

convicts are wild animals. Wild animals may be tamed. We must find

means to tame criminals.—Republican.

VANITY.

The vanity of great men, when it stimulates them to exertions useful to

mankind, is that species of vanity which seems to approach the nearest to

virtue, and which we most readily pardon for its effects ; and indeed so much

are we inclined to view actions by their splendor, or their importance, rather

than by their motives, that we can hardly agree to call by the name of vain, a

man who has exercised consummate and successful ability upon great objects;

whereas, there is a vanity of great and a vanity of little minds, and the same

passion regulates a ceremony which saves or ruins a kingdom. It is better,

to be sure, that good (if it cannot be done for the best) should be done from

any motive, rather than not at all ; but the dignity of the fact can never com

municate purity to the intention. True religion consists not only in action,

but in the mind with which we act ; and the highest beneficence which flows

from vanity, though it may exalt us in the eyes of men, abases us in the view

of God.—Sydney Smith.

Rosa Bonheur's Highland Cattle.
—The best paintings are not the

work of a hasty hand. Rosa Bonhettr was making her first tour in the High

lands with some English friends. As they drove across from Loch Lomond

to Loch Katrine by Inversnaid, on a day gray with Scotch mist, suddenly an

advanced picket of rough little Highland cattle— red, black, and dun, with

shaggy manes hanging low over their fiery eyes, between their wide-spreading

horns—emerged from the mist, and, blowing the breath from their nostrils,

took a deliberate suivey of the travelers from a rocky eminence overhanging

the road. Rosa Bonheur sprang up delighted, took in the group with an in

tense look, as if photographing them in her mind, and saying, as if half to her

self,
" I'll paint that,"

sat down again. The journey ended, she bought a lit

tle stock of Highland sheep and cattle, and commenced to study them, to draw

and paint them" in all attitudes. After about eighteen months of constant

studyshe commenced the painting of that very picture of which she had, as it

were, taken a negative on her sensitized mental plate, nearly two years before

—the picture of The Highland cattle looking out of the mist. She was occu-

pied about two months in painting \t.—Ex.
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APOLOGY.

The present issue of the Era is not out on time owing to

the delay in shipment of material necessary for its publication.

THE EAIBERS RAKED OPEN.

We do not believe in harping on dead issues nor in irritating

partially healed wounds, but it is generally better to remove from

the flesh a deeply driven thorn than to leave it festering undis

turbed because, in drawing it out a sore spot must be touched, and

the wounds perhaps be temporarily enlarged ; and we are aware

that a bed of smouldering embers will burn out much sooner if ju

diciously aired than if left unstirred. And we feel it due to our

selves and the University t<5 say a few words on a subject concern

ing which our language has been so generally misinterpreted as it

has regarding the
"

gate lifting
"

of last fall.

We omitted to make any reply to the many unjust attacks made

on us at the time, as we did not wish to take up the subject unless

free to express any view we might entertain, and we were aware

that the agitation of the matter just then would react unfavorably
on the students suspended from the University in consequence of

it. And even now we should not review this question were there

not a fe?v* interesting facts relating to it, not generally known

amon^bur readers. These we will state after defining our own

position.
We have been repeatedly charged with defending and apologizing

for the practice of gate lifting. These charges we deny point blank,
and refer to the files of Tm: Era to substantiate the denial. We

have never, at least in our editorial columns, published a single

paragraph which the sharpest and most unscrupulous enemy could

torture into a semblance to such a defense, nor by which the most

blunt-brained blockhead need be deceived.

Our first editorial on this subject was in number seven of the

present volume. In this we expressed our sentiments quite fully,
and we have never expressed conflicting ones. To be sure we

found some fault with the decision of the justice who fined stu

dents ten dollars each without any testimony, good, bad or indiffer

ent, against them. But this does not imply that we should have

said the same had the prisoners been proved guilty. It is true

that we thought the action of the Faculty injudicious in suspend

ing a student whom they did not even suspect of having been en

gaged in the affair, except as a spectator. This may have been a

mistaken idea on our part, but it was not a defense of gate lifting,
and that is all we care to establish just here ; and novv we ask

those croakers who still continue to harp on the improprieties of

the grounds we took, to point us out the sentence in which we tie-

fended this kind of lawlessness.

If we criticised in a disrespectful manner the action of the jus
tice before whom the case was tried, it was because that manner

best expressed our feelings at the time, and not because we be

lieved gate lifting to be right. And for the comfort of those who

were so jubilant over the result of the trial ; for the information of

our readers generally and to show to the world the mighty force in

the
" admonition

"

of this terrible magistrate, we state that the fine

of ten dollars each has never been enforced and that there is hard

ly a possibility that it ever can be.

It must be recollected that the counsel for the defense appealed
from the surprising decision of the magistrate, and that our last

statement on this point was that the case was to go to a higher
court. We made this statement supposing that our learned mag

istrate had faith enough in his own action to attempt to sustain it.

But it seems that his dogged persistency in carrying his points, he

did not exactly relish the idea of sending in to an appellate court

a report of a case in which he had imposed a fine of ten dollars

each on several persons, where not a word of testimony against
them had been adduced. It probably dawned upon his mind that

the higher court might not be willing to fine every student whom

a lot of unskilled specials had arrested without being able to bring

any charges against them ; even though it might be proven con

clusively that a certain Ithaca magistrate had, upon a certain

morning, been obliged to search during the full period of fifteen

minutes in order to recover his own front gate. The said gate

having been wickedly and feloniously stolen, taken and carried

away during the preceeding night by some person or persons un

known, against the peace of the State and contrary to the statutes

in such case made and provided.
Whatever may have been the reasons, it is certain that he has

never sent in his statement of the case, and vve venture the asser

tion that he dare not risk his reputation by so doing. So it must

be generally conceded, that

"
Of all great talk e'er made o'er little wool,

Of all big bubbles by fool's breath filled full,"

there never was a more ridiculous farce from beginning to end,
than that trial closing as it did with the justice's solemn admoni

tion, delivered with such an absurd attempt at impressiveness.
Ne trust we shall not be again misunderstood. We do not

defend gate lifting. We do not blame town authorities for arrest

ing gate lifters and imposing fines on them. But just what we do

object to is the idea that any student may be made to answer for

_

what some other person only supposed to be a student has done.

And that is what we were complaining of in our editorial articles

that 'nave been so generally misstated.

Aside from the reasons before stated for calling up this matter,

we have felt that it was due to those charged with " riotous and

disorderly conduct in the streets of Ithaca
"

to give such an expla
nation of the case as would show that there is no proof that the

charge is a just one. Had the magistrate dared to allow the case

to be tried before an appellate court, we should have contented

ourselves with a simple report of the result, but where he has not

allowed those arrested to prove their innocence, it seems proper
that we recur to the subject. As this is not likely to come up

again, we wish before closing to call the attention of both students

and citizens to the debt of gratitude they mutually owe to O. G.

Howard Est]., who so generously volunteered his valuable services

in defending those arrested. But for his appeal that unjust fine

must have been enforced. And it was not until he became per

sonally responsible for its payment that the justice consented to re

lease the prisoners after the appeal was made. These services

Mr. Howard performed unsolicited, and for them accepted no

pay.

Had a forced payment of the fine been exacted at that time, in
the excitement following, things would undoubtedly have been
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done which would make students and town people avowed ene

mies. The Faculty could not consistently have reversed their sus

pension action, and those who were of and with the students at the

time can best conjecture what the results must have been.

We do not speak of a debt of gratitude for saving the guilty from

punishment, but for sustaining the truth that a student has the

same legal rights that any other man possesses, and that he can

not be punished in law for other men's offences.

We repeat that in our opinion the sooner all parties concerned

learn to treat students as individuals, and to hold each one respon

sible only for his own acts, so much the sooner may the old war

between town and gown come to an end, and a feeling of mutual

confidence between students and Faculty exist.

THE ERA OFFICE.

All those who have favored us with a call at our
" Sanctum

"

will admit that The Era needs a new office. It is possible that

some, with whom it has been our fate to differ in opinion, may

think that it is not worth while to foster such a perverse sheet as

ours. But it is quite certain that The Era will continue to exist

whether under favorable or unfavorable circumstances ; and it is

quite as certain that many outside the institution whether justly or

unjustly will continue to form their estimates of our University

from the character of its college paper.

Novv we maintain that The Era would be much improved by

establishing a convenient and permanent office in the Sibley build

ing or as near it as possible ; so that communication between ed

itors and printer would be easy. With the present arrangement

anything like systematic management is next to impossible and a

much greater amount of time and labor are now required to pro

duce the present Era, than with a suitble office, would be neces

sary to produce a far better one. And since the institution is to

be in part judged by this little sheet, it seems to us both proper

and judicious that the authorities should make every reasonable

effort to aid the paper. It i^ now too late to do anything in this

way to benefit the present volume.
" Our die is cast." But be

fore our successors take charge of the paper we would like to see a

permanent Era office established somewhere about the Sibley

building.
It would be idle for us to make any definite suggestion in the

matter, since in such cases the student only proposes,
while the

executive committee or some generous donator disposes, and, we

are sorry to state, that it is oftenest the first named body, and that

its way of
"

disposing
"

is usually a very summary one.

But we are still certain that The Era needs an office, whether

or not it deserves or gets one.

enough to get a good view of the buildings in this manner ; so the

plan had to be changed and arrangements made for taking a view

from some other point. We are now pleased to state that the neg

atives have been taken from a point near where the Sage Building
is to be erected, and that the pictures are now printing as rapidly
as convenient from twelve negatives. So we trust that in about

two weeks we shall be ready to supply our regular subscribers and

shall fill outside orders as soon as possible afterwards.

That Mr. Beardsley is the artist who executes these pictures is

a sufficient guaranty of their merit.

The pictures will all be alike except that the groups of students

on the campus and about the buildings are different on each neg

ative. Many of those in the foremost groups can be readily re

cognized by their acquaintances. Those who wish to procure extra

copies will please send in their names at once, as only a limited

number will be issued. Papers with the photograph will be sold

at the regular price.

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE AT THE UNIVERSITY! !

Haven't heard of any fire at the Universitv ? Xeither have we.

And what is more we don't know what could be done about it if

one should break out. There isn't wnter enough available in such

case to put out the fire in a good sized smudge. And we don't

believe there is a single water bucket to be found about the whole

establishment. If there is, it is certain that the night watchman

does not know where it is. Would the expense of furnishing and

keeping filled with water, a few second hand hogsheads, be unwar

ranted in the present financial condition of the institution ? Or is

the danger of fire so slight that it is not to be guarded against ?

What was to hinder making a reservoir much larger than the

one partially completed between the South University and the

Mc Graw buildings ? The hollow there is to be filled with some

thing, and why wouldn't it be about as cheap to make the reser

voir as to fill it with earth ?

We recollect the authorities provided excellent locks last year

after valuable property had been stolen. We recollect the village

corporation supplied the fire department with first-class steam en

gines after a large part
of the town burned down, and we have

faith enough in the business tact of the University authorities, to

to believe that they will take some precaution to guard against

fires after the present set of buildings
are burned.

THAT THO TOGRATH AGAIN.

We wish again to state that
"
we contemplate furnishing each

of our subscribers with a complete and elegant photograph of the

University buildings in a few weeks, a photograph which wiU be

the first one ofthe kind ever taken of Cornell University." The

reasons why we have been so delayed in giving this picture are

these. It was the design of the artist to photograph the buildings

from West Hill by the aid of a telescopic instrument. The instru

ment was perfected at considerable cost last fall, but not until the

unusually early snows had covered the ground. Then the long

foggy season fallowed, and finally when the spring opened it was

found that the atmosphere of the place is seldom if ever clear

THE CORNELL MINSTRELS.

This newly organized troupe will give their first entertainment

to the students and citizens of Ithaca next Friday evening. W e

are unable to announce the programme, but
are credibly informed

that they will bring before the audience some original scenes of a

peculiar local interest. Judging from what we know of those who

compose the company
we can promise that it will be unqualifiedly

a good thing for those who enjoy a laugh and place a due value on

nure fun We also feel an especial interest in the success of this

enterprise as the proceeds are to go to the aid of boating here

And anyone
who is willing to contribute his mite for the good of

the cause can here have an opportunity
to do so and get the worth

of all his money back again in fun. So we trust that students in

stead of patronizing outside shows of the kind, will save their

„nd patronize home talent displayed for the benefit of

home interest.
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ROBERT COLL YENS LECTURE.

Kvkryhoi.v here will be glad to learn that Robert Collyer is

soon to deliver a public lecture in town under the auspices of the

Irving and Adelphi societies. We do not know whether or not he

will bring that famous horse shoe about which so many misstate

ments have been made ; but whether he can bear off the palm in

making horse-shoes, or not, no one doubts his ability to deliver an

excellent lecture in an intersting manner; and possibly to listen to

this lecture will be worth as much as to look at one of his best

made horse-shoes.

PERSONAL.

Tames Rcssel Lowell last month gave his daughter in marriage to Mr.

Toseph Burnett, of Boston, a graduate of Harvard in the class of '70.

Johnnie Ci .ait, known among the ball circles of Ithaca as a playist of un

common ability, has concluded to play this season with the Mansfield Club, of

Middletown, Connecticut. He i.s a host in himself, both as a gentleman and

a ball-player. The club has becone a professional organization and has played

a number of games with professional chilis. Yale will now have a chance to

practice with a first-class nine.

Goldwin Smith commenced his course in Knglisli History last Monday.

The first lecture took up the beginning of history in England. He is in excel

lent health after his sojourn in Canada.

Rodgers, of.'72, who was so unfortunate as to fracture a limb some time

since, ascended the hill last Tuesday for the first time in six weeks.

Tallmaoe, of '71, was in town last Sabbath.

Dr. Chai>i;oUR.\'E, the newly elected President of Williams College, is

what we usually term a self-made man. Up to the age of seventeen he

worked on a New England farm during the summer and in a carpenter's shop
in winter, receiving the greater part of his early education at home. The

next two years he spent in a drug store, and at the age of nineteen he entered

"

Phillips Exeter Academy
"

with a cash capital of twenty-three dollars.

Here he supported himself by writing. He graduated at Williams in 1S4S
and has gradually won his way to the highest position in his Alma Mater.

Pillshukv, of '74, has returned to Kingston Plains. We trust that no
"

gicldy, gaudy daughter of the gilded halls of fashion
"

has lured him away
from us "with her siren song."

Kingsbury, of '75, has gone home. The Grove nine has lost one of its best
men.

Arthur and Tal Backhouse, of '72, having taken up their sojourn in

Melbourne, Australia, invite all wandering Cornelians to give them a call.

Tal writes that their Indian summer is holding on remarkably well, and hopes
for a short winter. Arthur is very happy, but misses the pretty girls. He

wishes to be remembered to all his old friends, especially Lawton and Ivano

wich.

Cunningham, of '73, is in in the sheep business in California. He don't

like it.

Taraxacum dcns-leonis appeared on the campus last week. We are glad to

see his jovial face with us once more.

Waldsteinia fragarioides is out.

Fishermen report Streptorhyneus Chemungensis very abundant and lively
in the narrows of Kail Creek.

Dudley has discovered the rare Lepidostrobus, which, as our Seniors well

know, is the fruit of Lepidodendron, in Chemung rocks on Fall Creek.

E. Williams, of '73, is dangerously ill.

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— A new chapter of the Chi Phi fraternity was inaugurated at Brown Uni

versity, on Friday of last month. Mews. Wilson, Lapham, Edgerly and

Greene, ofthe Xi, were present. Beside., this, during the last year, this fra

ternity has established chapters in the following institutions : —Wuffcrt Co]-

lege, Washington and Lee, and Lehigh Universities.
— The appointments to offices in the various companies have been received

with different degree-, of satisfaction. One of the most discontented bewailed
the fact that he was appointed fourth instead of first sergeant;

"

fur if I were
first sergeant I'd have local] the roll, and would stay away every day and mark

myself present, you know," was the way lie put it. The wickedness of his

plan for slighting the drill is only surpassed by his style of reasoning a la Lord

Dundreary.

— An absent-minded Junior, as he wandered down State street, saw ap

proaching him a class-mate, and close behind a maiden of his acquaintance.

Recognizing both his duties, but in reverse order, he raised his hat gallantly
to his male friend, and carelessly remarked to the lady,

"

Hallo, Johnnie !

won't you come down to the room ?"

— Mewing cows are a new genus lately discovered by a young lady resi

dent on Cayuga. Dr. Wilder should not miss the opportunity of adding one

more to his collection of rare and uncommon things in nature. We venture

to say he has no other of this class.

— Dr. Wilson's examination in the Philosophy of History took place last

Tuesday afternoon. No more lectures on this subject will be delivered this

year.
— The lecture of Professor Hartt which was advertised for May 7th did

not occur. After the audience had begun to assemble it vvas found that for

some unaccountable reason the apparatus for generating hydrogen gas, which,

on trial, had worked admirably a few hours before, now failed entirely.
— At Curtis's drug-store, next door to the post-office, a new and elegant

soda-fountain is in operation. It is the most elaborate one in town and sure

to satisfy all who try its cooling beverage.
—

Grading progressing rapidly. The hill in front ofthe North building is

fast disappearing.
— Professor Shackford being absent the other day, and therefore unable

to meet his class in rhetoric, President White took his place. The Seniors

were greatly pleased with their new instructor.

— Much fun is anticipated from the
"
tub race" which will occur in con

nection with the regatta to-day.
— It is reported that a certain nervous gentleman, occupying rooms be

neath those of our worthy Registrar, lately sent up the request that there

might be less noise in that vicinity. The Registrar sent his compliments, and

promised to make less noise in future.

— Tho old Daily Leader has departed this life, and in its place has ap

peared an enlarged and greatly improved sheet called the Ithaca Evening
Leader. The proprietorship remains the same. A weekly Leader i^ expected
soon to make its appearance. The enterprise is a most worthy one, and

should be warmly supported.
— Our botanists report the early spring flowers as a month later this sea

son than last. The recent run of sunshine, however, is enabling the later

flowers to catch up, and they have sanguine hopes of bringing them round all

right by the first of June.
— The crowds that attend Goldwin Smith's lectures, which have just com

menced this term, show how welcome he is back again. So many of our es

teemed non-resident professors find themselves otherwise engaged during the

time for lecturing here that we did not feef certain of this course till we saw

the thoughtful face of our English professor before us in the lecture room.

—

Boating has received a new impetus from the harmonizing of the discor

dant elements, and several more crews have commenced regular practice.
— Those hardy students who frequent the old bathing places of Fall Creek

have thus far found it pleasant to take their skates with them in the morning
to insure amusement while the stream is thawing out.

— A well known member of '73 whose old clothes went to the relief of the

sufferers by the Wisconsin fires lately received the following note, postmarked
Peshtego:

"

Dear Sir—Amongst other things the committee man gave me

what he called a pair of pants, and 'twould make a man pant some to wear

'em, you bet. I knew you sent 'em because your name vvas on one of the

pockets. My wife laughed so when I showed 'em to her, that I thought she
would have a caniplion fit. She wants to know if there lives and breathes a

man who has legs no bigger than that. She said if there was, he ought to be

taken up for vagrancy as having no visible means of support. I tried to get

my oldest boy into 'em, but it was no use, so I use 'em for gun cases. If you
have another pair to spare, my wife would like to get 'em to hang up by the

fire-place to keep the tongs in. Yours trulv, T- L. T."

COLLEGE GOSSIP.
— The Sophomores of Ripon College are righteously indignant at being

accused of getting up mock programmes, and deny the charge in a letter to

lhe editor of the College Pays. It is a disgrace to do such things, and our

Sophs are not required to deny having a hand in the late dodgers and schemes

that Hooded the town.—Behold the march of knowledge!
— Another Prep heard from. The following items were inserted in the

cash account rendered his father: Whiskey, six dollars. Sandwiches, twen

ty-five cents. Tndignant father writes back— "

What are JBu doing with so

many sandwiches ?"—College Davs.
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— The Student predicts a conflict between the Trustees and Faculty of

Amherst on the question of opening the reading-room on Sundays. A large
number of the undergraduates have for a long time desired that the reading-
room connected with the college should be open on the Sabbath. The Facul

ty have firmly opposed this
"

attack upon Sabbath law." Until Henry Ward

Beecher's late speech at Cooper's Institute, in which he advocates the opening
of reading-rooms on the Sabbath, the Faculty have feared no interference on

the part of the Trustees. Now they very naturally expect that Mr. Beecher

will in some way win over to his views the corporation of which he is a mem

ber. And with the Trustees and students working together in this matter,

the Faculty do not enjoy the prospect of the coming conflict.

— Amherst has just received a donation of $100,000 from Mr. Samuel A.

Hitchcock. From an editorial in the Student we learn that a portion of the

income of this is to be used in
"

assisting indigent students without regard
to their prospective professions ;

"

and that "the same gentleman gave at

the same time $50,000 to the corporation at Andover."

— Paul A. Chadbourne, LL. D., has been elected successor to Dr. Hop
kins as President of Williams College. Dr. Hopkins will remain as Profes

sor of philosophy.
— In the

"

Literary Depaitment" of the Vidette is an article advocating
the establishment of a national university of a sufficiently high grade to en

able Americans to become fully educated without being obliged to go to

Europe.
— President Hopkins, meeting on the cars a student whose character for

sobriety was not good and whose appearance evidenced a recent debauch, ap

proached him and solemnly and regretfully said,
"
Been on a drunk ?

"

"So

have I," was the immediate reply.
—Ex.

— Harvard is advertising in nearly all the college papers in the country.
— Scene in Ancient History. Professor—Who succeeded Caligula ? Stu

dent—Otho. Professor—No, Claudius succeeded Caligula. What can you

sav of him ? Student reflects until the Professor asks, Who was Claudius ?

Student (triumphantly)
—He was the successor of Caligula.— Vidette.

—
" Are the spots on the sun visible in the day-time?

"

was a question

recently put to the professor by an astronomical student at Chicago Univer

sity.
—Ex.

— The Elmira Sibyl is published by students of Elmira Female College.

It states that the ladies of that institution want to "join hands" with the

Union College boys. The Vidette is puzzled to know whether to congratu

late the LTnionists or not.

— One hundred women are studying law jn American colleges.
— Bowdoin College enforces the attendance of its students on fifteen re

ligious services a week. By thus "training up the child in the way he should

go
"

all improprieties of conduct on the part of Bowdoin students are pre

vented, of course.

— Mr. R. H. Bayley, a Virginian by birth, and lately died at New Or

leans, left $70,000 to endow a professorship in the Washington and Robert

E. Lee College, Lexington, Virginia.
—Ex.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Ithaca, May 6, 1S72.

Atessrs. Editors Era :—

In my letter of a few days ago to the editor of the Leader I spoke among

other things of the brute that has made our woods and ravines a dread to all

women and girls, and said that much of this occurred in the upper end of the

Gorge. I hear that many ofthe students who are in the habit of bathing in

the Beebe Dam have thought I alluded to them, as the place is in full view

from the Gorge bank; and I think it due them as well as myself that I dis

claim anything of the kind. I have too much faith in the manliness of the

students of Cornell University to believe that one of them would be guilty of

an act that would so demean them, or that they would wilfully damage the

interests of others.

And here allow me to say that the bathing to which I allude has been, and

so long as it is persevered in, will be a great damage to those interested in the

Gorge enterprise. From the nature of the walk, as parties emerge from the

lower ravine it is almost impossible to avoid coming upon those that are bath

ing, and the thing has been a great damage to the association. As the thing

must come to an end, I would make a few suggestions to the students, viz. :

that they go in the water between 7 P. M. and 7 A. M., or if they must go in

the water between 7 A. M. and 7 p. m., that they go over through the Trip

hammer Grove to the north side of the dam, and where they are out of the

way of pedestrians.

I don't want to encroach upon the right of the students, but the public
who frequent this resort have rights lhat the students are bound to rc-spect,
and I trust that lliis hint will be enough to stop what is a growing evil.

Respectfully, Wm. G. Jo||\sov.

STEAAI PLOWING.

Steam plowing in England has become a success. On the prairies of this

country steam plows would no doubt work well and enable farmers to get
their crops in earlier than they can possibly do now. Early seeding would

often prevent them from being injured by drouths, and this fact alone is a

convincing argument in favor of steam and faster turning of the soil in order

to secure this advance in seeding. The question of cheapness as compared
with horses seems to have been determined in England in favor of steam.

There certainly can be cheaper and more thorough culture, and this alone

would create a margin of profit in better crops. A system of plowing which

makes it necessary to drain the land and clear away all such obstructions as

stumps and unnecessary fences vve should hail as a decided improvement.
The last monthly report from the Agricultural Department at Washington has

some pertinent remarks on this subject :

"

At an agricultural meeting lately held in Scotland, Mr. Grey, of Aber

deen, gave some account of the progress of steam cultivation since 1SJ5, in

which year the late John Fowler started his first steam-plow in Essex, vvh'ch

was a very successful attempt. He subsequently expended $350,000 in ex

periments, but after a few years he had nothing to represent this amount of

invested capital except a lot of old machinery. The solution of the question

whether plowing could be done cheaper with steam than with horses was de

cided in 1S5S; its importance may be learned from the fact that there are

works in the country employing twelve hundred men in nothing else than

making steam-plows. One farmer in Egypt employs four hundred steam-

plows ; he is also laying down four hundred niijes of railway on his farm,

principally to carry sugar-cane to his mills, and has ordered thirty locomotive-

engines and $3,000,000 worth of sugar machinery. This farmer is the Pacha.

In Germany steam culture is making a revolution in agriculture. In England

there are between 400 and 500 sets of tackle working for hire. These are

held by companies as well as by private individuals ; the investment has been

found to be profitable.
A gentleman bought five hundred acres near London, that could not be

rented at $5 per acre. He took down all the fences, drained the land, bought

a steam-plow, and put in all grain crops. Last year his clear profits were

$18,000 after allowing $10 per acre for rent. The soil is a stiff clay that

cannot be cultivated profitably by horse power. Another farmer bought

five thousand acres of what was considered worthless clay land, and by

steam power stirred it three feet deep, producing crops last year nearly

seven feet high.

In Scotland steam cultivation is becoming quite general, producing aston

ishing results. Many of the farmers there have invested from $6,000 to

$10,000 in steam machinery, and find that it pays better than horse power.

Joint-stock companies are also in existence that invest in land and steam

machinery, and secure large dividends."

ANNOUNCEAIENT TO COLOATSTS.

if you are going west

Buy your tickets
over the "old reliable

"

.Missouri Pacific Railroad,

the popular route from St. Louis to Sedalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

Cilv, Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver, and all points in Missouri, Kan

sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to which people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in fine day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for piompt

time and sure connections is proverbial. For valuable information and assist

ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,

call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R., 72 Lloyd

street, Buffalo, N. V.; or E. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent, St. Louis

Mo. No trouble to answer questions.

V Profitable Business.— Intelligent, active men or women, young or

old' can have pleasant and profitable employment by taking an agency in any

town in the United States for the long tooked-fo, masterpiece-the crcnoning

,'oort ofhis /./-Henry Ward Beecher's
" Life of Jrsus the Chris, Sure

to outsell any book ever published. Prospectus books are now ready and

territory will be awarded to reliable agents on application. lerms liberal.

Aoulv to T B. Ford & Co., 27 Park Place, New York; II Brooml.eld Street,

Boston Massachusetts; or 2S5 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illmo.s.
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p.
A. STRAUSSMAN & BROTHER,

Merchant Tailors and Clothiers.

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior quality
and like custom-made.

Our Stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods is large
and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths aud Cassimeies for spring and

summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at

shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment

of all the goods elegant dressing calls for.

English, French and German Coalings for dress

and business wear. Fancy Cassimeies for pants, ol

all shades and colors, and a variety of Choice Vest-

uigs.

Our style of cutting garments is the very latesi

and most improved A'eio York Style, and vve guar

antee a graceful and tasty fit.

No. 28 East
j
State Street, Ithaca, NE Y.

PARK HOTEL, OWEGO, N. Y. — A

Street Car and Hack, free to all Guests of the House,

runs to and from all trains. The best BILLIARD

ROOM IX OWEGO is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell University students.

L. U. & T. F. WILLARD, Proprietors.

rriHE CORNELL ERA!

-*
THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself THE annoyance of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for Tiie Era.

l^OR SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as thefjformer

RESIDENCE OF H. J. MESSINGER,

CORTLAXD, N. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March Ist ; if not, will

be let one year for $l,ooo.

Inquire of Mr. Dibi'.le, adjoining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Ithaca, New

York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7, 1872.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEV &> CO., Grocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's
brands oi Imported Cigars. F. T. & F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN & SON, Druggists, 7S State
Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, ChemiE.ls, Paints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

OTUDENTS

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

T

NOW READY:

HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing define

Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone {four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description of the modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance of the water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description ofthe fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.
Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.

Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

PartJ Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du
ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from t868 to

1S71. Boat racing at American Colleges. The H.irvard-
Vale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens'

Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 187.-1. Re

gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In
ternational Races, 1866 to September 15, 1871.
ourth. A Directory of the ^73 Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and
British provinces in existencs on thc j.oth of November,
1870, giving the names and post-office address of their
officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on thc construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should be addressed to thc publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,
Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERS. TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Y

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

OU CAN ALWAYS GET

~~

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TLES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, U-'c, lA'c.,at

SHERWOOD & VAN KIRK'S.

MEN'S FURNISHING ROOMS.

C

NO. 47 FISH BLOCK.

ULVER & BATES,

f"i & 71 Fast State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic
DRV GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRV GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as
sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particulat
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona
ble terms.
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<ALVETE, JUVENES!

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

suret and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW YORK,

than by any other route.

TWO EXPRESS TRAINS FlATTVJ- VV ^ EAST and W£ST DAlLl

to which are attached

PALATIAL^;- COACHES,

combining every modern improvement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & WE R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway—New York, Albanv,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

X3T Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

L. D. Rucker, Wm. R. Barr,

Gen'l Superintendent. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

F\ L. & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

DECEAIBER 4, 1871.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after December 4, 1871, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 6.45 A. M., immediately on the arrival ofthe Cin
cinnati Express and after the arrival of the Night Express Trains
on the Erie Railroad.

Passenger Train at 5. 55 P M , on the arrival of Express Trains
from New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving
at Ithaca 7.40.

LEAVE ITHACA.

Passenger Train at 9.40 A. M., connects with Express Trains
for New York, Buffalo and Dunkirk.

Mail Train at 6 25 p. M., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on

Erie Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M.,
and at New York at 7.30 A. m.

W. R. HUMPHREY,
Superintendent Cayuga Division.

Ithaca, December 4, 1871,

CHANGE OF TIME."

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

The accommodation train will run as follows on
and after Monday, November 13, 1S71 :

LEAVE

Athens at 8:45 a. m., arriving at Ithaca 11:15 a. m.

RETURNING LEAVE

Ithaca at 3 p. m., arriving at Athens at 5:30 p. m.

Connects at Waverly at 8:55 A. M. and 5:10 i>. iu.

Connects also with trains on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad for Towanda and also for Elmira and sta

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo
the same evening.

ACCOMMODATION TRAIN.
Leaves Ithaca 6.30 a. m. Arrives at K.h loryville 10.00 a. m.

in time for Erie Railway express bound List, and Lehigh Val-

ley R. R. trains South and West, arriving at Elmiia 12.4s p
m Piltston and Wilkes-Barre same afternoon, and Philadel

phia same evening.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and
taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery of theWyoming and Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after
noon of the same day.
Carriages will be in waitingon the arrival of trains

to carry passengers between Factoryville and the

Erie Depot at Waverly.
WILLIAM HALSEY, Sup't.

4'3

A
H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT & CHURCH STS.

OWEGO, N. Y.

£)R.
G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DENTIST,
NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,

Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
the Clinton House, on or about the first of January next, at
which place he will have greatly increased facilities for the suc
cessful prosecution ofhis denial practice.
Having associated wilh him Dr. K. W. Franklin, of New

York City, who has devoted many years to the construction of
artificial dentures and oilier dental mechanism, he feels confi
dent that the facilities offered by this a> ipusition will secure to

the public advantages second to no other Dental establishment
in the country.
We administer chemically pure gas for thc painless extraction

-if teeth, and other painful operations in dental surgery. No

charge for extracting teeth when artifieial ones are required.
C. W. HOVSRADT, D. D. S. B. W. FRANKLIN.

JV/TISS
C. ACKLEY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Views of the University and ithaca Scen

ery. rl lieKi:\, dtily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

B.
F. CORNELL

has opened a

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free foi

Guests ofthe House.

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No flight trains passing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the

students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

BELLAMY'S
RESTAURANT, BAK-

ery, Confectionary, Masonic Block, 2d door

from the Post Office. The Finest Confection

ery, the best and largest assortment of Fancy and

Plain Cake and Pastry, Fruits, Nuts, &c. Ice

Cream, Charlotte Russe, Chicken Salad, Boned

Turkey and Jellies, &c. Parties and Weddings sup

plied with everything to set an elegant table. Din

ner and Lunch Room—Meats, Poultry, Game,

and everything in season. Private Rooms for Par

ties and Society Suppers. Don't forget the place;
but try us. To Students—Board by Day or Week.

BreakLst at 7 to 8 ; Dinner I to 2 ; Supper 6 to 7.

Meats, Puddings, Pastry, &c, cooked to order for

students boarding themselves. A fine stock of Im

ported and Domestic Segars.

pO TO THE N. Y. BARBER SHOP

^~*
FOR A FIRST-CLASS SHAYE.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI,

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTING SALOON,

Under Finch's Store, corner State and Tioga Streets.

G. A. TAPPENDEN, Fashionable Boot and

Shoe Maker, No. 5 North Tioga Street, up stairs.

NEW MEAT MARKET,

At No. 56 North Tioga Street.

He keeps a choice supply on hand, and is bound to undersell.

PRICES OF CHOICE MEATS :

Porter House Steak, 16c ; Round Steak, inc.: Shoulder, 10c. to

1254c; Pork, 10c. to i2'Jc; Rib Roast, 12c. to 14c, and other
meats accordingly. Also keeps Oysters, Poultry, Hour, etc.,
at the lowest prices. Great inducements to clubs.

He will also run a WAGON, and sell as cheap as the cheap
est the GROCERIES which he keeps constantly on hand.

Give Him a Call.

B F. CORNELL.

D
R. W. LAMONT WHEELER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

w

Formerly one ofthe resident physicians of Bellevue Hospital,

New York City.

OFFICE IN THE OLD CITY BANK.

Dr. Wheeler may be found at his office nights.

"YCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC

INSTITUTE, No. 7 and 8 Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.

Students may enter upon a course of instruction at any

lime.

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in

variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book, Fiist and Second Reader, Phono

graphic Dictionarv, and all ofthe hest Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

w o. wyckoff,

Phonographic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y

iHOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY cA FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

maybe obtained at our Rooms.

A. J. ri-RDV.
WM- FREAR.

SEAAIAN'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

ITHACA AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

and Seed Store, Nos. S, 10 and 12 West State St.,

Ithaca, N. Y. Gre«g, Van Ostrand &: Drake,

wholesale and retail dt-alers in the latest and most

improved farm machinery, agricultural and horti

cultural tools, grain, grass, garden and flower seeds,

etc.
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The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown ;

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction bound,
That he may slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.
We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Pall ;

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner'sear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The Lawyer wears a slipper, when a client he would see,
A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too, in these disastrous times;
For even- dollar slipped to you he shps back twenty dimes;
Then "Zounds!" he madly cries, "goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule,
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.
-

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul
That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and thev'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be ;

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your
hp

The damning bowl of Death, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He shps away your noble name, the money from your purse ;
He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse.

We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipperas he slips up to the side
Ofthe gay young ladv he fondly seeks to make his bride •

They both shn off together, the old parson for to see,
He shps the bridal knot on them, and they slip back'a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right

All round the world he slips the news, and strange enoueh
to tell,

b

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

VV e are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I wouldgo a-slipping too
■

if ;.''P
a

vo>?2e on ocean wave, and seek my health anew ;
lo California s boasted clime, I'd slip with haste away—

If'P T.y
asthma in the sea beneath the maddened spray

Ihen I 11 be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed,
Who would not slip a stamp or two to help a friend in need—
from mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join th- chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

<SAc., CfC.

21 EAST STATE STREET.TTHACA.LN. Y.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro-

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, AI. A., Vice-

President,Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AI. A., Professor of Ar-

chileclure.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res-

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN IV. EVANS, AL A., Professor of Mathe-

matics.

WILLARD FISKE, At. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOILY STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-
fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,
Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, AL A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, AL A., Ph. D., Profes
sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AL A., Non

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY II. ALCAA'DLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOIINL. AIORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical
Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AL A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, AL S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng-
lish History.

BA YARD TA YLOR, AL A., Non-resident Pro-
fessor of German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B„ AI. D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAlD. WIISON, D. D., LL. D.,L. It. />.,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B. S., Professor of Chem-
islry.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAAl E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics
and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AL A., Italian and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. £., Mathematics.

JAAIES MORGAN LLART, At. A., J. U. D.,
German.

WATERAIAN T. HEWETT, AL A., German.

BELA P. AIACKOON, AI. A., German.

JAAIES E. OLIVER, AI. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., M. D.,
Mathematics.

FREDERICKL. 0. RCEHRIG, At. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBLNS, M. A., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWIS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle. -

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. H GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. AL HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D.f Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. A., Ornithology.

E. IV. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy

Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AI. CHACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD WI LLYS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DA VID STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar
—Professor WILSON.

Librarian—Professor Fiske.

Assistant-Treasurer—J. W. Williams.

Director of the Faim
—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Press—B. HER-

mon Smith.

Master of the Chimes—Myron G. Stolp.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

IN THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

IN SCIENCE—

including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod-

em Languages and leading to the degree of Bachelor o

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degTee of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student.

SPECIAL—

including any particular braneh o

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to thc financial department of the Univer

sityare to be addressed to Mr. J. W, WlUMAMS, Assistant

Treasurer, Ithaca.
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A NOTLCE OF WILLIAAl CUSHING BARRETT.

PROFESSOR W. C. RUSSEL.

There is a difference between the feeling that a professor has for

the student and that entertained by the student for him. The

professor sees the students in the light of the future. To them he

represents in some degree the past. He works on the materials

out of which coming men are making ; he tries to impress their

minds with ideas which will germinate at a distance from him ; the

results of his work he may never see, and he can only hope that

the promises of youth may be filled somewhere. Again, he knows

too much of the future into which his pupils are going not to feel

sympathy in their coming pleasures and disappointments. He

knows as he looks at his class that, with a great deal of success to

many and of happiness to all, to all must come also sorrow, and to

how many loss of labor, of health, of friends, perhaps of character,
of hope. He sees the pitfalls as well as the highways, and as years

make his intimacy more close, he thinks more of the danger. It

may be doubted whether during the course classmates feel as much

interest in one another as classmates, as their professors feel in them

as students.

When, however, this course of preparation is interrupted by death

as it has sometimes been, and the professor's work seems wasted and

he thinks of the recitations and lectures and examinations now of no

use, of the promise and hope unfulfilled there must come to him a

peculiar sense of disappointment. The classmates regret the good
fellow who has passed away, but the teacher has lost the man on

whom his influence has been expended and who was to carry that

influence into society. How much power such young men as we

have lost within the last three years
—Erost and Blymer and Cong-

don and Dickinson and Barrett—would have carried into other

men ! They were all in some way distinguished and their graves

cover many disappointed hopes, not however the kindly, grateful

recollections of their teachers.

The last named of these young men, William Cushing Barrett,

left behind him in a journal, in note-books, letters, and in the

memory of his friends some traces of his life which seem too valu

able to remain private, and as they have impressed me deeply, I

have thought that they might interest his fellow students. Select

ing therefore a small part of what has been placed in my hands, I

offer it to the readers of The Era, in the hope that thereby the

spirit of a lovely and true soldier of duty may enter into the char

acters of some who have not known him before and his power be

thus prolonged on that earth which he dearly loved.

The few events of his life may be briefly stated. He was the son

ofthe Reverend B. F. Barrett, an able and honored minister ofthe

Swedenborgian faith, was born in Cincinnati in 1850, and his life

was divided between Chicago, Orange, N. J., Philadelphia and

Ithaca. His school education began at Orange where, at the age

of eleven he took up Latin. The next year he added
Greek to his

studies, and his preparation for College was completed at Philadel

phia in the school of Messrs. Chase and Buckingham. In 1867 he

entered Harvard University.

As a boy he was remarkable not so much for love of study nor

for hard work, but for loyalty to duty and anxiety to do well what

he undertook. His native conscientiousness and pride in correct

ness were shown from the outset in his first relations to others and

made his path bright in the minds of all the teachers of his

early days. He loved play very much and learned his lessons

easily, but he never neglected duty ; he was full of fun but did his

work thoroughly, and though he had unusual animal spirits he had

greater pride and fidelity.
No unusual pains were taken to educate his religious nature,

but his moral sense was cultivated in an atmosphere of kindness

truth and purity. Books illustrating the best human traits, and a

happy home were his teachers, and his childhood passed without

any extraordinary development of character but with a steady

growth of love for what is generous, self-denying, true, pure and

faithful.

His sense of humor, very strong at all times, occasionally made

him somewhat of an enfant terrible. When he was only eight

years old he was highly amused by one of Harper's sketches rep

resenting an Englishman kicking the letter H out of the house and

saying,
" Get hout of my ouse you hugly orrid hobfectf A short

time after it appeared an English gentleman breakfasting at Mr.

Barrett's asked for
"

some am and heggs." What must have been

the feelings of the hospitable parents when their son said to him

self loudly enough to be heard by everyone
" Get hout of my

ouse you hugly orrid hobject."

This humor continued to the last, lighting up many a dark place

and helping to carry many a heavy weight. Those who have

seen him act in comic parts easily remember how permeated his

whole being seemed to be by the sense of the ridiculous, and in

his intercourse with his friends even at the most earnest period of

his life and down to the last parting scene it accompanied him like

a pleasant perfume.
His temper though readily obedient to kindness was naturally

quick and sometimes swayed him violently. When he was only

about ten years old, his mother
asked him one day why his inti

macy with a little friend of his had ceased and he replied,
"

I

kicked him, mother, ever so many times, I kicked him out of the

yard. He said something so bad that I could not help it, so bad

that I can't tell you what it was, and until he comes and says that

he is sorry for his bad talk I will have no more to do with him."

And he kept his word. This quickness and liability to excitement

he never entirely lost, but he became master of it and learned to

control himself under any provocations.

After he entered Harvard he decided for several reasons to de

lay a year before beginning
his course. During that year, how

ever, Cornell University attracted his attention and its promised

liberality and fredom from sectarianism and opportunities of out

door labor determined to seek his education here rather than

where he had before intended. He came accordingly at our

opening and entered the course in Arts.

Of his life here, a part was visible to all and easily appreciated,

but the best part can only be guessed at from his letters and his

journal which he kept during his stay. His fair face lighted by

dark brown eyes and a very sweet smile attracted attention ; his

manliness, activity and pluck compelled respect, and his excellent

recitations gave confident promises for the future, but the inner be

ing no other man knew. He lived his college life of football,

boxing, and rambling in the woods, of class friendships and class

meetings, of earnest study and excellent performance ; but within

was growing a character of fidelity and high aspiration which he
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made known onlv to the one power to
whom he opened his soul

Now that his work is done and his work-shop deserted we may

examine and learn what his methods were, what value they have,

and whether thev mav be adopted by others.

He was not, we must remember,
a genius in any sense, nor

had

he more talent than some others. He had a good working mind,

clear strong active, which he was constantly improving by steady,

methodical'training otherwise he was in no way remarkable for at

tainments or tor power. He stood among the first in everything,

not because he had more natural ability, but because he was mure

faithful. His humor and activity made him popular, but the re

spect he excited was due to his conscientious ambition. He

meant to do everything well, and faithfulness to his work was with

him a religion. As a natural consequence his work was well done,

he learned° a great many things thoroughly and kept them safe for

future use under the seal of his conscience, and in this way accu

mulated a power which
made many believe that he had been en

dowed with extraordinary talent.

The leading principle of his life was culture, preparation for use

fulness in the world, and for the most efficient, however humble,

cooperation with the Creator in his plan for humanity. To this

idea everything was subservient ; he laid out a scheme of improve

ment, a course of cultivation, with this ulterior object, and to this

he made everything bend. Over his life breathed no unusual in

spiration of beauty, no dreams of happiness which others may not

enjoy gilded his hours of labor, but with steady energy and a de

nial of all other claims, soberly and humbly he measured every

step by a standard of duty to his Maker and to his fellow men.

It is refreshing to read such sentences as these from his journal.

"July 23, 1868.—The first thing I have to do is to become a man, and I

must exert all my energies to that end. The world wants men more than any

thing else."
"

September 25, 1868.—My last days of home and youth are passing by,

and I shall soon launch out to become a man. God grant that I may become

one—a real, true, useful and noble man."

"September 29, 1868.—With God's help I must make myself a fine, splen

did man
—

by subduing all my passions, enduring all hardships with bravery

and humility, filling my mind with good, useful, beautiful things and doing

good to every one I meet."

"January 8, 1869.—Help me, Lord, to cultivate love for humanity, and

help me to show it. Let my great aim and object be to do thy will, and let my

greatest pleasure be to make others happy and to do good."

"January 19, 1S69.
—All I want now is to keep my end in view, viz. : to

make myself the friend and lover of all mankind. This I must do if I can. and

I know I can. But I never can unless I look to God for assistance. 1 1 c- 1 j > me,

God, to conquer all my passions and always to do my part. Never let me be

discouraged but let me go straight forward, keeping my end in view."

"

May 6, 1869.
—Now I am going to choose a motto for myself which I

shall carry throughout my life. It shall be 'Live for God and your fellow-

men.' I shall translate it into all the languages I understand and write it with

my name in all my books in the different tongues. I want to get a pin some

time with this upon it in Greek, for then I can have it with me always and be

continually reminded of it."

In the prosecution of this plan of careful training afterwards,
about January, 1870, he wrote out fifteen short rules for the regu

lation ofhis life and conduct. Among them are these :

"Trust in God and pray to Him."

"

Let the great aim of your life be to love all men and lo do vour best ev

erywhere to make them happy."
"See your own evils and conquer them. See the good qualities of others."
" In all that you do do your best."

" Be a gentleman; do not seem to be one. Act when vou are alone not dif

ferently from the way you would act if others weie present."
"

Never leave a good deed unfinished,"

" Be clean and pure both
outside and inside."

" Never give way to any evil. Turn it to advantage by conquering it."

And on the i>agc immediately following these rules is this state

ment dated Ithaca, March 27th, 1870 :

"
MY OBJECT IN LIFE.

"To become a man ofthe following description :

"One who believes in God and loves Him and attributes to Him all good

ness and truth ; one who nkoays does his best—whose mind always has con

trol over his body ; one who thinks well and quickly and always chooses the

way of truth; one who does right, never thinking of the consequences unless

others are concerned in his action; one who always thinks of others, who is

the true friend of all, full of kindness, respect
and love; one who is always

happy and studies to make others happy; one who sees his own faults and

ti.dits them with never-ceasing vigor; one who is a perfect gentleman, scatter

ing pleasant feelings and love wherever he goes ; one who is true, being al

ways the same, alone or with others—always a man ; one who is full of en

ergy and life and can inspire and help others; one who has good, pure and

nJble thoughts and can express them in charming language so that others may

be benefited ley them ; one who can see the good points in others—can see

their troubles and always have an encouraging word to offer them; one whose

memory can retain all beautiful thoughts and expressions and who can appre

ciate all that is beautiful and noble; one who is gentle but strong—a man in

body or mind; one who will brave all dangers when duty calls him; one who

can always distinguish between the right and wrong, and can convince others

of the truth by simplicity of speech and kindness—by plainness; one who

drives all selfishness from him and never fear, the taunts of others; one who

does good wherever he is—who is ever learning and ever teaching, and who

'teaches others as if he taught them not
'

; one who will never hurt the feel

ings of another, except when some great stake requires it ; one who is hospit

able and benevolent, and chooses for his leader, the angels of Love, Truth,

Happiness, Honor, Kindness."

One ofthe most striking rules which laid down was,
" Think ill

of no one but yourself. Think only of good, useful, beautiful and

elevating things." This rule of charity, this wise resolution not to

judge others, but, instead of thinking unfavorably of them, to think

as well of them as possible reappears continual)- in his journal and

influenced his life very observably. His companions say that

though very strict with himself, he was in the habit of treating

others very generously, seldom speaking against anyone, never de

nouncing other's faults, but speaking kindly of their failings and

citing circumstances likely to turn the judgment in their favor.

If he sometimes thought too well of his friends, it was because of

his inexperience and because he loved them better and himself

less than others did.

Journal, February 17, 1S71.— "Although I see many faults in pothers I

must not waste my time nor injure my mind by thinking or talking of them.

Let me rather help others to overcome their faults if I can, if not, say naught

of them but remember to avoid them when placed in a similar position."

To keep himself up to the standard he had proposed he needed

all the aid within his reach. Communion with the central source

of being, abandonment of self to the one will which was commun

icating to him all his aspirations, and loving and earnest supplica
tions for assistance, such as he had a right to make and a right to

have answered, supported him in his work. Not only was he in

the habit of regular daily prayer but his journal is full of appeals
for aid to him who had imposed his work upon him. The result

was that he was always in good spiritual condition, furnished with

all the si length he could get and in that state of peace wdiich ev

ery man enjoys who feels that he has done his best.

To illustrate his anxiety to improve himself may be mentioned

the strict scrutiny which was at one time maintained upon a plan

probably borrowed from his examining professors. Besides his

journal he undertook to keep a daily record in seperate accounts

with Moderation, Kindness, Sooiableness, Industry, Sincerity, Self
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forgetfulness, Self-respect, Resolution and other virtues. Under

these heads he watched his success every day, using figures denot

ing various degrees of excellence up to 10. In the thirteen pages

of this book 10, however, appears only seven times, the numbers

averaging 6 and sometimes ranging down to 3 and 2 so rigidly
did he deal with himself and so careful was he not to overesti

mate his progress.

Indeed with him as with all who attempt self-culture honestly
the process was far from one of unalloyed satisfaction. With all

his preparation and all his care failures must have happened and

the best of courage must sometimes have been severely tried. He

had undertaken to train a character to usefulness to his fellow men

in cooperation with the Infinite One. Such work must in any

case be often sad ; where in his case we saw only sweetness and

brightness he saw underneath great defects. He thus communes

with himself :

"February 2, 1S71.—When I am earnest I can't love to joke or play, for
I only love earnest things. But I should be earnest in doing good and not

let my earnestness spoil my disposition—yet it is naturally so bad a disposi
tion."

"February S, 1S71.—I continually feel so dissatisfied with myself. Noth

ing seems to go right with me. I must some way or other free myself from

this disagreeable state."

His sensibility to culture in others and to the magnetism of

truth and honesty and generous purpose is exhibited with a tinge
of melancholy soon yielding, however, to courage when he says :

"

April 4, 1S69.— I must visit more and try to come into sympathy wiMi

my fellow men. I must live a life of love and not be ever thinking of myself.
How I wish I could do as much good to the world as G S . But

how has he made himself so useful ? By hard work and study. And cannot

I work hard and study ? If I look to God and do my duly I also may be able

to do some good here on earth."

Among other trials was one which he shared in common with

many of his classmates ; he was anxious to pay his way through
the University without taxing his father. At first he tried to work

in the Library and gave private lessons, but the confinement was

rather too much for him, and he conceived the idea of earning

something by a healthier occupation. Accordingly he writes in

his diary :

"Monday, September 13, 1869.—Worked seven hours in the Library and

gave C. W . a lesson in German. I am going to try to pay my way this year.

Am in hopes of getting the position of taking care of the President's horses.

^ thinks I will be disgusted with the work. I hope not. If any will

think the less of me for being a servant, let them think. I shall then find out

who are truly my friends. This working in the Library is too confining for

me."

His apiprehension of losing friends by undertaking any form of

useful labor was the result of his city education and his inexperi
ence of life. If labor here had needed honor before, it had relieved

rt from the hands of some of the brightest and the truest young

Wen we have ever had, and at the time the above was written no

one could have attempted to support himself by work without gain-
lng the respect of his fellow students by so doing. The young

People who look down upon work are generally dropped from

fteir course early in the year.

President White received his proposition very kindly and ahvays

afterwards felt for him a very great respect ; he preferred, however,
tnat Barrett should educate his children in Botany in the fields which

he did delightfully and to the profit of all parties.
How life would be changed if we could all in our daily walks

^d common talks fegl the duties to others and act upon the sen-

tanent and the rule he lays down for himself in these words :

"

lebruary S, 1871.-I must strive to be agreeable everviohere. I must

apply my mmd to what I do and do everything we/l. I mu,t be kind and

pleasant alwavs and yet be myself. I must try to have a pleasant word for

every one. I must more truly love my fellow men and must show them how
love them. I must bring my will to force me to act according to truth. /

must ivork for God."

d'here is nothing here about agreeable people or persons from

whom he could gam something. His pleasant word for everyone
was to be spoken to any one he talked with in the casual walks in

the fields or on the streets, on the campus or in the most ordinary
meetings with fellow students or with others. Without knowing it

he was to be a smile of God upon his companions, making their

lives for those moments brighter and richer. How easy it was to

be a divine influence when he had once subjected every desire to

the work of doing what he could, with God's help, for others.

He was fond of nature and liked to spemd hours alone drawing
from her suggestions an interpretation of his questionings. Some

of his verses, too long for insertion here, show that his converse

with the flowers was one of the heart. His sympathy embraced

too the birds and the butterflies and even smaller beings. This

beautiful scenery was perpetual delight to him, and earth was very

rich in his eyes. Where could he even hope to find a more lovely

dwelling place ? Wdiat interests could ever be to him so precious
as those to which he had devoted himself here ? Those interests

were in humanity, and to serve it faithfully he turned Irom natural

beauty to
• cultivate a character of love and sympathy for man.

His social nature was a special object ol his care.

He visited epiite often and his diary shows that he was anxious

that those with whom he was should enjoy themselves. He evi

dently was not satisfied with being agreeable to the popular and

happy. He says under date oi March 2d, iSOy :

"
( ). says that she knows onlv two persons who like le 1 clioose out the timid

and retiring and in. ihe their lives happier. Uh God help nie to be tiie

third.
•'

"January 13, I Soy.
— I might have enjoyed my.seif much belter if I had

only tried to mike otiieis enjoy themselves more. 1 should have yone around

and introduced those who are not so fortunite as to have the acquaintance of

such a kind family as the Ferrises through whom they can become acquainted

with others."

"

January 24. 1N00.— I must make myself more sociable but it is terribly

hard in me to find something with any sense in it to say to everybody.
'

Such was his thought and such was the work. The plan was per

fect, embracing the whole duty and the whole privilege of man.

The execution was slow, unequal and ultimately fragmentary. We

may imagine what his success would have been it he had lived the

average life of man, and we may picture to ourselves the ripe fruit

of a character matured under his faithful care. The end, however,

we were not to see, nor was he to be allowed to apply the powers

he was preparing here for the objects before him. So far, however,

as the work had gone the result was worthy of him and ought to

encourage our imitation.

He neglected no part ofhis nature,
but kept himself, like a valu

able instrument, with care and took every measure to. secure effi

cient action. Yy exercise in the open air, walks in the country,

boxing, gymnastics, and by temperance in his diet his bodily

health was preserved and his brain was alwavs ready. His temper

was schooled to cheerfulness and hope. Sensitive as he was to

unkindness, his irritability was controlled by respect for others, and

a slight flush on the cheek and a more quiet manner said all he

chose to express.

The following letter to his father gives us an idea ot the beauti-
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ful relation existing between them and is equally honorable to

both.

" What you said about our little talk in the library, has made a deep im

pression on my mind, causing me to respect and love you more than I ever

did before. I despise the title upon which many parents claim respect, the

same as that adopted by the Jewish patriarchs and old Romans, namely, that

of mere parentage. It is just as impossible for a young person to respect

and love a parent merely on the ground of having given him birth, as it is for

the young lion or bear. While it is young and weak, it clings to him for pro

tection ; but when it becomes capable of taking care of itself, it demands

higher attributes to inspire respect; it acknowledges itself a man or woman,

and claims to be so acknowledged. It becomes one of the great brotherhood

of mankind and asks to be treated as such.

" Vou do not ask me to respect you, nor to love or admire you. You do

not make any demand upon me; but yet, without an effort seemingly, you

porce me both to respect you, to love you and admire you. It is not as a fa

ther that 1 respect you, but as a man. It seems to me that the love which

exists between persons who acknowledge the perfect equality of each other as

human beings, must be stronger than lhat between those where one demands

and the oilier concedes a natural superiority Irom age or parentage. So when

you say Uiat you feel toward me as if I were a younger brother, you place me

where I believe i can love you better, and where you may love me belter."

Ask any of his casual acquaintances about Barrett and the first

remark will probably be,
"

He was a perfect gentleman." This

devotion to Ins lellow men and consecration to their service, this

desire tu love them more and to have greater sympathy with them

could not but make him gentle and deferential. He had every

element ot a geoieman, respect tor himself and respect for others,

and his manner exhibited that delicacy ot approach and rhodest

manliness ol sell-assertion which make the charm of intercourse.

He was bright, intelligent, kind and interested. When he talked

it vvas with a purpose. His wit gilded no malice nor covered any

thing low which he could have wished unsaid. No one ever

heard a vulgar expression from his lips. Obscenity, the filth which

coarse minds prepare for ignorant natures to wallow in, never was

offered to him a second time. Profanity he was incapable of.

Gossip, the typhoid state of conversation, and that mild form of

slander, discussion of other people, he disliked, avoided and tried to

kill. The last letter received from him and dated March 20, '71
contains these words,

"

No, not gossip, for I dislike it and it is one

of the weeds which I am endeavoring to root out of this flower

bed."

All received from him the respect which a gentleman formed on

God's model owes to all, an uninteresting visitor received from

him the same attention as the wit and the unhappy more than the

fortunate. We all remember the case of the student who disgraced
himself by a fraud in competing for a prize. Barrett had never

associated much with him, but he pitied him and went out of his

way to be more friendly with him than before.

He enjoyed life with a keen relish. Loving nature, loving men,

believing himself to be entirely in harmony with the divine will

ready to do anything and to sacrifice anything, fearing nothing,
hoping everything, why should he not be in harmony with all

about him and be happy ?

He had good health and enjoyed rambling through the woods

following the dancing waterfall. He loved his companions and

entered with zest into a game of cards or a dancing party. He

was a musician and played the compositions of Mo/.art and Beeth

oven in the privacy of his own room where he could feel undis

turbed their grand suggestions of struggle and victory. Litera

ture and poetry fed him with inspiration and his thoughts threw

themselves into poetical form most readily. In any contest of wit

or humor he was the foremost and his conversation was the bright

coloring of good thoughts.

Private theatricals were a great amusement and a great triumph
for him, for his humor and power of imitation made him an ex

cellent comic actor. It was a a great refreshment to see the dili

gent student playing in the broadest farce and making the most

sober of the audience roar wdth laughter over Pillicoddy.
With refinement, purity and loyalty to conscience he was of

course attracted by ladies' society. His principle of doing what

he could to make others happier appeared here as in everything
else. His conversation, addressed to the reason of the young wo

men rather than to their amusement, complimented them by its re

spect while the deference of his whole nature to its ideals was too

pure and feminine not to make him an object of regard. Young
ladies have said since his death that they had felt in him a

sphere of purity, and a quickening and elevating influence, that

they rarely, if ever, had felt from young men of his age, that

he uniformly led their thoughts to subjects that were high and en

nobling ; and that, whenever they conversed with him, they felt

that they had been profited, and that their aspirations after a

higher and nobler life had been quickened, their resolutions

strengthened and their hopes brightened. Yet he never moralized

nor assumed the attitude of a teacher. He was bright and cheer

ful and animated, oftentimes bubbling over with innocent and play
ful mirth. Underneath all his fun however there was a deep and

abiding purpose to help in some way those he conversed with, par

ticularly the young.

That he enjoyed what is feminine wdth all the relish of a nature

trained to puiity and to kindness appears by memoranda in his

diary which though written for himself alone now let us into com

munion wdth a fresh warm soul giving way to unchecked emotions.

The first extract indicates no lack of enthusiasm nor any back

wardness of fancy.

"April 12, 1870.—Called on Miss to-night. She looked like the

moon which shone down on me as I came home, so sweet, so pure, so kind,

so beautiful, so gentle. Her eyes flashed like stars as she bade me good-bye
in the moonlight and I fear the stars felt jealous. No; I don't believe they
felt jealous but happy that they looked like such beautiful eyes.''

"June 24.
—Took her and her sister to the party. They both looked

beautiful. Although every thing had turned out so propitiously I did not en

joy the parly as well as I had hoped to. I could not please those with whom

I was. Had not much to say. I cannot enjoy anything without making oth

ers happy."

This same sentiment became the rule of his conduct in society
whether in visiting or in social parties and was doubtless the cause

of his own enjoyment of them and certainly was the source of a

great deal of pleasure to others. He writes :

"

November 10, 186S.— I shall consider it almost a duty to go into society
as much as I can. Don't try to put yourself forward but simply try to make

others happy, .\lways see when you can do another a kind deed and then do

it without delay. Trust in God."
"

eVpnl 4, 1S69.— It is not good for me to keep my mind so much on study.
I must visit more and try to come into sympathy with my fellow men. I

must live a life of love and not be ever thinking of myself."
How charmingly his fondness for female society his love of

beauty and his unselfishness appear in a little act which may be an

example to all of us !

There resided some two or three miles from his father's house,
an aged lady, upon whom he always called during every vacation.

One day, during his last vacation, he started to call on some

friends, and on his way bought a bouquet of flowers to present to

a young lady whom he was going to visit. After he had bought
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it (this he told his sister on his return home) the thought came to

him: Why should I give these flowers to Miss ? She has

beautiful things in abundance. If I take them to her, it will be

mainly for my own gratification. They are beautiful and I believe

they would afford more real pleasure to dear old lady, Mrs. R—
,

than they would to Miss
. And no sooner did this thought

cross his mind than away he walked to the house of the old lady
and presented her with the bouquet. He judged rightly. The act

small as it was, went to the old lady's heart, and caused her to

shed tears of thankfulness that he should have thought enough of

her to bring her beautiful flowers. And very often has she since

referred to the little incident with tears, showing that it is cherished

among her precious memories.

Thus far had he carried his work of culture when it was interrup
ted before his life of usefulness had more than begun. In February,
187 1, his health began to fail. He had never been rugged, but he
had always taken good care of himself, been temperate in all things,
faithful in active exercise, cheerful in reliance on divine aid and

had enjoyed good health. The disease was in the kidneys and

occasioned him great bodily pain but without affecting his mind.

The interruption of his attendance upon recitations and lectures

was a great trial, though he maintained his sweetness and cheer-

fulnesss. Two or three weeks alter the beginning of the attack he

writes :

"Suurdav, March 4. 1871.—Yet I cannot refrain fr,,m hoping that GO

may have a great work for me to do. But my .lis ipi .ointment in this hope
never makes me careless of the little tilings placed liefore me."

"Sunday, March 5 —I had come to a wretchedly uuhipoy slate of mind.

so totally disgusted with myself at -eeing my failures. But jtO now I rea. I

Ihe nth and I2th verses of the 3-I chapter of Proverbs, w'lich sav :
'

My .,on.

despise not the chastening of the Lord, neither he we.iry of his correction.

For whom the Lord loveth He correctetii; even as .1 f.u 'i.-r the son in whom

heclelitditeth.' I had just asked God to help ,ne. I thank Him."

d'he last words in his diary are the following, and they fill the

last page. He did not begin another. His preparation was

ended.

"Friday, Mc'h lo,'7i.—I have felt miserably all the week ; so much so that,
if I am not better next week, I shall go home and spend the vacation there,

although I don't want to do it. But I must get well, for I can do nothing in

this state—can't even enjoy these divine days, which fact aggravates me more

than anything else, for I find my most perfect delight in enjoying beautiful

weather and views. I think this illness has done me good. It will make me

more careful hereafter.
"

My life has changed much since I commenced this book. I have pro

gressed much in learning, and I trust I am more of a man, though I often

doubt it. I am still striving to make Truth and Love my guides. I have not

any definite special aim in life yet. I love my home better than ever. God

^Ip me. This book is ended.
"

On this same tenth of March I had a conversation, the only se

rious one I had ever had with him. He was about leaving for

home and the efforts of his physicians gave little encouragement
°f future success. To me it was very sad to think of one so beau-

tful in character and in expression being cut off so young, but

when I suggested that if worst should come to worst it perhaps
would not after all be very bad, his bright eye and sweet smile,
''ke a bridegroom's, spoke happiness secured. I parted with him

with the very highest respect and never heard from him again.
On the 26th of March he wrote from his Philladelphia home to

0ne of his friends here and described his plans for the summer.

He was
«

delving in the mines of Political Economy," reading

frofessor Bowen's treatise and intending to take up Carey's next.

His
university studies were to be continued, and he was to pass

he June examinations and then to go to the Catskill mountains. The

meaning. Speaking for instance of his health he says,
«

HoweverI know I am u*der the best care to be found, and i I can'7Z[
we 1 here, why good-bye Earth and welcome the next place

" "

And so ,t happened. The disease gained on him and he was
obliged gradually to give up study. He suffered a great deal o
pain and was finally compelled to shut himself up in the house
All however was borne sweetly and cheerfully. The bodv grew
weaker, but his character shone out the more strongly His onlv
uneasiness seemed to come from his troubling the family so much
On every other subject he threw from his bed or arm-chair a light.of gaiety and humor and affection which make the memory of his
last days the most precious of any. Finally a typhoid fever set in and
he sank rapidly. Still over him disease gained no victory His pa
t.ence, his self-forgetfulness, his thoughtfulness ofothers, his entire se
ren.ty were never so conspicuous as when he lay weak and emaciated
breathing away his few remaining hours. Nothing was said about
the future. All that medical power could do was done, nothing
which love and the fullest appreciation of the life that was vanish
ing away could dictate was omitted. The last day of spring
however, closed his life. d'he full fruit of so many years
of care and preparation and culture, the result of much faithful
study, long thought, constant prayer, resolution, patient self-de
nial, heroic cheerfulness, subjection of the passions and consecra

tion to God and to man lay there, dear beyond price to that fam

ily, valuable beyond estimation as a power in the world, not a

sense obscured, nor an affection cooled, but in a body over which
d.sease now triumphed. His beautiful eyes turned to his sister

and asked her to kiss him. She did so.
»

1 hat wo very sweet
"

he whispered,
"

I tnnik I co lid tao another," and aa .oe gave it he
led into a sleep irom which his Oody never woke.

The spirit of every man should be an undying power in the

community of which he has been a part. So let it be with his.

VICIOUS BOOK'S.

From the paper in Scribner's Monthly called "

Back- Log Stories" we

quote the words of one of the writers in regard to the modern novels of a very
wicked class which certain unmarried women write, and by which men and
women are made worse instead of better:

"

Perhaps genius has no sex, but ordinary talent has. I refer to the great
body of novels, which you would know by internal evidence were written by
women. They are of two sorts: the domestic story, entirely unrealized and
as flavorless as water-gruel; and the spiced novel, generally immoral m ten

dency, in which the social problems are handled, unhappy marriages, affinity
and passional attraction, bigamy and the violation of thc seventh command

ment. These subjects are treated in the rawest manner, without any settled

ethics, with little discrimination of eternal right and wrong and with very lit

tle sense of responsibility for what is set forth. Many of these novels are

merely the blind outbursts of a nature impatient of restraint and the conven

tionalities of society, and are as chaotic as the untrained minds that produce
them."

Reading in Moving Cars.—The weariness and weight about the eyes

experienced by those who read in railroad cars is thus accounted for on high
medical authority : As the exact distance between the eyes and paper cannot

be maintained, the concussions and oscillations of the train disturb the power

of vision, and any variation, however slight, is met by an effort at accommo

dation on the part of the eyes. The shifting light is also an added difficulty.
The fatigue thus produced must often result in permanent injury.

The Chicago Fire.—Within the past few weeks fire has been found

smouldering in the ruins in the Chicago burnt district, and ready to burst in-
to flames on being brought to the open air.
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PROFESSOR HAR ITS LECTURES.

d'HE Irving Society has done a good thing in giving the public

a chance to listen to Prof. Hartt on Brazil. He is qualified to

speak about that part of the globe as few men are, and the astound

ing facts he relates would be incredible from another source. That

there can exist on earth such races as he describes, such individu

als, scenery and animals is astonishing as it vvas heretofore unknown

to most of his hearers, ddie stereoscopic views he gives are mostly
of photographs taken by himself while in Brazil and as explained

by him are amusing and instructive. No one should fail to hear

his last lecture which comes next Tuesday evening.

THE CORNELLAN TROUPE.

d'HE seats for this entertainment have been greedily engaged in

a manner to warrant the minstrels in taking an abundance of time

and pains, in sparing no expense to make the affair what everyone

expects, superior in every way to the ordinary performances of the

kind. We regret to learn that the troupe which came Wednesday
evening had a small louse, though of course we admire the patriot
ism and discernment of those who, intending to see only one ofthe

two choose the later and better part.

As the time for elegant programmes, cards of invitation and recep

tions is at hand, Air. G. WE Silcox of Syracuse presents to the readers

of d'HE Era in an advertisement, a statement of what he can do in

the line of getting up such things. He has sent us a variety of

specimens, some ot which are very elegant, and all of which are

neat and tasteful. Members of the Senior class wdio contemplate
ordering them and committees who are appointed to attend to such

matters can see the specimens of the gentleman's work by calling
on us.

PERSONAL.

Dk. Wilson and Professor Habcock officiate in the Episcopal church.
P. II. Clark, of '73, is working in Treman's foundry. He intends to re

enter the University next fall.

v. D. WuoiiKORD, of '72, was in town during the present week.

Vice President Russel and Professor Eddy distinguished themselves at
the late fire by hard woik in battling the flames.

LE WE Farmer, of '75, cut his foot quite badly at the fire last week.

Howard E. Ames, '73, is studying medicine in Baltimore, in the office of
Dr. Maddux, 70 Centre Street. He wishes lo be remembered to all Cornell

friends, and extends an invitation to all Cornelians to call in and have a limb

amputated.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

—

"Unremitting attention "a Soph styles his father's letter which does
not contain the usual allowance of the needful.

—

Among the episodes ofthe boat-race Friday afternoon was the arrest by
Officer Niedick of a young fellow who in order to escape durance vile broke
loose and ran out knee deep into the water, when Niedick displayed his fear
lessness of the watery element by pursuing and ducking the gentleman when

caught. Everybody applauded this amphibious transaction.
— The burning of the cabinet shop below Cascadilla resulted in an enor

mous amount of work tugging at the steamers as they mounted the hill, man

aging hose and carrying water. Our students, many of them, worked nobly
and professors set a worthy example. At one time the steam pressure on the

engine Cascadilla was great beyond anything ever heard of before according
to a Freshman. With blanched cheeks he came around to a crowd of onlook

ers and disclosed the intelligence that the pressure on the steamer was, by the

guage, one hundred
and thirty pounds of steam. The crowd scattered rapid

ly and were not seen in that locality again till it was discovered that Freshy
had been regarding the water-guage. Then a Senior distinguished himself

and proved his desire to save by rushing up into a room of a neighboring
house and throwing from the window chairs, mirrors, trunks and like valua

bles till requested by the lady occupant to give o'er.

— The result of the game of base ball between '74 and '75 on Tuesday was

Sophomores 48, Freshmen 30.
— One of our Seniors very much regrets that he did not early apprentice

himself to learn the shoemaker's trade.

— Ve lovers of flowers will do well to call on Mr. B. A. Atwater, at the

corner of Cayuga and Green Streets, if you would like to see a fine assortment

of geraniums, verbenas, ivies and all the choice varieties of flowers. Mr. A.

invites all to call and see his plants, whether they buy or not. He is receiving
from day to day hundreds of the choicest flowers, which he intends to sell at

the lowest prices.
— The ice has just departed out of the Cascadilla gorge above the bridge.
— A Sub Fresh declares that his father caught great Solomon out of Lake

St. Clair.

— A new method of preventing those who have wives of the Xantippe type
from becoming prematurely bald has been discovered by a meditative maiden

of Ithaca. She would have them shave their heads.

—

Every subscription to The Era should be paid at once. Every sub

scriber has not paid, we are sorry to say.
—

Very unbecoming
—for a professor who hasn't paid his subscription to

express a fear lest the subscribers be defrauded of one Era during the year.
— The representations on the bell tower are unsightly and disgraceful.

However much we may despise the military system,
—and we know that only

a portion ofthe students do despise it,—no such personal and hideous carica

tures as the hanging ofthe military committee should be indulged in.

— Our suggestion in regard to better means of extinguishing fires at the

University came near proving a prediction. The laboratory has been the scene

of an embryo fire, and only the presence of water in buckets saved the build

ing. Oxygen-making was the cause, or rather the explosion of oxygen.
— A number of Sophomores, who from some unknown cause were sup

posed by the Faculty to have had a hand in the disturbances at the Junior ex

hibition, have peen summoned before that body and interviewed. The mock

schemes are the evil at which the Faculty are most indignant, and they were

really abominable.

— A Senior who is a connoisseur in jewelry was admiring a lady's collec
tion of rings. On concluding the inspection he asked her sister where her rings
were. She said she would show him, and went out ofthe room. Immediately
there were heard two or three violent pulls at the bell. As she reentered she

inquired of '72 how he liked her rings. And thus was that Senior sold. He

concludes that, like the mother ofthe Gracchi, her jewels were of a singular
species.

— The Navy Benefit Concert last Friday evening was a decided success,

except that there was toe much piano pounding to please the popular ear. All

thc performers, especially Ferriss, the Forest City quartette, and the ladies,
deserve credit for their efforts to restore the prestige of the Navy. Profits

amounted to nearly a hundred dollars.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— The ) ale Courant, in an article showing the expense of living at Vale,
gives as the extremes of expenditure for the year $250 and $2,500. The av

erage of the class of '71 was $1,002 per man.
— There i.s a silly squabble in Trinity College about the support of the

Tablet. The difference is between the secret and anti- secret men, the one un

willing to support the other when elected as editors of the paper. Cornell has

found common sense among her students in this matter as in others.
— The lady students of Ann Arbor have formed a boat club, and propose

to compete with the male world for championship.
— The single-shell race for the White cup came off last week at Vale ;"it

was won by a member of the class of '72 ; there were six contestants. The

distance was two miles on a turn-about course, and the time made was 16m.

20s. The water was rough and squally.
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— The Harvard nine have played three games of ball with the Bostons.

The last game resulted in the score : Boston, 20 ; Harvard, 2. Thc Advocate

complains of misplays on either side.

— The Spring Scratch races have been rowed at Harvard in a rain-storm.

— Yale and Harvard are trying to arrange matters for a game of ball, but

find it impossible as long as both sides hold out stubbornly lor their own way

of playing it. The clubs have each of them a professional nine to practice

against.

THE REGA ITA.

It was Friday, May 10, and all Ithaca was on the qui vive. Happily that

unmitigated nuisance, the drill, had been postponed. The Academic authori

ties, giving way to irresistible solicitations of pupils, had suspended the usual

exercises ofthe afternoon. Every livery conveyance had been spoken for, ev

ery row boat, sail boat and raft had been engaged. It vvas the day <»f the Ca

yuga Lake regatta under the auspices of the Cornell Navy. The scene ofthe

regatta vvas near Renwick's, at the south-east corner of the lake. Thither early
in the afternoon the multitude hastened, either by foot or carriage on the dusty
road or by small boat and barge on inlet and lake.

Soon after 2:30, the advertised time of starling, the tug Grace 1 >cnny, bear

ing umpire Prolessor Wait, judges Professor Fiske, Judge Van Yalkenburg
and Williams, of the Democrat, and several members of the press, left the

landing and steamed down the lake with the barge in tow. The deck of the

latter was crowded with citizens and students, including the University band,

as well as many of the fair and much wronged sex. As the barge, with flying

colors, crowded deck, playing band and chatting damsels, moved down the

inlet the crew of '73 flew past, each countenance speaking confidence and de

termination, but alas ! how soon were their high hopes and themseves to be

overwhelmed by the cruel waters of Cayuga. ( >n rounding the pier and heading
for the Lake View House it was found that the brisk north wind was piling

up the waters in a manner which rendered the fulfilling of the programme very

doubtful.

These unfavorable conditions were doubly vexatious on account of the

crowds of people who had honored the Navy by their presence, ami who were

now likely to be grievously disappointed. The shore in the vicinity of the

course was seen to be black with people and the road for a long distance lined

with various vehicles.

About the bay sailboats, large and small, crowded with jolly pleasure

seekers, flitted swiftly hither and thither, under the friendly power of the brisk

north breeze. Rowboats of almost every size and model were pulling lustily

through the rough waves, or drifting with the wind, perhaps dragging after

them their too light anchors. Encouraged by the presence of the multitude

the racers were warming themselves up preparatory to the actual trial of skill

and muscle, and of them all the stout Tom Hughes barge, with her hardy,

cool-headed crew, seemed to have the least fear of the heavy sea. The barge

was soon anchored a few rods west of the stakeboat, which] was lying nearly

west of the hotel, and about a quarter of a mile from the shore. At four

o'clock the order was given for the judges to be conveyed to their boat. Some

of them did not anticipate very great pleasure in occupying for the afternoon

their open boat lying at anchor in face of the wind. Doctor Tarbell took the

place of Van Valkenberg, resigned. The Denney steamed away, as was sup

posed with all appointees on board, but soon Williams was discovered on the

barge's deck, shaking his fist at the tug in a very belligerent manner. He was

soon taken up, and together with his colleague, deposited in their boat, be

tween the barge and shore.

The wind had been increasing slightly since noon and the lake vvas now so

rough that it was evident no shell race could take place. Determined to do

the utmost toward performing what had been advertised, Commodore Pike, at

about four o'clock, ordered the three lapstreak boats to the starting line, al

though he was doubtful whether even these boats could be put over the course

in safety.
For this one race of the day the Ithaca Rowing Association entered a four-

oared boat called
"

Biz
"
with the well trained Dole as stroke, 2 Treman, a

man of song and muscle, 3 Halsey, and 4 Brown, both of the latter prac

ticed oarsmen. The
" Biz

"

took position nearest the shore. She carried no

coxswain.

The Tom Hughes Club for this race entered a six-oared boat, no

^cox
swain, the practiced and judicious Anderson

of '73 stroke, 2 Weeks of '72, 3

Devin of '73, 4 Chadwick of '74, 5 Copeland of '72, bow Southard of '74.

This boat took position next the
" Biz."

The class of '73 entered the six-oared boat " Geneva," Standart coxswain,
Stoddard stroke, 2 Dutton, 3 French, 4 Moses, 5 Ferris, bow Jayne.

All seeming ready for a starl the signal shot was fired by L. K. Freeze,
signal officer of the Navy. The start was not satisfactory, and another shot

recalled the boats to position. The second attempt was also a failure, but at

the third signal, away they went. The "

Biz" was skimming along finely,
when Trenian's oar snapped in his hand. The "

Biz
"

making the best of the

situation then sheered a little toward the bank, and Treman pluckily leaped
out and waded ashore, while the boat continued on her course propelled by
three oarsmen until Halsey broke his.oar, when the "

Biz" reluctantly yield

ing to adverse circumstances, gave up the race.

The Junior crew started off in good style, but their powerful strokes had

sent them but a few rods wdien their boat "

Ceneva," alias "Striped Pig,"

pointed its nose a little too much toward the muddy bottom of the lake,

quickly filled and left its bold and muscular crew floundering in the water.

Fortunately lhe crew succeeded in getting hold of the swamped boat which

was buoyed up with considerable force, and sustaining themselves until picked

up by the small boats of the vicinity. The tug which bearing the umpire was

running along with the contesting boats, made toward the scene of disaster,

but her services were not needed.

While these unfortunate but somewhat amusing scenes were taking place
the Tom Hughes crew had been pulling with strong and well-timed stroke for

the other extremity of the course, the tug keeping nearly abreast of them.

They made the course, one mile, in eleven minutes. Turning the stake was

a task of some difficulty, and occupied several seconds. They however safely

rounded the stake and made the return stretch in eight minutes, ten seconds,

and of course winning the race, although under the circumstances they did not

claim the prize.
The thanks of all the crew who were ducked in the race are clue to the pro

prietor of the Lake View House, for his kindness supplying them with dry

clothes, boots which didn't lit, perhaps, hats and other comforts for the damp

ened ardor of the shipwrecked ones.

At the concert handbills were distributed, stating that the races which were

postponed that day would take place, Deo voleute, Saturday morning, at nine

o'clock, according to programme. A crowd, smaller, less enthusiastic, less

feminine, and less expectant than on the day before met on tht» beach, and the

crews and boatmen pulled merrily about on the water as on Iriclay. Ihe first

race announced was that between the University and the Springport crews.

The former consisted of Dole, stroke, Dutton, 2, Goldsmith, 3, and Bean,

bow, rowing in the four-oared shell
"

Buffalo." Springport boys were Court

ney, stroke, Courtney, jr., 2, Winegar, 3, Collins, bow, in the four-oared

shell
"
Sam W'eller."

After some difficulty in obtaining a fair start the crews began to buffet the

wind and waves which, were already rising, the "Sam W'eller" getting a

lead on the_ start ; this lead she kept and increased steadily to the end of the

race ; near the stakeboat the waves were high and both boats took some water

in turning. The Springport boys have a boat better built for high water, and

their rowing is as regular as constant practice can make it. The Cornell boys

lacked practice, and this told especially on the bow oar, whose position is lhe

most difficult to fill satisfactorily, and with whose labor none but those who

have tried the place can sympathize. Button's rowing elicited remarks of

praise from all who were competent to judge of first-class rowing, ibmin. 54

sec. was the lime made by the Springport crew, who seemed to be resting

during the latter part ofthe course, and ibmin. sSsec. was the time made by

the Cornell crew. The prize, a silver cup, was awarded the winners.

The single scull race between J. IL Elseffer of the Navy in his paper skull,

and Cnarles Courtney, of Union Springs, in the scull S. WE Burgess, was next

in order. The boat, are nearly alike in build, and the race was evidently to

be between men, not boats. The competitors rowed away, Elseffer showing

skill and pluck against his experienced opponent, but skill and a few weeks'

practice could not combat the muscle, skill and judgment of such an accom

plished oarsman as Courtney. It was evident what the result of the race

would be, and but little enthusiasm was manifested by the crowd. The two

boats kept very nearly together, and Courtney crossed the line but a fraction

of a second ahead of Elseffer. The time by Courtney was 19mm. 51 -4 sec.

The prize, a pair of gold oars, was given the winner, though he disclaimed it,

on the ground that he had not rounded lhe stakeboat on account of rough

water. Elseffer however insisted that he take the prize as the change in direc

tion was by mutual consent.

The Freshmen in the eight-oared barge "Cornell" were now called

against a picked crew in the four-oared barge "Addie." The Freshman crew
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consisted of Schuyler stroke, Montague 2, Millspaugh 3, Walters 4, Ostrom 5,

Gardner 6, Nichols 7, Knight bow, Kiersted coxswain. Their rowing was

superb for the practice they have had and elicited favorable comment. The

crew of the Addie was selected on the spot from the crowd on shore and nat-

urallv were not very confident of success. The crew was Goldsmith stroke,

Conklin 2, Borden 3, Van Cleef bow, Randall coxswain. They secured han

dicap of two minutes and a quarter for the two-mile course and seemed to be

determined to keep the lead, but soon after turning the stake-boat the '75 crew

passed them and steadily gained till at the time of crossing the line at the

judges' boat they were ahead of the "Addie" crew. The time made by the

"Cornell" vvas eighteen minutes eighteen seconds and by the "Addie" twenty-

two minutes, forty-two seconds. The bystanders justly complimented Conk

lin and Goldsmith for their plucky rowing in the face of defeat. The prize, a

silver goblet, was awarded according to the facts.

The redoubtable Tom Hughes crew in their six-oared lapstreak novv en

tered against the four-oared town boat with a picked crew. The Tom Hughes

crew consisted of Anderson stroke, Weeks 2, Devin 3, Chadwick 4, Copeland

5, Southard bow.

The picked crew consisted of Dole stroke, Courtney 2, Halsey 3, Brown

bow. This crew secured a handicap of twenty seconds on account of the dif

ference in the number of oarsmen, and the start vvas made. With Anderson

as stroke the Tom Hughes boat moved speedily and regalarly after the flying
" Biz" and overtook her on the home stretch making 17 minutes and 19 sec

onds, coming in thirty-seven seconds ahead, thus winning the race by seven

teen seconds. While within sight of the spectators f nd near the judges' boat

the
'■

Biz" crew caught two shell-fish of the "crab" species, alike annoying
to both spectators and themselves. The prize awarded for this race was a

silver salver.

A tub-race was announced, but as the water was rough and cold, those

who had expected to enter weie found wanting and only the little bootblack

appeared. He was started and accomplished about half the distance when an

ill-sent wave capsized his frail bark and he disappeared for a moment under

water but soon arose and after endeavoring in vain to right his tub, swam to

the nearest boat, was picked up, set in the tub again and this time got to shore

amid cheers. The prize was five dollars.

The race was now* ended and everyone started homeward, better satisfied

with the result of that day's sport than with that ofthe pieceding day.
It was a precedent which vve hope will be followed by many jovial occasions

of a similar kind ; they cannot but be beneficial where the prizes are so small,
the good feeling so general and where the object is amusement of the crowds,

and practice in a pastime the benefits ofwhich are so universally acknowledged,
and which is almost a science to its devotees.

A DREAAI.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH INTO SERVIAN AND FROM THIS INTO

ENGLISH BY N. IOVANOVITCH.

A delegate of the French Assembly went to bed perfectly satisfied. He

had done his duty that day, and all the papers of "order" would speak of

him very highly the next morning. Oh! what a splendid time ! As soon as

he descended the platform, all were around him, shaking hands with him re

spectfully, and he deserved it well.

How nicely had he represented Internationale ! how eloquently had he
shown the downfall of the French society if " severe measures

"

be not un

dertaken ! What logic and what beauty in the speech ! and what arguments I

Oh ! he could then go to sleep quietly, and he did so.

In dreaming he heard a voice that said to him :
"

Bravo ! you did well."

And he complacently replied, "Didn't I!" Then he looked around but

could see no one. The voice exclaimed :
"
I understand. I was once in the

same situation. I had also to save order, country and family. I unhesitat

ingly used the same means. I had to deal with such rogues, with a society
formed by a few men of the people. And what principles ! To ruin every

thing. They said that they had no country; they hardly believed in mar

riage laws; instead of castes, they demanded equality of all and wanted to

compel the rich to divide their property with the poor, and nobody could tell

what more. The did not want to hear of honest interest that feeds a man

without work."

"That is so! Vou are right! That is Internationale I
"

said the dele-

gate. "No," was the reply.
"

But let me finish. We could not endure
that. It was impossible. We wanted liberty, we tolerated all religions and
opinions, all customs and societies. But was this a society or a conspiracy ?

What an army would it be if country were a mere word to the soldiers ?

What would become of industry if money should bring no interest ? and if

the rich had to divide their property with the poor ? Finally, what would be

come of society if marriage should be ignored ? However, they were allowed

to live and preach their belief for quite a while. At last they were persecut

ed, mostly by Nero, for having burnt the capital. Oh ! that was a terrible

conflagration. All parts of the city were in flames. And they denied burn

ing it, but in vain, nobody believed them."

"

Certainly," exclaimed the delegate,
"

they wil' deny it ; but that won't

help them, for they surely burnt Paris."

"Not Paris, Rome," was the answer. "And I can prove it to you.

When I ordered them caught and executed my palace was on fire."

" In Bourges. Oh yes ! I know where it was," said the delegate.
"
No. It was in Nicomedia. I was sure they had burnt my palace when

I gave orders to capture them. My predecessors had tortured them and I

thought I should do the same. But it was hard to get hold of them. They
formed small associations, clubs, one in every town, and they were organized

on the best plan. It seemed as if these associations were independent of

each other, but they all worked in harmony, all had the same feelings and

aims, to spread their dreadful doctrines. And how they took the people !
"

"
Sections ?

"

said the delegate.
"No. Churches. That was a devilish enterprise. It was spreading

with unusual rapidity, and the men who undertook it were of the lower

classes."

"

Ves ; a bookbinder."

"

No ; one of them was a fisher."

" You do not mean Yarlin
*

?
"

"

Oh no ! I mean Peter. But let me tell you they were the lowest in

rank, and still they carried on a terrible propigan lism. They sent some of

their companies to different parts of the world to form associations."

■'

Yes, folain
*

for instance."

"

Oh no ; Paul."

"Tolain is a good citizen after all."

" But I am speaking of Paul. And he and others tried to do everything
to get out of the difficulty

"

"

Saving societies, for instance."

"

No, they were secret."

"

Society for opposition ?"

"

No, they were dangerous people. But what is wonderful, they died

without fear, telling loudly their belief; they walked to the place of execution

with bold steps and brave looks."

"

Milliers, Duvan ?" t

"

No, they had other names. Especially women displayed great heroism."
"

With petroleum ?"

"Oh, no; but you must not interrupt me any more, or I shall cease to

converse with you. I have told you already that their ideas were spreading

very rapidly, and we took
'

special measures
'

to suppress them. Their leaders

were demagogues. I was told about one who desired to revolutionise the

people and to destroy a portion of the city."
"All the magazines ?"
"

No, the synagogues ; he conspired with many others, and attempted to

assault the representatives of legal government."
"

General Lecompte ?"

"

Xo, Governor Lhestes ; and that demagogue called a martyr a criminal

who was killed on the spot."
"

Raoul Rigattlt ?"t

"No, Cyril, St. Cyril, as they call him; who was making inflammatory
speeches to the people ; who was about to murder the governor and who did

murder a woman, Hypatia by name. But that was not all. Although some

of them were writers, so called philosophers, still these fanatics so much hated

science and philosophy that they burned the library."
"

In the Louvre ?"

"

No, in Alexandria. I know very well that my successors have continued

to work on the same plan. I had very good means and never desisted from

their use. But, as you are aware, after my time, those strange believers had

many opportunities to come into power. But on account of abuses practiced
by them during their short ascendancy they failed. However, this was a mere

local movement, wdiich was suppressed immediately, and I am sure that my
laws were enforced, and thai there is not one of these criminals now in exis

tence. Nothing is so effective against such dangerous sects as severe penal
ties and martial law."

* Varlin and Tolain, prominent members of Internationale.
t Millieis, Duvan and R. Rigault, killed while fighting for thc Paris Commune.
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" Good!" replied the delegate.
"

That was first-rate. I do nol know ex

actly what you are talking about, and you use some strange words. Howev

er, the principle is the same. I agree with you entirely. I wish you were a

delegate of the French Assembly, where you could repeat all that you have

just now told me. Order,, that is my religion, and that is yours. Viva, dear
brother! But will you please have the kindness to tell me your name and

profession."
"I am the Emperor Diocletian."
"

Emperor Diocl . . ! the enemy ofthe church and priest's enemy.
And whom have you been talking about ?"

"About Christians."
Liberty

LITERARY.

Harper's ALigaAue for May is full of the most attractive reading matter,

profusely illustrated. Of its sixteen articles there are but five that are not il

lustrated. The number opens with the second installment of Porte Crayon's
"Mountains," illustrated with a dozen of the author's most character.

istic and effective drawings, representing some phases of rural life in the

mountains of Virginia that belong to the past, but are soon destined to disap
pear with the approach of a new era. To read Porte Crayon's sketches of coun

try life is like rusticating by proxy. He gives us a kind of mental vacation,
and his work contrasts pleasantly with that done by most ofhis contemporary
literateurs and artists, who, unconsciously, perhaps, but very materially, are
affected by the absorbing influences of a too busy life.

In
"

Mr. Jefferson's Pet" Mr. Scheie De V«ie gives the early history of

the University of Virginia, and in doing this has contributed a very important
and intereOng chapter to Mr. Jefferson's biography. The illustrations are es

pecially interesting as showing Mr. Jefferson's peculiar architectural taste.

We have the second and concluding portion of the
"

Store- ol Tammany,"
showing how that society grew to political supremacy. An interesting ac

count is given by the writer of the political career of the two Clintons, and of

the struggle between this family and that ofthe Livingstons; also an account

of Tammany's part in the strife, ofthe origin of mobocracy in the State legis
lation of New York, and of the connection of the Tammany Society with Van

Buren's political career. The article is profusely illustrated with portraits.
Mr. George M. Towle gives a history of a model town in England—Sal

taire, founded by Sir Tittts Salt for the benefit of his workmen. This paper,

which is illustrated, is an appropriate sequel to the account of Mr. Godin's
"

Social Palace at Guise," in the April number of Harper. Both articles should

be read by every workingman and by every capitalist in the country.

Eugene Lawrence contributes an interesting paper on
"

Inventors and In

ventions," devoting special attention to the progress of improvements in me

tallurgy, weather indicators, street lamps and dwelling houses. This paper is

fitly supplemented by a brief article on "Stolen .Secrets," by N. S. L>odge.
It is seldom that we find in a magazine an article so graphic in its descrip

tions, so timely and so full of useful information as is Mr. Charles Nordhoff's

paper on California in this number. This paper, which is very effectively and

beautifully illustrated, is the first of a series of articles on California, which is

a region really very little known in the eastern States. The first article shows

"

how to go there and what to see by the way." For the first time we have

an accurate description of a journey by rail across
"
The Great American Des

ert."

The editorial departments are up to their best standard. The Easy Chair

gives some remarkable representations of the power of the press, and espe

cially ofthe news correspondent; is peculiarly happy in his description ofthe

ball given in honor of the Japanese Embassy, and gives a judicious critical es

timate of George Eliot's new story,
" Middlemarch." The Drawer is this

month unusually entertaining and felicitous in its anecdotes.

Among the attractive features promised by the publishers for subsequent

numbers is a series of papers by Emilie Castelar, the Spanish statesman, on

"The Republican Movement in Europe," to be commenced in the June num

ber.

IN the current issue of Lippincott's Alagazine appears a profusely illustra

ted sketch of Philadelphia, in which is presented, in an entertaining manner,

much valuable information regarding one of the greatest and most attractive

cities of our country. Whymper's delightful reminiscences
of his adventures

in the Alps is still continued, affording
a large amount of refreshing and ex

citing narrative. "On Foot in Navarre," by David G. Adee, is a sprightly

discursive article touching the manners, customs, and peculiarities of the

Basque inhabitants of the Pyrenees.
"

Rosemary
"
is a little poem, by Em-

ELL ERA.

ma Lazarus, one of the most cultivated, thoughtful, and vigorous female po

ets of America. "Sisterhoods in England" is the title of a paper by Mrs.

Sarah B. Wister, descriptive of the effort novv being made by the Protestant

world to adopt, to a certain extent, for philanthropic purposes, the Catholic

conventual system. ( lue of the principal institutions in England is very ac

curately and entertainingly described by the author, whose remarks are based

upon actual observation. "

A French Girl," by Alice Grey, is a very inter

esting sketch based upon the events connected with the rule ofthe Commune

in Paris. The author was in the French capital during both sieges; and the

narrative here presented bears evidence of being the result of actual and close

observation. "

Arnold al Stillwater," by Thomas Dunn English, is an en

gaging poem, replete with vigorous sentiment. The second portion of the

series entitled "The Private Art Collections of Philadelphia" is devoted to

the gallery of Mr. Henry C. Gibson, and constitutes a paper full of enter

tainment, and of information about art, "Our Farm in Redmud County"

depicts very accurately the present condition and prospects of the agricultural

population of Virginia. The serial story, "Aytoun," progresses cleverly,
and gives evidence of considerable novelistic talent. The public already know

how very delightful is "Our Monthly Gossip," which this month furnishes

its usual portion of the agreeable and the instructive.

The Herald of Health for May contains an article on "Health and the

Simple Rules of Health,'' written by John Wesley, the founder of Methodism,
'n 1 735' winch is exceedingly instructive. Also an interesting article on "The

New Watering Place ofthe Far West," one on
" W'arts and Corns, and How

to Treat Them," one on
"

Hereditary Genius," one on
"

Health Lessons for

Children," one on
"

How to Make Home Happy," the editor's "Studies in

Hygiene," full ol instruction, and more than fifty other articles.

I he Land Owner for May is filled wilh fine engravings representing "Re

built Chicago." The paper flings defiance in the face of the enemies of that

city and brags about Chicago and her citizens in the true American style. It

calls on people to come quickly if they wish to see any traces of the fire, and

insists that in one year the city will be rebuilt on a grander scale than before.

AiNNOUNCEMNNT.—Students and others wishing to purchase books at

the most unprecedentedly low prices should call at number seventeen East

State Street. Come at any time during the day, if you wish to'buy books at

private sale and pay only half the publisher's prices. Come in the evening, if

you wish to hear one of the most entertaining and humorous auctioneers in

the State, and have a chance to bid in choice books at marvellously cheap
rates. The stock of works is very large and includes poetry, history, essays,

biography, fiction, humorous works, and a very complete miscellaneous se

lection. All the volumes are well bound and undamaged. New books are

constantly arriving and the proprietor, Mr. C. Estabrook, proposes to afford

students and citizens of Ithaca an unequalled opportunity to replenish their

libraries without too much depleting their pockets. The sale will last for

only a few days hence no time should be lost in visiting the store.

AANOUNCEAIENT TO COLONISTS.

IF YOU ARE GOING WEST

Buy your tickets over the "old reliable" Missouri Pacific Railroad,

the popular route from St. Louis to Sedalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

City, Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver, and all points in Missouri, Kan

sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to which people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in fine day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for piompt
time and sure connections is proverbial. For valuable information and assist

ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,

call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R., 72 Lloyd

street, Buffalo, NE V.; or E. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent, St. Louis

Mo. No trouble to answer questions.

A Profitable Business.—Intelligent, active men or women, young or

old, can have pleasant and profitable employment by taking an agency in any

town in the United States for the long looked- fot masterpiece
—the crowning

-work ofhis life
—

Henry Ward Beecher's
"

Life of Jesus the Christ." Sure

to outsell any book ever published. Prospectus books are now ready, and

territory will be awarded to reliable agents on application. Terms liberal.

Apply to J. B. Ford t\; Co., 27 Park Place, New Vork; 11 Broomfield Street,

Boston, Massachusetts; or 285 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Announcement. Call at the drug store next the Post Office and test

the Soda Water from the beautiful fountain to be found there.
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P A. STRAUSSMAN cN BROTHER,

Merchant Tailors and Clothiers.

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior quality
and like custom-made.

Our Stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods is large
and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths and Cassimeies for spring and

summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at

shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment

of all the goods elegant dressing calls ior.

English, French and German Coalings for dress

and business wear. Fancy Cassimeies for pants, of

all shades and colors, and a variety of Choice I 'est-

ings.
Our style of catling garments is the very latest

and most improved A'cio York Style, and we guar

antee a graceful and tasty fit.

No. 28 East" State Street, Ithaca, N. V.

DARK HOTEL, OWEGO, N. V. — A

X Street Car and Hack, free to all Guests uf the House,

runs 1.) and from all trains. The best MILLIARD

ROOM IX OWEGO is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell University students.

L. D. & T. !•'. 'WILLARD, Proprietors.

T

THE CORNELL EJtA.^
NU\V READY :

HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1S71.

May 17, 1872.

rriHE CORNELL ERA!

-*-
THE CORNELL ERA!

EVERY STUDENT

Who wishes a record of his college life, will save

himself THE ANNijVANCE of keeping a diary, by

Subscribing for 1 In: Era.

I70R SALE OR TO LET.

The place known as the^former

RESIDENCE OF II. J. MESSENGER,

CORTLAND, X. Y.

Price $12,000, if sold by March 1st ; if not, will

be let one year for $1,000.

Inquire of Mr. Dna-.i.E, adj lining the premises,
or of the owner, at Cascadilla Place, Iihaca, New-

York.

A. B. Benham.

February 7, 1S72.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customer-, promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East Slate Street.

F. T. GREENLEY O CO., Oocc-rs, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 e* 43 least Seneca Street. Tark & Tillord's
brands oi Imported Cigars. !•'. 1 . & E. A. Grcenley.

0. B. CURRAN cA SON, Druggists, 7S State

Street,_Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Taints, Oils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the bariel.

OTUDENTS

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Chnton House, has

EIGHT FIRST CLASS TABLES.

LEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine

Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone {four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at u^'i', price $6.50. Sent to

any fart of the country
on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief ov Cuni ents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Eoats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter 111. Description of the modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history- Metho,]

of construction. Ad\. ullages and disadvantages. E\ i-

denocs of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing

shells.

'

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance ofthe water.

Chaptei VI 1. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions ol

the body ofthe work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell lioats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and shifts (with plates).

Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar to

outngged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described

and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. C'osl

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.
Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Looks recommended.

Organization and administration ol boat clubs.

ChaptcrVI. On swimming. Instructions lor saving

drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part Third. Chaptcrl. Poat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of then' oflii crs- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from .368 to

iO Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. 'The Harvard

Vale and I liter -Collegiate races, iSs2 to 1871. Citizens'

R. gatta, W'oiccstcr, Massachusetts, 1850 to 1870. Re

galias of the New England Rowing Assoi 1. ilion, I ludson

Amateur Rowing Association and N01 1I1-W cstern Ama

teur Moating Association, 131.7 to 1S71. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, iXeo to 1871. In

tel nil ional Races, iKl.d to September 15, 1871.
uurth. A I >irecto,y of the 7 ! Moat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations ol the United States and

Mntlsli provinces in cxlstcnos on lhe ■..th of November,

Oo, giving lhe names and post-office address ol then

officers (some 2000 In all), number antl kind ol boats on

hand, anrl value of their real and personal properiv.

Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Mo.u House's, wilh

plans and spooilications of live, costing Irom $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should he addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, MARCH & ( O.,

Paper P.oat Muilders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

UNIVERS: TY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET.

Y
UU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BEST FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

TIIE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AXD UNDERWEAR.

THE GREATEST VVRIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, U'c, Ac., at

SHERWOOD cV VAX KIRK'S.

MENS FURNISHING ROOMS

c

NO. 47 FISH BLOCK.

ULYER & BATES,

ho o\: 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
Oil, CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
ILGUS BROTHERS & CO..

IU Al l-l'S IM

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

AMI.ES, KLANKETS, SHEETS. PILLOW

CASES, LLC, ETC., FTC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL 7»A'l' COOPS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as
sortment of

i

CLOTIS and CASSI M EKES, and particular
attention paid to thc manufacture of Clothing on very reasona
ble lelllls.
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HANCE OF TIME.

ITHACA cK: ATIIKNS R. R.

429

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier 7-ia

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT' APPIA VIA OF NEW VORK,

than l>v any other route.

TWO^^^'^DAILY

to which are attached

PALATIAL ^x;;;,-' COACH LS,

combining everv modern impro-oemrnt,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & W. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-R< >< >MS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below. )

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA tn

all points on the Erie Railway
—New York, Albany,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

~~JT Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY TIIE AOENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

L. D. Rccker, Wm. R. Barr,

Gen'l Superintendent. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

The accoinmotlalion train will run as fellows on

antl after Monday, November 13, 1 S71 :

Lie A Vie

Athens at S:45 A- M-, arriving at Tthaca 11:15 A. M.

lOei'CKN IN't; LEAVE

Ithaca al 3 p. m., arriving at Athens at 5:30 p. M.

Connects iU Waverly at' S: 55 a. M. and 5:10 P. M.

Cunnects also wilh trains on the Lehigh Yalley
Railroad for Towanda and also for l-.linira and sta

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo

the same evening.
Act ViMMoHA'lTON TRAIN.

Leaves Ithaca 6. ;■ . a. m. Arrives at Le io,V\ille io ., .. ., m.

in tune for Erie Railway express hound East, and Lehigh Val

ley R. R. trains South and Wesl, arming at Elmiia ie | -e p

m., Piltston and \\Tlkes-Barrc same afternoon, and Philadel

phia same evening.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and

taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery of the Wyoming and Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after

noon ofthe same dav.

Carriages will he in waiting on the arrival of train-

to carry passengers between Factoryville and the

Erie Depot at Waverly.
WILLIAM HALSEY, Sup't.

A
H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT N; CHURCH STS.,

OWEGO, X. Y.

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

c

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. AE

F\ L. & W. R7R. TIME TABLE.

DECEAIDER 4, 1S71.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after December 4, 1871, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 6.45 A. M., immediately on the arrival ofthe Cin

cinnati Express and after the arrival of the Night Express Trains
on the Erie Railroad.

Passenger Train at 5. 55 P M
,
on the arrival of Express Trains

from New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving
at Ithaca 7.40.

LEAVE ITHACA.

Passenger Train at 9.40 a. m.. connects with Express Trains
for New York, Buffalo and Dunkirk.

Mail Train at 6 25 P. M., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on

Erie Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M.,

and at New York at 7.30 A. M.

W. R. HUMPHREY,

Superintendent Cayuga Division.

Ithaca, December 4, 1871.

LINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests of the House.

AILROAI) HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAY LGA, N. Y.

JAMES eV. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No night trains passing to disturb quests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the

students.

JAMES A. 'QXWN'N, Proprietor.

OLLEGE ENGRAVER & PRINTER.

C

CLASS DAY, CLASS EXCURSION',

and BOAT CLUB SCIIFAILS and

INVITATIONS

engraved on steel, copper or stone.

Socie/v Moi/ignimi and Cuts a Specially.

Visiting Cards in all varieties of tints, sizes and

styles executed in the veiy best manner.

Illuminated Stamping.

Printing done neatly and tastefully. Complete as

sortment of English and Persian note paper and en

velopes in stock. Fine Russia leather Gods a

Specialty. Samples sent on application. Orders

solicited.

Geo. \V. Si econ,

17 Yanderbilt Square,

Syracuse, N. Y.

G. A. TAPPEA-DEA', Fashionable Boot and

Shoe Maker, No. 5 North Tioga Street, up stairs.

pvR. G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON' DENTIST,

NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,
Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
the Clinton House, on or about the first of lanuarv next, at

which place he will have greatly increased facilities lor the suc

cessful prosecution ofhis dental practice.
IlaMng associated with hua Dr. B. W. Franklin, of New

Vork Citv, who has devoted many years to the construction of

arlillcial dentures and other dental mechanism, he feels confi

dent that the lin ihties offered by this acpii-ilion will secure to

lhe public advantages second to no other Dental establishment

io the- 1 ountry.

We administer chemically pure teas for the painless extraction
of teeth, and other painful opeiations m dental surgery. No

i barge for extracting teeth when artificial ones are required.

W. IIOVSKAU I
,
11. D. H. W. FRANKLIM.

M
ISS C. ACKLEY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Facnliv of Crnc-U University, Photographs
and Stereos, opi, Views of the Unn cOiy and ithaca Scen

ery. '1 heKcv dt.lv papers and all th.- periodicals kept for sale

BA
E. CO KNELL

has opened a

NEW MEAT MAP KKT,

At No. 56 North Tioga Street.

He keeps a choice supply on hand, and is bound to undersell.

PRICES UP CHOICE MEATS:

Porter House Steak, inc.: Round Steak, 16c: Shoulder, 10c. to

i2'
+ c.; Pork, roc. to 12O.; Rib Roast, i-ec. to 14c, and other

meats accordingly. Also keeps Clysters, Poultry, Hour, etc.,
at the lowest prices. Great inducements to clubs.

He will also run a WAI '.( IN, and sell as cheap as the cheap
est the GROCERIES which he keeps constantly on hand.

Give Him a Call.

B. F. CORNELL.

D
R. W. LAMONT WHEELER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

Formerly one of the resident physicians of Bellevue Hospital,

New York City.

OFFICE IN THE OLD CITY BANK.

Ur. Wheeler may be found at his office nijhts.

W'yCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC

INSTITUTE. No. 7 and 8 Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.

Students may enter upon a course of instruction at any

time

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lesst ns fifteen dollars, in-

vari ,1,1 v in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book. First and Second Pender, Phono.

graphic Dictionary, and all .J the best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. F ,r further particulars address

w o. wyckoff,

Phonographic Insttitte,

Ithaca, N. Y.

P
HOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY A FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES, LARGE AND SMALL: ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

nay be obtained at our Rooms.

A. J. I'teKDV.
WM. KKKAK.

SEAAIAA~'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

G
0 TO THE N. Y. TAPPER SHOP

FOR A FIRST-CLASS SIIAYE.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI.

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTING SALMON,

Under Finch's Store, comer State
and Tioga Streets.
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LIPPER SONG.

The king he wears a slipper, a sceptre and a crown ;

A little show of royalty, but more of royal gown :

His nobles and his courtiers all go shod in slippers too,
While his subjects all go slip-shod to pay the revenue.

We are all slipping, slip, slip, slipping our way through
the world.

The President wears a slipper, with Reconstruction hound,
That he mav slip from Washington, and "Swing the Cir

cle Round."

Congressmen likewise wear slippers, so slip their measures

through ;

A veto slips our President, and Congress slips anew.
We are all slipping, etc.

Politicians all wear slippers, and slip the most of all

Their hands into the Treasury, to fee the Union Ball :

They wear Election Slippers all, and slip their ballots right
To slip their country into debt, while they slip out of sight.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Doctor wears a slipper, just slips in when we are ill,
He leaves a dose, a pill or two, and then slips in his bill;

Returning on the morrow, he finds his patient worse—

He slips a copper on his eyes and summons out the hearse.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Priest also wears a slipper, that he may gently glide
Up to the sinner's ear, and lisp "For you the Saviour died."
The 1 awver wears a slipper, when a client he would see,

A word of counsel slips to him, and then demands a fee.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Merchant wears a slipper too.in these disastrous times:
For everv dollar slipped to you he s'ipsback twenty dimes:
Then

"

Zounds !" he madly cries,
"

goods everywhere are

slipping down !"

His creditors at length slip in, and he slips out of town.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Tailor wears a slipper, as he slips with tape in hand
To take the measure of some wealthy, noble gentleman.
He swears the coat it fits you, and again he slips his rule.
Then slips the money from your purse, then doffs you off a

fool.

We are all slipping, etc.

The Miller wears a slipper, the slipperiest of the kind,
lust take your little grist to him, and ask him it to grind.
He'll slip it in the hopper, and I'll wager you my soul
That when he slips it back he's not forgot to toll, toll, toll,
We are all slipping, etc.

Shoemakers also wear slippers and all make slippers too ;

Slip in yonr little job to them, and they'll slip back to you
A pledge that in one week 'tis done, or first in town you be :

Now mark me well, the truth I tell, they'll slip you'off just
three.

We are all slipping, etc.

Rumsellers charming slippers wear when slipping to your
lip

.

The damning bowl of Death, deluded fools enchanted sip.
He slips away your noble name, the money from your purse ;
He leaves you vile and pennyless, to all the world a curse!
We are all slipping, etc,

The Lover wears a slipper as he slips up to the side
Ofthe gay young lady he fondly seeks to make his bride;
They both slip off together, thc old parson for to see,
He slips the bridal knot on them, and they slip back'a V.
We are all slipping, etc.

The Printer wears a slipper, too, he slips his type right
well;

All round the world he slips the news, ancLstrange enoueh
to tell,

B

His subscribers all wear slippers and cram their noddles till
All surfeited they slip away, nor pay the Printer's bill.

We are all slipping, etc.

Had I a pair of slippers I would go a-slipping too ;
I'd slip a voyage on ocean wave, and seek my health anew

■

T o California's boasted clime, I'd slip witli haste away—
1 'llUp To, ,asthma in thc sc;l beneath the maddened'spray
Ihen I 11 be slipping, etc.

Bards never were but ever to be poor, yea, poor indeed
Who would not slip a stamp or two tohelp a friend in need—
From mountain top, from dell and dale, I'd echo back to

you

Of how by friends I slipped the grave, then join the chorus
too.

We are all slipping, etc.

F. A. PARTENIIEIAIER,

Dealer in Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Slippers,

cAc, cfc.

21 EAST STATE STREET.TTHACA/.N. Y.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

AA'DREIV D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, At. A., Vice-

President,Associate Professor of History and Piofessor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, At. A., Professor of Ar-

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,
Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN IV. EVANS, At. A., Professor of Mathe-

matics.

WILLARD FISKE, AI. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHLNGTON GREENE, AI. A.,
Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, At. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, E. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRAArCIS £. LOOAIIS, AI. A., Ph. D., Profes
sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, At. A., Non-

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY H. AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. AIORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical
Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AI. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, AL S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng-
lish History.

LAYARD TAYLOR, At. A., Non-resident Pro-

fessor of German Literature.

BURT G. WILDER, S. B., AI. D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology,

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. II. D.,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES It. WING, B. S., Professor of Chem-

istry.
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JUNIATA JAY.

When across the Alps I journeyed,
In a little Swiss chalet

First I met,—God bless that morning !

Charming Juniata Jay.

Eyes that laughed and lips that tempted,

(Here you have her picture, girls,)
Cheeks that shame the blush of sundown,
Heaven's light hid in her curls.

Switzerland, we
" did

"

together,
Saw the ice-born rivers flow ;

Heard the Ranz des V aches' tinkle,
In the pleasant Pays de Yaud.

And we saw the brown old cottage,

Where a mother's heart doth yearn
•

"

Very late and dark 'tis growing,
And my boy doth not return."

Saw where in the town of Zurich,

Ulrich Zwingle's chapel stands,
"
Never will I bow and worship,
To your idols made with hands."

Saw the island in Lake Zurich,

Where Ulrich von Hiitten died ;

" I have dared it ! Pope and Kaiser

Do their worst ! The Lord's my Guide."

And we saw the Austrian's palace,

Built of old in fair Lucerne ;

O'er it now the cattle wander,

Knee-deep in the fragrant fern.

Saw the monumental Lyon,

Memory of the Old Swiss guard;

And the granite mountains round it

Dumbly keeping watch and ward.

Quaint old tales we read together,

Of the burly days of old,

When each mountain held its castle

Ladies fair and Ritters bold.

Thoughts of home sometimes recalling

Read we as the shadows fell,

In the Book wherein
" the Master

Told the tale of Little Nell."

Happy days we saw together,

Many more have since passed by,

And she's now another's partner,

But—what of it ? So am I.

Life has brought us other duties,

Other joys and other tears,

Other loves and other friendships
Woven by the tangling years.

Tis a sweet dream of the poets,

That in death we do not die,
But once more our lives live over,

In the land beyond the sky.

So sometime, perhaps, who knoweth ?

In the golden Land, I may
Wander o'er the Alps elysian,
With sweet Juniata Jay.

Hans Sachs.

THE REACTION OF NATURE.

HERBERT E. COPELAND.

As physicians' apprentices are apt to be the most dissolute

young men; as lawyers are not the most honest; as those best read

in creeds are not always the most charitable ; as polite men degen
erate to snobs ; as men of learning seek to be custodes instead of

doctores, prostituting their time and talents in crazy investigations
of the dirty tricks of dissolute young blackguards ; so those who

seek nature as servants instead of pupils must expect to wear the

livery of servitude. Rafinesque with his sharp tanned face and

great yellow jacket, bearing on his back a bundle of plants that

would make a pedler groan, will be the typical botanist, and hav

ing added his mite to botanical nomenclature, will be gladly dis

missed in the presence of the chubby boy who puts the butter-cup

under his sisters chin
"
to see if she likes butter," and tears the rose

to pieces to see its pink petals float down the brook. Those who

enter the realms of nature as spies, though they disguise their er

rand under a pretended search for beetles or fossils will surely be

detected, and made to act a part in earnest, that they now are only

playfully assuming. They may become sharp, but they must pay

the price of sharpness. The blade that severs cobwebs will not

cleave oak. Nature is a kind goddess generally giving her

devotees that for which they pray though often long after the

prayer has been forgotten and they despise the gift. Dropping the

metaphor, we say, nature reacts. We need not speculate on the

climatic influences that have given short legs to the Papuan, thick

lips to the Ethiopian and hair to the Siberian elephant. Climate

affects us all. Wind, rain and sunshine are building character. If

I were sure a man's condition in the other world depended on the

state in which he left this, I would wish my enemies taken from an

unventilated Methodist church during a revival and hung in a cold

March rain storm. I would feel perfectly sure of their eternal mis-

cry. While I have seen days so mild and balmy that I liked ba

bies, old men predict the coming storm by the pains racking their

rheumatic limbs, and they become cross and surly, until at" length

their temper affects the
whole family. Love and spring-time antl

moss-rose buds and peach blossoms are synonyms. I have a the

ory that all the meanly wicked crimes are committed on foggy,

drizzling days, and that stastics would show that Satan is singularly

inactive in May. The most depraved boy would not stone the

first robin, and Peter Bell could not treat a cluster of hepaticas

blossoming against a snow-bank, as negligently as he did the

daisy by the river's brim. The most practical man never asks

whether the nest of the golden robin, swinging from the elm before

his door is ".going to pay." A healthy boy never delights in

drowning young kittens. I will venture to say, that the man who
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wish, and if at last they are rewarded by an opening bud, they call

in their dearest friend and smell and—try to persuade themselves

they feel better for this patent counterfeit. May be they do, but

it has as little resemblance to the real thing as the vile sounds

pounded from that melancholy fraud, a piano, have to the "
mu

sic of the spheres," (whatever that may be). This artificial nature

will have as much effect in making its producers better, as their

wooden castle with its pine battlements, would serve to protect

them from an enemy. Now and then some dying miliner girl may

catch the spirit of the rose, and it may fill the place of woods and

meadows, but so too might the mock fortress frighten away the in

vading ranks of a Chinese army. Men have been caught up in

whirlwinds to heaven, perhaps, but that is not the orthodox way of

going.

George Arnold wished to be an old woman, probably, that being

wholly neglected he might see men when unmasked. But the fig

ure of the mask is more than a figure. It is a piece of mutual flat

tery. We find men and women only puppets, playing their part

in that side-splitting farce that Herbert Spencer calls
"

organised

dissatisfaction," called by the play goers—society. We charitably

think they cannot really be what they seem, and go prowling

around back doors, and peering like Bret Harte from
" back win

dows
"

to see them as they are. But, alas ! while we find evi

dence in abundance that their bodies are often masked behind bran

and steel, no one, I think, has ever found any traces of a false cov

ering of the brain. From a long contemplation and deep reflec

tion on nothing they have felt the reaction and become profound

emptiness. Nature not only reacts on individuals, but her influ

ence can also be traced in a nation's thought and works. In ev

ery race there yet lingers a spirit caught centuries ago from some

far away forest or plain, while in their daily walk and life, in- their

houses, manners, fashions, works of art and daily conversation we

see the faithfulness with which they reproduce the world around

them. Castles are not built in plains, but as the fit crown of lofty

crags. Spencer has noticed that the Greek and Roman style of

architecture took its type from animal life. In the Gothic there is

an admitted relationship to the vegetable world, while in the

wholly irregular styles of building, inorganic forms were the basis.

We all instinctively notice the same thing. One farm house pleases

us for its harmony with the fields and woods around. Another

will be known as
"

Stultum's Folly
"

for its discordant contrast with

the surrounding scenery. Your attention has been called, by Pro

fessor Peck, to the influence of the Roman farmer on the Latin

language. The terseness and vigor of Jhe Saxon element of our

language has an undoubted relationship to the general character of

the people who gave us this part of our tongue, and that charac

ter was influenced in no slight degree by the forests of Germany

and the fertile plains of England.

kicks a house dog out of pure maliciousness
has a firm belief in a

personal devil. All the meanness and trickery and stupid pigish-

ness in the world are but
"

symptoms of the general liver com

plaint." Nature reacting through poor digestion on those who are

miserably ignorant, or who, knowing the law, have abundance of

faith that the
" Lord is a good Lord" to those who serve Kim on

Sundyas and are regular at prayers.

" Evertere domos totas optantibus ipsis,

Di faciles :
"

Man never yet succeeded in tacking any of his little amend

ments on to the divine law. It is perfectly proper for philosophers

to study
" Ultimate Scientific Ideas

"

and found a system on

the results of scientific investigation, that will have many admirers

among the young men who haunt libraries, and read affectionately

whatever other young men in libraries have written ; and it shows

a moral heroism and a praiseworthy disregard of life for men to de

vote a litetime to the study of the local distribution of the genus

Carex, or in fixing the exact place in the organic world of some

Zoophyte ; but of the millions who are generously throwing away

lives and squandering their talents, and seeking for unique ways of

committing suicide, will not some one study himself to death over

metaphysical natural history ? We know much of the names of

plants, and much of their economic value, but let us be told which

one is a cure for peevishness or melancholy. What combination

of colors has been made on she scales of a butterfly's wing as a

specific against vanity ? or must everyone learn all this for him

self, and here will
" what is food for one be poison for another ?

"

As an attempt at the development of this study I would suggest

that the selfish turn straightway to the woods and find a valley

where the beach and maple trees sift the sunshine through their

leaves on a great log covered with moss and lichens and white violets.

Stradling this—and the position is of the utmost importance for

the success of my plan, that the current between the two ends of

log may not be broken—let them watch the trillium until the

flower shall crimson with blushes and drop its face before their

gaze, and over them shall steal the mystic influence of enchanters

nightshade, and as they look into the innermost sanctuary of na

ture, they shall see there no factions, no usurpation of privileges.

Each flower shall have the fullest development that it can now

reach, and between anemone and golden thread and violet shall be

no schism. The brown thrush sings from the azalia bushes, the

chee-wink from the matted vines, the tanager from the trees, while

bob-o-link in the distant meadow swings on the^willows' bending

bough and feels no envy for the woodland songsters. Here the

selfish man would find no sympathy. Forth from under the leaves

would come myriads of living ones, great and small, squeaking and

buzzing and humming the words that the squirrels in the trees

above would chattering repeat, and the trees themselves, rustling
on every side, would pass along in the breeze that, whispering,
would gain the glad assent of every bird and flower that

"

nature

gives to each the greatest amount of happiness computable with

the happiness of every other."

We find abundant proof of the popular belief in the influence

of nature, in the habit of many people, who, shut up in cities, en

deavor to produce around them an artificial counter part of the

"cherishing mother." They put little plants into little pots painted

green, place these on little stands also painted green,
"

watch their

little fondlings carefully, pick off the plant lice, clip and water and

In thc life and writings of all ardent students of nature we see

the reaction. They have received everything for the faith with

which they would have given their pittance, the few years of life.

The names of Swcdenborg, Linnaeus, Walton, Humbolt, Audu

bon and Thoreau arc calling us away from the painful, pitiable strife

of the streets. Each of us becomes better by associating with the

good, and by placing ourselves under the intluence of nature, the

mother of all goodness, we will learn that the perfect law alone can

satisfy the conditions of perfect happiness, and our lives mav be

come part of the testimony to the truth,
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We might as well acknowledge that there is one especially ugly
feature in the university life of America, and that is the "mock

scheme
"

business. It is a feature which could have originated

only in a pioneer and backwoods state of society, and yet it lingers
on in these days of higher culture—a sad and shameful memorial

ofthe feeble wit and unfledged humor prevalent at our petty col

leges in the years of their green infancy. In medieval times when

the
" nations

"

of students at Paris and Bologna and Prague used

to brickbat each other in the public streets, when each university
had its own prison and that generally occupied by one or more

mauvais sujets, when the brutal Faustrecht was the prevailing stu

dent code—in those dark times it is possible that something like our
" mock schemes

"

may have existed. They couldn't well have

been printed, but were doubtless often spoken. There were, very

likely, plenty of stale jokes about this student's habits or that stu

dent's clothes : coarse laughs at a man's poverty or ill-looks or

humble origin ; senseless libels on a student's or a professor's char

acter; insipid remarks about this or that peculiarity of disposition ;

indecent utterances—but no ! all the rest may have been, but in

decencies would scarcely have been tolerated even in that unen

lightened period. One certainly can hardly imagine a day when

the quadrangles of Oxford, or the halls of Paris, or the porticoes of

Bologna ever heard such unabashed obscenity as is admitted into

our
"
mock schemes." And those were ages when no woman ever

appeared at a university ceremony. But leaving out of the ques

tion what may have taken place in less refined centuries, it is abso

lutely sure that nowadays the publication of one of our filthy
"
mock schemes

"

at any European university, from Aberdeen to

Athens, would subject the perpetrators to the direst punishment.

Theywould be kicked out of every student society or club, and would

be so ostracised that their continued stay in the university town would

be simply impossible. There would be no need of a
"

Faculty

meeting
"

in their case ; for before the ponderous Senatus Academ-

icus could be got together, the studiosi themselves would have, at

least,
"

suspended
"

the delinquents. There can be no use in minc

ing words about this matter. The man who concocts an indecent

"

mock scheme," and the man who puts it where there is any pos

sibility 'of its falling into the hands of a woman, are wholly unfit to

be called students. The evil will very likely not cease until the

great body of students set themselves in stern opposition to it and

crush it out. But it must cease at last. A university is, by its

very nature, the seat of the highest culture and refinement, and cul

ture and refinement will not long endure this scandal. The

writer of these Notes has never concealed the fact, in these pages

or elsewhere, that he is in favor of the broadest liberty to students.

He thinks it better to go to the very verge of license rather than

resort to even a mild form of restraint. But radical as he is in

this respect, he is heartily in favor of shooting anybody who writes

or circulates an obscene
" mock scheme ;

"

after the shooting he is

heartily in favor of throwing the body to the carrion crows ; and

after they have finished, he is heartily in favor of killing the crows.

—Here is a chance for a generous rivalry and
—for betting men !

The imperial state of New York starts the Cornell University in

'868; the imperial government of Germany starts the Strasburg

University in 1872. Germany gives New York the odds of four

years, and we shall see who'll win—shall see which, a decade from

now will be the greater school. It must be confessed that Ger

many begins grandly. Something over forty professors and some

thing over fifty Privat-Docenten—nearly a hundred instructors

ELL ERA.

in all—began their teachings at the Easter just passed, under the

shadow of the great minster tower. Among them are many men

of a fame far wider than the limits of their native country, and not

all come from Germany. Max Muller goes from Oxford to lec

ture on comparative philology, and Von der Hoist from our own

shores to lecture on American history—the establishment of the

latter chair, as The Nation rightly hints, forming an unpleasant
contrast to the feeble efforts made by our own universities to pro

mote the study of our national history. The new university com

mences its career with a library of two hundred thousand volumes,
all recently gathered together, and plenty of funds to increase the

number. The German Parliament votes money by the hundred

thousand and the million, while the New York Legislature votes it

by the—what ? Who bets on the Empire State ?

— Just now, when the air is heavy with the perfume of cay

enne pepper, it may not be amiss to recall an incident which once

happened in an American college—one ofthe old-style institutions

of the deeply, darkly and beautifully blue Presbyterian sort. It

was towards the close of the term; the lessons ofthe learned pro

fessor of Greek were growing longer and longer, his questions
about roots and aorists and reduplicated forms harder and harder ;

at last the Sophomore class determined to have at least one day of

rest from these tortures. They accordingly prepared a large quan

tity of cayenne pepper and one or two less pleasant drugs—nearly

exhausting the market—and then, going to the class room, drove

some pounds of ten-penny nails into the window sashes, so that

they were immovable. The day was a cold one in early March

and the great stove was at a red heat. The innocent-looking

Sophomores stood grouped outside the door until the footfall of

the venerable Graecist was heard on the stairs below. Then they
entered the class room, hurriedly placed the savory compound on

the stove and took their seats, anxiously awaiting the moment when

the professor should enter, observe the violent odor and say :

"

Gentlemen, this is intolerable ! There will be no recitation to

day." Alas, for human hopes ! The professor came, smelt the

horrid stench, and noticed that the door was ajar and the key ac

cidentally left in the lock ! Two seconds sufficed to shut the door

and turn the key. Horribile dictu ! The class were locked in

and a fearful scene ensued. The vilest of odors filled the room

and grew momentarily more and more unendurable. With the

windows firmly fastened it was not possible to introduce even a

mouthful of fresh air. Sneezing and gasping were followed by

palor and a deathly nausea—and these by grim despair ; nor did

the tortures of Yirgil's Hades, nor the exquisite punishments of

Dante's Inferno, nor the dreadful sufferings of the Calcutta Black

Hole, nor the dire horrors of the Middle Passage exceed the ago

nies of that room. Men swore, shouted, groaned and rushed with

the mad instinct of self-preservation, wildly from door to window

and from window to door. Every instant threatened suffocation.

It was just at this terrific
moment that our informant siezed his hat

and left.

jt may seem singular to draw a lesson in music from the Cor

nell Navy. But yet what is the
reason that a musical organization

of the members of the University, similar in its plan to the excel

lent naval organization cannot be brought about ? Why cannot

all the class and other musical clubs be united—each one still

maintaining a semi-independent existence—but in such a way that

a University quartette may be selected from the whole, as the

University crew is now selected from all the other crews ? Each

club might elect one member of a council and that council might
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select the University quartette, or double quartette, and
choose a

musical director. This plan, too, would
lead to a combination,

when occasion required, of all the clubs for choral purposes.

THE STUDENT'S CODE.

, Always know your rights, and knowing, dare maintain ! A genuine

student ts the most free and independent of created beings and he must as-

ert his freedom and independence though the heavens fall. Ihis assertion

must be made in every possible place and on all possible occasions.
Cheek

should be the student's constant watchword, and
<< Brass his everlasting

m°

2° There can be no freedom without noise, and the louder the noise the

neater the freedom. Therefore, whatever else you are, always be noisy In

vour own room, or out of, it talk with your loudest
voice and in your shrillest

tones If your room
be near that of another student,

or that of a professor,

move your chairs
and tables from one wall to another at least six times a day,

and if you can find anything to pound, pound tt lustily during two hours of the

twenty-four. These latter manifestations are especially praiseworthy when

ever you happen to dwell in the vicinity of a lecture room, particularly if they

take place during lecture hours. Laughter and shouting at the dead hours of

the night, too, are especially calculated to exhibit your independence. I hey

prove your
studious habits as well, for it is not to be expected that you will

talk and sing in the dark, and you, therefore,
show to all around you, that you

are consuming the midnight oil.

3. Rush through the halls and up the stairs of the university buildings to

the loudest possible accompaniment
of tongue and feet. You pay your fifteen

dollars a term precisely for this privilege. Moreover university stairs are

made to be rushed up and rushed down, while the sole purpose of university

halls is to be shouted in. Hence your duty is to tread heavily and vociferate

sonorously.

4. Swear now and then. Swearing is every way laudable and
is sanctioned

by the courts. Nothing has such a manly and independent sound as a good,

square oath, boldly ripped out. If gentlemen have abandoned the practice

that is their business. Students should not yield to any absurd social re.

straints.

5. Be careful about the way in which you speak of professors. Never say

"

Professor Brown
"

or
" Professor Jones/' but always

" Prof Brown
"
and

" Prof Jones." Still better is simply "Brown" or
"

Jones." Yet more com

mendable is "Old Brown" or "Old Jones." Best of all, however, is not to

use the name at all, but to allude to the professor as "That old Cuss," or by

some gentle nickname, such as
" Old Beeswax" or

"

Old Carrots." Be sure

never to call the President anything else than
" Prex

"

or
"

Prexy." All this

ib both elegant and elevating. It shows your ease of manner and puts you at

once above all the official authorities of the university. Besides it is well

known that the Faculty always speak of you in a similar way. They never

say ".Mi-. Smith" or "Mr. Robinson," but constantly "Smith" and "Rob

inson." At faculty meeting the professors habitually refer to students as

"

btud (pronounced steioed) Smith
"

or
"

Stud Robinson." The President has

been frequently heard to utter such remarks as "1 noticed that Smithy was

not at my lecture to-day," and
" I think that Bobby will take the prize in his

tory." Retaliation is proper under all circumstances. The golden rule of

studentship is
" Do anybody who tries to do you."

6. Never take off your hat to a prolessor. Such respect to age or official

character is a weakness ol winch the real student is never guilty. Studenls

ought to be stein republicans, and did not Franklin refuse to take off his hat

to a king ? Courtesy is fit only for courtiers.

7. In all your conversation
be as slangy as you can. A free use of slang

is alter all the mark which best distinguishes the student from the mere gen

tleman. It is well to spend as much tune as possible at minstrel shows, grog

shops, prize fights and thieves' dens to pick up an ample stock of slang phrases.

There is a class of literature, too, which is exceedingly serviceable in this re

spect. "The Day's Doings
"

and the lower class of novels should be on eve

rv student's table. Therefore, when you talk with each other, or with anybody

else, sling in as much slang as you can ; go for every cuss who don't see it ;

put a head
on any man who tries to go you one better; punch everybody's

mug who attempts lo come a foul on you.

8. Get drunk at least three times a term.
"

Drink deep al the Pierian

spring'' is an adjuration intended especially for students, and means, when

translated into proper English, "Take your whiskey straight." Everybody

knows that the classic drink among sludents, the world over, is whiskey. The

student at Oxford invites his friend to whiskey parties and sets before them

the choicest Bourbon. The student at Heidelberg goes tnto a bar-room, calls

for his glass of whiskey, gulps
it down and rushes out to the next bar-room.

The gods used to drink nectar, but that was in heathen times. Now,

whiskey sour is the christian beverage.

8 If you will drink the foreign
<<

Lager," instead of the nattve whtskey

be sure to drink it by the gallon. It's unmanly to stop when you have had

enough. The true man always keeps on drinking ttll he's blind drunk, then

staggers home
on both sides of the street, vomits

in the gutter, -awls
tnto

beefwith his boots on, and wakes up in the morning with a stiff headache a

thirsty throat and a nauseated stomach. This is a duty he owes to soctety,

and we ought always to fulfil our social obligations. Don t be so ptttably

weak as to say
"

no," when you feel that one more glass will be one too many.

Of dl weaknesses this of refusing
to get stone drunk

in order to amuse your

friends is the most unpardonable.

q Lie a little, for the purpose of keeping yourself in a cond.tion to use all

your' resources when occasion requires. Practice this fine art on the profes

sors They are generally men of no experience in the world and can eastly be

imposed on. If you offer as an excuse for not coming to recitation or lecture

a ''headache
"
or a

"

cold," when the fact is that you had an tnteresting game

of
" draw poker

"
to finish and couldn't leave your room,

the professor-poor,

simple, credulous soul that he is-always implicitly believes you. Take care

to make your lies
circumstantial! If you see fit to cut an examination or two,

say that your
" sister was married on Wednesday afternoon at fifteen minutes

past two, and that you received a telegram from your father on Tuesday, at

twenty minutes before one, requesting you to start immediately for home.

This not only gives your tale an air of vraisemblance but makes
the professor

think that you are
a man of strict accuracy. Of course, when a person is

elected a professor he straightway forgets all the experiences
of h.s own stu

dent days, and seriously regards all excuses of this kind as entirely genuine.

10 Finally, avoid study! This is the rock upon which students generally

split. A student has really nothing to do with study, and gets his name
whol

ly on the luciis a non lucendo principle. Trust to luck in your recitations and

to luck in your examinations.
Fortune favors the brave. But if it shouldn t

in your case,
and you should fail after all, then tell your friends, in

a dignified

way that you always did prefer unstudied nature, and retire gracefully to the

rustic fields of Philistine existence, turning your back on an inst.tution which

has such absurd ideas about mere knowledge.

TIIE CORNELIAN MINSTRELS ON THE BOARDS.

No richer treat has been enjoyed by Ithacans than that so carefully pre

pared and so faithfully rendered by the troupe of home talent that made so

astonishing a debut in the histrionic art last Friday evening. As announced,

twelve shining black black faces made their appearance, and
the bones clicked

exactly at eight to a house crammed with an expectant audience.

The opening chorus was excellent, though the music rendered by them is

not a specimen of what Cornell musicians can do. Ramsey's ballad,
" Don't

be angry with me, Darling," and the chorus by the company, was fully appre

ciated by the house, and the only reason that tears were not more generally

shed was the ludicrous sorrow which was ostentatiously wiped from the eyes

ofhis friend on the right.

Youngs gave the comic rhapsody
" It almost kills me—dead," with over

powering feeling.

Halsey rendered the ballad
" When the corn is waving, Annie," to the de

light of all present, and
was applauded heartily. The orchestra closed part

first with a line selection from Strauss. This part was varied by the comic

dialogues between Youngs, Nicoll and I .aw ton, and by the jokes and sells of

the rival wits.

Part second commenced auspiciously with the indian club exercise by Dole.

The ease with which he handled the eight pound Kehoe clubs and the speed

with which he made the live-pound ones traverse the ear, the perfect circles,

the graceful curves and the enormous display of muscle that the audience wit

nessed brought down the house, and he was twice encored. The exercise be

ing an uncommon but a profitable and beautiful one, produced a sensation that

bids fair to set all Ithaca swinging the clubs.

Frank Carver give
" kittle Bunch of Roses

"

and the accompanying clog

perfoimance with success. T. E. Webster, by his banjo songs and solos and

even more by his innocent face and ludicrous positions, made himself a most

agreeable visitor to the audience and was twice encored. Mony failed to see

the joke on the bottom of his shoes.

By far the most superb clog dancing of the evening was done by "Abie
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Doodle," alias A. Gridley ; the way those feet came down to the music was

miraculous, and scarcely to be surpassed by any professional.
The scene between the professor of music and his would-be pupil was a

comedy of errors and cross- purposes. Allen played the deaf innocent to per

fection, and Webster assumed enough dignity to warrant him in taking a bona

fide professor's chair.

While the bar was being placed and fastened Little Joe, the Italian, came

before the curtain and played to an enchanted audience his violin solo, a

waltz taken from the first canto of the "

Carnival of Venice," was again called

and played
"

Home, Sweet Home," and at the second encore, though
somewhat exhausted, made the house merry with a composition ofhis own.

Almy, Butler and Carver now appeared in tights, and by turns alarmed

and delighted the audience with their feats on the horizontal bar. Almy's

performing seemed superior in muscle and daring to that of the other two, a

superiority which long and regular practice has given him. But little criticism

can be given where there was hardly a slip or a miss in the whole programme

that these three had marked out ; everything was done in a free, easy, grace

ful and fearless manner, but not as is apt to be the case with a self-conscious

and obtrusive air. We are sorry that one gentleman who performs the difficult

giant-swing did not appear.

Gridley and Webster, in their double song and dance, made a ten-strike

with the enthusiasm of the audience.

Part third came to a multitude that would have been tired under ordinary

performing, but not an eye drooped as the curtain rose, and there was that

expectancy and quiet which encourages the performer.

"Gate Night," in all its imaginary and forced horrors was to be witnessed

that night. The horns came first, both those which sound around the streets

and those which are more quiet and effective in arousing the student to think

of his mischievous duties. At Deschner's, the headquarters, a meeting was

held, and a sermon given by Levings ; horns were blown, to the distraction

of that individual, Deschner, who feared lest his license be wrested from him,

and horns were drunk to his health apparently, but really to his loss, as, alas,

the merry party left him only his own bill, not their own. Then the ring

leaders formed their wild plots of destruction, fire, pillage,
and the other hor"

ribles resulting from gate-night. The panorama of shouldered gates, flying

students, sleepy and pursuing "peelers," broken pates, savage arrests
and

fruitless efforts of the captured to escape, was so vivid and so brought back

old times that the student part of the audience quaked in fear, and the town

people looked grimly at the triumph of law and order. The trial was conduct-

ed on a plan similar, though a little exaggerated, to that of a well-remembered

time last fall. The result was a verdict according to the facts of the case as

it ought to be. Those outside of the pale could not appreciate the picture

of the Faculty, as they sat in despair and judgment over the raiders who

were arrested. The sentence of suspension was rigidly and literally exe

cuted by the relentless Major.

In regard to the performance as a whole we can only find fault with

some of the actors for not speaking more distinctly. They should remem

ber that a weak voice will not penetrate to the back part of a large hall,

and that many of their so-called hearers will therefore be disappointed.

The promptness with which the scenes succeeded each other and the

absence of the usual tedious delays deserves commendation. A. C. Pike,

the manager, showed his usual energy in pushing along the entertainment,

and the details were carefully arranged and carried out.

The hope has been expressed that the performance will be repeated

here, and we believe the troop intend to give entertainments in neighbor

ing towns. It might be suggested that, though gotten up originally for

the benefit of the Navy, the ball-men have supported it and aided it so

laudably that they deserve at least a part of the proceeds of the succeed-

ing performances.

The use of Wilgus Hall was a free gift to the company by ,ts owne

and this liberality deserves and receives the most heartfelt thanks of all

Cornelians.

A MERRY BASE BALL TRIP.

LAST Saturday about forty students gathered at the Ithaca depot of the

Ithaca & Cortland Railroad to escort the nine over to the other terminus. Ar

riving at Cortland before ten o'clock, the directors were
met by a delegat on

of the Cortland players, and arrangements made, owing
to the attitude ofthe

managers of the
fair ground, whereby the Cornell Club should assume all ex

penses and
take all receipts. Had the usual crowd, which such a good base

ball town as Cortland affords, been present, the proceeds would have been

considerable, but owing to the dust, lack of proper advertising, etc., the club

barely paid its heavy general expenses. About noon several jolly carriage
loads of Cornelians arrived in time for the good dinner at the Messenger
House, where four '73 and five '74 men, with a Freshman umpire ate a match
for the supremacy of their respective classes. The umpire kept along with

the contestants with the same ease that a boat-race referee, in an eight-oar,
follows men struggling in single sculls. After an hour's waiter-wearying
trencher work the bus started for the ground, and the epicures had to consid

er it a draw to the disappointment of all concerned.

Game was called at three. No betting was indulged in, as the Cortland

men were so manifestly overmatched, though two energetic Sophs most effect

ually shut up by
"

putting up
"

a couple of sports who tried to bluff by offer

ing high wagers. The Cortland mob compared badly with the students in re

gard to behavior, as the former
"

yawped
"

at every Cornelian misplay, while

the latter cheered every fine play of the picked nine and kept silent at the

many errors. Altogether the behavior of the excursionists was a model for a

traveling base ball party, the little jamboree on the returning train causing great
amusement to the other passengers. The too lax though impartial enough um

piring made the game needlessly tedious. Kinney and Conable, the former now

and the latter lately of the University, played strongly on the side of the picked
nine. Kinney is now a salaried member of the Binghamton nine. Brewer

did well, as usual, securing twelve fouls and with Kinney's help guarding the

second base so well that only Ostrom could steal it with impunity. Peak and

Payson did some strong batting.

On the Cornell side, A. A. Smith having been unwell did not pitch as ac

curately as usual, though he dropped in slows with great skill. All the nine

made gross errors, the lack of good practice showing painfully in some of the

surest players. Scarcely any safe hits were made, though there was no lack

of heavy pounding especially by French and Ostrom, who made their pool-
backers happy. Conklin made two very difficult catches ; Ostrom caught a

hot liner ; McKechnie made four of his opponents strike out, and with proper

umpiring would have been even more effective ; French made a one hand fly
catch whose beauty was only equaled by its difficulty; and Webster added

to his glory gained at the Navy show, by two brilliant catches. Though
the nine so easily beat the Cortland men, they won no honor by it as the

fielding on both sides was as loose as the batting was unsafe. However,

if a return is played, both nines will doubtless do themselves more credit.

The following is the

SCORE.

CORNKI.L. NORMAL.

O R 1BH TBH BE L3 OR IBH TBH BE LB

French, ib 3 S 6 10 1 1 Conable, rf 5 1 1 1 0 0

Jillett, 2b 2 } ? S 4 4 Brewer, c 3 2 1 1 1 1

Smith, p 4 3 4 4 2 1 Strobridge, If 4 2 0 0 2 0

Webster, cf 4 3 2 2 2 0 Payson, 3b 4 2 2 3 0 0

Conklin, c 2 4 3 4 2 1 Stone, p 3 1 1 1 1 1

Spofford, ss 4 3 3 3 0 0 Sperry, cf 3 2 1 1 3 0

Ostrom, 3b 1 5 b t> 2 2 Kinney, 2b 1 4 3 4 1 1

Johnson, If 4 2 3 3 1 1 Peak, lb 1 2 4 5 0 2

McKechnie, rf 3 3 3 3 1 1 Bell, ss 5 0 1 1 1 2

27 31 33 40 15 " 27 16 H 17 11 7

Cornell, 7—5—8—4—0—3—1—2—1=31.

Normal, 2—1—0—2—5—0—2—3—1
= 16.

Fly catches—Jillett 2, Webster 2, French I, Ostrom I, McKechnie 1=7;

Strobridge I, Payson 1, Bell I, Kinney 1=4.

Foul fly catches
—Conklin 2, Brewer 6.

Foul bound catches—Conklin 3, Brewer 6.

Catches on strikes—Conklin 4.

Run out, by Kinney and Payson, 1.

Put out on bases—by French 9, Jillett 2= 1 1; Kinney 7, Peak 2, Payson

1= 10. Assisted by Conklin 4, Jillett 3, Spofford 1, Ostrom 1, McKechnie 1

= 10 ; Bell 4, Kinney 2, Brewer 2, Payson 1, Stone 1= 10.

Passed balls—Conklin 20 ; Brewer 4.

Called balls—Smith 17, McKechnie 14=31; Stone 14.

Double play by French.

Umpire—Mr. C. M. Carr, Homer, N. Y.

Scorers—Messrs. J. W. Hill and T. H. Doud.

Time—2 hours.

q^e report of President
White on coeducation, a pamphlet of thirty pa

ces has been issued, and copies are for distribution at the business office. A

pamphlet of the same size, entitled
" The Cornell University: what it is and

what is not," has also appeared, and can be obtained at the same place.
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AIILITARY.

Despite the difficulty in awakening in times of peace, anything

like military enthusiasm in American university students generally,

the military department here keeps patiently working away, as it

were against both wind and tide, but, upon the whole, seems to

be making progress. This we say judging from the appearance of

the parade as compared with that of last year. Notwithstanding

that special preparation for the display of Tuesday was omitted,

in order to have it take place during (oldwin Smith's stay, no

one who was present on both these occasions can fail to see that

the appearance was much better at the latter than at the former.

To be sure much of this is dute to the fact that the uniform was

more generally worn on Tuesday than it was last year. Then the

uniform was in a state of transition from the original grey to the

present blouse and hat. The grey had not been absolutely re

quired for some time. The result was that the ranks then pre

sented about as motley an appearance as the usual crowd at a cir

cus in a country village. At the parade this week only a few ap

peared without the apology for a uniform now required. Some

with dark coats Avere not particularly noticeable, but a few in the

ranks and even among the officers could be singled out from the

rest as easily as a black sheep in a nock of white ones. Put as a

whole the appearance, although from a strict military point of

view by no means good, was much better than was expected, and

Li oldwin Smith, the President and others expressed themselves

much pleased with it. The Seniors from whom the commissioned

officers are taken were especially complimented.
This is the second time the flag presented by the ladies of Ith

aca, has appeared in the streets, and, although military seems to

be a plant slow to mature in a soil like this, still we cannot deny

that some part of the promise seen by President White in the

parade of last year, has been fulfilled. And we trust that next

month, at the review and battalion drill on the campus the organi
zation will merit the approval of the adjutant general of the State,

who is expected to be present.

Since we have mentioned the slow development of military pro

ficiency here, it is due to the head of the department that we state

what we believe to be some of the reasons for it. Taken in a general

sense the unpopularity of the drill we do not consider an unfavor

able omen, nor at all uncomplimentary to officers. The fact is the

seniiment of the age is against war. The tastes of the people gen

erally are averse to the pursuit of arms, and it is hard to get such

a highly practical people as the Americans, to devote much time

to preparing for a profession which they neither desire nor expect

to follow. Most of the students come here with some definite ob

ject in view, or at least they enter upon each term's work with a

definite course of study marked out. This study requires all their

available time, and they grow to look upon drill as a nuisance.

Even tho^e who are not so particular about the time, generally

prefer to row, play ball, visit glens, etc., rather than be marched

around, and put through a course of evolutions for which they

don't care a nickle.

This we do not say by way of argument against military drill,

but merely as an explanation of one difficulty in its way. On the

other hand, while we deplore the fact, we admit that there is still

a necessity for it, and we believe that students especially should, as

far as possible, make a virtue of this necessity, and acquire some

knowledge of military tactics. For however disagreeable the fact,

it is no less a fact, that we are liable at any time to be called on to

use our skill in this direction.

./ WORD TO OUR PREDECESSORS.

In a few weeks we shall give up The Era to the newly elected

editors. The probabilities are that they will commence their edit

orial labors in a permanent Era office in the Sibley building. It

seems to us desirable that this office be supplied with complete files

of The Era from its beginning. No such files came into our po-

session and consequently we can turn none over to our successors.

We therefore propose that each preceding board of editors deposit

in this office a complete file of their volume of The Era, and we

will leave volume IV, in a bound form, and if any of the preced

ing volumes come without binding we will guarantee that they

shall be properly bound, and there is no doubt but that our succes

sors will preserve them for our inspection when in future years we

visit our Alma Mater.

We trust those to whom this is addressed will not neglect to at

tend to the matter while it is yet possible to supply the office in

this way. With this precedent established, of course, each succeed

ing corps will comply with the custom. The importance of doing

this is too obvious to make necessary an enumeration of arguments

in its favor. At least, let us hear from the gentlemen whose suc

cessors we have the honor to be.

A GOOD AtOVE.

There is an energeticeffort being made by some public spirited

students to secure $25-0*6^ the Navy by ten twenty-five dollar

subscriptions. Six names have already been pledged, and other

generous persons wishing to help complete the amount can hand

in their names to either Pike or Freese.

The Navy is succeeding finely in the effort to fill its treasury in

preparation among oth'ejf things for the expense of sending a

crew to the college regatta, to be*"held at Springfield Massachusetts,

July 23. S
'

The minstrel entertainment of last Friday evening was a success

financially as well as in other respects, and will do much toward

furnishing the
" wherewith

"

for the furtherance of Navy enter-

prizes. The lecture this evening for the benefit of the Navy will

bring more aid of the kh>g*most needed.

We have among us material for as good a arew as can be se

lected from any college in the country, and no pains or money

should be spared to furnish them with every means which will in

crease their chances of success at the grand regatta.

Tin. Faculty ought to reconsider the quest idn\)f Senior vacation,

and grant that which is so eminently desirable and proper. Dur

ing the last term of their course under the accumulated ennui of

four year's study, the distracting power of prospective commence

ment triumphs, the enervating influence of warm weather and the

constitutionalfatigue of the college Senior it is impossible to accom

plish much in the old routine, and the men of '72 may as well be
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permitted to employ their time on important matters outside the

prescribed fifteen recitations per week.

We beg leave again to remind some of our subscribers that it is

high time their subscriptions were paid. It is just as well for them

and far better for us that payment should be made somewhat be

fore the afternoon of the last day of the term. I kmning is un

pleasant to both parties and we trust that we shall be obliged to

do but very little of it, yet if necessary we can easily make the de

linquent subscriber's life a burden to him.

The Era was in error in stating that all the Junior crew were

under obligations to the keeper of the Lake View House. Such is

not the case.

i NI IERSITY ITEAIS.

— A Freshman writes home a long account of the great
"

Regretta."
— One of our beaver-bearing Seniors is reported to have lately engaged his

" fate
"

in conversation concerning the beauties of Shakespearean delineation

and to have remarked that his favorite character was Shylock, the Moor cf
I 'en ice.

— Artistic talent is being developed to a wonderful extent among our boys.
Nast is nowhere. One side of the building containing the chimes vvas recent

ly ornamented with a large and expressive cartoon. Two professors were re

presented hanging by the neck. A noose a little to one side, prepared for a

third aged and popular professor, bore the words
"

respectfully omitted." One

of our prominent student officers was represented flying toward Edgemont
with fearfully rapid strides. As one of the suspended unfortunates was easily

recognizable as a military man, we infer that the artist was hitting at the mili

tary department.
— Professor Ward of Rochester has lately been here for the purpose of

arranging for the museum in the McGraw building.
— Professor Hartt, together with as many of the geological students as

wish to accompany him will on the first Thursday in June start on a trip to

Scranton for the purpose of examining the coal mines and rock formations of

that vicinity. The party will remain Thursday night at Binghamton or Great

Bend, arriving in Scranton at about eight o'clock Friday morning. Friday
will be spent in the vicinitv of Scranton and leaving that place Saturday morn

ing the party will reach Ithaca by the evening train. Necessary expenses

about nine dollars.

— Last Friday two men were observed lying stupidly down the bank be

tween Cascadilla and the ravine bridge. They were evidently sleeping off the

effects of a night's debauch. Some mischievous students placed a large ob

long stone across the body of the older
"

sport
"

so that upon becoming con

valescent he must have found his movements somewhat restricted. By proper

methods, however, he could extract himself without injury.
— One of our Freshmen in a late poetic effort starts off thusly :

"

Only a baby
'Thout any hair

'Cept just a little

Fuz here and there."

— What a perverse animal is the Freshman. They lately came to the un-

precedentedly foolish resolution that members of the press should not have

complin- entary tickets to their class supper. We can forgive them, as they

themselves are probably pressed to get enough to eat. However, they ought

not to attempt such a thing without the aid of upper classmen. Let them

appoint from '74 a committee on polecats and pepper.
—

Many inquiries are made concerning where Indian clubs can be pro

cured. We would inform those wishing them that Mr. Hollister, on Aurora

street near the iron bridge, turns them of any length and weight at a remark

ably low price, $1.25.
— A scientific Soph, boasting of his girl's attainments in the classics, said

she had read translations of many of the great poets including Yirgil, Horace

and Euclid.

— One of our classical professors had just explained
the derivation of the

word candidate from the Latin candidus, white, because in ancient Rome can

didates for office wore white togas emblemistic of their own spotlessness of

character. Whereupon a student asked if Horace Greeley wore his white

coat because he was always a candidate for office.

— Crowds of people are constantly testing the qualities of the soda-water

at Curtiss's next the post office. ( io try it and rejoice.
— An ingenious Junior, who has been culting drill for his conscience's sake

and has received a polite invitation to call on the Faculty, intends taking his

album and obtaining the autograph of each professor who is present. He

thinks that these faculty visits ought to be utilized in some way.
— Our Seniors have one hour a week of military tactics before Professor

.Arnold. In their appearance we notice considerable improvement and see

room for much more.

— The person who tried to steal that bar at 134 East State street last Sat

urday night, may hear of something to his advantage by calling at the above

named place.
— Goldwin Smith delivered his last lecture for this term on Tuesday last.

He expects soon to return to Canada. The examination will take place at the

end of the term, and will be on questions prepared by the Professor before

his departure. The papers will be sent to him for examination. All are sorry

to lose the opportunity of hearing more of his lucid lectures on the history of

a nation so intimately connected with our own.

— The national convention of the Chi Phi Fraternity will be held with the

Cornell Chapter on the twentieth of next month. The invitations have been

sent out and a large and enthusiastic attendance may be expected.
— President White intends to continue his course of lectures throughout

lhe term.

— Before commencing his last lecture for the term, Goldwin Smith an

nounced to the class the manner and time of the examination, whereupon the

class applauded. The Professor remarked that the fact of examination an

nouncements being received with applause is very creditable to students of

Cornell.

— Ground has been broken for the female college building.

— Dr. Wilder has lately made some valuable acquisitions to the dissecting

room. An aged hyena in the collection ofthe Central Park Menagerie, which

exhibited here last Monday, was attacked by two or three of his fratricidal

companions, and departed this life while the show was in Ithaca. As no se

rious wounds were discoverable, the old fellow was probably frightened out of

existence. Dr. Wilder sought to obtain the body of the beast for scientific

purposes, and the gentlemanly proprietor not only presented the carcass to

the Doctor, but promised to send to him all the animals which in future shall

be brought to an untimely end. The Doctor has also obtained possession of

a calf having two nearly perfect heads growing from one well-formed neck. A

lot of zoological specimens, which arrived this week from the West Indies,

have also contributed to the large amount of laboratory work which
the Doctor

has had on hand during the present week.

— The attention of students is called to the effort being made by the La

dies' Aid Society in behalf of the Ponka Indians. Rejected clothing, soft hats,

and half-worn shoes will acceptable. Information may be obtained of Rev. Dr.

Wilson and Rev. Mr. Babcock. Packages may be left at the bookstore in the

Masonic Block or at the residence of Mrs. Ezra Cornell.

— Battalion drill commences next Monday.

— Many will be glad to learn that services will be permanently resumed at

the Reformed church. At the late meeting of the Classis of Geneva it was

decided to call a pastor and push forward the work of building up the church.

It is thought the question of changing it to a Congregational church will not

be agitated again.
— eY large party of students had a glorious sail on Cayuga last Saturday.

It was their intention to go as far as Aurora, but head wind prevented, lhe

boys returned in the evening, tired and happy after a day spent on the waters.

— The following sentence from Professor Russel's article of last week is

very significant :
" The young people who look down upon work are generally

dropped from their course early in the year."

— Our Freshman comes to the conclusion that he must fire his gun. He

sets forth to procure ammunition.
He invests five and one-half cents in pow

der and caps, returns
and bethinks himself of the best manner of loading. He

consults the dictionary; no information there. Consults a Junior and the

whole matter is elucidated. His mind is quick. He sees at once the reason

for putting in the wadding first, as suggested by Junior,— in order to prevent

the powder from running out through the tube. He stoutly rams down the

wadding-two or three newspapers—and puts on top of it a small charge of

powder. He caps the
tube and pulls the trigger. No discharge. Another

and another cap is snapped, and with the same result. His suspicions are

aroused ; he scents a
" sell." He berates the heartless Junior who deceived
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him, and resolves to await ail opportunity of consulting the Major as to the

proper manner of loading.
— Irrepressible Sophomore returns from a call on his fate with suspicious

capillary appendages on his immaculate bosom. He is extremely fond of pets

—said he held the cat.

Last Friday afternoon Goldwin Smith delivered at the University chapel a

lectuie on William Cowper.
— Last week one of our lady students, reciting for the first time in Senior

Rhetoric, was heartily cheered by the enthusiastic men of '72. The professor,

thinking they were most too boisterous, began to rap on his desk. The Sen

iors were in doubt (?) as to whether he was trying to call them to order or

joining with them in applause.
— Professor, giving out the lesson in the Zeitung, said :

"
You may read

from the first to the fourth, omitting the second stanza, as they say in church."

— Freshman class supper next Friday evening.
—

Preparations are making for the removal of the chimes to the tower of

the McGraw building.
— By the breaking down ofthe Fall Creek bridge on the occasion of the

fire last night, Blend, of '74, was injured to the extent of a broken leg; both

leg bones being broken below the knee. Ostrom of
'

74 had his hand smashed.

V. L. Davey of
'

75 had a bone in his ankle broken, and H. M. Fairman of

'

75 had the muscle of his left arm badly strained. About twenty persons in

all are known to be injured, thirteen seriously. The bridge, being rotten,

gave way beneath the weight of a steam fire engine injudiciously statined upon

ic, and the entire structure and engine fell some fifteen feet into the stream,

with a crowd of people returning from the fire.

PERSONAL.

C. D. Baker, formerly of '73, has been spending a few days among his

numerous friends. He intends to enter the University again next fall and

graduate with '74.
1'urdv & Frear have taken two negatives, in different styles, of Almy,

Butler and Carver, as they apppeared on the horizontal bar last Friday eve

ning. The photographs are cabinet size and well executed.

Rev. W. W. Brush, of Geneva, will fill the pulpit at the Reformed church

on next Sabbath morning and evening. Mr. Brush is a graduate of the the

ological seminary at New Brunswick, New Jersey.
H. J. Bingham, of '74, has left the University for the present term for his

home in Tallmadge, Ohio. He expects to rejoin his class next fall.

T. W. Jaycox, of '73, has gone with a party on an exploring expedition to

the valley of the Yellowstone. The party consists of twenty-five selected men,

under direction of Captain Harden, a Cambridge professor, and will be absent

six months making scientific collections and discoveries.

Shear, of '74, it at work in Albany.
Hite, of '74, has returned to his home on account of sickness.

Professor Huxley has returned from Egypt with health greatly im

proved. He has resumed his lectures at the Government School of Mines.

B. Gratz Brown was graduated from Yale in '47. He was editor of the

Yale Literary Alonthly.
H. C. Johnson, of '73, has left the University for his home in Cortland.

He may return in two or three weeks, may not return this term or perhaps
not at all.

Professor Morse was graduated from Yale in 1S10.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson is to delight Amherst by an oration next Com

mencement.

— At the beginning of this year Oxford showed a registration of 2,284
students.

— Williams and Amherst have lately been indulging in a little healthful

journalistic sparring, in which Amherst threatens to swallow Williams. The
latter replies in the words of A. H. Stevens to a rough who threatened to

swallow him :
"
If you do, you will have more brains in your stomach than

you ever had in your head."

— In Michigan University there is a lady student who can saw more wood
than any of her classmates. It is needless to say that she belongs to the saw-

for-more class.—Ex.

— A law student al Emory College has been nicknamed "

Necessity," be
cause as his fellow-students say

"

Necessity knows no law."
— At the University of Virginia are three hundred and sixty-five students.

All of the Southern States, some of the Northern, Porto Rico, Austria and

Saxony have representatives there.

A Senior in one of our colleges who was called upon to ask the blessing

answered "not prepared."
Students of many of our colleges have decidad to refuse all prizes and

other marks of scholarship. Such a course will insure less envy and malice

among students.

The class of '72 at Michigan University will graduate eighty-six mem

bers.

Here is one of the strangest scientific questions we have ever heard. A

lady student of the Freshman class was totally unable to answer it. One of

our young and efficient instructors, during the recitation in geometry, said :

"

Miss, where do you room ? I would like to com", and call on you,"
—Chron

icle.

— The Chronicle congratulates itself on the fact that the practice of carv

ing autograph canes prevails this year to a less extent than heretofore since its

introduction. The practice was introduced at that institution by a member of

'70, and from that time the practice of ornamenting ranes with autographs has

been in great favor, until with this year the custom has begun to die out. The

carving of one's name upon eighty or a hundred different canes involves more

labor than Seniors in this vicinity could bear, hence the practice will not meet

with favor here.

— The College World thus immortalizes Vassar's five hundred griddle en

gine :—
" I want to be a Yassar girl,

And with the Yassars stand,

A chignon on my forehead,

A waffle in my hand.

There right before Miss Perry,
So glorious and so bright,

I'd drink the sweetest coffee,

And eat cakes day and night."
— A Senior who was creating some confusion in the class being called up

on to recite, remarked, sotto voce,
"

Satan always finds something for idle

hands to do."—Review.

— It is rumored that a Freshman is going to have '75 printed in large let

ters on the gable end of his pants, in order that he may always be ahead of his

class.—Qui Vive.

— There is to be a new law school in Boston, Massachusetts. The Trus

tees of Boston University have made arrangements to open a Law Depart
ment next October with a corps of instructors whose names guarantee suc

cess. Boston would seem to be the proper place for a law school. The laws

are made there ; the courts, national, state and municipal, are in almost con

stant session there ; the Law Library, the State Library, the Boston Public

Library (free), and the law offices are there. Surely it would seem that all

things there combine to give a student a most theoretical and practical knowl

edge of the law. The institution which offers such inducements surely must

succeed.

— The number of academical students at Yale has decreased during the

year from 527 to 496.
— The Brunonians expect a ball-nine as early as next fall.

— An ale house in New Haven has the motto
" Multum in parvo."

■ —

Geological excursions, with the accompaniment of a professor, have

commenced at Yale. The Seniors attend them largely.
— The Evanston Seniors have a lifeboat which they manfully row out when

crafts are wrecked on Lake Michigan near their University.
— The New York Evening Post suggests flogging as a remedy for those on

whom the hazing mania has settled. The Observer seconds the motion say

ing :
"

There is in almost every college a set of fellows—half savage, half id

iot—who trample on every principle of manliness, honor and right, and think

in so doing they show themselves men. Brutal and wicked in their sport,

they make the lives of others wretched, and themselves a nuisance. Such

little rascals should be treated as a jud^ious parent would treat a lawless son.

They ought to be taken into the college yard and whipped. If these Sopho
mores at Princeton, instead of being sent home, had been Hogged on the cam

pus, as they deserved to be, there would be no
'

ha/ing
'

in Princeton for one

generation at least. We are in favor of Hogging college rowdies, and we

think the wisdom of Solomon is with us in this opinion." Far be it from us

to say that in the colleges where the writer of the above was tolerated such
"

fellows—half savage, half idiot," were not to be found ; but in these days
there arc no such men in our colleges, and humanity seeks some less outra-
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ceous means of correction
than the old one of whipping-posts and the stocks.

_ The Courant reports the following scene in the examination of mental

philosophy. Question—How do you prove self-consciousness ? Answer—A

man can't know without knowing that he knows; if he knows he knows he-

knows himself in the act of knowing that he knows; and knowing that he

knows he knows he knows
he is conscious of an act of self-consciousness

— The Vidette says that at
least eight colleges will be represented at the

regatta, and these are Harvard, Williams, Yale, Brown, Amherst Agricultu

ral', Amherst "Intellectual," Bowdoin and Cornell.

'— Ladies have been admitted to the medical lectures of the University of

Helsingfors, Russia.

— Ladies have been admitted to the State Agricultural College of Maine.

— The Seniors of Rutgers have lately taken a geological excursion.

— The University of Strasburg was opened not long since with appropri

ate ceremonies.

— It tethers force as it goes. Some misguided individual not long ago

made a statement that one of the fair sex in our University had solved a

problem in surveying on which the concentrated intellectual force of fifteen

successive classes had been expended in vain. The statement appeared in a

prominent and respectable journal, and was straightway copied far and wide,

and dilated upon by all friends of
•' the cause." With each new appearance

of the item some important addition was made,
until now we find it proclaimed

from Maine to California, that the solution of the problem in question had

been unsuccessfully attempted by fifteen hundred graduates of the mstitut.on
.

The sad truth is we have hardly half that number
of alumni, from the literary

department, and of those who have graduated probably not one in ten ever

saw or heard of the problem. Moreover, we learn on good authority, that 1

has been repeatedly solved heretofore, and even by members of present

classes. We should not have felt called upon to make any notice of the ex

aggeration had we felt any assurance that the papers
would not go above

fifteen hundred, but the indications were that we were soon to be credited

with untold thousands, which our modesty could not endure. Besides, if

statistics of co-educational matters are to be of any value they must come

somewhere within gunshot of the trrxth-Chromcle. on,ininilP

_ The discipline in the ladies' college at Evanston, HI .s on an unique

plan The "marking" and "reporting" systems are
abolished and privileges

are made the reward of lady-like behavior.
After a certain probation during

which a pupil has been
above reproof, she is admitted to certain liberties, and

it is possible to establish so good a
" character

"
that a pupil has no ru es la d

upon'her, and shares the dignities of the
" authorities themse ves. 11

motto of the teachers is
« We will trust our girls just as far as they make it

possible." "The roll of honor
"

receives, each month, ad itiona 1 nan s of

those who prove
themselves capable of self-government.-6,//^

Conant.

1 NJar's quarterly is to be called the Vassar Miscellany, I he two up

per classes
elect the editorial corps which will consist of one Alumna, two

Seniors and two Juniors. The publication will be ,n pamphlet fo, m.

_ Princeton Theological Seminary
has no students.

— Commencement at Santa oara v^onc^ ,

BOOK NOTICE.

,-w Oifnce &c, abridged from "The IIu-

The Elements of
Imellectlal S< ience, , -

ofYaleCul.

man Intellect." By Noah Porter ,
I >. D., LCOO

I2mo, pp. 565.
a' 1 . rOrlpO^cr bner and Companj. o--

'"
.

lege. New\ork: Cha.les Scr D>

command attention,

A work from the pen
of President 1 orte. .-1

led d to be one

and needs no praise or commendation from us H *k

^^ prQ.

of the best thinkers
and most graceful wi it is of o .y

Qf &^

duced a book here which, though claiming to be on a -

^^

ger work,
will nevertheless be regarded as

^^ of hilosophy

nary scholars that will
be satisfied with anything m

to which Dr. Porter belongs.

There are at present two entirely different schools claiming, and to some

extent receiving the attention of thinking men.

The one school may be called the materialists'* ; for although they do not

dispense with the word "mind" they make it abstract, as denoting
"a lorce

produced by nervous action "-a mere "phase of Nature's order," in the

words of Herbert Spencer. Hence philosophers of this school,
like Spencer,

liain, Huxley, Maudedey and others, attempt to explain all the facts ot psy

chology, as thought, feeling, will, &c, by physical changes
and actions in the

nerve tissues, as they explain digestion, assimilation,
secretion, &c, by tne

action ofthe bodily organs.

The other school, that to which President Porter belongs and to which

in fact all those who have been hitherto recognized as writers in mental philos

ophy have belonged, uses the word
" mind

"

as a concrete term andto*

in the existence of a thinking substance or agent distinct f-ui the body

and essentially as well as substantially different and distinct from a y bodd

or material organ. These men admit-at least the
more recent of the,« adm t

the physiological facts discovered by Bell, Hall, fcc, and
elaborated by the ph

ll gilts, although they make but very little use of them tn explain, g

,y
etiological phenomena. These phenomena they seek

^f^f^^
The two Wor,l, chiefly used are

" faculties" and (by Dr 01 te,

p«cq>£
o

conCept5
"

fcc. Dr Porter takes good care (p 24) ^ ,^^J^ >

ties
.. %U not be understood to denote

^
parts o t e sou ,

a, th

hearty^
are organs or parts

of the body. A ay P ■

^^

Soul,"&c. He" of course the word faculty -ab,ti

^

nothing that can be a means or agent o anythmg.
-W > -

^

book he speaks of the soul as acting by and .

"can act only with them," thus using the word as concictc.

The other abstract term "concepts" is explained as denoting something

ing about such objects. D . 1 orter

we should think, to en-

Sir William Hamilton to a large extent-far enouati,

title him to be considered as a disciple of Sir W dliam.

Thus the materialists make
of the mind itself only on abstraction ;

the other school explain its action by means of abstractions.

These are the two

spools
now before the

P^
Bot

^^J^

that have been established by the

^J^£ ^tr t'han even the

cognition to the phenomena
of re flex act on ca ,

^^

most advanced materialists have done (p. -44),
"

J> { tQ

chological phenomena
that have been

regard
«

^ ^^

which Dr. Porter belongs as mental. And yet
^ ^

and more irrefragable prooft
an

^
-

£»£^ ^^

aluyofamindassometh g pnua
^.^

„^
,,

z^p :::::^:i-xp,aimngT^^^^
P- -ten'

^

JT "^ -n«u" ::l:th:^ Omental activity
the mind acts m Pacing ,
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known by cousaousne.s « 1.* hat *

\ mental aclivity.

by physiologists
to oc- --

^
-

^ m
remains tQ be

Whether this w 1 make a new P

^ ^^ fmm any

determined in the luture. It is ceitai.itv .

de,Cribed. Meanwhile,

judgment
the Est, book that has been^rodu^J

in its hue.

"

ZTtT^cerUin the amount of loss
that coal
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^
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exthe..
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be anticipated from^^^^ al,v ;„J.half in gas-making quality.
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unJa cover,
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f

-
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p
A. STRAUSSMAN & BROTHER,

.
Merchant Tailors and Clothiers.

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior quality
and like custom-made.

Cur Stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods is large
and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths and Cassimeies for spring and
summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at
shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment
ot all the goods elegant dressing calls for.
English, French and German Coatings for dress

and business wear. Fancy Cassimeies for pants, of
all shades and colors, and a variety of Choice Test
ings.

Our style of cutting garments is the very latest
and most improved New York Style, and wc guar
antee a graceful and tasty fit.

No. 28 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

NOW READY:

'"THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

£)UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print
ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 6$fitie\ UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

DARK HOTEL, OWEGO, N. Y. — A
A Street Car and Hack, free to all Guests of the Home,

RnnM"lM?,wir-Tra
a" trains- The best BILLIARD

ROOM IN OYVEGO is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell University students

L- D. & T. F. WILLARD, Proprietors

Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone {four
12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has-ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard
work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will
be found to contain a large mass of information
never before printed

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

Vy
E. PALMER & CO.

ITHACA AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
and Seed Store, Nos. 8, 10 and 12 West State St
Ithaca, N. Y. Gregg, Van Ostrand & Drake,'
wholesale and retail dealers in the latest and most

improved farm machinery, agricultural and horti
cultural tools, grain, grass, garden and flower seeds
etc. '

£)IVINITY SCHOOL

Brief of Contents.

OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

tiolis.'5
SCh°0' 'S °Pen t0 perSOnS 0f a11 de"omina-

andPedriSg.id
" ^^^ t0 th0SG Wh° -e ne^

The next academic year will begin September 26.

win £alaI°gUe WiI1
bf- Sent' and further information

will be given, on application to

or

Prof- OLIVER STEARNS, D. D.,

Prof. E. J. YOUNG,

. Cambridge, Mass.

Q
F. BLOOD,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
A general assortment of Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.

N°- 67 East State Street.

brands ot Imported Cigart C. "j Av A,"c^nle
& '^'k^

^™ tif^fS^fl!^
&c0^erosene

and Lubncating Oils by theTanel. ' ° "'

CTUDENPS-

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM

C- T n r,^
D'J°r S°Uth °f Clinton Hollse> h^

EIGHT FIRST CLASS .TABLES
BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

Introduction.
_
Chapter I.-The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

v •>

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern
racing boats.

3

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell
boat Its merits and defects considered
Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi
dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

sheUs"
' EsSential P°lnts required in racing

1 ChtPteT7l' Ge"eral discussion ofthe beam, depth
ength and lines of racing shells, considered in their re
lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re
sistance of the water.

for?™ !";■ PraCtjCa' hints on the se,ecti°n °f boats

tt^of'the wc5rkand
eXerC'Se" Gmmi d™™ °f

Part

SeiKru-thST descriptions °(» vari--

Chapter II Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys
canoes and skiffs (with plates)

^ '

Chapter II I Description of the fittings peculiar to
outngged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles describedand illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment Cost

col™!
* °f transP°rtatio" to differentPparts of the

Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

an^steX
" E-» to be avoided. Scu.Mn"

Chapter 1 1. Coaching a crew

ChaSler Iv' T
h" ^^ a"d P""^1" of training.Chapter IV. 1 raining in practice.

Omamol',^
°n .outfi»ing. Books recommended

Organisation and administration of boat clubs

p"'

TSrlS;£LEt'lSttt„Rsr "d """"■

iSEt p"! .Races Awon
'" P-iper boats from ,868 to1871. Boat racing at Ame.ican Colleges. The Harvard"^ ale and Inter-Collegiate races 18S2 to ,R,E r-v •

Regatta, Worcester,Massachusetts5 , R° ,, '%°S

teur "mtoi!STtl0".?nd North-Western Ama-

,m ."'-': U.ngl.ind) annual races, 1820 to 1871 In
ternanonal Races, ,866 to September i^Aji

?

ZcJ T^
°f 'he :" Boat Rowing knd Hunt-

I'HtUh nr" "• Assoclat'ons "f the United Stales andI.ntish provinces in ex.stencs on thc 10th of November870, giving the names and post-office address of he r

nli ,ntS °n(;
the conslr"ction of Boat Houses' with

£ ("tf 7T.a£).,,0nS
^ ""' C°Sti,lg^ *"*»*£

ready-atade clothlng,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

THE BESI FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LA TEST TLES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,
THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, &c., d-v., at

SHERWOOD & VAN KIRK'S.

MEN'S FURNISHING ROOMS.

^O- 47 FISH BLOCK.

/^ULVER & BATES,

notice
' C1°th.ng manufactured to order on shorl

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,
Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

Y^ILGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPELS,LrsAmIS °IL CLOTHS' COMFORTA-
ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

sor^'n°n^THsl^^^i^^P"- ^^f
atte=Paid

to the^^^^£$*£££
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<ALVETE, JUVENES!

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APFIA VIA OF NEW YORK,

than by any other route.

TWO EASTEXPRESa!dTRAIN^EST DAILY

to which are attached

PALATIAL Da™gepri0n0gm COACHES,

combining every modern improvement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & W. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway
—New York, Albany,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

E^ Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

L. D. Rucker, Wm. R. Barr,

Gen'l Superintendent. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

T\ L. & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

DECEAIBER 4, 1871.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after December 4, 1871, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 6.45 A. M., immediately on the arrival of the Cin

cinnati Express and after the arrival of the Night Express
Trains

on the Erie Railroad. .

Passenger Train at 5. 55 P M ,
on the arrival of Express Trains

from New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving

at Ithaca 7.40.

LEAVE ITHACA.

Passenger Train at 9.40 A. M.. connects with Express Trains

for New York, Buffalo and Dunkirk.

Mail Train at 6 25 p. M., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on

Erie Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M.,

and at New York at 7.30 A. M.

W. R. HUMPHREY,

Superintendent Cayuga Division.

Ithaca, December 4, 1871.

(""HANGE OE TIME.

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

The accommodation train will run as follows on

and after Monday, November 13, 1S71 :

leave

Athens at 8:45 A. m., arriving at Ithaca 11:15 A. M.

RETURNING LEAVE

Ithaca at 3 p. m., arriving at Athens at 5:30 i\ m.

Connects at Waverly at 8:55 a. m. and 5:10 v. m.

Connects also with trains on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad for Towanda and also for Elmira and sta

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo
the same evening.

ACCOMMODATION TRAIN.
Leaves Ithaca 6.30 a. m. Arrives at Ka<.lory\ille 10.00 a. m.

in time for Erie Railway express bound least, "and Lehigh Val

ley R. R. trains South and West, arriving at Elmiia 12.45 P-
in., Pittston and Wilkes-Barre same afternoon, and Philadel

phia same evening.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and
taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery ofthe Wyoming and Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after

noon of the same day.
Carriages will be in waiting on the arrival of trains

to carry passengers between Factoryville and the

Erie Depot at Waverly.
WILLIAM HALSEY, Sup't.

A H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT & CHURCH STS.,

OWEGO, N. Y.

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

c
LINTON HOUSE,

Comer of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THO MP SON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests ofthe House.

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No night trains passing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the

students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

pOLLEGE
ENGRAVER & PRINTER.

CLASS DA Y, CLASS ENCURSION,

and BOAT CLUB SCHEAIES and

INVITATIONS

engraved on steel, copper or stone.

Society Monograms and Cuts a Specialty.

Visiting Cards in all varieties of tints, sizes and

styles executed in the very best manner.

Illuminated Stampinc.

Printing done neatly and tastefully. Complete as

sortment of English and Persian note paper and en

velopes in stock. Fine Russia lea/her Goods a

Specially. Samples sent on application. Orders

solicited.
( .eo. W. Silcox,

17 Vanderbilt Square,

Syracuse, N. Y.

G. A. TAPPEATDEAT, Fashionable Boot and

Shoe'Maker, No. 5 North Tioga Street, up stairs.
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r\R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DEATTIST,
NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,

Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
the Clinton House, cm or about the first of January next, at
which place he will have greatly increased facilities for the suc
cessful prosecution of his dental practice.
Having associated with him Dr. B. W. Franklin, of New

York City, who has devoted many years to the construction of
artificial dentures and olher dental mechanism, he feels confi
dent lhat the facilities offered by this acquisition will secure to

the public advantages second to no other Dental establishment
in the country.
We administer chemically pure gas for the painlces extraction

of teeth, and other painful operations in dental surgery. No

charge for extracting leeth when artificial ones are required.
G. W. HOYSRADT, D. D. S. B. W. FRANKLIN.

A/ITSS C. ACKLEY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Views of the Uni\ersity and ithaca Scen

ery. The Era, dtily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

B.F
CORNELL

has opened a

NEW MEAT MARKET,

At No. 56 North Tioga Street.

He keeps a choice supply on hand, and is bound to undersell.

PRICES OF CHOICE MEATS:

Porter House Steak, 16c; Round Steak, 16c; Shoulder, 10c. to

O4C.; P°rk. ioc. to 12O.; Rib Roast, 12c. to 14c, and other

meats accordingly. Also keeps Oysters, Poultry, Flour, etc.,
at the lowest prices. Great inducements to clubs.

He will also run a WAOON, and sell as cheap as the cheap
est the GROCERIES which he keeps constantly on hand.

Give Him a Call.

B. F. CORNELL.

FAR. W. LAMONT WHEELER,

PHYSICIAN7 AND SURGEON",

Formerly one of the resident physicians of Bellevue Hospital,

New York City.

OFFICE IN THE OLD CITY BANK.

Dr. Wheeler may be found at his office nights.

w
YCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC

INSTITUTE, No. 7 and S Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.

Students may enter upon a course of instruction at anv

lime.

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in

variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book, Fiist and Second Keader, Phono

graphic I lictionary, and all ofthe best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

w. o. wyckoff,

Phonographic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y

iHOTOGRAPH GALLERY

OF PURDY & FREAR,

Opposite Tompkins County National Bank.

GROUP PICTURES.'LARGE AND SMALL; ALSO

CARD PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FACULTY

OF THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

maybe obtained at our Rooms.

A. J. l'l'RDV.
WM. FREAR.

SEAAELY'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

pO TO THE X. Y. BARBER SHOP

^
FOR A FIREGLASS SHAVE.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI,

shavi.m; AND HAIR CUTTLNG SAIGON,

Under Finch's Store, cornci State and Tioga Streets.
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DICTIONARY.

The Standard.

The larccsl.

The Cheapest.
The Best.

W URCESTER'S

ROYAL OUARTO DICTIONARY

(illustrated)

is a massive volume of 1854 pages, and contains

considerably more than

OAE HUNDRED THOUSAND WORDS

in its vocabulary, with their pronunciation, definition

and etymology.

Recommendations.

" The Senate need only go to a simple dictionary;
I will not go to a law book or any work on the law

of nations, but I take what I think is the

liEST AUTHnklTY,

Worcester's Large Dictionary."—Hon. Chas. Sum

ner, in U. S. Senate, February 21, 1S72.

"We concur with Senator Sumner in preferring
the honest, scholarly and trustworthy Worcester's

Dictionary,"
—Neio YorkWorld, February 25, 1S72.

"An almost indispensable aid to a correct deliv

ery of our thoughts, whether in writing or speak
ing."

—Prof, foscph Henry, Secretary of the Smith
sonian Institution, April 13, 1872.

"

Worcester's Dictionary has constantly lain on

my table for daily use, and Webster's reposed on

my shelves for occasional consultation."—Oliver

Wendell Holmes.

"

It should be placed on the centre-table for daily
consultation and study in every family."—xYcwYork

Independent, January, 1S72.

We take pleasure in informing School Commit

tees, Teachers and fiiends of education generally,
that we have just issued

Nfcu) and Illustrated Editions

of

WORCESTER'S PRIMARY

and

COMPREHENSIVE DICTK >NARIES.

Pesides the illustrations, important additions

have been made to these books, the value of which

will be appreciated by all who desire a convenient

Dictionary for the school-room or family.

!>

Eor sale by bookseller-, generally.

PREWER cY Til.ESI OX,

17 Milk Street, Boston.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Fourth Year— 1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, AI. A., Vice-

President,Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, At. A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN IV. EVAN'S, AI. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WILLARD FLSKE, AL A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,
Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, At. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, AL A., Ph. D., Profes-

sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY II. AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. AIORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical

Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, At. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT Ar. PRENTISS, AL S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AL A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AL A., Non-resident Pro

fessor of ('erman Literature.

DURTG. WILDER, S. £., AL D., Profess.* of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. II. D.,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B. S., Professor of Chem

istry.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAM E. ARNOLD, ALA., Mathematics

and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A., Italian and

Sjuni:,h.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. £., Mathematics.

JAAIES AtORGAN HART, M. A., J. U. D.,

German.

WATERAIAN T. HEWETT, ALA., German.

BELA P. AIACKOON, M. /*., German.

JAAIES E. OLIVER, AI. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., At. D.,

Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. 0. RCEHRIG, At. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBLNS, At. A., French.

LUCLENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWLS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. II. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. AI. HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D.f Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. A., Ornithology.

E. W. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXESADDISON WILLARD, AL A., Dairy

Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AI. CHACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD JViLLYS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DAVID STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar—Professor Wilson.

Librarian—Professor FlSKE.

Assistant-Treasurer—]. W. WILLIAMS.

Director of the Far m—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Tress—B. HER-

mon Smith.

Alasterofthe Chimes—Myron* G. Stolp.

COURSES OF STUDY.

AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod-

crn Languages and leading to the degTee of Bachelor o

Philosophy.

ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to thc degree of Bachelor of Arts.

.ECTIYE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student.

EC1AL—

including any particular branch o

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to thc financial department of the Univer

sity are to be addressed to Mr. J. \V. Williams, Assistant

Treasurer, Ithaca.
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TWO'.PIC TURES.

I. RICH AND OLD.

The motley peacocks stately stalk

Along the marble terrace-walk.

The summer sunlight's sparkling sheen

Lights up their trains of gold and green
•

Lights up the length'ning lines of hedge,

Lights up the lakelet's waving sedge,

Lights up these high ancestral towers,

My groves of oak, my orange bowers.

And basking in its genial beams

I sink into the fairest dreams ;

Dreams of new youth and housely rest

Making my latest years my best.

For yester-eve she whispered,
"

Stay !

" Till all the folk have sped away."

And when the younger guests were gone,

She and I in the hall alone,

She said, while laying in my hand

White roses in a pearly band : —

''
I know the many years that part

"
Your wisdom from my foolish heart ;

" But love is love in youth or sage,

" And youth should lean on loving age.

" I know your wealth ; your princely gold
"

Might buy a princess, proud and cold;

" But love is love, in rich or poor,

" And love shuns not a palace door.

" Guide then my youth, my coming life,
" O princely hand, O wisdom rife."

II. YOUNG AND POOR.

A kindly maple-tree has laid

Its shadow on the sloping glade.

Wherein with careless heart I lie

Under the sunny summer sky.

Below, a wanton willow sips

Sweet kisses from a brooklet's lips.

Above, a regal butterfly

And coyish consort flutter by.

Fondly fancy fills the air

With tinted hopes and visions fair,

Painting a length'ning life in life,

No.

A happy home, a loving wife.

For yester-eve she whispered,
"

Wait !

"And meet me at the garden gate."

Whither she came, and in her hand

Roses bound with a rosy band.

And with them gave me loving words,

Sweeter than song of singing birds :—

"
I know him old, I know you young,

"
Yours is the arm and his the tongue ;

"

Better the young arm, strong and bold,
"

Than words of wisdom from the old.

1

"

I know you poor, I know his wealth,
"
His is the palace, yours the health ;

"
Better the health to shield and guide,

"
Than lofty halls and stately pride.

"

My heart is yours in faith and truth,
•■

< .) sheltering arm and loving youth."

May 24th. W. F.

AAURICAN CANOE TRA1ELLYG.

THE NKW SPORT. ITS ORIGIN AND INTERESTING FEATURES—

CANOE LIFE.

Bv Jit.ips CHAMBERS:
"

Yachting and Rowing," AAo York Tribune.

The new sport which has at once so charmed and interested the

American people, unites the practical and the romantic, with the

culture of muscle and mind. Canoe traveling as an amusement

began upon the continent of Europe, but found its first real devo

tee in the person of a London barrister at law. It is scarcely ten

years since the barge
"
Water Lilly," with its four-oared crew be

gan its voyage among the lakes of Europe : since the "
Water

Witch," its successor, with an unmanageable crew labored up

French rivers and toiled overland in lumbersome conveyances.

These boats carried crews sufficient to have manned a schooner

for a passage
" around the cape

"

and while the novelty of this

mode of traveling for pleasure gained general applause the voyages
were signal failures in the very two features which they aimed to

secure, namely, new scenery and new life, combined with some

show of comfort. Too heavy for propulsion over the shallows of

the upper portion of the rivers, the size of their craft prevented the

voyagers from reaching the portions ofthe water thoroughfares un-

accessible to the most superficial tourist. Their longings to get off

the beaten track and among the primitive simplicity of nature and

of life were without result. The trips of the "
Water Lilly

"

and

"
Water Witch

"

were not repeated.

The desired result was obtained with the launching of the canoe

"
Rob Roy

"

and the story of the wanderings of her enthusiastic

owner is one whose inspiration was the motto
" '

Anna virumque
'

canoe"—man, muscle and canoe.

The sport has every claim upon the American sportsman. Sail

ing when the wind favors, paddling joyously along with new scenes

before him at every turn in the stream, drifting with the current as

he enjoys the latest novel and the postprandial cigar, sleeping in

the canoe at night under an improvised tent or seeking protection

from a rain storm under the same covering during the dav, the ca-
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noe traveler is the embodiment of quiet, aristocratic leisure. Flis

canoe will take him to the source of rivers more wierd than the fa

bled Styx, more sacred to the American heart than Alpius' stream,
more majestic than the Ganges and more varied in scenery

than the Rhine. The numerous great rivers which traverse the

wide domain of the United States afford unlimited opportunity for

the cultivation and growth of the sport, and there is every reason

to believe that it will become only second as a national pastime to

'the field sport of which we are at present so jealous. It scarcely
admits of a doubt that five years hence there will be as many clubs

in the country devoted to the encouragement of the sport as at

present there are for the support of the ball and bat.

The canoe as adapted for traveling is of two patterns. The
" Rob Roy

"

of MacGregor was built of oak with a deck of cedar.

The weight without fittings was sixty pounds and with rigging and

baggage seventy-one pounds. Her length was fourteen feet, beam

twenty-six inches, depth eleven inches and draught four inches.

A paddle seven feet long with a blade at each end and a lug sail

and jib were the propelling power. The well amidships in which

the canoeist sat was surrounded by a combing, around which was

fitted an apron of water-proof attached to the coat of the crew.

In a water-proof sack two feet long by one foot in thickness the

baggage for a three month's cruise was carried. This sack served

for a pillow when sleeping in the canoe.

The " Nautulus
"

of Baden Powell was a decided improvement
upon the "

Rob Roy
"

pattern. The new boat had a strong "shear"
so that, instead of tapering 'almost to the water at either end, it

rose from a depth of twelve inches amidships to twenty inches at

the bow and seventeen inches at the stern. She was fourteen feet
in length with twenty-eight inches beam and had water-tight com

partments both fore and aft, so that she would "

right
"

in the water

of herself in the event of a capsize. The hull was of cedar and

the deck of white pine. The canoe was fitted with two masts ;

rigged with a spreet-saile, having seven feet reach from tip to

boom, and a small mizzen or
"

jigger." A double bladed paddle
was used. The craft was built, as was the "

Rob Roy," to admit
of handling or carrying by one man over land or through shallows;
as well as to endure the roughest transportion in carts. Ample
accommodations were had for sleeping and the contented canoeist,
having drawn his boat on shore, makes his tea and broils his steak
or fish over the cusine which he carries in a small canvas sack.
The paddle, lashed to masts about two and a-half feet above the

deck, serves as a ridge-pole for a roof which a large water-proof
sheet soon supplies. Then, having lighted his lamp, the canoeist
seats himself in the boat and completes his log-book or reads a few

chapters of Cooper or Dickens while he puffs his evening cigar.
Having buttoned up the ends of the improvised tent he spreads
his large rubber coat in the bottom of the canoe, folds his blanket
and places it upon this, rolls his feet up in the sails in the bow of
the boat, converts the clothes-bag into a pillow, draws on the
worsted night-cap, covers himself with the blanket, blows out his

lamp and shuts out the world. It may rain before morning but it
does not inconvenience the canoe traveler, for upon awakening
he rigs up the ingenious cusine upon the forward deck and cooks
his morning meal. Then, having arranged the Mackintosh apron^
put on his oil-cloth coat and cape, the nor'easter produced from
the baggage sack and the rubber boots from the steerage, the ca

noeist removes the tent, pushes his boat into the stream and braves
the storm of wind and rain. If, on the other hand, he desires to

spend the day in camp, he rests securely on shore in a. tent which

admits of his sitting or reclining.
On the river or lake when the rain ceases and the sun comes

forth again the canoeist hoists his sails and under fair winds speeds

along at the rate of six to eight miles an hour. In sight of some

cabin or hamlet at noon, he runs his boat upon the shore and

drags it with him to the nearest habitation, there to enjoy in pris
tine simplicity the country meal and hospitable pipe. He is kindly
received everywhere, especially if from a distance, and in return for

glowing descriptions of city life hears some of the legends and ro

mances of the frontier. He learns that many of the brightest ac

tions of the backwoods heroes are unwritten : that the most des

perate adventure of Daniel Boon occurred at the next bend in the

river; or that the Ancient Arrow Maker of the Dakotas found

time in his old age to tell to others, beside Minnehaha, the stories

of the
"

Big Sea Water." All these traits of rural life the nature-

loving canoeist cherishes. I'he heat of the summer's sun having
somewhat abated, the traveler is assisted to the river bank with his

craft and amid the hearty good wishes of the entire household,

grasps his paddle, spreads his sail and is once more on his journey.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Editors Era :
—Some weeks ago an editorial appeared in the Era re

commending the transfer of the Era succession from the Junior to the Senior

class, and also soliciting communications on the subject. I have a plan to

propose which I hope will receive its due share of attention, if any change
should be made. Every one interested in the University will agree that so

long as there is but one organ to represent it to the world at large, that organ
should fairly represent the whole University. And it is plain that so long as

classes and class feeling exist no single class can elect a board of editors who

will publish a paper fairly representing every man in the University from the

members of the Faculty to the members of the Freshman class. Xo volume
ofthe Era yet has conscientiously carried out this principle. Some little un

pleasantness has occurred each year between the Era corps and members of
classes above or below them, and there is no reason to expect harmony in fu
ture under the present order of succession. Five, the precedented number of
editors, is probably as good a number as could be chosen, and my plan for
their election is as follows : Let one be chosen by each, the Senior, Tunior
and Sophomore class, and we have a representative man from each who will
be mutually supported by his class, and three of the corps are provided for,
whose rights to the position and capabilities for it are not disputed. Let the
fourth man be chosen by the Freshman class. Here we meet opposition ;
but why ? Principally because Freshmen are not supposed to know anything
or if they do, they must not be allowed to show it. I know it is breaking
away from college prestige and tradition to give a Freshman any latitude or
right, but that is what we want at Cornell. Xo doubt from anv entering
class, men could be selected who would be as well qualified to conduct a paper
as two-thirds of those selected from the higher classes. The only real objec
tion to this is that the Freshmen would not be well enough acquainted with
each other to choose their best man. However, they could hardlv make a

worse mistake than has been made by several of the Sophomore classes when
they voted in men who proved to be worse than a dead weight upon the other
members of the corps. Besides, if a worthless fellow succeeded in "ettin-r the
place he might be requested to withdraw by the class or by his colle-n.es'and
another elected in his place. Then let the fifth man be chosen bv the post
graduate students. There will be a large class of such in a few vears who
will be entitled to a voice in the University affairs as well as undergraduates.
I hey w,ll

occupy a middle ground between the latter and the faculty ■

their
interest in the University and knowledge of its men and machinery; their ac
quaintance w,th students, professors, trustees and citizens will give them pe-
ct.l.ar,nte.es, in the Era; and their representative would give it character
and strength, and make it more worthy to be called the University organ.

There are many advant.-u in this plan which will su^ost themselves to

he'1,1° \ 7 T T'
•

V
W°UW KivC a ™rP* °f ««tors representingwho. body of students; these editors would be interested in and deal

fanly with every part of the University; taking only one man from a class
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we would be more likely to get good men ; a good man elected the first year,
who desired to follow the profession of journalism and gave satisfaction to

his class, could probably hold the position through his entire course, thus

keeping the paper harmonious from year to year, regular in its issue and more
elevated and symmetrical in character. In one year only the rudiments of

conducting a journal are acquired, and so The Era under the present system
is yearly changing from the hands of the experienced to the hands of the nov-

ice. It can make no real progress. The first half of the year it is an experi
ment—enthusiastic and sensational, perhaps—the last half it dwindles away
and prepares to die; then for twelve or fourteen weeks it lies virtually dead,
until new minds infuse it with the same periodic, spasmodic life. And so it
is year after year. The plan I propose would give us surely one new man in
the editorial corps each year, and the others would have an experience of

one, two, three, and four years, respectively; or, at the option of the classes,
the whole or any number of them could be elected new. I submit it for the

consideration of yourselves and your readers. Respectfully,

J. TE Sutor.

IRVINC LITERARY ASSOCIATION.

The society met as usual last Friday evening. Mr. Halsey read a suggest
ive essay on the State of Christianity under the Roman Empire. An inter-

esting debate followed in which nearly all present took part.
The society then proceeded according to its custom to the election of offi

cers for the remaining term. The officers elected were as follows : For Pres

ident, F. W. Halsey; Vice President, L. Hawn; Corresponding Secretary,
WE R. Lazenby; Recording Secretary, W. Harkins; Treasurer, E. V. Wil

son ; Curator, WE P. Thompson ; Auditor, J. Hargrave.
The subject of discussion Friday, May 31, is the Military System of the

University. Let all attend who would know its advantages and disadvantag
es. Visitors are invited to attend. The society aims to make its exercises

interesting and profitable.

lUiATINC.

The captains of the several college crews met at Springfield, .May 8, in

order to decide upon a course for the coming regatta. The following were

present—R. H. Dana, Harvard, '74; WE T. McCook, Vale, '73; P. C.

Chandler, William, '72 ; WE E. Caldwell, Brown, '72 ; L. Bradley, Jr., Am

herst, '73; F. C. Eldred, Massachusetts Agricultural, '73.

By a unanimous vote the lower Springfield course was chosen. The

course, which is four miles in length, is about two miles below Ingleside, and

besides being free from sandbars, shoals and the various other impediments
which caused so much trouble in the race last year, it is very broad, bein<*

nearly half a mile in width, and is so situated that the entire course can be

viewed from the hills that surround it oa both sides, while the banks, trav

ersed by beautiful "driveways, afford an excellent opportunity of witnessing the

race. The regatta, which will take place on Tuesday, July 23, will consist

principally of a six-oared race Ior which eleven colleges Have already entered

crews. The race is to be four miles straight away, and owing to the currents

in the river the choice of position will in a great measure affect the result.

Six-oared Freshman crews have been entered from Harvard, Vale, Brown and

Amherst.

Harvard.—The Harvard six has not yet been decided upon for certain, but

at present it seems as though it would consist of Dana, '74, captain and stroke

Goodwin, '74, Morse, '74, Devens, '74, Bliss, '73, and Lloyd, '73. The first

four rowed in the winning Freshman crew at the last college regatta at Ingle

side, while Bliss was one of the old Amherst crew. Harvard has had hard

luck this year, four of her
last year's crew graduated in '71. Loring, '73, the

captain of the crew met with an accident some time since, breaking his col

lar-bone, and consequently preventing him from rowing this year. Tucker,

'72, one of the last year's University crew, Sanger, '74, of the Freshman

crew, and Russell, '72, all good oarsmen, have given up boating, while WEit-

son, '75, has been sick and consequently become unfit for a position in the

crew. Although they have no trainer they already row well, and have a fair

show for becoming the victors.

Yale.—The Yale crew has not been decided upon as yet, but Captain Mc

Cook will doubtless make a good selection ; in fact such confidence is placed

in the Yale crew that many sporting men around Boston are backing Yale

even against the field. Their practice boat is being made by Blaikie, of Cam

bridge, Massachusetts, and their rowing shell by Fearon, of Yonkers, Xew

York.

Bowdoin.—The Bowdoin crew, which is represented as very strong, con

sists of Hooker, '72, Crocker, '73, Ladd, '73, Robinson, '73, Hunter, '74,
and
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Sargent '75. They are being trained by Price and Fulton,
John international crew.

Williams. -Four of the Williams crew have been selected and the others
soon will be. Professor James OXeil, of Troy, will probably train them.
j.nrwn.- 1 he Brown crew has not yet been selected, though Caldwell '72

Luther, 73, and McUellan, '73, are considered sure of places. C. C. Luther'
7i, who rowed in last year's crew, will coach them. They are going to dedi
cate their new $3,500 boathotise on the Seekonk and hold a class regatta about
J une 10. I heir rowing shell is being built by Elliott, of Greenpoint.

Amherst.—The Amherst crew consists of Wilkins, '72, Xegley, '72 Bene-
diet, '72, Bradley, '73 (Captain), Brewer, '74, and Brown, '74. Warner '73
has been prohibited from training by his physician, and Johnson, '73, 'is™
route for Germany, otherwise they would both be in the crew.

Massachusetts Agricultural.—A\\m, '71, Leonard, '71, Xorcross, '71, and
Somers, '72, of the celebrated crew of last year, having left college, the new

crew, which is not regarded as remarkably strong, consists of Eldred, '73,
Captain and stroke, Simpson, '73, Clark, '73, Benedict, '74, and Bardwell and
Carter specials. The first two only were in last year's crew. They are being
coached by Josh Ward, who trained them last year, and their boat is being
built by Elliott, of Greenpoint.

LITERAR Y NOTICES.

The firm of J. B. Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia, have done the

American world a kindness in publishing a work entitled "The Science of

Wealth." It is a condensed text-book on political economy. It is purely
scientific. The theory of wealth as given by the author, Amasa Walker of

Amherst College, is the result of carefully prepared statistics and deep study
in all branches of government. The book takes up subjects like the follow-

ing: "Division of Labor," "Exchange,'! "Protection and Free Trade," and
the fallacies of each; and the clearness with which all his subjects are han-

died testifies to the author's thorough understanding of them and makes the

reading a pleasure instead of a task. Its typography is irreproachable and

the binding neat.
—

Perhaps no book lately published has created so much remark in the circle

of letters as the work called "

Macaronic Poetry," by James Appleton Mor

gan, published by Hurd & Houghton, of Cambridge, Massachusetts. It is a

book which has so varied and so odd a contents that one is lost in trying to

criticise it. Its preface is an apology for the efforts of scholars to place the

Latin in a ridiculous light before the world. The first of it reads :

"

Familiarity breeds contempt. Ever since the Roman tongue has been

the quarry of scholars, learned men, in their lighter moments,
—

perhaps out

of revenge for labored nights and aching temples,
—

or perhaps to prove them

selves on most intimate terms with it, have delighted in burlesquing its state

ly march ; have dared to mock the ponderous periods of Tully, or Maro's nu

merous flow, by sandwiching trivial French and English in between, and chant

ing in them low jest or ribald song. The species of composition thence re

sulting h?s been dubbed Macaronic—the diversion of scholars; being to Lit

erature what Opera Bouffe is to Music,—something to be composed, as Ros

sini played Offenbach—with one finger ; and yet becoming in time so fertile

and voluminous, as to almost touch the dignity of a grand division in Let

ters."

The author first notes the peculiarities of Roman vvriters themselves and

cites some lines to illustrate their propensity to alliterate, like those of En-

nitts :

"O Tile, tute, Tati, tibi tanta, Tyranne, tulisti."

or the unfortunate one of Cicero:

"O fortunatatn natam me consule Romam."

Then come some examples of alliteration in modern writers, and the story

" When a twister a-twisting will twist him a twist," etc.,

with the French edition

"

Quand un cordier, cordant, veult corder un corde," etc. ;

and the poems commencing :

"An Austrian army awfully arrayed,"

"Americans arrayed and armed attend,"

antl

"All ardent acts affright an age abashed."

and others of the kind whose first line contains only words beginning with a,

the second words beginning with b and so on to the twenty-sixth line,

which has only words in ;.

The efforts of lipogrammists, who excluded some letter from their writ-
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ings, are shown, and the pangrammists, who crowd the alphabet into a small

space, are considered.
Eve's legend, written by Lord Holland on reading

the live Spanish novels of De Vega which contain not a single c, is given.

This contains no other vowel except e.

He takes up word enigmas and such sentences as Napoleon may have said

"

Able was I ere I saw Elba,"

and the device of an obscured moon put on her seal by a noble lady who had

been forbidden by Queen Elizabeth to appear at court,

"

Ablata at alba,"

both of which sentences spell the same backward as forward.

An M. D. at Boston sent this invitation to a dinner party among his

brother " pills
"

:
"

Doctores ! ducum nex mundi nitu Panes. Tritucumat ait.

Expecto meta fumen and eta beta pi ; super attente one. Dux, hamor clam

pati ; sum parates, homine, ices, jam, etc. Sideror hoc.
' Feso resonam ;

floas sole.'
"

Some of the faults of Christians he remarks upon, quoting from a French

Latinist.

"

Caudidavestigeri, faciestimulanteseveri

Pulchraperotumidi, missapecunifices

Connubistanstifugae clammere tricilegae

Bombardagladiosunhastaflammitoquentes," etc.

Longfellow's Hiawatha as put into Latin by Professor Newman, of Uni

versity College, London :

"

Ego respondeo et tibi confirmeo

Ex silvis atque immensitatibus herbosis

E vastis septentrionis lacubis

E finibtts ob Gibbawaiarum

E sedibus Dacotarum."

"Twinkle, twinkle, little star,"
is given thus :

"

Mica! mica! parva stella,

Miror quaenam sis tarn bella,

Splendius emius in illo

Alba velut gemma, coelo."

The remark of a college student when his two classmates Payne and Cul

pepper were expelled from college is given :

Poenia perire potest; culpa perennis est.

Sir Thomas More said to his friend Erasmus :

"

Quaeritur unde tibi fit nomen Erasmls—eras mus."

and his friend replied to him :

"

Si sum mus ego, te judice, sum.mus ero."

So far we have only taken the introduction. The book proper is com

posed of three parts.

Part first takes up alliterative verse and gives as a specimen of that style
of writing the poem

"

Pugna Porcorum, per P. Porcium, Poetam," contain

ing over three hundred lines and every word of it commencing with/. Then

comes the "Canum cum Catis Certamen, Carmine Compositum, Currente Cal-

a no, C. Catulli Caninii:
"

"

Cattorum canimus certamina clara canumque

Calliope concede chelyn ; clarkeque Camienae

Condite cum cytharis celso eondigna cothumo
Carmina : certantes canibus eommittite cattos

Commemorate canum c.isii, casttsque catorum,

Cumprimis causas certamina euncta creantes."

Part II contains merely literary macaioni. Here is what the schoolboy
writes in his book :

"

Si quisquis furetur

This little libellum

I'er ilaccham, per Jovem
I'll kill him, I'll fell him

In venturuin illius

I'll stick my scalpellum,
And teach him to steal

My little libellum !
"

The old epitaph on a soldier of the famous "

Mackerel Iirigade," given by
Orpheus C. Kerr, is revived :

MUCGY JIM,
A MACKARFI. FIFF.R,

LA'IK ut- TJIE N. V. 1 IKE DEI'ARJ MI-.N1.

TAKEN SICK

OK INDIGESTION,

HE COMMENCED TO

THROW IT FORTIFICATIONS,

AND DIED OF STRATEGY.

HIC JACET

8,

0 2 88,

0 2 45 4.

The narrator says the verse "had to be put in figurative language to get it

all on the narrow head board." The translation of the figures may not be, at
first sight, plain, so we annex it :

HERE LIES

ONE ITFER.

Nought for one to wait,

Nought for one to sigh for ;

Nought too weighty ate,

Nought to fortify for.

Of the longer macaronic poems in the third part we will quote the "

Car

men ad Terry," written wdiile General Terry, U. S. A., with his black sol

diers, was in command at Richmond, Virginia, after its evacuation by the

Confederate troops :

Terry leave us, sumus weary :

Jam nos taedet te videre,

Si vis nos with joy implere,

Terry in hac terra tarry,

Diem nary.

For thy domum long'st thou nonne ?

Habes wife et filios bonny ?

Socios Afros magis ton-y ?

Haste thee Terry, mili-terry,
Pedem ferre.

Forte Thaddeus may desire thee,

Sumner, et id. om., admire thee,
Nuisance nobis, not to ire thee,

We can spare thee, magne Terry,

Freely, verv.

Here the Prex's proclamation,
Nos fideles to the nation,

Gone est nunc thy place and station

Terry- fier momen- terry
Sine query.

Yes, thy doom est scriptum—
"

Mene,"

Longer ne nos naso tene,

Thou hast dogged us, diu bene,

Loose us, terrible bull terry-er,
We'll be merrier.

Put the dulces Afros, vale,

Pompey, Scipio et Sallv,

Seek some back New Haven alley,

Terry, quit this territory
Con amore.

Sed verbum titi, abituro,

Pay thy rent-bills, et conjure,
Tecum take thy precious bureau

Terry, Turner, blue-coat hom'nes
Abhinc oinnes ! —Horace A/ilton.

eViid the poem entitled

CI". MFME VIF.l'X COON.

Ce meine vieux coon n'est pas quite mort,

II n'est pas settlement napping:
Je pense, myself, unless j'ai tort

Cetle chose est yet to happen.

En dix huil forty-four, je sais,
\ ous'll hear des curious noises;
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He'll whet ces dents against some Clay,

Et scare des Loco
— Bois-es !

You know que quand il est awake,

Et quand il scratch ces clawses,

Les Locos dans leurs soldiers shake,

Et, sheepish, hang leurs jaws-es.

Ce meme vieux coon, je ne sais pas why,

Le mischief's come across him,

II fait believe he's going to die,

Quand seulement playing possum.

Mais wait till nous le want encore,

Nous'll stir him with une pole;

He'll bite as mauvais as before

Nous pulled him de son hole!

— A Relic ofthe Henry Clay Campaign of li

And for the benefit of the German students

A VALENTINE.

Geist und sinn mich betzen iiber

Vous zu dire das ich sie liebe ?

Das herz que vous so lightly spurn

To you und sie allein will turn

Unbarmherzig
— pourquoir scorn

Mon cceur with love and anguish torn

Croyez vous das my despair

Votre bonheur can swell or faire ?

Schonheit kann nicht cruel sein

Mepris ist kein macht divine

Then, O then, it can't be thine.

Glaube das mine love is true

Changeless, deep wie Himmel's blue
—

Que l'amour that
now I swear

Zue dir ewigkeit I'll bear

Glaube das de gentle rays

Born and nourished in thy gaze

Sur mon cceur will ever dwell

Comme a' Tinstant when they fell —

Mechante ! that you know
full well,

And

AD PROFESSOREM LINGU.E GERMANIC*.

0 why now sprechen Sie Deutsch ?

What pleasure say can Sie haben ?

You cannot imagine how much

You bother unfortunate
Knaben.

Liebster Freund ! give bessere work,

Nicht so hard, ein kurtzerer
lesson,

0 then we will nicht try to shirk

Und unser will gaben Sie blessin'.

0, ask us nicht now to decline

"'Meines Bruders grbssere Hauser ;
"

« Die Fasser
"
of
" ait rother Wein

"

Can give us no possible joy, sir.

Der Muller may tragen ein Rock

Eat schwartz Brod
und dem Kafe,

Die Gans may
be hangen on hoch.

But what can it
matter to me, sir ?

Return zu Ihr own native tongue,

Lelve Deutsch und Saner Kraut to the Dutchmen ;

And seek not to teach to the young

The Sprache belonging
to such men.

Und now 'tis my solemn belief

That if you
nicht grant this petition,

Sie must schreibenmeinVater
ein Brief,

These extracts and remarks will give an idea of the book, its province and

its probable success ; they are a mere taste of the contents, and we would-ad-

vise anyone who can read with zest, as anyone can, such productions, to pro

cure a copy. It has a unique and elegant binding, is printed in the old style,

and is prepared especially for the student. The price is $2.75 and it is for

sale by Andrus, McChain & Lyons.

Hubbard Winslow is the author of works on intellectual and
moral phil

osophy. Of the latter work, "Moral Philosophy," Dr. Wilson says :-

" Preferable to any other work yet published, for use in all institutions where

moral philosophy forms a department in the course of instruction." This is a

most condensed criticism of this masterly work. It deals with the man as he

is defines the various faculties of his mind, and points out the way to their

highest and truest development.
It is divided into five parts, and under

each

head is fully discussed all that belongs to that department. The different

parts are (1), the natural motive powers, (2) the
rational motive power, (3)

moral action, (4) principles, (5) the
code of dut.es. We take pleasure in re

commending its perusal to every student, and we are certain that the .ntellec

tual and moral nature of every candid reader will receive an impulse for the

better. Published by D. Appleton & Co., N. Y. Price, $1.50.

Samuel R. Wells, editor o7the~Phrenological Journal, is the author
of

a couple of works on
"How to Read Character

"

and
" Wedlock or the Right

Relation of the Sexes." The former work is a new illustrated handbook of

phrenology and physiology for students and examiners with a descnr> ive

chart in which the numbers are so arranged that when the blanks are filled

he character, physiological development
and present condition

of any person

may be fully delineated. The work is amply embellished with portraits f

Tmeof outmost distinguished men, with a design to show up the faculty

which is the most developed in them and for which they are noted; e.g.

Aeassiz is portrayed to show the full development of the perceptive group
of

organ The book also contains an essay on the brain and the skull and the

prfnciples of reading the character of an individual under any crcumstances
in

n^gait, actions, expression of the countenance, etc.-just what every-

one should know. Price $1. . ,

Wedlock; or, The Right Relations of
the Sexes, is a work disclosing th

ries of conLguimty, the^{^Z^^^^ -
z^r^:"^^- - »**■ The

ttrtr
fth 2laments are especially interesting

and instructive.

P"^"
Watsol's Handbook of Calisthenics and Gymnastics is a complete

dr 1 book

for schools, families and gymnasiums, with
music

^
-company th

.exerts
and with illustrations from original designs, published by J. W.

^herm™
I Co N V Under the head of vocal gymnastics is a comprehensive t ea-

Otinn nhonetics and elocution, and some ofthe choicest gems of

t,se on respiration, phonet
cs an

department. Under tne

English verse are given for exerc «: and

J^^ the aid of ap.

head^^^^^L -sic, mostly composed sPe-

Sr;^": I UnTer^he headPof gymnastics are fen
many and varied

cially 101 uns

and hand.rmgs.
exercises with the wands dumb-bel n

^^ ^^
The claims of ph s cal

f™*°* ^ necessity of regular practice

and healthy body and a

^lUevelo^
ANNOUNCEMENT TO COLONISTS.

IF YOU ARE GOING WEST

•

, . ».- tho "old reliable" Missouri Pacific Railroad,

the popular route
from S, Lo - S

^ f .„ MiMOUfit Kan.

City, Atchison,
St. Joseph, uma

moving. This line has an

sas, Nebraska
and Colorado to

w^^«mo^ ^

unexceUed equtpmen
nfind y o

^ ^^^ ^^

safety platform
and .he pa

^^ information and assist-

time and sure connec n is prov
^^^^ by any ^

ance, and to make special arr. B
^.^ R_ R>> ^ U(yyd

J^BUIlt" -: o; E-TfV General Passenger Agent, St. Louis

Mo. No trouble to answer questions.
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" AIOCK SCHEAIE" SUSPENSION.

On the morning of Wednesday last the University bulletin

boards exhibited an order requiring the presence of every member

of the institution at south chapel at the fourth hour. It was readily

surmised that this general meeting had been called for the purpose

of making public the action of the Faculty concerning those, in

their opinion, proven to have been concerned in the concoction or

distribution of obscene mock schemes at the late Junior exhibition.

This inference was correct, for President White after addressing

the crowd of students at some length on matters of general inter

est carefully approached the matter of the recent obscene mock

schemes, condemned in the strongest terms the action of those

who had taken part in their origination or promulgation and read

the resolution passed by the Faculty the day before, suspending
from the University for an indefinite period five members of the

Sophomore class.

In cases of this kind, however just the action of the Faculty

may be, there are always some ready to condemn such action, and

perhaps threaten insubordination ; but in the present case the ma

jority seem disposed to attend strictly to their own business, leav

ing the Facuity to attend to theirs.

No student denies that at University exercises, the audience, es

pecially if composed partially of ladies, should be insured in some

way against having thrust in their faces indecent burlesques on stu
dents or Faculty. While there may be wide differences of opinion
as to what the remedy should be, all admit that a remedy is de

manded. Whether the Faculty has adopted in this case the most

just and expedient measure we do not purpose at present to dis

cuss. The agitation of that question while being neither entertain

ing nor instructive could do no possible good to those on whom

the penalty has fallen. The resolution to suspend vvas passed only
after deliberate investigation and discussion, and whatever censure

their action may receive from any source, they are probably pre

pared to bear.

Of course the
"
unfortunates

"

have the sympathy of their fellow

students of aU classes especially as they are not supposed to be as

deeply guilty as so;nj others who have as yet not been detected.

Persons little acquainted with college life cannot fully compre
hend this sympathy, as they do not understaud the force of influ

ences often driving a student to the performance of acts condemned

by his own better judgment. It often requires more than ordinary
independence of character to resist the pressure of united class feel

ing, and as a general rule the student who exercises his moral pow
ers in stemming the tide of class sentiment gets very little credit

from anybody for his fortitude. And in this particular case the

graveness of the offense was much softened by the fact that the

boys engaged in the affair looked upon it as only proper and just
retaliation for previous insults, similar in themselves but under dif-

erent circumstances. We of course do not refer to the pepper and

polecat part of the late programme, the mock scheme business be

ing the only offense dealt with as yet. They were unfortunate in

repeating what had already been condemned and in thoughtlessly

carrying it beyond the bounds of reason and decency. They are

unfortunate in being made a public example while some who have

been engaged in similar escapades have been allowed quietly to

withdraw from the University to the paternal roof. Whether the

proofs of their guilt are sufficient we have no direct means of judg

ing ; for that the Faculty bears the responsibility.
For the suspended students as individuals we have much respect.

They are men who have stood well in their class and with the stu

dents at large. Perhaps this fact may render the example more ef

fective, and we trust will influence the Faculty in restoring them to

their place in the University at the earliest expedient day. Mean

while we think that their friends can do them no greater favor than

to submit quietly to this action of the Faculty, which body public

opinion, almost the only limit to its power, will in this case un

doubtedly support.

If another intolerable mock scheme appears among us let stu

dents deal with its authors in as summary a manner as they dealt

last fall with that student who reported a trivial offense to the Fac

ulty. Few then questioned the right of students to rid themselves

of an odious associate, and certainly if reporting to one man a fact

about a single student would justify the action then taken the

wholesale publication of false and obscene libels on scores of stu

dents should be considered an offense equally culpable, especially
since the character of the institution itself suffers thereby.

BASE BALL.

The Cortland Nine are expected over here some day next week.

The date will be thoroughly advertised, as the directors have se

cured the fair grounds and propose to raise some money for the

club by gate fees. Judging from the last innings of the game at

Cortland the contest will be close and spirited. There will be no

dissatisfaction at the decision of the direction to charge all seeing
the game, for when any who consider will admit that an entrance

fee is a correct way of raising money, and if the " deadhead
"

nui

sance is started, it will not readily end. The nine's prospects for a

tour are rather indefinite, especially since Ostrom has been so sadly
crippled, and as the base ball men have avoided canvassing the

University for subscriptions so as not to interfere with the efforts of

the Navy ; but if it is concluded next week to make an effort to

send our ball players east immediately after commencement, we

hope that the students will respond with their wonted liberality.
But a change must be made from the present status, for the nine

won't practice without lope of business, and the money cannot be

raised unless there are games enough to keep up enthusiasm, and it

is likely that with the new grounds and by a kw sharp games the

morale of the club will be improved and needful funds secured.

In the mean time let everyone pay in his dues to the treasurer,
Mr. J. W. Hill, and induce his friends to join the organization, and
make up his mind to attend the entertainments soon to be given
for the club's benefit. Ladies and teams admitted to the matches

free of charge.

THA T INDEN.

Students must not forget that there will be a carefully prepared
index to the present volume of Tin: Er\, and that all back num

bers and extra volumes can be furnished bv the Editors.

Dkydkn will indulge in a spring fair and horse trot on Saturday
June 8.

"
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UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— Spence Spencer has a large number of picture frames at a very low price,
suitable for framing the photographs ofthe University.
-The Hollister Brothers, at 51 East State Street, are manufacturers and

dealers in all styles of picture frames, mantel, pier and oval mirrors, brackets
paintings, chromos, engravings, &c. They keep continually on hand a large
stock of goods pertaining to their business and receive neu- invoices from time
to time. At a low price they set in a handsome frame the various styles of
large photographs taken by Beardsk-y. Any orders left at their store for

framing or bracketing or anything in their line of business will be filled with
neatness and despatch.

— A Freshman played it well on his Junior chum the other day by selling
him a hat which belonged to '73 Es former chum for a "

set up'' worth about
twice the original value of the old tile. '75 accomplished his joke by repre
senting that the old straw sunshade was one of the new style

"

Greeley
hats."

— Last week three students made a bargain at 6 o'clock r. m. that any of
the trio who should receive a letter by that evening's mail should "set up."
Curiously enough one of the Seniors that evening got a drop letter, in which
when he opened amid the laughter of those around and recognized the hand

writing of the Soph member of the trio, he read a solitary line, and then has

tened to treat.

— Students who go West at the end of the term wisely held a meeting to

arrange for the most comfortable passage to their homes.
— That gigantic '74

"

will not out" from the woodwork on the upper story
of Cascadilla.

— A Soph says the bells are being moved so that no more sacred frescoes

can be put on the wooden bell-tower.

— In this connection The Era advises the University authorities to guard
that old tower well, lest some youths, in the absence of a gymnasium, should

play the wicked joke of pulverizing that edifice by rolling it down the hill.
— The railing on the top of the tower is decidedly ornamental—even if not

useful. Those tomahawks are suggestive of the department of American his

tory.

Students wishing to attend the Philadelphia Convention can go and return

via the I. i eV. R. R. for less than nine dollars.

— All that can spend time are going on the geological excursion to Scran

ton. Professor Hartt's company is as much inducement as the trip.
— The Sophomores announce their class supper for next Friday night at

the Tompkins House.

— That the President's ideas concerning shiftless engineering should be

acted upon everywhere is proved by the late fatal bridge accident, literally un

der the shadow of an engineering college. It is silly for anyone to blame Chief

Williams, who so manfully assumed the responsibility, or Foreman Boys, who

placed the steamer on the bridge, dr citizens for standing there, when no simi

lar structure should be tolerated that will not bear all the weight that can be

heaped upon it, and would allow the heaviest cannon to go across on a gallop.
— The men selected to compete on the stage for the Woodford prize are

as follows : J. M. Chase, E. Xicoll, A. L. Rader, Clinton Smith, T. J. Mc-

Connon and W. J. Youngs.
— A happy party, on Wednesday afternoon last, after being towed out of

the Inlet by the Grace L. Denny, set sail before a fresh breeze, and were

transported back and forth across the lake with a speed seldom equaled by any

water craft. The wind was in the northwest, and a landing was made near

Garrett's Point, after tacking four times. The famous
"

Idler," celebrated in

the regattas on Cayuga Lake, was the bark used in this trip.
—

Dudley F. Finch, at the corner of State and Tioga street (the corner

book-store), keeps constantly on hand and for sale a large supply of Univer

sity equipments, consisting of text-bonks, writing paper, pens, inks, all kinds

of note-books, convenient in size and form, and in fact anything needed in any

college of the University. If anything is not on hand that is wanted he will

order it on short notice. Call at the corner book-store, and supply your libra

ries at a small cost.

— A certain lar<Te dog, which is noted for peculiarly loud nocturnal howl

ing, and which the interests of science demand, lives in a densely-populated

portion ofthe city, greatly to the nightly molestation of the neighbors of the

canine owner. This is not a Peruvian dog; consequently he does not supply

Peruvian bark, but something far more bitter. We should like to see the bark

analyzed.
The Sophomore societies are, it is rumored, holding meetings on the

the witchcraft scenes in Faust and Macbeth are serene and the initiation into
the " Sons of Malta

"

mild. Tales are told of how Freshmen, lashed on the

backs of raging kine and costumed even as Ida Menken used to play Mazeppa,
have torn around the track. And there is a legend of a swift-footed Senior

who repaired to the fair house one rainy night, and mounting a ladder was

peering through a crack at the orgies within when he was discovered by the
"

grand muck-a-mux
"

and as hotly pursued by the blanketers as was Tam

O'Shanter by the carlins of the Alloway Kirk. Like Tam he escaped,
more fortunately than his mare Meg, across Cascadilla Creek, though hotly
pursued by a short legged Junior, who displayed unexpected speed and wind.

— This (Friday) afternoon a joyous crew af twenty, under charge of those

weather-beaten and experienced mariners Stoddard and Patten, expect to start

down the lake in the good yacht
"

Aiiel." Provisions and arms in plenty will

be taken along, and all will enjoy a bivouac, fishing and ducking.
— There will be a general military inspection on the thirteenth of next

month. A state officer will be present.
— Students who love to sleep, or walk slowly, have had a plausible excuse

during several days this week for coming into recitations too late. Also some

professors could indulge their habit of holding classes over the hour without

the usual marks of disfavor by the students. The bells are being transferred

from the overgrown dry-goods box which has thus far held them to the state

ly McGraw campanile, whence they will soon chime forth, in tones that will

be heard farther than ever before, and seem more tuneful after their brief si

lence.

— The staircases of the McGraw building are in admirable taste, with their

plain and elegant finish in native wood.

— A use has at length been discovered for the University muskets. Their

butts are good to pound down yacht center-boards, and the ramrods make ex

cellent canes for tall men.

— The alacrity of the students to patronize Herr Deschner. who is so sick

as to really need their custom, is only equalled by their conscientiousness in

absorbing much lager. Their high ideal reminds us of the story of the Ger

man knight at the banquet, when immense glasses were in vogue and many

bumpers the order of the feast, and it was a point of honor to honor every

toast. His wife wished to prevent him from becoming full—-a German is never

drunk—and he also chose to shirk the heavy drinking. So the solicitous

spouse, just as the goblets were charged for a brimmer, extinguished the great

candle near her and whispered to her husband
"
Pour it on the floor; no one

will see you."
"

No, God will see me
"

was his reply as he solemnly emp

tied his beaker.

— Even our staid professors and the families enjoy rambling through the

Fall Creek gorge at this most charming time of the year, before the flies come

and while the leaves have their early glint of golden green. The paths have

been repaired so that it is as safe for ladies as pleasant for all.
— A merry party of students and their friends visited Enfield Falls last

Saturday, where, one says, abides an old man with a quart of bullets ready
for the fellows, who went up there, set the woods on fire, demanded to be

treated to cider before they would work to confine the flames, drank half a

barrel of flinty apple juice and then—left without working.

PERSONAL.

P. H. Clark is sick with fever and ague.

Gi'SDORK is severely ill with bilious fever.

Ci.ait, late of Ithaca, did his part well in the recent game which the Mans

field club lost to Yale.

Sawyer and Iselin walked to Wratkins one day last week and returned

from Horseheads in the same way through the rain the next day. Such long
walks are an unequalled method to secure enjoyment and good health. It

would be far better if more of our students who take excursions to the various

points of interest in our vicinity went on their feet instead of wagon springs.

Farnham, of '71, while at the University pointed out to some friends that

the I- all Creek bridge that fell the other night was unsafe and a wretched af

fair, and expressed the fear lest it should some day cause a serious accident.

Prokessor Morris has in successful operation an electrical engine, run by
Bunsen's batteries. It is a novelty.

Davey, of '75, went to his home in Groton on account ofhis broken ankle.

He is not expected back this term, although rapidly recovering.

Bi.end, of '74, though suffering considerably from his broken leg, is in ex

cellent spirits and doing as well as could reasonably be expected.
Ostrom's hand is doing as well as could be hoped, though he will be un

fair grounds and m the old"building there, compared with which ceremonies

|
able to play ball or do much work this term.
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Cothkan, of '73, has discovered that some apple trees, near Judd's Falls,

bear a new kind of
" blossom." Scientists regret that he did not stop to ex

amine more minutely.

Vandewater, of '74, has gone home to nurse his ankle, which was stove

up at the Fall Creek disaster.

Robert Coi.lv f.r will deliver his long-expected lecture next Tuesday eve

ning at Library Hall. His reputation, the Chicago and horse-shoe associa

tions, and the fact of the proceeds being for the joint benefit- of the Irving and

Adelphi societies will suffice to jam the hall full.

Miss Minnie Swayze deserved a full house at her lecture last Friday eve

ning. She is as pleasing a young lady on the platform, as Mrs. Stanton is an

elderly one. Full of refinement and grace in her manner she has dramatic

power enough to do well on the stage, something which nearly all the other

lady occupants of the platform lack. Her lecture also indicated intellectual

culture, corresponding to her fine presence. Miss Swayze is a much better

elocutionist than Anna Dickinson, and her closing recitation from Mrs.

Browning far surpassed In power and pathos, as well as finish, Miss Dickin

son's best efforts. It is, in short, the difference between a thoroughly cultured

and a comparatively uneducated woman. If she again visits this place we

bespeak her a full house.

Reverend T. F. White is wisely seeking health among the trout streams

and forests of Pennsylvania.
Kite is sick wilh fever and ague.

H. C. Johnson, of '73, is also troubled with the same complaint.

J. B. Edcerly is on the lookout with his usual energy for anything tha

may benefit the athletic interests of the University. It is hoped that his

health will permit him to make his Ithaca friends a visit during the summer.

Williams, of the Democrat, Chief ofthe Ithaca Fire Department, wishes

The Era to express his thanks to the students for their manly assistance at

the fire on East Hill.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— Vassar has 37 professors and 381 students.

— Bonner, of the Xew York Ledger, has given $5,000 for the purpose of

aiding Dr. McCosh's project of increasing the salaries of the professors at

Princeton.

— The "Senior girls
"

of Simpson Centenary College are going to organ
ize a base-ball club. At present their exercise is confined to running races

and climbing fences.—Wateru Collegian.
— The (Union) College Spectator, volume I, number 1, comes with many

apologies for its existence ; but after careful perusal we are compelled to say
"

excuse not sufficient."— Yale Lit.

— We take the following statistics of the growth of American colleges
from the Yale Coin ant:

At the opening of this century there were 21 collegiate institutions in ex

istence in this country, and since that time they have been founded as follows :

Between 1800-10, 2 ; 1S10-20, 6; 1820-30,13; 1830-40,43; 1840-50, 40;

1850-60, 87; 1S70 to the present time, 85. This statement does not account

for the whole number, but most of the others are to be credited to recent

years. Within the last decade the increase vvas not so rapid as might have

been expected, owing probably to the war.

These are distributed as follows among the different States :

Illinois 30, Ohio 29, Pennsylvania 27, Tennessee 19, Stew York, Indiana

18, Missouri 17, Iowa 15, Virginia, California 13, Wisconsin 12, Kansas 11,

Kentucky 10, Maryland, Texas 9, Michigan, Mississippi, Georgia 8, South

Carolina, Massachusetts, Louisiana, Alabama 7, North Carolina 6, Maine 5,
Minnesota, District of Columbia, New Jersey, Oregon 4, Vermont, West

Virginia, Connecticut 3, Delaware, Nebraska 2, Arkansas, Colorado, New
Mexico, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington Territory I.

— Edward Everet Hale will deliver the oration and Walt Whitman the

poem at the coming Dartmouth commencement.— Vidette.
—

Why are Freshmen like a tub ? \\ hy, because they take soft soap and

dry up after a little rubbing.— / idelte.

— The boys of Williams lately played a match game of ball with the nine
of the Troy Polytechnic and came oil victorious.

— At Williams great preparations are making for class day. Doring's
band of Troy has been engaged for thc occasion. Tiffany & Company, of
New York, are getting up the invitations.

— Numerous exchanges vouch for the fact that in Michigan University
lady Sophomores haze the handsome Freshmen by blindfolding and then kiss

ing them.—Chronicle, Alichigan University.

— A man at Albion College translates
" Imitemur majores nostros,"

"
we

will imitate the major's nose."

— The Faculty have dropped morning prayers at Vassar. The students

pronounce the step a wise one.

— The corporation of Yale has made attendance on Sunday afternoon ser

vices voluntary, much to the delight of Yalensians.
—

Exchange.
— The grounds of Trinity College have been sold to the city of Hartford

for $600,000, with the reserved right to use the present college buildings, ex

cept the north dormitory, for five years.
— A strong minded lady student of one of our colleges declares that if any

young man dares to smoke in her presence she will say to him :
"

Sir, the af-

fumigation arising from your tobacconistic reservoir so overshadows the organ-

istic power of our ocular and so obflustrates our atmospheric validity that our

apparel must shortly be obluned, unless through the abundant suavity of your

eminent politeness you will disembogue the aluminous tube of the stimulating

and sternutatory ingredient that replenishes its concavity." We wish she

would make a short stop at Oxford.—Western Collegian.

LA EOLLE JOURNEE, OU LE AIARIAGE DE FIGARO.

Reference was made a few days ago in one of President White's lectures

to the influence which this play by De Beaumarchais exerted in effectively fol

lowing up the attacks of Rousseau and Voltaire by turning the minds of the

French people towards the superiority of position and the advantages which

the nobility enjoyed, and the grounds on which these special distinctions

rested. As the play is not only extremely witty, but also in the highest de

gree humorous, extracts can scarcely be given with much of the force of the

original, but a few passages have been rendered below which will give some

idea of the nature of the comedy, and represent the serious purpose which in

spired it as well as the wit that made it so attractive.

In a scene between the Countess, the Count, Figaro, his valet and the

principal character ofthe play, and Antonio, a gardener, the latter enters in

a boozy condition.

Figaro {to the Count)—My lord, he [Antonio] has been drunk since morn

ing.
Antonio—You mistake ; this is merely a little remaining from yesterday's

spree. See how thoughtlessly decisions in such matters are made !

* * # » *

Figaro—You will drink, then, forever ?

Antonio—If I did not drink I should go mad.

Countess—But to needlessly take so much

Antonio—Drinking without thirst and making love at all times, madam,
these alone distinguish man from other beasts.

In another scene the Count, being solicted by Figaro, has almost decided

to take his valet-de-chambre with him on his English embassy, but is about to

change his mind on account of the latter's ignorance of English. Figaro's

reasoning gives the author an opportunity of sketching the Englishman travel

ing on the Continent who might have read the Spectator, but had not been in-

much flttenced by that spirit of cultivation and refinement which the genius
of Addison inused into the upper classes of English society.

Count—In the first place, you don't understand English.
Figaro—I know G d .

Count— I do not understand you.

Figaro—I say I know G d .

Count—Well !

tigaro—A\\ ! what a fine tongue English is ! a little of it goes a great way.
With G d in England one nowhere needs lack for anything. Do you
want a spring chicken ? You step into an inn, make this motion to the waiter

{as if turning a spit) and say G d ; you are brought a piece of corn

beef without bread. It's delightful! Do you want a glass of Burgundy or

Claret? this is all that's needed {as if uncorking a bottle) ; you are served

directly with a mug of beer, foaming to the brim, in shining pewter; how sat

isfactory ! Do you meet one of those pretty females who skip along with

mincing step, lowered eyes, and braced shoulders ? Send her a kiss ; ah!

t; cl ! sll<-' gives you proof that she understands by dealing you a blow

like a street porter. The English, indeed, throw in a word here and there in

their conversation, but it is very plain that G d-— is the principal part
of the language.

Figaro describes the politics of that day very much in the manner Addison

referred to them in suggesting the establishment of a school of diplomacy.
Figaro— I understand politics.
Count—As you do English I
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Figaro—Ves, if it were anything to boast of. But to pretend ignorance of
all one knows and acquaintance with all one does not ; to hear what one does
not understand, to be_deaf to what it is undesirable to hear, to be able, above
all things, to have a great secret concealed where tliere is none ; to retire from
the public for the pointing of a pen ; to appear involved in thought when, as
they say, one is only empty and hollow, so as to play a part either well' or
badly; to use spies and pension traitors; to remove envelopes and intercept
letters, and seek to excuse vileness of means by importance of ends,— this is
all there is of politics, or may I die for it.

The veracity which was found in high life at that period is adroitly exhib

ited in a speech to the Countess by Figaro's wife. The two women were de

ceiving the Count when the appearance of the gardener nearly spoiled all.

Countess—Ah ! that fatal gardener. He threw me into such a state that I
could not collect two ideas.

Suzanne—Oh madam, on the contrary; it was just there that I saw what

an ease the customs of the great world, as they should, give to women in ly
ing without being detected.

Figaro, soliloquising on his wedding day, thinks his wife already faithless,
and despairingly reviews his personal history.

Figaro—O woman, woman, woman ! what a weak and yet misleading be

ing you are. No created animal departs from its instinct ; is it indeed your
nature to deceive alone ? * *

Xo, sir Count, you shall

not have her; you shall not. Because you are a great lord you imagine you
are a great genius ! nobility, fortune, rank, place,—it is all this which makes

you so proud. And what have you done to deserve so much consideration ?

You have given yourself the trouble to be born, and nothing more ; as to the

rest you are quite an ordinary man. While I, lost in the obscure crowd,—
zounds ! I have been compelled to employ more knowledge and calculation in

merely getting a living than has been used during the century in the govern
ment of all Spain. Could anything be as odd as my
fortune? Son of I know not whom, I was stolen in my youth by robbers and

brought up in their manners. Soon becoming disgusted with their practices I

wish to lead an honest life; in this I am repulsed at every step. I learn chem

istry, pharmacy, surgery ; and all the influence of a great lord can scarcely

place in my hand a veterinary lancet. Tired of curing ailing beasts I rushed

headlong into the theater; ah! then I fastened a stone about my neck. I

write a comedy on the manners of the seraglio. A Spanish author, I ought, I

should be able to animadvert upon Mahomet without molestation ; suddenly
an envoy appears (whence I know not) and complains that my verses insult

the Sublime Porte, Persia, Egypt, the kingdoms of Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers and

Morocco. Thus my comedy is extinguished to please Mahometan princes, not

one of whom I believe knows how to read, and who stripe our backs with

jashe; when they can lay their hands upon any "christian dogs," as they call

us. Being unable to dishonor wit they abuse it.
* * *

A question next arose about the nature of wealth, and as it is not necessary

to have things in order to reason about them, not owning a sou myself, I

wrote on the nature of money and its net proceeds. Directly, I see the bridge
of a prison lower to receive me, and I leave behind liberty and hope. Oh,

that I might control one of these great people for a week ! When his pride

had been sobered by sound punishment, I would say to him that printed non

sense is of no importance except in those places where its publication is pro

hibited; that without freedom to blame there is no honest praise; and that

little men alone fear trifles. At length, tired of supporting an obscure board

er, they liberated me. As I need something to eat, I again prepare my quill,

and ask everyone I meet what is going on. I am told that during my econom

ical stay in prison there has been established in Madrid a liberal system for

the sale of productions, which includes even productions of the press; and

that, provided I mention in my writings neither the government, religion, pol

itics nor morals, neither men in place nor influential bodies, neither the cpera

nor the theatre, nor anybody of importance, I may write with perfect freedom

under the inspection of two or three Government censors. To avail myself of

this charming liberty, I announce a periodical, and thinking I shall interfere

with no one, I call it The Useless Journal. Alas ! I see a thousand devils

rise up against me in the public prints; I am suppressed; and again I am

without employment. I was about to despair, when some one thought of a

place for me; but unfortunately I was fitted for it; a mathematician was

needed, a dancer obtained it.
* * * l beS™ to «nder"

stand that smartness is better than knowledge to achieve success.

» * * * I do not even know who this me

is, about whom I think so much; a curious collection of heterogeneous parts;

a wretched, besotted creature ; a wanton, insignificant animal ; a young man
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de sirous of pleasure, and having all the tastes necessary for its enjoyment-
following all tra.les for a living.-master here, valet there, just as fortune'
peases; amb.t.ous from vanity ; toiling from necessity-but lazy; with such
pleasures! an orator, if necessary ; poet, for relaxation; musician, on occa

sion,— I have seen all, felt all.

The effect of such pictures of French society as this play contains, de-
scr.bed under the thinnest guise of Spanish surroundings, must have been im-
mense in the condition of government and people at the time, and it is almost
inconceivable how its representation was allowed.

FRESHMAN CLASS SUPPER.

W E regret that we cannot give a more complete account of the first class

supper of '75, which took place at the Tompkins House, Friday evening, May
31. An unavoidable delay in printing the paper alone enables us to give even

this brief mention. A good representation of the class was present, though
we imagine that many who were not there would look upon their excuses for

staying away as trivial could they fully appreciate what a jolly good time their
classmates had, and had too, without any ungentlemanly or improper conduct
to mar anyone's satisfaction in remembering the occasion.

For an hour before the appointed time the boys of '75 were gradually as

sembling at the hotel, and when the door was at length opened at ten o'clock,
charged gallantly into the supper-room.

The supper was, or ought to be, in every way satisfactory. When all had

eaten to their hearts' content the literary exercises took place in the following
order.

1. A modified version of the song
"

'Tis a Way we Have at Cornell, Sir,"

by the class.

2. Address by Charles Stover, the class President.

Oration by E. B. Kiersted.

Essay by G. N. Brown.

Poem by A. J. Robertson.

Song by the class.

History ofthe class of '75, in four volumes, by W. E. Lucas.

Song, "The Chimes," by the class.

Prophecy by Frank Bennitt.

Song.
II. Toasts by various members of the class. Murray, the regular toast-

master being absent, Sackett filled his place. We can neither give the

list of toasts, nor comment on the different parts performed.
Several of them were preeminently excellent and all were good. A natu

ral, perhaps we might say a proper amount of class spirit was manifested. It

was proven conclusively, to their own minds at least, that '75 is the class of

The University.
A certain Senior, present at the literary exercises, pronounced them the

best he had ever heard on a similar occasion, and he has probably attended

more of such gatherings than any other student here. Everyone came away

seeming perfectly satisfied with himself and everyone else.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

S.

9-

10.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The meeting for the annual election of officers was held in the Faculty

room, Friday evening, May 31.

The following gentlemen were chosen as officers for the ensuing year :—

President, O. A. Derby ; Vice-President, J. II. Comstock ; Corresponding

Secretary, W. R. Dudley; Recording Secretary, R. Rathbun; Treasurer, W.

A. Kellerman; Librarian, NE C, Jobs; Curator of Geology, O. A. Derby;

Curator of Zoology, F. W. Simonds; Curator of Botany, W. R. Lazenby.

The Society voted to hold its annual public exercises on Friday evening,

June 14 ; all friends of natural history are invited to be present.

A Profitable Business.— Intelligent, active men or women, young or

old, can have pleasant and profitable employment by taking an agency in any

town in the United States for the long looked-for masterpiece
—the crozouing

work ofhis life—Henry Ward Beecher's
" Life of Jesus the Christ." Sure

to outsell any book ever published. Prospectus books are now ready, and

territory will be awarded to reliable agents on application. Terms liberal.

Apply to J. B. Ford & Co., 27 Park Place, New York; 11 Broomfield Street,

Boston, Massachusetts; or 2S5 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Announcement.—For fine pocket cutlery and knives go to Spencer's,

where the most elegant styles and solid workmanship are found.
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A. STRAUSSMAN & BROTHER,

Merchant Tailors and Clothiers. T

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior quality
and like custom-made.

Our Stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods is large

and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths and Cassimeies for spring and

summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at

shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment

of all the goods elegant dressing calls for.

English, French and German Coatings for dress

and business wear. Fancy Cassimeies for pants^
of

all shades and colors, and a variety of Choice list

ings.
Our style of cutting garments is the very latest

and most improved New York Style, and we guar

antee a graceful and tasty fit.

No. 28 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

THE CORNELL E_RjL_
NOW READY:

HE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

May 31, 1872.

One large Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine

Illustrations on wood, 12 plates on stone {four

12x40 inches), found in gill muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country
on receipt ofprice.

No work of such magnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.

PARK
HOTFT OWEGO N Y — A No expense has been spared to make it a standard

\w Car and Hafe f^ to all (its of the Hou., : work L the subjects of which it treats, and It w.ll

runs to and from all trains. The best MILLIARD

ROOM IN OWEGO is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell Universitv students.

L. D. & T. F. WILLARD, Proprietors.

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &C.

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

ITHACA AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

and Seed Store, Nos. 8, 10 and 12 West State St.,

Ithaca, N. Y. Gregg, Van Ostrand & Drake,

wholesale and retail dealers in the latest and most

improved farm machinery, agricultural and horti

cultural tools, grain, grass, garden and flower seeds,

etc.

. _abjc
be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed

D
IVINITY SCHOOL

OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY

w.

This School is open to persons of all denomina

tions.

Pecuniary aid is afforded to those who are needy
and deserving.

The next academic year will begin September 26.

A Catalogue will be sent, and further information

will be given, on application to

Prof. OLIVER STEARNS, D. D.,
or

Prof. E. J. YOUNG,

Cambridge, Mass.

C* F. BLOOD,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

A general assortment of Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.

No. 67 East State Street.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the

oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended tu

and satisfaction given, at 8 Kast State Street.

F. T. GREENLEY & CO., Grocers, Bakers and

Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's

brands ot Imported Cigars. F. 1 . Si F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN &> SON, Druggists, 7S State

Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Uils,
&c. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils by the ban el.

oTUDENT'S

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,

3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT EIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CTOARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—Thc past and present condition
of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi

cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing

shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,

length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and thc- re

sistance ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body of the work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).

Chapter III. Description ofthe fittings peculiar to

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described

and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Cost

and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.

Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.
Chapter II. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter I V. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

Chapter VI. On swimming. Instructions for saving

drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar

ently drowned.

Part Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and the du

ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.

Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 to

1871 Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. The Harvard-

Vale and Intcr-Collcgi ale races, O2 to 1871. Citi/ens'

Regatta, Worcester,"Massachusetts, 185910 1870. Re-

gall. is ofthe New England Rowing Association, Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama

teur Moating Association, 1.367 lo 1871. Oxford and

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In

ternational Races, i8nfi t., September 15. 1871.
ourth. A Directory of the 7 t Boat Rowing and Hunt

ing Clubs and Associations of ihe United States and

British provinces in cxistencs on the oth of November,

1870, giving the names and post-office address of their

officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans ami specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

All orders should be addressed to the publishers,

WATERS, BALCH & CO.,
Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

E. PALMER & CO.

READ Y-AIADE CLOTHING,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREE1

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BESI FITTING SHIRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LATEST TIES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN

AND PAPER COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, -v., at

SHERWOOD cS: VAN KIRK'S.

MEN'S FURNISHING ROOM;

XO. 47 FISH BLOCK.

pULYER
& BATES,

60 & 71 Fast State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic

DRY (".GODS, OROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short

notice.

w
1LGUS BROTHERS & CO.,

PKALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRY GOODS,

All of which we offer at the lowest possible price. Large as
sortment of CLOTHS and CASS1MERES, and particular
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on very reasona

ble terms.
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OALVETE, JUVENES!

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier 7-ia

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW YORK,

than by any other route.

TWO EXPRESS TRAINS fjATT V
1 VV W EAST and WEST L/^lE,!

to which are attached

THE CORNELL ERA.

rMIANOE OF TIME.

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

The accommodation train will run as follows on

and after Monday, No\ ember 13, 1S71 :

1.KAVE

Athens at 8:45 a. m., arriving at Tthaca 11:15 A. M.

KKTl'UMXt; LEAVE

Iihaca at 3 l>. M., arriving at Athens at 5:30 P. M.

Connects at Waverly at S: 55 A. M. and 5:10 P. M.

Connects also wilh trains on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad for Tow anda and also for Elmira and sta

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo

the same evening.
ACCOMMODATION TRAIN

Leaves Ithaca 0. y> a. m. Arrives at Factoryville ro.on a. m.

in time for Erie Railway express bound Fast, and Lehigh Val

ley R. R. trains South and West, arriving,at Elmiia 12.45 P-

m., Pittston and Wilkes-Barre same afternoon, and Philadel

phia same evening.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and

taking the morning train, passing through the mag

nificent scenery of the Wyoming and Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after

noon of the same day.
Carriages will be in waiting on the arrival of trains
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DAT ATI AT Drawing-room f" (~) A C 1~~[ P S to carlT passengers between Factoryville and the
and sleeping

l
) j?rje Depot at \Va\ erly.

WILLIAM HATOeY, Sup't.

combining everv modern improvement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the f\ -"-"'» A-UA rl<J t_ or.,

D. L. & W. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS
CORNER FRONT & CHURCH SIS.,

can be secured in advance on application at the Com- :
OWEGO, N. Y.

pany's Office. (See below.)
' Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to ■

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

all points on the Erie Railway
—New York, Albany,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,
C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all I /^LINTON HOUSE,

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

UF* Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,

id ch_<
offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

R

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

and checked thence to destination—a convenience
^ Guests ofthe House.

AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No night trains passing- to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.

Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the

StUde"tS-

JAM ES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

pOLLEGE
ENGRAVER & PRINTER.

L. D. RlCKER,

Gen'l Superintendent.

Wm. R. Barr,

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

D
R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DENTIST,

NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,
Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
the Clinton House, on or about the first of January next, at

which place he will have grc.uly increased facilities for the sne-

cessful prosecution of hi- denial pr.ictiee
Having assneiated wilh him I 'r. B. W. Franklin, of New

Vork City, who has devoted many years to the construction of

artificial dentures and olher dental mechanism, he feels confi

dent that the facilities offered by this acquisition will secure to

the public advantages second to no other Dental establishment

in the country.
We administer chemically pure gas for the painless extraction

of teeth, and other painful operations in dental surgery. No

charge for extracting teeth when artificial ones are required.
G. W. HOYSRADT, D. D. S. B. W. FRANKLIN.

M
ISS C. ACKLEY,

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONER}' OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Views of the University and ithaca Scen

ery. TheER A, dtily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

OIM I). KEHOE

(established 1857)

STILL IN TIIE FIELD,

the originator, inventor and only manufacturer of

KEHOE'S MODEL INDIAN CLUBS,

for physical and muscular development.

■^^J
_, -^n,^'

*ETE> -'jJ b--
~fc

■*~h f ■-.-#^frii|ife-'i.

Jj^.-ijSlM.O.KEHOE.,
lM||||| ,|

130 WILLIAM SI.NY j
J"tb

.1

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.
j CLASS DA yt CLASS EXCURSION,

and BOAT CLUB SCHEMES and

INVITATIONS

engraved on steel, copper or stone.

Society Monograms and Cuts a Specialty.

Visiting Cards in all varieties of tints, sizes and

styles executed in the very best manner.

Illuminated Stamping.

■arrival of Express Trainsj Printing done neatly and tastefully. Complete as-

from New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving sortnieilt of English and Persian note paper and
en-

at Ithaca 7.40. | velopes in stock. Fine Russia leather Goods a

leave ithaca. Specialty. Samples sent on application. Orders

Passenger Train at g.40 A. m.. connects with Express Trains
'
solicited.

c,, r-^-

for New York, Buffalo and Dunkirk. ,
«'F.o. \\.Ml.LO.\,

Mail Train at 6 25 i>. m., on arrival of Cayuga Lake btcam-
Vanderbilt Siiuare,

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and
West on /

^ 1

Erie Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M., , Syracuse, .N .

\^.
and at New York at 7.30 A. M.

,.,,,.«. x^-TnT-ir 7~,
—

O^ At
w. R. HUMPHREY, , T4PPENDEY Fashionable Boot and

Superintendent Cayuga Division. £■
- - -

-

Tj s stairs,

Ithaca, December 4, 1871. I
bhoe Mdt^r- s

Pv L & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

*^'
DECEAIBER 4, 1S71-.

CAYUGA D I V I S I O N .

On and after December 4, 1871, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 6.4=; A. M., immediately on the arrival ofthe Cin

cinnati Express and after the arrival of
the Night Express 1 rains

on the Erie Railroad.

100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

ZAT Beware "of miserable^imitations which are

being sold upon my reputation.

w
YCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC
INSTITUTE, No. 7 and 8 Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.
Studentsmay enter upon a course of instruction at any

lime.

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in

variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book, Fii stand Second Reader, Phono

graphic Dictionary, and all ofthe best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

W. O. WYCKOFF,

Phonographic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y.

SEAAL-LY'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

pO TO THE N. Y. BARBER SHOP

^-*
FOR A FIRST-CLASS SHAVE.

ADOLPH BASHINSKI,

SUAYINC AND HAIR CUTTING SALOON

Under Finch's Store, corner State and Tioga Streets.
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The Largest. The Cheapest. The Best.

WORCESTER'S

ROYAL QUARTO DICTIONARY

(illustrated)

is a massive volume of 1S54 pages, and contains

considerably more than

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND WORDS

in its vocabulary, with their pronunciation, definition
and etymology.

T

THE CORNELL ERA.

HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

May 31, 187a,

Recommendations.

"
The Senate need only go to a simple dictionary;

I will not go to a law book or any work on the law

of nations, but I take what I think is the

best authority,

Worcester's Large Dictionary."—Hon. Chas. Sum

ner, in U. S. Senate, February 21, 1S72.

" We concur with Senator Sumner in preferring
the honest, scholarly and trustworthy Worcester's

Dictionary,"—New YorkWorld, February 23, 1872.

"An almost indispensable aid to a correct deliv

ery of our thoughts, whether in writing or speak
ing."

—Frof. Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smith
sonian Institution, April 13, 1872.

"Worcester's Dictionary has constantly lain on

my table for daily use, and Webster's reposed on

my shelves for occasional consultation."—Oliver

Wendell Holmes.

\

"
It should be placed on the centre-table for daily

consultation and study in every family."
—New York

Independent, January, 1872.

We take pleasure in informing School Commit

tees, Teachers and fiiends of education generally,
that we have just issued

New and Illustrated Editions

of

WORCESTER'S PRIMARY

and

COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARIES.

besides the illustrations, important additions

have been made to these books, the value of which

will be appreciated by all who desire a convenient

Dictionary for the school-room or family.

For sale by booksellers generally.

BREWER & TILESTON,

17 Milk Street, Boston.

Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro-

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, AL. A., Vice-

President,Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AL A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, At. A., Non

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE JV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAAT IV. EVAN'S, At. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WILLARD FLSKE, At. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,

Non-resident Professor of American History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, AL A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, AL A., Ph. D., Profes-

sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY H. AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. AIORRIS, C. E., Professor of Practical

Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AL A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, AI. S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng-
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AI. A., Non-resident Tro-

fessor of German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., AI. D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. It. D.,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES It. WING, B. S., Professor of Chem-

istry.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAM E. ARNOLD, AI. A., Mathematics

and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A„ Italian and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics.

JAMES AtORGAN HART, At. A., J. U. D„

German.

WATERAIAN T. HEWETT, AL ,4. , 'German.

BELA P. MACKOON, AI. /L.German.

JAAIES E. OLIVER, AI. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., At. D.,

Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. 0. RCEHRIG, At. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBINS, M.A., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWIS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. AI. HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D.f Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, At. A., Ornithology.

E. IV. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN J. THOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy

Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AL CHACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD WILLYS HYDE, Civil Engii.eering.

DA VLD STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar
—Professor Wilson.

Librarian—Professor Fiske.

Assistant-Treasurer—]. W. Williams.

Director of the Farm
—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Press
—B. Her-

mon Smith.

Alasterofthe Chimes—Myron G. Stolp.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modem

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod

ern Languages and leading to the degree of Bachelor o

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies which

may be selected by the student.

SPECIAL— including any particular branch o

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

IN

IN

All letters relating to thc financial department of the Univer

sity are to be addressed to Mr. J. VV. Williams, Assist, nt

Treasurer, Ithaca.
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DIE LORELEY.

FROM THE GERMAN OF HEINE.

I know not what it meaneth,

My heart with grief doth fill;
A weird and marvelous legend
Is haunting my memory still.

Slowly the twilight darkles,

Softly is flowing the Rhine,
The peak of the mountain sparkles
In the evening's last sunshine.

The fairest of maids is sitting
On the high cliff over there ;

Her golden raiment gleaming,—

She is combing her golden hair.

Of shining gold her comb is ;

She sings and sings alway,
In the radiant glow of evening
A wondrous melody.

Spell bound the boatmen listens,
As the song drifts down on the air ;

He sees not the rocks and the breakers,
He sees but the maiden fair.

Ah, soon the waves will swallow

The boat as it glides along.
And this, the Loreley cruel,

Has done with her treacherous song.

D. S. J.

PHILOSOPHY AND TIIE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.

BY W. D. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. H. D.

Some theologians insist that there is such an obscureness, per

haps the consequences ofthe fall and of sin, over the insight of all

men ; this insight, as we see it, is of slow activity, is often mistaken,
sees into things but tardily, often with great difficulty, and discrim

inates them truly only after long study, and much concentration of

the gaze upon the object of study. How few see into and com

prehend the nature of even the physical forces—heat, light and

electricity. How few see into and comprehend the nature and ac

tivity of the soul. How imperfect and inadequate everywhere is

the knowledge of God. But yet we believe that the idea we

have of Him, by the natural use of our faculties, proves His exist

ence as fully and as absolutely as the imperfect knowledge of the

partly blind man proves for him, that there is a world of objects

around him of which, however, he knows so little, and that little

so imperfectly. And this imperfect vision and the inadequate

idea derived from it is, as we believe, the basis and the condition

which renders them possible of all the religions of the world, and

of all our religious culture. Nay, it is, in our estimation, that

which renders any proof of the authenticity and genuineness of

a revelation, as the means of farther and fuller knowledge of God,

possible. It accounts for the religious fears which even the pro

fessed unbelievers and atheists always manifest.
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If our view ofthe origin ofthe idea of God be not correct, then

that idea is purely a creation of fancy, as much so as the ideals of

the artist, the conceptions of the poet, or the character and attri

butes of the fabulous beings whom the heathen worship as gods.
But in that case we should have two manifest results.

(i.) The idea would not contain any element, or ascribe to God

any attribute which had not been furnished to the mind in the

cognizance of a real object; this is, as a matter of fact, the law and

condition under which the mind always acts in forming its a priori
ideas. It combines and arranges anew the elements obtained in

previous cognition. But it can go no farther ; the ideas of the'

blind have no element that represent color. Nor can even those

that see imagine any new primary color. Strictly, absolutely and

inexorably are we all bound in the acts of imagination and fancy
to the elements previously given in cognition. Not even in the

wildest freaks of hallucination, or in the delirium of insanity, do we,
or can we ever originate a single new element of an idea, except
in the act of cognizing some object by that property. Hence, if

our ideas of God were not derived from cognition of Him, it

could not represent Him by any property which is peculiar to

Himself, nor by any attribute which is incommunicable. It could

not represent God ; it could represent, at best, only a perfected
man—humanity idealized.

(2.) But, in the second place, an idea of God made up in this

way would exert no such influence upon the heart as we see that

this idea has everywhere exerted upon the heart of man. Poets,
and persons of poetic temperament, are sometimes led away and

bewildered by a sense of the reality of the creations of their own

imaginations. But this idiosyncrasy is of a limited nature, and

confined, for the most part, to themselves, or at least to the very

narrow circle around them ; that which all see, or feel, however

imperfectly, yet if it is seen and felt by all, is regarded by all as real,
is an object of fear or hope—of love or hate to all persons. Were

there no such insight of the existence of God as we have described,
the idea which most persons form of Him would have been de

rived from others, and received with a sense of unreality, like that

which now acompanies our ideas of Jupiter, Saturn, <Nc, and which

we know did actually accompany the faith, such as it was, which the

ancient heathen nations had in their gods : that faith took no hold

of their hearts ; it was entirely rejected by the most intelligent

among them.

There is one point more in our general subject which we pro

pose to consider, and the discussion of which will tend, as we be

lieve, both to throw light upon and to confirm the views we have

already taken.

We think we have shown thus far— (1) that with the sensational

theory of the origin and nature of ideas, we can have no idea of

God, properly so considered, at all—but that the only logical con

sequent of such principles will always be, as the historical develop
ment has always sooner or later been, materialism or atheism—a

materialistic atheism or an atheistic materialism; and (2) that with

the idealistic theory of the origin of ideas, whether we take the

Platonic ante-Leibnitzian or the Kantian post-Leibnitzian form of

the theory, the idea of God in the mind is no proof of His exist

ence—and that that theory will always tend to some form of ra

tionalistic infidelity or infidel rationalism, and to a pantheistic mon

ism, as in fact it always has done, and, as it seems to be indicated

by the logical deductions from the first principles of the system, it

always must do.
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But we have a third view to c.nsider. It is held by some—the

mystics or sentimentalists especially
—that there is in man a relig

ious instinct, a sense of want, which prompts a man to seek for

something to worship, as hunger prompts him to seek for food.

We have quoted Mansel—sensationalist as he is in his general

system and affinities—as expressing precisely this view—
"
an in

nate feeling
"

for what he however says
" is beyond thought,"

to whom we are led "by the sure instinct of prayer." Mr. Mau

rice's book is full of this theory, and is but a development and as

sertion of it as against and in answer to Mr. Mansel's main theory.

Now to state this precisely
—we have two facts, an idea of God,

which pertains to the intellect, and a. feeling of Ciod, which pertains

to the sensibility. The two are relative, the one to the other, un

doubtedly—but which is first and antecedent, and which is latter

and consequent ? Idealists, as such, should say that the idea is

first, and produces the feeling or emotion. Sentimentalists or mystics

say that the feeling or instinct is first, and the idea afterwards—

and many who are idealists in their general relations, come to be

sentimentalists in this part of their philosophy, and even, as we

have seen, the sensational Sir William Hamilton and Mr. Mansel

are sentimentalists in this. They think that such a hypothesis is

necessary to account for the fact of the idea of God—an idea

which on their theory is a mere creation of the fancy, a negative

idea [term] which does not of itself denote or imply any corre

sponding belief—(the only copresponding object of a negative term

is—nothing)—has retained such a hold upon man, and continues

to exert so much influence upon his feelings and conduct. Doubt

less they are right in this ; something of the kind is necessary to ac

count for the continuanoe and influence ofthe idea of God—to ac

count in fact for the continued belief in and fear of Him—if the

idea of Him has no other or better foundation than their theories

will allow them to ascribe to it.

But let us look at the theory. AVe divide all the facts of mental

activity into three classes—intelligence, sensibility and will. With

the two former only are we now concerned. We speak of any

product of the" mental activity as an idea : we speak of any active

state of the sensibility as either a sensation or an emotion—a sen

sation if it leads to or contributes any element towards the forma

tion of an idea—but an emotion if it leads or tends to an act of

the will or of the body. An emotion then may belong to any class

of feelings as the active state of that feeling. Thus we may have

emotions of hunger—emotions of love, of hate, of hope or of fear

—emotions of beauty or of disgust—emotions of remorse or of self-

approbation—emotions of piety or of profanity and irreverence.

Now there is this important distinction of emotions into two

classes—the one of which does not imply an intellectual antecdent.

For example, hunger implies no intellectual antecedent. It grows
out of the state of the body. One might be hungry without a

mind, without a brain. The idea of food does not necessarily pre

cede and create the appetite for it; appetite comes constitutionally
and from the physical constitution. Buf not so with fear, for ex

ample. We see an object and it excites fear; the emotions of

beauty and sublimity arise only on the sight or thought of some

thing beautiful and sublime. Remorse comes only when we are con

scious of having done wrong. Hence the affections, desires, moral
and aesthetic emotions,. all imply an intellectual antecedent. An idea

which may be formed at the moment, and on sense-perception of j
an object, or by the imagination, may be recalled by the memory

JELL ERA. June 7, 1872.

or produced as in the case of the moral emotions by an act of the

judgment, declaring an act to be right or wrong.

Now to which of these two classes of emotions do the religious

or theistic emotions belong ? The sentimentalists say, or at least

assume, and the exigencies of their theory require, that they should

be considered as belonging to the class which requires no intellec

tual antecedent. They regard them as emotions or instincts which

lead to and occasion the idea of God, and so a belief in His exist

ence. On the other hand, we hold that the idea of God, even in

the obscurity and vagueness which results from the present state of

our fallen nature, precedes and is the intellectual antecedent of our

religious or theistic emotions. We see God, and therefore we fear ;

we adore Him and, and we abhor ourselves.

Let us consider the theory which holds that the emotions pre

cede and determine the idea. In that case the theistic emotions

are analogous to the appetites, and arise as instincts out of our

very constitution, with no act of cognition, no idea preceding, furn

ishing an object out of ourselves to awaken the emotions.

Now in the first place, such emotions never lead to or enable us

to form any idea of their object. Suppose that one could live with

out eating — had grown up from childhood without taking

food, and with the gnawings of hunger always distressing
him. He would have no idea of what ailed him, and not the

remotest conjecture of what he wanted ; no conception of the ob

ject that would relieve him. But give him an article of food, let

him eat, and by eating appease his hunger, and the next time his

hunger returned upon him, it would be not only an appetite, not

only hunger, but an appetite and a hunger for the article which

had once satisfied him, and by satisfying his painful emotions had

become associated in his mind with them. We need not, however,

suppose a case. We may take almost any case of disease— of un

rest arising from any abnormal condition or want of the system.

Take, if you please, the very common case of acidity of the stom

ach, or heartburn, .and a small quantity of alkali will satisfy the

want and remove the pain as readily as food satisfies hunger. The

cases are perfectly analagous for all our present purposes. But the

disease never suggests of itself the remedy. It never prompts or

enables the mind to form any idea of what will cure it. Take the

alkali, and relief ensues, and the next time that the same symptoms

return, there will most likely be a hankering after what had before

afforded relief. In this way it is that we acquire tastes in after life

for what in infancy we had no relish. And even in disease we ac

quire an appetite for nauseous drugs and deadly poisons. Bu^t the

painful emotions do not pass over into ideas of what will satisfy
them—do not stimulate or guide the mind in forming them, with

out direct cognition of the object. Ne might live in pain and die

without knowing either what ailed us, or what would have relieved
us if we had but known it, for all the mere constitutional emotions
could do.

It is indeed true that the smell or taste of an object will some

times produce the feeling that it will satisfy one want, even before
we have experienced the satisfaction which it can afford. But in

this case the object is cognized by the sense of taste and smell

before such opinion or idea of its adaptation to our wants is formed
or entertained. And we add further, that emotions never contrib
ute any element towards the formation of ideas. Not emotions
but sensations contribute anil comlitionate these elements, and sen

sations are always produced by the object which we cognize bv
the sensations. Hence, even in this case, the object is before the
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idea, and its cognition is the condition of the formation of any idea
of it.

We conclude, therefore, that the theistic emotions, if they were

first in the order, and did not imply any intelletual antecedent, as

the sentimentalists hold, could never lead one to form the idea of

God, or guide him in the formation of it. But that on the con

trary he would need, none the less on account of this antecedent

emotion, a cognition or insight of God as an existing Reality, be

fore he could connect the idea of God with the feelings or emo

tions, and make them flow out into piety, fear, hope, reverence,
and the like.

But it may be asked if it would not be sufficient if the idea of

God had once been communicated to man, and perpetuated by
oral tradition or written revelation. In that case, the idea would

become associated with these feelings—the feelings drawn out by
the idea, and cultivated by a constant worship and adoration.

But to this we answer, no. All the analogies and all the experi
ence is the other way. Without the experience of eating, and the

relief which it affords, no description of an object of food by others

could connect that object with an appetite so as to make a hunger
for that object. The psychological fact to which we refer—namely

peculiar personal tastes or appetites, as those for food, for ardent

spirits, for opium, for other nauseous drugs and deadly poisons—

never come from mere description or efforts of the imagination.

Nothing short of actual experience (and experience implies the

cognition of the object cognized, by some of the senses at least, if

not by all of them) establishes that living rigorous connection be

tween the emotion and the object that satisfies it, which constitutes

what we call special appetites—the irresistible power of temptation
to the drunkard and the debauchee. The idea of God thus pre

sented might lead us to suppose that He is the object that our

souls 'long for, and to desire on that account a knowledge of Him.

But nothing short of an actual cognition or experience of Him

could satisfy the feeling, or ever perpetuate the belief that He is

indeed what we are longing for. In our religious experience, in

our hopes and joys, no less than in our fears, wc see God. We know

Him not by hearsay, not by description, but by ourselves and for

ourselves; or we should inevitably cease to believe in Him, and

the idea of God, as well as all belief in His existence, would per

ish and disappear from among men. Not only the obedient and

rejoicing faith of those who seek and enjoy His favor, but also the

belief that lies at the bottom of the fear of those who disobey, as

well as the oaths of those who blaspheme, would inevitably disap

pear, and with it all fear and blasphemy, as well as all hope and

rejoicing, if man had not within him a faculty for seeing and know

ing God, as an existing reality or an abiding and eternal fact. But

even this cognition and experience, as Mr. Maurice so feelingly

and earnestly urges, implies a personal cognition and knowledge of

God—a seeing of Him darkly, dimly, perhaps, through all the

mists and films of sin, yet seeing Him distinctly enough to know

that He is, and to feel that blessed are they who know Him bet

ter, and obey His blessed will.

The question then would arise, whether, in the case of a person

removed from these traditional notions, or where they are so cor

rupted as to furnish no satisfactory object to the religious feelings,

the feelings themselves would exist. On the sentimental theory, of

course they would. And on our theory they would also, but tor a

different reason. In their view these emotions should exist, and

lead to the knowledge of God. In our view the idea or knowl-
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edge of God, which is inseparable from the exercise of insight, as

the knowledge or idea of color is from the exercise of the physical
sense of sight, would in all cases exist very early as the intellect

ual antecedent of theistic emotions. We think the emotions al

ways exist, and are manifested very early—the young and the ig
norant are always and everywhere especially susceptible to them,
and consequently especially liable to be led away into superstition
and idolatry, if they are not guided and enlightened by a better

knowledge than that which their own unaided faculties or the

darkness of heathenism will give them.

And here again all the facts that we know, all the analogies of

the case, are against the supposition that the emotions precede the

idea of God, or those acts of worship, etc., which the unaided and

untaught mind would perform. Such feelings, if they existed,

could only make the person unhappy, wretched, without knowing
what ailed him, or the remotest idea of what could relieve him.

His feelings would lead him to no act designed for relief, to no act

except such as would be the natural expression of his sadness and

distress. Even in the case of eating, hunger of itself never

prompts to the act, until after, by eating, we have learned that eat

ing will relieve us. The first acts of eating are of the class which

physiologists call con-sensual. They are produced by either (1)
the taste and touch of some object in the mouth leading to masti

cation and deglutition, or deglutition without mastication; or (2)
the smell of some object which excites to search and prehension,

and then to mastication and deglutition, etc.
'

But in either case,

there is an act of cognition, or at least a sensation produced either

by taste or smell, which leads to the act of eating. The sensation

passes up by one nerve or set of nerves, and returns as emotion by

another ; and the function of eating may be performed at any

time, and is certainly performed at first without any act of the in

telligence, any idea of what the infant is doing, any idea of the ob

ject which it eats.

'From all this we infer, that not only can the theistic emotions

not lead to or furnish the elements for the formation of the idea of

God ; but that they cannot, without some cognition of Him, even

lead to any of those acts which express the theistic emotions, as

such, or show that they, as distinguished from anything else tlE
t

may give distress or unrest, "exist without an actual cognition of

the object of such emotions, and that cognition, in this case, can

be only an act of insight. Hence we infer that the theistic emo

tions must be not ot the class of appetites, but rathe/ of the class

of affections, implying an intellectual antecedent, which is the oc

casion of their existence, and by which they are determined, as all

the affections are, by their intellectual antecedents in their specific

character.

J ITTHOUT AtOAKY.

I',V SOKOOV, A RfSSIAN ECONOMIST. TRANSLATED KRO.U SERVIAN BY N.

MVANOVI ICH.

" Misfortuni: does not come from want of money, hut from want of

work.''

"To ourselves and to foreigners our country seems to vacillate, to deviate

from the straight course, as if there were some trouble difficult to explain,

which compels us to take one thing for another. Profit is sought in loss and

loss in profit. All fear that which would save them, while they unintention

ally throw themselves into public danger."— (Ruski Viesti, 1S63.)

That is so. -Hut. what is the cause of our instability and our troubles, ami

what is going on about us ?

"The troubles," says lle/obrazov, a Russian economist, "which we have
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now in industry and commerce are brought about mostly by want of mon-

eO'__(RU;,ki Viesti.)

With tears and sighs do we complain against
"
want of money, and eve

ry one of us puts his trembling
hand into pockets from which money is cisap-

pearinc It is disagreeable and difficult to us to be without money. Ior th.s

,-eason&every thing is "high." This has made many merchants bankrupts and

manv farmers beggars. In vain does the proprietor raise the rent on his

house to increase the income. Tenants do not pay regularly and at the same

time complain of either the landlord or his superintendent for being so exact-

in<r Poor proprietors, who
have ten, twenty or sixty houses, are obliged to

gcTto the police to get help and to punish those who do not pay promptly.

But why are rents so high ? Why are houses rented ?

In vain has the merchant raised the prices on his goods. This has dimin

ished the sale, compelled the buyer to go around to every store in the city,

get trusted somewhere if he can, and not pay afterwards. Big prices have

provoked so much indignation against monopolists and speculators and made

so many dishonest merchants seek salvation in bankruptcy. But when there

is no money the speculator's lies cannot create it. The merchant not looking

at the difficulties is obliged to sell his goods at a loss. But why does he sit

in his store, and why does he call the buyers ?

In vain do workingmen think of higher wages. Nobody can pay them

well now, for everybody is looking and shaking over a cent and tries sooner

to hunt a man up than to hire him. In some places there are many working-

men and but little work and on account of that, many of them have either logo

hungry or work for nothing, except if they are lucky enough to get a good

job. For want of money manufacturers and employers, having few orders, of

course diminish the numbers
of employees and lower the wages of those whom

they retain. But why do workingmen have to seek work, and why do they

work for nothing ?

In vain do office-holders demand larger salaries not being able to stand

hard times.
"
Seasons are not favorable. Crops failed," is the answer given

to them. In order to raise the salaries of officers, it would be necessary to

levy new taxes ; but nobody dares to think of it at this day. The fact is that

the increase of national taxes does not make anything cheaper but enormously

dearer. Even if we could give better salaries to our officers, that would not

help them any but would compel them again to ask for more. Oh! sweet

dreams and happy fancies of our officers !

But what do we want money for ? Really, what is the use of it ? Is it

to support the professional
men and laborers of this country, or is it to devel-

ope industry
and agriculture ? No, not at all. We have always wanted mon

ey, not however
because it has some productive power, but for the sake of

a-nota-'e, speculation and bourse's comedies. Notwithstanding the duties on

imports, our manufactories are very little advanced and our agriculture is in

its primitive state.

The cause of such a condition of our national economy can be explained

very easily. For the development of industrial productiveness, incessant

work is demanded, and we have worked little and badly and have learned

nothing valuable meantime. More than this : through bureaucratic means all

of our capital has been and is now being removed from the producer. It has

either been eaten up by the indolent, invested in useless mercantile speculations,

swallowed up by bourse's gigantic frauds, or perhaps has been used for organ

izing stock-companies which have brought profit only to shareholders and the

directors.

So undoubtedly the want of money comes from exclusive speculation and

supporting idle people of this country. The contempt for work and the thirst

to "et rich even by cheating and stealing are the explanations of the whole cry

about our progress
in economy. And amid all these there are people who are

telling us that the present dearth comes from the large quantities of bank

notes. According to their opinion all that we need is to secure ourselves

plenty of specie, to stop the issuing of new currency, and everything will be

better. We have economists who also think the present dearth is due to the

depreciation of credit papers and from the advance of merchandise in price !

Such are the views of some of our economists, and with such explanations do

our newspapers console
the people who quietly suffer themselves to be amused

by their sophisms. Truly, it is interesting to see some of these economists

trying to prove to us by figures that scaieity of money is due to
"

high prices
"

and these because we have too much money ! They are trying to shut our

eyes and simply because they do not know themselves what they are talking

about. But we must get through quoting their senseless phrases. To be

sure, neither large quantities of bank notes, nor stopping their- exchange for

specie, is the cause of our financial difficulties, but our carelessness and indo

lence. Who could have prevented us from doubling our productive labor for

the last ten years since the nurrber of bonds of our national commerce was

doubled ? Who compelled us to go into those silly enterprises and waste our

capital, time and labor in non-productiveness ? 'Where are the fruits of our

economy during the whole time of bombastic phrases about our progress ?

What wisdom did we show in developing our agriculture, industry, trades, and

in multiplying the number of useful articles ? Let our economists prove first

that we were not idle ; that we did not eat the present in the name of the fu

ture; that we did not devote our time to speculation, but that we worked to

secure cheapness and increase wealth—let them prove this and we shall be

glad to hear them talk about the detrimental nature of paper issues.

We have a little of the intelligent public that finds pleasure in listening to

these economists ; believes their words, and is ready to dance as they play.

Of course, there is no wonder about it, for our economists are very liberal, as

they preach by word and pen
" free trade," abolition of monopolies, and dif

ferent unions, of diminishing taxes, etc. But why do not these economists

succeed in convincing the people of a simple economical truth ; that money is

not wealth but a mere means of exchange, and that the only means and way

that a country can get rith is by work, work and work I Why are the people

so little convinced ofthe verity of these means, and why are they looking as

yet upon money as the true remedy against dearth and poverty ? Why?

Because our so-called
"

learned
"
men are full of prejudices, they are not

sure themselves of what they preach, because they, admirers of conservative

ideas, sing an old hymn to new music. Not one of these economists had

courage enough to tell the people :
"

forget about scarcity of money, do not

think of it, but work, work and work." That we might lower the prices on

articles, all we need at present is to restore the balance between our products

and our necessaries—between supply and demand. To reach this object we

must work hard, and that too without thinking whether bank notes shall have

a steady price by means of specie funds or by means of exchange.

Sad experience has proved to us very clearly that piles of gold cannot make

anything cheaper, cannot make us a cent richer, but can only involve us in

never payable debts and hasten a financial crisis. Where is our gold gone af

ter those great national loans ? Gold went where it came from—to foreign

countries, and this is nothing to wonder at : gold, like every other article, is

subject to its own peculiar law. On that law the increase of the quantity of

gold or other coin will not increase the common wealth if the quantity of goods

and production is not proportionately increased. Wherever people work little

and badly there can not be gold in abundance ; for it is given in exchange,

lost through commerce and carried off into other countries. This is an irre

futable trhth ; here are no roundabout proofs with which our economists are

amusing themselves. To raise the prices of our credit bonds, as some of them

propose, artificially and by means of loans and exchanges would be the great

est blunder out. The price of our credit papers does not depend upon the

quantity of specie in circulation, but upon the nature of the circulation itself

and upon the object of the credit. The circulation of papers that have price

is of two kinds : first, productive
— that is, useful, and second, non-productive

or injurious. When bonds, stocks and other credit papens are in circulation,

having at the same time good objects, and serve as motors of production then

they have true value and are finally considered as worth more than money it

self, for they bring a certain per cent, "dividend." For instance when some

industrial association works with success its bonds pass well, the price of its

papers soon advances and they are sold with profit. This shows that the raid

ing of our credit papers can be accomplished only by useful and active circula

tion, ty sustaining productiveness, and then no attention need be given to

whether there is bullion in the bank or not.

Up to the present day scarcly any economist has brought out the false and

injurious wavs of circulating money as well as our national and private bonds.

( lur present credit-papers do not tend to develop special private credit nor

to strengthen industry; but to enrich speculators and bankers. When these

people began to purchase those papers our principal bourses were drawing .off

all the free capital and ruined thereby our national production. The decrease

of the nnmber of our manufactories and workingmen's institutions, failing of

credit, bankruptcy and complaint against the scarcity of money
—all these are

caused by the non-productive circulation of our moneys. Wherever such a

class as speculators, usurers and every sort of lazy beings, is increasing, there

society must suffer from money-crises and have reason to complain of lack of

capital and high rates of interest.

But how long is it since we complained against scarcity of money? From

1S5S to 1N0 there was not in Russia any exchange of credit papers whatever,

because there were no gold and silver in our banks. From 1S53 to 1S5S the
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people raised two hundred and sixteen millions of specie. Meantime credit-

papers were being issued incessantly, and in such an enormous proportion
that from 1855 to 1S5S they increased from two hundred and sixteen millions

to seven hundred and thirty-five millions of roubles, more than two hundred

and six per cent, in three years !

When the issue of new bank notes was increased and the exchange of spe
cie decreased, then per cent, was lowered on the previous investments in the

banks, and many people took out their money and put it into private enter

prises. About that time we got our stock-fever. Not looking at the crisis

with our bank notes and credit-papers, not taking into account the terrible

fluctuation of our exchange markets, with thundering voice we were proclaim
ing to the world our progress and with joy greeting the dawn of new life.

But why not rejoice over it, when there were formed so many associa

tions, companies and corporations, all having different industrial, mercantile

and beneficent purposes. With what pleasure and enthusiasm did our people
support so many silly enterprises, and how confidently were they inquiring
about those almighty stocks and bonds expecting immediate wealth ! And on

the other hand how well did our merchants appreciate and use this credit, and

how easy it was for them to sell stocks for twice and even ten times their

cost ! Happy old time that was ! Nobody thought of stopping exchange
and the increase of bank discount.

At once everything changed. An economical storm broke ouer our heads.

A tornado of bankruptcy ruined our credit, undermined our industry and

commerce, reduced to dust our stock-enterprises, dispersed our dreams of

progress, and out of the depths of that whole sad affair produced that univer

sal complaint of
"

scarcity of money
"

and " hard times."

But where did this unexpected revolution in our works and thoughts orig
inate? From the large increase of indolence, robbery and non-productiveness
of capital! Who is not aware that a majority of these associations, compa
nies and corporations were formed for the sake of money-speculation and not

for any useful purposes ?

A great deal has been written of fruitless operations of our industrial as

sociations, a great deal of ridicule and slander has been thrown against them,
and unfortunately with some truth. Indeed, for all these we are responsible.
It was more our own fault than that of speculators, who knew so well how to

take advantage of our trust and ignorance. It is a wonder that nobody has

got the idea of forming a stock-company to make gold and build railroads on

the moon ! Our public would probably believe in the success of such an en

terprise and would purchase the stocks.

These stock-follies, of course, must have given rise to the bourse's ma

chinery and all its consequences. In order to raise or to lower the prices of

stocks, bonds and other papers, to give per cent, and exchange, specie is in

dispensable. That is the reason that our speculators undertook to collect it

from the circulation. And as there was little cash for buying stocks, bonds,

etc., etc., the price of gold was raised while that of paper-money fell. The

result of that whole affair was that the issuing of these papers was stopped ;

nobody wanted to buy and everybody wanted to sell his stocks even for tri

fling prices.
After bankruptcy, liquidation and stopping the work of these stock enter

prises which disappointed so many expectations of our reckless public our

money found another exit, but again fruitless and non-productive.

When stocks and bonds, with few exceptions, depreciated in value and

ceased to be the means of bourse speculators then did our people heartily em

brace the " government loan," and all the rest of free capital was used for pur

chasing
"

government bonds," metallic bills, etc.

For sale, exchange and percentage, but more so for speculation with credit

papers, of course we must have specie
—and here is the great difficulty, for

there is a greater demand than supply. We want, however,, to put into circu

lation a mass of paper which is estimated to be from twenty-five hundred to

three thousand millions ; we want to buy, to sell, to exchange those papers

and to speculate with them. But we have little bullion. Our gold is inces-

'

santly flowing into foreign countries and that is the reason we suffer from want

of money
—that is from having too many banknotes—and we now complain at

the loss of credit.
"

Money, money ! we are ready to give for thee twenty

and fifty per cent, and to kill ourselves forever." Here it is whence we came

through our hollowness and carelessness.

And who is to blame ? Let us be true, confess our mistakes and repent

from our whole heart. Believe me, we do not need money so much as we do

work and repentance : to work is to repent.

By making closer observations on the miserable condition of our national

productiveness we
have come to the conclusion that the cause of our common

complaint and troubles is not that we have no money but that we hate to

work and because we consider money to be the only means which could save

us from dearth and ruin. But how sadly do we mistake and how dearly do we

pay for it. Crisis, incessant crisis, money crisis, financial, industrial, mercan
tile crises—here is where we long for money, until at last we come to think of

more useful and reasonable needs— to feel thirst for knowledge, righteousness
and work. That we might succeed in developing and procuring all these ne

cessaries we do not need money alone ; for knowledge is not obtained nor

spread by means of roubles but by the free use of brain and free exchange of

thought . respect is nothing that we can buy or sell, but everybody will have

it for us, considering our deeds and demanding no pay; work creates all the

wealth, for it develops and sustains itself.

"Help each other, exchange services and fruits of your labors
"

is the

foundation stone of our social relations, which if translated into the language
of political economy sounds like this :

"

Product is exchanged for product and
article for article." But what is necessary to apply this principle ? Money,
money ! say our charlatans— the goods are bought and sold for money, there

fore that alone is necessary for carrying on trade. No! replies modern sci

ence, trade can be carried on without money credit on the system of exchange
and mutual trust. " For trade we need many merchants, and the larger the

competition the cheaper will be goods." No I replies science, trade as a mu

tual exchange demands to establish proportion between the producer and con

sumer and wants competition. in production. When everybody is a consumer

then everybody must be a producer. The more and the better we do our work

the cheaper and safer may we sell our products to one another. And by this

it is meant that in order to develop trade every merchant must approach to

workingmanship and every workingnian to merchantship, so that if any mer

chant should complain that he does not sell he would speak to himself that he

does not work.

DOWN THE LAKE.

Satcrday morning a merry party of twenty Cornelians and three hardy
sailors started from Ithaca in the good yacht "Ariel," intending to go as far

as Union Springs and return in two days. Fair winds, headwinds, squalls
and calms alternated, and Sunday morning Aurora was visible in the distance.

A landing was effected, and the crew moved toward the hotel kept by Mr.

Hatch, where a model breakfast wes served up, the B. E.'s (the uninitiated

should know that this means big eaters) as Usual taking a table by themselves
where by mutual encouragement they might have their usual allowance and

where the discouraged waiters flocked and never failed to find employment.
Not wishing to be accused of wilfully falsifying and being sure of receiving
such an accusation should we name the dishes that each one disposed of, we

remain dark on lhat topic. The wind was not sufficient to sail with, and the

day was spent by the crew in a most exemplary manner, walking over the

beautiful premises of E. B. Morgan, a trustee of Cornell University, over

those of his brother, those of Mr. Wells, and admiring the beauties of Wells

Colleg which, however, are not considered open to the pubiic and which,

therefore, were only admired at a distance. The church bell called many of

the ramblers, though many, not expecting to be on land during the cruise, re

fused to put in an appearance even at Dr. Strong's church in the garb of a

sailorr Never was there a more quiet and beautiful place than Aurora, and

never a more hospitable people or a better landlord than fell to the lot of those

who were fortunate enough to be present on that trip. In the afternoon a

few sturdy ones walked to Union Springs, six miles distan', and waited there

for the yacht to beat up and get them. About six o'clock a fair wind took

most of the party from the upper to the lower dock, where the rest got on

and where the gentlemanly principal of Wells College was present and bade

good-bye and
"

bon voyage." It was with feelings of real regret that the

crew sailed away from this town where a day had been probably more profita

bly spent than it would have been in any other place. A landing at Sheldrake

was made at two o'clock at night, farmers were visited, hen. roosts interviewed

and sail set in the morning with Ithaca as objective point. But for want of

wind Kidder's Ferry only was reached; there nine of the party tramped to

Farmerville and found a fine breakfast awaiting them. On returning it was

found that some of the party not being hilly versed in history had forgotten

the words of a great American commander, and had determined to give up

the ship and return to Ithaca by the swifter means of the steamboat. The

rest reached Ithaca by eesy and pleasant stages at five o'clock Tuesday morn

ing. This epitome of the cruise gives but a faint idea of the wondrous free

dom, the pure, pleasure and the good fellowship that abound in any excursion

of the kind, and it is advisable that every one try it personally before Com

mencement separates us,
"It may be for years,
" And it may be forever."
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THE ERA SUCCESSHKY.

Aeter thanking our correspondent of last week for his gentle

manly and candid article on this subject, we wish to give a few

reasons why we think the plan of having The Era succession

transferred to the Senior class is preferable to the very plausible

one proposed by him. His plan, as will be remembered, is to

have one editor from each ofthe four college classes and the fifth from

the alumni. No one can dispute that the paper should fairly repre

sent the whole University. But that a board of editors chosen by

the Senior class would deal otherwise than fairly with all lower

classes is not probable. In the Senior year, antagonistic class feel

ing is very slight and would hardly be manifested through a col

lege paper. That as heretofore,
"

unpleasantnesses
"

might occur

between editors and members of other classes, of course, we admit.

So may these
"

unpleasantnesses
"

occur between the different

members of the same class. But that they are either caused or

prevented by the simple fact of membership in any class we do not

believe.

But admitting that class feeling is '•

the ruling passion
"

with

each student, would a board of editors made up of such discord

ant elements work harmoniously together ? Would not the dig
nified alumnus treat his Freshman colleague with a sort of patro

nizing toleration more unendurable to a really independent nature

than actual abuse? And would Freshman and Sophomore ahvays
. agree like brothers ? Against the election of one editor from the

Freshman class, there seem to us to-be other objections than that

which our correspondent states as the" only one. In the first place
at the time the elections are held neither such candidate for editor

nor those who would elect him, have entered the University. The

most arduous work ofthe year, that of getting the paper fairly started,
would have to be done bythe other four editors, d'he representative of
the Freshman class would thus take his place on the corps after

the whole plan of the paper had been arranged and several of the

first issues for the year been published.. And the history of all

Freshman class elections in the early part of the first term make it

highly probable that in nine cases out of ten, the man elected

would be little mure than a gasbag; one who hail risen to the

surface for the same reas 111 that always causes froth to rise. That

an inefficient editor would be requested to withdraw i.s in

no way probable. And even admitting, as might sometimes be

the case, that the best man for the position could be found in the

Freshmen class, would not the same man be much better fitted for

the position after three or four years' study and experience ? If he-

would nbt, it is a poor compliment to the value of a college course.
As to the argument that he could hold his position through his en

tire course, we have only to say: he couldn't afford to do so. We

hold the opinion that he would be preparing himself much better

for the pursuit of journalism by devoting his undivided time to

his studies for the first three years of his course, and then takiio

the college paper, than by frittering away so much of his lime on

it during this period. Nearly the same arguments apply though
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in a less degree to the proposed editors from the Sophomore and Jun

ior classes. In reference to the post-graduate editor, the plan sounds

well, but is probably impracticable. From the few who would ac

cept the position a satisfactory choice would be difficult to make.

The most desirable talent couldvnot be secured permanently, and a

choice by annual election would be so influenced by cliques and

societies that it would soon become a bone of contention about

which everybody would be fighting, and which nobody would re

ally want. And as to the "middle ground" occupied by post

graduates, we can say that the columns of The Era have always
been open to their communications, and articles from them have

always been thankfully received and published whether, agreeing
with the views of the editors or not. So this medium ground in

fluence can be exerted under any proposed arrangement. To this

part of our correspondent's proposition however, we do not very

much object.

The foregoing seem to be the principal objections to the pro

posed plan. Some of the advantages in having the editors ap

pointed from the Senior class were mentioned in a previous article.

Briefly stated, the most important are these. The Senior class has

more time to spare than other classes have. The same student is

much better qualified for the editorship during his Senior year than

during any previous one. The Senior will always have the interests

of the institution at heart. The best men for the position are much

more likely to be selected by an upper class, because members

know one another's abilities and qualifications. The paper will be

far more influential if conducted by the .highest class, and will be

managed with much less class feeling.
•

By this plan each class has

the paper its proportionate part of the time. And will not any

given class be more benefited by having five men on the corps dur

ing the whole of their last year than by having one man hold the

position through his whole course ?

But in all the propositions for a change no legitimate plan has

yet been proposed for effecting it. Students certainly never will

allow it to be done by the usurpation previously hinted, and no

class is likely to waive its claim for a year in favor of the class

above it. Since the question has for some time been before the stu

dents probably no better time than now to establish some rule of

succession will present itself. The editors for the coming year have

been chosen, so we should now be free from a certain amount of

wire-pulling that would attend any action in the matter just before

an election.

We can propose no better plan than that a general convention

of all the students be called by the different class presidents, and

that such convention decide into whose hands the college paper

shall foil after the recentlv elected board oi editors serve out their

term. This would establish the fact that The Era is not a class

but a university paper. And each lower class would feel that it

was only awaiting its turn to take general superintendence of a pa

per in which it all the time holds an interest. That this conven

tion should be tailed during the present term we also believe, as

there will now be comparatively few opportunities and inducements

for politicians to work for personal interests. Besides, if a change

is necessary the sooner the proper change can be made the better.

And if the present system is to continue the convention could de

cide upon this and settle the question. We therefore recommend

that such a com ention be called without delav, that the views of

previous editors be solicited in reference to the matter, and that

the whole question be decided by a majority vote of the students,
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the only proper body to decide who shall manage their paper in

the future.

AllLITARY REVIEW.-

In another column mention is made of the military display to

take place on the thirteenth instant in presence of prominent State

officials. We trust that these distinguished visitors will not look

for the same proficiency as might be expected at a purely military
school. But since the institution will always be judged by the

manner in which it does whatever it claims to do, and since it does

claim to teach military tactics, and since these gentlemen will see

more especially this one department and will form their opinions of
the whole University from what they see, it is highly desirable that

the display be as good as can possibly be made.

The late parade, successful as it was, would not answer in mili

tary proficiency for an occasion like the coming one. Officers in

slouchy, snuff colored coats and citizen's hats would hardly be ob

jects of admiration to these visitors. If any cadet finds it abso

lutely necessary to appear at the review without the uniform, let

him if possible wear a dark coat or get excused from drill for the day
on account of

"

conscientious scruples," which he certainly ought to

have against appearing on such an occasion in costume that would

mar the whole effect. It is hoped however that the late order on

this subject will remedy this difficulty.
There was some dissatisfaction in the ranks on the former pa

rade, on account of the great number who got excused on frivo

lous pretences, and then congregated on the street, corners to ridi

cule those who did not. We heard it remarked that if the appear

ance of the parade would not have been improved by their connec

tion with it, the appearance of the street corners would have been

much better for their absence. But we have no remedy to suggest.

There are so many cases where excuses from drill are abso

lutely necessary, that the military committee must receive all pe

titions for such excuse as made in good faith ; and by so do

ing subject themselves to imposition from those willing to practice
it.

In reference to the coming affair, whatever it may be, we will

only add that we hope all students will feel that the honor of the

institution depends in some degree upon their deportment on that

occasion, and govern themselves accordingly, so that the distin

guished visitors may not be disappointed in their expectations.

UNIVERSITY ITEMS.

— After the postponement of the class game of foot ball last Saturday af

ternoon a scrub game was played in which was some as fine playing as has

ever been witnessed at the University. The general playing was good and

some individuals distinguished themselves.

— On Monday last the regular practising boat crews removed their abode

to the corner of the lake, where they will remain close by their work for the

remainder of the season. They are now put under regular diet and practice by

their trainer. The regatta crew will soon be selected.

— One of our students received a letter from his too anxious mother, who

wrote :
" Do you smoke, drink or chew ? Are you pure as the morning dew ?''

The student, who takes logic, replied
" Ves."

— The matched game of
foot ball between the Freshman and Sophomore

classes, which was to come off last Saturday, was postponed on account of the

threatening state of the weather. It will probably come off soon. This will

be a very interesting and hotly contested game.

— On the D. L. & W. the train which formerly left this station at 9.40 a.

m. leaves at noon, on the arrival of the boat from Cayuga, connecting at Owe

go with Erie No. 2, going east, reaching New Vork at 9.40 p. m. Returning,

leaves Owe<*o at 5.20 p. m., arriving at Ithaca at 7.05. The noon train, with

its connections on the Erie, makes the quickest time to New Vork ever afford

ed to Ithacans.

— The Ithaca and Athens Railroad now runs two trains per day. No. 1,

Philadelphia Express, leaves Ithaca at 1 1. 30, arriving at Athens at 1. 20 p. m.,

making close connections with the Philadelphia Express on the Lehigh Valley

Road; returning leaves Athens at 2.35 p. m., on arrival of train from Phila

delphia, arriving at Ithaca at 7.25 p. m. No. 4, passenger, stops at all sta

tions, and arrives at Ithaca at 12.55 P- m- an(i leaves at 5.20 p. ni.

—We will just hint that students having pants of the
"

University grey
"

can have them transformed into the dark colored ones now required by the

military department, by having them dyed at either of the dye-houses in town

before the grand review of the 13th instant.

— This is the way the model man writes: "Eos. Eka—Notice enclosed

three dollars, the amount of my subscription to The Era together with the

interest that I consider due you for my negligence in not remitting before,"

etc., etc. We fear few are so conscientious as
"

Shad."

— A Junior whose father had occasion to quote from Scripture
" Whatso

ever a man sow, that shall he also reap," marked the quotation
"

Bible,"

which dimly suggested to the '73 mind that the paternal relative had doubts

as to his being fully conversant with the book mentioned.

—

Johnnie Smith last Monday night showed his claims to respect and his

fitness for a place in the muscular world by completely vanquishing with

knock-down arguments four rowdies who in strolling down the street set upon

him with intent and expectation to overawe and do bodily harm. Our advice

to the bloods is,
"
choose a less muscular and more bashful victim next

time."

— F. M. Finch's poem, "The Blue and the Gray," has been republished

in numerous papers and recited at many Decoration Day services this year.

It is one of the poems that future years will read and enjoy.
— The Seniors in Engineering are about meeting with a head flow in the

form of a full week's examination on all the mathematics they have had during

the past two years.

— Adjutant General Townsend and Colonel Stonehouse, ofthe State Ex

ecutive Department, have accepted an invitation from President White to visit

the University on the 13th instant for the purpose of attending an inspection

and review, or battalion drill, of all the University companies, on the campus.

The late order of the Faculty requiring students to have the uniform by the

7th instant, together with the recent drill, will undoubtedly insure a much bet

ter display than on previous occasions of the kind.

— The other day a young lady came in from Cortland on the
"

shoo-fly."

eV good-looking '74 man, wishing to have the pleasure of escorting her home,

and desirous of outwitting other admirers whom he expected to see assembled

at the station for the same purpose, walked about a quarter of a mile up the

track to meet the approaching train. Contrary to all precedent on this road,

the iron horse was thundering along at a pretty good pace. Nothing daun'.ed,

however, '74, under the encouraging gaze of the fair one, attempted to get

upon the train ; he arose from the mud puddle into which he was thrown in

time to see the same smile on her face, only now more mischievous, and no

tice her tantalizing invitation to follow.

— The botanical department, represented by Jordan, Dudley, IL E. Cope

land, E. R. Copeland, Preston, Nichols, Byrnes and Sheppard, made an ex

cursion to the famous floral hunting grounds about Ludlowville on Tuesday

last. After wandering about nearly all day in the romantic glens of Salmon

and Indian Creeks the party returned wet, hungry and happy, with lots of

flowers, the most important of which was the green violet (Solea concolor).

—

Many of the Seniors have been disturbed in their dreams of bliss and

visions of coming glory by notices from the Faculty to the effect that their rec

ords are not satisfactory for graduation. It seems that our
"

optional course
"

has a double meaning: the Faculty leave the student to select his studies, but

unless he selects nearly everything in some one of the regular courses it is op

tional with them whether to grant or withhold his degree, and in most cases

they insist on his making up all for which he-has attempted to substitute some

thing else.

About two o'clock on Thursday night the watchmen discovered that the

old bell-tower was on fire, and for a while buildings, trees, hills, and woods

were lighted up from its blazes. It had been decided to prostitute to the ig

noble use of a farm-outbuilding, this structure so sacred in the eyes of many a

Cornelian. Whether Apollo, indignant at this intended desecration of one of

his most cherished shrines, induced great Jove to make it a target lor his fiery

bolts, or whether the gentlemen who had been so unmercifully caricatured on

its walls were instrumental in its destruction, or
■

whether the advocates of
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Grant and Wilson took it as the most available means for making a bon-fire in

honor of their nomination, or whether it was fired in some other way, we do

not know. But it is certain that the old tower is no more, and the bells are

now sounding from their permanent place in the McGraw.

PERSONAL.

Professor Gould commenced his course of lectures on agriculture on

Monday last.

President White has been absent from the University during the week.

No lectures.

Blend is doing finely with his broken leg. The doctor thinks he will be on

crutches in two or three weeks.

We regret to learn that Wynkoop, of '72, will not be able to graduate this

year on account of the continued sickness ofhis father.

Professor Gould will deliver a course of twenty-four lectures on Agricul

ture next year, which alt '73 men will be obliged to attend.

H. H. Westinghoise, of '75, has left the University. He is now in

Schenectady.
A. J. Lamoreux, of '74, is sojourning in Canada. He expects to be ab

sent from the University during the remainder ofthe present term.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— The University of Michigan graduated the class of '72 in the law and

medical departments on March 27. The lawyers numbered one hundred and

twelve, and the physicians eighty-two. Among the latter were six ladies, who

were favored with bouquets by the admiring audience. <

— Gottenburg, Sweden, is to be the site of a medical college which will

afford a three years' course to ladies over seventeen years of age. After re

ceiving diplomas they will be allowed to practice medicine in any part of Swe

den.

— Williams claims to have a rowing crew of six capable of being made

equal to any that has ever rowed in our college regattas.
— Professor Hopkins, of Williams, one of the three Americans in America

who had obtained the degree of F. R. S., died last week at Williamstown.

— It would be a difficult thing for us to criticize, harshly the magazine of

that bulwark of female education, Vassar. Volume I, number I ofthe Vassar

Miscellany lies before us, and we find little therein that will justify such criti

cism. We would perhaps expect a flood of dilute poetry, a deluge of senti

mentality, ttnd then the gossip
—O my ! But the editors (credit us for not say

ing editresses) have abstained from all poems but two, have rigorously thrown

aside sentimentality, and have creditably avoided gossip. On the other hand

there are a number of able articles which are like the majority of literary produc
tions of women,—readable from the very rhythm and natural flow of words,—

and which, more than that, are instructive and evidence highly cultured minds.

The rights of women are vigorously vindicated; whether in the pulpit or in

the world of work it claims for the sex equality with men. Paul is desecrated

and that obnoxious bachelor's words are hotly attributed to purely malicious

ignorance.

Military Appointments.—We learn from official sources that George A.

Iselin has been appointed Captain, Harvey J. Hurd, James T. McCollom

Lieutenants, Miles S. Bierce Sergeant, and (ieorge W. McKechnie Corporal
in the corps of cadets.

ROBERT COLLYER AND THE HORSE SHOE.

Robert Collyer lectured on
"

Clear Grit," in Library Hall, Tuesday
evening. Though the night was very stormy and the roads muddy, quite a

large audience was present. To many it was the best lecture of the whole-

course, and the speaker himself seemed the finest possible illustration of his

subject. Never did we spend fifty cents more to our satisfaction. He is a

grand and noble-looking man. His views, though as old as human nature,
are expressed in new words, and illustrated by new anecdotes, in the telling
of which he shows himself a master. He is no vender of stale jokes, nor of
cheap sentimentalism, but a man, with a man's heart and head, talking to his

fellows.

At the close ofthe lecture he presented to ths University the famous horse

shoe, wrought with his own hands, and stamped
"

Robert Collyer, Maker."
He rehearsed the circumstances under which the offer was made, and as

our part of tqe contract had been fulfilled, and $2,700 sent by the Faculty and

Students ofthe University for the relief of the sufferers by the fires, he would

do his, and here was the horse shoe. He alluded to the custom of nailing a

horse shoe over the door to keep out witches, but witches were always women,

and he hoped this horse shoe would never be the means of keeping the girls

out of Cornell, a hope which the boys present heartily reciprocated.

Professor Russel responded on behalf of the University. His remarks

were very well-chosen and were loudly applauded, and the assembly dispensed

with the best of feelings toward themselves, toward the world and toward

Robert Collyer.

PUBLIC EXERCISES.

The annual public exercises of the Natural History Society will be held in

the Green Parlor, at Cascadilla (third floor), on Friday evening, June 14. Pa

pers will be read as follows : 0. A Derby on the
"

Amazonas," W. B. Dud

ley on "Vegetable Colors," J. H. Comstock on "Cobwebs," N. C. Jobs on

"Songsters," H. E. Copeland on "Thoreau." Addresses will be given by

the retiring President, Mr. Jordan, the incoming President, Mr. Derby, and

Professors Hartt, Wilder and Prentiss. One of our old members, Mr. Her

bert H. Smith, will probably be present and favor us with some account of his

work as assistant to Professor Hall. As these exercises will be of general in

terest the public is cordially invited, and it is to be hoped that the ladies who

have hitherto been present at our annual meetings will feel sufficient interest

in us and our work to come again this time.

Corresponding Secretary.

TIIE BUST ONCE AtORE.

The formal presentation by the students of the bust of Dr. Wilson to the

University took place in the Chapel Wednesday morning. Lawton, of '72,

made the presentation address in his usual happy manner. The Doclor.him-

self responded in behalf of the University. Among other things he said he

couldn't make them much of a speech: he had been on the bust too long. He

thanked the boys personally for this view of himself as others see him, and

hoped that he might be among them till his hair was as white in reality as it is

represented in the marble.

After the lecture in Logic an amusing illustration of prehumous fame was

afforded by the Doctor walking off with his own bust under his arm.

THE CORNELIAN AIINSTRELS AT CORTLAND.

On last Friday, at two p. m., a special train carried over to Cortland this

troupe, numbering twenty-six artists, together with the brass band of the

University, and about three scores of others, students and citizens. A jolly
time was anticipated during the route, and no one was disappointed. The

band discoursed lively music, jokes were cracked, and the boys were in an un

usually good humor. After a/ ride of two hours the train stopped at Cortland,

and the whole company marched up to the
"

Messenger House," and "put

up." While the band was driven through the main. streets of the vil

lage, they informed the inhabitants of the arrival of the troupe by rendering
their best music. By different ones, till the minstrels commenced, the time

was variously spent. Some, who were fortunate enough to be acquainted in

Cortland, made calls ; others used the time in looking about the place, visiting
the State Normal School, etc., but the actors immediately fell to work, ar

ranging the hall for the evening's entertainment. On the first arrival it was

reported that mock schemes ofthe performance had been vigorously circulated

by the
"

Normal." This proved to be true, but they were so few and so thin

that they were soon gobbled up and stood in good demand. The proprietor
made a standing offer of a dollar for one, and could not find any at that price.
But instead of lessening the otherwise, would be, attendance, they only adver

tised the troupe, as the appreciative and select audience in the evening
showed. At half-past seven the band gave a balcony serenade, and a few min

utes past eight the bones clicked, and the twelve shining black faces were

quickly seated in a semicircle.

The vocal and instrumental pieces of part first were the same as at Wilgus
Hall. In the jokes, weird faces and laughable contortions ofthe

" end men,'1
there was almost an entire change, they performing their parts in a much

better and more comical style than before.

Mr. Murray sang
"

Don't be angry with me, Darling," in the place of Mr.

Ramsey, absent. Pait first was a grand success and received hearty applause.
In part second Dole led off with the Indian clubs, in- graceful postures and

evolutions, to the delight of the audience.
"
Little Bunch of Roses," with thc accompanying dance, by Frank Carver,

was well taken, and he was encored.
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Tom Webster's banjo songs and solos were new, and kept the hall in

laughter. He came out on the stage in shoes nearly three feet long, on the

bottom of which was written "Depreciation, 50 cents," sat down, and said :

" I would have been here sooner, but I was detained back here because my
shoes pinched my feet; but I'm here now, and the song I'll sing is composed
of three beats to the measure—two beats ain't here, &c. He went oil" the stage
carrying his chair with him. Of course he was encored. His last song was

composed of rests.

" Abie Doodle," in his clog and jig specialties did finely, and was encored.
"Deaf in a Horn," by Allen and Webster, was well played, and was an

improvement over the last.

The violin solo, by Joe Metzacapo, and the double song and dance, were

heartily received.

The horizontal bar exercise and tumbling by Almy, Butler and Carver, met
with the same success and applause as at Ithaca. This part of the perform
ance was a novelty and took well.

Frank Ferriss' bass solo "The Old Sexton," was finely rendered. He

appeared with long beard and wig and shovel, digging his way along. The

hearty applause told how well it was received, and he was called back the

second and even the third time.

Part third consisted of " The Haunted Barber Shop," with Webster as

"Mr. Johnson," the proprietor; Levings as "John," and Allen as "Sam."

This original act was finely played, and kept the hall in continuous laughter.
Levings played well on his " piano," the mouth organ, and Gridley was hear

tily cheered for playing
"

Home, Sweet Home
"

on a tin whistle. This scene

closed with a general "smash up
"

of barber chair, table, dishes, stools, etc.,
and the curtain dropped in the midst of prolonged and hearty applause.

On the whole the entertainment was a grand success, and was a decided

improvement over their first attempt. The stage management by Allen was

perfect, as not a single mistake appeared. The boys will do well in this trip,
and they were greatly encouraged to repeat the same at Wilgus Hall. At 12

m. the train started on its return trip, carrying a happy and loud set, but be

fore Ithaca was reached many had gone to the arms of Morpheus. Arriving
at 2 a. m. all were glad to seek their quiet resting-places.

LITERARY NOTICES.

The Art ofExtempore Speaking, by the eloquent M. Bautain, it is said has

no counterpart or rival in the English language. It is a volume 01364 pages,

published by Charles Scribner and Company, New Vork, written in a con

densed style and convenient form—such a book as every student aiming at su

periority in oratory should read and study. He sets out by giving the exposi
tion ofthe subject and a definition of an extemporaneous speech. Then fol

low the qualifications necessary for public speaking, the mental aptitudes and

the physical qualities, the division of the subject and the arrangement of the

plan, ice, closing with giving the rules of order and debate. It is a highly

commendable treatise to any one intending to become a public speaker.

The Student's Alanual, designed by specific directions to aid in forming

and strengthening the intellectual and moral character and habits of the stu

dent, by Reverend John Todd, I>. D., pastor of the First Congregational

Church at Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and author of the Index Rerum and other

works, is a volume that should adorn the shelf of every student. It is written

by a man who has always felt a deep interest in students and who has passed

through their trials and temptations and come off conquerer. To show how

well the work has been received, since it was first issued (1854) there has

been never less than one edition yearly published in this country. It has been

translated into different languages and over one hundred thousand copies sold

across the waters. Now it comes to us in an imposing, beautiful volume, with

a portrait ofthe author. One chapter is devoted to the object of study, a sec

ond to'habits, a third to reading, conversation, exercise, diet, economy, disci

pline ofthe heart, the object in life, &c. No one can read these sound, practi

cal remarks of this divine without being impressed with their truthfulness.

Published by Bridgman & Childs, Northampton, Massachusetts.

Intellectual Philosophy : Analytical, Synthetical
and Practical, by Hub-

bard Winslow, D. D. The eighth edition, with additions, bringing the sci

ence down to the latest views. Published by Brewer and Tileston, Boston.

This volume having received the mature approval and steady patronage of our

leading scholars and teachers has been carefully revised and brought down to

the present moment.
The last two chapters, including a succinct statement

and critical examination of the latest views in philosophy, with a concluding

summary of the whole, will be found a very interesting and important part of

the volume. The preceding chapters are given to the explanation and eluci

dation of the different powers of the human intellect, on primary and second

ary knowledge and on the different faculties and sensations, with specific di

rections how to improve them. This is by no means an unimportant part of
the subject, for there is no one but wishes to improve and develop himself to

the utmost towards a true manhood.

A COAIPREHENSIVE RELIGIOUS WORK.

The National Publishing Company, of Philadelphia, have done good ser

vice to the cause of religious literature, by their timely publication of The Il

lustrated History of the Bible, by Dr. William Smith, of England, which they
have just issued in a magnificent octavo volume of one thousand one hundred

and five pages, containing over two hundred and fifty fine Scripture illustra

tions and maps.

We need say nothing of Dr. Smith as a writer of Biblical literature. His

fame extends over the whole civilized world, md he is everywhere recognized
as one of the most conscientious, faithful and competent historians, and one

of the most profound classical scholars of the day. All religious denomina

tions accept and endorse his statements, and all watch with eagerness for the

appearance of his books. He deals with the facts of sacred history, and dis

cards all sectarian discussions. He writes for the whole Christian world, and

not for any particular denomination. His
"

Dictionary of the Bible
"
has

had the unprecedented sale of over two hundred and fifty thousand copies in

the United States alone.

To this magnificent work of Dr. Smith, is added an abridgement of Dean

Milman's great History of the Jews. In this we are given a thrilling narra

tive of the terrible siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and the destruction of the

temple, the dispersion of the Jews, their frantic efforts to regain their Holy

City, and their wanderings and persecutions in strange lands. This is a most

valuable addition to the work, for no one can rightly understand the prophe
cies relating to the Jews* and the utterances of our blessed Lord concerning

them, unless acquainted with this portion of their history, for it is here that

we must seek for the fulfillment of those prophecies.

Every reader of the Bible encounters difficulties in his attempts to compre

hend its historical portions, and all are compelled to make constant reference

to commentaries in order to obtain satisfaction. The great want has hitherto

been a book which shall make plain the history, manners, customs, laws, ob

servances and geography of the Holy Land. This want has been met in Dr.

Smith's "

History of the Bible," which we cannot too highly recommend to

our readers. No one who has a Bible should fail to get this great history.
The low price at which it is issued, brings it within the reach of all

classes.

ANNOUNCEAIENT TO COLONISTS.

IF you are going"west

Buy your tickets over the "old reliable
"

Missouri Pacific Railroad,

the popular route from St. Louis to Sedalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

City, Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver, and all points in Missouri, Kan

sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to which people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in fine day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for piompt

time and sure connections is proverbial. For valuable information and assist

ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,

call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R., 72 Lloyd

street, Buffalo, N. V.; or E. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent, St. Louis

Mo. No trouble to answer questions.

A Profitable Business.— Intelligent, active men or women, young or

old, can have pleasant and profitable employment by taking an agency in any

town in the United States for the long looked-for masterpiece
—the crowning

work ofhis life—-Henry Ward Beecher's
"

Life of Jesus the Christ." Sure

to outsell any book ever published. Prospectus books are now ready, and

territory will be awarded to reliable agents on application. Terms liberal.

Apply to J. B. Ford & Co., 27 Park Place, New Vork; II Broomfield Street,

Boston, Massachusetts; or 2S5 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Announcement.—To rent—the fine large rooms formerly occupied by C.

R. Sherwood, comprising the entire third floor of the center building of the

Fish Block, suitable for society or club rooms. Enquire of Sherwood & Van

Kirk.
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P.
A. STRAUSSMAN & BROTHER,

Merchant Tailors and Clothiers.

Our Ready Alade Clothing is of superior quality
and like custom-made.

Our Stock of Gent's Furnishing Goods is large
and well-selected.

Our stock of Cloths and Cassimeies for spring and

summer is elegant and neat, and made to order at

shortest notice.

We have on our counters a complete assortment

of all the goods elegant dressing calls for.

Englishf French and German Coatings for dress

and business wear. Fancy Cassimeies lor pants, of

all shades and colors, and a variety of Choice Test

ings.
Our style of cutting garments is the very latest

and most improved New York Style, and we guar
antee a graceful and tasty fit.

No. 28 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

PARK HOTEL, OWEGO, N. Y. — A

Street Car and Hack, free to all Guests of the House,
runs to and from all trains. The best BILLIARD

ROOM IN OWEGO is connected with the Hotel. Special
attention paid to Cornell University students.

L. O. & T. F. WILLARD, Proprietors.

ITHACA AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

and Seed Store,'Nos. 8, io and 12 West State St.,

Ithaca, N. V. Gregg, Van Ostrand & Drake,
wholesale and retail dealers in the latest and most

improved farm machinery, agricultural and horti

cultural tools, grain, grass, garden and flower seeds,
etc.

D
IVINITY SCHOOL

OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

This School is open to persons of all denomina

tions.'

Pecuniary aid is afforded to those who are needy
and deserving.

The next academic year will begin September 26.

A Catalogue will be sent, and further information

ivill be given, on application to

Prof. OLIVER STEARNS, D. D.,
or

Prof. E. J. VOUNG,

Cambridge, Mass.

r> F. BLOOD,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

A general assortment of Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods.

No. 67 East State Street.

PHILIP STEPHENS' Meat Market, the
oldest established in the city. Customers promptly attended to

and satisfaction given, at 8 East State Street.

F. T. GREENLEV cA CO., Grocers, Bakers and
Confectioners, 41 & 43 East Seneca Street. Park & Tilford's
brands ot imported Cigars. F. T. ii F. A. Greenley.

O. B. CURRAN &» SON, Druggists, 78 State
Street, Dealers in Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, 1'aints, Oils,
&C. Kerosene and Lubricating Oils hy the banel.

oTUDENTS~~

CLINTON HALL BILLIARD ROOM,
3d Door South of Clinton House, has

EIGHT EIRST CLASS TABLES.

BEST DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CIGARS.

Has No Bar Attached.

J. G. SMITH, Prop.

NOW READY:

HpHE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

AND OARSMAN'S MANUAL

FOR 1871.

One large'Quarto Volume, 500 pages, print

ed in colors, on tintedpaper, containing 65 fine

Illustrations on wood, 1 2 plates on stone [four

12x40 inches), bound in gilt muslin, bevelled

edges, sold at cost, price $6.50. Sent to

any part of the country on receipt ofprice.

No work of suchmagnitude or comprehensiveness
on the subject of boats and rowing has ever been

published, either in the United States or England.
No expense has been spared to make it a standard

work on the subjects of which it treats, and it will

be found to contain a large mass of information

never before printed.

Brief of Contents.

Introduction. Chapter I.—The past and present condition of

rowing in England and America in its relation to physi
cal education.

Chapter II. Boats classified. History of modern

racing boats.

Chapter III. Description ofthe modern wooden shell

boat. Its merits and defects considered.

Chapter IV. Paper boats. Their history. Method

of construction. Advantages and disadvantages. Evi

dences of their excellence and success.

Chapter V. Technical terms used to describe the

drawing of boats. Essential points required in racing
shells.

Chapter VI. General discussion of the beam, depth,
length and lines of racing shells, considered in their re

lation to buoyancy, stability, displacement and the re

sistance ofthe water.

Chapter VII. Practical hints on the selection of boats

for racing, hunting and exercise. General divisions of

the body of the work.

Part First. Chapter I. Detailed descriptions of 22 varieties

of shell boats (with plates).
Chapter II. Detailed descriptions of gigs, dingys,

canoes and skiffs (with plates).
Chapter III. Description of the fittings peculiar tr

outrigged shell-boats Oars, sculls and paddles described
and illustrated. Methods of packing for shipment. Com
and methods of transportation to different parts of the

country.
Part Second. Chapter I. Rowing defined. Hints to begin

ners. Use of the oar. Errors to be avoided. Sculling
and steering.
Chapter 1 1. Coaching a crew.

Chapter III. The theory and principles of training.
Chapter IV. Training in practice.
Chapter V. Hints on outfitting. Books recommended.

Organization and administration of boat clubs.

ChapterVI. On swimming. Instructions for saving
drowning persons. Directions for restoring the appar
ently drowned.

Part Third. Chapterl. Boat racing. Regattas and thc du
ties of their officers- Laws of boat racing.
Chapter II. Races won in paper boats from 1868 ti

1871. Boat racing at Ameiican Colleges. The Harvard
Yale and Inter-Collegiate races, 1852 to 1871. Citizens
Regatta, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1859 to 1870. Re
gattas ofthe New England Rowing Association. Hudson
Amateur Rowing Association and North-Western Ama
teur Boating Association, 1867 to 1871. Oxford anr1

Cambridge (England) annual races, 1829 to 1871. In
ternational Races, 1866 to September 15. 1871.
ourth A Directory of thc ■

71 Boat Rowing and Hunt
ing Clubs and Associations of the United States and
British provinces in existencs on the ;oth of November,
1870, giving the names and post-office address of their
officers (some 2000 in all), number and kind of boats on

hand, and value of their real and personal property.
Part Fifth. Hints on the construction of Boat Houses, with

plans and specifications of five, costing from $150 to $5,-
000 (with 7 plates).

D
UDLEY F. FINCH,

Dealer in

BOOKS, STATIONERY, FANCY GOODS, &c

UNIVERSITY TEXT BOOKS,

FINE WRITING PAPER,

and STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS, at lowest cash prices.

60 EAST STATE STREET,

Ithaca, New York.

w.
E. PALMER & CO.

READY-AIADE CLOTHLNG,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

and a First Class

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.

52 EAST STATE STREET

Y
OU CAN ALWAYS GET

THE BESI FLTTLNG SHLRTS,
Made to order and ready made.

THE FINEST KID GLOVES,
"

Harris Seamless."

THE LATEST TLES.

THE BEST OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR,

THE GREATEST VARIETY OF LINEN"

AND PAPER COLLARS AXD CUFFS,

Canes, Umbrellas, Traveling Satchels, d^f., &~'c, at
■

SHERWOOD & VAN KIRK'S.

MENS FURNISHING ROOMS.

All orders should be addressed to thc publishers

WATERS, BALCH & C(5.,
Paper Boat Builders,

259 River Street, Troy, N. Y.

NO. 47 FISH BLOCK

pULVER
& BATES,

6q & 71 East State Street, Dealers in Foreign and Domestic
DRY GOdhS, GROCERIES, CROCKERY, CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS, etc. Clothing manufactured to order on short
notice.

w
1LCUS BROTHERS & CO.,

DEALERS IN

CARPETS, MATTINGS, OIL CLOTHS, COMFORTA-

ABLES, BLANKETS, SHEETS, PILLOW

CASES, ETC., ETC., ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

GENERAL DRV GOODS,

All of which we offer at thc lowest possible price. Large as-
sortment of CLOTHS and CASSIMERES, and particular
attention paid to the manufacture of Clothing on Very reasons-
ble terms.
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'ALVETE, JUVENES!

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW YORK,

than by any other route.

TWO EAsTFXPRESaLTRAIN^vEsr DAILY

to which are attached

PALATIAL^ COACHES,

combining every modern improvement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & \V. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS,, SECTIONS AXD STATE-ROOMS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway—New York, Albany,
Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for sale, at

the lowest rates.

tST* Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,
and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF TfllS COMPAXY.

L. D. RlCKER,

Gen'l Superintendent.

Wm. R. Barr,

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

F\ L & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

U'
JUNE 3, 1872.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after June 3, 1872, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 5.00 a. m., immediately on the arrival ofthe Cin

cinnati Express and after the arrival of the Night Express Trains
on the Erie Railroad.

Passenger Train at 5 20 p M ,
on the arrival of Express Trains

from New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving
at Ithaca 7.06.

LEAVE ITHACA.

Passenger Train at 12 M., connects with Express Trains
for New York, arriving at 9 40 p. m., Buffalo and Dunkirk.

Mail Train at 6.25 P. m., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on

Erie Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M.,

a"d at New York at 7.30 a. m.

\V. R. HUMPHREY,

Superintendent Cayuga Division.

Ithaca, June 3, 1871.

THE CORNELL ERA.

r^HANCE OF TIMET ~7~"

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

The express train will run as follows on

and after Monday, November 13, 1871 :

I.EAVK

Athens at 2:35 i>. m., arriving at Ithaca 7:25 v. m.

RETURNING LEAVE

Ithaca at 11.30 a. M., arriving at Athens at 1:20 p. M.

Connects also with trains on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad for Towanda and also for Elmira and sta

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo
the same evening.
Accommodation train leaves Ithaca at 5.20 A. M.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and
taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery of theWyoming and Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after

noon ofthe same day.

Carriages will be in waiting on the arrival of trains
to carry passengers between Factoryville and the

Erie Depot at Waverly.
WILLIAM HALSEY, Sup't.
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A
H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT & CHURCH STS.

OWEGO, N. Y.

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

Sample Room for Mercantile Travelers.

C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

pLINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THO MP SON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests of the House.

R
AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEPOT.

No night trainspassing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit the patronage of their old friends, the

students.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

pOLLEGE ENGRAVER & PRINTER.

CLASS DA Y, CLASS EXCURSION;

and BOA T CL UB SCHEAIES and

INVITA TIONS

engraved on steel, copper or stone.

SocietyMonograms and Cuts a Specialty.

Visiting Cards in all varieties of tints, sizes and

styles executed in the very best manner.

Illuminated Stamping.

Printing done neatly and tastefully. Complete as

sortment of English and Persian note paper and en

velopes in stock. Fine Russia Leather Goods a

Specialty. Samples sent on application. Orders

solicited.

Ceo. W. Sii.con,

17 Yanderbilt Square,

Syracuse, X. Y.

F\R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DENTIST,
NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,

Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
the Clinton House, on or about the first of January next, at
which place he will have greatly increased facilities for the suc
cessful prosecution ofhis denial practice.
Having associated with him Dr. B. W. Franklin, of New

York City, who has devoted many years to the construction of
artificial dentures and other dental mechanism, he feels confi

dent that the facilities offered by this acquisition will secure to

the public advantages second to no other Dental establishment
in the country.
We administer chemically pure gas for the painless extraction

of teeth, and other painful operations in dental surgery. No

charge for extracting teeth when artificial ones are required.

M

W. HOYSRADT, D. D. S.

iss"cTackley7

B. W. FRANKLIN.

No. 10. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONERY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Views nf the University and ithaca Seen-

ery. TIicEra, dtily papers and all the periodicals kept for sale

CIM D. KEHOE

(established 1857)

STILL IN TIIE FIELD,

lhe originator, inventor and only manufacturer

KEHOE'S MODEL INDIAN CLUBS,

for physical and muscular development.

VE

G. A. TAPPENDEAr, Fashionable Boot and

Shoe Maker, No. 5 North Tioga Sireet, up stairs.

100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

fW Beware of miserableT.imitations which are

being sold upon my reputation.

WYCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC
INSTITUTE, No. 7 and 8 Fish B'ock. Ithaca, N.Y.
Studentsmay enter upon a course of instruction at anv

lime.

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in
variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Eook/Fiist and Second Reader, Phono
graphic Dictionary, and all ofthe best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

w.'o. wyckoff,

Phonographic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y.

SEAALAAr'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of
Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

G
0 TO THE N. Y. BARBER SHOP

FOR A FIRST-CLASS SHAVE.

ADOLPH P.ASHINSKI,

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTINO S.YLOoX

Under Finch's Store, corner State and Ti<'j;u Succu.
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The Largest. The Cheapest. The Best.

WORCESTER'S

ROYAL QUARTO DICTIONARY

(illustrated)

is a massive volume of 1S54 pages, and contains

considerably more than

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND WORDS

in its vocabulary, with their pronunciation, definition

and etymology.

Recommenda tions .

"

The Senate need only go to a simple dictionary;
I will not go to a law book or any work on the law

of nations, but I take what I think is the

BEST AUTHORITY,

Worcester's Large Dictionary."—Hon. Chas. Sum

ner, in U. S. Senate, February 21, 1872.

" We concur with Senator Sumner in preferring
the honest, scholarly and trustworthy Worcester's

Dictionary,"
—New YorkWorld, February 23, 1872.

"An almost indispensable aid to a correct deliv

ery of our thoughts, whether in writing or speak
ing."—Prof. Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smith
sonian Institution, April 13, 1872.

"Worcester's Dictionary has constantly lain on

my table for daily use, and Webster's reposed on

my shelves for occasional consultation."—Oliver-

Wendell Holmes.

"
It should be placed on the centre-table for daily

consultation and study in every family."—New York

Independent, January, 1872.

T
HE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

We take pleasure in informing School Commit

tees, Teachers and fiiends of education generally,
that we have just issued

New and Illustrated Editions

of

WORCESTER'S PRIMARY

and

COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARIES.

Besides the illustrations, important additions

have been made to these books, the value of which

will be appreciated by all who desire a convenient

Dictionary for the school-room or family.

For sale by booksellers generally.

BREWER & TILKSTON,

17 Milk Street, Boston.

Fourth Year— 1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, AI. A., Vice-

President,Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages,

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D., Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK, AL A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro-

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAAl CHARLES' CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, At. A., Non-

resident Professor of Recent Literature.

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res-

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN IV. EVANS, At. A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WILLARD FISKE, AL A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Greek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AI. A.,
Non-resident Professor ofAmerican History.

CHARLES FRED. HARTT, At. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V. C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, AI. A., Ph. D., Profes

sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AI. A., Non-

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY IL AIcCANDLESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. AtORRIS, C. E., Professor of Practical

Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, At. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, AI. S., Professor of

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CIIAUNCY SHACKFORD, At. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. £>.,
Professor ofAnalytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng-
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AL A., Non-resident Tro-

fessor of German Literature.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., AI. D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAlD. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., L. H. D.,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B. S., Professor of Chem-

islry.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS.

WILLIAAl E. ARNOLD, At. A., Mathematics

and Military Tactics,

T. FREDERICK CRANE, AI. A., Italian and

Spanish.

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics.

JAMES MORGAN HART, At. A., J. U. D.,
German.

WATERMAN T. HEWETT, M. A., German.

BELA P. MACKOON, At. /L.German.

JAAIES E. OLIVER, AI. A., Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., M. D.,
Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. 0. RCEHRIG, AI. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBINS, M.A., French.

LUCLENA. WAIT, B. A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWLS F. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDREW S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. H. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. AI. HEXAAIER, Cultivation of the Potato.

HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D.,' Sheep Hus-

b^ndry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, AI. A., Ornithology.

E. IV. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOHN JITHOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AL A., Dairy

Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO At. CIIACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD WILLYS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DAVID STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS.

Registrar—Professor Wi lson.

Librarian—Professor FlSKE.

Assistant-Treasurer—J. W. Williams.

Director of the Farm—Allen B. Benham.

Superintendent of the University Press—B. Her-

mon Smith.

Alaster of the Chimes—Myron Ct. S'l'OLV.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

IN THE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

IN SCIENCE—including the Sciences, Modern

Languages, History and Literature, and leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY—including Latin and the Mod-

em Languages and leading to the degree of Bachelor o

Philosophy.

IN ARTS—including Greek and Latin, and leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

ELECTIVE— including any three studies which

may be selected by thc student.

SPECIAL—

including any particular branch of

knowledge which is pursued exclusively.

All letters relating to the financial department of the Univer

sily are to be addressed to Mr. J. W. Williams, Assistant

Treasurer, Ithaca,
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GERMAN OF GOeTHE.

High on the hill-top yonder,
Hour after hour I stand ;

Looking with sad heart downward

On the sunny meadow land.

Idly my sheep I follow,

They roam where-e'r they will,
And—how or why I know not,

I come down from the hill.

The blossoms in the meadow

Are gay in their crimson and gold ;

Unthinking, the flowers I gather,
As I used to do of old.

In shadow, storm and sunshine,
I stand 'neath the dear old tree ;

But the door of the house over yonder
Is closed forever to me.

Ever a rainbow seemeth

Uver the house to stand,

But she is gone
—

my darling,
Forever from the land.

Out of the land forever

She is gone and will come no more.

O sheep ! move on to the pasture,

The heart of the shepherd is sore.

1). S. J.

A US AIEINEAI LEBEN.

" eVs boy I thought myself a clever fellow,

And wished that others had the same opinion.

Now my sere fancy falls into the yellow

Leaf and imagination folds her pinion,

And the sad truth, which hovers o'er my desk,

Turns what was once romantic to burlesque."

Olor Iskanus queries : which is better, to be a hero, or to be a

poet and celebrate the brave deeds of the heroes ? To my mind

noble though these callings are, either of them alone is like an un

matched glove or an old bachelor. A hero going down to his

grave
"

unwept unhonored and unsung," is indeed a pitiable spec

tacle, while a heroless poet, celebrating his own heart-breaks is a

contemptible one.

Take a lead-pencil, split it lengthwise, and you will have two

half pencils, o'ne with lead in it and the other without, loth equally

useless apart, and somewhat hard to put together. So in life. Po

ets and heroes are alike half men : the one class with lead in them

and the other without, (I do not refer to the six bushels of lead

balls which were shaken out of hero Franklin Pierce's trowsers af

ter the battle of Cerro Gordo). So you see to get the greatest

good out of existence ; to make your life
most useful to the world,

one must be both hero and poet, and both I am.

I .am a poet. This you all know. Of course all of you take the

Ntncbark Barking Eagle, and have noticed the exquisite verses,

signed Palinurus, one of which "
To Clytemnestra," beginning :

"

Have you heard the hare-bells ringing on the hills,"
has become as familiar as household words to every "young heart

light as a feather."

I am a hero. This you ought to know if you don't, but the

world never did recognize its heroes. The greatest one it had

seen for a century, it hung at Harper's Ferry in '59. But his " soul

goes marching on." I am a hero though. If nobody else knows

it, I know it, and you remember what Martin Luther said—"

One

man with truth on his side is a majority."

Besides, boys, there is a little girl away over the hills a thousand

miles towards the sunset, who is flattening her pretty nose against
the eastern window-pane to-night, looking out upon the stars, and

thinking that each one as it rises, brings a sweet message from her

Starr (with a large S and two R's) a message which she needs not

a Latin Lexicon to know how to interpret, and she too believes

implicitly in my heroism.

Now being my own hero I shall proceed with my exploits.
In an old brown house, which still stands on a south-lying slope,

half overgrown with wild scrambling and clambering vines and

surrounded with all manner of shrubbery, so that I became a bot

anist in self defense, I first saw the doctor and heard the dogs
bark.

I was born in the garden spot of the universe, (which I would

remark lies in the Easkoy Valley, township of Ninebark, county of

Wyoming and State of New York, and now sadly beset with this

tles, burdocks and other
" evil and fast-growing weeds,") on the

ninteenth of January, 1851, and I was therefore just twenty-one

years of age when Jennie kissed—but I must not tell. There are

chords in the human heart that will not bear, etc.

My father was a farmer and he still lives on the old place where

he and Huldah first began house-keeping forty years ago. He is

getting pretty old now but he can do a bigger day's work yet than

he ever got out of me.

Father and mother were both of genuine Connecticut stock and

my family, tree as far up as I have ever cared to ascend it,

bears none but true New England branches. There were Holleys

and Waldos, Fosters and Lakes, Daileys and Durkees, Leaches

and Bacons, Wights and Birdsalls, any of whom might have come

over in the May Flower. I wish they all had.

Well, I thrived as boys do, and my relatives used me as a peg

to hang cast-off names of my ancestors on, and I was dubbed

Thomas Holley Bannister. But the second name though emi

nently fitting, (the holley being an evergreen tree,) on account of

family quarrels, was soon dropped, and I was re-christened in

memory of one of the best men that ever lived, Thomas Starr

King.
So I grew up through the years of squalling, creeping, Mother

Winslow, beauty, precocity, petticoats, A B C's, new trowsers, mud

pies, whooping cough, copper-toed shoes, tin soldiers, measles,

Jack the Giant Killer, chasing pigs, copper-toed boots, throwing

stones, torn trowsers, short coats, hats without brims, hats without

crowns, driving home the cows, dogs, district schools, making su

gar, breaking calves to halter, shingle boats, pumpkin boats, Rob

inson Crusoe, Jack o'lanterns, breaking calves to ride, riding horse

to plow out corn, riding horse to plow out potatoes, cooning,

breaking colts, hoeing corn, ditto potatoes, thrashing and being

thrashed, milking, carrying bundles together, shirking, wrestling,
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skating, fishing, more plowing
out corn, ditto potatoes, more shirk

ing, candy pulls, husking bees, spelling schools, studying Algebra,

Latin and French at a young ladies' seminary where I acquired a

fondness for girls which years of toil and trouble have not wholly

rooted out, sheap shearing and botanizing where I acquired a like

fondness for lambs and flowers, singing school where I learned ev

erything except singing, base ball, sparking,
more sheap shearing,

chess-playing, teacher's institutes, teaching school, "preparing,"

kissing the girls good bye all around, going to college.
" Here's

to old Cornell, drink it down "—all the rest a twice told tale.

I was naturally a lover and my early loves were sheep. Ah !

well I remember them now, the first ones. Thirty-eight stout Cots-

wold lambs, with their clean white faces, their bright eyes and

thick long fleeces as they one by one jumped through the bars into

the north pasture, nine years ago.
Well I remember the quaint

names
" from out my youthful love

"

which I gave them as one af

ter another I got them tame enough to eat salt out of my hands.

How carefully I used to weigh and tabulate their fleeces and I

think that even now I could tell you the weight to an ounce of

the fleece which was sheared from each one of th;se lambs the

next spring.
Let me think. There was Eriophora, I remember, she was

the best, eight pounds, six ounces; La Deuxieme, six pounds,

six ounces; Tame Gazelle, five pounds, fourteen ounces ; Wild "Ga

zelle, six pounds ; Lady Jane Grey, seven pounds ; Caulaincourt,

seven pounds, six ounces ; Jug Ugly, seven pounds, nine ounces ;

Striped Horn, eight pounds ; James Ewell, seven pounds, four

ounces; and so on.

I loved these sheep better than I have ever loved anything since.

Some of their descendants still live on the old farm, and I spent

my last vacation at my old work and the one for which in all the

world I am best fitted—taking care of young lambs. Everything

is at cross purposes in this world, and everybody is in somebody

else's place, but there is another and a better coming when all will

be unraveled and everybody will have his own place there, and I

will tend the lambs.
" There can't be rivers there and fields, with

out some kind of farm," and I should sooner expect to see sheep

inside the pearly gates than some men I know of, who seem pretty

certain of going there.

Next to sheep I loved the girls. I remember well the moment

of transition. Her name was Carrie, and she was the daughter of

Honorable Eliphalet Willink, whose eloquent speeches against

Tammany in the Assembly at Albany you have all read, and she

came with another girl to dig sweet flag. I showed them the

place and then ran away, but there was a strange fascination

that lured me back. I called my little flock around me, my sheep

I mean, and with a few of these faithful allies, (one of them was

Striped Horn—poor fellow! he died next Spring of" .Kstrus ovis")
I went and with each arm about a sheep's neck, I sat down on a

mossy bank and watched the girls.

I dare say we looked sheepish enough, we three, Striped Horn,

Spotted Ear and I, and I looked •

more so than the real sheep.
The girls laughed, and a year or two later I used to see them

home from singing schools.

My next loves were flowers, and I have courted Flora faithfully
for seven years. My old loves, lambs and girls and flowers arc-

dearer to me now than ever, and
" if ever 1 cease to love," if ever

the time shall come when none of these shall interest me, when

neither lambs nor girls nor flowers shall afford me any joy, then it

will be time for nature to say :
" Come children it is bed-time, put

up the box and the puppets for your play is played out !
"

A few words about old Nmebark. Fancy, if you can, a stretch

of rich flats a mile or two wide, grain-lands and meadow-lands, a

sort of left-handed branch of the great Genesee Valley, rising grad

ually on all sides into low hills and surrounded and broken by

heavy dark green masses of sugar-maple woods without the spire

of a single evergreen to break the monotony of sleepy luxuriance :

a few detached elms here and there with their slender arched

branches,
"

drooping in curved lines dreamily," a creek that in a

livelier town would have been a river, with a water-fall in it per

haps, but here moping aimlessly along like a rail-fence or a lazy

school-boy, and with alders and willows
" in all its elbows-"

A little, lazy, sleepy, scandal-loving village, with its five white

spires and its oldest inhabitant ; its young ladies' seminary and its

cheese factory ; its shoe-shops and its grist-mill, Card's grocery and

Bristol's grocery, Maguire's Temperance Hotel and the rest. A

lively enough place in war time, when the recruits were quartered

there and when it was the great wool market ofWyoming county, a

sprightly town during the brief glory of the Ninebark Base Ball

Club, but now alas ! gone to
" the eternal stupidities."

When Charles Dickens was sailing down the Hudson, he wrote

to a friend :
" The Highlands have enchanted me. When the

shade of the dark flowers gathers round me, I shall join Hendrick

Hudson's band, and make the shadow of the Highlands my land

of shadows."

But Dickens had never been to Ninebark, and he had never

watched the sun set over the Green Bay swamp. My land of shad

ows shall be among the elms and maples of the Easkoy Flats.

T. S. B.

CHAPTER 654.

An Act to amend chapter five hundred and eighty-five of the

laws of eighteen hundred and sixty-five, entitled
"

An act to es

tablish Cornell University, and to appropriate to it the income

of the sale of public lands granted to this State by Congress on
the second day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, also to

restrict the operation of chapter five hundred and eleven of the

laws of eighteen hundred and sixty-three."
Passed May 13, 1872.

The People of the State of New York represented in Senate and

Assembly do enact as follows .-—

Skction 1. Section nine of chapter five hundred and eightv-five
of the laws of eighteen hundred and sixty-five, is hereby amended

so as to read as follows :—

§ 9. The several departments of study in the said universitv

shall be open to applicants for admission thereto at the lowest rates

of expense consistent with its welfare and efficiency, and without

distinction as to rank, class, previous occupation or localitv. But,
with a view to equalize its advantages to all parts of the State, the
institution shall annually receive students, one from each assembly
district in the State, to be selected as hereinafter provided, and
shall give them instruction in any or in all the prescribed branches

of study in any department of said institution, free of anv tuition

fee, or of any incidental charges, to be paid to said universitv, un
less such incidental charges shall have been made to compensate
for damages needlessly or purposely done by the students to the

property of said univeisity. The said free instruction shall more

over be accorded to said stutlents in consideration of their superior
ability, antl as a reward for superior scholarship in the academies
and public schools of this State. Said students shall be selected as

the legislature may from time to time direct, and until otherwise
ordered as follows:—The school commissioner or commissioners of
each county, and the board of education of each citv, or those
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performing the duties of such a board, shall select, annually, the
best scholar from each academy and each public school of their

respective counties or cities as candidates for the university schol

arship. But in no rase shall any person having already entered

the said university be admitted as one of such candidates. The

candidates thus selected in each county- or city shall meet at such

place and time in the year as the school commissioner or commis

sioners of the county and the said boards of education ofthe cities

in those counties which contain cities, shall appoint; and the school

commissioner or commissioners, and the said board of education,
or such of them as shall attend and act, shall proceed to examine

said candidates and determine which of them are the best scholars ;

and they shall then select therefrom to the number of one from

each assembly district in said county, or city, and furnish the can

didates thus selected with a certificate of such election, which cer

tificate shall entitle said student to admission to said universitv,

subject to the examination and approval of the faculty of said

university. In making these selections preference shall be given
(where other qualifications are equal) to the sons of those who

have died in the military or naval service ofthe United States;

consideration shall be had also to the physical abilitv of the can

didate. Whenever any student selected as above described shall

have been from any cause removed from the univeisity before the

expiration of the time for which he was selected, then one of the

competitors to his place in the university from his district may be

elected to succeed him therein, as the school commissioner or

commissioners of the county of his residence, or the board of ed

ucation of the citv of his residence, may direct.

State of New York >

Office of the Secretary of State. S

I have compared the preceding with the original law on file in this office, and

do hereby certify that the same is a correct transcript therefrom, and of the

whole of said original law.
Given under my hand and the seal of office of the Secretary of

[1.. S.] State, at the city of Albany, this 25th day uf May, in the year
une thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.

ANSUN S. WOOD,

Dep. Secretary of Stale.

A FLORAE DIRECTORY.

D. S. JORDAN.

For the benefit of those who may take an interest in hunting up new and

beautiful flowers, I give a list of localities where certain plants more or less

infrequent in this vicinity may be found by those who diligently search. Many

of these plants, though reckoned extremely rare, are found in abundance by

the initiated. The fact is that in many, perhaps most cases, it is not the flow

ers themselves that are so very uncommon, but the observers. One reason

why the flora of Ithaca seems so rich in rare plants is that it has been so thor

oughly ransacked.

Frederick Pursh, the Siberian botanist, came through this valley in 1S05,

but he saw little here save Mulleins and Pentstemon. Sartwell, Bradley,

Chickering and others have have hastily visited some of our glens and reported

a few plants of interest. Mr. H. B. Lord, of Ithaca, an excellent botanist,

has done his part well, especially among the Carices ; but on the whole, till

the establishment ofthe University the Cayuga Valley flora had been rather

neglected. But since the advent of our energetic corps of special students

in botany (which now numbers about twelve) for miles around, there has

"

been no stone left unturned
"

that might hide a new violet, and no thicket

left unexplored in which a rare Orchid might lurk.

It is chiefly for the benefit of these students that I write this paper, and

to those unacquainted with botany it must be worthless, as, for the sake of

brevity and accuracy, I use the scientific names.

I. Clematis verticillaris—Cliffs, Cascadilla Creek, opposite Cascadilla

Place ; also in several places on Fall Creek.

2. Ranunculus multifidus—Marshes near the Lake; abundant.

3. Trollius laxus—Lake marshes, rare; abundant in a swamp in the cor

ner of Lansing and Dryden.

4. Hydrastis Canadensis—Six Mile Creek, above the lower fall, scarce.

5. Magnolia acuminata—Some of these interesting trees occur in nearly

every woods in the vicinity. It is more abundant than even the Tulip tree.

The most accessible tree is by the roadside on the west slope of Bald Hill, a

few rods south of Mr. Frank Mitchell's. It is now (June 1) in bloom.

6. Sarracenia purpurea—Sphagnous swamps about Freeville.

7. Cardamine pratensis
—Marshes about the Lake, and in Lansing and

Dryden.
S. Corydalis aurea—Enfield glen, north bank, by the path, just below the

high fall; one or two large patches.

9. Sisymbrium canescens—South bank, below the same fall; abundant at

the foot of WatkinEs Glen ; these two the only known stations in New York.

10. Polanisia graveolens
—

Gravelly shores ofthe Lake and along the road

sides about the Agricultural Works.

11. Viola rotundifolia—Berry's Hill and about Mottville.

12. Viola striata— Pastures at the foot of Lick Brook Glen ; Fall Creek,

just below Free Hollow ; Taghanic Glen, island below the falls.

13. Viola sagittata
—Summit of South Hill, etc.

14. Hypericum pyramidatum
—Bank of Fall Creek above the dam.

15. Silene inflata—Along the Ithaca and Athens R. R.

10. Arenaria lateriflora—Abundant in a little swamp southwest of the

mouth of Buttermilk Glen.

17. Oxalis acetosella—Enfield Glen,- etc.

iS. Rhamnus alnifolius—Swamp, corner of Lansing.

19. Acer dasycarpum
—Abundant on the Flats.

20. Lathyrus ochrolencus
—Fall Creek, north shore, above the dam ; also

in the open marshes near the Lake.

21. Gymnocladus Canadensis—Two trees native, just south of McKinney's

Ravine, near the Lake, a mile or two north of Renwick. These are famous

trees
"

among the natives" who suppose them to be mahogany. This station

is the farthest north-east in which this tree has been found. A row of them

has been planted at the foo. of Cliff street.

22. Pyrus Coronaria—University Grove, etc.

23. Ribes lacustre—Freeville Swamp.

24. Parnassia Caroliniana—Fall Creek, below Triphammer Falls, and in the

narrows, below Free Hollow; abundant in a muddy brook which flows down

the banks of Enfield Glen, on the north side, about half-way down, where also

Cyripedium spectabile is found.

25. Gillenia stipulacea
—

"

Devil's Glen
"

(West Hill), and in woods be

tween Varna and Free Hollow, north of Fall Creek.

26. Scdum ternatum—Narrows of Six Mile Creek, half a mile below Well's

Falls; a very few plants; the only ones ever found native in this State.

27. Lythrum Salicaria—A very rare and beautiful plant; a few tufts of it

in the Marshes, close to the Inlet, about half way between the light-house

and the steamboat landing.

2S. Conioselinum Canadense—Reputed quite rare, but grows in abundance

at the foot of every fall in Fall Creek; also at Watkins, Lick Brook and En

field.

29. Thaspium barbinode—Near Wells' Falls, Six Mile, and on the hills

above Johnson's, near Fall Creek.

30. Cornus Canadensis—Dryden and Freeville swamps.

31. Linnea borealis
—Near Ludlowville (Lord). Roadside near cemetery,

a mile north of Free Hollow, between Wm. McKinney's and W. Kleine's.

32. Eupatorium sessilifolium—Fall Creek Gorge, half way down.

^3. Solidago squarrosa
—Reputed rare, but abundant on the south banks of

both Fall Creek and Cascadilla.

34. Krigia Virginica—University campus.

3^. Vaccinium Oxycoccus
—Freeville swamps.

36. Moneses uniflora and Aplectrum hyemale—Near Ludlowville (Lord).

-7. Lobelia Kalmii—Fall Creek, south bank, below Triphammer PEdls.

3S. Campanula aparinoides—Marshes near the Lake.

-0. Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi—Abundant in a sort of island in the midst

of the landslide on the north bank of Six Mile Creek, one-fourth of a mile

above the lower fall ; with Carex eburnea and Cyprepidium pubescens.

40. Nemopanthes Canadensis—
Freeville swamp.

41. Primula Mistassinica—An Arctic plant, very rare in this region, this

being the most southerly station yet found for it ; south bank of Fall Creek,

below Triphammer Falls, on wet rocks, over which water trickles, mostly

highly up ; also below some of the other Falls, and in the lower part of Casca-

dilla Glen. In all cases it is accompanied by

42. Pinguicula vulgaris—Another northern plant, very rare so far south.

In the "Report ofthe Regents ofthe University" on the State Cabinet of

Natural History it
"

is feared that Pinguicula has become extinct in New

York;" but a "lance at the Cascadilla Cliffs would convince them that there

is no danger.
-

43. Collinsia verna—Said by Dr. Torrey to grow in Ithaca, but I have not

seen it.

44. Mertensia Virginica—Island below Taghanic Falls.
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45. Phlox subulata—Reported rare, but found everywhere about Fall

Creek and the upper glen at Taghanic; also at Enfield, Lick Brook, and about

Ludlowville.

46. Calystegia spithamea—North bank of Fall Creek, at the Ithaca Fall ;

also in gravel on the Flats.

47. Menyanthes trifoliata
—Freeville swamp.

48. Gentiana crinita—About a little swamp in the woods opposite Casca

dilla Place.

49. Shepherdia Canadensis—Bluffs at Taghanic and Ludlowville.

50. Saururus cernttus—Lake marshes, eastern part.

51. Celtis Accidentalis—Little ravine at corner ofthe Lake.

52. Parietaria Pennsylvania—Fall Creek, north bank, below Triphammer.

53. Quercus macrocarpsa
—Lake marshes.

54. Pinus resinosa—Two or three at the top of the bluffs below the lower

fall ; Six Mile Creek ; also at Ludlowville.

55. Zannichellia palustris
—Lake marshes (Lord).

56. Orchis Hookerii—University woods ; also in Dryden, etc.

57. Orchis orbiculata—Woods about Mottville.

58 and 59. Liparis liliifolia and Corallorhiza innata—Swamp in Lansing
and Dryden.

60. Cypripedium spectabile—Enfield Glen. See No. 24.

61. Trillium erythrocarpum—Hemlock woods about Lansing Swamp.
62. Chamelirium luteum—Woods on University Farm.

63. Lilium superbum—Moist meadows along R. R. between Ithaca and

Caroline.

64. Allium Canadense—North bank of Fall Creek, below Ithaca Fall.

65. Carex irrigua—Freeville Swamp.
66 and 67—Carex Schweinitzii and C. digitalis—Enfield Glen.

68-70. C. Tuckermani, C. CEderi and C. gigantoidea—Near Ludlowville

(Lord).

71. Anthroxanthum odoratum—Roadsides, etc., in East Lansing and Dry
den.

72. Camptosorus rhizophyllus—Fall Creek in several places; Six Mile;

Cascadilla; Enfield; abundant in most glens.

73. Woodsia Ilvensis—Upper part of Fall Creek Gorge.
74. Aspleniurrt ebeneum—Banks of Fall Creek about Triphammer Falls.

75. Pellea gracilis—South bank of Enfield Glen, opposite
" Lucifer's

Kitchen;" McKinney's Glen.

76. Pellea atropurpurea—North bank of Fall Creek, above Ithaca Fall-

near "Johnson's Tumble."

77. Houstonia coerulea—Very abundant on the summit of South Hill; not

found elsewhere in Ithaca.

78. Salix myrtilloides—Freeville Swamp.
79. Polygala paucifolia, var. alba—In Deer Glen (West Hill).
80. Solea concolor—North bank of ravine below Ludlowville. A rare and

interesting plant.
81. Yicia Americana. S2. Cassia Marilandica. 83. Spirea opulifolia. S4.

Teucrium Canadense. 85. Salix longifolia—All abundant on the shores ofthe

Lake, about Norton's Landing. 86. Draba arabisans ; rocks head of Bur-

dick's Glen. S7. Arisema Dracontium ; marshes near steamboat landing

The total number of species thus far discovered in the vicinity of Ithaca is

about 775, being more thin half the entire number (1490) found wild in the

State.

CORRESI 'ONDENCE.

BOATING.

Cornell University must send a crew to the National Boaling Association's
Regatta at Springfield. This is indispensable to the success of boating al

Cornell. The directors of the Navy feel assured that when the case is laid

plainly before the students they will furnish the means for carrying out their

desire of seeing the Cornell University enrolled in the list of rowing colleges.
But a little over a year ago the Cornell Navy came into public notice. The

roll of members was then small, but the officers elected determined that boal

ing should succeed at Cornell, and have carried out thai determination.

At the end of its first year the Navy owns at least $1,700 in boating prop.

erty. The number of boats is sufficient for all who desire regular practice.
By paying a very small entrance fee students of any class in the University
come into the full enjoyment of all the privileges of the Navy, privileges
which in small clubs they could not obtain for much larger sums of money.

Ibis success oi the cntci prise has been undoubtedly one cause of the lack

of material inteiest taken in it by students. No boating enterprise can live on

enthusiasm alone; it is a very important element, but it is not substantial.

Funds are needed, the Navy must have money, and from whom is this money

to come? Those who have had experience in collecting subscriptions know

what a slow and painful method of raising funds it is. 'Energetic workers the

Navy has had, but of all classes the students have been the most difficult to

dun with success. Many have responded liberally.

They recognized that a boat club worthy of this University must be a costly

enterprise, and costly would it always be; but surely there are enough in the

institution willing to share this burden and lighten the labors ofthe few. The

question as it now stands is :
" Can six hundred students support a navy?

"

There is not one among us who would not without shame answer
" No."

Each can afford one dollar, and that is what the Navy so urgently calls for.

Seven of our best men are hard at work preparing for the coming contest,

at a cost to the Navy of thirty dolkrs per week; all the other expenses of

training at the Lake View House fall upon the men themselves. They will

need a boat, and is it useless to ask their fellow students to furnish it. They
will need money for traveling and expenses at Springfield

—is it too much to

ask of six hundred Cornelians a few hundred dollars for this enterprise?
Never fear but that the six men sent from Cornell will do us credit. Does

anyone doubt the ability of Ferriss, Dutton, Goldsmith, Weeks, Chadwick,
Stoddard and Anderson, with the training they are now undergoing, to estab

lish our reputation as oarsmen ? From the students of the University the

Navy looks for material support. Let such support be given.

comstock's lectures.

We, the undersigned, having attended a course of lectures on entomology,

by Mr. J. H. Comstock, ofthe University, desire publicly to express our ap

preciation of the excellent manner in which he has presented the subject, and
also ofhis kindness in taking the time outside ofhis regular duties, to prepare
this course of lectures on a branch of education hitherto too much neglected
by the University.

And we wish to express our entire confidence in Mr. Comstock's ability to
"

lecture
"

to any audience as well as the majority of Professors.

P. M. Chadwick, C. Y. Lacy,
F- D. Ford, J. L. Stone,
M. C. Johnston, YV. H. Schumacher,
W. R. Lazenby, F. P. Hoag,

D. S. Jordan.

THE IRVING LITERARY ASSOCIATION.

The last regular meeting of this society for the term was held on Friday
evening, June 7. Despite approaching examinations the society was well at

tended.

Mr. Harkins read a very able essay and the debate was spirited and inter

esting.
The financial condition of the society has been greatly improved and its

membership considerably inereased during thc present term. Some of our
ablest and most active members complete their college course this year. Such
we are sorry to lose, yet we trust that those who have more recently entered
the society will do what they can to make good this loss. Let every member
of the society who is present next term be at his post ready for duty.

W. R. L., Cor. Sec.

NATURAL HISTpRY SOCIETY.

Tin, public exercises of the Natural History Society are postponed till

Friday evening, June 21. Ladies invited. Don't forget to come.

Corresponding Secretary.

THE HORSE SHOE PROCEEDINGS.

As "

the horse shoe
"

has created so much comment we take it for granted
that Mr. Collyer's speech on the occasion of its presentation will be of inter-
est. After the close ofhis lecture on

"

Clear Grit," in Library Hall, June 4,
Robert Collyer said : —

YoHiiggcii/lemcu:— \Us[a[ter the great (xre in Chicago there was a para
graph in the papers to the effect that you wanted me to make you a horseshoe
and were ready to give me two thousand dollars for it. I thought if this was
true you w.,uh| tell me so, but as no word came from you I wrote a note to one
ofthe papers to s.,v 1 knew nothing about this, personally, and the thing had
belter be shipped. Then I got a letter from your President telling mc that
the whole thing was done in good faith, the money subscribed, and I could go
ahead and make the shoe. By that time I was busy at many things and could
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not do what you wanted, but here at last is the horseshoe, made with my own

hands, with the help of a man to strike the big hammer, on Friday, the 24th

of May, between five and six o'clock in the afternoon, in Edward Carter's

blacksmith shop, near the corner of Dearborn and Division streets, in Chica

go, and though I say it myself I think it is a very good shoe indeed, as any

farrier will tell you, I believe, who may see it.

Now will you let me say farther that I hope this thing was not done on

your part for the mere love of a sensation, but rather to mark your esteem for

the handicrafts which underlie our civilization in these times ; that while you

are here fitting yourselves for what we call the higher walks of life you cherish

a real respect for all honest work of every sort ; do not hold yourselves above

any man who has to labor with his hands at any calling, so long as he acts like

a gentleman, and if you find when you are through your college course that

after all you can do nothing better than work at the bench, the anvil or the

farm, you will feel it is no disgrace but an honor for a college-bred man to

work for his living in any of these callings. I can truly say for myself I feel

it is an honor to have been a blacksmith, and if I had not now any call I

should esteem it no disgrace to go back to the anvil I left thirteen years ago.

Let me say one thing more. A horseshoe has always been considered a

sure thing against witches; they cannot get into any place where there is one

nailed over the door. Now the witches, you know, have always been women,

but if this horseshoe in your university has any influence to keep women out

of it, so that they cannot get an education here on equal terms with the men,

I shall be sorry I ever made it, and can truly say that the two thousand dol

lars in such a case would be no compensation to me for such an ignoble piece

of work.

I have only beside to thank you boys with my whole heart, as a citizen of

our good city, for your most generous gift to us, and to wish you and your

great University the largest success.

As stated last week, Professor Russel replied in a few happy extemporan

eous remarks, of which we have no report.

BASE BALL.

The Normal and Cornell nines played the second game of the series on

the Willow Avenue grounds on the afternoon of Saturday last. Game was

called at the end of the sixth innings, resulting in a defeat for the Normals.

The following is the

SCORE.

CORNELL.

O R

O

3

NORMAL.

French, lb

Gardner, 3b
Jillett, 2b 2

J. Smith, c 4

McKechnie,r f&p 2

Spofford, s s 2

A.A.Smith,p&rf 1

Webster, 1 f 2

Johnson, c f 2

1BH TBH BE L3

5 7 1 Kinney, 2b

Brewer, c

Mos*ier, ib

J. Hayes, s s

W. Hayes, 3b
Conable, c f

Strobridge, 1 f

Stone, p

Downes, r f

IBH TBH BE LB

2441

18 13 10 13 14 6
18 22 24 33 8 7

Cornell—6 5213 $=22-

Normal—4 3021 3=13.

Fly catches-McKechnie 2, Johnson 2, Spofford 1=5; Finney 2> ^'

Hayes 2, Conable 2, Strobridge 1, J. Hayes 1=8.

Foul fly catches-J. Smith 2, French 1=3 ; Strobridge 1, Brewer 1=2.

Foul bound catches—J. Smith 2, Brewer I.

Catches on strikes—J. Smith 2.

Run out—by Jillett 1 ; Kinney 1.

Put out on bases-French 4, Jillett 1=5 ; Mosier 4. Kinney 2=6;
assist-

edby-McKechnie I, Spofford 1, A. A. Smith ,, Gardner 1, J.llett i=S; W ■

Hayes 2, Kinney 1, J. Hayes 1, Stone 1-5.

Called balls-Smith 10, McKechnie 12=22; Stone 12.

Passed balls—J. Smith T, Brewer 5.

Home runs—A. A. Smith 2.

Umpire—Mr. Fred McWhorter, of Ithaca.

Scorers-Messrs. J. W. Hill and T. H. Doud.

Time of game—1.45-
.

Recentiy Dr. Chapin remarked to his friend Henry Ward Beecher:

» Mr BeS. after all that is said about our differences
in religious view ,

I don'f -e -t our sermons differ any; and if they do, ,n what resp ct.

prayT" «

O, doctor, there
is a hell of difference was the characteristic

and la

conic reply of the great Plymouth
orator.—Ex.

STATISTICS OF THE CLASS OF 1S72.

ATame.

W

Bean M. C.

Blair C. H.

Bowman D.

Brady E. L.

Breed G. F.

Buffum H. S.

Butler W. A.

Chase J. M.

Clark I. E.

Clement A. C.

Clinton A. W.

Colburn D. K.

Conklin M./IE

Copeland H. E.

Crandall C. L.

Crofoot C. S.

Cullinan P. W.

Curtis G.

Darrin D. M.

Dickinson W. B.

Foster L. A.

Frost F. W.

Fuller A. N.

Gage T. C.

Harkins W.

Headley R.

Henderson II. C.

Heroy I. N. L.

Holco-nb W. E.

Holden Fox

Howland R. B.

Hyde E. W.

Hurd H. J.
Iselin G. A.

Jordan D. S.

Judson L. F.

Kellogg AL

Knight J. K.
Lawrence J. B.

Lawton W. N. B.

Leach W. B.

Mack J. W.

McClune W. F.

McCollom J. T.
McConnon J. T.

McElroy E. E.

Nash F. D.

Nicoll E.

Niles W. H.

Osborn A.

Page D. M.

Peters M. G.

Pike A. C.

Pitts G. W.

Pollock H. G.

Price C. S.

Rader A. L.

Robertson E. C.

Rogers A.

Sanderson T.

Scott W. I.

Serviss G. P.

Sill C. B.

Smith C.

Smith L. P.

Stolp M. G.

Thomas S. P.

Van De Carr J. E.
Warner J. D.
Wasson C. W.

Weeks A. C.

Williams S. W.

Wilson E. V.

Wolford T. H.

Wynkoop F.

Youngs W. J.

B. C. E. N. Y. 24-55-7 J "5
A. B. 0. 21 5- ri 1 5"

11. C. E. NE Y. 27.95.6 -i 45
H. S. NE V. 20 0 1 40

I'll. B. Pa. 23.75.10 1 45
11. S. Pa. 20.85.0 1 A

11. C. E N. Y. 21 5.9 1 54

B. S. NE Y. 23.45.8 1 05

11. C. E. M.i.s. 19.S5.8V i 49

13. S. 111. 20.55.10 1 40

11. S. N. Y. 21. 45.10V 1 5'-'
11. C. K. 111. 26 5.8 1 50
11. S. NE Y. 22 5.8 , A

I'll. K. Wis. 2325-S . 4*

IJ. C. E. NE Y 22 5.10 1 49

t'H. B. N. Y. 23-55-9 43

I'll. B. NE Y 21 5.10 1 54

11. C. E. NE Y 28.25.5', ' 35

B. S. NE Y 23 5-iof 42

B. C. E. Conn. 19 5. 11 i 30

B. S. -Me. 29.35.8 1 45
B. C. E. Mass. 20.55.9 ' 40

B. S. Kan. 25-5 5- 7 V 1 40

B. S. NE V. 24 5-7 1 39
B. S. N. Y. 21 5.8 1 50

B. S. NE Y. 22 5.6 ;l 50
B. C. E. NE Y. 23 5- 1 1 1 5J

B. S. NE Y. -3-35-5 ' 5°

ii. S. NE Y. 21, 0 1 5°

A. B. N. Y. 23 '5-8 28

B.C. E. NE Y. 21 5.8 1 18

B. C. E. NE Y 2S.S0.1 5°

B. S. NE Y 23 -5 5-7.V 49

B. S. N. Y 19 5. 11 I'J

m. s: NE Y 21. 50. 1 88

B. S. ( >. 19.45.10 45

B. S. N. V 19 5.0 17
" 0. 22.95.9 35

I'll. B NE Y 24.1 5- 10 40

PH. B Cal. ^4-35-8 4fJ

B. S. NE Y 20 5.8 3°

B. S. NE Y 23 5-8 5'

B. S. NE V 22 5.9 58
B. S. NE Y ^3-95-" 7<-'

I!. S. Pa. 28.85.11 80

B. S. O. 23-55-10 A

B. S. NE Y 19.b5.10 4"

B. S. NE Y 20.85.11 [ S-

B. S. N. Y 21.25.7 145

A. B. Minn. 22.75.4 I25

B. S. NE Y 18.95.7 140

B. S. Pa. 21. 45. 11 ■52

B. S. Yt. 22.85-8 1 00

B. S. NE Y 20.85.10 150

B. S. Mass. 18.95.6 13"

B. C. E Pa. 20 5-8 '32

I'll. B Term. 25.25-8 15..1

li. C. E Mich. 22.05.S 15.

"B. C. E Pa. 21.80 105

A. B. N. Y 23-95-n l52

B. S. N. Y 23-35-8 ■45

li. S. NE Y 21.45-8 48
B. C. E Pa. 26 tie'- I '

/
2

B. S. NE Y 19-46 l33

7;. S. N. V 21-95-7 143

,11. C. E 111. 23-7 5-5 •35

B. C. E Del. 20-75-0 103

li. S. NE Y 22.45-7 '5'
'

I'll. B NE Y 20.95.10 170

li. C. E NE Y 23-90.2 185
NE Y 21.95-8 160

B. C. E 111. '20.95.7 '35

B. S. NE H 25 5-io •45

B. S. Pa. 27.15 8 ■52

li. S.

Ii. S.

N. Y

NE Y

23-9 5-8
2 1 . 1 5 - 7

150

'54

Civil Engineering.
Law.

Civil Engineering.
Business.

Ministry.
Business.

Civil Engineering.
Ministry.
CEvil Engineering.
Business.

Law.

Civil Engineering.
Business.

Naturalist.

Civil Engineering.
Journalism.
Law.

Civil Engineering.
Law.

Civil Engineering.
Publishing.
Civil Engineering.
Business.

Business.

Teaching.
Law.

Civil Engineering.
Ministry.
Law.

Teaching.
Civil Engineering.
Civil Engineering.
Law.

Rambling.
Naturalist.

Business.

Business.

Architecture.

Law.

Law.

Law.

Ministry.
Law.

Law.

Business.

Law.

Law.

Law.

M inistry.
M inistry.
Law.

Banking.
Law.

Business.

Teaching.
Civil Engineering.
Law.

Civil Engineering.
Civil Engineering.
Law.

Business.

Law.

Architecture.

Law.

Business.

Mechanical Eng.
Civil Engineering,
Law.

Law.

Civil Engineering.
Law.

Civil Engineering.
Law.

Law.

Law.

Law.

* Licentiate Degree in Draughting.

The preceding is merely a list of applicants for degrees. We understand

McConnon and Wynkoop have withdrawn their applications, the hrst on ac

count of ill-health, the second from the necessity of absence on account of lhe

sickness of his father.
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Roswei.l Leavitt. E. L. R. Moses
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VALEDICTORY.

The present number completes the fourth volume of The Era.

With an ordinary newspaper the change from one volume to

another is scarcely more important to editor or reader than pass

ing a mile-stone by the wayside is to the traveler. With us how

ever it is different. The end ofthe volume i.s the end of our .stew

ardship, and whatever duties have been neglected, in connection

with the paper, we have no
further opportunity to perform. What

ever mistakes have been made, we cannot now correct.

In taking leave of the paper we shall attempt no review of our

editorial work, justification of unpopular grounds we have some

times taken, nor any apology for frivolous or otherwise objection

able articles that have occasionally crept into our columns. We

know what motives have guided our actions. The general reader

cares little whether our faults are in the will, the judgment, or

whether they come through negligence. The responsibility
is ours in either case. Probably, no one more clearly sees the

many defects of the paper than we do. Certainly no one can

more deeply regret their existence. To us however, it does not

seem at all strange that it has at times appeared inconsistent, man

aged as it is by five editors, selected to represent the different ele

ments of our college community, and each left free to express his

own views. But amid all the petty annoyances and vexations

growing out of our editorial duties, we can say to our paper what

the drunkard said to the beverage which had robbed him of both

money and reputation,
" with all thy faults I love thee still;" for

certainly with the feeling of relief at parting with so heavy a bur

den we feel many regrets. We shall miss the repeated inquiry
"
Is

The Era out?" which is always gratifying, as showing an interest

in it, though made in a fault-finding manner at delays in issuing.
We shall miss our college exchanges from all over the country and

from across the Atlantic. Through these we have grown to look

with feelings of more friendly familiarity on our sister institutions,
and have come into closer social relations with the student-world.

If we have exchanged unpleasant words with any of them we have

only looked upon it as friendly sparring and take it for granted
that they have done the same.

In general the best of feelings ha\e seemed to exist between us

and our exchanges outside of the college circle. In only one in

stance have we elicited an expression of dire displeasure from one

ofthe larger fry. And we imagine the outside world looked upon

this little snarling attack made on u.-> by a leading New York pa

per, with about as much sympathy as is accorded to the rheumatic

old churl who whiningly reiterates that if the children were prop

erly brought up they would not be allowed to say this or that

child-like thing, and feels personally aggrieved because their pa

rents don't flog the young scamps every time he has an acute at

tack of rheumatism. The fact is, ye editorial guides of human

destiny, we run a boy's paper, and if you wish to enter into our

disputes, all right, but we see little chance for you to win much

glory out ofthe operation.

Probably the most important features in the progress of the Uni

versity during the year are the rapid developement of views favor

able to co-education of the sexes, and the actual admission of la

dies to the institution.

It has also been an interesting year in college history generally,

on account of the radical changes taking place in the plan and gov

ernment of many of our leading institutions. Colleges which ridi

culed the
"
new departure

"

when Cornell first opened, have since

adopted nearly the same plan of instruction, and some of them are

even getting the start of us in optional courses. If this revolution

continues our University authorities will have to be on the alert or

those who a few years ago were scoffing at our innovations, will

outstrip us in our own line of advancement.

Thus the past year, more than any previous one, seems to prove

the soundness of the basis on which this University was established

and has brought out more clearly the fact that its leading ideas are

not wholly new, but that the institution is the embodiment of a

deep-seated and wide-spread conviction, the existence of which the

older colleges are now obliged to acknowledge.

It is perhaps needless to add that whenever it has been our fate

to advance views distasteful to the ruling body of the University,

we have done so with the most friendly feelings toward that body.

And if we have ever thought proper to criticise anything pertaining

to the institution, we have done so in no spirit of enmity.

We therefore take leave of our paper and its friends with feelings

of gratitude for the many favors we have received, with heartfelt

thanks for the charitable manner in which our faults have been

treated, and strengthened faith in the continued and increasing suc

cess of our University.

OUR AIOTTOS.

The motto on the outside of The Era was placed there by the

first corps of editors, and is generally known to be the sentiment of

the founder, expressed in reference to this University. This is also

acknowledged as the motto of the institution although not until the

admission of ladies during the present year has the wish therein ex

pressed been in any sense fulfilled. But since this is now an insti

tution where
"

any person can find instruction," we may perhaps

hope that the other principle of the motto will " go marching on
"

until the instruction may be " in any study."

The motto over our editorial columns was adopted at the Open

ing of this volume and is therefore more especially ours. The old

one, although constantly reminding us that the Cornell of the

present is only the germ of its intended future, does not clearly
hint at its most vital principle, that of complete religious freedom.

And while expressing its grand hopes for the future of the Univer

sity can hardly be made the guiding principle of a college paper.

It was therefore thought proper to adopt another motto, which

should, in addition to the hopes of the former one, embody at least

one of the principles on which these hopes are based, and at the

same time serve as an inspiring watch-word.

At the close of George William Curtis's "Easy Chair" article

in the September number of Harpers Monthly appeared the fol

lowing:—

"

Upon the stone seat which Professor Goldwin Smith has placed under a

tree of friendly shade upon the campus or college ground at Cornell Univer

sity there is an inscription which he wrote, carved in stone—
'

Above all na

tions is humanity.' It is a text of depthless significance, of which the pure
and hopeful minds who gather there will for a hundred years supply the im

provement. And happy they who, as they sit wistfully meditating in that
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tranquil air, shall resolve that when they found a university, they will carve

in imperishable gold upon its gates
'

Above all sects is truth.'
"

We need not add that these closing words so expressive of the

principles of the University were placed as a motto over our edi

torial columns.

OUR PROSPECTS LY THE REGATTA.

We suppose none but the writers themselves, were deceived by

such articles as
"
A lesson in boating," which appeared in the

Yale Courant shortly after the annual regatta of the National Row

ing Association of American Colleges last year, and was copied

in number four of this year's Era. But lately we have a few times

heard it repeated that the crew of the Massachusets Agricultural

College which then won, did it by mere muscular force, without

skill or training. This has been said to prove that our crew will

stand an equal chance of success with crews from the older col

leges. Do not deceive yourselves gentlemen. The crew which

the Courant contemptuously styled
"

farmers," was probably much

better trained than it is possible for our crew to become before the

time for the regatta. And our only hope of success is in giving to

the boys who are to represent us there every opportunity for prac

tice, and all the support in our power. We believe in sending a

crew this year, but we do not believe in a great amount of bom

bastic braggadocio about winning the race. Good rowing is only

acquired by long and continued practice. To be sure, when the

boating men of an institution once become superior oarsmen,

their successors will catch from them almost instinctively the art

of rowing. But we have no such advantage here. Most of our

best oarsmen knew nothing of rowing a year ago, and none of

them were in training during the winter. With these disadvan

tages we have muscle and will, to represent us, and quite an

amount of time yet for practice, and we do not doubt that our

crew will do us credit at Springfield. But, although hoping for the

most signal victory, we do not wish to make our expections so

great that in case of defeat we should be driven to such a con-

temptable whining as was made by some of the college papers

over the result of last year's regatta.

WHO SHALL LAY THE CORNER STONE OF THE SAGE

BUILDING.

Our attention has been called to this subject by the following

little note, just received :

Messrs. Editors:— Is not the first lady student of Cornell the proper per

son to lay the corner stone of the Sage college for women ?

Doubtless there would be plenty of strong arms and willing hands ready

to render all necessary assistance. Respectfully Yours

"

Eula."

Although we should prefer to publish the views of our corre

spondent, we will, nevertheless, state some of our own reasons for

giving an affirmative answer.

When the institution was first established, the question of the ad

mission of ladies was discussed, but received only a small minority

support. But when the doors were opened to students several la

dies, although not entitled to recognition as members, attended

regu'larly some of the lectures, took notes on them,and quite suc

cessfully aped the manners of thinking, reasoning beings. What

made the matter worse for the opposers of their admission, they

• did not, in doing this, seem in the least to throw aside those femi

nine characteristics which have such a charm for the other sex.

And contrary to all theoretical reasoning, the students themselves

Were not at all disturbed or annoyed by their presence, did not

treat them rudely, waste time in courting their favor, nor even in

their absence make them the subjects of coarse jests.
These facts led some of the firmest opposers of this innovation

to reason something in this way :
"

If the presence of a few ladies

causes no bad results whatever, how much evil will necessarily

grow out of the presence of a much larger number ?" Without

giving intermediate steps, we only state that the result of this rea

soning was in several cases a radical change in opinion on this

subject. But this revolution of views progressed so slowly that

when Mr. Sage made his offer to endow a ladies' department in

the University it was not at first accepted. But the persistency of

ladies in claiming their right to the advantages of the institution

soon developed another argument in favor of their admission.

The Trustees and Faculty began to entertain grave doubts as to

any legal right to exclude them, and the thought of cases in law

which might possibly grow out of such exclusions hastened their

decision in the matter.

Thus we see that those ladies who have firmly insisted on their

right to studentship in the University have exerted one of the

strongest influences, perhaps the deciding one, in favor of the es

tablishment of the Sage college. And for this reason it seems

highly appropriate that the most prominent among these, the one

to whom our correspondent refers, should be invited to honor the

institution, by assisting in the ceremonies of laying the corner

stone.

TIIE AIILTTARY REVIEW.

Adjutant-General Townsend and Assistant Adjutant-General

Stonehouse reviewed the 'Cornell Cadets last Thursday, on the

campus of the University. The turn-out was gratifying and unex

pected, when compared with that on some occasions when a gen

eral attendance was desirable. We believe the gentlemen ex

pressed satisfaction with the result, considering the time and severity

of the drill we have had. But we are not satisfied to have that

italic sentence stand : there is no reason why our cadets cannot do

as well on review days as the cadets of West Point. We want to

say right here, that our President was mistaken in thinking we'

consider it a great hardship to wear the hat, to carry the gun and

to obey commands three times a week for an hour each time ; that

is not what we complain of; we complain of the uncertainty of the

orders which come from the military department, of the threats

never executed, of summary punishment to be inflicted on non-at

tendance, of the orders for uniforms of this and that pattern and

of the general listlessness that
seems to pinion that which should

be the animus of the whole. No student worthy of the name

would object to a rigorous and progressive drill three
times a week,

but everyone feels time thrown away in lugging a gun from one

corner of drill ground to the other with no seeming advancement

either in knowledge of the art of war or in the development of the

upright frame the military man must have. If the officers of the

University want to see everyone with a blouse, hat and gun, let it

be known, positively at the first of the year, and
let it be a rule

which no one can refuse to accede to with impunity; if there is

to be drill three times a week, let not a large class be excused

with drill once a week, and if we are to learn to handle guns and

men, let us have something more than carry arms and column right

when we are on the ground. The advantage to be gained by

strict military exercise is as obvious as the benefits
of the thorough

ness of other courses here, and not even those who study expressly
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for a soldier's life would yield more ready obedience to such exer

cises than the students of Cornell Univeisity.

ROBERT COLLYER LY TEIIAC-I.

Wk do not like to be always snarling, but there is something so

decidedly exasperating in the series of blunders and imbecilities

shown ii the reception and treatment of Robert Collyer during

his recent visit to town that we must be pardoned for show ing a

little ill temper.

If the societies which employed him appointed any committee

to receive him, such committee most signally failed to perform its

duties. No one met him at the depot. He was directed to a

second class hotel, where he was provided with the most misera

ble accommodations. He was left to find his way to the hall

alone, and everything else which the committee should have at

tended to resulted in the same way.

But all this does not seem to be the worst of it. There

are many things to indicate that Mr. Collyer came to deliver a

free lecture to the students of Cornell Universitv. He insisted

that the lecture should be free because he felt such an interest in

the institution. The students generally were not aware that he-

came in any other capacity than as a hired lecturer, and though

they gave him a very large attendance, all known circumstances

considered, still we should feel humiliated to have him suppose

that the way he was treated is anything like the reception the Cor

nell students would have given him had they known the circum

stances. The lecturer of course supposed that the literary socie

ties that employed him were representative societies of the Uni

versity. We hope in the future that self constituted committees

which attempt to represent the students will at least attend to the

business they claim to transact. We have not enough such friends

as Robert Collyer, so that we can afford to sacrifice them to the

benefit of semi-defunct organizations.

ever and she suits everybody who makes a purchase of her. We wish her all

success for many favors rendered us in our editorial year, and trust that she

will be as successful in future as she has seemed to be in the past.

}. F. Duncan and A. M. Campbell, who were two years ago distinguished

members of Dr. Law's veterinary class, graduated in April at the Toronto

Veterinary College, and are now practicing with success in their native coun

ty of Huron, Canada.

Blkdick, of '72, is practising medicine with his uncle, Dr. Burdick, of

Lansing.

KiNCsriUKV, of '75, intends lo return to attend the exercises of Commence

ment week.

Pkofkssor J. ME Hart intends to sail for Germany next Saturday. He

is expected back before the opening of next lerm.

Pkokessok Wing is now in Germany.

Professor Prentiss is expected to visit Europe this summer.

I). S. (oRHAN, of '72, will probably accept the offer of the professorship of

modern languages in Lombaud University.

We understand that Miss SopEie P. Fleming has received the appointment

as State Student, after a very close competitive examination, three of the four

candidates being ladies. She has now formally entered the University.

THE BEST WAY.

. The soundness of the principle of advertising is undoubted by
any sane man or by any corporation now ; the only question is as

to the manner; our opinion humbly submitted is that Cornell will

advertise most advantageously this summer by purchasing for the

hardworking boat-crew the best shell that can be put on the water

at Springfield next July. Prestige at the regatta will bring a larg
er, better, more student-like class of boys to our University than

cartloads of catalogues, than hundreds of letters, than innumerable

pamphlets.

THE THO TOGA'ATILS' AT LAST.

. We this week send to subscribers the promised photograph of

the University Buildings. The view is from the south-east. The

photograph is from the Cascadilla Art Gallery, and is proof of ihe

skill of the artist. Mr. lUardsley has sacrificed time and m noy to

enable us to furnish these pictures. Tho-.e wishing them mounted

can have it done at cost at the Gallery.
Subscribers, not finding a copy of it with tliisnumber, can order

it by the same letter in which their subscription-money crimes.

TERSONAL.

I. B. Edclri.Y, the genial, the companionable, the omnipi esent, tin- mm
of committee,, of delegations and of '73, i, in town making his old fiund

happy.
Miss Ackix.y has Coknei.i, Eras with photographs for sale at her at

tractive stand on Tioga Street. Her welcome to customers is as lieaity as

UNIVERSITY ITEAIS.

— A Freshman, boasting of the amount of work he had accomplished in

Botanv, said that he had just analyzed six wild concubines.

— eV member of the boat crew in training for the Springfield regatta, re

gardless of Senior dignity, appeared at recitations one rainy day lately, bare

ooled with his pants rolled up. His trainer says he must not sit in wet shoes.

— The Commencement Day orators appointed from the class of '72 are

Blair, Copeland, Curtis, Harkins, Headley, Holden, Hyde, Jordan, Osborn,

Pitts, Serviss and Wilson.

— The University crew is practising regularly at the corner of the lake,

Xothing but very heavy wind interferes with its rowing.
— The first work of grading lhe groun Is for the Sage building was called

'•breaking virgin soil." As it continues it is denominated '"plowing for

Sage."
— The officers of the Christian Association for next fall term are: Presi

dent, CE M. Giddings; Vice President, C. Finster; Corresponding Secretary,

F.J. Knight; Recording Secretary, E. Jillett; Treasurer, D. E. Kohler.

The former constitution of the Association has been thoroughly revised and

promises to work better than in the past. Mr. D. E. Kohler, of '73, repre
sented the Association at the seventeenth International Convention, which

met at Lowell, Massachusetts, on Wednesday, the I2th instant.

— The seventy-two elm trees set out hy lhe Seniors this spring seem to be

thriving finely.
— The University garden is on a far more extensive scale than heretofore,

and is more systematically arranged.
— The exterior ofthe President's h.mse in the grove seems to be nearly

completed and woik on the inside is going on with energv.
— For having stated in our editorial of last week that the history of class

elections in the lirst trimester uf the Freshman year shows that froth usually
comes to the top, we have received challenges from two or three who were

elected presidents ol classes at that stage and from nearly every other officer

of less importance whom Freshmen have honore 1.

— Cue professor on posting a '72 man about the studies in which he was

deficient heartlessly remarked to him,
"

Vou had better take notes, Mr. ,

you'll never be able to remember them all."

— Afier ruminating over the accidents by tloo 1 and listening to the re

marks about ilrowning, swimming and breathing, which passed among a com

pany of hash-wie-lleis, a pensive member summed lhe whole up by announc

ing
"

A mm don't want to breathe much after he gets his head underwater."
— The Cornelian Minstrels make another raid, this time to Waverly; they

start at 12:15 ''• v- Saturday, June 22, by the Ithaca and Athens Railroad, on
a special tram. The whole bill ol expenses, passage both ways, supper and

admittance to ihe pel loi inance, will be to those going from Ithaca two dollars.

I hose who lemember lhe dimensions ofthe time enjoved when going to

Portland, will be ,111 e lo go again, and those who want to help the boat-club,
and we bchc\c all students do lhat, will seize on this opportunity to combine

pleasure and gcnciosily so advantageously.
— The New ) \rl S, //,.,>/ Journal gels it nearly right when it says

"

Tla-

res cia.pulai ijuam gladious," though the original is "

Plures crapula quam
Lfladius."
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— Dr. Stebbins lectures next Sunday evening more especially to the grad-
uating class and members of the University, on the subject

" Conditions' of
Professional Success." Though the class of '72 have been well nigh exhaust
ed by the astonishing number of conditions brought to light by various mem

bers of the Faculty during the past week, they cannot do belter, nor can any
one else, than to hear one of the Doctor's clear and comprehensive lectures
on a subject which is of such importance lo one starting in life.

— The Academy exercises for the past term closed with the usual exhi
bition on Friday evening last. ()„ the neatly printed invitation cards the
word

"

Commencement
"

was used instead of the more academical "

Closing
Exercises."

—

Judson, of '72. met with a nearly fatal mishap last week Tuesdsy, while
rowing his shell down the Fake. As the story was terribly distorted and as

many even now do not know the facts, it may be well to tell it, res gesta. He

started form the corner of the lake about 11 o'clock Tuesday morning, and af
ter stopping to dine at Carrett's rowed leisurely to Goodwin's Point where

the water was calm and smooth. Allured by this he put out from shore to

cross the lake; but the waves piled up so high that he found his shell filling
when about a mile and a half from the shore, and as he put about the water

washed over and down it went, but soon came up bottom upwards when he

clambered to the upper side and loosening an oar paddled slowly shoreward.

The difficulty of the position was increased by the hight of the waves, the

distance, and by his body being immersed except about a foot of the upper

portion in the water which is but three degrees above freezing point. He

made known to the people on shore his danger only after he had been in this

situation an hour and a half, and when taken from the boat was insensible and

breathless, the effects of cold water. Vigorous rubbing and good care from

the family into whose hands he fell (Ferguson) soon brought him to himself

again, and a night's sleep dissipated all other bad effects of the elements. The

most remarkable feature of his recovery was the charge ($6.00) made by
Doctor Dunning of Trumansburg, who arrived after Judson had been convers

ing with the people who helped him to his senses, and only in time to give a

powder, to look as Ward advised the physician
"

cttssid misterious," to claim

to have saved his life, to still further inebriate himself with brandy which was

brought out for the patient, and to present his bill. ptdson indignantly de

nies the report that he has determined hereafter to have nothing to do with

water even as a beverage. The element still has its pleasures for him.

— Six men have agreed to give the sum of twenty-five dollars each to help
send a crew to the regatta, providing four more can be found to do the same.

And now the question is who will give the required sums. Eet us hear from

four of the most public spirited individuals in the University, on this matter.

If our crew goes off, as it assuredly will now, it should not be cramped for

means and should have a consciousness of the heartiest support of those

whom it represents and advertises abroad, both in good wishes and in what is

now more requisite, good stamps.
— Verily candidates for the compelitorship for the Woodford prize have a

"
strait and narrow way

"

to go. East year one whose prospects of winning

it seemed the best, was excluded from the competition because the style of

penmanship in which his oration was written was not satisfactory to the com

mittee. This year an oration, pronounced by at least a portion of the commit

tee to be the best submitted, was rejected because the candidate placed a

meaning different from the intended one, on an ambiguously-worded subject.

Artemus Ward always looked upon it as inexcusable to
"

spel a wurd rong,"

and it does not seem at all strange that a committee from the faculty should

feel the same about penmanship, when we remember how the boys used to

pass off those "written notices" of conditions on their "parents or guard

ians
"

as certificates of good standing. And it does seem unpardonable in a

Senior to understand a subject for an oration as it reads, when those prescrib

ing it intended it to mean something else.

— Although students and the public have been repeatedly informed that

the University treats its students as gentlemen capable of governing them

selves, we refer all to the newly issued
" Rules for the Guidance of Students

in Cornell University
"

for further proof that such is really the case.

— We believe everything explains itself in our statistical table ofthe grad

uating class, except the
<< ME S." under the heading of

"

Degree." This is

said to be the abbreviation for
" Minnie Singer."

— The examination of candidate, for admission to the University will be

held Monday, June 24 and Tuesday, June 25, beginning at nine o'clock AM.

Candidates will first present themselves
at the Registrar's <Jlhce, Cascadilla

Place

_' We are pleased to state that there is no foundation for the report that

/ Professor Roehrig has accepted a position elsewhere. We trust he may be

with us a long time yet, though there is a manifest absurdity in retaining
merely as an assistant professor a man of his acquirements and reputation.

'

—

Friday evening, the twenty-first, tne Cornelian Minstrels give their

second entertainment in Ithaca. There will doubtless be a large house to

greet them as on the previous occasion and the change of the programme
will be for the better. The boat club needs the money, so let no one hesitate

to put in an appearance.

COLLEGE GOSSIP.

— At Albion College four out of seven places in Class Day exercises are

occupied by ladies.

— At Yale only three essays have been handed in for the Porter prize.
— The Seniors at the Wisconsin State University have been cut down to

four minutes as sufficient time for their graduating orations. The Faculty
think they can tell all they know in that time.—Mercury.

— The Cornell Register, a handsome pamphlet of 149 pages, giving the his

tory, advantages, &c, of the University, has been received. This school,
known in England as "the poor man's college," is situated at Ithaca, New

Vork, and though only six years old ranks equal to Harvard or Ya\e.—Hed-

ding College Register.
— Commencement at Williams Thursday, June 27.
— The students of Rutgers have formed a minstrel troupe for the benefit

of their boat club.

— Vale never can look candidly on her reverses either in base-ball or boat

ing. The Courant is almost in agony over the defeat of Yale by Harvard in

the late game of base ball at Hamilton Park. In commenting on the game

it says,
"

If any one previous to Saturday noon had presumed to say that the

Vale nine, after defeating the professional Eckfords and Atlantics, were, on

their own ground and in their own sphere of batting to be defeated by the

crippled and weakened Harvards by a score of 13 to 32, we doubt not he

would have been scorned as a croaker and a lunatic. But such nevertheless

is the mournful tale."

— The recent game of base-ball at Hamilton Park between Yale and the

Atlantics resulted in favor of Vale by a score of 20 to 16. The Courant criti

cises the playing as rather poor on both sides. It says,
"

Chance after chance

of putting men out was lost by either club, and even the old veteran Atlantics

muffed in first class country style. Of bases made on errors the score shows

some thirty for both clubs together."
— The summer Regatta at Yale takes place on Friday, June 28th, the day

of the De Forest speaking.
—

They have a queer way of classifying at Yale. The Courant wants elm

trees set out to occupy the space "left vacant by the destruction of Divinity
and the coal-shed."

— Class prayer-meetings are said to have been established at Amherst,
"
to invoke the assistance of the Supreme Powers in the coming regatta."
— Honorable Justin Morrill, of Vermont, the prime mover in procuring

the land grant of July 2, 1862, to which Cornell University owes its exist

ence, is now endeavoring to get a bill through Congress granting additional

aid to the various schools established or aided in accordance with that grant.
— It is said that Brigham Young's eldest son is about to marry a newly-

established female seminary on the Hudson.—Annalist.

— The Owl says that elopements in California are called the Pacific slope.
— A Junior of Madison University is cherishing an Id(e)a.

—Ex.

— A classic invalid being asked if he was ill promptly replied sum sic.—■

Ex.

— Franklin College, Ind., is no more. The Senior class (three in num

ber) has gone en masse to Chicago University.
—University Reporter.

— Commencement week at Hobart begins July 14th and closes on the 18th.

Immediately after the close there will be a nine weeks' excursion to Europe,

of about twenty members of the class of '73 under the direction and chaper-

onage of one of the professors of the College. This is a grand idea and we

wish the gentlemen all success in their search for pleasure and novelty in the

old world.

— Another bit of news that has just got around to the Hesperian Student

in Lincoln, Nebraska: "At Cornell the Professors take part in the 'rushing
'

and 'snatch' Freshmen canes."

— The ladies ofa western mixed college have formed a ball-club ; the color

of their stockings is not known.

— Oxford has just established a university billiard club.

— "Dolly Yarden hash" is Harvard's latest and best dish at commons.

■— Three thousand dollars are to be expended at once od casts for the Art
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Gallery at Amherst. The collection is to include, besides others, the most

famous of the Elgin Marbles, the Ghiberti Gates and the Moses of Michael

Angelo.
—Courant.

— Twenty-six colleges and universities have held their commencement ex

ercises during the week.

— A lady student of Colby is said to be preparing for the ministry.
— The Shelby Female College, at Shelbyville, Kentucky, was recently

burned. Loss, $15,000; insurance, $10,000.
— S. F. Pratt, of Buffalo, bequeathed $30,000 to Hamilton College to en

dow a professorship, without further conditions.

FOURTH ANNUAL COAIAIENCEAIENT.

The exercises for the week as far as can be now announced are as follows :

Monday, June 24, 71, p. m.
—

Competition for the Woodford Prize Medal

in Oratory.

Tuesday, June 25, 7C p. m.
—Baccalaureate eVddress before the Graduat

ing Class.

Wednesday, June 26— 10 a. m.—Meeting ofthe Alumni.

Wednesday, June 26, 3 p. m.
—Annual Meeting of the Trustees.

Wednesday, June 26, 8 p. m.
—Address before the Colleges.

Thursday, June 27, 9 a. m.—The Annual Commencement, with the theses

and orations of the graduating class, tee distribution of prizes and the confer

ring of degrees.

CLASS DAY.

The exercises of the class of '72 will take place at Library Hall on Tttesr

day, June 25, at 2 o'clock p. in., the members assembling at the Clinton

House twenty minutes previous, and marching thence to the Hall. The fol

lowing is the programme, the music being furnished by the University Band :

Music.

Opening Address by the President, J. B. Lawrence.

Essay, II. E. Copeland.
Music.

( hation, Fox Holden.

Music,

Poem, D. S. Jordan.
Music.

Class History, G. Put Serviss.

Class Song.
After singing the class will form in procession and march to the University

Campus, where the exercises will be continued in the open air.

Music.

Memorial Oration, Timothy Sanderson.

Placing the Memorial.

Music, and Smoking the Calumet.

The class then adjourn until 10 o'clock in the evening, when they meet at

the Tompkins House for supper. At that time the Prophecy will be read,
the presents voted and distributed, and the Farewell eVddress delivered by the

President, after which, as a class, the members will part for the last time.

THE I'llILALA THEELY SOCIETY.

The last regular meeting for the term was held in Society Hall on Satur

day evening last.

The literary exercises consisted of a chronicle of the events of the week

by D. E. Kohler, an oration by CE D. Page, subject Benjamin Franklin, and
a debate on the amnesty question.

The appointed debaters were Messrs. I. N. L. Demy, L. Hawn, CE Flus
ter and Simeon Smith.

Owing to the unusual amount of business to be transacted at its elose,
there was but little volunteer speaking.

The following officers were elected for next term : President, Simeon
Smith; Vice President, E. M. Howard; Secretary, C. Edward Washburn;
Treasurer, S. W. Carpenter.

In response to the calls from the members F. IE McElroy, the retiring
president who is to leave us at the end of the year, made a short speech ap
propriate to the occasion, expressive of his regret at leaving the society and

of his hopes for its future prosperity. Mr. McKlroy has long been conneclcd
with the society and has the esteem of all its members.

All will be gratified to learn that the hard unsightly benches in the Society
Hall will at the beginning of another year be replaced by easy chairs.

SECRETARY.

STANDARD SURFACE PLATES.

PRESENTED TO CORNELL UNIVERSITY BY JOHN E. SWEET.

These surfaces are of the highest standard of truth attainable by the best

means known at the present time. They were formed in triplets, and either

two fit with equal perfection in all positions. When the two surfaces are clean

and entirely free from scratches one will float upon the other like ice upon ice.

The angles are square, or so nearly so that we have at present no known

means'of detecting any imperfections. Among the many uses which give them

value is fitting valves and valve-seats, making steam-tight joints and testing

the truth of all flat, straight and square work.

Syracit.se, N. Y., June 12, 1872.

Mr. Sweet will please accept the thanks ofthe Sibley College of Mechanic

Arts for this useful and timely gift.

RARE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENCURSIONS AND GOOD WAYS

TO REA CH IIOAIE.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

As the closing days ofthe year come on, and Cornelians and their friends

begin to move homeward, weary student begin to consult time-tables and ex

amine routes so as to secure the quickest and safest passage to their friends.

All wdio remember the dismal days of bad connections and crowded cars two

and three years since will be glad that F. W. Phillips has made arrangements

whereby palace sleeping cars will be run with the evening train to New York,

leaving the depot at 6: 25, on Friday, June 21, and Thursday, the 27th.

Through cars to Cleaveland are offered if desired. Tickets are sold at the fol

lowing low rates: to Xew Vork and return, good for ten days $13.00; Niag

ara Falls and return $7.50; Ithaca to Niagara Falls and thence to New York,

$14.00, and to all points at proportionate rates. Special rate to Cleaveland

$S. 15. Mr. Phillips also sells tickets via the shortest connection with New

Vork, the train leaving Ithaca at noon and arriving at New York at 9:40 the

same evening. Parties securing tickets of Mr. Phillips, number 5, East State

street, can have their baggage checked from thsir residences to all points, an

unequalled convenience. All information, interesting to travelers, cheerfully
furnished at number 5 East State street.

AIISCELLANEUUS.

—

Burgess and Son of Albany, whose advertisement has appeared in THE

Eka for two years, are steadily gaining custom among the students at Cor

nell, by their promptness, by their business integrity and by the elegance, of
all workmanship which comes from their establishment. Anv one who has

occasion to procure pins and badges, will be suited by applying to these fen-

tlemen.

A CADEAIY COAIAIEA 'CEAIENT.

The Commencement exercises of the Ithaca Academy took place in Library
Hall on the evening of Friday, the fourteenth instant. None but invited tniests

were present, and we gratefully acknowledge the eourtesy of the managers in

leaving us uninterrupted in our usual avocations on that evening.

Although having every reason to believe that the affair was an entire suc

cess and nighly creditable to this excellent Academy, we deliberately pro
nounce it an utter failure, in order to prove that the power ofthe press cannot
with impunity be tampered with.

ANNOUNCEAIENT TO COIONISTS.

II'" VOIT ARE GOING WEST

Buy your tickets over the "old reliable
"

Missouri Pacific Railroad,
the popular route from St. Louis to Sedalia, Fort Scott, Lawrence, Kansas

City, Atchison, St. Joseph, Omaha, Denver, and all points in Missouri, Kan
sas, Nebraska and Colorado, to which people are moving. This line has an

unexcelled equipment in line day coaches, Pullman's palace sleepers, Miller's

safety platform and the patent steam brake, and its reputation for piompt
time and sure connections is proverbial. For valuable information and assist
ance, and to make special arrangements at lowest rates offered by any line,
call upon or address I. G. Wheeler, Agent Missouri Pacific R. R 7-Lloyd
street, Buffalo, ,\. V.; or F. A. Ford, General Passenger Agent,' St. Louis
Mo. No trouble to answer questions.

- Russia has recently organized 50,000 public schools, which will partially
make up for the time lost in the public instruction of the voung in that coun
try.
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OALVETE, JUVENES. C
HANGE OF TIME.

ITHACA & ATHENS R. R.

STUDENTS OF CORNELL,

You can reach your homes quicker, more comfortably,

surer and happier via

ERIE RAILWAY,
THE GREAT APPIA VIA OF NEW VORK,

*

than by any other route.

TWO EXPRESS TRAIN'S
A vv w

EAST and WEST

to which are attached

DAILY

PALATIAL^TST COACHES,

combining every modern improvement,

run in direct connection at Owego with trains on the

D. L. & W. R. R. from Ithaca.

BERTHS, SECTIONS AND STATE-ROOMS

can be secured in advance on application at the Com

pany's Office. (See below.)

THROUGH TICKETS FROM ITHACA to

all points on the Erie Railway
—New York, Albany,

Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and all

principal points East, West, and South for .sale, at

the lowest rates.

"^g^ Baggage called for, delivered at the Depot,

and checked thence to destination—a convenience

offered

EXCLUSIVELY BY THE AGENTS

OF THIS COMPANY.

L. D. Rucker, Wm. K. Barr,

Gen'l Superintendent. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

ELDRED & PHILLIPS,

Agents,

No. 5 East State Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

rv L. & W. R. R. TIME TABLE.

*-*'

JUNE 3, 1S72.

CAYUGA DIVISION.

On and after June 3, 1872, trains will

LEAVE OWEGO.

Mail Train at 5.00 A. M., immediately on the arrival of the Cin

cinnati Express and after the arrival of the Night Express
Trains

on the Erie Railroad. .

Passenger Train at 5.20P M
,
on the arrival of Express Trains

from New York, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Scranton, and arriving

at Ithaca 7.06.

LEAVE ITHACA.

Passenger Train at 12 M.. connects with Express Trains

for New York, arriving at 9 40 p. m., Buffalo and Dunkirk.

Mail Train at 6.25 v. M., on arrival of Cayuga Lake Steam

boat Line, runs to the Night Express Trains East and West on

Erie Railroad and Mail West, arriving at Buffalo at 8.19 A. M.,

and at New York at 7.30 a. m.

^ r HUMpHREY>

Superintendent Cayuga Division.

ffhaca, June 3, 1872.

The express train will run as follows on

and after Monday, November 13, 1S71 :

LEAVE

Athens at 2:35 1'. M., arriving at Iihaca 7:25 P. M.

RETURNING LEAVE

Ithaca al 1 1.30 A. M., arriving at Athens at 1:20 P. M.

Connects also with trains on the Lehigh Yalley
Railroad for Towanda and also for Elmira and sta

tions west on the Erie Railway, arriving in Buffalo

the same evening.
Accommodation train leaves Ithaca at 5.20 A. si.

Passengers remaining over night at Towanda, and

taking the morning train, passing through the mag
nificent scenery ofthe Wyomingand Lehigh Valleys,
will reach New York or Philadelphia in the after

noon of the same day.

Carriages will be in waiting on the arrival of trains
to carry passengers between Factoryville and the

Erie Depot at Waverly.

WILLIAM HALSEY, Sup't.

A H-WA-GA HOUSE,

CORNER FRONT & CHURCH STS.,

OWEGO, N. Y.

D
R. G. W. HOYSRADT,

SURGEON DENTIST,

NO. 3 CLINTON HALL, ITHACA,
Will remove to his new office rooms in his dwelling, opposite
the Clinton House, on or about the first of January next, at

which place he will have greatly increased facilities for the sne-

cessful prosecution ofhis dental practice
Having associated with him Dr. B. W. Franklin, of New

York City, who has devoted many years to the construction cf

artificial dentures and other dental mechanism, he feels confi

dent that the facilities offered by this acquisition will secure to

thc public advantages second to no other Dental establishment

i'i the country.
Wc- ridin ini-tcr chemically pure gas for tie- pain].-- extraction

of teeth, and .ither painful operations in fl. ni.il -nrgery. No

charge fur extracting teeth when artificial ones are required.

(.. W. IIOVSKADT, D. D. S. B. \V. FRANKLIN.

M

Students waiting at Owego will do well to stop at this Hotel.

Sample Rumii for Mercantile Travelers.

C. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

c

R

LINTON HOUSE,

Corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets,

S. D. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

First Class Board at reasonable rates. Omnibus free for

Guests of the House.

AILROAD HOTEL AND RESTAU

RANT, CAYUGA, N. Y.

JAMES A. BAILEY, Proprietor.

OFFICE IN THE DEI'OT.

No night trains passing to disturb guests.

Baggage taken from depot to rooms free of charge.
Guests can be accommodated with boats, bait and fishing

Mr. & Mrs. BAILEY

Will spare no pains to make the stay of guests pleasant, and

they especially solicit thc patronage of their old friends, the

students.

JAMES A. V.KWJN . Proprietor.

pOLLEGE
ENGRAVER & PRINTER.

CLASS DA Y, CLASS EXCURSION,

and BOAT CLUB SCHEAIES and

INVITATIONS

engraved on steel, copper or stone.

Society Monograms and Cuts a Specialty.

Visiting Cards in all varieties of tints, sizes and

styles executed in the very best manner.

Illuminated Stamping.

Printing done neatly and tastefully. Complete as

sortment of English and Persian note paper and en

velopes in stock. Fine Russia Leather Goods a

Specialty. Samples sent on application. Orders

solicited.
Ceo. W. Silcox,

17 Yanderbilt Square,

Svracuse, N. Y.

ISS C. ACKLEY,

No. to. Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

STATIONER V OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

Photographs ofthe Faculty of Cornell University, Photographs
and Stereoscopic Yicws of the University and ithaca Seen.

cry. '1 heERA, dtily papers and all thc periodicals kept for sale

OEM D. KEHOE

(established 1857)

STILL IN TIIE FIELD,

the originator, inventor and only manufacturer

KEHOE'S MODEL INDIAN CLUBS,

for physical and muscular development.
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100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

IW Beware of miserable imitations which are

being sold upon my reputation.

w
YCKOFF'S PHONOGRAPHIC
INSTITUTE, No. 7 and 8 Fish Block, Ithaca, N.Y.
Studentsmay enter upon a course of instruction at any

time.

TERMS.—For a course of thirty lessons fifteen dollars, in
variably in advance.

Phonographic Hand Book, Fiist and Second Reader, Phono
graphic Dictionary, andTall ofthe best Short Hand publications
furnished at publisher's prices. For further particulars address

\V O. WYCKOFF,

Pnoxoc.RArHic Institute,

Ithaca, N. Y.

SEAAIAA'S Hack and Livery Stable, rear of

Clinton House, 12 & 14 West State Street.

G. A. TAPPENDEAT, Fashionable Boot and

Shoe Maker. No. 5 North Tjoga Street, up stairs.

pOTO THE N. Y. BARBER SHOP

^^
FOR A FIRST-CLASS SHAYE.

ADOLPH BASHINSK.I,

SHAVING AND HAIR CUTTING SALOON

Under Finch'., Store, come,- State and Tioga Streets.
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The Largest. The Cheapest. The Best.

WORCESTER'S

ROYAL QUARTO DICTIONARY

(illustrated)

is a massive volume of 1854 pages, and contains

considerably more than

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND WORDS

in its, vocabulary, with their pronunciation, definition
and etymology.

Recommendations.

" The Senate need only go to a simple dictionary;
I will not go to a law book or any work on the law

of nations, but I take what I think is the

BEST AUTHORITY,

Worcester's Large Dictionary."—Hon. Chas. Sum

ner, in U. S, Senate, February 21, 1872.

"

We concur with Senator Sumner in preferring
the honest, scholarly and trust-worthy Worcester's

Dictionary,"—New YorkWorld, Eebiuary 23, 1872.

"An almost indispensable aid to a correct deliv

ery of our thoughts, whether in writing or speak
ing."

—

Prof. Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smith
sonian Institution, April 13, 1872.

"Worcester's Dictionary has constantly lain on

my table for daily use, and Webster's reposed on

my shelves for occasional consultation."—Oliver
Wendell Holmes.

"

It should be placed on the centre-table for daily
consultation and study in every family."—New York

Independent, January, 1872.

We take pleasure in informing School Commit
tees, Teachers and ftiends of education generally,
that we have just issued

New and Illustrated Editions

of

WORCESTER'S PRIMARY

and

COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARIES.

Besides the illustrations, important additions
have been made to these books, the value of which
will be appreciated by all who desire a convenient

Dictionary for the school-room or family.

For sale by booksellers generally.

BREWFR & TILESTON,
17 Milk Street, Boston,

T
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Fourth Year—1871-72.

FACULTY.

ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D„ President, Pro

fessor of History.

WILLIAAl CHANNING RUSSEL, At. A., Yice-

President.Associate Professor of History and Professor of

South-European Languages.

LOUIS AGASSIZ, LL. D„ Non-resident Profes

sor of Natural History.

CHARLES BABCOCK', AI. A., Professor of Ar

chitecture.

GEORGE C. CALDWELL, S. B., Ph. D., Pro

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry-

WILLIAAl CHARLES CLEVELAND, S. B.,

Piofessor of Civil Engineering.

GEORGE WILLIAAl CURTIS, AI. A., Non

resident Professor of Recent Literature,

THEODORE IV. DWIGHT, LL. D., Non-res

ident Professor of Constitutional Law.

EVAN W. EVANS, AL A., Professor of Mathe

matics.

WLLLARD FISKE, AI. A., Ph. D., Professor of

North-European Languages.

ISAAC FLAGG, Ph. D., Professor of the Creek

Language and Literature.

JOHN STANTON GOULD, Non-resident Pro-

fessor of Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

GEORGE WASHINGTON GREENE, AL A.,
Non-resident Professor ofAmerican History-

CHARLES FRr.D. HARTT, AI. A., Professor

of Geology.

JAAIES LAW, F. R. V C, Professor of Veterin-

ary Medicine and Surgery.

FRANCIS E. LOOAIIS, AI. A., Ph. D., Profes
sor of Physics and Industrial Mechanics.

JAAIES RUSSELL LOWELL, AL A., NE.n-

resident Professor of General Literature.

HENRY It. AIcCLYDIESS, Professor of

Agriculture.

JOHN L. AIORRIS, C. £., Professor of Practical
Mechanics.

TRACY PECK, AI. A., Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

ALBERT N. PRENTISS, At. S., Professor ol

Botany, Horticulture and Arboriculture.

CHARLES CHAUNCY SHACKFORD, AI. A.,
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature.

CHARLES A. SCHAEFFER, AI. A., Ph. />.,
Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Mineralogy.

GOLDWIN SAIITH, LL. D., Professor of Eng
lish History.

BAYARD TAYLOR, AI. A., Nuii-residcnl Pro-
fessor of German Lit' ratine.

BURTG. WILDER, S. B., AL D., Professor of

Comparative Anatomy and Zoology.

WILLIAAl D. WILSON, D. D., LL. D., I. II. IK,
Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy.

CHARLES II. WING, B, S., I'm fessor of Chem

istry,

ASSISTANT r-Rot'ESKOUS,

WILLIAAl E. AANOLD, AI. A., Mathematics

and Military Tactics.

T. FREDERICK CRANE, M. A., Italian and

Spani-.h,

HENRY T. EDDY, C. E., Mathematics-

JAAIES AIORGAN HART, M. A., J-
U' D'*

German.

WATERAIAN T. HEWETT, AL A., German,

BELA P. AIACKOON, AL /L, German.

JAAIES If. OLIVER, M. A.-, Mathematics.

ZIBA HAZARD POTTER, M. A., M. D„

Mathematics.

FREDERICK L. 0. RCEHRIG, M. A., French.

ALFRED STEBBINS, AI. A., French.

LUCIENA. WAIT, B.A., Mathematics.

SPECIAL LECTURERS—COI.LECE OF AGRICULTURE.

LEWIS E. ALLEN, Management of Cattle.

ANDRE IV S. FULLER, Small Fruits.

JAAIES J. II. GREGORY, Market Gardening.

F. AI. HEXAAIER, Cultivation ofthe Potato.

HENRY S. RANDAIL, LL. D.f Sheep Hus-

bandry.

CHARLES V. RILEY, Economic Entomology.

GREENE SAIITH, M. A., Ornithology.

£. IV. STEWART, Food of Cattle.

JOILY J.fTIIOAIAS, Large Fruits.

LUTHER TUCKER, Agriculture.

XERXES ADDISON WILLARD, AI. A., Dairy

Economy.

INSTRUCTORS.

ALONZO AL CHACE, Chemistry.

EDWARD WILLYS HYDE, Civil Engineering.

DAVID. STARR JORDAN, Botany.

UNIVERSITY OFFICERS,

Registrar
—Professor Wilon.

Librarian—Professor FlsKE.

Assistant-Treasurer—J. W. Williams.

Director of the Taint
—ALLEX B. Bknham.

Superintendent of .'■'.• University Tree-—B. HER-

mox Smith.

Alaster of the Chimes—M YRON G. SlOLP.

COURSES OF STUDY.

IN AGRICULTURE—extending over, two, three

or four years.

IN TIIE MECHANIC ARTS—extending over

three or four years.

IN SCIENCE— including the Sciences, Modern

Language , History and Liu r.uure, and leading to the

degree of K, J.clor uf Science.

IN PHILOSOPHY— including Latin and the Mod-

.■ni Languages and le.uli,^ t(1 lh, ^.^ of Bache,or Q

Philosophy.

IN ARTS-including t;,eek and Latin, and leading
to lhe degree ol" 1'...s1kI..i , l \,,.

*"

ELECTIVE— including ,mv ilnee ,t„i;. i- 1.

,

* mu studies which
may be .selected hy the mihviu.

SPECIAL— including anv particul i,- 1 ,

, , , ,
■

,
•

- ' llllUI" branch of
knowledge winch is puisucd eOusn, | ■
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sit y arc to be addressed lo Mr. I. \V, Win , U]s
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